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PREFACE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR
The

volume on the Minor Prophets

is

partly in

advance of the German

original,

The commentaries on

the nine

which has not yet reached the three post-exilian Prophets.
earlier

Prophets by Professors

some time ago *

Kleinert and Schmoller appeared

in separate

numbers

but for Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, Dr. Lange has not, to this date,

;

been able to secure a suitable co-laborer. 9

With

his cordial approval I

deem

it

better to

complete the volume by original commentaries than indefinitely to postpone the publication.

They were prepared by sound and

able scholars, in conformity with the plan of the whole

work.

The volume
1.

Rev.

accordingly contains the following parts, each one being paged separately

A General

Introduction

Charles Elliott, D.

to the

Prophets,

especially the

:

—

Minor Prophets, by

D., Professor of Biblical Exegesis in Chicago, Illinois.

The

general introductions of Kleinert and Schmoller are too brief and incomplete for our purpose,

and therefore

I requested Dr.

Elliott

to prepare

an independent essay on the subject.

Hose a. By Rev. Dr. Otto Schmoller. Translated from the German and enlarged by James Frederick McCurdy, M. A., of Princeton, N. J.
By Otto Schmoller. Translated and enlarged by Rev. John Forsyth,
8. Joel.
D. D., LL. D., Chaplain and Professor of Ethics and Law in the United States Military
2.

Academy, West Point, N. Y.

By Otto Schmoller. Translated and enlarged by Rev. Talbot W.
4. Amos.
Chambers, D. D., Pastor of the Collegiate Reformed Dutch Church, New York.
By Rev. Paul Kleinert, Professor of Old Testament Theology in the
5. Obadiau.
Translated and enlarged by Rev.

University of Berlin.

George

R. Bliss, D. D., Professor

in the University of Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.
6.

Jonah.

larged by Rev.
7.

Micah.

By Prof. Paul Kleinert, of the University of Berlin. Translated and enCharles Elliott, Professor of Biblical Exegesis in Chicago. 8
By Prof. Paul Kleinert, of Berlin, and Prof. George R. Bliss, of Lewis-

burg.
8.

Nahum.

By

Paul Kleinert,

Prof.

of Berlin, and Prof.

Charles Elliott,

of

Chicago.
9.

1

Habakkuk.

By

Obadjak, JoitnM, Micka,

Paul Kxuxur, Pfarrar xu
Prophettn Hosea, Joel
in Uratk. BJelef.

and

Professors

Kleinert and Elliott.

Nahum, HabaJcuk,
Gtrtraud und a.

St.

und Amos.

Zephanjali. Wissenshq/Uieh
Professor

an der

und

Univtrsiidt

fOr den

zu

Theologiick-homiletiseh bearbeitet ton Otto

Gebrauch der Kirrhe ausgetegt von

Berlin. Bielefeld a. Leipzig, 1868.

Bohmolur,

— Die

JJeent. der Theologi*, Diaconus

Leipzig, 1872.

S The commentary of Her.

(DU naekexUischen Propheten, Gotha, 1870) was
by Dr. Lange mainly on account of Prasel's riews on the
was, however, independently published, and was made u*e of, like other

W. Pmsskl on

originally prepared for Lenge's Bible-work, bat

genuineness and Integrity of Zechariah.

It

these three Prophets

was

rejected

commentaries, by the authors of the respeotlre sections In this rolume.
S Dr. Elliott desires to render his acknowledgments to the Rot. Reuben Dederick, of Chicago, and the Rer. Jacob
Lotke, of Faribault, Minnesota, for valuable assistance In translating seme difficult passages in Kletnert's Commentaries
i

/

Jonah,

Nahum, and Habakkuk.

PREFACE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR.

VI
10.
11.

12.

Zephaniah. By Professors Kleinert and Elliott.
Haggai. By James Frederick McCurdy, M. A., Princeton, N. J.
Zechariah. By Rev. Talbot W. Chambers, D. P., New York.

(See special

preface.)
IS.

Malachi.

By

Rev. Joseph Packard, D. D. Professor of Biblical Literature in
f

the Theological Seminary at Alexandria, Virginia.

The
modern

contributors to this volume were directed carefully to consult the entire ancient
literature

on the Minor Prophets and to enrich

it

and

with the latest results of German

and Anglo-American scholarship.

The remaining
fast as the

parts of the

Old Testament are

all

under way, and

will

be published as

nature of the work will permit.

PHILIP SCHAFF.
Union TmoLoarcAL SnaNART,

New

Yokjc, January, 1874.
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GENERAL INTRODTJCTION
TO TIUB

MINOR PROPHETS.

Meaning of

The
which

the

Words Prophet and Prophecy.

ordinary Hebrew word for prophet

is

1

Nfibi (Heb.

is

WSJ), derived from the verb M55

The former of

connected by Gesenius with 3733.

these verbs

is

used in

,
1.

___.,

JVaM.

the Niphal and Hithpael species in the sense of speaking under a divine influence 1
the latter signifies in the Kal, to boil forth, to gush out, to flow, as a fountain. If this etymology
is correct, the noun will designate a person, who bursts forth with spiritual utterances under
the divine impulse, or simply one who pours forth words. Freytag defines the correspond-

ing word
dixit,

in Arabic V

The form K*23

who

Lu K

editus, elatus fuity annuntiavit, renuntiavit alter alteri, se

propheticum munus vindicavit
is like

prophetam

sibi.

that of Vt3p,

and

is

taken by some in a passive sense,

literally,

one

This is the opinion of Bunsen and Davidson. But Ewald, Havernick, Oehler, Hengstenberg, Bleek, Lee, Pusey, McCaul, and the great majority of Biblical
critics, prefer the active sense of announcing, pouring forth the declarations of God, as more
in accordance with the usage of the word.
is

Two

divinely inspired.

other

Hebrew words

are used to designate a prophet, namely, HN*! and

HjH.

Both

these words signify one who sees, and are usually rendered in the LXX. by 2. Roth and
ffXtvtav, or bfmv, sometimes by irpo<fyrjrns (1 Chron. xxvi. 28 ; 2 Chron. xvi. 7, Chozeh.
The three words occur in 1 Chron. xxix. 29, where they seem to be contrasted with
10).
each other " Now the acts of David the King, first and last, behold they are written in
the book of Samuel the seer (RoVh), and in the book of Nahum the prophet (Nfibi), and in
the book of Gad the seer (Chozeh). RoSh is used twelve times in the Bible (1 Sam. ix. 9,
11, 18, 19 ; 2 Sam. xv. 27; 1 Chron. ix. 22; xxvi. 28; xxix. 29; 2 Chron. xvi. 7, 10; Is.
xxx. 10), and in seven of these it is applied to Samuel. It was superseded in general use
by the word Ndbi, by which Samuel himself was designated as well as by Roeh (1 Sam. iii.
20 ; 2 Chron. xxxv. 18), and which seems to have revived after a period of desuetude (1
Sam. ix. 9), and to have been applied to the company of prophets mentioned in 1 Sam. x.
:

5, 10, 11, 12,

word

and

in xix. 20, 24.

in prose signifying " to see

;

"

The verb

HS"), from which

njn — whence comes the

it

is

derived,

substantive iT/l

the

is

—

is

common

more poet-

pTP, another derivative, is the word constantly used for the prophetical vision. It is
found in Samuel, Chronicles, Psalms, Proverbs, and in most of the prophets.
It has been much debated whether there is any difference in the usage of these words,

icaL

1 The bookj need most In preparing thlf Introduction are Hengstenberg's Christology, Dean Stanley'! History of fat
Jewish Church, Auberleo On Daniel, fatrbairn On Prophecy, Darison On Prophecy, 8tuart'i Hints on Prophecy, Bleak's
introduction to the Old Testament, Hell's Inttodmetion to the Old Testament, Alexander1! Introduction to hie Commentary on Isaiah, Smith '• Dictionary of the Bible, and Kltto'f Biblical Cydopadia.
See alao the Uet of Commentaries
en the Prophet* at the eloee of the Introdnctfcra, No. IX. ; and Knobel'i Prophettsmus der Hebraer (1887. 2 role.) ; Delfeevh'f BebHsch-prophet. Thtotogie (1846); Quit. Baur'e (iesth. der alt, test. Weisxagung (1881 eqq.).
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
and if any, what that difference is. Some consider Ndbi to express the official prophet, that
and Chozeh denote those who reis, one who belonged to the prophetic order, while Roih
The case of Gad is supposed to afford a clue to the difficeived a prophetical revelation.
In 2 Sam. xxiv. 11, this prophet is described as the " Nabi; " in 1 Chron. xxi. 9, as
culty.
David's " Chozeh " and in 2 Chron. xxix. 25, as the King's " Chozeh'* while Nathan is styled
" the Nabi"
Hence it has been suggested that Chozeh was the special
in the same place
designation of the prophet attached to the royal household ; and that this individual might,
Perhaps it is safe to say that the same persons were desigat the same time, be a Nabi.
nated by the" three words Ndbi, Roeh, and Chozeh, the last two titles being derived from the
mode of receiving the divine communications the first, from the utterance of them to others.
In any view of the case there can be little doubt that Nabi was employed to designate one
who belonged to the prophetic order. When Gregory Nazianzen (Or., 28) calls Ezejciel 6
i<av fi€ydku>v inarm]? kcu iirjyyjrrff; pvarrjpuav, he gives a sufficiently exact translation of the
two titles Chozeh or Ro8h, and Ndbi. 1
The word Ndbi is uniformly translated in the LXX. by irpo</>iJr^, and in the A. V. by
;

ti»

word

" prophet."

trapktt

dow

behind.

The proper sense of irpo is before, in front, as opposed to omcrdt,
Hence, according to the best lexicographers, the idea of priority in
ptanuy*^ time is given as secondary to that of antecedence and priority in place. This
whopradlota view would give to irpo in irpo^fti and irpc<f>rjrns, a local instead of a temporal
***"?,
signification.
lipo^^rq? would, in that case, denote an authoritative speaker in
!

tho'torm

the

name of God; and

it is

applied in this sense, in the Classics, to the

official

expounders of the oracles, and to poets, as the prophets of the Muses, t. «., as
speaking
in their name, at their suggestion, or by their inspiration,
ttM^'Ipndtc?
The classical passage a& to the meaning of the word Nabi is Exodus iv. 14-16
tion of §uoh
#Ttnts
" And the anger of the Lord was kindled against Moses and he said, Is not
l
Aaron the Levite thy brother ? I know that he can speak well. And also, behold, he
cometh forth to meet thee and when he seeth thee, he will be glad in his heart. And thou
shait speak unto him, and put words in his mouth ; and I will be with thy mouth, and with
And he shall be thy spokesman unto the
his mouth, and will teach you what ye shall* do.
people ; and he shall be, even he shall be to thee instead of a mouth, and thou shalt be to
him instead of God." Take in connection with this Ex. vii. 1 " I have made thee a god
lo Pharaoh; and Aaron thy brother shall be thy prophet" (Ndbi) ; and the meaning of
It means, one who speaks for another ; who utters the words that
the word becomes plain.
another has put into his mouth. His communications may have reference to the past, to the
present, or to the future ; and may also extend to absolute and universal truth. These com-

pnfhecy

ro-

*

:

:

munications constitute prophecy.

The

UnM

°f

modern usage, of the term prophet to one who predicts future events,
and prophecy to the prediction of these events, has arisen from the fact that a

restriction, in

ite»trloti>n

8e portion of the prophetic writings, and precisely that very portion wljich is
most likely to impress the reader, is of this description. But these words do not
modern
admit of any such restriction in the Scriptures of both the Old and the New
1WAge
Testament. In these they admit of the sense of declaration and interpretation.
In the latter sense it was used by Lord Bacon, who speaks of an exercise called proph" The ministers within a precinct," says Lord Bacon, " did meet upon a week day
esying.
in some principal town, where there was some ancient grave minister that was president, and
an auditory of gentlemen, or other persons of leisure. Then every minister successively,
beginning with the youngest, did handle one and the same part of Scripture, spending severAnd so the exerally some quarter of an hour or better, and in the whole some two hours.
cise being begun and concluded with prayer, and the president giving a text for* the next
meeting, the assembly was dissolved." Jeremy Taylor uses the word, in the same sense, in
A book was published at Oxford, in 1838, bearing
lib treatise On Liberty of Prophesying.
the title, On the Prophetical Office of the Church, in which the adjective " prophetical " has
^ar

!1a!

£ro;Wteyjn
*

evidently no reference to prediction.
1

8m Smith's

Dictionary of the BibU,

pfr—ion oftht Holy

Scripturts,

•. r.

Apptndlx J

;

« Prophot; » KlUo's Bio. Oydopadi*, t. r. « Prophoo/
to Faith, tomj UL, « Propbooy."

;

» Lot

O*

the

«nd Aids
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n.
Prophetical Institution and Order. 1

The Law

provides /or the Prophetical Institution (Deut. xviii.)

dient resorted to

on special emergencies.

;

hence

it

was no expe-

Though

the prediction (Deut. xviii.)
ppecially relates, as the gospel history shows, to the one distinguished Prophet,

The Prop

ett<

In"

1

J ^
did write," yet the context (vers. 20, 21, 22) clearly provided for
shows that a succession of inferior prophets was included. The gift of prophecy » the law.
was closely connected with the general design of the Old Economy, the foundation of which
44

of

whom Moses

in the

Law

was the Law recorded in the Pentateuch. In the Law, as an epitome, the rest of the Old
Testament is contained, as to its seminal principles. The later books are virtually*a development and application of what is comprised in the Pentateuch. To make thisfdevelopment and application the prophetical order was instituted.
The Scriptures do not represent an unbroken series of prophets, each inducted into office
by his predecessor. At least, they are silent on this point, except in the cases The Scripof Joshua and Elisha, the former of whom was inducted into office by Moses, and *«"* do not
the latter by Elijah.
The prophets are described as deriving their prophetical JJJJJJJ^* 11
character immediately from God, and do not seem to have attached much impor- series of
tance to a series of incumbents, each receiving his commission from another, or prophets,
from others. It was different with the priesthood, whose succession and indue- ^ i n to° office
by his predtion into office were strictly prescribed.
From the days of Joshua to Eli "there was no open vision" (1 Sam. iii. 1). tcea8or
Under the judges the original constitution remained unchanged, though the nation was
subjected to many vicissitudes of fortune. But in the time of Samuel marked changes passed
over the state, and others were imminent. Kingly government was established ; the priesthood was to be transferred, the kingdom to be dismembered, and the nation to be led into
Hence the revival and enlargecaptivity. Changes so serious needed special interposition.
ment of prophetic revelation. From Samuel to Malachi prophet followed prophet, in unbroken continuity, predicting the great changes that were coming upon the nation, and denouncing the sins that provoked the justice of heaven.
Many portions of the prophv*ical writings are of such a character, that the writers could
They Nature of
not have recorded them withou/ a special communication from heaven.
Other portions are not of this nature. They prophetic inare, strictly speaking, Revelations.
8p n on
Historical incidents
are such as must have been familiar to the sacred writers.
While it is evident
were continually occurring around them of which they were cognizant.
that a supernatural knowledge was necessary in the former case, it is not so evident in the
They might have recorded historical events, as other historians have done, without
latter.
any special divine aid. They might have done so, but they did not In the former case
This
they spoke by revelation, and in the latter by the inspiration s of the Holy Spirit.
they claim, and the writers of the New Testament accord it to them (2 Tim. iii. 16 ; 2 Pet.
They preface their announcements with " Thus saith the Lord'/'
L 21).
In regard to the nature of prophetic inspiration, it is sufficient to state that it was plenIt is vain and needless to attempt any
ary, or fully adequate to the attainment of the end.
So far as anything can be inferred from incidental or explicit
description of its mode.
statements of the Scripture, the most usual method of communication would appear to have
been that of immediate vision. Micaiah saw (1 Kings xxiL 17) ; Isaiah saw (Is* vi. 1);
Seer and Vision are used for prophet and prophecy.
Some have supposed that the prophets, under the influence of inspiration, were in a condition expressed by the Greek word cjcorao-is, u «., in a state of subjection to a higher
Their own faculties, according to this view, were held in complete abeyance. Such
power.
-

*

Bee Alexander's Introduction to tko ProphocUs of lutiak.
By rtvotaHon \m meant a direct communication from God
distinction Is made between mdation sua impimtion.
to men, either of such knowledge as man oonld not of himself attain to, or which was not, in point of fact, from whatever cause, known to the person who reeetred the revelation. Inspiration, on the other hand, is that actuating energy
of the Holy Spirit, guided by which the human agents chosen by God hare officially declared his will by word of mouth.
Lit on Inspiration, pp. 40, 41
or bare committed to writing the several portions of the Bible.
1

t

—
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6

a condition of mind was regarded as a natural and necessary sign of inspiration, on the part
of the pretended prophets and diviners of the heathen. They exhibited the outward signs
of violent excitement, resembling insanity.
Hence the etymological affinity of the Greek
words fxdvris, /xavta, and fiaCvofiai. The early fathers uniformly speak of this maniacal excitement as characteristic of the inspiration claimed by the heathen diviners ; and describe
the inspiration of the Hebrew prophets as distinguished by the opposite peculiarities of calmness, self-possession, and active intelligence.
Their minds may have been, on certain occasions, in a highly elevated state ; but we have no reason to think that their mental condition
was a morbid one. The action of the Holy Spirit did not supersede the exercise of their
own intelligence He spoke in them, not by them as mere instruments ; and they, while
uttering or recording his communications, preserved each his distinct individuality.
It is the general opinion that Samuel instituted companies, or colleges of prophets ; and
'^ afc " e 8on8 °^
e P roP nets " mentioned in Scripture, were young men in a
H«d th«
find one of these consprophets any course of preparation for the prophetic ministry.
training i&
panies, or colleges, during Samuel's life-time, at Ramah (1 Sam. xix. 19, 20) ;
others afterwards at Bethel (2 Kings ii. 3) ; Jericho (2 Kings it 5)
Gilgal (2
Kings iv. 88) ; and elsewhere (2 Kings vi. 1). These colleges were probably, in their constitution and object, similar to our theological seminaries, which are sometimes called
44
Schools of the Prophets."
Into them were gathered promising students, and there they
were trained for the office which they were destined to filL So successful were these institutions, that from the time of Samuel to the completion of the Canon of the Old Testament,
there seems never to have been wanting a due supply of men to keep up the line of official
:

^

^

We

;

prophets.

To

may be

objected that the ministry of the prophets, depended on the gift of inwhich no human training could compensate, or prepare them. But although
they could not act as prophets without inspiration, they might be prepared for those parts of
their work which depended upon literary culture.
The prophet*, though inspired, were not omniscient. They were the spokesmen of God,
the mouth of God to communicate his messages to men. They had visions ; they
Had th«
propheti a
saw pictures were presented to their spiritual intuition but their understandedgeof what ^g8 were nofc 8° miraculously enlarged as to grasp the whole of the divine counrh«y presels, which they were commissioned to enunciate.
We have the testimony of the
dkt * L
prophets themselves (Dan. xii. 8
Zech. iv. 5 ; 1 Pet i. 10, 11) that they did
These passages, however, have been pushed so far by some as to
not comprehend them.
make it appear that the prophets were only speaking machines. This extreme must be
avoided as well as the other, which would make them omniscient The writer of the article
on Prophecy, in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, commenting on 1 Pet. i. 10, 11, says, that
the prophets " after having uttered predictions on those subjects occupied themselves in
searching into the full meaning of the words that they had uttered." This statement is periptvvwvrts cfc riva rj ttolov icatpoV,
haps not sufficiently guarded. The Apostle writes
in which riVa is interrogative and agrees with Kaipov, and not with irparyixara understood.
If the Apostle had designed to say, that the prophets searched into what things they had utThe expression should, therefore,
tered, he would have written
efc tiW, k*X irolov Kaipov.
This conveys a very different
be rendered, searching what time, or what manner of tvne.
idea, and makes the object of the prophets' sea/ch, not the meaning of the words which they
had uttered, but some additional knowledge concerning the subjects of which they had spoken.
Zech. iv. 5 may mean no more than that the prophet did not understand the symbols menthis it

spiration, for

.

;

;

:

:

tioned in the preceding verses.

This evidently
xii. 8, the prophet declares that he " heard, but understood not"
what was suggested to his mind by the declarations of ver. 7, where it is said that
Daniel does not inquire
the end of the wonders shall be after " a time, times, and a half."
like the angel, in ver 6, " how long " (\nn~T?) " shall it be to the end of these wonders ? "
Jn Dan.

relates to

but " what shall be the end
lot)

»»

(/T^nK) " of these

means the same as ^l? (end)

things."

If

in ver. 6, the interrogative

/TnHN

His question, therefore, must have respect to the
of the " time, times, and a half," ver. 7. 1
inappropriate.

*

Hints on the Interpretation of Prophecy.

fly

M. Stuart.

(end, latter state, final

7Tp (what) used by Daniel

Second Edition.

state

of

is

things at the close

Andorer, 1842.
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many

full discussion

cases,

of this point

saw " through a

is

not necessary to the present purpose.
The prophets, in
;
" but they did not, like mere automata, utter words

glass darkly

which they did not understand. They were inspired and guided by the Holy Spirit, whose
" Unto them it was revealed, that not unto themselves, but unto us they
did minister the things which are now reported unto you by them that have preached the
gospel unto you with the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven " (1 Pet. i. 12).
The prophets had a practical office to discharge. It was part of their commission to
show the people of God " their transgression, and the house of Jacob their sins." nation f
xliii. 10
Micah iii. 8.) They were, therefore, pas- the prophet*
(Is. Iviii. 1 ; Ezek. xxii. 2
t< the P60"
It was their duty to admontors and ministerial monitors of the people of God.
T
ish and reprove, to denounce prevailing sins, to threaten the people with the
They also brought the message of
terrors of divine judgment and call them -to repentance.
consolation and pardon (Is. xl. 1, 2). They were watchmen set upon the walls of Zion to
blow the trumpet and give timely warning of approaching danger (Ezek. iii. 17; xxxiii. 7,
will they revealed.

—

8,

;

;

9; Jer.

The

vi.

17

Is. lxii. 6).

;

relation of the prophets to the people bore a greater resemblance to that of the Chris-

The latter approached God in behalf of men,.by
men in behalf of God. They were his ambassabeseeching men to turn from their evil ways and live. The functions of the prophetical
were, therefore, not identical with those of the priesthood. The prophets were not

tian ministry than to that of the priests.

means of
dors,
office

priests,

sacrifice

;

the former, approached

with the exception of Jeremiah and Ezekiel (Jer.

i.

1

;

Ezek.

i.

3).

They do not seem to have sustained any definite or fixed relation to
They were not officers of state, though they exerted an influence upon

government
and state
This they did not by official formal action, but as special messengers from God,
affairs.
whose divine legation even the apostate kings of Israel acknowledged. Sometimes the kings
but such obstinacy was the sealing of their doom.
refused to hear the prophet's message
It is not easy to determine the mode of life which the prophets led.
It was probably
Some have inferred from Elijah's hairy Mode ^ ufe
subject to no uniform and rigid law.
dress and John the Baptist's imitation of it, that they were distinguished by a oftheprophpeculiar dress and an ascetic mode of life. But the conclusion is too hasty. Their at8
dress sometimes may have been a " sermo propheticus real is," to teach the people what they
ought to do, and not a piece of asceticism. They do not seem to have been anxious of atnor did they seek wealth, but some of them, and
tracting notice by ostentatious display
probably the most of them, lived in poverty and want (1 Kings xiv. 3 ; 2 Kings V. 1, 38,
42; vi. 5). It is probable that the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews (xi. 37, 38) alludes
to the sufferings and privations of the prophets especially, in their temporal humiliation, a
vivid representation of which we have in the lives of Elijah and Elisha, in the books of the
Kings ; and in the case of Jeremiah, who concludes the description of his sufferings (chap,
xx.) by cursing the day of his birth. Repudiated by the world in which they were aliens,
they typified the life of Him, whose appearance they announced, and whose spirit dwelt in
Their persecution and suffering did not arise from opposition to them as a distinct
them.
the

rulers

;

'

;

class,

From
ity.

'

leading an unsociable, ascetic mode of life, but from opposition to their faithful ministry.
the very nature of that ministry, it was exempted from the rules of outward uniformEichhorn has justly mentioned as a characteristic difference between the heathen and

.

the Jewish prophets, that whereas the former tried to enhance their authority by darkness
and seclusion, and mysterious accompaniments, the latter moved among the people without

any such
Other

factitious advantages.
topics,

concerning the prophetical

office,

the functions and

prophets, wilt readily occur to the careful reader of the

Holy

mode of life of the
The mere men-

Scriptures.

some of these must suffice. The prophets were the national poets of Israel. Music,
and hymns were a part of the studies of the class from which, generally speaking,
They were annalists and historians. A great portion of their writings
they were derived.
is direct or indirect history.
According to the testimony of Josephus the whole of the Old
Testament was written by them. They were preachers of patriotism. Their patriotism, as
subjects of the theocracy, was founded on motives of religion.
The enemy of the nation
was the enemy of God. Hence their denunciation of an enemy was a denunciation of a
representative of evil their exhortations in behalf of Jerusalem were exhortations in behalf
of God's kingdom on earth.
tion of

poetry,

;
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Contents

As

and Sphere of

the Prophetical Writings.

the function of the prophet was not limited to the disclosure of the future, but ineluded in it the expounding and application of the Law, the declaration of God's

Thecontenti

an doctrinal
1"*

duty and of absolute and universal truth, so the pronot confined to prediction.
In accordance with this twofold
character of the prophetic office, it contains two elements, which may be called

will in regard to present

P&etic volume

dtetf

is

the moral or doctrinal, and the predictive.
These two parts are not disjoined in the prophetical writings, neither were they disjoined
in the design and communication of prophecy ; but it will conduce to a better
These two
parte not
understanding of the subject to view them separately.
The sequel, therefore,
dil**n 1
will exhibit a brief summary of the principal doctrines of the former, and the
?
'

scheme of the

latter.

whom it was given, and the objects
more immediately contemplated. Prophecy, in its stricter sense of conprophecy,
taining pre-intimations of good things to come, is for the benefit of the church.
The church, consequently, is its proper sphere. Only in an incidental and remote manner
could it have been intended to bear upon those without
for it was the revelation of the
Lord's secret in regard to the future movements of his providence, which belongs peculiarly
to them that fear him (Ps. xxv. 14).
It was not a revelation, however, for such as might
By

the sphere of prophecy are meant the parties for

which

Sphere or

it

;

needlessly seek to pry into the future, but for the higher purpose, especially in times of darkness and perplexity, of furnishing the light that might be required for present faith and duty.
It is not God's common method to lay open his hidden counsel respecting things destined to

come

to pass, even to the children of his covenant

any measure of

and

fullness

destroy the simplicity of their trust in
culations and worldly expedients.

may be deemed somewhat

;

for

such knowledge,

if

imparted with

would be a dangerous possession, and would tend to
God and beget an unhealthy craving after human cal-

precision,

f

It is only, therefore,

within certain limits, or in cases that

God can grant, even to his
may be needful to awaken or

exceptional, that

chosen, a prophetical

sustain hope in times
In so far as it
of darkness and discouragement, to inspire confidence in the midst of general backsliding and
rebuke, at the approach of imminent danger to the life of faith, to give due intimation of the
brooding evil,
at such times and for such purposes, God's merciful regard to the safety and
well-being of his people may fitly lead Him to provide them with an occasional and partial

insight

iijfo

future events.

—

disclosure of the future

;

but the same regard would equally constrain

Him

to withhold it

when not necessary for the moral ends of his government.
The cases of Balaam and Daniel, both of whom primarily disclosed to the enemies of
God's kingdom the things destined to come to pass, may seem to conflict with
Apparent exBoth these men, however,
is the sphere of prophecy.
They stood apart, not only from the
occupied a kind of exceptional position.
prophetical order of men in Israel, but also from the common affairs of the church.
Hence
the writings of Daniel, notwithstanding their high prophetical character, have had a place
assigned them in the Jewish Canon distinct from the writings of strictly prophetical men But
in regard to the point immediately before us, the grounds of exception are more apparent
For in the case of both Balaam and Daniel it was mainly for the light and
than real.
encouragement of the church that the word of prophecy came by them only the circumstances of the times were such as to render the camp of the enemy the most appropriate
watch-tower, where it should be received and primarily made known. At both periods Israel
had come into direct collision with the kingdoms of the world ; in the one case as a new, in
the other as a small and shattered power, standing over against others of mighty prowess,
and, as might seem, of all-prevailing energy. 1
There are prophecies against Babylon, Tyre, Egypt, and other kingdoms, which, as being
delivered to the people of God to comfort them by revealing to them the fate of
Predictions
their enemies, cannot be considered as exceptions to the view taken. The proph-

©option* to

Ttow

thy

the view that the church

*

.

;

1 lairbairn

On

Prophecyy chapter

111.
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ecy of Jonah, however, against Nineveh, is of a different character and seems to Jj*1
be exceptional The prophet was sent to a heathen power to denounce the judg- NineVeh, '
ments of God against it. He did not, in his own land and among his own and other
kin&d<>,n,
people, preach against Nineveh, but he entered the Great City itself and denounced the judgment of God against it. Jonah was a typical character and his mission
to Nineveh may have been typical of the mission of Israel to be " a light of the Gentiles,"
and intended to awaken the nation to a consciousness of its mission for not only the Mes- a
6iah but the Israel of God was sent to be a mediator or connecting link between Jehovah
and the nations. 1 The prophecy of Jonah, therefore, may not be really exceptional, as it
may have, been intended as a type to the ancient church of the mission, which it had
It had acted like Jonah, but with greater success, when he
neglected and forgotten.
attempted to flee to Tarshish, in a merchant vessel, to evade the commission, which God had
•

;

given

him

to discharge.

IV.
Doctrinal Prophecy.
It

does not

with the aim of this introductory treatise to exhibit, in

fall in

doctrines taught in the prophetic writings.
ones,

and

The

to state their relation to the

as a person,

—a

God

the Gospel.
as an eternal, self-existent, and spiritual Being.

moral and volun-

self-conscious, intelligent,

own

tary agent, doing all things according to the purpose of his

Him

the

detail, all

sufficient to notice briefly the principal

Law and

prophetical Scriptures speak of

They speak of Him

It is

They

will..

Doctrine of

Qod#

the attributes of such a Being in infinite perfection.
more plainly taught than the unity of God. " I am the first, and I am the
lafet
and besides me there is no God " (Is. xliv. 6). At the same time the Unity and
doctrine of a trinity of persons
a doctrine more fully developed in the New T*1111 ^Testament
is clearly intimated.
In Is. vii. 14 and ix. 6, 7, we read of the birth of a
child, whose mother was a Virgin.
That this child was the eternal son of God, equal with
the Father, is proved
(1) from his name Immanuel, which means God with us, t. «., God in
our nature (2) from his titles, Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, Father of Eternity,
and Prince of Peace ; (3) from the character of his Kingdom it is everlasting and*miversal.
The prophet Micah predicted (chap. v. 1, 5) that one was to be born in Bethlehem,
who was to be the Ruler of Israel, t. e., of all the people of God. Although he was to be
born in time and made of a woman, his goings forth were from of old, from everlasting. He
was to manifest, in his government, the possession of divine attributes and glory. His
dominion was to be universal and its effects peace.
We also read of the Spirit of Jehovah, to whom are ascribed intelligence and will. The

ascribe to

No

doctrine

all

is

;

—

—

—

;

:

possession of these implies personality.

In Ezekiel

(i.

4-28)

it

is

the Spirit that animates

and their mystic wheels. It is the Spirit, who entered into the prophet
and set him on his feet, and lilted him up between the earth and heaven, and brought him
in a vision to Cbaldaea, and said to him, " §on of man, I send thee to the children of Israel.
Say unto them, Thus saith the Lord " (Ezek. ii. 2-9). It was the Spirit that
.
.
breathed life into the dry bones (Ezek. xxxvii. 9-14).
Micah asks " Is the Spirit of the
Lord straightened " ? (ii. 7). " I am full of power by the Spirit of the Lord " (Micah

the fourfold cherubim

.

.

:

Joel foretells the Pentecostal effusion of the Spirit (chap. ii. 28, 29).
Many
8).
other passages might be adduced from the prophets, containing distinct notices of the presence and power of the Spirit.
These passages, as parts of a progressive revelation periii

fected in the

New

Testament, cannot be made, by any process of criticism, to mean a mere

divine influence.

The God of the prophets

is the Creator of all things (Is. xlii. 5) ; and the upholder of
things (Jer. x. 23; xviii. 6; Dan. v. 23).
They do not deify the laws of Creadon
nature : these are only his ordinances and servants.
They are the modes of fenS^ J?ld

—

all

his operation.

He

and movement to

sits

all

behind the elements that

things.

"When

He

1

has formed, giving birth

he uttereth his

1 Alexander

on leaiah

xlii.

voice,

there

is

Proridence.

a multitude of

6
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waters in the heavens, and he causeth vapors to ascend from the ends of the earth ; he
maketh lightnings with rain, and bringeth forth the wind out of his treasures " (Jer. x.
" Whatsoever the Lord pleased, that did He in heaven, and in earth, in the seas, and
IS).
all deep places " (Ps. cxxxv. 6).
He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb
" The young lions roar after their prey, and seek their meat from
for the service of man.
God. These all wait upon thee that thou mayest give them their meat in due season.
•That thou givest them, they gather: thou openest thy hand, they are filled with good " (Ps.
" O Lord, thou preservest man and beast " (Ps. xxxvi. 6). " Thy
civ. 14, 21, 27, 28).
(Ps. lxiii. 8).
right hand upholdeth me."
These passages teach a universal, particular, and
present Providence, controlling all things and directing their issues.
It is not restricted to
man, but extends to the beasts of the field. It is not confined to the Jewish theocracy,
where it is displayed by more palpable manifestations but it embraces Egypt and Babylon,
Assyria and Persia, Moab and Ammon, the isles of the Gentiles, in a word, all the nations
;

;

of the earth.
This Providence is asserted, when the event in question is brought about with no, sensible
disturbance of the ordinary influence of human motives ; with no derangement of what is
commonly called the natural course of things. Cyrus, for instance, whom the Greek historian describes, no doubt truly, as pursuing his career of conquest, in his own proper character, was only an instrument appointed for purposes of the divine government, which purposes

Moses was a deliverer from Egypt, and Cyrus from Babythe prophet Isaiah unfolds to us.
lon : the former acted under an express legation, and was clothed with the power of working miracles

;

the latter had no such extraordinary power given to him.

dence wrought by both

Such

universal.

prophecy

;

and so that Providence, in

its

ordinary course,

Yet divine Proviand
which the tenor of

is certain, active,

the account of the present constitution of things,
In conformity with this account, the prophets deliver their predictions of

is

affirms.

future events, not as if they were announcing the bare truth of the future facts, but a pur-

They indulge a strain of prediction, which carries in itself the seed of
pose and design.
accomplishment, and sometimes declare themselves to have been constituted the agents of
" I the Lord have spoken it, and I will do it " (Ezek. xxxvi. 36), is
the divine counsels.
subjoined to the event declared. " Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath not done
(Amos iii. 6). " See," saith the Lord to Jeremiah, " I have this day set thee over
it " ?

its

the nations, and over the kingdoms, to root out, and to pull' down, and to destroy, and to
throw down, and to build, and to plant " (Jer. i. 10). This language is figurative, for the

Again,
prophet himself was not to do these things but it is plain who was to do them.
" Hast thou not heard long ago, how I have done it, and of ancient times that I have formed
Now have I brought it to pass, that thou shouldest be to lay waste defenced cities into
it ?
The Assyrian desolator, in his grasping ambition, was the
niinous heaps " (Is. xxxvii. 26).
unconscious servant of an unseen Power, the instrument of that unerring wisdom that rules
;

the world.
It
a commentary upon the doctrine of divine providence.
it brings to view, as a part of that system of things in
which the Creator is present by the direction of his power, and the counsels of his wisdom,
appointing the issues of futurity as well as foreseeing them ; acting with " his mighty hand
and outstretched arm " seen or unseen ; ruling in the kingdoms of men, ordering all things

Prophecy

is

more or

less

represents the future event, wnich

in

heaven and earth.

The anthropology

of the prophets

created by

God

(Mai.

ii.

Man was
full and complete as their theology.
he has a common origin (ibidem) he has the

as

is

10)

;

;

power of reason (Ezek. xii. 2; Is. i. 18); a capacity for holiness (Is. i. 18) ;
he is ruined and cannot save himself (Hos.
for knowledge and progress (Is. ii. 3, 4, 5)
xiii. 23)
he is a subject of God's moral government and owes entire
Jer. ii. 22
xiii. 9
;

;

;

;

Ezek. xviii. 4, 5, 9; xxxiii. 11-16 Is. i. 19, 20) ;
obedience to his law (Dan. iv. 34, 35
The relaworship and homage must be rendered to God (Mai. i. 11 ; iii. 10; Is. lx. 6, 7).
tions of men to one another are clearly stated, and the duties arising out of these relations
enforced ; in a word all the duties of the decalogue are strictly enjoined.
Under the old dispensation, as well as under the new, the favor of God was secured by
The Apostle Paul, in his Epistle to the Roman? (i. 17), quotes, in confirfaith.
mation of the doctrine of justification by faith, Habakkuk ii. 4. Throughout the
,
prophetic writings we find exhortations to trust in Jehovah and the result of confidence in
;

;
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keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on thee because he
Trust ye in the Lord for ever for in the Lord Jehovah is everlasting
This confidence, in its ground and object, is not necessarily
strength " (Ts. xxvi. 8, 4).
The writer of the Epistle to
identical with evangelical faith, yet it is the same in principle.
but in some of his instances, we are hardly warranted
the Hebrews enumerates its effects
Yet the doctrine of a
in assuming the existence of that faith, which justifies the sinner.
justifying faith is clearly taught, and in some passages necessarily implied, in the law, and
in the prophets, as the Apostle Paul asserts and proves, in his Epistle to the Romans (Rom.
chap. iv. 3 ; compare Gen. xv. 6 ; Is. liii. 11 ; Jer. xxxiii. 15, 16).
Hi. 21
The prophets inculcate with remarkable clearness and decision the doctrine of repent" Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts
ance.
and let him return unto the Lord, and He will have mercy upon him and to
" Then shall ye remember your evil
our God, for He will abundantly pardon " (Is. Iv. 7).
ways, and your doings that were not good, and shall loathe yourselves in your own sight for
They preach the
your iniquities, and for your abominations " (Ezek. xxxvL SI ; xx. 43).
xviii. 30).
They invest it with a
necessity of it, in order to escape ruin (Ezek. xiv. 6
They encourage it by promises (Hos. vL 1, 2, 3; Joel
high moral dignity (Is. lvii. 15).
Him.

wilt

:

trusteth in thee.

:

;

;

;

;

ii.

12, 13).

is intermediate between the Law and the Gospel.
a step in advance of the Law and preparatory to the Christian dispensation.
It goes beyond the Law, in respect to the greater distinctness and fullness trinai teaohlog of the
it is a more perfect exposition of the
of some of its doctrines and precepts
its sanctions have less of an exclusive
principles of personal holiness and virtue
JJ2riwSi»ft«
the mere ritual between the
reference to temporal promises and incline more to evangelical
and the superior value of a Law * nd the
of the Law begins to be discountenanced by it
°"
" Thou shalt love the Lord thy
spiritual service is enforced. The Law had said
God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy might " (Deut vi. 5).
Nothing could go beyond this commandment, in its extent but where nothing can be added
to extend a law, much may be added to expound it, animate its spirit, and direct its pracThey everywhere recognize the authority of
tice.
It is precisely this that the prophets do.
Thus like Him, to
the Law of Moses, exalt its practical force, and improve its obligations.
whom they all bear witness, they do not destroy the law, but fulfill it. In them we have the
unfolding of those germinal principles, which attain to their full development in the teaching
of Christ) the Head and Crown of the prophetic order.

The doctrinal teaching of the prophets

It is

;

;

;

;

:

;

Predictive Prophecy.

A

twofold view

The former

may be taken

constitutes the present

—

Its Structure.

of predictive prophecy,

—

its

structure

and

verification.

theme of consideration.

Twofold

question may arise in regard to the personal liberty of men, who are the Tiew
If God has determined an event by prophecy and the Predictive
subjects of prophecy.
agents to accomplish it. how can these agents be considered as acting freely ? prophecy
This question has difficulties, the solution of which does not fall in with the scope JJaw*
All who receive, in sincerity, the statements of Scripture,
of this dissertation.
must admit that the foreknowledge, or certain determination of the future actions of men, is
" Him, being delivered by the determinate counsel
compatible with their moral freedom.
and foreknowledge of God, ye have taken, and by wicked hands have crucified and slain "
No greater difficulty lies against prophecy in regard to man's free agency
(Acts ii. 23).
Pharoah acted freely, though God raised him up to
than against preordination generally.
show in him his power, and to declare his name throughout ail the earth (Ex. ix. 16).
8o also did Cyrus and Nebuchadnezzar, though they were the chosen agents of God in
accomplishing his purposes. It never once occurred to these men that they were mere
for they were conscious of their freedom.
, blind instruments ;

A

*
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Another question may

arise as to the absolute certainty of the fulfillment of a predicted

The

is not whether any fixed purpose and determibe changed by the contingent actions of men for in
" God
reader it ab- t^at respect, the truth, founded in God's nature, must stand fast forever.
oiute and
is not a man, that He should lie ; neither the son of man, that He should repent
oertain ?
hath He said, and shall He not do it ? or hath He spoken, and shall He not make
it good ? " (Num. xxiii. 19.)
The question is, whether prophecy ought to be regarded, in
every instance, as announcing what is fixed and conclusively determined by God ; or
whither it should not to some extent, and if to some, then to what extent, be viewed as the
proclamation of God's mind respecting his future dealings, on the supposition of the parties
interested standing in a certain relationship to his character and government.
In the latter
case the prediction might assuredly be expected to take effect, in so far as the relations contemplated in it continued ; but in the event of a change in these relations, then a corresponding change in regard to the prediction may reasonably be expected.
This is the real question at issue among those who concur in holding prophecy to be a supernatural disclosure of
God's mind and will.
" As everything future," says Olshausen on Matthew chap, xxiv., " even that which proOkhaosen's
ceeds from the freedom of the creature, when viewed in relation to the divine
**•*'
knowledge, can only be regarded as necessary ; so everything future, as far as it
concerns man, can only be regarded as conditional upon the use of his freedom.
As
obstinate perseverance in sin hastens destruction, so genuine repentance may avert it ; this
is illustrated in the Old Testament, in the prophet Jonah, by the history of Nineveh, and
intimated in the New Testament by Paul, when (like Abraham praying for Sodom) he
describes the elements of good existing in the world as exercising a restraint upon the judgments of God (2 Thess. ii 7) ; and 2 Pet. iii. 9, the delay of the Lord is viewed as an act
of divine long-suffering, designed to afford men space for repentance.
Accordingly when
the Redeemer promises the near approach of his coming, this announcement is to be taken
with the restriction (to be understood in connection with all predictions of judgments), * All
this will come to pass, unless men avert the wrath of God by sincere repentance.'
None of
the predictions of divine judgments are bare, historical proclamations of that which will take
place they are alarms calling men to repentance,
of which it may be said that they
announce something for the very purpose that what they announce may not come to pass."
" Some interpreters, mlsHengstenberg (art. " Prophecy," Kitto's Cyclopcedia) says
Hengstenunderstapding passages like Jer. xviii. 8 xxvi. 18, have asserted with Dr. Roster
berg s view.
2 26 ff.), that all prophecies were conditional, and have even maintained that
their revocability distinguished the true predictions (Weissagung) from soothsaying f Wdhrsagung).
But beyond all doubt, when the prophet denounces the divine judgments, he proceeds on the assumption that the people will not repent, an assumption, which he knows
from God to be true. Were the people to repent, the prediction would fail but because
they will not, it is uttered absolutely. It does not follow, however, that the prophet's warnand besides,
These serve ' for a witness against them
ings and exhortations are useless.
amid the ruins of the mass, individuals might be saved. Viewing prophecies as conditional
predictions nullifies them.
The Mosaic criterion (Deut. xviii. 22), that he was a false
prophet who predicted « things which followed not nor came to pass,' would then be of no
value, since recourse might always be had to the excuse, that the case had been altered by
The fear of introducing fatalism, if the prophecies are not
the fulfilling of the condition.
taken in a conditional sense, is unfounded ; for God's omniscience, his foreknowledge, does
not establish fatalism, and from divine omniscience simply is the prescience of the prophets
to be derived."
" These two forms of representation," Dr. Fairbairn remarks (Fairbairn On Prophecy.
New York Carlton & Porter, 1866), " may both be characterized as somewhat
-k,,^.
extreme, and neither of them can be applied to the actual interpretation of the
Titw.
prophetic Scriptures, without coming at many points into conflict with the undoubted facts of the case."
Dr. F., considering an exact classification impossible, on account of the concrete character
of the prospective delineations of prophecy, and the readiness with which these in their
diverse aspects run into each other, traces out a few broad and easily recognized distinctions,
which, for all practical purposes, may be held to be sufficient.

Dom

the prodiction or a

future event.

nation of

God

is

question here

liable to

;

—

;

:

;

^

;

'

;

:
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M There is, first, a class of prophecies, the direct and proper object of which is
to disGod's purposes of grace to men, and indicate in its grander outlines their appointed
course of development.
As the ultimate ground of these purposes is plainly in God himself, and the bringing of them into accomplishment is emphatically his work, it is evident
that, in respect to this line of things, there can be no room for the operation of any conditional element except in regard to the subordinate relations of place and time.
Whether to be
sooner or later in effecting the results aimed at, whether to be effected in this particular mode, or
in some other that might be conceived, in such things, as the plan of God necessarily comes
into contact with earthly relations and human agencies, it must presuppose a certain adaptation in the state of the world and the conduct of individual men.
Hence, in these respects,
announcements might be made at one time, which, as seen from a hitman point of view, appeared to have undergone a relative change at- another but the things themselves and all
that essentially concerns their history and progressive operation in the world, being entirely
and absolutely of God, must proceed in strict accordance with the intimations he gives of
his mind respecting them.
" As examples of this great class of prophecies," Dr. Fairbairn points " to the original
1.

close

;

announcement of salvation by the triumph of the woman's seed over that of the tempter
the promise given to
blessed

;

Abraham

that through his seed

to the successive limitations

provisions,

by

its

made

all

;

to

the families of the earth should be

as to the fulfillment of this promise in
*

its

main

special connection with

the tribe of Judah, the house of David, and a
to the representations made of this glorious Being himself,

virgin-born son 6f that house
of the constitution of his person, the place of his birth, the nature and circumstances of his
career on earth, the character of his government, the final results and glories of his kingdom, with the opposite destinies of those who might set themselves in array against it. In
;

regard to all that in this respect was purposed in the divine mind, and announced from time
to time in the prophetic Word, there could be no room for any such conditional element as
might in the least affect the question whether they should actually come to pass or not ; for
they were matters entering into the very core of the divine administration, and indissolubly
linked to the great principles on which from the first all was destined to proceed.
As concerns them, we have simply to do with the omniscience of God in foreseeing, his veracity in
declaring, and his overruling providence in directing what should come to pass.
2. " Another class of prophecies, in their ostensible character and design widely different
from the preceding, yet much akin as regards the point now under consideration, consists of
those which, from time to time, were uttered concerning the powers and kingdoms that stood
in a rival or antagonistic position to the Kingdom of God.
It is not such prophecies generally, as respected those powers and kingdoms, that are now referred to, but those which were
given forth concerning them, addressed not so properly to them as to the people of God, and
for the purpose of allaying what naturally awoke fear and anxiety in the minds of believers.
Predictions like that of Jonah to the Ninevites belong to an entirely different class ; for in
this there was a direct dealing with the people of a heathen city in respect to their sin and
liability to punishment ; a preaching more than a prediction
and both preaching and prediction entering into the sphere of human responsibility, and intended to operate as means
Nineveh was not at that time viewed as occupying a hostile position to
of moral suasion.
the interests of God's kingdom in Israel, but as itself a hopeful field for spiritual agency
more hopeful indeed than Israel itself, and fitted to tell with a wholesome influence even on
The mass of prophecies, however, uttered respecting worldly
the people of the Covenant.
powers and states, had an entirely different object. Contemplating these as rival, and for
the most part directly antagonistic forces, they were mainly intended to assure the hearts of
God's people that whatever earthly resources and glory might for the time belong to those
kingdoms, all was destined to pass away ; that their dominion, however arrogant and powerful, should come to an end ; while that kingdom which was more peculiarly the Lord's,
and was identified with his covenant of grace and blessing, should survive all changes and
Prophecies of this description,
attain to an everlasting as well as universal supremacy.
therefore, stood in a very close relation to those already considered ; they but exhibited the
If the purposes of grace and holiness
reverse side of God's covenant love and faithfulness.
connected with his covenant were to stand, all counter authority and rival dominion must
be put down ; the safety and well-being of the one of necessity involved the destruction of
And to certify believers that such would be the result, was the more immediate
the other.
;
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design of the prophecies in question

Nineveh by Nahum, when the
of the

many

city

;

of the later prophecy, for example, uttered respecting

had become the centre of a God-opposing monarchy

;

and

similar predictions scattered through the prophetic writings concerning Egypt*

Babylon, Assyria, Edom, and the surrounding heathen states.
" It holds of this class of prophecies as a whole, that in their grand aim they disclose the
settled purposes of God
purposes that grow out of the essential principles of his character
and government ; and that the results they announce are consequently to be regarded as of
an absolute character. As concerned the kingdoms themselves whose destinies they unfolded, they could scarcely be said to become, through the- prophecies in question, except in
a very limited degree, the subjects of moral treatment ; for the prophecies were communicated to the covenant people rather than to them, and comparatively few of the heathen
concerned might ever have come to any distinct knowledge of what had been spoken.
3. " Leaving now the two classes of prophecies which from their very nature can possess
little or nothing of a conditional element, we proceed to notice those which purposely and
directly bore upon men's responsibilities ; those which by means of promise or threatening
placed the subjects of divine revelation under the peculiar training of heaven.
Here we
find from the sacred records that the conditional element has often, as a matter of fact, been
strikingly exhibited
and it must always, we conceive, be virtually if not formally and expressly found intermingling itself with prophetic intimations of the kind in question.
This
The first of these is, that
conditionally rests upon two great and fundamental principles.
in God's prophetical revelation of his dealing with men as in the revelations of his mind
generally, all is based on an ethical foundation and directed to an ethical aim
so that the
prediction should never be viewed apart from the moral considerations on account of or in
connection with which it was uttered.
And the other principle is, that in giving intimations
to men or communities of approaching good or evil, God speaks as in other parts of Scripture in an anthropomorphic manner
He addresses the subjects of his threatening or promise
more from a human than from a divine point of view in other words, He adopts that mode of
representation which is most natural to men, and which is best adapted for impressing and
influencing their minds.
" Let us take, as an illustration of the proper working of these principles, the striking case
of Nineveh already referred to.
After having sent his prophet to announce the destruction
of Nineveh in a specified time, the Lord suffered the prophecy to fall into abeyance, refrained from executing the threatened doom, or in the language of Scripture, He repented of
the evil He said He would do to the city, because of the moral change that had meanwhile
taken place among its inhabitants, as manifested in their turning from (heir evil ways." God
acts on the principles of righteousness, and, in accordance with these, He must change his
Shall not the Judge
dealings toward men, when their relation to Him has become changed.
of all the earth do right ? (Gen. xviii. 25).
Hear now, O Israel, is not my way equal ?
Are not your ways unequal ? When a righteous man turneth away from his righteousness
and committeth iniquities, and dieth in them for the iniquity that he hath done shall he
die.
Again, when the wicked man turneth away from his wickedness that he hath committed, and doeth that which is lawful and right, he shall save his soul alive " (Ezek. xviii.
:

;

;

;

;

'.'

;

25-27).
After these preliminary observations, we now proceed to trace the stream of prophecy
from its beginning down to the close of the Old Testament Canon, when, as if expectant of
the advent of its great subject, it comes to a sudden pause. A like cessation occurs between
With the
Joshua and Samuel, the reasons of which will be noticed in the proper place.
*

exception of these two periods of cessation, and perhaps of some others, either not mentioned or not so distinctly marked, prophecy flows on with widening channel, until it reaches
its appointed limits.
In the time of Abraham it takes a double, though not a divergent
course.
This was necessary, as in him we have the first point of union, in prophecy, of the

Jewish and Christian dispensations

;
and from this era it takes up and preserves a twofold
character related to them both.
The date and origin of the predictions of prophecy are coeval with the earliest history
of man.
This history is that of his creation, sin, and fall. No sooner had he
D»t« of
prophecy.
The first prediction was
fallen than prophecy intimated a way of recovery.
This was the
given in mercy : it contained a promise adapted to man's forfeited condition.

promise of a Redeemer, 'who was appointed to bruise the serpent's head, that
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tempter of his triumph, which could only he done by repairing the loss suffered by transThis original promise is the dawn of prophecy. Man was not driven from Para*
dise, until prophecy had given him some pledge of hope and consolation.
It is not our intention to enter into an exposition of this first prophecy.
Its general
meaning is that a redemption will succeed the fall. The person of the Redeemer, The Prote8llum 1
who is to bruise the serpent's head, is not clearly revealed in the terms of the
prediction.
are not, however, to infer that our first parents had no more prophecy.
instruction on the subject than that contained in the terms of the promise.
God ««"• i*«- 15
may have communicated much to them, which the sacred historian has not recorded.
Their faith may have been directed to One, whose sacrifice was typified by the sacrifices that they offered.
This first prediction may serve to point out something of the general aim and design
At the least, it opens to us one comprehensive subject, in which the
of all the rest.
whole human race is concerned. And since this subject was the first that introduced
the revelations of prophecy, we may reasonably suppose that it was a principal one
always in view, and that other predictions, when they did not specifically relate, might
yet be subservient, to it, by promoting other purposes, which purposes, however, centered in
For prophecy having begun with the prospect of man's redemption, could
the chief design.
be directed, in its subsequent course, to nothing greater.
And such the fact appears, when
we draw to a point the multiplied predictions of the Old Testament.
The limits and range of prophecy were as extensive at the first as they were afterward.
The promise of the redemption of our race was given to Adam. This was
the first promise, and the last of the prophets could not go beyond it.
For and range of
man's redemption begun in the present world, and completed in heaven, is a prophecy
work which extends itself to the whole duration of his existence, and runs out 7*"J M •*"
The scope of prophecy was, therefore, fi n t as they
into the infinitude of the divine mercy.
No prophet, as has been intimated, were *fter*
as large at the first as it was in later ages.
w*
ever went beyond redemption, though more precise discoveries of it were made
through every subsequent age of revelation.
During the antediluvian period, there is no intimation, in the Mosaic narrative, of the
But in the New Testament, we have two distinct references to other anteprophetic gift.
The first is 2 Pet. ii. 5, which speaks of Noah as a preacher diiu?iau
such an exercise.
He is not called a prophet in this passage, but merely a vopbMim.
of righteousness.
gression.

~*

>

We

\

'

The act, however, of building the ark, was clearly prophetic of
preacher of righteousness.
approaching deluge ; and Noah doubtless accompanied his action by words, when
preaching righteousness he called upon the people to repent, so that they might avert the
u And Enoch also, the seventh
impending wrath. The second is Jude 14, 15
from
Adam, prophesied of these, saying, Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousand of his saints,
to execute judgment upon all, and to convince all that are ungodly among them of all
their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly committed, and of all their hard speeches
which ungodly sinners have spoken against him." This was the warning, uttered by
prophecy, of the coming catastrophe, which swept the sinners of the antediluvian world
from the earth ; and it is a warning against all the ungodly that a similar doom awaits them,
unless they repent.
The first general execution of God's general judgment upon sin was the Flood, which
So great a crisis of the world's hisformed an epoch dividing the old world and the new.
tory was not permitted to pass without the intervening warnings of prophecy.
To the one
righteous man and his family the deluge was foretold. The ark itself was a visible prophetic
warning to a wicked world.
The prophecy delivered to Noah, after the Flood, had reference to that overwhelming
The occurrence of a heavy rain would naturally produce in the
catastrophe.
To relieve them from any such delivered to
minds of men the fear of a second Deluge.
apprehension, and to assure them of an orderly succession and return of the Noah, imme*t
er
seasons, God graciously promised to Noah, that " While the earth remaineth, J
h wLf?
seedtime and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter shall not cease."
With this promise is connected a second grant to man of dominion over the creatures and
To confirm this promise God set his " bow in the cloud," that it should
over the earth.
the

:

1
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" be a token of a covenant," that " neither shall all flesh be cut off any more by the waters
of a flood ; neither shall there any more be a flood to destroy the earth."
Thus prophecy
reflected its light from the bow that spanned the earth, after the waters had retired from its
'

.

surface,

and gave to man the assurance of natural mercies and blessings (Gen. viiL 22

9-17).

ix. 2,

And he said, Cursed be Canaan a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren.
And he said, Blessed be the Lord God of Shem and Canaan shall be his serN<**j con vant.
God shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in the tente of Shem and
"

;

Prediction of

;

;

Dg

Canaan

be his servant." This passage contains a curse upon Canaan, and
ix. 26, 26,
a blessing upon Shem and Japheth. Both the curse and the blessing, as the
**•
tenor of the prophecy clearly shows, are not to be restricted to the individuals
named, but extend to their posterity. Just as in the subsequent prophecies concerning Ishmael, Jacob, Esau, and the twelve patriarchs, we look for the fulfillment among their descendants, so in the present instance we must look for it among the tribes and nations that
sprang from these three sons of Noah.
This prophecy announces a high degree of prosperity to Shem and Japheth. The nature of this prosperity is indicated, in regard to Shem, in two ways:
God is not
(1.)
called by the name Elohim, expressive of his general relation to the world, but by the name
Jehovah, which refers to his revelation and to his institutions for man's redemption.
(2.)
Jehovah is styled the " God of Shem." Both imply that God would sustain to the posterity
of Shem a relation entirely peculiar, favor them with revelations of his will, and make them
partakers of his temporal and spiritual blessings. 1
The blessing pronounced upon Japheth (ver. 27), is differently understood by interpreters*
The verb rendered "enlarge," forms a paronomasia with the proper name Japheth, and
means to persuade, to entice, to allure. Hence some interpreters (see Calvin on the passage) translate it thus " Alliciat Deus Japhetum, ut habitet in tentoriis Semi."
Other inGen.

TOD8.

shall

:

:

terpreters give to the

God

word nriSJ the meaning,

broad,

to be

give Japheth a numerous posterity,

who

and understand

it

in the sense

extended terThis is the interpretation of most of the ancient versions, and is the one most
ritories.
The accomplishment of this prediction has been pointed out in the
generally received.
fact, that the descendants of Japheth have not only gained possession of all Europe, but also
of a large portion of Asia.
that

shall

shall possess widely

Another difference of opinion has arisen in regard to the subject of the verb 13tt^\

According to a very ancient interpretation D^nbfcJ is to be supplied. The verse will then
This would inread " God shall enlarge Japheth and shall dwell in the tents of Shem."
timate that, while God would enlarge Japheth, He would manifest himself in a peculiar
manner to Shem. Taking this view of it, the prediction would be fulfilled, when the Shekinah (derived from the verb, in this verse, rendered " shall dwell"), the visible symbol of
the divine glory, dwelt in the Tabernacle, afterward in the Temple, and finally in the highest
sense, when " the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, and we beheld his glory, the
glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth " (John i. 14).
This
view, however, for exegetical reasons, has been rejected by the ablest critics, and Japheth is
made the subject of the verb " shall dwell" 2
:

Some, who take Japheth to be the subject, regard
appellation

country,

— name,

may he

Lexicon.

illustrious najpe,

dwell in renowned habitations."

(See Ges., Heb. Lex.,

s.

v.

meaning from that which

it

a proper name, but as an

to Japheth an extended
Gesenius adopts this view in his Hebrew

give

Hengstenberg remarks, "It

is

in the

here suddenly employed in a totally different

has in the verse before, and no one would resort to such an in-

terpretation except from extreme necessity."

*

When he was seventy-five years old,
of the Chaldees.
" Get thee out of thy country, and from thy kindred,
the Lord said unto him
and from thy father's house, unto a land that I will show thee : and I will make

Abraham came
ham *nd

is

dtZ7 not as

May God

But,

DO?.)

highest degree unnatural to suppose that Dtt?

Call of Ab»-

"

renown.

originally from

Ur
:

1 Hengitenb«rg-8 Christology oo G*d. ix. 18-27, vol.
9 Ibid, vol. i. pp. 81-88.
S Ibid, vol. i. p. 82.

i.

pp. 20-28.
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and I will bless thee, and make thy name great ; and thou prophecy
of thee a great nation,'-----connect*"
coimilcte<i
shalt be a blessing : and I will bless them that bless thee, and curse him that
with it.
.
.
curseth thee ; and in thee shall all families of the earth be blessed.
And the Lord appeared unto Abram, and said, Unto thy seed will I give this land " (Gen.
-

-

-

.

1-7).
In these promises, prophecy begins to make its larger revelations of the objects of faith.
Two predictions are here made to him and repeated in Gen. xiii. 14-17; xv. 1-7, 13-16;
xvii. 1-8
xxii. 15-18.
One of these relates to the possession of the land of Canaan by
his posterity ; and the other, to the universal blessing of mankind in him, and (xxii. 18) in
xii.

;

his seed.

This mixed subject requires distinct notice, since we have here the first point of union in
prophecy of the Jewish and Christian dispensations ; and since from this era prophecy takes
up and preserves a twofold character related to both. The possession of the land of Canaan
by Abraham's descendants identifies itself with the organization of the Hebrew people into
a nation. It therefore leads us into that dispensation which includes the Law of Moses and
the Theocracy, under which were transmitted the divine promises and revelations down to
the era of the Gospel.
This is the part of the divine economy resting on the promise of
the land of Canaan.
The universal blessing of the human race is the original promise made
to our first parents.
It is repeated and confirmed to Abraham, with the provision that the
Through the meblessing of " all the nations of the earth " should spring from his seed.
dium of this promise, and perhaps in other ways, Abraham saw the Saviour's day and was
glad (John viii. 56).
Ishmael and Esau were the subjects of prophecy ; but as they are not in the line of the
inheritance, and of " the seed," it is unnecessary to say anything more than The promlm
barely to mention the fact.
The case of Isaac and Jacob is different. They are ""j"16 to
in the line of the promise, and form distinct links in the chain of its fulfillment. confirmod to
The promises made to Abraham were repeated and confirmed to them (Gen. Isaac and
xxviii. 18-15
xxvi. 2—5
xlvi. 2-4).
The prophecy (xlvi. 2-4) in part repeats, J*cob
The addition made in the prophecy
in part fills up the one given to Abraham (xv. 13, 14).
to Jacob is to show that Egypt was to be the land of the last intermediate abode and
increase of his race,
a particular, which had not been specified before, but was now supplied at the time, when Jacob was invited by Joseph to go down to Egypt, during the
This was an important crisis in the history of his family, and required the interfamine.
position of prophecy to calm his fears and explain to him the end that God had in view in
the circumstances that induced him to remove from Canaan to the land of the Nile.
Omitting the prophecy of Jacob respecting the sons of Joseph, we enter upon the considHe pre- Prophecy of
eration of that, delivered on his death-bed, concerning his own sons.
dieted to them distinctly some striking points in the future condition of the twelve Jaoob on "»
tribes, which were to spring from them.
These points' were very unlike in their "* "
"

;

;

—

*

kind, and comprised a variety of determinate particulars. The general scope of this prophecy,
however, is that it is directed to the land of Canaan, anjl that it distributes the tribes in
that country with a particularity of lot, under a geographical restriction, which makes
It clear that Canaan is the field of the prophecy, even if the explanation were not subjoined : " Behold, I die ; but God shall be with you, and bring you again unto the land of
your fathers " (Gen. xlviii. 21).
\ery remarkable feature of this prophecy is, that it foretold that his twelve sons should
be the founders of the same number of tribes, by a perpetuation of descendants to each. It
was with reference to this fact that the inheritance of the land of Canaan was apportioned
That such a disposition of the inheritance should take effect, in all its particulars,
to them.
would seem very improbable to any one viewing the matter from the contingency of a conBut the grant
tinued male offspring to each of the sons, in a numerous and distant issue.
was from Him, who divided to the nations their inheritance, and who, when He separated
the sons of Adam, set the bounds of the people according to the number of the children
of Israel (Deut xxxii. 8).
Prophecy declared his puqx>se.
The time of this prophecy is worthy of notice. The aged patriarch, under the divine
command, had settled, with his family, in Egypt The land of Goshen had been given
to them for their use.
The "new king over Egypt, who knew not Joseph," had not
yet appeared.
Joseph was still governor of the land, and the prospects of his brethren

A

2
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were more flattering than they could have been in the land of Canaan. Lest, therefore, the
antecedent predictions in regard to Canaan should be forgotten by their abode and domestication in a foreign country, the most specific disclosure is made to them as to their subsequent enjoyment and partition of their inheritance, which had been originally assured to
their fathers.
This was the third time that the promise of their return from Egypt
was given ; and their minds were now turned more distinctly and forcibly to the object of
God's promise, by the distribution of Canaan among the twelve tribes, that were to spring
from the twelve sons of Israel.
Much has been written concerning that portion of this prophecy, which relates to Judah.
The critical investigation of it does not fall in with our present purpose. It contains a
prominent revelation of two things : first, the prolonged duration of power in the tribe of
Judah, as distinguished from the rest ; second, the cessation of that power ou the coming of
Sliiloh, to whom the gathering of the people should be.
The meaning of the prophecy,
says Hengstenberg, " is, that the tribe of Judah should not lose the dominion until he attain
to its highest realization by Shiloh who should be descended from him, and to whom all the
nations of the earth should render obedience/' ,
There is a singular fitness in the union of this Messianic prediction with the other branches
of the dying patriarch's prophecy.
For his prophecy is the first place in Scripture, which
exhibits or implies the constitution of the twelve tribes, under which their state was afterward to be moulded and governed. As soon as prophecy recognized this division and
arrangement of the tribes, it set its mark upon that tribe, which was destined to have the
preeminence over the others, and the privilege of a nearer union with the advent of Christ.
When the form of tribes began to be seen, the Christian subject, in relation to those
tribes, is immediately introduced.
It was joined with the first general promise of Canaan ;
it was joined with the partition of that land, and specifically with the tribal constitution.
Patriarchal prophecy was a preparation for the covenant of Canaan.
And because it
was so, there is on that account a great analogy seen to subsist in the distribuPatriarchal
prophecj a
tjon
f fa^ light
f prophecy, and the succession of the Mosaic and Christian
covenants.
Patriarchal prophecy sustains very much the same relation to the
for «je*c<»ewant of
former, that later prophecy does to the latter. Not only is the promise of Canaan
c*naan
in patriarchal prophecy most explicit ; but the years are numbered to the beginning of the possession of it.
Four hundred years were foretold to Abraham ( Gen. xv. 13).
A definite time was likewise foretold to Daniel (Dan. ix. 24, 25, 26, 27), The varied predictions of patriarchal prophecy tend to Canaan, as the predictions of later prophecy centre
in the Gospel.
This general analogy, which obtains in the structure of prophecy, in its two
principal periods,
the one preceding the Law, the other subsequent to it,
may contribute
to fix our judgment, in each case, of its use, and to illustrate the accordance and harmony
*

—

—

most essential features.
There is, however, a great difference

in its

in the prophecies of these two periods.
Before the
prophecy says nothing of Moses, the Jewish legislator, and the mediator of
a diflb
After the Law, when the people of Israel were in
the covenant of Canaan.
possession of the land promised to their fathers, prophecy abounds with predictions, not only
His person, his nature, his work, and
of the Gospel .covenant, but also of the Messiah.
This distinction is due to Him, who is Lord of all. " Moses verily was
his character.
but Christ as a Son over his own house" (Heb. iiL
faithful in all his house as a servant

^aw

;

6, 6).*

The

deliverance

Prophecy
contemporary
With
*?*

ti

orthe Law.
The Law
lt-elf*

upoTthe

from Egypt was

institution of

and

God's providence, preparatory to the
Canaan connected with it
was the accomplishment of one principal part of antethe

step, in

the Law, and to the

this deliverance itself

possession of

ce ^ ent prophecy.
In its relation to the past the Law depended upon the Abrahamic covenant
That covenant, as we have already seen, had a twofold char(Gal. iii. 17-24).
acter.
It contained the spiritual promise of the Messiah, which was given to the

Jews, as representatives of the whole human race, and as guardians of a treasure,
This would prepare the
in which all families of the earth should be blessed.
1
•2
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But it contained Abrah&mie
Jewish nation to be the centre of the unity of all mankind.
also the temporal promises subsidiary to the former, and needed in order to Covenant,
preserve intact the nation, through which the race of man should be educated and prepared
These promises were special, given distinctly to the Jews
for the coming of the Redeemer.
as a nation, and, so far as they were considered in themselves, calculated to separate them
from other nations of the earth.
It follows that there should be in the law a corresponding
There would be much in it that is peculiar to the Jews, local, special,
duality of nature.
and transitory ; but the fundamental principles, on which it is based, must be universal,
because it expresses the will of an unchanging God, and springs from relations to Him,

human nature, and, therefore, perpetual and universal in their application.
The nature of this relation of the Law to the promise is clearly pointed out. The belief
God as the Redeemer of man, and the hope of his manifestation as such in Relation of

inherent in
in

the person of the Messiah, involved the belief that the spiritual power must be

superior to all carnal obstructions, and that there was in

man

**»?

** w to

a spiritual element,

which could rule his life by communion with a spirit from above. But it involved also the
idea of an antagonistic power of evil, from which man was to be redeemed, existing in each
The Promise was the witness of the one
individual, and existing also in the world at large.
truth, the Law was the declaration of the other.
It was added because of transgressions.
In the individual it stood between his better and his worse self; in the world, between the
Jewish nation, as the witness of the spiritual promise, and the heathendom, which groaned
under the power of the flesh. 1
The relation of the Law to the future might be viewed under various aspects. But our
object is to view it in its bearing upon the coming of our Lord and the dispensa- Relation of
In doing this we are guided by the general principle laid the **w to
tiou of the Gospel.
ure
e
down in Heb. vii. 19 " the law made nothing perfect." In its moral aspect it
bore the stamp of insufficiency.
It declared the authority of truth and goodness over man's
will, and it took for granted the existence of a spirit in man, whi^h could recognize that
Its presence detected the existence and t^e sinfulness of sin,
authority ; but it did no more.
but, at the same time, it brought out
as alien alike to God's will and man's true nature
with more vehement and desperate antagonism the power of sin dwelling in man as fallen
(Rom. vii. 7-25). It only snowed, therefore, the need of a Saviour from sin, and of an
Hence it bore
indwelling power, which would enable man to conquer the power of evil.
witness of its own insufficiency and led men to Christ (Gal. iii. 24).
The Law had relation to Christ in its sacrificial and ceremonial aspect also. The whole
system of sacrifices was typical ; and on their typical character their virtue depended. The
Sacrifices declared the need of atonement ; the priesthood, the
priesthood was typical.
Thus
possibility of mediation ; and yet in themselves they did nothing to realize either.
In this way
again the Law led to Him, who is at once the only Mediator and true sacrifice.
the Law, especially in its sacrificial and ceremonial aspect, was a standing prophecy of Christ.
It trained and guided men to the acceptance of the Messiah, in his threefold character of
Prophet, Priest, and King and then its work being done, it became, in the minds of all
To resist its claim to allegithose who trusted in it, not only an incumbrance but a snare.
ance was, therefore, a matter of life and death in the days of the Apostle Paul, and, in a
" Christ is the end of the law for righteousless degree, in subsequent ages of the church.
ness to every one that believeth " (Rom. x. 4).
*

:

;

;

The

first prediction

concerning Christ after the promulgation of the Law, was that of

Balaam, which was coincident with the approach of the Israelites to Canaan.
This diviner was summoned by the King of Moab to interrupt, by his curse, the concerning
His will to that effect was not wanting but Carta ihortprogress of God's chosen people.
A word of true prophecy was put into his mouth, and he was 1^^^*
it was overruled.
" I shall see him, but not Uoo of the
constrained to bless those, whom he wished to curse.
now I shall behold him, but not nigh there shall come a star out of Jacob, lAW Namand a sceptre shall rise out of Israel, and shall smite the corners of Moab, and
;

-

;

;

destroy all the children of Sheth."
Some have sought the star and

sceptre of Balaam's prophecy and professed to have
A sceptre may be found in him ; but the sceptre and the star of the
found them in David.
prophecy are probably to be found in Him, who is " the root and the offspring of David, and
1

Smith ^ Dictionary of the

Bible, art.

" Iaw of Mom*."
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the bright and morning star " (Bey. audi. 16). The vision of the prophet's mind carried him
into futurity, and perhaps the expression, " I shall see him, but not now," is expressive of
something more than an ideal vision : it may be the mysterious foreboding of that real sight,
which all shall have, when " He cometh with clouds and every eye shall see Him " (Rev.
i.

7).

Though some deny the
pletely fulfilled in David,
is

and think that it is comkingdom of David
the age of David would not be likely to find its

application of this prophecy to Christ,
it is

only,

typical of that of the Messiah.

we

think, in those points, wherein the

Men

in

they found in his time other predictions opening the designs of God
It was a principle of ancient prophecy that it was constantly advanto a greater extent
cing, in some or other of its prospects, until the point of rest was given to so many of them,
in the advent and religion of Christ
" The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a Prophet from the midst of thee, of thy
brethren, like unto me ; unto him ye shall hearken."
*
The scope of this prophecy is decided by its origin and occasion. The Israellike unto
Moms.
ites could not endure the voice and fire of Mount Sinai.
They asked for an inXTlU
termediate messenger between God and them, who should temper the awful n ess
Sui8
of his voice, and impart to them his will in a milder way.
In answer to their
prayer, God declares that they had well spoken, and that He would accordingly raise up
unto them a Prophet such as they desired (Deut xviii. 16, 17, 18).
Three general views of this passage have found their separate advocates. The first is that
fulfillment in

N*2^

is

him

;

for

used in a collective sense, and that

second, that

it

has exclusive reference to Christ

it
;

includes the prophets of
t}ie third,

that

M^DJ

*s

all

periods

;

the

U8ea in a collective
*

but at the same time the promise is completely fulfilled only by the mission of Christ,
in whom the idea of the prophetic order was completely realized.
The context (vers. 20—22) would seem to indicate that an order and succession of prophets
were contemplated ; but that is not inconsistent with the view, that the Prophet like unto
Moses was to be some one Person, whose mission should be to reveal the divine will in a way
In this sense it is understood
differing from the terrors of the Law given from Mount Sinai.
in the Gospel history (John v. 46, and i. 45 ; Luke xxiv. 44 ; Acts iii. 22, 23 ; Acts vii.
37 ; Matth. xvii. 5).1
So it has been understood from the earliest times by most interpreters
in the Christian Church and by the older Jews.
To justify its application to Christ the resemblance between Him and Moses has been
drawn out into a variety of particulars, some of which may be regarded as fanciful. The
great and essential characters of similitude between them are in the fullness and luminous
intuition of their communications with God, the magnitude of the revelations made by them,
and the institution of a religion founded upon these revelations.
There is another resemblance included in the scope of the prediction, resting in a quality,
which began with Moses. Before his time the greater part of prophecy had been communisense

;

God to individuals. When the patriarchs were inspired to
was only upon the occasion they had no constant recognized office of that
" A prophet raised up from among his brethren," and set forth as the declared innature.
terpreter of God's will, a living oracle of divine communication, was unknown until the
mission of Moses.
In this particular he resembled Christ, the Prophet of the New Testament
The circumstances, under which the children of Israel were organized into a nation in the
They were
wilderness, are without a parallel in the history of any other nation.
Temporal
prophecy
placed under the regimen of their law, obedience to which was strictly enjoined
u Pon tnem
^n ca8e o£ disobedience, Moses, their prophet, denounced upon them,
with the*promuig&tion of along with the dissolution of their polity, captivity, and dispersion, sufferings of
the Law.
unexampled severity (Deut xxviii., xxix).
It is a striking fact in the delivery of this prophecy, that it comes from the legislator of
It is concurrent with the foundation of that commonwealth.
It is not
the commonwealth.
like man's wisdom to anticipate the downfall of his own works, at the moment when they
come fresh from his hands. But it is like the wisdom of God to predict the fail of things,

cated in oracles and visions from
prophesy,

it

;

»

i Some ot these reference* affirm only that Moses wrote of Christ.
The pertinency of Matthew
cause, " hear ye him," compared with the last clause of Deut. xriii. 16
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a great change, at a time when appearances are most remote from

and opposite anticipations. The approaching settlement of the chosen people in Canaan, is the time when their ruin and their
In the land of Canaan they found a domiexpulsion from that land are introduced to view.
cile for their Law, and an investiture of their covenant ; and then prophecy ceased for a
it,

and when the

state of things dictates other feelings

season.

From Moses
there

is

to

Samuel there

continuity of prophecy

an interval without prophecy ; from Samuel to Malachi
from Malachi to Christ there is another interval

is
;

^

c

without prophecy.

That there was an

intermission of the prophetic gift

may be proved by

the

fol-

and Samuel

lowing arguments:
(l.)

The

silence of the sacred record.

the union of Samuel with Moses, when the prophets of God are men«\
i
*
it
/t
«
r»
tioned together (Jer. xv. 1 ; compare rs. xcix. 6).
implication
Paul,
who
reckons
the
of
the government of the judges
By
(3.)
(2.)

u

prophecy betw«*n Mote*

By

•

•

to

Samuel, the prophet, as distinguished from them

iii.

24).

(Acts

xiii.

20

;

compare

Prooftof the
»ntemto»k>»
of the prophetiegift

from Mose*
to s*muel
-

By the express statement of the historic text, which informs us that " the word of
Lord was precious in those days there was no open vision " (1 Sam. iii. 1).
During the period of intermission, we read of Deborah, the prophetess but her title to
that name was probably due to her inspiration and to a call to government, or to her gift of
(4. )

the

:

;

composing sacred hymns. In the latter sense, Miriam, the sister of Moses, is styled a prophThe prophetic power showed itself in her under the form of poetry, acetess (Ex. xv. 20).
companied with music and processions.
There was a reason for this intermission of prophecy in the condition and circumstances
During the period of cessation there was no change seriously or r^^ for
of the people.
permanently affecting the constitution of the government. The people, it is true, this interwere subject to many vicissitudes of fortune. When they sinned, God gave them miwiion of
prop 6Cjr
But
into the hands of their enemies ; when they repented, He delivered them.
these vicissitudes did not shake the frame of their polity, their priesthood, or their law.
They were merely the exemplifications of the issue of obedience, or disobedience. They
gave no destructive shock to their institutions. No change occurred of magnitude sufficient
*

to

demand

the prophetic interposition.

The commonwealth wore not only
In the time of Samuel a different state of things arose.
A regal gova disturbed appearance, but also approached the time of great innovations.
ernment was to be set up ; the priesthood was to be transferred ; the kingdom w-as to be
divided ; after which idolatry was established among the ten tribes ; then followed a series
In the midst of these calamities the
of calamities ending in subjugation and captivity.
Covenant was placed under such dubious and questionable circumstances as to render prophecy highly expedient to the elucidation of passing events, and to the instruction of men in
For it was one office of
regard to the future course and result of the divine proceedings.
prophecy to give adequate information concerning the special institutions of God's covenant,
and to predict the changes to which these institutions were from time to time subjected. No
ordinance of any importance was allowed to pass away without the express and definite announcement of prophecy. This is verified in regard to the gift of Canaan, the Mosaic
Covenant and worship, the Hebrew people as the peculiar people of God, the temporal
kingdom of David, and the Temple. All these appointments have passed away, but none
of them was abolished without the distinct announcement of prophecy.
Corresponding to the disturbed state of the commonwealth of Israel and to the changes
that were awaiting it, were the revival and subsequent enlargement of the pro- The proper
phetic revelation. Prophecy took its stand at the commencement of these changes «• °f the
and innovations. As Moses was the prophet of the age of the Law, so was therein of
predictire
Samuel the prophet of the first age of the monarchy of Israel.
From the time of Samuel, prophecy is continuous and progressive. It proceeds, JJJJjf'JJJ^
without any material chasm, or suspension of its revelations, through the succeed- the time of
ing line of complex history, down to the days of Malachi, the last of the Old Samuel.
Testament prophets, when it came to a close again for a long season, and interposed its other
This, then, is the reign of predictive revelation.
great cessation prior to the Gospel advent.
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and the proper age of the prophets.

It is the middle period of the first dispenremoved, in time and in some of its characters, from the
^aw an(* ^om e Gk> 8j>d ; and the service of prophecy, during this period,
phecy'is
progressive
forms a connecting link of information between the two.
It was a period that
and enfa 8UCCCssion of inspired messengers following each other in order from first to
last ; and it had its predictions embracing every remarkable change affecting the
chosen people, as well as a continuation of predictive prophecy carried forward and reaching
to the Gospel age.
Its communications are also enlarged.
It branches out in different directions.
It enters into the Jewish, Christian, and Pagan subjects.
The restricted Jewish
subject comes first, as in the predictions of Samuel.
The Jewish and the Christian are next
combined, as in the prophecies of David and Isaiah.
Afterward the Christian and Pagan
are clearly and formally connected in the prophecies of Daniel.
All these subjects, either
apart or in union, are filled up from time to time with various accessions of prediction, ex*
tending on every side the range of the revelation.
In this series of predictions, one subject is prominent.
It is the Christian.
It is, of all
" To
others, the most frequently introduced and the most copiously treated.
Christ g* ve a^ tnc prophets witness."
Whatever matters they may treat of, to
nromtamt
Him and his religion they direct our attention with a remarkable concurrence
and agreement. The consummation of the designs of God in his particular covenant with
the house of Israel, is referred to the days of the Messiah.
The succession of the kingdoms
of the earth is equally deduced to the Messiah's Kingdom.
It may, therefore, be truly said
of prophecy and of its scope, that it presents the Redeemer and his everlasting Kingdom as
its centre, and the end of the revelations of God.
It has been already stated that, during the time of the Judges, the people of Israel were
Prophecy in subject to many vicissitudes of fortune ; and that, at the close of that period, the
the time of
commonwealth was approaching a time of great innovations. In this crisis of
flamuel
the Chosen People, second only in importance to the Exodus, there appeared a
1
This was Samuel, to whom the Lord especially revealed
leader, second only to Moses.
Himself.
He was the subject of divine communications when he was a child ; and when he
grew up, " all Israel from Dan even to Beersheba knew that Samuel was established to be a
The two books which give an account of the first
prophet of the Lord " (1 Sam. iii. 20).
establishment of the monarchy are called by his name, as fitly as the books which give an
account of the establishment of the theocracy are called by the name of Moses.
Samuel was not a founder of a new state of things, like Moses but he was appointed to
At
regulate the great change, which ensued in the choice of a king to rule over Israel.
first he remonstrated against the wishes of the people, but afterwards yielded by divine diWhen Saul, for his transgression, was
rection, and anointed Saul of the tribe of Benjamin.
rejected, David, of the tribe of Judah, was anointed by the same hand to succeed to the

Prom

the
time of 8am-

gation, standing equally

^

j^

-

;

throne.

Samuel, as judge, was the representative of the past;* as prophet, he was the representanew epoch, which was now dawning on his country. He is explicitly described
" All the prophets from Samuel and those that follow after"
as " Samuel the Prophet."
" He gave them judges until Samuel the Prophet"
The line of prophets, who followed in
The prophetic institution,
unbroken succession until the time of Malachi, begins with him.
In his time we first read of a " company
in its outward form, may be traced back to him.
of prophets," corresponding to what, in modern phraseology, are called u Schools of the

tive of the

Prophets."

The

characteristic of Samuel's

directed to the public state of the

prophecy was almost exclusively of a civil nature, being
Commonwealth of Israel. Its chief mission was to watch

This Samuel,
over the change introduced by the establishment of the kingly government.
He anointed, counseled, and diin his official character as prophet, did with diligence.
The transrected Saul ; and then by divine authority he appointed the sceptre to David.
ference of the priesthood from the house of Eli, the other chief subject of his prophecy, is
of a like kind ; for it made no change in the religion of the Israelites, but only in the public
The distinctive character of prophecy, at this period, is, thereecclesiastical order of it.
1 Dean Stanley's Lectures on
Company. Ib70.

the History

of

the Jeurish

Church.

Part

I. p. 481.

New York

:

Charles Scrlbner

intimations , in the history of his times, would lead as to infer that he did not entirely relinquish
of judge after the accession of Saul to the throne (1 Sam. ad. 7 ; xiil. 8-H ; xr. 13-35).
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As such it was adapted to its time, but it was something different
fore, its civil nature.
from the prophecy of almost every other period.
The predictions of Samuel, considered in
their adaptation to the circumstances of the time, could not be said to have been framed
For his predictions concerning Eli and Saul, the priestunder favor of these circumstances.
hood and the throne, were delivered in the face of their power; his favorable prediction
respecting

David seemed

to be

beyond the range of human

probability.

His

first

prophecies

challenged a jealous scrutiny ; his last was placed beyond the command of his influence and
In each case his authority, as a prophet, was, strictly tried.
direction.
Now the predictions of prophecy begin to take a wider range, and to present a greater
variety of matter.

After the experience of so many changes and calamities, anxiety and doubt
might take possession of the mind of the Israelite, on the occasion of another

Prophecy la
the time or

D* vld

-

—

the accession of David to the throne.
This anxiety and doubt, did they exist, were
removed by the interposition of prophecy. Having foreshown the exaltation of David, and
the preeminence of his tribe, it proceeded to establish his house, and complete his greatness
by a promise of the kingdom in his family. The predictions to this effect are literal and
" Moreover I will appoint a place for my people Israel, and will plant them, that they
clear
may dwell in a place of their own, and move no more neither shall the children of wickedness afflict them any more, as beforetime, and as since the time that I commanded judges to
Also the
be over my people Israel, and have caused thee to rest from all thine enemies.
Lord telleth thee that he will make thee a house.
And when thy days be fulfilled, and thou
shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after thee, which shall proceed out of thy
bowels, and I will establish his kingdom.
He shall build a house for my name, and I will
stablish the throne of his kingdom forever.
I will be his father, and he shall be my son.
If he commit iniquity, I will chasten him with the rod of men, and with the stripes of the
children of men But my mercy shall not depart away from him, as I took it from Saul,
whom I put away before thee. And thine house and thy kingdom shall be established forThe
ever before thee thy throne shall be established forever " (2 Sam. vii. 10-16).
eighty-ninth Psalm dilates the same prediction.
David's life and reign were not peaceful. They were full of warfare and danger. He
was persecuted by Saul and obliged to seek an asylum in an enemy's land. His m
.•
i_
ii
i
, i.
j t..
i_«
« was en- Temporal
He
against him, and his subjects rose in insurrection.
own son rebelled
prophecy
gaged in frequent wars with the surrounding nations. These troubles continued contained in
"
He closed bis career, however, in peace. But JJ^PJ
until he was advanced in life.
troublous as his own reign was, he had the prediction that his throne should be
" Behold a
established, and that the reign of his son should be one of security and peace.
son shall be born unto thee, who shall be a man of rest and I will give him rest from all
for his name shall be called Solomon, and I will give peace and
his enemies round about
This son the Lord chose to build a
quietness unto Israel in his days " (1 Chron. xxii. 9).
house for his name (1 Chron. xxviii. 3-6).
We have here the stipulation of peace in the
These were the promises made
reign of Solomon, and of a long stability in his succession.
to this chosen King of Israel, and, in hitq, to his people.
But the temporal is only one of its subjects. In the person of David, prophecy makes some
In him, as in Abraham, the temporal and evangelical In o%y\a, as
of its greatest revelations.
His reign is a cardinal point of their union, and of the in Abraham,
predictions are united.
He was a ** n ))fth#
entire scheme of prophecy in what has been called its double sense.

change,

:

;

:

:

•

,

•

.

;

;

l(

i jJ

prophet himself, inspired to reveal many of the Christian promises. In the pro- temporaV
phetic psalms, the most of which are ascribed to David, the attributes of the and »pwtu»l
We have set before us, prop °°y
reign and religion of the Messiah are foreshown to us.
by the royal prophet, a King set upon the holy hill of Zion, his law, the opposition made
to Him by the kings of the earth, their rage defeated, his sceptre of righteousness, his unchangeable priesthood, his divine Sonship, his death and resurrection, his dominion embracing the whole world (Psalms ii., xvi., xlv., lxxii., lxxxix., ex).
As there is a great increase of prophetic light, during this period, subsequent prophecy
There is no individual, one only, excepted, of whom more is said by the
often reverts to it.
" The throne of David," " the sure mercies of David," are freprophet**, than of David.
quently mentioned in the progress of prophetic revelation ; and the single person, who formed
'

the principal

theme of the divine

oracles,

was He, who was both the Son of David and
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Lord, to

whom

the glory of David's kingdom and the prophecies relating to

it

preeminently

belong.

As the Messiah was to be horn of the seed of David, according to the flesh, there was a
congruity in originating some of the clearest and most remarkable prophecies concerning
Him,

David for the Messiah was to be the
King of Israel, the Ruler of the people of God. We observe the
same order in the call of Abraham, and in the constitution of the tribes. When God first
separated the family in which the Messiah was to be born, the seed of blessing was revealed
to the founder and patriarch of that family.
When the family began to divide and branch
into tribes, the tribe of Judah was designated by prophecy as that from which Shiloh was to
opring.
When the kingdom of David is set up, the reign and power of the Messiah are
brought into view.
The congruity is not limited to the time of David's exaltation, for he
was a typical king. The evangelical end is not only foreshown with the temporal appointment, but it is stamped upon it
In the house of David is founded a kingdom but Christ
has his kingdom, his protecting power and rule over the people of God, as truly as Solomon and other heirs of the house of David had theirs. The temporal kingdom bears some
image to the other they are two analogous subjects and fit to be combined together, as
prophecy has combined them. This analogy and combination bring before us the double
sense, as it has been called, of some prophecies, which is best explained by the principles
at the time of the exaltation of the house of

;

heir of David's throne, the

;

:

of typology.

The

prophecies of this period, relating to the Messiah, partake principally of the regal
and David, the king and prophet, is made the promulgator of them ; and an ex;

character

was made for the expression, and to secure the memory of them in the
language of poetry.
They passed into the devotions, public and private, of the Church
of Israel.
It had been foretold that the reign of Solomon should be distinguished for its peace and
It was also distinguished for its wealth and power (1 Kings iv.
Prophecy in tranquillity.
the time of
David had subdued all the enemies of Israel and in actual extent the
20-26).
Solomon.
boundaries of the Chosen People, in the time of Solomon, did not reach beyond
the conquests of his father.
He had dominion over nearly all the territory comprised in the
" The Lord magnified Solomon exceedingly in the sight of all
original grant to Abraham.
Israel, and bestowed upon him such royal majesty as had not been on any king before him in
Israel " (1 Chron. xxix. 25).
The greatest monument of Solomon's reign was the Temple. It had been a command
and a prediction that he should build this edifice in his days (1 Chron. xxii.
This glorious fane was commenced under the auspices of prophecy (2
8-11).
The royal builder, at its dedication, made mention, in the hearing of
Chron. vL 16, 17).
all Israel, of past and subsisting predictions, which mention, in the hearing of those who
could have given a ready contradiction, in case they were false, certified that they were fulcellent provision

;

filled

and known.

The Temple
The Temple

(*od

was a prophecy. The building of it was directed for the reason that
had given " rest to his people," and henceforth would not suffer them to

itself

a

wander, or be disturbed, so long as they enjoyed the privilege of being his
" Moreover I will appoint a place for my people Israel, and will plant
people.
them, that they may dwell in a place of their own, and move no more " (2 Sam. vii. 10).
This promise of rest is connected with the Temple ; for it was spoken by the prophet
A fixed sanctuary of their religion
Nathan, when God confirmed the design of building it.
was the most appropriate pledge that they could receive of the stability of their national
fortunes.
It must have been a gratifying pledge to a people, who had been pilgrims in
Canaan, strangers in Egypt, wanderers in the Desert, and who again, in Canaan, had sought
a home for their religion, in the removals of their migratory Ark. " Whereas I have not
dwelt in any house since the time that I brought up the children of Israel out of Egypt,
even to this day, but have walked in a tent and in a tabernacle " (2 Sam. vii. 6).
The people were
It may be said that the Temple did not have a lasting continuance.
To this it may be replied that the
carried into captivity, and the Temple was destroyed.
Temple was never designed to act as a charm to avert the divine judgments, in case of disIt was the place which God had
obedience.
It fell with the people and rose with them.
44
chosen to set his name there." It was the acknowledged and authorized seat of their

itself

prop

7'
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Except around that Temple the Israelites have
except in it, they have never been able to

never been able to settle themselves as a people

;

a public home for their nation and their religion.
God made it their " resting-place "
and if it exists no more, it is a proof that they have ceased to be his people. The long
desolation of the Temple, and their removal from the seat of it, are, therefore, proofs that
their polity and peculiar law have, in the purposes of Providence, come to an end.
In case of disobedience, on the part of his people, God forewarned Solomon, that the
Temple, which was to be a " resting-place," on condition of obedience, should The deetruc'* But if ye
at all turn from following me, ye or your children, tioa of the
be destroyed.
and will not keep my commandments and my statutes which I have set before toidto 8ok>then will I cut off Israel moo, at its
you, but go and serve other gods and worship them
dedteatlon
out of the land which I have given them ; and this house, which I have hallowed
for my name, will I cast out of my sight
and Israel shall be a proverb and a by-word
And at this house, which \s high, every one that passeth by it shall be
among all people
astonished, and shall hiss ; and they shall say, Why hath the Lord done thus unto this land,
and to this house? " (1 Kings ix. 6-8 see also 2 Chron. vii. 19-22).
Sucji was the oracular communication from God to Solomon, on the completion of the
As Moses, the founder of the Commonwealth of Israel, was inspired to foresacred edifice.
warn the people, at the beginning of their national existence, of their future afflictions and
dispersions, so the builder of the Temple, had foreshown to him, at the time of its completion, a view of its destruction, by the avenging hand of the Almighty, as one of the special
acts of his judgment against his people, in case of their disobedience and apostasy.
The glorious empire of Solomon came to ruin. With all his wisdom, which has placed
him above the wise of every age, he was guilty of much folly. He attained to p..
.
t
his harem numbered " seven hundred wives, prin- toe dtomemthe maximum of polygamy
cesses, and three hundred concubines " (1 Kings xi. 8). " His wives turned away bermentof
his heart after- other gods (xi. 4), and he introduced polytheism (xi. 5, 7).
Thus SJJJSmu*
was he led away from the paths of David, his father, u and the Lord was angry
with Solomon " (xi. 9).
Along with this depravation of morals and religion followed, naturally, a depravation of that just and wise policy of government, which had won for Solomon
the admiration and love of his subjects.
Oppressive burdens were laid upon the people,
which produced discontent.
These things provoked the Lord to anger, and He " said unto Solomon, Forasmuch as
this is done of thee, and thou hast not kept my covenant and my statutes, which I have
commanded thee, I will surely rend the kingdom from thee, and will give it to thy servant.
Notwithstanding in thy days I will not do it for David thy father's sake but I will rend it
out of the hand of thy son.
Howbeit I will not rend away all the kingdom ; but I will
give one tribe to thy son. for David my servant's sake, and for Jerusalem's sake which I have
chosen " (1 Kings xi. 11-18).
The glory of the kingdom of Israel ended with the peaceful and prosperous reign of
Solomon. On the accession of his son, Rehoboam, ten tribes revolted and formed prophecy at
a separate kingdom under Jeroboam. Judah and Benjamin adhered to the house the time of
of David.
This was a convulsion affecting the whole body of Israel. Their bemen? «r
monarchy, so lately compacted, was rent in pieces ; their public union, under the kingwhich they had been made subjects of the divine covenant, was broken ; and a dom
cause of discord was rooted between the members of the commonwealth, which God had
planted in Canaan, in a community of country and religion.
Such a change would raise a
question of their covenanted relation.
Where did the promises of God attached to that
Did they rest with Israel? or with Judah, or with both ? or were they forrelation rest ?
Prophecy answered the question. The event itself had been foretold in Solofeited ?
mon's reign by the prophet Ahijah (l Kings xi. 29-39). It was also preceded by many
predictions, which supplied discriminating marks of the purposes of Providence now in operThere were Jacob's predictions of the ascendency of the tribe of Judah, and the
ation.
continuance of the sceptre with it until the advent of Shiloh (Gen. xlix. 8-10). There
were the recent promises of favor to the house of David (2 Sam. vii. 12-16). There was
find

;

-

;

:

;

.

:

:

'

the Temple at Jerusalem, the local seat of their religion.
And last of all there was the
prophecy of Ahijah, which fully met the case, both in the particular form of the event, and
in the reason of it
As to the event, the prediction of Ahijah limited the defection to
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it in the reign of Solomon's son.
The reasons of the
event were the corruptions introduced by Solomon (1 Kings xi. 83).
The event was pre*
ceded, therefore, by the announcement of prophecy, sufficiently adequate to solve all questions,
in regard to the transmission of the covenant.

ten tribes, and fixed the time of

It

may be said
muc ^

Repiy to the

that the partition of the kingdom might have been easily foreseen, inas-

^e

a8

ten tribes, in the time of David, had shown a disposition to act

and

to oppose themselves to the dominion of the tribe of Judah.
Consequently
thev might be expected, under provocation, to withdraw and form
J
"
tlUonofthe
•/
*
Iv. *
n>
ii
*i
j
government.
To this it
may ube replied
a separate
that the occasion and
kingdom
might hare
pretext of the revolt did not exist until after the prediction of it was delivered.
It took its rise from the rigor of Rchoboam's government ; but it was foretold in
JjJJJJJJ^if
the reign of Solomon, and foretold with a particularity, which existing political
meant of
political cirMoreover, though the revolt took place, on the exreasons could not warrant.
citement of human motives, it was established and confirmed against the current
of such motives.
God forbade the attempt to subdue it. " But the word of the Lord came
to Shemaiah the man of God, saying, Speak unto Rehoboam the son of Solomon, King
of Judah, and to all Israel in Judah aud Benjamin, saying, Thus saith the Lord, Ye shall
return every man to his house
for this
not go up, nor fight against your brethren
And they obeyed the words of the Lord, and returned from going
thing is done of me.
against Jeroboam " (2 Chron. xi. 2, 3, 4).
The dismemberment of the nation became a safeguard of the prophetic evidence, by
under a jealous and divided care. The people of Samaria professed
* 11 © *
The dismem- P**
The predictions in
to receive the Pentateuch and to hold the Law of Moses.
berment of
the kingdom
(h e Pentateuch, concerning the tribe of Judah, were, therefore, subjected to their
rigid scrutiny.
So also the prophecies delivered against them, after the disinemof th?prophetie etiberment, by prophets sent from the kingdom of Judah.
A prophet of Judah
deuce.
was gent t0 p r0 ph e8V against the altar erected at Bethel by Jeroboam. Had
no such prophet been sent among them, it would have been easy for them to prove it. This
case is somewhat similar to the safeguard furnished for the accurate transmission of the
Scriptures of the Old Testament by the jealousy of Jews and Christians.
The moral cause of the disruption of the kingdom of Israel was idolatry (1 Kings
-xi. 33).
Hence Jeroboam had a warning against the sin, which furnished the
occasion for the establishment of his kingdom.
But he was no sooner seated on
roiatinirto
the kingthe throne than, for political reasons (l Kings xii. 26, 27), he founded a system
an<* *° r * ts preservation he appointed a priesthood, and ritual,
°^ °Pen idolatry
te^tribe*
and erected an altar (1 Kings xii. 28-38). The golden calves in Bethel and in
Dan were the public monuments of this apostasy. " Behold thy gods, O Israel, which
brought thee up out of the land of Egypt," was the creed of the new kingdom (1 Kings
xii. 28).
The enormity of this sin was that it made idolatry the national religion, whereas,
in former times, its contaminations had been surreptitiously, sometimes openly, associated
with the institutions of Moses.
The people readily acquiesced in the king's apostasy. Under the compact of this sin, he incorporated them in allegiance to his throne.
Hence the
" Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, who made Israel
reason of the brand affixed to his memory
to sin" (1 Kings xiv. 16).
Prophecy did not remain silent in this crisis of wickedness. God sent his prophet from
the land of Judah to pronounce sentence of condemnation upon the system of idolatry,
which Jeroboam had established (1 Kings xiii. 1-10). This interposition of prophecy was
tor a sufficient cause.
It was a timely remonstrance with the ten tribes in regard to the
crime, which became the chief source of their growing corruption, and thereby the cause of
their reprobation, misery, and ruin.
The remonstrance was made on the scene of their
offense, and accompanied with a miracle, which should have served as a memorial of reproof
But this warning
to meet the transgressor, whenever he came before the forbidden altar.
prophecy was given without effect.
From Jeroboam, the first king of the ten tribes, to
Hoshea, the last, there is no king excepted from the imputation of the general depravity.
The whole line of kings is one of unmitigated irreligion and wickedness. King after king
has this historic epitaph " he did evil in the sight of the Lord."
few righteous remained among the people. The prophet Elijah imagined that, like
;
the Seraph Abdiel, he only was " faithful found among the faithless " but God revealed
objection

together,

that the par-

\

X

;

:
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:

:
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not bowed onto Baal (l Kings

xix. 18).

The prophecy, during
in

this period,

commination and reproof.

The

was adapted to the prevailing

irreligion.

It

abounds

mission of the two great prophets, Elijah and Elisha,

—

a mission directed chiefly to the kingdom of the ten
and enforced by miracles to convince and awaken an apostate people.
The duration of Elisha's ministry reaches nearly to that of Jonah and from Jonah we enter into the series of the prophetic canon.
This is the continuity of prophecy. There is
also another proof of the same continuity, in the prophecy given to Jehu, during the ministry of Elisha, that his children should reign after him to the fourth generation.
This prophecy does not expire until after the prophecies of Amos and Hosea have begun and these
prophets begin to foreshow the destruction of the kingdom of Israel.
Consequently the
falls in

tribes

the earlier part of this period

and

kings,

its

;

;

series

of prophecy

The

is

so far complete.

kingdom of Israel has its entire history written in the perpetuity
of its wickedness, as recorded in the ministry of its prophets.
The general document is
" Jeroboam drove Israel from following the Lord, and made them sin a great sin.
For the
children of Israel walked in all the sins of Jeroboam, which he did ; they departed not
from them ; until the Lord removed Israel out of bis sight, as he had said by all his servants the prophets.
So was Israel carried away out of their own land to Assyria unto this
day " (2 Kings xvii. 21-23).
result

is

that the

The prophecies concerning Israel furnish a melancholy contrast to those relating to Judah.
The case of Israel was to be hopeless Judah was to be restored.
At the time of the disruption of the kingdom, reason could not determine, for T,B"**"J
:

anything that then appeared, which would be the more prosperous, or stable of ^ting to
the two.
That of Samaria, her greater territory and numbers considered, seemed Jodah, flraw
But prophecy supplied data, which would assist in form- JJ*Uw^Umw
to have the advantage.
We have already seen dom in tt»
ing a judgment concerning their comparative stability.
that there were promises on the side of the tribe of Judah and the family of <***• <* *•
David, which may be understood, by plain inference, to negative the hopes of the m the BrFor these promises made to the tribe of Judah virtually cut off* the Ionian eapother tribes.
J**1**
other tribes by a speedier termination of their power.
the
question
was
depend
upon
inference.
But
not left to
It was decided positively by
direct prophecy.
Of the four greater and twelve minor prophets, whose books we find in
the Canon of Scripture, the most ancient are Jonah, Joel, Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah.
The
prophecy of Jonah relates to the city of Nineveh. Joel speaks of coming judgments upon
the land, of a restoration of Judah and Jerusalem from captivity, and of blessings upon
Hosea speaks directly to the point, as it regards the relative destiny of the two kingthem.
Speaking in the name of the Lord, he says " I will no more have mercy upon the
doms.
house of Israel ; but I will utterly take them away. But I will have mercy upon the honse
The whole book of
of Judah, and will save them by the Lord their God " (Hos. i. 6, 7).
this prophet inculcates the speedier dispersion and desolation of the house of Israel.
Both
Israel and Judah are threatened ; but the burden of his prophecy is upon Ephraiin, Bethel,
and Samaria. Amos wails in elegiac strains : " The virgin of Israel is fallen ; she shall no
more rise : she is forsaken upon her land ; there is none to raise her up " (Amos v. 3). Isaiah
predicted that " within threescore and five years shall Ephraim be broken, that it be not a
Looking through his prophecies, we find predictions that Judah should be
people " (Is. vii. 8).
:

They were to fall under the power of the Assyrians but they were to be delivThey were afterward to fall into the hands of the Babylonians (chap, xxxix).
But a restoration was to ensue, and the restorer is mentioned by name (xliv. 28 xlv. 1). The
medium of their restoration was to be the capture of Babylon (xlv. 1-3 lxvii. 1—15 com p.
chap. xiiL).
The Medes and the Persians were to be the powers engaged in the siege (xiii.
The city of Jerusalem and the Temple were to be rebuilt (xliv. 28).
17 ; xxi. 2).
The most cheering evangelical promises were made during the decline, and Krangetfeat
preserved.

;

ered (chap. x).

;

;

;

the overthrow of the temporal kingdom.
When the First Dispensation be- JJJJII^JJfj^.
gan to be shaken, the objects and promises of the second began to be substituted mpuon of
new kingdom, and a new covenant are presented to view ; and a* kingdom
in its place.
the blessings and mercies, which are most peculiar to the expected dispensation, outwit/ i«
are placed in a clearer light than ever before.
The promises of them are also Babjion

after

A
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The evangelical teaching of the prophets, during this period, was an
approach to the economy of the Gospel, which abolishes the ritual law and establishes the
moral.
In this light, it was a preparation for the future change.
It also furnished opportune instruction to the people of Israel, at a time when the ritual law was rendered difficult
On the one hand, there was intestine trouble on the other, foreign inor impracticable.
vasion their heathen enemies were beginning to spoil their land the temple was about to
be destroyed, and the public institutions of their religion were soon to be suspended. In
this state of affairs, it must have been consolatory to the pious men of the nation to learn
from the prophets, that personal religion was that, which God most esteemed, and which He
had always preferred. Thus the prophetic teaching was adapted to the difficulties of their
greatly multiplied.

;

:

;

situation.

During the first part of this period, there seems to have been a pause in evangelical
prophecy. In the time of David large revelations concerning the Messiah were made ; but
after the disruption, prophecy was directed to the state of the two kingdoms.
The two
great prophets, Elijah and Elisha, were ministers of the temporal prophecy.
Their mission,
so far as we can gather from the records of their times, was confined to the Northern Kingdom, and it had passed before the Gospel subject appears again in view, unless some of the
Psalms, of an unknown date and of a prophetic spirit, may be ascribed to this intermediate
time.

The other prophets, during this period, were Jonah, Joel, Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah,
Nahum, Zephaniah, Jeremiah, Habakkuk, and Obadiahr.
The book of Jonah contains no prediction of a direct Christian import The subject of
his prophecy is Nineveh.
He was, however, in his own person, a type, or prophetic sign of
Christ.
The miracle of his deliverance from the belly of the whale was the type of Christ's
Moreover, the whole import of his mission partakes of the
preaching exemplified the divine mercy to a heathen city. It
brought the Ninevites to know " a gracious God, and merciful, slow to anger, and of great
kindness, and repenting Him of the evil " (Jonah iv. 2).
Whether all this is to be considered a formal type of the genius of the Christian religion or not, it is certainly a real example of some of its chief properties, in the efficacy of repentance, the grant of pardon,' and
the communication of God's mercy to the heathen world.
Viewed in this light, the book of
Jonah forms a point of connection with the Gospel.
The prophet Joel foretells, in the plainest terms, the effusion of the Holy Spirit (ii. 28The Apostle Peter applies this prophecy to the descent of the Spirit on the day of
82).
Pentecost (Acts ii. 16-21).
The prophet Amos predicts the restoration of the tabernacle of David (ix. 11), which the
Apo6tle James refers to Gospel times (Acts xv. 15, 16).
Hosea contains much of a Christian import cited by our Lord, by Matthew, and by Paul.
Compare Matt. ii. 15, and Hosea xi. 1 ; Matt. ix. IS, and Matt. xii. 7 with Hob. vi. 6; Rom.
ix. 25, 26 with Hos. ii. 23 ; and 1 Cor. xv. 55 with Hos. xiii. 14.
Isaiah is styled by way of eminence the evangelical prophet.
His book contains the
scheme of the Gospel in its grand outlines. In it we have clearly set forth the mission of
Christ ; his divine nature his supernatural birth in his incarnation ; his work of mercy
his kingdom of righteousness
his humiliation, sufferings, and death ; his atonement for sin
made by his death ; the effusion of the gifts and graces of the Holy Spirit ; the universal
diffusion of his religion ; the blindness and incredulity of the Jews in the rejection of it
the adoption of the Gentile world into the Church ; and the peace of the righteous in death
(Is. vii. 14 ; ix. 6, 7 ; and all his later prophecies from chap. xl. to chap. lxvi.).
Micah foretells the birth-place of Christ ; his divine nature ; the promulgation of the
Gospel from Mount Zion and its results and the exaltation of Christ's kingdom over all
iv. 1-8).
nations (Mic. v. 2 ; comp. Matt. ii. 6
The book of Nahum has no Christian prophecy, either direct or typical. It will be best
The prophecy of
understood as a continuation of, or supplement to the book of Jonah.
But that of Jonah was followed by the preservation of
•both is directed against Nineveh.
that of Nahum, which abounds more in details, by its capture and destruction.
that city
They form connected parts of one moral history, the remission of God's judgment being
.illustrated by the one, the execution of it by the other.
Zephaniah predicts the restoration of Jerusalem, and the happy state .of the people of
<God in the latter days (chap. iii. 8-20).
resurrection (Matt. xii. 40).

Christian character

;

for his

;

;

;

;

;
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Jeremiah foretells the abrogation of the Mosaic law speaks of the Ark as no more remembered foretells the propagation of a more spiritual religion than the old the mediatorial kingdom of the Messiah, whom he calls " Jehovah our righteousness " describes the
;

;

;

;

efficacy of his atonement
the excellence of the Gospel in giving holiness as well as pardon ; the call of the Gentiles; and the final salvation of Israel.
(Jer. xxx. 9; xxxi. 15;
comp. Matt. ii. 17, 18; xxxii. 36-41; iii. 15-18; xxxi. 31-34; comp. Heb. viii. 8-12, and
x. 16, 17; xxiiL 5, 6.
There are many other passages, which perhaps refer directly to the*
restoration from Babylon ; but they speak of it in such a way as to convey the idea that it
is intended to be typical of a more glorious restoration.)
In the book of Habakkuk there are two passages, which cannot be excluded from some
relation to the Gospel.
The first is, " The just shall live by faith " (ii. 4), cited in Rom. i.
17 and in Heb. x. 88.
Here we have a Christian principle, though the prophet probably
had no particular Christian truth in view, when he uttered it. Faith
the habit of trusting in God, or in his revealed Word
is the principle of divine life ; so, in every age, complete salvation has been a matter of faith rather than of sight.
The other passage is chap.
iii. 17, 18, which contains a confession of the prophet's own fjuth
a faith separated from
As such it is of a pure evangelical character.
all earthly and temporal hopes.
It is somewhat uncertain when Obadiah delivered bis prophecy, but it was probably immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar.
Some give it an earlier
;

—

—

—

date.

For our present purpose

it

is

Its prenot important to determine the precise time.
But verses 17-21 evidently refer to Messianic

dictions are directed against the Edomites.

The fulfillment of these verses, Keii and Delitzsch affirm, can only belong to the
Gospel dispensation, ** and that in such a way that it commenced with the founding of the
Kingdom of Christ on the earth, advances with its extension among all nations, and will
terminate in a complete fulfillment at the second coming of our Lord."
It is a fact to be observed that prophecy, relating to heathen states and kingdoms, becomes most copious and explicit in the time, when those states and kingdoms are Prophecy in1
most powerful. When the people of God are threatened with invasion by these j** ^* *°
heathen powers, or when they are groaning under oppression by them, then proph- tions daring
ecy foretells the overthrow of their power and the extinction of their glory. The *w» period,
success of the heathen was in some measure the triumph of idolatry ; for they were accustomed to ascribe the honor of their victories to their false divinities. The return of the vicThe religion of the conquered1
tor was the occasion of celebrating the praise of his idol.
Accordingly the memorials of these times of repartook of the disgrace of their defeat.
proach and distress in Israel show how much the faith of men and the credit of true religThe cry of the oppressed Israel was
ion were assailed by the boasts of their conquerors.
"Wherefore should the heathen say, Where is now their God?" (Ps. lxxix. and lxxx.).
" Remember this, that the enemy hath reproached, O Lord, and that the foolish people have
blasphemed thy name " (Ps. lxxiv. 18). "The ways of Zion dd mourn, because none come
her priests sigh, her virgins are afflicted,
all her gates are desolate
to the solemn feasts
and she is in bitterness. Her adversaries are the chief, her enemies prosper " (Lam. i. 4, 5).
times.

:

:

The pious Israelite, under these mournful circumstances, derived his consolation from
The nations that oppressed him, had their rise, their victories, their changes
prophecy.
The controlling providence of God was
and downfall delineated on the prophetic page.
His people were most inthus explained, when it was most liable to be called in question.
structed as to his ways and purposes, when their sufferings and their fears were at the greatHis moral government was illustrated in their own predicted afflictions, in the
est height.
foretold victories of their present conquerors, and in their expected deliverance.
The great use of prophecy concerning heathen nations was in part the same as that of
The disclosure
all other temporal prophecy, namely, to demonstrate the providence of God.
of an event before it took place would more forcibly exhibit the divine direction of things
than an explanation of it after it had occurred for it manifested the divine prescience,
;

counsel,

and

ordination together.

Had

the prophets confined their revelation to the affairs of the Hebrew people, the proof
providence would have been imperfect ; for his overruling sovereignty, in the
But the revelations of prophsphere of other kingdoms, might have remained a question.
They proclaimed his universal proviecy resolved every doubt in regard to the matter.
" Thus saith the Lord to his anointed, to Cyrus,
dence and sovereignty over all nations.
of God's
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whose right hand

I

have holden, to subdue nations before him ; and I will loose the loins of
him the two leaved gates and the gates shall not be shut ; I will go

kings, to open before

make

before thee, and

;

the crooked places straight

:

I will break in pieces the gates of brass,

in sunder the bars of iron " (Is. xIt. 1,2).

" The Most High ruleth in the kingof men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will.
Whose dominion is an everlasting dominion, and his kingdom is from generation to generation " (Dan. iv. 82-84).
The state of religion, in the heathen world, rendered this exercise of prophecy expedient.
For one of the most prevalent "notions of false religion was that of local and tutelary deities.
Polytheism set up its gods over particular regions, or kingdoms, within which it circumscribed their power.
Under such an idea, the God of Israel might have appeared the deity
Hence the expediency of declaring his universal sovereignty.
of one place, or people.
There was, moreover, in the heathen world, a universal reverence paid to oracles, or systems of divination. These had their origin in the natural desire of seeing into futurity,
which may sometimes have been abused by the craft of policy, and which of itself degenerated into the superstitions of augury, necromancy, and other forms of delusion.
To the
Israelite all these modes of exploring futurity were forbidden, as the devices of heathenism
(Deut. xviii. 14 ; Lev. xix. 81).
But the prohibition was made reasonable by the genuine
gift of prophecy, which showed the omniscience of God in the affairs of those countries, in
which the oracles of superstition were consulted. " For these nations, which thou shalt
possess, hearkened unto observers of times, and unto diviners : but as for thee, the Lord thy
God hath not suffered thee so to do" (Deut. xviii. 14). This was the practice of. the ancient Canaanites.
The Egyptians and the Chaldseans, in a later age, infused more of the
mystery of pretended science into the same kind of superstition. But the inspired prophets of Israel furnished the antidote and the refutation of all this science, when they could
" Thus saith the Lord, that
contrast with its falsehood the truth of their own predictions.
frustrateth the tokens of the liars, and maketh diviners mad, that turneth wise men backward, that maketh their knowledge foolish ; that confirmeth the word of his servant, and
performeth the counsel of his messengers " (Is. xliv. 25, 26). By this test God vindicated
his own foreknowledge, and put the pretenses of human skill, and of idol oracles to confusion.
Prophecy relating to the heathen nations commenced at a very early period. The remote
judgment of God upon Egypt was revealed to Abraham (Gen. xv. 14) ; be had an intimation that it would fall upon the Amorites ; and he witnessed the nearer judgment upon
Sodom and Gomorrah. These were nations placed within his view and connected with the
The revelation, thus opened to Abraham,
future state of his family, the Hebrew people.
continued, in subsequent times, to hold the same order ; for the temporal prophecy continued to embrace the Hebrew Church and nation, and other states and kingdoms, so far as
the people of Israel were affected by them, or could see the tenor of God's providence illus" Shall I hide from Abraham that thing which I do ? " (Gen. xviii.
trated in their history.
17), is the introduction to the prophecy which revealed to the Father of the faithful the doom
" Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but He revealeth his
of Sodom and Gomorrah.
This is the range of prophecy consecret unto his servants the prophets " (Amos iii. 7).
This is
cerning his own people. " I ordained thee a prophet unto the nations " (Jer. i. 5).

and cut

dom

when prophecy took its largest scope among the kingand when God's government and providence were to be most conspicutheir rise and fall, their conquests and desolations.
In the time of Moses

the mission of Jeremiah at the time

doms of the

earth,

ously displayed in

the like union of prophecy concerning the heathen nations with that concerning Israel may
and thoughout the principal age of prophecy from Samuel to Malachi, the
;

be observed

There is then a general consistency in the prophetic
and the analogy begins in the revelation to Abraham, to
whom was exemplified the entire scheme of prophecy, in its simplest form, in all its parts,
Christian, Jewish, and Gentile.
The principal heathen nations that were made the subject of prophecy were the Egyp1
9
4
6
Tyrians,6 Assyrians,7 Babylonians,9
tians, Edoniites, Moabites,* Ammonites, Philistines,
10
11
The predictions against these nations were mostly given
Persians, 9 Greeks, and Romans.
amidst the decays of the Jewish covenant, and were intended to rebuke the pride of the

connection

is

constantly maintained.

system, in this particular of

1

S

Kwk. xxix.
Hwk. xxr.

* Jer.

14, 15.

16>17.

xllx. 81-89

;

Dan.

U., rli.

it

;

S J«r. xHx.
6 li udli.
Did. II., ril.

M

S Jar. xlrffl.
7 la. xxx. 27-33.
Dan. li., rH.

Nahra.

4 Bnk. xxr. 1-10.
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and above all to lead the thoughts of men
In the midst of the captivity Daniel saw in
symbol the character and overthrow of the great monarchies of the earth, and in vision he
beheld the Ancient of days ascend the throne of universal dominion.
The captivity in Babylon, as we have already seen, had been foretold It was, therefore,
a fulfillment of preexisting prophecy. It was a severe and remarkable dispensa- ^0^^tion of Providence.
In former times the people of Israel had suffered great daring tbe
calamities.
They had often been brought under the power of their enemies ; captirity in
on
the ark, the symbol of God's presence, had been carried, for a short time, into
the land of the Philistines.
But the captivity was the severest blow that had hitherto
befallen them.
Their land was laid waste ; their ark was destroyed ; their temple was
burned to the ground ; and Jerusalem was reduced to ashes. " How hath the Lord covered
the daughter of Zion with a cloud in his anger, and cast down from heaven unto the earth the
beauty of Israel, and remembered not his footstool in the day of his anger
The Lord hath
purposed to destroy the wall of the daughter of Zion ; He hath stretched out a line, He hath
not withdrawn his hand from destroying ; therefore He made the rampart and the wall to
lament ; they languished together.
Her gates are sunk into the ground ; He hath destroyed
and broken her bars ; her king and her princes are among the Gentiles ; the law is no more
her prophets also find no vision from the Lord " (Lam. ii. 1, 8, 9).
nations, to administer consolation
to that

and

instruction,

Kingdom which cannot be moved.

'

!

The prophets, during the captivity, were Jeremiah, only in part, Ezekiel and Daniel.
The prophecies of Jeremiah have already been mentioned and it is not necessary propfaott
to refer to them again.
He was allowed his choice either to go to Babylon, daring the
cap
where he would doubtless have been held in honor at the royal court, or to re;

main with his own people.

He

chose the

latter.

Subsequently he endeavored to persuade

the leaders of the people not to go to Egypt, but to remain in the land, assuring them, by a
divine message, that if they did so, God would build them up.
The people refused to obey,

and went to Egypt, taking Jeremiah and Baruch with them (Jer. xliii. 6). In Egypt he
still sought to turn the people to the Lord (xliv.)
but his writings give no information
;

respecting his subsequent history.
It is asserted that the Jews, offended
remonstrances, put him to death in Egypt Jerome says at Tahpanhes.
The duration of the captivity was foretold by Jeremiah (Jer. xxv. 11, 12.

by

his faithful

:

Compare Dan.
Seventy years were to be accomplished in the desolations of Jerusalem. Temporal
Ezekiel, who, like Jeremiah, was a priest as well as a prophet, was carried away pn>phecy
captive eleven years before its destruction by Nebuchadnezzar.
When he was captwty
among the captives by the river Chebar, " the heavens were opened and he saw both Jewteh
"* ****•
visions of God " (chap. i. I).
The predictions of Ezekiel were delivered partly before and partly after the destruction
of Jerusalem, which calamitous event forms their central point.
Before this sad calamity
his chief object was to call to repentance those who were living in careless security ; to
warn them against indulging the hope that, by the help of the Egyptians, the Babylonian
yoke would be shaken off (chap. xvii. 15-17) ; and to assure them that the destruction
of their city was inevitable and fast approaching.
After the destruction of the city his
principal care was to console the exiled Jews by promises of future deliverance and restoraix. 2).

tion to their

The

own

land.

predictions of Ezekiel are remarkably varied.

Hk
Of
(chaps, viii.-xi.)

;

" When, by the vision
eye surveyed the dark idolatries
alienated

Judah;"

symbolical actions

(iv.

8)

He

has instances of visions,

led,

1

;

similitudes (chaps,

xii.,

xv.)

;

parables (xvii.)

;

proverbs (xii. 22 ; xviii. 1 ff.) ; poems (xix.) ; allegories (chaps, xxiii., xxiv.) ; open prophecies (chaps, vi, vii., xx., etc.).
In his predictions against the heathen nations, he confines the number of these nations to
This was probably intentional on the part of the prophet, otherwise we would
seven.
scarcely find Sidon separately brought forward alongside of Tyre, xxviii. 20 ff. (Ewaid, p.
807 ; Hitzig, p. 187.)
Also the order in which these prophecies stand connected, deviating
as it does from chronological sequence, has a deeper foundation in the subject-matter. " First
1 Milton,

Parndiu Lost, book

I.,

linee 466467.
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Ammon, xxv. 1-7 Moab, vera.
15-17; these rising up in open enmity
to the theocracy, represent in this the might of heathendom, as it has turned away from
God, and is arrested in the very act of rebellion against Him." Then follow the prophecies
" In Tyre is represented the image of Vain-glory,
against Tyre and Sidon (xxvi.-xxviii.).
and of fleshly security, which looks away from God, and thus plunges ever deeper into
" Finally, both of these sides meet together
the sinfulness and inanity of the natural life."
in Egypt (xxix.-xxxii.), that ancient enemy of the covenant people, now strengthened so as
to become one of the empires of the world, and as such taking its stand in unbending defiance
«ind vain-glory ; yet now, like all the rest, on the point of being hurled down into an abyss
from the summit of its ancient splendor " (Hav., Comm., p. 405).
The position of the prophecies against the foreign nations, in the middle between the
threatening predictions before Jerusalem was destroyed and the announcements of salvation
after this catastrophe, is due to the internal bond of connection, which is real and causal.
It is brought about by means of the following thought : " Though the covenant people fall
under the heathenish worldly power, still this is not a victory of heathenism over the true
Far from this, heathenism, with all its might and glory, must fall and on the
theocracy.
other hand the theocracy shall rise again from its ruins to new life in glory.'* (Comp. Hav.,
the judgment

8-11

Edom,

;

is

predicted against the neighboring nations,

vers.

12-14

;

and the

;

Philistines, vers.

;

Comm. p. 404.) 1
" The book of Daniel bears the same relation to the Old Testament, and especially to the
prophets, as the Revelation of John to the New, and especially to the prophetic sayings of
Daniel is the Apocalypse of the Old Testament.
Christ and his Apostles.
Other books of
the Old Testament as well speak of the great Messianic future other books of the New
t

;

Testament as well speak of the second coming, or Parousia of Christ.

But, while the other
prophets bring only the particular situation of the people of God at the time into the light
of prophecy, and while the Apostles give disclosures on special eschatological points, as the
wants and necessities of their readers demand them ; Daniel and the Revelation of St. John
are not so much called forth by a temporary want, and given for a special end, but they have
the more general aim of serving as prophetic lamps to the congregation of God in those
times, in which there is no revelation, and in which the Church is given into the hands of
have thus recognized Daniel as the light
the Gentiles (fcatput iOvutv, Luke xxi. 24).
which was sent for the comfort of those who were " wise," to lighten the darkness of the
half millennium, from the Captivity till Christ and the destruction of Jerusalem by the
Romans. And, in like manner, the Apocalypse of John was given to the saints of the new
covenant, as a guiding star, to lead them on their pilgrim's journey through the world, from
the first coming of Christ, or rather, from the destruction of Jerusalem till his second coming,
when He shall establish the Kingdom of glory (comp. Tit. ii. 11-18; Rev. i. 7; xxii. 17, 20).
The last days indeed form also the subject of Daniel's visions (chaps, ii. and vii.), and therefore we must necessarily expect an intimate connection between these chapters and the
But, while Daniel writes for Jews, and from the Old Testament stand-point,
Apocalypse.
John, standing on New Testament ground, writes for Gentile Christians, a difference rich in

We

consequences.
" Such being the object for which the Apocalyptic books were given, it will easily be seen
why there is, strictly speaking, only one Apocalypse in each Testament, though there arei

many prophets

in the Old,

and many prophetical disclosures

New. There are two
Testament And each of
that which succeeded the exile, and that

great periods of revelation, that of the Old and that of the

in the

New

is followed by a period without revelation
which succeeded the Apostles (the Church-historical period). The Apocalyptic books are
And hence, each Apocthe two lights which shine out of the former periods into the latter.
it is written at a time when revalypse is among the latest works of its respective Canon
elation, about to lapse into silence, gathers once more its whole strength into a final effort.
We are taught this by the very name Apocalyptic. It is from dn-oicaAvi/a? (Rev. i. 1), a
a guidingrevelation in a peculiar emphatic sense, needed for the times without revelation

these

;

;

;

star in the times of the Gentiles."

At

2

the very beginning of the book of Daniel

we

find the opposition

between Israel and

the heathen world-power, and more particularly that power in the stage of
1

Introduction to tkt Old Testament.

9 Th* Propntci** of Daniel, pp. 70, 71.

its

development,

KeU, toI. 1., pp. 860, 861. Edinburgh T. fc T. Clark, 1869.
By Carl Adjust Aaberten. Andorer: Published by W. F. Draper, 1867.
:
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which commences with the Babylonian exile, which forma the historical basis of Daniel's
prophecies.
The book opens with a statement of the beginning of the captivity (i. 1, 2) ;
and mentions (be 2) its termination.
" The new revelation which the people of God required for the period beginning with
the Babylonian captivity, was to teach them how to regard the powers of the world which
they were to obey ; to teach them their nature and purpose, and then to show them the reA new
lation in which the work of salvation which was to begin in Israel, stood to them.
subject was thus given to prophecy, which, in the nature of things, could not have been
given before the captivity, but which now forced itself, as it were, by an internal necessity."

1

Chap.

ii.

contains an emblematic representation of the kingdoms which form the chief

The image, which Nebuchadnezzar saw, represents the Babylonian
own dynasty, the Medo-Persian empire, the Grecian, and the Roman.
into ten kingdoms, and gives way to the kingdom of the Messiah, repre-

subject of the book.

monarchy under

The

his

last is divided

sented by a stone cut out without hands, which became a great mountain, and filled the
whole earth. In later chapters, one or other of these kingdoms again and again appears.
In chap. vii. the first four of these kingdoms are represented by beasts, all highly signifi-

So they appeared to Daniel, whose eye was spiritualized. Of the ten kingdoms into
which the fourth is divided, three are subdued by a little horn (ver. 8). Tlie power repreThis view
sented by the little horn exercises its tyranny until the triumph of the saints.
cant.

of the four empires has special reference to their religious connections, as the former view

had to their political.
Chapters viii., x., xi. contain prophecies concerning the Medo-Persian and Grecian empires.
From this brief outline of the temporal prophecy of the book of Daniel, it will be seen
The great world-powers pass away,
that it throws a prophetic light over the whole future.
and the scene closes with the universal establishment of the kingdom of the Messiah.
The book of Ezekiel is not directly quoted in the New Testament but in the Apocalypse
there are many allusions and parallels to its closing chapters (xl.-xlviii.), which Mearianio
Other portions of propheoy
contain symbolical representations of the Messianic times.
his prophecies, of a general Messianic character, are chap, xxxiv. 11-19; and
chapa. xxxvL-xxxix.
Daniel foretells the coming of the Messiah, the atoning power of his sufferings (ix. 2427), and the universal dominion, which is to be given to Him over all the kingdoms of the
world (chaps, ii. and vii.). In this apocalyptic book the kingdom of God takes, in the person of the Son of Man, the place of the kingdom of the world.
The Son of Man, in Daniel, is not the people of Israel, as some expositors have affirmed,
This is evident from the fact that He comes with the clouds of heaven,
but the Messiah.
which cannot very well be predicated of the people of Israel. Again, the saints are mentioned in the vision (ver. 21) ; if then they are introduced in person, they cannot be repreThe expression Son of Man must, therefore, be taken to desigsented by the Son of Man.
nate the Messiah, and to designate his people only secondarily, and as represented by Him
;

J*^^

(comp.
" It

GaL
is

ill. 16-28 ; 1 Cor. xii. 12).
quite in keeping," says Auberlen, " with the universal horizon of Daniel's prophecy,

that Messiah is not designated as the son of David, but in general, as the Son of Man ; no
more as King of Israel only, but as king of the world. The prophetic horizon has returned
There, as now again here,
to its original extent, as it was in the Protevangei in Paradise.
was within the field of prophecy."
humanity
all mankind
This brings us " to view the picture of the Messiah presented by Daniel, in its relation to
From the view we have already given of the
the prophecy, which immediately precedes it.
history of Israel, it will appear to the careful reader that, in the development of the Old
Testament Theocracy, the Babylonian captivity is the exact counterpart to the epoch of

—

—

This one epoch is the culminating point of the glorious exaltation of the people of
David.
Hence the types with which the kingthe covenant, the other of their deepest humiliation.
dom of David has furnished Messianic prophecy, disappeared at the time of the exile, which

These types are twofold, as would be expected from the
substituted others in their place.
On the one hand, the sufferings of the people are reflected in the .picnature of the case.
ture of the suffering Messiah ; and this is the basis of the prophecy of the servant of Jeho1 Tk* Propfucies of DanUl,

p. 20.

Bj
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To this class, also, the ninth chapter of
the other hand, in this very time of suffering, the truth that in the
kingdom of God the cross is the only way to glory, shines forth more brightly than ever be"
fore, and there is a lively hope that after " the scattering of the power of the holy people
is accomplished (Dan. xii. 7), the kingdom of God will be set up among men with a power
and extensiveness previously unknown. This is the prophetic vision of the Son of Man
ah, which

Isaiah beheld in his visions (xl.-lxvL).

our book belongs.

On

Servant of God denotes zealous
(Dan. vii.). All these expressions are equally significant.
and patient obedience to God Son of Man refers to the ground on which man is to obtain
again that original destiny and dignity as head of creation, which was conferred upon him
(Gen. i. 26-28.)
Both designations of the Messiah have taken the place of the David ic
The Messiah is no longer represented as the Theocratic King coming to the covtype.
enant people, but He appears a centre of unity both for the covenant people and the Gentile
world. We see here a similar progress to that which took place in the times of the Apostles
from Judaism to Christianity.
It will be easily seen that this progress is intimately con:

Even in the picture
nected with the historical position of the people during the captivity.
of the Messiah during the Davidic period, the two sides of suffering and victory begin to
appear prominently. The Messianic psalms are divided into psalms of humiliation and of
triumph.
And what we here see in its germ, we afterwards see fully developed at the time
of the captivity.
On the one side the atoning power of Messiah's sufferings is disclosed
(Is. liii. and Dan. ix.) ; on the other there is revealed that dominion of the Messiah which,
in the development of universal history, is given to Him over the individual kingdoms of
Prophecy has thus gained not only in depth, but in breadth of
the world (Dan. ii. 7).
view."

l

At the

by Jeremiah, xxv. 12
throughout
all his kingdom and
"made
proclamation
Cyrus
a
Propj^.
The Lord
from the aid put it also in writing, saying, Thus saith Cyrus King of Persia.
B*hy * God of* heaven hath given me all the kingdoms of the earth; and He hath
^*
•Jn
charged me to build Him a house at Jerusalem, which is in Judah. Who is there
tirtty to°tb»
time or Mel- among you of all his people ? his God be with him, and let him go up to JeruBalem > *hich is in Judah, and build the house of the Lord (rod of Israel (He is
thlfeioM of
And whosoever remaineth in any place where
the God), which is in Jerusalem.
the Old
TiltMD*lt
he sojourneth, let the men of his place help him with silver and with gold,
on
and with goods and with beasts, besides the free-will offering for the house of
God that is in Jerusalem " (Ezra i. 1-4 ; compare Isaiah xliv. 28, and xlv. 1-6).
This edict of Cyrus was founded upon the prophecy of Isaiah ; but how he became acHe certainly was acquainted with it, for
quainted with that prophecy we are not informed.
As such, it would draw notice
his proclamation was a public recognition of it to his empire.
to the prediction of Isaiah, and tend to spread something of the knowledge of the true God
wherever it was conveyed. But however this might be, it had one certain and important
close of the seventy years' captivity (the time predicted

and xxix.

10),

*

use in securing the favor of succeeding kings of Persia to the Hebrew people, for the safety
of their affairs, and the complete restitution of their city and temple (Ezra v. 1S-1 7 ; vi. 1To this subject and the annunciation of the Gospel the predictions of the post15 ; ix. 9).
These prophets are Haggai, Zechari ah , and
exile prophets are almost entirely confined.
Malachi.
The return of the Jewish people from Babylon, and their reestablishment in their own
not beheld ^th favor by the Samaritans and other surrounding en^ an ^> were
Temporal
prophecy of emies.
The rebuilding of their temple and of their walls was forcibly interthie period.

The struggle affected their restoration as a Church and a
rU pted and delayed.
and hazarded the exercise of their religion. But prophecy supplied the encouragement, which the conflict of their fortunes required. It did so by assurances of the repression of their enemies, and complete reestablishment of their city, temple, and public peace.
Haggai delivers four prophetic messages (i. 1 ii. 1 x. 20), three of which are intended
to reprove the Jews for neglecting the temple, and to promise that the divine favor will atThe fourth, addressed to Zerubbabel, the head and representative of the
tend its erection.
family of David, and the individual with whom the genealogy of the Messiah began after
the captivity, promises the preservation of the people of God, amidst the fall and ruin of the
kingdoms of the world.
people,

;

1 2ft*

Pnpkttia o/ DamiH.

By
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;
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Zechariah, also, speaks words of comfort to encourage the hearts of his countrymen.
" Thus saith the Lord ; I am returned to Jerusalem with mercies my house shall be built in
My cities
it, saith the Lord of hosts, and a line shall be stretched forth upon Jerusalem.
through prosperity shall yet be spread abroad ; and the Lord shall yet comfort Zion, and
"For thus saith the Lord of hosts; As I
shall yet choose Jerusalem" (Zech. i 16, 17).
thought to punish you, when your fathers provoked me to wrath, saith the Lord of hosts,
and I repented not so again have I thought in these days to do well unto Jerusalem and
Such is the scope of Haggai and
to the house of Judah : fear ye not " (Zech. viii. 14, 15).
Zechariah's predictions as they relate to the affairs of the Jewish people.
Along with their predictions concerning the rebuilding of the temple, the post-exile
In Zechariah especially MewUnic
prophets introduce Messianic and evangelical prophecy.
:

:

we find portrayed, in mystic vision and by typical representation, the kingdom J^J*7*11 *^"
and priesthood of Christ, the establishment of the Christian Church, and the con- eoy during
In this we have a second ap- ***** period.
course of nations resorting to the future temple.
plication of the same systematic form of prophecy, which was employed in the establishment of the temporal kingdom. The nearer subject, in each instance, supplies the prophetic
ground and the prophetic images for the more remote Christian subject. In the first instance, the kingdom of Christ is delineated in connection with, and by analogy to, the actual
kingdom, which was seen rising to view ; in the second instance, his personal priesthood and
his Church are delineated, in connection with, and by an equal analogy to, the priesthood
and temple of the Hebrew Church, at the time, when that priesthood was reinstated in its
As an example of this symbolical prediction, take
functions, and that temple was rebuilt.
The attempt of Archbishop Newcome to apply this prophecy to ZerubbaZech. vL 10-15.
bel is in vain ; for Zerubbabel wore no crown, neither was he a priest upon his throne.
In the prophetic delineations of the future fortunes of the theocracy, in this book, the temporary and local relations of the present fall into the back-ground and the Messianic views
predominate. In chapters ix.-xL, the struggle of the theocracy with the powers of the world
is predicted, its victory and their subjection, by the appearing of the Messiah, and under
In chapters xii.-xiv. the prophet predicts the last ashis official authority as the Shepherd.
saults or the powers of the world upon Jerusalem ; the conversion of Israel to the Messiah,
whose death had been caused by the sin of the people ; the ruin of the old theocracy, the
annihilation of all the foes who fight against the Lord, and the final completion and glorification of the kingdom of God.
The first promises
In Haggai there are two Messianic prophecies (ii. 6, 7 and ii. 22, 23).
the future glory of the second temple and the coming of the desire of all nations ; the second predicts the exaltation of Zerubbabel, the offspring of David, and the overthrow of all
earthly thrones.

Malachi foretells the coming of the messenger of the covenant to the temple, and
sending of Elijah, the prophet, as his forerunner (Mai. iii. 1 and iv. 5).
With Malacbi terminates the prophecy of the Old Testament. His last predictions
They rebuke corruption and promise deliverance. They uphold the
like the earliest.
thority of the first dispensation and reveal the second.
A few words of recapitulation may contribute to the formation of a clearer view of
brief and imperfect survey of the scheme of prophecy, which has been exhibited.

The survey shows
equable

;

and

that

that the character of prophecy

it

was dispensed

is

the
are

au-

the

not simple and uniform, nor its light
It shows, moreover,

in various degrees of revelation.

from Samuel to Malachi ; that from the Fall to the
its communications were few ; that in the patriarchal age they were enlarged ; that, during the bondage in Egypt, they were discontinued,
but renewed with the Law that a cessation of them, during four hundred years, followed
the Law, and that a cessation of equal duration preceded the Gospel.
While it was all directed to one
It shows, further, that the subjects of prophecy varied.
general design, in the evidence and support of religion, there was a diversity in the adminIn Paradise, it gave the first hope of a
istration of the Spirit, in respect to that design.
After the Deluge, it established the peace* of the natural world.
In Abraham,
Redeemer.
H (bunded the double covenant of Canaan and the Gospel. In the age of the Law, it spoke
of the second prophet, and foreshadowed, in types, the doctrines of the Christian dispensation.
It foretold the future fate of the chosen people, who were placed under the prepara-

that the principal age of prophecy

Flood,

and thence

to the call of

is

Abraham,

;
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In the time of David, it revealed} with the promise of the temporal, the
In the days of the later prophets, it foretold the changes of the Mosaic
covenant, the fate of the chief pagan kingdoms, and completed the annunciation of the
Messiah and his work of redemption. After the Captivity, it gave a last and more urgent
information of the approaching advent of the Gospel
Thus prophecy ended as it had begun. Its first revelations in Paradise, and its concluding
predictions, in the book of Malachi, are directed to the same point. 1
That point is Christ.
" To Him give all the prophets witness " (Acts x. 43).
" The testimony of Jesus is the
spirit of prophecy " (Rev. xix. 10).
tory dispensation.

kingdom of Christ

VI.
Prophetic Style.

Each writer has a peculiar manner of expressing his thoughts, and this we call his style.
The sacred writers form no exception each one maintains his individuality. When we read
Isaiah, we say this is not the style of Jeremiah, or of Ezekiel
and when we read John,
we say this is not the style of Paul.
The individuality of the sacred writers is beautifully illustrated by Gaussen, in his work
Individualon Inspiration. 2 " As a skillful musician/' says Mr. Gaussen, " who has to exe:

;

ity

of style.

cute aj one a

on g score, will avail himself by turns, of the funereal flute, the
thus the Almighty God, to
;
proclaim to us his eternal Word, has chosen of old the instruments into which He would successively breathe the breath of his Spirit.
He chose them before the foundation of the
world He separated them from their mother's womb.
" Have you visited the Cathedral of Freyburg, and listened to that wonderful organist,
who, with such enchantment, draws the tears from the traveller's eyes ; while he touches, one
after another, his wonderful keys, and makes you hear by turns, the march of armies upon
the beach, or the chanted prayer upon the lake during the tempest, or the voices of
All your senses are overwhelmed, for it has all passed before you
praise after it is calm ?
Well, thus the Eternal God, powerful in harmony, touches by turns
like a vivid reality.
with the fingers of his Spirit, the keys which He had chosen for the hour of his design,
and for the unity of his celestial hymn. He had before Him, from eternity, all the human
keys ; his creating eyes embraced at a glance, this key-board of sixty centuries ; and when
He would make this fallen world hear the eternal counsel of its redemption and the advent
of the Son of God, He laid his, left hand on Enoch, the seventh from Adam, and his right
hand on John,, the humble and sublime prisoner of Patmos. The celestial hymn, seven
hundred years before the Deluge, began with these words " Behold, the Lord cometh with
ten thousand of his saints, to judge the world " but already in the thought of God and
in the eternal harmony of his work, the voice of John was responding to that of Enoch, and
Behold he cometh,
terminating the hymn, three thousand years after him, with these words
and every eye shall see him, yea, those that pierced him even so, Lord Jesus, come quickly,
amen ' And during this hymn of three thousand years, the Spirit of God did not cease
to breathe upon all his ambassadors ; the angels stooped, says an Apostle, to contemplate
the elect of God were moved, and eternal life descended into their souls."
its depths
These ambassadors did not all speak, or write alike. " It was sometimes the sublime and
untutored simplicity of John
sometimes the excited, elliptical, startling, argumentative
energy of Paul sometimes the fervor and solemnity of Peter ; it was the majestic poetry
it was the simple and majestic narrative of Moses,
of Isaiah, or the lyrical poetry of David
or the sententious and royal wisdom of Solomon ;
yes, it was all that ; it was Peter ; it
was Isaiah ; it was Matthew it was John ; it was Moses but it was God "
But apart from the style, which is the expression of the mental and moral idiosyncras * e8 °f tne prophets, there is a style which characterizes them as prophets,
styie t>ecuThis arises from the method of prophetic revelation. With the exception of
liar to the
prophets as
Moses and Christ, intercourse with heaven was maintained by means of vision
prophets.
^3^^ (Num. xii. 6). The distinction between these two, in general terms,
\

shepherd's pipe, the dancer's bagpipe, or the warrior's trumpet

;

:

j

:

*

1

1

;

;

;

;

—

;

!

;

^^

Davison On Prophecy, pp. 258, 254.
S Theopnewty, or The Plenary Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures.
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heard.

to be this

The

:

the vision referred to what was seen

;

87

the dream, to what was spoken and

prophets, while retaining their consciousness and the use of their rational pow-

were raised to a spiritual sphere, where they saw the vision and heard the words of the
Almighty. Such seems to be the meaning of the phrases, " I was in the Spirit and heard "
" The hand of the Lord was upon me " ; " The Spirit of the Lord came upon me."
When,
They knew by
in this condition their intellectual and emotional nature was quickened.
intuition, and their hearts glowed with seraphic ardor.
This was " the normal state of the
prophets, when they were receiving divine communications."
They were in " the region of
spirit as contradistinguished from that of sense and time."
At the same time they retained
their personal characteristics and native susceptibilities.
The Holy Spirit, both "in his
more peculiar, and in his more common operations upon the soul, has respect to its essential
powers and properties, and adapts himself in his most special communications, not only to
the general laws of thought, which regulate the workings of the human mind, but also to
the various idiosyncrasies and acquired habits of particular individuals."
While this is
true, it is plain that communications made to men, who were elevated to the spiritual sphere,
cannot have the form and dress of outward reality. They are to be separated from the
things of actual life, and confined to the region, in which they were made.
Bearing this in
mind, we will be freed from the necessity of understanding literally the instructions given to
Hosea to marry an unchaste woman, and the command to Ezekiel to lie three hundred and
ninety days at a stretch on one side, and forty days upon the other (Ezek. iv. 5, 6), together
with symbolical actions of a similar kind.
Such typical actions were ideal and intended to
present an image of the actual world in the territory of real life.
Dr. Fairbairn justly
remarks, that such things, " understood to be representative, and teaching actions in the
purely spiritual sphere, could not, by anything of an unbecoming nature, which they might
contain, *' produce the pernicious effect which must have attended them, had they obtruded
themselves upon the senses ; they were for the mind alone to contemplate, and it would naturally do so with a respect to the moral bearing of the representation."
The principle of
interpretation of such typical representations is, therefore, in the words of Dr. Fairbairn,
" As, according to the rule, divine communications were to be made to the
the following
prophets in ecstasy or vision, so whenever we have to do merely with the record of these
communications, the actions related, as well as the things seen and heard, should be understood to have occurred in the spiritual sphere of prophetic revelation ; and outward reality
is to be
predicated of any them, only when the account given is such as to place the
symbolical act in undoubted connection with the facts of history.
Or it may be put thus :
The actions are to be held as having taken place in the spiritual sphere alone, if they occur
simply in the account of God's communications to the prophet r but in actual life, if they
arc found in the narration of the prophet's dealings with the people.
In the one case the
mere publication of the account constituted the message from God ; while in the other, an
embodied representation was given of it in the outward act."
The depth, sublimity, and force of the prophetical writings cannot be fully comprehended
without an acquaintance with the symbols employed in them.
knowledge of Symb0Hcai
these symbols furnishes a key to many of the prophecies, whose treasures can style of the
only be discovered by him, who knows how to use it
Many works have been J|rop?®,t8
written on symbology ; but perhaps much still remains in that field to reward the a^m the
ers,

:

'

.

A

*

natural

patient investigator.

worW
adopt figurative representations of future things.
The various objects of the world of nature were used for this purThese natural objects, known and familiar to all, were used as images of things bearpose.
ing some resemblance to them in the history of God's kingdom among men.
They were
used, however, in their broader and more common aspects, not in a recondite sense known
only to a few.
They were applied, moreover, in a consistent and uniform manner. The
prophets did not shift from the symbolical to the literal, without any apparent indication of
change, nor from one aspect of the symbolical to another essentially different
•*
The Law," on the authority of an Apostle, " was a shadow of good things to come, and
not the very image of the things " (Heb. x. 1).
It had the " shadow of heav- The history
" Which are a shadow of things to come ; but the tf u»e Old
enly things " (Heb. viii. 5).
body is of Christ" (Col. ii. 17). These passages teach that the institutions of ^dtewhioh

There was a natural tendency

the

Old Covenant stood

in

*

in the prophets to

a typical

relation to the institutions of the

New.
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When

Bred, forniahed »n-

the prophets, therefore, announced the better things to come, they repre-

sen ted them as a fuller development of the things existing under the

Old Coveand principles which they
eai and typl- embodied.
Much of their imagery too was drawn from their more sensuous
-811"
8V8tem °^ worsn *P« Th* 8 is a combination of type with prophecy, which is very
tattonT*
for as every type possesses a prophetical element, we may expect them
natural
sometimes to run into each other. In this way the typical in the past, or present, is represented, by a distinct prophetical announcement, as going to appear again in the future. For
example, Hosea (viii. 13), speaking of the Lord's purpose to visit the sins of Israel with
chastisement, says, " They shall return to Egypt'*
The old state of things should come
back upon them, or the evil, which was to befall them, was to be after the type of what their
forefathers had experienced under the yoke of Pharoah.
Yet the new was not to be the
nant, or as a grander exemplification of the truths

•f »ymbo)f-

;

exact repetition of the old ; for, in the next chapter (ix. 3), the prophet says, " Ephraiin
shall return to Egypt, and they shall eat unclean things in Assyria " ; and again (chapter
xi. 5), " He shall not return into the land of Egypt, but the Assyrian shall be his king."
" He shall return to Egypt," and he shall not return to Egypt ; in other words the Egyptian
state shall come upon him.
This mode of representation is not peculiar to the prophets.
find examples of it in
The Sibyl, in Virgil, when disclosing to JEneas the fortunes of himself and
the classics.
of his posterity in Latium, represents them as a repetition of what he had experienced in
Troy.

We

" Non Simois

tibi, nee Xanthus, nee Doric* Gattra
Denierint: alius Latio jam partus Achilles,

Natus et

ipse Deft."

We have
Poetteti
itjie of the

already remarked that the prophets, when they saw their visions, were transported into an ecstatic state, and rendered capable of holding direct intercourse
heaven,

^^

prophets.

They " pass'd the flaming bounds of space and time:
The living-throne, the sapphire-blase,

Where

angels tremble, while they gase,"

They "saw."

In such an elevated spiritual and mental condition, the language of poetry became the
natural vehicle of their glowing thoughts and figurative representations.

The

poetical diction

The ecstatical state
of the prophets is, therefore, connected with their prophetical state.
was the source of the poetical element in prophecy.
Among the Hebrews and some other nations of antiquity, there was but one word for
It was thought that every prophet must be a poet, and every poet to
prophet and poet.
some extent a prophet. Hence it arose that the prophetical gift was measured by the poetiand the prophetical books were assigned to a golden, or a silver age, according to their
rank as poetical compositions. But prophets and poets have distinct spheres, and different
ends in view. " The distinctive characteristic of the prophetical representation lies peculiarly in this, that it is not confined to any precise mode ; but as its aim rises above all kinds
of human discourse, so it avails itself of all, according as they are best adapted to that aim.
The poet has his definite manner, and cannot so readily change and vary it, for his immediate aim is not to work upon others ; he must satisfy himself and the requirements of his
own art. But the prophet will and must work upon others ; nay work upon them in the
most direct and impressive manner ; and so for him every method and form of representa'
tion is right which carries him straightest to his end."
The poetical element in prophecy was regulated by a practical aim. Hence we find in
the prophetical writings the simplest narratives, the most practical addresses, and poetical
All was made subservient to the higher ends of spiritual
descriptions in close juxtaposition.

cal,

instruction.

—

Hebrew Literature has two other kinds
Lyric and
of the Bible consists chiefly of the effusions of pious feelings,
and forms the greater portion of the Psalms. The Hebrew Didactic Poetry is mostly comprised in the book of Pro verbs.
The Prophetic Poetry abounds more than these in metaphors, allegories, comparisons, and copious descriptions.
It excels also in imagination and in
In

addition to Prophetic Poetry,

Didactic.

The Lyric Poetry

energy of diction.
1

J&uw,

S Ewald

;

lib. Ti.

88-80.

quoted by Dr. Fairbairn,

On

3 Qr*j>9 Progress qf Potty
PropJucy, p. 184.
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characteristic form of

Synonymous,
Antithetic, in

Hebrew Poetry

which the second
which the second line

in

idea contained in the

first line is

line
is

is

is
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parallelism,

entirely or almost

the converse of the

first

which is divided into (1)
a repetition of the first ; (2)
(3) Synthetic, in which the

;

further developed in the second.

The observance of this parallelism in the interpretation of the prophetical and poetical
books of Scripture will preserve the interpreter from errors, into which he might otherwise
fall.

vn.
Schools of Prophetical Interpretation.

The

symbolical character of prophecy opens an ample field for the indulgence of fancy
and some interpreters seem to look upon it as a gymnasium for the exer;
cise of the imaginative faculty.
They see things that the prophets never saw. They speak
with as much assurance as if they knew not only the grand scheme of divine Providence,
but also every part of its machinery.
The rings, which Ezekiel saw, and which " were

and imagination

so high that they were dreadful, inspire no dread in the minds of such interpreters, but
appear to them in their mathematical dimensions of hubs, spokes, fellies, and tire. The
" terrible crystal " does not dazzle their eyes.
Like Dante they describe with the accuracy of eye-witnesses and ear-witnesses.
Prophecy to them is merely history written beforehand ; and consequently all that it reveals of the future must be as literal as history
itself.

Others go

to the opposite extreme.

that its object

was

to give

any

They change

the nature of prophecy, by denying
and regard it as the

precise, or definite outline of the future,

expression of men's fears or longings, as to the coming destinies of the world.
There are others, who rob prophecy altogether of its predictive character.

It contains,

The
according to their view, nothing that lies beyond the reach of human foresight.
precise and definite knowledge of the future, implying as it does a miracle, is, in their
opinion, impossible.

The fundamental

principle of literalism

of events before they

come

to pass.,"

is

that " Prophecy

is

It is history anticipated,

reveals of the future must be taken as literally as history

itself.

nothing but the history

and

The

that

it

The

great argu-

*****

all

litnmi-

—

this view is the exact fulfillment of many prophecies
especially of
Even here the principle fails ; for
prophecies relating to the advent and history of Christ.
The valleys were not
Christ did not sit literally upon " the throne of his father David."
literally exalted, nor were the mountains and hills literally made low (Is. xl. 4) before Him.

ment in behalf of

It

was

fixion.

this extreme literalism

on the part of the Jewish interpreters that led to his cruci-

It lay at the foundation of the worldly views of his disciples

(Matt

xviii. 1

;

Mark

34 ; Luke ix. 46 ; Acts i. 6).
Tested by the principle of this school, the first prophecy (Gen. iii. 15) would be denuded
of all serious import, did it literally mean that the descendants of Eve, on the one side,
would receive injuries from serpents, and that, on the other, serpents would have their heads
crushed by them. Certainly something more was intended to comfort our first parents, when
driven from Paradise and mourning under the curse induced by their fall.
The prophets did not expect to be understood, literally, when they spoke of the future
glory of the Church as consisting in the complete reestablishment of the old economy, the
erection of the temple, the enforcement of its ritual, and the concourse of all nations to its
courts ; for in other places they speak of a new covenant, of the abrogation of the old one
as not worthy to be remembered.
It must require a great stretch of credulity to adopt the
literal interpretation of the concluding chapters of Ezekiel.
His rebuilt temple takes, in
the Apocalypse, the form of a holy city with " no temple therein."
So also many things
that are said of Zion and Jerusalem cannot be taken in a literal sense ; for the language,
while referring to the present dispensation, takes its coloring from the Old Economy, which
was to vanish away. Take the last prophecy of the Old Testament (Mai. iv. 6) ; can any
one adopt its literal interpretation, unless Elijah is yet to come ?
It cannot be doubted that numerous and exact correspondences between the prophetic
ix.
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and present state of the world can be pointed out,
and that the language of prophecy has, in many instances, been literally verified by the facts
of history.
Hence the popularity of those works, which have been written to show these
correspondences and exact fulfillments.
They have contributed to awaken a lively interest
in the subject of prophecy, and have furnished an argument for the truth of the Bible, by
" But it
directing attention to certain predictions, whose accomplishment cannot be denied.
is perfectly possible that the efforts in this direction may have somewhat overshot the proper
mark that the advantage obtained on one side may have been pushed so far as to create a
disadvantage on another that the evidence of a close and literal fulfillment of particular
prophecies, by being carried beyond its due limits, may have given rise to views and expectations respecting the structure and design of prophecy in general, which are neither warrantable in themselves nor capable of being vindicated by a reference to historical results. Such
indeed has proved to, be the case."
One extreme begets another. Some minds are so constituted that they cannot occupy a
middle ground.
When they see the untenableness of one position, they choose
"
"
the very opposite.
It is with something of this disposition that a class of intertoti#
preters, convinced of the falsity of the principle that prophecy is history written
delineations of Scripture and the past

;

;

beforehand, hold that very little, if any, is so written.
They say, if prophecy is history
written beforehand, it should be written as history.
Instead of giving any precise, or definite outline of the future, it is regarded by them as the expression of men's fears and longings in regard to the future destinies of the world.
Dr. Arnold has said " If you put, as
:

you may do, Christ

good and Satan for abstract evil, I do not think that the
notion is so startling, that they are the main and only proper subjects of prophecy, and that in
all other cases the language is, in some part or other, hyperbolical ; hyperbolical, I mean,
and not merely figurative. Nor can I conceive how, on any other supposition, the repeated
applications of the Old Testament language to our Lord, not only by others, but by himself,
can be understood to be other than arbitrary."
This school of interpretation occupies less tenable ground than the literalists ; for it eliminates from prophecy everything that is properly predictive.
Hence there is no revelation
from God to his people, in regard to the future movements of his providence in the world.
Prophecy is nothing more than an expression of men's fears and longings. We would say
it is rather a response from God to these fears and longings, to sustain the hope of his people
in times of darkness, and to inspire confidence in the goodness and rectitude of his moral
for abstract

administration.
to conceive

how

and longings could take so

definite a
of the prophetical writings exhibit.
Unexpected events, and the names of the persons who accomplished them, are foretold.
The prophecies relating to Nineveh and Babylon delineate so circumstantially what befell
those cities, as to exclude them from the sphere of mere anticipation, or human foresight.
Dates, names, and particulars of the minutest kind belong to certain foreknowledge, not to
It is

difficult

anticipations, fears,

form, and so detailed a character as

anticipations, longings,

The fundamental

and

many

portions

fears.

principle of the neological school

foresight of the distant future.

is

that there cannot be distinct prophetic

Distinct foresight of the distant future would be
" The
there can be no such thing as a miracle.

a miracle of knowledge, and
writings of the prophets," says a representative of this school, " contain nothing above the

human

faculties. Here are noble and spirit-stirring appeals to men's conscience,
and religion beautiful poetic descriptions, odes, hymns, expressions of
But the mark of human infirmity is on them all, and proofs or
almost beyond praise.

reach of the

patriotism, honor,
faith

;

signs of miraculous inspiration are not found in them.

The

of such a principle upon the interpretation of the prophetical writings can be
All predictions of the future are, according to these neological interpreters,
vaticinia ex eventu ; or they relate to things which might have been easily foreseen without
a special revelation. To this foregone conclusion all exegetical results must yield or be
effects

easily seen.

Hence the arbitrary processes of the destructive criticism employed for the
discovery of arguments, philological, historical, rhetorical, and moral against the genuineIt is necessary to refer only to the treatment by
ness of many passages in the prophets.
accommodated.

and the book of Daniel as exemplifications. Of
course " all conclusions founded, or necessarily depending, on the false assumption " of this

neologists of the later prophecies of Isaiah
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school of interpreters, " must," in the words of Dr. Alexander, " go for nothing with those

who do not hold

it,

and especially with those who are convinced that

false every interpreter,

is

who

it is false."

receives the doctrine of the inspiration of the

That

it

Scriptures,

believes.

So far from standing in isoadmitted that there is a historical element in prophecy.
prophecy is interwoven with sacred' history. The latter is its frame-work.
But it Jf^jjjjj^
In the facts of history prophetical revelations take their rise and form.
History is the
does not follow from this that one is the measure of the other.
occasion of prophecy ; but the latter rises above the former and sheds a supernatural light
upon its movements. Prophecy is the antedated history of a divine agency in the affairs of
the world, an agency now veiled in clouds and moving unseen, now revealing itself in dazThis providential history dictated by One, who is not subject to the limizling brightness.
tations of space and time, pays very little regard, in many instances, to these necessary conA thousand years in the sight of God are as a moment His
ditions of all human agency.
prophet looking down the vista of time saw visions of the future as we see the stars in the
firmament The stars seem near to each other but they are separated by billions of miles.
So future events seemed near to each other, in the visions of the prophet, but in reality they
are sometimes separated by millenniums. As an illustration of this it is sufficient to refer to
the prophecies of Zephaniah and the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew, in which our
It is

lation,

;

Saviour foretells the destruction of Jerusalem, and, in close connection with it, the signs of
day of judgment
It is, moreover, well to bear in mind that the fulfillment of many prophecies is germinant
In other words they are fulfilled by installments, each installment being a pledge of that
Such a prophecy is that of Joel (ii. 28, 29) concerning the outpouring
which is to follow.
It was not completely fulfilled on the day of Pentecost
of the Holy Spirit
It is going on
Of course to make history the measure of such prophecies is
fulfilling at the present time.
impossible until the whole course of both history and prophecy is run.
Again, the combination of type with prophecy renders it necessary to distinguish between
prophetical representations and direct historical narrative. Taking this combination into consideration/ it is impossible to interpret many prophecies as anticipated history in a literal sense.
" Every type was so far a prophecy, that under the form of sensible things, and by means of
present outward relations, it gave promise of other things yet to come, corresponding in
And hence, when a prophetic word accompanied the
design, but higher and better in kind.
type, or pointed to the things which it prefigured, it naturally foretold the an ti typical under
This relation of the typical to the antithe aspect, or even by the name of the typical."
typical furnishes the key to the interpretation of many of the prophecies relating to Chrut
and the future glories of the Church. In these prophecies it is scarcely possible to understand David, Zion, and Jerusalem, as the David, Zion, and Jerusalem of the Old Testament,
or to understand the things predicted of them as a literal reproduction of the things of the
They evidently refer to things in the sphere of the antitype, prefigured
Jewish Economy.
in the sphere of the type ; and these things differ as much from the things that prefigured
them, as the antitype differs from the type. Material types of spiritual objects do not imply
a material fulfillment
It is not denied, in what has been said, that many announcements of prophecy are capable
of yielding clear and specific historical results, that they have been literally fulfilled
but
merely that prophecy is written like history, and that one is the measure of the other. Then;
is a palpable reason why prophecy should not be written like history, lest the clearness of
In fact it has
its predictions should prompt the efforts that lead to their accomplishment
been alleged that such is the case, in regard to 6ome prophecies written in a style closely
approximating that of historical narrative. " The best form for the purposes of argument,"
says Dr. Chalmers, " in which a prophecy can be delivered, is to be so obscure as to leave
the event, or rather its main circumstances, unintelligible before the fulfillment, and so clear
Even in reference to some of the most historical parts of the
as to be intelligible after it."
vision* of Daniel, Hengstenberg has remarked, that no one ignorant of the history, and with
only this prophetical outline in his hand, could make his way to any precise and circumstan1
tial account of the events.
I Set IfeirbftJrn, On Prophecy, p. 114.
the

;
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Vffl.

Canon of the Prophetical Predictive Books.

The Jews made two
DiririoM of
the prophetleal boofal"

classes of prophetical books,

may be denominated

one of which

and the other, prophetical predictive books. The first
contains Joshua, Judges, 1 and 2 Samuel, and 1 and 2 Kings, which they

prophetical historical books
class

;

styled the earlier prophets [O^iBftrj nPhTO}]

them

proper, called by

the later prophets

into the greater prophets [D^VilSi

D

[D'Oi'TnN

;

the second

The

0^23].

class,

the prophets

latter are

subdivided

KJ33], namely, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel

;

and the

[D*3pp DW*2?], namely, in the order of our authorized version, Hosea, Joel, Amos,
Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi.

lesser

These form twelve separate books in our Bibles but they were reckoned one by the Jews,
regulated the number of the books in the Hebrew Scriptures by that of the Hebrew
alphabet, which consists of twenty-two letters.
The book of Daniel stands, in the Hebrew Canon, among the Kethubim between Esther
and Ezra in the LXX. and Vulgate, in the German and English Versions, it is
Collocation
;

who

y

;

of the book

placed after Ezekiel, as the fourth of the greater prophets. Its position in the
Hebrew Canon seems, at first sight, remarkable. But it is supposed to be a
natural consequence of the right apprehension of the different functions of the prophet and
Daniel had the spirit, but not the work of a prophet ; and as his work
8eer*
ReejoD of
this coiiooawas a new one, so was it carried out in a style of which the Old Testament offers
tkm
no other example. His Apocalypse is as distinct from the prophetic writings as
the Apocalypse of St John from the apostolic epistles.
The heathen court is to one seer
what the isle of Patmos is to the other, a place of exile and isolation, where he stands alone
with his God, and is not, like the prophets, active in the midst of a struggling nation. 1
All these books were received into the Hebrew Canon as possessing divine authority,
Ezra, according to tradition,
ana
e 7 a**6 found in all the ancient catalogues.
Formation
of the He- collected and arranged all the sacred books, which were admitted to be inspired,
brew Canon,
pj^y^g fa }jjg time ; and the work was continued by the Great Synagogue,
untjl the Canon was closed by the admission of the book of Malachi, the last of the Hebrew
'

^

*

prophets.

The

some changes, from that of Otto Schmoller, the author
of the Commentaries upon Hosea, Joel, and Amos.
Other dates, in some cases,
ment^Sr *** a88*gne<i Dv different Commentators, whose arguments, in support of them,
can be found in the special Introductions to the several books. They are all
prophetical
book*briefly exhibited in O. R. Hertwig's tables for an Introduction to the Canonical
and Apocryphal Books of the Old Testament
following table is copied, with

Ghronoiogi-

:

1.

—

The Pre-Assyrian Period.
B. O.

B. o.

Obadiah,

c.

890-880

?

[685]
5 Joram,
6 Ahaziah,
7 (Athaliah)
8 Jehoash,

Joel,

Jonah,

c.

c.

850.

825-790.

810-788
10 Azariah,
[called
Hosea,
c. 790-725 ?
Uzziah 2 Kings xv. 18 and 2 Chron. xxvi. l]

Amos,

Kings of IsraeL

Kings o/Judah.

Prophets.

c.

896
889
884
888
877
856
840
888
824
810
788
772
771

1 Aoberieo,

On Daniel and

Rtvtlation, pp. 26, 26

;

and

9 Joram.

10 Jehu.
11 Jehoahaz.

12 Jehoash.
18 Jeroboam TL

Anarchy.
14 Zachariah.
15 Sballum.

8oilth*i Dictionary aftht BibU,
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IX.
Literature of the Greater Prophets.

See the Literature

in the respective Introductions to these Prophets.

General Literature of the Minor Prophets.

The Monographic

Literature is found at the end of the Introductions to the several
In order to restore a chronological arrangement in the enumeration of the interpreters, I have, where I was able, specified the editio princeps of the work in question, and
added the year of the author's death.
books.

Exegesis.

I.

Primitive Church Exegesis,

Hieronymus
of 1684

(f

Vol.

ff.

420)

vi., p.

Comm.

:

91

in Proph.

Minores

;

in the Frankfort- Leipzig folio edition

ff.

Theodore of Mopsuestia

(f 429)

:

Comm.

Minores ; ed. Th. a Wegnern.

in Proph.

1834.

Berol.

Cyrillus Alexandrinus
Pontanus.

(t 444)
Folio.

1607.

Ingolst.

:

Comm.

in Prophetas

Minores Greece

el

Lat. f eJ. J.

Theodoretus Cyrensis
tnterpr.
h\, p.

(f 457) : Explanatio in XII. Proph. quos Minores vocant juxta
(In the folio edition of his works, vol.
P. Gillio interprete.
Lugd. 1533.

LXX.

1449

ff.)

Mediaeval

Exegesis.

Hatmo (f 853) Comm. in XII. Proph. Minn. Col. 1533.
Remioius Antissidorensis (c. 900) Comm. in Proph. Min.
:

:

t

xvi. p.

928

Theophylact

(f after 1071)
Folio.

Rupertus Tuitiensis
Vol.

Max. Patrum,

ff.

Francof. 1534.
Folio.

Folio.

in the Bibl.

i.,

p. 798

Comm.

:

(f 1135)

:

in (5)

Comm.

in

Min. Proph.

Prophetas Minores t in Opp.

J. Loniceri.

Par.

1638.

ff.

Hugo de S. Caro (f 1263) Post'dloz s. Breves
juxta quadruplicem sensum.
Folio.
1621.
Col.
Albertus Magnus (f 1280) Comm. in Proph.
:

:

Nicola us de Lyra
Lugd. and Par.

Lot. ex interpr.

1590.

(f 1340)
Folio.

Cornelius a Lapide

Min.

Postillce Perpetuctj'ed.

:

(f 1637)

Comm.

:

Commentarii.

in Proph.

Min. in Unicv. Biblia

Lugd. 1651. T. viii.
Opp.
Feuardent, Dadraeus, and others.

Antv.

1664.

Folio.

Rabbinical Commentaries.

R.

Salomon ben Isaak
Gotha.

F. Breithaupt.

R.

(Jarchi, Izchaki, Raschi, f 1105)

1713.

Abraham ben Meir

:

Comm.

in Proph. Lot., ed.

4to.

ibn Esra (Abenezra, f 1167).

(See under Bomberg's Rab-

binical Bible.)

R. D. Kimchi (f 1230): XII. Proph. Minn, cum Comment.
emend. Par. 1539. 4to.

Norzi

S

W

D. Kimchi a F. Vatablo

ryn} *?, Kritischer Commentar zum A. T. (1626), in the Vienna edition
of the Old Testament, by Ge. Holzinger, 1812 sq.
R. Lipman
Disputatio adv. Christianos ad Explanationem XII. Prophetarum Minn, in8. J.

:

1

:

ftkuta.

Alt.

1644.

Bomberg's Rabb.

Btbel.

(Ven. 1518.

Folio.)

[Romberg's Rabbinical Bible.
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tains the Targum of Jonathan and the Commentary of David Kimchi.
The second edition,
by Jacob Ben Chayim (Ven. 1526), has the two Masoras and the Commentary of Abenezra].

Buxtorp's Rabb.
tains, besides

Bibel (Bas. 1618).
[Buxtorf's Rabbinical Bible (Basle, 1618), conthe Targum, the Commentaries of Raschi, Abenezra, Kimchi, Levi Ben Ger-

som, and others.]
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HOSEA.

INTRODUCTION.
1
§ 1. Person of the Prophet

The name OTpH,

which occurs in rer. 2, as well as in the superscription, ver. 1, signifies
It was a name not uncommon among the Jews.
The last monarch
of the kingdom of Israel 8 furnishes another familiar instance. It was also the original name
of Joshua, having been changed by Moses to yttfirT.
The LXX. write the name 'Qarji
(for which Paul, however, in the citation from our Prophet, writes 'Clarify the Vulgate Osee,
and Luther, more conformably to the Hebrew pronunciation, Hosea. The Prophet's name
Deliverance, stood thus in marked contrast to the aim of his mission,
the announcement of
And yet it well agreed with his vocation as a messenger of God, to
ruin and destruction.
return to whom would have been the only but the sure way to deliverance. So also the final
" deliverance " of God's people was the grand object kept in view through all the terrors of
Thus the position at the beginning of the
the judgment denounced upon apostate Israel.
Book of the Twelve Prophets, occupied by % Hosea, was truly significant.
As to the origin of the Prophet we have no direct information. Only the name of his
But we may be justified in seeking his
father, Beeri, is mentioned in the superscription.
home in that region which is clearly presented as the scene of his labors, namely, in the
Kingdom of Israel. It is true that we have, in Amos, an instance of a prophet sent from
Judah into the Kingdom of Israel, as also in the case of the prophet mentioned in 1 Kings
xiii.
But if Hosea also had been so commissioned, the fact would probably have been
Yet prophets were not
recorded as something unusual, as was done in the case% of Amos.
unknown in the Kingdom of Israel (e. g. y Jonah under Jeroboam II., 2 Kings xiv. 25, and,
previously, Elisha with the school of young prophets trained by him). But the perfect familiarity with the circumstances and topography of the northern kingdom, displayed by Hosea,
furnishes positive evidence that he belonged to that region (cotnp. chaps, v. 1
vi. 8, 9
xii.
That, in chap, ii., he calls it directly "the land," and, in chap. vii. 5,
12; xiv. 6 ff.).
terms its king " our king," would seem to prove, further, that he resided there, while his
diction betrays an Aramaic coloring, in forms as well as in particular words.
His frequent
casual references to Judah do not invalidate the evidence of a northern origin.
For it was
impossible that a prophet of Jehovah, were he ever so much a citizen of the kingdom of
for Judah was the kingdom of David, and it was to it
Israel, should lose sight of Judah
alone that those promises related, which formed the sure ground of the Messianic hope, that
the Lord would not cast off his people utterly and forever, but that a time was coming when
deliverance, salvation.

=

—

;

;

;

they should rise gloriously from out of their desolation.
The prophet could call attention
all the more impressively to the strictness of the divine righteousness as displayed towards

Judah for even that nation was not to be spared, but was to be punished for its apostasy
how much less, then, should the kingdom of Israel fancy itself secure in its gross unfaithfulFinally, if the superscription, in the first line of which the period of the
ness to God
;

1

[Compare, besides the articles on Hosea in the Bible Dictionaries, an ingenious and suggestiTe life of the Prophet
Hoxta, by Prof- Green, of Princeton, in Our Monthly, Cincinnati, January and February, 1871. It Ifl constructed mainly
from bints scattered through the book itself. Dean Stanley gives an eloquent sketoh of the Prophet in his Lecture* on
the History of the Jewish Church, ii. 409 f.
M.]
S [In Engl. Yen. written Ho&hta, to distinguish him from the Prophet Oomp. Zaohariah and Zeohariah, also IdentiM.]
esl in the Hebrew.
,
1

—

—
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Prophet's ministry is defined according to the succession of Kings of Judah, should be
adduced as proof that Hosea did not belong to the Northern Kingdom, it might be shown
that this proves nothing, since it is not certain that the superscription proceeded from the
Prophet himself. It may have been prefixed to his writings in the kingdom of Judah some
time after their composition, and this mode of indicating his era would then have been quite
natural. 1

With regard

to the circumstances of Hosea's life

we know

absolutely nothing.

What

devoid of support and quite worthless.
With regard, however, to the character and disposition of the Prophet and his inner life
generally, much could be gathered from his book.
But this is to be gained more fully from
what is unfolded in the book itself, and we shall therefore postpone our inquiry until we
come to examine the subject as presented there.
There #can be no doubt as to where the scene of the Prophet's labors lay. It was the
more northerly of the two divided kingdoms, the Kingdom of Israel. The prophecies which
he has left to- us in his book are almost exclusively occupied with that kingdom, the events,
tradition has to say

religious, moral,

ing it

Judah

and

is,

upon

this subject is utterly

political

which had transpired

there,

and the destiny which was await-

indeed, not unfrequently mentioned, partly in contrast to Israel (Ephraim),

same transgressions. In the latter relation it is named with
and vL, but afterwards only in isolated passages viii. 14
x. 11 ; xii. 1.
But Judah is always referred to incidentally, and in such a way that no
doubt is left upon the mind, that the Prophet, though giving to Judah a prominent place,
did not regard it as the sphere of his mission.
The supposition that later, at least, h«
betook himself to the kiugdom of Judah and there composed his book (Ewald), cannot be
partly as being guilty of the

greatest frequency in chaps, v.

:

;

established.

we meet at once with a
which defines this period at " the time of
Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah, and Jeroboam, son of Joash, king of
Israel."
This would assign to the active ministry of th,e Prophet a very long duration.
" For between the death of Uzziah and the first year of Hezekiah there intervened thirtytwo years. But the Israelitish king, Jeroboam II. died, at the least calculation, a considerable
The interval was probably twenty-six years, although the discordant
period before Uzziah.
statements of the books of the Kings with regard to the relation of the Bangs of Judah and
Thus, according to the
Israel prevent us from assigning with certainty the precise period.
superscription, the ministry of Hosea must have begun long before Uzziah's death, and if
we place it only a short time before the death of Jeroboam II., it must, since it reached to
the beginning of the reign of Hezekiah, have been of very long duration, about sixty years."
(According to the ordinary reckoning Jeroboam died B. c. 783, and Hezekiah ascended the
If

we

seek for the period in which the Prophet lived and labored,

definite statement in the superscription (ver. 1),

throne in 727.)
scription.

We

This result

is

calculated to excite doubts of the correctness of the super-

therefore seek grounds of support in the book

itself.

It appears to

be quite

Hosea appeared before the fall of the dynasty of Jehu, which affords us
the terminus a quo.
For it is with the announcement of the destruction of this house that
" But it was only," remarks Ewald rightly, " the idolatry promoted by the
his book opens.
house of Jehu, that was denounced the people were still, to all appearance, great and
powerful."
More especially, there is as yet no allusion whatever to internal commotions, or
certain from

it

that

;

We can hardly refer his first appearance to the period succeeding the death of Jeroboam II., during which the kingdom was
probably in a state of anarchy for from eleven to twelve years.
And if the supposition of
such an interregnum should be pronounced untenable, we have still less room for Hosea's
appearance after Jeroboam's death for with his son Zachariah the house of Jehu lost the
throne, thus bringing about the event threatened by the Prophet, Zachariah having retained
possession only half a year.
The dynasty of Jehu then actually appeared to be firmly
established, but was undoubtedly being undermined internally even in the time of Jeroboam.
To this period, therefore, concerning which we have a brief notice in 2 Kings xiv. 23-29,
and which is there expressly spoken of as a time in which Jehovah gave help through Jeroboam, for " He had not yet declared that He would blot out the name of Israel from uuder
heaven," to this period towards its conclusion, we can assign, with almost perfect confidence,
the terminus a quo of Hosea's ministry.
It is a matter of greater difficulty to fix the termi-

to the subversion of the order of things in the state.

;

1 [For the farther diacunton of this question, and the nuotu for doubting too oorroetnoai of the etmelosioa arrived
at aboTO, aea the superteription as expounded In Its place.
M.J

—
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We

are certain, at the outset, only of this much, that Hosea labored and
nus ad quern.
wrote before the sixth year of the reign of Hezekiah ; for it was in that year that the event
transpired which he had so plainly announced, the destruction of the Kingdom of Israel, by

But how closely are we justified in approaching this limit ? That Hosea
during the gloomy period of the disorders occasioned by the usurpations under Zachariah, Shall una, and Menahem, described briefly in 2 Kings xv. 8-20, is a well established
fact, for these events are most vividly mirrored in his discourses (see especially chap. vii.).
But the Assyrians stand in the foreground with special prominence, as the power in which
help was sought, and to which " gifts " were sent in time of distress,
foolishly, for it was
in these actions that the Prophet discerned so clearly the sure way to destruction through
Assyria.
We must therefore descend at least to the reign of Menahem ; for it was then
that Assyria under Pul, first came in contact with Israel, Menahem paying him tribute,
and thus purchasing from Assyria assistance in his efforts to maintain his kingdom. 1
Ewald does not feel himself at liberty to seek any later period, and therefore does not go
down as far as the reign of Pekah, thus excluding the period of King Uzziah in Judah.
For it was under Pekah that Tiglath-Pileser, summoned by Ahaz to assist him against
Pekah, who had formed an alliance with Rezin, king of Syria (2 Kings xvi. 5-9), wrested
from the kingdom of Israel the northern and eastern portions of the country, more particularly Galilee and Gilead (2 Kings xv. 29).
Yet of these important transactions the Prophet
appears to know nothing historically, Gilead and Tabor, in his view, comprising between
them the whole of the kingdom, and Gilead, so often mentioned, appearing throughout as
But these grouuds are not unassailable. In the first place we
an unconquered territory.
It may have been only a
do not even know to what extent the conquest was carried.
plundering expedition. It is certain that these districts stood only in the relation of tribuBut, especially, we do not know how long this state of subjection lasted.
taries to Assyria.
May we not be allowed to assume, in the absence of other information, that the later expedition of Shalmaneser against Hoshea (2 Kings xvii. 8) was occasioned by the circumstance that Hoshea had regained possession of the territory formerly subdued by TiglathIn that case, however, we must take into consideration the interval between the
Pileser ?
" In them, therefore, allusions
utterance of the discourses and the composition of the book.
might well be found to events and circumstances which at the time when the book was comThus for example, Hosea might have surposed, belonged to the past" (Hengstenberg).
vived the first Assyrian invasion under Tiglath-pileser, even though, in his discourses, Gilead
appears to be still a component part of the kingdom, which in other passages, e. g., chap,
For a tributary relation to Assyria and utter
xii. 12 (11), it is not necessary to assume.
Scarcely any tiling then stands in the way of the
destruction are things entirely different.
On the
attempt to bring the terminus ad quern down to the days of Pekah and Hoshea.
The whole
other hand, there are many things which seem to demand such an attempt.
position which Assyria assumes with Hosea seems to show that what he spoke and wrote
did not fall on the first contact with Assyria under Menahem, which had a comparatively
favorable issue, but that Assyria had already displayed her power, so fraught with danger
to Israel and causing such destruction, as was done by Tiglath-pileser in the reign of Pekah.
And many indications seem to point directly to the reign of the last king Hoshea ; one instance is the denunciation of the double relation, into which Israel entered simultaneously
Ewald would refer this to two political
with Assyria and Egypt (chap. vii. 11; xii. 2).
But nothing is known of any connection with Egypt under Menahem at least;
parties.
and even though chap. vii. 11 could be interpreted in this interest, the expression employed
in xii. 1 indicates so clearly an alliance and an offering of gifts, that we are only justified
in supposing that transaction to be referred to, of which we have certain information,
namely, the double game which, according to 2 Kings xvii. 3, 4, Hoshea played with Assyria
and Egypt. We may obtain still clearer testimony to the correctness of this view, if, in
the Assyrians.
lived

—

[This was the lint occasion recorded in the Scripture*, and also, probably, the turning-point In the history of
with Assyria, which terminated so disastrously to the former. If we may trust, howerer, the translaupon the black obelisk brought by Layard from Nimrud, which was erected by Shalmaneser I.,
we are pointed to the reign of Jehu as the period of the first contact. It is stated there that Benhadad II. and llasael
(enemies of Israel) were among the conquered foes of the great Assyrian, and that Tahua (Jehu), the son of Khumri
(Omri, who must therefore bare been considered the founder of the Kingdom of Samaria) paid tribute to him. In this
Sir Henry Rawllnson Infers also from 2 Kings it. 19, that Menahem " had neglected
translation all authorities concur.
He draws a like
to appiy for the usual confirmation of his kingdom," and that this was the cause of Pul's inraskm.
If these opinions are correct, it would appear that
inference with regard to Amasiah of Judah from 2 Kings xir. 6.
the countries were brought into frequent contact before the first occasion alluded to in the Old Testament.
M.J
1

Israel1* relations

tion of the Inscription

—
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chap. x. 14 Shalman be understood directly to stand for Shalmaneser, so that the first expedition of Shalmaneser, mentioned in 2 Kings xvii. 3, would be referred to as having already

been made, and as a new invasion is here threatened, the last expedition of that king which
brought ruin upon the kingdom would be regarded as impending. But the passage is obscure, and the conclusion which must be adopted is that the terminus ad quern can be only
approximately ascertained. But, at all events, no direct testimony can be adduced against
the correctness of the designation of time made in the superscription', which extends the ministry of the prophet to the reign of Hezekiah.
Accordingly Hosea was, most probably, an older contemporary of Isaiah, whose ministry
began in the long reign of King Uzziah in Judah, though much later than that of Hosea,
and extended to a period much later. He would also be contemporary with Micah, if he
actually lived until the beginning of Uzziah's reign.
On the other side he comes in confor the latter prophet lived in the contemporary reigns of Uzziah and Jerotact with Amos
boam H. ; and if it was the case that Hosea did not appear until after the death of Amos,
he must have been closely connected with him, not merely in time, but also in their common
vocation.
For it was the mission of Amos also, though belonging to the tribe of Judah, to
proclaim the divine judgments upon the kingdom of Israel.
Hosea, therefore, takes up the
thread where Amos had let it drop and keeps spinning it out until the destruction of the
kingdom. He also manifestly makes reference to Amos, comp. Hos. viii. 14 with Amos ii. 5
ii. 6)
Hos. ix. 3 with Am. vii. 17 ; Hos. xii. 8 with Am. viii. 5 ; Hos. xii
(L 4-7, 10, 12
10 f. with Am. ii. 10 ff.
While Amos is probably cognizant of the power, Assyria, by
which God was to execute his judgments upon the kingdom of Israel, but does not name or
even allude to it, in Hosea it is named plainly and very frequently, and he must denounce
any association of Israel with this World-Power, which had approached already so near.
Hosea falls, in any case, in the last of the three periods of the history of this kingdom. The
times in which he lived, as defined above, form a twofold period, or two periods, outwardly
One was the period of the vigorous rule of Jeroboam H. who raised
at least, very diverse.
the kingdom to an unprecedented position of eminence and power, although internal conditions of decay were abundantly present, which the Prophet was commissioned to prove. The
other was the period of the visible decline and decay of the kingdom after the fall of the
house of Jehu and under the succeeding kings, induced inwardly by a religious and moral
ruin, and not deferred, but only hastened, by an untheocratic policy, which sought support
among foreign powers, and delivered the nation into the hands of the Assyrians. The information given in the historical books concerning this whole period must have its due place
Comp. 2 Kings xiv. 23-29 xv. 8-31 ; xvii. 1-6, and, as supin the study of the Prophet.
plementary to it, the pragmatical treatment of the subject, assigning the causes of the deThe truest picture of the whole period is
struction of the kingdom, 2 Bangs xvii 7-23.
presented by the Prophet himself in his whole book, to the examination of which we accord;

;

;

;

ingly pass.

§

We have

in the

With regard

2.

The Book of

the Prophet.

Canon under the name of Hosea one book

to its contents.

We

have seen above that

in fourteen chapters.

it is

mainly occupied with the

more northerly of the two kingdoms, although the kingdom of Judah is not therefore kept
out of sight* being alluded to repeatedly, especially in chaps, v. and vi., in conjunction with
What then has it to say with reference to that kingdom ? A single glance into
Israel.
our book is sufficient to inform us. It is chiefly occupied with a most severe testimony
against the national apostasy from Jehovah, and the deep and prevailing moral and civil
corruption which appears throughout as the fruit of that apostasy, and in immediate connection therewith, an announcement of divine judgments, which increases in severity until the
But this does not exhaust the purport
utter destruction of the kingdom itself is foretold.
of the book for, like the other prophetic writings, it contains too an abundant storehouse of
promise.
By the side of the severe threatening*, though these occupy by far the larger
space in the book, there are found words of promise most richly unfolded, not merely as a
hope of future conversion and thus of the return of better days, but as a definite announcement that the time was coming when the people, purified by chastisement and returning in
grief and penitence to their God, should again find acceptance with Him, and that thereby
their kingdom should be restored, not in its then abnormal and divided condition, but as one
united body, under a King of the line of David,
;
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INTBODUCTION.
Bat this view only presents the meaning of the book externally, and exhibits only the
germs of that which it was the special province of the prophetic writings chiefly to unfold.
He presents these general
It is just with our Prophet that this exhibition cannot satisfy.
truths in a form peculiar to himself; he would at least, beside the one, the threatening,
place the other, the promise, but he labors to regard from a single point of view the position which Jehovah bears to Israel and so specially to the kingdom of the ten tribes, and
from this to explain both the threatening and the promise ; to view them, namely, in the
of Jehovah's love to Israel as his people.
In this love of God (and not simply in his righteousness) are rooted, according to Hosea,
even the threatening and announcement of punishment, with which he is chiefly occupied.
For it was because Jehovah's love embraced his people from the beginning that He could
not suffer any apostasy from him, but must become angry at it, must chastise it, must even
All threatening and chastiseslay and destroy it utterly, that is, in its corporate existence.
ment is really the indignation and zeal of love,1 born of sorrow and therefore all the more
Hence the announcement of punishment sounds forth in tones of terrific severity.
intense.
But they also have their end in themselves. Love is indeed angry and most deeply so, but
it is and remains nothing but love, for it is pained that it must be angry, and with all its
wrath it can only aim to remove that which interrupts and prevents the display of itself to
the object beloved, and must ever aim to secure salvation, reconciliation, and restoration,
eke it would itself stand in the way of realizing its object, and would thus contribute most
From this stand-point, promise is seen to be as necessary as
surely to its own failure.
threatening, and in proportion to the severity of the latter must be the richness of the
former, as flowing from the love of God, and not simply from a certain compassion coexisting with his punitive righteousness, or from his faithfulness, by which the covenant is mainIf, therefore, we
tained, as though his truthfulness alone were to be kept unimpeachable.
do not wish to rest content with a superficial view of the book, we must regard its meaning
" The prophetic exhibition of
from this stand-point as expressed in the following estimate
the love of God, wounded sorely and in numberless ways by Israel's guilt, and therefore necessarily a chastening love, though ever remaining unchanged in its inner nature, which being
Such are the words
so deeply grounded would not destroy, but heal and recall to itself."
of Ewald, who has so correctly perceived and so beautifully expressed the fundamental
thought of our book, but who views it too subjectively, too much as the mere outflow of the
author's own personal feelings, instead of something flowing from a deep insight into the
Yet he makes these admirable observations " To this prophet the
nature of God himself.
love of Jehovah is the deepest ground of his relation to Israel ; that love was always active
in fbrmimg the Church ; it was injured and disturbed by Israel ; it chastens now in deep
pain, but can never deny itself or be extinguished
it would still deliver and will at length
All this is exhibited with the most glowing sympathy, and in a great variety of
save all.
ways.
But no image is here more expressive than that of marriage. As the wife is united to
her husband by indissoluble and sacred bonds, and the faithful husband justly feels angry at
the unfaithful wife, punishes her or even casts her off for a time, but never can really cease
to love her, so has the ancient Church, the mother of the churches now living, borne children,
during her unfaithfulness to Jehovah, who resist Him unworthily, and yet the love of Jehovah never departs from them, although he is angry and punishes them."
This last sentence may indicate also why we regard this relation of love between Jehovah
and Israel not merely as the doctrinal background of the contents of our book, but an expression of those contents themselves.
For Hosea, from the very opening, presents expressly this relation of Jehovah and Israel under this figure of the husband, who just because he is united to his wife by the bond of love, must as surely be indignant with her and
punish her, as he must also be unable to let her go, but must hold out to her the prospect of
a cordial reinstatement in her former relations.
The figure becomes indeed less prominent as the book advances, but appears through the
whole sometimes more obscurely, 'sometimes more clearly, and even emerges again into the
foreground in several passages. The conception of Israel's conduct is based upon this image,
partly as it is designated infidelity, whoredom, which applies not merely to idolatry itself,
but sets forth the principle that underlies the false, untheocratic policy of the kingdom of
the Ten Tribes in its alliances with the world-powers ; and partly and still more as everything thai is said of Jehovah's conduct towards Israel, of warning, of threatening, of punlight

:

:

;

1

[Comp Delitaeh, Cornm. on

Job, Introduction.

—

ftL]
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fundamental idea of Jehovah's love to Israel as
love,
except that this image of wedded love
is interchanged with the figure of paternal love, equally strong in another direction, as
especially in chap. xi. in accordance with the fact that the subject of that chapter is Jehovah's conduct towards Israel in his childhood.
This latter relation is thus placed parallel to
a relation of personal love based upon a moral course of life. This view explains why our
book, in a way so peculiar to itself, refers so much to Israel's earlier history.
For it is natural that love should remind the one beloved, who had become unfaithful and refused to
reciprocate afTection, of the beginning of their attachment ; that the husband should recall to
the wife, when such a rupture of the marriage tie has taken place, the first love with which
he met the bride (as the father also reminds the backsliding son of the love displayed toishing, of promising, is rooted wholly in this

his spouse

—

drawn from the analogy of wedded

ward him in childhood). On the other hand when the course of infidelity is complete, he
is led to remember the beginnings and foretokens of such behavior in earlier days, and he
explains the present in the light of the past, justifies his anger and chastening in the present
and his bitter complaints over the unfaithfulness of his wife, by adducing the complaints
made and the punishments which had to be inflicted in former times. If the recollection
of the past thus intensifies the bitterness of injured love, it is equally potent, on the other
for to the wounded and deeply injured one it again
side, in preventing the extinction of love
presents the attachment in its whole extent, and forces the thought upon him irresistibly and
imperceptibly " This is the one upon whom thou hast bestowed thy love, with whom thou
hast been and art united in love, and whom, therefore, thou canst not let go from thee utterly and forever."
;

:

If we

now

consider the contents of the particular divisions of the book,

be clear at the outset

;

first,

that chaps,

i.

and

we

find this

much

and next that chaps, iv.-xiv. are closely
connected.
With regard to the first and smaller division, chaps, i. and it, the fact is more
incontestable than with regard to the second and longer one, which, in any case demands
itself a subordinate division.
The question is now, how we are to reckon chap. iii. It has
been attached by some to chaps, iv.-xiv. as their introduction. But the correct view will
be found to be given in the words of Havernick, that " the symbolical method of representation unites the first three chapters into one whole."
And if we are reminded of the somewhat abrupt introduction of chap, iii., we must observe that an explanation of the symbol
is given in vers. 4, 5,
an explanation in plain words, in fact the first one which occurs,
of the discourse in chap, ii., which from ver. 4 onwards is figurative throughout, representing Israel as an adulterous wife, so that we here arrive at a conclusion which clearly expresses the sense of what precedes.
It will more clearly appear that the view which regards chap. iii. as belonging with chape,
i. and ii. is the correct one, if we remember that the contents of chap. i. (and therefore also
to

ii.,

—

ii.) certainly fall in an earlier period than the discourse in chaps, iv.-xiv. (as chape.
relate expressly to the " beginning of the word of Jehovah to Hosea "), namely, in the

of chap,

L—ii.

period preceding the

of the house of Jehu (chap.

4), while chaps, iv.-xiv.

belong to
apIf now the symbolical narrative in chap. i. must have appeared
pears, which is decisive.
earlier than chaps, iv.-xiv., it is only proper to suppose that chap, iii., so analogous to it,
falls in the same period, that we have here generally fragments drawn from the earlier part
of the Prophet's ministry, and that therefore chaps, i.—iii- form a connected whole.
It is thus
natural to assume that the symbolical mode of presentation, in general, characterizes the
fall

the second period defined above, after

its

fall

;

i.

for it is in that portion that Assyria first

earlier period of the Prophet's labors.

We

chaps, i-—iii. and chaps, iv.-xiv., and in favor of such
have not only internal grounds but also an external argument, namely, that each
The one of earlier origin is, however, comparapart is the product of a distinct period.
tively small, and the opinion is plausible that the Prophet, in committing the whole to writing, prefixed the former part as a kind of introduction to the greater prophetic discourse
which constituted the main division, like a vestibule inviting an entrance. The contents,
also, are appropriate to this purpose with their symbolical actions and figurative discourses.
It has something enigmatic, surprising, straining the attention, and so preparing the way
for reaching and hearing what is expressed in a simple, literal form.
The first introductory portion (chaps, i.-iii.) which contains " the beginning " of the divine
revelation to Hosea, describes the (spiritual) adultery of the kingdom of the ten tribes in its
apostasy from Jehovah to idolatry, and the conduct of Jehovah towards this unfaithful spouse.
thus assume two main divisions

:

partition
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The most severe punishment even to rejection is threatened against it, but, as the end and
aim of such punishment, new and higher blessedness is held out in prospect.
This is set forth in three sections, each of which contains both threatening and promise,
with the aim of showing clearly how little these are to be separated, how, rather, both have*
a common source in the love which Jehovah has to Israel, since He stands united with it in
(spiritual) marriage.
1. Chap. i. 2— ii. 3.
The Prophet must symbolically, by a marriage with a wife of
whoredom, hold up to Israel its sin, and, by the names of the children born of this marriage,
announce its rejection (i. 2-9). Tet its' future acceptance and reunion are immediately pictured with a few outlines (ii. 1-3).
2. In copious, extraordinarily vivid, and; especially in the latter portion, most sublime language, Jehovah unbosoms Himself to his unfaithful spouse, Israel.
He utters a severe accusation against her, and proclaims that she shall be punished by falling into a condition of
extreme want, that she shall be laid waste (vers. 4-15). But with this new " leading into
Jehovah concludes a new alliance, rich in blessing, with the
the desert " a change occurs
;

spouse returning in penitence to

Him

(vers. 16-25).

Chap. iii. The Prophet must again show symbolically by his conduct towards the wife
of whoredom, whom he was commanded to marry, that God still loves his adulterous wife,
Israel, and would only in his love humble her, that she might return to Him.
The second division, the main portion of the book (chaps, iv.-xiv), the product of a
later period, as we saw above, is in form distinguished from the earlier part by the entire
absence of symbolical acts, the discourse being literal throughout.
The purport is, however, similar in its essential features, inasmuch as here also punishment and even destruction
(on account of its apostasy) are announced to the kingdom of Israel. But at the same time
also it is predicted that it shall be received back on the ground of its expected conversion
Jehovah appears here
indeed a time of richest blessing is at last held out to it in prospect.
also as one who loves Israel, and must therefore punish it for infidelity, though as unable to
give it up, and as being forced to be again merciful and to bless according to the law of
love.
'Die object is accordingly essentially the same; this inability to give up Israel, this
ultimate favor and blessing form here also the picture of the future.
But it costs labor, as
it were, to realize this aim
the threatening is so severe. This constitutes by far the largest
portion of the whole, and only after it has disclosed its full severity, does promise break
through, when Jehovah seems as it were to call to mind his former love for his people, thus
showing that from the beginning love did not fail, but that even his accusings and threatenThis suggests already that the ground upon which
ings arose from deeply wounded love.
Idolatry, as unfaithfulness to Jehovah is, it is true, althe prophecy proceeds, is changed.
ways the fundamental offense on account of which judgment is declared, but to this is added
not only moral pollution, but also dissolution of the state, and especially the pursuance of a
false policy altogether opposed to the character of a people of God, which sought help in
external aid against* the distresses which invaded them, partly in Assyria and partly in
Egypt. It is the unfaithfulness of Ephraim towards Jehovah, mainly in this form of a
political attitude entirely untheocratical, against which the prophet appears, and on account
of which he announces judgment, the punishment threatened being destruction by those
very world-powers, Egypt, and especially Assyria.
This second main division, of such large extent, calls itself for a division. But this is a
It is, however, certain that the attempt to assign the several
matter of great difficulty.
chapters to different periods of time, and thus to view the succession of the chapters as determined by the order of their composition (Maurer and Hitzig among others), must be
unsuccessful, even if it be conceded that these chapters did proceed originally from different
occasions.
It is remarkable, for example, that in chaps, iv., v., vi., Judah is mentioned frequently along with Ephraim, while afterwards it retreats more into the background, so that
it is natural to infer different situations as their occasions.
But as the whole lies before us
at present, there is a certain unity apparent, though it is difficult to follow definitely the
coarse of thought.
We must abandon the supposition of a strictly logical arrangement of
the parts in view of the nature of the language, marked, as it is, by excitement and conDifferent expositors adopt most widely differing divisions,
stantly surprising abruptness.
3.

;

while others

abandon the attempt

altogether.

at the outset, that from chap. Iv. onwards accusation of Israel occupies the
chief place, as describing its degradation and guilt ; and Ewald has rightly perceived that
It if clear,
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chap. iv. is to be separated as containing a general charge, relating to the apostasy generally
of the people from Jehovah, and the moral deterioration thereby induced.
Then in chap.
t. the denunciation is more specially directed against those of exalted position (comp. vera.

and as its subject, in addition to the general unfaithfulness to Jehovah, something special
namely the false, untheocratic policy of ** going after Egypt and after Assyria." This
is, at all events, the new element here, and in attempting to exhibit the progress of thought,
this point must so far be made prominent.
In chap. vi. this does not appear, but the
chapter is so closely connected with chap, v., that no partition is supposable.
On the oth<»r
hand the denunciation of the untheocratic policy becomes still more marked in chap, vii.,
being there directed chiefly against the court itself, while chaps, v. and vi. seem to be aimed
more particularly at the priests. Hence chap. vii. also is to be combined with these chapters.
So in all these chapters the threat of punishment is uniformly united with the accusations.
But actual announcement of judgment appears first in chap, viii., accusations however being still uttered.
Compare the beginning, chap. viii. 1, and it seems to show more
especially that the punishment, namely, the transportation into Egypt and Assyria, and there1),

enters,

fore, the destruction

of the

the carrying away into captivity, is presented as the
Egypt and going to Assyria. For the same reason chaps,

state,

verse side of the calling upon

reix.

and x. are to be added with chap. viii. Chap. x. 15 forms a fitting close to this section.
But the contrast to the transportation to Egypt and Assyria appears again only in chap. xi.
11, so that we stand first upon new ground in that passage.
Thus with chap. xi. begins a new section, and with it enters promise. Jehovah's love to
Israel, which seemed to be utterly swallowed up in the announcement of judgment, here
breaks forth.
At first, indeed, only in the form of a reminder of its manifestations in early
times, how it was vouchsafed to Israel in childhood.
This is naturally expressed in a sorrowful complaint against that Israel, who now in his manhood requites that love so ill, displaying in his apostasy the basest ingratitude.
Hence we have again in chap. xi. 5, the
most severe threatening. But Jehovah has again brought his love to remembrance ; it is He
that loves Israel, as had been already shown in the beginning ; this love is his essential dis-

and thus cannot in the present belie itself; it oversteps wrath and
appears as mercy, and promise breaks forth on its shining way, like the sun after dark and
long distressing clouds.
The brief recollections of former times in chaps, ix. and x. only
served to give point to the keen accusings.
But in chap. xi. the sun breaks forth brightly.
It is promise that now prevails.
But the storm is not yet past. In chaps, xii. and xiii. denunciation and announcement of
{punishment reappear.
Yet, if they are still severe, they are much less protracted.
But,
chiefly, there seems to be a new standpoint gained. It is the past that is dwelt upon, namely,
vwhat had transpired between Jehovah and Israel in former days.
But this is a great step
gained.
Hence the weighty words are twice uttered: ."I am Jehovah, thy God, from the
land of Egypt " (chaps, xii. 10 ; xiii. 4).
This thought does, it is true, serve to sharpen
ithe complaint, and with it to sharpen the threatening ; but that people cannot be given up
vwho have, from the beginning, Jehovah as their God.
Hence in chap. xiv. 2-4, the exhoritation to return, which shows clearly his determination not to give them up
and now, upon
ithe ground of their expected conversion, love at last flows forth in the fullest promise, which
lis no longer merely a cessation of punishment, as in chap. xi. 9 ff., but, positively, holds out
in prospect a glorious state of blessedness.
The course of thought is accordingly not perfectly undeviating, but, especially towards
tthe close after the highest point has been reached, rather deflected, as it tends towards the
Ewald as•conclusion through the wrestling of love and justice, which it thus expresses.
sumes after chap, xi., a sort of preliminary conclusion, marking an interruption in writing.
2t is, at all events, correct to assume that the train of thought has then reached a certain
•completion, after which the former order of the discourse is again taken up.
llie following scheme will exhibit our attempt to divide the section
-Jehovah pleads with Israel, his beloved but unfaithful spouse (comp. chap. iv. 1).
position towards Israel,

;

:

X

First discourse (chaps, iv.-xi.).

—

—

Chaps, iv.-vii.
The complaint, addressed
(Chap, iv.) against the people as a whole, on account of their idolatry and deep depravation of morals promoted by the priests.
b. (Chaps, v.-vii.)
against the rulers (priests, chaps, v.-vi.), court (chap, vii.), especially on .account of their ungodly and calamitous alliance with the powers of the world.
I.

-a.

:
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2. Chaps, viii-x.
The judgment, extending even to the carrying away of the people to
bondage under Assyria.
3. Chap. xL
Mercy ; ,God cannot utterly destroy Israel, whom He has always loved, but
will again have compassion upon them even though they have most vilely requited his love.
EL Second discourse (chaps. xiL-xiv.).
1. Chap. xii.
Complaint is once more resumed, and
2. Chap, xiii., judgment is most emphatically declared ; but
3. Chap, xiv., in hope of conversion, love finally flows forth in the promise of richest blessing.
[Those who may wish to become acquainted with the various methods of dividing the book
which have been proposed, will find them exhibited and discussed in the Biblical Repertory,
Jan. 1859, art. " Book of Hosea," by Prof. Green, of Princeton.
A division having much
to recommend it is that adopted by him from Keil, according to which each of the two main

—

sections (chaps,
iv.

i.-iii.,

—

iv.-xiv.) is divisible into three smaller ones

1-vi. 3, vi. 4-xi. 11, xi. 12-xiv. 9).

Each of

(i.

2-ii. 1,

2-23,

ii.

these smaller sections in both of the

—

iii.

main

marked by its beginning with denunciation and ending with promise.
M.]
In harmony with the fundamental thought of our book, as above presented, according .to
which it describes the sorrow and indignation of Jehovah's love, so sorely wounded by
Israel's infidelity, the language is of a peculiarly emotional and impassioned character, reflecting unmistakably the rush and swell of the feelings. " This anguish of love at the faithlessness of Israel so completely fills the mind of the Prophet, that his rich and lively imagination seeks perpetually by variety of imagery and fresh turns of thought, to open the eyes
of the sinful nation to the abyss of destruction beside which it is standing.
His profound
sympathy gives to his language the character of excitement, so that for the most part he
merely hints briefly at the thoughts instead of studiously elaborating them, passes with
abrupt changes from one figure or simile to another, and moves forward in short sentences
and oracular utterances, rather than in gently rounded discourse." (KeiL) Jerome (Prcsf. in
XIL Proph. Min,) says of him : " Commaticus (literally, cut up «« short) est et quasi per sen" The style of the
tential loquens.** Eichhorn (Introduction, § 555, p. 286) says not unaptly
Prophet is like a garland woven of various kinds of flowers, comparisons intertwined with
comparisons.
He breaks off one flower and throws it away, only to break off another immediately.
He flies like a bee from one bed of flowers to another, bringing the honey of
his varied sentences." With these features are connected manifold anomalies in the structure
of his clauses, rugged transitions, ellipses, asyndetical constructions, inversions, and anacoludivisions is

:

Add

to this that his diction is marked by rare words and forms and unusual comand it may be conceived how difficult is the exposition of the book. " One must
often read between the lines if he would establish the connection between the several
thoughts and sentences*
We will not be charged with overstatement, if we assert that the
Prophet is in this respect one of the most difficult of the prophets of the Old Covenant, and
indeed of all the Biblical writers." (Wunsche.)
The abruptness of the language, reaching often to obscurity, does not merit any censure,
for this peculiarity is to be explained from the contents and the subject of which the Prophet
was full. " His heart," remarks Wiinsche, " full of the deepest anguish, on account of the
destruction and the inevitably approaching dissolution of the State, makes him neglect all
artistic and harmonious treatment and exhibition of his theme."
And Ewald says with per" In Hosea there is a rich and lively imagination, a pregnant fullness of
fect correctness
language, and, in spite of many strong figures, great tenderness and warmth of expression.
His poetry is throughout purely original, replete with vigor of thought and purity of presenYet at one time we find the gentle and flowing predominate in his style, while at
tation.
another it is violently strained and abrupt, and his irresistible pain causes him often to give
a hint of his meaning without allowing him to complete it. There is also thrown over the
whole language the burden of the times and of the heart so oppressed by them."
If, finally, we inquire into the composition of our book, we find no ground whatever for
maintaining that the author was any other than the Prophet himself, or for the assumption
that, although the several discourses came from Hosea, they were yet first compiled by anIt has been thought that their aphoristic character justifies such a
other and later editor.
hypothesis, but we are convinced that this is not so marked as one would certainly suppose
at first sight, and that the several portions are not only governed by one fundamental idea,
which would probably have become still more obscured in the hands of a later redactor of
such fragments, but that the several parts are brought into a definite order and connection.
tha.

binations,

:
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There can therefore be scarcely a doubt that our book came from the hands of the Prophet
which we possess it to-day. " On closer examination the book is
seen to form a complete whole executed according to a fixed artistic plan, and with corresponding beauty. This artistic plan and execution only need to be rightly understood in
order to show us that it was finally published as a whole, and in its present form, by the
But as to the relation in which this book stands to the numerProphet himself." (Ewald.)
ous prophetic utterances of Hosea, we are compelled to assume that we hare not in this
book those discourses presented in their original form. If this had been the intention of the
Moreover the book is framed too decidedly
Prophet, we should have had a greater number.
according to a certain plan, making it clear that it was designed to form a continuous and
regular composition.
We have therefore to regard it as a selection from his discourses, or
more correctly, as a free and independent working-up of the substance of them by the
Prophet himself. His several utterances are combined by him into one complete picture.
He would employ not only his lips but also his pen, and by his writings would testify
concerning the holy anger of the love of God, and thus appeal to the consciences of the
precisely in that form in

,

people.

But

here* the question

may be

asked, whether our book

is

the

first

product of Hosea's

At the outset it is
pen, whether, more particularly, earlier writings are not embodied in it.
certainly to be assumed that Hosea was in the habit of writing down his several discourses.
But keeping this in view, the difference between the first part of the book (chaps, i.-iii.),
and the second (chaps, iv. ff.) is so significant, the contents of the first part, moreover, falling in an earlier period, that Ewald's conjecture has much to support it that chaps. L-iii.
:

contain the substance of an earlier composition of Hosea, which he embodied in the present
one when he executed it. Even if we hesitate to 'go so far as this, we must probably as-

had been published already by the Prophet,
merely the drapery in which they
were to be presented to the world and not actual occurrences (see below). For in those
chapters punishments were announced which were inflicted at a time earlier than the com-

sume that the separate

since

we have

sections of chaps,

i.-iii.

in the narratives of the symbolical actions

The Prophet

could incorporate into his book only at a later
but these symbolical transactions existed only in the mind of
the prophet, and in publishing them he must have come forth at a time when these parabolic narratives could address themselves to the conscience of the people, and therefore a
considerable period before the composition of the whole book, which, as we now have it,
Such publication of the symcontains, in its second part, discourses of a much later time.
bolical transactions might indeed have been at first only oral ; but the contents of these sections seem less appropriate to that mode of announcement.
The preservation of the whole book in the destruction of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes
may be readily explained. " Through the intercourse which was kept up between the
prophets of the Lord in the two kingdoms, it was carried soon after its composition into
Judah, and became widely diffused in the circle of the prophets, and was thus preserved, as
Jeremiah especially has made frequent use of it in his predictions. Comp. Aug. EUper, JereBerlin, 1837, p. 67 ff." (Keil.)
mias, Librorum SS. Interpret atque Vindex.
After what has been said it will scarcely be necessary to add anything special in the way
of exhibiting the importance of our prophetic book in Old Testament history and doctrine.
Into the internal relations of the kingdom of the ten tribes, against which he, like his older
cotemporary, Amos, directs his words of rebuke and threatening (by which these two prophets mark a new step in prophecy, in distinction from Joel and Obadiah, regarding the
heathen not merely as the objects but also as the instruments of the divine judgment, which
into the
is inflicted with the greatest severity against the people of God themselves),
internal relations of this kingdom Hosea gives us the deepest insight, and affords a most
essential addition to the knowledge which we have thereon from his older cotemporary.
Aa
to its doctrinal teaching, however, there can be no doubt as to the significance. of a book,
which regards the relation of Jehovah to Israel so profoundly and specially from the standpoint of holy love, of a holy wrath of love, and looks so far into the depths, into the intensity as well as into the sincerity, of such love as, in the examination of the contents and fundamental thought of the prophecy, we have shown that it does. In this he stands above his
That prophet also discerns the favor of God shining again at
nearest predecessor, Amos.
But he grounds it upon the conlast upon his people after the tempests of his wrath.
sciousness that this judgment is and shall be only one of trial and not of destruction, and
pletion of the whole book.

period earlier actual events

;

—
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thus prepared for mercy through the revelation of wrath, while Hosea traces

is

this duality in the divine revelation to the nature of (rod Himself,

by

his

more pro-

found conception of the divine love.

Our book

therefore truly a classic for the right understanding of the

is

Old Testament

God

with its interaction of love and wrath, and of the nature of the Old
Testament revelation concerning God. Only such a God who can so be angry and so love,
who in all His love so displays anger and in all His anger so displays love, could give up
his Only-begotten Son to the accursed death for the deliverance of rebellious man.
conception of

§ 3. The Symbolical Transactions in Chaps.

What

is

such different

L

and

III.

and has always been regarded under
views, that a more intimate discussion cannot here be foreborne and to it we

recounted in these chapters

is

so peculiar,

:

In this the results of the exea separate section in the Introduction.
egesis of the passages in question are of course to be anticipated, and must therefore be reThis much is however certain that, according to the narrative, mention is
ferred to here.
made of a marriage of the Prophet with an unchaste woman at the command of God himself.
Here we have a stone of stumbling. It is true that the ground of moral offense contained
"
herein does not exist according to some interpreters, inasmuch as the " wife of whoredom
whom the Prophet is to marry, is regarded as being such in the spiritual sense in which a
u whoring " of Israel is spoken of
serving idols ; that Hosea had scruples about marrying a
whorish, that is, an idolatrous woman ; and that it is commanded him not to stand aloof from
her but to exhibit symbolically in his own domestic fortunes, that is, by his union with such
a woman, Jehovah's relation to his people. But this view is quite untenable. For idolatry
cannot be a symbol of idolatry, a marriage with an idolatress cannot be a symbol of a like
This, altogether
marriage, namely, the marriage of Jehovah with, an idolatrous people.
apart from the consideration that such a command of God to the prophet is not conceivable,
that such marriage would have produced upon the people an effect exactly opposite to the
one intended, namely, the presentation of idolatry to the consciousness as something sinful,
Umbreit also seeks to establish more
if we can suppose that any effect was produced.
firmly the interpretation of the woman's whoredom as spiritual whoredom, by maintaining
that Hosea, in order to represent God's marriage with Israel, was commanded to enter into
marriage with Israel ; but, since all Israel had become adulterous towards God, that he was
obliged in order to enter the marriage relation with Israel, to unite himself to a whore in the
idolatress.
Such a wife thus represents, as an individual, the whole peospiritual sense
And this outward" marriage of the Prophet is the symbol of his spiritual marriage with
ple.
But Kurtz remarks rightly against this hypothesis, that the notion that the
his people.
Prophet himself was to enter into a spiritual marriage with Israel is quite unfounded, that
such a conception is not once found in the Old Testament, which knows only of a marriage
of Jehovah with Israel ; tha£ the Prophet by his external marriage could symbolize only
For
that spiritual marriage of Jehovah, and not his own spiritual marriage with Israel.
this reason his marriage, in order to represent the marriage of Jehovah with adulterous
Israel, roust be a marriage with a whorish woman in the outward sense.
Thus it is beyond question that it is such a marriage of the prophet that is here described,
but the question is now Must we assume an actual outward event in the life of the Prophet
shall therefore devote

=

=

:

or

not?

It is clear that we have before us a transaction which has a symbolical significance and
therefore in so far a symbolical transaction ; but the question is just this, Is this an actual
event intended as a symbol of a higher truth, or do we move outside the sphere of objective
The latter supposition does certainly seem, on the first view, to be excluded by
reality ?
is

the language employed, which does not give us the slightest hint that we have presented to
us anything else than outward reality, but rather creates the impression that it is a record
And it is not to be maintained that the narrative has to do with someof actual events.
thing physically impossible, that it bears directly upon itself the stamp of unreality \n the
But it appears all the more probable that something morally impossible is
external sense.
described ; for would it not be in the highest degree incredible that a prophet should marry
an unchaste woman, and that at the express command of God ? Hence the literal interpretation

has been

tors.

But

this

by the Chaldee Paraphrase and by the Jewish CommentaThe reference to Lev. xxi.
not altogether without difficulties.

rejected already

plea

is itself
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what is there forbidden to a priest cannot be directly
" That prohibition is based upon the consideration
that the priests were to represent the ideal holiness of the people, and is rooted in the same
ground as is the law that a priest must be free from physical blemishes. The latter injunction is as far as possible from implying that physical defect is sin in an Israelite, and the
same holds with regard to the former "). And then it is one thing to have intercourse with
an unchaste woman, in order to practice fornication with her, and quite another to marry
such a woman. The one is as assuredly sinful as the other is in itself not so, any more
than it was for Jesus to be a friend of publicans and sinners. For the prophet would not
have entered into such an alliance that he might be assimilated to the woman, but in order
" Non propheta perto raise her up to his own level, to rescue her from her sinful habits
didil pudicitiam fornicarice copulatiu, sed fornicaria assunuit -pudicUiam, quam antea non
7-14, at

all event*,

proves nothing

:

for

transferred to a prophet (comp. Kurtz

:

:

habebat " (Jerome).

Such an alliance in the Prophet would have been in the very highest degree surprising.
But it may be asked, Was it not intended to be so, in order that the people, in their astonishment at such an anomaly, should ask what it meant, and might then learn to their shame,
that it held up to them a mirror in which they could perceive their own relations with God ?
The Prophet would reinforce his oral preaching by a preaching of outward action this marriage would have been a lasting actual proclamation of punishment to the people, not im;

peding the influence of the Prophet, but furthering it.
But on a closer examination of this view, which understands actual events to be described,
most serious objections to it are immediately suggested. A beautiful picture could have
been drawn exhibiting the morally reforming influence of this alliance upon the light-minded
wife and the neglected children of the first marriage, and how worthy of God it would have
been, answering to his compassionate love seeking that which was lost
But of this there is
not a syllable
not a syllable could be said.
Rather, this idea, which alone could neutralize the moral objections against* this alliance with an unchaste woman, is completely excluded by the whole spirit and aim of the command which the Prophet received. Jt is just
the present " whorish " conduct of Israel, the still existing and continued and persistent infidelity towards Jehovah, that is represented by this marriage of the Prophet, and punishment and rejection are then exhibited as the necessary fruit and conseqence of such conduct.
Thus the " wife of whoredom," whom the Prophet is to and does marry, is necessarily to be
regarded as one who does not amend her ways, or is withdrawn from her life of sin by her
alliance with the Prophet, but who even now in this alliance with him is conceived as practicing unchastity, who shows and proves herself to be unfaithful to her husband.
Otherwise she would not be at all an image of Israel as thus situated, nor- would this marriage be
at all an image of the present conduct of Israel towards their husband, Jehovah.
Strictly
speaking, this wife of whoredom would have been bound, so long at least as her marriage
with the Prophet was to testify to Israel of its sin, not to forsake her, sinful life (until special
corrective measures, related in chap. iii. should be taken with her, so that she might become
a testimony of that which God, still retaining his love for Israel, would do to them).
There is no need to prove that the assumption of an actual occurrence would lead to an
With the design of this marriage to exhibit the conduct of Israel
ethical monstrosity.
towards Jehovah, is most clearly connected a circumstance, which shows more plainly than
ever the non-reality of the related transaction, namely, that the Prophet is expressly enjoined to take a wife of whoredom and children of whoredom.
This is at first sight surprising, but becomes quite intelligible if we think of the design, of that which was to be exemplified, the conduct of Israel and all its individual members.
Israel in the concrete is represented only by the latter ; but this separation of a part from the whole is very frequently
found in relation to Israel. Israel as the whole then appears as the mother, the individual
members as the children (comp. chap. ii. 4 ff.). Now both Israel as a whole and all the
members of the people are unfaithful to Jehovah, they " commit whoredom/' If therefore
I

—

its whole extent is to be represented by a marriage of the
Prophet, he must take to wife a woman still practicing unchastity, and, at the same time,
have children, who are children of whoredom, that is, naturally (see also below in the exegesis) not those who were the fruit of the illicit commerce of the mother (a woman charac-

the actual condition of affairs in

terized as a

woman

of whoredom could, in

fact, have* no other, and the remark would be
stand in the same relation to whoredom as the mother
practice whoredom as she did, and bear therefore a faithful resemblance to

quite superfluous), but children
does, that

is,

who

who
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How

then is the Prophet to "take" these children of whoredom ? Naturally the nosuch " taking/' which in t}ie case of a woman means marrying, must be modified
Two senses are supposable. One is that he obtains them by marin the case of children.
In that case he is obliged to find out an unriage as children already born to his wife.
chaste woman, who has children that already commit whoredom ; and not only so, but they
most actually continue that habit ; for otherwise the symbol no longer meets the conditions
In short, under the assumpof the case, the sign no longer agrees with the thing signified.
tion of an objective reality in this transaction, we come again to an ethical monstrosity. But
the case is still worse, if we understand " taking " the children in the sense of begetting them
with the wife (and this view is the more probable one ; see the exegesis below). For Jehovah is married to Israel, and they are unfaithful to Him ; and Jehovah has begotten children
the individual members of the people
and they also are unfaithful to
by this marriage
Him, they " commit whoredom." So the Prophet, in order to manifest this, must not only
take a wife of the above description, but also beget children by her who are of the same
character as she, are unchaste like her.
It might be known antecedently that they would
be so ; they are, so to speak, predestined to such a character ; if it were otherwise, they
would fail to perform their part, they would not represent what it was intended they should.
To speak of actual reality in such a case is now a sheer impossibility. The thing signified,
that which is to be represented, is revealed too clearly through the sign, that which is to set
only one thing could make it plainer, namely, that the Prophet should
forth the relation
add : of course this was not really done
but one must be almost blind to suppose, even
for a moment, that it could be. The symbol is arranged simply in accordance with the thing
to be symbolized, without reference to the consideration that in concrete reality it would
encounter invincible obstacles naturally such reference does not need to be had, because
the transaction was not realized in concrete and in facto, but was only a plastic symbolizing
of a certain condition of affairs which was to be denounced.
We must now go a step backwards. That which morally excites such objections lies not
merely in the fact of this marriage with an unchaste woman, of whom again unchaste children were to be born, but also in its design. It is to be observed that the alliance spoken of
has its aim purely out of itself, terminates in nowise upon itself, but is merely a mean to an
This end is not the begetting of children. They are certainly to be begotten, but
end.
they are themselves only means to an end, with their significant names, which they receive
This marriage was thus to be contracted
in order to announce to the people their rejection.
purely for the purpose of symbolizing another fact which lay altogether without the sphere
Such a conclusion cannot be disputed unless there is imported into the words
of marriage.
something foreign to them. Let the words be followed closely, let not separate expressions
he went and took, etc., be emphasized, but the whole be accepted and understood as it
reads, with no interlarding of all sorts of notions, about the use and plausibility of this alliance, of which nothing is indicated, and the narrative will be seen to relate to a marriage
and procreation of children which are purely symbolical and described solely as serving the
And that this transaction, considered as an ocpurposes of an emblematic representation.
currence of outward reality, is something inconceivable, opposed to the spirit and significance
of marriage, is so clear, that the Prophet did not need to give the least hint of its unliteral
No ; an actual marriage
character (if, indeed, that had been the custom of the Prophets).
is not concluded simply in order to symbolize something different ; the marriage is a symbol
That would be a
of a higher covenant But its design is not realized in such symbolizing.
trifling with the idea of marriage, agreeing but little with the profound conception of that
state, which the Prophet brings to light in this very act of conceiving the relation between
Jehovah and Israel as a marriage. I can give a name to a child born of a marriage, for the
purpose of indicating something by it symbolically ; but it would be something quite differAnd hence the referent if I were to enter into the married state simply for this purpose.
ence to Is. vii. 14 ; viii. 3, 4, where, however, an outward act 'is narrated, is altogether unIf recourse is had to the words of the text, it may be replied that many prosuitable.
phetic passages, e. g., Jer. xxv. 15 ff., Zech. xi., show clearly that the simple words of the
In such passages the words, taken literally, even when relating
narrative are not decisive.
to symbolical transactions, seem to record an occurrence entirely objective, though no one
In other passages this inference is more patent, while here
supposes that they really do so.
for that which it is ethically inadmissible to supIt is obscured, though only apparently so
her.

tion of
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pose should be done by the

which

is

command of God,

is

just as incredible as the occurrence of that

physically impossible.

We have

now to consider, finally, in what a brief period the action is performed, the rapwith which the several acts are, and are intended to be, presented.
It is the rapidity
which, if the word may be allowed, is well suited to a dramatic conception, but not to concrete reality.
By literaiists the fact is entirely ignored that this symbolical course of teachAnd in connection
ing would have required three years at least for its complete unfolding.
with the other considerations the remark of Simson (in spite of the strictures of Kurtz)
" After each of the four principal scenes which make up the symbolical
is perfectly just
narrative (vers. 2, 4, 6, 9), the explanation and occasion of the symbol follows, connected
with ' for ' in such a peculiar way, that it may be gathered indubitably, simply from this
connection and the whole manner of expression, that the figure is not presented in its actuality, but is only devised for the sake of making evident to the senses the lessons it
unfolds."
Thus the view which regards the actions described as real occurrences is seen to
be untenable if we do not even go beyond the first section ; nor do we need to add to the
other arguments the relation of chap. iii. to our section.
On the contrary, we think that
arguments have been too much drawn from that portion of the book, and therefore too
largely based upon external grounds, and for this reason less convincing than they should be.
Now after this negative result, that the narrative is not to be regarded as relating actual
occurrences, the question first arises : What then does it relate ? A vision ? So the Jewish
commentators, and in recent times especially Hengstenberg. This view does indeed surrender the externality of the transaction, but it holds to its actuality, only assuming that it was
With regard to this hypothesis of a vision, it is
not experienced outwardly but inwardly.
admitted that a " beholding " lies at the foundation of all prophetic announcement, that is,
a vision in the wider sense (comp. the remarks on Amos, chap. vii.). But we are not justified on this account in assuming at once that the Prophet was in an ecstatic state.
There
is not the least hint of such a thing given in our passage ; for nothing is said of a vision
in the narrower sense, and hence we are unwarranted in adopting such an assumption here.
He certainly '* beheld," as all the prophets did, that which he here relates in parabolic dis»
course.
It is thus that the narrative is most properly designated.
But it may be asked If, according to the above reasoning, it leads to a series of monstrosities to regard the (symbolical) transaction as an actual occurrence, was it allowable for the
Prophet even to present it in a parabolic dress ? This objection, which it seems to be, is
possible only under a misapprehension of the whole aim of the exhibition.
The action rep*
resented is certainly bold, is surprising, is, we say directly, exorbitant.
But it was just intended to be so. It was intended, as we remarked above, to rouse the hearer into uttering
the question : What ? do I hear aright ?
What do you say the prophet must do ? The
thing to be set forth, the thing signified, is something abnormal, contradictory, something
which it seems could never occur, that Israel should " commit whoredom, departing from
their God " ; and not*this merely, but also (which, to be sure, is the necessary consequence
of the former) that God should reject this His people, His spouse, to whom He had always
been faithful, to whom He had been so beneficent. Since this condition of affairs to be
represented, the " thing signified," was of such a character, it must be set forth by the description of an occurrence of a like kind, that is, one which is just as abnormal, contradictory, and unprecedented, thus necessarily rousing the attention to consider how a prophet
could marry a whore at the bidding of God, and by her beget children, who should receive,
also at God's command, names indicative of punishment, from their resemblance to their
There is therefore intentionally something monstrous, something ethically impossimother.
ble, held up to the people as though it had happened, in order that it might be forced upon
their consciousness, how utterly abnormal, how monstrous, how opposed to the right order of
things, is that which they had done to God, and which He must do to them. That, therefore,
which the prophet relates to the people is related to them, because it is something monstrous;
but being so, it was just as certainly not a statement of actual fact for this very reason. If
we were to maintain the opposite, we should mistake the design of the prophet. He would
say As Israel has acted towards God, and as He must treat his people in return, so would
As impossible as the latter is, so
I, the prophet, act if I were to marry a whorish woman.
impossible should the former be ; and yet alas it is a reality
But it may be objected The prophet's marriage would indeed represent to the people
their apostasy from Jehovah, and the names of the prophet's children would bring perpetuidity
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judgment which they must expect

riage did not take place, and the children never existed,

how

in return ; but if that 'marcould such a design be carried

Now, this objection is based simply upon an unwarranted supposition, and the inference drawn' therefrom must be false. It is taken for granted that such an argumenlatio ad
oculos by outward action must have been made by the Prophet, that the Prophet intended to
do so, judging from the statements of the book, and that therefore we have a narrative of
actual occurrences, while it is never said that the prophet had any such intention.
The
Prophet may just as well have intended to appeal to the people, not by means of outward
action, but by a discourse in which certain actions were the drapery of those truths which
were to be proclaimed. Whether this discourse was originally oral or not, as other prophetical discourses usually were, or whether it existed from the beginning in a written form, we
do not know. If the former supposition is correct, we are not obliged to assume, any more
than in other prophetical discourses, that it possessed precisely the same form as that which
we now have, since it would have the form appropriate to oral discourse. It is quite wrong,
however, to insist that such a mere recital,
heard to-day and forgotten, perhaps, to-morrow,
could have but little influence, and make but little impression, for at least its fixed written
form followed with its words speaking perpetually to the conscience. And it has been said
already above in § 2, that such a fixed form was probably given to it before the composition of the whole book, as at present constituted, and during the period in which the discourses of the first part were pronounced.
But another argument still is adduced against the supposition of a parabolic recital, which
It is urged that this would derogate
is seen to be so necessary from all that has been said.
from the character of the prophetic word ; that the Prophet speaks expressly and repeatedly of a command of the Lord which he had received ; that, if the whole were only a
feigned transaction, the words, " the Lord said," would be degraded into a meaningless,
rhetorical phrase, which would be opposed to the divinely objective character of Prophecy.
Certainly our whole position would be viewed with distrust, if this drapery of narrative in
which the Prophet clothes his message of instruction and rebuke, which he records, and in
which he makes mention of an express command of God, were to be regarded by him as only
an arbitrary device (rhetorical or as being appropriate to the plan of the book). But what
In this, as throughout his prophetic ministry, the
is there to support such an assumption ?
Prophet rather acted and spoke from a divine impulse. He had beheld what he had to say
to the people, reproach of their sinfulness and threatening of punishment, and how he had
to say it, that is, he had received from God in spirit an authorization and an impulse to
adopt this form of rebuke, to present his divine commission in the form of feigned events.
It has been further remarked (e. g., by Kurtz), that we have the words
go, take, etc., and
But this objection is without force.
not go, tell the people that thou hast taken a wife, etc
9
For the expression : " The Lord said to Hosea, go, take to thyself/ etc., is itself included
already in the parabolical discourse as well as vers. 4, 6, 9 ; and to insist that the Prophet
must have given some hint that he was not intending to record an actual occurrence, argues
A parabolic discourse must not
a somewhat crude notion of the obligations of a writer.
bear the appearance of being so ; on the contrary it must present itself as describing actual
events (comp. e. g., Judges ix. 8 ; 2 Sam. xii.), though it does not really do so.
It bears
and thus our narrative is really twoin itself a sapienti sat which shows that it does not,
In general the fact is evidently always overlooked, that we have before us in these
fold.
seemingly historical portions, not a statement concerning the Prophet, but the written discourse of the Prophet himself; that, therefore, behind the words there stands, so to speak,
It is not his duty to record events as an historian ; and the inference
the prophet writing.
is unwarranted, that he must do so because what he says has the form of an historical recHence, according to correct conceptions as to what different kinds of composition reord.
quire, no objection based upon the form of representation can be made to the parabolic
view.
And the circumstance that the Prophet is spoken of in the third person, cannot be
adduced as a proof that he does not here speak and narrate (figuratively), and that a statement
It cannot, at least, by any one who regards the whole book to be
is made concerning him.
Moreover, in chap,
the composition of the Prophet and not a mere compilation by another.
iil the Prophet introduces himself as speaking of himself in the first person.
And, finally,
it proves nothing that the name and origin of the woman are given.
Even if the names
are not applied appellatively (see in the exegesis), nothing would be more natural than to
invent names for the occasion, which would be a device appropriate in a symbolical discourse.
out ?

—

—

:

:

—
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If we now turn to chap. Hi. and hold the identity of the woman named there with the
one in chap, i., the question is decided of itself. For if the marriage, mentioned in chap. L,
of the Prophet with this woman, was not an actual occurrence, it is self evident that his dealIf he did not in reality marry thif>
ings towards her in chap. iii. are not more historical.
woman, then he did not actually perform what, in chap, iiu, he is commanded to do, lore her.
The. woman is, in chap. L, only a feigned person, and if the same person is meant in chap,
iii. she cannot be a real person.
But if we regard the woman of chap. iii. as not identical
with that of chap. L, we have, in the fact that the Prophet becomes connected with another
woman, disregarding his marriage with the one mentioned in chap, i., we have here, I say, a
clear indication, applying to the whole narrative from the beginning, that these descriptions
do not relate to actual events in the Prophet's life. For it is plain that the assumption of
his separation from the first wife, or of her death in the interval, is only a device to escape
from a dilemma.
Such circumstances must have been stated, if actual events had been
related ; but not a syllable is found to this effect, simply because it was assumed that no one
would think of real occurrences.
But, leaving the consideration of the circumstances connected with the woman mentioned
in chap. i n and regarding simply by itself the command given to the Prophet in chap. iii.
according to his own representation of it, we find the matter here to 4>e somewhat differ-

ent

The

be set forth that Jehovah preserves his faithfulness to Israel in spite of their
and therefore does not utterly cast them off, but only adopts, for their good,
corrective measures springing from such abiding faithfulness.
Thus something is to be exemplified which would not be expected, since rejection would be the more natural course, but
nothing which should not be, nothing which could be found fault with or would invite censure.
And accordingly the symbol, or that which the Prophet was commanded to do, was
fact

is

to

unfaithfulness,

not something ethically inadmissible or monstrous, but only something difficult, unusual, because involving great self-denial, namely, that he should remain faithful to an unfaithful
wife.
And what is declared to have been done by him is in the same way not something
inadmissible, but only something unusual ; for by a series of corrective measures the unfaithfulness of the wife is to be brought home to her heart, while, at the same time, it was to be
shown that she would not be rejected. Now though it might appear as if very little could
be urged in disproof of the actual occurrence of the event described (that is, if it be viewed
as an isolated account), yet here also grave objections arise upon a closer examination.
Even if the woman of chap. iii. is not to be identified with that of chap. L, the former b
hardly conceived of as being of another character than the latter. The woman is not one
who was previously chaste and afterwards became unchaste, but one whose adultery is only
the manifestation of her former disposition, and a continuation of her previous mode of life,
and the Prophet would thus be represented as entering into such intimate relations with her
which again would border closely
whether he married her or not would not be certain
upon the morally offensive and become for the Prophet an impossibility. Here the canon is
again to be applied, that acts, which are of an essentially immoral nature and fall under
moral criticism, cannot be regarded upon external grounds as having been actually performed by divine command. Thus a husband might, it is true, be so controlled by the
thought of God's faithfulness, as even to remain faithful to an unfaithful wife, that is, from
moral and religious considerations, whether suggested by himself or by another. But this
is not the case presented here : the narrative speaks not of an act undertaken or a course
of conduct discontinued upon any such ground, but simply of a positive command of God,
which was not intended to remind the husband of a duty demanded of him, but which was
issued with the design of a manifestation of God's attitude towards the people of Israel, a
design altogether foreign to the nature of marriage or the injunction of fidelity.
The Prophet is represented as doing what he here does purely for this external purpose
not from the recognition of a duty, and not to call attention to such duty he does it plainly
This is perfectly agreeable to the parabolic
in order to symbolize something different.
mode of presentation but as soon as we come to hold the notion of an actual transaction,
the moral sense revolts against it as against a trifling with things which belong essentially
to the sphere of the moral and religious life, and therefore cannot be employed as means to
Finally, if we had real transactions presented to us and not a symserve another purpose.
bolical form, it could not be very well supposed that the woman, accepting the gift of the
The possibility of the opposite would
Prophet, would be inclined to obey his command.

—

—

:

;
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INTRODUCTION.

have to be assumed, which was manifestly not the case. But in the parabolic narhappens naturally just as the purposes of instruction require.
On the question treated in this section compare the thorough discussion by John Marck,
Diatribe de Muliere Fornicationum, Leyden, 1696, reprinted in his Comment, in 12 Proph.
Min., ed. Pfaff, 1784 ; and in more recent times especially Hengstenberg, Christologie, i.
205 ft, who denies the actual occurrence of the events described, and the minute investigation of Kurtz, Die Ehe des Propheten Hosea [The Marriage of the Prophet Hosea], 1869,
reprinted from the Dorpat Zeitschrift ftir Theologie und Kirche, who holds as strongly to the
rather

rative this

literal

interpretation.

[The question

so fully discussed above

is

encumbered with

difficulties so

great as to seem

never be satisfactorily settled. Instances
might even be quoted of the same interpreter holding directly opposite opinions within a
very short period of time.
If the history of interpretation were to be thoroughly surveyed,
it might perhaps be found that the majority of distinguished names have been arrayed on
the side of the literal view.
It may be remarked, however, that among modern interpreters,
the more reverent and cautious of those of Germany seem, as a general rule, to favor the
Among the
theory that the prophet was not to fulfill the commands actually and outwardly.
Anglo-American Commentators, on the other hand, the preponderance of opinion still is, as it
always has been, in favor of the literal interpretation.
So among the recent writers, Posey
The opinion that the Prophet beheld the events in vision has been maintained
and Cowles.
by Pococke and lately by Fausset.
This theory is discussed at length by Cowles in a dissertation appended to his Commentary, to which the reader is referred.
It may be remarked,
generally, that the main support upon which the defenders of the literal interpretation rely, is
the nature of the language employed, bearing, as it does, not the slightest indication that the
commands were to be fulfilled in any other than a literal manner, and that tho opponents
of this theory take their stand chiefly upon the supposed moral impossibility of the literal
The conclusion which each reader will arrive at for himself will depend mainly
fulfillment.
upon the relative force which these considerations may have upon his mind.
M.J
almost insuperable, and

probable that

it is

it will

—

§4. Literature.

Single Commentaries Hoseas Chcddaica Jonathanis Paraphrasi et R. Salom. Jizchaki,
Abrah. Aben-Esra et R. David Kimchii commentariis illustratus (Hosea, illustrated by
:

It.

the

Chaldee Paraphrase of Jonathan and the Commentaries of R. Solomon

Isaaki,

R.

Abraham Aben-Ezra and R. David Kimchi), edited by Yon der Hardt. Helmstadt, 1708,
4 to; new edition by J. D. Michaelis, 1775; Rabbi Isaac Abarbenel, Comm. in Hoseam,
edited by Franc, ab Hnsen, Ley den, 1687.
Of the age of the Reformation Capito, Comm. in Hoseam, Strassburg, 1528 ; Rrentius,
Comm. in Hoseam Proph^ 1560 and 1580.
Of the last part of the sixteenth, with the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Jac.
Matthssus, Pralectiones in Hoseam, Basle, 1590; Am. Polanus, Analysis Libri Hosea Proph.
Basle, 1599; Hier. Zanchius, Comm. in Hoseam, Neost, 1600; Dav. Parous, Hoseas, Pr.
Comm. Must, Heidelberg, 1605-1609; Mich. Kraokewitzius, Comm. in Hos., Frankfort,
Balth. Meisnerus, Hoseas, Viteb., 1620
And. Rivetus, Comm. in Hoseam, Leyden,
1619
1625 ; Exposition of the Prophecy of Hosea, by Jer. Burroughs, Oxford, 1643-1652, 8 vols.
Henr. Ursinus, Hos. Comm. literati enucleatus, Norib., 1677
Pococke, Commentaries on
Hosea, Joel, Micah, and Malachi, Oxford, 1685; Seb. Schmidius, Comm. in Pr. Hos., Frankfort, 1687; Franc. Vavassor, Comm. in Hos. Proph. (In his works, Amsterdam, 1709); De
Propketie van Hosea outledigt door J. Biermann [The Prophecy of Hosea expounded by
:

:

;

;

;

J.Biermann], Utrecht, 1702; Wackius, Expos, et illust. Hosea, Ratisbon, 1711 ; Hoseas Histories et Antiquitati redditus ab Herm. von der Hardt, Helmst., 1712; Dathe, Dissert, in
Aquila reliquias interpr. Hosea, 1757; Manger, Comment, in Hos., Cam pis, 1 782 Schroder,
Der Proph* Hosea aus UbL und weltlichen Historien erldutert, etc. [The Prophet Hosea
elucidated from sacred and profane histories], Dessau, 1782; L. J. Uhland, Annotat. Hist.
Exeg. in Hoseam, Tubingen, 1785-1797; J. C. Volborth, ErHarung des Proph. Hosea [Exposition of the Prophet Hosea], Gottingen, 1787; C. T. Kuinoel, Hosea Oracula Hebr. el
Lot Perp. Annot. illustr., 1792; J. Ch. Baupel, Der Proph. Hosea erklart [The Prophet
Hosea explained], Dresden, 1798.
Of the present century : £. 6. A. Bockel, Hoseas, Augsburg, 1807 ; J. C. 8tuck, Hoseas
;
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Der Propk. Hosea erhUbrt und Hbersetzt [The Prophet
Hamburg and Gotha, 1851 O. C. Krabbe, Qucestionum
Questions relating to the Proph. of Hosea] (Hamburg Pro-

Propheta, Leipzig, 1828; Simson,
Hosea explained and translated],

;

de Hos. Vatic. Spec. [A View of
gramme), 1886 ; A. Wiinsche, Der Proph. Hosea Ubersetzt und erklart mil Benutzung der
Targumim, der jddischen Ausleger Raschi, Aben Ezra, und D. Kimchi [The Prophet Hosea,
translated and explained, with a use of the Targum, and of the works of the Jewish Expositors, Raschi, Aben Ezra, and D. Kimchi], Leipzig, 1868.
The most complete of recent
times.
The copious illustrations drawn from the Chaldee Paraphrase, and the three Jewish
Commentaries are very valuable. F. A. Lowe, Biblische Studien, Erstes Heft : Beitrage zum
Versl&ndniss des Propheien Hosea* [Biblical Studies, Part First: Contributions to the Interpretation of the Prophet Hosea].
For the Practical Exposition: L. C. Graf, Der Proph. Hoseas in 172 Wochen-Predigten
erklart [The Prophet Hosea explained in 172 Weekly Sermons], Dresden, 1716; P. Diedrich, Die Propheien Daniel, Hosea* Joel, Amos, kurz erklart fltr heilsbegierige, aufinerksame
Bibellesen [The Prophets Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, briefly explained for earnest and attentive Bible-readers].

[The

Leipzig, 1861.

works in English upon Hosea, besides those of Burroughs and Pococke
mentioned in the above list, are Bishop Horsley, Hosea, translated from the Hebrew with
Rev. Wm. Drake, Notes on Hosea,
Notes, Explanatory and Critical, 2d ed. London, 1804
Cambridge (England), 1853. Dr. Pusey's Commentary upon Hosea in his Min. Proph. (in
which he has advanced as far as Micah), on account of his excessive allegorizing and spiritualizing tendencies, is not uniformly of die highest critical or exegetical merit, but is worthy
Bishop Wordsworth, who belongs
of all praise for the great value of its practical remarks.
to the same patristic school, treats of the Minor Prophets in the 6th volume of his Commentary (London, 1872).
M.]
special

:

;

—
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SUPERSCRIPTION.

Chapter

I.

1.

1
The word of the Lord that came unto Hosea, the son of Beeri, in the days of Uzziah,
of Jeroboam, the son
in
the
days
and
of
Judah,
kings
Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah,
of Joash, king of Israel.

PART

FIRST.

Chapters

Chapters
A.

2

I.

I.

2-III. 5.

2-II. 3.

The Rejection of the Kingdom of Israel, and especially of the House of Jehu, on
Chap. i. 2-9.
account of their " Whoredom? is symbolically announced.

—

The beginning *

of the Word of the Lord by Hosea.

And

the

Lord

said to

Hosea

Go, take Unto thee a
wife of -whoredoms and children of whoredoms for the land hath committed great
whoredom, departing from the Lord [Jehovah]. So he went and took Gomer the
daughter of Diblaim ; which [and she] conceived, and bare him a son. And the Lord
[Jehovah] said unto him, Call his name Jezreel for yet a little while, and I will
avenge the blood of Jezreel upon the house of Jehu, and will cause to cease the
kingdom of the house of Israel. And it will come to pass in that day, that I will
break the bow of Israel in the valley of Jezreel. And she conceived again, and
bare a daughter. And God said unto him, Call her name Lo-ruhamah [unpitied] ;
but I will utterly take them
for I will no more have mercy upon the house of Israel
away [that i should keep on forgiving them]. But I will have mercy upon the house of
Judah, and will save them by the Lord [Jehovah] their God, and will not save them
by bow, nor by sword, nor by battle [war], by horses, nor by horsemen. Now when
she had weaned Lo-ruhamah, she conceived, and bare a son [And she weaned Lo-Rnhamah
Then Said God, Call his name Lo-ammi [Not-my-people], for
and eoooelTod and bare a son].
4
ye are not my people, and I will not be your God [yours].
fin the beginning when Jehovah spoke with Hosea, then Jehorah laid

to

Hosea]

.*

;

3

4

;

5
6

;

7

8

9

B.

And

yet Israel will be

again accepted by God.

Chapter IL
1

Yet

[And]

the

1-8.

children of Israel shall be as the sand of the sea,
and it shall come to pass, that in the
;
said unto them, Te are not my people, there it shall be said

number of the

which cannot be measured nor numbered
place

where •

it

was
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2 unto them, Te are the sons of the living God. Then shall the children of Judah
and the children of Israel be gathered together, and appoint themselves one head
8 and they shall come up out of the land : tor great is the day of Jezreel. Say to
your brethren, Ammi [iiv-peopie], and to your sisters, Ruhamah [compassionated].
TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

— ^KJl "~ •xPkuned

1 [Ver. 1.
i.

If

6.

a symbolical meaning

m moaning, fountain

;

by Flint

sought, the latter is probably to be preferred
There seems to be no necessity for holding a symbolical sense.
M.]

undecided.

a Ver.

b7 Gesenius

—

2.

'?T

Dknijl.

is

—

the construct state in which the

By

first

et
;

u.'.

one who explain*, ootnp. Dent,

.*

if not,

the signification most remain

word stands the following

>Vl
(

H

"12H

being

/HH

bat a preterite), becomes a sort of substance phrase subordinate to
to thus
/TVl. LH
made eaniralent to sn adrerb of time when at first (Bwald). The construction would thus be similar to that of the
not an

inflnltiTe

«

phrase
first

^"""^/T

0^2,

Ex.

clause of 'the Terse as

— nj.^il

H3T,

28

;

1 Sam. xxv. 15

a n kind of

is

See Ewald, Gr., J 286, 3. For the Tiew which regards the
M.)
and Green, Htb. Or. f $ 256, 1, 2.

et at.

—

superscription," see the exposition

aceording to the familiar Heb. emphatie

— ntpm

5 Ver. 6.

?i.

mode of

usually regarded as a participle with

Q

expression, the
fallen

sway.

TOT

to

here marked as oomplete.

But according

to Keil it

is

rather the

prat, (in the pausal form on account of the Athnach, as in U. & 26) «- "she finds no sympathy, is not compassion*
Tet the common riew is
ated." [This is a question which must remain undecided, as the word occurs only in pause.
preferable, because (1) the part, is the better form for an appellative, as it approaches more nearly to a noun, and (2) if
the verb- became an appellative it would probably remain a fixed form, or at least not be subject to such changes as the
M.]
8 prist, undergoes In pause. The part, would of course retain the Kamets in any case.

8

fern.

—

The

difficult

words '21 tffej

^3

probably giro a further explanation of the

DTT^. N^J « to

forgive

I

:

will

%
no longer have compassion on them that I should forgive them (Meier
2) to climactic « how much less forgive them).
The object: sin, is certainly then to be supplied as also in Gen. xviit. 24. But, aceording to the context, it is easier to
supply this than to translate with llengstenberg I will take away from them, namely, what they have, or everything
:

:

in the sense of taking may without difficulty be construed absolutely.
But here,
especially with* the dative, an object Is expected.
[Pusey, Henderson, Oowles, tt at. follow E. V. in rendering : But I will utterly take them away. Newcome : But I

In chap.

they have.

will rarely take

followed by

copulative

them away.

KB73

Bwald agrees with Meier in the

elsewhere means to forgive, and that

7

\

v. 16,

^2 meaning

but that

It

but excludes such repetition.

Here

it is

KC73

Henderson admits that

translation given above.

might have the same sense here

if it

were only preceded by the

forgotten that *2>

may mark

consecution

does frequently, oomp. Gen. xl. 15 ; Is. xxix. 16 ; Ps. vlli. 6, with many other passages. But Sonmolter
as well as Keil, who discern the true connection and meaning of the words, have overlooked the occurrence of the inf.
All the other critics give to this combination the force of emphasis or intensity*
before the future of the same verb.
Is it not better to suppose that repetition is implied, which is the fundamental notion ?
And if the last clause is ex-

or result, si

It

planatory of the preceding, the *VJ9 of the one must find Its counterpart in the frequentative construction of ttm
other : I will no longer have mercy on them that I should continue to forgive them. Greater fullness of meaning and
appropriateness is also seen to mark this part of the verse : God had overlooked their sins often before, but He would
not keep on overlooking them forever.
M.]

—

* [Ver. 9.

— D3 ' rrny

I will not be for you, t. «., not be yours, not belong to you. There is no need
of maintaining that " God" Is understood, as Henderson, Oowles, and the English expositors generally do. The sense is
complete without supposing an ellipsis. HouMgant (followed by Newcome) has gone so far as to transpose the letters of
the last two words into

not to mention that
6 Chap. II.

it

rf

/

D2^7T?R

:

But

this has

no support in the MSS. or Versions, and

supposes the omission of the latter

1.— "ttp^ DIpQ^*

W* might be Inclined

to render

expression elsewhere 'is however too clearly opposed (oomp. Lev.
Iv. 14).

But

DipQ

with the subject following

is

Is

besides very

Improbably

H. — M.]
:

iv.

perhaps •.instead

™™™«.. AND
.^ CRITICAL.
„-,»«,,.
EXEGBTICAL

in the place of [its being said]

24-88

;

xiv.

18 ; Jer.

xxil.

12

;

;

the usage of the

Bsek- xxi. 85

;

Neh.

of, in Is. xxxiil. 21.

^

But a farther difficulty is felt Only one kino;
*
whom Ho8eft
of Une[ ^
gurvived
the
succession
kings
brings
of
Judaic
down
al-,and
been
shown
Ver. 1. Supencription. It has
ready in the Introduction (§ 1 ) that the chronolog- the life of the prophet far bevond the time of that
Hence it is alleged
ical limits assigned in the title must be admitted single monarch, Jeroboam II.
to be essentially correct. Difficulties have been that the second part of the superscription does not
suggested to the minds of some from the circum agree with the 'first.
stance that when the duration of Hosea's ministry
is given, it is, in the first line, placed in relation
to the reigns of Judah, and that a king of Israel
To argue
is mentioned only in the second line.
from thk, however, that Hosea belonged to the
for
as
we saw
kingdom of Judah, is inadmissible ;
in the Introduction, all other evidence goes to
prove that he was a resident of the Northern King-

dom.

[
I

^^

Keil seeks to solve this difficulty by assuming
that the Prophet acknowledged only the legitimate rulers of the kingdom of Judah as the real
kings of the people of God ; and that he defined
the limits of his ministry according to the re*!
succession of that kingdom.
He introduces along
with the names of those kings, that of the Israelitish monarch, under whom he began his prophetic
course, not only to indicate that occasion mora
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8.

Jeroboam had obtained the throne not
definitely, bat chiefly on account of the significant Prophets.
He was the last king
position occupied by Jeroboam in the kingdom of by usurpation but by birth.
He was the last king through by
the Lord sent deliverance to the Ten
the Ten Tribes.
whom God vouchsafed any aid to that state. The Tribes ; comp. 2 Kings xiv. 27.

whom

succeeding rulers scarcely deserved the

title

of

king.

But this explanation, brought forward in order
to defend the originality of the superscription, can
scarcely be acquitted of the charge of arbitrariness.
(The precedence assigned to the Judaic
kings

would be

better explained

on the hypothesis

The English commentators hold to the originality of the superscription, with the exception of
Noyes, who speaks of it as " doubtful." The arguments which establish it are mainly these: (1.)
The very fact of its existence in its present form
from the earliest known period. (2.) The analogy
of other prophetic books as well as of many other

a later period, took up his residence
Ewald,
in Judah and there composed his book.)
who, to be sure, does not admit in its full extent
the correctness of the chronological statements of
the superscription, supposes that the allusion to
the kings of Judah was added by a later hand
(which also inserted Is. i. 1), while the remainder
is the old original superscription, which, however,
he thinks belonged at first only to chaps, i., it
The question, whether the superscription in its
present form is quite original, must be allowed to
undecided.

portions of the Old Testament, the genuineness of
whose superscriptions has never been successfully
impugned either by German critics or their English followers.
The improbability of any
(3.)
other hypothesis. Any " redactor " (Ewald and
others) could have had no reason to insert such a
peculiar title. Its anomalous character shows it
to have been the work of the author himself. Any
other would either have made no allusion to the
kings of Israel, or would have given a complete
list of the contemporary ones.
There is a purpose manifest here which a collector would not
[As serving however to defend the genuineness of nave conceived, and which it was beyond his provthe superscription, comp. with the view of Keil ad- ince to convey to the world by embodying it iu
duced above, the following full and forcible pres- an addition to his author's writings. (4.) The
entation of the probable design of the prophet in exact correspondence between the character of tMte
superscription, the contents of the book, and the
its insertion given by Uengstenberg in his Christology: " Hosea mentions, first and completely, position of the author, as partly showu above,
He then and as might be further proved abundantly.
the kings of the legitimate family.
The superscription therefore is original, and
farther adds the name of one of the rulers of the'
Kingdom of Israel, under whom his ministry be- original in its present form. As to the place of
gan, because it was of importance to fix precisely its composition there is no improbability in the
Uzziah, the first opinion, mentioned by Schmoller above, that with
the time of its commencement.
of the series of the kings of Judah mentioned by the rest of the book it was composed in Judah.
him, survived Jeroboam nearly twenty-six years. But this cannot explain, as he supposes, the anomNow, had the latter not been mentioned along alies of the superscription. It only increases the
Why was an Israeli rish king menwith him, the thought might easily have suggested difficulties.
tioned at all ? This question remains unanswered,
itself, that it was only in the latter period of Uzwhile
the old difficulty of the non-allusion to sucsiah's reign that the prophet entered upon his
that Hosea, at

'

i

of Israel remains in all its force./
office ; in which case all that he says about the ceeding kings
overthrow of Jeroboam's family, would have ap- The true solution must therefore be sought not in
peared to be a vaticinium post eventum, inasmuch as any local conditions of the Prophet, but in his
U took place very soon after Jeroboam's death. necessary relations as a Prophet of God to the
The same applies to what is said bv him regarding two kingdoms, as determined by their respective
the total decay of the kingdom which was so flour- characters, and in his desire to assign definitely
ishing under Jeroboam ; for, from the moment of the limits of his ministry.
A. Vers. 2-9. The Prophet announces symbolJeroboam's death, it hastened with rapid strides to-

— MJ

ward destruction. If, therefore, it was to be seen
that future things lie open to God and his servants
before they spring forth ' (Is. xlii. 9), it was necessary that the commencement of the Prophet's ministry should be the more accurately determined
and this is effected by the intimation that it took
place within the period of the fourteen years during
which Uzziah and Jeroboam reigned contemporaneously. 1
That this is the main reason for mentioning Jeroboam's name is seen from the relation of
ver. 2 to ver. 1 .
The remark made in ver. 2, that
Hosea received the subsequent revelation at the
very beginning of his prophetic ministry, corresponds with the mention of Jeroboam's name in
There was a
ver. 1.
But this is not all
considerable difference between him and the subsequent kings. Cocceius remarks very strikingly
'The other kings of Israel are not viewed as kings
hot as robbers.' Jeroboam possessed a quasi legitimacy. The house of Jehu to which he belonged,
had opposed the extreme of religious apostasy.
It was to a certain degree recognized even by the
'

:

l

(IMe

will

ically to the

Kingdom of Israel that

it

will be rejected

•
on account of its Wliortdom"
Vers. 2, 3. In the beginning of Jehovah's

speaking with Hoe**
yirfing,

.

.

and bare him a son

Hosea, that

is,

into

simple " to him." This would have been

—

vi*.

?

evidently expresses here a closer, personal relation
into which the speaker enters with another person,

while v^J, "to," merely indicates the direction
of the discourse. It therefore betokens an energy
of speaking, probably also in connection with a
certain continuity ; answering best to our " speaking with " (comp. besides the passages cited aoovr,
also Num. xii. 6, 8; Hab. ii. 1).
The whole
clause,

nyTTjrW?,

eould be regarded as a kind

ehow the grotmdlfMMM of the opinion of Jeroboam, when the kingdom of Irnrael wee
of the book it to probable great dfctmtion and aaarehy."
J r\ M-l

ejes, that « from the c
toft to did ax* excretes

—

Hosea.
The simple translation in, as expressive of an
inner revelation which he received, is excluded
even by the usage of the language (comp. Zeeh.
i.
9, 14); as also is the explanation : by Hosea/
This " into," however, must not be modified into
literally, in

—

la

a etata of

• until alter the death of
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of superscription = The beginning of that which

The
But it

Jehovah spoke with Hosea.

"^^^

then begin with
attach the whole clause, as
to

the following

a

discourse
is

preferable to wife, to marry.

specification

is

therefore

"T}rf*l and to take

=

And np*1

(vcr.

nbn^,

in the beginning, as

:

—

command

immediately following; in other words,
that the prophet must enter upon active duty
with the following testimony against the spiritual
Go take to
adultery of the kingdom of Israel
thee a wills of whoredom and children of whore-

l"Tp,

3),

command

of time, presses tho fulfillment of the

an accusative of time: In the beginning, when Jehovah
When Jehovah bespoke. The sense would oe
[For the ingan to speak with Uosea, then, etc.
ternal structure of the clause, see the first GramJ. F. M.]
This means that God
matical Note.
has begun his revelation to the Prophet with the

which

constant Hebrew usage, equivalent to our phrase,
to take a wife," t. e., to take a woman to be a

would "

has certainly no other sense.

another object,

still,

D^M?

^!?/j

which exgiven with

In our Terse,
is

joined to

This is done bv zeugma, in the sense : Acr\\r?.
cipe tibi uxorem et suscipe ex ea jilios scortatiomim.
He is, accordingly, to ally himself with an unchaste wife, and the children which he begets with
her are to be like their mother. This is just the
position of Israel. Israel, Jehovah's spouse, com-

mitted lewdness, and the children, who belonged
both to Jehovah and to her, acted just as their
mother did. Wife and children grieved equally
:
the Husband and Father. The reference here is
therefore not to children which the woman is supdom. " Wife of whoredom : " D\FO? occurs only posed to have had before her marriage with toe
in the plural, expressing a plurality of acts.
Prophet The force of the painful experience of
* ^?ft& a woman whose element is whoredom, griof over his own children, through which the
Prophet was to pass, would then be lost. By these
with whom the TOT is a thing not merely incichildren of whoredom we arc not to understand

From

this designation, as applied to the
directly just the three children mentioned after*
evident that it was just in her mar- wards, for
the expression is a general one, but they
hershe
would
show
riage with the prophet that
do certainly fall under this category, and it is only
self to be an T HlpH, and would thereby become they who are named.
The command which the Prophet receives is
an adulteress (though naturally this does not exclude the idea that the Prophet beget* children bv supported by the words : for the whole land is

dental.

woman

it is

demands this whoring, whoring away from Jehovah (falling
For it is Israel married to Jeho- away from Jehovah).
HJt evidently a metavah that commits whoredom.
phorical expression here designating apostasy
#
"
«
Children
men- from Jehovah to idolatry, according to tue conBut who are the 3X 'hV ?
tioned along with the" wife," naturally make the ception of Israel's relation to Jehovah as that
But they cannot of a marriage. He who serves idols accordingly
latter appear to be the mother.
be called children of whoredom simply for the rea- commits whoredom and breaks the marriage vow,
her).

The

truth to be represented

view of the case.

:

is unfaithful to a lawful spouse, because surrenson that their mother is an t Htt7tf . They can dering himself to a stranger, with whom no marhave that designation only because they themselves riage relation can exist. This notion of infidelstand essentially connected with D^2t. But in ity is further indicated expressly by the addition :
what relation 1 It is readily suggested : " they are '^ > !?D*?3. IPCftffi is a significant composite
they are the fruit of
related to it as its result*
preposition, which expresses not merely absence
the D^^T, of the mother, are born of the mother from Jehovah, but conveys the notion that a relain consequence of her unchastity, are of illegiti- tion, the direct opposite of ^ %
!?QS **T?»7, has
mate birth." But, according to this explanation,
been entered into, and therefore expresses forcibly
the genitive would have a sense different from that
a position of infidelity, of a discontinuance of
which it has in the former connection, and this
On this notion of HJT fa a spiritual
creates a difficulty. If a woman, who practices fidelity.
lewdness and is in fact wholly given up to it, is
As n?*PI HDT
sense, see the Doctrinal Section.
called t ntt?H, it is most natural to assume that
expressed the intensity of the apostasy, so ,VT!J^7
the construction exactly similar and immediately
following should be understood in like manner to expresses forcibly its extent. As the sequel shows,
it is the inhabitants of the kingdom of Israel
E^FOT *T/?* who are meant This whole sentence gives the
express action and disposition.
children who act and arc disposed like ground of the command which the Prophet retherefore
their mother, children of the same character as ceives to take a wife of whoredom. He is to take
their mother. And this must be admitted to be the a wife who commits bodily unchastity because the
correct explanation when it is remembered what is whole land commits whoredom spiritually. Why ?
In order to hold up
to be represented by the woman and her children, The most natural answer is
namely, Israel conceived of as the mother of a to the people a mirror in which they might behold
people, and its children. And the fact which is to their guilt, and thus to bring to their consciousness
be established with regard to Israel and its children more surely and powerfully than conld be done by

=

=

:

is,

whoredom; comp.

that they all practice

the mere didactic discourse,

how

greatly they, by their

not idolatrv, had sinned against their God. and dishon¥7t*7
ored Aim. God would thus be represented as
said that the children are of adulterous origin, but
standing in a position which would hardly be imthe people as a whole and
that the whole people
puted to a man, namely, that of living in marriage
in their individual member*, or, according to the
with a woman given up to adultery ; or that such
Hebrew personifying mode of conception, the
a relation would be as dishonoring to God as marmother and her children, commit lewdness. " Go,
riage with a whorish woman would be to a prophet.
T?
M
the
is, according to
But the taking of this wife had, besides, the expresr
take to thee " ntf

n ?VT*?-

explanatory clause,

I* is

—

:

n

f
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l-II. 3.

purpose of begetting children with her, who by x. 2, 3 ; Ezek. xxxviii. 6. If the name be taken
their names should annonnce to Israel the punishhere symbolically, the derivation from ^5? might
its guilt. For to the people (repafford the signification, " completion," i. «., not anresented. by the woman and her 3T *7.*?-) wa8 t0 nihilation, utter ruin ; but, completion of whorebe presented the consequence of their whoredom, dom
completed whoredom (so already ben Ezand it was to be brought to their consciousness ra, Jerome). According to Furst it is also possible
what punishments their rightful husband, Jehovah, to explain, " fire-glow," literally, a being consumed
would inflict as the consequences of their infidelity.
with passion. D^/5' S J occurs only as a proper
The children, as 3;t ^fjt represent the children name. In attempts* to interpret it, it is usually
of Israel in their guilt, but, at the same time, by
3 v?"*!, fig-cakes (so already Jeexplained as
their names, the punishment thereby entailed, and
rome), in which an al fusion is perceived to chap,
as those names, significant of punishment, are afiii. ver. 1, where raisin-cakes appear as an image
fixed to those who represent the guilt, the fact is
of that idolatry which ministers to sensuality.
expressed that the punishment is directly conse- "
Daughter of tig-cakes " would then
loving figquent upon the guilt.
cakes, or more generally, deliciis dedita. The idenIt is clearly incorrect to lay stress upon *!7"nj2
tification of DM?yj and
has its difficuland the alliance of the Prophet with the woman,
by itself considered, and so give to the thought a ties, however. Furst supposes that the root b2T>

ment incurred by

=

'

A

=

=

D^l

positive turn : tliat, by the Prophet's marriage
with a lewd woman, and by the announcement of
its results and by the names of the children, it was
intended to be illustrated how Jehovah entered
into a marriage with the faithless nation of Israel
through Uosea, and that the children and the consequences of snch marriage would represent severe
chastisements from the hand of love (Lowe). This
notion is imported into the sentence. In so far as
it is correct, it belongs to chap. iii. and not here.
But of an alliance being entered into between Jehovah and the disloyal people, there is nothing
said even there, simply because Jehovah had, on
his part, entered into such a marriage with the
people long before. To infer from the fact of the
Prophet's marriage that God entered into the same
alliance would be a false application of the image.
The Prophet cannot be conceived of as standing
already in that relation. He must contract this
marriage in order to symbolize Jehovah's marriage
with the people already existing. It wonld be just
as baseless, however, to infer from this marriage
contracted by Hosea with the woman, that the
original covenant between God and his people at
Sinai is to be represented ; that God had concluded
the alliance with the people as with a pure virgin,
and thai they became unchaste after they came

aider the covenant ; that therefore also J! *"^fe?
not a woman who has already practiced lewdness, but that an undefiled virgin is to be understood, of whom, however, it was foreseen that she
is

would become unfaithful and bear children of adultery.
Apart from the emphasis placed upon the
words

3t

ntP£,

this

view

is

seen to stand in di-

" for the
:
land," etc Because the land commits whoredom
must the prophet take a maiden who will become
unchaste I No. ** The marriage which the prophet
was to contract was simply intended to symbolize
the relation already existing between Jehovah and
Israel, and not the way in which it had come into
existence.
The wife does not represent the nation
of Israel in its virgin state, when the covenant was
being concluded at Sinai, but the nation of the
Ten Tribes in its relation to Jehovah at the period
of the prophet, when that kingdom, considered as
a whole, had become a wife of whoredom, and in
its several members resembled children of whoredom." (Keil.)
rect contradiction to the causal sentence

besides the sense, press together,

have

H^gi,

from which we

has also the signification,
enclose, and! thus gains the meaning, embracing
(strictly, as in the dual form
double-embracing,
copulation), therefore
daughter of embraces.
And this would naturally mean, not the fruit of
such embraces, but (as in the other explanation,
expressing a connection or intercourse), abandoned to embraces, complexibu* dedita. The interpretation of these names is accordingly attended
with difficulties. For we cannot say that in themselves they necessarily demand such an explanation, at least so far as our knowledge of the Hebrew language permits us to judge. But it cannot be adduced against the admissibility of such
interpretation that the names are not elucidated
" This may be
for us as are those in vers. 4 ff.
simply explained from the circumstance that the
name was not given to the woman, but that she
had it already when the prophet married her"
(Keil).
If the names have really these meanings,
it is clear that a woman designated, " consummata
in tcortatione, compUxibus dedita," would be a striking picture of Israel, uttering a severe rebuke.
[Henderson, holding the literal interpretation of
the narrative, maintains that there is no need of
assuming- any symbolical meaning whatever for
these names.
On the other hand, if the narrative
be not the record of actual occurrences, the necessity of a symbolical interpretation of the names is
Most of the English expositors who
manifest.
note the names show a general agreement with the
explanations
completed whoredom, and given
up to dainties.
J. F. M.]
And she conceived and bore to him a son. The
taking of the wife had evidently in view the birth
fig-cake,

:

:

:

:

—

of children. That the woman conceived by the
prophet, and that the son is to be regarded as his,
is clear even from the simple connection of the
words, but is placed beyond auestion by the express addition bore to him. 1 he opinion that the
children were illegitimate, has arisen only from the
false assumption, at variance with the context, that
the woman must have formerly been a virgin ; foi
:

T HtPtf, must then be justified,
and if she were not such before marriage, she must
have become unchaste after it.
Vers. 4, 5. Then the .Lord said to him: Call
hie name Jeareel
in the valley of JesreeL
The names of the children were to be significant,
Vcr. 3. Took Oomer, a daughter of Diblalm.
in view of the announcement of punishment, and
The command is obeyed without delay. "^S oc- must therefore be determined by God. That of the
Gen. first child was to be Jczreel. This was to the
curs elsewhere only as the name of a nation

the designation,

—

:
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house of Jehu a nomen cum amine, on account of
the significant connection of the " plain of Jezreel
with that family. It should remind them of that
place and of that which occurred there.
It cried
out to them according to the meaning of the word,
" God will disperse," and thus threatened punishment for what was there transacted and also,
according to what follows, presented to their fears
the " plain of Jezreel " as the place where the punishment should be inflicted. Blood-guiltiness of
Jezreel. Jehu had, by one fearful massacre, exterminated the whole house of Ahab in the city of
Jezreel (2 Kings ix. 30 ; x. 17).
This city was
situated in the plain of Jezreel, which lay in the
well-known Valley of Kishon. Now there appears
;

Jehu did this at the express comof God through Elisha (2 Kings ix. 1 ff.),
and the deed was afterwards commended by God
(x. 30), and yet it is to be avenged as murder upon
Jehu's house. It might be said that in the mind
of the author of the books of the Kings, and in
that of the prophet, there were different views with
regard to the violent overthrow of Ahab's house.
But the prophet also could regard the overthrow
of a family like that of Ahab only as a merited
judgment of God, and hold the same view with
reference to the extension of the massacre to Ahaziah of Judah and his brethren, by reason of their
connection with the house of Ahab. The correct
" The
solution may be seen in the words of Keil
apparent contradiction is resolved simply by distinguishing between the act itself and the motive
this difficulty

:

:

mand

:

by which Jehu was instigated.

Regarded

in itself,

as a fulfillment of the command of God, the extermination of Ahab's family was an act for which
Jehu could not be held criminal. 1 But the motive
which actuated Jehu was not at all the desire to
fulfill the will of the Lord ; for, even if he did not
use the command of God as a cover for his own
selfish and ambitious feelings, he did yet in no way
enter into the intention of the Divine injunction.
God desired that the kingdom of Israel should be
cleansed from idolatry by the extermination of the
house of Ahab and the elevation of a new dynasty.
In that purpose lay the justification of the deed,
which was to be simply a judgment of God upon
idolatry. But Jehu, though ceasing from the worship of Baal, retained the worship of the calves.
He fulfilled God's command indeed, but only went
half way.
After he had gained the throne, to
which God had destined him, he struck out for
himself a false path, from a false policy in which
he thought it advisable to retain the worship of the
calves, and thus rendered God's intentions nugatory. Thus was the bloody deed of Jehu divested
of all real value, and thus it entailed a burden of
guilt upon him and his house (wherefore also
the possession of the throne was promised to him
only to the fourth generation). This section of
the book shows directly that the idolatry counte'

nanced by Jehu «nd

his house is to be brought
into connection with his deed as an act of bloodguiltiness, for " the whoring of the land" is expressly
designated as the sin to be punished (ver. 2). Such
apostasy from Jehovah (this is the first announcement), is to be punished by the way in which the
deed of blood in Israel is regarded and avenged as
a sinful act of blood-guiltiness. The ground of the
resentment towards that act therefore does not lie
in the deed itself, but the punishment is inflicted
for something else without which it would not have
been incurred. The objection therefore is not just
which maintains that this deed cannot be the
crowning crime of Jehu and his house. Nor is

any discrepancy between the prophet and the
books of the Kings, where all the members of that
house are adduced as guilty by not departing front
the sin of Jerusalem. [Pusey: "Jehu, by cleaving
against the will of God to Jeroboam's sin, which
there

served his own political ends, showed that in the
slaughter of his master he acted not as he pretended, out of zeal (2 Kings x. 16) for the will of
God, but served his own will and his own ambition
only. By his disobedience to the one command of
God he showed that he would equally have disobeyed the other, had it been contrary to his own
will or interest. He had no principle of obedience.
And so the blood which was shed according to the
righteous judgment of God, became sin to him who
shed it in order to fulfill not the will of God but
f
his own. Thus God said to Baasha
I exalted thee
out of the dust and made thee prince over my
people Israel,' which he became by slaying his
master the son of Jeroboam and all the house of
Jeroboam (1 Kings xvi. 2). Tet because he followed the sins of Jeroboam, ' the word of the Lord
came against Baasha for all the evil that he did in
the sight of the Lord in being like the house of
Jeroboam, and because he killed him ' (ver. 7). The
two courses of action were inconsistent to destroy the son and the house of Jeroboam, and to
do those things for which God condemned him to
be destroyed. Further yet ; not only was such execution of God's judgments itself an offense against
Almighty God, but it was sin, whereby he condemned himself, and made his other sins to be sins
against the light. In executing the judgment of
God against another, he pronounced his judgment
against himself, in that nc that judged, in God's
stead, did the same things (Rom. li. 1 )." M.J
"Will visit : alluding to extermination which
corresponds to the act of Jehu. It followed not
long after the death of Jeroboam II. in the murder of his son through the conspiracy of Shallum
But the threatening goes
(2 Kings xv. 8 ff.).
further will utterly destroy the kingdom of tlie
house of Israel. " House of Israel " here designates
the kingdom of Israel in a special sense, the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, as distinguished from the
house of Jehu (ver. 7). The kingly office in general should cease in the kingdom of Israel, and
that would naturally be a cessation of the kingdom itself. But this was connected with the fall
of the house of Jehu, because, in consequence of
that event, a state of the wildest anarchy ensued,
so that only one king, Men ahem, had a son for
successor, the rest being all overthrown and slain
by conspirators. The rail of that house was therefore " the beginning of the end, the beginning of
the process of rejection " (Hengstenberg).
Ver. 5. And it happens in that day, that I
break the bow of Israel in the valley of JesreeL " That day " is the day on which the de" Bow of
struction of the kingdom takes place.
Israel " " by synecdoche for the military force on
which the strength of the kingdom a*nd conseyf
(Keil).
The valley
quently its existence rested
of Jezreel is the plain in which the city Jezreel
rh fi4ya
lay, in the Apocrypha and Josephus
rh fiiya ireMor.
E<r$pal\ccry or simply
TTftilov
There the threat was to be fulfilled, because it was
there that the bloody deed was committed. It was,
moreover, the natural battle-field of the northern
kingdom (comp. Judges iv 5 ; vi. S3). Israel
forms here an unmistakable paronomasia with
The words, and especially also the menJezreel.
tion of a locality, point clearly to a battle, here
an overthrow, by which the before-named destruc:

:

:

:
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Uon of tbo kingdom should be

effected, and thus
sentence not only is the punishment indiThe
cated, but the mode of its infliction stated.
enemy who should effect this annihilation of the
kingdom is not yet indicated. No definite enemy
is named before the second part of the book where
Assyria is brought forward. (It is not mentioned
in the books of the Kings where Assyria dealt this
in this

.
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3.

weaning of Lo-Ruhamah seems designed rather to
fill up the narrative than to describe figuratively
any distinct treatment of the Israelites." J. I?

Not

my people

thus should the people in
The covenant relation between God and his people is to be
M.J.

kingdom of

the

:

Israel be designated.

completely dissolved.

23^

»TJ»7*S"3

=I

will

not belong to you [see Gramm. Note]. On the
blow.)
relation of the three threatening? to one another,
Vers. 6, 7. And she conceived again and
On the whole nar(2).
bore a daughter,
by horses and riders. The see the Doctrinal Section
rative sec In trod. § 3.'
second child is a daughter who receives the sym-

—

name:

bolical

n^rn

rfb [See Gram. Note].

B. Chap.

1-3.

ii.

And yet

Israel shall be accepted

again.

That the second child should be a daughter is not
a Toucher for the necessity of the literal view, but
U grounded in the inner connection between the

Immediately upon the announcement of the
judgment extending even to the complete rejection of the kingdom of Israel, follows, to the surfemale sex and compassion. The announcement prise of the reader^ an announcement of deliverthat there was no more compassion, becomes so ance.
The verses, in distinction from the Hebrew
much the more emphatic as the representative of arrangement, should form one section with chap,
the nation which was not to find compassion was i.
The arrangement by which vers. 1 and 2 are
a daughter. For the " female sex finds more com- joined to chap, i., and a new chapter begun with
passion than the male/' and yet there is no com- ver. 3, as is done by the LXX. arid Jerome, and
That must be a sad case after them by Luther, is more incorrect still.
passion to be found.
The explanation is incorrect which supindeed
Chap. ii. 1 And the number of the children
poses that the daughter signifies a more degenerFor I will no longer of Israel shall be as the sand of the sea,
ate race (e. g., Jerome).
children of the living God. The promise in ver.
have 'any compassion. An explanation, telling
1 a, agrees almost verbatim with the promise of
what the name of the daughter implies, namely,
Gen. xxii. 17 and xxxii. 13. an agreement which
!

—

.

The kingthe exhaustion of Divine compassion.
The rejection of the Ten Tribes just
is designed.
its preservation in the midst of the preannounced forms a strong contrast to the promise
vailing idolatry only to the undeserved compasto the patriarch with regard to the
[On the rest of ver. 6, see Gram. there made
sion of God.
if the
boundless increase of his posterity.
Note.]
promise is firmly believed one might have doubts
Ver. 7. Bat I will hare compassion on the of the rejection, or if the threatening of the
keen reproach for the house Prophet were to be accepted one might feel that he
house of Judah.
of Israel ; if they were like the house of Judah, had mistaken the promise. Hence the Prophet goes
they too would find compassion ; but they are not back directly to tnat promise, and shows howthe
so ; they live only by the compassion of Jehovah as
is in no way annulled by the threatening,
Judah finds favor,
is plain from the words.
that the latter agrees well with the former,
and Israel does not, is indicated in the words which will certainly reach its fulfillment. ( Comp.
that follow, in the peculiarly emphatic expression : also
the reference to that promise in Is. x. 22, in
I will deliver them through Jehovah their God opposition to false security, and in Jer. xxxiii.
(comp. Gen. xix. 24). Here, allusion is made to 22). The promise given to the fathers is just the
the connection in which Judah stands with Jeho- pledge that a time of deliverance will come again
vah, while it contains, at least by implication, the The announcement of deliverance in ver. 1 ff. is
thought that Judah owes its deliverance directly rooted in that promise.
Thus the words are
to the fact that it acknowledges Jehovah to be its strictly to be regarded as a citation
and yet
God, and not, as is further said, to its military
*3£
force, while Israel on the contrary, trusting in its what was promised will come true, that, etc.,
dom owed

Now

A

Why

Omise

=

military strength instead of in Jehovah who is its
vS"Jtp} is therefore naturally to be understood of
God no longer, shall for that very reason, and in
By the people of Israel generally (against Keil). For
spite of its warlike resources, utterly perish.
war is an unexpected expression as occurring the promise is made with reference to the whole
along with the other words; but it naturally people, and in ver. 2 mention is made expressly
means not : by weapons of war, but obviously of a union between those who had been divided.
by waging war. The bow and the sword are But that enlargement of the whole body cannot
named as the weapons, and the words: by war, take place with the return of those whose rejecshow more definitely that the employment of those tion is now announced. Hence the second memweapons is meant. Horses and riders, accord- ber of the verse turns to them. For those who
people" are naturally
ing to a familiar mode of expression, indicate the are here called "not
completed the military strength in identical with those referred to in chap. i. 9. In
force

•

my

which

which so

much

words
When Jehovah

of these

The occurrence
pride was taken.
at the close is specially emphatic.

the place in which it is said to them, etc.
There is no need of inquiring what place is meant,
whether Palestine or the Land of Exile. The expression has rather the more general sense " Just

delivers, He needs no weapons of
war, no horses or riders, nor can these give any
as
help without Him.

Vers. 8, 9. And she weaned Lo-Buhamah,
will not be yours. The weaning and the conception are to be taken together, that is, as soon
as she had weaned, she again conceived, in order
to indicate the continuity of the announcement of
evil.
There is no interruption until the end of
[Henderson " The mention of the
the rejection.
:

it

has been said

—

:

so will

it

now rather be said,"

The one will answer exactly to the other.
Children of the living God. Instead of simply
my people, or, people of God, which would be ex-

etc.

pected at

first,

pression. **n
idols,

They

we have

/M

here a

much

stronger ex-

naturally in opposition to dead

whose service brings the people to rain
are not merely a people of God, but his chil
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drcn : thev shall have in Him not merely a God
but a Father (see below in the Doctrinal Section).
There is no allusion here to the moral ground of
this gracious acceptance, and such a notion must
not be introduced. For to the darkness of the

stood correctly without any explanation? No
other passages occur upon which such a usage
could nave oeen founded, and none in which it
actually occurs. In chap. ii. 15, e. g., " Egypt
No matter how much,
is expressly mentioned.
first part (chap, i.) the light is here contrasted therefore, may be said for this explanation as bequite abruptly and in a way quite unprovided for. ing actually correct, it cannot be approved unconThe connecting link is not found before the more ditionally. Others therefore understand "the
profound exhibition of the subject in chap. ii. It land," simply of Palestine. " Going up out of
is understood, of course, that only a remnttnt is to the land," is thus viewed either as a marching up
meet with compassion, but it is not here expressed. to Jerusalem (Simson), and to this the context
Vers. 2, 3. And the children of Judah and gives much support, especially in the reference to
the reunion of Israel and Judah under one head
the children of Israel are gathered together
Ruhamah. The acceptance of the rejected ones (David). This would imply that Jerusalem would
by God will be followed by a reunion of those who become again the common central point of the
had been separated (inwardly as well as outwardly nation. But to this also objection may be made
on the one side belief in Ood, on the other idol- (in another direction) to the too general expression

—

Com p.

1. 4, which rests upon our pasand "still more fully Ezek. xxxvii.
15
The children of Israel, by being contrasted
with the children of Judah, receive here their
restricted
more
and special meaning, as belonging
to the Ten Tribes. The words appoint for themselves one head, denoting one common king, express this uuion still more definitely (comp. chap,

atry).

sage,

and

Jer.

Hi. 18,

ft'.

y^Ht^n

The

]Q rhv.

terminus a quo

would

then be quite irrelevant. Why then mention this
to
terminus a quo, and omit the terminus ad quern
Jerusalem (Zion), which is the important point ?

—

Hence \fHKH ]Q ilbp

is

regarded by others as

:

lii.

5; Ezek. xxxiv. 24; xxxvii. 24).

And go

np out of the land. These words
" The land " is, according to most,

are difficult.
the land of
Exile, and a return from it would therefore be expressed.
It is certain that the Prophet does not
in our section predict a leading away into exile ;
"
the
for
place, etc., in ver. 1 is not necessarily to
be understood of a foreign land. Yet the remark
of Reinke is not incorrect : When it is said of Israel
that they are no more a people of God, and will
no more receive compassion, the fact is presupposed that they could remain, no longer in the
Holy Land which they had received as God's peoAlready
ple and had retained through his mercy.
tin Lev. xxvi. and Dcut. xxviii. banishment iftto
an enemy's, country was threatened to the people
as the punishment of obdurate apostasy.
It may
be objected, however, that by this explanation, the
Prophet would seem to have presupposed an exile of Judah, while he says absolutely nothing of
it, but, on
the contrary, distinguishes in chap. i.
Difficulty is felt further
7, Judah from Israel.
in the indefinite expression: VT^jrHP ^v*?'
which gives no hint of a land of exile. Reinke,
however, as after him Keil, gives this explanation
The prophet refers to Ex. i. 10 and borrows
the expression from that passage, a supposition
put beyond doubt by chap. ii. 16, 17, where the reacceptance of Israel is represented as a loading
through the wilderness to Canaan, and a parallel
is drawn to the leading forth out of Egypt, as in

a marching forth to victory (Ewald), as David
The comparison with Mic. ii. 14 f. is cerdid.
The preceding words, about
tainly a fitting one.
their marshalling, and uniting and appointing one
head, also suit this view well one is led td think
in this of a rising up to vigorous action (because
This explanation demands the
viribus unitis).
;

mention of the place whither this Tlbv was to be
But perhaps it is
directed less than the others.
indicated in the following still more obscure senThis
tence : for great is the day of JesreeL
naturally refers back to chap. i. 4, 5. But there
Jezreel was the place of overthrow of divine judgment. Keil supposes the same thing is meant here
also, that that day of defeat was great, t. e , decisive, glorious, because it formed the critical occasion by which the return of the recreant and
their reunion with Judah were rendered possible
Others think of the appellative meaning of the
name Jezreel, which certainly appears in chap. ii.
This use of the term is sup24, 25 : God sows.
posed to express the notion that the Valley of Jezreel, in consequence of the overthrow there suffered, becomes a place where God sows the seed of
Keil also admits this as
the people's renovation.

But

a secondary allusion.

^?"^?9

day of

to understand

by

DV

and to suppose that
a day of defeat is called great on account of its
pood remote results, is a far-fetched notion. Here
in chap. ii. 1, 2, in the announcement of deliverance, we find ourselves upon other ground than
that of chap. i. 4 ff. What is here praised as great,
is not and cannot be the same as that which in
chaps, viii. 13; ix. 3, the carrying into Exile is chap. i. is announced as punishment, but must be
described as a carrying into Egypt (comp. also al- something of an opposite character.
But if we
ready Dent, xxviii. 68). Egvpt was thus a type leave out of view that day of battle, we have loft
of the heathen world, over which Israel was to be only the vague notion time of God's sowing, t. c,
dispersed the deliverance from Efprpt a type and when God plants as He had before rooted out, 1. «.,
earnest of deliverance from captivity and disper- the time of reacceptance and such a time is dession among the heathen.
Well but would TV79 ignated as great by Vnj. But our sentence can]Q, an altogether general expression, in not be supposed to give utterance to such a gentelligible in itself, have been a strictly technical
The confirmatory N 3 does not suit
eral thought.
term for " going up out of Egypt" And upon
that

disaster,

:

:

;

;

:

^Kn

the single passage, Ex.

i.

10, in

which, moreover, such a view; for T* DY alludes too definitely
(as Keil has perceived correctly) to chap. i. 4, and
therefore refers to a definite event only not the
same event, but one which is its counterpart. The

no allusion is really made to a withdrawal from
Egypt as from a land of captivity, but Pharaoh
only speaks of a departure of the Israelites from
it, could such a linguistic usage have been based,
that \pS71 ]3 n*?P would have been under-

1

;

sense evidently

is this,

overthrown, and

its

that there where Israel was
broken, a victory will yet

bow
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the children of Israel
and Judah gather themselves together tinder one
And still
king, marching up out of the country.
the appellative significance of Jezreel may be retained ; for by this victory God makes a new sowing or planting. Thus, as the threatening is connected with the names of the children, chap. i. 4
(f., so also is the promise : in the first name without any modification, in the other two by the
change into their opposite by the omission of the
be achieved

:

thither will

[The English expositors usually take the reference to be primarily to the return from the Babylonian captivity. Some of them (of whom Cowles
is the latest) refer the fulfillment only to the con"
sequences of the reign of Messiah, the " Head
chosen not only by the united children of Israel and
Judah but also by the world. Henderson, denying
any multiple sense in prophecy, interprets the
" nead " to be Zerubbabel, * 5 because the Messiah,
whom most suppose to be intended, is nowhere
spoken of as appointed by men, but always as the
choice and appointment of God." But (1) it is not
said that they will appoint their leader to be the
Messiah. That is of course God's appointment.
(2.) The Messiah thus appointed must necessarily
be the chosen leader of nis people. It is the service of a " willing people " in which they engage.
Even God always offers Himself to his people as
They are to choose whom they will
their king.
serve.
This argument is evidently only the plea
of one who has a theory to uphold. As to the
main application of these verses, it is probably
best to regard its promise as partially and but to a
very small degree fulfilled in the cose of those out
of the Ten Tribes who returned to Jerusalem after
the Exile, and to be constantly undergoing its fulfillment in the increase of the true Israel until the
"great multitude which no* man could number of
(the 144,000, the mystical number of
all nations
those sealed of the twelve tribes of Israel), shall be
completed- That the Messianic application is almost exclusively the true one is evident both from
the grand comprehensiveness of the promise, and
from the paucity of evidence as to subsequent reonion to any extent of the representatives of the
h$*\

Ver. 3.

—

— Say toM.]your brethren, Ammi, and

two kingdoms.
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S.

paramours as contrasted with
; for idols are
Jehovah the husband.
tery

The fundamental elements of this conception
are found as early as in the Pentateuch : Ex.
xxxiv. 14, 15; Lev. xvii. 7; xx. 5, 6; Num. xiv.
33 ; (xv. 39) ; Dcut. xxxi. 16 ; xxxii. 16, 21. Ex.
xxxiv. 14, 15 must be regarded as the most important and the fundamental passage.
Other passages are Judges ii. 17; viii. 3d; t
Kings xiv. 24 ; xv. 12; xxii. 47 ; 2 Kings ix. 22
xxiii. 7 ; 1 Chron. vi. 25; 2 Chron. xxi. 11, 13.
Further in the Psalms (if we leave Ps. xiv. out of
the question) ; Ps. lxxiii. 27 ; cvi. 39.
Such passages of later time, as those from
Chronicles, naturally presuppose the prophetic
development of this doctrine. This is found first
in our Prophet, who has made that conception the
fundamental idea of his discourses, in some of
which it is directly discussed, while it permeates
others as an essential principle («. g., in chap. xi.).
On the ground of these discourses it is more fully
presented by Jeremiah {especially chaps, iii. ; v. 7 ;
xiii. 27, etc.), and Ezekiel (chaps, xvi.-xxiii.).
It
is only hinted at in Isaiah (chaps, i. 21 ; liv. 5
lvii. 3 ; lxii. 5).
It is not met with in the other
rophets. For Nahum iii. 4 ff. does not belong
ere (although the expressions show allusions to
our prophet). Nor does Is. xxiit 16 ff. ; for there
it is not idolatry that is represented by the whoredom of Nineveh and Tyre. In addition, on the
positive side, namely, the love of Jehovah to Israel,
we must name the Song of Solomon, which bears
to our Prophet.
conception returns,
naturally modified in form, in the description of
the great Whore, Rev. xvii. ff. (embracing, at the
same time, the ideas that are found in the lastnamed passages concerning great and commercial
cities).
But the positive notion of a marriage of
Jehovah to his people is found again in a New
Testament form in fepb. v. 22 ff, though there in
an inverted order ; for an actual marriage is first
taken, and a parallel is then drawn between it and
the relation of Christ to the Church.
For the meaning and significance of this whole
conception of Jehovah's relation to his people, our
Prophet is, according to the above remarks, the
besides, unmistakable

allusions

New

this

In the

Testament

your slaters, Ryihamah. According to some best commentator in all his writings, and especialThose ly in chap. ii. See therefore the remarks upon
the children of the Prophet are addressed.
who had first called out to the people by their own that chapter.
2. " God will not be mocked " is the truth which
names : Not-ray-people ! and Unfavored ! are now
to

to call out to them the opposite, the son to his
brethren, the daughter to her sisters, that is, to
According to others, it
the rest of the Israelites.
is the people who obtain mercy that are addressed,
whose members are to salute one another with the

new name bestowed on them by God (Hengsten-

The latter is to be preKeil, Umbreit).
For the verse is naturally connected with
the close of ver. 2, and it should "therefore present
Their victory
the rejoicing shouts of the victors.

berg,

ferred.

is

them a pledge of

to

their acceptance

by God,

to be celebrated by these joyful shouts,
according to the requirement of the "Prophet, or
rather of God through him.

which

is

•

DOCTRINAL A5D KIHICAL.
the most profound conceptions of the
Old Testament is that which regards the covenant
relation between Jehovah and .Israel as a mar1.

One of

riage,

As a

apostasy

consequence, Israel's idolatry and
as whoredom or adul-

from God appear

the writings of the Prophet, written in letters of
flame, bear upon their front in the announcement
of the destroying judgments which God must and
will inflict upon nis apostate people.
The mode
of this announcement in onr chapter through the
three children with symbolical names, is full of
instruction.
The very fact that they represent
the apostate children of Israel and declare by
their names the punishment for this apostasy, sets
forth unmistakably the close connection between
sin and guilt, namely, that punishment is, so to
speak, attached to sin. And the sudden appearance of the three children without any interval
expresses evidently the certainty and unavoidablcness of the infliction of the divine judgment The
three symbolic names, moreover, were given for
the purpose of intensifying and emphasizing the
announcement of the judgment. If the first name
simply presages the fact of a retribution by an
overwhelming judgment, the second unveils with
terrible clearness its ground in the divine nature
it is that they shall no more find compassion, that
God has turned away from them. And the result
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of all this is that the nation ceases to be a people
of God. Thus the whole significance of this judgment is exhibited. Destruction, the cessation of
mercy, might be felt by any other people or kingdom; but with the people of God its influence
was different, it was to them the loss of its special
prerogative.
Such a judgment has therefore a
significance which is not merely political or social
but also theocratic, and must be inflicted with a
terrible severity elsewhere unfelt.
But it is most palpably enounced in our chapter how far judgment is from being the end of

.

Moreover our passage is contained in
an announcement with regard to the future, and
we must hold beyond question that the prophets
go beyond the stund-point of the Old Covenant.
multitude.

\

1

1

is just as l'nul declares in Gal. iv. 1 ff.
Israel
indeed actually held the position of sonship toward God, but 4<p' fooy x?^ vov 6 Kkypov. vfaeUs
lariv ovlfov Zicuptpei SovKov.
Only the incarnation
of the Son of God Himself in an individual person could confer the privilege of the relation of
individual and personal sonship towards God, the
vlodtffia of individual personality.
5. How is the promise in chap. ii. 1-3 fulfilled ?
God's ways toward his people. Immediately after
might at first be inclined to seek the fulfillment
the three strokes of destruction, so to speak, had
l»cen dealt, the sun of divine favor breaks forth in the return of the people from Babylonish Exile.
from the darkest clouds of divine judgment in the For that event certainly marks the turning-point
brightest splendor of words of deliverance, as three where God's judgment upon his people reached
names aro again sounded forth each more dis- its end and his favor again shone upon them. But
This great 'transforma- in truth we cannot yet discern the accomplishment
tinctly than the former.
It could hardly be
tion is presented without the least preparation, of the prophecy in that event.
evidently as an enigma, thus exciting the greatest the subject of the promise, inasmuch as the Prophet
The connecting link be- only speaks and Knows here of a judgment upon
desire for its solution.
tween these two announcements so broadly con- the Ten Tribes. But if a return from the Astrasted ; namely, on the side of God, love, in which syrian Exile and a consequent reunion with the
even his wrath against bis faithless people is kingdom of Judah had taken place, we might exif He were indifferent He would not be pect to see in these events a fulfillment of the promrooted
augry,
and on the side of man, a return to Him ise. But such a return and consequent remission
in consequence of the chastening of his judg- of the judgment upon the kingdom of Israel never
ments, is not yet displayed here. This is done by took place ; and the return from the Babylonish
the longer exposition given in the following chap- Exile affected that kingdom but very slightly,
and brought about only to a very small degree a
ter.
man may be the instrument of God and, season of deliverance. God's favor returned, in3.
by his acts, execute his will, and yet be rejected deed, inasmuch as this period was an assurance
so Jehu.
Our position is determined bv the rela- that God had not utterly rejected his people, and
tion which we inwardly bear to that will, accord- the hope of the fulfillment of the prophetic promthe
simple
truth that God regards the heart, ises became so much the brighter. But it was not
ing to
whether we make the desires of God our own and the fulfillment itself. No; to arrive at that we
are willing to be nothing but his instruments and have only to look at our promise a little more
to serve Him, or whether, we assert and claim a closely.
Before the eye of the Prophet there is evidently
place for our own interests, and thus in truth seek
our own will and not the will of God. If we in standing here a picture of a people of Israel, not
only innumerably increased ana united into one
this seek our own ends, the result is inevitable
our execution of the divine will is impeded and kingdom, but also actually realizing the idea of a
disturbed, if it is not rather only a seeming fulfill- people of God (" sons of the living God ").
That
is, the time which he promises is in his mind diment and our labors abortive.
4. The New Testament conception of sonship rectly the* " time of fulfillment," which we, upon
with God, has as its Old Testament correlative the ground of other prophecies, since Hosea himthat of a people of God.
This places God in a self scarcely speaks of the Messiah (not even in
But God appears chap. iii. 5), must designate the Messianic Hence
close, unique relation to men.
there as only Lord and King, though bestowing we can in no case seek the fulfillment in events
blessings and offering the conditions of life ; and which transpired before the advent of the Messiah.
man, to whom He thus stands in relation, is not
But now the Messiah has come in Jesus of Nazthe individual but only the people of God as a areth. Is this promise of prophecy already fulwhole. Therefore also this government of God filled ? Is this picture of the future already realhas for one of its aims the restoration and preser- ized ? If we keep to the words of the Text we
vation of the outward conditions of national exist- must answer, No.
ence, including the natural basis of such a comIn fact the coming of the Messiah did not bring
munity, the land itself. Under the New Covenant for Israel, as a whole, the time of deliverance, but
there is also a people of God, but the individuals, on account of its guilt, rather a time of rejection,
who constitute the whole, are all regarded as chil- and the consequence was the infliction of a new
dren of God.
and still more complete judgment. It is quite
But in another direction the Old Testament no- clear also that we cannot find the fulfillment of the
tion of a people of God tends undeniably towards
resent promise in the acceptance of the Messiah
E
the New Testament conception of sonship, and
y the comparatively few who did accept Him.
thus shows itself to be a germ ever developing Must we then say that God did indeed design for
with living power as the earnest of its fruit. All the people in the Messiah such blessings as are
Israel appears as a son of God in the significant here promised; but that, since they rejected Him,
passage, Ex. xi. 22; comp. further Hos. xi. 1. the promised time will never be theirs ?
In one
The Israelites themselves are also called " sons of respect this is perfectly true. But we cannot rest
God," Deut. xiv. 1 ; xxxii. 19, and here in our satisfied with it. The prophetic promise with all
chapter. But these are only single whispers, and its rich fullness of meaning would then simply fall
the grand distinction must not be overlooked, that to the ground.
this expression is applied only to the totality of
But still more unjustifiable is the assumption
the people, even when it relates to their great that the promise is to be regarded as only sus-

It

We

—
—
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pended for the people of Israel daring the time of
their obduracy, and to expect its fulfillment in that
nation when it shall be converted to the Messiah.
For this opinion, though so much favored of late,
simply holds mechanically and restrictively to the
letter,' with a complete misconception of the nature

Old and New Testament and their mutual
and of the higher plane to which divine
Revelation rose with Christ, and supposes k pos-

of the

relations,

sible that Revelation could retreat from the standpoint of the fulfillment to that of the Old Testament
preparation, where Israel as a people represented
the kingdom of God. It would assume also that
allusion was made to the one kingdom only, for
the purpose of showing that the distinction between children of Judah and children of Israel
was lost by the extinction of the whole kingdom,
even of the kingdom of Judah, independently of
the consummation of the reunion under one head
here promised. And therefore a promise which
takes that division for granted and holds out the
prospect of its removal and conversion into a
higher unity, cannot be regarded as one whose fulfillment (according to the plain sense of the words)
is still to be expected ; or is that division of the
two. kingdoms, which no longer exist, yet to take
place, in order that it mnv at some time be removed ? If we have to give up the main position of this assumption of a literal fulfillment vet
to be accomplished, on account of its intrinsic lml>03sibility, all support is taken away from the notion that the promise will be realized in and for
the people of Israel upon the soil of the Holy
Land. It falls to pieces from internal weakness.
Instead, therefore, of dreaming of a future fulfillment in the literal sense, we must rather sav,
that the Prophet knows of a people of God only
in the form of Israel, and hence what he hopes
and promises for the people of God he hopes
and promises for Israel, and in the form condiBut it has become
tioned by Israel's history.
clear to us under the New Testament through
Christ : Israel was only a type, necessary for its
time and chosen by God, of the true people of
God, only a shell which contained the kernel in
the mean while, but at the same time was also to
But the
protect it until the time of its maturity.
shell was too small and must be burst ; the kernel
1

had not and has not sufficient room, and it would
be reversing the order of things, after the kernel is
laid bare to retain the shell.
It is not the outward
Israel that is God's people ; it was just the period
of its ruin, iust the rejection of the Messiah at his
coming by the external Israel that opened the way
It was made clear that a people as such
for this.
was insufficient for this high calling, to be the
chosen people of God, as the prophets themselves
distinguished more and more between the mere
external Israel and the true Israel, and saw the
heathen coming to Zion and entering the breach.
And though Israel is still held as the central point,
the fulfillment is not in outward form, but ideally,
inasmuch as Christ came the " Saviour of the
Jews " Israel therefore remaining the root in
can underwhich the others were engrafted.
stand now the promise of the innumerable increase
(chap. ii. 1 ). Literally it would apply to the people
of Israel, but can only apply to them as the people
of God ; and even though the older prophets say
nothing as yet of the calling of the Gentiles, as
Mkah and Isaiah do, we have now assuredly a
right to abandon the notion of an increase of the
external Israel, and to see the fulfillment in the
founding of a people of God by Christ just in the
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time of the final ruin of Israel, who have become,
especially by the conversion of the heathen, a
numberless multitude, and will become still more
numerous. Then the reunion of the divided kingdoms is an essential element in the Messianic picture of the future held up in prophecy, as this
very passage shows. This is altogether natural.
Since prophecy knows a people of God only in
the form of the people of Israel, it was necessary,
if salvation was to be brought by the reign of tlie
Messiah, that the breach, so harmful to Gods people, and the fruitful source, even more than the
consequence, of apostasy from Jehovah, should be
removed. If Israel was to be described as becoming converted to God, it must also be represented as returning to its unity under the divinely
chosen House of David. This element also in
the promise belongs naturally to its form, the form

which it must naturally assume under the Old
Covenant As in the New Testament it was declared that the outward Israel was not to constitute God's people for all time, this element lost its
significance ; we cannot expect a literal fulfillment
of this promise, but the idea which lies at its
foundation has been and is being realized, that is,
the idea of the real unity of God's people under
one head of the house of David, who was, however, more than the son of David, namely, under
Christ.
These promises have thus a higher range
than the Prophet conceives, and find their fulfillment in a far higher sense than he hopes, and as
they are thus more than mere human aspirations
and pious wishes, they are seen to proceed from
the Spirit of God, who preformed and prevised
the New Covenant in the Old.
So little does this
view do away with the divine authority of the
prophetic word, that it is rather its only real attestation and adequate expression, unlike the other
liberalizing view disproved above.
But if the reproach of spiritualizing should be
brought against this conception, our defense is that
we only spiritualize in reference to Old Testament
promises, along with the Apostles, and would not
be more realistic than they, wh6 (1 Pet. ii. 10
Rom. ix. 25, 26), although fully aware of the literal sense of our passages, vet do expressly refer
them to the conversion of the heathen. Peter in
the same connection (ver. 9) sets the New Testament people of God, Christians, directly in the
place of those of the Old Testament, and therefore
the former are now the true Israel. This extension with reference to the heathen is also quite
consequent If the words : not my people, were
once pronounced over Israel, it was because they
had sunk quite to the level of the heathen. And
if they are to be received again, they would be received just as those

who had

actually become like

heathen ; and it is no longer right to exclude the
heathen, who are behind them in no respect. But
there is this difference between the ^acceptance
and the first choice. When the Israelites were
chosen they were not in positive opposition to God,
but now they are so ; and therefore a longer exclusion of the heathen would be a particularizing to
a greater extent than their disciplinary training
demanded ; it would be a violation of justice. For
the rest: Paul declares clearly that Israel itself
shall not be excluded (Rom. xi. 26).
Only thus
should the people of God attain to its full increase
(And surely, in the fact of the preservation of Israel in its nationality even under the New Testament, we may see a promise of this conversion,
although that wonderful preservation by God's
providence is to be regarded in its most patent as-
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Stabkb Woe to him whose God the Lord will
no longer be. Let men therefore beware lest by
presumptuous
sin they trifle away all intercourse
rejection decreed by God on account of its unbeOnly Paul with God.
lief and rejection of the Messiah.)
Ribobb When God thus renounces those who
says not a word, when promising Israel's conversion, that would lead us to think that a people of were his people, it is much more lamentable than
God, tear* i^oxAvt will be continued, not a word of any severance between those who are married or
" I will be your God and ye shall be
the " glory of the kingdom of Israel/' though his betrothed.
heart beat so warmly (com p. chap, ix.) towards my people," was the formula of the covenant.
They had broken the last condition by their unbehis nation in its outward sense.
Finally we have onlv further to remark that in lief; and thus they stirred up the Ju>rd to anger
our references to the Messianic period inaugurated so that He renounced the first. Yet He has not
by Christ, as the time of the fulfillment of the pro- expressly retracted the whole formula of the covHe did not say I will not be your God,
phetic promises, " Messianic time " is taken in the enant.
I will not
fullest sense of the term, and the whole course but He cut short his words in anger
of the New Testament dispensation, from its be yours. Thus room is left for that mercy which
foundation to its completion, is regarded as one shall awake anew for them.
pect as a part of the judgment decreed upon Israel
by God. It it preserved as a living witness of the

:

:

:

:

whole, so that we have not yet attained to the peralthough the promises of prophecy
have been undergoing their realization since the
time of Christ " For it doth not yet appear what
we shall be." The fulfillment is not yet complete,
but we stand in expectation of it. This perfect

fect fulfillment,

Ver. 9. The threateuings are indeed terrible
but how merciful it was in God to announce the
:

judgment before it comes and the plainer and
more striking these threatening are the greater
the mercy.
This is a ground for hoping that the
judgment will be averted.
Chap. ii. ver. 1. This is the order and method
;

realization consists least in the literal fulfillment
with respect to the external Israel alone, but it too/ of God 8 dealings : He slays, not that He may keep
in so far as it is converted to the Messiah, will have under the power of death, but that He may bring
a share in the complete salvation ready for all who to repentance. Thus He dispersed Israel among
the heathen, and without any compassion and
will be converted to God through Christ.
mercy, as it seemed to outward observation, rejected them utterly. For the Ten Tribes have not
HOMILBTIOAL AND. PRACTICAL.
yet returned to their own land. But how abundantly has God compensated to them this misforVer. 2. Stabkb : All departure from God's tune 1 For those who were scattered among the
heathen, He gathered again by the Gospel, and so
whoreis
spiritual
religion
a
Word and from true
gathered them that a great multitude of the heathen
dom. Blessed are they who beware of this !
Ver. 4. Stabkb : As a good intention without came to the knowledge of the kingdom of Christ
God's counsel does not make a cause good, so it along with the remnant in the kingdom of Israel.
cannot be said that the divine will has been ful- He points the people of Israel to this compensafilled, when it has been executed with a perverted tion, that they may not despond in such affliction,
heart and not in accordance with the divine pur- as we also assuage, by the hope of the future glory,
(Comp. the Doctrinal and Ethical section, prepared for us by the death of Christ, the sorposes.
rows of those calamities which we see before our
No. 3.)
.
Summ. : God's wrath often falls upon eyes.
their
sins
[Bubbouohs : If we expect God to be a living
the
of
suffer
for
must
posterity, and they
forefathers, if they walk in their evil footsteps God to us, it becomes us not to have dead hearts in
his service.
If God be active for our good, let us
(Ex. xx. 5).
M.]
Tub. Biblb : Public sins of a whole nation or of be active for his honor.

Wuar

—

kings and princes are followed by a general judgment of God, by which whole lands are destroyed.
[Pussy So awful a thing it is to be the instrument of God in punishing or reproving others if
we do not by his grace keep our own hearts and
M.]
hands pure from sin.
Ver. 6. Wubt. Summ. Behold here the severity of the divine wrath. God is certainly compassionate, but his compassion is regulated by his holy
righteousness. His compassion exceeds all human
petitions and understanding ; but his wrath goes
beyond all human reckoning. Men may keep on
sinning against our beloved God too long, so that
when He has waited long exhorting them to repentance, and they do not follow Him, his words
its

:

—

:

at last are:

"Lo-Ruhamah Lo-Ammi." Beware

of this and do not defer your repentance; for
God may soon become as angry as He was merciful.

Ver.

7.

Cbambb When human help
He is not limited to
:

ceases,

The Church of the New Testament has only one Head, who is Christ. Blessed
are we if we cleave to and follow Him
Ver.

—

:

1

[Matthew Henry To believe in Christ
appoint Him to ourselves for our Head, that
:

is
is,

to
to

consent to God's appointment and willingly to submit to his guidance and appointment; and this in
concurrence and communion with all good Christians who make Him their Head ; so that though
they are many, yet in Him they are one, and so
become one with each other. Qui conveniunt in aliquo teriio inter se conveniunt.
M.].
Ver. 3. The prophet gives the best application
of the names which God bade him apply to his
children in order that the Christian Church may
be convinced, thereby that all the former things are
reversed, that wrath is done away, and that the
unfathomable compassion and mercy of God stand
open to every man. For how should God, after He
gave his son, net with Him have given all things ?
This word " say " belongs to the office of public
preaching.
are to understand by it that the
servants of God in the New Testament are commanded to comfort believers, and to declare to
them that they stand in mercy and are a people of

the use
of means, but is Himself our Help and Shield.
[Bubbouohs : The more immediate the hand
of God appears in his mercy to his people, the
more sweet and precious ought that mercy then to
Dulcius ex ipaofonte. Created mercies are the God.
be.
[Pusby
most perfect mercies.
M.j

divine help begins.

Stabkb

2.

—

We

:

The words " my people "
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hope in prophecy; they become words of joy in words of encouragement until obeyed. God is recesch stage of fulfillment. They are words of mu- onciled to us, and willeth that we should be reconM.].
tual joy and gratulation when obeyed ; they are ciled to Him.

—

Fuller Discourse op Jehovah Concerning His Adulterous Spouse,
Chapter

Israel.

4-25.

II.

Complaint and Threatening of Punishment.

A.

Verses 4-15.
4 Plead with your mother, plead
For she is not my wife

And

I

am

!

not her husband,

That she put away her whoredom from before her
And her -adultery from between her breasts.
5 Lest I

6

strip

her naked,*

And place her as (she was in) the day of her
And make her like the wilderness,
And set her (so as to be) like a barren land,
And slay her with hunger.
And on her children I will not have mercy,
For they are

7 Because

their

children of

birth,

whoredom

mother has committed whoredom

And

she that bore them has caused shame,
Because she said I will go after my lovers,
Who furnished my bread and my water,
My wool and my flax,
My oil and my (pleasant) drinks.
Therefore behold I am hedging up thy way with thorns,
And will wall up a Wall [*atoe a wall befer* her]
And she will not find her paths.
And she will pursue her lovers and not overtake them
And will seek them and not find
And she will say I will go and return to my former husband,
For (it was) better with me then than now.
And she did not know that I gave her
The corn and the wine and the oil,
And that I increased for her silver and gold,
(Which) they used for Baal.
Therefore will I take back my corn in its time
And my wine in its season,
And snatch away my wool and my flax
(Which was) to cover her nakedness,.
And then will I uncover her shame
In the eyes of her lovers,
And none will deliver her from my hands.
And I will bring to an end all her joy
Her feast-making, her new-moons, her sabbaths,
:

8

9

:

10

1

1

13

And

all

her

festivals.

14 And will lay waste her vine and her fig tree
Of which she said they are my reward
Which my lovers gave to me
:

And
And

will

make her a

forest,

the beast of the field will devour her.
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And I will visit upon her the days of the Baals
To which she burnt incense,
And (then) put on her ring and her jewels,
And went after her lovers,
And forgot me, saith Jehovah.

B. The Punishment leads to Conversion, and thus to the glorious Renewal of the
riage Contract between Jehovah and Israel.

Mar-

Verses 16-25.
16 Therefore, behold, I am alluring her,
And will lead her into the wilderness
And speak unto her heart [speak with comfort].
17 And I will give her her vineyards from thence,
And the Valley of Achor as a door of hope,
And she will answer then as in the days of her youth,
As in the day of her coming up from the land of Egypt.
18 And it will be in that day, saith the Lord,
Thou wilt call : My husband,
And thou wilt no more call me My Baal.
19 And I will remove the names of the Baals from her mouth,
And they shall no more be remembered by their name,
20 And I will make for them in that day a covenant
:

With

the beast of the

field,

And with the birds of heaven,
And the creeping things of the earth,
And bow and sword and war will I destroy from the land,
And make them dwell in security.
21 And I will betroth thee to me for ever,
And betroth thee to me in righteousness and justice,
And in mercy and in compassion
22 And betroth thee to me in faithfulness,
And thou shalt know Jehovah.
*

23

And

it

will

be

in that day,

I will answer, saith the Lord,

.

Will answer the heavens,
they will answer the earth,
the earth will answer the corn and the wine and the
they will answer Jezreel [cod's towing]
I will sow her for myself in the land,
favor " Unfavored,"
say to " Not-my-people "

And
24 And
And
25 And
And
And

:

"Thou art my people,"
And they shall say "
:

My

God."

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver.

fore

:

sion,

4.—

little

O^SN?, «*. Aty. =3 2

N

?S2.

which, as Heogstenberg says,

(whoredoms, acts of unohastlty) is the genus.
and Horace, Orf., 1., 19, 7, 8.
M.]

—

[* Vcr. 8-

Flint regards

images, which are represented as being oarried

C^yi^,

— H **7J.

J.

oil,

is

As

It

upon the

.

ai signifying objects of idolatrous worship, there
breast.

[But this

is

opposed to the parallel expres-

evidently to be taken as the speciei (adultery) of which the other
illustrating the fitness of this picture,

U. Michaells and Jahn point in their editions

H^n^,

Manger compares

her vail,

and

Bs. zzlll. 8,

this readi'ig,

Heogsten-

But there is an obvious unsuitableness in this.
berg assumes, without any discussion, to be correct
The wall oould
not be represented as being " her " wall unless it were conceived of as existing before the action on the part of Jehovah,
which action was to male* the wall.
M.]

—
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7, (which were) to corer.
ttmXvrmv, eouTeys the sense, but if not »

Ver.

rov jd|

royd,

and

others following Hoobigant,

4 Ver. 14.

— ror>?«

T

*8

**

who wee

The absence of daghesh* forte

6 Ver. 17.

— 71*1337.

the sense of the Terse.

Some
Besides,
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ellipsis it

It

translation.

H3H,

as also

)P0

The rendering of the LZX.

is

7

into

p.— M.]

the usual synonym, pJlfcjt

flengsteoberg

and its 1st fut. a " I-will-glTe-thee," similar to our "
in both nouns would seem to prove the untenableness of this hypothesis.

take thi from

7137,

:

bowed down, here

to be

forget-

— M.J

:

to be humble.

But

this does not suit

HZSCP would then =- DQ7.

" whoredom."

KXBOKTICAX AND CRITICAL.

They,

in fact, however, represent

just what the mother does

the essential supplement to chap,
It contains, in a more discursive style, an exi.
position, justifying and elucidating that which in
chap. i. was presented only as a theme, and in
some parts even enigmatically in its brief sentences.

This chapter

eemmon

quite

«m quite unnecessary lor Newcome, Horsley, Booth*

misled by the LXX., to change the

n« u»1,y dsrived from

labors to prove the derivation of both words from

me-not."

Such an

IL

is

same punishment with

they are to suffer the

;

thongh in ver. 6 the
punishment is as yet only mentioned expressly as
that about to fall upon the children. But the 'distinction made between the mother and the children
is only a rhetorical mode of presentation resorted
her,

to for the purpose of casting upon the mother,
The complaint and threatening of destroying judg- through the children, the reproach that she by her
ments were uttered without any preparation and conduct was bringing misfortune upon them)
and
still more suddenly were they followed immediately
thus persuading her to abandon her lewdness. Not
by as glorious an announcement of salvation. Chap, as though the children had acted
differently from
i. must thus excite inquiries, not so much through
the mother, but now when the punishment is to be
;

the symbolical representation of the first part, as
by these unexpected utterances, inquiries which de-

mand an

Such answer

given by the
Lord Himself in chap. ii. 4 if., in a longer disThis is now altogether based upon the
course.
conception of Israel as an unchaste wife, which was
only indicated in chap. i. and then disappeared, and
is developed in two sections, of threatening and of
complaint is first raised against the
promise.
unchaste wife, and then the course of punishment
is figuratively described, which, however, is seen
to be really a chastening with the view to conversion from idolatry. This conversion itself is promised, and the way thus prepared for the announcement of salvation. Israel, returning as penitently
as a wife to her husband, finds mercy with God.
So the close, ver. 24 f., returns expressly to chap,
i.-ii. 3, and the discourse is thus shown to be most
closely connected with that section.
The complaint and announcement of punishment occupy vers. 4-15. The discourse takes a
The declaration of deliverance
turn with ver. 16.
is introduced by the announcement of conversion,

answer.

is

A

presented, the complaint is naturally directed
against the latter. For if the children have sinned,
they have followed their mother in doing so. She is
the really guilty one in this punishment. The children are comparatively innocent, and havo been
only seduced, and yet they must suffer like their
mother ! And then they must participate in the
sufferings which the mother endures for her own
6in8.
They are therefore the ones who should be
represented as pleading with the mother. This
mode of representation is not pursued beyond the
beginning of the chapter. For ahe is not
wife, expresses well the sin of the mother. It is as
though Jehovah had said : " It is her sin that she
deports herself as one who could not be my wife,
and whose husband I could not be, and I cannot
look upon myself any more as her husband." The
next member of the verse shows the cause of this
feeling, for it is the conduct of the mother that gives
occasion to the children to upbraid her. The punishment would be I know her no longer as my
wife, and will be her husband no longer. But pun-

my

:

and from ver. 20 onwards becomes a glorious prom- ishment
ise.

The
and Announcement

A. Vers. 4-15. Complaint,
of Punishmmt.
for
Vers. 4-6. Plead with your mother
they are children of whoredom. The person
who makes the demand is naturally Jehovah.
Those who are addressed are not the children of
the Prophet, chap. i. 4 AT. (Kurtz), but the children of the adulterous spouse, Israel (and therefore those who are designated children of whoredom, chap. i. 2). These children are distinguished
ideally from their mother, because Israel is from
one point of view regarded as the spouse. Israel
viewed as a unit is the mother the children then
represent the individual Israelites ( the mother can
not be conceived as existing withont the children).
The children are now to plead with their mother.
But this does not mean that a part of Israel did
not serve idols, so that the better disposed among
the people would be addressed (Keil, et al.). This
would conflict with what has been said of the relaThe
tion between the mother and the children.
children are conceived 6f ns those who have to
dread misfortune on account of the prevailing

—

:

.

is

not introduced before ver. 5

2^ involves

demand

— *^?0?*

from the
present conduct. This conduct is " whoredom,"
but in the case of a wife it is also more, it is " adultery."
From her face from between her
breasts. The whoredom (idolatry) of Israel is
thus not secret, but is done openly* Israel is like
a public barefaced whore, who displays her profession in her face and (bared) breasts.
the

to cease

—

Ver.
tention

naked.

5.

The demand

to the

is

supported by calling

punishment

at-

Lest I strip her

This is perhaps connected with the foregoing so as to
as a punishment for the shameless exposure of her person which she wantonly
practices, strip her bare in a way she does not like
and of which she would be ashamed. Divested
of the figure the expression would mean lest I
take from her everything that I have given her
and reduce her to the condition in which she was

=

:

I delivered her and made her what she now
The prophet now turns
(corap. E«ek. xvi. 4 ff.)
to this earlier condition with the words : as in

before
is

the day of her birth. Primarily this is an image
like a new-born child, but not simof nakedness

=
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ply == without clothing but =* divested of everything, stripped of all she can call her own.
Thus
was Israel on the day of its birth. This birth
took place when Israel whs chosen to be the people
of God. According to chap. xi. 1, this was done
in Egypt
Israel was there naked, for it dwelt as
an oppressed nation of slaves without a country.
And make her like a wfldemew, that is, reduce
her to a situation where the necessaries of life arc
wanting as they are to those in a desert, so that
they die of hunger ; and like a parched land, that
is, a place in which there is no water, so that she
may " die of thirst" This dving of thirst is only
mentioned because her situation is compared to a
desert ; and the general sense is
reduce her to a
situation of utter destitution from a condition of
preat abundance.
reference to Israel's sojourn
in the desert cannot be well disproved (as by Keil)
along with the mention of the day of her birth.
Israel, it is true, was supplied with food and water
by God. But the desert itself had neither food
nor drink, as Israel felt only too keenly. And
that desert is an image of the condition to which
Israel is to be reduced by God.

=

A

Ver.

6.

And will

not hare compassion upon

actually prevailed in Israel (comp. also ver. 16).
If it did exist along with idolatry, it would be naturally suggested that it was due to the idols. In
the figurative representation it is the reward which
the adulteress received from her paramours (comp.
ver. 14).
[Keil: "This delusive idea entertained
by the wife arose from the sight of the heathen
nations round about, who were rich and mighty,
and attributed this to their gods."
M.)

—

Therefore behold, I hedge up her
way with thorns. The hedging up of the way,
strengthened in the parallel member by the figure
of raising up a wall, means in general to place an
obstacle in the way, to set up a wall of separation,
and that evidently between the wife and the paramours, Israel and the idols, so that the alliance
between them will be dissolved. This is shown
further by the words and she will not find the
path to them, and also in ver. 9. This causa diriment is here intentionally referred to only in a
general way, in a sort of enigmatical allusion. The
" that " is expressed only once with its immediate
Ver.

8.

:

sequence in

ver. 9.

The

"

how " does not appear

It is already hinted at in the conclusion of ver. 9.
It is the feeling of distress in
till

ver.

1 1

AT.

situation just extolled so
depend- strong contrast to the
highly as the gift of the idols. This privation
ent upon 1^ of ver. 5. The want of compassion must itself excite doubts as to the power of the
is a consequence of the conduct of the mother, idols, and still more must their impotence in the
but may be turned away by conversion. Even midst of her distress. Israel would indeed become
the children shall share the same lot, that is, all at first more ardent in its worship of idols ; to
individually ; none are to suppose that they shall " pursue " after them, etc, the more their prosperescape punishment,
for they are children of ity was regarded as their gift, the more would
whoredom. Because they are begotten of whore- thev be missed. But " she will not reach them
dom and also witnesses of it, the Lord who is to and will not find them/' It is represented, as
gunish his adulterous spouse cannot endure them, though outwardly it were no longer possible to
till the Question of chap. i. 2 repeats itself here, hold intercouse with the idols.
This mode of repwhether 3? **39 are not rather: children who resentation, however, is connected only with the
image of raising a hedge, etc., something which
commit whoredom. This is most natural, for the
But the expreseffects an external separation.
children are in fact identical with the mother.
sion is very suitable, especially as the idols deVers. 7-9. Because their mother hath practiced noted by the paramours, prove themselves to be
whoredom it was better with me then than a mere phantom, dead nothings, just when men
turn to them for help. They are therefore really
now. The last explanation given of 3|
would certainly be incorrect if ver. 7 were an ex- not found. Such experience of the nothingness
of
idols then awakens again a longing after Jehoplanation of ver. 6
They are children of
whoredom, for their mother, etc But* such an vah as the One, in whom alone help is to be found,
a longing after the good bestowed by Him upon
explanation, continued too in the parallelism (ver.
his people.
The discourse here is just ready to
7 a, and 6), would make the sense extremely proThe same remark would apply if the verse pass over into the thought that this punishment is
lix.
were coordinate to ver. 6 b, and supported it along a chastening to lend to conversion (vers. 16 ff.), but
prosperity, it turns
with ver. 6 a. Besides, this expression concerning upon the mention of former
again to complaint, in order to complete the anthe mother's sin would not be appropriate as jusnouncement of the punishment merited by the
tifying the punishment threatened against the children.
The solution is to be found in the wider unjrrateful forgetfulness of the giver of such prosThis is continued till ver. 15.
[Hengscope of ver. 7. For here the thought is so en- perity.
" There can be no doubt, that by the
larged that it cannot be regarded simply as an ex- stenberg
planation of ver. 6, and at the same time coordi- hedging and walling about, severe sufferings are
people are encompassed,
nate to the second member of that verse. Such a intended, by which the
view supposes that if that verse is an explanation, straitened, and hindered in everv free movement.
ver. 7 must be so also.
The thought is, however, For sufferings appear constantly as the specific
evidently an independent one. Nor docs it refer against Israel's apostasy from God
backwards, but, as its contents show, it reaches can by no means think of an external obstacle.
forward and is therefore rather to be connected Outwardlv there was, during the exile, and in the
with vers. 8, 9. (So Meier ; even the Vulgate and midst of idolatrous nations, a stronger temptation
Luther have detached it from ver. 6.) [So also to idolatry than they had in their native land.
Henderson, and Cowles in his exposition though Hence we can think of an internal obstacle only,
and then again, only of an absolute incapacity of
Hlffalin here the idols to grant to the people consolation and
not in his translation.
M.]
not =s to become a disgrace, but
If this incapacity is first
to commit relief in their sufferings.
shame.
Luther conduct herself shamefully.
ascertained by experience, men lose their confifood, clothing, and dence in them, and seek help where alone it is to
save my bread, etc.
the enjoyments of life (Keil), comp. Jer. xliv. 17 ff. found."— M.]
may refer this to a condition of things which
Vers. 10-12. She knew not, etc The refer*

her children.

This verse

is

in sense

still

—

—

^9

6=

:

We

—

—

=

:

Who

=

—

We
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Yet it is to be
filled by the Assyrian invasion.
observed that this itself is not threatened here,
and still less banishment. In general, no enemy
is yet named, at least none definitely, but only the
laying waste of the land. [Henderson " Their
entirely abandoning themselves to the service of
idols, and their dereliction from the God of their
fathers, are brought forward at the conclusion of
this description of their conduct, in order to
heighten the aggravation of their guilt, and renthey owed to God V??!?
probably ; they
der the announcement of the kindly disposition of
employed it for Baal, not : they made it a Baal, as Jehovah toward them, at the beginning of the fol& Employed," partly
the article especially shows.
lowing verse, the more surprising."
M.]
in making idol images, partly in the service of
B~ Announcement of the Conversion of Israel and
Baal may be taken here for idols gener- the beneficent Renewal of the Covenant.
idols.
ally, since the actual Baal-worship was done away
Vers. 16-19. Therefore behold I will allure
with by Jehu, though not entirely, conip. 2 Kings
her, etc. ).?/.
have had this word twice alxiii. 6 (Keil).
Ver. 11. Now the pnnishment is expressed ready in a similar construction (vers. 8 and 11)
which was in vers. 8, 9, only hinted at, the with- with the sense: because Israel has transgressed,
drawal of the good things which bad been so en- therefore God will punish them. ]Dv also here
joyed.
corn =» the com which they received
naturally means : therefore. Every other explanafrom me. In its time, that is, the season when
tion, such as ventntamen, or profecto, is arbitrary,
corn and wine are expected. Hence the absence
and has arisen from the embarrassment occasioned
of them was the more distressing, but also more
by the difficulty which a " therefore " causes in
significant and striking, showing itself to be a
this connection ; for it is not clear from what a
punishment from God. Since He was not acknowl- conclusion is drawn, whether from their sin or
edged as the Giver when He gave them, He will from their punishment or from their sudden desire
manifest Himself more clearly as such in taking
Nor is it clear what conclusion
to return (ver. 9).
them away. Which waa to cover her naked- is drawn, whether punishment or a display of love.
The resulting want should be complete, As regards the first question it is to ne observed
ness.
utter desits consequence ignominious bareness
that the mention of Israel's sin immediately preAnd then will I uncover her shame. cedes
titution.
(ver. 15 at the end), while their punishment
her lovers (idols) shall also look upon her had been previously described, whose converting
nakedness to her disgrace. She would become so influence ver. 9 had already indicated. The exmiserable, that even they shall despise her, though
pression : I will allure her, might certainly form a
f he once held herself so highly with them.
while she
contrast to the words she forgot me
Vers. 13-15. And I will bring to* an end all
forgets me, I am mindful of her and recall her to
definite
more
indication
of
her joy, etc A still
my thoughts. But the whole can hardly be merely
the punishment before threatened. All joy must
an inference from what is said at the close of ver.
But ioy culminates, and has its purest ex- 15, for the reference to the sin is there only incicease.
pression in the festivals, the yearly feasts, strictly
dental and subordinate to the description of the
1
>peaking. 2TT. Upon these follows the monthly punishment.
JD ? therefore draws an inference
feast, that of the new moon, and the weekly one, not from Israel's sin in itself, but from that sin as
1
and punished not without severrntfTO"
then gathers being punished,
that of the Sabbath.
Hence we find
ity, as was before plainly stated.
Even durnil these up in one general expression.
a conclusion drawn from the
ing the prevalence of idolatry the feast-days prob- that ]3b introduces
contents of the whole preceding section » thereably remained outwardly the same as before.
Ver. 14. The devastation mentioned here is fore becanse Israel has been punished for her sin
probably intended to follow up the cessation of and forgetfulness of me, and nas been so reduced
joy; for the vine and th« fig tree are the finest to a condition of distress that she longs after happroductions of Canaan, not necessary to the sup- piness in communion with me, I will allure her,
port of life, but affording the choicest delicacies etc. This reference to the whole of the preceding
(com p. Joel i. 7-12). [Henderson : " These nouns is certainly justified in our verse, since the disIf
are to be taken as collectives, or rather, as Horsley course evidently takes here a new direction.
eoce is to ver. 7. Israel had shamefully ascribed
That God
to the idols what they owed to God.
was the Giver they must have been inwardly conscious, in fact could have known it from the Law
but they ignored this truth, denied it, and naturally so, because they had departed from their
God. The abundance of the natural prod actions
of the country then led to an abundance of silver
that which
and gold, but
cutting reproach

:

—

—

W^,

—

We

My

=

=

=

:

^

plantations of vines and fig trees.
left uncultivated on the removal
of the inhabitants to a foreign region, comp. Is. v.
M.]
6 ; vii. 23, 24.
Ver. 15. And will visit upon her the days of
Baal, that is. the feast-days just mentioned, for
they were celebrated in honor of Baal, and not of
Jehovah. And pot on her ring, etc This is an
expression which in its strictness belongs only to
the image ; for Israel is compared to a coquettish
prostitute, who is in the habit of thus adorning herTet there may be allusion to the festal atself.
And forgot mo.
tire worn at the idol-feasts.
sharp and mournful contrast to the vain adornments of the prostitute. For the sake of the paramours she was never weary of decking herself
out ; but no more thought of Jehovah. It is plain
how completely this whole threatening was fulsuggests,

as*

These should be

—

A

of pb, the conclusion which is
not an announcement of punishment,
"
against which the expression, " I will allure her
is decisive, but an exhibition of love, and yet such
a display as is virtually determined by the sin that
is punished, and which is connected immediately
with the punishment, in order to foster those first
motions of longing into a steadfast resolution
[Pocock, Newcome, Noyes, and Hento return.
derson translate: nevertheless, notwithstanding.
They failed to discern the inner connection between the passages divided bv this particle, which,
in fact, never has the meaning they assign to it.
Cowles reaches the right conclusion, though not
this is the sense

drawn

upon

is

*'
Some have found a
:
inasmuch as the grievous sins of
be no natural reason for giving the

exegetical grounds

difficulty here,

Israel seem to
blessings hereafter promised.

But

the reasons.
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viewed fundamentally, lio deeper than the sins of
Israel, even in God's covenant love and faithfulness.
He cannot bear that his own Israel should
sink hopelessly under her sins into ruin. Therehis

fore

mercy."

pity

So

—

moves Him to discipline and to
Pusey with most of the German
And lead her into the
M.J

also

Expositors
desert: not as a punishment, for the allusion is
to the leading of the children of Israel into the
desert by Moses (com p. ver. 17).
But this was
really a deliverance, namely, from the afflictions
of Egypt. At first it is such only negatively, implying that they will no longer continue in such
distress.
They are not yet in Canaan. Even the
desert brought want and destitution with it: and
this is brought first into view here.
In so far the
situation indicated by the leading into the desert
coincides actually and outwardly with the punishment by affliction and calamity pictured in ver. 11
the " wilderness " is the realization of that which
J
is threatened in vers. 11 ff.).
But this situation is
presented here also under another point of view,
namely (as being compared with the wanderers in
the desert under Moses), that of a situation while
surrounded with affliction yet leading in truth to
deliverance, and the idea of punishment is thereby
converted into that of chastisement. For the destitution felt in the desert meant here had its definite disciplinary aim,
to shut up the people to
the discovery of their need of help, ana to lead
them to faith in God through the help and gra-

—

cious guidance which they then experienced. Thus
they in the desert, even though encompassed with
need, were still upon the way to Canaan, the land
of blessings, and salvation. This is made plain
from what follows : And speak to her heart
comfort her (com p. e. g. Gen. xxxiv. 3 ; 1. 21 ; Is.
xl. 2).
These words imply an inward consolation
by manifestations of love which immediately follow
the blessings that were withdrawn are again
supplied.
Ver. 17. And I will giro her her vineyards
from thence
from the desert, so that they, as
soon as they shall have passed the limits of Canaan,
shall receive them, that is, the vineyards which Israel once possessed but had lost (ver. 14), therefore
her vineyards. What happened once is a
type of that which shall happen again. And the
Valley of Achor for a door of hope. The Valley
of Achor here comes into view: (I) on account
of its appellative signification valley of trouble,
affliction (Is. vii. 25).
This shall be made a gate
therefore a
natural gate)
of hope (a valley
transformation of mourning into ioy ; (2) but also
on account of its position near the .border of Canaan. For Israel is conceived of as marching out
of the desert into Canaan. It remains a question
whether the occasion of the name is also to be taken
In this valley the anger of God was
into account.
appealed by the stoning of Achan, and was removed from Israel to give place to renewed favor.
Through that which then happened to Achan, this
valley became a door of hope to Israel, which lay
exposed to the anger of God. And this again set's
forth the thought that punishment, affliction, shall
become to them the wav to renewed favor. The
conception is more profound than if it merely set
forth a change from one situation to another. But
the image and the thing represented are not exact
counterparts. Here Israel is the party who is punBut there Israel
ished and is again to find favor.
finds favor through the punishment of a single in"
The people when they
dividual. [Hengstenberg
entered into Canaan were immediately deprived of

=

—

=

:

:

=a

:

:

the favor of God by the transgression of an individual
Achan,
which was only a single fruit
from the tree of the sin which was* common to all.
But God himself in his mercy made known the
means by which his lost favor might be regained ;
and thus the place which seemed to be the door of
destruction became the door of hope. . . . This particular dealing of God, however, is baaed upon his
nature, and must therefore repeat itself when Israel
again comes into similar circumstances."
M.J

—

—

—

And she shall shout aloud thither. The
comes
her)

;

Lord
to meet Israel (com p. ver. 16
shall comfort
and Israel cries out towards the plaee whence
:

he comes forth, looking back to the E^JE. The
meaning is, that with thankful acknowledgments
she accepts these tokens of his loye ; not only receives them but answers to them by suitable conduct.

Others suppose that *^^r raeans here to l>e
or to be humbled. But such a sense is
:

afflicted,

unsuitable in this verse.

equal to simple

OB?

Besides,

^?^ would be

[The view given above as to
clause, and adopted by most

.

the meaning of this
of the German expositors, is defended at length
by Hengstenberg, and is probably the correct one.
All the English expositors, on the other hand, follow the old explanation which translates the verb
to sing, and see a special allusion to the song of
Miriam and the Israelites after the crossing of the
Red Sea. The chief arguments in favor of the
former view are, ( I j The greater fitness of the
idea of " answering, as exhibiting a change of
character in the Israelites and their readiness to
turn to God. Singing would merely indicate that
their distress was removed, which was not the ultimate object Of God's dealing with them. (2.) TJhc
meaning, " answering/' is the leading usage of the
Kal; that of singing is proper to the Piel. (3.)
.

7T&W

ought

to be

rendered " thither," which suits

the idea of answering, especially as explained above,
but not that of singing.
ftf.]
As on the day,
etc.
Perhaps there is an allusion here to the soug
of Moses (Ex. xv.), in whic)) Israel gave a grateful
answer to the deliverance which God had wrought

—

TTZV would then be rendered directly
the Vulgate and Luther (comp. 1 Sam.
xviii. 7 ; xxi. 1 1 ; xxix. 5, to strike up a responsive song).
Yet the general signification is probably to be preferred.
for them.

sing.

:

So

My

then attached to thisrW.
husis, she will recognize in Jehovah her
true spouse, regard Baal no longer as. combined
with God, thus (by a convenient escamotage so natural to the human heart which becomes inwardly
apostate from God) to all appearance calling upon
Jehovah, but really putting Baal in his place and
thus dispossessing Him.
Ver. 19. And I will remove the name of
Baal from her mouth
I will so act that thou
shalt not take the name of the idols into thy mouth
any longer, that is, shalt not honor them (for as
long as they are honored they are taken into the
mouth, are thought of), but wilt depart from them
entirely, have nothing more to do with them. The
promise is a literal fulfillment of Ex. xxiii. 13
(comp. also Zech. xiii. 2), and expressed in the
same words.

Ver. 18

band.

is

That

=

Vers. 20-22. And I will make a covenant
for them in that day, etc.
covenant for them,
in their interest, so that they shall suffer no injury.
Observe here how the figure of the woman as ad-

A
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dressed is here departed from, only to be returned
The covenant with the wild
to in the next verse.
beasts lays upon them the obligation not to injure
mankind, ana especially not to lay waste the land.
That punishment was threatened for the immediJust for that reason
ate future (comp ver. 14).
it is now promised to the converted and favored
people that they shall be defended from it. [Keil
" The three classes of animals that are dangerous
to men are mentioned here, as in Gen. ix. 2.
Beasts of the field as distinguished from the domestic animals (behemoth are beasts that live in
freedom in the fields, either wild beasts, or game
that devours or injures the fruits of the field). By
the fowls of heaven, we are to understand chiefly
the birds of prey. Rentes does not mean reptiles,
but active creatures, the smaller animals of the
earth which move about swiftly."
M.] And I
To break
will break bow and sword and war.
the weapons of war means to cause war to cease
This is expressly intimated in what is
forever.
attached here by a zeugma. To break war in
to break: bow and sword, and so to put
pieces,
an end to war. The whole is the fulfillment of Lev.
xx vi. 3 ff. ; comp. Is. ii. 4 ; xi. 6 ff. ; xxxv. 9
Zech. ix. 10 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 25 ff. And not merely
will a condition of security and peace be afforded,
but also that after which Israel longs (ver. 18) will
be -given, namely, intercourse with God. Upon
this alone is Israel's renewed prosperity based.

—

—

'

And

I will betroth thee to

new marriage-contract is
now converted, becomes

me

forever.

to be signed.

altogether different,

regarded again as an unstained virgin, and

A

Israel
is

is be-

trothed by God to Himself. What formerly existed, that she was once a faithless spouse, is left

out of sight. For W^$ means to woo a
maiden, to betroth her. The words, " I will betroth her," are thrice repeated, to take all doubt
away from the statement. This covenant is now
in rightto last forever without any interruption
eousness and justice, in mercy and compassion.
We are evidently to understand here the righteousness which is displayed in Jehovah's appearing to favor his people and defending their cause
against their enemies, from whose power he delivSuch righteousness and judgment are,
ers them.
with relation to the enemies, only negative, that
is, they are displayed in punishing them ; but, with
relation to God's people, positive, so that righteousness really bears the sense of salvation, deliverance. In so far Luther is right, when he holds
that such righteousness is the imputed righteousness of Christ. For there is certainly presented
the notion of God's intervention to bestow favor
upon man, and thereforo of an act of justification,
only not at first as connected with the accusings
of conscience by reason of guilt, but in relation
to God '8 punitive judgments against sin.
These,
so to speak, lose the right to destroy God's people
any longer, because they are accepted by Him as
converted. Keil explains the words as meaning,
the righteous judgment by which God purifies his
people, in order to eradicate everything which, on
the side of the Church, could do prejudice to the
covenant. But the discourse has already passed
beyond this. The judgment has been already inflicted, and we are now upon the ground of the
complete promises of salvation, when God no more
appears against his people, but interferes in their
behalf in accordance with the purification which
has been effected. The disposition of mind in God
represented by this righteousness and judgment is
quite

:

—

II. 4-25.

further brought out by the two words in
mercy and compassion. Every idea of an intervention of God in nis people's behalf upon the ground

still

of"

:

their merit

is

thus excluded.

What God

exer-

towards them is purely favor and compassion.
Ver. 22. But these shall never cease. Hence
the addition in faithfulness. Only thus does this
engagement receive the pledge of its eternal duration, while by the preceding generally the possibility of its ratification is set forth. Righteousness
and judgment, favor and compassion, are the conditio sine qua non and causa efficiens ; faithfulness
is the essential modus of the engagement. The en a
then is
And thou shalt know Jehovah. No
interruption of such relation shall ever intervene
between Jehovah and Israel upon the establishment of such intercourse, a true knowledge of God
will be imparted.
This naturally does not mean
a mere cognition of God, least of all a mere logical
conception of Him,
in general, not a mere intellectual relation to Him based upon the operations
of the understanding, but a personal living relation, that deeper notion whicn is certainly somecises

:

:

;

—

times conveyed by 373J.
Vers. 23-25. And it will be on that day that
I will answer, etc. The consequence of the covenant newly ratified is the readiness of God to bless
his people most richly. The betrothal having been
accomplished, the marriage presents are not wanting, and heaven apd earth, standing in the service
of the bridegroom and husband, must contribute
their share. The heavens, etc, in a descending series, are represented as earnestly asking the personified objects above them respectively whether the
blessing which they expect is to be dispensed. The
heavens ask Jehovah, the earth the heavens, etc.,
or they look towards them with longing.
And
now this questioning, this earnest request (in the
"
time of Israel's rejection) is answered "cordially
and assuringly. In how far, however, this original
sense of H33? is carried out, or whether it does
not pass over into the signification of our " agree

= comply,

with "
shown.

listen

to,

cannot be definitely

It is, however, in accordance with the
largely poetical conception to assume here a strict
prosopopoeia.
The first object of the representation is Jehovah ; therefore the sense of the whole
naturally is, that Jehovah, upon whom all blessing
depends, will confer upon his Church the blessings
He had withdrawn from it (comp. Deut. xxviii. 12
and the contrast, Deut. xxviii. 23 f. ; Lev. xxvi.
" By prosopopoeia the prophet rep[Keil
19).
resents the heavens as praying to God, to allow it
to givo to the earth that which will insure its fertility, whereupon the heavens fulfill the desires of
the earth, ana the earth yields its produce to the
nation." Umbreit " It is as though we heard the
exalted harmonies of the united powers of creation
sending forth their notes as they are sustained and
moved by the eternal key-note of the creative and
moulding Spirit." Henderson compares the personification in Tibullus, I., Eleg. vii. 25. The extreme beauty of the figure here has often been
praised.
M.] Will answer Jezreel. The name
Jezreel is here used unexpectedly instead of Israel.
The same name which symbolized the judgment
upon Israel (i. 4) is here employed directly to designate the favored people according to its appellative significance : God will sow, especially as in
chap. ii. 2 the hope of victory was connected with
Israel appears as the sowing of God, beJezreel.
cause planted anew by divine grace, as ver. 25
shows immediately. Thus the first name of evil
:

:

—
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site.

is taken away and converted into its oppo- marriage is necessarily conceived of as a relation
The same is true of the other two names. constituted by such love on the part of the husband

fidelity on the part of the wife. Without
these it is not contracted ; where these are wanting
or cease to exist, it is shaken to its foundation.
The husband cleaves in love to his wife and to none
other : true marriage is in its very nature monohand in hand. On the fulfillment of the promise, gamic; the wife must in fidelity belong to this
husband and to none other.
see the Doctrinal Section, No. 4.
How severe is thus the condemnation of all actual adultery, and of all unchastity as the source
of adultery, as read in the strong complaints
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
against Israel as the unfaithful wife!
What a
our
chapter
presupposes
1. The whole tenor of
spirit of moral purity and of chastity is expressed
Israel
his
to
as
people
is
Jehovah's
relation
that
here 1
find here already just the view of marcompared to a marriage. If we seek the tertium riage, and, on the other side, of adultery and
comparationis in this comparison, it is manifest whoredom, which meets us in the New Testament,
upon a general view, that everything of an acci- e. g. t in the writings of Paul. The prophet know
dental or external nature is denied of this relation, no better image than that of marriage to set forth
that it is presented as a union inward, sacred, and the depth and sacred n ess of Jehovah's relation to
indissoluble, involving indefeasible rights and obli- Israel, and the Apostle knows no better image than
gations. But, more especially, there are two ele- the relation of Christ to his Church to set forth
ments entering into the nature of marriage, which the depth and sacredness of the marriage union.
form the points of comparison, namelv, love, by
3. " She knew not that I gave her," etc.
This
which the husband is bound to the wife, and its is perpetually repeated. God blesses men with
correlative the requirement of fidelity, or of ex- gooa things
undeservedly, even when they do
clusive reciprocal affection, which He makes of not serve Him but "idols."
But they do not
Hence the relation of Jehovah to his people know that it is his hand from which they receive
her.
is compared to a marriage because his love to Is- everything.
It is just the superabundance of hit
rael is as strong and intimate as that of a husband gifts, that makes them so self-exalted and comto his wife. As the husband chooses the wife from pletely forgetful of Him. . God must then change
love, and perhaps, urged by love, takes a poor this abundance into want, and make presumptuous
maiden and raises her to himself, and in his mar- men feel their own impotence. And how deeply
ried life attests his affection by being her protector God can humble men !
Such visitations are then
and benefactor who cannot show her too many the means by which God draws them again to
evidences of his devotion, so is it with Jehovah to- Himself, teaches them to know Him, how unjust
wards his people (com p. vers. 10, 23, 24). Such love and at the same time how foolish is their apostasy
on the part of the husband must have as its cor- from Him, how little their " idols " can help them,
relative on the part of the wife, fidelity, undivided, rather how ill they reward them ; and how good it
exclusive affection. As certainly as the husband is, on the other hand, to abide by the service of
should expect this fidelity from his wife, so certainly the true God ("it was better with me then than
shall Jehovah expect it from Israel ; as strongly as now").
The fruit of such knowledge by humilthe wife is bound to love him to the exclusion of iation is then the abandonment of idols and a
does
basely
violate
this
others,
and
as
she
duty
all
turning to God.
4. That Hosea reverts with special fondness to
by attaching herself to another, the same is true
of the relation of Israel, God's people, to Jehovah. the ancient history of Israel was already remarked
But if unfaithfulness on the part of the wife is a in § 2 of the Introduction, and there shown to be
violation of duty, it is also worthy of punishment. connected with tho fundamental idea of his proAnd if the punishment (rejection) of an unfaithful, phetic discourses. In the later chapters (from the
adulterous wife is justifiable, so also is the punish- ninth onwards) this is specially apparent : but it
ment (rejection) of God's faithless people. But is also found in our chapter, and thus in the earlier
In this he chiefly takes
this is only a chastisement wrung from love, and portion of his writings.
the source of deep anguish to the loving husband. up the great deeds by which God manifested HimTherefore the husband who loves his wife truly, self to the fathers,
the exodus from Egypt, the
with a love answering to the idea of marriage, journey through the Desert, the entrance "into ihe
while angry at her infidelity and employing the Promised Land. These were the great fundamenmost severe means to punish it, only does so in tal acts of God in behalf of Israel, and were most
order if possible to brin£ her back to her duty and deeply impressed upon the consciousness of the
as the only way to continue the alliance. Thus is people ; for they owed to these their very existence
As his love has as his people, so that they could never forget them,
it with Jehovah towards Israel.
established the covenant with Israel, and displayed not even in the season of their greatest decline.
itself in it, so does it seek with its whole strength Prophetic discourse has in them therefore a sure, unto preserve it unbroken through all interruptions, assailable foundation upon which to take its stand.
It can point out to the present, in a manner not
in other words, to restore it.
2. The exhibition of God's relation to his peo- to be resisted, the dealings of God in his specific
ple under the figure of a marriage permits us, on relation to Israel his people, can draw from thence
the other hand, to draw an inference as to the na- its most forcible arguments for its warning and
Such an exalted and chastening, as well as for its comfort and promisee.
ture of the marriage itself.
sacred relation could only be thus represented un- It has been an advantage which it well underThe lively, stands and knows well how to use.
der an exalted view of marriage.
Special stress is in our chapter laid upon the
strong, unchangeable love of God to his people,
and the demand of an unchangeable fidelity an- journey through the desert as upon a season of
significance for Israel. Israel was in the wil
turning
aside
other
great
such
love,
and
to
no
swering to
the milk and honey of the Promised
This derness
object, is the subject of the representation.

"Favored," and the
" People of God," because it is his. It is therefore
said, beautifully completing the picture, that the
people again know God as their God. Thus God's
renewed favor, and the people's new heart, go
Israel will again be called

and such

We

—

—

—

:
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Land were not yet; the flesh-pots of Egypt were
no more. In the latter respect this season wasone
of deprivation and of want, and apparently of loss.
Bat this was only apparent; for in reality it was
not only a deliverance from the bondage of Egypt,
which had both outwardly and inwardly injured
the people, but God could draw so much nearer to
the people spiritually as they were now reduced to
corporeal distress, and attest and reveal Himself to
them by his helpful and blessed mercjk It was
just here that God concluded his covenant with

41
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we are forbidden to restrict this great promised
day of salvation to the external Israel, although
the Prophet undeniably speaks of it,
Israel and
God's people being as yet to him essentially one,
and must extend it to the people of God generally,
so

—

therefore to all believers, believers of Israel together
with those of the Gentiles incorporated into the
ancient Church, which must ever remain the parent
stem. To Israel, who had become " Not-my-people," many of the heathen who had been " Notmv-people will unite themselves, and to them, to
Israel and made them his people, so that their real this whole complex " Not-my-people," will God
gam outweighed their apparent loss ; and the peo- say : " Thou art my people
and they will say
ple to whom God betrothed Himself was or became " My God." So clearly and truly has Paul shown
the people which found itself upon the way to the that the Gentiles must first become what Israel
Promised Land. So the Prophet sees in the pro- was, and that they shall and will really become
found and fruitful significance of this journey, or so, that thev shall actually overshadow Israel and
rather of this leading through the Desert, a type so repair what they had lost
If these promises
of the blessing which a removal into the desert as have not found and still do not find their fulfilla chastening would convey to the people who had ment in the literal interpretation of what is said
become unfaithful to their God. They are deprived of Israel, it is clear that it is not a literal fulfillof their possessions, but so only stripped of the pros- ment of their contents, which speak of temporal
perity wnich had made them forgetful of God, and blessings in the Holy Land, that is to be expected.
which was therefore an evil. And now when they Such limited blessings are inseparably connected
have these no longer, and are thus freed from the with the limited range of application ; but if the
fetters which have bound them spiritually, when, latter, the restriction to Israel, is only the shell
by foreign influences, so to speak, they are brought and not the kernel, so is it with the former.
When the people of God were embodied in a naface to race with God, He has again free access to
mem; the time has come when God can again tion, under the Old Testament, the possession of a
people
again
return
definite
country as the inheritance assigned them by
Himself
to
the
who
betroth
to Him, lead them again into the Promised Land, God was something essential, and therefore, as the
and restore them to a state of renewed prosperity desolation of the country was a token of the Divine anger, so its fruitfuuiess, or in general a state
and of richest blessing.
Those then who were led forth into the Desert of temporal prosperity, was necessarily an indicadid not realise the object of that experience. Nor tion of the Divine favor. And so the temporal
was it individuals whom it was to profit, but the blessings predicted by the Prophet are the tokens
people as such. For them the journey through the of acceptance, of the returning favor of God. The
wilderness was a season of trial in which they latter, however, the return of favor, is the main
were beinjr prepared to become God's people, who element, the kernel which remains after the husk
Tet the favor of God manifests
should take possession of the Promised Land. is stripped off.
And so in the sense of the prophetic promise the itself still under the New Covenant in temporal
individuals who should suffer the judgment of blessings, while his wrath is declared in temporal
devastation were not the same as those for whom punishments. But it does not need to be shown
the day of the new salvation was to break forth. that the complete abandonment of the notion of
That was to be a new generation. But the people a national and local settlement in a definite counwere still the same, in the sense to be stated more try, as belonging to the conception of a people of
God, went further than this ; that the New Covclearly immediately.
5. With regard to the promise of our chapter enant opens up a prospect of spiritual and inward
and its fulfillment, the remark made in chap. i. ap- blessings and enjoyments of which the former were
plies, namely, (a.) The fulfillment is not to be seen only a thin shadow ; and, in spite of this, to insist
in the return of the Jews from the exile. This was, upon the literal sense is to beat in the face of the
to be sure, a fulfillment, but only a small and feeble New Covenant, and to deny to the prophetic prombeginning. For the promise is to be regarded as ises generally their lasting significance. For the
And therefore we Chris- legitimate consequence of such a theory is to declare
essentially Messianic
tians, if to us the truth is fully and differently that these are not and never shall be fulfilled ; it isrealized that Jesus Christ is the promised Mes- not simply to dream of a fulfillment expected still
siah, must hold that this promise has found its ful- in the millennium, and to transfer to this epoch,
fillment in Christ, and still finds it in Him ; that is, which is not described any more definitely in the
in Christ the new " betrothal " of God to his peo- Apocalypse, conditions for which it is felt that
ple has already taken place ; but the great salva- room can be found nowhere else.
tion which is involved in this is as yet only partially realised, the completion is yet to come. The
HOMILfTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
people of God are still marching through the desert ; in Christ we are upon the sure way to the
God's testimony against this apostate* people
Promised Land, but that goal is not yet reached,
(ft.) Israel, to whom salvation is here promised by
(1) threatening them with severe judgment ; (Q)
the Prophet, comes into view, not according to its and yet alluring them back with glorious prom*
natural nationality, but according to its divine ises. The judgments of God, (1) invoked only by
destiny, or according to its typical significance as faithless apostasy from Him and base disowning
the People of God, Tney cannot perish beneath any of his favor; (S) aiming only at the complete con*
judgment : for them a new day of salvation is wait- version of the apostate and the joyful acceptance
ing. Bot as this salvation is conditioned upon the of the converted.
Ver. 4. Pfajtf. Bibdwerk : Believers are
coming of the Messiah, and we know clearly that
the Messianic salvation is and shall be universal, bound to warn in love their brothers, sisters, or
:

—
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flOSEA.

who

are remiss in the practice of true rcthem to the right way.
Ver. 7. God is the real Giver of all temporal
and spiritual blearing*. If, therefore, thou hast
any want, seek its supply from God.
Luroa : It is much more easy and pleasant for
a true child of God to serve Him in the enjoyment
of his favor and with inward peace, than it is for
an untaught child of the world to cleave to it with
its restless service of sin.
[Matthew Hbbbt : Crosses and obstacles in
an even course are great blessings, and are so to be
accounted ; they are God's hedges to keep us from
nts,

n,

and

to bring

transgressing, to restrain us from wandering out
of the green pastures, to " withdraw man from his
purpose " (Job xxxiii. 17), to make the way of sin
difficult that we may not go on in it, and to keep
us from it whether we will or not.
have rea-'
son to bless God for restraining grace and for restraining judgment. God is a bountiful benefactor
even to those whom He foresees will be ungrateful
and unthankful to Him.
M.|
Ver. 10. God ever remains the Possessor of the

We

[Matthbw Hbbbt The best way of reducing
wandering souls to God is by fair means. By the
promise of rest in Christ we are invited to take
nis yoke upon us. and the work of conversion mav
be forwarded by comforts as well as by convictions.
:

Pusbt

God has mercy, not because we deserve
:
but because we need it. He draws ns because wo
are so deeply sunken. He prepares the soul by
these harder means, and thus the depths of her
misery cry to the depths of his compassion and
because chastisement alone would stupefy her, nor
melt her, He changes his wrath into mercy, and
speaks to the heart which, for her salvation, He has
broken.
M.)
Ver. 17. Strife and tribulation are to believers
by God's grace a door of hope (Rom. v. 4). It is
a peculiar and special work for God's children to
praise Him with mouth, heart, and life, for so many
it,

:

—

blessings received.

Pfaff. Bibelwerk : Behold,
soul, the consequence of thy true repentance.
Thou hast new
hope, new joy, new faith in Jesus the Bridegroom
of our souls, the abandonment of all false and hypogifts He bestows.
Pfaff. Bibdwvk : It Is a critical worship, new blessings from God, security,
shameful and inexcusable sin to misuse the gifts peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost
of God, in order to serve our evil desires or to pro[Pusbt : To each returning soul, the valley of
mote evil ends. It is a great sin to devote the trouble,
or the lowliness of repentance, becometh a
riches, which God bestows, to the service of idoldoor of patient longing, not in itself but because God
atry or superstition.
giveth it so ; a longing which reacheth on, awaiteth
fPosBT : Since "men have as many strange on, entering within
the vail, and bound fast to the
gods as they have sins," what do they who seek
throne of God.
M.]
pleasure or gain greatness or praise in forbidVer. 19. Keil: The abandonment of idolatry
den ways or from forbidden sources, than make
and mixed religion is a work of divine grace which
their pleasure or gain or ambition their god, and
renews the heart and fills it with abhorrence of
offer their time and understanding and ingenuity
idolatry in its gross or refined forms.

—

—

and

intellect,

lives and their whole
bodies, all the gifts of God,

yea their whole

Ver. 20. Only then can men live with full enjoyment and security in the world, when they feel
in sacrifice to the idols they have made ?
M.]
Ver. 11. Pfaff. Bibblwbbk: God takes assured that they have a merciful God.
selves, their souls

and

—

his gifts from us when we misuse them.
He demands a heavy reckoning.
[Mattbbw Henbt : Those that abuse the mercies God gives them to his dishonor cannot expect
M.]
to enjoy them long.
Ver. 12. Hbbgstbnbebo : Hfan who forsakes
God for the world, God puts to shame before the
world, and that all the more, the nearer he formerly
stood to Him.

[Matthbw Hbbbt

—

:

Tranquility Detu tranquil-

omnia.
M.]
Ver. 21. Ribobb: When the kind alluring of
God finds entrance into us, when it educes an answer of humble penitence, how the faithful God
becomes inclined to make all his covenant good to
us, and to let no good thing mil of all that lie has
spoken.
Pfaff. Bibelwerk: How highly are the souls
[Matthbw Hbbbt : Those who will not de- of believers esteemed by God that He should beliver themselves into the hand of God's mercy troth Himself to them, and that to eternity, and
cannot be delivered out of the hand of his Jus- present Himself and his love to them literally as
lot

—

tice.— M.]
Ver. 14.
Pfaff. B&dwerk : Thus on account of false worship of God and impious doctrine, are whole countries destroyed by the Lord.
O, that true zeal would animate the great ones of
this world to destroy the kingdom of Satan everywhere powerfully, so that the hand of the Lord
mav not smite them.
friENOSTENBBRQ The sacred writers are not
ashamed to use a base word for such base traffic.
They speak throughout of common things in a
:

common manner

for the vulgar, word is the most
a vulgar thing. The morality of a
people or of an age may oe measured by their
speaking of a vulgar thing in a vulgar manner, or
tne reverse.
M.J
Bibelwerk : This is the
Ver. 15.
Pfaff.
way of the gracious and merciful God if He does
first lead us into the desert and make ns feel the
;

suitable for

—

:

rod of his wrath,

He

speaks kindly to us after-

wards when we repent, and applies his mercy to
our mricken Irarts, which are thus made more ca/pable of using it aright.

their

own

1

For

in this

He

presents to

them

his

dear righteousness, the righteousness of Christ,
which is of infinite worth ; He acquits them in

judgment

;

He

displays toward

them mercy and

compassion by the forgiveness of sins. He even
betroths Himself to them in faithfulness, and thus
implants the true knowledge of Him in their souls.
Prove, O soul, whether thou art as intimate with
Him : Dost thou enjoy with Him a blessed and
true communion of love ?
Why is it then thai
thou dost still love so much the world and sin, and
that thy mind is ever occupied with other objects
than Jesus ?
[Saint Bbbbabd: How can it be that so
mighty a king should become a Bridegroom, that
the Church should be exalted into a bride 1 That
alone which is all-powerful hath power for tmV
Love that is strong as death. How should that not
raise her up, which has already made Him to
stoop ? If He hath not acted as a spouse, if He
hath not loved as a spouse, been iealous as a
spouse, then hesitate thou to think thyself espoused.
M.]

—
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in.

If God be for us, who can be
Faith will assuredly gain a hearing.
Behold, all creatures are ready to serve believers.
Everything must drop blessings upon them.
Bibeiutrie : God pours down upon
Pfjlff.
believers from the lofty heaven of his mercy a
spiritual
shower of
gifts, yes, even the oil of the
Holy Spirit Himself. It is our part to open the
months of our heart, and most eagerly receive those
blessings which God's mercy vouchsafes to us.
Matthew Hevsy: See what a peculiar deSt those that are in covenant witn God may

true repentance and conversion, and not suppose
that this great work can be accomplished in a lifeless spirit or with a hypocritical behavior.
Crambr: True faith knows God not only as
God, bnt as its God.
Bhqbr : All in this life that is truly good is included in this :
God ! if said not from habit,
but with a full title to its use.- This is a word of
faith, by which we place our whole reliance upon
the almighty, true, and compassionate God ; it is
a* word of hope by which we provide ourselves
with all good perpetually in God, who is a Rock
tali
ake in their creature comforts, as seeing them all of Eternity, a word of love and fellowship by
come to them from the hand of God* ; they can run which we delight ourselves in the goodness of God,
op all the streams to the fountain, and taste cove- and give ourselves wholly .up to Him.
nant love in common mercies, which makes them
[Pusbt : To say my God, is to own an excludoubly sweet
M.]
sive relation to God alone. It is to say, my BeginVer. 25*
Ptaff. Bibelwerk : There is thus ning and my End, my Hope and my Salvation, in
always time left for repentance, and the Lord still whom alone I will hope, whom alone I will fear,
preserves a seed for Himself, which He makes love, worship, trust in, and obey, and serve, with
fruitful and increases.
If He then is so rich in all my heart, soul, strength, and mind, my God
mercy,
let us become ready to receive it by a and my All!
M.]
Vers. 23, 24.

against us.

My

—

—

O

Chapter

III.

The Love which Jehovah preserves towards the "Adulterous" People, and the Chasten-xng in Love which He undertakes for their Conversion, again symbolically represented.

Then said the Lord [And Jehovah said] unto me, Go yet, 1 love a woman beloved
of her friend, yet an adulteress, according to the love of the Lord [Jehovah] toward
the children of Israel, who look [and they turn] to other gods, and love flagons of
2 wine * [raisin-cakes]. So I bought her 8 to me for a homer of barley and a half-homer
3 of barley.
And I said unto her, Thou shalt abide [remain quiet] for me many
dayB ; thou shalt not play the harlot, and thou shalt not be for another man : so will
4 I also be for thee. For the children of Israel shall abide many days without a king,
1

and without a prince, and without a sacrifice, and without an image, and without
and without teraphim. Afterward shall the children of Israel return and
seek the Lord [Jehovah] their God, and David their king, and shall fear 4 the Lord
and his gOOdneas in the latter days [shall tremble towards Jehovah and towards hit goodness at the

5 an ephod,

end of the dare].

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 1.

— TW

so saSaetoat

might, espeelaUy to gain a relation to 1^111*1

ground

a change

(i.

2),

be connected with ">£rf*}.

But then

to

by the connection with t| V.
p Ver. L The translation of the last two- words of ver. 1, in B. V. : « flagons of wine," which is thai of Junius,
TwnwJMaa, and others, and the various other renderings, have not been due to different readings, bnt to misconceptions
lor

—

of the

mea ning of

"*2TE^.

nJUO, having read

p
*

;

Ver. 2.

^

S

Mote the

repetition of

aoastrueUon la JBngilah, as
4 Ter. 6.

The oniy

—

reference to chap.

i.

2

to

clear

variation of reading seems to have been that held by Aqnila,

who

translate*

W\ - M.]

— rn?Hj has here dagheeh-forte

MQ b (1)l

The

in the accentuation.

2H TTTTO

C^fcfi?

many have
to

done,

separative.

See Green, Gr.,$2to; Bwald,§90e (»); Btfttoher, § 229,

as characteristic of the Hebrew.

It

might be better to avoid the

by rendering : a homer-and-a-half of barley.

a pregnant construction

:

See the exposition.

— M.

like
]

tremble (and come) toward Jehovah and toward his goodness.

Bat as regards

this relation, that which is to be presented to the senses is essentially different from
that which the symbolical action of chap. i. was to
Chapter iii. narrates a second symbolical action, present. There the sin of Israel was to be symin which the prophet has again to represent by his bolized, with the judgment which Jehovah would
relations to a woman the relation of God to Israel. inflict upon Israel for their idolatry. Here there is

mXJDOBTICAL AND CRITICAL.
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no distinct reference to these. It might be assumed
of itself that a simple repetition of the comparison
would be inadmissible. # We must rather expect an
advance. This is found when we consider that
we are no longer at the beginning as in chap, i.,
but that the whole exposition, from chap. ii. 1 onwards, lies between, and especially the section ii.
4 ff., where it is clearly stated that Israel will be
deservedly punished, but only because of God's lore
in order that they may by chastisement be led to
return and secure his favor. This announcement
is presupposed in our chapter, which naturally
stands in close relation to chap. i. But as the latter chapter forms a beginning, so also does it form
a conclusion. For here .we have not to do with
the judgment, as such, which Israel has to sutler,
the judgment of rejection, but with the symbolical
declaration, that God loves Israel, must chasten
them, but does so only out of love, only because
He will not cast them off. The symbolixing of this
love of God is shown expressly in ver. 1, to be the
main object of this purely symbolical transaction,
and the emphasis is therefore placed upon the command, to " love," laid upon the prophet, which is
inserted designedly.
The sequel snows of what
kind this love is, and what is its aim. Vers. 1-3
describe the symbolical action.
Vers. 4, 5 afford
its explanation and inform us of its object.

mediately that it cannot be simply a future adultery that is here meant
It is meant that love coexists with adultery at present existing, by which
love is not destroyed, but rather is displayed to
the adulteress as that which she had trifled with
by her infidelity. Hence love is here rather something that is to follow. Only so is it the representative of the attitude of God which is here
depicted. For God has indeed loved Israel, though
He knew they would afterwards be unfaithful to
Him. But it is not that which happened once
that is to be exhibited by the prophet, but that
which is now transpiring, the present conduct
of God towards Israel (as in chap. i. the present
conduct of Israel towards God, as Keil there correctly remarks ; see above).
It is this, that God
docs not withdraw his love from a spouse who has
been and still is unfaithful. Besides, the supposition of a fUture adultery on the part of a wife
whom the prophet is to take, is not admissible according to what follows. For the prophet in fulfilling the command makes this impossible for her
(ver. 3).
And to suppose that she commits adultery in spite of this prohibition in ver. 3 is against
ver. 4 ; tor there a condition of Israel is described
in which there is no longer adultery (idolatry).
Finally, we may ask more generally, how we

can call a woman who is to commit adultery at
said to mo: so once
ntJH? Therefore
some future time,
The reference to chap. L 2 is clear even
is to be taken as a preterite or as a presnONSQ
by the collocation of Tfo and ^v.
3«3Jf w e»- ent
a woman who has been or is unfaithful
sential, as already hinted, and therefore cannot be to thee.
And the conclusion is a necessary one,
modified into a mere
that a woman is supposed with whom the Prophet
(i. 2) [= take], on ac
was already united. It would then be surprising,
count of the IT 5 "^ which expresses the repetiif it were quite forgotten in chap. iii. that a martion of the former action.
It is only the Tf^H riage of the prophet had already been described,
that needs to be repeated, in relation to the woman. and a new one were introduced. Such a broken,
But what the prophet is to do this time in respect atomising method of representation can hardly be
imputed to a prophetic writer, especially as there
to the woman is 271K
This must express hot
is absolute necessity for understanding a reference
merely a ditpotition to love (for a command, and
to chap. i. in the very matter in question. No, as
especially the command Tf v, would not agree with our chapter presupposes the preceding in a general
this, expressing as It does an outward act), but an way, it presupposes chap. i. specially ; vet it natattestation or effectuation of love.
Tet this pre- urally is not a repetition of the image, but an exsupposes an inclination to love ; in so far it is de- tension of it. There the prophet was commanded
manded of the prophet. For he is to represent the to marry a lewd woman (and to beget children by
conduct of God, and in that his displays of love her). When such a woman is married she is no
spring from a loving mind. The prophet is to love longer a whore, but an adulteress. For a woman,
a woman who is not in the least worthy of love
once characterised as O^OJ ntjftj, naturally reto love whom one feels and can feel no desire.
tains that character, and when married will be

Yer. 1.
more, etc

And Jehovah

HJ^O

=

np

n^On

Zn nant*

nttft*.

ond

Looking

to the sec-

epithet the sense is clear : committing adul*
tery. Thus the prophet must marry an adulterous
woman. This can scarcely be a woman who has
been unfaithful to her marriage with another. It
might be supposed, indeed, that she had been separated from her husband, and it would be difficult
to love such a woman, as she gives no guarantee
of her fidelity. But nothing is said of any such
separation from another, and the tertium comparationis is just the fact that the prophet acts after the
analogy of God, and therefore must love a woman
who is unfaithful to her marriage with himself.
But the difficulty lies in the indefiniteness of the

np^JO
chap.

iii.

*"*$$•

And

as

It is thus that she appears in
first

ish

woman

was to marry
to love the whoran adulterous wife.

the prophet

a wuorish woman, so now he
as married, t. «.,
the other this

Compared with

is

is

something higher,

The former was

to exhibit a
the existing
disturbed actual condition of things,
inversion of the normal relations between God
and Israel (and in the children the deserved punishment) ; the latter a comforting truth, the desired
(
might add :
restitution of those relations.
As the unpropitions names of the children have
been changed into their opposites, the same thing
happens in a certain sense in the unpropitions martime indicated by the part. H5K3D. Keil takes riage. There it was said : Thou must take a wife
future
who
it to be
will become adulterous: just because she is a whore, and so testify agaiiibt
naturally, if the woman is one who is first married Israel's sin and of their rejection, and now : Thou
But the difficulties which attend must love her although she is an adulteress, and so
to the prophet.
the explanation as future are less patent with Keil, testify of Israel's hope). And as something essen-

something new.

—

We

=

for be regards 2TT.H
bitrary.

If

we

B"

Hf?, which, however, is ar- tially different is to be symbolised by this relation
of the prophet to his wife, it is not to bo wondered
DH£, it it felt im- at which cannot be denied, that the form of

take ^rrja as

—

—
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IB.

it such that something altogether would thus be just as suitable used of illicit as of
to begin, or that it appears as though conjugal love. But it is especially in favor of the
the prophet were now for the first time being latter that, so far as the conduct of the woman is
brought into relations with this woman.
have brought before ns, she appears as the (guilty) subhere again an indication that we hare not to do ject of a love directed towards another, and is
with real, aetnal events.
narrative of an actual therefore to be represented actively, not passively,
marriage of the prophet is not given ; he is only as the object of a love displayed by another ; hence
conceived of as standing in that relation,* and since
the passive expression :
fiW^fi* would give
it is only a feigned condition of things, it can very
well be viewed first from one side, and then, with- an unsuitable sense if it should mean : beloved by
out any preparation, from another. The woman a paramour. Israel is essentially one who turns
to paramours, runs after them unremittingly,
is naturally called Hl^M, not HOWTT.
For the while, on the other hand, Israel is the object of the
emphasis lies upon the predicates ; his wife appears Husband's love from the beginning, and is here
here as an adulterous woman
love (in thy wife) represented as receiving it. Therefore in the figan adulterous woman. The absence of the article urative presentation also the love is regarded as
can therefore not be urged against the identity of coming from, and being bestowed by the husband
this woman with the former.
This identity is, in upon tne wife. (It would be otherwise if we had
feet, only presupposed in the command of our
Hence the
chapter. The main point is that the Prophet may a different punctation :

the discourse

new appears

We

A

53

=

H^H).

be thought of (1

as being already married, (2) as
experiencing his wife's adultery. No importance is
attached to the person of the woman, for no actual
event is described. If this were the case, a woman,
living in wedlock with the Prophet, could not be
spoken of as this one is here described. From this
it is evident that we have here only the symbolizing of religious truth ; as soon as this is accomplished the person of the woman possesses no further interest.
)

The suffix in «77D$ ( Ter> 2 )> a*8° appears to allude to a well known woman, and this cannot be
disposed of by Keil's remark that the suffix refers
simply to the woman mentioned in ver. 1. For
according to Keil's view a woman is only described
in ver. 1 ; it is only said what kind of woman she
is.
This mere predicate of a woman whose person
is as yet undefined cannot afterwards be supplied
by a personal pronoun but only by

such a

Love a woman, who, although beloved
bv her friend, litis yet become an adulteress. Her

sense

is

:

sin is thus 6harply stigmatized, that the love enjoined may appear in greater contrast to it and as

something unmerited. This view of P1J HpnfcJ
shows all the more the untenableness of any
reference to a woman whom the Prophet must
now marry. For that phrase would then allude
to some person who now appears for the first time.
But what meaning would there be in the com-

mand

:
love a woman who will or is to be beloved
by her husband, t. e., by tbee ? The notion would
be more tolerablo only if SilM be (with Keil) mod-

ified

into H(2

missible.

which

is,

however, certainly inad-

The words: as Jehovah loves the

children of Israel, etc., indicate expressly that
what the prophet is to do has a symbolical mean-

wom-

ing, and declares also what that meaning is. For
an, or, since that expression is unknown to the they are plainly not merely to be connected (Keil)
Hebrew, by repeating the whole predicate : a woman with
(love)
a woman
r©H3C1
beloved, etc., if her name were not to be given.
who, although beloved bv her husband, commits
The pert. pron. would presuppose that the person adultery, and who acts as does Israel, who was loved
named in ver. I was already well defined, and not by God and yet, etc. It is more natural to refer
simply a person of the kind described. But this them to
the command which the prophet received.
woman it further described as 7*2 H^n^.i and This command of God, in itself so surprising and
The sense has exacting, receives by them its symbolical explanathat before the other predicate.
beloved by a para- tion. It is laid upon him only that he may thns
been taken differently: (1)
exhibit the love or God, who loves his people and
mour, and therefore parallel with H5H30, or the
manifests that love, in spite of their unfaithfulness,
latter would express its consequence : beloved by a
and by the love enjoined upon him he is to repreparamour, and so committing adultery. (2) "Since
sent and assure to the people this love of God.
in Jer. Hi. 20 denotes a husband but never an
i
"^5»TO? does not merely indicate the reason why
adulterous paramour," the phrase is supposed
the prophet is to love this woman, but it declares
husband
beloved by a
and yet practicing adultery.
also how he is to do so : he must not merely " love "
But it is certainly incorrect to say that
can be in the general, but must love after that definite
:

yi ranH =

=

3H

=

zn

understood only of a husband and not of a paramour. It means paramour in Jer. iii. 1, at all
events. It means simply
one with whom one has
intercourse, a companion, and specially in the relations of love: one beloved (see the lexicons).
The word does not determine whether the intercourse be lawful or not. Therefore the notion of
the marriage relation must not be imported into
the word, and we must remain by the sense beloved one (friend, companion). If the marriage
:

:

relation is indicated, ?*3

is abstracted from this
as such, and onlv its inner side, so to
speak, the love that is felt in the married state, is
brought into view. Now it is iust this disposition
of love that is to be emphasized in this connection,

relation

and therefore 5!3

is

chosen designedly.

The word

manner

in which Jehovah loves the children of Is(which is shown immediately thereafter). And
lore raisin-cakes. These must have been connected in some way with idolatrous worship they
probably belonged to the offerings presented to the
rael

:

and eaten at the idol-festivals. Hence we are
to understand first an image of idol-worship, whose
enticing dainties are contrasted with the hard and
healthy fere of the serious religion of Jehovah.
Bui this special feature of the worship is chosen in
order to show the service to be something agreeinc
with the flesh, satisfying the sensual nature ; which
explains the more easily Israel's apostasy, and at
the same time includes a bitter reproach : " They
forget their God for the sake of dainties."
vers. 2, S.
Then I purchased her for myself
for fifteen silverlings, etc. In ver. 2 we necesidols,
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of the command of ver. pears not to agree with our explanation of chap.
This is a guide to the iii., which we hold is concerned with a woman
with whom the prophet is already married ; but
exposition. With *)^? we mtt»t supply
this contradiction is only apparent.
For, though
fifteen shekels of silver.
Homer is the name of a the woman is married to the prophet, she is yet an
dry measure
a cor, or ten baths or ten ephahs adulterous wife, and has therefore renounced her
sarily find the fulfillment
1,

the

2TW there enjoined.

v^:

=

TfH^ = a
= a homer and a half or

(see Esek. xlv.

1 1 ),

half homer.

To- husband (compare

ephahs. The
money value of this quantity of barley cannot be
determined ; for it is arbitrary to suppose, 'because
fifteen ephahs are mentioned along witn fifteen shekels of silver, that therefore they are of equal value,
and that an ephah of barley was worth an ephah of
silver.
An agreement of the numbers would then
have been avoided ; nothing would have been said
of the fifteen ephahs, and an altogether different
measure would nave been given. Nothing is to be
concluded from 2 Kings vii. 1-18, nor from Ex.
xxi. 82, if, indeed, the latter can be at all connected with this verse. It is supposed that the
passage in Exodus affords the key to the understanding of our passage, and the thirty pieces of silver
are sought here the more earnestly. Thirty pieces
of silver are there stated to be the price of a slave,
and it is supposed that the Prophet paid the same
sum for the woman in order to symbolise the state
gether

fifteen

of bondage from which God redeemed Israel. But
Kurts rightly rejects this explanation of the passage and its application to our verse, on the ground
that there it is not the price of a slave that is alluded to, but the compensation allowed for a slave
killed on account of the carelessness of another.
In the latter case it was just as allowable and fitting to fix one and the same price without respect
to age, sex, and constitution, as it would have been
wrong and foolish to fix the market price under
the same conditions. For in the former case (of
killing) the responsibility was just the same no
matter who the slave might be, a strong man, or a
woman, or a decrepit or aged person. Zech. xi.
12 might better be compared. But this passage
does not speak of the price of a slave, and besides,
it is an arbitrary assumption that our passage
speaks of thirty shekels' worth* So we are shut

Israel's attitude towards God).
If he " loves
her still, and would prove to her
his enduring love, he must act towards her as one

who weds a wife, he must purchase her, like a
stranger, with a bridal gift. If this points to the
guilt, the extreme estrangement of the woman, it
shows also directly the endurance of the husband's
love that he should act thus, that he should treat
as a bride a degraded, adulterous wife, from whom
it would be most natural to cut himself entirely
loose, that he should even give her a bridalpresent
in opposition to all natural inclinations! let this
is not a blind love, but it corresponds to the circumstances of the case (compare God's attitude
towards Israel), a love which involves a beneficial
chastening. This is indicated in our verse. It is
assuredly not without design that a production of
nature forms part of the gift. It shows that it was
intended for the support of life. It is probably
indicated that the woman is not yet taken into the
husband's house ; for such a gift would then have
no meaning. Further, the bridal gift is such a one
as the wife nad the least right to claim or expect :
a token that her husband loves her still ana will
not cut himself off wholly from her. And if this
cannot be maintained, with certainty, it is still
probable (barley was among the ancients a food
but little esteemed) that this whole present was
not at all a rich one, but onlv barely sufficient,
especially if we can assume that it was to lasr.
" many days."
Vcr. 3 gives additional information as to the action of the prophet described
in ver. 2,

Q*?n DHBJ,

long duration

:

duct of the wife.

"

an

indefinite

the end will depend
*

< *2J&F\.

period of

upon the con-

2tt^ =.

to sit,

t. «.,

V

shows that such conkeep quiet. The
duct was to be observed with reference to the husup to an explanation of our passage from itself
band, that he so disposes of her from love to her,
alone, and we have no sure ground for believing
in order to improve her and educate her to become
that a redemption from bondage is alluded to. On
the other hand, we are not justified in assuming a his faithful wife." *b Dttfj therefore does not
purchase of the woman from her parents with the
mean dwell with me. What was remarked in
pieces of silver, etc., for " it cannot be shown that
ver. 2 proves this already, and the meaning of ver
it was a custom with the Israelites topurchase the
4, especially, would not suit such a sense, for a rebride from her parents" (Keil).
Keil therefore
lation of communion with God is here denied. The
holds that the fifteen silverlings, etc., are something given to the woman. Of course it cannot difficult words TfV?W "OH. Z£\ are probably to
be meant that the pieces of silver, etc., were given be explained in a corresponding manner with the
Such an recent expositors and I will be so towards thee,
to the present paramour of the woman.
offering would be itself surprising but we must namely, observe the same conduct towards thee,
also remember that the woman is not conceived of t.-e., have no conjugal intercourse with thee. Anas being adulterously connected with a paramour. other explanation is : and I also will hold myself
ready for thee, wait for thee, t. #., not take any
What now does
mean* It is clear that
other wife. This is possible in itself, but not suitthe meaning " dig*' is unsuitable here, for the ex- able to ver. 4, which contains the explanation of
planation of Hengstenberg, from Ex. xxi. 6
For this verse contains only a negative
ver. 3.
Dent xv. 17, is strange and awkward. In Gen. thought (see on ver. 4). Therefore the sense of
1. 5 ; Deut ii. 6 ; Job vi. 27 ; xL 30, it
has the the whole is : The Prophet displays unmerited love
meaning : purchase, make a bargain ; in the last towards his adulterous wife, according to the comto

:

:

:

rn?$

two passages with '? of the person or thing for mand 2iTO for, like a bridegroom he again ac{
or about which the bargain was made : in the first quires her with a bridal gift. But this love has
=*
two with an accusative
to purchase, buy ; in the also for its object the improvement of the wife, and
with /., of the person who is bought : in the he therefore manifests his love in such a manner
as to secure that end. He cares for her support,
second with 2}, of the price paid. So also here
but limits her allowance that she may learn saluI purchased her to me for, etc This certainly ap- tary humility. He naturally interdicts her adul-

first
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III.

terons habits, but does not at once resume his con- It is a stronger expression for the preceding
jugal intercourse with her. This is therefore a
0?p2
seek with anxiety, since the needed help
manifestation of love of a disciplinary character,
is found in the One sought ; therefore sought with
bat still essentially of love,
just as is that of God
solicitude, although He assuredly will be found,
toward Israel.
because He is the seeker's only dependence. This
Ver. 4. For many days will the children of
thus the direct contrast to the former abandon=" is
Israel ait, etc Ver. 4 is the explanation
ment of Jehovah and seekine help in idols. What
for) of ver. 3.
Three pairs of objects are named is sought in God is his goodness, especially in his
of which the children of Israel shall be deprived. gifts, of which they had been deprived (comp. Jer.
King and prinee holders of the civil government, xxxi. 12 ; Zech. ix. 17). On the end of the days
#hich will therefore cease in Israel. Also the wor- see the preceding remarks. This is therefore the
ship will cease with it. This is represented by the end of the " many days," or the fuller explanation

=

—

0?

—

two following, rQt,

sacrifice,

and

Hp§Q,

stat-

ues, defining the sense more closely. Besides these,
two objects used as oracles are mentioned: the
ephod, which was strictly the High-priest's shoulder-garment, with the Urim and Thummim, which
was not on or brought ont when oracles were given.
It is brought into view here evidently not in relation to the High-priest, but on account of its connection with oracles in general, as its use was imitated even by idolaters in worship (Judges xvii.
>

5; xviii 14, 17, 18, 20). The
?"3fl were also
used for the same purpose. They are equivalent
to Penata (com p. Zech. xix. 2 ; Esek. xxi 86),
and in the passage cited from Judges are mentioned along with the ephod. Whether the sense
is that Israel will have neither the worship of Jehovah nor idolatry, remains doubtful. For, according to what has been said, the ephod does not
directly imply the worship of Jehovah ; still less

Hpt.

of>TO.
[The discussion given above of this chapter is
so full and able, both as to its general purport and
as to its special features, that no additions are necessary from any writer holding the identity of the
woman here described with that of chap. L The
force of some of the arguments employed is overestimated, and others, as is readily perceived, are
too largely based on mere speculation, yet the general results go to show the strong probability of
the correctness of this hypothesis and of its conseSuences, where they affect the interpretation of inividual passages.
The recent English commentators agree with the majority of the moderns in
holding this view. Newcome adopts the old opinion that the Prophet's former wife (Gomer) had died
in the interval. Noyes thinks that it is immaterial
whether the women are identical or not. The fullness of the discussion of the several minor features
of this short chapter precludes the necessity of additions from the remarks of Anglo- American expositors, which are, moreover, usually of a comparatively general nature. On some points, as, for
example, the object of the " purchase^' of the worn**» *nd ^symbolical meaning, the difficulties cannot be said to be yet satisfactorily solved.
M.]

Probably the distinction between the
not implied, but worship simply indicated.
The condition of things is described as one of the
deprivation of that which had been Israel's support (king and prince) and joy and consolation
and the important fact is that
j sacrifice, etc);
Idolatry should cease. This should be effected
against Israel's desire, would be a punishment
DOCTRINAL AND BTHIOAL.
like the cessation of their own government, civil
independence ; but the punishment is a chastening
1. On the love of Jehovah to Israel, which enin love, a token that God had not forgotten Israel
dures in spite of all unfaithfulness, but does
It is true that this positive truth, of a manifestanot
forget to chasten, see the Introduction, and
tion of love, lies in the background in our verse,
which wears a negative aspect But this love was especially No. 1 in the Doctrinal and Ethical sec-

does

two

is

—

declared in ver. 1 to be the main thought, and in
ver. 5 (whose purport, moreover, transcends the
symbol) it appears quite clearly by the issue to be
the object in view.
Ver. 5. Afterwards will the children of Israel return : a post hoc which includes, however,
clearly a propter hoc, i. «., the situation described
in ver. 4 is an essential cooperating factor.
Will
seek Jehorah their God and David their king.
" Seeking Jehovah their God is connected with seeking David their king. For as the apostasy of the
ten tribes from the kingdom of David was only
the consequence and result of its inner apostasy
from Jehovah, so the true return to God could not
take place without a return to their king David,
since God had promised the kingdom to David forever in his seed (2 8am. vii. 13, 16) ; thus David
their king " (Keil).
is the only true king of Israel
The family of David is probably primarily meant,
and more strictly, a king of that family. The conclusion, " at the end of the days," alludes to the
Messianic period, according to prophetic usage elsewhere ; hence we are justified in assuming the Messiah to be also meant here. Will tremble towards

tion attached to chap. ii.
2.
condition of things, such as that threatened in ver. 4, characterized the kingdom of the
ten tribes when they were led away into exile by
Assyria ; and in this we can see a fulfillment, although nothing is said of any captivity, and in
fact nothing of the manner in which the kingdom
and worship should cease. It is very doubtful, to
say the least, whether we can claim for the threatening a wider range, and make it apply also to the

A

kingdom of Judah. Nothing can be adduced from

the resemblance to the threatening which the
Prophet Asariah uttered against Judah in the days
of Asa (2 Chron. xv. 2, 4).
For ver. 5 of our
chapter points too clearly to the kingdom of the
ten tribes, and no judgments are pronounced
against Judah until the later chapters, which belong to a later period. The threatening goes hand
in hand with the promise.
The latter holds out,
first of all, a return, which, according to the words
shall seek Jehovah their God, is to be taken as a
contrast to the resort made to other gods (ver. 1).
According to the promise they will also seek David
their king. [See the passage quoted from Keil in
the exegetical section.] The house of David is
'W
in?«
to
tremble
;
with
it
forms
a
Jehorah,
naturally the primary object of the reference. For
pregnant expression : tremble hastening towards in returning thither they acknowledge the divine

—
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right of Darid to the kingdom.
This promise if
shown here indubitably to be Messianic by the

" at the end of the days/' which " does
:
not denote the future in general, but always the
coming consummation of the kingdom of God,
which begins with the advent of the Messiah/'
expression

(Keil.)

We cannot,

therefore, find the fulfillment

which happened in the return from the
Babylonian exile, apart from the consideration
that that event affected mainly the kingdom of
Judah, while here the kingdom of Israel is the
subject of discourse ; thus the promise was not
then fulfilled. Hence the question is suggested
here also Since this promise was not fulfilled to
Israel even with the coming of the Messiah, has it
in that

and believe what the Prophet says, that God
a husband who, although he has been deserted by an adulterous wife and is angry thereat,
is yet more impelled by mercy, than urged by the
sin of the adulteress, and wins her back to his
love.
And truly has the Prophet in two respects
set forth great things. For, in the first place, he
could not describe sin as being more dreadful than
sins,

is like

he here pictures it in the sin of the adulteress. And,
again, ne extols highly the love of God by this
image, when he says that He is animated by lov£
towards the adulteress.
[Pusbt : His love was to outlive hers, that He
might win her at last to Himself. Such, God says,
:
is the love of the Lord for Israel.
fallen to the ground, or is the fulfillment yet to be
[ Ver. S. Matthew Hekbt : Those whom God
expected 1 According to what has been remarked designs honor and comfort for He first makes senunder chap, i., both questions are to be answered in sible of their own worthlessness, and brings them
the negative, and the answer rather is : The fulfill- to acknowledge with the prodigal : " I am no more
ment has already begun in Him, in whom all the worthy to be called thy son.'7 Poverty and dispromises of God are Yea and Amen, but in another grace sometimes prove a happy means of making
and far higher sense than the Prophet imagined, who great sinners penitent Comp. the Exegedcal re•
saw the people of God in Israel alone. Separating marks.— M.I
Ver. 4. Although it is a great punishment of
the kernel from the husk, we must, upon the
ground of the New Covenant, see the fulfillment God, that a government should be cast down, it is
in the gathering of a people of God around a de- vet a much greater punishment that liberty should
scendant of David who was greater than David's be taken away to serve God and teach his Word.
Luther : ver. 5. These are glorious words of
around Christ. And so, though this is not
son,
"
the Prophet who thus combines God and Christ
the literal meaning of the promise, " King David
that one of David s family who was to be sought in worship, so that, when we call upon God, we
after, is the Messiah.
In this Son of David it is should do so through Christ ; when we hope in
The promise the mercy of God we hope through Christ that
fulfilled, though not yet completely.
is still in course of fulfillment, and to its perfect God would have mercy on us.
[Pusbt
So God's goodness overflows with
fulfillment is specially necessary the universal conversion of Israel to Christ, but, as is natural, not beneficence and condescension, and graciousness
mercy
and
and
forgiving love, and joy in impartmerely the people of the ten tribes, here literally
ing Himself, and complacence in the creatures
indicated.
which He has reformed, and refound, redeemed,
HOMIUSTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
and sanctified for his glory. Well may his creatures tremble towards it with admiring wonder that
Yer. 1. Luthxr: Let us cease to fear the all this can be made theirs !
M.]
wrath and judgment of God on account of our

— MJ

—

:

—
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IV. 1-19.

PART SECOND.
Jehovah pleads with Israel his Beloved but Uicfaithful Spouse.
Chapters IV.-XIV.

FIRST DISCOURSE.
Chapters IV.-XI.
I.

THE ACCUSATION.
Chapters IV.-VII.

A.

Against the People as a Whole on Account of their Idolatry and the Corruption of
their Morale {promoted by the Priests).

Chapter IV.
1

1-19.

Hear the word of Jehovah, ye children of Israel
For Jehovah has a difference with the inhabitants of the
Because there is no fidelity and no goodness
And no knowledge of God in the land

land.

2 (Only) cursing and lying,
And murdering and stealing and adultery
They break in, and murder follows upon murder.
S Therefore will the land mourn,

And

who dwell therein shall languish,
the beast l of the field and the bird of heaven
the fish of the sea also shall be swept away.

all

With

And
4 Only

let

And
And
5 And
And
And

let

6

none contend,
none reprove (another)

;

thy people 9 is like those that strive with the priest
thou shalt fall in the day-time.
the Prophet also shall fall with thee in the night.
I will destroy thy mother.

My people are destroyed for want of knowledge

!

Because thou despisest knowledge,
So do I despise thee 8 to be my driest
Because thou dost forget the law of thy God,
I also will forget thy children.
1 The more they increased the more they sinned against
Their glory will I turn into shame.
8 They eat [make profit of] the sin of my people,
9

me

And direct their desires after their transgressions.
And so it is as the people, so the priest,
And I will visit their ways upon them,
And reward to them their deeds.
:

10 Then they shall eat and not be satisfied,
Will practice whoredom and not spread abroad,
Because they forgot 4 Jehovah, to regard Him.
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Whoredom and wine and new wine
Will take (possession of) a heart
12 My people5 inquires of its wood [idols],

1

And

their staff shall declare to

For the

spirit

it

of whoredom has deceived them,

And they commit whoredom (departing) from under their God.
13 They sacrifice on the summits of the mountains,
And burn incense on the hills ;
Under the oak and poplar and terebinth,
Because their shadow is pleasant.
Therefore your daughters commit whoredom
And your daughters-in-law commit adultery.
14 Yet I will not visit upon [punish] your daughters because they commit whoredom,
Nor your daughters-in-law because they commit adultery
For they [you] themselves go aside with prostitutes,
And sacrifice with temple-girls,
And the people without understanding shall be cast down*
15 If thou commit whoredom,
Israel!
Let not Judah become guilty,
Go not to Gilgal,
And ascend not to Beth-aven,
And swear not : by the life of Jehovah.
16 For Israel is as intractable as an unbroken heifer;
*

Now

Jehovah will pasture them
Like a lamb in a wide field*

—

17 Ephraim is joined to idols
let him be.
18 Their drinking-feast is spoiled
They keep on whoring.
Their shields [rulers] keep on loving shame.6
19 The tempest seizes them with its wings
And they shall be ashamed of their sacrifices.
TXXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
[1 Ver.

&—

2fl

—

njed ntre *•

to

m

Gen *

vll.

21

;

ix. 10, to specify

In usage, though not In grammatical function,

fore in the general.
[t Ver. 4.

$

n*n$«

,

TO5T»

Nowcomo

fires • variety of emendations

it is

and

or enumerate object Indicated bo-

equivalent to our nomsfe.

transpositions, partly

— M.]

from other sources, In order

to obtain a more natural senee than the one he draws from the text
He seems to have been misled by the diflbulty
suggested by HouMgant, who remarks that It could not be a erlma to contend with Idolatrous priests. These of course,

are not meant.

See the exposition.

Among

the anoknt translators, the LXX., Aqulla, and Arab,

thee, sgsinst thee,

0"£ would not be

VT*J would be necessary, and
[•

Ver.6.— We must not

an Aramaic pause! form.

H

Is

my

[Henderson

10.— "ibttfb. Meter

The

article Is

esssntU— ^MDgQtn.

Ao-

and therelbre probably a ebirographleal error. According to Bwald it
The third H is not found tn a great number of KennJcotfs and Do Bonn's

superfluous,
:

manuscripts, nor In some of the earlier printed editions

« Ver.

:

the proper preposition.

HJ^ >^p unexpectedly (Meter).

read

ourdlng to the Masora the third
is

mad ^ttj

—

more natural but Is not necessary.
M.J Meter would point differently, and reads VRfi37) • wltn
namely, Qod, end makes the negation continue: (let no one be) against thee. This Is forced*. The

people, which seems

;

in others

U

is

marked as redundant, and a lew hare

attaches this word to the following verse: to practice lewdness, etc.

But

"|DKDH

this te forced.

iHenderson cites the similar view of 8aadias, Arnold, and Horsley, but thinks w there Is something so repugnant to
Hebrew usage in the combination : to observe fornication, wine and new wine, that it Is altogether inadmissible. " But
his choice of the term " observe " Is arbitrary.
In thus opposing Horsley, he overlooks the met that the latter renders
to give attention to, a sense of the word which is not at all repugnant to Hebrew usage.
It must be remembered that
they " neglected " Jehovah or dropped Him from their thoughts ; the antithesis would naturally be : to keep in mind
Horsley's arguments are mainly
lewdness, etc This is the exact usage of the word in Gen. xxxvil. 11 ; Ps. exxx. 8.

based upon the double anomaly of the construction as formerly assumed, in which
object Indirectly (and irregularly)

usage)

HVP as

direetly,

end the

its direct

object

pers. pron.

:

:

Aim,

by means of *? with the

Infinitive,

2TO

was supposed to govern

its

and TQttJ was regarded as governing (against

they forsook to rosjardJehovah. 2TO is now admitted by some to govern TV\7V
But, even with this constr uction,
Is supplied after rsgora, as Is done by Bohmoller.

the omission of the object in the original after

"1D?7 7 would be unaccountable and very

abrupt.
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IV. 1-19.

stioas this other nsay bt added, that under the presen t division of the tot**, ver. 11 le made nausaallj briet
dlffloolUet in the way of the ordinary construction* should lead ui to regard the subversion of the mark of division
between the verses with more mvor than should ordinarily be shown to attempts at amending the text. The proposed
change would give the translation : because they have negleeted Jehovah to set their minds on whoredom and wine and

new wine, (which)
[5 Ter. 12.

will take possession of the

— Henderson

the preceding verse
translators.

— M.]

* Var. 18.

separated in

nTTH

;

—

"The LXX. and moat

QTJ ^Qntf

!

It is

6.

It is therefore really Instead of

DHM,

5QTn HJtn.

[On

exoept that the doubling has been

'QJjjnb}.

^HN

Wunsche would read

combination see Green, Or., &J 02 «,* 12S, 1 j Swald, § 130
These grsmmaxtens, as well as the best critics generally, regard It as one word. The form with

resembling the preceding

which

— M.]

versions which follow

psrhaps belong together, a piakU form from

an extraordinary manner.

a;~Btoaher,*, 1056

heart

them connect *$¥ with D7 at the end of
a mode of construction adopted by MichaeUs and Baths, but otherwise disapproved by modern
:

usually compared

Is

^IftnnDS,

this

Pi. lxxxviii. 17.

The

last

named author

calls

our form a QHaUal, cor-

responding to the form adopted by Schmoller. The notion conveyed by such forms Is that of intensify, or repetition.
So Swald : es liebtn Htben Schmaeh seitu SehiUt. Comp the rendering of Delitssnh In the passage just cited : verniehtnuhtift.
If the alternative of separate words be adopted, it would be almost necessary te adopt some such expedient
as that of Wttnsche given above ; for the rendering of X. T. : her ratals with shame do love ; give ye, Is almost uninteDiglbte.

— M.J

ing illustration of Hosea's wonderful power of
graphic poetical delineation. Henderson : " What

SXEOBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

the Prophet means is that murder was so comKeil (vers. mon that no space was left between its acts.
.1-5 ; 6-10; 11-14 ; 16-19), although it can hardly LXX. : atfxtrra t<p atuari pioyovai. Coverdale : one
be maintained in general, that onr Prophet ob- bloudgiltyness foloweth another. And Ritterhusius powerfully in his poetical metaphrase :
serves a strict stropnical division.

Four strophes may be supposed with

—

—

Ver. 1. Hear the word of Jehovah, etc Jeho— * Sic sangvmi xmguis
vah appears against Israel as a Judge (that is, Isfruditw, tt setUntm nwtlus Jkusve modus* sat.* n
rael of the Ten Tribes, comp. ver. 1 5), who raises
the accusation, and pronounces the sentence and See 2 Kings xv. ; Micah vii. 2.
M.]
punishment. In a certain sense this first strophe
Ver. 3. Therefore will the land mourn, etc.
contains the sense of the whole. Jehovah has a The punishment of that* moral deprivation ; a
legal action, comp. Micah vi. 2, and great and universal drought, such, e. a., as precontest
vailed under Ahab, was a . *
tent of God. This
with relation to the heathen, Joel iii. 2.
i8
is described in its effects : The mourning of the
faithfulness, trueness to one's word. TTjn is affec- land is a lively figurative expression for the scorchtion, kindness, love. These qualities are frequently ing away of all vegetable productions, and the
mentioned together ; usually as divine attributes, languishing of animal life, and the beasts are
but sometimes also as human virtues. "TDn is named, because the drought was, so to speak, to
here probably special kindness towards the feeble be described from its natural side (comp. Joel i.
and distressed (Keil). The opposite* are prima- 10 ff.). It is just in this condition of nature genBut they nave their root in erally that God executes judgment upon man.
rily moral defects.
that which is Israel's grand defect, in the want of The drought is not to be conceived of as existing
the knowledge of God, t. «., they do not know the at present, but is threatened, as the whole chapter

—

=

.

••----

— HP£

living

God

or

longer —
— since they do naturally
not care

know Him any

through their own fault

generally

is

occupied with threatening.

HJl probably does not

to serve Him.
Ver. 2. Along with the negative description of selves
the corruption we have the positive.
The sins are

but

"

is

specified

refer to

by

the

DO? wj>

men

them*

and

the following ?,

9

is
not described by substantives, but are expressed therefore refers to the beasts, etc. [Keil:
in a lively manner as actions by verbs, and that used in the enumeration of the individuals as in
with special emphasis by the inf. absol. Five sins Gen. vii. 21 ; ix. 10. The fishes are mentioned
are thus mentioned, corresponding to five of the
CD1 to show
;
Ten Commandments, and at the same time these last, and introduced by the emphatic
sins form a definite contrast to fidelity and good- that the drought would prevail to such an extent
that
even
lakes
other
waters
and
bodies
of
would
Swearing along with lying naturally
ness.
i

=

wanton swearing. be dried up. ^DSH : to be collected, to be taken
*TJ§ forms the transition to the finite verb ; the away, to disappear or perish.*' M.]
Ver. 4. Only let none contend, and let none
last three sins, especially murder, are represented
m the concrete, ana at the same time as something reprove, etc. These words appear quite unexfearfully prevalent.
[The literal translation of the pectedly and are not quite clear. There seems to
the last three words is : and bloody deed touches be a verbal reference to ver. 1 ; and it may be that
there is a contrast to that contending there anbloody deed. U^tpj meant originally drops of nounced on the part of God. The sense would
blood, then transferred to deeds of blood in gen- then be : The Lord will contend, but it is preeral, and it is altogether probable that this word sumptuous for men to strive against Him
none
was chosen here to present to the imagination the are to contend or reprove. Or we might forego
picture of a swift succession of murderous assaults, the reference to ver. 1, and explain generally tot
following so closely that drops of the blood of one none contend or reprove! Tne hardened hearts
victim might be conceived as meeting and mini** of the people would then be referred to, who would
ling with those of another.
If so, this is a strik- listen to no rebuke. So Luther after the Vulgate
false

swearing, or, at

all events,

—

:

;

:
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HOSEA.

yet let none rebuke, etc. But TR* is that falsely
rendered. It is not
ret Therefore others hold
that there is a demand " only " to neglect pleading with and rebuking the corrupt people. There
would indeed be mack to rebuke, bat it would be
to no purpose (Keil). But this thought is not suitable to the context It is just on the part of God

»

was to be a priestly people, and to be thus distinguished from the heathen, the profane But they
were to forfeit this high prerogative The notion
therefore =* " shall be not-my-people," chaps. i.-ii.
Ver. 7. The more they increased, not merely
in numbers, but in prosperity, power, etc.,
the

—

more they sinned i comp.

ii.

7.

They

ascribed

this prosperity to their idols, and were thus eonthat the 2"? does take place, and is not the whole firmed in idolatry. Accordingly
Israel's glory,
rophetic discourse a rebuke?
Others suppose a consisting in their richness and greatness, shall be
5 emand to the people not to resist God and his turned into shame, i. «., they shall lose their glory

judgment.

But CPDin

will not suit

here;

it

and stand dishonored.
Ver.

must be taken

in the sense of censuring : let none
censure God and his deeds. The explanation of
Wunsche is therefore better : let none quarrel with
another and attribute to him the blame of the calamity.
thy people as those who contend
with the priest, that is, are like those, etc With
the first explanation of the preceding words, the

And

A

8.

transition to the Priests, according

of the words, and the beginning of
eat the sin of my people. They
live upon, derive their support from, the sin of the
to the purport
ver. 9.

They

That is their right to do so, the more the
people sin, t. «., serve idols. For the very existence of the idol priesthood depended upon the
ones now considered would surround them with idolatry of the people. Keil, still more specially,
still greater difficulties : let none contend
uttered makes H
iTKttn
rin-oflering of the people
with respect to the spirit of contradiction among
(so also Luther).
In the Law the priest was enthe people
and they act as, etc With the secjoined to eat the flesh of the sin-ottering to blot
ond explanation the words serve to support the
out the sin of the people (Lev. vi. 19). But that
preceding, to show the uselessness of contending
became sin to the priests, because (second member,
and rebuking : yet thy people are like, etc The
of the verse) they directed their desires towards
explanation of Wunsche snows the best connecthe transgression of the people, that is, wished
tion: the reason is given why none should retheir transgressions to multiply, so as to acquire a
proach the others : the whole people are alike. In
large supply of food from (heir offerings. The peform however the sentence is not a confirmatory
culiar expression : eat the sin, may soil bear alluone, being simply coordinated by ") [This objec- sion to the sacrificial ritual. But the notion is probably more general : they live upon the sin
the
tion is not conclusive.
1 very often introduces a
reason.
See Green, Or., §287, 1. The opinion idolatry of the people, as they eat the flesh of the
sacrifice offered to idols.
lifts up his soul
He
assigned to Wunsche is that not only adopted in
directs bis desires towards.
The sin£. V. but approved by most of the recent English towards
commentators. Noyes prefers the view assigned gular suffix is anomalous ; it is perhaps distribuabove to Keil. On attempts to amend the text tive : each one lifts up his soul. The meaning of
for other renderings, see the Textual note.
M.] the whole would be : Since they live upon the sin
Contend with the priest
an unexpected ex- of my people, tbey wish for nothing more earnestly
than that the people should keep on sinning more
pression, perhaps to be explained by Deut. xvii.
and more, namely, in idolatry. [So the expositors
12 f. The people are like those who in the
people.

—

*

$P

—

=

=

—

—

Law

are described as rebels against the authority of the
priest They are therefore those who would not
allow themselves to be directed aright by those
whose prerogative it was to direct them (Hengstenberg, Keil).

generally.

— M.]

Since the priests go hand in band with
the people, the people serving idols and the priests
desiring their idolatry, a like punishment wiD over-

Ver.

9.

take them all. [Henderson " The rank and wealth
of the priests will not exempt them from sharing
Vcr. 5. v??J naturally refers to the punishthe same fate with the rest of the nation."
M.]
ment [as the cause of the fall (destruction) of the
Ver. 10. They will eat, etc. "Eat" refers
:

—

whom

the Prophet now directly addresses.
M.] Prophet, naturally
false prophets ( comp.
I Kings xxii. 6 if.), " who followed prophesying as
a source of gain." In the day,—-by night : a
figurative representation distributed according to
the members of the sentence. The meaning is
the people and prophets shall fall all the time.
And I will destroy thy mother «= the whole nation conceived of as the mother of the children of
people,

—

=

back to

ver. 8,

and

therefore the

— WT

primary reference

The usual force of the
to the priests
etftice to whoredom, would hardly suit
hiphil
who are spoken of.
priests
here, although it is the

is

The

=

addition

33^9?

»?5» i» unsuitable to

this

an extension by the procreation of children, which is here denied of them, could be predicated of those who commit whoredom, but not of
Israel.
those who only seduce others into that sin. Therefore it probably ss a strengthened kal, as in ver.
Ver. 5. My peoplo is destroyed.
The literal signification
18; 2 Chron. xxi. 13.
njnn, not : unawares (Meier), but : from want cannot here be excluded, if we take into account
of knowledge [see Gram, note], t. «., chiefly, the conclusion of the verse, and especially the parknowledge of God. Yet the expression is to be allelism with "eat" Ver. 11, also, necessi tates
taken primarily in its general reference ; compare the conjunction of whoredom with "wine and
the beginning and end of the next strophe [vers. must "
debauchery, and thus supports the litI -U J.
This want of knowledge is blameworthy, eral interpretation, as also in vers. 13, 14, the
a despising of knowledge This shows the nearer daughters are said to be actual whores. But yet
reference to be to the knowledge of God. Israel all this is only the consequence of spiritual
could have gained this from the law, but had for- whoredom
idolatry, and in closest connection
gotten that Jaw. And I will despise thee from with it. It is that which is to be rebuked, and
being a priest to me. This does not refer to the •the figurative sense therefore predominates in
priest simply.
All Israel, according to Ex. xix. 6, ver. 12, where idolatrous practices are specially
sense, for

vV?

=

=
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denounced, in the expression : spirit of whore- to go aside in order to be alone with the nwV»
dom. Whoredom as a consequence of idolatry,
is consecrated to the service of
and as connected with it, and idolatry itself, are E?.7iJ is one who
to the prophet perfectly identical, because insep- Astarte, or some similar Canaanitish divinity;
The reason why they will not women who prostituted themselves for gain. Offer
arably united.
be satisfied or be extended, which are negative ex- with the temple-girls appear with them at the
pressions affirming strongly their opposite, is that altar. To such an extent Jul they carry their imthey forsook to regard. The expression refers pudence and shamelessness. At the end of the
to Jehovah : they forsook Jehovah, to keep Him, strophe want of understanding is again emphato regard, to honor Him (corap. Ps. xxxi. 7 ; Prov. sized ; it is this that brings them to their fall.
Vers. 15-19 contain a warning to Judah not
xxvii. 18)
they, forsook Him and ceased to reto participate in Israel's idolatry and shameless
M.]
gard, honor Him." [See Gram. note.
conduct, in order to escape the dreadful ruin of
Ver. 11. Whoredom and wine and new wine
:

=

—

the former.

takes possession of the heart, 2*?, " the centre of
the whole spiritual and moral life, the understanding, the will, aud the sensibilities" (Wunsche).
the obscuring
Hence the capture of the heart
and perversion of the understanding and the will^
expressing generally the intellectually and morally
polluting influence of a life given up to sensual
enjoyment. Then in the first member of ver. IS
a special instance of
a proof of this is adduced,
apostasy from the living God.

=

—

Ver. If. fey?l ^?B?» inquire of idols framed
of wood, especially teraphim, in order to gain a
divine

revelation;

in

direct

contrast to

7$Qp

made keener by the conthe people
trasted words sajf people, their wood
who are Jehovah s seek to wood, which is made
njn^.

The

reproach

is

:

:

Ver. 15. If thou, Israel* dost commit whoreis here predominantly employed
in its metaphorical, but includes also the literal

dom. Whoredom

A participation

sense.

in Israel's idolatry

would

have been induced bjr pilgrimages to the shrines
of the ten tribes, which still, presumably, were
made. Such places were : Gilgal, southwest from

now Djidjilia, formerly the seat of a
School of the Prophets (2 Kings ii. I ; iv. 38) ; later
a seat of idolatrous worship, and mentioned as
such besides in our Prophet, ix. 15; xii. 12, and
Amos iv. 4 ; v. 5 and Bethel, south of Gilgal,
near the borders of Israel and Judah ; now Betin.
This is probably meant here by Beth-Aven, the
name being intentionally changed ; comp. Amos
v. 5 ; mentioned also in Amos iv. 4 along with
Gilgal.
Swear not: by the life of Jehovah.
This cannot be forbidden in itself, for in Dent. vi.
13 xx. 20 it is directly enjoined. Swearing applied
to the service of idolatry must be meant, and that
in the two places above-mentioned.
It appears
evident that certain formulas of swearing characteristic of Jehovah's worship were employed in
idolatrous service, and that for the purpose of giving to the latter a seeming justification.
Shiloh,

;

instead of Jehovah. Their staff shall
;
This was the so-called rhabdoallowed
were
upright
placed
mancv : two staves
to fitll while incantations were being repeated, and
an oracular response was supposed to be given by
the direction of its fall, backwards or forwards, to
the right or to the left. [So described by Cyril of
Compare the use of divining-rods
Alexandria.
Ver. 16. The punishment of Israel is pointed
or wishing-rods.
M.]. This course of action is
out in order to strengthen the warning to Judah.
expressly attributed to the influence of a tpirit qf
whoredom: idolatry (m connection with its conseintractable, stubborn, will not be subject to
quences, whoredom and debauchery) is a seduc- God. God then gives them a free course
bitter
longer
no
could
they
which
tive, demoniacal power,
iron v,
like a sheep on a wide plain : that is, they
f Henderson:
resist. 'vHnHJTO* literally, from under their shall be dispersed far and wide,
" The latter hemistich contains the language of
relation
normal
to
the
(L
like
God,
2),
irony. As lambs are fond of ranging at large, but
God is here regarded as one of subjection. It is are in danger of being lost or devoured, so God
themselves.
they
withdraw
that
threatens to remove the Israelites into a distant
from this
Ver. 13. Upon the summits of the moun- and large country, where they would be separated
tains, etc (comp. Dent. xii. 2 ; Jer. ii. 20 ; iii. 6 ; from those with whom they associated in idolatrous
Bzek. vi. 13). Mountains and hills, as is well worship, and thus be left solitary and exposed as
known, were favorite places for idolatrous wor- in a wilderness. The phrase, to feed in a large
So also were green and shady trees in place, is elsewhere used in a good sense. Is. xxx.
ship.
pleasant places (here specified instead of the 23."
M.J
usual general expression, "under everv green
Ver. 17. Joined to idols, t. «., joined to them
M
idolbecause the places of
Therefore''
tree ").
so fast that they cannot give them up ; therefore
worship everywhere arranged gave abundant oplet them, that is, keep on, let
probably
daughters
commit
lewdyour
therefore
portunity,
their

god

instruct them.

—

TP»

—

—

TD$&

—

«

iVnan =

ness (Keil). "Lewdness" is here, at all events, them serve idols forever, the punishment will not
used in its literal sense, see especially ver. U, delay. Ephraim was the most powerful of the ten
second part. The prostitution or young maidens tribes, ana therefore often stands for the ten tribes
and of wives formed an essential portion of the na- generally. [The other interpretation, not so much
ture-worship of Babylon and Canaan. It would favored, but numbering amongst its supporters
seem from the mention of temple-girls in ver. 14 Jerome, Grotius, RosenmiUler, and Manrer, is that
that the worship of Astarte, or something similar, the inhabitants of Judah are commanded to have
This
is implied. But, even apart from this, the sensuous nothing to do with the idolatry of Israel.
character of idolatry commonly induced unchaste view has also the support of Cowles, but the other
is approved by the majority of the English expractices.
M.J
Ver. 14. Those who are yonng cannot be blamed, positors.

—

for those

who

are older are worse still.

husbands and

fathers.

T3?»

QH

:

they

Ver. 18.

A difficult one. rQO

here intransitive: drinking-bout.

Fiirst

liquor, then:

assumes besides
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tarn aside, another
to become worthless or
corrupt, here
to be spoiled.
80 also Keil (so
also Ewald, Horsley, Fusey, and others, with E.
V.
M.J. Meier takes it in the usual sense, to
be removed, disappear : their carousing has disappeared. He then takes the following as in sense a
dependent sentence: the carousing of those who

=

—

commit whoredom, whose

shields, etc
But this
be sure, the mention of the
punishment might be expected here, hut it is iust
as suitable that ver. 18 should describe only their
wicked conduct, and ver. 19 pictures them as being
seized by a storm-wind in the midst of it.
[Henderson translates the first clause : when their carousals are over they indulge in lewdness. Here
is

rather

DN

is

artificial.

To

supposed to be omitted.

Cowles suggests

the impossible explanation: He (Ephraim) becomes more apostate from God through strong
drink.
M.J Along with their debauchery they
commit whoredom,
again in the double sense.
[For the construction of the next clause, see Gram,
note.
M.J The shame which they love is not
expressed, but is clearly enough contained in the
two preceding hemistichs, therefore
shameful
conduct in a moral sense ; not -= what brings disgrace upon them in its punishment Her shields
"
her princes, as defenders of the people. " Her
nfers to Ephraim, regarded as the wife. The
princes are named specially : the whole nation is
corrupt from the highest to the lowest.
Ver. 19. In the midst of their sins destruction,
carries them away like a tempest with irresistible

—

—

—

—

stress upon the moral conseouences of their religious decline. In his several pictures he brands
and rebukes the depravation of morals ; want of
fidelity and goodness, swearing, lying, stealing,
murder, and adultery. Murdering and stealing,
probably includes also deeds of violence committed against the poor, defenseless, etc.
Special
rrominence is given to sins against the Sixth
Seventh] Commandment, which, on the basis of
idolatry raged so violently in consequence of the
terrible increase of unchaste practices during the
prevalence of heathen religion and rites. The
morally destructive influence of devotion to sensual and fleshly lusts is aptly described in the rebuke of ver. 11 : it takes possession of the heart,
and the extent of that influence is shown in vers.
13, 14, where the complete destruction of all morality in domestic life is described.
large element
0/ the moral corruption i» the influence exerted by
the corruption of the priests who make gain of the
people's sins (vers. 8, 9), partly also of the prophets.
It is also here to be observed how, on the
other hand, the moral corruption hastens the religious ruin of the people, drawn as they are ever
further from God, and led deeper into idolatry,
superstition, and unbelief.
Comp. ver. 12 in re-

A

lation to ver. 11. In ver. IS b, it is clearly indicated that men, through their estrangement from
God and their immoral conduct, lose the power of
voluntary self-determination, and become subject
to a power, and evil "spirit," which they must
follow, and, in the end, against their bitter feelinn. Where such universal corruption obtains n
force. T35
bind together ; seize upon. It is spirit will prevail by which the individual is easily
borne along with it (comp. also chap. v. 4).
the prophetic preterite. The tempest is regarded
2. Jehovah has a contest with Israel (ver. 1 ).
as already present DJph2$Z?
This means The expression evidently rests upon the covenanteither that they shall be shamed away from their relation in which two parties assume obligations
Israel with God and
{sacrifices, because they were proved not to be able conditioned on both sides.
to help them, or that they shall be ashamed of their God with Israel.
The relation is therefore a legal
sacrifices.
The sense is that both they and their one. The one party is bound only so long as the
other fulfills his obligations ; if one party does not
sacrifices would be put to shame.
fulfill them, the other may accuse him of an infringement of the compact and institute legal proceedings against him. Thus Jehovah has a " suitDOOimiNAL AMD ETHICAL.
at-law" with Israel, because the latter did not
1. With bold freedom and with holy earnestness fulfill its obligations.
In Joel iv. 2 the expression
the Prophet here displays a picture of the religious has a more general application to the judgment
and moral corruption of the nation, before which which God is to inflict upon the heathen ; for they
we tremble. He has an eye' open for both, and are also related to Jehovah as the Lord of the
expresses most clearly the inseparable connection world. .He will not be unjust with them, will not
between religion and morality. Not only is im- subject them to disadvantages, and will not do
morality censured, but the religious depravation them injustice through his people; but they are
also (vers. 1-6, 10-12, 13), so that it may be clearly not to infringe upon his rights, among which is
perceived that this religious decline is the source his special relation to Israel. Attacking this, they
of the moral corruption, and therefore the (true) attack Him also: hence this controversy with
religion, that belief in Jehovah is the root of all them.
But alas ! there is a dispute between Jehomorality. Observe here how the knowledge of vah and his own people : instead of being united
God is exhibited as the essence of religion, and they are divided into two opposing parties. Bethe want of this knowledge as the great error in cause the land, shorn of fidelity, goodness, esc, i*
connection with religion.
Apostasy from God brought to shame through sin and infamoa* deeds
therefore consists or is rooted in the loss of the (vers. 1, 2), it shall mourn and languish (ver. 3)
as the punishment deknowledge of Him, which includes not merely a
be visited by drought
If this " languishing " is extended
theoretical cognition, but also belief in Him, as creed by God.
the self-revealed God, and the acquaintance and even to the unintelligent creation, such a dispensaintimacy with Him thence drawn by, experience. tion would express not merely the extent and deIt is thus that Hosea elsewhere also insists upon gree of the visitation, but would show the lower
the "knowledge of Jehovah" (v. 4; vi. 8, and animals to be also included in the punishment.
especially 6). In contrast hereto the idolater is Man, as lord of creation, has by his sin brought
described as one who is " joined to idols " (ver. 17), punishment upon the rest of the animal world
The though these nave not sinned, they moat sailer
enters into conjugal intercourse with them.
Prophet, however, does not, in a one-sided fashion, with their master on account of his guilt The
exclusive
attention
the
conduct
of
the
peo- punishment is elsewhere also set closely parallel to
to
pay
ple with respect to religion, but lays just as much the guilt : in ver. 9 and especially in ver. 6 ; tw-

=

•

=
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—

—
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has despised and forgotten God, He
despise and forget jbetn. In particular,
they show themselves unworthy of the high prerogative of being Jehovah's priest, to which tney
were really called as being tbe chosen people.
3. Between Israel and Judah there was always
aa important distinction morally and religiously.
Hence the kingdom of Israel could be held before
to the kingdom of Judah as a warning example.
And this must be done : for it may easily be understood how the exampla of Israel was most
feel clearly, when the
dangerous to Judah.
Prophet utters the warning : " If thou dost comIsrael, let not Judah become
mit whoredom,
guilty," how warmly his heart beats for Judah.
He regards Judah not merely as a kingdom of
kindred origin, bnt as the one which, after Israel's
apostasy, represented alone the people of God, and
tans he must all the more desire to have Judah
preserved from Israel's ways.
The position of a
Prophet like Hosea, who was a citizen of the
In the discord
northern kingdom, was peculiar.
that existed between Israel and Judah, such warm
sympathy/ with tbe one would hardly be expected
from a atiseu of the other. But with a Prophet of
Jehovah theocratic feelings, higher than natural
Israel

skill also

We

O

muat prevail. In Judah was Jerusalem with
temple ; in Judah the House of David ruled
Judah was always comparatively more faithful to
God, and that was decisive. His heart must therefore turn towards Judah.
He could regard the
separation of Israel from Judah, partly in itself
and partly on account of its disastrous consequences especially to Israel, which were so clearly
manifested, only aa something utterly false and
unrighteous, as an act of injustice, and would behold the nation only in both kingdoms, so that
the theocratic conception was in the deeper sense
Tet in this he displayed
also the natural one.
Ins patriotism even in respect to his nearer home,
post in his earnest testimony against the prevailing corruption, whose consequence he foresaw
would be certain ruin. Hosea certainly does not
expect this ruin to be averted, but only expects a
religions and moral renovation through its influence, with which he could not but see the restoration of the national unity necessarily united. See
farther No. 4 in the Doctrinal and Ethical section
on chaps, v. and vi.
ones,
the
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among a people are like great and precious
jewels in a land. So also are paternal confidence
and love and pure and faithful preachers of the Word
of God. So there is no greater need than when
these things are absent; and especially when God'*
Word and pure teachers' and preachers are wanting.
This is the fountain of all evil. For God's
Word keeps sin at a distance. Where it is not, or
where it is not preached in its simplicity and purity,
or men will not be reproved by it, nor follow it,
nor amend their ways, there one blood-guiltiness
and deadly sin follow after another, and all kind*
of evil break in like a flood.
[Puskt: Speculative and practical knowledge
are bound up together, through the oneness of the
relation of the soul to God, whether in its thoughts
of Him or acts towards Him. Wrong practice
corrupts belief, and misbelief corrupts practice.
cerity

—

ver. 4. Luthbb : It is not so great an offense
for men to sin as for them not to be willing to
suffer the reproval of sin.
For when they live in

such a way as that their hearts have a horror of
the cure or their malady, punishment can no longer
delay.
This sin is the most common of our time.
Just look at Christian churches, and you will see
everywhere that the teachers are hated for rebuking sin so freely. But this only excites God's
wrath more fiercely against us. For not man hut
God rebukes and challenges the sinner.
Ver. 6. God will not be mocked. Men may reject Qod, but He is still beside them, and shows
that He is there in his judgments. The self-deception of sin
in rejecting God (forgetting his commands) thou doest so as one who is rejected by Him.
[Matthbw Henry Ignorance is so far from
being the mother of devotion that it is the mother
of destruction.
Pussy In an advanced stage of sin, men may
come to forget what they once despised.
M.]
Ver. 8. There is nothing more shameful than
to draw profit from the sin of our neighbor, and
thus to strengthen him in his sin, or become the
occasion of his sinning ; doubly shameful if we
abuse our office and more exalted position to
do so.
[Pusbt What else is to extenuate or flatter
sin than to dissemble it, not to see it, not openly
to denounce it, lest we lose our popularity, or
:

:

:

—

:

alienate those

who commit

it ?

— M.
—

[Ver. 9. Matthbw Hbitbt : Sharers in sin
must expect to be sharers in ruin.
M.]
HOBOUrnCAL AND PRACTICAL.
[Ver. 10. Pusbt : 8ingle marriage, according
LuTHxm : Ver. 1. Who will stand in the judg- to God's law : " they twain shall be one flesh/'
ment in which he is accused by God ? For then it S'elds in a nation a larger increase than polygamy,
will be no argument of words as before an earthly
His curse
licit intercourse God turns to decay.
judge, but we ourselves bring against ourselves is upon it.
M.J
the testimony of our consciences as our indictvices,
whoredom
Ver. 11. Lutheb: These two
ment. What is the source of this evil in the and debauchery, so take possession of a man that
world, that nothing true is found, but everything he does not know what he thinks, speaks, or does.
is done from a false heart, and that nowhere can Tbe boy Cyrus in Xenophon admirably says, that
any evidence of honest kindness be seen ? Tbe wine is mixed with poison. And the saying of
reason is, because there is no knowledge of God Archiloclius, with reference to impure love, is well
in the land, u «., because men despise God's Word. known :
[Matthew Hbitbt Sin is the great mischief11
TloXXriv tar ltm% avX^r bmiAmv Jytvar,
Baker: it sows discord between God and Israel:
KAtyat *« aT*N»r iffaAAr fcrfw.
rsies
pleaded
will be pleaded ;
by
God's controve
the judgments of his mouth before they are pleaded Comp. Luke xxi. 34 ; Eph. v. 18.
Ver. IS. Luthbb: The spirit of whoredom is
by the judgments of his hand, that He may be
justified in all He doth, and may make it appear that evil spirit which takes away from men's hearts
that He does not desire the death of sinners. And true thoughts of God, and either perverts their
God's pleadings ought to be attended to, for sooner hearts, or entirely subdues them by filling them
with trust in the creature, which is true and sheer
M.]
or later theyshall have a hearing.
Ver. 2. Wtftrr. 8umm. : Faithfulness and sin- idolatry. For idolatry does not consist merely in

—

—

:

—
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calling upon idols, but also in trust in oar own
righteousness, works, and service, in riches and
human influence and power. And this, as it is the
most common, is also the most harmful idolatry.
[Pusbt : The sins of the fathers descend very
often to the children, both in the way of nature,
that the children inherit strong temptations to their
parents' sin, and by way of example, that they
greedily imitate, often exaggerate them. Wouldst
thou not have children which thou wouldst wish

unborn, reform

thyself.

— M.l

Ver. 13. Wubt. Sdmm. : Corporeal and spiritual whoredom are commonly united, and mutually dependent.
For how should he who does not
abhor a departure from God through idolatry, abhor a life abandoned to fleshly lusts ? For idolatry
is a much greater sin than corporeal indulgence
the one offends against the first table of the law
and against God Himself, but the other against
the second table and our neighbor.

Starke

:

When

worship

is

performed in any

other way than God has appointed, God is honored no longer, and idolatry is committed.
Ver. 14. Experience teaches that children are
prone to imitato the shameful and unchaste lives
of their parents. When such is the case the parents are most responsible ; they deserve the chief

punishment.
If God gives his Word to men, and
they will not receive his instructions, what else
should He do with them, than give them up to a
reprobate mind, t. e., let them live on according to
their own counsel and pleasure, until they finally
perish 1
[Clabjlb : While there is hope, there is correc-

Luthbs

:

tion.

To be chastened severely for lesser sins
a token of the great love of God toward us. To
sin on without punishment is a token of God's
extremest displeasure and a sign of reprobation.
- Great is the offense, if, when thou hast sinned,
M.j
thou art undeserving of the wrath of God."
Pussy

:

is

—

B.

An

Ver. 15. Pfaff. Bibblwbbk : Te pious and
true believers, let no( the ungodly seduce you to
follow their steps, but beware of them lest ye also
have part in their punishment. But ye sinners, if
ye will go on sinning, do not seduce the innocent,
and thus heap up' the measure of your iniquities.
Comp. Gal. v. 9.
[Matthew Hbnbt : The nearer we are to the
infection of sin, the more need have we to stand
upon our guard. Those that would be steady in
their adherence to God must possess themselves
with an awe and reverence of God, and always
speak of Him with solemnity and seriousness ; for
those who can make a jest of the true God will
make a god of anything.
Ver. 16. The Prophet employs this simile of a
Iamb in the desert, because nothing is more pitiable
than a little lamb which has lost its shepherd. For
the same reason Christ employs this figure of the
lost sheep, when He would show the piteous condition of the sinner, and his great compassion to-

— MJ

wards him.

8chmiedbb; He who will not submit to the
restraints imposed by God, shall obtain a freedom
will at last become most irksome. This applies both to nations and to individuals.
[Scott: While sinners obstinately reject the
which

easy yoke of Christ, they are bringing down the
heavy load of his vengeance upon themselves.

Pusbt

Woe is

:

to that

it

man, whom, when ho

withdraws from Christ's easy yoke, God permits
to take the broad road which leadeth to destruction.

—M.]
Stabkb

Ver. 19.

:

God

sinners in great patience
calls them to repentance

does indeed bear with

and

long-sufferings,

and

but when they do not
swift 1 Thess. v. 3.

;

punishment is
So does God, by healthful disappointment, make us ashamed of seeking out of Him
those good things which He alone hath, and hath
M.]
in store for them that love Him.

amend,

his

[Pusbt

:

—

The untheoAccusation especially against the Priests and the Royal House.
cratic Policy of the Kingdom of Israel in seeking for Help to Assyria
and Egypt is denounced.

Chapters V.-V1X
I.

Mainly against

Chaptbb V.
1

Hear

this

the Priests.

1-15.

ye Priests,

And give ear, thou House of Israel,
And listen, thou House of the King,
Because the judgment is for you,
And you have been a snare for Mirpah,
And a net spread upon Tabor.
2 And the apostates make slaughter 1 deep [are deeply sunk in slaughter],
And I am a chastening for them all.
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11.

3 1 know Ephraim,

And

Israel is Dot hidden

from

me

For eveu now hast thou committed whoredom, Ephraim,
Israel

is

denied.

8
will not suffer (them)
return to their God.
Because the spirit of whoredom is in their inward parts [their inmost heart]
And they do not know Jehovah.
5 And the pride of Israel testifies to its face,

4 Their deeds

To

And Israel and Ephraim will totter,
And Judah will totter with them.

through their

guilty

•

6 With their sheep and cattle
They will go to seek Jehovah,
But will not find Him ;
He hath withdrawn Himself from them.
7 They have been faithless to Jehovah,
For they begot strange children

Now

the new moon will consume them
Together with their portions.
8 Blow the horn in Gibeah,
The trumpet in Ramah
Cry out in Beth-Aven 8
" Behind thee,
Benjamin
9 Ephraim will become a waste
In the day of chastisement,
!

Among

the tribes of Israel

Have I made known what is sure.
10 The princes of Judah have become
Like the removers of land-marks
I will pour out upon them

:

My wrath like water.
11 Ephraim is oppressed,
Shattered by judgment,4
For it thought good

12
13

To follow idol-images.4
And I (am) like the moth to Ephraim
And like rottenness to the house of Judah.
And Ephraim saw its disease,
And Judah its wound,
And Ephraim went to Assyria,
And sent to the warlike monarch
But he

be able to heal for you,
remove your wound.
1 4 For I am like the lion to Ephraim,
And like the young lion to the house of Judah,
I, I will rend and go on (rending)
Will carry away and there will be no deliverer.
15 I will go again to my place,

And

will not

will not

Until they make expiation (by suffering),
seek my face
In their distress they will seek me.

And

1

2

Chapter VL
Come let us return' to Jehovah
For He hath torn, and will heal us,
He hath smitten and will bind us up.
He will revive us after two days,
On the third day He will raise us up,
That we may live before Him.
'

1-1 1.

u

»
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3 Let us know, follow on to know, Jehovah

Like the dawn his coming
shall

Like the

latter rain (which)

4 What

shall I

What

shall I

come

sure,

is

And He

like the rain for us,

waters the earth."

do to thee, Ephraim
do to thee, Judah ?

For your love

is

like the

?

morning

And

like the

Yea

they commit wickedness.

cloud,

dew, vanishing soon away.
5 Therefore I have smitten* (them) through the Prophets,
And slain them with the words of my mouth,
And my judgment goes forth like light 8
6 For I delight in love and not sacrifice,
And in the knowledge of God more than burnt offerings.
7 Yet they, like Adam, have broken the covenant,
They were faithless to me then.
8 Gilead is (like) a city of evil-doers,
Besmeared with blood.
9 And as the robber lurks,7
So (does) a band of priests.
Upon the highway they murder (those going) to Schechem,
10 In the house of Israel
I beheld an abomination, a horror
Ephraim committed whoredom,
Israel (is) defiled.

For

11

a harvest is prepared, 8
I turn the captivity of my people.

thee, also, Judah,

When

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

— HWItp

1 Ver. 3.

traction with the

probably the Int Plel from ttfltt?.

>•

the Kamets-Hhatuph

nt£nt&, bat

ular form would be

finite

verb follows a peculiar idiom,

[It to the

The

Int abeol. with 71 paragogle.

reg-

changed to Pataeh.

if

common

in Hebrew.

8ee Green, Gr., § 119, 8. Ita conThe literal translation Is : they have made

deep to slaughter. Comp. Is*, xxxi. 6. Bwald, comparing with lz. 9, holds that oar word Is a false reading for nnntP,
M.]
but there is no reason why the Prophet should not have used both expression*.
B. V. and most Anglo-American expositors adopt another construction in the first hemistich, rendering :
[2 Ver. 4.
beat
the
critics,
Horsley,
with
Continental
prefers
doings.
the rendering which Is given in the
they will not frame their
margin of B. V. and adopted by Bchmoller. Pusey is undecided, and Indeed it is difficult to determine which to the

—

—

true view

;

for

no importance

Is to

be attached to the objection of Henderson, that ^Oft*
M.]

pressed if the construction last referred to were the correct one.
8 Ver. 8.
Ver.

4

— Before

JJN

11.— y-IV?

suitable here, but

combination

is

6;

I.

vi.

§ 286,

4.— M.]

6.

after filth (filthy idol-worship).

a nothing, vanity.

LXX.

—

:

bH\ to

an

object ex-

rmw

It to not - broken, harassed in law, whichjs un™ judgment, as in ver. 1 crushed by judgment. On the
:

The words are

1^

coordinate.

[See Green, } 289.

ln our passage-*

H'te^nN'te,

filth, dirt,

and

^S,
this

»

This construction

pillar, especially

a

Is

finger-

- CH?*lpHJ, D^Vs,

idols,

be foolish (of which the Niphal occurs).. he was foolish, and followed

A further conjecture to
inrunt

require

t^tTD.

before

Fttrst takes

He, however, has the conjecture that It-

VWl tnm

^uM

3.

in the construct, state

we hare a gmitivus efficient^, and tSStTD

and would then take

81)

supply

Tfbn V*Min, see Bwald,

frequent in Hosea; comp.

post

H^a

—

that

it

may be an

Bphrahnltish

mode

of writing ItT (Job xv.

lutrwim*.

The true construction of the various sentences in these verses is probably as follows : 'The first
an exhortation, the remainder of that and the following verse consisting of arguments in support of it and the first line of ver. 8 contains a parallel exhortation, followed in the remainder of the verse, by parallel
arguments. A glance at the verses ln their connection will show the appropriateness of this general view. That the
opposite is true of the construction adopted In B. V. and by the English expositors generally, according to which the
opening of ver. 8 is regarded as a continuation of the reasons for returning, to evident both from the unfitness of that
line as an argument, and from the consideration that all the pleas adduced in all three verses are drawn from expecta[*

Chap.

vi. ver.

1-8.

line of ver. 1 contains
;

tions of favor from God Himself.
The form of the Heb. pret. (with 77 paragogle) here employed, also confirms this
view. But there Is no need of holding, according to the view preferred by Schmoller, that any of the intermediate
verbs Introduce an exhortation. This both weakens the force of the array of pleas successively adduced and mars the

regular and beautiful structure of the section.
gogle futures (Green, §$ 97,

1, 284),

JTSlttfo

are oohortatives,

(Ter. 1),

and the only

7TOTJ and HS'T^O,

(ver. 8), therefore,

cohortatives in the section. -

being para-

google
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6 Ver. 6.

7 Ver. 9.

consent, has arisen

is

by anticipation from

from the Targum rendering, 1J1

O^X^n.

encumbered with too many

MSHQ,

^H2)

Piel.

Part

one shoulder.

:

Instead of

TppQt#2yj

changed according to the ancient Torsions, and

[oonstr. Inf. Piel, equivalent to
is for

59

11.

a

difficulties.

participial

noon.

It is

an imitation of

— TTO^ttf.

The

translation of E. V.

This view

now

almost altogether aban-

is

:

by

— M.J

8 Ver. 11.
is

HSn = iliSH

Henderson conjecture* that the form

the Chaldee.

doned

ia for

to be iuppltod

The Hasoretic reading

to be read.

— N 3J1

to

division of the words Is probably to be

TiK, the punctatton and
"fl85 ^tD^t&C2)

^JHnSn

V. 1-VI.

prepared.

— nW
— M.]

used impersonally, being equivalent to a passive sense [one

is

sets,

a harvest

prepares

=»

a harvest

tures that they are chosen in this image because
they were places suitable for bird-catching.

EXBGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver.

The beginning in ver. I (corresponding to the
opening' of chap, iv.) shows that the discourse here have

P*?y.rj> to

2.

make deep.

Literally

:

they

=

made

slaughter deep
they have sunk deep
Slaughter might of itself be understood as

it.
Though connected with chap,
chapter contains an accusation and threat- murder, but the thought is carried further. X2nt&
ening more definitely directed against the priests
is usually employed of the slaughter of beasts for
along with the king and his counsellors and
sacrifice, and thus is most suitable here according
princes, yet without being confined to this, for the
to the foregoing, where the evil influence of the
discourse again becomes general, applying to the
rulers upon the nation is spoken of, and this conwhole people. Along with idolatry which here
sisted in the idolatry which they saw them prac*
again becomes prominent as the sin of Israel
7.
But this sacrificing is intentionally called
(especially in chap, v.) and gross sins among the
EPtJttf a or.
people (deceit, robbery, murder, chap, vi.), the con- only slaying, and suggested by it.
duct of the court is afterwards specially reproved, Acy. is uncertain. The most probable explanabut particularly the false policy of seeking nelp in
tion makes it
Q^D^postates. This is then
Assyria and Egypt (which itself presupposes the
beginning of the kingdom's decay). Chap. vi. is the subject of the sentence, which would be reninseparably connected with chap. v. But chap, dered the apostates are deeply sunk in murder.
Keil, with others, takes it quite differently
transvii. is also related to both of them, for a new sec-

commences anew.
iv.,

this

'

=

:

:

begins only with chap. viii. (See Introduc- gressions, more literally : deviations. He explains
single central and controlling idea, how- HIJOP after tD-Vltt?, l Kings x. 16 f. : to stretch,
tion.)
ever/can hardly be indicated in these two chapstretch along ; therefore : deviations ; they have
ters, or in the second part of the book generally.
made deep to stretch out =» they have carried their
The discourse is too excited, moving suddenly from
transgressions very far.
But what a tortuous
one thought to another, especially from accusation
mode of expression to stretch out deviations I
to threatening, and vice versa.
[The Anglo-American Commentators generally
Ver. 1. Sear this, ye priests. It is doubtful adopt the former view, rendering : reverters, or
the
foregoing, but it is not apostates.
M.]
whether nHV refers to
tion

A

:

—

improbable that

The solemn

discourse
just ended would now be applied to the hearts of
those specially addressed here, and the continuation of the discourse would then be attached to it
the royal family, or possiHouse of the king
bly those who surrounded him ordinarily.
The
king referred to cannot be with certainty determined. Keil conjectures Zachariah or Menahem,
According to 2 Kings xv. 19 f. the reor both.
sort to Assyria would suit Menahem better than
Zachariah. For the judgment is for you. This
refers specially, according to the sequel, to the
[" The judgment ** is that
Priests and the Court.
announced in the preceding chapter the special
application is made here.
M.] The rulers of
the people are compared to a snare and net.
The
birds whom they have taken or allured to destrucMizpah cannot be the Miztion, are the people.
pah strictly so called in the tribe of Benjamin,
it

does.

=

;

—

but

must be

— HS^D and

that="n?^?

ng$D

an elevated place in Qilcad, perhaps identical with

n9!£0

np^

vated point

God

3.

The second

half of this verse tells what
HFiy:
Ephraim and Israel.
very moment, pointing ont, as an

discerns in

now, at

this

actual fact, that which at present lies open to the
eye of God. [Henderson : " To express an assertion more strongly, the Hebrews put it first in the
form of an affirmative, and afterwards in the form
of a negative."

— MJ

Ver. 4. Their deeds will not allow, etc. Their
works* stand in the way of their returning to God
for they are not isolated things, but are the expression of their inner nature, and that is held securely
by the spirit of whoredom (iv. 12), as by a demoniacal power which has stifled the knowledge of God.
They are therefore not free not lords over themselves, but slaves.
[The rendering adopted here
is that given in the margin of the English Bible,
and approved bv the majority of the Expositors
of Continental Europe, ancient and modern, and
by Horsley among the English ones. But there
he stands alone, all other Anglo American translators adopting the rendering
they will not frame
They have
their doings to return to the Lord.
been led to this view by the mistaken notion that
the otner translation involved a grammatical imM.].
possibility.
See Gram. Note.
Ver. 5. The pride of Israel according to some,
denotes God, as One in whom Israel might have

—

:

in

the tribe of

Dan.

Tabor, on

the Jordan, would correspond to the eleon the other side. These two places
are probably selected as prominent points to represent the whole country; for it is not known
Keil conjecthat they were places of sacrifice.

this side

Ver.

—
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The sense would then be that God, by his
judgments testifies in the very face of Israel. But
such an explanation is forced. The natural impression, on reading the words, is rather that IsTherefore the
rael and its conduct is spoken of
words are to bo taken as they stand ; the pride of
namely,
when
the punIsrael testifies to its face,

pride.

ishment of such pride is being suffered. It will
be then felt what it is to reject Jehovah in presumptuous self-reliance (Wunsche). Judah alao
totters with them. In iv. 15 Judah is warned
not to be partaker in Israel's guilt ; but this must
have been done because such participation was already begun, or foreseen as about to be assumed.
On the other hand in i. 7 Judah's destiny is distinguished definitely from that of Israel. [Henderson and others account for this seeming discrepancy by assuming that this chapter was written at
a period considerably subsequent to that of the
But the evidence of the
utterance of the last.
connection between them is too strong to admit
of this supposition. The solution given above is
M.]
therefore probably the correct one.
Ver. 6. They shall go with their flocks and
with their herds. The fruitlessness of Israel's
sacrifices without a mind answering to the offering, is here shown (com p. vi. 6; Is. i. 11 ff.; Jer.
Yii. 21 ff.; Ps.xl. 7; 1. 8 ff.).

—

of Israel, but the tertium comp. is the curse which,
according to Deut. xxvii. 17, is laid upon the rethey have done
moval of a neighbor's landmark
something worthy of cursing. The curse attending the removal of the landmarks must therefore
be regarded here as something well known. The
question then arises what is it that they have
done incurring a curse. Keil and Hehgstenberg
think that a spiritual removal of boundaries is indicated, a subversion of the bounds of justice,
nnmely, by participating in the guilt of Ephraim
which they did by breaking down the barriers between Jehovah and the idols. And it is true that
the princes of Judah are to be regarded as in a
special sense divided off as against Israel and its
idolatry, by virtue of the true faith which still preThe
vailed in Judah as contrasted with Israel.
sense would then be The princes of Judah, by
their favoring idolatry, by this transgressing of
spiritual limits, have become like those who remove the land-marks of fields, and thus become

=

:

:

God's anger will seize upon
stream of water. Comp. Ps. lxix.

subject to the curse.

them
25

;

like

a

full

lxxix. 6

;

Jer. x. 25.

Vers. 11-15 declare that even Assyria cannot
help, and that the vanity of all help outside of

God, drives

Israel to

Him.

Ver. 11. P^try and Y^-^ are " united also in
Ver. 7. "13?» to act faithlessly*, especially of the
Deut xxviii. 33 to denote the complete subjugaThe proof tion of Israel under enemies in the event of aposinfidelity of a wife to her husband.

of such unfaithfulness of Israel to Jehovah,
the Husband, is then given. Instead of bearing
children to God in covenant with Him, thev had
rather, by their illicit intercourse with idols, begotten strange, illegitimate children, children not
belonging to the household, t. «., children whom
the Lord cannot acknowledge as his own. The
punishment is then announced The new moon
will devour them. " The new moon is the festal
season on which sacrifices were offered, and is here
employed for the sacrifices themselves. The meaning is your festal sacrifices are so far from bring"
ing deliverance as rather to induce your ruin
(Keil).
The sentence must, at the same time, be
the time will
understood in a temporal sense
soon come when they will perish, as also appears
Their portions are their
clearly from ver. 8.
possessions, part of which they brought as offer-

0?)

:

:

=

ings.

ver. 8.

The judgment

is

seen in the Spirit as

being already inflicted. The invasion of the enemy is to be announced by the horn and the
trumpet. Gibeah and Ramnh were most suitable
for giving signals on account of their lofty situaBoth were on the northern boundary of
tion.
Benjamin. Thus Judah is already menaced (see

and Israel actually occupied.
to sound the alarm
a shout

ver. 5),

raise

=

=

?^U»
in

to

danger.

tasy from

God "

it

—

•"*)??»

human
God "]

1? occurs only here and
In the latter case, at all events,

(Keil).

in Is. xxviii. 10.

So many

command.

here also

:

a

statute [" in contrast to the ordinances of
alluding to the worship of calves (Keil).

[See Textual note.

A

moth and rottenness are symbols of
Ver. 12.
destroying influences. The moth is alluded to in
the same way in Is. 1. 9 ; li. 8 Ps. xxxix. 12
both united in Job xiii 28. Such influences also
Carta
judia'a (Caldestroy slowly but surely
;

Dd

:

vin).

^9i

injury and wound,
Ver. 13. v£J and
hardly denote religious and moral depravation
(Keil) ; for it would scarcely have been said that
Ephraim perceived this, but the judument of God
mentioned in ver. 12, which according to the image there employed is not one which brings sudden
ruin, but a more secret corruption, of which, indeed, moral depravation forms a part, but only as
a judgment of God. That a divine judgment is intended, is clear from what is said of the vanity of
help that is sought, especially in the sequel, and
from the ground assigned for its insufficiency in
Assyria is here named for the first time.
ver. 1 4.
In the subsequent chapters the Prophet frequently
recurs to the false policy of seeking help from AsOnly Ephraim is named because Israel is
syria.
the main subject. Judah is referred to only inci-

Beth-aven again
Bethel ; ? is to be supplied
thee, Benjamin. T*he danger which is
He is already dentally. 2!?^ a contender, an epithet devised by
signaled, the enemy, is coming.
close behind thee.
the Prophet to denote the Assyrian king.
Ver. 9. Israel shall assuredly be destroyed, and
Ver. 14. They can as little defend themselvea
enduring, that is, from God's judgments as they can from the attack
nDpjfl
permanently also
(Comp. xiii. 7 ; Is. v. 29; Deut. xxxii.
xxviii.
59). of lions.
lasting misfortune (comp. Deut.
true, what will surely be ful- 39).
Others make it
Ver. 15. The figure of the lion is continued.
[The latter view is preferable, and is apfilled.
As the lion, without fear of being attacked, withproved by most expositors.
M.]
Ver. 10. Like the removers of landmarks. draws into his lair, so the Lord withdraws into
none can or dare call Him to account
It is certain that we heaven
Is this to be takeu literally ?
suffer.
The snf
are not to think of hostile seizures of the territory Until they make expiation

Behind

:

=

=

—

;

=
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oomp. also the expression *Jv
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~>ntt7 =* seek

for our verse, Is. xxxvi. 19 ff. (and for the whole
section, vers. 16—21 ),and especially the well-known

iv. 29,

30,

where vision

~>3?2l.

Chap. vi. ver. 1. Come let us return to Jehovah. The words are plainly connected with the
last words of chap. v. where a seeking of God on
the part of the people is mentioned as the aim and
consequence of the divine judgment. The opinion is, therefore, the most natural (so already the

LXX.) that they are just the expression of that
seeking, that in them Israel announces its resolve,
and immediately thereafter the hope of favor on
the ground of the return. The view of Keil is
less suitable, that we have here an exhortation ad
dressed by the Prophet in the name of God to die
people whom God has smitten. The words are
only and naturally put in the mouths of those
who, punished for their sins, would return to God.
[The Anglo-American Commentators, generally,
adopt the view here advocated. Henderson gives
the additional plea that the bearing of ver. 5 favors
the hypothesis.
M.] For He hath torn, etc.
.

—

(comp. v. 14). Strong faith. The Lord who had
spoken with such threaten!ngs, and such implacable beverity, would yet give salvation (and not
Assyria, ver. 13). This would also be true if the

words ^3**9T\ TDtr^rT! are taken as expressing a wish, which is readily suggested by a frequent usage of
heal us,

*D.

ened

^

with the future

etc. (so also

The
by

and may

He

in the following sentences). —
:

resolve to return would then be strengthIf
the calamity which God sends.

T3UfcjTP1 be taken not as expressing a wish but
simply a hope the determination to return would
rather be strengthened by this hope, as the heal[On
ing, etc, would be the fruit of the return.
the grammatical and logical connection of the different clauses of the first three verses, see Gram.
M.] An allusion to Deut. xxxii. 39 can
note.
hardly be mistaken, especially if we look to ver 2.
The
Ver. 2. He will revivo us again, etc.
definite limits: two days, and: on the third day,
hold out the prospect of the speedy and sure rerival of Israel. " Two and three days are very
short periods of time ; and the linking of two numbers following the one upon the other, expresses
the certainty of what is to take place within the
period named, just as in the so-called number-sayings in Amos i. 3 ; Job r. 19 ; Prov. vi. 16 ; xxx.
15, 18, in which the last and greatest number expresses the highest or utmost extent of the matter
Both the Rabbinical interdealt with" (Keil).
pretations of these numbers (e. g. t that they relate
to the three captivities, the Egyptian, the Babylonish, and the Roman) and the Christian, according to which Christ's resurrection on the third day
The latit indicated, are naturally inadmissible.
Ister is excluded even by the words themselves.
"
it is torn, smitten,
rael is the subject of discourse
slain " ; nothing is said of the exile itself, but in general there is set forth the termination of its existence as a people through the divine judgment
(which to be sure was brought to pass by means
of the exile). Israel expects, in the event of conversion, to be delivered from this situation and to
be restored, and that speedily. It is naturally not
the awakening of the physically dead that is announced ; but it is a significant "fact, that such an
awakening is employed to illustrate the restoration
of Israel, for it may lead us to infer that such a
belief lay not far from the Prophet's mind. Comp.

—

:

61

11.

in Ez. xxxvii. 1-14.
(See further No. 4 in
the Doctrinal station.)
[Comp. the remarks of
Delitzsch on Job xix. 25 n. in his Commentary on
that book, which contain the true priuciple of interpretation in such cases, and substantially agree
with the method approved by Schmoller here.
Henderson and Cowles agree in excluding any
but an historic allusion, while Horsley and Pusey
maintain the allegorical interpretation, the former
seeing a " no very obscure, though but an oblique,
allusion to our Lord's resurrection on the thirds
day," the latter repudiating any other application,
and carrying out the analogy to the extreme possibilities of fanciful conjecture.
The explanation
of the two and three days given above is probably
the true one.
With it Newcome and Henderson
agree.
Cowles suggests an allusion to the duration of the pestilence in Israel after David's census
of the people, and thinks that besides there " may
be a tacit allusion to the fact that three days is
about the extent of human endurance under extreme privations and hardship."
M.] That wa
may live before Him " under his protecting shel-

—

:

ter

and

Ver.
of,

favor,
3.

comp. Gen.

xvii. 18*' (Keil).

Let us know, pursue the knowledge

Jehovah.

Keil rightly makes the verse paras a further appeal. The expres-

allel

with ver.

sion

HDT1D especially

1,

indicates

an appeal,

or, ac-

cording to our view, a self-exhortation. The zeal
and' earnestness of the return is thus presented.
41
Know " must be taken in the sense of iv. 1, 6.
Jehovah had become an unknown, a strange God
Such knowledge has
to the (idolatrous) people.
thus a practical aim, to acknowledge, to serve Him.
The following words declare what is hoped for as
the fruit of that knowledge : His coming forth is
sure like the dawn, etc. Jehovah will appear
bringing salvation. This is set forth under the
figures of the daybreak and a fertilizing rain. The
appearing of Jehovah is denoted as a rising by the

image of the dawn

ft*?J» usually

employed of the

The transition from night to day is set
Comp. Is. lviii. 8. And He will come aa

sun).
forth.

the rain for us, etc., t. «., reviving and refreshing.
"In Deut. xi. 14 (comp. xxviii. 12 and Lev. xxvi.
the rain, or the early and latter rain, is menamong the blessings which the Lord will
bestow upon his people if they shall serve Him
with the whole heart. This promise the Lord will
so fulfill in the case of his newly- revived people,
that He himself will refresh them like a fertilizing rain " (Keil).
4, 5),

tioned

Ver. 4.

What shall I do to thee, Ephraim •

common

to break off the discourse here,
wrongly, with ver. 3. It is supposed that there is
here a first section containing a promise, to which
the promise in chaps, xi. and xiv. correspond, and
that a new section begins in ver. 4 with a new objurgatory discourse (Keil). But, in the first place,
vers. 1-3 do not really contain a promise of the
Prophet, or of God through the Prophet, but only
a hope of the people themselves. And, in the second place, ver. 4 is too closely connected with the
preceding (not as a promise of God attached to
the foregoing), according to Luther's translation
d °es not
how will I do thee good, etc. % For
It is

:

TWV

do good, and DJT?^ *• not=s the mercy
show you, and, especially, the comparison of God's favor to the morning cloud and

mean

:

to

which I

will
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the vanishing dew would be unsuitable.
The
words rather contain a bitter complaint of Israel's
inconstancy, and that suggested just by the preceding words.
good and joyful feeling was
there expressed. If Israel only had now such a
feeling as was expressed in the words which the
Prophet puts in their mouth all would be well
But Israel is as inconstant as God is constant. Its
goodness is as the morning cloud and the swiftly
vanishing dew. Both the dew and the morning
cloud are figures of evanescence. The dew has an
allusion to the rain, with which Jehovah is comuared by way of contrast ; and the morning cloud
disappearing so soon, points back to the dawn

A

laid upon Adam, God entered into a relation with
him, which, in accordance with the analogies of
later agreements made with mankind, might be
called a covenant. Such covenant-breaking is a
a breach of fidelity. Then they were unt
faithnil to Me, as it were, pointing with the finger
to the well-known places of idolatrous worship,
«. g. t Bethel.
Israel's position, therefore, is one of
apostasy from God. Israel contradicts its destiny,
which was, to be God's people. In fact, the verse
expresses the want of that one thing which God
desires, the want of the "knowledge of God."
Being a condition of intimacy with God, it is lost
in apostasy from Him. Therefore, also, there is no

TQ

which surely brings the day. TDn, love, is nat"^H.
urally, on account of God's complaint against the
inconstancy of the people, to be understood of love
towards God. Yet it may also be taken generally,
and made to include man's love to his neighbor as
well. What shall I do to thee ?
how shall I further punish thee ?
Then follows what God would
yet do.

=

—

5.
Therefore
because the character of
was such as was described in ver. 4. The
wordi of my mouth is parallel to the Prophets,
because the latter proclaimed God's purposes f and
the 2Sn was performed by the prophets just so

Ver.

Israel

words of God. 2§n, to
hew out or off. The figure is that of hard stone
or wood to which, by hewing, the right shape is
far as they uttered the

given, and obdurate Israel is conceived of as having been subjected to such treatment for its good
through the objurgations of the prophets. SimiThe exlarly Luther after Jerome : to plane off.
pression of the second member is stronger still
slaying influence is ascribed to
I slew them.
God's word. He gives to the prophets to announce
death and ruin. In the words that follow we are
probably to change the reading, and translate
[See
and my judgment (goes forth) as light.

—

A

=

—

M.] The image may have been
Textual note,
chosen with reference to ver. 4 Since your love is
like the morning cloud and the dew, vanishing
quickly, when the sun rises, I will make such a sun
The judgment is here
rise as you do not wish.
compared to a sunrise, which is elsewhere rather
visitation
a
gracious
(comp. ver. 3),
an image of
perhaps in the sense that judgment reveals sins,
the works of darkness, in their true light (comp.
:

Eph.

v. 13).

Ver. 6 and the following ones confirm more defWhat God wishes
initely what is said in ver. 5.
is love and the knowledge of God. The knowledge
of God (= piety here) goes back to the essential
idea of

"1QQ

love to God
ponderates.
ix. 13

;

as embracing in its general sense,
and man, though the latter here pre-

In

xii. 7.

Jesus cites

this sense

On

the meaning,
Ethical section.

it

in Matt,

comp. No. 5

in

ver.

8

ff.

[Newcome, Pusey, and Cowles

Adam

prefer the interpretation that understands
to be meant Henderson rejects it, and prefers the
rendering : they (are) like men (who) break a cov-

enant To this it might be objected,
this, which is in any case, a paraphrase,

first, that
is not the
natural translation of the words. If it were the
author's meaning, every reader, contemporary with
him or otherwise, would have mistaken it, on the
first view, at least.
In the second place, such a
periphrastic expression would be a very feeble, as
well as unusual, way of conveying the notion that
they had broken God's covenant, in marked contrast to the directness of the charge in the second
member of the verse. He objects to the other view
that nowhere is there mention made of God's entering into a covenant with Adam. But thin objection is not valid if it appears that the transaction
in which God and Adam were the parties was really of the nature of a covenant
And that term
" is a concise and correct mode of asserting a plain
Scriptural fact, namely, that God made to Adam
a promise suspended upon a condition, and attached to disobedience a certain penalty. This is
what in Scriptural language is meant by a covenant" (Hodge, Systematic Theology\ vol. ii. pi
His other objection is trivial, that with the
117.)
exception of three doubtful passages, of which the
present is one, Adam is not used in the Old Testament after the first chapter of Genesis (he probably meant the fifth) as a proper name, nor is any
reference made to our first parents.
The nearest
parallel to our passage is Job xxxi. 33 : if I have
concealed my transgression like Adam ; of the correctness of which rendering there can be no reasonable doubt. Comp. Delitzsch on that passage
in his Commentary on Job.
M.]
Ver. 8.
Gilead might be taken here as the
name of a city. But it never occurs as such, only
as the name of a district on the east of the Jordan.
It must therefore be assumed that the name of the
district is applied here to the chief city, Mizpah.
Or we might remain by the notion of the district,
and the expression would then be a comparison
All Gilead is, as it were, a city of evil-doers, as full

—

=

—

and
of them as a city is of men.
"^i?^* -*!?•? * 8 ft
Ver. 7. Tet the conduct of the people is just foot-mark, therefore tracked with blood, full of
the opposite of what God desires. But they, like bloody tracks.
Here murderous actions are indiAdam, have broken the covenant. The refer- cated without being definitely named.
ence is to Ephraim and Judah, not to the priests.
Ver. 9. But the most shameful transactions
And, therefore, ^7*^: does not express a contrast occur in the west of the Jordan. Eveu priests act
the Doctrinal

:

^ordinary men. It would rather indicate like robbers. "TOT? is a predatory band, a band of
a contrast to Ephraim and Judah as the people of
5
God. But this thought is quite remote. Viewing freebooters or robbers, therefore — ^T ^? ** *£
the passage without prejudice, the usual explana- a companion of such bands, a robber. Like the
like Adam. lurking of robbers =as robbers lurk, so lurk a
tion is seen to be the most natural
Allusion is thus made to Gen. iii. Adam's sin was company of priests, they murder on the way
Travellers are surprised by them
the violation of a covenant for with the command to Sheohem.
to these

~

:

:
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CHAPTERS
on the way to Shechem. Shechem was a City of
Refuge. Perhaps those are meant who sought
refuge there. Tne priests are by many thought to
be residents of Shechem. But Shechem was a
Levitical, not a sacerdotal, city. The expression
would then refer not to those dwelling within the
city, but to those without, who fall upon persons
going to Shechem. Bethel was rather the seat of
the priests. Keil therefore supposes " The way
to Snechem is mentioned as a place of murders and
bloody deeds, because the road to Bethel, the principal seat of worship belonging to the ten tribes,
from Samaria the capital, and in fact from the
northern part of the Kingdom generally, lay
through this city. Pilgrims to the feasts for the
most part took this road; and the priests, who
were taken from the dregs of the people, appear
to have lain in wait for them, to rob, or, in case of
:

resistance, to

murder."

More

strictly speaking, it

must hare been done on the return from Bethel to
Shechem. The allusion is evidently to a definite
event unknown to us. The same remark applies
to the following words.

*?

is climactic.

7fif>\

=»

JThis word does not
mean shame or dishonor. It is primarily a device
or plan either evil or good (comp. Job xvii. 1 1 ),
though usually the former. The next meaning is
wickedness ; then specially a crime resulting from
unchastity. For the connection between the two
meanings see Lev. xviii. 11.
M.J
Ver. 10. The consequences of the preceding.
Probably both corporeal and spiritual whoredom

shame, perhaps, unchastity.

—

are included.

A threatening is appended against Ju
" Judah also " is guilty. The harvest is
as elsewhere an image of judgment, a cutting down
(comp. also Is. xxviu. 24 ff.) When I shall turn
the captivity of my people. This appears, on
the contrary, to refer to a deliverance, and therefore
But it must be remembered that
to be a promise.
the judgment has for its aim the deliverance of
Ver. 11.

dah

also.

God's people
falls

0??)

as a whole.

But such

deliv-

effected only through the judgment that
upon the several parts, first upon Israel

erance

is

The meaning therefore is,
when Israel, the Ten Tribes, shall have received
its punishment and been restored, Judah also will
and then upon Judah.

|This paraphrase of the passage
be punished.
does not agree with historical fact, and must thereThe true view seems to be that
rejected.
fore be
of Keil

:

PFOXp 2ND

never means : to bring back

V. 1-VI.
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. Prophetic rebuke does not merely not spare
and kings : it is specially directed against
them. This follows from the conviction of the
high vocation the monarchy had to fulfill. It is
the bearer of the magisterial oftce, and as such
must administer and guard the divine law, and
must therefore care both for the purity of God's
worship and the administration of justice. And
if it neglects or directly violates its obligation, despises the divine law, and even introduces idolatry,
perverts justice, exercises injustice or leaves it unpunished, it becomes recreant to God, from whom
it receives its authority, and incurs his punishment.
This, the Prophet, as God's messenger, announces,
and his voice is therefore at first a voice of warning in order to bring it back to the true path. But
the Prophet arraigns' hot merely neglect or violation of the obligations entailed by the. office as
such, but also the personal conduct of the bearers
of the office, with a due appreciation of the influence which they exercise by word and still more
by deed, in virtue of their high position.
2. " In all inroads of sin and corruption we are
to lftok not merely at the outward work, but at
the power of darkness, the spirit, that lies behind
as their most dexterous and astute controlling influence, which will maintain most craftily its right
and cause ; comp. ver. 4 " (Rieger).
3. Riegek: "So long as man under divine chastisement, supposes that he can find help and mitigate his misfortunes by trust in the creatures, he

rulers

wanders off as though in a trackless wilderness,
from the living fountain, and might preclude himself from the most essential self-humbling, the
knowledge of his guilt. But when God presses
upon him with his hand and he has no deliverer,
then is quickened in his heart a little seed implanted there before by God's good hand; and
thus the love of God is like a roan who has sown
seed in his land ; he goes away to his place, and
depends on that which the seed will produce in
time, and after the rough winter." Most beautiful is the believing assurance with which the
Prophet makes the chastened express their hope
of favor if they should return to God. (This same
hope is expressed in Dent, xxxii. 39.) Thus restoration alter past destruction is hoped for, and the
blessedness of this restoration is further and happily described by comparing the returning favor of
God to the rising dawn and the descending rain of
harvest, as beneficent and refreshing as the one, as
fertilizing and fraught with as rich blessings as the
other, it spreads its influence.
Such a visitation
of mercy was most fully vouchsafed through the
Messiah He was the Day-star from on high ; in

the captives, but in every passage where it occurs
simply : to turn the captivity and that in the fig*
urative sense of restitutio in integrum.
people,' i. «., the people of Jehovah is not Israel of
the Ten Tribes but the covenant nation as a whole.
;
Consequently ' the captivity of
people ' is the Him came to us the Son of God in the flesh to
misery into which Israel (of the twelve tribes) had difluse upon us the Holy Spirit like fertilizing
been brought through its apostasy from God, not rain. He brings, therefore, the true healing for
the Assyrian or Babylonian Exile, but the misery the bruised, the true binding up of the wounds for
brought about by the sins of the people. God the smitten, the true reviving for the slain
all
could avert this only by judgments, through which under the condition (presupposed by the Prophet)
the ungodly were destroyed and the penitent con- of a penitent returning to God.
That the Prophet
verted. Consequently the followingis the thought himself, in putting these words into the mouths of
which we obtain from the verse : When God shall the penitent, thought of the Messiah, can not be
come to punish that He may root out ungodliness, maintained.
must apply here also canon laid
and restore his people to their true destiny, Judah down at chaps, i.-ii. that the fulfillment took place
will also be visited with the judgment."
M.] under the Messiah, but in another and higher
The whole is not to be regarded as a promise, or sense than the Prophet fancied, that the words inthe harvest as a harvest of joy. Nor is it neces- spired by the Spirit of God had a further range
sary to attract the second hemistich of ver. 11 to than the Prophet knew. The " revival " and the
" upraising ,f imply primarily a restoration of Iathe first verse of chap. vii. («. g. t Meier).
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and we have in Ez. xxxvii. 1-14 the com- ing of judgment like the sun," which may be unpleted picture of which our short sentence affords derstood of the efficiency of the prophets themthe outlines. But if the true restoration of God's selves. It is declared in such passages as xii. 1
people has been and is now being accomplished that prophecv had in itself a more general signifionly through Christ, we can go a step further, cance, as it effected God's revelation to the people,
and show that the revival, proceeding from Him, and brought Him into close relations with them,
which is essentially a partaking in a new spirit- and was, in so far, an element of his dispensation
ual life, finds its completion only in the awaken- of mercy. And, apart from this, as Hosea directly
ing even from corporeal death to the enjoyment shows, it had not only a legal but also an evangelof eternal life, of those who have been spiritually ical aspect by its vocation as proclaiming God's
quickened by Him. If we, therefore, from the faithfulness, in virtue of which He had not restandpoint of the New Testament, find in the jected his people but had destined for them a great
words of our Prophet here an allusion to this, we deliverance. Here, however, it is occupied with
are not really so tar wrong as might seem. Nay, the race for which it was specially designed, and
as the Prophet certainly speaks of a reviving in a for them it preached punishment by holding np
spiritual sense, so he must take that image from before them the law they had so contemptuously
an actual revival of the dead, as he took the pre- violated ; it became a chastening rod through the
ceding ones in ver. 1 from the binding and healing Word, and it was to hold out to the people the
of a wound, and this idea cannot be so remote prospect of the future salvation only through the
from his language, even if we can say no more medium of punishment, and must as its main duty
(Isaiah in xxvi. 19 evidently goes further). As " cut to pieces " and *' slay." The preaching o?
regards the specification of time : on the third day, the New Covenant has, on the other hand, as its
which so naturally suggests Christ's resurrection, main duty, an evangelical mission, which must
the coincidence is certainly not accidental so never be ignored. But still it cannot dispense
far as the resurrection on the third day is to be re- with the preaching of the Law.
It must, ejren
garded as a rising in " a very brief space of time." there, recur to that as its next duty ; for the Law
He was, indeed, to die, but not to remain n# the is the true Ttulkcyttyos els Xpi<rr6r.
The worthlessness of sacrifice as a mere opus
state of the dead any longer than was necessary,
so to speak, in order to make his death an indu- operatum is most distinctly emphasized by prophecy
bitable fact ; rather, as the " First Fruits," He in opposition to the false esteem in which it was
should be soonest brought out of death by the held, which was a token of religious and moral
mighty working of the Father, and it would thus ruin, going hand in hand with an empty service of
be shown how completely God's wrath, borne by forms and outward works. Sacrifice, in general,
Him, was quenched, and God's favor restored. was, as it seems, regarded as a good because a reOn the third day the sun of mercy thus rose even ligious work, even when it was not performed in
here.
And upon this revival of the Messiah on the strict legal manner, but was associated with
the third day, is conditioned the revival of sinners, calf and idol-worship, and therefore with a transgression of the Law (as in our context it is not legal
proceeding from Him, in time and eternity.
must, therefore, regard this passage of prophecy as sacrifice that is spoken of, the address being to the
at least significant from a New Testament stand- kingdom of the ten tribes). In this they wished
point, nor do we err if we say, that there is here to honor Jehovah, or pretended to do so.
Comp.
contained more than the Prophet could conceive
ver. 6.
In that passage the worthlessness of the
it is a divine word resembling a seed of corn which outward sacrifice, whicn was only in fonft a seekdoes not simply represent what it actually is (even ing of Jehovah, and could not be a seeking from
the most precious stone does no more than this), the heart (ver. 15), is strongly expressed. Comp.
but conceals in itself something else far higher, Mic. vi. 8; Is. i. 11-17; Ps. xl. 7, 9; L 8 ff. ; fi.
18 ff. ; 1 Sam. xv. 22.
the germ which it enfolds.
To infer, however, from this polemic of prophecy
4. Chap. vi. 5. There is expressed here a clear
consciousness of the aim and lofty position of against the opus operatum of sacrifice (sacrifice to
prophecy. It is above all not something inciden- an idol is to the Prophet only slaughter), that it
tal, but is embraced organically in the divine econ- values, sacrifice in itself but little, and stands as to
omy. Its special mission is fulfilled when the peo- the Law, etc., upon a freer standpoint, is assuredly
If the prophets were the stem guardians
ple of God forget their calling, and disregarding wrong.
the voice of their own conscience, no longer seize of the Law, and especially of the worship of Jehothe true path, and, having already inwardly apos- vah, and directed their rebukes against every depretatized, attain only to weak resolves, which are ciation of the law and every apostasy from Jehonever fulfilled (ver. 4). Then God appears before vah, and if they also placed the ceremonial clement
his people, and sends them the prophets, who are, in worship in contrast to the ethical and internal,
so to speak, a conscience standing outside of them. they did so because the latter was absent, and beThrough them He speaks the " words of his cause it alone gave to sacrifice its real worth. And
mouth " and rebukes his people. He announces in our passage it is not to be overlooked that Hosca
through them his judgment ; their words of re- turns first to the sacrifices of the ten tribes, to the
buke themselves are a punishment to the people, places of unlawful sacrifice, and denounces them
at all events, a punishment by words before the as worthless, not merely on account of the absence
punishment by deeds is sent, but yet essentially of the inner qualities, but because he saw the peoidentical with it, inasmuch as it was intended to ple engaged in a course of conduct illegal and
produce deep sorrow, to touch the inner man, and therefore displeasing to God, rejects their sacrifices
to bring painfully to the consciousness criminal and therefore so mnch the more opposes to these
apostasy from God, and has thus the same aim as the inner qualities, and amongst these, the knowlThus the sending of the edge of God, which would lead back to God and
actual punishment has.
prophets appears in one passage as a punishment
thereby also to the legal worship of Jehovah with
therefore also the expression which speaks of God's its sacrifices. On the relation of the sacrificial serhewing and slaying through them is employed, vice to the future time of salvation, see on chap,
and there is conjoined with it in one line the " ris- xiv.
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5. Chap. vi 7. " They have, like Adam, broken
the covenant." The passage is important as being
<he only, but a clear, reference to the Fall in the
Old Testament This is presented as a transgres-
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11.

Hbnqstbkbero

:

If those are cursed

who

re-

move a neighbor's landmarks, how much more
they who remove those of God
[Scott When princes break down the fence
!

:

sbn of the Covenant, and God is therefore con- of the divine law by their edicts, decisions, or exstanding to the first man in a covenant- amples, they open the flood-gates of God's wrath
Adam's sin appears, therefore, to the and when subjects willingly obey ungodly and
reluioo.
Prophet, not as something trifling, but as a great persecuting statutes, they may expect to be given
transgression, just as Paul speaks of it in the up to grievous exactions and oppressions
for God
EpisLe to the Romans, though there is no tiling will disregard the interests, liberty, and security of
said of the consequences of this sin upon man- those who disregard his honor and renounce his
kind. And while this transgression is thought of service.
M.]
Ver. 12. Luther: There is nothing more delas a (the first) violation of the covenant, there is
also ascribed to it a significance as influencing the icate than a moth. One can scarcely touch it without killing it, and vet it eats through cloth, and so
destiny of the world.
destroys our clothing. And the wood-worm eats
little by little throuuh the hardest wood.
So the
HOMILKTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
wrath of God is despised by the ungodly, as though
it were without power; yet whatever contends
Ver. 1.
Wurt. Summ. Preachers should re- with it must come to destruction, and cannot be
buke the sins of rulers as well as those of subjects, restored to its former condition by any might or
We are thus warned not to live on in
so that they bear not the guilt of the souls that are influence.
such security, but to fear the Lord and walk in all
lost, whose blood God will require at their hands.
Ver. 2. Great zeal, even though it be in the his ways. All strength and force without this,
cause of religion, is not the chief thing. It is of will not defend us from his wrath.
[Puset So God visits the soul with different
itself mere bigotry and has no merit, but is rather
ceived of as

;

—

:

:

He impairs, little
health of body or fineness of understanding ; or He withdraws grace or spiritual strength,
or allows lukewarmness or distaste for the things
of God to creep over the soul. These are the
gnawings of the moth, overlooked by the sinner,
if he persevere in carelessness as to his conscience,
yet bringing in the end entire decay of health, of
understanding, of heart, of mind, unless God interfere by the mightier mercy of some heavy chastisement, to awaken him.
M.]
Ver. 13. Seek not thy consolation in the world,
when the consequences of sin make themselves
felt
It helps thee indeed, but only to drag thee
completely into its power, and to certain ruin. If
men would have the wounds of sin healed, they
bring them back to Him.
Ver. 5.
God spares not even his own, when must hasten to the true Physician, and not to false
ones, whose help is of no avail
they sin.
[Matthew Henry : Those who neglect God
Starkb : He who mingles with the ungodly
and seek to creatures for help shall certainly be
will be punished with them.
[Puset : In the presence of God there is needed disappointed ; that depend upon them for support,
no other witness against the sinner than his own will find them not foundations but broken reeds
that depend upon them for supply will find them
M.]
conscience.
Starke : God will not be slighted not fountains but brdken cisterns ; that depend
Ver. 6.
with the outward appearance of godliness. In dis- upon them for comfort and a cure will find them
tress men should indeed seek God, though not in miserable comforters and physicians of no value.
hypocrisy, but in sincerity. Our most acceptable -M.]
Ver. 14. Starke : Those who have an angry
sacrifice to God, is the surrender of ourselves, body
God, concern themselves to no purpose about reand soul, to Him.
Wurt. Summ. : Godless parents usu- sisting their enemies or other misfortunes.
Ver. 7.
Ver. 15. [Matthew Henrt When men begin
ally bring flp godless children, whom God regards
not as his, but as strange children, children of to complain more of their sins than of their afflicsuffer
like
punishment
tions,
a
shall
there begin to be some hopes of them. And
whoredom. They
with their parents. But God will require their this is that which God requires of us when we are
blood at the hands of their parents, from whom a under his correcting hand, that we own ourselves to
Therefore be in fault, and to be justly corrected.
M.]
heavy reckoning will be demunded.
Chap. vi. ver. 1 The language of the repenting
bring up your children in the chastening and admoHow often does it come so late as this
nition of" the Lord, and they will not be strange sinner.
But
that it would always cornel How much
children, but God's, and heirs of eternal life.
Starkb : In time of war men should must intervene before it comes (much use of the
Ver. 9.
not be troubled so much about the cruelty and Lord's chastening rod) but how great also is the
tyranny of their enemies, as they should lament gain ! Alas that it is so hard for men to decide so !
but what a blessed decision it is !
M.]
and bewail their sins.
Ver. 2. God revives us not only that we may
Bibblwbrk: God has set
Ver. 10. Pfafp
firm bounds even to the great ones of this earth, live before Him, t. e., to his glory and service, but
and prescribed to them laws which they must ob- also live in the enjoyment of his presence and
But when they remove these limits God blessing.
serve.
Ver. 3. Delay is« more disastrous in nothing
pours out his wrath upon them like water.
against the truth.
[Matthew Henry : Those that have apostatized from the truths of God are often the most
subtle and barbarous persecutors of those that still
adhere to them.
M.J
Ver. 4. The longer thon continnest in sin the
more difficult is the return. He who commits sin
is the servant of sin.
At first he will not return,
at last he cannot. The heart is hardened* The
spirit of whoredom : not single sins that are committed, but an evil spirit rising up and taking posThe more men sin against
session of the soul.
God, the more they lose the knowledge of Him,
and the more difficult it is for them to return ; and
so the chastisement of God must be more severe to
to be rejected if it is

distresses, bodily or spiritual.

by

little,
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than in turning to God. [Pdsbt :
know in
order to follow : we follow in order to know. Light
prepares the way for love. Love opens the mind
for new love.
The gifts of God are interwoven.
They multiply and reproduce each other, until we
come to theperfect state of eternity.
M.]
Ver. 4. Transient heats in religion do not accomplish the work which steadfastness must crown.
[Matthew Henry : God never destroys sinners
till He sees there is no other way with them.
M.j
Ver. 5. Cramer: The Law is the ministry
He, therefore,
which, through the letter, kills.
who is not slain and does not die to sin, cannot be
made alive through the voice of the Gospel.
[Puskt GodB past loving-kindness, his pains
(so to speak), his solicitations, the.drawings of his
grace, the tender mercies of his austere chastisements, will, in the day of judgment, stand out as
clear as the light, and leave the sinner confounded,
without excuse. In this life also God's judgments
are as a light which goeth forth, enlightening not
the sinner who perishes, but others, in the darkness of ignorance, on whom they burst with a sudden blaze of light.]
Ver. 6. Wurt. Sdhm. : The means by which
we become partakers of the mercy of God, are not
our works and desert, but the true knowledge of
God and faith in Christ which works by love, in

—

—

:

2.

which God has more delight and satisfaction than
outward works. And this is the sum of
the whole Christian religion, that we believe in
the name of the Son of God and have love toward one another.
Ver. 7. Ppapf. Bibelwerk. Beware of transgressing, by presumptuous sin, the covenant which
thou hast made with thy God. He is a great God
and not a man, with whom thou hast entered into
in all

obligations.

[tubby There, He does not say, where. But
and every sinner in Israel know full well,
:

Israel

where. God points out to the conscience of sinners
the place and the time, the very spot, where they
offended Him
The sinner's conscience and
memory fills up the word there. It sees the whole
landscape of its sins around.
M.]
Ver. 10. Pfafp- Bibelwerk: Woe to the
land, the city, or the church, where God sees nothing but abominations and sins
ver. 11. Each one reaps what he has sown.
If
thou dost become partaker in other men's sins,
thou wilt meet with their punishment. If the
captivity of God's people is certain, so is also deliverance.
But, on the other hand also, the promise presupposes the threatening : no deliverance
without judgment upon sin ; salvation comes, but
only after a long ana dark night.

—

Chiefly against the Court.

Chap. VII 1-16.
1

When
Then

And

I would heal Israel,
the iniquity of Ephraim is
the evil deeds of Samaria.

For they have worked

deceit,

made

manifest,

and the thief enters (the houses).

A band of

robbers plunders in the street.
2 And they will not say to their heart,
(That) I have remembered all their wickedness ;
Now their deeds have beset them round
They are before my face.
3 By their wickedness they have pleased the king,
And by their falsehood the princes.
4 All of them (are) adulterers,
(They are) like an oven heatedly the baker,

Who

up (the fire),
the kneading of the dough, until
the (feast-) day of our king,

From
5

On

rests, stirring

it is raised.

1

princes begin in the heat 9 of wine
draws out his hand [goes hand in hand] with scorners. 3
6 For they draw close together ; like the oven is
Their heart in its craftiness
Their anger 8 sleeps the whole night,
In the morning it burns like a flame of fire.
7 All of them are heated like the oven,
And devour their judges,
All their kings have fallen,
And there is none among them that cries to me.

The

He

8 Ephraim mingles with the heathen,
Ephraim has become a cake not turned.
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9 Strangers devour his strength,
Yet he does not know it.
Gray hairs are also sprinkled over him,
And he does not know it
10 And the pride of Israel testifies to his face ;
Yet they do not return to Jehovah their God,
And do not seek Him with [in spite of J all this.
11 And Ephraim became a silly dove, without understanding.
To Egypt they called
To Assyria they went
12 As they are going
I will spread over them my net;
As a bird of heaven I will bring them down.
I will chastise them,4 according to the announcement to their congregation.
13 Woe to them that they have wandered from me !
Destruction upon them, that they have sinned against me
For I would have redeemed them5
But they spoke lies against me.
1 4 They did not cry to me with their heart,
For they shrieked upon their beds ;
For corn and new wine they distress themselves ; 6
They apostatized from me.
15 And I instructed (them),
I strengthened their arm
But they devised evil against me.
16 They will not return upwards 7 [to God],
:

They have become like a deceitful bow.
Their princes will fall by the sword,
On account of the rage of their tongues
This 7 (will be) their scorn in the land of

Egypt

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL
1 Ver. 4-

which

la

— mP 21

Hence iT1372

—^n^Dn. Vpn

f 196 c

— npn

m Milel, probably because

But the names

elsewhere masculine.

usually fem.

p

accentuated

to

to to

for fire

the Masorites took objection to the

fern,

form, ~£\2F\

and anything connected therewith are in the Semitic language!

be regarded as actually

fern.,

and

to be pointed

takes in the construct inf. the fem. ending, like

^Dn

n"V;J2

[See Green, Hob. Qr. t

(Eaek. xvi.

6).

— M.J

an oxample of a construct before a noun having a preposition. This may denote the direct
and powerful influence of the wine upon the revellers, or it may merely be an example of a poetical usage, Green,
Ver.

f 966,1.

— Q^XV

of Tf'Y?
f8

5.

'

to

**•

krf'

8ome Assume a verb \fX^, but Qesenius,

vith Zp dropped.

Houblgant would change the reading into

— Henderson

change of reading

Ver. 6.

objects, to the

to

DH^QM,

Fttrst

D^S V,

and most regard the form as
but needlessly.

Piel Part,

— M.J

that this never occurs in the sense, in, furor,

But

as anger is s frequent sense of the dual form, and as the exigencies of the case seem to demand another
reading, it seems reasonable to adopt the emendation. The conjecture has also the support of antiquity, as the Targum

eorrnn.

prry^
4 Ver. 12.

* Ver.

13.

t Ver. 14.

««*

— D^D?M.
— E^TpS

to

Ver. 16

^6oi^^6}.

Only

This form

— by

to

it is

not necessary to retain the *»—

^0*71

from the Hiphil

a voluntatis or optative

— The LXX. have read

of the received reading.
[7

tb* Syr.

;

the form given in the

probably the correct reading. -—M.]

Is

1

JVTTOrV;

'.

:

they

It to agreed

"TO^.

wound themselves.

— M.]

rib.

for

I would or would like to redeem them.

that*he Kamets

to

due

[But authority vastly preponderates In favor

to the pause

and that the normal form

is

hv.

Critics

are divided as to whether this should be regarded as a noun used collectively (they return to no-gods
idols) or as an
to heaven, where God is.
adverb : upwards
The word means properly an elevation, summit ; hence the notion that
most High. In xi. 7 this certainly seems the true meaning. Again it might be used adit might be used concretely
verbially, as in 2 Sam. xxiii. 1. The best lexicographers (Gesenlus, Fttrst) approve the former sense here ; some of the best
JCxpositorff (Manger, Ewald, Keil, and others) prefer the latter.
The Anglo-American expositors, generally, agree with the

«

=

=

I

class.

Newcome

prefers to read

VPV*

rfb

:

that which cannot profit.

— M.] — IT -

HT,
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fanciful application to the act of indulgence.
a sufficient explanation of the images see the
trinal and Ethical section, No. 1.
M.]

BCEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

—

When

I would heal Israel, etc
It was just when God attempted to heal them that
their corruption was displayed in its full extent
If it had not been so great the attempt would not
have been vain. The latter consisted in the chastisements themselves, but also in the discourses of
the Prophet calling them to repentance. Now follows a description of their dreadful condition
In the midst of it all,
lving, theft, and robbery.
tne greatest security, not a single thought of divine punishment. Their deeds have beset them
round. This expresses evidently the boldness of
their sins have so increased as to
their sinning
become mountains hedging them round.
Vers.

1,

2.

:

=

For
Doc-

Ver. 5. But they are not only adulterers ; they
are also drunkards. They are heated with wine as
The rulers here lead the way by
well as with lust.
In the day of our king
their example.
festal
banquet is referred to,
day, probably birth-dav.
given by the king to his nobles. By the phrase,

=

A

our king, Hosea indicates

kingdom of

^Dn

his citizenship in the

Israel.

:

the LXX., Syr., Chald., and Jerome
they began. Others: they are diseased. But the
:

mean

Hiphil does not

The king

:

to be sick

— 31

"Httftp.

the subject; literally: draws out
[stretches out] his hand with.
This means : he
Ver. 3. The situation is the more desperate as holds out his hand constantly to them
keeps
extends
the
corruption
to
highest
ranks.
the
company, goes hand in hand with them. BoomVer. 4. They are all adulterers. The whole ers, men who throw ridicule uj>on what is sacred,
people are such, not merely the king and princes, and is regarded as sacred. Such derision is spethough these are necessarily included. The adul- cially natural in a state of intoxication. Hence
tery in this connection (com p. ver. 2 lying, thiev- the connection in which it stands here with the
debauchery) is to be drinking-bout, a connection which is certainly not
ing, and robbery, and ver. 5
taken in its literal sense. The comparison of the fortuitous.
adulterer to a burning oven is here decisive ; which
Ver. 6. The figure of the heated oven is again
does not suit adultery in the figurative application taken up. But it becomes here an image of the
s= idolatry, but expresses well the burning of lust. heat of anger which burns in their hear^, which,
is

=

:

:

ngWtJ nnja,

burning from the baker being craftily concealed, does not at first make itThis burning of the oven self manifest, but which grows only the more surely, and at last breaks ont in deeds of violence.
is further described still more closely and figura(Just so is it in ver. 4 with the heat of the baketively, and that with relation to the increase of
literally

:

« heated by the baker.

The

oven.)
the heat, in

the following words:

3*1

H2i0?\

noiion

is

evidently this, that the cor-

towards the king in the banWunsche Who rests, stirring up, from the knead- ?uet is only apparent, onlv the result of cunning.
ing of the dough until it is leavened, t. e., when he t ends with an insurrection, with the murder of
has kneaded the dough, he rests, namely from the king, who has certainly richly deserved such
kneading, which is the most fatiguing part of the
31 ^7l!?« This is a difficult expression
a lot.
whole process of bread -baking, but then does
something else, which compared with the other is Some they have made their heart approach (reWould
semble) an oven. But this is languid.
resting, namely, heats the stove and stirs it up
any one say, in giving an illustration, that the
from the time the doo^h is kneaded until it is object was
"
"
only approximately like the image ?
During this time while the process of
raised.
fermentation is going on, the stove is being heated Besides, ? with "^213 would be superfluous.
so as to become quite hot, t. «., hot enough for Keil they have brought their heart into their craftibaking. The Part, therefore is not used for the ness as into an oven. The cunning is compared
Inf. depending on HDID
who ceases to stir up. with the oven ; the heart with the fuel. This clearly
It would be perhaps more
It would be strange if emphasis were to be laid gives a plain sense.
diality of the princes

:

—
:

:

1

*

=

upon ceasing, leaving off, when the object is to correct to detach *Q~lp from what follows as formshow that the heat increases. And Wunsche re- ing a clause by itself. Simson they (the conmarks rightly that it would be out of place to spirators) approach. Wunsche, perhaps better:
heat the oven before the dough was kneaded, and tncy draw close together, namely, in the banquet,
:

then to cease heating it, but that the contrary at all events, as conspirators.* The following
process is the one followed.
[Henderson takes words then mean simply like an oven is their
l^ytS in the sense of heating, as also does Gesen- heart in their malice. Thus the malicious heart is
His application is as follows : " To place the like an oven which only waits for the kindling of
ins.
i
r
\.i-_V
violent and incontinent character of their lust in
n*vj ; according to the Masor2fl
a fire.
the strongest light, the Prophet compares it to a
etic punctation : the whole night sleeps their baker.
baker's oven which he raises to such a degree of
he who heats the oven, i. «.,
would then
heat that he only requires to omit feeding it dur- Baker
By the baker might
their heart inflames them.
ing the short period of the fermentation of the
be understood passion (Ewald, Keil). This would
bread. Such was the libidinous character of the
" The baker
rather be compared to the fire.
Israelites that their impure indulgences were subsleeps " would then be explained as meaning that
interruptions."
But
it
is
evident
ject to but slight
the baker after kindling the $re, cared no more
that the Prophet did not intend to call attention
about it But it would not be exactly suitable to
to any interruption of indulgence (and if he had
conceive
of " passion " as sleeping, that is, not
the mode of conveying that notion would not
Simson refers * baker " to a
fire.
have been very natural), but to emphasize its con- stirring up the
person, the leader of the conspiracy. But the folHorsley
commission.
takes
in
the
stant
lowing member of the Terse creates most difficulty.
sense of stoker, one who attends to the fire, and
N*n introduces another subject, the oven. It is
"
makes it the subject of
the stoker de:
therefore naturally suggested (Wunsche) to change
sists after the kneading of the dough until the
—their anger. This is
fermentation be complete." He then gives a most the pointing into
:

— H vV

=

T£D

HZW*

E^!^
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fire,

and

«.,

it

:

Lord who inveigles them into
According to the announcement

Ver. 12.

this sleeps in the night,

burns on, unperceived, during the whole
night, until in the morning it becomes a clearly
burning flame. So with their anger. " Night
and " morning " allude primarily to the figure of
the fire, but probably also to the tiling represented
itself, especially if it be supposed that at the end
of the feast, which has lasted the whole night, the
anger breaks forth in the morning in violent acts,
which are more particularly described in
Ver. 7. All of them, probably not merely the
princes, but the whole people, together with the
princes, who gave the impulse to the rest
They
devour their judges, L e., the kings. The following clause all their kings fell, does not add
anything new, but only expresses what is meant
by the judges. This applies to the period succeeding that of Jeroboam II., when in swift succession
Zachariah was overthrown by Shallum, Shallum
by Menahem, and Menahem's son Peknhiah by
rekah, and between Zachariah and Shallum eleven
years' anarchy prevailed.
The Prophet alludes
here to such events, certainly to a number of such
events (perhaps also to earlier revolutions in the
i.

69

VII. 1-16.
It is the

destruction.

=

according to the oftto their congregation
repeated threatening against the people (comp. in
the Law, Lev. xxvi. 14 ff. ; Deut. xxviii. 15 ff.).
Ver. 13. They spoke lies concerning me,
namely, that I would not help them. And they,
in effect, lie when they do not call out for help.
Ver. 14. And they did not cry out to me
with their heart, even if they did cry with the
mouth. Their cry was one of unbelieving despair.

•"P^iarV, according to FUrst, to distress themselves, parallel to

^TJN

selves in crowds,

and wine.
Ver.

1

Ver.

1

«.,

Others assemble themwith eager desire for corn
:

[See Grammatical Note.)

They

5.

ly, in their

t.

devise evil against me, name-

apostasy.

6.

v37, probably

Grammatical Note

A

adverb

= upwards.

[See

]

deceitful bow a bow upon which the archer
cannot depend, which, when he is in the act of
:

may

cause him to miss his aim.
succession), as the plural, judges, kings, plainly So God cannot depend upon Israel, is deceived in
moment,
every
them
cannot
reach the aim with
shows. Yet the particular description in vers. 5,
6, suggest the conjecture that the Prophet had in them which He desires.
Others claim for
mind a special case, and then in ver. 7 gives a gen- the meaning : slackness, therefore, a slack bow,
eral view.
there is none amongst them which cannot carry the arrow to the mark. Each
who callfl upon me. The reference probably is to meaning affords essentially the same result. The
the kings. The sentence thus indicates briefly but
princes are emphasized, because they were the sestrikingly the complete estrangement from God,
ducers of the people. This ( will become) a scorning
the deplorable situation of these kings.
Eeil sup- in the land of Egypt ; that is : the scorn of Egypt
poses the whole nation to be referred to : no one is
will fall upon them for this reason, namely, on acbrought to reflection in the midst of these mourncount of the falling of the princes just mentioned.
ful circumstances, that he should return to the Lord.
because they placed their trust in Egypt
Not
Ver. 8. Ephraim mingles itself up with the
and fell notwithstanding (Keil), for this would
natio s. This refers certainly not to the invasion rather earn them the scorn of Assyria. They
of the Israelitish possessions by the heathen, nor
would be ridiculed by Egypt because of the weakmerely to alliances with them (ver. 11), but in ad- ness revealed in their fall, while they had magnidition to something more profound, it supposes
fied their strength before Egypt.
that through idolatry heathen practices were followed. Coinp. Ps. cv. 35, 36, 39, " which passage
furnishes a commentary upon ours" (Wiinsche).
DOCTRINAL AND BTHICAL.
shooting, he fears

H^P?

And

=

n

A cake

not turned, and

therefore burnt on one
not baked at all on the other).
The idea is plain. [On the preceding sentence,
Henderson : " In Ps. cv. 35 a similar expression is
used of promiscuous intercourse with idolaters.
That such intercourse generally, and not specifically the entering into leagues with them, is meant,
appears from the following clause, in which, to express the worthlcssness of the Ephraimitisn eharac.er, the people are compared to a cake, which,
from not having k'tn turned, is burnt and good
for nothing.
.
.
Such was the state of the apostate Israelites ; they had corrupted themselves and
were fit onl v for rejection."
M.]
Ver. 9. Their being burnt declared figuratively
that strangers devoured their strength.
This
is not merely an outward devastation by war, but
an inner consumption by the inroads of heathen
practices.
Indications of old age also are apparent in Israel as tokens of speedy decay.
Ver. 10.
See chap. v. 5.
Ver. 11.
consequence of impenitence. Israel is like a simple dove, which, not observing the
side

(while

it is

.

—

A

snare set for her, is caught in it (ver. 12). They
called out to Egypt ; they went to Assyria. As
•yria threatened Israel.
The latter then turned
immediately to Egypt, to obtain help against Assyria, and partly sought to gain the favor of Assyria (chap. viii. 9).
And after all they fell into
the net of Assyria,

The Prophet assails the practices of the court
1
without ceremony, and brands them with some
powerful strokes, as a course of life, in which the
nobles are as ready to carouse together as to conspire against one another. All discipline, as well
as all fidelity, is wanting. " Even when they hold
a feast in honor of their king, there is no end to
their gorging, lewdness, carousing, etc. The more
vilely they behave, the better they suppose they
On the other
shall celebrate the day of the king.
hand, when they are dissatisfied with their king
murder
him, as
they are as eager and anxious to
they formerly were to drink his health until they
became intoxicated." The spirit which governs
.

these circles

is

aptly compared to a

fire,

for

it is

a

powerful passion by which they are driven about,
revealed in various forms, partly in the form of
sensual and fleshly lust, and partly in the form of
With the loss of
craft, rage, and party -intrigue.
morality, frivolity goes hand in hand, partly as
consequence and partly as cause. The courtiers
together with the king are " scorners," or make
cause with them. " The scorncr, V!?»
the presumptuous, haughty, puffed-up (enlightened) man, who sets himself above what is and is
regarded as sacred, and so practices his scornful
amusement." Comp. also vers. 16 : the insolence
of the tongue.

common
is
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2. The decay of the kingdom is already patent.
Ver. 9 Gray "hairs show themselves. But where
the mistake lies, namely, in apostasy from Jehovah,
those of the upper circles will not regard it (for it
is these that the Prophet has specially in mind,
comp. also ver. 16). Therefore, instead of returning to Him and seeking Him (ver. 10), the opposite
means are seized upon, which have a result just
the opposite of what they desire
help is sought
in the world-powers (ver. 11). Not merely the
vanity but the disastrous nature of such dealing
is now clearly expressed ; for Israel is just preparing the way tor its own ruin.
It is like a
silly dove, which does not see the net, and so
straightway falls into it, t. «., the world-powers are
preparing its destruction. In truth, however, it is
God who employs them to punish his faithless
people (ver. 12). And thus will be fulfilled the
previous announcement of punishment by the
prophets (according to the declaration to their congregation, ver. 12). It is not yet particularly indicated how the world-powers are to accomplish
their destruction, nothing being as yet said of a
:

:

captivity.
3.

collect the other scattered strokes

—

—

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Pfaff. Bibelwerk: Ver. 1. When God lays
hand upon the conscience and his Spirit chas-

his

tens

confidence to cry out to God for help in their distress, because conscience tells them that they have
made Him their enemy. But it is a great consolation to the pious that, when there is none to take
their part, they have free access to God and his
help.

then is first truly felt the greatness of
O, that we would subject ourselves to such-

it,

chastening of the Spirit, and we would be saved
Cramer: When a sinner is about to receive
help, it is with him as with many patients.
They
often do not feel their disease and danger, until
the physician comes and reveals them.
Pfaff. Bibelwerk: Ver. 2. It is great simplicity on the part of the ungodly to suppose that
God does not know their wickedness. Mark, soul,
the eyes of the Lord are like flames of fire, and
know even the most secret things of thy heart, and
accompany theo in all thy evil ways.
[Matt. Hbxry This is the sinner's atheism.
As good say there is no God, as say He is either
ignorant or forgetful; none that judgeth in the
earth, as say He remembers not the things He is
to give judgment upon.
M.]
Pfaff. Bibelwerk: Ver. 4. Ye lustful men
who burn so in your lascivious desires, know that
:

—

Beware of heathenish

desires and pracas thou dost admit them
and
they
entrance in all kinds of seemingly
harmless shapes, even in a refined form
they injure thy religious nature. The result is a stupefying of the spiritual sense, the loss of spiritual

Ver.

tices.

8.

As soon
may obtain

—

—

taste, then only remains an "unturned, insipid,
and disgusting cake."
[Pcsby
Ver. 9. " Thy gray hairs are thy
:

passing-bell," says the proverb.

— M.]

Pfaff. Bibelwerk: Ver. 10. Man, thy sins
condemn thyself. What wouldst thou exculpate
thyself? Turn only to thy conscience and ask it
!

condemnation.
[PcflET : Ver. 13. To be separated from God is
the source of all evils. Whoever seeks anything
out of God or against his will, whoever seeks from
man or from idols, from fortune or from his own
powers, what God alone bestows ; whoever acts as
if God were not a good God ready to receive the
penitent, or a just God who will avenge the holiness of his laws and not clear the guilty, does in
fact speak lies against God.
M.]
Ver. 14. Is it the worst with thee when prosperity is past 1
To be vexed at the loss of temporal blessings, is a mourning of this world, and
does not lead to life.
Matt. Henry : To pray is to lift up the soul
unto God ; this is the essence of prayer. If that
be not done, words, though never so well worded,
are but wind ; but if there be that, it is an acceptable prayer though the groanings cannot be utit

We may

delineating Israel's conduct towards God (for in
such brief touches are the moral and religious
views of our book exhibited).
Ver. 2 describes
the insensibility of the conscience, which in the
commission of evil deeds ignores God's omniscience, while nothing is more certain than that
God knows them
they are before his face.

sin.

a fire is prepared for you in the other world where
you will burn forever.
Pfaff. Bibelwerk: Ver. 7. What a deplorable situation men are in, when they have no longer

will soon utter thy

—

tered.

— M.]

Ver. 15. The creature can neither
:
hurt nor profit the Creator. But since God vouchsafed to be their King, He designed to look upon
their rebellions as so many efforts to injure Him.

[Pcsby

-M.]
Ver. 16. Whither dost thou turn? Upwards
or downwards ?
[Pussy Like a deceitful bow. In like way doth
every sinner act, using against God in the service
of Satan, God's gifts of nature or of outward
means, talents or wealth, or strength, or beauty, or
power of speech,
God gave all for his own glory
and man turns all aside to do honor and service
to Satan.
M.]
:

—

—
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1-14.

THE JUDGMENT.

brings forth the Whirlwind as a Harvest"
ence upon Assyria.

Chapter VIH.

Galling Depend-

1-14.

To thy month (set) the trumpet
" Like the eagle (it is coming) upon the house of Jehovah,"
Because they broke my Covenant,
And sinned against my Law.
2 To me they will cry
u
God? we know Thee, (we) Israel.
1

My

8 Yet Israel has rejected the good ;
Let the enemy pursue him *
4 They set up kings, but not by me,
!

princes, but I knew (them) not
Their silver and their gold

Made

They made
That
5

it

into idols for themselves,
and gold] might be destroyed.

[silver

He

has rejected thy calf, Samaria,
inflamed against them,
How long shall ye be incapable of purity
6 For that also [the calf] is from Israel,
The maker has formed it,

My anger is

And

it is

?

no God,

For the calf of Samaria will become fragments.8
7 For they sowed wind and will reap a whirlwind,
It has no stalk,
(Bat) a sprout which will yield no meal

8

9

10

11

If it should yield (any),
Strangers would devour it.
Israel is swallowed up,
Even now have they become among the nations,
Like a vessel, in which no pleasure is taken.
For they have gone up to Assyria
(As) a wild-ass going alone by herself,
Ephraim gave presents 4 (for) love.
Even if they give presents 4 among the nations,
I will now gather [carry] them together (thither),
And in a little they will have sorrow for the tribute of the king of the princes.*
For Israel has increased altars for sinning,

They became to him altars for sinning.
12 I presented to him a myriad • (precepts) of my Law,
(Yet) they are regarded as something strange.
13
sacrificial offerings they sacrifice as flesh and eat (them)
Jehovah has no pleasure in them,

My

:

He will now remember their guilt,
And will punish their princes
;

They

will return to

Egypt

14 For Israel forgot his Creator

And built (idol-) temples,
And Judah increased the fortified
But I

And

cities

T

will send fire into his cities,

it

shall devour her palaces/
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TKXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
(1

•?.

1— *7JbW

my

:

God.

M attaring Um srrlamatton, and
tnesuajsetof
[S Tor. 8.

mtm of
Vulg.,

p

De

— D^ZQt^,

break in pieces.
4 Vers. 9, 10.

they pay.

on

boh

of the singular pronoun,

of

Um

oombioed as making tbs protsstatSon in common.

feTV

of 8ehmoIlor fellow* the reeding

in the Textus Beceptus,
Its root does

aw. Acy.

end

is

Israelite It represents*
Israel It In apposition to

whieh bee nearly ee much authority (" fbrty-

— 'DHH — ^JT.

— 8imeoo* end

— *Q"\

— M]

probably correct

not exist In Hob.

Henderson profus to consider It - D^^O?

It to usually

Arab.

flames.

compared with Ohald. 22127 to

^J^a,

to kindle

a

flie.

— M.J

The Hiphil and the Kal have here Che same meaning : to glre presents.
: king
and princes, namely, those of Israel, referring to the tribute which

others translate

Here an asyndeton

• Tor. 12.

ail

M8S., end two more by correction, eight of the most ancient and sixty-two other editions, the 8jr.,

end Targ.") as •lET'V

• Ver. 10.

than

dtttrlbuttv*

*p03n% — *•!

— The rendering
Bossi'i

Ver. 6.

A

to

assumed, or D*Htt71

According to the Kethlbh

the ancient

I* read, after

= ISH

ably beaanee they thought the expression too strong, would

with

rejected

j"l

melons and

^ 10000,

make the reading ^2T"\

eereral codices.

a myriad.

The

Maeorltes, prob-

multitudes, frees D*"J, which

how-

erer does not elsewhere occur in the plural.
7 Tor. 14.

— 1*1231,

rVnbD'Ty.

In the former the people ere thought

Both of these refer merely to Judah.

of end therefore the misc. suflU is employed ; in the latter the country, and therefore the
that the latter refers to each of the dttos regarded indlTidually.— M.J

translation of E. V., which is retained by Pusey
in its natural sense, and bv Horslcy with a most
astonishing application of the expression : " Here

HZSOBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.
Ver. 1. (Sat) the trumpet to thy month.
Jehovah commands the Prophet, as the herald of
God, to proclaim with the trumpet of Israel the
impending judgment '* lake an eagle (it is comThe judging) upon the house of Jehovah."
ment will fall as swiftly as an eagle (corap. Dent,
Jehovah
not=the
The house of
xxviii. 49).
Temple, but Israel, as the people among whom
God dwells (should and would dwell), comp. ix.
:

Num. xii. 7 Jer. xii. 7 Zech. ix. 8.
Ver. 2. Swery one will cry: "My God!"

$-15

;

;

[It is possible, also,

fern.

;

Israel is in apposition to the subject contained in
the verb [we know thee, we, Israel]. They rely
upon the knowledge of God, which, as his people,
they assuredly have. But it is a dead knowledge
Vers. 3 and 4
which can bring no deliverance.
show the position of Israel.
but not by
up
kings,
set
They
have
Ver. 4.
me. This refers to the self-authorized schism from
the royal house of David. All the kings of Israel
were not from God (that the government of the
Ten Tribes was announced beforehand to Jeroboam by Ahijah the Prophet, 1' Kings xi. SO ff.,
and that Jehu was anointed king and commissioned by Elisha, do not contradict this, for God
makes use even of human sins to execute his decrees) ; and besides, according to chap, vii. 7, the
Prophet probably has in view the frequent violent
dethronements and usurpations individually.

—

God
Ten

himself turns short upon Samaria or the
Tribes, and upbraids their corrupt worship
by taking to Himself the title of Samaria's calf.
I whom you have so dishonored by setting up that
contemptible idol as the symbol of my glory
now expressly disown you.
The parallelism, as
well as the whole drift of the passage seems to
confirm the view adopted above.
M.J
long will they be incapable of purity » incapable of walking purely before the Lord instead of
polluting themselves with idols.

—

—

Ver.
Calf.

the

Win)

6.

maker

— and

also = the
— from Israel through

the predicate

is

It originated

from men

is

How

;

this

no God.

therefore

Ver. 7. This result is the natural harvest of the
The same image occurs in xii. 2.
evil sowing.

VVn

is an image of vain human efforts, from
which ruin is developed, as naturally as the wind
becomes a tempest Chap. x. 13; Job iv. 8;

Prov. xxii. 8 are analogous, where 7$J, bpy,
and nblS? are the seed. The sowing of the wind
is first regarded as one which brings a harvest of
disaster and ruin, but afterwards, as one which,
like the wind (image of nothingness, from which
nothing can come), deceives the sower, brings him
in

no harvest nZJiTT!*}?

latter

literally

is

a word-play.

:

meal, flour

:

perhaps

The

= ears, as

^!?J? 15tf? in order that it, namely, the silver bearing the grains from which the flour is made.
and gold, may be destroyed (comp. ver. 6). ]Vu? The following sentence declares that all their pros•

expresses the certainty of the result as if it had
been designed. [Most have regarded Israel (collectively ) as the subject of this verb, but, as Keil
says, the same thing is more fully stated in ver. 6,
M.]
and the connection of the clause is clear.
Ver. 5. He has rejected thy calf, Samaria.
Samaria is mentioned as the capital instead of the
whole kingdom. The Calf in Bethel is meant.
(Henderson, with many Continental Translators,
renders : thy calf is an abomination, the verb being taken intransitively. This is better than the

—

Israel's efforts in every direcpects were blasted.
tion are fruitless. The judgment through Assyria
stands in the back ground already.

Ver. 8

is

connected with ver.

7,

but advances

—

already
through the pret 3?753. Israelis now
actually swallowed up. The sequel shows how
lake a vessel, etc.
far and by what means.
comp. Jer. xxii. 28 ; xlviii. 88.

—

Ver.

9.

ing thus

:

Sb

T12 KJB.

While a wild

ass,

a

Keil gives the meansilly animal, remains
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1-14.

—

my

in order to maintain its independ- 'Are not
princes altogether kings?'"
M.)
seeks to make alliances with the
Therefore (regarding N2PD as
tribute) tribute
nations of the world, that are unnatural and into the king, or tribute which he imposes.
[See
compatible with its position.
such
itself,

=

Tet

a compar-

ison by antithesis is somewhat forced. It is much
more natural to consider as the tertium comp. the
burning lost of the wild ass, and to attach the
sentence to the following, in which Ephraim is deWunsche finds the Urt.
scribed as a paramour.
amp. in the stubborn and intractable nature of
that Israel made a like exhibition in
the wild ass
going to Assyria in spite of all prophetic admonition.
[So Henderson and, to a certain extent,
Poeocke, Horsley, Newcome, and Posey. There
is no reason why the two ideas should not be unitM.] The meaning of the following member
ed.
is clearly the same as in our phrase : courting one's
friendship or love, and with this object giving him
presents, nattering him, etc
So did Ephraim
:

'

Textual note.]

Ver. 11. Increased the altars, while Israel
should have only one altar.
Ver. 12. Myriads of my law, hyperbole, to
express the almost innumerable individual commands of the Law. [See Textual note.]

^jnijn, according

Ver. 13.

to Fttrst

from a

^n,

to roast, formed by reduplication: a
sacrifice burnt upon the altar, a holocaust
It is

root

incomplete unless joined with r"QJ, literally, a sacrifice of what is burnt, a burnt-offering.
burnt-offerings, i. <?., those which should be burnt
for Me, they slaughter for meat and devour. Therefore a complete profanation of the sacrifices.
court the friendship of Assyria ; but the expres- They were concerned only about the flesh.
[The
sion is peculiarly pregnant . They presented love
usual derivation from 2iT, to give, with the meanthey gave presents in order thereby to obtain love ing offerings,
:
gives substantially the same sense
they gave gifts for love.
sacrificial offerings, and is, at least, as probable as
M.] They return to Egypt. Egypt
Ver. 10. But this is all in vain.
DS£i2£: I the other.
is a Jtype of the land of bondage (comp. Dent,
will bring them together, namely, among the' naxxvifi. 68).
Actual captivity in Egypt is scarcely
tions,
«., will carry them together thither. —The
meant.
following words again are very difficult AccordVer. 14. Israel forgot his Creator. Comp.
ing to the Masoretic punctation : ^vH^i they be- Deut. xxxii. 15.
Temples, perhaps idol-temples.
gan.
Therefore R. Tanchum, and, among the Keil : palaces. The assertion would then be similar
to
that concerning Jodah. But the notion is
moderns, Eichhorn, Rosenmuller, Hitzig, Keil :
They began to become small from the burden of that Israel builds idol-temples, while Judah does
the king of the princes.
Others, after the LXX. not do that, but by increasing its fortified cities
(Symm., Theodot, Syr., Vulg.), deduce the word upon which it relied, it showed no less that it was
forgetting God. Cities, Palaces, therefore refer to
from bin, and take it
to cease from, rest : they

—

My

=

a

—

t".

=

will rest

a

little

from the burden of the king and Judah alone.

=

princes : to be understood ironically
they will in
captivity be deprived of their kings, and will have
therefore to pay tribute to them no longer. Ewald

and Meier read 1 ^nj?» also from

^^

:

to wait,

DOCTRINAL AND ITEQGAL.
1. In spite of all
will often not auite

departure from God, the sinner
abandon religion, worship, and
prayer. In his hypocrisy he often misuses the
most beautiful words (ver. 2) : " Thou art my
God," is otherwise the sum of all precious prayer.
Hypocrites compile from the Scriptures a little
:
book of compliments when they find some formulas
which are extolled there. They place themselves
thev will reap in sorrow the fruits of the tribute behind these, while they are far from feeling their
which thev intend to pay as their security, and power (Rieger).
which makes them a prey to Assyria. So also
2. To practice idolatry, in the grosser or in the
Wunsche. [It will be noticed that E. V. takes the more refined sense, is to sow the wind, and the
same view of the verb, but translates : they shall whirlwind follows sooner or later, as the harvest
sorrow a little for the burden. Henderson agrees When men forsake the living God, they build
exactly : they shall suffer in a little (so the mar- upon themselves, upon their
own power and wisginal reading in E. V.) bv reason of the tribute. dom, and
the more self-inflated they become, the
So abo Cowles. Posey thinks the meaning to be, more certain is their violent fall. All the more so
that they shall sorrow but a little now on account that the
foundations of a moral life have been unof their burdens, in comparison with the great- dermined by
forgetting the living God more place
er trials of the captivity.
The various is gradually given to vanity, thirst for pleasure,
M.]

=

from any thing
that they may cease a
from paying this shameful tribute, i. «., that
they should wait a little before paying it. But was
it Jehovah's purpose only to relieve Israel a short
time from this tribute 1 Simson would therefore
explain In a little sorrow will seize them from
the tribute of the king and the princes =» in a little
abstain
little

—

views taken of

D^V ^

v? are already apparent.
usually and probably correctly understood of
the Assyrian king, in the sense : king of kings.
[The native Assyrian word for prince, as lately
made out from the inscriptions, is 8arru t answering
to the Hebrew sart and Professor Green {Pres.
Qcorfer/y, July, 1872, p. 128) is inclined to suspect
that it explains this expression : king of princes,
" which would seem not to be an arbitrary or merely
poetic variation of the lordly title, ' king of kings/
but to contain a designed allusion to the native
Assyrian word. And a like allusion may be found
m the words attributed to Sennacherib (Is. x. 8)
It is

;

and

evil desires,

even against their

They are given up by

the

God

to

own

inclination.

whom they would

not give the glory. There must come a dreadful
harvest of whirlwinds, though it may tarry long,
though the results of the sowing may deceive and
corrupt him long with their glitter and eclat. How
often his this been proved in the history of individuals and nations
Compare the fate of the
Second French Empire.
1

3. " God prescribed to Israel myriads of commands." How strongly this expresses the care of
God of his people, and the comprehensiveness of
his revelation
Truly nothing is wanting to them
!
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no way can they complain that they have been except in respect of its relation to Him who i$
meagrely supplied. All the greater is their guilt, good and doing good. Pa, cxix. 68.
M.1
in regarding
Vers. 5, 6.
these commands as something
Idolatry is man's foulest pollution.
" strange/' as though they did not concern them
[Matthew Henrt: Deifying any creature
at all, while they were issued solely for that peo- makes way for the destruction of it
M.]
Ver. 8. Pfaff. Bibdwerk : Sin has this bitter
ple, and designed for their good.
On the other
side, the expression, " myriads of my Law/' is cer- fruit also, that those who serve it come to be detainly most significant as regards the Old Testa- spised even by the world.
ment stand-point All these myriads were then
Vers. 9, 10. Trust in men or in earthly things
received, but the Gospel was not yetgiven.
The more than in God is by Him counted idolatry.
one gospel, the one message: the Word became Trust in men must be most sorely repented of;
Flesh, outweighs them all. The mercy of God in for not only is the desired help most frequently
Christ assured by that message has a force quite not found, but those who trust in them are outdifferent from all law.
This mercy of the Gospel wardly or inwardly still dependent upon them, and
is also regarded as something strange, though men will be heavily oppressed.
should regard it as most truly their own, t. e. t as
Ver. II. It does not help to increase altars. It
answering their most intimate and their inmost depends on the one to whom the sacrifice is made,
needs, which can be said of no law.
Ver. 12. How richly has God remembered us
4. " They shall return to Egypt." See on ch. ix. with direction
What a rich treasure of the most
varied instruction we have in his Word ! But
what will it profit us if we regard it as something
HOWLKICAL AND PRACTICAL.
" strange/' when God in it addresses Himself directly to us?
The one Gospel is assuredly a
Vers. 2, 8. How ready men are in time of af- greater gift of God than the myriads of the Law.
Ver. 18. God is as strict a creditor toward imfliction to depend upon their acquaintance with
God and their service of Uim, and upon their re- penitent sinners as He is a kind and indulgent one
ligious life, and to found on these a claim for help, towards the penitent.
in

—

—

!

—

and yet
little

!

at other times they inquire after

In

we

affliction

God

so

hear nothing else than

myGod.
WihtT. Summ.

:

The cause of war and

all its

resulting evils, is, that men reject "the good."
And the good is God and his Word, with faith
and obedience.

[Matt. Hbnrt: A petition for leave to
amounts to an imprecation of the curse for
and so it shall be answered.

sin
sin,

Pusbt God seems to man to forget his sins,
when He forbears to punish them to remember
M.]
them when He punishes.
:

—

;

Ver. 14. Incomprehensible that man should for(Pocockb : God is simply, supremely, wholly, get his Maker 1 but it is only too frequent. To
universally good, and good to all, the Author and have been created by God, and yet to build temFountain of all good, so that there is nothing sim- ples to idols ; what a plain contradiction 1
ply good but God ; nothing worthy of that title

B.

The carrying away into Assyria.

Chapter
1

IX

Decrease of the People.

1-17.

Rejoice not,* Israel,

Unto exultation, like the heathen,
For thou hast committed whoredom, departing from thy God,
Thou hast loved the reward of whoredom,

On
I
3

all corn-floors.

The

threshing-floor

And

the

new wine

and the

1

(oil-)

press will not nourish them,

will deceive them.

They will not remain in the land of Jehovah,
But Ephraim will return to Egypt,

And in Assyria he will eat (things) unclean.
4 They will not pour out wine for Jehovah,
For their offerings will not please Him ;
like bread of mourning (their food will be)
who

to them,

themselves :
For their bread is only for themselves,
It does not come into the house of Jehovah.
5 What will ye do on the day* of the assembly,
And on the day of the feast of Jehovah ?

All

eat

it will defile
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IX. 1-17.

6 For, behold, they haye gone away because of the desolation

Egypt will gather them,
Memphis will bury them.
Their precious * things of silver,
Thistles will inherit them
Thorns (will be) in their tents.

7 The days of punishment have come,
The days of retribution,
Israel will discover

The prophet is foolish,
The man of the spirit is

crazed

—

Because of the greatness of thy guilt,
And because the enmity is so great4
8 Ephraim is a searcher (after revelations) with
(As to) the Prophet, the snare of the fowler
Is upon all his paths
There is enmity in the house of his God.

9 They have wrought deep corruption * as
He will remember their guilt,

He

will visit (upon

10 I found

them) their

my God

in the days of Gibeah,

sins.

Israel as grapes in the desert,

like the early fruit on the fig tree in its first (bearing) I found your
Yet they went after Baal-Peor,
And consecrated themselves to shame,
And became an abomination, like their paramour.
his glory will fly away as a bird
Ephraim
No bearing, no pregnancy, no conception.

fathers,

—

1

12 Even

if they rear up their sons,
I will bereave them of men,
For, indeed, woe is to them,
When I depart from them I
13 Ephraim, like as I saw Tyre,
(Lb) planted by the sea,
Yet must Ephraim lead out his sons to the murderer.
14 Give to them, O Lord
what wilt Thou give ?
Give a barren womb and dry breasts.
15 All their evil is in Gilgal
For there have I hated them ;
For the evil of their deeds
Will I drive them out of my house,
Will not love them any more ;
All their princes are apostates.
1 6 Ephraim is smitten,
Their root is withered,
They will not bear fruit
And even if they should bear,
I will slay the darlingB of their womb.
17
God will abhor them,
Because they did not hear Him,
And they will be fugitives among the nations.
:

—
—

My

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

— The ancient Translators appear to hare read V^3
mUevcd by the fatal*. — M.)
t Yer. 2. — nj.
Tha people am here regarded as a woman.
l

Ver. 1.

when a nation or

**•

DJ

:

/£(.

[Thta

[Tanchum

people It epoken of either the tan. fnfllx agreeing with

people,

may be

need, at alto that the singular

may

to

miss grammatically,

M v$

to

always

giros the role that " In continued discourse

JllJ

:

congregation, or tha mate, agreeing

be used of them viewed as a body, and the plural when
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80 Ewald as

they are regarded a* consisting of distinct individuals."
treulos*

t Ver.

6.

4 Ver.

7.

making the

fufflx relate to

"die

— TDfiP
— n JPH.

to

In the oonstrnet state with

The sentenoe eontinnes

7.

as though

a conjunction

[because] preceded.

The conjunction

is

im-

br.

plied in

[6 "Ver. 9.

— For the asyndeton

derstand an object,
8 Ver. 18.
Ibrth.

to the gender,

Gemeitu."—M.]

e.

g.

— D^Qgjft

See Ewald,

here, see note on chap. t. 2.

DrPJSn^T, which some

2tf,Y

supply.

It

is

-V^nC?

beet to take

IntransitiTely,

forms the apodoeis which Introduces a contrast to the protasis.

[The

literal

rendering

is

But EphraJm

:

and not un-

— M.]
(is)

to lead forth, etc.

— M.]

H^Snb = mutt

lead

BXXGSTICAL AND CRITICAL.

kinds of food could be observed only with difficulty in a foreign country, and especially because
notion of with the cessation of the sacrificial rites in general,
unto exultation (com p. Job Hi. 22). the offering of the first-fruits must cease also, and
rejoicing
According to what follows it is rejoicing over a all food not sanctified by the offering of the first
bountiful harvest. It was this that Israel expected fruits was unclean to Israel. This is completed
and for which they would rejoice. But such joy in ver. 4.
Vers.

•**?"/$

1, 2.

=

intensifies the

Ver. 4. ib ^75; tfV| : will not be well pleasfrom them. D^tDyS. Keil : " Isheathen fashion, attributed the bless- ing to Him; therefore their sacrifices must be
ing of harvest to the gods, and rejoices in it as in taken as the subject in spite of the accents. The
a gift of the gods, after the manner of the heathen." meaning is the sacrifices would not please Him,
That this is the meaning is evident from what fol- and therefore none are brought. Israel could not
lows, in which I discover not so much the ground sacrifice to God in exile when He had withdrawn
why Israel should not rejoice, as an explanation from them his gracious presence. Idke bread of
mourning to them (will be their food). Bread
of the Q*Sy 3, especially in the second member
that was partaken of where a dead body lay was
thou hast loved. The lover's reward is the reward considered unclean, because the dead defiled for
which the paramour gives to his mistress, or here seven days the house, and all that came in contact
the idol to its servant, the people. The addition
with them ; therefore all who eat it will defile
upon all corn-floors, shows what is regarded as
1
?
for
that reward : it is that which is laid upon these themselves. Their bread will be
floors, the fruits of harvest, which Israel considers the support of life, and therefore it must be eaten
to be the gift of the idols, as their reward for serv- by them, but it does not come into the house of
God to be consecrated.
ing them (comp. ii. 7-14). Press: probably
Ver. 5. Festal days are no longer possible. To
oil-press, as new wine is specified afterwards
comp. also ii. 10-24 ; corn, wine, and oil are there- attempt to distinguish between "T?^ and 2n
fore mentioned together.
(the former
the three annual pilgrim feasts, the
Ver. 3 shows how this will be brought about
latter
the other feasts, or, specially, the great
it is not owing to the failure of the harvest, but
harvest-feast, that of Tabernacles), is arbitrary.
thus they will lose their harvest
to a captivity
The expressions are probably synonymous. The
which had grown. Return to Egypt, etc. Keil
" The notion is only emphasized by the second expresis here undoubtedly correct when he says
1VV2 regards the feasts outwardly, as
expulsion is described as a return to Egypt, as in sion.
ch. viii. 13 ; but Assyria is mentioned immediately gatherings ; 3n rather denoting the rejoicing, or
afterwards as the real land of banishment. That festal character of those occasions.
this threat is not to be understood as implying
Ver. 6. They hare gone away the prophet
that they will be carried away to Egypt as well as sees them in the Spirit as already in banishment.
and
is
referred
to
here
to Assyria, but that Egypt
ltffp, literally : oat of desolation. On Egypt see
in ver. 6, just as in viii. 13 simply as a type of the
" Egypt is mentioned as the
land of captivity, so that Assyria is represented at ver. 3. [Keil
as a new Egypt, may be clearlv seen from the very place of banishment, in the same sense as in ver. 3.
words of our verse, in which the eating of unclean There they will all find their graves, flfe or ^b,
bread in Assyria is mentioned as the immediate as in Is. xix. 13; Jer. ii. 16; xliv. 1 ; Ezck. xxx.
consequence of a return to Egypt, whereas neither
*plp> answers
here nor in ver. 6 is there anv allusion to a carry- 13-16, probably contracted from
ing away to Assyria at all ; but, on the contrary, rather to the Coptic Membe, Memphe, than to the
in ver. 6, Egypt only is introduced as the place old Egyptian, Men-nefr, t. c, mansio bona, the prowhere they are to find their grave. This becomes fane name of the city of Memphis, the ancient
still more evident from the fact that Hosea speaks capital of Lower Egypt, the ruins of which are to
throughout of Assyria as the rod of God's wrath be seen on the west bank of the Nile, to the south
Memphis was a celebrated buryfor his apostate people (comp. v. 13 x. 6, 14). of Old Cairo."
The Anglo-American
Finally, it is clearly stated in xi. 5 that Israel will ing-placc of the Egyptians.
not return to Egypt, but that Assyria will be their Commentators generally assume a literal alluskm
By the allusions to Egypt, therefore, the to Egypt.
king.
B?9?^? "rPHP
the costliM.]
carrying away into Assyria is simply represented ness
of their silver [see Gram, note], probably
as a state of bondage and oppression similar to their
houses filled and decked with silver, comp.
Israel's residence in Egypt, or merely the threatO^pbnfc*. The growth of thorns
the
parallel
ening of Deut. xx viii. 68, transferred to Ephraim."
They will eat (what is) defiled partly because and thistles is an image of utter desolation (comp.
the legal prohibitions with relation to particular Is. xxxiv. 13).
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to be taken

rael, after the
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IX. i-17.

The Prophet is foolish.

This is in ject of VVKJ, an(* precedes on account of the
False prophets are emphasis laid upon it
I have selected Ephraim
I would make it as glorious as Tyre.
meant, who flattered the people, promising them for a Tyre
on! j good. These will he shown to be fools. Even [Comp. Gen. xxii. 8 for a similar use of J"**f5«
the false prophet is a man of the spirit, hnt it is
M.j To describe its glory more particularly,
an erfl spirit that possesses him OP}$ ITD, 1 we have the addition : planted in a meadow, a
Kings xxii. 22). On account of the greatness place favorable to growth. Wunsche : Ephraim is
"
of thy guilt, this will happen, namely, that men- the subject to be connected with " planted
Ephraim is planted in a meadow. The intervennpgtpp,
tioned at the beginning of the verse,
ing clause he translates : like as I look upon Tyre ;
ambush, enmity, namely, against God and his and the meaning is : Ephraim blooms like the
prophets, as is explained in ver. 8. Keil : a searcher lordly Tyre, wherever men may look. But this is
H5^ is used of the clearly unnatural. The meaning would rather be :
is Ephraim with my God.
" looking out " of the prophet while waiting for a Ephraim is as when I look upon Tyre, i. «., when
is as when I look on Tyre.
divine revelation. The meaning is : Israel searches I look on Ephraim, it
ont divine revelations along with " my God," t. e., Others (Ewald) by changing the reading to
the God of the prophet. He trusts in his own rT^S?: in shape, as to form, outward appearprophets, not in those inspired by Jehovah. Othance. Others take *T)3 in the sense of the Arabic
the notion of lying in wait God a palm == Ephraim, as I beheld (it), is a palm.
ers find in
wait
of
lying
in
the
would then be the object of
[The opinion approved above is apparently that
an enemy. He would be so in the person of the entertained by the translators in E. V . It is that
prophets, for whom, according to the following approved by most expositors, and is the most obhemistich, snares were set (Ewald, Umbreit, Mei- vious sense suggested by the words.
M.]
Ver. 14. According to many expositors, this is
er).
But the prep. O? would not suit. The noan
intercession
of
the
the
Lord not
prophet : May
tion : lying in wait for God, is slso strange. In
let the mothers bring forth, rather than that the
the second hemistich N>3J could be the false sons should be destined to death. But an intercesprophet. The snare of the fowler is upon all sion would scarcely suit in such a severe announcehe brings the people to ruin by ment of judgment. Therefore others consider it
his paths would
snare is in the house of his a prayer that other punishment may be inflicted.
all his actions.
God, would then be*= in the house of the god of An important element in the punishment is the
the false prophet But it is better to understand unfrnitfulness of marriages. The thought of ver.
the Terse of the enmity which the true prophet I would then be essentially resumed.
As to the prophet, the
must everywhere meet
Ver. 15. It cannot now be shown how all their
in the evil was in Gilgal.
snare, etc "In the house of his God
Comp. for the rest, ch. iv. 15.
temple.
[Henderson : •" Gilgal, being one of the chief places
of idolatrous worship, the wickedness of the nation
Ver. 9. VVJOJ V^JFJi literally, they have might be said to be concentrated in it" This is the
made deep, they have wrought corruption =* they usual explanation. M.] From
house
have wrought deep corruption as in the days of out of my congregation (viii. 1 ).
Gibeah, when the shameful deed was done (reVer. 16. The prophet beholds the future as alcorded in Judges xix. ff.) to the Levite's concu- ready present (comp. ver. 11); only that here the
bine, which resulted in the almost complete exter- image of a tree which can no longer put forth its
mination of the Tribe of Benjamin. Such conduct shoots, is first employed. In the last member,
must be visited with punishment Comp. viii. 13. however : and even if they should bear, no figVer. 10. Israel sinned grievously not only in ure is employed.
Gibeah but earlier also, when God yet took such
Ver. 17 completes the whole, by giving the
delight in him. His disposition now is shown to ground of the punishment, and stating that punbe that which he ever had. So much the more ishment clearly to be banishment among the nadeserved is the punishment Like grapes, etc tions, when the people should be fugitives.
As men prize grapes, etc, so did I prize thee.
In the desert applies both to the grapes and to
the finding, since grapes can be found in the
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
An alludesert, only when one is in the desert
sion to Dent xxxii. 10. In its beginning, that
1. The judgment stands here altogether in the
is, when it begins to bear. Baal-Peor is here local,
foreground, and the punishment which the people

Yen.

7, 8.

sense dependent

npon TO"p.
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—

=
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—

=

A

=

=

—

my

=

=

according to Keil, since vfct is wanting; there- are to expect is that they will be carried away into
That event is here indicated as " a reto Assyria.
fore : to the place of Baal-Peor ; elsewhere
turn to Egypt," not literally, but rather symbolthe house of Baal-Peor. T^*}, the same word, ically (ver. 3). The captivity is regarded not so
used designedly, as that employed to express con- much as an outward fact, but according to its inThey became Nazarites to ternal aspect, as the direct negation of that which
secration to Jehovah.
Baal-Peor, to shame. The worship of Baal-Peor God had done to Israel in leading them out of
is alluded to. [See Nam zxv. 1-5.] The worship Egypt.
Several features in the Exodus made it
of Baal was tnen Israel's crowning offense, and of special significance to Israel One was the
worship
now
is
renewed.
the old Baal-Peor
great and undeniable mercy of God. Viewing it
more closely, it was a merciful liberation of Israel
Vers. 11, 12. They shall increase no longer.
from bondage, from complete subjection to a forof
worship
Baal
may
be
referred
to,
The unchaste
eign power. It was thus the condition and the
whose natural punishment is the decrease of the
beginning of Israel's existence as an independent
population.
nation. But not only so God thus brought this
Ver. 13. Difficult Keil Ephraim is the ob- people under special obligations to Him. As He
:

:

:
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HOSEA.

had owned them

to be his so expressly and em- ifests itself necessarily in all kinds of selfinduiphatically in Egypt, and separated them from gence.
Egypt, they became by his leading them forth
3. When the judgment comes, the falseness of
justly and legitimately his inheritance. And al- the false prophets becomes manifest. By these are,
though this specific relation of Israel towards God without doubt, to be understood those who, aping
did not assume its normal form until the giving of the position of Prophets of Jehovah, came forward
the Law, yet the leading of Israel out of Egypt as the pretended announcers of the divine will, and
lay at the foundation of weir exaltation to become as the advisers of the people, especially of the rulhi* people. Finally, it was the condition of, and ers, but in their flattery of the people would prothe first step towards, their introduction into that nounce good and justify everything, and therefore
country which God had promised to give to Israel predicted prosperity and deliverance (Eaek. xiii.
as his people, and had therefore a fundamental sig- 10), and never uttered a word of earnest rebuke.
nificance in their history. Now the Assyrian Cap- They were trusted only too well.
On the contivity is the direct contrast to this, and is therefore trary, the true Prophets had to meet everywhere
represented as a " return to Egypt." It is as sig- snares and enmity. Men know too late who are
nal a display of God's displeasure and wrath as their true friends, and who their false.
the former was of his mercy. It is the loss of free4. The true prophet must, it is true, enter into
dom, a reduction to a state of bondage, and a sur- God's designs, not merely of mercy, but also of
render to the power of a foreign enemy. Israel is righteous judgment ; must announce them, so far
only free through his God, and remains so only so as they have been revealed ; and he may even delong as he serves Him ; by apostasy from Him, he sire their fulfillment, in order that a limit may be
therefore forfeited that freedom, and therefore at set to sin, and God's glory be spread. Tet it must
last must lose it, and forego an independent exist- be observed that when the prophets invoke judgence.
This surrender to the power of the heathen ment, they do not implore the destruction and death
stands further in the strongest contrast to Israel's of the individual sinner, but only the " political "
relation to God as his people. They are thus real- death, the destruction of a godless kingdom, bely dismissed from this position by God, and aban- cause it had filled up the measure of its sins and
doned by Him as his people (comp. vers. 15, 17). thus became amenable to judgment, concerning
They are in met made a " Not-My-People." Israel which there could be no doubt in the prophers
ignored the Law given at Sinai, and Jehovah ig- mind.
nores the deliverance from Egypt ; and, lastly, the
5. With respect to Israel's conduct towards God,
Assyrian Captivity is the loss of that country in we are to observe the retrospect of former times
which Israel s position as God's people had its ma- (vers. 9, 10, comp. x. 7 ; xfc 1, 2). The sins of
terial basis, as the deliverance from Egypt looked the present are thus shorn of their individuality
towards the possession of that country. Comp. and shown to form part of a whole complexity of
ver. 3. And as the Promised Land was essentially sin.
These are only a mode of manifestation, a
one of divine blessing, the loss of this blessing is new phase, of the same spirit, which was before,
naturally referred to with special emphasis. If Is- and had been always, displayed. As with the disrael has, like the heathen, ascribed such a blessing
"ays of God's love to Israel, so with the sins of
to false gods, it cannot enjoy the land presented
Instead of an atomising and
reel, against God.
to it as God's people, bat as it became like the mechanical view of this subject, we have a dynamic
heathen, it shall return again into their countries. one, which alone is justifiable in the ethical sphere.
With the loss of the " Land of Jehovah," however, From this conception of the evil, according to
is united, as a peculiarly distressing consequence, which its several manifestations of a constant funthe loss of the sacrificial service, and of the sanc- damental tendency in the minds of a single nation,
tification in life thereby conditioned. Israel is sent no great step is needed to reach the assumption of
away into the land of impurity. In this the Cap- a constant disposition to evil in mankind genertivity is like a return to Egypt
Already in this ally, of hereditary sin, in which the individual with
we hear the sigh of the banished after the Holy his special offenses only confirms and realises the
Land. Those against whom the objurgatory dis- sinful disposition of the
l

course is primarily directed will, it is true, feel
least the impossibility of serving God.
And yet
even they cannot deny their Israelitish character,
and least of all in a strange land. That which
they now do not wish to do, or to be able to do,
will hereafter be the occasion of their bitter sorrow
and thus it ever is.
2. " All nations rejoice over and enjoy a rich harvest (comp. Is. ix. 2), because they see in the bountiful harvest a si^n and pledge of the divine favor,
demanding gratitude to the Giver. If now the
heathen ascribe these gifts to their gods and thank
them after their manner, they do this in the ignorance of their hearts, without being specially guilty
in so doing, because they live without the light of

HOMTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Wurt. Summ. : Vers. 1, 2. Sincere Christians
should, in the blessings of God, so rejoice in the
Lord, as to acknowledge that all good is from
Him alone, to whom they must therefore give
thanks, and so use them as not abusing them, but
employ them to God's glory. Then will God the
Lord not cease to do them good.
Ver. 3. Stark*: That is the Lord's land
where God is truly worshipped and honored.
Bibeiwerk: When the
Vers. 4, 5. Pfaff.
measure of iniquity is full, God at last takes away
divine revelation. If, on the contrary, Israel re- the lamp of his Word from its place. Beware,
joiced in the blessings of harvest like the heathen, then, you who have the truth, lest darkness mil
and ascribed them to Baal (ii. 7), God could not upon you.
leave unpunished this denial of bis gracious ben[Puset : It is in human nature to neglect to
efits " (Keil). It amounts to the same thing when serve God when He wills it, and then to neglect
one generation ascribes such blessings partly to to serve Him when He forbids it. The more
their own labor and partly to " nature/ and ac- solemn the day and the more total man's excluM.]
cordingly its joy is purely " natural," altogether sion, the more manifest God's withdrawal.
Matt. Hewrt : Those that think predevoid of gratitude to the great Giver, and manI Ver. 6.
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X. 1-15.

sumptuously to outrun God's judgments are likely
Ver. 12. When God is graciously disposed toenough to meet their deaths when they had hoped wards us, He is our Light, our Way, our Life, our
to tare their lives.
Love, our Comfort, our Joy, our Shepherd, our
M.l
Ver. 7. We usually discover too late who are Physician, our Bridegroom, our Father, and our
our true friends and who our false.
Redeemer.
If He departs from us, all this is
Pfafv. Bibdwerk : False prophets are a token gone, like as when the sun sets and darkness covof God's wrath burning over a church or nation.
ers all.
[Pussy The man of the world and the ChrisSpur: When the divine wrath has begun to
tian judge of the same things by clear contrary burn, it rises, so to speak, by degrees.
And God
rules, use them for quite contrary ends. The slave commonly proceeds by beginning at what is most
of pleasure counts him mad who foregoes it the external to us, whose loss we would not deeply
wealthy trader counts him mad who gives away feel, but ever advances further towards that which
profusely.
In these days profusion for the love is dearer and of more moment, until at last He
of Christ has been counted a ground for depriving strikes at our very selves. If God is not gracious
a man of his property. One or the other u mad, towards us, He is angry ; He can sustain no inand worldlings must count the Christian mad, or termediate relation.
they must own themselves to be so most fearfully
Ver. 15. God refuses at last to grant to unfaith(Wisdom y. 3-6). The sinner first neglects God; ful children even the privileges of his house. He
then, as the will of God is brought before him, he at the same time disinherits them.
When God
willfully disobeys Him ; then, when he finds God's ceases to love us we are lost
Hence nothing is
will irreconcilably at variance with his own, or more necessary than the prayer: Withdraw not
when God chastens him, he hates Him, and hates thy love from us. Nothing is more precious than
Him greatly.
the power to say I am persuaded that nothing
M.J
Ver. 8. Let it not offend you, if, for the sake of can separate us from the love of God which is in
" Even Christ Jesus, our Lord.
the truth, you must suffer persecution.
so persecuted they the prophets who were before
Ver. 16. Whole families, even whole nations
you."
die oat through God's judgments 1
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Devastation of the Seats of Worship.

Chapter X.
1 Israel is

Destruction of the Kingdom.

1-15,

a thriving vine 1

Which sends forth its
As its fruit abounded,

fruit

It multiplied altars

According to the prosperity of the land,

The

better they

2 Their heart

He

will cut

is

made

smooth

down

their images.
:

now

will they

their altars,

he

make

expiation

will destroy their

images

8 For now they will say
We have no king,

we did not fear God,
the king
what will he do for us.
4 They speak words,
Swearing * falsely and contracting alliances
And justice grows like the poison-plant
In the furrows of the field.
5 For the calves 3 of Samaria,
The inhabitants of Samaria will tremble,
For its people mourn for it,
And its idol-priests will tremble for it,
For its glory, that it has departed from it
6 Itself 4 will be carried to Assyria,
As a present to the warlike king
Shame will take hold upon Ephraim,
And Israel will be ashamed of its counsel.
Because

And

—

7 Samaria * is destroyed,
Its king is like a chip on the surface of the water.
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HOSEA.
8 The high places of Aven are devastated,

The

Thorns and

Then they

And

,

sin of Israel,

grow upon

thistles will

will say to the

to the hills

:

its altars,

mountains

Cover us!

:

Fall upon us

9 Since the days of Gibeah, thou hast sinned, Israel I
There they stood
The war against the sons of iniquity 6 did not reach them in Gibeah,

10 As I please, I

will fetter

them/

And the nations will gather themselves against
When I bind them for their two offenses.
11 For Ephraim

a well-trained

is

Which loves 8 to thresh
But I will pass over her

them,

heifer,

:

fair

neck

:

I will yoke Ephraim,
Judah shall plough,

Jacob [Ephraim]

Sow
And

12

shall harrow.

for yourselves according to righteousness,

reap for yourselves in the Hike) measure of mercy

Break
For it

for yourselves*
is

(new)

soil

I

time to seek Jehovah,

Until he come and rain righteousness upon you.
18 (Yet) ye have ploughed wickedness,
Ye have reaped iniquity,
Ye have eaten the fruit of lying
Because thou didst trust in thy way,
In the multitude of thy heroes.
14 And the noise of war * has risen among your tribes,10
And all thy fortresses are destroyed,
As Shalman destroyed Beth-arbel in the day of battle,
The mother is dashed upon her children.
15 Thus has Bethel u done to you,
For the evil of your evil [your great evil],
In the early morning [soon] the king of Israel shall be utterly destroyed
'

TEXTUAL AND GOAMMATICAL.

— ]g3

[1 Ver. 1.

not

* al"*y s *»•

except here end in 2 King*

It It

lv. 80.

haying the force of the pora. pronoun.

ttrletij pleonettic here, It

:

mate, here at relating to Itraek

It* fruit.

— M.]

V?

to

#

t Ver.
t Ver.

4.

-niby,

5.

— Wuntehe

though an
:

"

inf. abeol.. to

H wpj.

The tan.

4 Ver.

6.

— iniH

In such a caee at thto

try notion of

and

H1H

preferable view.

that there

to

an

thut

ineeted of

Hbp.

the calret which were worshipped, reallj three-yearto

employed eome-

Aooording to Eweld, $ 299 d, the active eenee perradet the pattive throughout

73^ here — one leedt it

to 6* faf,

ctemee,

Oomp. Green,

affinity

to turprtoing, einoe

earoaetleaUy."

with the pettiTe.
;

n ")3

It cannot be deemed mr-fctehed to euggeet that the ten.

old tteert, appear etoewhere alwayt mate.

what oontemptuouely and

here conformed to

between

and

Gr.,

It therefore

f 271, 4

a.

furtt

to

of

a

different opinion.

tenret to emphattoe the tubjeot

The opinion of Furtt eeemt

JTlS (HH) and BF, and tome

to

Aooording to him the prtoa-

[The former

to

the prevailing

have been bated upon hit theory

other wordt of thnilar radkalt and dgniflcationt.

—

—

6 Ver. 7.
njp 75, with a tan. tufflx, booaute ]Y^1!p2J, at being a dty, to fern. On the other hand HPT? *••
a mate, form because it ttandt at the beginning of the' tentenoc. The oonttruetion here, according to Um Meeoretie
punetatkm to either an atyndeton : Samaria and her king, or the latter to explanatory of the former : Samaria, namely,

her king

<

— the whole kingdom). Wuneehe adoptt the probably preferable rlew that rob& begint a new sentence.
— niyj trantpoted from tl^l?. One edition (the Brtotan) and many HSS. hare the oommon form.

[0 Ver. 9.

Thto would be the only cate of the occurrence of the trantpotitton.
T Ver. 10.

— D^DKX

1 markt the apodoeto.

The Terb

to

— M.]

from

"CM [with dagheth compentatiTe.
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— DMp% The H

f» V«r. 14.
Green, Gr., §11,

to

pangogto, with the

to either epenthetic,

fern. part.
It to

81

H^n'W. — M.]

merely a mater

lection**,

which

to

most probable

see

;

1—k]

[M Ver. 14.— A number of MSS. and early
claimed as having followed this reading alio
being a collective one.
M.]
It Ver. 15.

or

X. 1-15.

—
— Some suppose the ^

;

editions read

but

it

to

*PP??

instead of

tJ^JS.

more probable that they rendered the

to .hare been omitted before

ECBGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

bSTl^J,

mm! the

The ancient Versions are
noun

plural ai sing., the

latter to be local.

poses that Hosea adapted the image from

—

its

use

by his predecessor.
M.]
Ver. 5. The punishment can therefore not linVer. 1. Comp. Ps. Ixxx. 9-12. There is also
ger.
Already
the
inhabitants
of Samaria tremble
yet
quite
ix.
and
the
image
is
an allusion to en.
10,
Israel is represented here not
as being pleasant in itself and of worth
in the sight of Jehovah (and is therefore not compared to fruit), hnt from the stand-point of its
rrnitfulness, which, however, was of the wrong
Hence even its fruitfulness will be taken
kind.
differently applied.

so

much

away from

=

it (eh. ix.

16).

golden calves. Keil : The plural Hlbjy
stands here as indefinite and general, without our
being obliged to infer that several golden calves
had been set up in Bethel."
sing, at all events
for the

A

immediately follows. Wiinsche: "The Prophet
is thinking of all the calves in the northern kingPl?^2» according to dom which were imitations of the chief golden

blooming? (LXX., Syr., Aquila), and idol erected at Bethel. By these imitations all
thereafter according to Keil : climbing, thriving, Israel had, in a certain manner, become a Beth
Aven." Beth-Avon, Seech. iv. 15. Its people,
after the primary idea of fifil : to pour out, to

Ffirst

—

=

its priests.

The

suffixes refer to the idol-god.

climb upwards. [Fiirst com- What a strong accusation ! The people are named
run itself out, here
pares the Arab, bakka : to bloom. If this sense is
to
the only case of the occur- the people of the calf-god. ^JJ, usually
one,
this
is
the correct
M.] The meaning empty, rejoice, but here (employed for the sake of the as*
rence of this verb.

=

—

is

unsuitable.

TVXD

:

:

to place, set

= prepares,

furnishes fruit for itself.
Ver. 2. Their heart is smooth. The expression is elsewhere employed of the tongue, lips,
deceitful, false, not sincere (devoted to
words
God). The explanation : divided, is false, for the

surance with

nbj)

» TVT, to writhe

in anguish,

'3£. On its account, also
refers to the calf, and is more nearly explained by
the words, lor its glory, i. «., the glory and the
divine nimbus which were associated with the calfworship. This glory will depart, from the calf,
prop- where it cannot give protection from the enemy,
neck. and will itself be carried away.

=

to

mourn,

parallel to

Kal means : to divide, transitive. *P?.l is
cut off the head by striking 'the
[ Henderson: "It is properly a sacrificial term,

erly: to

Ver. 6* Itself also, namely, the golden calf. [See
used metonymically, Gram, noteJ. Its counsel, namely, that whicn itin application to the destruction of the altars on self gave to itself, namely, to apply to Assyria. [On
M.]
which the animals themselves were offered." For the phrase : warlike king, see en. v. 13.
Vers. 7, 8. The kingdom of Samaria falls along
M.|
the force of *(BV$&1 see on ver. 15.
with its gods. [See Gram, note.] The image or
Ver. 3. They will then see that they have no a chip on the surface of the water denotes the
king any longer, because they forsake Jehovah, t. untraceable disappearance, and probably also the
a* none appointed by God, and none, therefore, violent destruction
chip upon the water is
to profit.
who can help them. TVp'Jf : to do
driven on by the stream and so disappears. ntojl
Ver. 4 explains especially the smoothness of
are literally : the heights of evil. But Aven,
the heart of ver. 2. They speak words, mere Vfi
Bethel ; for its high
words, without sincerity. The following infinitives in allusion to Beth- Aven
avouch the statement. The covenants are such as places were heights of evil, since the image-wor«=
ship
in
which
rose
Bethel
BethAven, was pracwant truth; they were concluded (with foreign
nations) only for the sake of an expected advan- ticed there. The sin of Israel is in apposition
to the high-places, etc.
Those high places were
tage, not from real friendship.
ttW"l, poison,
the sin of Israel, because it was by means of them
poison-plant ttgtpD. Most take this
here
that Israel sinned. Then they say to the mounforce far-reaching and seizing upon tains, etc.
This expresses the hopelessness of dejudgment.
everything, is supposed to be described. But the spair. They would rather be buried by the moundivine judgment cannot be compared to a vile tains, than undergo the afflictions of such a time.
plant outgrowing everything else. Hence we must Applied in Luke xxiii. 30 and Rev. vi. 16.
ver. 9. From the days of Gibeah. These
remain by the meaning : justice. The thought is
manifest : If justice prevailed, the land would be days, referred to already in ch. iv. 9 (see that pastike a well-appointed field, but it is now like one sage), are regarded as the beginning of Israel's sinOthers take the words comparatively:
that is neglected, and in which therefore poison ning.
[So Cowles
plants spring up, because justice was prostrated. more than in the days of Gibeah.
M.] The followBy a somewhat bold figure justice, when falsely This opinion is not common.
administered, when perverted and abused, is com- ing words are difficult. Ewald : There they (the
pared to a poisonous plant. It has been changed Israelites) stood. Should not war against the
into it, as it were. Comp. Amos vi. 12. [Hen- sons of impiety reach them in Gibeah ? Keil :
derson adheres to the former explanation ; Pusey There, that is, in the same sin, they stood, t. «.,
approves the latter. It is also preferred by Cowles, remained ; the war against the sons of iniquity
who fllusteates it from Amos v. 7 ; vi. 12, and sup- did not reach them in Gibeah, that is, the war
it is here,

with much

force,

—

—

>itt

=

«

=

=

A

—
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once waged by the other tribes of Israel against
the tribe of Benjamin, on account of the infamous
deed of the men of Gibeah, did not reach the Ten
Tribes, i. «., they were destroyed by no such war
like others of the Israelites, though they did not
less deserve such a fate, therefore God will pun-

to her fatness.

^?7^

*

:

I W1 11 cause *° ** driven

= I will yoke, namely, for ploughing and harrow-

ing.
The compulsory endurance of severe toll
appears here in complete contrast to the preceding situation. Judah shall share the same fate.
ish them now.
But the translation is forced. This is mentioned only incidentally and in comWunsche perhaps explains better, though much parison with Ephraim ; but the similar lot of the
might be said against his translation also : They former is constantly alluded to. Jacob, here menEphraim.
stood there
that war might not reach them in tioned along with Judah, probably
beside the sons of iniquity. The pas- ib shall harrow for himself, forcibly expressing
Gibeah
sage accordingly says in what the sin of Israel in strongly that this toil is not spared him. [So
the days of Gibeah had consisted, na/nely in this, also Keil ; but this explanation seems unnatural.
that tney, the Benjamites, had stood by the Ley- Others, as Fansset, translate break the clods bethe sons of iniquity against the fore him; but the preposition must be unduly
ites in Gibeah
Esth. ix. 16; vrii. 11 are forced to make it convey such a sense. The best
rest of the Israelites.
way is to regard it as a pleonasm. Comp. Gen.
cited in proof that "R?y with s% has the sense
xii. 1 ; Job xv. 2$ ; Sol. Song ii. ] 7, and many
of standing by [assisting]. [The translation as- other passages.
M.J
Vers. 12, 13. The image of ploughing and harsigned above to Keil, which is also that of E. Y.,
Instead of being " forced " rowing leads to that of sowing and reaping. But
is approved by Cowles.
Hen- the discourse turns from the threatening, which
it is evidently the most simple and natural.
derson translates : shall not the war against the holds out the prospect of punishment, to an exunjust overtake them in Gibeah ? See Textual hortation to return (in order to escape punishM.]
ment), which is then (ver. 13) supported by an alnote.
lusion to the present conduct of the people (under
my desire when or as I the same figure). According to righteouanee*.
Ver. 10. **09?? :
[Keil : " An anthropomorphic description The 'divine righteousness, by its being sown, L «.,
will.
of the severity of the chastisement."] To take by its operation, should be their determining
part in the infliction of chastisement, nations principle, be their norm and standard.
^QT} is
The reference is
will be gathered against Israel.
then to be understood of the mercy of God. The
to the war against the sons of iniquity (ver. 9).
harvest will, if they sow thus, be determined by
(This reference is not clear unless the construction
the mercv of God (not merely by desert), shall be
of Ewald and Henderson given above be adopted.
bountiful and of good quality ;* this mercy itself
M.] The last hemistich is difficult.
The
Keil understands «^IJ7? *°
shall be the harvest.
Kethibh is t3£ffr?* According to Fiirst from

—

=

—

:

=

—

—

=

m

—

justice towards their fellow-men , TQI^ °*
(condescending) love (towards the despised), and
in the concrete : idol-image.
Keri DJITfa'ft «* explains the clause thus : sow righteousness as the
According to the first explanation, idol-im- seed ; the fruit will be love. But
sins.
^?!J has too
calves.
The latter is probably correct as
ages
clearly the signification " the divine reward of Isreferred by Keil to the double sin of apostasy from
rael's religious and moral sowing" (WunscheJ.
Jehovah and from the royal house of David. The
whole clause would therefore be: When I bind y) TV}, to plough new soil. The words go back
them to their two transgressions (namely, by pun- now beyond the sowing. Israel does not merely
ishing them) so that they must drag them, so to need to scatter the true seed ; it needs a new sou
speak, as an oppressive burden. The sense may, and must therefore begin anew. The explanation
however, be simply : on account of their two
pf PT3£ is again difficult. It could be taken in
transgressions. The image of the heifer in the
sense of salvation, blessing, so that the benext verse is anticipated here. (The explanation the
stowal of salvation and blessings wonld be the
last given is now usually followea and is the most
of seeking the Lord. In not a few
Raschi and Ewald translate: before consequence
probable.
The rendering : fur- passages this signification is most appropriate, and
their two eves. t. «., openly.
We expect
the usual meaning will not suit here.
rows, in E. V. follows the Targum and the' mathe mention not of a moral quality, but of its conjority of the Rabbins.
"
God rains righteoussequences. Keil explains :
Ver. 11. nil^bip, taught, trained for work. ness not merely in giving the power to gain it, as
growth
the
of the seed (comp.
gives
rain
for
He
Which loves to thresh : According to many expositors this refers to the circumstance that thresh- Is. xliv. 3), but also because He himself must
ing is the lighter work, in which, besides, the create it and inform the soul with it by his Spirit
This in itself is quite true, but is it
heifer may eat at her pleasure, and hence is an (Ps. Ii. 12).
image of the pleasant and prosperous condition of proper to speak of raining or pouring out righteAccording to others the tert. camp, is the ousness ? This differs altogether from the expresIsrael.
[This figurative extreading, and hence the victorious power and do- sion to pour out the Spirit
minion of Israel, as under Jeroboam II. would be pression would be quite characteristic of the style
another
instance of
represented with the accessory notion of a violent of Hosea. It would be only
treatment of those who had been subdued. But the boldness and freedom of his imagery. The
figure
is double, including also a metonymy, in
now the situation of Israel would be different
[This is the more common and certainly the pref- which righteousness, the effect of the outpouring
erable explanation.
So Henderson, Cowles, and of the Spirit, is put for the cause itself. Man/,
)*T? in the sense of nothingness

« Yfo

therefore

mean

=

— MJ

:

—

Expositors.
M.l
I will pass following the Syr., Targ., and Vulg., take rni>
oyer her fair neck
in a hostile sense = I will -He will teach.
M.]
place a yoke upon her. UltD : beauty, alluding
Ver. 13, as it now stands, says that iniquity

other English

—

—
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CHAPTER
has been ploughed ; iniquity is the soil which they
the seed and the harvest correFrom wickedness there resulted
wickedness. One step further still than the harvest is taken in the following words : Ye have
the fruit which deeaten the fruit of lying
The result of this conduct is nothing, no
ceives.
The cause is still
profit but disaster and ruin.
more specially indicated ; in other words, the false
conduct of Israel is characterized : since thou
didst trust, etc., namely, instead of in Jehovah.
cultivated, and
sponded to it.

=

,
'

X. 1-15.

carrying away of the idol-gods by the enemy (vers.
Both the nothingness of idolatry and the
5, 6).
great guilt of Israel are here unmistakably exhibWith
this are connected the destruction of
ited.
the kingdom (vers. 7, 15) and the conquest of the
country. Freedom is lost; instead of it comes
The anguish of the judgment
slavery (ver. 11).
is most forcibly depicted (ver. 8) in expressions
which, in Luke xxiii. 30, are employed to set forth
the distress occasioned by the destruction of Jerusalem, but, in Rev. vi. 16, to describe the terror of
" the great day of the Lord.'* Thus the description
of the judgment announced by Hosea is of such a
character as to be a type of the final judgment,
even though Hosea himself does not designate it
" the day of the Lord."
The distress of a late
repentance is expressed in ver. 3. It is a part of
the judgment, since it consists in vain self-reproaches, all too late. In our chapter again the
necessary connection between the judgment and sin
is emphasized by the image of the sowing and the
reaping : from an evil sowing nothing can come but
an evil harvest. The expected reward must only
be a manifest deception : " the fruit of lying."

Ver. 14. Among thy peoples. People either
=* military host, or as in the Pentateuch =- tribe.
As Shalman destroyed Beth-arbel. This fact
is not known from history, and the explanation is
According to the usual opintherefore uncertain.
ion Shalman is a contraction for Shaltnaneser, the
name of the Assyrian king who destroyed the
kingdom of the Ten Tribes 1 (2 Kings xvii. 6).
Fiirst understands an older Assyrian king before
Pul, since the name Shalmaneser never appears
shortened to Shalman, and the Assyrians never
engaged in a destructive battle with Israel, and
Shalmaneser destroyed Samaria forty years later
Beth-arbel, according to him, is
(after Hosea).
Beth-arbel near Gargamela, made famous later by
HOMILETICAL AMD PRACTICAL.
Keil supthe victory of Alexander the Great.
poses that the Prophet, since the conquest of such
Ver. 1. This was the result of God's mercy.
a distant city would scarcely have been known to
God makes the vine and also gives the growth and
the Israelites, could not have held up the destructhe precious fruit. And as long as God's favor
tion of this city before them as an example, and
beauwould therefore understand the Arbela in Upper lasts, so long are men like such a plant.
tiful image of a life blessed by God, and as true of
Galilee, between Saphoris and Tiberias, mentioned
nations as of individuals. But it is a deplorable
in 1 Mace ix. 2, and later by Josephus.
thing that man usually cannot bear his prosperity,
Ver. 15. The subject of ntpy is either Shal- and that, instead of being led by God's goodness
man (if Shalmaneser) or Jehovah, of whom the to repentance and nearer to God, he rather forgets
Assyrian king is the instrument, or (as the Tar- Him (see at ch. ii. 9). The fruits are not given
gum and also Keil) Bethel, because that city pre- back to God. Thus is God often defrauded "of the
pared the way for the ruin which befell Israel. fruits which men owe to Him ; and " idols," the
Xv£L of your evil =. the most extreme evil (comp. world, and the flesh, enjoy what are his.

A

=

[Matthew Henry : What we do not rightly
Ewald, § 313 &). ^nty? in the early morning,
early, not : at the time when prosperity employ we may justly expect to be emptied of. It
probably
great abuse of his
shall seem to be dawning or near (Keil). There is is a great affront to God and a
not the remotest hint of this in the context. The goodness, when, the more mercies we receive from
M.]
the kingdom Him, the more sins we commit against Him.
king of Israel, naturally collective
Ver. 2. The state of the heart is the source of
of Israel.
the evil. As long as this does not belong to Him,
so long will men rob Him of his own. God will
have the heart as his alone, and suffers none to
DOCTRINAL AMD ETHICAL.
*•

=

—

=

share that possession.
Vers. 5, 6. [Pushy : Without the grace of God
men mourn, not their sins, but their idols.
Fausset : Separated from God all human
power is weakness, and all apparent stability fluctuating and perishing as the foam. The fear of
God is the only true basis of solidity and permaM.]
conscience told them of their sin ; but that was not nence.
Ver. 8.
fearful expression of the despair
a repentance unto life. The improvement of circumstances which the Israelites sought in the with which impiety shall at last end : a type of
schism of Jeroboam cost them dear. For, since the anguish of the lost at the last judgment.
[Fausset Surely it is infinitely better to prav
he led them away from the fear of God, the help
which was to have been expected from his govern- to Jesus now to "cover "our transgressions with
ment was already undermined. The sinner awak- the blood of his atonement, than through neglect
ened by chastisement discovers this deception of of this to have to cry to the mountains at last,
sin much more readily than he discovers his obli- " Fall on us and cover us." Our prayer to Jesus,
gation to return to God with a contrite heart" if offered in faith now, shall surely be heard ; but
(Bieger).
raver to the mountains then shall be in vain.
2. One chief element in God's judgment upon
seats
Berlenbubgbr Bible: The pride
the
destruction
of
the
of
worship
er. 11.
Israel was
(comp. ch. viiL), and here} more particularly, the which exalts itself and does not fear before Him

" In the midst of the calf-worship established
by Jeroboam, the Israelites still would keep before
them the God of Israel ; but this resulted in a divided heart, a halting between two opinions (ver.
And when their prosperity became under2).
mined by God's judgments, the smiting of a guilty
1.

—

A
:

—

B£

1

[The AMyrfcn mootunente show that

tk» ton of Bbatmutemt,

who

It
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destroyed Samaria.

8argon,

Tho

paa-

sag* cited abova limply speaks of

w tba king of Assyria."—
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U the God of the whole earth, most be abased.
O, that Ephraim would submit himself and his
neck to the yoke of the gentle and humble Lamb 1
Ver. IS. Beelbhbukoeb Bible : When a man
redeems uncultivated soil he restores it to the one
to whom it rightly belongs. For he is the only
one who can redeem it. We hare received from
God his soil, and as we have no strength to make
it profitable, it remains nntilled.
Bat as soon as
God sees that we would break up this uncultivated
and
we,
feeling
inability,
seek help in
our
Sound,
im, He ploughs it Himself with the ploughshare
of the cross. Then He sows righteousness in it,
and makes it fruitful in itself, that it may bear
who

much fruit in Christ.
[Matthew Henry
fallow ground ; let

all corrupt affections and lusts which are as weeds
and thorns, and let them be humbled for their sins,
and be of a broken and contrite spirit in the sense
of them
let them be full of sorrow and shame
at the remembrance of them, and prepare to receive the divine precepts, as the ground that is
;

ploughed is to receive the seed that it may take
See Jer. iv. 3.
Fausbbt Grace used well is rewarded gratuitously with more grace.
M.]
Ver. 13. The fruit of sin is ever the " fruit of
lies."
For sin always deceives those who serve it.
Going in our own ways and trusting to human
power is shown especially to be deceptive.
root.

[Faussbt: Only when we mistrust ourselves,
Let them break up the and trust in the Lord and his righteousness alone,
them cleanse their hearts from are we safe, justified, and blessed.
M.]
:

—

HI.

MERCY.

Chapter
God cannot

—

:

utterly destroy

requited

XL

brad, whom He has always loved, though they have
Him, but will again show Mercy unto them.

Chapter XI.

so basely

1-11.

When Israel was a youth,

then I loved Him,
out of Egypt I called my son.
2 They [the Prophets] called them ; so (often) they turned away from them
1

And

They sacrificed to the Baals,
They burnt incense to the idol-gods.
8 And I led Ephraim along,1
He took them 9 upon his arm;
Tet they knew not that I healed them.
4 With the bands of a man I drew them,
With cords of love

—

And

—

I was towards them,

As

those that would raise the yoke-strap over their jaws,
And I reached out to them to eat*
5 They will not return to the land of Egypt,
But Assyria,4 it is their king,
For they refused to return.
6 And the sword goes its rounds in their cities,
And destroys their bars [defenses],

7

And devours them for their devices.
And my people incline to fall away from me

;

They

[the Prophets] call them (to look) upwards,
All together they refuse to raise themselves.

8

How should I give thee up, Ephraim ?
How should I surrender thee, Israel ?
How should I make thee like Admah,
Set thee like Zeboim ?

My heart is turned within me
My repentings are kindled together.
9 I will not execute the fierceness of
I will not again destroy Ephraim
For I am God and not man

my anger,
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1-11.

a Holy One,

is

And

I will not come in wrath.
10 They will follow the Lord
Like a lion He will roar
:

,

Tea He

will roar, and children from the sea will come trembling [hasten]
Will hasten like a bird from Egypt,
And like a dove from Assyria
Then will I make them dwell in their houses, saith Jehovah.

1

:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1

Ver.

8.

— ^ba^W, from

[Comp. Jer. xH. 6
k*d.— M.]

;

xxti. 16,

l Vor.

8.

— Oflp

t Tor.

4.

—

them food.

instead of

:

128' a, Green, §

— IIQJM'1

* Tar.

—

to make to walk, to lead, oonttroad with b,
Tho oorrefponding Sjrteo (shargel) tamos : to mls:

Dnjjb.

softly, gently.

flret

Y*

Tat Hlphil, from JltM, instead of fcSNJ

/N would

then be best connected with

Is

adTereatlre.

'S'l^tt? ~.

The

HPWT emphasises

snfflz is

Assyria in oontrsst to

here used in a suhjectfre sense

EXBOBTICAL AMD CRITICAL.
Jehovah calls to mind the lore which
displayed to Israel ages before. But it was
rewarded with unfaithfulness, and they must be
the more severely punished. See Ex. iv. 22 f. Israel was Jehovah's first-born son, because they were
chosen as the people of his inheritance. Hence the
love of God, which redeemed them from Egypt,
in order to give to their fathers the Land of Promise.
On the citation of this passage in Matt ii.
15 f., see the Doctrinal Section.
Ver. 2. They called, namely, the prophets.
Ver.

94 a.

it

:

- and

I inoUned myself.

Others

and gently towards them, I gave

VoiNtoVOHH.

4 Tor. 6.
7.

VS'HFl

and ste Hwakl, {

ISM1, usually regarded ai

take It to be an adrerb

" V$7>n, fflphU from bin

1.

He had

Egypt

— apostasy from me.

their jaws.
But the opinion of Keil is
far-fetched, who thinks that there is a definite allusion to the commands laid upon the people,

yoke over

which God had made light for them, partly by
displays of his mercy, and partly by the

many

means of grace

in their religion.
The tert. comp.
simply the gentleness, the kind consideration
shown to them in his dealings towards them.
[Though, of course, this general reference includes,
with other manifestations of kindness, the special

is

application

made bv

Keil.

and rendering of the
matical Note. — M.]

For the construction
Gram-

last clause, see the

Ver. 5. They shall not return to the land of
the prophets called, so 0?) they refused to Egypt. An
apparent contradiction of ch. viii. IS ;
turned away from their (the prophets') ix. 8. But, as may be seen there,
Egypt is in those
1
But
faces. D"* ???* seech, ii. 15. [Henderson : " The passages only a type of the land of bondage.
here
Egypt
is
employed
in
the
literal
sense, just as
use of the verb : to call, in the preceding verse,
"
ver.
in
which
I,
to
our
verse
alludes.
The
people
suggested the Idea of the subsequent messages
which had been delivered to the Israelites by tjie of Jehovah shall not return to the land from which
prophets, to which Hosea now appeals, in order to He called them, in order that it may not seem as
contrast with the means which had been employed though the design of the exodus and the march
for their reformation, the obstinate character of through the desert were frustrated through their
impenitence. But they shall enter into another
their rebellion."
M.]
further description of the love of bondage." To return, namely, to Jehovah.
Ver. 3.
1
God displayed towards Israel, chiefly in the march
Ver. 6. njni, from W7, to describe a circle,
through the wilderness. He took them upon hie to move in a circle, as it were, to make the rounds
anna. The sudden transition to the third person spoken of a sword
Their bars, the
to rage.
is to be explained from the fact that it is the
bars of the strong cities
their gates. These will
is
speaking
in the name of Jehovah, be destroyed,
prophet that
ana the cities be captured, and laid
and that this can therefore easily pass over into a waste. [Others, as Gesenius and Cowles, take the
discourse by Jehovah. Comp. Deut. i. 31 ; Ex. xv. word in a metaphorical sense, which is frequent
26, for the same thoughts.
rulers, defenders. But the former is preferable, as
Ver. 4. With bands of a man
such as those being more directly connected with the strong cities.
with which men, especially children, would be led, E.
adopts, the first derived sense of the word
opposed to ropes, with which beasts are tied,= branches. Calvin, following the same view, intercords of love in the next hemistich. " This image preted branches as
villages, the branches of the
leads on to the similar one of the yoke laid upon cities. In this he is followed by Fausset.
M.]
cattle to yoke them in for work." In this imape
Ver. 7 returns again to the sin of the people.
gentle treatment is implied for comparison is made
with one who takes the yoke, or rather the strap M 1J3 i* here used intransitively : hang over, to
with which it is secured, and which passes through incline. vy7fc$ : above (comp. viL 16). They
the mouth, and draws it back over the jaws so that
DQ'H?, here probably
the animal may eat conveniently. Jehovah in his (the prophets) call them.
conduct towards Israel is like such a gentle matter. intransitive (the strengthened Kal)= raise themLiterally : I was to them as those who raise the selves, strive to rise.
[The passage may be thus

As

listen

—

A

—

=

=

=

V

:

.

=

—

;
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paraphrased: "My people are bent on turning
away from me. Though the prophets call upon them
to look above (to the Most High), yet with one
accord they refuse to raise themselves up."
M.]
Ver. 8. Still Jehovah cannot utterly blot out
his people.
The love with which He has loved
them still endures and breaks forth strongly. How
could I give thee up, etc. This is still at first a
continuation of the threatening.
Chastisement
even to utter destruction, is justified
how I

implied that these displays of mercy towards Israel
are coupled with judgments upon the heathen ?
Hosea does not allude to this elsewhere. Trembling will be a consequence of this call, but it im{)lie8 chiefly haste united with anxiety not to negect the summons, and therefore the eagerness
of obedience. Hence also the comparison with

how just it would be to give thee up But
with this expression thus justifying the punishment, the threatening is exhausted and satisfied.
It is just the contemplation of the great measure
of the suffering which would reallv be deserved
which leads to the feeling that such punishment,
however justifiable, cannot be executed) and that
it shall be restrained
I should do this, but how
terrible it would be
no, it cannot be. Thus the
threatening having reached its climax, brings itself to its end.
Others translate how should I ?
how should it be possible, that, etc. ?
1 cannot do so. But then there is no transition from

from

—

.

=

should,

!

=

1

:

=

=

ver. 7 to ver. 8.
[This, the most common view,
There is no need of any
is certainly correct.

intermediate words between the threatening and
the relenting.
The true theory with regard to
the relation between God and the people is this,
that God must be considered as all the time melting with love towards the people whom He must
reject
Hence the frequent and seemingly unprepared words of promise in the book, suddenly appearing after long denunciations. No transition
It is supplied by that constant yearnis needed.
ing love of which wrath and mercy are the negative and the positive poles. The other view has to
encounter the very difficulty which it seeks to
For the transition would only be more
obviate.
abrupt from the justification of extreme punishment to its abandonment; and the difficulty is
greater, because such transition would occur in
the middle of a verse, and not with the beginning

—

—

one.
M.] Like A dm ah,
like Zecomp. Deut xxix. 22, where these two cities
are expressly mentioned, as having been destroyed
together with Sodom and Gomorrah, which in
Gen. xix. 24 stand alone. My heart is changed
so that wrath has disappeared. [For
within me

of a

new

boim

:

—

use of the preposition v£, comp. Jer. viii.
M.]
18; Ps.xlii.6, 12; xliii. 5.
Ver. 9. I will not return to destroy Bphraim.
" After my heart has been once changed with the
resolve not to punish, I will not change it again."
This is supported by the consideration that God is

a

like

—

not a changeable man. *"^?3l : "TO
glow, heat of wrath. * [E. V.
here probably

God and
is

=

which would have been "TO?>
and which gives no pertinent sense. This renderhas

:

into the city,

ing is now almost universally abandoned, but it is,
strange to say, approved by Pusey and Fausset,
the latter of whom speaks of the other translation
,r
as held " needlessly.
M.]

—

Ver. 10. The consequence of the Lord's compassion ; He will call, and the people, following
Him, will return home from banishment. They
shall go after the Lord. This probably involves
both the changed, converted heart, and the walking
Will roar like
in God's ways thence resulting.
a Hon. The point of comparison is not the terrifying influence of the sound, but its extent. It
reaches far and near. Thus must the cry be when
it calls the people to their restoration.
Or is it

birds.

Ver. 11.
well as from
all

From

the sea

= from

Egypt and Assyria.

the west, as
notion is

The

quarters of the earth (comp.

Is. xi. 11).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. Israel became " God's son," by virtue of their
being chosen as God's peculiar people, according
to Ex. iv. 22 f.
The bestowal of this privilege,
confirmed by the deliverance from Egypt, and
sealed by the ratification at Sinai, forms the first
step in God's redemptive work, which is completed
by the incarnation of his Son for the redemption
of the world. The whole development and leading of Israel as God's people terminate upon
Christ not as though Israel were begotten as the
Son of God, but in such a way as that the relation
which the Lord of Heaven and earth established
and preserved between Himself and this people
prepared and foreshadowed the union of God and
Man, and laid the way for the Incarnation of his
Son by training this people as a vessel of the Divine mercy. All the important events in Israel's
history bore upon this, and thereby became types
and actual prophecies of the life of Him, in whom
the reconciliation of God and man should be effected, and the union of God with the human race
unfold itself as a Personal Unity. In this sense is
the second half of ver. 1 quoted in Matt. ii. 15, as
a prophecy of Christ (Keil). But here we must
stop. The further remark of Keil, in justification
of the reference of this passage to Christ, goes too
far and is not direct, when he says that it was made
" because the residence in Egypt and the leading
out from it had the same significance in the unfolding of Christ's life, as they had for the people
of Israel. As Israel in Egypt, free from contact
with the Canaanites, grew into a nation, so was
the child Jesus concealed in Egypt from the enmity of Herod."
2. There is here presented to Israel in an affecting manner the love with which God had assumed
the care of them in their beginnings, " when they
were still young," and made them what they were.
And such love is represented as being so tender,
all-considerate, helpful, and advancing, that it finds
its image only in tne love of a father or mother to
a child. Jehovah called Israel his son in their
early days, when He brought them out of Egypt.
Ex. iv. 22 f. He had always acted towards them
as became that relation, and displayed to them the
love of a father toward his child, even his youngAs Jehovah's love and faithfulness to
est child.
Israel in the years of their manhood finds its fitting symbol only in the love and faithfulness of a
husband, bo his love and care of Israel in their
childhood is compared with the solicitous, tender
So much the more inexcusable
love of a father.
then is the conduct of Israel towards God, the opposition which thev displayed towards Him from
the beginning. This base ingratitude characterized them continually, and does also in the present.
Their present conduct is only the direct continuation* of the former. Observe the description of
such conduct of Israel toward their God in ver. 2
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And as this love of God is unselfish and
idolatry before the very eyes of the God who had passion.
displayed such love to them ; ver. 7 : failure to rec- pure and seeks only the good of its object, so this
"
"
revenge of God bears, so to speak, its correcoguixe God's purposes of salvation ; see also vers.
special proof of Jehovah's love was the tive, that is, its aim in itself.
The threatening
7, 9.
sending of the prophets ; they call the people op- has, then, a fearfully wide range, and is uttered
with
God,
but
a
violence
which
they
should
return
they
has
something
painful in it,
wards
that
to
will not raise themselves; they remain below, since the Holy God, free, ononis part, from all
blame and neglect, appears against the sinner,
averse from God.
But He
3. No wonder, therefore, if a people, who reward upon whom alone the responsibility lies.
so basely and mistake the love of God, are visited does not simply display his aager; He does not
by Him with the severest judgments (comp. vers. cease to love. His wrath does not find its satisfacBut retributive and punitive justice finds tion in itself by the punishment or destruction of
6, 8).
in our Prophet, as we may satisfy ourselves in the unfaithful loved one.
Actual destruction,
every chapter, where accusation and threatening which vengeance would demand, is never underIn the background of the threatenings
are pealed forth incessantly, such appalling expres- taken.
stands the full and flowing stream of love in assursion, that we can no longer decline the question

A

=

"Are not these things spoken revengefully? is it
not a spirit of vindictiveness that has inspired
such words ? " It cannot be claimed that human
revenge bears any part here, for it is not the offering of personal injuries of which the prophet announces the punishment, but he is indignant in
God's behalf, over Israel's sins against God, and
announces their punishment. In this, moreover,
it is to be borne in mind that the prophet was never
a mere passive organ (as the mechanical inspiration theory would have it) of the prophetic utterances, that his own faculties certainly were not at
the time overborne, but were elevated, and that
these announcements of judgment in the midst of
a ruined generation are to be regarded as energic
expressions of the life of faith, faith in the Holy
One of Israel. On the other hand, the subjectivity

of the prophet

is

not to be unduly empha-

as though his purely human feelings and
emotions were really the source of these threatening*.
must hold to the truth that the prophets
were heralds of that which was revealed to them by
the Spirit of God (comp. ch. vi. 5), and that their
separate efficiency was exerted only by completely
entering by faith into this divine revelation, in their
affirmation of it through faith. But the Question
then assumes this form: Though the Prophet
himself does not merit the reproach of a selfish
spirit, should not this reproach so much the rather
mil upon God Himself) whose (conscious) organ
the prophet was ? But it is evident that the retribution announced is to be sent in a spirit of strict
justice ; it is to be a punishment of sin justly deserved. The punishment is closely related to the
sins rebuked, and in close connection with them
it is punishment and not vengeance, which usually exceeds the measure of desert. But certainly
we are not merely to trace back these threatenings
to a dead law of just recompense ; the punishment
is not merely in accordance with the moral order
of the world, according to which sin is followed by
It is a personal action, as
its own punishment.
certainly as the infliction and the threatenings proceed from a personal God. And thus the course of
sized,

We

ances of mercy and compassion, wbjch, though
made in expectation that the people will return,
are yet made before such return takes place, and
for the purpose of promoting that end. How little
the Law, though proceeding from God's well-intentioned love towards Israel, realized its aim, is manifest ; Israel had completely broken the covenant
founded upon it, and instead of showing themselves to be worthy of the promises attached to it,
only rendered themselves amenable to the curse,
which they must bear unto the uttermost. Thus
love appears in the form of free grace, compassionating the unworthy and coming forth to meet
them, so leading to the stand-point of the New
Covenant Hence all these promises, rising up behind the severe threatenings of judgment, are
rightly to be regarded as Messianic, even though
they are not outwardly marked as such. That an
actual annihilation of Israel is not intended, but
that the prediction of punishment
thus revealing its origin in pure love which thinks of its object alone, and thus being distinguished from all
self-avenging
halts before the last step is reached,
has notably been clearly expressed already by the
Prophet in his reference to the " remnant * that is
still left It finds in our chapter also its clear expression in ver. 8. Jehovah could and should give up
Israel like Admah and Zeboim (not merely destroy
the kingdom, deliver it over to Assyria), but He
will not do so ; and just when the threatening
reaches its height, the assurance of fullest mercy
breaks forth, and is expressed beautifully in vers.
8-11. If God's love in the beginning of his interest in Israel was something great and exalted (vers.
1-4), it is something greater now, as being in the
form of compassion (vers. 9, 10), in which He
refuses to give up his people, all unworthy as they
had become of the love He had shown them (comp.
ver. 11).
return to Jehovah is then announced
as the fruit of this compassion, and the removal of
the state of subjection to punishment by a restoration to the inheritance' they had trifled away is
promised as its manifestation. No further description of the future deliverance is as yet given.
4. As to the fulfillment of this promise, see the

—

—

A

action is not and cannot be unaccompanied by perBut this feeling is the remarks on chs, i. and ii. It may suffice to repeat
sonal " vdBot" or feeling.
emotion of love, love grieved, vilely disowned and re- here that we are not to hold to any fulfillment

It is true that it must be angry, that it cannot be content without being reciprocated, but must
bt most intimately stirred op, and the greater, the
more deeply seated it is, the more it seeks the good
of its object, the more conscious it is that it has
neglected nothing, and has been to blame in nothing. For this very reason the punishment assumes
the appearance of revenge, and even wears its garments, while in truth it is only sin that is meeting
with its deserved punishment according to an inner
necessi ty, and not as the consequence of arbitrary
jected.

which would contradict the actual course of God's
revelation. Hence we must not think of a future
return of the external Israel into their own land
from Assyria, if it were only from the consideration that Assyria exists no longer, and Israel is no
longer in bondage to such a nation, and we cannot
take the one (Israel, the Holy Land, the return)
literal, and the other (Assyria, captivity) as figurative.
must rather say, from tne stand-point
of the fulfillment of the Old Testament, t. «., from

as

We

the stand-point of the

New

Testament, and in
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cordance with the actual course of events : the
compassionate mercy of God towards his faithless
people, which the Prophet sees win the victory over
wrath, has been revealed in Christ
bat still as
being far greater than be sees it what is clear to
him is only the <r*t* of that which in Christ has
actually occurred, and what is still going on, in
the forgiveness of sin and deliverance from its
curse through free grace. The Prophet hopes for
this in behalf of his people Israel* but only because
they are God's people. But it will be true of all who
shall become Goers people too, even though they
be not of Israel ; they will experience this compassionate favor of God, which is essentially identical
with the love, in which God has chosen to Himself a people (from the nations), and completes it
so that it realizes its purpose in spite of the breach
of the covenant on the part of men, manifested in
opposition to the Law and apostasy from God.
The voice of mercy, which shall resound so powerfully, and towards which those hasten who stand
under God's judgment, has reached far and wide
through the Gospel, and will again be sounded
forth, when Christ shall gather his own from all
ends of the earth, and portion out to them the
everlasting inheritance which they had forfeited

—

;

by

:

sin.

HOMUJRICAL AND PRACTICAL.

God's condescension to all our needs.
treats us accordingly.
must be led along and taken by the arm;
we do not advance, but stumble and fall every

Ver.

3.

He knows our weakness and

We
else

moment.
Ver. 4.
Starkb: God throws over us the
cords of love even today, when He calls us through
the preaching of his Word, gives us his sacraments, promises and supplies us with every good
thing, and visits us with precious afflictions : so we
would pray that God would draw us further still
after Himself.
Riegkr God directs us according to our weakness and the riches of his love. And when He
must press us with a yoke, He gives us something
with it that helps us to bear it, and leaves us at
least food and clothing.
And He would warn us
against falling back in our pride upon our own
help, and neglecting to wait for his counsel. But as
Israel was always inclined to turn again to Egypt,
and would seek help there against God's judgments, so does self-sufficient man always act, resorting to everything rather than submit to the
counsel of God.
[Fausskt : The Son of God becomes man, in
order to draw men as such by the cords of sympathy, as partaking of a common nature with us.
His bands of love sit so lightly on those who wear
them that they are no hindrance to us in enjoying
all that is really good for us, and which God has so
:

—

1.
Thou also hast experienced such love richly laid before us.
M.J
God from thy childhood's years, in temporal
Ver. 7. We are called upwards continually
and yet more in spiritual things. This lore or God and vet we will not go
All calling upward is
is an incontestable truth.
It is as important as it then in vain
Our flesh draws us 'downwards like

Ver.

of

1

1

necessary to be reminded of

it continually.
a weight of lead, and neutralizes the drawings of
delights to trace back in his the Spirit upwards.
man's
in
conscience everything to its
Vers. 8, 9. Starkb God is disposed, when
first beginning.
angry, quite differently from men. Men are intent
[Fausskt: God, by sending the Spirit of his upon vengeance, but God upon reconciliation.
Son into the hearts of his people (Gal. iv. 6) as
Ribobr The thought that we have to do with
the spirit of adoption, calls them his, while they God and not with man, makes it often difficult to
are still in the Egypt of this world. Indeed He our terrified conscience, to seek and believe in the
separates them to Himself from the womb, and forgiveness of sins. But this is merely a motive to
calls them by his grace, as He did Paul (Gal. i. 15. the divine magnanimity to bestow richer favors
M.]
upon us.
Ver. 2. Ribger God is ever calling men back
{Matthew Hbnrt Those who submit to the
to their first love but one goes to his farm, an- influence may take the comfort of God's holiother to his merchandise, and most to their world- ness.]

is

Ribobr: God

Word and

:

:

—

:

:

:

ly idols.

B.

SECOND DISCOURSE.
Chapters XIL-XIV.
I.

Accusation.

Chapter XIX
1

Ephraim has surrounded me with lies,
And the house of Israel with deceit
And Judah still vacillates with God,

With the faithful holy One.1
2 Ephraim feeds upon the wind and pursues the
Every day it increases violence and lying,
And they make a covenant with Assyria,
And oil [as a gift] is carried to Egypt

east* wind
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3 Jehovah has a contest with Judah

•

And (He
4
5

6
7

has) to punish Jacob according to his ways,
According to his works he will reward him.
In the womb he seized his brother by the heel,
And in his (manly) vigor he strove with God.
He wrestled against the angel and prevailed,
He wept and made supplication unto Him
He found him in Bethel and then He spoke with us.'
And Jehovah, God of Hosts,
Jehovah is his memorial (name).
And thou, turn thou unto thy God,
Observe mercy and justice,

And

wait upon thy

God

continually

—

in his hand (are) the balances of deceit
loveth to oppress.
9 And Ephraim says : surely I have become rich,

8 Canaan

He

I have found wealth for myself
All my gains shall not discover transgression* in me,
Which (would be) sin.
10 Yet I, Jehovah, am thy God,
From the land of Egypt,
Still I make thee dwell in tents,
As in the day of the Feast (of Tabernacles).
11 And I spoke to the prophets,

And
And

multiplied visions,
through the prophets gave similitudes.

12 Is not Gilead iniquity ?
Surely they have become wickedness.
In GUgal they sacrifice bulls,
Their sacrifices also are like heaps 4

On the furrows of the field.
And Jacob fled to the fields of Aram,
And Israel served for a wife* and for a wife kept (sheep).
1 4 And Jehovah led Israel from Egypt by a prophet,
And by a prophet was it guarded.
13

15 Ephraim has provoked bitter anger ; *
He [God] will 6 leave his blood upon him,

And

will return to

him

his disgrace.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver.
•ftjtttfve

L — D^Crnp

!»

an

intensive plural [plural of meetly], like

D^rTvj^, and

therefore ooopled with

a

sing,

[eoaap. Pa. vii. 10].

Ver. 6.

—

Bat there is

no

p

:

Aqvtta, Theodotlon,

0$17.

s

variety of reading in the

MS8.

Symmaehns,

Syr. et aL render : with him, ai If they had read }&V.
For the propriety of the reading in the Text., oomp. the Bxegetieal Be-

erta—M.]
1 Ver. 9.
4 Ver.

— \yf

5 Ver. IS.
[•

to

perhaps employed as a word-play upon the preoedfasg ]SH.

M. — D^b?, •

Ver.

word-play with

h^7%.

— OvTT"lpJPl here need as an adverb. [Oomp. Green, f 374, 2
— VJ^Tg thosohjeotof U?fy aswell as of D^.-M.]

1ft.

is

«.

to

But instead of this they turn
away from Him and to idols, and seek help in the
heathen, and not in God. They surrounded Him
Ver. 1. Ephraim has surrounded me with
it was no isolated act
it was the general practying. Israel's conduct towards Jehovah was lying and deceit. He reckoned upon attachment tice ; He was treated so by all Israel. Tl. The
suid fidelity, and might well do so, as being their meaning is uncertain. The word occurs only be-

IXSamOAL AND

rightful Lord.

CRITICAL.

;
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ides in Gen. xxvii. 40; Ps. It. 3; Jer. ii. 31.
rove about, vacillate, therefore and
Probably
vacillates still with God
does not remain faithful to Him. Others see here rather a
-* HTI,
commendation of Judah, and take
to tread down, subdue
prevails still with God.

=

:

=

Judah

TP

:

Lowe

accordingly explains the last hemistich dif-

He

peared to him in the form of an angel.
v^*5 is
taken from Gen. xxxii. 39. He wept and prayed
to him. These words indicate the nature of the
conflict, the weapons with which he conquered.
At Bethel he found him. At the very place
where idolatry and moral corruption prevail, Jacob
found God. This shows the issue of the conflict,
and alludes to Gen. xxxv. 9 ff., where God be-

19^ stowed upon Jacob his name Israel and renewed
niVl}, and translates faithful towards the promise of blessing. And then He spoke
the Holy One*. The connection of the clauses with us, namely, with Jacob; what God then
might justify such a view. But such a contrast promised to Jacob applies to us, his children. The
between Judah and Ephraim, in which Judah is mention of the conflict with God and especially
as strongly commended as Ephraim is accused of its issue, in ver. 5, show clearly that Jacob is not
ferently

from the usual method.

also to

joins

:

is hardly suitable here.
Jehovah
has a controversy with Judah (ver. 3), comp. iv.
1 ; not to speak of the character and course of
conduct ascribed to Judah in x. 11 ; v. 5, 10, 12,
Judah is indeed differently characterized
13, U.
from Israel, but the difference lies in the term:
vacillate.
It could not be said that the former
was firm and faithful. The two words are therefore to be taken together
the faithful holy One.
God is called holy in strong contrast to the conduct of Judah.

unfaithfulness,

here referred to as a warning example of deceit,
but that something typical is discovered in his action.
See the Doctrinal remarks.

Ver. 6 then more specially marks the God who
spoke, as Jehovah, God of Hosts,
scarcely without the design of placing Him, the only true God,
in contrast to the gods now worshipped in Bethel.
While God is specially designated Jehovah, in view
of his revelation of Himself to Israel, He is called
" God of Hosts'* to show his supreme exaltation.
And Israel could prefer idols to such a God as
[The second member of the verse Jehoan image of nothingness, vanity, this

—

=

Ver.

2.

rrn

!

:

vah (is) his memorial, means that Jehovah is
hot wind coming from the the name bv which Israel was to remember Him.
Arabian desert, which (fries up everything in its Comp. Ex. lii. 16 ; Ps. exxxv. 13.
course.
[Comp. Job xxvii. 21
See the appendix
Ver. 7. For this reason Ephraim is exhorted to
to Delitzsch on Job.
M.] As in the case of return to this God, an admonition further ex0*7*? :

Mit wind, a

— MJ

.

—

rrn, the

destructive,

and not merely the unprofit- plained

able, is here the tert. comp.

The second member

thus probably contains an inference from the first
because Ephraim loves what is vain, it pursues

=

— certainly without meaning — that which enit

Lying and violence, probably
towards their neighbors, especial lv if we compare

tails destruction.

7; where they are admonished to preserve
mercy and justice. Bear oil to Egypt, namely,
as a gift, in order to win the alliance of Egypt
comp. 2 Kings xvii. 4. At one time help is sought
in Egypt against Assyria, and at another in As-

ver.

syria against Egypt.

Ver. 3.

Jehovah has a contest

=

in

the words which

follow:

observe

mercy and justice, and wait upon God continually.
Israel is now far from doing this.
Vers. 8, 9. This passage again begins with a
description of the sinful conduct of Israel, which
is made incisively bv calling Israel Canaan, with
an allusion also to the appellative signification of
the word : merchant.
They are like a dishonest
merchant, who aims to become rich by deceit, from
which result* the oppression of the* poor. This
deceit is not to be taken out of its literal sense, as
in ver. 1 (of idolatry as deceit practiced towards
God), but is according to the context to be understood lifcrally. The very opposite is practiced of
that which is required in ver. 7, mercy and justice.

has sins to
This time the controversy
N
here
means. ? ?J
the results of labor.
In distinction from Judah, Jacob )
.is with Judah.
•denotes, as in x. 11, the kingdom of the Ten No injustice which would be sin
would enThe name Jacob forms a tran- tail punishment. In all his labor they would not
Tribes, Israel.
allusion
the
to
the
patriarch
be
able
discover
anything
sition to
to
worthy of punishJacob (vers.
ment.
Ver. 10. God reminds the deluded and preVers. 4, 5. In the womb, etc. Jacob was to
rbe a type of his descendants by his struggling for sumptuous Ephraim (in order to bring home to
vthe birth-right, and his wrestling with God in it the folly and injustice of its insolent speeches),
•which he prevailed through prayer and supplica- how He had been its benefactor since leaving
tion. That Jacob's conduct is not held up here Egypt, and had led it hitherto as a Father, as
.to the people as a warning example of cunning once He had done in the wilderness. " Not merely
and deceit, but as one of earnest striving after the during the forty years wandering through the desrbirth -right and its blessings, is apparent from the ert had the people enjoyed the wondrous protecwrestling with God mentioned in the second mem- tion of their God; even now
they still
Tri?
iber of the verse (comp. Gen. xxxii. 23-29).
The experienced his mercy. The expression ' dwelling
.two members of the verse form a close parallel and
1
in tents
accordingly alludes not merely to the
4 a: in the womb;
.at .the same time a climax
privations and toils of the temporary wanderings
but seizes the heel, a
4 h : in manhood ; 4 a
in the wilderness, but also specially to the abun•secret, indeed, not an open struggle as was only
dant blessings of God in tno present (comp. 2
possible in the womb, but 4 6; he wrestled, in the
the Feast of Tabernacles.
full sense ; 4 a: with his brother ; 4 6 ; with God. Kings xiii. 5)." "T5iO
These is something also in the two names chosen, Ab in the days of the feast
as the yearly dwellwhich also indicate a climax Jacob from seising ing in tents in a literal sense at the Feast calls to
the heel, and the more honored name Israel from mind that protection afforded them in the desert.
wrestling with God. The struggle with God is Others take the dwelling in tents to be a threat.
•more particularly described in ver. 5. God ap- But this does not suit the beginning of the verse,
.reprove; comp. iv.

W

1.

=

=

=

—

—

—

:

=

=

:
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Ver. 11 continues to

vj

to
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to the nation, and thanking Him therehumbly (which according to Deut. xxvi. 5
mind what God had ff., was to be done by the yearly offering of the
first-fruits), Ephraim bitterly excited God's anger.

a deed of divine mercy had done
for

call to

" because the divine revelaVp^=*
tion, descending from heaven, reached to the Therefore the Lord would punish them.
prophets" (Keil). I spoke: probably a general his blood-guiltiness. t£t&?, to leave alone, opposite
reference, specified in the following clauses.—

done to

rn§?&:

Israel,

:

to compare, to use figurative language.

[Henderson " In such language, including metaphor, allegory, comparison, prosopopoeia, apostrophe, hyperbole, etc, the prophets abound.
They accommodated themselves to the capacity
and understanding of their hearers by couching
the high and important subjects of which they
treated under the imagery of sensible objects, and
invested them with a degree of life and energy
which could only.be resisted by an obstinate determination not to listen to religious instruction.

to taking awajr or forgiving. His disgrace, probably that which Israel casts upon God.

:

DOCTRINAL AND KTHIOAL.

The way

in

which Jacob

is

mentioned

in this

chapter is peculiar. In vers. 4, 5 mention is made
of two events recorded in Genesis : that which,
according to Gen. xxv. 26, he did in seizing his
brother's heel in the womb, and that which, according to Gen. xxxii. 24, he did as a man. These
two are placed in mutual relation : and the expresM.]
Vcr. 12. The intermediate thought is probably sions which describe them are clearly parallel.
Moreover they form a climax. They were analall was vain; Israel apostatized from his God.
Therefore the punishment must come. " Gilead ogous ; but the second was an essential advance
and Gilgal represented the two parts of the north- upon the first (as really as manhood is an advance
Hence the first is
Gilead the eastern, Gilgal the upon pre-natal existence).
ern kingdom.
only briefly indicated; forms only the starting"
"
When is un- point. The stress is laid upon the second, upon
western." EH is difficult here.
Hence it is probably to be taken as an which the discourse dwells longer (ver. 5). If it
suitable.
interrogative particle : Is not Gilead, etc Gilead should excite surprise that just these two events
should be made prominent and compared as they
is here called ]$$> directly (vi. 8, a city of those
are here, it must be remembered that in Genesis
who work iniquity) ; worthlessness, iniquity. "Htf the two names of the patriarch are said to have
been connected with them, and in such a way as
altogether. Klttf parallel with ).)*$.
yea, surely
that the second is an advance upon the first. AcThe moral ruin has its counterpart in the physical cordingly we can briefly indicate the meaning of
become a nothing, be annihilated. [It is better this reference to Jacob thus : He who was a Jacob
to take both words as relating to moral corrup- (holder of the heel) even in his mother's womb,
tion : iniquity, evil. The expressions are virtu- became afterwards in his manhood an Israel, a
ally synonymous, and the combination is inten- wrestler with God.
The former was, so to speak,
sive.— M.] D*1"?^?, accusative, not : to the bulls. the beginning of the latter ; the latter the compleThis sacrifice was no sin in itself, but it was so as tion of the former. The Prophet sees in the recbeing done in Gilgal in honor of the idols. See ord of that seizing of the heel, something significant, namely, an allusion to the precedence which
iv. 15; ix. 15.
Vers. 13, 14. The great deeds of God for Israel Jacob, although the second-born icara^^rir, should
have, by the free elective favor of God, over the
are once more referred to, the ancient times being
again recalled. There is again an allusion to first-born who by nature had the preeminence;
Jacob, and as vers. 4, 5 referred to bis actions, so that he received the divine promises, and even that
the action was regarded as an ( unconscious strivhere we have his misfortunes, his humiliation ; how
J
he had to take to flight, serve for a wife, and that ing of the embryo itself after the possession of
that
which
the
divine
favor
in
had
store
for it.
by keepiug sheep. We are then to supply : And
yet I have guarded and blessed him. To this Then what the embryo did unconsciously bv
then would follow in ver. 14, a further example of struggling, as it were, for the possession of the diGod's care But more probably ver. 14 is to be vine promise, the man did consciously with higher
taken together with ver. 13, and then is seen in powers by wrestling with God Himself. The
that servitude of the progenitor the beginning Prophet evidently regards the possession of the
of the bondage of his immediate descendants in divine promises as the end and object of the conEgypt. The sense would then be and how has flicts. Having striven after it in his mother's
God concerned Himself for Israel (in the name Is- womb, he gained it from God as a man. Ver. 5
shows how the Prophet understood this struggle
rael the person of Jacob and the nation would be
Comp. Deut. xxvi. with God, or what ne regarded as its essence : it
united), and defended them !
5 ft, where the bondage in Egypt is connected im- was humble but persistent supplication, showing
mediately with Jacob and even with his night to how nearly the matter lay to his heart. This
Mesopotamia. By a prophet : The greatness of wrestlingin prayer had the desired result : he preGod vailed. The Prophet finds the proof of this in
God's deeds is still more clearly shown
Fof there in Bethel, Jacob not
raised up and employed a prophet specially for Gen. xxxv. 9 ff.
If vers. 13 and 14 are taken together, only had his name Israel confirmed, but the promthis object.
ise was given, which declared him to be the chosen
~TC?tp3 perhaps alludes to ^©tpf ver. 14; from of God " He spoke with Him."
But the Prophet
protecting he came to be protected. It is also pos- says " with us." This shows that Jacob, in vers.
forms a contrast to 4, 5, does not mean the individual, but that the
sible that the second
Jacob who afterwards proved himself an Israel,
the second Ftt^fy one being a mark of humili- becomes an ideal personality, i. «., a type of the
true Israel, the true people of God. This picture
ation, the other of* exaltation.
Ver. 15. Instead of acknowledging what God of the true Jacpb-Israel, struggling for the posses-

—

=

=

:

:

:

:

^5??
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sion of God's gracious promises, and therefore of
the divine blessing, is held up to the shame of the
present degenerate Israel, who tread under foot
God's election of grace, and defy his judgments.
What a contrast does the victorious conflict with
God present to the course of Israel seeking to AsHence the warning of
syria and Egypt for help !
ver. 7 : to return to God and to confide steadfastly
in Him. Jacob is mentioned in ver. 13 in another
way. It is not his conduct towards God that is
in
there alluded to, but God's dealings with Him
And yet not
raising him from his humiliation.
Aim really ; for more clearly still than in vers. 4,
i, the person of Jacob and the people of Israel
/low into one another, or rather the former is a
type of the latter. What is said in ver. 13 of humiliation by flight and servitude, refers primarily
to the person of Jacob, but it is to be understood
as that by the person the people proceeding from
him are thought of. So in ver. U, the deliverance
of Israel from Egypt, and their preservation in the
desert, are marked as the exaltation following, by
divine grace, that humiliation. Thus what is here
said falls under the point of view elsewhere held
by our Prophet of the love which God had shown
to Israel in ancient times (comp. also ver. 10),
with which Israel's present conduct is then sharply
contrasted (comp. ver. 15). But it is mentioned,
as something special, that this gracious deed of
God was brought about by a prophet. This maniGod orfestly serves to make it appear neater.
dained a prophet for the special task of helping
Israel.
In ver. 1 1 , also, Prophecy appears as an
element of God's gracious dealings with Israel.
In vi. 5 prophets were distinguished as the preachIn
ers of repentance and judgment sent by God.
our chapter* they appear more generally, as the
organs of God's revelation to Israel, as the tokens
that God stood constantly towards his people fh a
The
living relation (as already in Amos ii. 11).
sending of Moses foils under this point of view :
in him as a Prophet God entered into a living and
gracious relation with Israel and showed Himself
to be their God.

—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ver. 1. How sad it is that God must so complain of his people ! and yet how often is it necessary ! He is faithful and true, so well disposed,
and we are so insincere towards Him pretending
to serve Him, and yet only serving Him with the
lips while the heart is far from Him
Vers. 4, 5. Stajucb : God's blessing is to be
obtained not by desert, but by weeping and enTears and prayers are the true method of
treaty.
straggling with God.
Ppaf*. Bibelwerk: Great victory and blessing
are to be found in prayer; for prayer can ever
overcome God.- Only struggle on, my soul, and
persist until thou dost reach to the very heart of
God, and thou wilt certainly receive an answer
from Him, if not always outwardly, yet always in
!

1

the Spirit.

Tears were the indication of one
[Fausset
whose words of prayer were no feigned words, but
whose heart was deeply moved by the sense of his
great needs, and whose feelings were excited by
vehement and longing desires. Therefore at Be thel
" he found God," because God first " found him/'
and moved him so to weep and supplicate. And
:

there God spake not only with him but " with us,"
whosoever of us follow the unconquerable faith of
his tearful prayers.

Pusbt There He spake with us, how,
we should seek and find Him. In
:

needs,

in

our

loneli-

from distractions, in faith rising in
proportion to our fears, in persevering prayer, in
earnestness, God is sought and fonnd.
M.]
Ver. 6. In the name Jehovah, Israel had the
security that God was their God, and they his
" Onr Father " is the same for us ; for
people.
God is our Father as the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, and that Name is the security of our blessness, apart

—

edness.

Ver. 7. How easy is conversion, when we are
not converted to a strange God, but to our own
God, who helps us towards Him 1 But it is just
as certain that all who have departed from God
need to return. Turn unto God is the most natTrue conural, but also the most pressing cry.
version must be attested by its fruits. Men are
converted truly to God, when they trust in Him
!

constantly.

Lanoe

Faith, love,

:

and hope must abide

to-

gether.

[Matt. Hbvry Let our eyes be ever towards
the Lord, and let us preserve a holy security and
serenity of mind under the protection of the divine favor, looking without anxiety for a dubious
event, and by faith keeping our spirits sedate and
even and that is waiting on God as our God, in
covenant, and this we must do continually.
M.]
:

—

;

The

chief distinction of the Canaanitish character is the earthly mind, which leads of
necessity to unrighteous deeds. Avarice is a root
of all evil, and a mother of unrighteousness.
Fausset : How much deceit is practiced by soled Christians of the trading world, who are
" Christians " only in name 1
M.J
Those who infer the possesVer. 9. Starke
sion of divine favor from outward prosperity make
a great mistake. Much deceit and injustice is
done in trade and intercourse with men, and when
God does not punish at once, every one supposes
that he who practices them is not guilty.
[Faubsbt : None are more blind to their spiritual danger than those eager in pursuing gain.
The conventional tricks of trade and the alleged
difficulty of competing with others save by practicing the usual frauds, are made the excuses for
usages, which, whatever else they gain, end in the
eternal loss of the soul ! In regard to spiritual
riches the soul is never so poor as when satisfied

Ver.

8.

J

—

:

— M]

with its own imaginary riches.
Ver. 10. Starke : We should diligently call
to mind and never forget the benefits which God
bestowed upon our forefathers.
[Puset The penitent sees in 'one glance how
God has been hi$ God from his birth until that
hour, and how he had all along offended God.
The Feast of Tabernacles typifies this our pilgrim
state, the life of simple faith in God, for which
God provides ; poor in this world's goods, but
The Church militant dwells, as it
rich in God.
were, in tabernacles ; hereafter we hope to be re:

ceived into everlasting habitations in the

—

Church

triumphant.
M.]
man may be chosen by God's grace,
Ver. 13.
and an heir of God's promises, and yet may suffer

A

distress and humiliation.
was this realized in the Son

else then

can we expect

In the fullest measure
of God Himself. What

t
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1-15.

The Judgment of God?* Anger.

Chapter XIIL
1

When Ephraim spoke, there was
He exalted himself in Israel,

trembling

Then he transgressed through Baal and
2 And now they continue to sin,
.

They made

;

*

died.

for themselves idols of their silver,

Images according to their understanding [as they pleased],
All of them the work of artificers
To them men who sacrifice * are speaking (in prayer),

They kiss the calves.
3 Therefore will they be

And

like the dew,

Like chaff which

like the morning cloud,
which soon passes away,

is

whirled • out of the threshing-floor,

And like smoke from a window.
4 And (yet) I am Jehovah, thy God,
From the land of Egypt,
And thou dost not know a God besides me,
And there is no Saviour except me.
5 I knew thee

in the desert,

In the land of droughts.
6 According to their pasture [as they fed] they were satisfied,
They were satisfied, and their heart was uplifted,
Therefore they forgot me.
7 And (so) I became 4 as a lion to them,
And as a leopard I lurked in the path.
8 I will attack them like a bear * robbed of her whelps,
And rend the inclosure of their heart,
I will devour them then like a lioness
The wild beast of the field shall rend them.

9

It has destroyed thee,6 Israel,

That thou (hast been) against me, against thy Help.

10 Where 7 then is thy king,
And he (who) will help thee

And

in all thy
thy judges * of whom thou saidst
"

cities ?

" Give me a king and princes ?
11 I give thee a king in my anger,

And

will take

him away

in

my

wrath.

12 Ephraim's guilt is bound up,
His sin is treasured away.
13 The pains of a travailing woman shall come upon him
(But) he is an unwise son
Because at the (right) time • he would not enter the opening of the womb.
14 Should I redeem them from the hand of hell ?
Should I free them from death ?

O death ?
thy destruction, O hell ?
Repentance shall be hidden from my eyes.
15 For (though) among (his) brethren he may be fruitful,10
An east wind will come,
breath of Jehovah rising from the desert,
And his spring shall dry up and his fountain be parched
He [Assyria] shall plunder the treasure of all the costly vessels.
Where
Where

are thy plagues,
is

.

A
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1

Vsr. 1.

- rVin, &r. Asy. - V$n [Jer.
— DTM ^rn?V. This construction

Tig.

xttx. 24.

WiTHl. - It]

on the principle IsJd down by Iwald, f 287 g, that
the subordinate word in the construct may souwtiiMS denote the Indiridoal or indiridusJs of the olsss denoted by the
principal wont
For en example of the seme construction in addition to the one girsn in the exposition, see Mieah v. 4,
[« Y«r. 2.

CIS

N

5*P?

[8 Ver.

[4 Ver. 7.
[S Ver. 8.

[0 Ver. 9.

Comp.

— M.]
— M.J

that are anointed.

8ee Green, f 92

cxlir.

to be sxplsJned

b.

Green, § 287,

the female bear,

14 lor a parallel ease.

and

1.

— M.j

yet, being of the

oommon

gender,

it

may be

— Tjnntt?. We have here the third sing. Ptel.
— M.]

— ^njf.

where, and

A

particle of interrogation.

-Supply V7h$

before

It

There

is

is dialectical,

N15£t = tandem, weW

strengthened by

is

no ground

for

assuming a substantive : destruc-

:

and occurs only here and

=

:

ta

MXBG1TICAL AND CRITICAL.

When

Sphraim spoke,

t

to

have been chosen In-

root.

it is

1.

It is

*pS5>tP.

15.

Ver.

In Ter. 14.

when then?

— ny must be taken here adverbially at the (right) time. — M.J
— KHp> A *»• *•?• Th# form ^3 '^POMd, with probable oorrsotn—
Ver.
— M.]
the
stead of the usual iTTO, in order to conform to O^bPDM, of whkh
[» Ver. 18.
[10

joined with a part

— M.)

Henderson 'does.

Ver. 10.

[•

men

is inferential,

7 Ver. 10.

H*W:

those of

— VTgJ. 1
— ?fo here means

masculine.

tion, as

t

8.-1370^.

Is

As to the figures of the morning cloud and
the early dew, see on ch. vi. 4. Here there are
added other comparisons ; the usual one of chaff,
and, besides, that of smoke, which escaped by the
windows since there were no chimneys.
Vers. 4, 5. As contrasted with Israel's idolatry
Jehovah points again to what he had done for Israel long ago, at first with the same words as
those employed in xii. 10, but afterwards more
fully.
I knew thee, with the accessory notions
of love and compassion.
Ver. 6. The goodness of God is abused. According to their pasture, t. «., in the land given
tion.

etc.

An

al-

W{?5
Nah.

lusion to the high respect paid to Israel.

is

here intransitive [comp. Ps. lxxxix. 10 ;
i.
The reference is to the unrighteous desire for
5].
predominance cherished by Ephraim, which led at
But
last to the schism from the House of David.
internal declension was immediately connected with
The worship of Baal evidently began really
this.
with the calf- worship according to the view of the
Prophet. He cannot allow it to be maintained
that the latter was the worship of Jehovah. And
them by God. The complaint rests upon Dent,
died: They died spiritually, and then outward viii. 11 ff.
(comp. also xxxi. 20; xxxii 15 ff.).
[This view of the whole verse
ruin comes also.
That against which they were there warned, has
is approved by Henderson, Pusey, and most recent
been done.
Expositors.
M.]
Vers. 7, 8 therefore describe the punishment, in
Ver. 3. All their former transgressions were accordance with the figure of the pasture, in which
Dnb. This is difficult. Israel is the flock. The flock will be rent as by
continued. D'HOl*

—

OH

07^? *r!3'

man
but

>•

sacrifices

= those

not

= who

sacrifice

were not offered

among men who

to the analogy of

men,

for hu-

in the calf-worship,
sacrifice,

DTM Oi^,

according

wild beasts (comp. also, v. 14). ^fTft??.? and I bethe punishment had already begun
to them
and would be continued. The inclocure of their

came

heart

:

= their breast.

O

xxix. 19).
Israel, that
Ver. 9. It has destroyed thee,
Keil renders : of them they say (those of the men thou wert against me, thy Help. The second
that sacrifice); they kiss" the calves.
But this clause gives the cause of the first.
9 is then to
"
is linguistically harsh, for " they kiss calves
be taken in the sense of " against ;" that thou
would be oratio obliqua, and
would mean against me, against thy help. According to the
of tbem, namely, of the images. It is besides un- sequel the special reference is to the falling sway
natural. To whom should the offerers " say
from the House of David. [So Ewald, Keil, and
that they kiss the calves! They certainly per- most of the recent Continental Expositors agree
form such actions, and it is that is the conduct in adopting the above explanation. Pusey and
here rebuked, but their saying that they do so is Noyes among the Anglo-Americans also prefer it.
a very remote idea.
are therefore obliged to The others generally hold to the rendering of the
E. V. The two chief objections against the lathere absolutely as it is nowhere else
take
ter view are that it demands a very roundabout
employed
speak in prayer. This is just the
is
thought that is suitable here. It had been previ- rendering of ^OntZ?, and that the second
ously said that these images are purely the work most naturally to be taken in the same sense as the
how cutting is the first, and therefore cannot be a Beth e$$entia. M.]
of men themselves, and vet
Ver. 10. Israel had indeed a king, but not one
reproof 1
they speak with these very works of
their hands, they iiss them, as though they were who could help them, or defend their cities (against
the princes
Assyria). And thy judges, probably
flesh and blood.
Ver. 3. The punishment of this is swift destruc- who surround the king, " the ministers and coun(Is.

DU?

We

D^pH
«

—

?

—

—

=
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1-15.

The beginjellors appointed by the king, who along with him gues the same character for ver. 14.
exercise the highest judicial and executive author- ning of ver. 14 is then to be explained as a quesa kins and princes ; not without tion, though without the particle of interrogation
Give
ity."
allusion to the request of the people in the time From the hand of hell should I deliver them ? The
of Samuel. On the case of Jeroboam, they re- second member contains an energetic negative rethis ancient demand, at that time reproved sponse. Nay, even death and hell are summoned
and charged to inflict and execute the judgment
the Lord, in a still more sinful way.

me

rted
"

Ver. 11. I give thee a king in

my

anger, not:

I gave thee, because the expression is not to be limited to the elevation of Jeroboam, but refers generally to the kings of Israel. When they separated
from the House of David and set up their own

upon them.

**»!IB

= where (see

as in ver. 10

far-

ther in the Doctrinal Section, No. 4).

OTO : either repentance or compassion. The
former is most suitable it is not to be supposed
kings, God punished them, because in doing so that I repent of this threatening, that I recall it.
" they forsook his worship, and gave themselves
s
Ver. 15.
3) NRH 7j alludes, with a play upon
over to the power of their ungodly kings/' And
will take him away. This refers not merely to the name Ephraim (H^?! and D^Stf), to their
the dethronement of one king by another, but to fruitfulness, in order to represent the judgment as
the kingdom generally, which God would over- a scorching wind destroying that fertility. He
throw in his anger. "The anger of God stands will spoil. " He," t. «., the enemy presented under
therefore at the beginning and at the end ; giving the image of the parching wind, Assyria. The
kings and taking them away, are both an evidence treasure of all precious vessels, is to be sought
of his displeasure.
especially in the chief city, Samaria, which is
Ver. 12 shows that the taking away of the king named immediately hereafter.
is inevitable : " servata sunt ad vindictam omnia vecoata eorum " [Henderson : *' The metaphors are here
borrowed from the custom of tying up money in
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
bags and depositing it in some secret place in order
puncertainty
The
of
1.
preserved.
Apostasy from Jehovah, which appears here
that it might be
ishment is the idea conveyed by them. Com p., for also as Israel's chief sin, brought death upon
the former, Job xiv. 17 ; for the latter, Deut. xxxii. them they died (ver. 1). This conception sounds
the depths of the subject. Outwardly regarded,
34; Jobxxi. 19."
M.J
Ver. 13 describes the punishment under the im- they lived long, even after they gave themselves
age of birth-pangs, in which, however, the pains of up to the worship of Baal (just like a fruitful tree,
the mother are not so much thought of as the pres- ver. 15), but in truth inwardly they were dead.
sure which the child must suffer. And yet, though For true life consists in nnion with Jehovah idols
there is distress in childbirth, it does not tend to can give no life. Israel owed its life to Jehovah
destruction, but to birth, to a new life. So also alone (ver. 4). Therefore, ver. 9 " It has destroyed
here. But death does follow if the child is not thee that thou hast been against me, thy help."
pressed out into the vagina in consequence of the What God had done for Israel from the beginning
labor, so as to come into the world alive : So is is here again (vers. 4, 5) made prominent, and the
it with Israel. Under God's judgment they put off deliverance from Egypt with the leading through
a return to Him, and will not be born again ; that the Desert appear again as the fundamental act of
mercy, for through them Israel became " living."
judgment must therefore be their destruction.
Ver. 14, according to the common view, intro- Their present conduct towards God was a base and
duces a promise without any preparation. Yet, ungrateful ignoring of those deeds in the presumpthough we cannot be surprised at the occurrence tion of a prosperity which they owed to their God
people who are inwardly dead cannot
of sudden transition in our Prophet, a promise is (ver. 6).
evidently quite unsuitable. We would from the long outwardly survive. That God whom they had
mention
the
a
of
forgotten
from whom they had turned away,
rather
expect
and
words
foregoing
punishment reserved for their guilt, or a description would and must at last show them that He had
of their pains. It would then be surprising if a not forgotten them (ver. 12) by destroying them
and the fact is that without sparing. This is indeed the only means
promise were introduced
threatening is here unmistakably becoming strong- of bringing them to life. For that and that alone
To be sure, if ver. 14 be re- is designed by God in their case ; see ch. xiv. This
er, until en. xiv. 1.
garded as a promise, ver. 15 must bear the same must ever be kept in view if we are to understand
character, as they are connected by " for/' But the threatenings aright, which are reproduced here
the change would be only the more violent, taking in a peculiarly intensified form : vers. 7, 8, vers. 12
place in one and the same verse, and Keil only im- to ch. xiv. 1. But how true and striking is such
ports his notion into the passage, when he, for this a description seen to be, when we remember that
reason, makes a distinction, and refers the begin- this divine judgment is executed by the invasion
ning of the verse to those who walk in the foot- of a foreign conqueror 1 With what can his attack
steps of the faith, etc, of their progenitor, and be better compared than with the attack of devourthe rest to Ephraim who had become changed into ing beasts, or, after another image, with a scorchCanaan [a merchant]. But, besides, the second ing wind that destroys everything in its course 1
part of ver. 15 manifestly presupposes the begin- How often has that been repeated in the history of
ning of the same verse, the image of the blasting the nations
2. The whole (temporal) kingdom was a divine
wind presupposing that of the fruit-bearing, or the
former is chosen with direct reference to the latter system of punishment and chastening. At the rethe judgment is regarded as^ a devastation by quest of the people, He granted them a king, but
scorching wind, because Israel is conceived of as a with the expression of his displeasure at their deUnder any other view members of sire because it proceeded from unbelief and vanity,
fruitful field.
a verse, which are connected in meaning, would be and with the declaration that they would lose their
sundered. If therefore ver. 15 throughout is noth- freedom by its realization. But, at the same time,
ing but threatening, its beginning with " for " ar- this kingdom of Israel might become a blessing if
:

:

—

:

:

A

;
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Nay, God, by to spiritual and eternal death ! With sin there
it with its king would obey God.
establishing the throne of David in Zion, even con- came not only guilt but also the seeds of death,
nected the most precious promises with this king- and so the heart and life-blood are consumed. On
dom, if the king were entirely one with God and the other hand, with the new righteousness comes
should gather about him a nation obedient to God. new life into dead souls.
But the people with their king followed more and
[Fausset: Sin separates from God, the true
more decidedly a course opposed to God by sep- life of the soul. Let all professors of religion ever
arating (in the kingdom of the Ten Tribes) from remember this, that sin, habitual or unatoned
the house with which God had connected his prom- for, and spiritual life cannot coexist in the same
ises, and so forsaking the king which God had individual (Rom. viii. 6).
M.]
given them, they must therefore be punished by
Ver. 4. Pfaff. Bibdwerk: Since God has
away,
and
having this self-erected kingdom taken
showered down upon us so many blessings from
the punishment is all the greater that they shall our youth up, and since all that we have we owe
never return to a state of freedom, but must lie un- to his goodness, it is vile ingratitude to rely, not
der the much viler bondage of foreign rulers until upon Him, but upon human power, false worthey return to the king whom God had promised ship, and the like.
have only one God and
to raise up from the House of David.
Redeemer. Besides Him we must know no other.
8. The passage in ver. 14 is and remains diffi[Matthew Henry : It is a happy, ignorance
cult, and, although in the light of the context we not to know that which we are not to meddle with.
cannot regard it as containing a promise, yet the Whatever we take for our God we expect to have
view which regards it as such is in so far to be for our Saviour, that is, to make us happy here and
respected as the beginning of the verse especial- hereafter. As where we have protection we owe
For allegiance, so where we have salvation, and hope
ly, taken by itself, makes it Appear natural.
this reason, probably, the LXX. translate in this for it, we owe adoration."
M.]
sense, and the Apostle Paul, freely following them,
Ver. 6. Pfaff. Bibelwerk : So is it with the
cites these words (in connection with Is. xxv. 8
ungodly. They misuse God's blessings and be1 Cor. xv. 55), in the sense of a challenge indeed, come secure, forgetting the gracious Giver, when
but in the same with the implication that death they should rather erect an imperishable monuand hell should reveal their impotence, and there- ment to Him in their souls. See thou, too,
ray
fore in the sense of a promise.
But this will not soul ! whether thou art thankful to thy Saviour,
compel us to explain the words otherwise than as whether thou dost bring home to thyself rightly
accord and constantly the blessings which God has given
the context requires, and we find this
ith any but the simply mechanical theory of in- thee, both temporal and spiritual, whether thou
spiration. But it is still to be kept in mind that dost praise ana live for the gracious Giver with
in one passage the possibility of a redemption from mouth and heart and a holy walk.
death and hell is presupposed even if its accom[Puset: They who follow God for Himself,
plishment is refused by the threatening. But it things of this sort are not called their pasture, but
corresponds with the character of the New Testa- the Word of God is their pasture, according to
ment that it has changed the threatening into a Deut viii. 3. In like way, let all think themselves
promise.
While the Old Testament summons blamed, who attend the altar of Christ not for the
death and the underworld to execute judgment love of the sacraments [ordinances] which they
M.]
upon their servants, the New Testament rather celebrate, but only to live of the altar.
shows them conquered and powerless, so much so
Ver. 9. It is the conduct of men towards God
that they must even yield np the prey which they which determines their woe or weal. God alone is
already have, and so far Paul had internal justifi- our true Help; therefore everything that resists
cation to convert the Old Testament, threatening Him must be lost ; and there is no greater folly
into a promise, or rather into a paean of triumph, than to rise up against Him.
and thus in the Spirit chose the true course. For
Pfaff. Bibelwerk : God is guilty of no man's
the view of ver. 14 as containing a promise, we may destruction, but only man himself.
cite further the beautiful remarks of Rieger:
Ver. 11. Pfaff. Bibeiwerk: It is a great cal" Outward ruin becomes to many a path upon lamity to a country when the Lord gives it a
which they rush suddenly down to death and hell, prince in his anger that he may be the instrument
and with their hardened hearts they prefer to be of his vengeance.
lost beyond redemption in death and hell rather
Fausskt God often punishes men by giving
f
than turn to God with contrite hearts, and yield them their wish.
M.]
themselves up to trust in Him. Therefore God's
Ver. 1 2. God can and would remit our sins ; but
promise comprehends the whole ruin, the whole He can also retain them, and must do so as long as
abyss of destruction into which the sinner rushes, we remain impenitent ; and as long as God retains
so as to subdue proud unbelief by the promised them all hope of being freed from them is vain.
redemption from death and hell, and make men
Ver. 14. So far can the love of God be changed
driven to extremity well disposed towards God. into wrath that He, to whom it were easy to save,
O, that all to whom sin has become their destruc- does not do so, but delivers over to death and detion would allow themselves to be rescued by this struction, nay, even, as it were, invokes the powers
hand offered them at the brink of death and hell, of destruction to execute his wrath, without his
especially as we can behold more fully in the New repenting or recalling his purpose. Even in this
Testament the victory which God has given ns God has assuredly purposes of salvation. He punthrough Christ Jesus, and thus more easily gain ishes so severely only to open the eyes, when ant]
I See the Exeits consolation."
since all other means have failed.

—

We

—

O

m

—

:

—

—

and Doctrinal Remarks.
1£]
When God withdraws his hand all
prosperity disappears, and that often suddenly, be-

getical

Ver. 15.

H01OL*TICAL AND PRACTICAL.

fore

Ver.

1.

Geblach:

See bow the

sins of pride

and

false

men

are aware.

[Matthew Henry

See the folly of those that
worship lead lay up their treasures on earth, that lay it up in

Pride comes before a

fell.

:
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Pusst

is,

which

"

;

:

Sirity.

Such are ungodly greatness and proa:
While they are forest in show their

e-fonntains are drying

up

— M.].

Return: Promise of Complete Redemption.

Chapter XIV.
1

Samaria will suffer punishment,1
Because she rebelled against her God

They

shall fall

;

by the sword,

Their sucklings shall be dashed to pieces,
Their pregnant women * shall be cut open.

2 Return,
i>
i*

O

Israel, to

Jehovah, thy God,

For thou hast fallen through thy transgression.
3 Take with you words
And return to the Lord and say unto Him
:

u Forgive

(our) iniquity* and receive (what is) good [acceptable],
shall render unto thee our lips (as) oxen [as our sacrifices].

And we
4 Assyria

all

not Help us,

shall

We will not ride upon horses,
We will no more say our God,

:
to the work of our hands,
:
the orphan finds pity
I will heal their backsliding
I will love them readily,4
For my anger is turned away from them.
I will be as the dew to Israel
He shall bloom as the lily,
And shall strike his roots like Lebanon ! 8
His shoots shall go forth,
And his glory shall be like the olive,
And his fragrance like Lebanon !
Those that dwell under his shade shall revive [produce] corn once
And shall bloom as the vine,
His renown (shall be) like the wine of Lebanon.
Ephraim, what have I to do any longer with idols ?
I answer and regard [watch over] him.
I am like a green cypress;
With me is thy fruit found.

(O Thou)

5

6

7

8

9

10

in

whom

more

Who

is wise, that he may understand these things ?
Discerning, that he may know them ?
For the ways of the Lord are direct,
And the righteous walk in them
But transgressors stumble thereon.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 ?er. 1.

— Dt|/Hft.

from the

notion of ^nflsring punishment

is

derived the signification: to be desolated, waste

— COttJ.

(Tbe twwum would be the order if any connection between the rerbs existed. But there Is none whatThe letter meaning In all likelihood arose from the similarity In form between the two words, the one form netever.
ratty suggesting the other. But it is not to be inferred from this that the words are cognate. The roots are not
Fdrst, however, holds to the affinity. Bnt see the forms in
at all related, but belong to families essentiall y distinct.
Asabto and Bthiooie related to

DB7N, and compare

vailing significations respectively.

— M.J

the radically different notions which

lie

at the basis of their pre-
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—

t Tor. 1.
(Tin. The muo. rnb. with a fern. snbstaotiTo to anomalous. Aooordlng to BwaJd tt to to
JTHil
T T
T T
be «xptoined from the feet that the tan. termination! of the pi or. Imperf. ere bat leldom employed. [The suggwtkm of
•

Henderaon to worthy of comMmrathm, that the anomaly was occasioned by the form of
ceding.— M.J

8.—

t Yer.

away ©or
4 Ver.

v3

preeedet for the eake of emphasis,

and becomes

immediately pre-

-an adverbial notion

[

— lake

iniquity altogether.]
6.

8 Ver. 6.

though

KtWJFvS).

)*ip

!ft&&^
NX

— np"p an adrerbial accusative [spontaneously, voluntarily, readily].
— Newcome prefers to read TOh?, as more consistent with the context
to

was the one followed by the Targnm.*

it

Bnt

chto

See the exposition lor the propriety of the image.

cannot be

— M]

answer to such a prayer of penitence. Heal their
apostasy
the calamities which it has entailed.

MXBGBT1CAL AND CRITICAL.

=

Samaria ahall make expiation, etc.
•"VR [spontaneously] expresses God's perfect
EttftV?, from CtPK, to make atonement, to suffer readiness to bestow such love.
Vers. 6 ff.
The effects of this love of the Lord
fmni'shment. [Rendered in £. V. shall be desoate, comp. the remarks in the Text, and Gram. are rich blessings upon Israel
Jehovah Himself
Section.
It is unnecessary to join this will become to Israel like a refreshing dew, and
M.]
verse to ch. xiii., although it is naturally con- the consequences of this would be that they should
Ver.

1.

:

:

—

nected with it. The foregoing threatening converge here first into the prophecy "concerning the
destruction of Samaria because of its apostasy
from its God/' and then upon this groundwork is
based the exhortation to return, and the promise
of renewed mercy conditioned # upon repentance.
[Henderson " For the concluding portion of the
verse, comp. 2 Kings viii. 12 ; xv. 16 ; Amos i. 13.
:

That such

cruelties

Od.$."

— M.]

vi. 58,

and Horace, Carm.

:

[liter-

—

Take with you words

They are not
come to Jehovah empty, but at the same time
need take nothing more than words, no outward
The words they are to use are now named,
gifts.
Ver. 3.

:

to

Ufa

and accept good, namely, what now
follows the sacrifices of the lips.
[The true idea
of the phrase seems to be receive what is good,
leasing, acceptable. For this sense of 2119, comp.
Sfum. xxiv. 1 Deut. vi. 18. I find the meaning
of the passage admirably expressed by Ewald:
" The people must first return to God's love. The
Prophet aoes not merely exhort them to this
course; he shows them also in what manner it
should be made how and in what spirit the penitent are again to draw near to God's favor namenj21

anon with
Ver.

8..

cedars and aromatic shrubs.
Here from Israel as a whole, compared

its

tree, are distinguished the members of the
people, as those who flourish vigorously beneath

the

TTJrp 15, even unto Jehovah
M.]
until, as far as, unto Jehovah.

Ver. 2.
ally

strike root and send forth branches, or
that they should flourish and develop a vigorous
life.
Like Lebanon, not simply like the cedars,
but like the mountain itself, rooted as deeply and
firmly. Like the olive [ver. 7] with its evergreen
leaves and rich fruitage. His fragrance like Leb-

were not unknown among to a

other nations, see Iliad,
iv.

bloom and

:

:

:

;

;

;

not with outward, even though imposing sacrifices, with bulls, e. p., but with words, with the
lips, i. «., with the living promises of the spirit
that struggles after mercy and offers what is good."
The English expositors have, for the most part,
followed the rendering of E. V. and receive us
{craciously.
Horsley (who is strangely opposed
>y Henderson " on the ground of philology ) and
Fusey recognise and adopt the natural and true
M.] Literally: and we will renconstruction.
der as bullocks our lip, i. «., we will offer to thee
for our sins the confession of our guilt and the
promise of our return instead of sacrificial oxen
(comp. Ps. li. 17-19; Ixix. 31 f. ; cxvi. 17; cxli.
ly,

:

shadow of the

^H^

tree.

'QWJ

is

to

be joined

=

an adverbial sense
again.
The
latter word
live again, become fruitful.
They
themselves shall even become like a vine, producing wine as precious as that of Lebanon.
O
Ephraim what have I still to do with idole ?
I will have nothing more to do with, idols, i. «.,
"I have now no longer to plead with thee on account of idols, as during tne whole course of this
prophecy Jehovah's claims to honor as against
idols have formed the predominant theme.
This
is all done away upon the ground on which this

with

in

=

!

=

promise rests, that Israel has returned to the
Lord " (Schmicderj. I have answered and will
regard him (Ephraim)
will concern myself,
care for him. God lastly compares Himself to a
green cypress. In Him the people are to find
their fruit, t. e., the fruit which shall nourish them.
[The English expositors, generally, adopt the rendering ot the E. V., cbiefly because the words of
the first line do not seem to tbcm suitable as uttered by God. But if they are held to assert that
God would not have anything more to do with
idols, would not come any longer into competition

=

with idols for the affections of the people and so be
brought into connection with them, they are seen
to be suitable, and just what would be expected at

—

the close of this book. And it would be altogether
unnatural to introduce Ephraim as uttering this
single exclamation in the midst of an extended
passage in which God is the speaker. Finally, it
is a most arbitrary principle which would require
the insertion of the supplied words, or of any other,
2).
Ver. 4 follows immediately with such a vow, no in a sentence in which the sense would be complete
longer to rely upon Assyria, no longer upon war- without an ellipsis. Manger carries such an unwarranted license to an extreme when he supposes
like power (horses) generally, no longer to serve
that the whole verec forms a sort of dialogue,
idols.
"^fc?: Thou, through whom, etc. thus:
Reliance upon God's compassion is that upon
Ephraim What have I more to do with idols f
which the whole prayer of penitence is based.
God I have answered him and will regard him.
Ver. 5. The promise or mercy follows as an
Ephbjum I am like a green cypress.

^9

—

:

:

:
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God From me

is thy fruit found.
this it is obvious to remark, that if the
Terse is a dialogue, and it were necessary to indicate who the speaker is in his first utterance, it
:

Upon

would be just as necessary to give a similar intimation at the beginning of his next response.

Ver. 10.

Who

is wise, etc.

the whole Prophetic Book.

H9H

An

— M.]

epilogue to

refers to all that

XIV.
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away, as in the expected time of the coming redemption. The main object is to speak of the return to God, and it is clear that he regards this as
a going forth of the heart, which does not need
the intervention of any sacrifice, and therefore as
a prayerful and penitent approach to Him without
the medium of an offering. The idea is certainly
at once suggested that if mercy can be found without sacrifices, there is no need of them afterwards

precedes, to the chidings and threatenings concern- in t^e state of grace.
ing sin and idolatry. For right are the ways of
4. Such a return presupposes the restoration
the Lord. This the crowning declaration, comp. of God's favor, which is manifested by the promise
Deut. xxxii. 4. The ways which God is said to of a condition of rich blessing. On this promise
follow are straight, u «., direct, leading to the ob- a restoration into their own country is not indiject. The righteous walk upon them, and are cated as a special element, although it is evidently
thereby righteous. But transgressors stumble assumed, as exile from their country is to be rethereon, t. «., they deviate from them, and are garded as the punishment that was decreed, acthereby transgressors, and at the same time the cording to the threatenings of chaps, ix.-xi. The
consequences of such deviation are recorded : they promise in our chapter presents, so to speak, the
fall into ruin.
positive side, after the negative has been shown.
Punishment shall not merely be taken away;
blessing shall be restored to them, through which
DOCTRINAL AND STOICAL.
alone a return to their country is to be gained.
From the fact, however, that here at the close of
1. It is dearly manifest here that the severe the Book such a return is not promised, it is to be
judgments announced as impending upon the inferred that in the picture of the future redempkingdom of Israel have not their object in them- tion which the Prophet sketches, such return is
The king- not of itself the most important element, t. «., the
selves, but are only means to an end.
dom in its present form must assuredly be de- Prophecy looks beyond it and towards something
stroyed, for it is utterly corrupt. But this is not greater connected with it, a complete manifestato be done because God has turned Himself away, tion of God's favor to his people, which finds its
from his people or desired to do so, or because his expression in a state of rich ana wondrous blessedlove for them is extinguished, but only because it ness. This we designate the Messianic character
is the only means of making room for something of the prophetic promise. It is therefore clear that
new, for the regeneration ofnispeople.
we are not to seek the fulfillment of this promise
3. Repentance, a return to God who had been in premessjanic time; apart from the consideraforsaken, is to be the fruit of these judgments tion that it did not then appear. The Messiah
(comp. ch. ii. 18, 19), because it was their only de- rtimself, according to the statement of the promsign to lead to repentance, to make its necessity ise, did not accomplish it as consisting in the gloriclear to the hearts of the people, and to prepare ous bloom and vigor of the people ; nor will He
them for it through the severity of the wrath of do so, simply because He has already brought a
God which they experienced, through their condi- still higher disclosure of God's mercy, and will
tion as " orphans" (ver. 4). The essential element yet introduce a more glorious display, in which
of such a return was the prayer for forgiveness of the whole believing people of God will enjoy (outguilt, involving both confession of and sorrow for ward and inward) blessedness, as the nation of Issin, and in connection therewith the vow of a rael will no longer be the object of special favor.
change of life. Rieger : " When the sinner re5. The promise here made to the peoplo of Issolves to return unto the Lord, the Spirit of Grace rael, that of full bloom and prosperity, and vigor,
makes his soul willing. I said, I will confess my through the influence of God's grace —still chiefly
transgression to the Lord.
how good it is if only in a temporal sense,
shall be fulfilled for all bethe sullen silence is broken and he begins to speak lievers as God's true people in a higher sense: they
with God from a heart freed from deceit. The shall be perpetually bedewed with power from
highest instance of the honor which he can give to God. The favor of God is ever fresh and bloomGod insincerely returning to Him, is to reject all ing for them, and they enjoy its fruits without inhelp in men which he had sought before, and all termission, as they themselves become like a livereaturely consolation, to sanctify God the Lord ing, firmly-rooted, wide-spreading, never-fading,
in his heart, and to seek mercy like a helpless or- sweet-smelling tree.
All this has its beginning
phan, as our Lord Jesus has shown us that we are even now, as surely as the divine favor brought to
all orphans, teaching us to seek our Father in us through Christ is a reality, but shall onlv find
Heaven, like orphans who have no father on its complete perfection when the kingdom of God
earth."
shall have attained its complete realisation.
3. It is significant how " words " are emphasized
6. " It is the object of the Prophet Hosea and
as an expression of such repentance, ana as ex- of all Prophecy, in the spirit of ver. 10, to alarm
plained bv the contrast to " sacrifices/' literal offer- and to warn the apostate, to confirm and to comings of animals, erery external legal service. Such fort the converted, and to glorify the Lord"
sacrifices are not needed ; " words " are sufficient
(Schmieder). Only the ways of the Lord are
these are the true sacrifices well pleasing to God
right Then inevitable destruction must befall
and yet they must be words that express a right him who departs from them. True wisdom is to
state of mind within. (On the other hand it must regard them, and all the prophetic Scriptures are
be remembered that words are no guarantee of a free- like an uplifted finger, which warns against any
dom from outward lip-service.) It cannot be said departure from them, and at the same time like
with certainty from this brief remark, whether the an outstretched finger which points to the way
Prophet contemplates the sacrifices as entirely done upon which the righteous must walk.
,
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diffuse fragrance all around !
Art thou also such
a fruitful tree displaying such vigor of spiritual
life!

:
He who would read what
[Faussbt : All that is beautiful, solid, harmonsweet and agreeable, should read the close of ious, and enduring shall be found in harmonious
all the Prophets.
The/ are like a choir of sing- unison in the u trees of righteousness/' etc (Is.
ers, one singing one part, another another ; bat at lxi.3).
last they all dwell upon one note.
The glory of
Pusey
Such reunion of qualities, being beChrist's Church at last is the finale.
yond nature, suggests the more, that that wherein
Ver. 2. This is the key-note of all Prophecy
they are all combined, the future Israel, the Church,
it always comes back to this.
This warning is shall flourish with graces that are beyond nature,
the most needed and the weightiest of alL All in their manifbldness, completeness, unfadingness.
God's judgments have this as their aim. They
M.]
cry out earnestly : Return. O that we might hear 1
Ver. 9. O that God could speak thus of us,
It is well to hear when God calls through his finding in us no idolatry, nor needing to plead
deeds ; but it is better to hear his Words. " To with us any longer because of our idols 1 What
thy God," not to a strange God, but to One from better thing could we wish than that God would
whom so much good has been experienced, and regard us in mercy 1 In Christ this is realised.
who remains, the God of mercy and our God, even In Him he is also as an evergreen tree of life to
when Ho must punish us. Return 1 (1) the ob- believers; his mercy never ceases, and from its
ject to the Lord, thy God ; (2) the reason : be- fullness they may all receive grace for grace.
He
cause thou hast fallen through thy iniquity.
is for them an evergreen tree of life, but also one
[Matt. Hbnby : Sin is a fall, and it concerns whose fruit never fails, and ever nourishes.
those who have fallen by sin to get up again by
[Matt. Henby God will be to ail true conrepentance.
verts both a delight and a defense ; under his proFauesbt God assures us that He is the God tection and influence they shall both dwell in
of his people, and invites us not merely to return safety and dwell at ease. He will be either a sun
towards, but never to rest until we have reached and a shield, or a shade and a shield, as their case
even up to Himself— to be satisfied with nothing requires.
short of Himself.
M.]
Pusey : Created beauty must at best be but a
Ver. 3. Words are nothing unless they come faint image of the beauty of the soul in grace;
from the depths of the heart. But when they for this is from the indwelling of God the Holy
come from thence, as did the Publican's prayer, Ghost.
Ver. 10. God's ways are direct ; we must thereand David's psalm of confession, then, though
seemingly slight and less than " sacrifices/' thev fore not follow roundabout or crooked courses,
are in truth as great and naturally more than all but go straight forward in faith and labor; a
merely outward offerings, since they are measured straight course makes the best runner. Righteaccording to the disposition of the heart All ousness brings a blessing ; unfaithfulness a curse,
grief over sin avails nothing without the prayer remains the simple and infallible rule of living,
tor forgiveness addressed to God. Not repentance attested by God's word, and confirmed by experience.
but forgiveness, gives rest and peace.
[Pussy : What other good can we oiler than
Luther : Let us thank the merciful Father of
detestation of our past sins with burning desire of Jesus Christ, for these greatest gifts, that He has
revealed to us these direct ways, and pray that
holiness 1
Faumbt What so cheap as words % And yet He would guide by his Holy Spirit those that
words such as God requires are not natural to walk therein, and preserve us to eternity.
[Matt. Hekey God's discovery of Himself,
fallen man.
The Spirit of God alone can teach
snch words. In Gospel times we have no longer both in the judgments of his mouth, and the judgburdensome literal sacrifices to offer, but we have ments of his hand, is to us according as we are
an offering con tin a ally to render which is more affected by it. The same sun softens wax and
acceptable to Him (Ps. Ixix. 30, 31), the thanks- hardens clay. But of all transgressors, those cergivings of unfeigned " lips/' sanctified through the tainly have the most dangerous fatal falls that mil
in the way of God, that split on the Rock of Ages,
offering of Christ once for all.
M.]
Ver. 4. God is gracious to orphans. O that all that suck poison out of the balm in Gilead. Let
sinners in Zion be afraid of this.
orphaned ones might turn to God's mercy
Pusey God reveals his ways to us not that we
[Posey He is indeed fatherless who hath not
may know them only, but that we may do them.
God for his Father.
Ver. 5. Posey: Steadfastness to the end is The life of grace is a life of progress. Every atthe special gift of the Gospel. In healing that tribute or gift or revelation of God, which is full
disease of unsteadfastness God heals all besides. of comfort to the believer, becomes in turn an occasion of stumbling to the rebellious. With this
-M.]
Ver. «. Stabkb
God alone can truly revive the Prophet sums up all the teaching of the sevthe heart Let him who needs comfort and re- enty years of his ministry. This is to us the end
of all ; this is thy choice, O Christian soul, to walk
freshing seek them in God.
M.]
Pfaff. Bibelwerk: See how believers bloom in God's ways, or to stnmble at them.
in their holiness, strike root, bring forth fruit, and

Yen. 2-9. Frajtke
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JOEL.

INTRODUCTION.
I.

The name

Joel* \vf\ s t

The Person and Time of

i. <?-,

Jehovah

is

God,

is

the Prophet.

one of frequent occurrence in the Old Testa-

ment, having been borne by many persons mentioned in sacred history. For this reason
our Prophet, whose name is found only in the title of this book, is distinguished as " The
This is the only direct notice of him, and all the other incidents of his
son of Pethuel."
personal history must Ipe inferred from the book that bears his name.
He certainly lived in
the kingdom of Judah, for in the call to the people to meet in the temple for the purpose of
humiliation and repentance, Zion, and Jerusalem, and Judah alone are mentioned, ii. 15, 23,
Of these localities he speaks not in the tone of a stranger, but as one
32; iii. 1, 6, 16, 18.
who was personally identified with them. # He makes no allusion whatever to the state of
It is, therefore, highly probable that he resided and prophthings in the kingdom of Israel.
esied not simply within the limits of the kingdom of Judah, but specially at Jerusalem.
Again, the way in which he speaks of the temple, the sacrifices, and the priesthood, raises
the presumption that he was himself a priest.
The Time in which he lived is nowhere expressly stated, and cannot be fixed with abBut we may determine it approximately from the relation between him
solute certainty.
and Amos. The latter begins his prophecy (i. 2) by a quotation from Joel iii. 16, and
there is also a close resemblance between Amos ix. 13 and Joel iii. 18.
Hence it may be
inferred that Amos had the prophecy of Joel before him when he wrote his own.
Now
the time when Amos flourished may be easily fixed by the inscription and by the contents
of his book, namely, in the days of the Judaic King Uzziah, and of the Israeli tic King
Jeroboam II. Joel, therefore, cannot belong to a later period. The design of his prophecy,
and the condition of things which it implies, warrant the inference that he lived at an earlier
Ewald justly says, "
later prophet would not have been so deeply moved as Joel
day.
was, by the terrible visitation of locusts and drought, as to call for a solemn act of national
He would rather have seized the opportunity to point out
repentance on this ground alone.
and impress upon the people their spiritual defects, and while exhorting them to repentance,
he would have told them specially of the sins from which they should break off, and return
to the Lord."
In Joel's days there is no evidence of the general corruption of manners
He makes no marked reference to parthat obtained in the times of Amos and Hosea.
ticular sins.
He does not speak of idolatry on the contrary, the worship of Jehovah seems
to have been maintained in the temple, at least in comparative purity.
Israel, indeed, is
exhorted to repent, but is at the same time encouraged by precious promises.
He does not
exhibit the heathen nations as the instruments of God's judgments on his own people ; on
the contrary, he ever sides with the latter, and he predicts the evils that shall overtake
the heathen for what they have done to Israel.
He makes no allusion to Assyria. The
captivity of Israel by that power was an event beyond the horizon of the prophet.
This
much then is certain that as the worship of Jehovah was still kept up in his day, Joel
could- not have belonged to the times of Joram, nor Ahaziah, nor Athaliah.
He must have
lived before or after their day.
cannot, however, place him very long before these

A

;

:

We
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would not consist with the reference to the invasion of Judah by the adjacent
3-6), which implied a weakened condition of the kingdom, nor with his probable
allusion to the pillaging of Jerusalem by the Philistines and the Arabians in the reign of
Joram. Again, the revolt of Edom, which did not occur earlier than the time of Joram,

kings, as this

nations

(iii.

must be taken into account. Nor must Joel be separated too far from the days of Amos.
For as Amos speaks of drought and locusts as judgments which God was about to inflict,
we may infer that he had in view the same calamities as those described by Joel. It is
natural to suppose that they came upon the kingdom of Judah to which Joel belonged, and
that of Israel, which was the special field of Amos.
Again, Amos speaks of the Philistines,
the Tyrians, and Edom (ch. i.), and of their hostility to Israel, in a strain very similar to
that employed by Joel (ch. iii.).
Both prophets charge them with the same sin, and denounce against them the same punishment. Their sin was that of capturing Israelites and
selling them as slaves
and although Joel names the Grecians as guilty of this crime, and
Amos the Edomites, yet it is plain that they both had in view the same events. On this
ground, Bleek holds that Joel, though older than Amos, was his contemporary, and places
him in the time of Uzziah. Others think that as he nowhere alludes to Syria, whose capital
Damascus is named by Amos (i. 3), nor to the invasion of Israel by that power under
Hazael, in the days of Joash, he must have flourished in the early part of that reign, between B. c. 870-850. Certainly if he lived in the time of Joash it must have been in the
early part of his reign, while he was still under the healthful influence of Joihada the high
priest, for at a later day he introduced the worship of Baal.
To this view Bleek objects
that while Joel might have been expected to refer to the Syrian invasion if his book had
been written very soon after that event, there would be no reason for naming it if he wrote
it in the days of Uzziah, fifty years after it happened, since Syria was remote from Judah,
and separated from it by the then existing kingdom of Israel. But to this it may be replied that Tyre and Sidon were also separated from Judah in the same way.
Hence as
both prophets refer to the same heathen nations, while Damascus is mentioned by Amos
alone, this difference becomes all the more remarkable, and seems to warrant the inference
that Joel could not have lived during the Syrian invasion.
Though the events detailed by
Joel, on account of which the nations concerned^ them would be punished, must have been
in the view of Amos, yet there must also have been other occurrences, such as the war with
Syria, nearer to his time, and more immediately affecting the kingdom of Israel to which
he belonged. Hence if Amos prophesied about B. c. 810, Joel must have done so about
B. c. 850.
But while Joel was olcjer than Amos, it does not follow that he is the oldest of
the prophets whose writings we possess.
He has many points of contact with Obadiah
(comp. Ob. 10, Joel iii. 19 Ob. 11, Joel iii. 8 Ob. 15, Joel i. 15, ii. 1, iii. 12, 17 ; Ob. 18,
It is not imJoel iii. 8).
It is a question which of these two prophets is the elder.
probable, though by no means certain, that Joel had before him the book of Obadiah, when
he wrote his prophecy. But we shall not pursue the discussion.
[Wiinsche, the most recent expositor of this book, 1 fixes the time of Joel as somewhere
between b. c. 860-850, and the grounds on which he bases his opinion are these
1. Joel charges the Philistines with having invaded Judah, captured the inhabitants, and
Now according to 2 Chron. xxi. 10, this happened under Joram, B. c.
sold them as slaves.
889-883.
And they suffered the punishment predicted for their crime, under Uzziah, 2
Hence Joel could not have written this book before B. c. 889, nor later
Chron. xxvi. 6.
than 732.
2. The Phoenicians, t. e., those of Tyre and Sidon, who in the days of David and Solomon were the allies, had in later times become the enemies of Judah. They too had been
guilty of selling Jewish prisoners to the Grecians.
Joel predicts that they also shall be
punished for this crime,
a prediction fulfilled in the time of Uzziah, B. c. 811-759. This
proves that Joel must have prophesied before the days of Uzziah.
They came from the
3. The Edomites (iii. 19), are ranked among the enemies of Judah,
same stock as the Jews, and on account of their sin against their brethren, their country was
to become a perpetual desolation.
From 2 Kings viii. 20, comp. with 2 Chron. xxi. 8, we
They
learn that they became independent of Judah in the time of Joram, B. c. 889-883.
were again subdued, and their capital city Petra captured, b. c. 838-811, though the southern
and eastern parts of their territory were not conquered until the reign of Uzziah, about
The prophet must have exercised his ministry, therefore, prior to the latter date.
B. c. 830.
1 [Die Weissagunge* dt$ PropbUn Jo*t, UbvHtxt mud erUttrt, von Br. Auf. WOuetM, Lalpalg, 18H
A varj
;

;

;

:

—

—

elaborate work.

— J. I.]
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4.

The

fact that

no mention

was one of the

is

made of

the invasion by the Syrians of Damascus, proves

This occurred in the latter part of the reign of
850-840. .
5. The high antiquity of Joel is proved by the fact that he makes no reference to the
On the other hand, Amos
Assyrian invasion of the two Jewish kingdoms in B. c. 790.

that Joel

Joash,

early prophets.

B. C.

clearly alludes to

it (vi.

14).

The latter was
derived from the relation between Joel and Amos.
certainly well acquainted with and used the writings of the former.
7. The mention of the Valley of Jehoshaphat is a circumstance leading to the same concluIt took this name from the memorable victory there gained over Moab and Ammon.
sion.
6.

Another proof

is

The way

in which Joel refers to it shows that this event must have been a comparatively
recent one, and that the memory of it was still fresh.
On these grounds we conclude that in fixing the time of this prophet, we cannot take for
our terminus a quo an earlier date than B. c. 890, nor for our terminus ad quern a later one
than 840. It most probably falls between B. c. 860-850. Joel therefore is the oldest of the
F.]
Minor Prophets.
Of the Ministry of our Prophet, i. «., as to the way in which he exercised it, we know
Whether he first appeared simply as
nothing beyond what may be gathered from this book.
From what
a preacher, or worked at the same time in other ways, cannot be determined.
we know respecting the other prophets, it is more than probable that his prophetic teachings
were originally oral, but if so, they must have been soon reduced to writing in the form in
which we now have them. That he exerted a commanding influence on the popular mind is
But in any
clear from ch. ii. 18, especially if this verse be taken in a historical sense.
view of it the passage shows that the prophet was conscious of his power ; for he not only
exhorts the nation to repentance, but imperatively demands it, and he does so with the
For this reason we are inclined to think that he
evident assurance that he will be obeyed.
belonged to the order of the priesthood, and that his exhortations were, in the first instance,

—

addressed to his brethren in that

office.

II.

Of

the

Book.

There can be no question that the book bearing the name of Joel was written by himself.
Not only is there no ground for doubt on this head, but all the positive evidence in the case
as, for example, the perfect unity that marks the book, one
is strongly on the same side
Even if we admit, what
chapter fitting into another with the most complete exactness.
some assert, that ch. ii. 10, etc., belongs to a later date than the other parts of the book, our
remark holds good, for it is most closely connected with what precedes and follows it.
Whether we have the discourses of the prophet precisely as they were delivered (supposing
deit to have been orally), or only the substance of them, is a point which cannot be
Most probably we have them in the
termined, and is really one of no practical importance.
latter form, as the high finish and poetical diction of the book, specially in the first two
;

chapters, suggest the idea of literary elaboration, rather than that of a simple reporting of
oral discourses.

[Of

the Style of the Prophet, the chief characteristic, says Dr. Pusey, is perhaps its simEverything is set before us, as though we ourselves saw it: This is alike
the character of the description of the desolation in the first chapter, the advance of the
locusts in the second, or that more awful gathering in the valley of Jehoshaphat described in the
The prophet adds detail to detail ; each clear, brief, distinct, a picture in itself, yet
third.
can without an effort bring the whole of each picadding to the effect of the whole.
Sometimes he uses the very briefest form of words, two words, in his
ture before our eyes.
ple vividness.

We

each feature in his picture.
One verse consists of five such pairs
the discourse flows on in a soft and gentle cadence, like one
This blending of energy and softness is perhaps
of those longer sweeps of an iEolian harp.
one secret why the diction also of this prophet has been at all times so winning and so
Deep and full, he pours out the tide of his words with an unbroken smoothness,
touching.
carries all along with him, yea, like those rivers of the new world, bears back the bitter restless billows which oppose him, a pure strong stream amid the endless heavings and tossings
Poetic as Joel's language is, he does not much use distinct imagery.
For
of the world.
They are God's chastenings through inanimate nature, pio
his whole picture is One image.

own language,
of words,

i.

10.

sufficing for

Then again
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turing the worse chastenings through man.

Full of sorrow himself, he summons all with
and people, old and young, bride and bridegroom. The tenderness of his soul is evinced by his lingering over the desolation which he foresees.
It is
like one counting over, one by one, the losses he endures in the privations of others.
Nahe had a fellow feeling of sympathy with the brute cattle
ture to him seemed to mourn
which, in his ears, mourn so grievously and if none else would mourn for their own sins, he
would himself mourn to Him who is full of compassion and mercy. Amid a wonderful
beauty of language he employs words not found elsewhere in the Holy Scripture.
In one
The extent to which the prophecies of Joel reappear
verse (i. 16), he has three such words.

him

to repentance, priests

;

;

been exaggerated. The subjects of the prophecy recur ; not, for
the most part, in the form in which they were delivered.
The great imagery of Joel is much
more adopted and enforced in the New Testament than the Old,
of the locust, the outpouring of the Spirit, the harvest, the wine-treading, the wine-press.
To this unknown
in the later prophets has

—

Prophet, whom in his writings we cannot but love, but of whose history, condition, rank,
parentage, birthplace, nothing is known, nothing beyond his name, save the name of an unknown father, of whom, moreover, God has allowed nothing to remain save these few chapters,

—

him God reserved the

prerogative, first to declare the outpouring of the Holy
the perpetual abiding of the Church, the final struggle of good and
the last rebellion against God, and the Day of Judgment.
to

Ghost upon
evil,

The

all flesh,

tone of Joel's writings, says Wunsche, indicates deep religious feelings, heartfelt exwarm sympathy. His moral ideas are lofty and pure, and testify to the relig-

perience, and

and the holy life of the prophet His poetry is distinguished by the soaring
of his imagination, the originality, beauty, and variety of his images and similes. The
The perfect
conceptions are simple enough, but they are at the same time bold and grand.
ious knowledge
flight

order in which they are arranged, the even flow and well compacted structure of the discourse,
In his energy, power, and dignity, Joel reminds us of Micah ; in his
are quite remarkable.
vivacity and lifelike freshness he resembles Nahum ; in his originality and directness, in the
bold range, and sublime strain of his ideas, he falls but a little below Isaiah : in his enthusiastic zeal for true religion,

and

his clear, earnest, penetrating insight into the

moral

dis-

Joel threatens and warns ; he descends into the
orders of his times, he resembles Amos.
innermost recesses of human nature, and he drags into the light of day, corruption, false-

Of our Prophet, Umbreit finely says :
hood, and lukewarmness in the worship of Jehovah.
The Prophetic mantle which enrobed his lofty form, was worthy of his majestic spirit;
its color is indeed dark and solemn* like the day of the Lord which he predicts, yet we see
sparkling upon

it

the stars of the eternal lights of love and grace.

— F.]

The Occasion of this book was a terrible visitation of Judah by locusts and drought.
The prophet describes the devastation produced, and viewing it as the beginning of a great
judgment day of the Lord, he calls upon the priests to appoint a day for national humiliation
and prayer. This must have been done, since he, by divine authority, promises the people
the richest blessings for the present and the future, as well as complete deliverance from all
their enemies.

The book
follows

—

:

Part

I.

consists of two Parts,

includes chaps.

i.-ii.

which must be carefully distinguished.

17; Part n. extends from

are connected together by the historical statement

Part

The plagues

I.

(ii.

ii.

They are

19 to the end of ch.

ill.

as

They

18, 19).

already named, are described as a divine judgment.

The

call to

repentance.

Ch.
it fell

i.

The unprecedented plague of

locusts

and drought

is

and those on whom
one of the worst
For this reason the

described,

are called upon to lament over the desolation of the land caused by

it

;

being the necessity for suspending the daily sacrifices.
priests are required to mourn themselves, and to summon all the inhabitants of the land to
join with them in their lamentation.
This visitation is simply a token that a great judgment day of the Lord is comCh. ii.
The army of locusts, of which a graphic picture is given, is the host of the Lord, sent
ing.
Still the threatened judgment may be averted by timely reto do his will (vers. 1-11).
results of

it

Hence the priests should appoint a day of humiliation and prayer,
pentance (vers. 12-14).
and should beseech the Lord to have mercy upon the nation as being his own people (vers.
14-17).
God will deliver his people
Part II. contains promises
(1 ) For the present (ii. 18-27).
:
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from the plague and amply repair the

by new

and so prove that
The day of the
Lord is surely coming, but to Israel it shall be a day of salvation, and a day of terror only
to Israel's foes.
This day shall be introduced by the outpouring of God's Spirit upon the
whole people. There shall be at the same time terrible signs in the heavens and the earth,
from which there is safety only in Zion. But there, all will be perfectly secure (ch. iii. 1-8).
The day itself is described as one of deliverance for Israel, and of destruction for their enemies, i. e., " the nations."
These nations are reproached for their crimes against Israel, and
shall be punished on account of them (vers. 9-16).
Infliction of the punishment.
The
Lord assembles Israel and the nations, in the valley of Jehoshaphat. At first it seems as if the
nations were on the point of storming the holy city, but then and there, amid terrible signs,
they are annihilated by the Lord at one blow. The dawning of Israel's salvation described
Uninjured by their enemies, protected by their God, who dwells forever in
(vers. 17-20).
Israel is his people.

evil

For the future

(2.)

done by

still

it,

blessings,

greater things are promised.

the midst of them, his people enjoy the richest blessings.
What Joel says of the locusts is not to be taken simply as an allegory, nor as a merely
figurative description of the hosts of war.
Nor is the first chapter a prediction ; on the
contrary it describes his own experience.
Importance of this Book.
find that it was held in high consideration by the later

We

prophets.

We have

that Isaiah used
later prophets

it

already mentioned the use

(comp.

Is. xiii. 8, 6, 8, 10, 13,

had the book before them

will

made of it by Amos.
and Joel, ii. 1-11 iii.
;

It is also quite plain

15, 16).

That other

who examines a
Among the prophets who

be obvious to any one

Bible

with parallel references. Delitzsch, therefore, justly says, "
flourished from the time of Uzziah to that of Jeroboam, Joel unquestionably holds the position
of a type or model, and after Amos, there is not one whose writings do not remind us of
him."
We may even claim for Joel (and Obadiah also if we regard him as one of the
earlier prophets), a sort of fundamental significance for the whole series of later prophets,
not only on account of his clear and precise prediction of the coming of the day of the
Even God's coveLord, but also because of the way in which he connects Israel with it.
nant people must look well to see how they stand, for in that day, repentance alone can help
If this is wanting, if Israel departs from God, escape from the coming judgment will
them.
a truth which the later prophets exhibit with an ever-growing emphasis and
be impossible,
The prophecies of Joel are, it seems to me, fundamental in % another sense,
distinctness.
Though Israel must first suffer
namely, in the promises they give respecting Israel's future.
on account of their sins, yet the prophet anticipates with confidence the time when they
shall return in penitence to God, and predicts that they shall win a glorious triumph, while
Thus Joel (uniting himself, as
all their enemies, t. e. y the world, shall be utterly destroyed.
it were, with Obadiah in unfolding and confirming the prophetic promises on this head),
fixes with an assured faith the position of Israel, as God's own people, and foretells their
glorious victory over all their foes, though the latter may, for the present, bring upon them
much shame and sorrow. What the eye sees cannot be an object of faith, which has to do
Accordingly Joel has given a key-note (much
with things for the time beirig invisible.
more full than that of Obadiah's), which was repeated by the later prophets he unfurled a
The later prophets would
standard, so to speak, which shall never cease to wave on high.
witness the deep humiliation of God's people by the nations, t. e. t the world power
they
would have to announce the total overthrow of the commonwealth of Israel, the annihilation
But notwithstandof its political existence, as a well-deserved punishment for their sins.
the day of the Lord was surely
ing this, all that Joel had promised would be realized
a day of fearful recompense to them, but to his own people a day
coming for the heathen,
So we find that in spite of the denunciations against
of deliverance and eternal salvation.
the chosen people on account of their apostasy, in spite of the judgments to be inflicted
upon them through the agency of the heathen, die faith and hope of the prophets in regard
They perpetually recur to the promise that the
to the future of Israel are never shaken.
Lord will not cast off his people. A remnant shall survive. In this remnant Jehovah will
be glorified, and will show that his ultimate design was not to destroy his people, but to
This prombestow upon them fresh favors, yea far higher ones than their fathers enjoyed.
ise becomes more and more closely allied to the hope of a Messiah, and gives to it a more
and more positive shape. This hope of a Messiah is the solid basis of all other hopes of
Joel, indeed, does not in express terms describe this
Israel's future and glorious destiny.
Messianic foundation, as it may be called, but he has a general conception of it, and for this

—

;

'

;

—

;
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reason

we have

said that his prophecy

reference to those on the

IIL Literature of

the

same

may

properly be called a fundamental one,

t. e.,

with

subject, in later times.

Book (exclusive of Commentaries on the Minor Prophets as a whole).
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1588 ; F. Bunny, Enarratio in Joel, Lond., 1588, 1595 ; J. Mathise, Pralectiones in Joel, Basil,
1590 S. Simonidis, Comm. in Joel, Cracov, 1593 ; Sol. Gesner, Comm. in Joel, Viteb., 1614
J. H. Ursinus, Comm. in Joel, Franco v., 1641 ; Ed. Pocock, Comm. in Proph. Joel, Lips., 1695
Haseus, Joel Illustrata, Bremen, 1697; J. J. Schurrman, Proph, Joel, Wesel, 1700 (also
Holland version, 1 703) ; Sam. Chandler, Paraphrase and Critical Comment, on Joel, London,
1735; C. F. Bauer, Introd. in Joel, Wittemb. 1741 ; G. N. Richter, in Joel, Viteb., 1747 ;
Baumgarten, Auslegung des Joel, Halle, 1756 ; P. Conz, Dissert de Charact Poet Joels, Tub.,
1783 J. Buttner, Joel olim Hebrews, Coburg, 1784 J. R. Eckerman, Joel metrisch Hbersetzt
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sion* trium Rabbin, per Gilb.
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;

;

;

;

;

;

rich,

der Proph. Joel, kurz erklart, Leipzig, 1861.
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THE PROPHET
PART

JOEL.

FIRST.

THE JUDGMENT AND CALL TO REPENTANCE.
Chapters L 1-IL

SECTION

17.

I.

Complaint of the Desolation of Judah by Locusts and Drought.

Chapter L
1

The word

2 Hear

of Jehovah which came to

l

Joel, the son of Pethuel.

ye * old men,
all ye inhabitants of the land
Hath such 4 a thing been in your days,
Or even in the days of your fathers ?

And

3 Tell

this,

give ear '

it

8

your children,

to

And your children
And their children

to their children,
to another generation.

4 What the palmer worm 6 hath

left, the locust hath eaten,
the locust hath left, the beetle hath eaten,
the beetle hath left, the caterpillar hath eaten.

And what
And what
5

Awake T ye drunkards,8 and weep,
And cry out 9 all ye drinkers of wine
On account of the new wine (or must),10
For

it is

cut off (removed) from your mouth.

6 For u a people u hath invaded u
Mighty and numberless

my

land,14

Their teeth are the teeth of a lion,
And they have the jaw teeth of a lioness.
7

They have

laid waste

And barked

my

(or broken)

They have made

vine, 15

my

fig trees

quite bare,
Its branches are made white.

8

and cast

it

away

;

like a bride 18
Girded with sackcloth for the husband of her youth.

Lament 17

9 Cut off

The
The
10

it

is

the meat offering and the drink offering from the house of Jehovah

priests

mourn

ministers

**

of Jehovah.

The field is wasted*
The land mourneth,81
For the corn

is

destroyed,
dried up,

The new wine is
The oil 82 fails.
11

Be ashamed ye husbandmen,
Howl ye vine-dresscrs,
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10

For the wheat and for the barley*8 ;
Because the harvest of the field hath perished.
12 The vine
^

is dried up,
the fig tree faileth,

And

The pomegranate,

also the palm, and the apple tree (quince),
All the trees of the field are withered,
So that joy is dried up 84 from the sons of men.

13 Gird yourselves and lament, ye priests,
Cry out ye ministers of the altar

Come,

Ye

lie all

night in sackcloth

ministers of

my

God,

For the meat offering and the drink offering
Are withheld from the house of your God.
14 Sanctify a fast,
Appoint a solemn assembly,
Gather the elders,

And

all

the inhabitants of the land

In the house of Jehovah your
And cry unto Jehovah.

God

15 Alas for the day
Because the day of Jehovah is at hand
25
It will come like
a tempest from the Almighty (Shaddai). 86
!

16 Is not the food cut off before our eyes ?
Joy and gladness from the house of our God

?

17 The grains 87 (seeds) are rotten 87 under their clods,87

The garners are destroyed,
The barns 87 are broken down,
Because the corn
18

How

is

withered.

the beasts groan

!

The

herds of cattle are perplexed,
Because they have no pasture
Even the flocks of sheep perish.

19 Unto Thee,

And

O

Jehovah, will I cry,
hath devoured all the pastures of the plain,
the flame hath burned all the trees of the field.

For the

fire

89
field
cry nnto Thee
streams
of
water
are
For the
dried up,
And the fire hath devoured the pastures of the plain (wilderness).

20 Even 88 the beasts of the

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 V«r.

quern.

»

L — The

proposition

Ver. 2.

8 Ver.

2.

4 Ver 2.
.

indicate* direction,

and

like the Arab.

J|

include! ordinarily the ttrminu* ad

Sept. <* iyivri&i) irpo? 'Ian|A.

— DN 3ptH.

ont the article takes

6 Ver. 8-

cedent

7$

The Heb., unlike the Arab., has no proper

Tocatire,

and henoe the simple noon with or with

its place.

— D'*t>*n, denom. Terb from |TM
stronger than 37DB/, hut
only used in poetry
— The dagesh in the second DS** the dag. fortt amj.
— n^l?. The
which according to a peculiar Heb. idiom stands for the neut., has for

nHT.

!

.*

it

is

is

is

fern, suffix,

The

prep.

bl7

denotes the object of the discourse

;

it is

its

ante-

used like the Lat taper, and Or. vwdp.
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CHAPTER

— There

• Ver. 4.
this Terse.

— D*3

from the same root =

from the same

p^J

to

cut

etymology of the names of the insects mentioned in

iliJIW, tne m0,t common name

off.

7spn

root, to lick up.

H

I.

difference of opinion in regard to the

little

is

7DH,

from

to

for locust,

from Jl^l, to multiply.

Expositors are, however, very

consume.

much

divided

as to whether theee terms are names of the locust at different stages of its growth, or of different species of insect. Bp.
Neweome renders them, the grasshopper ; the locust, the devouring locust ; the consuming locust. Hitsig, Keil, and
others regard them as simply poetical epithets of one and the same species of locust It b hardly possible to giro their
exact equivalents in English.

— ^ N pn

7 Ver. 6.

D11

word

from

^p,

to cut off, to separate, then to arouse, or

awaken

;

the opposite of the onomatopoetio

to snore, to sleep heavily.

— D^lSSO?, from ~OC7, a strong drink made of honey, raisins, dates, and other

8 Ter. 5.

Hence the word »

fruits.

notorious drunkards.

— V^^ni, from the onomatopoetic /j *° howl, complain.
— OsDV the fresh sweet juice of the grape, and other kinds of
s

9 Ver. 5.

f

14 Ver. 5.
viii.

and

8,

fruit, as

is

be distinguished from ttJYT\F], new wine, strictly so called.

is to

the pomegranate, Song of Sol.

The former must hare been a favorite

drink of the old Hebrews.

— *0 makes the connection between this and the preceding verse.
— ^2 denotes a heathen, hostile people, and differs from OV, though

11 Ver. 6.
12 Ver. 6.

words

It Ver. 6.

—

around

it

tries

See Text, notes on Obadiah, ver.

not always observed.

is

,¥ TTjV

gone up, upon, perhaps with reference to the fact that Palestine

lit.

,

but the word

;

the distinction between the two

1.

is

more general sense:

often used in the

is

higher than the coun-

to approach, to enter, etc.,

where the region

is

a

aevel one.

— " My land," ^IN,

l« Ver. 6.

». «.,

not the land of Jehovah, nor simply the native land of Joel, but the land

with which he was allied as the prophet of the Lord.

— N 393, " m7 >n«, w —not the vine of the
— *\WT1 Uk, w peeling have peeled it,"

18 Ver. 7.

18 Ver. 7.
17 Ver.

it

8.— /S„
**

T*V^n. Many

imper. fern, of

ilvS, and

— The proper Heb. word for virgin

18 Ver. 8.

an-.

expositors, without reason, take

it

is

Lord, but of the Prophet speaking in his

name

completely.

i. «.,

Xry., like the Chald.

ilpyy

and

7S,

as a denom. from

Syr.

The more usual form

CSj*

is

God.

The word here used denotes a

bride,

»".

e.,

a young woman

:

8ee

espoused.
19

Ver

Is. vii.

14

Matt.

;

r ""HUTD.

9.

90 Ver. 10.

Ministers,

— n"7tt7

A

TTtft.

the trans. sen.«e, to use strength,
f».ls

where

cattle fodder

;

farmland generally.

— rw2S,

— in?*, from

T£U7,

fat.

Ver. 11.

— n^rT vj.

|3^

*4 Ver. 12.

Hthered and

»

D

—

— 11273.

most

— " From

We

Shaddai
it is

71107

denotes specially wheat or barley

t. *.,

an imper., and render

the

oil

it

newly pressed and

fields,

" Mourn
clarified

then woodlanl,

land."

!

as distinguished

;

iltjn and illTOtp

are the two

the root *)12

The Arab.

^ ^
.

= rHyi

regarded by some as a sort of proverbial one.

ttT^fl

D

)itt7tt7, joy

has

not pleonastic, nor the

is

Some

light is cast

Raschi, Abarbanel,

and Malmonides

In form the word

is

on the sense of jllll?, by the Syr.

name

see in this

up of the

there can be

little

soil

all

seed, corn

P">b

away

by the plough.

its

New

" " perished,' 7

JL*;J^

niOI^B, k

110.

The

ilQI. Q,

third word,

therefore,

So the old Jewish expositors have understood It

doubt as to

;

the dialects has the sense of to bear or carry

the Paul participle of

— found only in Judg. v. 21, — which in

denotes the breaking

— yet

The Rabbins,

3)07217, according to Aben Kara and Klmchi, means " rotted

thrown up by the plough.

another arv£ Aey.

* store-bouse*.*'

construct™ pregnant

the Sept., «at •* TaXeumtpU «k raAairopfoc ij£«i, Is wholly inadmissible.
Saraf \tyon. words in this verse, render it both as to etymology and grammar, one of the

grain.

aWy from

Is

is called

a noun compounded of the inup pronoun, Q7, with pattach notat. and *1, or N *1

the whole book.

115,

and the Chald.

is

— the Almighty."

"dried up," Pusey, Wdnsche.

s -tad, such as

of the temple,

in Kal first the fntrans. sense to be strong, next

as in vers. 6, 7, marks the cause,

have here what

The expression

The rendering of
—- The three

difficult in
;

hV,

t. g.,

but indicates likeness in quality or degree.

27 Ver. 17.

come

prep.

service,

away.

a profound mystery, because
to hold.

TTtt? has

the root 171?*, to be clear,

The

and honorable

slaves.

the Sept. and Arab, versions take this as

tt^9fr"N ?»

reritati*,

*6 Ver. 15.

It denotes free

the one kind of grain being used as food by men, the other ohiefly by cattle, though the very poor used both

:

fled

Ver. 15

so-called

root

iIDIK,

Ver. 10.

»

The

paronomasia.

to waste, to desolate.

M

kinds of

from fVJtt?, to serve.

i. «.,

21 Ver. 10.

from

28.

which denotes the enforced service of

1217

in contrast with

i.

meaning.

The

£

may

be a lump of

soil,

In nilJJStt we have

local is prefixed.

Newoome

renders

It

Tregellee, " granaries, or cells for keeping grain."
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— D2 here u in yer. 13, marks an Increase of the general calamity.
» Ver. 20. — The construction of the /mi sing, with the plur. noun common in poetry, and
niDrO need in a ooUectire sense. This term denotes domestic cattle. — F.J
«• Ver. 20.

is

is

proper here beeaota

i*

—

EXEGBTICAL.

Vers. 8-10. (Lament like a bride,
the oil
The lamentation of the drunkards is simply a prelude to what follows. It would be a mistake to suppose that sensual pleasures and enjoyments alone are meant. The thing at stake was
so much greater than these, that the whole land
had cause to mourn.
Ver. 8. Judah is here regarded as a wife, and
hence the fitness of comparing this lamentation to
that of a youug bride mourning the husband of
her youth. Certainly no judgment could be more
severe than one that made it impossible to present
" the meat and driuk offerings." Hence the priests
had reason to mourn ; and Judah, in danger of
losing the visible emblems of the presence of his
God, is fitly compared to the young wife who had
lost her husband.
These ofierings could not be
presented because everything was destroyed. [The
com, wine, and oil were essential ingredients of
these offerings, and every sacrifice would be imperfect without them.
The locusts and the drought
combined must also have caused a great dearth of
the animals used in sacrifice.
F.]
Vers. 11-12. Be ashamed, ye husbandmen,
fails.)

—

Vers. 2-4. (Hear this ye old men* ) the catercall is made upon the inhabpillar hath eaten.
itants of Judah, and especially the old men, to testify that an unheard-of thing had happened,
an
event to be told to their posterity, namely, the
*
complete desolation of the land by successive
swarms of locusts.
Ver. 2. (Old men.) They are named because
their memory goes back the farthest.
The calamity might well be deemed extraordinary if they
could recall nothing like it. Inhabitants of the
land, t. e. f of Judah, as is evident from what fol-

A

—

lows ver. 14, ii.
nVtt refers to what is stated
in ver. 4.
In vers. 2, 3 there is an allusion to
Exod. x. 2-6, where the plague of locusts in Egypt
is spoken of.
Ver. 4. Swarms of locusts come, each one devouring what its predecessor had left. This, however, is not described in a dry, prosaic way.
As
1 .

the locusts appear four times, they bear four dis-

—

names. Their proper name is HJl'VJ, the
others are poetic ones.
These names are not used
simply to denote the changes which the locusts from the sons of men. The husbandmen and
undergo, nor their invasion of the land during vinedressers are next addressed. The worst featr
successive years, as this would not consist with u re of the desolation, already mentioned, is not
the statement that what one kind had left, another again noticed until we come to ver. 13. In ver.
tinct

had

11,

its

from

eaten.
The preterite '3|? is to be taken in
proper sense. The whole chapter speaks of
something that has actually happened. The desolation is described in detail, one feature of it
after another being depicted in such a way as to
arouse those affected by it to earnest prayer.
Verses 5-7. Awake ye drunkards.
Its
branches are made white. The drunkards are

SHftah,

B^Q

!>VVn

—

tT?h,

are imperfects,

(perhaps to distinguish

it

from

ttf

N

?in

the Hiphil of tt?3J, here without the 1 which precedes and follows it), to be ashamed, to, grow pale.
Going into their fields and finding nothing there,
they are ashamed.
Ver. 12 adds the reason for their lamentation.
called upon to mourn, to show poetically how Besides the vine and the fig, other noble trees are
complete is the desolation of the vineyards. At mentioned which may have been under the special
the same time, this is to be regarded as a punish- care of the vine-dresser ; as well as the trees of the
ment for the sins of the people, who are summoned field generally. ) WttJ tD N ?ft here also the Hiph.
to repent, though this last idea is not yet explicitly
of ttf^O- to grow paler. Joy becomes, as it were,
expressed.

—

Ver. 6. The locusts are represented under the ashamed ; she withdraws herself, and is no more
figure of a hostile army.
They are not to be re- seen.
Vers. 13-17. Gird yourselves and lament ye
garded as a type of such an army, as if the pasthe corn is withered. The discourse
sage was simply allegorical. Yet the idea of en- Priests,
returns to what had been complained of in ver. 9,
a heathen
mity to Israel implied in the word ^"fo
as the worst feature of the calamity, namely, the
people,
must not be lost sight of, for these locusts
inability to offer sacrifices.
Here (ver. 13) the
Hence there
actually ravage the land of Israel.
priests are again called upon to lament the want
is no ground for taking
otherwise than as a of materials for the temple service. " Gird your" Pass
preterite, nearly in the sense of a future, as pre- selves" i. «., with sackcloth or hair-cloth.
the night," »• «•> even in the night-time their
Is the land of
dicting something to come.

—

—

—

HyE

^^M

the prophet as speaking in the

name of the

lamentations on this account should continue.
[They should weep between the court and the al-

people.

Jehovah himself does not speak directly, comp. v.
13.
The arms of these invaders are their teeth,
which grind like those of a lion. The jaw-teeth
of the lioness protecting or avenging her young
are added by way of climax.
Ver. 7. The vine and fig tree. These are added
because they are among the most valuable of fruit

tar.

See

1

Kings xxi.

27.

There was nothing

strange in this direction, for there was no intermission in the temple service by day or night. See
"Ministers of
Ps. exxxiv. 1.
God,"
F.]
[The suffix of the
the God whose prophet I am.
first person shows that the prophet, on the one
hand, stood apart from the priests, and on the
is properly that other, stood in a very near relation to God as his
trees, comp. Hos. ii. 14.
which is broken off, t. «., a fragment of wood, organ, and therefore elevated far above all other
Wunsche. 1 F.]
ranks and conditions of men.
n£tj?n, made bare, by barking or
spl inter, chip.
1 [Wuneche thinks that this circumstance shows that
paring, so as to peel off. The bark is thrown
away ; and the whole vine is made white or Joel ooukl not hare belonged to the prie*tly order. But
F. J
thfe would be orerstraining the eenae of " my."
blanched by the barking of it.
^

—

my

HpSpv

—

'

—

j
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I.

The phrase "your God," is immediately afterward The priests (ver. 13) and the people at large (ver.
and repeated in ver. 14, hence it must not 15) are alike called upon to recognize the judgbe supposed that the prophet intended, or was ment, and to return to God who had sent it. This

used,

obliged to separate himself wholly from the priests.
There must be fasting as well as lamentation.
This was to be observed not by the priests alone
on the contrary, the whole people must be assembled in the temple, and there in the midst of these
masses the priests should cry unto the Lord.
" Sanctify a last," because fasting was held to be,
in the popular estimation, a holy, religious service.
;

TV^V ^(z*

The word

rnSJ

ordinarily de-

notes a religious assembly, one to observe a great
festival.

Ftirst thinks that

it

comes from ^?y,

to fix, to settle, i. «., a fixed time, 1 hence to pronot the
claim a fast day. The " old men,"
elders in the official . sense of the term, as one
who had
might perhaps infer from the E. V.
been called upon (ver. 2) to testify that no such
calamity had ever before happened, must be present in this assembly, as well as those who are to

—

—

hear their testimony. p?J, to cry out as an expression of want, or distress. The substance of
this •' cry," or complaint, is presented in the verses
that immediately follow. This complaint probably
extends as far as ver. 17, iu which the desolation of
the land is set forth as the ground of the lamentaVer. 18 seems to begin a new section, in
tion.
which the cries of the lower animals are represented as mingled with the complaints of men.
Ver. 15. Alas for the day, t. c, the present time
of desolation. This cry of distress is caused by the
The character
nearness of the day of the Lord.
of this day may be learned from its results. It is
close at hand it is coming as a desolating scourge
from the Almighty, and its effect will be such as
That
to show that it could come only from Him.
this terrible state of things had already beffun is
evident from ver. 16. The meat is cut off; the
voice of joy and gladness is no longer heard in the
why ? Because it is not possible to pretemple,
Besides the
sent there the usual thank-offerings.
invasion of the locusts which had eaten up every
(ver.
an
unu>ual
drought
was
there
thing,
green
18) which had greatly intensitied the calamity
In consequence of these
that had befallen Judah.
things the granaries were empty, the barns had
gone to ruin, for the corn had failed. The question arises, how is the passage from ver. 13 and
onwards to be viewed. It is commonly taken to
be a new section, the subject of which is the call
Keil thus explains its connection
to repentance,
with the preceding context " Lamentation and
mourning alone will not bring release from the calamity : with these must be conjoined repentance
and prayer to Jehovah, who can avert every evil."
But though this view seems to be favored by vers.
14, 15, it really mistakes the prophet's train of
thought. The call to repentance does not come formally into view until eh. ii. 12, though the way had
been prepared for it, ii. 1. Now the description of
the day of the Lord in ii. 2 has a relation to what
is said in i. 15, so that the call to repentance may
be said to have its root and nothing more, in this
;

:

passage and ch. ii. 15 seem to be exactly alike in
purport, but there are differences between them
which should not be overlooked. They differ in
regard to the motive and the object of the proposed
In ch. ii. 15 the priests
fasting and humiliation.
are charged to call a solemn assembly, because in
In ch.
this way they might hope for God's mercy.
i. 14 the ground of lamentation is the suspension
of sacrifices, which not only affected the public
worship of God in the temple as conducted by the
priesthood, but also the immediate interests of the
people themselves. They also differ in the object
proposed. In ch. ii. 15 the priests in the people's
name and behalf beseech the mercy of the Lord.
In vers. 14, 15 they cry to Him, "Alas." They
bring their complaint before the Lord, because this
great calamity bears upon their relation to Him as
his. ministers, depriving them of the means for
carrying on divine service, and hence they cry out,
" the day of the Lord is near."
So thorough is
the desolation that one may well say " the day of
the Lord is at hand." Things have this look.
But as yet there is no word about repentance, conThe calamity,
fession of sin, and return to God.
in its uncqualed magnitude, and far-reaching efHe natfects, just now fills the prophet's mind.
urally regards it as coming from God's hand, but
he here says nothing about the cause of it. The
reason for deeming it a divine infliction is only
implied in the connection between the devastation
and what the day of the Lord would bring.
Vers. 17, 18 show that the prophet is not yet
exhorting the people, but is still describing the
great calamity. It would be strange, therefore, for
him to introduce in ver. 13 a topic so entirely new,
as repentance. Nor do we find in these verses the
proper motives for such an exercise. Logically,
then, these two passages are quite distinct, the one
being a call to lamentation, and the other a call
When the prophet, in i. 14 and ii.
to repentance.
15, exhorts the priests to appoint a fast and call
a solemn assembly, he does not mean that this
should be done twice, at two different times. The
one call is simply a repetition of the other, but in
a different sense. He wishes the people to fast,
and to meet in the temple, to mourn there with
the priests, and that they should also manifest
their penitence by prayer for mercy offered by the
priests as their representatives.

—

Vers. 18-20. How do the beasts groan,
the
pastures of the wilderness. The beasts of the
with
suffer
equally
men.
This
must
fact
is
field
used to illustrate the magnitude of the calamity.
But as these dumb animals cannot describe their
sufferings, the prophet himself becomes their interpreter, and as if sharing their distress, exclaims,
To Thee, O Jehovah, do I cry for help. That

—

appeal is in the name of the beasts of the field
The flame, the fire, vers.
is evident from ver. 19.
the fierce heats that produced the drought.
1 9, 20
The beasts include domestic and wild animals.
this

=

THEOLOGICAL.

The special design of ch. i. is to
1.
may here discuss ^he question whether
lay a foundation for what is to follow, by exhibiting the magnitude of Judah's distress, and the spe- the visitation of the locusts is to be regarded as an
The intensity of the allegorical prediction of an invasion of the land by
cial reason for repentance.
mourning showed the magnitude of the judgment. a hostile people, as most of the older expositors,
earlier section.

We

it has the same sense here as in Lev.
1 [The etymology of the word to right, but the Mine which it occurs,
which For* t suggests is an arbitrary one. and does not ac- xxiil-3 6; Num. udx.86; Deut. xvi. 8} 2 Chron. vii. 9;
sord with its evident meaning in the many passages in Neb. Tiii. 18.— ¥.]
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and more recently Hengstenberg and Havcrnick dwelling in the mid-t of Israel as his people. But
take it to be. They think that the prpphecy of the it was such only while divine worship was kept up
desolation of the land begins in chap. i. If this be in it, according to the due order, by the priests
so, as there is no formal mention of the future, we. as the representatives of the people.
The daily
must suppose that the prophet sees the approach morning and evening sacrifice formed an essential
of the calamity so vividly, that he pictures the fu- part of this service
and on its continuance deture as a present reality.
While this view may be pended the continuance of God's covenant relation
;

admissible, it is not natural.
On its face, the text
describes not a future, but a present fact, and there
is no exegetical necessity for assigning to it any
other sense.
may also remark that the call to
the old men to testify whether such a thing had
happened in their day, and to the people generally
to transmit the account of it to their children,
would have no significance, if the event were a future one.
Chap. i. certainly describes a devastation that had actually happened, and as no foreign
foe had as yet invaded the land, it must have been
caused by locusts and drought. It needs no proof
that the word " people" (ver. 6) does not necessarily denote a real nation.
Again, the devastation
caused bv locusts would be an inadequate type of
an invasion of the land, since one of the essential
features of the latter would be wanting, namely,
the shedding of blood.
The picture of the calamity in no way suggests the terrors caused by an
inroad of foreign foes. The chapter simply treats
of the damage done to the products of tne earth,
and the complaints of men in consequence of it.
But as regards chap, ii., the question whether the
visitation of locusts is to be taken in an allegorical
sense, is not so easily settled. Here the coming of
" the day of the Lord " is for the first time distinctly announced, and in this connection there is
a renewed mention of the destruction caused by
locusts and drought. That this latter event should
be made the theme of a prophetic discourse, is no
way surprising, because Holy Scripture teaches us
that all public calamities are divine dispensations
designed to awaken men to a sense of their sins,
and to bring them to repentance.
What more
natural, then, than that the prophets should, in
God's name, threaten such calamities, and when
they did come, interpret and apply them so as to
arouse the people to penitence, so that they might
escape still heavier judgments ?
clear illustration of this is found in Amos vi. 6, and as he closely
follows Joel, we may regard it as settled that the
latter prophet had these calamities before his mind.
But the prophet is a poet as well as a preacher of
repentance ; and so he presents a most vivid poetic
picture of the great misfortune which had befallen
Judah. In its surpassing magnitude, God's chastising hand was all the more manifestly displayed,
and his voice was all the more distinctly heard
calling his people to repent.
2. The memory- of extraordinary events should
be preserved in the popular mind. They thus be-

We

—

A

—

c, not really, but visibly.
K.J.
the one suspended tne other.
Hence no greater misfortune could happen to Israel than the inability, caused by famine, to supply
the Temple with the materials for these sacrifices.
Joel, realizing fully the necessity of these ofieripgs
for the purpose before named, turns to the priest*,
here and in chap, ii., entreating them to call upon
God themselves and to endeavor to bring the people to repentance.
Such, in any case, was their
resent duty. How it might be in the future will
K
b disclosed* in chap. iii.
Meanwhile it is manifest
that no merely formal service would meet the exigency. Only true repentance would avail.
to his people

[i.

The suspension of

H0M1LET1CAL.
Vers. 1-2. [Henry : The greatness of the judgment is expressed here in two things: (1.) It was
such as could not be paralleled in the ages that
were past; in history, or the memory of any living. Those that outdo their predecessors in sin,
may justly expect to fall under greater and sorer
judgments than any of their predecessors knew.
(2.) It was such as would not be forgotten in the
ages to come.
ought to transmit to posterity
the memorial of God's judgments as well as of his

We

mercies.

— F.]

Ver. 3. How necessary it is that our children
should be taught the will of God, .and what his
purpose is wheu He chastises us, so that the fear
of his holy name may be deepened in our hearts.
Ver 4. Here we learn the omnipotence of God,
and how vainly human power is arrayed against
Him, since He can employ the smallest and meanest insect to

do

his will.

Ver. 5. Ye drunkards who consume God's
kindly gifts in intemperance and sin, know that
your sin carries a curse with it, and that God can
easily cut off the wine from your mouths, and
punish you with years of famine.
[Pusey All sin stupefies the sinner. All intoxicate the mind, bribe and pervert 'the judgment,
:

dull the conscience, blind the soul, and make it
insensible to its own ills. God arouses those who
will be

aroused by withdrawing from them the

pleasures wherein they offended Him. Weeping
for things temporal may awaken the fear of losing
F.]
things eternal.
Vers. 6-8. The Christian Church is God's
vineyard. If at any time it yields not good fruit,
come a tradition, or a history. Thus only can but only wild grapes, it shall be laid waste.
[Robinson: Prevailing sins are often visited
there be a continuous life in the case of individuals,
of families, and of nations. This basis of history, with corresponding judgments. The Lord in his
namely, the remembrance of the experience of for- righteous dealings withholds tho*e gifts of his
mer generations, in the case of Israel is essentially providence which have been abused. He takes
a religious one. Here, events are manifestations from an ungodly people the means of gratifying
of his mercy, or his judgment. As such their lusts, and leads them to repentance by afflicof God,
they should never be forgotten, in order that the tions which are not capriciously ordered, but with
revelation of God to the consciousness of a nation exactest wisdom are suited to their character, fie
assured, the prosperity of the Church depends not
may be maintained in an ever-living freshness.
3. Terrible as is the scourge which strikes at on a grand ceremonial, or crowds of admiring
the means of subsistence in a land, in the prophet's devotees, or the countenance of the state, however
eye this is not its worst result. In this case, for desirable these things may be, but only on the faexample, the greatest evil produced by it was the vor of God, whose blessing, and whose Spirit will
The be withdrawn, if we defile his sanctuary with suloss of the sacrifices in the house of God.
F.]
Temple was the visible sign and pledge of God's perstitious rites.

—

—

—
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CHAPTER
Ver. 9. No greater sorrow can befall the teachers and hearers of the Word, than the cessation
Want of the means of liveliof divine worship.
hood must exert a very prejudicial influence on
the public service of God. Under the old economy
there would be, of necessity, a failure of tithes and
offerings.
So now, when people have a hard and
constant struggle for the bare means of subsistence, they will be far behind others in knowledge of
the truth, in the proper training of children, and
in

mutual

love.

Ver. 10. How quickly the Lord can turn all
human joy into sorrow How comes it then, O
sinner, that thou clearest so closely to temporal
things which may be taken away at any moment 1
What reason have we to praise the goodness of the
Lord, who gives us fruitful seasons, and fills our
hearts with gladness ?
Ver. 11. Husbandmen are too apt to desire the
blessings of the field through avarice; or for the
sake of their own carnal enjoyment. Therefore
God sometimes sends them a sad instead of a joy!

ful harvest-time.

We
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— The sufferings of the lower an-

utterly destroy.
imals are caused

by the sin of man.
[Henry. Though it is common for the heart
not to rue what the eye sees not, yet that heart is
hard indeed which does not humble itself when
God's judgments are before the eyes. If when God's
hand is lifted up, men will not see, when his hand is
laid on they shall see.,
The house of our God is the
proper place forJoy and gladness ; when David goes
to the altar of God, it is to God my exceedingJoy ;
but when joy and gladness are cut off from GM's

—

by corruption of holy things, or the
persecution of holy persons, when serious godliness
decays, and love waxes cold, then it is time to cry
to the Lord, time to cry Alas !
F.]
Vers. 19* 20. It is one of the special duties of a
teacher of the Word to be constant in prayer to
God.
God hears the cries even of dumb animals.

house, either

—

—

Then, O my soul, trust Him in all thy troubles,
and know that He will listen to thy cries as much
more readily than to theirs, as thou art of more
value than they. The prophet, in his appeal to
God, is not ashamed to be found in fellowship with
the beasts of the field.
So the Divine Spirit, by
way of arousing our faith, points us to the fact that
God feeds the young ravens, and gives the cattle
their food.
Yet how readily can God turn all our
joys into deepest griefs ! How unexpectedly can
He do this, and by what feeble means How preposterous, then, for any to regard their earthly
possessions as secure, and to boast of them
How
plainly God shows us that we live only in and
through his blessing, that everything we possess is

are so dependent upon
Vers. 9-12. [Scott :
that no human wisdom or power
can provide plenty when He pleases to send scarcity ; without his rain, the seed even must perish,
the trees of the field must wither, and all our temporal joys must sicken and die, and such judgments are emblems of the great day of retribution.
How stupid then are sinners who are insensible
under such judgments, or only mourn with a rebellious and unhumbled sorrow.
Pusbt: The vine is the richness of divine his gift. How thankful we should be when He perknowledge, the fig the sweetness of contemplation mits us to enjoy fully what He has bestowed upon
and the joyousness in things eternal. Well is the us
[Hsnbt : The prophet stirs them up to cry to
life of the righteous likened to a palm, in that the

God in everything,

!

!

palm below is rough to the touch, and in a manner
enveloped in a dry bark, but above it is adorned
with fruit, fair even to the eye ; below it is compressed by the enfoldings of its bark, above it is
spread out in amplitude of beautiful greenness.
despised below, beauFor so is the life of tne elect,
F.l
tiful above.
Vers. 15-14. Who shall blame God's ministers
when they complain of the declension of religion ?
Who would not weep when he thinks of the miser-

—

—

many churches.
one of the ways of deepening and
repentance,
sanctioned by Holy Scripmanifesting
When properly observed, the result will be
ture.
to stimulate us to cry more earnestly to God. Under great calamities, men should be taught to look
to God, not only in a general way, but they should
be told to seek Him in special and appropriate exercises of penitence and prayer.
[Hknrt : They that are employed in holy things
are therein God's ministers, and on Him they atpeople may be filling up the measure of
tend.
their iniquity apace, and yet may keep up a course
performances in religion. As far as
external
of
any public trouble is an obstruction to the course
of religion, it is to be on that account more than
any other, sadly lamented, especially by the Lord's
able condition of

Fasting

is

A

no, he would.
Note.
If God's ministers cannot prevail to
affect others with the discoveries of divine wrath,
yet they ought to be themselves affected with them
if they cannot bring others to cry to God, yet
they must themselves be much in prayer. In times
of trouble we must not only pray, but cry, must be
fervent and importunate in prayer; and to God,
from whom both the destruction is, and the salvation must be, ought our cry always to be directed
(2) By the example of the inferior creatures.
The beasts of the field do not only groan, but they
cry unto Thee. They appeal to thy pity, according
to their capacity, and as if, though they are not
capable of a rational and revealed religion, yet they

—

had some dependence upon God by natural instinct.
will He put a favorable construction
on the groanings of his own children, though

Much more

sometimes so

The

which the Lord approveth is
that which lifteth up to Him hands full of almsdeeds, which is passed with brotherly love, which
What thou subtractest
is seasoned with piety.
from thyself, bestow on another, that thy needy
:

fast

feeble, that

they cannot be uttered.

Scott God will hear the united prayers of the
remnant of his sen-ants, and often for their sakes
:

will rescue

a guilty nation from impending destruc-

tion.

Posey

ministers.

Pusbt

God.

He would not put
(1) By his own example.
them upon doing that which he would not resolve
to do himself; nay, whether they would do it or

Lord,

:

only hope

left,

Lord was the

to

Thee will I

cry. This is the
hopes. From the
in Him is the healing.

and contains
infliction

;

all

appeals to God bjr his own Name,
the faithful Fulfiller of his promises, Him who Is,
and who had promised to hear all who call upon
Him. Let others call to their idols, if they would,
neighbor's flesh may be recruited.
FJ
Vers. 15-18. When God punishes, He seeks our or remain stupid, the prophet would call unto
F.]
improvement; but if this does not follow, He will God, and that earnestly.

The prophet

—

—
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SECTION n.
The

Day of

the

Lord cometh ! Repentance alone can avail to meet
mand for a Day of Public Humiliation.

Chapter H.
1

Blow

Hence the De-

it.

1-17.

the trumpet 1 in Zion,
8

Sound * an alarm on my holy mountain.
Let all the inhabitants of the land tremble,
4
Because the day of Jehovah cometh,
It

2

is

nigh at hand.

A day of darkness and of gloom,6

A day of clouds, and of

9

thick mists,

Like the morning 7 dawn spread upon the mountains
So shall come a people numerous and mighty,
The like of which hath never been before,
And the like of which shall not come again,
In the years of many generations.

3

A fire devoureth before them,
And behind them a flame burneth
Before them the land is as the garden of Eden,8
And behind them a desolate wilderness,
And nothing shall escape them.

4 Their appearance is like • the appearance of

And

like

horses,

horsemen shall they run.

5 Like the noise of chariots, on the tops of mountains
Like the sound of a flame of fire devouring stubble.
Like a strong people set in battle array.
6 Before them the people u are in pain,
All faces gather paleness. 18

10

they shall leap,

7 They shall run like mighty men,
They shall climb the wall like men of war
And they shall march, each one in his way,
And they shall not turn aside 18 from their paths.
8

And no

shall press upon another,
march each one in his path 14
And tliough they rush 15 upon the dart, they shall not be wounded.

They

9

one

shall

They shall run to and fro in the city,
They shall run upon the wall
They shall climb upon the houses,
They shall enter behind the windows

like a thief.

10 Before them the earth trembleth,
The heavens quake,
The sun and the moon shall be darkened,
And the stars withdraw their brightness,
11 And Jehovah shall utter his voice before his host,

For his army is very great,
For he that executes his word is mighty
For great is the day of Jehovah, and very

And who

can endure

terrible,

it ?
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12 Yet even now, saith Jehovah,
Turn unto me with all your heart,
With fasting, and with weeping, and with lamentation,
13 And rend your heart, and not your garments.
And return to Jehovah your God,
For He is gracious and merciful,
Slow to anger and of great kindness,
17

And

Him

repenteth

of the

evil.

He may return and repent
leave a blessing behind,
meat-offering and a drink-offering

14 "Who knoweth ? 18

And

A

For Jehovah your God.
15 Blow the trumpet in Zion,
Sanctify a fast,
Call a solemn assembly
16 Gather the people,
Sanctify a congregation,
Assemble the old men,
Gather the children,
And those that suck the breasts
Let the bridegroom desert his chamber,
And the bride her closet
17 Between the porch and the altar,
Let the priests weep,The ministers of Jehovah,

And

say,

O Jehovah,

Spare thy people,

And

give not thy heritage to reproach,
That the heathen should rule over 10 (or use a bye-word agpfest) them
the peoples)
Wherefore should they say among the heathen (

—

Where

;

God ?

is their

CRITICAL AMD TEXTUAL.
1 r«r. 1.

— The

"lOittJ of the

Hebron, according

had a tone of extraordinary power.
ment, or

Its clear

3 Ver.

1.

4

Ver

5 Ver.

Is

1.

2.

And

— " Holy mountain.

the*

shape of

and never

omitted in the Vulg., Sept, Arab., Chald., and five MSS.»omit

is

s>

hen, and

V

There- Is

man

11

**ttrTE

ta

* nouni ut » "mountain of my holiness."

The adject t&'HD'

to

onlp ap-

to things.

— « The day— comtth.
— n Darkness and gloom.

The pert fcQ

11

it

11

nvgfc}

in the Arab.

— Clouds and thick mists.
Here,
oorrespotkding to the Greek
— " Like the morning dawn,
7 Ver.
2.

was a metal Instrument in

bt1 £ht> refer* either to the metafile glitter of the instru-

it.

not used in H>b., but we find

f Ver.

to Jerome,

"^SB?, *° **

ringing sound.

—

" And sound. 11
2 Ver. 1.
energy in the passage without

plied to persons

Its root,

11

tf

ofxfunj.

Is

used as the present to express the certainty of the evens.

a kind of eUmax.

Its roes

Aif

vS^Sj
too,'

i*

often connected with TJttJn, to express

formed apparently from

a gradation

is

*)

VTO,

* eloodt «**

/DM,

to be dark,

marked.

w as the morning spread upon the mountains, a
Newcome has it, " like the dusk," but this suggests
people much and mighty," but the accents will not admit of this.
evening rather than morning. It properly means the gray of the morning, while the sun to still far below the horizon.
It Is one of the names of the Nile, from the turbid color of its water.
11

2.

t Ver. 8.

— " Eden."

etc.

The Vnlg. renders

it,

7.?5, an old s*mIt wordi found also in various dialects in the sense of pleasure,
-

qionj. In the sing, with sere on the penult., it always means Paradise. With seghol on the penult,
In the plur. form It denotes pleasures. Ps. xxxvl. 9 ; 2 Bam. I. 24.
part of Mesopotamia.

• Ver.

U

not with
Is

l-«ii tike." D

Ver. 6.

— K On

vip?

»

the tops

is

it is

like the Gr.

the

name of a

here used wapafioXutwt compar., and not, as Theodoret supposes, tatraruc&c Intens.

of mountains, 11 etc

*&• latter union

is

>

WWT

m

''$

ma*t be connected with ^njJHJ,

they shall leap, and

forbidden by the accents, and by the use of the word " chariots," whose " notes "

only heard on level ground.
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—

3p

" Peoples." The plural form Ds
Jndah and Benjamin, but simply to denote people

11 Ter. 6.

of

;

15 Ver. 6.

— " Paleness.

11

"WW©

Is variously

is used,

not as Oredner supposes, with reference to the two tribes

generally.

The Sept render the

understood.

clause ** wp6e xavftoxvrpc* , as

the burning of a pot The Chald., Syr., Vulg., Arab., " beoome like a pot or bare the blaoknen of a pot" But there is
nothing in the nature of the thing, or in the etymology of the word, to warrant the " blackness " of our K. V. Cramer
explains rather than translates the words
tiful, to

glow

13 Ver. 7.

:

and

were*

De Ross, has the

JVITJ?,

to

b«nd

14 Ter. 8.

— " Each one in his path,"

16 Ver. 8.

— " Though they rush," etc.

but the renderings of
sit

ab."

it

JltM}?*
Others get

-

**

its

•riously explained.

left,

lit.,

is

1S5,

to be beau-

and the countenance becomes

Many

meaning from the Arab.

expositors take

JaJLo ?

The sense

is,

it

pale.

in the sense of

One

to split, or divide.

they more in a compact

forwards nor backwards.

the mighty one, "^52, QM<* hero P 080**^ *>* C27K.

The meaning of

this line is plain

are various, growing out of the senses given to

stiirzen tie hindureh, breehen

On

11

itself,

reading, 'pt237Zl% they strike not out behind, like horses.

mess, bending neither to the right nor the

Waffen

" all faces con tract their muscles." The root of the word

:

means " ruddiness." This gathers, or withdraws

— " Tfuy shall not turn aside.

pervertere, as If it
IIS.,

It literally

den Zug nicht ab."

— WUnsche

the whole, I prefer the rendering of Tregelles

:

t:

enough,

Typ.

t. e. t

nothing can arrest their march

Be Wette renders

It

" Und htnter dem Wurfpiess fallen
Though they rush," etc
:

« Und zwischen

:

sie t nieht brwehen

— " Yet even now." Oredner, without reason, supplies a IQ-1E7 after 7\F\V C|1.
most frequently used as the part pass, constr. - " the Yofce of Jehovah Is."
Ver. 12. — « Saith Jehovah." DHJ
The Interrogative particle DH
Ver. 14. — " Who knoweth."
The question l#
omitted here as in Jon.

Id Ver. 12.
17

18

is

is

expressed only by the tone.

Holxh. takes the phrase

5!P^

^

to

til.

every one knows,

t. e.,

it is

9.

quite certain

;

bos

this sense is too absolute.
19 Ver. 17.

— " Rule

over."

The primary meaning of vtfRS

te

to

make

Uke, and in

its

nominal form

It

has the

Scholars have been a good deal pusaled how to reconcile the signification of
sense of similitude, parable, proverb, song.
making like and ruling, which last sense the word undoubtedly has in many places. When used in this last sense it is
usually followed

by 2,

rarely

(WUnsche says never) by 737 or

7H.

Tregelles renders it in this place,

of derision," and Be Wette, « spotter," which, I think, the "context favors.
our B. V. "rule over."
?.]

—

Pusey and Wunsche

insist

" to sing a song
on the tense of

KUBQBTIOAL.
[Some, says Dr. Pusey, have thought that there is
here an allusion to the appearance which, the inThis portion of the prophecy consists of two habitants of Abyssinia well know, precedes the
The first is contained in vers. 1-1 1, in swarm of locusts. A sombre yellow light is cast
parts.
which the prophet explains more fully than he had upon the ground from the reflection, it is thought,
before done, the misery that was coming on the of their yellow wings. But that appearance seems
land, a harbinger of the great and terrible day of to be peculiar to that country.
F.]
The image
the Lord. The second part includes vers. 12-17, naturally exhibits the suddenness and universality
and declares that timely repentance would secure of the darkness, when men looked for light. As
God's gracious help, and therefore that the priests to the meaning of "•ntf,
expositor* are gnjatiy
should earnestly deal with the people to this end.
divided. Bauer thinks that the points of compariVer. 1. Blow the Trumpet in Zion. This is
quickness
with
son
are
the
which, and the wide
a call to the priests. They must give a signal of
extent over which the dawn spreads itself. Credalarm from Zion, which is to be understood not in
ner's view is, that as the morning light overspreadthe local sense, but as including the whole of Jeruing the hills is a symbol and pledge of lire and
salem. Then comes the more precise locality, " the

—

holy mountain." The design of this signal is to
arouse the inhabitants of the land, and to apprise
them that an event of terrible magnitude is close at
hand. The Day is the judgment day of the Lord.
There is a climax in the clauses announcing its
approach, '* it is coming," " it is near," t. «., its
coming is not an event of the far distant future,
but it will be very soon.
Ver. 2. The Day is one of darkneea. Four
terms are used to show how intense it will be. See
Ex. x. 22; Deut. iv. 11. It will be darker than
that of Egypt, and than that of Sinai. Here the
" darkness" is to be understood in a literal sense,
for by the vast swarms of locusts, the sun would
be obscured (ver. 10, and Exod. xiv. 15). That
the prophet had these swarms of locusts in view
is

evident from

what

follows.

"^ttJD belongs

to

joy, so these clouds shall come overspreading the
land with darkness and misery. [ Wunsche takes
it in the sense of the " morning gray," t. e., the
time when the morning is wrapped in a sort of
darkish or dnsky gray ; the meaning being, that
the nature of this " day " will be made known,
just as the gray dawn of morning proclaims the

—

There hath not been ever
F.]
coming day.
the like. The phrase seems to have been borrowed
a passage on whioh the
from Exod. x. 14,
prophet, in a general way, seems to have had his
where the same thing is said of the plague
eye,
of locusts sent upon Egypt.
Ver. 3. A Are devoureth. This description is
based on what had been already experienced,
namely, that the desolation caused by locusts had
been attended usually by drought and terrible
heat But now the heat grows into a fierce flame,

—

—

the awful displays when God rethe early morning analogous to
vealed Himself at Sinai. So here, the army of
dawns upon the mountains, so this " people
comes. " This," says Keil, " is to be understood locusts is God's host. Htp\?-- That which has
of the shining caused by the reflected rays of the " escaped," namely, the " fire," or the desolation
sun from the wings of a swarm of locusts." caused by it, has not remained in the land.
Tht«

the following

^1 UV. As

|

.

CHAPTER
U a strained sense. The exposition of Newcome,
Posey, and Wiinsche is more natural and sensible.
" There is nothing that has escaped it, t. e., this
army." Pusey adds, " the word being used elsewhere of the persons who escape,
captivity or
captives,
suggests in itself that we should not
linger bv the type of the locusts only, but think
of enemies more terrible, who destroy men.
F.]
Vers. 4, 5. Their appearance
in battle array.
The entrance of this fearful host is described.
The head of the locust has a certain
resemblance to that of the horse. Their celerity
of movement is compared to that of horsemen ;
and in ver. 5, die noise caused by their leaping is
likened to that made bv chariots on rough mountain roads, so that their appearance is somewhat
similar to that of an army advancing in battle arTheir noise in devouring plants und herbs
ray.
is also compared to the crackling of flames in a
field of stubble.
[Pusey The amazing noise of
the flight of locusts is likened by those who have
heard them, to all sorts of deep sharp rushing
sounds. The prophet combines purposely things
incompatible, the terrible heavy bounding of the
scythed chariot, and the light speed with which
these countless hosts should in their flight bound
over the tops of the mountains where God had
made no paths for man.
F.]
N
Ver. 6. Before them the peoples, etc.
P?
here has the usual sense of " peoples," " nations,"
since the day of the Lord would not be confined
to one country. All feces lose their glowing color,
i. e., the blood retires from the cheeks, so that they
grow pale. V-5IJ is here to be taken in the sense

—

—

—

—

:

—

of

^W

Ver.

in ver. 10

7.

They

and

iii.

15.

shall run, etc.

With

IL
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1-17.

this host would become God's instrument in
the infliction of his judgment.
What follows in
ver. 10 is fully consonant with the fact, though
there is some rhetorical amplification, as the
prophet, once for all, sees in the swarm of locusts
not a mere natural phenomenon, but an evidence
of the coming of the day of the Lord. The view
we take of au event naturally gives a certain coloring to the picture of it, and a certain climactic
amplication is proper, when the event is one that
surpasses all previous experience. Before them*
or it, i. e. y this great and mighty people. The
earth trembles. What more natural than that
heaven and earth should be terrified by such a host,
one so dreadful in fact, so much more dreadful
when viewed as the host of an avenging God ?
This most awful effect cannot, indeed, be seen or
heard, like these marching hosts and the noise they
produce ; it can only be felt, and thus all the wider
scope is given to the terrified imagination. The
obscuration of the sun, moon, and stars is real,
but this darkness becomes more fearfully impressive, since the locust swarms appear as a tempest
cloud of divine wrath. (Comp. Jer. xiii. 10 ; Ezek.

came,

—

xii. 7

;

Mark

xiii.

24.)

Ver. 1 1. And Jehovah shall utter his voice.
Probably a real event is referred to,
a thunderstorm in connection with the coming of the locusts.
The prophet hears the thunder not so much with
his outward ear as mentally, recognizing it as a
manifestation of God.
Only such displays of

—

power as those described

in vers. 10, 11,

would

be-

the greatness of the host sent to do Jehovah's
will, and the terribleness of the day of the Lord
that was coming,
a day so terrible as to wring
from the prophet the inquiry, " who can endure
resistless it ? "
See Jer. x. 10 ; Mai. iii. 1
fit

—

power they advance and march toward their goal,
Vers. 12-17. Yet even now, etc. Though
rhey run to attack. In like manner they climb the anger of God is so clearly revealed that men
the wall. tD2?
to change or shift the way, i. «., may see his day coming, yet He says, Turn unto
to tarn from one's way and go into that of an- me, and thus points out the way in which his another, so that the latter is hindered.
[Pusey
ger may be averted. If they repented, they would
They are on God's message and they linger not. escape these judgments, and find God gracious.
Men can mount a wall few at a time; the locusts With all your heart. This is the most essential
scale it much more steadily, compactly, irresistibly. thing, and so is named first, yet this hearty reThe picture unites the countless multitude, con- pentance will also manifest itself outwardly. But
densed march, and entire security of the locusts th*e prophet warns the people that a merely exwith the might of warriors.
F.j
ternal repentance will effect nothing (ver. 13),
Vers. 8-10. And no one shall press, etc. comp. Ps. li. 19; Ezek. xxxvi. 26. Such repentThose behind shall not press upon those before. ance, however, as that described in vers. 12, 13,
No weapons can stop the advance of this host; or will avail, because " He is gracious" (Ex. xxxiv.
They rush through, or between, 6; 2 Sam. xxiv. 16). Therefore js there hope
arrest its march.
or under the darts, or swords. They go forward that He will avert his judgments. Who knowas if no obstacles were in their way. Of course eth. That God is such as He is here described is
this does not mean that any attempt was actually beyond a doubt, but whether, under present cir-

=

:

—

made

to oppose their progress, but simply that it
to resist them, by the means ordinarily used to arrest an army (ver. 9), com p. Ex.
The picture in vers. 7-9 is perfectly true to
x. 6.
natnre. Jerome {in he.) says, "
have ourselves lately seen this very thing in this province
When the locusts come and fill the
(Palestine).
whole space betweeen earth and sky, they fly in
perfect order, as if obedient to a divine command,
so that they look like the squares of a pavement.

would be vain

We

its own place, not diverging from
even so much as by a finger's breadth. To these
locusts nothing is impenetrable, fields, meadows,
trees, cities, houses, even their most secret chamThe accounts of more recent observers
bers."
agree with this description. There is a design in

Each one holds

it

this picture so elaborate in its details.
The
terrible the visitation of locusts appears, the
certain would it be, that when the day of the

more
more
Lord

cumstances, He will display his mercy, is not so
certain.
This depends on the conduct of the people, and hence the prophet would have them to
bear in mind, that pardon would not come to them
as a matter of course, and that their repentance
must not be of an easy and formal kind. He will
return. Jehovah is conceived of as on his way
from heaven for the purpose of judgment ; but He
may stop, and return to heaven. Leave behind
Him, i.e., when He returns to heaven (Hos. v. 5).
blessing, t. «., an abundant harvest, so that
there may be no lack of those offerings, the materials of which had been destroyed by the locusts (i.
9-13). Instead of a day of judgment (involving
a greater desolation than any as yet experienced),
there was hope that God would give another c/op
to replace the one destroyed (ver. 5).
Since repentance opened such prospects of blessing, the
priests should summon the people to meet for the

A
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purpose of humiliation and prayer, and they
should themselves, in the name of the people, implore God's inercv.
Ver. 16 repeats what was said before in i. 14,
hut more in detail. Sanctify a congregation, t.
e., call a meeting of the congregation for sacred
purposes. No age should be excepted, because the
entire people deserved punishment and needed to
repent.
Lven the joy of the bridegroom and the
bride must give place to penitential mourning.
What the priests should do, when the people were
assembled, is defined in ver. 17. They shall stand

to their obligations as God's people.
If not, even
they shall be destroyed, unless timely repentance
intervenes.
This view is presented "in chaps, i.ii.

Thus while

ment

the ultimate result of the judgwill be the salvation and glorv of Israel, the

immediate design of the day of die Lord is the
punishment of the heathen as the enemies of bis
people, and of the latter as well if untrue to their
covenant relation. Hence all the predicates that
describe the day, mark it as one of judgment.
It
" dark
is " great and very terrible " (ii. 1
1 ; iii. 4) ;
and gloomy " (ii. 2 ; Amos v. 18 Is. ii. 12). In
between the porch and the altar, t. «., imme- the an noon cement of this " day," Israel is not so
diately before the entrance to the sanctuary and much consoled, as warned against self-conceit and
turning toward it, they should pray to God, ap- security,
a warning all the, more earnest on acpealing to Him in behalf of the people as his own count of the uncertainty of its coming. Hence
covenant people.
men should be always "ready for it. Still, Joel
IPusey: 1 he porch in this, Solomon's temple, does not as yet seem to know how far the kingwas in fact a tower in front of the Holy of holies, doms of Israel and of Judah may be faithless to
of the same breadth with the temple. The brazen their calling as God's people, nor what divine
altar for burnt-offerings stood in front of it.
The judgment shall overtake them. He sees them, on
space between the porch and the altar, became an the one hand, menaced by judgments, but on the
inner part of the court of the priests. It seems to other hand, by their penitence averting them, so
have been a place of prayer for priests. It is that actually these judgments in their destructive
spoken of as an aggravation of the sins of those power fall upon the heathen alone, while Israel
twenty-Hve idolatrous priests, that here, where and Judah are redeemed and glorified.
The
they ought to worship God, they turned their
njrr^Di> is the iuitpa rov tevptov of the New
backs toward the temple of the Lord to worship
the sun. Here Zechanah was standing, when the Testament. Joel, however, does not use the phrase
" with reference to the hope of
spirit of God came upon him, and he rebuked the "day of the Lord
Messiah's coming, since we find no such hope in
people, and they stoned him.
F.]
any part of his prophecy.
;

—

—

—

THEOLOGICAL.

2. The next question is this,
Considering the
" day of the Lord " as one of menace to Israel,
how was it regarded by the prophet himself?
l>egin by saying that the " day, as viewed by Joel,
was not marked by a series of events, but by a
single, sudden, and conclusive act.
And therefore
Keil applies modern speculative notions to the exposition of the phrase, when he says, " each particular judgment by which God chastises his own
people for their sins, or destroys the enemies of his
kingdom, may be regarded as a moment in the ' day
of the Lord.' " If so, why should Joel connect the
approach of that day with the visitation of locusts ?
As already mentioned in ch. i. the allegoric signification assigned by some to the locusts (i. e., hostile hosts), has arisen out of the union of two heterogeneous things. This allegoric sense may be
found in those other prophets, one of whose chief
themes was the judgment to be inflicted upon Israel by means of heathen nations
a judgment
which then appears as " the day of the Lord" lor
Israel.
But the verbal text will not admit of this
principle of interpretation in ch. i.
The objection,
however, does not hold in ch. ii., where the prophet
describes the entrance of swarms of locusts into the
laud as an actual event, and also designates it as
the coming of the day of the Lord. „ Some interpreters take the locust visitation as a presage and
a symbol of an invasion by hosts of a different
kind, partly on the ground that it is denoted as
the coming of the day of the Lord, and partly from
the use of the term " northern " in ver. 20, which
cannot be applied to the locusts. There is, however, not much force in the first of these considerations, for while there is, in a general way, an obvious analogy between the swarms of locusts and
an invading army, much is here said about the one
that will not apply to the other.
The reference to
Is. xiii. is more to the purpose, for he quotes the
very words of Joel, and describes the judgment of
Babel in terms that show that he understood the
locust invasion in an allegoric sense.
But though

We

The day

of the Lord (i. 15 ; ii. 1 ; iii. 4-14),
is a phrase used only by the prophets.
If, as some
think, Obadiah is the oldest, the phrase occurs first
in Ob. 15, and next in the above marked places
If this view of the relative ages of these
in Joel.
prophets be correct, we may assume that the
phrase was introduced into prophetic language by
Obadiah. Certainly Joel uses it in a way to show
that he regarded the idea expressed by it as one
well known to those for whom he prophesied,
though, as Ewald suggests, the expression may be
here presented in its oldest and simplest form. "As
Kwald adds,
may
the king of a vast empire,
for a time so completely disappear from the view
of his subjects, as to be the same as if he had
ceased to exist, and then suddenly reappear among
them, in the fullness of his power to hold a lon^
delayed assize, so the Invisible One may put off,
or seem to put off the day when He will appear as
The idea of the " day of the
the Supreme Judge.
Lord " is closely connected with that of Jehovah
as king, who ns such has a "day" for men,
a
day in the pregnant sense of the word, a day for
judgment. Jehovah as king must and will, in
due time, suddenly and miraculously judge and
subdue all who are in rebellion against Him. He
will subject all things to his own holy and righteous control, thus showing that his will is the
only and absolute rule ; and will rectify all that is
now disorderly in the condition of things on the
earth.
As Israel was then the kingdom of Jeho1.

—

—

—

vah in a special sense, " the day for Israel as
God's people, would be the epoch of their perfect
and glorious deliverance from all their enemies.
This appears in ch. iii. The " day " is that one
on which Jehovah sits in Judgment on all his foes,
and when Israel's prosperity begins. Yet it is even
one that shall
for Israel a day of judgment,
make it manifest whether they are faithful or not
'

—

—
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the language of the two prophete is so similar, it
does not follow that they refer to the same events,
nor that their words are to be understood in precisely the same sense.
But there are positive difficulties in the way of
the allegoric interpretation of this chapter. For
example, what can be meant by " driving the locusts into the sea " (ii. SO) ? Again, the question
arises, if Israel is threatened by an enemy, by what
one 1 The word " northern " proves nothing. It
is strange, on this theory, that while Joel describes
the judgment on Israel by some foe, he gives us
no hint even by which to identify him. There is
no indication that the heathen nations were to be
the chosen instruments for this purpose. On the
contrary, what they do against Israel is exhibited

21

II. 1-17.

ing his people to repentance. As God's messenger he reechoes the earnest appeal, knowing that
ere long He will come to Judge his people, though
the exact time of his coming none can tell.
3. The plague of locusts was a punishment of
the nation s sins. The prophet, therefore, demands
hearty repentance, and a return to God. He, however, does not name the sins which had brought

down

this chastisement.
There seems to have
been no one prevalent form of corruption at that
time, and, in particular, there is no distinct trace
of idolatry. But this shows how earnest God is
in punishing sin, since not only do gross iniquities
awaken his displeasure, but also sins of the heart,
though there may be no outward display of them.
His love to his people also appears, since He sumas a crime which shall bring down God's judg- mons them to repentance, in circumstances, in
ments on their own head. This method of ex- which, without such a call, they might have sunk
position also overlooks the differences in the times into a condition of dangerous security. The earnwhen the several prophets lived. In Joel's days, estness of the prophet is also shown by his recogthe great empires had not yet appeared as the spe- nizing these calamities as divine judgments for
cial instruments of God's judgments on his cov- sin, and his evident belief that although the peoenant people. In this Character they had not yet ple might outwardly seem to be in the right way,
come within the range of the prophet's vision. they might really be at the same time ripe for
He knew, indeed, that Israel's sins deserved, and punishment. The repentance he demands, should
would receive chastisement, but he had not yet consist essentially of turning with the whole heart
been told that the heathen nations would be God's to God, and which would outwardly manifest itagents in inflicting it. Whenever they are named, self by fasting, weeping, and rending the garit is as being themselves the objects of wrath, while ments.
These were expressive symbols, and on
Israel appears as a penitent and the recipient of this very account there was danger of putting
them in the place of the inward feelings which
God's mercy.
But it may be said that while the prophet de- they implied and represented. Against this mis*
scribes a real locust visitation, he sees in it, at take he warns the people, " rend your hearts and
least to a certain extent, a type of the " day of the not your garments."
But even their sorrow for
or in other words, sin, however real, would be of no avail without an
Lord
a day of judgment;
what the land had already experienced might actual turning to God. The repentance which He
warn its inhabitants that they would have a still demands, is such as both has its seat in the heart,
more bitter experience when that " day " arrived. and displays itself in the life. Prayer for pardon
But the difficulty is that if we suppose one event is a prominent feature of the public solemn huto be in any sense formally typical of the other, miliation described in ver. 17. As the whole land
we find in the minutely detailed account of the had been already chastised, and was still threattype ranch that in no way corresponds with the ened with a severer infliction, the repentance suited
The darkness, the terror, and the des- to the occasion was not simply that of individuals,
antitype.
olation produced by the locusts might be in them- but of the whole nation as such. Of course, this
selves typical, but these are the features ou which national penitence has its root in that of individual men, but it does not rest there. As Israel
the least emphasis is laid by the prophet.
the Temple,
all
The view which we prefer is this. The land had only one legal sanctuary
had been desolated by locusts to an unparalleled public religious ceremonies must take place there,
extent. The prophet had reason to fear that this and through the ministry of the one priesthood.
was the harbinger of a worse calamity of the same The public fast-day demanded by the Prophet is a
He sees in the visitation the beginning of Biblical precedent for the observance of similar
sort.
the day of the Lord. The locust army is led by days in Christian times and lands. They are as
God himself, and hence the lively colors of that proper under the New Economy as they were unpicture of it which he draws. The plague of lo- der the Old. In this penitential prayer, there is
custs and the day of the Lord are not to be taken not only an appeal to God's mercy, but a declaraThey differ, not like the tion that his honor is concerned in the continued
as two distinct things.
type and the antitype, but as the beginning and existence of Israel as his people. To abandon
And so he says, " the Israel wholly would give occasion to the heathen
tne end of the same thing.
day of the Lord cometh, it is near." He sees its to blaspheme, as if God had been unable to save
approach, still he hopes that the repentance of the his people, or had forgotten his promises to do so.
people in answer to his earnest appeals, will ward This relation, and these promises were not dethat Israel, warned and signed, nor did they really tend to beget a sinful
off its further effects,
taught by the earlier and merely relative judg- security, but to keep alive in the hearts of God's
ment, may escape the final one, and that the en- people an humble faith and hope. Israel bows
emies of God's people alone shall be overwhelmed under God's hand, but at the same time trusts
by it. The day of the Lord in the highest sense Him as his God. This relation of ancient Israel
of the words, did not, indeed, come with the ca- is repeated, but in a far higher form and degree in
lamity by which Israel was then chastised, but the sonship of God's people under the New Coveeach preliminary judgment was really the pre- nant.
Repentance is necessary. It alone can help, yet
cursor and pledge of the absolute and final one.
All that we can affirm is that the prophet saw in the punitive justice of God has also its influence
For while it is certain that the rightthis locust visitation not merely a natural phe- for good.
nomenon, bat the finger of God. In these terrible eous Lord will punish sin, his grace, and pity, and
scenes he hears the voice of the Living God call- patience an no less certain. And so if there be

—

—

—

—
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no

defect in the repentance of the sinner, forgive- dread will accompany and enhance the terrors
of
ness will not be wanting on the part of God. This approaching judgment. Men in their
wanton setruth is most emphatically expressed in rer. 18, curity are all the while preparing the material
of
where a rich promise immediately follows a se- such fear.
vere menace.
Yet the observation of Beiger is
FHbnbt: When God frowns upon men, the
a very just one, namely, that the true penitent lights of heaven will be small joy to them. For,
must and will leave wholly in God's hand the man by rebelling against his Creator, has forfeited
mitigation of the temporal punishment which he the benefit of all his creatures.
None can escape
may have brought upon himself on account of his the arrests of God's wrath, can make head against
the force of it, or bear up under the weight of it.

Puset : The judgments of God hold on their
course, each going straight to that person for
whom God, in the awful wisdom of his justice, or-

H0MILET1CAL.
Ver. 1. Blow the trumpet. It is the office of a
minister of God's Word, when great calamities are
imminent, to sound an alarm, and call men to repentance. The day of the Lord, etc All the
remarkable judgments' with which God visits individuals, or a land, are harbingers of the final
judgment of the world, and whatever there is of
the terrible in the former, will be found in the latter, in a far higher degree, by godless sinners.
How stupid the security of those who, in the face
of such events, with ruin impending over their
heads, are not disturbed even for a moment. The
day of the Lord cometh. (1 ) Nothing is more
certain than the met of its coming.
(2) But
nothing is more uncertain than the time of its
coming. The call to prepare for it should be continually sounding.
It does not come so quickly,
perhaps, as we in our impatience often wish, but
it will come more quickly than the secure imagine.
Its delay is not designed to beget wantonness in
men, but only shows
as we should gratefully
own
the long suffering of the Lord, who desires not that any should perish ; God warns men
often, and for a long time, but at last the decision
will come.
should not be hasty in predicting
when the day of the Lord will come, but we should
be reminded of it in all the visitations of his providence, and we should try to put ourselves in the
iight of that day. As the special divine judgment? will find their completest accomplishment in
rthat last great day of wrath, they are so described
as to fill men's minds with a wholesome terror,
:and to convince them how utterly unable they

—

—

We

be to endure it.
[Pdset: Ver. 1. The trumpet was wont to
•sound in Zion only for religious uses to call together the congregations for holy meetings, to
usher in the beginnings of their months, and their
^solemn days with festival gladness. Now, in Zion
dtself, the stronghold of the kingdom, the holy
•city, the place which God chose to put his Name
there, which He had promised to establish, the
ttrumpet was to be used only for sounds of alarm
and tear. Alarm could not penetrate there, without having pervaded the whole land. Good is the
trouble which shaketh carnal peace, vain security,
.and the rest of bodily delight, when men, weighing their sins, are shaken with fear and trembling,
-shall

:

and repent.

—

F.]

A

Ver. 2. A day of darkness,
day of judgment
iis a manifestation of God's wrath against sin, after
the measure of his grace which seeks to save and
tbless them has been exhausted.
Hence darkness
iis its proper symbol.
[Hbnry : Extraordinary judgments are rare
things and seldom happen, which is an instance
•of God's patience.
Let none be proud of the
"beauty of their grounds any more than of their
'bodies, for God ea« soon change the face of both.

-F.]
Ver.

dains it. No one judgment or chastisement comes
by chance. Each is directed and adapted, weighed
and measured, by infinite wisdom, and reaches
just that soul for which God appointed it, and no
other, and strikes upon it with just that force
which God ordains it.
F.J
Ver. 11.
Very meat is his army, God can use
any creature as his instrument to do his work.
How many and mighty the hosts which He can
send against men ! The smallest things can become his agents to produce the greatest results.
The mightiness of God, and the weakness of men,
are here most distinctly displayed.
Who can endure? No one who does not turn in penitence to

—

a most momentous question, which
and seriously ponder. O what a
creature is man
How proud when trouble is at
a distance How powerless and despairing when it
God.

This

we should

is

often

!

!

overtakes him
Ver. 12.
Yet also even now, etc. These words
introduce the exhortation to repentance, to guard
the people against the notion, that, when the
propnet called on them to repent, and assured
them that they would escape punishment if they
did so, he was speaking in a sort of formal way,
and in his own name. Both the exhortation and
the promise come from God. When repentance
enters, then comes help and hope.
Repentance
alone can ward oft' divine judgments. It is not
enough that repentance be strong in its outward
manifestations, as fasting and weeping, it must
also be deep-seated, hearty, and not superficial.
Turn unto the Lord.
call that is both needful
and salutarv, though, alas, too often unheeded.
Grief for sin is only the half of repentance, it
must be accompanied by a real turning to God.
Only thus, O man, shalt thou obtain pardon ; only
thus will there be an actual turning away from
Sinner ! despair not on account of thy missin.
deeds. Is God's wrath against sin very great?
His grace in pardoning it is greater still.
rich
is the grace of God that the prophet is at a Ions
How ready
for words adequately to describe it.
God is to repent Him of the evil I Make a trial
of his readiness and see. He who does not seek
God's grace as a penitent will never know how
great it is. How much more willing is God to
leave behind Him a blessing rather than a curse.
No one would ever truly repent unless grace planted
Tbongh
in the heart the seeds of faith and hope.
a gracious hope grows slowly, yet the wavering
heart will often be, in a secret way, sustained by
it, and such a soul will better apprehend it than

A

&

one

filled

with overmuch confidence.

[Jbrbmt Tatlor: Although

all sorrow for
hath not the same expression, nor the same
sensitive
trouble,
and
yet it is
degree of pungency
not a godly sorrow, unless it really produces these

sins

t. e, (1), that it makes us really to hate,
(2) actually to decline sin ; and (3) produces
in us a fear of God's anger, a sense of the guilt of

effects;

and
6u

The people

tremble.

An

ever-growing
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displeasure; (4) and* then such consequent
can consist with such apprehension of
Divine displeasure ; which, if it express not in
tears and hearty complaints, must be expressed in
watchings and strivings against sin ; in patiently
bearing the rod of God ; in confession of our sins
in perpetual begging of pardon
and in all the
lateral productions of these according to our temper and constitution ; it must be a sorrow of the
reasonable faculty, the greatest of its kind.
Pusby : Although the mercy of God is in itself
one and simple, yet is called abundant, on account
For God knows how in a
of its divers effects.
thousand ways to succor his own.
F.]
Vcr. 14. A meatoffering, etc God's glory and
our salvation are so intimately conjoined, that the
pardon of the guilty is facilitated thereby, since
the salvation of the sinner redounds to the glory

II.

his

their sins

trouble as

who

the

;
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18-33.

by

the thought of their

young children,

are also members of God's Church, and included in his covenant As little children share in
the calamities caused by the sins of their parents,
their common distress should be presented before
the Lord, and deliverance from it asked.
The
Bride. In seasons of general distress and danger,
we should abstain from the most innocent enjoy-

—

ment
[Hkmrt

It is good to bring little children, as
soon as thev are capable of understanding anything, to religious assemblies, that they may be
trained up betimes in the way they should po.
Private joys must always give way to pubbc sorrows, both those for affliction, and those for sin.
Robinson : It is very consolatory to observe,
even in the midst of this terrific visitation
the
last harbinger of the Saviour's coming
an invitation of mercy.
If men will then but seek the
of God.
[Hbhrt : Now observe (1 ) The manner of the Lord with their whole heart, in deep humiliation,
Who and turn away from their sins, He will be inquired
expectation is very humble and modest
knows f Some think it is expressed thus doubt- of. At the eleventh hour, when the time for work
fully to check the presumption of the people, and is all but gone, they may find admission into his
Happy is it when outward afflictions
to quicken them to a holy carefulness. Or, rather, vineyard.
of any kind lead us to true repentance.
F.]
it is expressed doubtfully, because it is the removal
Ver. 17. Let the Priests.
The special duty of
of a temporal judgment that they here promise
themselves, of which we cannot be so confident, as the priesthood was to exhort the people to repentthat God is gracious.
(2) The matter of the ex- ance, to stand between them and the Lord and
pectation is very pious, they hope God will return pray for them, and hence it is the duty of every
and leave a blessing behind Him, not as if He were Christian, as a spiritual priest, to stir up his fellow
about to go from them, and they could be con- Christians to repentance, and to pray for them.
a petition full of humility
tent with any blessing in lieu of his presence, but Spare Thy People,
behind Him, i. €., after He has ceased his contro- and confidence, i. «., " look upon our needs, but
remember also thy glory, O lord ! " What we
versy.
Pusby : God has promised forgiveness of sins need is God's mercy. We can appeal to what his
to those who turn to Him. But He has not prom- grace has made of us. There is the strongest anised, either to individuals or churches, that He will tithesis between God's people and the heathen,
Where
remit the temporal punishment which He had just as there is between God and idols.
He forgave David his sin (against ts their God. God will never abandon his people,
threatened.
a truth full of comfort to them, though it
Uriah). But the temporal punishment of his sin
pursued him even on the bed of death. God often affords no ground for carnal security. On the conby
some sweetness with trary, it is fitted to stimulate us to be faithful to
visits the penitent soul, and
which the soul is bathed leaves a token of his re- Him, as He is faithful to us.
[Henhy Ministers must themselves be affected
presence.
newed
F.]
Vers. 15, 16. Sanctify a fast— Gather the peo- with those things wherewith they desire to affect
The maintaining of the credit of the naFasting is a refined external discipline, pro- others.
ple.
motive of prayer and piety. Only we must take tion among its neighbors, is a blessing to be deThe people. sired and prayed for, by all that wish well to it.
care not to make a merit of it.
By penitence and prayer, an entire community But that reproach of the Church is especially to be
Children, dreaded and deprecated which reflects upon God.
may be saved from a great calamity.
Parents should be aroused to a deeper sorrow for -F.]
:
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PART SECOND.
THE PROMISE.
Chapters

II.

18-IIL

SECTION
Annihilation of the Locust Army.

21.

I.

Reparation of

the

Damage done

by

it,

by

a Rich

Blessing.

Chapter
Id Then Jehovah

And

will

II. 18-27.

he jealous 1 for his land.

will pity his people..
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24
19

And Jehovah
Behold I

The new

And
And

ye

answer and say unto his people,
send 1 you the corn,8
wine, and the oil
will

will

be satisfied 4 therewith,
no longer make you

shall

I will

A reproach among the heathen.
•

20

And
And

I will remove fer from you the northern ' host.
will drive him into a dry and desolate land
His fece (or his van) toward the east sea,
His rear towards the west sea.

And
And

his stench shall arise,

For

He

his

ill savor shall ascend,
has done great things.6

21 Fear not, O Land,
Be glad and rejoice,
For Jehovah hath done great things.

22 Fear

not,

ye beasts of the

field

r
!

For the pastures of the wilderness have sprung

The tree beareth her fruit,
The fig tree and the vine yield
23

up,

their strength.8

O ye children of Zion rejoice and be glad
In Jehovah your God
For He gives you the former rain • in just measure,
And sends you, in showers, the early and the latter rain, as aforetime.10

24 And the threshing

And
25

floors shall be full of corn,
the vats shall overflow with wine and oil.

And

I will restore" (or replace) the years"
the locust, the cankerworm, the caterpillar and the palmerworm have devoured,
great army which I sent against you.

Which

My

26 Then ye

And

shall eat in plenty

I8

and be

satisfied,

name of Jehovah your God,

shall praise the

Who hath dealt wondrously with you.
And my
27

people shall never be ashamed.

And M ye shall know that I am in the midst of
And I Jehovah am your God, and none else.
And my people shall never be ashamed.
CRITICAL

Israel,

AND TEXTUAL.

— MJ|J with b or 3 - to be jealous for mum om cut of lorn
« am sending."
V«r. 19. — rf?l{J, mora
t Ver. 19. —
the article
used to giro prominence to the products which 41m Lord pr mises to nod.
J'JH
)
4 Ver. 19. - *n*tf OJ-jyjlp. The ting. SlV*
here need coUecttrelj.
1

Ver. 18.

lit,

ft

o

is

:

is

• Ver.

20.— "North**:'

Sehmoller

Instate

that >

jiD?n

should be rendered « destroyer."

See Bseget. note on

thlsTer.

6 Ver.

». —

nWS^?

same phrase occurs

rrwyb »bro
T Ver. 22.

Pawrri.

V»??n,

(*«*.

— « JFisW."

*««. »),

Vj(j?

is

m., «be has magnified to do." SehmoUer renders It « er hat groufthan." The
shows that it cannot be taken in the sense of boasting. It is synonymous with the
:

In rer. 21, 'which

•**

w^n

1

?

not the pior. for

ntpy,
D^TJf

u. as.

bnt the

sing.

- H^fy, according to the analogy of *lty

12.
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• Ver. 22.

— b^H

)HJ, "gife etrength," llk« the Let. «kr»/h«fiim.
Only need here end In Pa. 1. 4.

pa* Jbr the eflset
t Ter. 28.

KeU

rendere

— JTTton,- " the early rein,
It

w e teeeber

11

from

i«efc,

perhepa beeenee

L

right,*'

ie Ver. 23.

egein'reoelTed Into the dirloe righteonenees.
In jntt meeenre, ee the ground requires.

— "4/brrttm«.»:

the Syr., e* oniee
11 Yer. 25.

«.,

;

to

lti

to

mom to

one in whloh the

eeaeon wee post jacutm

umtnUm.

2, more

by •$, or

followed by

rarely

In the etnet of "early rein," but render the phreae "rein for rlghteoueneeB,"

i^tia algn of their being
eordfng to

The metaphor

Bnt the word when eo need

for rlghfeeooeneaa."

)D. Bweid end Umbreit teke iT^fe

7TT\

25

II. 1S-27.

Bnt

e

thto to

etreined eenet

better,

;

w ee-

jittfHn^. There aeema to be en omtoeion of D. The Sept render It caAfc V'P*r*«r
m prinefpio. The Gheid. end Arab, here the reeding " ee In the month Ntoen."

the Tulg., «drt

— The prtmery meaning of u7t§

to

"to be whole," bnt

It to

here ueed In the aenee of "replaoe, or

make

good."
1* Yer. 96.

—"

Y5rejrs,"

COltf

the plnr. form need, perhepa, only in a poetle aenee, ea In Oen. aod. 7

10; 18em.xril.4a.
IS Yer. 98.— " EattMpUntf," lit, "eat an eating, or eat to eat," eto. Wuneehe render* It
vuen vnd salt werden." The Heb. often has the innn. ebaol. ea the ohjeet complement of the
time* fbUowe and eometimea preeedea it

14 Yer. 97.— The 1 here

indicate! the logical eonssanenoo

:

;

Pa. xlv. 9,

" Und ihr went* «*am,

finite rerb,

whtoh some-

from what preeedea.

movements were wholly dependent on the wind.
Into a land dry and desolate* one in
this army will find nothing to destroy, but

— F.]

XBQBTIOAL.

which

The second part of this chapter is wholly occupied with promises to Judah. The first part, which
is so full of menaces, had also revealed God's merer in case of repentance, bat only in a general
way, affording onlr a glimmering of hope. Now,
however, the promises given by Jehovah Himself
flow forth like a full, broad stream. This transiThe promise,
tion occurs suddenly in ver. 18.
which takes the form of an answer of God, is
seeming
in
upon
a
change
the Divine
grounded
declaration so positive as this, intropurpose.
duced by the imper. consec., as an actual fact, of
course implies that the condition on which the
change in the Divine purpose was based, had been
fulfilled, t. e., that the day of fasting and prayer
had been duly observed, and that the promise is

A

y

The land referred to is the destho southern border of Judasa.
The two ways in which the locusts would be destroyed are mentioned they would be driven into
the desert, and into the sea. Two seas are named,
in which this army should perish, namely, the
vanguard in the east or Dead Sea, the rear in the
will itself perish.
ert of Arabia, on

:

west or Mediterranean. We need not, however,
suppose that the destruction of these two divisions
of the locust army occurred at the same time.
THIs stench. Jerome says of the locusts of
Palestine, when the shores of both seas were filled
with heaps of dead locusts which the waters had
cast up, their stench and putrefaction were so noxious as to corrupt the air, so that a pestilence was
produced among men and beasts. The same fact

—

F.]
God's answer to his people's penitential prayer. is attested by many modern travellers.
Vers. 21-23. Fear not, O Land. As in ch. i.
Our book, therefore, is in point of time divided
the land and its inhabitants were called upon to
into two parts, an earlier ana a later one.
Ver. 18. Then will the Lord, etc. HJJJ with mourn in view of coming judgments, go now they
called upon to rejoice over the destruction of
^ to be jealous for some one, t. «., to be zealous are
the hosts that had laid waste the country. Here,
for his welfare out of love for him.
the address is that of the prophet while in ver.
Vera, 19, 20. Renewed fertility is promised by
25 the Lord himself speaks. The subject and obthe removal of the cause of the desolation Behold
ject of the joy are stated (ver. 21) in a general
I send you. This carries us back to ch. i. 10, 11.
way. The latter is described in the words Jeho7t^ 5 because the growth of grain depends upon vah hath done great things. The perfect tense
is here used like the German present, to denote an
the fertilizing rain.
*?fe>?nf not the northern of the E. action, which being absolutely certain is thought
Ver. 20.
of and presented as one already accomplished.
V. and other versions, for the locusts never invade What is here said of
God's doings is not to be
Palestine from the North, but the destroyer. The limited to that special
time or occasion, but exword comes from ]15^, the name of the well- presses a universal truth.
Ver. 22. Even the beasts of the field should no
known Egyptian god Tvphon, from whence also
comes the 4 rv^mwuc6s (Acts xxvii. 14). [This is longer be afraid of wanting their supplies of food
a fanciful and groundless rendering. The word The picture of blessing which begins with verdant
occurs in one hundred and fifty other places in O. pastures, ends with trees laden with fruit
Ver. 23. Men are called upon to rejoice. ChilT., and in all of them its sense is clearly that
dren of Zion may be taken in a general sense for
given to it here by our E. V. The term 'fllSSfn,
the inhabitants of Judah, since Zion represented
says Wuneehe, according to the Masor. punctua- Judah. The former
or early rain. It fell after
tion, can have no other sense than that of" northern," or " northerner." The allegorists use the autumn, and seems to be so called from HTJ, j>ctt,
word as a proof of their theory, that the Chal- because its season was pott jactam ttmentem. It
deans, or Syrians are meant. But there is not, was the chief need after the devastation and
ekher in what nrecedes or in what follows, tht drought, and hence is named with special emphasis.
sHyhtesc trace or a hostile invasion of Judah by The latter rain fell about harvest, towards the
The word, therefore, must end of April. Hence its name from t&i2?« collegit,
either of these nations.
Nor is the designation of
refer to the locusts.
them as " northern " an arbitrary one, since their

s

;

.
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the material

blessings first, then the spiritual.
be, at the first, i. «., as soon as
ever it is needed, or in contrast to the more extensive gifts afterwards ; or, as at the first, i. e., all
shall, upon their penitence, be restored as at the
irst These lesser variations leave the sense of
the whole the same, and all are supported by good
authorities.
It is still a reversal of the former
sentence, that, whereas before the rivers of water

|Pusej

;

:

It

may

that if he repents, he should regain the blessing
the honor of God and of his people require this.
Upon this fact, repentant Israel grounds his prayer
for pardon, and the promise given corresponds to
the prayer. When God sends blessings to his peo-

ple, whom his judgments have brought to repentance, the right wa v is, to rejoice in and enjoy tnem,
with humble gratitude indeed, but at the same time
with the confession that they come wholly from
were dried up, now the rains should come, each in Him. Then, the humiliation endured will have
his season.
F.] " The rain shall come down," produced its proper fruits.
here specially opposed to the drought, but, perhaps also a symbol of blessing in general. [So
HOMILBTICAL
far as this special act may be generalized, it may
rather be said that it begets and keeps alive the
Ver. 18. And Jehovah was jealous fir his people.
consciousness that the Giver of all good is again
Penitential and believing prayer secures a gracious
in the midst of his people.
F.]
answer ; sometimes in the way of warding off the
Vers. 24-27. And the threshing floors,
.temporal evils with which Gtod visits men. Bepeople shall never be ashamed.
fore we call, God will answer, and while we are
The effects of the rain are first briefly, and then speaking, He will hear.
more fully described. The years, t. «., the prod[Hbkrt : God will have an eye (1.) To his
uct of the years which the locusts had devoured. own honor, and the reputation of his covenant
The plural form of the word does not imply that with Israel, by which He had conveyed to them
the visitations of the locusts described in ch. 1. were that good land ; now He will not suffer it to be
in successive years ; it only means that the results despised or disparaged, but will be jealous for the
of a single visitation would be felt for several .years, land and its inhabitants, who had been praised as
and that as lone a time would be required to re- a happy people, and therefore must not lie open to
pair the mischief done by the locusts. The names reproach as a miserable people. (2.) To their disof the four kinds of locusts given in ch. i. are re- tress. He will pity his people, and will restore

—

—

—my

peated here, only that the generic name njflrj
*
*
holds a prominent place.
Vers. 26, 27.
beautiful conclusion ; it treats
of the redemption of Israel from the heathen, and
thereby of the vindication of God himself. This

them

A

their former comforts.

Po8et

'

:

struction.
to destroy

God seemed set upon their dewas his great army which was ready
them ; He was at their head giving the
Before,
It

word. Now, He is full of tender love for them,
the fundamental idea that repeatedly recurs. which resents injuries done to them, as done to
This conclusion forms the point of transition to Himself.
F.]
the new and higher promises in ch. iil, which fully
corn. It is God who averts
Ver. 19. I will send
display the truth that " Jehovah is in the midst of the failure of crops, and scarcity of food.
These
Israel, that He is their God and none else," and evils neither come nor cease by accident.
God
therefore that his people can never be put to gives us our daily bread.
He opens his hand, and
shame. While this promise is in a negative form, we are satisfied with food.
it really includes much more than the literal sense
Ver. 20. / will remove the northern. When God
of the words ; it means that God's people shall has alarmed his people and brought them to renot only not be ashamed, but that they shall be pentance, He often pours out his wrath upon those
glorified forever, and that all the powers of this who were his instruments in the infliction of chasworld that have opposed them shall be utterly con- tisement.
founded.
Ver. 21. Fear not. How kindly God can speak
How powerfully can He console!
to the heart
It is easy for Him to do great things.
THEOLOGICAL.
[Pussy Before, they were bidden to tremble;
now they are bidden fear not. The enemy had
The greatness of the promise shows the power done great thing*; now, the cause of joy is, that
and importance of repentance, and the magnitude God had done great things ; the almightiness of God
of God s grace. It is a confirmation of what is overwhelming and sweeping over the might put
said (ii. 12). The punishment God inflicts is con- forth to destroy.
F.J
is

—

—

1

:

—

verted into a blessing; his zeal against us is
changed into seal for us. God's dispensing blessing is the proof that He is in the midst of Israel
that Jehovah and none else is their God. Jehovah is in the midst of Israel, the centre and source
of spiritual life. It is solely through Him, that
The proof that God dwells
Israel is what he is.
with Israel is his blessing him ; for the very object
of his communion with Israel, and the choice of
him to be his people, is to bless him. In dispensing blessings, God manifests his name, his power,
his bounty, and distinguishes Himself from all
false gods, who being dead cannot do that ; while
Israel being thus blessed is distinguished from the

Ver. 23. Rejoice in the Lord. Joy in God is the
right kind of joy. From Him comes every blessYet how often do we receive joyfully enough
ing.
the gift, without rejoicing in the Giver ! Certainly
he who does not know (Sod, cannot rejoice in Him.
[Soott : The sons of Zion can never have so
great a cause to fear, but they must still have a
greater to " rejoice in the Lord." He gives us all
our comforts, and enables us to use them with
thankful hearts. The wisdom, truth, and love of
his dispensations toward us deserve onr highest
admiration ; and He will never leave his people to
be ashamed of their confidence in Him. -7 F. J
Ver. 25. I will restore. How great is the bounty

heathen, standing far above them who have no
Hence, too, the punishments inflicted
upon Israel are in strong contrast with those
which overtake the heathen. If Israel is- unfaithful so that his God disowns him, it is quite natural

of

such God.

God

pair

1

It

seems as

if

some injury which

He were anxious

his preceding

to re-

judgments

had caused.

What

a blessed
Ver. 26. Ye shall be satisfied.
result of humiliation wh4n our being satisfied and
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praising the Lord become and remain so unified in Every fresh blessing should be a proof to us that
as, that we can never again misuse God's gifts to God is in the midst of us.
But we must be God's
feed vain conceit, luxury, tyranny, but shall main- people, if we would hope to have Him dwelling in
the midst of us. He is only in the midst of Israel.
tain unmoved fear, lore', and trust in God.
(Pussy : It is of the punishment of God when God's people can never be put to shame ; therefore
men eat and are not satisfied ; it is man's sin that let us see that we belong to them.
[Hbnht :
should labor to grow in our acthey are satisfied and do not praise God, but the
more forget Him. And so God's blessings become quaintance with God by all providences, both
a curse to him. God promises to restore his gifts, merciful and afflictive. When God gives to his
and to give grace withal, that they should own people plenty and peace, He thereby gives them to
understand that He is pleased with their repentand thank Him.
F/|
Ver. 27. 1 am in the midst of Israel. Blessed is ance, that He has pardoned their sins.
F.]
the people in the midst of whom the Lord dwells.

We

—

—

SECTION n.
on "the Day of the Lord," the Enemies of Israel shall
the Lord reignt in Zion guarding and blessing %L

Hereafter,

Chapter
[In the

Hebrew test and

II.

be destroyed, while

28-32.

In 8chmollcr t these vanes form Chap. HL, while Chap. III. of B. V. 1*
prefer to keep the order of the B. V.
?.]

—

We

numbered Chap. IT

The promise, which up to this point has reference to the present and the near future, now takes a
higher and wider range. It brings into view the day of the Lord, the result of the coming of which
shall be, on the one hand, the overthrow of the world-power, and on the other, the foil blessedness of
God's people, through his dwelling in the midst of them. Ch. ii. 28-32 may be regarded as the introduction to the closing chapter, which describes the fulfillment of the promise. The grand events, which
are the harbingers of the coming of the day of the Lord, are described. Zion is pointed out as the only
place of safety ; but even amid the terrors of that day, God's people will have no reason to fear. The
third chapter describes the judgments to be inflicted upon the enemies of God's people, while the latter
shall receive the richest blessings from the Lord, who sits enthroned on Zion.
28

And

it

And

shall

come

to pass afterward,1

pour out my Spirit upon all flesh,
your sons and daughters shall prophesy

That I

will

Your old men shall dream dreams,
Your young men shall see visions
29 Even * upon the men servants and the maid servants,
In those days, will I pour out my spirit.
80 And I will give signs * in heaven and on earth,
Blood, and fire, and columns of smoke
31 The sun shall he turned into darkness,

And

the

moon

into blood,

Before the great and terrible day of the Lord come.
32

And

it

come

shall

to pass that

whosoever calleth on the name of the Lord

shall

be

saved.

For on Mount Zion and

As Jehovah

in Jerusalem shall

be deliverance,

hath said

Even among

the remnant

4

whom

Jehovah

shall call.

CRITICAL AND TEXTUAL.
1 Ver. 28.

— « AfUncard" jy^PN

D*D;n, « the
S Ver. 29.

a.

with the formula used by tbt later prophets.

/V^ng?

last days."

— w Beat."

S Ver. SO. -r n Sfgnt."
4 ytr.

is clearjy Identical

The "also" of X.

C\H*?to

— « Remnant."

V. hardly expresses the emphasis of

OJ.

denotes not " signs," but rather prodigies, miraculous signs of owning ©rents.

« deHretano*, escape."
7Ytff*bl) properly means

Here the abst

It

used tor the cone.

and Wuhsehe render « the escaped."
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of shall then happen, namely, that slaves as well
In other
as freemen shall partake of this Spirit.
words, this social distinction shall then be abolished. The Jewish interpreters could scarcely comVer. 28. And it •hall oome to pass, etc.
prehend how this could be, and hence the Sept.
What is here said of a general outpouring of the make the servants and hand-maidens, "God's,"
Spirit, while connected with the foregoing promhri robs M\ovf col rat tofoos pov; so too Acts
ise, holds out to Israel the prospect of a grander
ii. 16.
dispensation of divine grace and of richer blessVer. 80. I will show wonders. What shall be
ings than those promised in the preceding chapter.
God will manifest Himself in such a manner as the form of these phenomena of nature ? It is idle
He has never done before. But this outpouring to try to answer the question. They are evidently
seen, though they
of the Spirit is viewed by the prophet as con- such as had never before been
resemble the plagues of Egypt
nected with the great day of the Lord, and as a may somewhat
"
"
"
will be
blood and fire," and " pillars of
sign of its coming. But he thus views it only be- There
appears in the moon ;
cause he sees in that day, a day of judgment on smoke." The color of blood
both sun and moon are obscured and there are
Israel's enemies, and a day of salvation to Israel,
through God's dwelling in Zion. If vers. 28, 29 signs of a hiding of the face of God who rules in
be considered as containing a new promise, ver. heaven, and consequently of his anger. These
80 would begin a new subject, which would be signs will be of a nature to awaken terror, and all
would seem
contrary to the tenor of the prophet's discourse, as the more, as the day approaches, for it
from vers. 28, 29, 30, that there will be hardly an
it is evident that these verses are closely connected.
Ver. 28. Afterward, i. c, after what had been interval between the sign and the day. Its menthe more prominent
before announced in ver. 23; it is more indefi- acing aspect becomes so much
as God will then manifest Himself, not
nite than the last days, although, in general, the inasmucn
meaning is the same. Joel apparently imagines merely in a general way, but as bringing on a
that the events which he here describes, will hap- special crisis. The obscuratiou of the stars is often mentioned in connection with the day of judg|ien in no very distant future.
"Tpt^, to pour* ment (Ezek. xxxii. 7; Am. viii. 9; Matt. xxiv.
Mark xiii. 24 Luke xxi. 25). Before the
f)rimarily refers to rain, or a heavy shower of rain
29
t here denotes the communicating of something day of the Lord oome.
Hence these appearances
from above, and in great abundance. This last are signs of the coming of this day. Its actual
to coming and its importance are set forth in ch. ill
idea is illustrated in the extent of the gift,
" all flesh/' and the nature of the gift,
the spirit here it is described only in a general way. Ver. 32
of prophecy in various forms. rWTniT^n. In goes on to state that for Zion it will bring neither
judgment nor destruction. Here its tempest will
contrast with God, to whom the tTH belongs, war. cease. But there is, at the same time, an implied
condition of safety.
*£., man appears as ~ttj?? " flesh." This term des- exhortation to comply with the

KXMSTICAL

;

;

—

;

—

.

man not simply as a being in want of this
" Spirit," but also as one naturally fitted to receive it, just as the dry ground is fitted to receive
All flesh. How is this general expresthe rain.
sion to be understood ? It is clear from what folignates

—

lows that there is no limitation of sex, age, or
condition, and that not merely particular individuals, but that all are to share in this divine gift,
a fulfillment of the wish of Moses (Num. xi.
The connection and the train of thought re29).
quire us to extend the " all " to mankind gener-

—

— Shall

prophesy. This is explained by
" prophesying," " dreaming dreams," " seeing visions." In this enumeration the most important
thing comes first, i. e., the proper prophetic function or power.
H23 means, not simply to predict
future events, but generally to announce the revelations of God.
The whole people will be the
vehicle through which these highest spiritual utterances will be made, and as all barriers will be then
broken down, woman is named by the side of man.
To this prophesying are conjoined, in a sort of
secondary way, other modes of divine manifestaAs there is to be no
tion, " dreams," " visions."
difference of sex, so there is to be none of age, in
ally.

regard to the sharing of this spirit Even those
who would seem to be unfitted for it shall receive
"old men and children." Why, it may be
it
asked, shall " old men dream dreams ? " Because
they are better fitted for " dreams," just as young
men, or children are for "visions," though the reverse of this would seem to be more natural. But
the condition of things predicted by the prophet
And the
would be every way extraordinary.
servants. This is added as something very sin-

—

Ver. 32.

And

it shall

come

to pass,

— whom

the Lord shall calL To call on the name of
Jehovah is to confess Him, to worship Him who
has revealed, and is revealing Himself to Israel.

Whosoever,

Vs

with a special emphasis, to teach

that the day of the Lord will not bring destruction to all, though it may have that look.
There
will be complete deliverance to those who call on
the name of the Lord, and to none else. The reaZion is " deliverance."
son is given, because in
As Jehovah had said. This seems to point to
some positive prophetic promise. This divine
promise of safety to all who call on the name of
the Lord, based on the promise concerning Zion
and Jerusalem, shows how closely related were
They are set forth as the place
these two places.
where the Lord dwelt in his sanctuary with his
The callpeople, and where his name is known.
ing on the Lord is wholly confined to Zion and
Jerusalem, though it would be of no avail to any
one to be in Zion unless he called on the Lord.

Mt

Many take this term in a concrete
t. «., " the delivered," but the
The
the more natural interpretation.
remnant, or " the escaped ; " there shall be among

Dettversnee.

and

collective sense,

other

is

them those

whom

the

Lord

calls.

*Vyp

is

and so implying that the number is small. This
" remnant is evidently to be added as a new class
to those before mentioned as delivered by calling
on the name of the Lord, the idea being that they
had been overtaken by the calamity, and though
delivered, their escape had been a very narrow one,
and hence noticed as tbe result of the Lord's speNay, something unheard cial and merciful calL Who are they t Not those

—

gular,

Cyi " and even."

one

who has escaped from the field of battle, or one
who has been saved from the fate of most others,
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already in Zion and Jerusalem ; but those who changeable; the name rendered God is not the
were called to come there, t. «., not to these local- special name of God.
F.J
ities merely, but to communion with the God who
[Wiinsche : Ver. 28.
Spirit. The Spirit of
calls and who is enthroned in Zkm.
This mani- God is the divine analogue of the spirit of man.
festly means that some of those who would be It is the true life principle of men ; the source of
properly liable to the judgment, would escape it physical life in the world of nature, of spiritual
and share in the salvation promised to Zion. Who life in the sphere of religion, of all goodness, truth,
are they « Not the inhabitants of Judah living rectitude, and beauty. Whatever the human mind
outside the walk of Jerusalem ;
a sense of the thinks, feels, wills, fashions, in regard to any one
words entirely too limited and local. Besides, Zion of these objects is, in one sense, an outflow of the
and Jerusalem mnst be taken as including all the Divine Spirit The prayer that ascends to heaven
inhabitants of Judah wherever resident. It may, from a devout heart, the self consecration, the
perhaps, be inferred from ch. iii. that they are the holy enthusiasm which distinguished the prophets,
Israelites scattered among the nations, whom the and fitted them to proclaim to the people God's
Lord promises (iii. 16) to bring again. Yet they judgment and his mercy,
all these are exprescan scarcely be described as the "remnant," or sions and gifts of the Divine Spirit AH flesh.
the " escaped," since their deliverance is the very The word is used in Heb. to denote the totality of
object of tnc judgment which falls upon the heathen living being on earth, beasts and .men (Gen. vi.
world.
not understand by the " remnant," 13 ; vh\ 15, etc.) ; and then in a more limited
the heathen ! They are both far off, and liable to sense, for the human race.
The connection shows
It would still be true that while that, here, it is taken in the latter sense.
the judgment.
Credthe heathen world in general will be the object of ner, however, gives it the wider meaning so as to
the judgment in the day of the Lord, some of include the irrational animals, and refers in conthem will escape through the mercy of Jehovah. firmation of his view to the prediction of Isaiah
This is certainly only a faint indication of the xi. 6-9, concerning the " wolf and the lamb, the
calling of the Gentiles.
This last fact is not dis- leopard and the kid," etc. But this friendly union
tinctly announced, the heathen as such. not having of wild and tame animals is not represented by
been as yet named. There is a close resemblance the prophet as the result of men's enlarged knowlbetween ver. 32 and Ob. 17, so that if the latter edge of God. Man alone is the image of God
was the earlier prophet, we might suppose that his he alone is a fit orpan of the Divine Spirit ; he
words had been modified by Joel. Obadiah says, alone has the capacity to receive the gift here de" there shall not be any remaining of the house scribed, which, therefore, cannot be extended to the
of Esan," in the day of the Lord. Joel also says, lower forms of animal life.
Ver. 32. As Jehovah hath said. There is no refthat this day shall be one of judgment to all outside of Zion, for all the heathen.
But he does erence here to a lost prophecy (Meier) ; nor to an
not mean that none of them shall escape, for he older writing of Joel (Ewald) ; nor to Obadiah
The meaning simply is that Joel, the neradmits it to be possible that Jehovah might call ( Keil )
some of them. Joel thus takes a step in advance son speaking, had a divine revelation of the fact,
of Obadiah, and indicates, though it may be ob- that where God's throne is, there his true worshipscurely, the work that should be done by later pers shall also be.
Shall call. The word has a
pregnant sense, conveying the idea that the " deprophets.
"
[Pusey : Ver. 28. Att flesh is the name for all liverance depends not on the worshippers of God
mankind. The words all flesh are in the Penta- alone, but also upon God himself. Only those
teuch, and in one place in Daniel, used in a yet whom the Lord calls or chooses, and who call
wider sense, of everything which has life but, in upon or choose Him shall be saved. Most of the
no one case, in any narrower sense. It does not older and later expositors take " call " in a predes*
include every individual in the race, but it includes tinalive sense. The Chald. has quo* dominus detthe whole race, and individuals throughout it, in ojiat.
F.]
every nation, sex, or condition, Jew or Gentile,

—

My

—

—

Why

.

•

,*

—

Greek or Barbarian, t. «., educated or uneducated,
or poor, bond or free, male or female. On
all was to be poured the Holy Spirit.
Ver. 29.
8t Peter, hi declaring that these words began to
be fulfilled in the day of Pentecost, quotes them
with two lesser differences : " I will pour out of
my Spirit 'and upon My servants and My handmaidens " The words declare something in addition, but do not alter the meaning, and so St Peter
rich

THI0L0OI0AL.

—

1. From the very first the prophets point to a
great decisive Hereafter. In their being able to
this lay their strength.
Living in the present,
their eyes were ever turned to the future, or rather
the end, the consummation of all things. Hence
the power of their exhortations and promises to
their contemporaries.
Their influence would have
been very frail and feeble, if they had not had a
firm faith in a future, when the salvation of God
should be fully realized.
2. Outpouring of the Spirit of God upon all
flesh.
It is evident from the context that the
prophet himself did not suppose that this "outpouring " would extend beyond the people of Is-

do

them as they lay in the Greek, which, probwas the language known by most of the
mixed multitude to whom he spake. The words
quotes

ably,

"My

Spirit," express the largeness and fullness
gift.
The words " of my Spirit," express,
in part, that He who is infinite cannot be contained by as who are finite. The words " the servants," mark the outward condition. The words rael. This was its field (ver. 27). Here God will
"ray servants," declare that there should be no reveal Himself; here in the day of the Lord the
judgment will take place, here all nations shall be
difference between bond and free.
Ver. 3*. Call upon the name of t/us Lord, To gathered. The whole of ch. iii. shows that the
call on the name of the Lord is to worship Him prophet considered the heathen world as the enas He is, depending upon Him. The name of the emy of God's people. He does not put the heathen
Lord expresses his true Being, that which He is. on
- - the same footing with Israel,, but on the conFor the name rendered, The Lord, expresses that trary he direct* attention exclusively to the high
Be is* and that He alone is, the self-same the un- position of Israel as God's people, It presupposes

of the

——

—

—

————

1
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the conversion of the heathen, and their reception
people.
As he nowhere predicts
such a conversion, his promise of an outpouring
of the Spirit upon all flesh cannot here include the
heathen ; even if we refer the phrase " whom the
Lord shall call/' to a selection of the heathen, it
is all the more evident that the " all flesh " cannot include them. For the calling of individual
heathen could not have the same prominence that
would belong to the out-pouring of the Spirit on
the whole heathen world. Joel might have assumed that some called out of the heathen world
would partake of the blessing given to Israel. To
Israel the promise was of something not only
great but new, namely, the imparfation of the
Spirit to persons of all ages and conditions. Pouring out as a symbol of this imptrtatton was never
before used to denote the gift of the Spirit. Thus
far only individuals in particular localities had received it. The gift was, indeed, a necessary result
of the covenant relation in which Jehovah stood
iO Israel, but hitherto his Spirit had come only on
individuals, fitting them to become divine messengers.
Such a limitation, however, did not accord
with the true idea of God's people, which implies
that they should all be partakers of his Spirit
This should be rally realized in the future. Every
barrier shall be broken down, and the reception of
this Spirit shall be limited neither by age, sex, nor
condition.
It would come in the form of prophetic dreams and visions, giving those who received it a deeper insight into divine things, and
make them organs of divine revelation.
This promise, as given by the prophet, is two*
fold.
On the one hand, it will thus be seen that
Jehovah is in the midst of Israel. On the other
hand, this general outpouring of the Spirit will
be a preparatory warning of the coming of the day
of the Lord. That day will be one of immediate
and decisive manifestation of God, and its approach will be heralded by new and startling events
fitted to excite in the minds of men eager expectation, and to rouse them to seek salvation before it
was too late. These warnings may consist of extraordinary phenomena in the world of nature, or
of similar phenomena in the sphere of mind. From
the spirituality of the religion of Jehovah we might
expect that occurrences of the latter class would
predominate. Perhaps we may go farther and say
that the object of these remarkable events, of this
prophesying, of these dreams and visions, is the
day of the Lord itself. It is clear that by this general outpouring of the Spirit the way would be prepared for such a result of the day of the Lord as
must redound to the glory of Israel. Since Jehovah thus recognises Israel as his people, by making
them all individually organs of nis revelation, He
must, while blessing them, resist and punish their
enemies. This double aspect of the day of the
Lord, as one of judgment, and of redemption, is
here very distinctly declared. The deliverance of
individuals will not come to them as a matter of
course. If they escape the terrors of that day, and
share in the salvation of God's people, it can only
be by their complying with the conditions on which
it is secured.

among God's

ture.
In this respect Joel and the later prophets
agree. The latter represent the gift of the Spirit
in its fullness to the covenant people, as a promi-

nent feature of the Messianic age, or of the New
Covenant. Jer. xxxii. 15; lvi. 13; Ex. xxxvi.96
Zech. xii. 10. Hence we should, perhaps, designate
this prophecy as in a general way Messianic, though
Joel does not speak directly of the Messiah, and
we should look for its fulfillment after the advent
of Messiah. Thus St. Peter (Acts ii. 17) saw its
accomplishment in the miracle of Pentecost. He
expressly refers the 13*^!?^?

— <V to**

Arx^roi*

Messianic age. He distinctly recognises the Messiah as the mediator through whom
this rich and general bestowment of the Spirit
should come. Like the prophet, he understood the
" all flesh," to mean, in the first instance, the covtywjpaic , to the

enant people, though he declares that the promise
extended also to those who were " afar off." Joel
only intimates that the latter will escape, but does
not say, in so many words, that the Spirit will be
given to them. Peter evidently regarded
as Joel
did— this outpouring of the Spirit as a sign of the
Day of the Lord, i. «., in the New Testament sense of
the term, as a day of Parousia, and so quotes vers.
28-32. As he saw one part of the prediction accomplished, he naturally looked for the fulfillment of
the other. There can be no doubt that the Apostles, at least for a time, thought that the Ilapovria,
or the Coming of the Lord, was nigh at hand, and
such prophecies as the one before us, would tend
to confirm them in that expectation.
On the day
of Pentecost, Peter saw the Spirit poured out, not
indeed on " all flesh," even in the limited sense of
all Israel, but he was sure that the promise of it
embraced the whole covenant people, and so he
opens to all the prospect of the gift, on condition

—

of repentance.

But though the wonders of Pentecost were the
and literal fulfillment of this prophecy, they
by no means exhausted its meaning. The only
first

effect

by

of the outpouring of the Spint recognised

Joel, is the prophetic,

and on

this

memorable

certainly appeared in an ecstatic form. But
we need only to look into the Epistles of St. Paul
to discover that the influence of the vvevfm sVysor
which Christ gives is not exhausted by such results ; on the contrary, the grandest effect of it is
the regeneration of the whole man. This deeper,
ethico-religious conception of the gift of the Spirit,
founded on the declarations of the later prophets
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, is certainly the
Testament one. Joel's idea of the close connection
between the outpouring of the Spirit and "the
day," is in one sense a mistaken one, since the
'^outpouring " came, but not the " day," yet in
another view it is perfectly correct. The two are

day,

it

New

most nearly

related.

With Messiah have come the

Iffxarai rtjdpcu ; and the gift of the Spirit is, and
will continue to be, a sign of the Day of the Lord,
a proof that God is in the midst of his people, and
wul give them the victory over all their enemies.
Finally, we must not overlook the limits of the
field of the Spirit's operations as described by Hosea.
He, indeed, considered Israel alone as God's
When shall this promise of a general outpour- people, and that on Israel alone would the Spirit
ing of the Spirit be fulfilled ? From the phrase be poured out. But as we know from the
" after this," the prophet seems to have regarded Testament that Christ's disciples are not limited
it as connected with the promise given in the earlier to Israel, neither are God's people, so we are sure
that this outpouring of the Spirit is confined to
Eart of the chapter. But it does not follow that
e looked upon it as near at hand,
The prophets them, i. s., to the spiritual Israel, to all who, by

—

New

often connect promises relating to the present, very faith, are made one with Christ.
closely with those pertaining to the far distant fu- of the Holy Ghost.
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CHAPTER
somewhat prolix and verbose dissertathe author confounds two quite distinct Quesnamely, What is the real meaning or the
prophecy
whom does it embrace, and when
and how will it be completely fulfilled ? and How
far did Joel comprehend the real purport of the
prophetic promises, which he was inspired to utter ?
bis last question it is impossible to answer, because Joel nas left no explanation of his predictkm.
have nothing but the prophecy itself.
Therefore we have no means of determining whether he took the " all flesh/' as meaning simply Israel, or in its wider sense. After all, the question is
one of no practical importance. The grand inquiry
is. What is the meaning of the prophecy 1
¥.

manifested Himself. Paul knew that a
Greek, simply as such, could not call upon the
Lord, since he did not even know the Lord who
had revealed Himself in Israel. Those who would

—

—

We

—

WinreoHS

Credner is clearly wrong when he
says that Peter made a false application of this
prophecy. No man can deny that on the day of
Pentecost, the prediction of Joel began to be accomplished, we say designedly, "began to be
accomplished," for although the Christian Church
has been growing in divine knowledge, and has
been working for the common good of all sexes,
ages, and classes, more than eighteen hundred
yean since that day, the prophecy is not yet fulThere are predictions, which have found
filled.
:

their fulfillment in particular historical events;
and there are others which embrace the entire field
of humanity, and Joel's belongs to this latter class.
Its complete accomplishment will be the history of
the kingdom of God on earth, down to the end of
time.— F.]
3. Let us now consider what the prophet teaches
in regard to the condition of deliverance, in this
" terrible day of the Lord." It is not sharing in
those extraordinary influences of the Spirit, whose
results are involuntary, but " calling on the name

31

18-32.

God has

[In this

tion,

tions,

II.

upon Him, as Paul teaches, must believe in
Him, and this implies that He had been preached
to them, and this was done by those who made

call

to the heathen the God who has manifested
Himself in Zion. Paul denies that conformity to
the Jewish law is a condition of salvation. All this
shows the Apostle's deep insight into the real
meaning of Scripture. His heart beat for those
afar off; he feels, and discovers instinctively, that
the barriers which had separated Jew and Gentile
were broken down by the very prophetic word
which made salvation dependent on one thing
alone, a thing within the reach equally of the GenHe evidently took the words
tile and the Jew.
" whosoever shall call," etc, in a sense large enough
to embrace the whole Gentile world.
On exejretieal grounds, as we have seen, we are authorized
though not compelled to give them this breadth of
meaning. In the last clause of ver. 32 the phrase
occurs, u whom the Lord shall call," and ft conveys the idea that salvation is not a matter of

knowu

,

With regard to all who
are afar off this divine call is the cause of deliverance. If they had not been thus called they must
certainly have perished, so that they owe their escape solely to the gracious call of God. But it is
at the same time clearly implied that this call becomes effective and saving only when the man himself turns to the Lord.
right, but of grace alone.

HOMIUmOAL.

A

Ver. 28. Afterward.
prophetic word of proof the Lord," a free act, which every one who
When? The prophets thempleases can perform. There is something to be found meaning.
done by each individual for himself, and all are selves did not know. Yet these promises were,
fexhorted to do it Spiritual gifts do not necessa- for the present, a light shining in a dark place.
rily involve spiritual regeneration.
So we find to But what kings and prophets of old desired to see
have been the case in New Testament history, with and saw not, we see, who live in the times of fulthe miraculous xapfrporo, which at first predomi- fillment To us the Afterward has become Now.
nated, but gradually disappeared, giving place to To many, it is only a Once, a Formerly. They
a more natural and trananil, a purer and deeper forget that the fulfillment of these prophetic words
The condition of deliverance is never grows old, but has a perpetual Now, which
spiritual life.
stated in ver. 32, and all are exhorted to fulfill it it becomes us to comprehend and improve until
External membership with the people of Israel will the Lord comes. For as that Afterward has benot, of itself, secure salvation ; but the condition come a Now, in Him in whom all the promises are
is one so simple and easy, so really within the yea and amen, so He still points us to a more dispower of every one, that the verse has more the tant Afterward, when there will be nothing new in
aspect of a promise than an exhortation. There distinction from the old, except as sight is distinis no real need that any one should be afraid of guished from faith, and the end from the beginthe coming of the " terrible day." Its terrors may
will pour out my Spirit.
True fellowship with
be escaped by simply calling on the Lord in Zion
and Jerusalem, the place of worship. Therefore God implies the participation of the Spirit of
no one need ask, Where shall I find the Lord on God. So long as this privilege is confined to inwhom I must call? for the Lord Himself has dividual communion with God, on the part of men,
named the place of his abode.
it must be simply an object of desire and hope,
This alone is necessary, " to call on the Lord." notwithstanding the means used to extend it.
this,
it
is
absolutely
not
requisite
that
Blessed
privilege of the New Covenant, that in
one
To do
should belong to Israel. This is plainly taught by Christ every one may receive the Spirit of God.
the words just quoted. Hence Paul oases upon All special privileges are done away ; all separatthem the equal rights of Jews and Gentiles ? But ing walls are broken down. The lowest as well
does this exposition suit the context, in which the as the loftiest can now aspire to be taught by the
prophet so expressly connects the deliverance with Spirit of God, and so to become a co-worker with
Zion and Jerusalem 1 If we look carefully into God. How wonderful the condescension and the
the matter, we shall find that it does. Zion is the grace of God 1 (See Gal. iii. 28.) How plain is it
Without that the religion of the Old Testament, though itplace where God has revealed Himself.
such a revelation as that made in Zion, neither self far from attaining this end, foreshadowed it,
Lord,
nor
salvation, would have and revealed the way to it
calling on the
[Henry God hath reserved some better things
been possible. Zion then (not in the local sense)
is the seat and centre of salvation ; because here for us, the kingdom of grace, and the kingdom of
:
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glory, and the happiness of true belierers in both. doms by fire and sword, are prefaces to and presoften read in the Old Testament of the Spirit ages of the judgment of the world in the last day.
of the Lord coming like drops, as it were, upon
Posey : Each revelation of God prepares the

We

the judges and prophets whom God raised np for
extraordinary services, bnt now, the Spirit shall
be pouted out plentifully, in a full stream.
Posbt God alone can be poured out into the
soul, so as to possess it, enlighten it, teach, kindle,
bend, move it as He wills, sanctify, satiate, fill it
The prophetic word circles round to that wherewith it began, the all-containing promise of the
large outpouring of the Spirit of God ; and that,
upon those whom the carnal Jews at all times
would least expect to receive it It began with including the heathen ; it instances individual gifts,
and then it ends by resting on the slaves. The
order of the words is significant He begins /
will pour out my Spirit on all flesh, and then in
order to leave the mind resting on these same great
words, He inverts the order and ends, and upon the
servants, etc.
It leaves the though u resting on the
great words ** I will pour out mu Spirit."
Robinson:
Christian even now, animated
and influenced by the Holy Ghost is a wonderful
being, as superior to the rest of mankind, as man
is superior to the beasts of the field.
But what
will he be then ?
There have been mighty men
amongst us, a Milton, a Boyle, a Newton in a
former age, and some in the present, who, with
the highest gifts of genius, have been endowed
with eminent gifts and graces of the Holy Spirit
but who shall say in that future dispensation, to
what heights of wisdom and knowledge and power
man may be advanced f Every discovery in science,
every progressive improvement, such as the present
age has developed, are prophecies and earnests of
that glorious time here promised.
F.]
Ver. 30. Show wonders. The New Covenant
has brought salvation, but it also brings sifting
judgments corresponding to the greatness of this
salvation.
The question now is, how men will
deal with it ; and most certain is it that God will
remove everything opposed to Him and his kingdom. Hence, with the salvation in Christ, there
was need of this last separating judgment. Great
displays of God's grace and great judgments
often go together, the latter preparing the way
for the former.
So was it in Jerusalem. Those
who despised the kindly tongues of flame on the
day of Pentecost, had blood, fire, and vapor of
smoke as the symbols of destruction. So is it
now. Those who quench the Spirit, despise prophesyings, and give themselves np to the flesh and
the world will find " that day " all the more terri:

A

—

and that their damnation slnrobereth not.
best thing is to be always ready for that day
of God. If we delay until it actually comes, it
ble,

The

may

be too

late.

[Henry: The judgments of God upon a

tinful

way
love

for another, until that last revelation of bis
his wrath in the great day.
F.J

—

and of

Ver. 32. Whosoever ealleth. Happy they who
are found watching and praying when the Lord
comes.
may escape the judgment, therefore
we should not despair. All that is necessary is
believing prayer to God. For every one who confesses God, He will confess.
But such escape we
must earnestly seek for ourselves. The coming of
Christ has two aspects ; to the godless, it will be
a day of condemnation and wrath : to believers,
a day of redemption and refreshing. In Zion and
Jerusalem, i. «., in the God who is there revealed,
U redemption. He who believes in Christ is in
Zion, for he confesses Him as the God of Zion.
To Him belongs the glory of our salvation. Examine thyself to see thy real condition. The ability to stand in the judgment will come, not from
any outward excellence, nor even from gracious
privileges or preeminence.
The remnant, God desires not to destroy, but to save.
Hence his constant and gracious call to all who are afar off, to
come and be saved. Even the heathen, who belong not to his chosen people, can obtain salvation.
Not indeed unless He calls them ; but if He does
call and they yield to it through his grace, they
share in the gifts of his people. Art thou amon'tr
the called ones of God ? Hast thou heard hi*
call t
Thou mayest be called and yet perish at
last.
Many are called, few chosen. God calls all,
but He, in turn, will be called upon in faith.
[Hbnrt This is ground of comfort and hope

We

:

to sinners, that whatever danger there is in their
case, there is also deliverance for them, if it be not
their own fault
And if we would share in this
deliverance we must apply ourselves to the Gospel
Zion, to God's Jerusalem. It is the praying remnant that shall be the saved remnant. And it will
aggravate the ruin of those who perish, that they
might have been saved on such easy terms. Those
only shall be delivered in the great day that are
now effectually called from sin to God, from self
to Christ, from things below to things above.
Scott : The Gospel calls men in general to
partake of its blessings, and of that salvation
which is revealed and placed in the Church ; and
" whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord "
Jesus, as the Son of God and the 8aviour of sinners, shall be delivered from the wrath to come.
This is the happy case of that remnant of every
age and people whom the Lord calls by his regenerating Spirit ; all things shall work together for
their good ; they may look forward with comfort
for the day, when nature shall expire in convulsions, assured that then their eternal redemption
shall be perfected.
F.J

—

world, and the frequent destruction of wicked king-

SECTION
The

Day of the Lord

brings full Salvation to Israel

Chapter
1

III.

and

the Destruction

m.

For behold,

When

in those days,1 and at that time
I shall bring again the captivity \>f Judah

and Jerusalem

;

of kit Enemies.

1

;

;

;
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in.

the nations,
into the valley of Jehoshaphat
there will I deal with (or judge) them,* for my people, and
4
Because they scattered them among the nations,

2 That I will gather

3

all

them down

And
And

will bring

And

divided

And

they cast lots for my people,
bartered a boy for a harlot,
8
sold a maiden for wine, and drank

my

my heritage,

Israel.

land.

They

And
4 And,

also,

And all

it.

to do with me, Tyre and Sidon,
of Philistia ?

what have ye

the borders

8

Would you retaliate T upon me,
Or render me a recompense ?
Soon and swifUy

•

will I bring

your recompense on your own head.

5 Because ye have taken away my silver and my gold,
And have brought into your temples my goodly desirable

And ye

6

things,*

have sold the sons of Judah and Jerusalem to the sons of Javan,
far away from their border.

That ye might remove them

10
them up out of the place where ye have sold them,
7 Behold, I will raise
And will return your retaliation on your own head.

8

And
And

I will sell your sons and your daughters into the hands of the sons of Judah,
they shall sell them to the Sabeans, to a distant nation,
For Jehovah hath spoken it

9 Proclaim this among the nations,
Declare (sanctify) a war,

Arouse the mighty ones,
Let all the men of war draw near, come up.

u into swords,
10 Beat your mattocks
into spears,
pruning-hooks
And your
Let the weak say, I am strong.
Hasten

1

u and

come,

All ye nations round about, and assemble yourselves
Then Jehovah shall bring down M thy mighty ones.

12 Let the nations arise and come up
To the valley of Jehoshaphat,
For there will I sit to judge all the nations round about
13 Put

m the sickle,"

For the harvest is ripe
Come, tread,
For the wine-press is full,

The

vats overflow,

For

their wickedness is

great

14 Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision,
For the day of Jehovah is near in the valley of decision.
15

16

the moon are darkened,
And the stars withdraw their shining,
And J8 Jehovah will thunder out of Zion,
And from Jerusalem he will give forth his

The sun and

voice,

So that the heavens and the earth shall shake
But Jehovah will be a refuge for his people,
And a stronghold for the sons of Israel
17

And ye

shall

know

Dwelling in Zion

*

Jehovah am your God,
holy mountain

that I

my
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18

And

Jerusalem shall be holy,

And

strangers shall no

And

shall come to pass that in that day the mountains shall drop
wine,
the hills shall flow with milk,
all the river beds of Judah shall be full of water,

more pass through

her.

down with new

it

And
And

And a fountain shall flow forth from the house
And shall water the valley of Shittim.

of Jehovah,

19 Egypt shall be a desolation,
And Edom shall be a desolate wilderness,
For their violence against Judah's sons
Because they shed blood in their land.
shall dwell M forever,
Jerusalem from generation to generation

20 But Judah

And

And I will avenge their blood, which
And Jehovah will dwell in Zion.

21

I have not avenged,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

—

Thou* day*, i. «., prominently. In Heb. the personal and demonstrative pronouns sometimes take the
article, that rendering the expression all the stronger and more emphatic.
I Ver. 1.

•

Ior

Ver.2.— VTC35031.

a

H$

the latter place
8 Ver. 2.

to

the construction

— VV^njI*
m7 P********T

with both terms.'
4 Ver. 2.— The nations,
6 Ver.

& — For wins.

6 Ver.

i—

Borden,

aw Josh.

It.

S

2 Ohron.

;

xxil.

8

14

If. IH.

;

;

In

Ea*k. xxxviH. 22.

D^.

need fcr

The word expresses more than

the neighboring ones.

t. «.,

^7,

people.

Israel

Is

In apposition

Seo rer. 12.

3 Is here the 2 of price, and according to the rale

HiVbj,

my

lit, circles, referring to

placed after verbs of buying

is

the Are subdivisions of

and

selling.

namely, Gasa, Aahdod,

Phlllstia,

Ashkalon, Oath, and Ekron.
7 Ver. 4.
is

—Would you

is fullness,

the clause, " Wolkt ihr tin

The meaning depends on the sense attached

variously explained.

Ej

Wunsche renders

retaliate.

The primary meaning of

accumulation.

V&2

ta

Thun war

vrrgelten,"

/£!. The ground sense of

to

the aune *

II

*•

used

—

(1)

end adds that

Its

it

radkal syllable

hUrons., to be full, or

oomplete, specially of fruit, to be ripe. (2) Iron*., to complete, to make fall, t. e. : (a) To wean, or to take from milk
(Gen. xxi. 8 ; 1 Sam. xxil. 24 ; Is. xxriil. 9.
(b) To ripen with special reference to fruit (c) To do something with the
bands, t. «., to finish It (d) To recompense what has been done by another, so that Its end and aim Is accomplished,

something done, in a moral sense,
8 Ver. 4.

9 Ver. 6.

— Soon and swiftly.
— Goodly desirable

for

which

See

men

Is. t. 26.

are responsible.

Newoome renders

thins;*.

It Is construed both with

V

and v37.

Poooek takes both the words adverbially.
the phrase desirable

and

goodly.

D^llsn =

not simply

" good things," but " good " In a pregnant sense, optima.
10 Ver. 7.

- 1 will raiu. D^yO.

has D""PytJ, I
II Ver. 10.

am

— Mattock*. DJ^H.

ened from time to time (1 Sam.'
13 Ver. 11.

—

Hiph. of the lntrans.

them as

calling, or will call

!)ttfc37,

All the older versions render

Key. perhaps used for tT!\TI or

erumpiu; Qesen., Meier, and others, " hasten.' 1
imperatives, see
tive fcr

Mlc

It. 18.

One Keno. MSS.

For the use of the

J

to

"ploughshares," which TregeUes favors.

The Sept renders
show the

it

ewms>o({eew«.

Vulg.

close connection between the

TOSpJ

two

as an anom. Nlphal impera-

*$3P11.

18 Shall bring

16

It

^M.

Kimchl, Bwald/ Meier, and others take the following

down,

lit,

" hath brought down."

What He

will

do

Is

spoken of as done.

— bj©, the sickle, from the root bj} hence the dag. fort
Ver. 16. — But Jehovah.
}
here clearly antithetic.
Ver. 20. — 2ttJjFl
not to be understood In a passive sense, " Anoifart,"

14 Ver. 18.

16

to be hot, hence to be watchful.

This was an instrument of husbandry having an edge that needed to be sharp-

xxil. 20).

a £*a£

*W,

witnesses.

;

is

is

but

actively,

t. «.,

shall dwell in

and

possess the land.
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CHAPTER m.
EXBGETICAL.
Vera. 1-3.
H

3

in ver.

1

For behold In those days, etc The
gives the reason for the thought that

deliverance can be found only in Zion, in the day
of the Lord, for then shall all heathen nations be
judged. In those days, i. «., the days that shall
come, the " afterward " of the previous chapter.
The signs of the event belong essentially to the
event itself; but the time is more exactly determined by the statement "when I shall bring
again/' etc This distinctly shows that the object
of the day of the Lord is, the deliverance of the
people of God. The judgment of the heathen
world is simply a means to that end. Bring back
the captivity, or to return the captivity, means to
make an end of it. This phrase, from the use
here made of it to designate the epoch of judgment as a terminus teehmcus for a restitutio in integrum promised to God's people, may have been borrowed from some more ancient prophecy. The
condition out of which the captivity is brought appears from the close of ver. 3. But the conclusion
of the chapter shows, that the captivity is not
simply to end, but that its* termination involves a
positively new and higher order of things. Judah

and Jerusalem,

i. e.,

Judah generally, Jerusalem

multitudes gathered there are too vast to be assembled in any ordinary valley. In painting this
prophetic vision there can be no doubt that Joel
had in his mind the historical narrative in 2
Chron. xx. Deal with. £. V. Plead with, i. e.
to charge with crime, with the design of punishing it Taking the word in its full sense of arguing a cause, it implies that the nations argue their
own cause, and attempt to vindicate themselves,
though, of course they could have no ground to
stand upon, since Jehovah is alone and always in
heritage. Therefore
people,
the right
what the nations did to Israel must be criminal.
The
scattered.
prophet here has in
have
They
mind what he afterwards more fully describes.
Ver. 3. They not only scattered God's people,
but treated them with the greatest contempt.
This, however, is only mentioned as pars pro toto.
At least in ver. 19 the prophet looks beyond what
was immediately before him, and names oppressions which Israel had long before experienced, so
that it is evident that he is thinking of the heathen
world in general, and of its hostility to God's peospecial reference to the future Exile is not
ple.
to be assumed, as this does not yet come into the
prophet's horizon.
[Pusey: ver. 1. For, behold. The prophet by
the for shows that he is about to explain in detail,
what he had before spoken of in sum. By the

My

word

All nations. In the first instance, of
course, all those that have offended against Israel
yet these are representatives of the heathen world
in general, whose position towards God's people is
essentially the .same. The valley of Jehoshaphat. According to 2 Chron. xx., Jehoshaphat
by the miraculous help of the Lord gained a great
victory over a Gentile army, in a valley, which

great,

2.

my

A

specially.

Ver.

85

he stirs up our minds for something
which he is to set before our eyes, and which

behold,

we should not be prepared

to expect or believe.

of Jehoshaphat. It may be that the
imagery is furnished by that great deliverance
which God gave to Jehoshaphat when Ammon, and
Moab, and Edam came against him, and Jehoshaphat
appealed to God, and God turned their swords
every one against the other. And they assembled
subsequently for this reason took the name of that themselves in the valley of Berachah (blessing) ; for
king. Does the prophet here mean that valley t there they blessed the Lord. 2 Chron. xx. 21. That
KeiT and many others say, no. They insist that valley, however, is nowhere called the valley of Jethe valley of the prophet is an imaginary one, in hoshaphat. It continued, says the sacred writer, to
or near Jerusalem, and is called the valley of Je- be called the valley of Berachah unto this day. And
" Jehovah judges," because of its it is so called still. Southwest of Bethlehem and
hoshaphat
being the place of judgment The valley certainly east of Tekoa are still three or four acres of ruin
stands in close relation to Jerusalem, for in ver. 16 (Robinson, Pal., iii. 275), bearing the name of Boit is said that Jehovah, who there judges, shall ut- reikut (Scetzen's Map; Bitter, Erdk. t xv. 635;
But in Wolcott, Excurs. to Hebron, p. 43). The only valter his voice from Zion and Jerusalem.
this case there is no need of applying a merely ley called the valley of Jehoshaphat is the valley of
geographical measure. Jehovah may judge in a Kedron, encircling Jerusalem on the east The
valley mr distant from Jerusalem, and yet have valley was the common burial-place for the inhabms dwelling in Israel, in Zion, and Jerusalem. itants of Jerusalem. (Williams, H. C, ii. 523;
Ver. 3. Cast
(8ee 2 Chron. xx. 15-17, where the Lord, while Thomson, Land and Book, ii. 481
contending for Israel is, at the same time, regarded lots. They treated God's people as of no account,
in
Jerusalem.)
his
sanctuary
If
towards
the
showing
their
contempt
delighted
and
in
as being
phrase is to be taken in a symbolic sense, it might them. They chose no one above another as though
girl they sold for an
be asked, why Joel should have fixed upon a all alike were worthless.
" valley " as the place of judgment, and should evening's revelry, and a boy tney exchanged for a
have given it the name of a well-known king ? night's debauch.
Wtinsche ver. 3. According to the then prevHe was undoubtedly thinking of the great event
under Jehoshaphat. The name of this monarch alent custom, the prisoners of war were sold as
"
was significant, and he calls the place valley of slaves. My people. We are to understand by this,
Jehoshaphat," because he was reminded of that not the people as a whole, but only the portion
fortunate king who was victorious over Israel's taken captive. But the mistreatment of this part
enemies, and because of the peculiar significance of the covenant people, in the view of the O. T.
Jehovah judges. By prophets, was a mistreatment of the whole body.
of the name Jehoshaphat
way of anticipation ne tells what they have to exF.J
Ver.

2.

Valley

=

.

—

m

A

:

.

=

are gathered there. To the question,
does he mean that well-known valley then, we answer, yes, and no. Yes, because be evidently had
in view the spot on which Jeshoshaphat won his
No, because he as evidently goes on to
victory.
describe a more than common battle fought on a
spot which could be identified on no map. The
pect,

who

—

Vers. 4-8. And also what have ye, etc. After
speaking of the crimes of the heathen in general,
against Israel, the prophet turns to the neighboring nations. Tyre, Sidon, and the borders of rhilis
tia, i. e., the five small Philistine principalities.
He, suddenly, as it were, remembers those who
had committed such crimes against Israel as those
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already mentioned. The question, in fact, especialWith the genus comes the spely concerns them.
cies which is included in it. In a lively description,
we find ourselves in the midst of the nations (comp.
ver. 1 1 ) with whom the process of pleading by Jehovah is carried on. For afterwards there is no
more pleading, but a decision. They are represented as claiming to be right ; but any presumptive claim of theirs to do what they had done is
denied, in the first instance, by the general question, " what have ye to do with me ? " a question
more fully answered afterwards. Their right to

injury upon Israel, or to retaliate for injuries
inflicted upon themselves, is denied. They are the
persons on whom the retaliation shall come, and
that swiftly. Vers. 5, 6 prove the righteousness
of the retribution, by a reference to the crimes committed, while vers. 7, 8 declare the certainty of it.
Ver. 5 alludes, without doubt, to the pillaging of
Judah and Jerusalem by the Philistines and Arabians under Joram. 2 Chron. xxi. 17. Thev then
carried off the treasures of the temple and the palaces of the city, the latter being designated as
" Mine," because they belonged to those who were
among God's people. The Philistines were the immediate perpetrators of the robbery, but the Phoenicians, the inhabitants of Tyre and Sidon, were
also involved in the guilt of it, for they bought
the captives and sold them to the sons of Javan, or
the Greeks of Asia Minor. In vers. 7, 8, there is
a promise that these enslaved captives shall be
brought home again, and that, in retaliation, the
same thing shall oe done to these enemies of Israel,
which they have done to Israel. Jehovah will sell
them into the hands of the children of Judah, who
will again sell them to the 8abseans in Arabia Felix. This prophecy was fulfilled by Alexander the
inflict

tines had carried off. The temptation to Tvrian covetousness was aggravated by the ease with which
they could possess themselves of the Jews, the facility of transport, and, as it seems, their value.
The wholesale price at which Nicanor set the Jew*
his expected prisoners, and at which he hoped to
sell 180,000, shows the extent of the traffic ; and
their relative value, £2 lis. 9d., as the average
price of each of ninety slaves in Judtea, implies a
retail price at the place of sale above the then ordinary price of man.
Ver. 8. 1 will sell your
sons
the Sabosaus.
Tyre was taken by Alexander, who sold 13,000 of the inhabitants into slavery.
Sidon was taken by Artaxerxes Ochus, and it is
said above 40,000 perished.
The Sabssans are
probably mentioned as being the remotest nation
in the opposite direction, a nation, probably, the
partner of Tyre's traffic in men as well as in their
other merchandise, and who would as soon trade
in Tyrians, as with Tyrians.
Tbey were, like the
Phoenicians, a wealthy merchant people, and, of
old, united with them in the trade of the world,
the Sabseans sending forth their fleets across the
Indian Ocean, as the Tyrians along the Mediterranean Sea. Three fathers of distinct races bore
the name of 8heba, one a descendant of Ham, the
other two descended from Shcm. The Shemite
Sabasans were, some descendants from Sheba the
tenth son of Joktan ; the others from Sheba, son

—

—

of Abraham and Keturah.
The Sheba of the
prophet appears to have been the wealtbv Sheba
(descended from Joktan) near the Red Sea". They
too had distant colonies whither the Tyrians could
be transported, as far from Phoenicia as the shores
of the iEgean are from Palestine.

Wiinsche

:

Tyre,

lit.,

Though Tyre was

Rock.

historically a younger city than Sidon, from its
successors, under whom many Jewrapid growth and great importance as a commerish captives were liberated and restored to their
cial centre, it is usually mentioned first when the
own land, wliile various parts of Philistia and two cities are named together.
There were two
Phoenicia were brought under Jewish rule.
Tyres, namely, the Old, built on the main land,
What have ye to do with me.
[Pusey : ver. 4.
destroyed
by
and
Nebuchadnezzar after a siege of
These words declare that those nations had no part
thirteen years, and the New, built on a rocky island
He accounts them as aliens. But the about a mile from the shore.
in God.
Sidon comes from
words convey besides, that they would, unprovoked, have to do with God, harassing his people l^V, to fish. Its founders were probably fisherDesirable things
Your temples. If by the
silver.
Ver. 5.
Not tne sil- men.
without cause.
ver and gold of the temple, as some have thought. first phrase the prophet means the rich adornments
and
temple,
bv
God's
the latter the heathen
At least, up to the Prophet's time they had not of
done this. God calls the silver and the gold, which temples, the crime here charged is the double one
He through his providence had bestowed on Judah, of spoliation and profanation. Javan. Credner
my silver and my gold.
Ver. 6. And ye have sold, regards this as the name of a city in Arabia Felix.
etc. This sin of the Tyrians was probably old and Hitzig places it in Jeraen, and thinks it to be the
inveterate.
As they were the great carriers of the same as the one mentioned Ezek. xxvii. 19. Schroworld's traffic, so they were slave-dealers, and in der takes the word in the sense of distant, unknown
But it is undoubtedly the name of the
the earliest times, men-stealers. The Greek ante- nations.
F.]
historic tradition exhibits them as trading and sell- Greeks of Asia Minor.

Great and

liis

—

—

—

My

—

—

—

ing women from both Greece and Egypt.

As

their
Vers. 9, 10. Proclaim this. The prophet has
trade became more fixed, tbey themselves stole no already spoken of the gathering of the nations in
more, but like Christian nations, sold those whom the valley of Jehoshaphat, where Jehovah will plead
have heard the accusation and the
others stole or made captive. Even from the times with them.
of the Judges, Israel was exposed in part to the sentence ; and now comes the swift execution of
this.
What? If it be Prepare
Proclaim
violence and fraud of Tyre and Sidon. Sisera's it
army came from their territory, and Deborah (sanctify) war, and this is to be proclaimed to the
damsel or two" as the expected heathen, those charged to bear the message should
speaks of
prey of each man in his host. In Joel, the Philis- be the heralds of the heathen. But the contents
tines and Tyrians appear as combined in the traf- of the message show that it is directed not to the
In Amos, the Philistines are the robbers of heathen but to Israel. No one shall remain behind,
fic.
men, the Phoenicians are the receivers and the sell- nor feci himself weak, nor withdraw from the holy
Probably such acts were expressly prohibited contest, which is to bring " decision." It most be
ers.
by the " brotherly covenant," or treaty between considered, then, as a summons to Israel. The

We

"a

Solomon and Hiram, king of Tyre. For Amos battle described is no common one. It is a battle,
says that Tyre forgot that treaty, when she sold in which Jehovah Himself shall be present as a
wholesale the captive Israelites whom the Philis- judge deciding the fate of the heathen, and helpDigitized by
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win a glorious victory over them. threshing and winnowing of the corn thus cut
The summoner is Jehovah Himself, or the prophet down, as Keil suggests, there is no hint for with
speaking in his name, who, in his vivid description these enemies of Jenovah there could be no separof the contest, feels himself to be present at it. ating the wheat and the chaff. The only point in
Proclaim this must, then refer to what was said be- the figure on which attention is fixed, is the •' cutthat Jehovah will recompense the ting down " what had been before standing. Then
fore, namely
heathen for their crimes against Israel, and that comes a new and stronger simile to represent the
Israel shall be fully avenged. For the counterpart destruction of these enemies.
They shall not only
of the proposed change of the implements of peace be "cut off," but "crushed," or trodden like
inff Israel

to

;

:

Mic. grapes in the wine-press. The overflowing " fullness of the vats" is significant (Keil denies it).
JWunsche Proclaim, lit, sanctify. The use of It represents the general blood-shedding which
" greatness of their
this word shows that this great and decisive war shall be proportioned to the
Credner, Hit zip, wickedness." The execution itself is not formally
is a holy and a righteous one.
KeO, and others regard this as addressed not to described, but it is plainly enough indicated in ver.
" tumult."
the Jews, but to the heathen nations, i. e., to their 14. Multitudes, or as some render it
"
"
heralds who are, at the bidding of Jehovah, to sum- The mighty ones are now to engage in their
mon these nations to a war against Israel. But" bloody work, amid the uproar of battle. The
noise expressed or implied is not, as Keil supposes,
on this supposition the use of the word " sanctify
that of nations rushing together, for they are alis inexplicable.
F.J
ready assembled, and now, tne moment is one of
Vers. 11-16. Hasten and come. Now the najudgment, or " decision." The valley is the valtions are summoned to collect speedily, as if they
ley of Jehoshaphat, the " valley of decision," the
were about to accomplish something against Is- phrase being
immediately followed by the words
rael, while really they are rushing to their own "
for the day of the Lord is come." .This shows
destruction. Bound about. The reference is not
that what had been commanded (ver. 13) is now
to the immediate neighbors of Israel, but the exbeing accomplished, and that the contest involves
pression is used because God's people is regarded
the judgment and destruction of these enemies.
as holding a central position among the nations. This
catastrophe is the " day of the Lord," which
The prophet, however, cannot think of the assem- is attended by those awful phenomena
described
blage of the nations without offering a prayer to
(vers, 15, 16), by which Jehovah displays his omJehovah that He would cause his mighty ones to nipotence,
and really determines the issue of the
come down, where the gathering occurs, in the battle. The " darkness," before noticed as
a presalter of Jehoshaphat. Thy mighty ones. Ac- age of "
the day," now introduces it. " Tnuncording to Keil .they are the angels as heavenly
der"
an immediate display of God's jx>wer.
But if in ver. 9 they are men (Keil refers "
hosts.
Giving forth his voice," lit., " roaring," i. e. t of
that version to the heathen), they must also be men
the lion in pursuit of prey, denotes God's design
The idea of the angels coming from heaven to punish and
here.
destroy.
Of course Joel has in his
to help is not Joel's. It is Israel who fights, unmind not an ordinary thunder-storm, but a far more
der the command of Jehovah (comp. Judges v. 13).
terrible one.
Israel had been previously threatThy affords no proof against this exposition, since ened with day
a
of punishment marked by similar
Israel is God's people, and Israel's mighty ones
presages, in connection with the visitation of loare God's.
custs, but it had passed away.
Now, however,
Ver. 12. Here Jehovah himself speaks, and the the storm overtakes and destroys the heathen,
whole verses may, therefore, be regarded as a kind while Israel is not only protected by Jehovah from
of answer to the prophet's prayer. Jehovah sum- the judgments that overwhelm the enemies of God,
mons the nations to awake and to come up (H^p but is introduced into new and far higher privihere means to ascend) to the valley of Jehosha- leges than ever before were possessed.
[WUnsche: Ver. 12. Su to judge. This posKhat. For though the gathering place is a valjy, and Israel's mighty ones go down into it ture of the judge was common to the Hebrews,
from Zion, yet the heathen come up to the valley Greeks, and Romans. In Latin, sedere is often
of Jehoshaphat, because, being near to Jerusalem, used in the sense of judicare (Li v. iii. 46) so in
Greek koMQuv. The decision of a judge made by
it is on a higher elevation than the territories
The him standing, was generally deemed to have no
(«. gn Philistia) of the neighboring nations.
reason why they are to come up to this valley is legal force. All nations. The " all " is limited by
" round about" Hengstenberg, Keil, and others
found in the meaning of the name Jehoshaphat
" Jehovah sits there to judge." He does not en- understand by it all the nations who have become
gage directly in the contest He does not lead the in any way related to the kingdom of God, t. «.,
to pro- all the nations of the earth, as before the final
army, but He sits on a throne to judge,
nounce the sentence, and to execute it by means judgment, the Gospel of the kingdom will be
of his mighty ones. At the same time he renders preached throughout the whole world. Credner
essential aid by those terrible phenomena of nature supposes that the meaning of the double image
spoken of (vers. 15, 16), which mark the contest iisca in ver. 13 is, that as songs of gladness, danas " the day of the Lord," the result of which is cing, and other signs of joy mark the harvest and
the utter destruction of these enemies. How Jeho- vintage, so the Jews will find the highest enjoyvah will execute the sentence pronounced by Him ment in the day of judgment of their enemies.
as Judge, is explained in ver. 13, for the exhorta- But there is no ground for supposing that the
tion here addressed to the " mighty ones," while covenant people will have any such feelings.
Pusey Ver. 13. In itself, the harvest as well
the two armies front each other in battle array, is
given by Jehovah. This is evident from the fact as the vintage, might descril)c the end of this world
that the battle is to be the execution of a deserved as to both the good and the bad, in that the wheat
into the instruments of war, see

Is. ii.

4

;

it. 3.

:

—

=

;

=

;

—

:

Hence the attack and the fight are no is severed from the chaff and the tares, and the
sentence.
more spoken of, but the result simply, represented treading of the wine-press separates the wine
by the figure of cutting down ripe corn. Of a which is stored up from the husks which are cast
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Yet nothing is said here of storing up blood from the victims.
For on festival occaaught, either the wheat or the wine, but only of sions many thousands of animals were slain. But
the ripeness <>f the harvest, and that the vats over- of water there was an unfailing supply, a copious
flow because their wickedness is great. The harvest and natural fountain within gushing over; and
is sometimes, though more rarely, used fur destruc- there being moreover wonderful underground retion ; the treading of the wine-press is always used ceptacles, in the substructure of the temple, and
as an image of God's anger ; the vintage, of de- each of these having numerous pipes, the several,
struction.
It seems probable then, that the ripe- streams inter-communicating."
Tne same writer
ness of the harvest and the fullness of the vats are relates that, more than half a mile from the city,
alike used of the ripeness for destruction.
Ver. he was told to stoop down, and heard the sound
14. The prophet continues, as in amazement at of gushing waters underground.
The natural
the great throng assembling upon one another, fountain, then, beneath the Temple, was doubtless
multitudes, multitudes, as though, whichever way he augmented by waters brought from a distance, as
looked, there were yet more of these tumultuous required by the " diverse washings " of the priests,
masses. It was one living, surging, boiling sea
and to carry off the blood of the victims. Whencethrongs upon throngs, mere throngs. The word soever this water was supplied, it furnished Jerurendered multitudes suggests, besides, the thought salem with an abundant supply of water. The
of the hum and din of these masses, thronging, superfluous water was carriea off underground to
F.]
what is now " the fountain of the Virgin," and
onward blindly, to their own destruction.
Vers. 17-21. And ye shall know. Jehovah, thence again to the " pool of Siloam."
Thence it
by his judgment of Israel's enemies, proves Him- carried fertility to the gardens of Siloam. The
self to be Israel's God ; and from Zion, his dwell- blood of the victims flowed into the same brook,
ing place, all strangers and nnclean ones are ban- Kedron, and was a known source of fertility. That
ished.
This is the immediate gain to Israel, but little oasis of verdure was a fit emblem of the Jewother benefits are consequent upon it (comp. Rev. ish people, itself bedewed by the stream which isxxi. 27).
time of extraordinary prosperity fol- sued from the temple of (rod. But it made no
sensible impression out of or beyond itself.
lows.
HereVer. 18. Wine and milk flow in richest abund- after the stream, whose streamlets " made glad the
The mountains and the hills, i. e., the nat- city of God," should make the wildest, driest spots
ance.
urally sterile districts, become very fruitful, and as of our humanity " like the garden of the Lord."
this result depends on the supply of water, the Valley of Shittim, or acacia-trees, is a dry valley,
brooks shall not become dry. Vale of Shittim, or for in such the eastern acacia or sandal-wood
This wood is very strong and of incredifor in such a grows.
Valley of Acacias, now quite dry,
soil the acacia grows,
shall be watered by a ble lightness and beauty. Of it the ark of God was
fountain flowing from the house of the Lord, and made.
Ver. 1 9. Egypt a desolation. Brief as Joel's
shall become fruitful.
This description, of course, words are, they express an abiding condition of
is not to be taken in its merely literal sense.
As Egypt They are expanded by Ezekiel, Isaiah,
the blessedness originates with Jehovah, the fertil- Jeremiah, and Zechariah. But the three words of
izing stream is represented as coming from the Joel are more comprehensive than any prophecy,
Temple, the dwelling-place of God. What a con- except those of Ezekiel. They foretell that abidtrast between the state of things here depicted, ing condition, not only by the force of the words,
and the condition of the land after its devastation but by the contrast with an abiding condition of
bliss.
by the locusts
The words say, not only that it shall " be
Ver. 19. To render Israel's blessed condition desolated " as by a passing scourge, but it " shall
it shall become what it
the more conspicuous, the picture of the desolated Ea*s over into that state ;
heathendom is placed beside it. Egypt and Edom ad not been, and this, in contrast with the abidYet when Joel
are specially mentioned on account of their vio- ing condition of God's people.
lence against Judah's sons, namely, shedding threatened Egypt, there were no human symptoms
their blood. It is uncertain, what precise instances of decay ; the instruments of its successive overof this are referred to. Egypt's sins were prob- throws were as yet wild hordes, or had not the
ably those of the olden time ( Ex. 1. 16). For that beginnings of being. Egypt would not become
of Edom, see Amos i. 1 1 ; Ob. 10. They, however, barren except by miracle. Even now it recovers
Nothing could desolike the Phoenicians and Philistines in another whenever water is applied.
place, are here taken as representatives of the en- late Egypt except man's abiding negligence or opstorm
could annihilate a
passing
emies of Israel. (Comp. in ref. to Edom Is. xxxiv. pression. No
fertility which poured in upon it in ever-renewing
63; Jer. xlix. 7 ; Ezek. iii. 5.)
Ver. 20. Wholly different shall be the condition richness. Egypt is alike prolific in its people, and
of Israel. Judah and Jerusalem shall dwell for- in the productions of the earth. Yet with these
powers implanted in nature unimpaired, the popever, t. «., they shall be inhabited.
Ver. 21. While Israel is thus blessed, it will be ulation is diminished, the land half desert. Perproved that tbe wrong committed against him has sians, Macedonians, Romans, Greeks, Arabs, and
been fully avenged, or as some take the word, an- Turks, have tried their hands on Egypt Strange
nulled, t. e., by having been punished ; and the all- that selfishness or powerlessness for good should
embracing assurance is repeated, Jehovah shall have rested updn all ; strange that no one should
have* developed its inherent powers. One long
dioell in Zion.
[Pusey Ver. 18. A fountain shall come forth out prosperity, and one long adversity. One scarcely
of the house of the Lord. The existence ot a large broken day, and one troubled night And that
supply of water under the Temple is beyond all doom foretold in the mid-day of its prosperity by
While the Temple was still standing, these three words, Egypt shall be a desolation
question.
mention is made of an ever-flowing.fountain under Edom a desolate wilderness. Its ancient capital,
as well as pools and cisterns for preserving and its rock-dwellings long unknown, have been
it,
One well acquainted with the local- within the last forty years, again revealed to na.
rain-water.
ities says, " The pavements had slopes for the sake The land is almost the more hopelessly desolate,
of a flush of water in order to cleanse away the because it was once artificially cultivated. Edom
away.

—

—
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was the centre of the intercourse of nations. The
hill-sides, and mountains, once covered with earth
and clothed with vineyards, are now bare rocks.
Yet the traces of former fertility are innumerevery spot capable of sustaining vegetable
The
carefully watered and cultivated.
ancient inhabitants seem to have left no accessible place untouched. They have exhibited equal
art .and industry in eliciting from the grand
walls of their marvelous capital, whatever the
combination of climate, irrigation, and botanical
skill could foster in the scanty soil afforded them.
The desolation began soon after the captivity of
Judah, and Edom's malicious joy in it. In Joel's
time, not the slightest shadow was cast on her fuNo human eye could tell that she would be
ture.
But God said by Joel, " Edom
finally desolate.
able

life

:

was

—

shall be a desolate wilderness," and so it is !
Ver. 21. I will clean** her blood. The word rendered cleansed, is not used for natural cleansing,
nor is the image taken from the cleansing of the
body. The word signifies only to pronounce innocent, or to free from guilt Nor is blood used of
sinfulness generally, but only of the actual guilt

of shedding blood. The whole then cannot be an
image taken from the cleansing of physical defilement, like the words of Ezek. xvi. 9, " then washed
1
I thee with water/ etc Nor, again, can it mean
the forgiveness of sins generally, but only the pronouncing innocent the blood which had been shed.
This the only meaning of the words, falls in with
the mention of innocent blood, for shedding which,
Egypt and Edom had been condemned. In punishing the shedding of it, God declared the blood
F.]
innocent, whose shedding Ue punished.

—

THEOLOGICAL.
1. Three topics are discussed in this chapter
the enmity of the " nations " against Israel ; the
punishment of the nations ; and the new happiness of Israel.
(1.) The enmity of the nations against Israel.
How does the prophet regard this 1 Is the hostility only accidental, exhibiting itself simply in
some particular acts 1 Or has it a deeper ground,
namely, in the antagonism of the nations as
heathen against Israel as God's people, or the antagonism between idolatry and the worship of the
true God ? The mere words of the prophet would
not lead us to suppose that he regarded it in the
He speaks only of acts of pillage,
latter light.
carrying away captives, shedding of blood. Nor
must we interpret ver. 5 as if the acts described
were directed against the Temple as such; nor
are they the necessary and exclusive offspring of
But we may and must say that these
heathenism
acts of injury appeared to be the outgrowth of the
religious antagonism between the Gentiles and IsThe people of Israel were God's people, and
rael.
enmity against the former was in fact enmity
That
against God's people, and God himself.
the prophet so regards it, vers. 4; 5 plainly show.
This hostility of the Gentiles or nations, though
in one sense accidental, really reflects an inward
and profound hatred. Hence the general expresalthough, in
sion, "all ye heathen, or Gentile,
point of fact, Israel had been injured only by
some of them. Thus Israel stands on one side,
and all the heathen or Gentiles on the other, in
What one of the latthe attitude of antagonists.
ter does, they may be all expected to do, and so
nay be held responsible for it, inasmuch as they
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constitute one whole.
Therefore, if Israel is to
be helped, the judgment must fall on the whole
heathen world. Finally, the prophet nowhere intimates that the Gentiles should be employed as
God's instruments in punishing Israel for his guilt
The Gentiles alone appear as the guilty ones.
(2.) The punishment of the nations was a certain and neces&ary result of Israel's position as
God's people. They had scattered them ; they
had parted their land ; they had taken their silver
and gold ; in a word, they had thus taken God's
property, and He could not allow this to go unpunished. He must stand up for his people and
destroy their enemies. Though Israel is the agent
in inflicting, yet the punishment comes really from
the divine hand. Jehovah assembles the nations,
and, in the contest between them and his people,
gives, by his immediate help, the victory to the latter.
Tliis punishment involves the destruction of
these enemies. The menaces relating to this point
raajr seem unduly severe ; but it is to be observed
that the guilt of these nations is very aggravated,
going far beyond the ordinary measure of enmity
and crime, and therefore, according to the jut talionis, the
retribution should be proportionate.
Credner's idea that Joel here abandons himself to
the feelings of unbridled revenge, is wholly groundless.
Meier justly remarks against this notion,
that no prophet ever describes these bloody conflicts as simply growing out of human revenge;
they ever regard them as signs of that Higher
Power which strikes with destruction everything
ungodly. And while the later prophets do not
speak of bloody phenomena such as are here described, they yet plainly intimate, that before the
consummation of the Messianic age, a catastrophe
involving such scenes must come, as a transition
epoch, in which everything unholy, as well in Israel as in the heathen world, will be destroyed.
The grand object on which all depends, and which
faith accepts as certain, is the complete subjugation of God's enemies, and the complete triumph of his people. The pencil that paints this
picture is, indeed, dipped in strong colors, corresponding to the energy of the divine powers which
The idea set forth is the essential
shall realize it.
thing ; the expression of it is, of course, modified
by the prophet's historical relations, and the character or the times in which he lived.
Amid the extraordi(3.) Israel's new felicity.
nary manifestations of divine wrath connected with
the destruction of the wicked, Israel is protected
and realizes anew that Jehovah is his God. His
land shall no more be seized by a stranger, and its
remarkable fertility will be a proof that Jehovah
is dwelling in the midst of it
The latter is the
main thing in the promise, the productiveness of
the land being simply an evidence of it. Of this
the fountain issuing forth from the house of the
Lord is a symbol and a pledge. Here the promise
goes beyond what is merely physically possible, as
do also some features of the judgment of the
heathen ; from which it is plain that the prophet's
mind was fixed, not so much on the literal fulfillment of the prediction, as upon the general truth,
that Jehovah will, in a manner eminent and unequivocal, own Israel as his people, by bestowing
on him the richest blessings.
2. If now we inquire into the fulfillment of this
Srophecy, objectively considered, we shall quickly
iscover, that things took at first quite a different
shape from that which Joel seems to have sup
posed tbey would. He sees in the heathen only
the enemies of God's people who are to be punDigitized by
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Uhed, and ho announces their certain punishment
on account of their many acts of violence against
The later prophets, on the other hand,
Israel.
charge God's own people with their sins, and prejudgments,
which God will employ the heatnen
dict
as his" instruments to inflict, and which, we know,
in later times they did.
But there is no evidence,
from his prophecy, that Joel was acquainted
i. e.
y

with this fact of the future.

It is

wholly unwar-

rantable to interpret his words (ver. 1), as if he
had foreseen and foretold what later prophets announced, namely, the Exile, and the dispersion by
the Romans, without giving the reason for either
of these events. He does not think it possible
that a divine judgso far as his prophecy shows
ment should l>e indicted upon Israel. Both the
internal (t. <•., the guiltiness of Israel and Judah)
and the external antecedent conditions of such a
judgment are wanting. He knows nothing of
those secular powers which brought on the exile,
or at least, he does not know them as powers with
whom Israel is to come into conflict. It is a false
view of the nature of prophecy to suppose that
events of the most distant future were revealed with
equal clearness to the prophets whose experience,
in a sort of intermediate way, corresponded with, or
contradicted that future. According to the later
prophets the glorious state of Israel is reached,
after his having passed through an intermediate'
condition of humiliation. Joel knows nothing of
such an intermediate condition. He represents
the felicity of Israel as resulting not simply from
the truthfulness of God. who will not utterly abandon even his unfaithful people, while He, punishes
them, but as a thing which they might at any
time secure by penitential confession of sins, and
calling upon the Lord. But there is an essential
harmony between Joel and the later prophets.
How then were their predictions fulfilled ? The
menaces against the heathen nations mentioned
have been remarkably accomplished by actual historical events, particularly by Alexander the Great
and his successors. But we must look for a larger
and fuller accomplishment of the prophecies of Joel.
It is evident that he had in his mind a grand consummation, since he connects it with the general
outpouring of the Spirit and the announcement
of the day of the Lord. He sees the heathen world
utterly overwhelmed, while Israel enters into and
holds the position of God s people. The period
of conflict is passed, and that of victory and peace

—

—

has come.

Now

as regards the fulfillment of these prophrepeat the remarks already made
respecting the later ones of Hosea. For Israel as
nation
glorious
time had not yet come ; nor
that
a
was there any ground for the immediate expecta1 he tenor of the prophecy would seem
tion of it.
to indicate that it applied exclusively to Israel,
because in Joel's time, Israel alone was God's peo£le. But this view, which makes God's people and
jrael as a nation identical, though sanctioned in
a certain sense by the Old Covenant, has been
While
clearly set aside by the New Covenant.
then the Jewish nation, as such, has no ground for
maintain,
promised
the
Ohiliasts
this
expecting, as
felicity, it is nevertheless certain that the promise
is valid for the people of God as typified by Israel.
Its fulfillment is to be looked for in a far different
and more glorious way than the prophet, from his
[Whether the so-called
stand-point, anticipated.
Cbiliastic theory of the future of the Jews be true
or not, there is no necessary antagonism between
it and the admission, under the New Covenant, of
ecies,

we might

the Gentiles to the spiritual privileges of God's
The Jews still exist as a distinct people.
And Paul certainly seems to intimate (Rom. xi.
25) that there is vet a glorious future for Israel,
which shall 'be realized when " the fullness of the
Gentiles be come in."
F.]
The new Israel lives
in the hope of a general outpouring of the Spirit,
which was begun at Pentecost, and has been continued ever since,
of a final, complete deliverance, and a glorious victory over all its enemies
in a word, of a felicity and salvation which shall
be a proof of God's immediate presence in the
midst of it. Whether Joel foresaw all this, i. a.,
understood the full meaning of his own prediction,
may be doubted ; but, in the sense already explained, we can appropriate it to ourselves, as Keil
remarks " The people and heritage of the Lord
is not only the Old Testament Israel as such, bnt
the Church of Gjd, embracing those who lived
under the New as well as the Old Covenant. On it
people.

—

—

:

his Spirit is

poured out.

Jehovah's judgment of

the nations for injuries done to his people is not
simply the judgment of such of them, e. g. t the
Romans and others, that have maltreated the Jews,
but the final, general judgment of all nations, of
It is this
all the enemies of the Church of God.
fundamental truth, this glorious hope made sure
by almost the oldest of the. prophets, which the
people of God, from the beginning, have lifted up
And hence we see in all the vicas a standard.
tories which God has granted to his people, and in
all the judgments inflicted upon the heathen neighbors and enemies of Israel, a fulfillment of this
promise, which again finds, as by a thousandfold
refraction, a still more particular fulfillment in all
the special deliverances of his children, and in all
So Luther is
their experiences of his protection.
not wrong in regarding the rich blessings promised
to Judah as identical with those revealed in the
Gospel, and through it bestowed upon the Chris-

Church. As God's heritage, Zion experienced
from the first, and continues to experience, the
Still, the
blessed presence and the grace of God.
final, and complete fulfillment will only come with
of
the
kingdom
of the Parouthe consummation
sia, or Second Advent of the Lord.
tian

HOMTLETICAL.
Ver.

When I

1.

shill bring again.

God hath

bounds

to everything, especially to the sufferings of his people. He determines their beginning,
and how long they shall endure. Rejoice, ye faithful, the Lord shall bring again your captivity.

set

He

will deliver you from all evil,
his heavenly kingdom.

and help you to reach

[Henry Though the bondage of God's people
may be grievous and very long, yet it shall not be
:

There is a day, there is a tint*, fixed
everlasting.
for the bringing again of the captivity of God's children, for the redeeming them from the power of the
F.l
grave.
Ver. 2. / will gather all nationn. Though wicked
men say that the Lord does not see them, they shall
learn by experience that He does, in the time when
He shall judge them. Ye proud Gentiles, who
cease not to afflict the little flock of the faithful,

—

that a day of judgment is coming, when the
avenge the blood of his servants.
they have scattered. Those who are unjustly exiled
should leave vengeance in the hands of God the
righteous judge. Mark that all divine punishment,
and even the final judgment of the wicked is for

know

Lord

— Whom

will
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CHAPTER
the sake of the godly. Behold how God takes care
of his people ! Therefore, be of good courage
Dost thou belong to God's people f Then He will
take care of thee, though He may seem to delay
doing so. God's honor will not permit his people
to perish, and their enemies to triumph, for their
enemies are his enemies.
[Pusbt : Will plead with them. God maketh
Himself in such wise a party, as not to condemn
those unconvicted, yet the pleading has a separate
awfulncss of its own. God impleads, so as to allow
Himself to be impleaded and answered ; but there
is no answer. He will set forth what He had done,
and how we have requited Him. And we are without excuse. Our memories witness against us
oar knowledge acknowledges his justice ; our conscience convicts us ; all unite in pronouncing ourselves ungrateful, and God holy and just.
For a
sinner to see himself is to condemn himself, and in
the day of judgment God will bring before each
sinner his whole self.
F.]
Vers. 3-5. They have coat lots. In a time of war
terrible crimes are very common, but in due season
God will punish them.
What have ye to do with
me.
The true Church is the heavenly Father's
daughter, and Christ's beloved spouse. Therefore
he who persecutes it, is persecuting God and Christ.
How great the foolishness of sinners who want to
plead with and defy God! O, how certainly will
their defiance of Him be visited on their own head.
Therefore be humble, and confess thy misdeeds, if
thou wouldst escape divine punishment.
[Poser : Will ye render me a recompense. Men
never want pleas for themselves. Men forget their

41

in.

geance shall finally overtake them. If God be for
us, who can be against us? The Lord sits as
ruler, and is ever judging nations and individuals.
No one can escape his judgment. He may long
seem to be silent, but ever and anon He comes
forth with his judgments now, the harbingers of the
final

and

decisive one.

[Hbnrt

:

Thy mighty

ones.

When

God's cause

to be pleaded, either by the law or by the sword,
He has those ready who will plead it effectually ;
witnesses ready to "appear for Him in the court of
judgment, soldiers ready to appear for Him in the
is

of battle.— F.J
Ver. 13. For their wickedness is oreat. When
the measure of men's sins is full, then execution
comes. The judgments of God are then no longer
delayed.
Vers. 14-16. The day of the Lord is near. Tremble ye godless, for the day is near when the Lord
will judge you ! Behold, the lion is already roaring out of Zion announcing your punishment.
Should not that voice, which shall one day bo
heard by the whole earth, arouse you to repentance ? To the wicked, God is a roaring lion, but
to the godly a strong fortress.
As God always cared for and defended his peculiar
people against the rage of their enemies, so Christ
now protects his peculiar people, Christians, against
the violence of their foes. He may allow them,
for a time, to be persecuted, to try and perfect their
faith by " manifold temptations/' but, in the end,
He will destroy their enemies. Examples of this
have' occurred in past ages ; but a greater ruin
awaits them. When the great and terrible day of
own wrong-doings, and remember their sufferings. the Lord comes, He will gather all his enemies
Men, when they submit not to God chastening into the valley of Jehoshapbat ; He will bring them
before his tribunal, and plead with them for his
them, hate Him.
silver.
Those who take away the heritage and people, and will return upon their
Hbnrt
estates of good men for well-doing, will be found own heads all the evils they have inflicted upon
guilty of sacrilege ; they take God's silver and the true Christendom.
[Hrsrt The Lord shall roar. The judgment
gold. It is no new thing for those who have been
very civil to their neighbors, to find them very un- of the great day shall make the ears of those to
kind and nnncighborly, and for those who do no tingle who continue the implacable enemies of God.
As blessings ont of Zion are the sweetest blessings,
injuries to suffer many.
F.J
Vers. 1-7. The raging of the nations and their and enongn to make heaven and earth sing, so terrulers is an indication of that fleshly mind which rors out of Zion are the sorest terrors, and enough
The saints are
is always opposed to the kingdom of God. So long to make heaven and earth shake.
as the hope of that kingdom was confined to Israel, the Israel of God ; now in the great day (1 ) Their
The Lord will be the
the hatred of the heathen was spent on Israel. longings shall be satisfied.
When that kingdom was taken from Israel, and Hope of his people. As He always was the Founder
given to the " little flock," which " brought forth ana Foundation of their hopes, so He will then be
They shall arrive at
the fruit of it," that hatred was simply transferred. the Crown of their hopes.
The world ever has sought and still seeks to divide the desired haven ; shall put to shore after a stormy
the heritage of the Lord, and to bring to shame voyage ; they sjiall go to be forever at home with
those who trust in his word of promise. But when God. (2J Their happiness shall be confirmed. God
God regathers his scattered people Israel, and re- will be in that day the Strength of the children of
establishes down-trodden Jerusalem, He will also Israel, enabling them to welcome that day, and to
deliver the rest of his elect, and fully recompense bear up under the weight of its glories and joys.
them for the sufferings which the world has inF.J
Ye shall know. So long as believers
Ver. 17.
flicted on them.
Ver. 9. Prepare war. Peace must end when are here below, sighing under the bnrden of sin,
we are called on to combat the enemies of God. and not seeing the means of deliverance, they are
Then, all must take up arms. " I came not to apt to think that God has abandoned them.
[Hbnrt The knowledge which true believers
send peace, but a sword." Through conflict to
have of God is (I) An* appropriating knowledge;
victory ! through war to peace 1
Ver. 10. [Posey : Ploughshares into swords. they know that He is the Lord their God, yet not
Peace within with God flows forth in peace with theirs only, but theirs in common with the whole
man. Where there is not rest in God, all is unrest. Church. (2) An experimental knowledge. They
And so, all which was needful for life, the means of shall find Him their Hope and Strength, in the
subsistence, care of health, were to be forgotten worst of times. Those know best the goodness of
F.]
God, who have tasted and seen it
for war.
Poskt: God Himself joins on his own words
Vers. 11, 12. Hasten and come. Behold how
Ye shall know by experithe Lord holds the godless persecutors of his Church to those of the prophet
Let them do what they like, his ven- ence, by sight, face to face, what ye now believe,
in derision 1
field

—

—

:

Mv

:

—

—

—

:

—
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that I am the Lord jour God.
Your God, your heavenly Jerusalem. O, the depth of the riches,
own, as much as if possessed by none besides, fill- of the wisdom, and of the knowledge of God 1
ing all with gladness, yet fully possessed by each. Of the riches of grace, since God, in spite of the
F.]
unbelief and disobedience of his people, has not
Ver. 18. In that day. Glorious are the prom- forgotten them, nor abrogated his covenant. Of
ises to the Church of the New Covenant, but they the wisdom, which turns so manv hindrances into
will be completely fulfilled only in a blessed eter- the mean 8 of helping forward his own purposes.
nity. In this world God feeds us, comforts us with Of the knowledge which has foreseen and with
his Word and sacraments, consoles us with mani- absolute certainty has predicted all these things.
fold blessings in Christ, but in the future world, Learn from Israel, the courageous trust thou
this grace will be far more superabundant.
By mayest have in the mercy of God, even though
the mountains are meant the kingdoms of this thou shouldst lie beneath his heavy hand, as long
world, which shall flow with the wine and milk of as Jerusalem has lain in her ruins. Learn that the
Christian doctrine, by which a rich measure of wisdom of God can never fail, nor be at fault, and
spiritual gifts shall be imparted to men.
For the yield thyself in^all circumstances to his wise guidGospel is very finely compared to wine as well as ance. When something happens to thee unexpectmilk ; to wine, since it is administered to the adult edly, and destroys some hope which you may nave
to gladden his heart, and confirm his faith, hope, fondly cherished, call to mind and consider the
and love to milk, as it is also administered to truth", that " known unto God are all his works
children in Christ, who, as new-born babes, desire from the foundation of the world."
the sincere milk of the Word. As wine comforts
[Henry It is promised that the Church shall
and strengthens man's heart, so the Word of God be very happy. Three things are here promised it.
preserves and increases faith, and imparts consola1. Purity.
That is put last here as a reason for
tion under sufferings.
The law does the opposite, the rest (ver. 21 ). But we may consider it first as
holy and just though it be. It accuses them, and the ground and foundation of the rest. / will
threatens death ; it makes them faint-hearted and cleanse, etc.
despondent. But the Gospel banishes fear, by re2. Plenty (ver. 18).
That is put first because it
vealing a Mediator, the Son of God, and filling speaks the reverse of the judgment threatened in
the soul with an assurance of the mercy of God. the foregoing chapters. The streams of this plenty
By rivers flowing with water , the prophet means overflow and enrich the land.
the wonderful spread of the Gospel, and the rich
3. Perpetuity.
This crowns all the rest As one
fruit it will produce.
As dry places are barren, generation of professing Christians passes away,
and well watered ones fertile, so where the Gospel another shall come, in whom the throne of Christ
resounds, the richest and ripest fruits are produced. shall endure forever.
The Holy Spirit goes with it, imparting his own
-Robinson The last days are at hand, when
divine gifts.
the wicked shall be driven away in their wickedfPusET As the fountain gushes forth from the ness, and a fiery deluge of wrath shall overwhelm
hill or mountain side in one ceaseless flow, day the earth, but they who love the Lord shall be
and night, streaming out from the recesses to which removed, as Lot, to a mountain of safety, and like
the waters are supplied by God from his treasure- Noah, be hidden in an ark of salvation, until the deshouse of the rain, so day by day, in sorrow or in olation and the tyranny be overpassed. Wherefore,
joy, in prosperity or adversity, God pours out in dear Christian brethren, lift up your hearts, and
the Church, and in the souls of his elect, the riches long for his coming, for you snail be his in that
of his grace. The love of God shall stream through day when He makes up his jewels.
every heart ; each shall be full according to its
Jesus, thy Church with longing eyes
capacity, and none the less full, because a larger
For thy expected coming waits
pours
tide
through others. All the powers, capaciWhen will the promised light mrise,
ties, senses, speech of the saints who confess God
And glory gleam from Zion's gates T
shall flow with a perennial stream of joy, thanksTeach us in watchfulness and prayer
giving, and jubilee, as of all pleasure and bliss.

—

—

;

:

:

:

(

:

—

for the appointed hour
us by thy grace to share
The triumphs of thy conquering power.

To wait

And

Ver. 19. Shed innocent blood. How highly does
the Lord esteem the death, the blood of the faithful

[Henry

:

The innocent blood of God's people

very precious to Him, and not a drop shall be
shed, but it shall be reckoned for.
F.]
Vers. 20, 21. Judah shall dwell forever. The
Church of the New Covenant is imperishable, for
it shall be transplanted from time into eternity.
Blessed Zion ! in which the Lord dwells with his
Word, and the gifts of his Spirit, and which He
quickens by his converting and sanctifying power.
Let us make here for ourselves tabernacles, and
serve this great King of hearts in the obedience of
faith, so that we may at last be transferred to the

is

—

fit

—

F.]

Prayer suggested bt the whole Chapter.
Great Saviour we thank Thee that Thou wilt
one day judge the enemies of Thy Church, and wilt

—

!

recompense their persecutions and abominations
Grant that their further
on their own heads.
wicked designs may not injure Thy Zion. Arise
and punish them deliver Thy faithful ones, and
;

be their refuge and fortress amid tjie judgments
which shall overtake the world of the ungodly.
Adorn Thy Zion with the rich gifts of Thy Spirit,
that it may be holy before Thee, and ever overflow
with spiritual blessings. Amen.
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THE PROPHET AMOS.
INTRODUCTION.
The Personal Relations of Amos.

§ 1.

Of these we know more than we do in the case of Hosea and of Joel, and that, not merely
from the superscription, the originality of which needs yet to be established, but also from
First of all occurs the name, DiBJ.
It may
the prophet's own words (chap. vii. 10-15).
be mentioned in passing that the fathers, ignorant of Hebrew, confounded this name with
\pDH, that of the father of Isaiah, and supposed the two persons to be one and the same but
Bearer, or
Jerome denied the assertion. The meaning of the name is uncertain, perhaps
Heavy. His home was certainly, according to ch. vii. 10 ff., in the kingdom of Judah. He
labored indeed in Ephraim, but this was considered strange by Amaziah, who reproved it as
an insolent undertaking and bade him escape to Judah, so that manifestly, he did not reside
The superscription puts his residence in Tekoa, a town
in Bethel nor anywhere in Israel.
2
in the tribe of Judah, often mentioned elsewhere in the Old Testament (2 Sam. xiv. 2
also 1 Mac. ix. 33), and said by Jerome to be some miles
Chron. xi. 6, xx. 20 Jer. vL 1
south of Bethlehem, where its ruins are stilt preserved in the modern name of Tekua.
Here, according to ch. vii. 14, Amos was a TTQ, which naturally, according to its deriBut the 15 th verse states that Jehovah took him from following
vation, means herdman.
Tl&n, and this word signifies sheep and goats in distinction from neat-cattle, so that the
term herdman must be considered as used in a wide sense and including a shepherd's office.
This is confirmed by the account of Tekoa given by Jerome, who knew the holy land from
personal observation, and whose statements in his preface to our prophet, are therefore not
He says that the country was sandy
to be regarded as mere inferences from this passage.
and barren, and therefore full of shepherds who made amends for its failure to yield crops by
That there were many shepherds in the place is indicated by
the number of their flocks.
the title, in its saying that Amos was " among the y*Tflfa °f Tekoa " (yipfitt meaning, per-

=

;

;

;

;

who had gone out from Tekoa

to more distant pastures).
The term *Tj7b occurs
where it is applied to the Moabitish king, Meshah,
who in this capacity paid to the king of Israel a yearly tribute of 100,000 lambs, and as many
Accordingly it signifies a sheep-master. We may therefore regard Amos as an
rams.
owner of flocks, but by no means as a wealthy sheep-owner. This is determined by what he
says of himself (ch. vii 14, 16), according to which he was a shepherd, and took care of
But this phrase " among the shepherds of Tekoah,"
the sheep, even if they were his own.
may refer merely to his residence, and so indicate his employment while he was living

haps, those

besides this place only in 2 Kings

iii.

4,

He further calls himself DNDf?QJ oVia, one who cultivated sycaamong these persons.
mores for his support. This tree by its sweet fruit (Pliny, N. H. xiii. 14, calls it pratdulcis)
which it bears abundantly, afforded to a shepherd living in the open country a nutriment
both ample and easily provided. So that Amos had a competent support, although he was
Accordingly, in ch. vii. 12, etc., he rejects the summons to go to Judah and eat
not rich.
his bread there, on the ground that he did not prophesy for bread but had a competency of
bis own, implying also perhaps that as a shepherd he was satisfied with simple fare.
Here now as he abode among his flocks the call of the Lord reached him to prophesy conFor he says expressly that he was neither a prophet nor a prophet's son,
cerning Israel.
L e^ a pupil of the prophets, which excludes any thought of a school in which he had pre*
t
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pared himself for the work, or even that he had assumed it as a calling. In obedience to the
to Bethel, the chief seat of the idol worship, in order to announce to
the careless people the divine judgment.
There the priest Amaziah sought to drive him
away, as a seditious .person. But he boldly resisted, and made his threatening still more
severe.
It is not stated whether he then went away or whether he continued his prophetic
All that we further know of him is that his discourses were reduced to writing.
function.
Later traditions of his martyrdom have no historical value.

summons he repaired

§

2.

The Age of the Prophet.

This in substance is well settled. For the book itself names Jeroboam (II.) as the king
under whom Amos prophesied in Bethel. This king ascended the throne in the fifteenth of the
twenty-nine years' reign of Amaziah, king of Judah ; and reigned forty-one years.
He was
therefore fourteen years contemporary with Amaziah, and twenty-seven years with his successor Uzziah.
The title puts Amos in the last two thirds of Jeroboam's reign, since it
represents him as prophesying in the days of Jeroboam and Uzziah, L e., while they were
contemporary; and this is confirmed by the statement in ch. ix. 12 that "the remnant of
Edom should be possessed," indicating that the Edomite capital, Selah, had already been conquered, which took place under Uzziah *s father Amaziah (2 Kings xiv. 7).
The time of the
prophet's activity cannot be more closely defined within these twenty-seven years ; only it is
certain that it did not extend over the whole period, but was confined to a certain occasion.
" two years before the earthquake."
The title indicates this by the note
This would give
us the precise date, if only we knew the time of the earthquake ; but this not being the case,
we gain nothing by the statement It only confirms the view that Amos prophesied in the
reign of Uzziah, for we have every reason to believe that this earthquake was the same with
the one mentioned in Zechariah xiv. 5, which is there said to have occurred under Uzziah.

—

(As

to the object of this note, see below, ch.

Amos was somewhat

i.

1.)

Hosea, but still the latter was his contemporary, and
carried on his work (undoubtedly using his materials, see below) of announcing judgment
upon Ephraim, in a still more threatening manner and with a clearer indication that Assyria was to be the instrument of this judgment.
On the other hand, Amos was younger
than Joel, whose writings were known to him when he composed his own, since he expressly
refers to them, adopting Joel's words in his commencement (ch. i. 2), and leaning upon them
in the promise with which he concludes (ch. ix. 13).
The period of Amos's ministry was one of great external prosperity for the kingdom of
Israel.
Under Jeroboam II. it stood at the zenith of its power. Compare the picture of the
rich who seek only the increase of their wealth and luxury, and feel so entirely secure.
Certainly, as this picture directly shows, there was under this outward pomp and prosperity
a deep moral decay which stood in close connection with the apostasy from pure religion.
In Judah the case was different, but even there matters had become worse since the time of
Joel.
For Amos openly complains of a contempt of God's law and an inclination to idolatry,,
of which we find no trace in Joel.
Israel, however, had sunk deep in corruption, yet no one
either perceived or was willing to learn of any danger, all were in careless security.
No political signs indicated any danger from a foreign foe.
The Assyrians, indeed, attracted attention, but there was no probability that they would endanger the kingdom.
It was too strong
for that
And as to the danger resulting from inward moral decay, that was not apprehended, because men either disbelieved in a retributive, sin-avenging righteousness, or else
excluded the thought of it from their minds.
At this time the simple shepherd of Tekoa was
sent into the kingdom of Israel to announce to it, and especially to the house of Jeroboam,
God's judgment and their own downfall, as he says, ch. vii. 15.
Any one who had a living
faith in God and therefore in a divine retribution, might well conclude from a glance at the
defection from a true faith and worship and the prevailing moral corruption, that such a
people and kingdom were on the downward road and would fare ilL But it was a long step
from this to the public announcement of a certain overthrow by a foreign conqueror. Just
this is found in Amos ; he does not indeed name the foe, but no one can mistake who is
meant Thus he showed himself possessed of a special revelation from God, as he expressly
said in ch. vii. 15.
Although no one thought particularly of Assyria, for which reason he
does not name it, still he already saw in that kingdom the instrument of God's vengeance
earlier than

and so declared.
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§ 3.

Under the name of

this

prophet

The Booh of

we have a
kingdom of

the Prophet.

prophetic writing in nine chapters, contain-

on account of its prevaileven overthrow by a hostile nation.
Still the book is not limited to threatenings against Israel, but at least begins with threats
upon the surrounding heathen, and then, like a genuine prophetic book, concludes with
the promise of a new deliverance for Israel and a splendid prosperity under the house of
David.
Entering more into detail, we are to consider
1. The first and second chapters as a sort of introduction to the particular subject.
The second verse of chap. i. repeats a menace contained in Joel iv. 16, and then the nations around Israel are taken up in order, first the heathen, Damascus (i. 3-5), Philistia
(6-8), Tyre (9-10), Edom (11, 12), Ammon (13-15), Moab (ii. 1-3), and then Judah (4-5),
against each of which the divine wrath is announced in short, similar sentences, even "for
three transgressions and for four," and is executed by " kindling a fire " in their capitals.
Then the threatening turns to Israel, at first in the same phrase as before, but soon at greater
length.
There is a fuller detail of the prevailing sins, oppression of the poor, and lascivious
luxury, together with a gross contempt for God's favors toward them as his people (6-12)
and a fuller announcement of punishment, namely, complete subjugation under an invading
It is thus evident that the previous denunciations were intended only to pave
foe (13-16).
the way for this one, and that Israel was especially aimed at, for which reason the prophet
dwells on their case.
Still the threatening is here only introduced, and the judgment is
declared merely in general terms ; the form of its fulfillment can only be conjectured.
This division contains four
2. The special charges and threats follow in chaps, iii.-vi.
discourses,
in which the kingthe first three of which begin with a " Hear this word "
dom of Israel, especially the great men, on account of the prevailing sins, are threatened
with a divine judgment in the shape of the destruction of palaces and sanctuaries, the overthrow of the kingdom, and the carrying away of the people, unless by seeking the Lord
they seize the only hope of deliverance.
(a.) In chap. iii. the chief thought is manifestly that there should be no doubt about the
coming of the judgment, since the prophet who bore Jehovah's commission could not speak
ing chiefly threatenings against the

ing grievous sins,

it

announces a grievous

Israel, to which,

infliction,

—

—

—

in vain.
(b.) Chap. iv. bases the assurance of punishment on the fact that all previous visitations
of God had been to no purpose-, since repentance had not ensued. The judgment therefore
must come.
(c) In chap. v. we hear the outcry at approaching calamity, intermingled with calls to
seek the Lord and love the good, as the only means of escape. It concludes with a woe
pronounced upon those who desire the day of the Lord, which yet for them must be a day
of terror, since all idolatry is an abomination to him. Then is added in
(d.) Chap, vi., a woe upon those who on the contrary fancy the day of the Lord to be far
off and therefore persevere in their frivolity until the judgment overtakes them by means
of a people whom the Lord will raise up.
After these discourses about punishment comes a new division,
3. Chaps, vii.-ix., in which the prophet recounts certain visions in which he has seen the
fate of Israel, interspersed with historical details and threats of punishment, but at last
passing into the promise of a new deliverance and prosperity for Israel.
(a). Chap. vii. First, the prophet has two visions of punishment by Locusts and by Fire,
which, however, are averted at his intercession. So much the more does the third vision, of
the Plumb-line, show the downfall of the kingdom, and especially of the house of Jeroboam
The result of this announcement is that the priest Amaziah comto be irreversible (1-9).
But Amos boldly meets him,
plains of Amos to the king and proposes his banishment.
affirms the divine call under which he was acting, and utters a still sharper threat, aimed

—

—

especially at the priest.

A fourth vision represents the ripeness of the people for judgment
(b.) Chap. viii.
"
under the image of a basket of ripe fruit. Then the prophet commences with " Hear this
(as in chaps,

iii., iv.,

v.),

a denunciation of the sins of the higher classes,
of' hearing the word of the Lord.

who

are threat-

ened with the sore grief of a famine
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(c.) In a fifth vision the prophet sees under the image of an overthrow of the temple (at
Bethel) which buries all in its ruins, the utter ruin of the kingdom by a divine judgment
which none can escape ; since God is almighty and Israel is not a whit better than the
heathen (i. 7). Yet God will not destroy it entirely, but sift it by destroying all the sinners
at ease, and then ra se again David's fallen tent to a new glory.
Thus the book concludes
with the promise of a new deliverance under the house of David, when Israel will be richly
blessed, and made as great and powerful as ever before, and never again be driven out of
the land.
That the book whose contents are thus outlined forms one complete whole, can scarcely
be disputed. But to press the inquiry closer, it is at once evident that chaps, i. and ii. are
intimately connected, and in like manuer chaps, iii.-vi. belong together. But that the latter
division concurs with the former to make one whole is equally clear.
menace of judgment upon Israel could not possibly be satisfied with what is said in ii. 13-16, for in that
case there would be no definite no ss and certainty as to what Israel was to expect.
The
further statements in the following discourses are a matter of necessity.
Moreover, a comparison of ii. 6-8 with iii. 9, 10, v. 7, 11, vi. 4, shows a striking similarity between the sins
censured in both cases. The unity of the first six chapters is then established. As to chaps,
vii.-ix., no argument is needed to show their mutual coherence.
But the question arises,
whether they did not originally form an independent whole which a subsequent editor appended to the foregoing, or conversely made the foregoing a preface to it. There is much
to favor its independent character.
It differs from what precedes, both in matter as containing visions, and in form, as the prophet speaks in the first person. Notwithstanding, its
with chaps, i.— vi., is
close connection
at least in the state in which we now have it
unquestionable.
The chief eyidence of this seems to me to lie in chap. viii. 4 seq. ; which
bears an unmistakable relation to what is already found in chaps, iii.-vi.
The reproof is
the same in both. Compare the introductory words " Hear ye ; " the censure of sins in viii.
4, etc., with ch. ii. 6, etc, and ch. v. 11, 12; and also, the announcement of judgment in
viii. 10 with ch. v. 15.
So close is the correspondence that one might be tempted to think
that the latter passages were a subsequent insertion, which of course would destroy the argument for the original coherence of the whole. But we can hardly assume this theory of
insertion by an editor, simply because the words, viii. 4, etc., are somewhat abrupt and do
If an alteration were made, we should suppose they
not seem to be exactly in their place.
would have been taken away from their present place and joined to the foregoing passages,
Here applies the critical canon that the more difficult
to which they seem more suited.
reading is to be preferred. But then it is to be observed that the conclusion, (ix. 11, etc.,)
undeniably reechoes the conclusion of Joel, and still more does ch. i. 2 connect itself with
This fact shows beyond mistake that our book in its present state originated from one
Joel.
hand, and farther, since its beginning and its end are original, integral elements proceeding
from the author himself, that we must consider the book as a complete whole, as certainly
so prepared by its author.
If this be so, it follows that the prophet Amos, who in chap. vii. speaks of himself in the
first person, is necessarily the composer not merely of the account of these visions, but also
of the whole book.
If at first we understood from the superscription that the substance of
these utterances proceeded from Amos, much more must we suppose that they were reduced
to writing and united with the foregoing books by him ; and we must consider the superscription as prefixed to this, as it undoubtedly will, and of right ought to be, considered.
That he who in ch. vii. says " I " is no other than Amos, is plain from verse 10, etc., where

A

—

—

he

is

so called, but that

not the author.
certainly such,

he

is

here spoken of in the third person is no evidence that he is
preceding and following, he is
intervening passage vii. 10-1

Of the portions marked with the " I/' both
but we need not for that reason consider the

at inserted by another ; for Hosea, in the beginning of his prophecy, in the portion (chap,
Besides,
his own, also speaks of himself in the third person.
i. 2) which undoubtedly is
the transition to the third person here is altogether simple and natural, since he was repeating what Amaziah charged against him. And having thus spoken, he continues in the same
manner in the 12th and 13th verses. Moreover, since the subject relates to the personal
experiences of the prophet, there is the less reason for considering it another's interpolation
No, it is Amos alone who relates
in a writing the rest of which was composed by Amos.

what befell him in his prophesying, and then speaks of his origin and his mission, and afterwards utters a new menace against Amaziah. And this is not added as a mere matter of
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history, but the account of the occurrence with

to

him that

it is

Amaziah bears

perfectly plain that the author of the one

is

so directly

upon

this

speech

the author of the other,

t.

*.,

In favor of Ainos's authat the prophet himself, and no one else, has produced the whole.
(See below.)
thorship is die style, in which are manifold reminiscences of a pastoral life.
first instance, this proves only that the separate discourses came from Amos, but not
But since after what has been said the theory of its compilathat he composed the whole,
tion by a third person is inadmissible, the argument for Amos as the author is greatly
Besides, we could not properly speak of
strengthened by these peculiarities of language.

In the

" Discourses of Amos " which another person has collected together, but the book in its
present form is to be considered as an original composition of its author, based upon the
u discourses " he had delivered orally.

—

which is not anThis leads to the question concerning the precise origin of the book,
swered by determining that it is a consistent whole and was the work of Amos. For here,
more than in the other prophets, do we need to understand the relation of the book to the
public, oral activity of the prophet.

A public

and therefore oral announcement of prophecies against Israel is expressly ascribed
Just for this purpose he who was originally a herdsman came forth as a prophet.
The question is, What were those oral prophecies, and how were they related to our book ?
Ewald and Baur assume that chaps, vii.-ix. 10, contain what was originally said at Bethel,
and that the first part, chaps, i.-vi. and the Messianic conclusion, are only a written statement, devised by Amos after his return from Bethel to Judah, in order to make his utterThis view is quite plausible : for thus is most easily oxances effective for a wider circle.
plained the difference in form between the first part and the second, and also, the singular,

to

Amos.

One is inclined^)
interruption of the prophecies by a historical narration, ch. vii. 10, etc.
besides, to think that the herdsman of Tekoah first received in the form of visions the drone*
revelation and the command, " Go, prophesy to my people Israel " (vii. 15) ; and thafe th«u
But eventtifcas*
longer discourses are an afterthought belonging to the written statement.
we shall see, there is some weight in the latter consideration, still we cannot accept* theentire view as correct. The report of the three visions in chap, vii., *of which two contained,
the prophet's intercession and a consequent respite of judgment, and only the third was a
pure menace, could not possibly have provoked the interference of Amaziah. against the
He speaks of " ail his words " which the land is not able to bearv^d gives a.
prophet.
,

summary of them
the words of

But manifestly he here states only the p^iot to which
seemed to him to tend, and which in his view peeved that he

in the 11th verse.

Amos

in verse 9

But the language of the priest presupposes tha& the* prophet
menace contained in the third vision^ Or may we
assume that, even if these visions contain all that was then said in Bethel,, ha had. yet formerly declared there the other visions recorded in chaps, viii. and ix., bofore Amaziah* eame
forward against him ? His coming forward would then be accounted for* But
-a*. Baur
was aiming at a conspiracy.
had spoken much more than

the single

.

—

—

it is not consistent fcxregand! as
himself rightly emphasizes, though to prove the opposite
supposititious the passage which now contains the historical narrative (verse. Ifk 0V), because
it is not conceivable that it should have been interpolated here, where at fisst it seems, ta
make confusion, unless it had originally belonged just to this place. This being so, "- all tfee
words which the land was not able to bear " must be found in the preceding chapters. Ajul
there is the less objection to this, since among the discourses certainly made in Bethel,, ther*
is one (ch. viii. 4 If.) which, as was before said, is closely related to* tha discourses in, the-

first part.

As there are no external grounds for limiting the discourses at Bethel to. chap* vii., so,
For there is here merely a threatening of punishment, but
there are no internal reasons.
no mention of sin as the cause of the judgment, except ch. viii. 4-6* and still less any call to*
repentance, founded either upon God's mercies to Israel, especially the divine call of the na-.
tion, or upon earlier warnings and visitations.
Yet without this we cannot conceive of a
Even had the prophet begun with pure threatening, yet
prophetic menace of punishment.
this must afterwards at least have been accompanied with explanations and reasons ; hut> as
has been said, these are almost entirely wanting in ch. viL ff. But they occur in the first
part, and therefore the threatening visions in the second part certainly presuppose the exist*
ence of the former. Moreover, I think the traces of oral speech in the discourses of the first
part can hardly be mistaken ; e. g , in ch. iv. the mention of former visitations and their inefficacy
" yet have ye not returned unto me;" or in ch. v., the warnings " Seek the

—

:
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Lord; " or the reproach of empty formal worship, ver. 21, etc. The references to Joel also,
ch. v. 18, may -well have belonged to the oral utterances.
On the other hand, we naturally do not find in our book, Amos's oral addresses either in substance or form as they
were originally delivered. It was only the essential portion which he reduced to writing,
and the form manifestly belongs to the prophecy only as written. It is vain therefore to
attempt now to distinguish the particular portions that were spoken.
They are merged in
a new composition prepared in a free independent manner. But while they furnish the prine. g. y

is to the written statement that we owe the introduction
and ii., so far at least as foreign nations are concerned, therefore as far as ii. 5, and
manner the concluding promise of a new deliverance in ix. 11.

cipal points treated, manifestly it
in chaps,
in like

i.

The threatenings in ch. i. against other nations pave the way to the chief theme, the announcements of wrath against Israel. And then again these announcements to Israel pave
the way to the promise of a new gracious visitation by which God will show that Israel is
still

his people.

This leads us to consider the aim and motive of the preparation of our book. Its fundamental thought, the appearance of Amos at Bethel with his testimony against Israel, does
not explain why it was written.
It furnished indeed the chief materials, but had the writing intended only to preserve these, from being lost, it would have simply reproduced them
in a somewhat free form
but it had also another aim of its own, and to reach this availed
itself of the oral utterances without confining itself to them.
The appearance of Amos as
a prophet of wrath to Israel is sufficiently explained by the commission, " Go, prophecy
to my people, Israel," but not his appearance as the author of our book.
To understand
this we must fix our eyes upon the portions not belonging to his personal ministry,
the in;

—

troduction and conclusion, and especially the references to Joel's writings.
Since Amos
begins his book with the menace announced by Joel in iv. 16, and concludes it with a prom-

whole prophecy, as it were, falls between these two verses
framed out of Joel's menace and Joel's promise. Joel, as we have before shown,
knew only of a divine judgment upon the heathen in the Lord's day for the deliverance and
exaltation of Judah, for 'when he afterwards saw the latter threatened with a judgment, he
also saw it averted by repentance.
This writing of Joel was widely diffused. But gradually its terms came to be perverted, and its promise of salvation was made a pretext for
careless security (see ver. 18, where the day of the Lord is regarded as necessarily a day
ise like that of Joel in iv. 18, his

and

is

of salvation for Israel).

Even among those who highly prized the prophets,

the non-arrival

of the threatened day of the Lord with Its judgment upon the heathen, and consequently
the non-arrival of the glorious salvation for Israel after that judgment, might awaken a
mistrust of the prophetic declarations, and even indifference and unbelief

(cf. Baur, pp. 61,
Therefore Amos now confirms Joel's prophecy and at the same time extends it in
accordance with the altered circumstances. Both Joel's threatening and his promise remain
true, but no longer so separated that the former applies only to the heathen, and the latter
to Israel because of their repentance.
The threatening remains true against Israel's foes,
the heathen, nay, in chaps, i., ii. 5 is executed, cf. " I will not turn it away ; " but certainly
this is no longer the prominent feature.
Judah itself has become guilty, is filled with idolatry, and is therefore threatened with a divine judgment.
Especially in the kingdom of
Israel, to which Joel does not allude, has sinful corruption reached so high a point that the

113).

herdsman of Tekoah

is

expressly commissioned to announce God's wrath to this large divis-

So little justification had Israel for their carnal confidence in
upon the ground of Joel's prediction of a judgment upon their foes,
so far was his threatening of the Lord's day of judgment from passing away, that it would
certainly 'come to pass, only in a broader range and still more incisively, since the Lord
which even Joel had, according to
would enter into judgment with his degenerate people,
chaps, i. and ii., considered not improbable, and even had feared for Judah, although the degeneracy there was not so great as in Israel, but now thought that it was averted by serious
repentance.
But as Joel's threatening remains true, so also does his promise for Israel,
especially for Judah, only it is brought about by a judgment upon Israel, so far as it had
a judgdeparted from God's ways, and therefore had become the sinful kingdom of Israel,
ment by which " a chastisement but at the same time a purification is introduced." The
judgment is like a storm which overwhelms and desolates, but at the same time purifies,
and therefore carries a blessing in its bosom by making room for the clearer light of the sun.
Perhaps it is in reference to this that Amos begins with the words of Joel iv. 16, where the
ion of the covenant people.

their divine vocation

—

—
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represented under the figure of a tempest, a violent convul-

rion of nature.

Here may be quoted the manner in which Schlier (Minor Prophets, p. 70) strikingly preof our book from this point of view ** This little book is wonderfully
With a single word Joel rouses Amos it is as it were the text of his whole
arranged.
prophecy, the substance of all his utterances and what he declared was the thundering
A frightful storm comes down on Israel we see
voice of God's judgment upon his people.
the lightnings flashing hither and thither from one people to another till at last the gloomy
storm-clouds stand over Israel and discharge themselves upon their guilty heads. But finally
after fearful bursts, the tempest passes away, and the pure blue heaven comes out over the
This is the sum of our prophecy.
We see a storm issuing from the Lord
people of God.
with all his terrors, but also with all his blessing, in which it at last terminates.
What
Amos as a herdsman had heard and seen in the open country with his herds, he as a prophet
sents the contents

:

;

;

;

brings before our spiritual vision with marvelous fidelity."

We have sought to deduce the aim of the prophecy from the express references to Joel.
But perhaps we have an indication of its outward motive in the note of time with which the
" two years before the earthquake."
If these words came from Amos himtitle concludes
self (see on ch. i. 1), they inform us at once of the time of the composition, namely, aflei
the earthquake, and also of the time of the public delivery of the prophecies, namely, two
But the
years before that event thus showing that they were distinct from each other.
presumption is natural that these words indicate not only the period but the motive of the
That event announced a
composition, namely, the occurrence of the violent earthquake.
And just as the plague of the locusts induced Joel to sound his
sore judgment from God.
call to repentance, since he regarded it as the beginning of the day of the Lord, so this
not, indeed, to his predictions of wrath, for these had occurred beearthquake led Amos
but to record them at length. For he had in his oral utterances announced a heaving
fore
of the earth as an expression of God's wrath and now the earth did heave.
What then
was more natural than that he should see in this a confirmation of his threat, a token of its
and regard the occasion as an appropriate one for addressing fiis contemporaries
fulfillment
in writing, as he had before done orally, in a somewhat enlarged form, especially by the
introduction and the conclusion, and with a reference to Joel for the reasons already menWe may even find an external reason for the close connection with Joel iv. 16 in
tioned ?
this earthquake, since it would appear to Amos as an outward confirmation of Joel's prophYou hear the fulfillment of Joel's words,
ecy, and he could have said to his contemporaries
for the earthquake must have
how God who dwells in Zion " roars and utters his voice "
been accompanied with a tempest. God himself having thus spoken on behalf of his prophet,
so much the more should a second prophet deem it his duty and his right, to con6rm in the
enlarged and completed form before mentioned, his predecessor's prophecies already diffused
among his contemporaries, but partly misapplied and partly discredited and in order to this
end, to record and publish his own discourses.
From what has been said, the significance of our prophet plainly appears. Of fundamental importance here is Joel's work, by its precise and sharp apportionment of punishment
the former to Israel's foes, the latter to Israel as God's chosen people.
and deliverance
The final result is imperishable salvation and glory for God's people, and overthrow and
But while this ultimate issue is held fast, it is endeavdestruction for his foes, the world.
ored to show to God's people God's seriousness, and to set clearly in the light the distinction
between the true and the degenerate members of the people, especially to give a death-blow
to th$ false and wicked boasting in the prerogatives of a divine vocation, while there was
a total failure of the character belonging to that vocation, in short, to an arbitrary approThis step in advance is taken by Amos when he turns the
priation of the divine grace.
avenging sword of the Spirit against Israel itself, and declares that it, just so far as it resemStill he
bles the Heathen in conduct, is in like manner exposed to the divine judgment.
The judgment is one of purification. As true as it is, on
holds high the banner of hope.
the one hand, that Israel will not be spared, so true is it, on the other, that Israel will not
that Jehovah still has purposes of mercy for this nation, who are and will
be destroyed
remain his people.
Thus we find in Amos the prophetic theme made more profound and incisive. It cuts
Israel to the quick, and so strikes the note which succeeding prophets carry on, first, his
younger contemporary, Hosea, who with all the weight of prophetic earnestness and with a

—

;

—

—

;

;

:

—

;

—

—
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glance taking in at once the entire condition of the people, announces God's judgment on
the kingdom as upon an unfaithful adulterous wife.
And as in Amos, and still more in
Hosea, the judgment does not spare Judah, so Micah and Isaiah go farther and mention

Judah as

especially exposed to it.
But so much the more fully do they set forth the salvawhich God has prepared and devised for his people. He remains faithful, his love is
unchangeable and ever clearer and more certain stands before their eyes the form of the
Messiah, in whom God's love and faithfulness find their concrete expression.
The influence of the book of Amos upon the course of prophecy is shown by the use
tion

;

made of him,

especially

by Hosea.

Compare Hos.

viii.

14 with

Am.

ii.

5

(i. 4,

7,

10, 12, 14,

10 ; Hos. xii. 8 with Am. viii. 5 ; Hos. ix. 3 with Am. vii.
1 7.
The later prophets, especially Jeremiah, show a considerable dependence upon Amos
compare Jer. xlix. 27 with Am. i. 4 ; xlix. 3 with i. 1, 15 (xlvi. 6 with ii. 14) ; xlviii. 24 with
ii.

2)

;

Hos.

xii.

10 with

Amos

ii.

farther, xxv. 30 with i. 2
xxxi. 35 with iv. 13, v. 8,
2 ; xlix. 13, 20-22 with i. 12
with ix. 4, 8. But particularly in his prophecies upon foreign lands does Amos
appear the forerunner of the later prophets.
As to the style of our prophet, Jerome indeed calls him " rude in speech but not in knowledge," not, however, as a reproach, but in allusion to 2 Cor. xi. 6, in order to show, as
Baur says, that while as a herdsman he was not acquainted with the formal rules of rhetoric,
the inward force of his mind made good the lack of outward dexterity. Compare Augustine
(De Doct, Chr.y iv. 7), " For these things were not composed by human industry, but were
poured forth by the divine mind both wisely and eloquently, wisdom not aiming at eloquence,
but eloquence not departing from wisdom." And Lowth {De Sac. Poesi Heb.) justly remarks
upon the assertion that Amos is rude, ineloquent, and unadorned, " Far otherwise Let any
fair judge read his writings* thinking not who wrote them, but what he wrote, and he will
deem our shepherd to be in nowise behind the very chiefest prophets in the loftiness of his
thoughts and the magnificence of his spirit almost equal to the highest, and in splendor of
diction and elegance of composition scarcely inferior to any."
Yes, his style is such that
although we emphasize the agency of the illuminating Spirit of God, still on the other hand
we must allow to the prophet no small degree of natural culture, without, however, thinking
of a learned education.
It was rather a cultivation originated by conversance with the Law
and with the holy books, and fostered by religious instruction and a religious mind, such as
would befit a man of the people to whom by all means applies the saying, It is the heart
that makes eloquent
We do not refer here to the sharp, piercing seriousness of Amos, for
this belongs more to the substance than the form of a prophet.
On the other hand, we
may point to the soaring elevation of the speech, e. g., in the delineations of God, ch. iv. IS,
v. 8, ix. 5, 6 ; to the peculiarly bold and vivid diction, stroke upon stroke, in describing the
judgments, chaps, i. and ii., or in the complaints in ch. iv. on account of the failure to repent.
But as Amos has an intuitive power of individualizing his conceptions which often imparts
a poetical coloring to his speech, so his style hovers between prose and poetry, and forms a
peculiar kind of prophetic utterance. See ii. 6-8, 13 ; iii. 3
ix. 2, 13. Herein
v. 16, vi. 8, 4
the diction is little distinguished by depth of thought, but so much the more does it display
a transparent clearness which in many cases is increased by the symmetry of the arrangement, as in the entire introduction, and again in the fourth chapter, and in the visious.
Observe also the commencement of each of the three discourses, chaps, iii., iv., and' v., with
the phrase " Hear ye," and the twofold " Woe," in chaps, v. 18 and vi. 1, by which the larger
i.

12,

ii.

;

;

xliv. 2

1

;

;

;

divisions are denoted.

When

we emphasize the imagery of the book, this leads to a more general
In the view of what has been said, one might doubt the composition of this
work by a mere shepherd, but on the other hand it is very noticeable how reminiscences
of a shepherd-life everywhere appear. Justly has Ewald remarked (Proph., i. 117) : '« The
simple circle of country life has entirely filled his imagination ; nowhere else among the
prophets do we find rustic images given with such originality and vividness and inexhaustible abundance. Not merely do the numerous comparisons and particular images, but also the
minutest lines of the conceptions and the expression exhibit the peculiar experience and
intuition of this prophet."
Of detailed instances Baur in his Commentary gives the fullest
collection ; of these we cite only a portion.
Amos refers almost all things to the sphere of
a countryman. Chaps, iv. 6-9 ; v. 16 ; iii. 15 ; v. 1 1 (country-seats of the great) ; ii. 8 ; iv. 9
v. 11, 17; vi. 6, ix. 14 (vineyards).
His images also are taken from the experiences of
country life. Chaps, ix. 13 ; i. 2 ; iv. 13 ; v. 8, 18, viii. 9 (an eclipse of the sun is to a shepin conclusion

observation.
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INTRODUCTION.
herd

ft

natural image)

plain shepherd,

Amos

;

ii.

9,

18;

iii.

4, 5,

8;

v.

19

;

11

viii.

13

;

12;

iii.

ix.

5

;

vi. 12.

particular!/ dislikes the dissoluteness of luxurious cities (chaps,

As a
ii.

6

;

10; iv. 1 ; v. 10; vi. 4), especially when it is based upon usurious dealings in grain to
oppress the poor (ch. viii. 8, comp. with vi. 7). Since the contemplation of the starry heavens belongs characteristically to a shepherd living in the open air, Amos prefers to represent
God's majesty and power by his mighty workings in nature.
Chaps, iv. 18 ; v. 8 viii. 9 ;
iii.

;

ix. 5.

"

A peculiar mode of writing many words may be attributed to the fact that the author
came not from Jerusalem, the centre of the culture of the time " (Ewald), e. g., p^^p for

,T?Q

(ii.

18),

nSTIQ

for

n^HD

(vi. 8),

DWX2

for

DD^ or WWfo

(v. 11),

FpDB

for VptXfa

(vL 10), pHttP for prnr* (vii. 16).
[Pusey says, The like variations to these instances in
Amos are also found in other words in the Bible. On the whole we may suspect the existence of a softer pronunciation in the south of Judaea, where Amos lived but the only safe
inference is, the extreme care with which the words have been handed down to us, just as
the Prophet wrote and spoke them."]
[The influence of the shepherd-life of Amos appears most in the sublimest part of his
prophecy, his descriptions of the mighty workings of God.
With those awful and sudden
changes in nature, by which what to the idolaters was an object of worship was suddenly
overcast and the day made dark with night, his shepherd-life had made him familiar.
The
starry heavens had often witnessed the silent intercourse of his soul with God.
In the calf,
the idolaters of Ephraim worshipped " nature."
Amos then delights in exhibiting to them
his God, whom they too believed that they worshipped as the creator of " nature," wielding
and changing it at his will. All nature too should be obedient to its maker in the punishment of the ungodly, nor should anything hide from Him (viii. 8, ix. 2, 8, 5). The shepherd life would also make the prophet familiar with the perils from wild beasts which we
know of as facts in David's youth. The images drawn from them were probably reminiscences of what he had seen or met with
The religious life of Amos amid the scenes
of nature, accustomed him as well as David, to express his thoughts in words taken from the
great picture-book of nature, which as being also written by the hand of God, so wonderfully
expresses the things of GodWhen his prophet's life brought him among other scenes of
;

cultivated nature, his soul so practiced in reading the relations of the physical to the moral
world, took the language of his parables alike from what he saw or what he remembered.
He was what we call " a child of nature," endued with power and wisdom by his God. It

a mistake to attribute to him any inferiority even of outward style, in consequence of his
shepherd life. Even a heathen has said, " words readily follow thought " much more when
thoughts and words are poured into the soul together by God the Holy Ghost On the contrary, scarcely any prophet is more glowing in his style, or combines more wonderfully the
natural and moral world, the omnipotence and omniscience of God (iv. 18).
What is more
poetic than the summons to the heathen enemies of Israel to people the heights about Samaria
and behold its sins (iii. 9) ? What more graphic than that picture of utter despair which
dared not name the name of God (vi. 9, 10) ? What bolder than the summons to Israel to
come, if they willed, at once to sin and to atone for their sin (iv. 4) ?
What more striking
in power than the sudden turn (iii. 2), " Tou only have I known ; there/ore I will punish
you for all your iniquities;" or the sudden summons (iv. 12), " Because I will do this unto
thee (the silence as to what the this is, is more thrilling than words), prepare to meet thy
God, O Israel ? " Or what more pathetic than the close of the picture of the luxurious
rich, when having said how they heaped luxuries one upon another, he ends with what they
did not do ; " they are not grieved for the afflictions of Joseph ? "
Pusey.]
is

;

—

§

5.

Literature.

Besides the works referring to the Prophets in general, chiefly the Minor Prophets, EL
Coram, in Amos Prophetam.
Argent., 1588. Joa. Gerhardi, AdnoU in Proph.
Amos et Jonam, etc., Jenss, 1668 and 1676. Amos Propheta expositus, etc., cura Jo. Ch.
Schadsei,

Ludg. Batav., 1763. Amos, translated and explained by J. G. M. Dahl, GotAmos, translated and explained, by K. M. Justt, Leipzig, 1799. Amos, transand explained, by J. Sam. Vater, Halle, 1810. The Prophet Amos explained, by Fr.

Harenbergii.

}

tingen, 1795.
lated

G. Baur, Giessen, 1847.

[Horsley, Notes, in Bib.

Crit.,

ii.

891.]
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Fob Practical Exposition.
Among earlier writers, The Severe Preacher of Repentance and Prophet Atnos, in Sermon* of P. Lauren ti us, Superint. in Dresden, Leipz., 1604.
Among the later, J. Diedrich, The Prophets (Daniel, Hosea, Joel) Amos, briefly explained,
etc.,

Leipzig, 1861.

%
•

• • The addition* made by the translator uv in mum iostanoes marked with the letter C, bat for the most part are
simply ioeloeed in square brackets. Jnetke to Dr. 8ehmoUer reqnirce that this statement should be made.
C.

—
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AMOS.
CHAPTERS

Hie Superscription
1

(ch.

i.

1).

The words of Amos (who was among the shepherds of Tekoa), which he saw
concerning Israel, in the days of Uzziah king of Judah, and in the days of Jeroboam the son of Joash king of Israel, two years before the earthquake.
*
And he said
:

I.

U.

L,

—

The Divine Judgment

Kingdom of Israel

announced

is

first against the Countries lying

Kingdom of Judah,

raely then against the

(chaps,

i.

around

Is-

but at last remains standing over the

2-ii. 16).

2 Jehovah roars out of Zion,
And out of Jerusalem he utters his voice
Then the pastures of the shepherds wither
And the head of Carmel is dried up.
(a)

8 Thus

(vers.

3-5^

saith Jehovah,

For three

And

Damascus

transgressions of Damascus
I will not reverse it

for four

—

—

Because they threshed Gilead with iron

4 I

house of Hazael,
devour the palaces of Ben-hadad.

will send fire into the

And
5

rollers,

it

shall

And I will shatter the bolt of Damascus,
And cut off the inhabitant from the vale of Aven,
And the sceptre-holder out of Beth-Eden
And the people of Syria shall go into captivity to Kir,
;

(b)

Gaza

saith Jehovah.

(yers. 6-8).

6 Thus saith Jehovah,

For

three transgressions of Gaza,
for four
I will not reverse it
Because they carried away captives l in full
To deliver diem up to Edom,

—

And

7 I will send

And

it

number

the wall of Gaza,
devour their palaces.

fire into

shall
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And I will cut off the inhabitant from Ashdod
And the sceptre-holder from Ashkelon
And I will turn my hand against Ekron
And the remnant of the Philistines shall perish,
(c)

Tyre

saith the Lord, Jehovah.

(vers. 9, 10).

9 Thns saith Jehovah,

For three transgressions of Tyre,

And

—I

for four

will not reverse

it

Because they delivered prisoners in

And remembered
10 I will send

And

it

number

to

Edom,

not the brotherly covenant,

fire into the

shall

—
full

wall of

Tyre

devour their palaces.
(d)

Edom

(Vers. 11, 13).

11 Thus saith Jehovah,
For three transgressions of Edom,
And for four I will not reverse it
Because he pursues his brother with the sword,
And stifles his compassion,8
And his wrath continually tears in pieces,
And his anger endures forever,4

—

—

12 I will send

And

it

fire

shall

into

Teman

devour the palaces of Bozrah.
(e)

Ammon

(yen. 18-15).

13 Thus saith Jehovah,

For three transgressions of the sons of Ammon,

—

—

And

for four
I will not reverse it
Because they ripped up the pregnant women of Gilead,

To
14 1

enlarge their border,

a fire in the wall of Rabbah,
devour their palaces,
With a war-shout in the day of battle,
With a storm in the day of the whirlwind.
will kindle

And

15

it

shall

And their king5 shall go into captivity,
He and his princes together, saith Jehovah.
Chapter
*

1

(/) Moab

II.

(rers. 1-3).

Thus saith Jehovah,
For three transgressions of Moab

And

for four

Because

it

—I

will not reverse it

burned the bones of the king of

2 I will send

fire into

Edom

into lime,

Moab,

And it shall devour the palaces of Kerioth,
And Moab shall die in the tumult,
With a

war-shout, with a trumpet-blast
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And
And

;

:
;

I.

1-IL

,

15

16.

6

I will cut off the judge from the midst thereof
will slay all his princes with him, saith Jehovah.

(g)

Judah (yen.

4, 5).

4 Thus saith Jehovah,

For three

transgressions of Judah,
I will not reverse it
Because they despised the law 7 of Jehovah

And

—

—

for four

And
And

kept not his commandments,7
their lies misled them,
After which their fathers walked ;

5 I will send
*

And

it

Judah,
devour the palaces of Jerusalem.

fire into

shall

(h)

Israel (vera. 6-16)

6 Thus saith Jehovah,

For three transgressions of

And

for four

—I

Israel

will not reverse it

—

Because they sell the righteous for money,
And the needy for 8 a pair of shoes
7

They who pant

after the dust of the earth

upon the

And pervert the way of the sufferers
And a man and his father go in to the same
In order 9 to profane

8

9

10

afflicted,

girl

%

my holy name

And they stretch themselves upon pawned clothes by every altar,
And they drink the wine of the punished 10 in the house of their God.
And yetu I destroyed the Amorite before
Him who was as high as the cedars
And as strong as the oaks
And I destroyed his fruit from above
And his roots from beneath.

11

them,

And yet I brought you up from the land of
And led you in the wilderness forty years,
To inherit the land of the Amorite

Egypt,

;

1

And
And
Is

1

it

I raised up of your sons prophets,
of your young men dedicated ones.
not so, ye sons of Israel ? saith Jehovah.

But ye made

the dedicated ones drink wine,
the prophets, saying, " Prophesy not."

And commanded

13 Behold, I will press you downw
'As the full M cart presses the sheaves.
14 Then

shall flight

be

lost

15

to the swift,

And the strong shall not confirm his
And the hero shall not save his life.
15

He

strength,

that beareth the bow shall not stand,
the swift-footed shall not save,
the rider of the horse shall not save his

And
And

—

16

life,
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And

16

^^^^

among the heroes,
away in that day, saith the Lord.

the courageous one

Naked

he

shall

flee

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Chap.

I

tw.

I.

6.

— Hlvp,

Ut.,

*ziU

;

but usually ooncrete,

— D/D7, complete, therefore Id
11. — nntDI depends upon v'p,

a Ver. 6.
8 Ver.

full

compassion

his
4

= acts

inapplicable to an emotion.]

[S Ver.

chotn, as

TT'-Qt??

"and

Some

16.— rSbtt.

wait forever, namely, to perpetrate cruel ties.

lies in

iii.

it

to keep, preserve,

[So Kvalil

and that lying in wait

;

if

~\y% a

nominative absolute, and suppose an omitted mappik in the

keeps 'its wrath forever."]

text is sustained

MaAxop, Metby the LXX. and Chaldee, and required by the connection.]

*ionplj * rhetorical variation for ?[ ;?£.
— iDSitt? analogous to IS^N? TJEVI, in
8
— fPin = God's law, his preceptive will in general. D^H — the separate precepts, whether ceremonial

« Chap. U. ver. 8.
[7 Ver. 4.

l'

*t

i

1»

x

or moral.]

,

— 'T^S*

1 ?!

is

not synonymous with 5,

Wordsworth adopt the former
9 Ver. 7.

means

6,

of the Greek versions, followed by the Syrtac and Jerome, give the form

a proper name, but the common

8 Ver. 6.

sti/lrs

71^2287, the accent being drawn back because of the tone-syllable in the

for

[Kwald and Green make

nj£3.

the verb, so as to translate,

last letter of

— HHtt?, destroys =

mercitrssly.

but Keil justly objects that the verb, applied to wrath in Jer.

following word,

prisoners.

which continues In force as a conjunction.

— '""0371 may be rendered, and his icrath

Ver. 11.

exiles.

number = ail the

— 73Q*?,

but means on account

pretii,

Fiirst, Keil,

of.

etc

[Pusey and

view.]

not " so that," but, " in order that," indicating that the sin was practiced not from weakness or

ignorance, but a studious contempt of the Holy God.
JO Ver. 8.
II Ver. 8.

— S^tZ7*OV punished in money,
fined, as in the margin of the Auth. Version.
idols [as Henderson], but their God.
— Sn'SrJ TJf^ not their gods,
— The repetition of the personal pronoun ^D3M, here and in ver. 10, very emphatic, equivalent to our
i.

I

e.,

«.,

i.

Is

[13 Ver. 9.

Knglish phrase, « It was 1 who,"
18 Ver. 18.

— p^H,

etc.]

to enclose, compress, crush,

DJ^nj^,

Keil renders "

down upon you "

= crush

you.

[So

Wioer, Gesenius, Kwald.] Fiirst takes the word here and' elsewhere as a substantive, meaning place, position, and renders,
" I will compress your standing-place." The pressure is compared to that of a cart. According to the usual explanation,
But in that case it is strange that the pressure of a full cart should be
the cart is further defined as full of sheaves.
used to represent the destructive crushing here intended. A more appropriate comparison is found in the pressure by

which a threshing cart threshes the sheaves.

nb
Vdrst

H

is forced.

He

supplies ]T)b

V ?,

to

17

such a cart

which he

is

"I^JJJ se the

object,

and

always conceived of as heavily laden.

refers the adjective, so as to render

'<

to refer

HS vpH

The explanation

upon the floor full of

of

sheaves.*'

has quite
— nb
to., « which U full In
nSbDiT
T
T"
— Di3D ^3K The same combination found in Ps. cxlU. 4.]
Ver. 15. — itP£2 belongs to both members of the verse.
« the courageous."
Ver. 16. — i2}b yi£& « " the strong In his heart,"

Ver. 13.

is

i. e.,

BXBGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.
The Superscription.
The words of
Amos. The expression is somewhat unusual.
It is customary to state the contents of a prophecy
as " the word of- Jehovah " which came to this one
Ver.

filled Itself."

itself,

'

[15 Ver. 14.

16

It Is better therefore to take

to 71*7337 =» the full threshing cart, since

1.

or that one, as in the first verse of Hosea, Joel,
Micah, etc. Jeremiah uses the same phrase as
Amos, but adds expressly, " to whom the word of
Jehovah came." Here also the divine inspiration
of " the words of Amos " is put beyond doubt by

which he saw, for *^\Tl is the technical formula to denote the prophet's immediate
intuition of divine truth.
His " words " therefore
originated in such an intuition, and were not the
outflow and expression of his own thoughts. He
" saw " first what he afterwards recorded, and this
seeing rested upon a divine revelation.
Upon the
addition to the prophet's name,
was among,
etc., see the Introduction, § 1.
the addition,

came

into view only in so far as it was a kingdom
in extent a greater
of Israel, and contained a part
part
of the people of Israel. Besides, the threatenings extend to the kingdom of Judah, therefore
to all Israel. Moreover, it must be considered that
these threaten ings terminate in the promise after
their execution of a new glorious Israel, in which
no account is taken of the existing division of the
kingdom. As to the note of time in the days of
Uzziah, etc., see the Introduction, 5 2, where it is
shown to be correct according tojtne contents of
the book.

—

—

Two

years before the earthquake. See also
the Introduction. This date is not so much chronological as argumentative.
It is inserted in reference to chap. viii. 8 ( also ix. 5 ), since this earthquake
occurring two years after the prophesying, was a
declaration in act that God would make good the
words of his servant As to the genuineness of the
who
entire superscription, no argument against it is to
be found in the statement " who was among the
Upon Israel. The peculiar aim of the prophet's herdmen," etc., and especially the expression " who
utterances is the kingdom of Ephraim ; but this was ; " or if indeed this statement is not original,
Digitized by
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might yet have been inserted in a superscription
otherwise genuine. In favor of this view is the
it

above-mentioned unusual character of the phrase
"words of Amos which he saw." It is scarce
conceivable that a later editor would use this expression rather than the customary one, " The
word of the Lord which came/' etc. If then
the words " two years before the earthquake" are
cited, as by Baur, as a proof of spuriousness, because if genuine the prophecy must have been
written two years after Amos's appearance in Bethel, while its whole character shows that it was written soon after that event, we answer that this latter
assertion is wholly unfounded. Nothing forbids
the opinion that two years, which is no great
space of time, elapsed before the record was made,
and besides we have before shown that the book is
by no means a mere record of the oral discourse.
On the other hand, even Baur himself must admit
that the precise date and the peculiar form of the
superscription presuppose in any event its composition not long after the prophecies were delivered.
Surely he who prefixed these words did it in reference, as above stated, to its bearing upon the subAnd as there is
ject of the prophecies following.
nothing against the authorship of Amos, it is most
natural to think that he who suggested the reference recorded it. Besides, we have already seen
( Introduction, §3 ) that there is reason to believe that
the earthquake induced Amos to write his prophecies ; indeed, he perhaps refers to it in verse 2. Certainly then nothing is more natural than to assume
that he himself contributed this note of time, and thus
indicated the inducement which led him to write.

Chap.
etc.

i.

ver. 2.

Comp. Joel

Jehovah roars out of Zlon,

Amos connects himself
describing the judgments

iv. 16.

directly with Joel in

upon the heathen as enemies of God's people. For
even from ver. 3, he announces the divine wrath
upon all the surrounding nations. But suddenly
the denunciation turns to Judah, and then to Israel, where it remains standing, so that it is plain
that he aimed especially at Israel, and that the
threats against the heathen which seemed to be
most important, served only for an introduction
This appears even in the verse
to what follows.
before us, since he applies the phrase borrowed
from Joel differently from that prophet, namely,
against Israel, for since the drying up of Carmel is
stated to be the result of God's wrath, " the pastures of the shepherds," which are said to wither,
are to be referred to Israel. " Woods and pastures
are mentioned by Amos in accordance with his peOr,
culiar mode of characterizing the country."
we are to assign the " meads of the shepherds " to
the pasture grounds of the wilderness of Judah,
which was the prophet's home in the south, and to
this Carmel stands opposed on the north, so that
Amos sees the whole land from south to north
withered. The " withering " means generally destruction, not to be limited to mere drought 'as a
natural occurrence, although this is not excluded,
but extending to the devastation of a foreign foe,
as the later statements require.
From ver. 3 begin the threatening^ against the
The storm of
heathen
in the way of a preface.
divine wrath rolls around the outlying kingdoms,
Israel.
The heathen
stand
on
to
a
until it comes
kingdoms mentioned in their order are six Syria
(Damascus), Gaza, or rather all Philistia (ver. 8),
Tyre, Edom, Ammon, Moab. These manifestly
constitute two groups, three in each. For the three

—

:

17

l-II. 16.

I.

stated to be their transgressions, especially against
Israel ; they come into view, therefore, as enemies of
God's people, and as such are threatened with wrath.
In the succession of the groups we see a climax of
guilt, since naturally the ill-doing of a kindred
people is worse than that of a foreign race. Upon
this ground the question, why just these were aelectea, answers itself.
It was these from whom Israel had severely suffered, and their guilt lay in
the foreground. They are then representatives of
a class ; a threatening upon such grounds proclaims the guilt of a similar course of action generally
wherever it may be found.
See further, in respect to the bearing of menaces
against the heathen upon menaces against Israel,
in the Doctrinal and Practical Remarks.
is

—

—

Syria, vers. 3-5.
Thus salth
for three transgressions, etc. It is
peculiar that the threaten in gs throughout both
chapters are always introduced in the same manner.
The phrase " for three and for four," is
" The numwell explained by Hitzig, who says
ber four is added to the number three, to characterize the latter as simply set down at pleasure, to
say that it is not exactly three but much more."
Three would be enough, but it is not limited to
three.
The plurality is not rigidly defined, on
purpose to indicate the ever increasing number of
sins.
These nations therefore have incurred not a
2.

Damascus

Jehovah;

—

:

—

a heavy degree of guilt.
The vj with
which the threatening begins is in each case re-

light but

peated before the special transgression mentioned,
and this latter, being a single case, seems to conflict with the preceding plurals.
But in truth the
commencement, having firmly asserted the plurality of the sins, may well allow the subsequent address, as it hastens from one people to another, to
be content with naming a single wrong act as a
flagrant example which necessarily presupposes
the existence of many others. The pnrasc raterposed in each case
I will not reverse it, i. «.,
the punishment decided upon
cuts off every
thought of repeal, and declares the execution to be
the
judgment
inevitable. In every case
is described
as a sending of fire to consume the palaces, which
can mean only the fire of war, conquest, and de-

—

—

Because they threshed, refers to the
cruelty with which they crushed the captured Gileadites under iron threshing-machines.
This occurred when Palestine east of the Jordan was subjugated by Hazael under the reign of Jehu (2
Kings x. 32, 33, cf. xiii. 7.
Benhadad; was it
the first of that name, or the second 1 Probably
both.
Shatter the bolt, i. e., of the gate
the
conquest of Damascus.
The inhabitants of the
valley of Aven and the sceptre-holder, t. «., prince
struction.

—

=

or ruler, of Beth Eden, are extirpated.
?5fcJ» lit.,

valley of nothingness,

is

— n?|?2

probably the mod-

ern Bekaa, the valley between Lebanon and Antilibanus, of which Heliopolis (BaaUcek) was the most

=

^W, the
distinguished city. )J^ then perhaps
name of the Egyptian Heliopolis, whence the LXX.

«JW

render
O^; but designedly written in the
former method to play upon the idol worship

performed there

(cf.

l^fTTa

JWW3» either the

for

V^T.?).

modern Bet-el-Ganna, not

from Damascus, or, better, the TlapaSturos, in the
Laodicea (Ptol. v., 5, 20). The rest are
first are more distant from Israel, the latter nearer, to be carried away to Kir, an Assyrian province,
a* allied in origin. The ground of their punishment on the banks of the River Kir, Kvpos, the modern
far

district of
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Kings

This was

fulfilled

by Tiglath-Pileeer (2

xvi. 9).

—

PhJUstia.
Vers. 6-8. Gaza stands
3. Gaza
as a representative of the other Philistine states
which are similarly threatened, and is named first,
perhaps because it was most actively engaged in the
sale of the captives (Keil).* There is perhaps an
allusion to the same case which Joel mentions (iii.
6). Although Joel speaks of a sale to the Grecians,
and Amos of a sale to Edom, there is no discrepancy, for both occurred. Joel mentions the Greeks,
because he sought to set forth the wide dispersion
of the Jews and their future recall fiom all lands;
but Amos wishes to emphasize the hatred of the
Philistines, and therefore speaks of the sale made to

Now

9. Israel— the Ten Tribes.
Vers. 6-16.
in a surprising manner Israel is brought forward,

and by a similar introduction placed on
line with the others

tlte

same

only in place of a short statement, there is a lengthened and detailed representation of its sin, jguilt, and punishment.
;

Ituf Israel's Stns.
Vers. 6-8.
Unrighteousness in jndgment is
charged, ver. 6. The righteous
one who is such
in the judicial sense, t. e., innocent Honey, which
the v had recei ved or expected. Sell, declare guilty
and punish. The sentence is called a sale because
the judge was bribed. The phrase, for a pair of
shoes, does not state the price with which the
judge was bribed [the poorest slave was certainly
Gath is not named, worth much more than this
Keil], but the occaIsrael's chief foe, Edom.
does not appear. Doubtless it was comprehended sion of the proceeding, namely, a pair of shoes, t. «.,
a mere trine, for which the poor man was in debt
under the phrase " remnant of the Philistines."
Pkcenicia.
4. Tyre
Vers. 9, 10. The crime and for which the judge gave him up to the credhere is the same as in the preceding, namely, the itor as a slave (Leviticus xxv. 39).
Ver. 7. They who, etc. Plainly, not a new
Bale of prisoners, to Edom. But it does not include
carrying them away, therefore they must have fault, but a description of the sin out of which the
former
sprang. Pant after the dust, etc., t. e.,
bought them from others and then sold them.
Hence Joel says that the Philistines sold the pris- endeavor to bring these into such misery that they
oners whom they captured to the Greeks. But the will strew dust on their heads, or that they will sink
Phoenicians as a trading people may just as well into the dust, t. «., perish. Pervert the way, etc,
have bought from others, such as the Syrians, and prepare for them embarrassments and distress. Son

=
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Why

—

Their and father go in to the (t. c, one and the same)
sold the captives thus acquired to Edom.
In order to profane
holy name. The
sin here was the -greater, because David and Sol- girl.
"
omon had made a brotherly covenant " with the conjunction indicates that the profanation was delibking of Tyre. The threatening in ver. 10 is lim- erate and therefore willful. It is so called because
ited to the commencement of what is denounced it was an audacious violation of God's commandupon Damascus and Gaza. The same is true of ments. Prostitution in or near the temple itself is
not to be thought of here.
Edom and of Judah.
Ver. 8. Every altar and the house of their
5. Edom.
Vers. 11, 12. No particular crimes
are here charged, but an implacable hatred against God, certainly refer to the sacred places at Beersheba and Dan, but it must be kept in mind that
Israel, which broke out in acts of cruelty. Teman
in these Jehovah was worshipped. There is no refis either an appellative, the South, or the name of
a province in Edom (cf. Jer. xlix. 20 ; Hab. iii. 3 ; erence to the worship of heathen deities, which inJob ii. 11 ; Ezek. xxv. 13). Eusebius and Jerome deed did not exist under Jeroboam II., for the conspeak also of a city named Teman, six hours from duct here condemned is condemned just because it
took place in the sanctuary, and thus was a daring
Petra. Bozra, probably the capital of Idumsea,
south of the Dead Sea, still preserved in the vil- contempt of God. Pawned clothes, t. «., upper garments consisting of a large square piece of cloth,
lage of el-Buseireh in Jebal.
Vers. 13-15. The fact stated here used also as a bed-covering by the poor. These
6. Ammon.
were pawned, given in pledge to a creditor, by the
is not mentioned in the historical books of the Old
Testament. Kabbah, in its full form, Rabbah of poor. Such the law required to be returned before
nightfall (Exod. xxii. 25; Dent. xxiv. 12).
But
the Sons of Ammon, the capital of the Ammoinstead of this, they were retained, and used as
nites, is preserved in the ruins of Amman. The decloths on which the creditors stretched out, t. e. t
struction here threatened is more closely defined.
their limbs ; and on what occasion ? According to
It will take place through a foreign conquest which
what follows, at banquets or sacrificial meals, as
is compared to a storm, indicating either its speed
the connection shows. Wine of the punished,
or its violence.
7. Moab.
Chap. ii. vers. 1-3. The burning of means wine bought with the proceeds of fines. Manifestly the oppression of the poor is censured also
the body into lime, t. e., to powder, indicates the
in ver. 8.
It only connects with this sin that of
slaking of vengeance even upon the dead. Nothing is said of this in the historical books, but it frivolous luxury.
(6). The sin is the more heinous because Israel
was perhaps connected with the war waged by Joram of Israel and Jehoshaphat of Judah, together is the chosen people of God.
10.
Vers. 9-12. These verses recall to mind
with the king of Edom, against the Moabites. In
the manifestations of God's grace. He had put
that case the king of Edom was a vassal on the
Israel in possession of Canaan.
Here Amos menside of Israel, and the insult to him would be, at
Kerioth tions first the direct means by which this was
least indirectly, a crime against Israel
done, namely, the destruction of the Canaanites,
is the proper name of a chief city of Moab, still
then, what preceded, namely, the deliverance from
in
Kereyat.
preserved
the place called
is ap- Egypt and the guidance through the wilderness.
I
emphatic, the very beinp whom you now
plied to Moab, considered as a person. Here also
the occurrence of a battle is mentioned. Judge* treat with contempt. The Amontes are named as
strongest
expression,
is
the
race of the Canaanites (cf. Gen. xv.
the
equivalent
to
used only to vary
From the midst re- 16; Josh. xxiv. 15) ; they are likened to a mighty
king, or sceptre-holder in i. 5.
tree, and their destruction to its complete overfers to Moab as a country.
similar reference to these gracious disVers. 4, 5. The sin of Judah con throw.
8. Jutfah.
gists in apostasy from God. Their lies means their pensations is found in Deut. viii. 2, ix. 1-6, xxix.
1-8.
Further, the gift of prophecy and the instiidols, as nonentities, destitute of reality.
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mentioned as special the heart of the ten tribes that not even the posseswhich God had given to Israel bat which sion of such exalted prerogatives as the temple and
the throne of David, could avert the merited pun(c). The Punishment.
ishment If such be the energy of God's rightThis is to be a crushing so severe that no one eousness, what had they to expect ? (Hengstenberg.)
can escape.
The figure of the cart is explained in That is, the ten tribes might at first hear gladly,
Textual and Grammatical.
and even feel flattered by a threatening against JuVer. 14. Flight is lost to the swift =* he will dah, but so much the more surprising must it be
not have time to escape.
when the same thing comes in turn to themselves.
Ver. 16. Will flee naked
will not defend Then- the matter assumes a-ditfcreni appearance,
himself, but leave behind the garment by which ^nd th«y cnuldjnfrr from jjudah's n °t being spared^,
the enemy seizes him (cf. Mark xiv. 52). The pun- ho w little they could count upoiTany exemption.
ishment threatened in ver. 13 ff. is manifestly the
2. Heturnin^To tKe Judgments uponThe'heathen,
invasion of a superior foe.
The powerlessness be- the question arises, Why were they punished 1 One
fore him and the consequent fright are depicted in might answer without ceremony, Because of their
the liveliest manner.
offenses against Israel, the people of God.
Untation of the Nazarites are

favors

they despised.

=

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. In Joel, prophecy quickly drops the form of
a threatening against God's people which however
it certainly has, and then assumes so mnch the
more fully the character of a promise. It is altogether different with the next prophet of whom we
have any written memorial, as indeed would be
expected from the fact that his mission was to
the ten tribes.
On one side he stands connected
with Joel, but on the other goes far beyond him
his message is not only the earnest calling of a degenerate people to TTppntnnr^j hut the annnnrhv,

doubtedly these nations are considered as Israel's
foes, and their crimes so far as specified are crimes
against Israel ; in part they are the same as those
charged by Joel, who speaks so plainly of the hostility of the heathen toward Israel.
Only in the
case of Moab (ii. 1), is the fact otherwise/for here
the offense stated is one only indirectly against

But this shows that the relation to Israel is not the only point of view, and that the
threatenings against these nations are not to be attributed solely to this cause ; a view which is confirmed by a closer inspection of the sins mentioned; e.rnsfrjng with ft threshing sl edge, giving
rrriynnr? rtn ftmMtt ftred foes (tttUrnij, forgetting
tion rtf (iH >fl ^^nictivn jndrmrmto upon thrrn^ the brotherly covenant, slayin g a brother, stifling
But the transition from Joel 8 point of view to C/)mpftflgion, ripping he. j^gg^jrTrrTn^pTnpin^^fl
that of Amos is worthy of consideration.
The
former announced a judgment upon the heathen,
but in general terms. This the latter takes up sim plest l aws of moxaU^ They are therefonTBliw
with a slight ailiiaiflp tn Tnr«u>l hnt fa dft^snot against a Tnrttrfal divine ordinance, not positively
expand it further until ha hap pwrrri tfift wajTfry f revealed, but manifesting itself in every one's consuccession, of thieateningg up*™ foreign nutans science ; and as such they incur a heavy guilt.
He unrolls before the eves of Israel a picture of The crimes of these nations then are-againstGod
the Divine Justice in its sure and awfiil march and not merely against his people.
So" muenThc
through the kingdoms. But i f the people at jjrsL more necessary is it for God to punish them.
lf
""n^"*-^'
And He can do this because He is a God wfro~ conregard this with satisfact ion jgggrjnB
their Toes upon whom they will thus fr) r^van^aA^ trols all nations, and to whom all are subject even
«y.iirity
Observe how so lf-ovi if they do not serve Him.
they arc_rnghriully awakened tmm their
e nace. dent this truth is to the prophetr Does not- this
by a sudden turn'ifLJhf direr ti o n of the
Israel itsel? is counted among tfagsc Gftntilft kh ij*. assumed universality of the power of Israel's God
This shows imply indirectly, or at least negatively, that faith
doras, and" treated in the same way.
Under one
that the address to Israelis foes is only an intro- in Israel's God is destined for all?
t
duction ; » nt\_ fh<M-pfom it paaasa rapi dly from one God, who has power over all, all shall yet bow
Minthftf not "ntftring into details, h«U <>ontt>nj themselves.
ty
3. Hence it is the more conceivable that Judah
with indicating the mnltj rnnV of »ni»ir tranap^Z
$*>ns, and ci ti ng one only as an example of the and Israel are joined so directly to the threatened
The prophet thus* prepares to make the heathen nations. Judah, it is concisely said, has
rest.
itroke which at last falls upon. Israel heavier and not kept the law, in which God positively declared
more lasti ng. Were those nations punished ? Not to them his will. To Israel, on the contrary, nothDid they suffer who had not ing is said here of the sin of idolatry (which inless will this one be.
received Jthe law, nor enjoyed special tokens^ of_ deed is presupposed), but individual offenses of a
God's ferox^ far heavier wilLhe the punishment gross kind (partly of course allied with idolatry),
base oppression of the poor through
of this people who^Although-ehosen of God, had are specified
yet in the grossest manner d espi s ed Him and his avarice, shameless sensuality, spending in drunkwell-known commands. The storm of divine wrath, enness money wrested from the poor, and this
which they had gazed at as it fell upon others, most offensively blended with idol-worship. How
this is regarded is strikingly shown by an expreswould discharge itself upon them in all its fury.
Thus does God prick the conscience of his own sion at the end of verse 7 which applies to the
people by the judgments threatened upon others. whole series. It is, says God, a profaning of my
They hear his voice saying, " If I thus punish holy name. In the view of Scripture there is a
The more gen- holy divine ordinance which is Violated by such
others, what must I do to you ? "
erally and widely his punishment is inflicted, the moral offenses. They are therefore offenses against
God, "profanations of his holy name," who instiless can Israel complain when it comes to them
tated tnis ordinance. Therefore the punishment
much rather must tney acknowledge it as just.
To Israel in the stricter sense an especial warn- is absolutely necessary. For God cannot suffer his
Upon
ing is given in the fact that the divine judgment in holy name to be profaned with impunity.
its circular sweep does not spare Judah, and even the'sins against the poor, see also Doctrinal and
"
names this before Israel.
It should sink deep into Ethical, 2, upon chap. Hi.
Israel.
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4. It is remarkable that the very same threat is
against the heathen and against Judah.
This is certainly not without design. Even if it
were owing in the first instance to the fact that
the prophet had in view one and the same means
of punishment for all, namely, subjugation by_ja_

though subjoining special features in some cases
(especially i. 5, 15), yet at bottom is very general,
and sets forth simply conquest and loss of independence, but by whom, is not said. Just this fate
befell these kingdoms, although at different times
and in different ways. Syria experienced it from
foreign-feer still the intentional uniformity" sugT* the Assyrians when Tiglath-Pileser, in the time of
gests equally the un varying and impartial charac- Ahaz, conquered Damascus and put an end to the
ter of God's punitive righteousness.
There is no kingdom. Later, the Chaldssan invasion overthrew
respect of persons with Him.
Wherever thera_ace the other nations, although the information on the
sin* thArg jpflpvJhly »Ha HJimift Mrafh mnlroa it* point is scanty.
Accordingly we are always justicarance and even if the sins are different in fied in saying that these predictions were fulfilled,
kind, yetTwhere God's law whoth er natu ral or re- without necessarily affirming that it was in the
— >•*- sense intended by the prophet. [But this latter is
vealed, is tr^n^Troinfid^^fecre a "^'yapp^^g
'
kwl,>^Ti in prnvnktfT
f li
firm
a point of no moment, if the fulfillment was in the
5. Surely the greatnc6g_Qf_HthatGod^ hasdone sense which the Holy Spirit iutended.
C] We
for
J#°i>!e "weighs heavily m^the" scale ^n d must further consider that such threatenings are
irrea tlv aggravates their "gui lt.
TEe tact of these not absolute. They are given at a particular time,
l>cnehts is the solid ground of the proceeding and the issne depends upon the behavior of those
against Israel's sins. Those beuefits are so many whom they concern. For God's purposes, and
loud accusations, from which there is no escape. therefore his punishments are directed according
For all r*™^«jHnft am no* m ^mly Yiftlflii?"? f)(. n to our conduct. Hence He delays his visitations,
divine. orjTiTj.hnf a ihnmnlnnn rnntrmpt nf hii g™*fl- or lessens or increases them
so that what takes
uess and th" blackest ingratitude ; and the punish- place at last little coincides with what the prophet
ments therefore are only a righteous reversal of had to announce in his name. Nor should the
abused mercies. Hosea goes farther and repre- idea be wholly rejected, that these predictions came
sents the ingratitude as conjugal infidelity, since he to the foreign nations themselves, seeing that tbey
conceives God's tender relation to Israel as a mar- were neighbors, and were laid to heart by them
riage bond.
The infliction of punishment upon just as the heathen oracles were, so that thus the
apostate Israel is thus more clearly shown to be a state of affairs might be changed. For these andivine right. An approach to this view, an indica- nouncements of punishment are to be viewed as
tion of God's loving fellowship with Israel is found warnings as well to the heathen as to Israel
" You only fr*vA I fennya" «»>/»
warnings intended to be heard and regarded. That
in chap. ii. 2
6. Along with {He great blessings whichTounded the threatening against Judah, which is of the same
the nation
the deliverance from Egypt, and the tenor as the others, was fulfilled by Nebuchadnezguidance through the wilderness, and on the other zar, is well known. But even this fulfillment does
side, the giving of the law,
the institution of not answer exactly to what the Prophet had in
prophecy, and the law of the Nazarites are men- view, which manifestly was a judgment closer at
" These are gifts of grace in which Israel hand, perhaps by means of the Assyrians. Hence
tioned.
had the advantage of other nations, and was dis- it is clear that Judah obtained a respite, because
tinguished as the people of God and the medium its condition had meanwhile improved.
of salvation for the heathen. Amos reminds the
[8. It is remarkable that none of these burden*
people only of these, and not of earthly blessings of Amos are addressed to the greatest powers of
which the heathen also enjoyed, because these the heathen world, opposed to Israel and Judah,
.alone were real pledges of God's gracious coveAssyria and Babylon. The Holy Spirit who
nant with Israel, and because in the contempt and spake by him, reserved the declaration of the desabuse of these gifts the ingratitude of the people tinies of these two great kingdoms for two other
was most glaringly displayed. The Nazarites are of the twelve minor prophets. Assyria was replaced by the side of the prophets who declared served for Nahum, Babylon for Habak'kuk. There
the mind and will of God, because the condition seems, therefore, to have been divine forethought
of a Nazarite, although it was in form merely a in the omission
The prophecies of Amos
consequence of his own free will in execution of a are expanded by succeeding prophets. Amos himparticular vow, was nevertheless so far a gift of self takes up the prophecy of Joel whom he sucgrace in that the resolution to make such a vow ceeds. Joel, by a magnificent generalization, had
came from the inward impulse of the divine Spirit, displayed all God's judgments in nature and hisand the performance of it was rendered possible tory as concentrated in one great Day of the Lord
only through the power of the same Spirit. The Amos disintegrates this great whole, and particuraising up of the Nazarites was intended not only larizes those judgments. Joel declares that God
to set before the eyes of the people the object of will judge all collectively; Amos proclaims that
(Wordsworth.)
their divine calling, or their appointment to be a He will judge each singly.
holy people of God, but also to show them how
[9. Pusey (p. 161 ), with great propriety, calls atLord
carry
the
that
the
complete
captivity of a
bestowed the power to
out his ob- tention to
fact
the
ject " (Keil); cf. also the remarks on Uosea xii. population, the baring a land of its inhabitants,
was a thing unknown in the time of Amos. It is
10, which rests on this passage in Amos.
7. Whether these thrcatcnings against different true, Sesostris brought together " many men," " a
heathen nations were fu(0ed, is a question we crowd," from the nations he had subdued, and emmust ask still more in the case of Amos than of ployed them on his buildings and canals (HerodFor Amos not merely sees and describes in otus, ii. 107-8). But in this and other like cases,
Joel.
a general ideal sketch the downfall of the heathen the persons so employed were simply prisoners
}>ower which then stood opposed to Israel's exalta- made in a campaign, and the sole object of the retion, but he speaks as if predicting a precise his- moval was to obtain slaves so as to spare the labor
torical occurrence. Yet it is to be considered, that, of the native subjects in constructing the public
as was hinted before, the threatening runs essen- works. This is shown by the earlier Assyrian intially in the same terms, is in fact one, and, al- scriptions, all of which speak only of carrying off
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soldiers as prisoners or women as captives, of receiving slaves, or cattle or goods as tribute, or of
potting to death in various ways rulers and men
The forced deportation of a whole peoat arms.
ple, and the substitution of others in their place, is
a different thing altogether. The design of this
was to destroy effectually the independence of the
subject races and put it out of their power to reThe first trace of it we find in the policy of
bel.
Tiglath Pileser toward Damascus and East and
North Palestine, and afterwards'it came into genBut Amos foretold this wholesale transeral use.
portation long before it occurred, and at a time
when there was no human likelihood that it would
occur.
It must have been a divine inspiration
which enabled him so clearly to predict such an

refuge should never be treated with hostility nor
Vers. 7, 8. The five cities
robbed of their liberty.
of Philistia had each its own petty king. But all
formed one whole all were one in their sin ; all
were to be one in their punishment. So then for
greater vividness, one part of the common infliction is related of each, while in fact, according to
the wont of prophetic diction, what is said of each
is said of all.
Ver. 9. Remember not, etc It is
a great aggravation of enmity and malice, when it
is the violation of friendship and a brotherly covVer. 10. Fire into the wall
enant. (M. Henry.)
of Tyre. Not fine buildings nor strong walls, but
righteousness and honesty are a city's best defense.
Ver. 11. Pursues his
2 Kings ii. 12; xiii. 14.
brother with the sword.
Eleven hundred years had
passed since the birth of their forefathers, Jacob
unprecedented captivity.
C.J
and Esau. But with God eleven hundred years
had not worn out kindred
It was an abidHOMIUCTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
ing law that Israel was not to take Edom's land,
nor to refuse to admit him into the congregation
Its of the Lord.
Edom too remembered the relation,
Ver. 2. The head of Carmel is dried up.
glory has passed away, as in the twinkling of an but to hate him. " Fierce are the wars of brethand
word
is
spoken
the
it
gone.
ren." (Pusey.)
God hath
Edom
Stifles his compassions.
eye.
"All," says Van de Velde, " lies waste ; all is a wil- " steeled himself against his better feelings/' as we
derness. The utmost fertility is here lost for man, say, " deadened them." But so they do not live
The vineyards of Carmel, where a^ain. Man is not master of the life and death of
useless to man.
are they now 1 Behold the long rows of stones his feelings, any more than of his natural existence.
on the ground, the remains of the walls they will He can destroy ; he cannot recreate. And he does
tell you that here where now with difficulty you so far do to death his own feelings whenever in
(Ibid.)
force your way through the thick entangled copse, any signal instance he acts against them.
Ver. 13. To widen their border. I'he war of exlay in days of old those incomparable vineyards to
Ver. termination was carried on not incidentally nor in
which Carmel owes its name." (Pusey.)
mas8 ff. Every infliction on those like ourselves finds sudden stress of passion, but in cold blood.
Israel
heard
consciences.
and sacre here and there would not have enlarged their
own
our
in
an echo
They wished to make place for themreadily believed God's judgments upon others. It border.
was not tempted to set itself against believing selves by annihilating Israel that there might be
them. How then could it refuse to believe of it- none to rise up, and thrust them from their conIf they quests and claim their old inheritance. Such was
self what it believed of others like itself.
who sinned without law perished without law, how the fruit of habitually indulged covctousness. Yet
much more should they who have sinned in the who beforehand would have thought it possible 1
For three (Ibid.)
Ver. 15. He and his princes. Evil kings
law, be judged by the law. (Ibid.)
It is ever the
transgressions, etc. God is long-suffering and ready have evermore evil counsellors.
becomes
the
sinner
finally
a
when
curse
of
such
kings to have their own evil reflected,
but
to forgive
sins
punishes
all
the
former
He
anticipated,
fomented,
wrath.
by
bad advisers
enacted
of
vessel
which for the time He had passed by. Sin adds around them. They link together, but to drag
to sin out of which it grows; it does not over- one another into a common destruction. (Ibid.)
shadow or obliterate the earlier sins, but increases Chap. ii. 1. Even the iniquity done to the godless,
the mass of guilt which God punishes. When the God will not leave unpunished. To rage against
Jews slew the Son, there came on them all the the bodies of the dead is sinful and horrible. Pusey
righteous blood shed upon the earth from right- justly remarks, " The soul being beyond man s
eous Abel to Zacharias the son of Barachias. So reach, the hatred vented upon one's remains is a
each individual sinner who dies impenitent, will sort of impotent grasping after eternal vengeance.
be punished for all which in his whole life he did It wreaks upon what it knows to be insensible the
or oecame contrary to the law of God. Deeper hatred with which it would pursue, if it could, the
As good living being who is beyond it. Hatred which
sins bring deeper damnation at last.
men by the grace of God, do through each act death cannot extinguish is the beginning of the
Chap. i. 3—ii. 3. Who shall
done by aid of that grace gain an addition to their eternal hate in hell."
everlasting reward, so the wicked by each added not tremble at the judgments of God ? But who
(Ibid.)
I will not shall not gain confidence against all the insolence
sin, add to their damnation.
Sin and punishment are by a great law of men, from the thought how God has judged the
reverse it.
of God bound together. God's mercy holds back world? Who shall not shun all rage, cruelty, and
the punishment long, allowing only some slight violence, since he knows that God avenges all such
Ver. 4. Because they despised the law, etc
tokens of his displeasure to show themselves that sins ?
the sinful soul or people may not be unwarned. Many other sins prevailed among the Jewish peoWhen He no longer withholds it, the law of his ple, but by mentioning only these two, contempt
Ver. for the law and false worship,
the Lord shows that
moral government holds its course. {Ibid.)
What avail the they are the most grievous, since they violate the
4. Devour Benhadad's palaces.
pleasure-houses and palaces of the rich of this first and great commandment, and make up the
world % How soon do they turn to dust and ashes three and four, i. «., seven, the complete number of
sins, the fullness of the measure or iniquity.
For
when the fire of God's wrath kindles on them ?
Ver. 6. Carry cuoau prisoners to deliver them, etc. it is one of God's greatest benefits that He gives us
return
his
afflicts
the
afflicted,
shall
in
Word
containing
the
of
his
revelation
will and
Who so further
be afflicted by God. Fugitives who flee to us for thus points the way not only to. our temporal wel-
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To throw
fare bat to eternal blessedness.
winds such a gift is the grossest ingratitude. From
this contempt of the Word, there follows necessaFor a man cannot
rily the other sin of idolatry.
exist without a God and worship ; his nature forbids it. If any one turns aways from the Word
in which God reveals his nature and will, he must
needs devise to himself a deity and a worship
Despised.
which is nothing but a pernicious lie.
The prophet uses a bold word in speaking of man's
carries
on the serpent's
dealings with God. Man

sins of God's people are a reproach upon himThey brine Him, so to say, in contact with
sin, and defeat the object of his creation and reve" He lives like a Christian," is a proverb
lation.
of the Polish Jews, drawn from the debased state
of morals in Socinian Poland. The religion of
Christ has no such enemies as Christians. (Ibid.)
Ver. 8. They stretch themselves, etc. They condensed sin. By a sort of economy in the toil they
blended many sins into one: idolatry, sensuality,
cruelty, and, in all, the express breach of God's

fraud, Hath God indeed saidf He would not
willingly own that he is directly at variance with
the mind of God. It were too silly as well as too
terrible.
80 he smoothes it over to himself, lying
to himself: " God's Word must not be taken so
precisely ."
"God cannot have meant" "The
author of nature would not have created us so if
He had meant." Such are the excuses by which
man evades owning to himself that he is trampling under foot the mind of God. Scripture draws
Judah had the law of God and did
off the veil.
not keep it; then he despised it. This ignoring
of God's known will and law and revelation is to
despise them as effectually as to curse God to his
face. (Pusey.)
AfUr which their fathers walked.
The children canonize the errors of their fathers.
Human opinion is as dogmatic as revelation. The
second generation of error demands as implicit
submission as God's truth. The transmission of
error against himself, God says, aggravates the
(Ibid.)—Iter. 5. Will
evil, does not excuse it.
send fire into Judah. 80 we know that a fiery
stream will come forth and destroy all who,
whether or no they are in the body of the Church,
are not of the heavenly Jerusalem ; dead members
in the body which belongs to the living Head. And
it will not the less come, because it is not regarded.
Bather, the very condition of all God's judgments
is to be disregarded and to come, and then most to
come when they are most disregarded. (Ibid.)—-

This dreadful assemblage was
doubtless smoothed over to the conscience of the ten
tribes, by that most hideous ingredient of all, that
the " house of their God " was the place of their
revelry.
What hard-heartedness to the willfullyforgoften poor is compensated by a little churchVers. 9, 10. And I destroyed,
going I (Ibid.)
need often to be reminded of the mercies
etc.
we have received, which are the heaviest aggravaGod gives
tions of the sins we have committed.
liberally and upbraids us not with our meanness
and unworthiness, and the disproportion between
his gifts and our merit; but He justly upbraids us
with our ingratitude and ill-requital of nis favors,

to the

first

—

We

Ver. 6. For three transgressions of Israel, etc
see here that the idolatry of Israel was a fountain
of all sorts of misdeeds, even of such as would
shock a reasonable man, as the list shows; perversion of justice, oppression of the poor, unnatural uncleanncss

ana shameless luxury.

— Ver.

Covetousness, when it has
7. Pant after the dust.
nothing to feed on, craves for the absurd or imposWhat was Naboth's vineyard to a king of
sible.
What was MordeIsrael with his ivory palace ?
cai's refusal to

bow

to

one in honor

like

Haman

?

Covetousness is the sin, mostly not of those who
have not, but of those who have. It grows with
its gains, and is the less satisfied the more it has
To profane my holy name.
to satisfy it. (Pusey.)

—

The

self.

—

commandments.

—

We

tells us what He has done for us, to shame us
not rendering again according to the benefit
Ver. 11. I raised up
done to us. (M. Henry.)
The life of the Nazarite was
. dedicated ones.
.
a continual protest against the self-indulgence and
worldliness of the people. It was a life above naThey had no special office except to live
ture.
that life. Their life taught. Nay, it taught in
one way the more, because they had no special
gifts of wisdom or knowledge, nothing to distinguish them from ordinary men except extraordinary grace. They were an evidence what all might
be and do, if they used the trace of God. (Pusey.)
Ver. 12. Made them drink wine. What men de" They kill us, they do
spise they do not oppose.
not despise us," were the true words of a priest in

and
for

—

.

—

the French Revolution.

Had

the

men

in

power

not respected the Nazarites, or felt that the people
respected them, they would, not have attempted
to corrupt or to force them to break their vow.
(76irf).
I command the prophets, Prophecy not.
Those have a great deal to answer for who cannot
bear faithful preaching, and those much more who
Vers. 13-16. When
suppress it. (M. Henry.)
God's judgments go forth, no power, wisdom,
wealth, arms, swiftness or experience, is of any
Because men so readily fall into contempt
avail.
of God's judgments as something easy to be
avoided, He at times expresses them in such terms
(Rieger.)
as to show that no escape is possible.

—

—
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To the Kingdom of Israel, especially to its Great Men, the Divine Judgment
announced upon the Prevailing Sins, unless Men seek the Lord.

is

.

Chapter IEL
As

1.

1

surely as the Prophet bears the Divine Commission, will

Hear

God punish

Israel.

word,

this

Which Jehovah

speaks concerning you, ye sons of Israel,

Concerning the whole family
Which I brought up from the land of Egypt, saying,

2

3

Tou

only have I known of all the families of the earth
Therefore will I visit upon you all your iniquities.

Do two walk

together

Unless they have agreed

4 Does the

?

*

lion roar in the forest

When he

has no prey ?
Does the young Hon utter his cry out of
Unless he has taken something ?

his

den

fall into a trap * on the ground
there is no snare for him ?
Does the trap rise up from the earth
Without catching anything at all ?

5 Does a bird

When

€ Or

a trumpet blown in a city,
the people are not alarmed ?
Or does misfortune occur in a city,
And Jehovah has not caused it ?
is

And

7

[No ;]

for • the Lord Jehovah does nothing
Without having revealed his secret to his servants, the prophets.

8 The

lion roars,

Who does not fear ?
The Lord Jehovah

Who
d

10

speaks,

must not prophesy ?

Make it heard over the palaces in Ashdod,
And over the palaces in the land of Egypt,
And say, assemble upon the mountains of Samaria,
And see the great confusions in the midst thereof,4
And the oppressed in the heart thereof

And

they

They who

know
store

not to do right, saith Jehovah,

up

violence and devastation in their palaces.

11 Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
An enemy, and that round about the land I *
And he shall bring down thy strength • from thee,
And thy palaces shall be plundered.
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12 Thus saith Jehovah,
As the shepherd rescues from the mouth of the lion
Two legs or an ear-lappet,
So shall the sons of Israel deliver themselves
They who sit in Samaria
On the corner of the couch and on the damask of the bed/

13 Hear ye and
Saith the

testify to the

house of Jacob,

Lord Jehovah, the God of Hosts

14 That in the day when I

visit Israel's transgressions

I will visit the altars of Bethel,
And the horns of the altar* shall be cut off and

And I will smite the winter-house with
And the houses of ivory shall perish,*
And many *° houses shall disappear.

15

upon him,

fell to

the ground.

the summer-house,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1

V«r. 8.

5 Ver.

6.

nyi3. To

-•• !

— n§

[In order to catch
• Ver. 7.

4 Ver. 9.

sueh ae
crete,

to

U the fowler* net,
a bird in the

— s 3.

ative implied In

meet together at an appointed time and place.

He

net,

t&iTlD, the springe or snare which holde the Mid tut
a pringe most be laid for it]

vfr

belongs to

TICS

Not n surely," as In B. T., a figniflcation which It norer hai t bat, " for," in connection with a negwhat precedes. Cf. Wean ri. 4, Job nod. 18.

relation to

— HlOVip,

noise, disorder, denote*

a

state of confusion, reralting

expressed by D^plttJ^?, probably to be taken ae

an

abstract,

from a complete overturning of right,

" the oppression n

(of the poor) or possibly con-

« the oppressed ."

6 Ver. 11.

— Tf$3?,

<ay strength,

6 Ver.

11.— 3^59^

7 Ver.

12.—

is

i. e.,

explanatory,

nt3D n$*3,

Samaria's.

"and

that round about the land,"

t. «.,

will

come and attack

the corner of the dtrao. tb* most oonrenient for repose.

pQT^I,

it

on

all sides.

damask, oorered with

[Pusey and Wordsworth revert to the old Tlew (Sept., Vulgate, Syriae, Taryum), which is followed in the
costly stuff.
Authorised Version, and interpret, "and recline on Damascus as a couch," but their r easons do not seem to hare much

a

weight]

• Ver. 15.

— rOTDn the singular of species, and equivalent to a plural.
— Ivory houses are each as have their apartments adorned with inlaid ivory

W Ver.

— D 20, not «

• Ver. 14.

lfi.

is

s

is

large " as

1

T.,

BXBOBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.
1.

etc.

Vera. 1-2.

" Hear

Hear

this

this

is

1 Kings

xxfl. 89).

of comparison. They illustrate the principle that
every effect has its cause.
Ver. 4.
he has no prey, refers, as Keil
justly states, not to the actual seizing of the prey
by the lion, but to his having it before him so that
it cannot escape.
In like manner, the phrase in
the second clause, " unless he has taken something," is to be explained. The lion makes his
capture not merely when he has seized and is rending the prey, but when it is so near that escape is

When

word which Jehovah,

word." This phrase

(cf.

but « many."

repeated at

the beginning of chaps, v. and vi. It therefore shows
this chapter to contain one address complete in itUpon the whole
See the Introduction.
self.
family. Although afterwards destruction is threatened only against the ten tribes, yet here the entire
[The lion, as a rule, roars most terrirace is included. The people as a whole were impossible.
known and chosen of God, and therefore the pun- bly when it has the prey in sight, upon which it
ishment of sin is set forth in universal terms. Just immediately springs. Bochart.]
Ver. 5. Does the trap rise up P because lifted
so far as sin extends, punishment will and must
come. Certainly this occurred first in the case of up by the bird flying away. Without catching?,
the ten tribes, but how little Judah could count t. e. the bird.
Ver. 6. In the first member the usual order of
upon being spared, has already been seen in ch. ii.
these propositions is reversed, and the cause is
4, etc.
This is mentioned first,
the blowing of the trumpet,
Ver. 2. Only yon have I known.
equivalent to " I have chosen," since the knowing and the result follows. In the second, the other
"
the order is restored. In this last, similes are abanexpresses a relation of sympathy and love, as
motive and the result of the election."
doned, and the discourse states directly what had
2. Vers. 3-8. Do two walk together, etc. The been implied in numerous comparisons.
As litfol
general announcement of a punitive judgment is
tle as two can walk together without, etc, etc. ; so
lowed
without any apparent connection with the little can misfortune occur in a city without the
foregoing
by a series of propositions illustrated Lord's hand ; or rather, as in all these cases, one
by examples from daily life. Plainly, these perhaps thing is the result of the other as its cause, so is
proverbial phrases are here introduced only by way it here. " Misfortune " in the city is the result, the

—

—

—

—

:

CHAPTER
" Jjord " is the cause. Even this is to be considered
as a kind of prorerbial speech, but it explains the
The prophet
subject treated of in this passage.
has threatened the whole people in ver. 2, with a
Against this the consciousvisitation from God.
ness of Israel revolts, especially because the visitation is to come from God, their own God, Jehovah.
Therefore the prophet proves the correctness of his
declaration by these examples, in which he traces
with the certainty of the strictest logic every effect
to a cause, and so every misfortune in the city to
Jehovah as its author (and to his punitive righteousness as the cause). If this be so, every objection is obviated. Whatever misfortune exists must
be traced back to Jehovah. This however is not
proved, but only illustrated, by the examples cited,
which show simply that as every event has its
cause, so also must misfortune ; so that the question remains, Is this result to be attributed to Jehovah's activity 1 The answer to this is found in
vers. 7, 8, which must be taken together, since it is
only thus that they furnish the desired proof.
Ver. 7. For presupposes the answer No, to the
foregoing questions, especially the last. No, mis-

25

in.

ver. 3 ff. Baur cor"There is no occasion to regard
anything more than mere analogies repre-

Concerning the examples in
rectly remarks,

them as

senting the general relation of cause and effect, or to
assign to each case a special reference to the prophet's thought, e. g., the two as a figure of God and
the people, the lion as representing Jehovah, and
the prey and the bird, the wicked, etc." Such a
method leads to constrained refinements, as may be
seen in Keil, in loc. The illustration of one principle by so many examples may seem somewhat
tedious, but to understand it, one must consider the
partiality of the Orientals for figurative and proverbial speeches, which leads them to express in
these concrete forms even such an abstract truth
as the relation of cause and effect.
There is nothing strange, therefore, in finding such a representation coming from the herdman of Tekoa.
8. Vers. 9-15. Here the Lord's purpose respecting the sinful people is openly declarer.
(a.) Vers. 9, 10. The sins.
Hake it heard, etc,
Not only are the sins to be punished set forth, but
the heathen are summoned as witnesses. This
turn in the address indicates that the sinfulness is
very great, enough even to surprise the heathen,
and thus puts Israel to shame.
Ver. 9. Publish ye.
Jehovah is the speaker,
and we must regard the command as addressed to
the people in these heathen lands.
The palaces,
i. «., those who dwell there, are to be informed, because the question concerns what is done in the
palaces of Samaria. Aahdod, as part for the whole,
is put for the Philistines, who were regarded by
Israel as godless heathen.
ISgypt, " whose unrighteousness and ungodliness Israel had once
abundantly experienced " ( Keil).
On the mountains of Samaria, i. e. around Samaria, whence
they could look into the city.
Ver. 10. They know not to do right. They
do not understand it, so accustomed are they to
unrighteousness. They who store up violence,
etc. ; evil treasures which, so far from helping, destroy them.

fortune does not occur without Jehovah's hand,
etc The proof in the first instance is this
Jehovah does nothing without having disclosed his
" secret," t. e. his secret counsel, to his servants,
the prophets. The latter is certainly not the cause,
but it is the indispensable condition of Jehovah's
activity, so that between the two there is a necessary connection. But this very revelation to the
prophets has as an inevitable result (ver. 8), their
prophesying, which again is illustrated by an example drawn from experience, the lion roars, etc.
so that this prophesying is not an accidental or
capricious thing, but proceeds from a causa suffiTherefore
ciens, which lies in Jehovah himself.
the meaning is : when the prophet speaks or predicts, Jehovah has revealed it to him, and the former is the result of the latter. But if Jehovah has
made a revelation to him, then what he predicts,
namely, misfortune, is really impending from Jehovah. The Lord will let it come. He will not indeed
(b.) Vers. 11-15. Therefore thus saith, etc., "1?
in the absence of such a revelation ; but wherever
be abstract or concrete. The latter is more
may
this occurs, it is a token that He will bring it to
probable, especially as in that case it is naturally
pass. Therefore a prophecy, a foretelling of calam>
? that the connected with the verb T'JVn, which otherwise
ity by a prophet, is a voucher
would reouire Jehovah to be understood as its
calamity is from die Lord, that a causal connecsubject.
The clause is an emphatic assertion in
tion exists between the two as certain as that
the form of an exclamation.
between the things mentioned in vers. 3-6. OtherVer. 12. In this plundering of Samaria, the
wise, the prophet could not announce such a cagreat men will be able to save their lives only to
lamity, since he announces only what Jehovah reThe divine the smallest extent and with the greatest difficulty.
veals to him, but must announce that.
Both points are suggested in the comparison. ("
origin of his prophecy is to the prophet, therefore,
pair of shin-bones and a piece, i. e. a lappet, of the
the basis on which he proceeds as on a certain realear." Keil.)
ity, and from this he argues and proves the divine
Ver. 13. Renews the threatening and raises it
authorship of the fact which he predicts, namely, a
There will be an utter destruction
still higher.
punitive judgment Thus is sustained the truth of
addressed to the Israelites, as in
the saying, that Jehovah would visit Israel.
Only Hear ye, etc., is
ver. 1, since among even these God has those who
in this way do we understand the *3 in verse 7. will testify what He is going to do.
They shall,
It is therefore a reversal of the order of thought when summoned as witnesses of wrong doing, anwhen most interpreters say that from ver. 3 the nounce also the punishment of Israel. House of
prophet is proving the divineorigin of his prophecy Jacob means all Israel, i. «., the twelve tribes ; even
against the objection that he spoke only from sub- Judah should hear it so as* to learn a lesson. The
jective influences, i. «., " as little can a prophet Divine names are accumulated for emphasis
the
speak without a divine impulse as any other effect threat of such a God ought to make a deep impres"
can be produced without a cause (B. Baur). No, sion. The visitation of Israel will begin with the
the prophet does not justify himself or his calling, destruction of the altars in Bethel, i. «.,' of idolahe is sure of that ; he only seeks to convince his try, the religious source of the moral corruption.
hearers or readers that they are really to expect This is more closely defined by the cutting off of
the judgment which he announces, and to this end the horns, which destroys the significance of the
he uses the fact that prophecy comes from God.
altar.
for,

—

— —

A

—

;

—
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Ver. 15. Winter houses and summer houses
are primarily those of the royal family, but perhaps also those of the noblemen.
The threatened
judgment, therefore, is the overthrow of Samaria,
especially its palaces, with the complete extermination of the inhabitants (ver. 12).

—

after a proper manner, t. «., he considers the position of the higher classes very important, but for
that very reason very responsible, and holds that
their rights and privileges impose corresponding
duties.
They have much ability, but much is also

expected from them, " to whom much is given,"
And if they mistake and abuse their position,
so much the heavier is their guilt and the greater
the harm they work. Their degeneracy at last
brings destruction upon the whole. If then a
prophet were silent, or censured only the lowly and
not the high, he would be justly chargeable with
servility and fear of men, which would ill agree
with his call to be a witness of divine truth (cf.
chap, iv., Doctrinal and Ethical, 2).
3. Misfortune as a punishment comes only from
Jehovah. It comes not of itself nor is casual, but
has a definite cause and author, who is Jehovah
He who chose and blessed his people, the same
punishes them. Men may struggle against this
truth, but still it remains incontestable. And when
a doubt of the divine authorship intrudes, there
comes a voucher in the words of tne prophets. Before God executes anything, He reveals it to his
servants, and these cannot but declare what is thus
revealed.
calamity announced by them is a punishment proceeding from God.
4. The.lofty significance of prophecy is strongly
expressed in vers. 7, 8. The prophets are not only
" God's servants " in general, but are also entrusted
with " his secret," his " counsel," i. «., what He
proposes respecting his people. Yes, he does nothing until He has revealed it to the prophets. Thus
He, as it were, binds himself to them. Is it asked,
Why ? The answer is, The aim of the revelation
is to secure its announcement, as it is expressly
said (ver. 8), the speaking of God to his servants
necessarily leads them to prophesy. The object of
their utterances is simple and single, to set plainly
before men the severity of God against sin, the
truth of his punitive righteousness. If this is done,
so to speak, in the interest of God, naturally it is
These are to
still more in the interest of men.
learn how the matter stands with them and what
threatens them, so aslo take warning while there
is time.
And if men do take warning for this
then "God does nothis the implied thought,
ing," i. «., does not carry out his secret counsel.
Therefore He, as it were, puts prophecy between
his " secret " and its execution, and so prophecy
is justly reckoned among Israel's peculiar privileges (comp. ii. 1 1 and the remarks there).
Well
remarks Rieger in reference to the present times :
" Those to whom God has intrusted the duty of
bearing witness to his truth in the world now,
cannot put themselves on a level with his ancient
prophets, nor should they indulge any natural pasYet it is very significant that the
sion herein.
Lord Jesus addressed to the overseers of the
churches of Asia the precious testimony of his revelation, and therein the secret counsel by which
God's wrath is fulfilled, and thus indicated for all
time the participation of the teacher's office in the
judgments of God, partly in foreseeing them, partly in foretelling them, and partly, moreover, in influencing them for good by prayer and watchfuletc.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
"Israel stands to us as a constant example
both of the unsearchable riches of grace which
God bestows and of the inconceivable judgments
He sends upon those who receive his grace in vain."
(Rieger.)
Here again the bringing out of Egypt
appears as the fundamental net of God's grace, it
is mentioned alone, because by it as the condition
of its outer and inner existence was Israel constituted the people of God.
This bringing out,
however, includes the guidance through the wilderness and the giving of the law. This people alone
;
did God " know " to them alone He stood in a
relation of nearness and confidence ; all others were
aliens.
Therefore so much the greater their guilt,
1.

and the more certain
2.

The

their punishment
sin of Israel, especially of the ten tribes,

apostasy, at least in the calf-worship (comp. ver.
But that which particu14, chaps, iv. 4, v. 5).
larly provokes rebuke and menace is, as appears by
chap, it and the following chapters, the extreme
moral corruption, which naturally is regarded
as the violation of the divine commands, covetousness and luxury, and in connection therewith,
the shameless disregard of the elementary duties
due to our neighbors, violent oppression of the
poor. This last is continually the subject of sharp
is

censure

Jcf.

ii.

6, 7,

and subsequently

iv.

1, v. 6,

The poor always stand
11, 12, vi. 12, viii. 5,6).
under the especial protection of the divine law, a
peculiar feature of which is its compassion for the
lowly, as the Mosaic institute shows in many of its
provisions.
How fully the prophet was in sympathy with this trait, is shown by the fact that upon
no point is he so zealous as upon the oppression of
the poor. This was doubtless because such instances frequently occurred ; still it is significant
that instead of merely touching them and then
passing on, he brings them forward and brands
them with an especial stigma. " To pervert the
way of the poor, as it was before expressed in
chap. i. ver. 7, is, as it were, the unpardonable sin.
For this reason the prophet's rebuke is addressed
mainly to the great, the higher classes ; but certainly not because these alone were corrupt while
the lower classes needed no particular censure, although at bottom this was the fact. Are we then
to recognize a democratic feature in the circumstance, and observe how a man of the people, a
herdman, feels himself called chiefly to scourge
the sins of the nobles and especially those by which
the humble suffered ? If it is correct to assert that
God called and employed him to chastise such
sins,

we may admit

this".

Only

let

us not ascribe'

to Amos that modern democratic view which reviles the higher classes because it condemns all

Rather the reverse is true
He inveighs against the sins of the ness."
great, just because their position is so important,
because he knows that upon their conduct depends
the weal or the woe of the community, for if corruption prevails in their circles, the foundations of
the national prosperity are undermined and shaken.
Ver.
distinctions of ranks.

A

—

—

of Amos.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1.
Hear the word which Jehobak speaks
Here we learn that God's Word should
greater propriety may one as- to you.
cribe an aristocratic leaning to our prophet, but be preached in such way that its hearers should

With equal or even
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recognize that it is intended for and applies to says, " Woe is unto me if I preach not the Gosthem. For when it is declared only in general pel." So Peter and John, " We cannot but speak
1
terms, especially as respects God's wrath against the things we have seen and heard. ' Moses was
sin, the people commonly sit and think it does not not excused, though slow of speech; nor Isaiah,
concern them but only folks in far-off lands. It though of polluted lips ; nor Jeremiah, because he
•hould be said, Hear what the Lord says to yon was a child. And Ezekiel was bidden, Be not rebellious Jike that rebellious house. (Pusey.)
who sit here under the pulpit.
Ver. 9. Publish in tfte palaces, etc
"Since
therefore I will, etc.
Ver. 2. You only, etc.
This is a wonderful inference. We should rather ye disbelieve, I will manifest to Ashdodites and
expect; therefore will I spare you. But we see Egyptians the transgressions of which ye are
Shame towards roan surthat the Lord is accustomed to punish those who guilty." ( Theodore t.)
have received much at his hands more severely vives shame towards God. What men are not
than others not so favored. For his kindness is ashamed to do, they are ashamed to confess that
not intended to encourage us in sin, but to render they have done. Nay, to avoid a little passing
us through gratitude more devoted to Him. He has shame, they rush upon everlasting shame. So God
chosen us in Christ that we should be holy and employs all inferior motives, shame, fear, hope of
blameless before Him in love (Ephes. i.), but where things present, if by any means He can win men
(Ibtd.)
this result does not follow, God s goodness ceases, not to offend Him.
(W. S.)
Ver. 10. They know not, etc. It is a part of
and his punishments fall the heavier.
Vers. 3 ff. The comparisons here may be prac- the miserable blindness of sin, that while the soul
tically explained as (1) teaching us what just acquires a quick insight into evil; it becomes at
If two last not only paralyzed to do good, but unable to
grounds God has for his punishments.
walk together, they must agree, but you, He says, perceive it. Store up violence. They stored up,
do no( agree with me, but are my foes, bv your evil as they deemed, the gains and fruits ; but it was in
works, and therefore I cannot walk with you in truth the sins themselves, as a treasure of wrath
complacency. (2) As a lion does not roar unless against the day of wrath. (Ibid.)
Ver. 11. Therefore thus saith, etc. There was
the prey is just before him, so my threatening are
not uttered unless I see men just ready to fall, as no human redress. The oppressor was mighty,
Of this, however, but mightier the avenger of the poor. Man would
it were, a prey to my wrath.
Thy palaces shall
they think lightly, and deem any calamity that not help, therefore God would.
But (3) just as little as be spoiled. Those palaces in which they had
befalls them an accident.
a bird falls into the net without a fowler, or a heaped up the spoils of (he oppressed. Men's sins
fowler lifts the snare without having caught some- are in God's providence the means of their punishthing, so little does misfortune occur without God's ment. Their spoiling should invite the spoiler,
mind and will, who does not give up his purpose their oppressions should attract the oppressor.
but carries it out unless withheld by a true repent- (Ibid.)
Ver. 12. As the shepherd rescues, etc. Amos
ance. As every one fears when the trumpet announces the enemy 'near at hand, so should my as well as Joel (ii. 32) preaches the same solemn
people when my prophets announce to them judg- sentence, so repeated through the prophets, " a remment for their sins. These similes remind us of nant only shall be saved." So it was in the captivthe divine providence in punishments. They do ity of the ten tribes. So it was in Judah. In the
not mil promiscuously, but in tfee righteous retri- Gfospel, not many wise men after the flesh, not
bution of God, who determines beforehand who many mighty, not many noble were called, bnt God
chose the poor of this world, and the Good Shepshall suffer and who escape.
[Ver. 6. Does misfortune occur, etc. Evil which herd rescued from the mouth of the lion those
evil which is whom man despised. (Ibid.)
is sin, the Lord hath not done;
Ver. 18. Hear .ye and testify.
punishment for sin, the Lord bringeth. (AngusIt is of little
avail to testify, unless we firstt hear ; nor can
tine.)
Ver. 7. The Lord Jehovah does nothing, etc. bear witness to what he doth not know ; nor will
God has ever warned the world of coming judg- words make an impression, t. e., be stamped on
ments in order that it may not incur them. As men's souls, unless the soul which utters them
Chrysostom says, He has revealed to us hell in have first hearkened unto them. (Ibid.)
Ver. 14. In the day when I visit etc. Scripture
order thai we may escape hell. He warned Noah
of the coming deluge. He told Abram and Lot of speaks of "visiting offenses upon," because in
the future judgment of the cities of the plain. He (rod's providence, the sin returns upon a man's
revealed to Joseph the seven years of famine, and own head. It is not only the cause of his punishThe memory of a man's
to Moses the ten plagues, and to Jonah the de- ment bnt a part of it.
struction of Nineveh ; and by Christ He foretold sins will be apart of his eternal suffering. (Ibid.)
Ver. 14. The altars, etc. The vengeance of a
the fall of Jerusalem ; and Christ has warned all
of his own future coming to judge the world. God just and holy God will one day certainly root out
may
false
worship.
repent ; and that if they
does this that men
Ver. 15. The winter-house and, etc. What are
obstinately continue in sin, He may be justified in
executing punishment upon them. (Wordsworth.) the palaces and pleasure-houses of the wicked in
Ver. 8. Who does not feart There is cause the time of judgment, but a brand which kindles
for you to fear when God roars from Zion, but if the wrath of the Lord.
ye fear not, the prophets dare not but fear. So Paul
.
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Chaptbb IV.
Punishment must come, since despite

9.

1

Hear 1

this

all Chastisements the

People wiU net

word, ye kine of Bashan,
of Samaria,

Who are upon the mountain
Who oppress the poor,
Who crush the needy,
Who say to their lords,
Bring hither that we
2

may

drink.

The Lord Jehovah hath sworn by

his holiness,

Behold days are coming npon you,
When men will drag* you away with hooks
And the remnant 8 of you with rish-hooks.
3 And through breaches4 in the wall ye shall go

And be
4

8
cast forth to

Harmon 7

out, every

one before

hmf

saith Jehovah.

Go to Bethel and sin,
To Gilgal,8 and sin still more

Bring every morning your sacrifices,
Every three days your tithes.
5 Offer" a praise-offering of what is leavened,
Call out for voluntary offerings, proclaim
For this liketh you,18 sons of Israel,
Saith the Lord, Jehovah.

them

O

6

And I, even I,11 have given you cleanness of teeth in
And want of bread in all your places
And ye have not returned unto me, saith Jehovah.

7

And I, even I, have withheld the rain from you,
When there were yet three months to the harvest,
And have caused it to rain upon one city,
And cause it not to rain" upon another.

all

your

chief,

One field is rained upon,
And the field upon which

it does not rain, withers.
stagger to one city
To drink water, and are not satisfied
And ye have not returned unto me, saith Jehovah.

8 And two, three

cities

9 I have smitten you with blight and with mildew
And the multitude 18 of your gardens and your vineyards,
And of your fig trees and olive trees, the locust devoured
And ye have not returned to me, saith Jehovah.

10 I have sent pestilence among you in the manner of Egypt, 14
I have slain your young men with the sword,
Together with the bootv u of your horses,
And caused the stench 18 of your camps to ascend even into your noses,
And ye have not returned unto me, saith Jehovah.
11 I have overthrown among you,
As God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah,
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And ye were like a brand plucked out of
And still ye have not returned unto me.

the burning

12 Therefore thus will I do to thee, O Israel.
Because I will do this to thee,
Prepare to meet thy God, O Israel.

He that formeth the mountains and
And declareth to man what is his thought,

13 For, behold,

Who

createth the wind,

maketh dawn darkness,

And

goeth over the high places of the earth,
Jehovah, God of hosts, is his name.
TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

— SOJntt?

1 Ver. 1.

s Ver.

t— KTO
.

njS9#, teeMN

for

PM,

it

the yerb stands

as In 1 Kings is. 11.

Green's

first.

Cf. Is.

Grammar, §

xxxIL

11.

*0

164, 2.

pleonastic, like the

Greek en, in

direst address.

Vcr. 2.

[8

— iTHnH

berg, Cftrfetof.,

i.

not posterity (Font, Hendetnsa), but remnant, "

i»

til

eren to the very

lest."

Cf.

Hengsten-

887*.]

— D^SHp accusative of piece.
— Pl^D,
5-20.
without taming to the right or the
OX Joeh.
form of the pronoun, added here to obtain a similarity of sound
simply the
Ver. 3. — TOnD^tpn, n~"

4 Ver. 8.

if

6 Ver. 8.

i. «.,

c

left.

1'

t1.

fall

it

with the preceding Verb. 'The Hlphil form is found in all tike M88. sere one, and is defended by Uitsig, Ewald, etc., but as
It is very harsh, it is better, with the LXX., 8yr., 8ym., Vulgate, and Arable, to take It as Hophal (Jerome, Furst,Xell, etc.).

—

7 Ver. 8.

D^r^n*

This hapax Ugom-

is

not yet satisfactorily explained, although almost every possible interpre-

H

local, and in that ease the word indicate* the place into which
The final letter appears to be
But where that place is none can say ; we hare only conjectures, for which see Keil and Hender-

has been given.

tation

the fugitives are east.
lot,
son
n go n understood from the preceding clause. " Brery three days," is
'* Gilgal "
I Ver. 4.
is In the aceusatlTe after
Kimcbi gives it ss B. V., and is followed by
the literal rendering adopted by Ibn Esra, RosenmuUer, Meurer, Keil, eto.
Henderson. The LXX., Vulgate, and Luther agree with Ibn Bsra.

m

—

9 Ver. 6.

— TtDf?,
— " For this

infln. absol.

[It Ver. 6.

used for the imper.
This fine archaism seems preferable to the marginal equivalent of the K.

liketh you."

V

,

" So ye lore."]

— The

Ver. 6.

[11

first

in the Torsion, «

tition

1,

personal

pronoun, when

separately expressed in Hebrew,

is

always emphatic

;

hence the repe-

even I."]

— *T*tDpN. The imperfects from here on are used as the historical present to give to the description.
— nisnrj,
const used as a substantive «= multitude.
14 Ver. 10. — " In the manner of Egypt," because pestilence
epidemic in Bgypt
x. 24-28).
If Ver. 10. — *2tp D
osually explained " together with the carrying away of your horses," so that even your

IS Ver. 7-

life

It Ver. 9.

Infln.

is

j?

horses were carried away.

i»

But Keil renders

it

concrete

— the booty, so that even the horses that were captured, perished.

« like as a memorial of their sins'
— D^^fcQ-t — eren into your
Ver. 18. — tlWV may be, who turns the dawn into darkness, or, by asyndeton, who makes dawn, dsrknem,

10 Ver. 10.

17

(Is.

:

(Hltsig).

t

by Calvin,
than twenty of Kennioott's MSB.]
both.

1

nostrils,

[The

letter is preferred

is

expressed in the

LXX., and

Is

said by-Henderson to be the reading of

j. #.,

more

; for cows have their " lords," and the term
here means the king and the princes under whom
the other great men are ranked.
So the Targura.
Jerome, Calvin, Maurer, and others.
Ver. 2. The threat is introduced by an oath.
Jehovah swears by his holiness, for this perfection
must desire the punishment of such an unholy life.

view

KXBGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.
1.

Vers. 1-3.

Hear

this, etc.

Plundering and

destruction had been threatened; here carrying
away is added. Thev who are threatened are
the same as in chap. hi. The comparison to kine
of Bashan, t. «., strong, well-fed, well agrees with
the description of their extortions and their luxurious life in that chapter. They are compared to
cows rather than bulls, manifestly because the latter figure would be too dignified for such persons
as are intended. Perhaps their effeminacy is also
hinted. But it is certainly wrong to understand
the expression as meaning specifically the women

Your remnant, what has not been dragged away
with hooks. To understand this as meaning " pos-

terity," would require us to consider two generations as included in the punishment threatened,
which is a thought foreign to the context.
The breaches in the wails, are those made at the
capture of the city. [There will be no need to resort to the gates, ror egress will be possible in every
of Samaria. For nothing characteristic of women direction.
As to the much disputed HarC.J
is said of the cows, bat only what had previously mon, all the ancients and most of the modems
been said of the great in general. Nor is the phrase take it as a proper name,
Armenia, Rimmon,
say to their lords, any objection to this Hermon, etc Kimchi, followed by Gesenius, Winer,

who

—

—
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Henderson, resolves the word by a change of its
first letter into the term meaning palace or citadel,

and renders "

«., from it
Bible, also takes
the citadel."
i.

4. Vers. 12, 13. Therefore thus will I, etc
Thus, but how is not said. '* Thus," is therefore

down as to the palace," to be regarded as a general threat, which is so
Dr. Van Dyck in the New Arabic much the more severe, because it is not stated

will be cast
it

as appellative, and renders " to

what

shall

come, so that there

is

everything to

The punishment is indeed generally indicated
this chapter, as also in chapter iii.
But the

fear.

2. Vers. 4, 5.
Go to Bethel, etc You will
not arrest this judgment by your idolatrous worship, eagerly as you may pursue that worship.
Such eagerness is only an enlargement of your
sins.
This thought is expressed in a manner bitterly ironical by a summons to greater zeal.
Gilgal was, like Bethel, a seat of idol worship (cf. on
Hos. iv. 15). The whole passage is hyperbolical.
" Even if you offered slain offerings every morning
and tithe every three days, it would only increase

in

chief point of the chapter is to recall the past
hard-heartedness of Israel, not to describe tneir
punishment, since there are only brief references to
the judgment already mentioned, the full description of which is resumed in chap. v. As yet it is
only a threat : hence the summons, Prepare, etc,
t. e., not to meet your doom, but to avert it by true
repentance (cf. chap. v. 4, 6). " To give the greater
emphasis to this command, ver. 13 depicts God as
the Almighty and Omniscient who creates prosperyour guilt."
To the same effect in ver. 5 they are told, instead ity and adversity." (Keil.) "His thought" does
of being content with unleavened cakes, to offer not mean man's thought, but God's own, which He
also upon the altar even the leavened loaves which makes known by the prophets, i. «., his purpose to
were not required bv law to be consumed (Lev. vii. punish. [It seems more natural, as it is more in
And so with the free-will offerings. In- accordance with the uniform usage of the word
13, 14).
stead of leaving these to spontaneous impulses,
to refer it to man. As Pusey says, " To man,
they in their exaggerated seal called out for them,
a sinner, far more impressive than all majesty of
published them. The words, for this Uketh yon,
make a mock of this zeal. But the mock is sub- creative power is the thought that God knows his
inmost soul. He deciareth unto man his meditasequently turned into earnest. For men surely
Treada
tion, before he puts it into words."]
should not persist in such love and zeal for idolrules over all, even the
upon the high places
worship, after God had so often punished them for
highest of earth. Finally the whole is confirmed
It
by the lofty title of God as God of Hosts.
All punishment hitherto had
3. Vers. 6-11.
been in vain. This is shown in five instances, each
concluding with the sorrowful refrain, and yet ye
DOCTRINAL AND KTHICAL.
nave not returned onto me. which strikingly
display the love of Jehovah, who visits and pun1. " This discourse (vers. 1-3) strikes at those
ishes his people only to prevent the necessity of who are in authority and practice violence at court
severer punishment
and elsewhere. In them, unrighteousness in act
And I also, etc. To what they concurs with great looseness in speech. The more
(a.) Ver. 6.
did, the prophet sets in opposition what Jehovah violently men deal in matters of office and governdid.
Cleanness of teeth, because they had noth- ment, the more viciously do they proceed among
ing to eat
their fellows, trying to stifle all humane feeling for
(b.lVers. 7, 8.
Withheld the rain when, others' need and all complaints at the wrong that
etc The latter rain is meant As this fell in Feb- is done. But the more frivolous their talk, the
ruary and March, while the harvest occurred in more earnest is God in his counsel and oath against
May and Jnne, the interval was reckoned in round them ; and as they have done much for the sake*
numbers at three months. I" This is utterly ruin- of advancing and enriching their posterity, so the
ous to the hopes of the farmer.
little earlier or judgment of God strikes them with their postera little later would not be so fatal, but drouth three ity.'7 (Rieger.)
The
months before harvest is entirely destructive."
2. " Since the prophet here attacks so severely
Land and the Book, ii. 66.] The withholding of the heads of the state, we are to consider that if a
rain is stated as partial, in order to show more dis- modern preacher were to do the same, it would be
tinctly that it was a divine ordering.
regarded as an insult and a calumny. But if a
(c.) Ver. 9.
The third chastisement was a bad preacher out of a proper seal should at times hanharvest, arising from a blight upon the cereal dle somewhat harshly acknowledged public offendgrains and the destruction of fruits by locusts.
ers who can be reached in no other way, this is by
fd.) Tier. 10. The fourth chastisement was pes- no means to be deemed an unbecoming insult, for
tilence and war. For the grievous sufferings of the same reproach would apply to the prophets,
Israel in the latter, see 2 Kings viii. 12, xiii. 3, 7.
to our Lord Himself, and to his Apostles, all of
(e.) Ver. 11.
I overthrew, etc This mani- whom often uttered severe language. When in any
festly does not indicate a new chastisement in ad- such case the rebuke aims only at the benefit of
dition to the foregoing, but sums them all up in a the persons concerned, it is not an impropriety or
single utterance. " The comparison of the doom an outrage, but a work of love demanded by the
of Ephraim to that of Sodom and Gomorrah, is a preacher's office, which is to censure the impenitent
general indication of the greatness of their punish- This must he done not only upon the lowly but
ment (cf. Is. i. 9). The way in which the destruc- upon the lofty, and indeed the more upon the lattion of the cities of the plain is spoken of, plainly ter because thev do so much more harm when they
It is a natural inference
refers to Gen. xix. 29, where occurs the word ' over- act amiss." ( Wttrt. Bi.)
throw,' which became the standing phrase to de- that such a thing should be done not in passion
scribe this fearful fate (Deut. xxix. 22; Is. i. 7, nor personal provocation, but really from a holy
But clear as the matter is so far,
xiii. 19; Jer.xlix. 18, 1.40)." (Baur.) Aa a brand. seal against sin.
The emphasis dees not lie on the actual escape, but the more difficult is it in practice. One can only
on the fact that it was so narrow. The phrase say, Let each man approve himself- to God as to
vividly depicts the severity of their chastisements his inward feeling. The fear of man should not
1
ttherto ; so much the more inexcusable are they close the mouth to an open testimony against the
mgh. But it does not follow that an open mouth
lor not having returned to the Lord.
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always a token of seal for God's honor. Least
of all is such a thine found in a mere copying of
others, even though they be prophets. Nor should
the difference between prophets and the preachers
of oar day be obliterated. With the courage to
bear testimony must be united the courage to suffer
on account of such testimony (cf. at chap. iii. Dock
and Eth. 2).
is

IV.

81

ment, and serves his aims, which are the highest,
the only absolute ones.
5. With a short but lofty delineation of God's
transcendent greatness and almighty power, the
prophet concludes the chapter, showing that Jehovah is one who speaks with emphasis and can ex-

ecute his threatenings. It is as beautiful poetically
as it is profound theologically. It exhibits an eletransgress
simplest
vation and depth in the conception of God, which
They who shamelessly
the
moral duties, develop along with this course a permits a very definite conviction as to the strength
powerful religious seal and cannot do enough in and clearness of the divine manifestation made to
worship.
apparent contradiction, yet one con- Israel. As thus controlling all things, God is
firmed a hundred times by experience ; moral cor- called the God of Hosts. Observe how fond Amos
ruption and religious bigotry amalgamated ! Yet is of this phrase in the vehement outpouring of
is it altogether natural ; the religious form covers indignation in the chaps, iii.—vi., cf. iii. 13, iv. 13,
over the moral nakedness and quiets the con- v. 16, 27, vi. 8, 14. Here Jehovah appears as One
science ; but this is certainly a horrible delusion. who towers above all creaturely existences, who
That it was a false worship in which the Israelites rules the highest spheres of might, against whom
were so zealous, enhances their guilt, for it was an therefore nothing can avail, around whom everyapostasy from Jehovah. But even a religiosity thiag stands ready to execute his will. He is not
which is formally correct, may be used as a cover the national God of Israel alone, but the God of
for wickedness, and be blended with moral corrup- the world.
Hence He is not merely a natural
Thus it is well to remember that religious force which builds and again destroys, but a pertion.
seal in itself is no proof that all is well.
sonal God who acts according to his own " thought,"
4. God tries all means before proceeding to ex- which He makes known to men.
And as such a
tremities. If benefits are not recognized, He sends personal, self-conscious, self-active being, He stands
chastisements. These in the first instance aim not in constant relations with his personal creatures.
at destruction, but at opening the eyes through the
perception of the divine wrath so that men may repent and seek God. They are therefore as much
HOMILBTIOAL AMD PRACTICAL.
tokens of grace as proofs of wrath. But if this
[Ver. 1. Who oppress the poor.
aim is not reached, the forbearance of God ceases,
He upbraids
and a decisive judgment steps forth. But this last them not for fierceness, but for a more delicate and
is something extorted from God, it is against his wanton unfeelingness, the fruit of luxury, fullness
real disposition ; only with reluctance does He re- of head, a life of sense, which destroy all tendersolve upon it He waits long in the hope that ness, dull the mind, deaden the spiritual sense.
there will be a change and so the last step be un- They did not directly oppress, perhaps did not
necessary. Most clearly does the sorrowful love know that it was done ; they sought only that their
of God shine out from the vivid delineation of the own thirst for luxury and self-indulgence should
prophet.
National calamities, according to our be gratified, and knew not, as those at ease often
chapter, are to be viewed as chastisements from know not now, that their luxuries are continually
God. This view does not conflict with the exist- watered by the tears of the poor, tears shed almost
ence of natural causes, but recognizes God as the unknown except by the Maker of both. But He
being in whose service these act. It sees in the counts willful ignorance no excuse. (Pusev.)
Ver. 2. Behold, days are coming. God's day and
course of the world, not the blind mechanism of a
clock, but the work of a personal intelligent will, eternity are ever coming. They are holding on
and considers the laws of that course as the thoughts their steady course. Men put out of their minds
of this will, which rules and governs the whole, the what will come. Therefore God so often in his
domain of the physical as well as that of the moral notices of woe brings to mind that those days are
and spiritual, and naturally does not leave these to ever coming ; they are not a thing which shall he
run on merely side by side, but puts them in con- only ; in God's purpose they already are, and with
stant and intimate relation and alternation with one uniform, steady noiseless tread are coming upeach other, so that physical life finds its highest on the sinner. (Ibid.)
Ver. 4. Go to Bethel and sin, etc. Words uttered
aim in the loftier domain of moral and spiritual
Kfe. National calamities are only a lower degree in bitter irony and indignation, as Ezekiel says
of the revelation of God's wrath. Heavy as they (xx. 39), "Go ve, serve every one his ijols," and
may be, they endanger only the material conditions our Lord, " Fill ye up then the measure of your
It is a characteristic
of a nation s life, and that in a superficial way from fathers " (Matt, xxiii. 32).
which there may be a recovery, but they do not of idolatry and schism, to profess extraordinary
imperil its essential being, which consists in its zeal for God's worship and go beyond the letter
That a and spirit of his law by arbitrary will-worship and
political "independence and freedom."
nation is determined to maintain and guard this, self-idolizing fanaticism. ( Wordsworth.
Ver. 5. Vail out/or voluntary offerings, etc. The
that it considers the loss of it the last punishment
from God's hand, comes forth very clearly as the profuseness of idolaters in the service of their false
nation therefore should defend gods may shame our strait-handedness in the service
prophet's view.
this against the attack of a foreign foe. But it is of the true and living God.
(M. Henry.)]
Have given you cleanness of teeth,
Ver. 6 ff.
equally clear that where the inner conditions, piety
and righteousness, no longer exist, there all pains etc Before, we had a thoughtful appeal to God's
to preserve independence are vain. God gives the mercies; now his chastisements are enumerated.
power and victory to the foes. What enemies do, These are the two chief evidences of God's apthat God himself does through them (cf. chap. ii. proach to a people, a community^ family, or even
Here also there is no denial of the an individual, in love or in sorrow, and what fruits
13, iii. 15).
nearer causality, that of the human will. But one or the other has borne (Rieger). [And ye have
while man is doing only his own will, he at the not returned unto me. By repeating this sorrowful
time does the will of God, acts as his instru- ejaculation four times /vers. 6, 9, 10, 11 J, God em3.
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pnatically declares the loving design of his chas-

Lord

tisement of Israel. (Wordsworth.)
Vers. 7, 8. The preaching of tne Gospel is as
rain ; God sometimes blesses one place with it
more tnan anotner; some countries, some cities
are like Gideon's fleece, wet with this dew while
the ground around is dry ; all withers where this
rain is wanting.
But it were well if people were
but as wise for their souls as they are tor their
bodies, and, when they have not this rain near
them, would go and seek it where it is to be had.
If they seek aright, they shall not seek in vain.

(Ibid.)

(M. Henry.H
arc judgments? Men now
are as little influenced by them as Israel of old.
They do not believe they are punishments, much
less that they are sent for the causes assigned.
They deem them accidental, or else invent other
causes, and even ascribe droughts, floods, bail, caterpillars, etc., to witchcraft and sorcery, in the face
of the Scripture which expressly attributes such
plagues to God. ( Wwrt. Bible.) [Ordinarily, God
makes his sun to arise upon the evil and on the
good, and sends rain on the just and on the unjust,
but He does not enslave himself to his own laws.
There are variations, and in his Word He reveals to
ua the meaning of his daily variations in the workings of nature. (Pusey.)
ver. 10. After the manner of Egypt. Israel, having sinned like Egypt, was to be punished like
Egypt. One of the threatening in Deuteronomy in case of disobedience was (xxviii. 27), The

Ver.

9.

Of what avail

shall smite thee with the botch of E<;rpt.
*
'

is

I have

overthrown, etc. The earthquake
reserved to the last as the most special visitation,

Ver. 11.

It is at all times the more terrible, because unseen, unannounced, instantaneous, complete.
The

ground under a man's

feet

seems no longer secure,

his shelter is his destruction ; men's houses
their graves.
War, pestilence, and famine

become
seldom

break in at once. The earthquake at once buries
may be, thousands, each stiffened (if it were so),
in that his last deed of evil
each household with it*
own form of misery ; each in its separate vault,
dead, dying, crushed, imprisoned. (Ibid.)
Ver. 12. Thus will I do unto thee. God having
said this is silent as to what He will do ; that so Israel hanging in suspense as having before him each
sort of punishment
which are the more terrible
because he imagines them one bv one,
may indeed repent, that God inflict not what He threatens.
it

—

;

—

—

(Jerome.)]
Ver. 13. He thatformeth the mountains, etc This
noble description of God on one hand arouses the
conscience to appreciate his threatenings and renounce all vain confidence, and on the other encourages the heart to come again into communion
with such a God by sincere conversion. (Rieger.)
[If He be such a God as He is here described to be,
it is folly to contend with Him, and our duty and
interest to make our peace with Him ; it is good
having Him our friend, and bad having
our

Him

enemy.

(M. Henry.)]

Chapter V.
3.

Lament fir Israel

The

Woe to the Fools who desire

only Safety is in seeking the Lord,

the

Day of

the Lord.

1

Hear

this

word,

O

house of Israel.
you as a lamentation, l
the virgin 3 Israel, she does not rise again,
is stretched out upon her soil, no one raises her up.
thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

Which
2 Fallen

She
3 For

The

I raise over

is

city

'

*
which goes out by a thousand

Shall retain a hundred,
that which goes out by a hundred
Shall retain ten, for the house of Israel.

And

4 For thus saith Jehovah to the house of
Seek ye me, and ye shall live. 4
5 And seek not Bethel,
And go not to Gilgal,
And pass not over to Beersheba.

For Gilgal

shall surely

go

Israel,

into captivity,*

And

Bethel shall come to naught
6 Seek ye Jehovah, and ye shall live,
Lest he break forth like fire upon the house of Joseph,
And it devour,6 and there be none to quench it for Bethel.
7

They who
•And

8

turn justice into

cast righteousness

wormwood,

down

to the earth

He who makes the Seven Stars ' and Orion,
And turns the shadow of death into morning,
And darkens day into night
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V.

Who calls

to the waters of the sea,
pours them over the face of the earth,

And
9

Jehovah is his name
Who makes desolation to flash * upon 'the strong,
And desolation comes upon the fortress.

10 They hate the reprover • in the gate,

And him that speaketh uprightly they abhor.
11 Therefore, because ye trample ™ upon the poor,
And take from him a gift of wheat
Houses of hewn stone ye have built
But ye shall not dwell in them,
Pleasant vineyards ye have planted,
But ye shall not drink their wine.
12 For I know that many are your transgressions,
And your sins are great,

oppress u the righteous,
take a bribe,
And they push aside the poor in the gate from their right
13 Therefore, the prudent at this time is silent,'

Ye who

Who
For

it is

»an evil time.

evil that ye may live,
that so Jehovah, God of hosts, may be with you, as ye say.
15 Hate evil and love good,
And set up justice in the gate

14 Seek good and not

And

Perhaps Jehovah, God of hosts, will favor the remnant of Joseph.
16 Therefore thus saith Jehovah, God of hosts, the Lord,
In all streets wailing
And in all the highways shall men say, Alas, alas,

17

And they call u the husbandman to mourning,
And lamentation to those skilled in lamenting.
And in all vineyards shall be lamentation,

18

Woe

For I

will pass

to those

What good

through the midst of thee, saith Jehovah.
desire the day of Jehovah

who

is it to

you ?

The day of Jehovah
19

>

!

it is

darkness and not light

As if a man fleeth before the lion,
And the bear meets him
Or he goes into the house
And rests his hand upon the wall,
And the snake bites him.

20 Is not the day of Jehovah darkness and not
And gloom without any brightness ?

light,

211 hate,
And
22 For

I despise your feasts, 18
take no delight in your assemblies.

if

ye

offer

me

burnt-offerings,

Your

food-offerings I will not accept
And the thank-offering of your fadings I will not regard.
23 Take away from me the noise of your songs,

24
25

And the playing of your harps I will not hear.
And let judgment roll on like water,
And righteousness like an inexhaustible stream. 14
Did ye offer me sacrifices and food-offerings
In the wilderness forty years, O house of Israel
(No) but ye bore the tent of your king M
And the pedestal of your images,

?
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The star of your God,
Which ye made for yourselves.
27 Therefore will I carry yon away captive beyond Damascus, 18
Saith Jehovah, whose name is God of hosts.
TEXTUAL AMD GRAMMATICAL.
V«. 1.—

[1

sition

'

etal

(/

2.— n0?t$3,

the word

wed

E. V.fortakm

meaning giren above

• Ver. 8.
4 Ver. 4.
et

!•

to denote Derid** dirge arer

Bud and Jonathan, 2 Sam. i.

It is here in

17.

appo-

^7.]

with

• Ver.

nj

s

Targum and Vulgate hare

quite Inadequate.

is

stretched out,

and

therefore prostrate

and

east

dotm, but

better to the

llt-

helpless.

— The numerals define more closely the manner of the going forth, to war.
— The two imperative*, by a usage common in languages, express command and result
1.

e.

all

;

Latin, divide

t. g.,

tmpera,

6 Ver.

6.

—There

1

to

in

tl^T lib} bj ?!,

6 Ver.*6.
7 Ver. 8.

in English. A similar
[Pnsey oners, as Ulustratrro parallels, R Paris perira," or

a play upon words which cannot be e xpressed

paronomasia is suggested in the last clause, at Hoe.
" London is undone."].

ir. 15.

— nbpgl oannot be rendered as to B. V. "end derour," as Jehorah were the subject.
— H^S, the crowd, the Sereo Stars or Pleiades. Vd3, fho/bol, but according to the old mterpretets,
If

is

[whom Fttrst follows] the giant* is Orion. Both constellations are mentioned together in Job ix. 9 $ xxxrlli. 81. The eon*
neotkm between rem. 7 and 8 to, They are acting in this atrocious way, whereas Jehovah Is the Almighty and can brine;
sudden destruction upon them.
5 Ver. 9.

— 3*v3Tp» c*a#68 to

break

following an Arablo analogy, Keil and Wordsworth suppose an allusion to

*"*

Posey follows Aquil* and Jerome, and renders enakeih to

the swiftness of lightning, expressed in the Torsion by flash.

The E. V. followed a conjecture of KImchi, and
members from an abstract into a concrete noun.]

smile.

• Ver. 10.

— n^D D
s

Not merely a Judge acting

#

against acts of injustice." Of.
10 Ver.

11.

— DttftS,

Is.

is clearly

officially,

wrong, besides quite needlessly turning

but "any one who before a tribunal

1W

in both

up

his weiee

lifts

xxix. 21.

00*0.

Aw. Aey.,a reriant orthography for

Fttrst derrres it

from UJlS,

t.

CN^

c.

u> be

loathsome, h. bad. Hiph. t to bring erll upon.
11 Ver.

19 Ver.
IS Ver.

— '^HTC* Thto and the
* participle belong to the •affixes to the nouns preceding.
— To pYoolaim mourning to the husbandman m to him to mourning.
°* uncertain meaning, commonly explained,/**!}!-*
21. — D^2il are the great yearly
JTH^]?
folloirtn

12.

call

16.

fostifals.

assemblies. Cf. Joel

i.

tential or otherwise.]

n^H,

lit.

ascended to God from the burning

—

14 Ver. 24.
f JTM.
streams, inexhaustible.

1* Ver. 2fk
idols,

to

[All agree that it denotes eonTooatlous in connection with religious obserrances,

14.

The

to smell, is
sacrifice.

an expression of

Of. Lor. xxrl.

difficult,

since

;

Gen. tHI. 21

;

" which

Bpbes. v. 2.

primary meaning as constant, abiding, and hence when applied to

later crities giro the

— The words here are

81

Whether peni-

satismotion, in allusion to « the odour of delight

JTO3D and ]^D

Perhaps they are proper names of

are Aw. key.

so that the adjoining words are in apposition, and we* should render-- Sikkuth, your king, and Obinn, your image.

80 Luther, and of

later critics, Fttrst.

The name Sikkuth

(in Syrian

with another pointing, ])^J, Cberan) has been

explained to mean Saturn, who indeed in Arabic to called Kaiman, but it is not certain that this did not originate from the
passage before us, and therefore " it has no more worth than chat of an exegetical conjecture " (Keil.) The LXX., chang-

make out of }^2> an idol, 'Pcu^AV (Acts Til. 48, Vtfi+my), the meaning of which is equally uncertain, sine*
name does not occur elsewhere in the LXX., or in the writings founded upon chat Torsion. Keil therefore conjecture*

ing the word,
the

an exchange of

letters

Fttrst saye that

;

instead of ]

D^pb^

VD

they read

Maturally then the appellatire

and then, of the

More probable then

is

"

D^ qV?

becomes

difficult, for

although

D^Vst, UVSNpVft used here as a singular for an idol, that is a mere assertion
2?i3 would belong to both the proper names. But that 'bjtf Djfa is notto be*

is, like

coordinated with the two preceding phrases,
those clauses,

]S v r. Then the plural

*)

Is

plain from the omission, first of the

by which they are

closely

bound

the appellatire rlew of Sikkuth and Chiun.

JTJ which

stands before each of

together.

The former from ??D,

to oorer, hence a covering,

a booth. 80 the LXX., <nojnj- (But they improperly take D59 ?5 ** * ProPer name, rov poA«xO Therefore, " sent
of your king," meaning doubtless a morable shrine in which the 'image of the god was kept; such as, according to
Herod. 11. 68, and Diod. Sic. i. 97. were used by the Egyptians. Chiun is correspondingly explained as pedestal, from

and allied to ]D and HjiwD, therefore, the pedestal or framework of your images, that by which they were
the star who
about What followi is to be considered as in explanatory apposition, rts. the iter of your god
was your god. Undoubtedly even this explanation has great difficulties. [But still it to easier than the others which
hare been proposed, and to sustained by the sanction of Ribera, Junius, Oesenlus, Hengstenberg, Keil, and Wordsworth.]
]32),

=

carried

In any ease we must understand by 23i3 the image of a star, for the carrying It about
an actual star,— which ye have made refers either to this tar-image or to w your god."
16 Ver. 27.

— jjt2?33 7

•^fcvP'^P*

*rom *

distance in respect to

Damascus

to

Inconsistent with its

= far beyond Damascus.
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but not improbable. The reference might be
to an earthquake or a storm.
( c. ) Vers. 10-13.
They hate the reprover etc.
The prophet returns to the conduct of Israel, which
must be punished.
Ver. 10. " In the gate," shows that the reference
" The reprover," thereis to judicial proceedings.
fore, and " the one speaking uprightly " cannot be
understood of the prophets, however natural such
reference would be on other grounds.
Ver. 11. Take a gift
do him justice only
when they are paid for it. Houses of feewn stone
ful,

KXBOKTICAL AMD CRITICAL.
1.

Vers. 1-3.

Lament over

word is farther defined
or dirge. The song follows in
This

the fall of Israel.
as a mournful song
ver. 2.

The

virgin

expresses the fact that the daughter of Israel had

This
hitherto been unconquered (Is. xxiii. 12).
now should have an end. Vera. S briefly explains
the dirge. Israel will perish in war even to a very
small remnant.
2. Vers. 4-17. The deeper ground of the dirge;
are costly dwellings, Is. ix. 10. The threat is borFor Israel might easily be saved if they would seek
rowed from Deut. xxviii. 30.
the Lord, but this they will not do.
Ver. 12.
take a bribe, may either indi(a.) Vers. 4-6. What God desires is that they
cate a fresh sin, i. «., taking atonement money in
should seek Him and forsake idolatry. To live
satisfaction for a murder, against the law in Num.
Beans in the first instance to remain in life, but
xxxv. 31, or may belong to the foregoing, thus, ye
naturally includes the whole welfare of the state,
who
oppress (imprison) the righteous and then
its independence, etc.
GMlgal and Bethel, so far
take a ransom, t. «., will release him onrjr for a ranfrom helping those who resorted to them, should
som. The former is more consistent with the prethemselves perish. Beersheba, in Southern Judaea,
vailing use of the Hebrew term.
[So Pusey and
must have been a place of idolatrous worship, to
Keil but certainly the word in one instance at least,
which people from the ten tribes resorted, and in
1 Sam. xii. 3, is used to denote any sort of bribe.]
so doing passed over the boundaries of

=

Who

;

their king-

dom.

Once more is the seeking of Jehovah declared to be the means of life, and more strictly,
The house
the means of averting the judgment.
of Joseph
Bphraim, the whole kingdom being
named from the principal tribe. Bethel, as the
chief semt of worship, was the central point of the
Ver. 6.

=

kingdom.
(b.) Vers. 7-9.

By

a peculiar asyndetoh the two

Ver. 13. Manifestly belongs to what precedes,
since it further describes the period of corruption.

=

He who has prudence whose counsel is wholesome, will be compelled to silence (cf. ver. 10, the
upright speaker is abhorred) ; instead of attentive
hearing he has only violence to expect.
(d.) Vers. 14-17.
Once more the way of deliverance is pointed out, at least for a remnant. But
for the mass, nothing is to be expected but deep

sorrow on all sides.
are placed in vivid contrast with each other
Ver. 14. And that so .
. with yon as ye say.
the people in their ungodly course, and Jehovah
That is, Then will that be really the case which ye
in his omnipotence, naturally with the implied
now vainly imagine, that God is with you.
thought, such a God can punish
ought to be
Ver. 15.
Set up justice, etc.
maintain a
feared.
righteous administration of justice. Then possibly
Ver. 7. 'Wormwood as a bitter plant is an image
there may be favor for a remnant. This does not
of bitter wrong, as in vi. 12 ; righteousness thererefer to the existing condition of the ten tribes as
fore is conceived as a sweet fragrant plant (cf.
reduced by Syrian conquests, for the kingdom unDeut. xxix. 19). Casting down to the earth
der Jeroboam II. had recovered its former territrampling under foot.
parties

.

—

—

=

Ver. 8.

Turns the shadow of

death,

etc.

As

words are preceded by a reference to the stars
and followed by a mention of natural phenomena,
they are certainly to be understood in the same
way, the aim of the entire passage being to cite the
obvious manifestations God thus makes of himself,
in support of the foregoing threatening.
The
these

—

" he changes the deepest
tropical explanation
misery into prosperity," does not suit here, but
only the natural, literal meaning ; although " the
shadow of death " does not in itself signify the
regularly recurring shades of night, but as, e. a. in
Job xxv. 1 7, the appalling gloom of night. Here
night in general is set forth under this point of view,
and is compared with the shadow of death. For
its gloom is conceived of as an image of the divine
judgment, of the hiding of God's face. But in any
case the energy of the divine power in turning
darkness into fight is rendered so much the more
[Keil and Pusey prefer the figurative
prominent.
meaning, which indeed is more in accordance with

=

The remnant refers to that which
in future after the great chastisement
impending. See a similar allusion in reference to
Judah in Joel iii. 5, and Is. vi. 13, x. 21, 23.
Ver. 16. Therefore, introducing the threat,
presupposes a denunciation of sins. The entire
chapter is full of this, and therefore naturally, vers.
16, 17 do not refer simply to vers. 14, 15;
Yet
these latter do, indirectly at least, contain a reproof.
The warning Implies that the warned are not seeking good, etc. But only such seeking can save,
and it is only too certain that these are not doing
it; therefore, etc.,
general mourning. The sense
is, on every hand there will be dead to weep for.
There will be repeated what happened in Egypt at
the smiting of the first-born ; as the words I will
pass through the midst of thee, allude to Exod.
xii. 12.
As in the cities, so in the land, there will
be such a death-wail.
they call is to be
supplied before the last clause. The skilled in lamenting, are the professional wailing women who
were employed at funerals.
Ver. 17. Even in the vineyards, usually the
places of liveliest joy, wailing should resound.
torial limits.

would be

left

—

And

the constant usage of HJJJ ^2, but is certainly
unnatural in this place in view of the literal references before and after.]
calls to the ["
vintage not of wine but ofwoe."
Pusey.]
3. Vers. 18-27.
waters, etc., can refer only to fearful inundations
Woe to the confident who deby waves of the sea. [The allusion to the judg- ceive themselves with false hopes.
(a.) Vers. 18-20.
ment of the Flood can hardly be overlooked. Keil.]
to those, etc. It would
Ver. 9. Whether the evil mentioned here is to be be foolish to expect help from the day of the Lord.
Ver. 18.
viewed as caused like the foregoing by manifestadesire the day of the Lord.
tions of God's power in the natural world, is doubt- Since they fancied that the carnal Israel and the

— Who

—

A

Woe

Who
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true people of God were identical, this day most is only a sort of euphemism for Assyria.
The
of course bring to them deliverance from all dis- conclusion is, as in the case of the preceding chap*
tress, and also power and glory.
Bat it is made ter, the phrase, Jehovah, whoae name 1b the God
clear that this day to them can only bring harm, of hosts, a token that here another division ends.
can only be a day of destruction (Joel ii. 2).
[The Quotation by Stephen. In Acts vii. 42, 43,
Therefore, should they escape one danger (from a the proto-martyr is represented as quoting vers. 26,
foe), they would only the more certainly fall into 27, in terms which vary considerably from our text
another. This in ver. 19 is set forth by a figure The explanation is as old as Jerome. " This is to
taken from common life, the meaning of which is be observed in all Holy Scripture, that Apostles and
clear.
apostolic men, in citing testimonies from the Old
Ver. 20. Once more is the threatening charac- Testament, regard not the words but the meaning,
ter of the day of the Lord affirmed and repeated.
nor do they follow the words, step bv step, provided
Even with festivals and sac- they do not depart from the meaning.
(b.) Vers. 21-27.
(Quoted
rifices the people do not avert the judgment.
For by Pusey m/oc.) Stephen quoted from the Sepworship, rendered as a mere omit opetwum, as it is tuagint, because its variations, whether real or
bv Israel, is worthless before God, and even offen- seeming, made no difference as to the force of the
sive to Him.
Since the question concerns the ten passage in establishing the fact that Israel in the
tribes, we may assume from the following repre- wilderness worshipped false gods.
Stephen also
sentation that the worship they rendered was as substitutes Babylon for Damascus in the closing
to ritual substantially conformed to that at Jeru- clause of the quotation ; but the idea is the same
salem.
for the prediction turned not upon the name, but
Ver. 22. For. God's displeasure at the feasts, the fact, namely, that God would scatter them into
etc., arise from his dislike of the sacrifices.
The distant lands. Stephen was not guilty of an error
construction is interrupted, the first clause having or an inadvertence, but simply brought the prophno apodosis ; bat this is easily supplied from the ecy, without any real change of meaning, into
second; and the sense is, I will accept neither agreement with the historical associations of the
your burnt offerings nor your meat offerings.
people in relation to the Babylonish exile.]
Ver. 23. The singing is contemptuously called
a noise of songs.
DOCTRINAL AND MORAL.
Ver. 24. Such worship, instead of averting the
judgment, rather provokes its full execution. It
1. The prophet himself calls this chapter a wail
should pour over the land, like a flowingstream.
It is wrong to interpret the verse [with Pusey, tt over the house of Israel. Now as in such a wail the
at.] as an exhortation to the people to practice existing sorrow is touchingly expanded, but whh
judgment and righteousness.
The image of a it whatever can serve for its present and future
flood of waters is much too strong for such a amelioration, so in this lament the terribleness of
thought ; it points rather to an act of God. [Yet, sin and of the destruction to which it leads is sadly
one may ask, is the expression any stronger here depicted, but at the same time are interwoven
than in the cognate passage in Isaiah xlviii. 18, warnings to seek God so that in some measure the
" then had thy peace been as a river and thy evil may be abated. (Rieger.) It is indeed remarkrighteousness as the waves of the sea 1 " But the able ; from what has gone before one would think
Israel's fate decided, that all admonition and warnconnection manifestly favors the author's view.]
(c.) Vers. 25-27.
Did ye offer, etc No won- ing were vain and nothing but punishment reder that such a judgment impends over Israel. mained ; and yet this chapter, far more than those
From of old they had been recreant to their God. which precede, gives admonition with a promise
Their present offensive worship was in reality only annexed. The sharper the threatening, the more
a continuation of the idolatry practiced in the the way of escape is pointed out, for " God desires
not that any should perish." Certainly It is the
wilderness.
Ver. 25. Bid ye offer to me sacrifices and only way; therefore the admonition only states
food-offerings (=bloody and unbloody oblations)? more emphatically the complaint; this only can
The question implies a negative answer. The save you, but you will none of it.
2. " Seek the Lord that ye may live." Equally
people therefore are described as having omitted
the sacrifices to Jehovah for forty years, which cer- simple and definite are the monition and the promMan knows what he has to do, and what to
tainly could be affirmed of the race as a whole, ise.
even if there were no express statements to that expect Not merely is warning given, but also promeffect in the Pentateuch.
Still, see e. g. Josh. v. ise and the reverse.
The gam is certain if one ful5-7, for the neglect of circumcision.
While the fills the condition, but the condition is indispensable.
people thus omitted the service of Jehovah, they Yet how little is asked
only to seek the Lord,
carried on in place of it, idol-worship.
and at the same time how much ) And on the other
Ver. 26. And
namely, in place of bringing hand, how little apparently is promised
to live
me the appointed offerings ye bore the tent of, and yet how much ! Warning and promise thereetc. (see Text and Gram.).
The idolatry cen- fore are connected together not merely by an outsured bv the prophet here is of Egyptian origin. ward, casual juxtaposition, but by an inward coCertainly the worship of the sun was widely diffused herence. The result always follows upon the perthere, but we cannot affirm its nature more pre- formance of the conditions ; for it is the Lord from
cisely.
The existence of a literal god of the stars whom life and death proceed. Hence no other concannot be historically sustained.
dition for the attainment of life can he imposed
Ver. 27. After Israel's apostasy had been estab- than just this, Seek the Lord ; and no smaller
lished from the historv of their forefathers, the gain can be promised to the fulfillment of that conHow strong a testimony
judgment (cf. ver. 24) is briefly described as a lit- dition than this,
Life.
eral carrying away.
Even more plainly does it for the truth of religion is contained in a single
appear that the prophet in his threatenings is think- maxim of this kind, and that one recorded in the
ing of Assyria as the power from which the down- Scriptures, even in the Old Testament ! The confall of Israel is to come. Far beyond Damascus, dition imposed is in the first instance religious

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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V.

—

" Seek the Lord, and clear© not to idols "
(ver. power of the vdpt is broken, so tbat " the righteous5, also vers. 25, 26), but this naturally involves ness of the law is fulfilled in us who walk not after
also one of an ethical character. This is expressly the flesh but after the Spirit."
5. Upon the day of the Lord, see Joel ii. Docstated, in accordance with the rigidly ethical character of the Old Testament, when afterwards (ver. trinal and Moral, I. The reproof which Amos
14) the demand is changed into, " Seek good and utters, stands, as we may confidently assume, in
" that close relation to Joel, t. «., refers to an abuse which
not evil," with the same promise attached
ye may live." Only he therefore seeks the Lord in had been made of Joel's announcement of the day
And this of the Lord. It appears here again that this day
truth, who seeks good, and vice versa.
seeking of good is more closely defined as hating is essentially one ofjudgment. It certainly brings
Both must concur ; then to Israel as God's people deliverance from their
evil and loving good.
only is there a real seeking of good ; for God does foes, but still only in so far as they are really God's
the one as well as the other. Evil must be earn- people* So far as they are unfaithful and put
estly repelled and shunned, otherwise the seeking themselves on a level with the heathen, that day is
of good lacks truth and energy ; in like manner for them one of judgment, since it brings destrucmust good be grasped at, otherwise the attempt tion upon all that is ungodly and anti-godly. The
misses its aim and soon becomes fruitless. Piety name, Israel, therefore, gives no license. Only in
must have an ethical element, must show itself by this sense is the announcement made. The people
mere outward re- saw in this desired period one that would overhating evil and loving good.
ligiousness, however zealous in ceremonies, is worth- throw their foes and deliver them from their presAmos pronounces most ent distresses, without remembering tbat their guilt
less in the eyes of God.
decidedly against a sacrificial service destitute of a caused these distresses, and that they deserved puncorresponding disposition of heart, where the offer- ishment rather than deliverance. In this view, the
ings and gifts are not the expression of inward de- announcement of the last day is still gladly welcomed. Men assign the evil, the punishment, to
votion and obedience to God.
3. The " good " which men are to love and to others, especially to those by whom they suffer,
do, appears here continually as rectitude, in oppo- but claim the good for themselves, and anticipate
sition to the prevailing unrighteousness, " the turn- the end of all sorrows and the dawn of cloudless
ing justice into wormwood, and casting righteous- prosperity. Hence results the security which is
ness down to the earth." This is the least that can directly opposite to the watching and praying so
be expected, vet in another sense it is the most im- earnestly enjoined by our Lord. Men then may
portant, for in vain do we look for the other, and, long for the day of the Lord as a day of deliverso to speak, rarer duties from the neglecter of jus- ance, but let them look well to the way in which
tice, wnereas he who sincerely observes this will they regard it, and see that this day finds them
soon reach something farther. Justice is the foun- prepared and true to the Lord, so that He may
dation of social order ; when it is wanting, all in recognize them as his own. Certainly it is not to
be longed for in a spirit of revenge, t. e., in the
the end comes to rain.
4. " What the law could not do in that it was view that the quicker it comes the sooner will God's
weak through the flesh" (Rom. viii. 3), appears judgments fall upon a godless world. The true
clearly here as it does in the other prophets. Clear- Christian rather appreciates the wisdom and longly and frankly the law declares God's will, and suffering with which God forbears to judge, and
tells man what he ought to do ; notwithstanding, rejoices that room is left for the conversion of
sin only increases, and apostasy becomes worse. God's foes, even if meanwhile he is to suffer by
For the law cannot along with its " Thou shalt
them. He who with carnal impatience wishes for
Rather on account of God's judgments upon others, will experience them
give to man the " I will.
his inborn depravity, its commands and prohibi- himself, and truly in a different way from that of
Empty forms and lip-service, howtions stir up tne motions of sin, and lead them to God's people.
a bolder outbreak. Then surely the whole curse ever zealously pursued, are no defense against the
divine judgments, and no earnest of the salvation
of the law must at last light upon the transgressor
and the prophets announce this through the judg- which proceeds thence for the true people of God.
ments with which they threaten the disobedient (See also under Homiletical and Practical.)
Thus the insufficiency of a legal position
people.
The law cannot
is ever more plainly set forth.
HOMILBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
and this is really the question
give a new heart
if sin is to be checked and perfect obedience seVer. 1. As a lamentation. God is so gracious
but grace alone can, full and free grace.
cured,
Israel had already, from the time of the Exodus, that He not only shows us our sins, but even
experienced many acts of jpuce from God, among mourns when He must punish us for them (Luke
which very properly the giving of the law itself xix. 41). The accusation before punishment bemay be ranked. But these were only benefits comes a lament afterwards. Did we heed God's
which address men from the outside, real benefits charges, we should not need to hear his lament.
indeed, in which God expressed his love, but only [The bewailed who know not why they are bein order thus to render his commands more accept- wailed, are the more miserable because they know
But there was wanting the peculiar, unpar- not their own misery. Dion.]
able.
Vers. 2, 3. God 8 judgments increase in severalleled manifestation of love which is made in
He bore and suffered the full curse of the ity as they go on; if the earlier and milder -are
Christ.
(Pf.
law ; He took upon Himself the entire condemna- fruitless, at last comes total destruction.
dirge like that of David over
But this B. W.) [Fallen.
tion pronounced upon the transgressor.
resulted in the largest grace to men, since He with- Saul and Jonathan, over what was once lovely
out sin took upon Himself that curse, and tmls and mighty but had perished. (Puscy.) God had
freed us from it; and through the Holy Spirit said, How should one chase a thousand ! but the
streaming into men united by faith in Him, there blessings of obedience are turned into the curses
As the ancient Christian poet
is created a new heart which wills what it should, of disobedience.
which hates evil and loves good, and in which the says, If the Lord is against us, our walls become

—

.

A

—

—

A
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cobwebs ; but if the Lord is with as, oar cobwebs
become walls. (Wordsworth.)
Ver. 4. Seek me and live. Four times repeated
(vers. 6, 8, 14).
Wonderful conciseness of the
Word of God, which in two words comprises the
whole of the creature's duty and his hopes, his
time and his eternity.

The

object of the search
is God himself!
Seek me, i. «., seek God for himself not for anything out of Him, not for his gifts,
not for anything to be loved with Him. This is
not to seek Him purely. All is found in Him, but
by seeking Him nrst, and then loving Him in all,
and all in Him. (Pusey.)
Ver. 5. Seek not Bethel Israel pretended to
seek God in Bethel. Amos sets the two seekings
as incompatible. The god worshipped at Bethel
was not the one God. To s/ek Goa there was to
Pas* not to Beersheba. Jeroboam L
lose Him.
Jretended that it was too much for Israel to go to
erusalem.
And yet Israel thought it not too
much to go to Beersheba, perhaps fonr times farther off. So much pains will men take in selfwilled service, and yet not see that it takes away
the excuse for neglecting the true.
Pusey.
GUaal ghall surely, etc. Literally, " the place of rolling away" so called because there Goa rolled away
the reproach of Egypt from Israel (Josh. v. 9).
" Shall be clean rolled away." This is the law of
God's dealings with man. He curses our blessings
if we do not use them aright.
Our holiest Gilgais
our sacraments, our Scriptures, our sermons,
our Sundays,
which were designed by God to roll
away from us the reproach of Egypt, will be rolled
away from us if we do not use them aright ; and
will roll us downward unto our destruction.
.

.

—

—

—

Wordsworth.!

Ver. 10. Impatience at a well-meant and friendly rebuke is the mark of an evil and perverse spirit.

Such rebuke should be esteemed a Kindness, even
a balsam upon the head. On the other hand, reproof

is

to be administered with discretion.

(Pf.

B. W.)
Vers. 11, 12. Because ye trample, etc
Men
should shun the oppression of the poor. Whence
comes the swift nun of entire families 1 It is because the sighing of the poor before God testifies
against them. (Ibid.)
[Ver. 13.
The prudent is silent. So our Lord
was silent before his judges, for since they would
not hear, his speaking would only increase their
condemnation. So Solomon said, "He that reproveth a scorner getteth himself shame." " When
the wicked rise, then men hide themselves." (Pusey.)

HaU evil, etc. He hateth evil who not
not overcome by pleasure, but hates its
deeds ; and he loveth good who, not unwillingly
nor of necessity nor from fear, doeth what is good,
bnt because it is good. (Jerome*)] To hate evil
and to love good belong together. (Rieger.) And
set up justice, etc.
Justice is a pillar of the state.
To set it up when fallen is the duty of all men, but
especially of those in posts of honor or profit.
Perhaps, etc. Temporal promises are made with
an " It may bet" and our prayers must be made
accordingly. JM. Henry.)
There/ore saith Jehovah, etc For the
[Ver. 16.
third time here as in the two preceding verses, Amos
reminds them of Him in whose name He speaks,
namely, the I Am, the self-existent God, the God
of all things in heaven and earth, He who has absolute power over his creatures to dispose of them
Ver. 15.

only

is

—

The same promise and

the same warn- as He will. (Posey.) Alas, alas I The terribleno other way to life, ness of the prophecy lies in its truth. When war
and also that the warning cannot be given too pressed without on the walls of Samaria, and
often, alas, is so often in vain. Ye shall lice. God's within was famine and pestilence, woe, woe, woe
gracious promises must be held before sinners, lest must have echoed in every street; for in every
Yet imin despair they go from sin to sin. For how can street was death and the fear of worse.
one feel genuine repentance, if he has no hope 1 agine every sound of joy or din or hum of men, or
to
Bethel.
streets,
and
[None
Quench for
Bethel, the centre of mirth of children, hushed in the
woe,
their idol hopes, so far from aiding them then, shall woe, going up in one unmitigated, unchanging,
not be able to help itself, nor shall there be any to ever-repeated monotony of grief. Such were the
help it. Pusey.]
God's wrath is a consuming present fruits of sin. Yet what a mere shadow of

Ver.

ing,

6.

— a proof that there

is

only true repentance can extinguish it.
;
[Ver. 8. Seek him that maketh, etc. Misbelief
retains the name God, but means something quite
different from the one true God. Men speak of
" the Deity "as a sort of first cause of all things,
but lose sight of the personal God who has made
known his will. " The Deity " is no object of love
or fear. For a First Cause who is conceived of as
no more, is an abstraction, not God. God is the
cause of all causes. All things are, and have their
relations to each other as cause and effect, because
" great first cause " who
He so created them.
is thought of only as a cause, is a mere fiction of
man's imagining, an attempt to appear to account
for the mysteries of being, without owning that
since our being is from God, we are responsible
creatures who are to yield to Him an account of
the use of our being which He gave us. In like
way probably Israel had so mixed up the thought
of God with nature that it had lost sight of God as
distinct from the creation.
And so Amos, after
appealing to their consciences, sets forth God to
them as the creator, disposer of all things, and the
justGod who redresseth man's violence and injustice.
(Pusey.) Ye who worship the stars are
rebelling against Him who made them. (Wordsworth.)]

fire

A

the inward grief is its outward utterance! (Ibid.)
Call the slewed in lamenting. The same feeling
makes the rich now clothe their households in
mourning, which made those of old hire mourners,
that all might be in harmony with their grief.
(/6Mf.)

A

simWoe to those who desire, etc.
manifested itself in those who said in
Jeremiah's days, " The Temple of the Lord are
these" (vii. 4), and who prided themselves on
their national religious principles, but did not obey
the Lord of the temple, and were therefore conlike temper was mandemned by the Prophet.
The Hebrew nation
ifested after the Captivity.
was eager for the Messiah's coming to the newreminded them that
prophets
temple,
but
the
built
his coming would be a day of fear and woe for the
ungodly. Mai. iii. 2. (Wordsworth.)
Ver. 19. As if a man fleeth before the lion, etc
The day of the Lord is a day of terror on every
side.
Before and behind, within and without,
abroad under the roof of heaven or under the shelter of one's own, everywhere is terror and death.
(Pusey.)
Ver. 20. Is not the day, etc. An appeal to men
themselves, Is it not so ? Men's consciences are
Ver. 18.

ilar spirit

A

truer than

their intellect

Intellect
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CHAPTER
question out of itself into the region of surmising
and disputings. Conscience is compelled to receive it back into its own court and to give the
sentence.
Like the God of the heathen fable who
changed himself into all sorts of forms, but when
he was still held fast, gave at last the true answer,
conscience shrinks back, twists, writhes, evades,
turns away, but in the end will answer truly when
The prophet then turns round upon the
it must.
conscience, ana says, "Tell me, for you know."
(Ibid.)

Vers. 21, 22. / hate, I despise, etc Israel would
What they
fain be conscientious and scrupulous.
offered was the best of its kind ; whole burnt offerings, fatted beasts, full-toned chorus, instrumental
music.
What was wanting to secure the favor of
God? Lo?e and obedience. And so those things
bv which they hoped to propitiate God became the
object of his displeasure.
( Ibid. )
Ver. 23. Take away the noise, etc. Here is a
warning to all who think to please God by elaborate musical services in his house ; while they do
not take heed to worship Him with their hearts
and to obey Him in their daily life. (Wordsw.)
Ver. 24. Did ye offer unto me, etc. The ten tribes,
by approving and copving the false worship of
As the
their forefathers, made that sin their own.
Church of God is at all times one and the same,
so that great opposite camp, the city of the devil,
has a continuous existence through all time. These
idolaters were filling up the measure of their forefathers, and in the end of those who perished in
the wilderness they might behold their own.
As
God rejected the divided service of their forefathers,
so He would thcir*s. (Pusey.)
Unto me. This is
emphatic. If God is not served wholly and alone,
He is not served at all. As Jerome sars, He refardeth not the offering, but the will of the offerer.

—

Ibid.)

Ver. 25.

Which ye made fir

yourselves.

Woe to the

Woe

1

'
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out of their own mind. All idolatry is self-will,
first choosing a god
and then enslaved to it.
(Ibid.)

Ver. 27.

To

break the force of the prophecy con-

De Wette says, "Altnough the
Israel had through Jeroboam recovered its old borders, yet careless insolence, luxury,

tained in this verse,

kingdom of

unrighteousness must bring the destruction which
the prophet foretells. He does but dimly forebode
the superior power of Assyria." To which Pusey
justly answers, that decay does not involve the
transportation of a people, but rather the contrary.
mere luxurious people rots on its own soil and
would be left to rot there. It was the little remnant of energy and warlike spirit in Israel that
brought its rum from man. In the faults referred
to, they were no worse than their neighbors, nor
so bad ; not so bad as the Assyrians themselves,
except that, God having revealed Himself to them,
they had more light. God has annexed no such
visible laws of punishment to a nation's sins that
man could of his own wisdom or observation of

A

'

God's ways foresee it. They through whom He
willed to inflict it in this case, and whom Amos
pointed out, were not provoked by the sins De
There was no connection beWette specifics.
tween Israel's present sins and Assyria's future
vengeance. No eastern despot cares for the oppressions of his subjects so that his own tribute is
As far too as we know, neither Ascollected.
syria nor any other power had hitherto punished
rebellious nations by transporting them.
Only
He who controls the rebellious wills of men, and
through their self-will works out his own all-wise
will and man's punishment, could know the future
of Israel and Assyria, and how through the pride
of Assyria, He would bring down the pride of

This Samaria.]

VX

Secure who think that the

to the secure

!

was the fundamental fault Whereas God made
them for Himself, they made for themselves gods

CHAPTER
4.

!

*

Day of the Lord

is

fir off

.

in Zion,

And to the careless in the mountain of Samaria
To the princes of the first of nations,
To whom the house of Israel comes

2 Pass over 2 to Calneh and see,
And go thence to Hamath the great,
And go down to Gath of the Philistines
Are they better than these kingdoms,
Or is their territory greater than your territory
8 Ye who put far off the evil day,
;

?

And

bring near the seat of violence;
lie upon beds of ivory
And stretch themselves upon their couches,
Who eat lambs out of the flock,
And calves from the fattening stall
5 Who trill • to the sound of the harp,
Like David, they invent string instrument*, 4
f> Who drink wine out of sacrificial bowls,*

4

Who
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And anoint themmfot with the best oils,
And do not grieve for the hurt of Joseph.
7 Therefore now shall they go captive at the head of the oaptivea*
And the shout • of the revellers shall depart.
8 The Lord Jehovah hath sworn by himself,
Saith Jehovah, God of hosts,
I abhor the pride of Jacob 7
And hate his palaces,
And will give up the city and the fullness thereof.
9 And if ten men are left in one house they shall die.
10 And his cousin • and his burier shall lift him up,
To carry his bones out of the house,
And shall say to the one in the inmost recess of the house,
u Is there still any one with thee ? " and he says, u Not one,"
Then shall he say, " Be still,

For we must not call upon Jehovah's name."
11 For behold, Jehovah commands, and men smite the great house 9 into ruins
And the small house into pieces.

Do

horses indeed run upon the rock, 10
there with cattle,
That ye have turned justice into poison,
And the fruit of righteousness into wormwood ?

12

Or do men plough

Ye who

13

Who

rejoice in a thing of nought,"
say, " With our own strength we

14 For, behold, I

up over you,

raise

O

have taken to us horns."
house of Israel,

Saith Jehovah, God of hosts, a nation, 19
it shall oppress you from the entrance

And

Hamath to the brook of the desert

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
I V«r.

L — DYTtph

eomee from the Intransitive form, and

S Ver. 2.
5 Ver. 6.

m song.

me

equivalent hero to Ma

is

Mount of Sam. If not the object of trait (as In E. V.) but the place where the
a Moealo word (Nam. L 17), — specified by name, ehoeen, distinguished.

1L

In I*. xxxil. 9, 10,

oareleti eternity to cherished.

^JDpS,

— n2^, p**» over, beoauss the Euphrates matt be crossed in going to Oalneh.
— D^tSntn, aw. A«y. perhaps - T^J, to divide. According to Fttrst
here « to break out, eepedaUj
s

It to

Keil interprets it to strew around, t. «., words, and thinks it describe! the singing as frivolous nonsense. Meier
renders it " to jingle." [Posey understands it as meaning " a harried flow of unmeaning words in which the rhythm is
everything, the senss nothing." The rendering in the text, trill % is from Wordsworth.]
4 Ver. 6.

— T*tt?

xxiz. 26, 27,

6 Ver. 6.

8

;

Ver.
stink,

7.

;

2°Chron.

— nt"}tp

and metaph.,

Fttrst

— 'XD1

lit.,
1

cry, here of joy.

.

it

is

D^rTPp

to invent, devise.

Ex. xxxviii.

«.,

whatever

any kinsman.

It

points

•.,

at a

is

"I^JDH

proud.

u

to give up,

#.,

U

to the

contains.

iD"Tp*p,

lit.,

As the

bis burner.

Israelites

were wont

D*1 13*£'£,

supposed that the multitude of oorpses compelled the latter course.

;

L

he gives the meaning, to be bad,
[This seems quite needless.]

everything of which he

its fullness,"

as in ver. 4, the stretched owl,

- body, as Bxod. xiil. 19 Josh. xxlv. 82 2 Kings xiil. 21.
11. — iTSn, the singular is used Indefinitely « every house, great and small.
12. — Meier

2tt?n,

radicals, to* which

here, the degenerate.

uncle, here denotes

bones, here

10 Ver.

a loud

and renders

to be oorrupt,

bury and not burn their dead,

mere

rHHQ,

—

8 Ver. 10.

and Pussy.]

always elsewhere denotes bowls used in the temple service.

assumes a second root of the same

*)*1N3, the pride of Jacob, L
R The city," means Samaria, and n

T Ver. 8.

• Ver.

vessels,

[So Keil

iv. 8.

eonstr. of

= the revellers.

enemy.

to

14

2 Chios,

seems, from a comparison of 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12 with

denote stringed Instruments.

xxlli. 5, to

— O^ITTTC, #t. sprinkling

Num. iv.

banquet

\??, Ut, instruments of music,

and 1 Chron.

;

tPHp??,

thus,

D

N

^p3"2.

Does

man plough

.

Gf.

iii.

15.

the sea with oxen ?

[But this

Is

a

conjecture].

II Ver. 18.

— *)2*T"ri v

[IS Ver. 14.

a not-thlng, somewhioh which does not

— Few instances ere round
Hpljn

In

Hebrew in which the

exist,

object of

namely, the strength mentioned in the next

a verb

Is

so

flur

removed from

it,

as

**i2

is

eel
to the well known Arabah, the deep and remarkable depression, now eaBed
from D^ptD. Henderson.
the Ghor, which extends from the lake of Gennesareth to the Dead Sea.]
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VI.

brought nearer to them while they were thinking
But the former reference is much
to put it far oftt

more

natural.J

A

To oppression they added luxurious
Vera. 1-6.
sharp censure of the thought# Ver. 4.
The woe sensuality (cf. ch. u. 8 ; iii. 13).
less revelry of the heads of the nation.
Ver. 5. Like David they employed themselves
points back to the similar exclamation in ch. v. 18.
There a woe was pronounced upon those who mis- in inventing musical instruments, but with a very
takenly desired the day of the Lord, as if it would different aim.
Ver. 6. They used the best oils, at a time when
bring to them prosperity. Here the question is of
the confident who bestowed no thought at all there was abundant cause for mourning in the
breach,
t. e., the overthrow of Joseph.
[The cusupon that day. Ver. 1, in Zion: shows that the
rebuke includes Judah also, although the subse- tom of anointing was usually suspended in time
quent description refers especially to the great men of mourning, 2 Sam. xiv. 2. But these so far
" in the hill of Samaria." And as these are the from grieving employed the most costly unguents.]
2. Vers. 7-10. These verses announce the pundistinguished in the nation, so the nation itself is
The phrase at the head of the capcalled the first or most exalted of all nations, nat- ishment.
urally enough, since it was the chosen, peculiar tives, contains a bitter irony. The princes should
These princes are further de- maintain their preeminence even in the procession
people of God.
scribed as those to whom the house of Israel of captives.
Ver. 8. [The oath here is like that in ch. iv. 2,
comes, t. «., for counsel and direction. Justly remarks Hengstenberg [Axtth. Pent., i. 148), that except tKat it is by himself instead of by his holithus " the chief men were reminded that they were ness, but the sense is the same, for the nephesh
the successors of those princes of the tribes ' who of Jehovah, i. «., his inmost self or being, is his
were formerly thought worthy to be joined with holiness. Keu\]
Vers. 9, 10. Ten, that is, many ; but even of
Hoses and Aaron in managing the affairs of the
the many not one shall escape. This is made
chosen people."
Ver. 2. How high they stood, is now shown by plainer by what follows.
Ver. 10. When on the death of the ninth, a relathe fact that Israel, at whose bead they were
placed, was not inferior in prosperity or greatness tive comes to the house to bury the dead, he will
[He bids them ask the last one, the tenth, who has retired into a
to the mightiest heathen states.
look east, north, and west, and survey three neigh- remote corner to save his life, whether there is any
Oalneh. (Calno in Isaiah, one still with him, t. e., alive. On receiving the
boring kingdoms.
Calneh in Ezekicl), was built by Nimrod in the reply, None, he calls out to him, Silence ! (literland of Shinar (Gen. x. 10) but is not mentioned ally ' St), i. «., he interrupts him qnicklv lest he
again in Scripture until this place. Afterwards it may utter Jehovah's name, and by attracting Jehobecame celebrated under the name of Ctesiphon. vah's attention, bring down a judgment upon himJulian's generals held it impregnable, being built self. The words, there must be no mention of
on a peninsula surrounded on three sides by the the Lord's name, are spoken, not by Amos but
Hamath the great was the capital of the by the kinsman, and they do not express despair
Tigris.
Syrian kingdom of that name on the O rentes. but fear. The deaths mentioned occur partly by
Gatb. was one of the five chief cities in Philistia, the sword and partly by famine, both in conseand in David's time the capital of the whole coun- quence of the conquest and overthrow of the city.
[Ver. 11. The Tor assigns the reason of the
Than these kingdoms, namely, Judah
try.]
and Israel. Others say that the prophet speaks of fearful destruction. It is the Lord's command,
destroyed cities, and that the Israelites are re- and his arm reaches rich and poor alike, " regum
minded of their fate as intimating that the same turret ac pauperum tabmuu"]
8. Vers. 12-14. Upon rocks can neither horses
was in store for themselves (so Luther). This
view would commend itself to favor, were it not run nor man plough. What is the force of this
'opposed to the fair construction of the words. It comparison ? Either the attempt to do one or the
might be allowed, if the double question, are they other of these things is represented as something
better, etc., admitted of an affirmative answer, preposterous, and the meaning is, Even so preposnamely, yes they are better. But this plainly can- terous is your turning justice into poison, etc ; or
not be. Bauer indeed sees this, and accordingly it is represented as something impossible, and the
" Observe these heathen states. sense is, Is then the impossible possible, that you
explains thus
Their lot is not better, their power not greater turn justice, etc., and do you think you can escape
than yours ; rather they have fallen while you by unpunished, and even attain prosperity? That
God's grace still stand; if you apostatize from ye turn, etc, cf. ch. v. 7. Fruit of righteousJehovah, the same fate will befall you."
But ness is said, because unrighteousness is compared
how could any one speak of a power which was with a bitter fruit.
'*
"
Ver. 13. With our strength, taken, as if the
overthrown as not greater than one still standcomparison in respect to greatness can whole originated with themselves. Horns, the
ing 1
means of overbe made only with a still existing power. IPusev usual symbol of strength, here
adopts Bauer's view, but Wordsworth and Eeil coming foes.
Ver. 14 contains Jehovah's answer to this preagree with Schmoller in making the verse simply
an expansion of the statement in ver. 1, that Israel sumption. You are rejoicing in a thing of nought,
At the same time this verse reit first of the nations, unexcelled by any of their for I will, etc.
sumes and confirms the threat in ver. 11, which
heathen neighbors.]
Ver. 3 begins the further explanation of the begins with the same words, " For behold " Ascareless security charged in ver. 1. Regarding the syria is plainly intended by a people, but as it
evil day, t. *., day of judgment as far off, they was still in the distance, Amos nowhere mentions
cause violence to erect its throne nearer and nearer it by name. Perhaps, too, the omission was deamong them. [Pusey follows Jerome, Grotius, signed, in order to awaken the more attention.
Newcome, and others in referring the throne of The entrance of Hamath, was the standing
violence to the rule of Assyria, which the people term for the northern boundary of Israel, Num.
1.

*

:

A

=

1
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xxxiv. 8 ; 2 Kings xiv. 25. [For its exact place, comes as a judgment upon a people ripe for such
see Smith's BibU Dictionary, Amer. ed. p. 9871. a process, and therefore n6 defense avails. In
The brook of the desert, the southern bound- other cases it docs avail, and a deserved punishary, is the present Wadv el-Ahsi, which separated ment overtakes the foe eager for conquest Bat
Moab from Edom at the lower extremity of the even then the war, by the distress it causes and the
Dead Sea. [Israel's strength had of late'been in- sacrifices it requires, proves a serious time of siftcreasing steadily. Jehoash had thrice defeated the ing for the victor. Hence it is right and proper
Syrians and recovered several cities. What he be- to maintain beforehand an earnest conflict against
gan, Jeroboam continued during a reign of forty- sin, lest such a heavy scourge as war should
one years, until he had completely restored all the become necessary. But when such a point is
ancient boundaries of the kingdom. Amos here reached, it becomes Christians not to utter empty
declares that the whole region of their triumphs declamations against war nor womanish comshould be one scene of affliction and woe. This Elaints over it, but humbly to bow beneath God's
was fulfilled after some forty-five years at the in- and and patiently bear their sorrows, so that
thus may spring up the fruit of a new spirit well
vasion of Tiglath Pileser. Pusey.J
pleasing to God. For even the destruction of a
nation is so far stayed that at least " a remnant"
DOCTRINAL AND MOKAL.
is left to undertake a new life.
And the more the
kingdom of God prevails among men to the over" Israel the first among the nations." Again throw of sin, the less needful will be the frightful
1
and again is the lofty position of Israel empha- scourge of war ; but the complete reign of peace
sized, t. «., its peculiar enjoyment of the divine will come only when the first earth and the first
favor, which was shown even in its outward rela- heavens are passed away and all things become
The horrors of war may and should aid in
tions, its power and influence as Compared with new.
surrounding nations. In these respects it could keeping alive and intense our longing for that
measure itself with any of them. This was not blissful period.
the highest motive of action, yet it should have
For
sufficed to confirm them in fidelity to God.
the penalty of unfaithfulness was the loss of their
HOMILETIOAL and practical.
position hitherto, a fell below other nations and a
shameful end.
Ver. I Woe to the secure. Security and vain con2. But alas, prosperity onlv led to self-will, and
fidence, the common faults of man 1
He is blind to
rendered them arrogant and secure. There is a his danger. He reels around the abyss without perstriking picture in vers. 4-6 of an insolent, pre- ceiving it, and at
last would plunge headlong, were
sumptuous community in which every thought of it not that God startles him with judgments. It is
danger is drowned. The internal evils of the na- this that renders such strokes necessary. They are
tional life are not seen, nor is it observed how all therefore
to be deemed gracious acts, since they are
.

Alas,
tends steadily downward to destruction.
the higher ranks here precede with their example.
Instead of becoming pillars of the state by their
position and culture, they help to undermine it.
No wonder then that when the crash comes, they
are most deeply affected and meet a frightful end.
3. The judgment which the prophet everywhere
speaks of is conquest and overthrow by a foreign
enemy. From this we may learn the right conception of war. It is natural to consider it a
heavy calamity, since it involves the loss of fortune and life to thousands, and sometimes the
downfall of entire states. "But while it is true
that on this account we must desire its general
cessation, yet the declamations against it of the socalled friends of peace are vain, proceeding, if not
always vet generally, from a mind which comprehends little or nothing of the divine government
of the world. In spite of all these well-meant performances, war neither will nor can cease in this
world, t. e., so long as sin still exists. For it is
necessary as a means of inflicting the divine chastisement upon sin. Through it God executes the
judgment* which, being required bv his righteousmess, are therefore indispensable and irresistible,
not so much upon individuals as upon nations and
states which aro considered as collective persons.
Such acts are either processes of purification, or
when the measure of iniquity is full and the time
has come, works of destruction. On this ground
even a war which subjectively is altogether wrong,
as a war of conquest, may still be objectively justified, in so far as it is a means of executing God's
righteous wrath upon a people. On the other
hand we can conceive how a war undertaken only
in eelfdefense, and therefore righteous in itself,
may yet fail of the issue one would expect. It

—

intended to save from a total overthrow. But alas,
First of nation.
refuse to heed them 1
What an honor I But so much the worse if such
a divine favor is not properly recognized, so much
the greater the responsibility and the guilt. [The
author applies this thought directly to his own nation, in view of God's recent dealings with the German people. But surely it is equally applicable to
our own favored land. If our territorial extent,
our materia] development, our liberal institutions,
our final welding together in the furnace of the
war for the Union, have made us first of nations,
this fact should not generate vain confidence and
a stupid sensuality, but rather awaken a lively gratitude and a generous obedience to the Ruler of nations, the God of hosts.]
Ver. 2. Pose over to Calneh, etc A comparison
with others less favored than ourselves is always
wise when it prompts to humility and thankful-

how many

ness.

"

Who am

I,

O

Lord God, and what

is

my

house, that thou bast brought me hitherto 1 " Alas,
often all the thanks God receives for giving as
more than to others, is that we forget Him the

more.

Who put far off the evil daw. The
[Ver. 8.
thought that the Lord has a dav in which to judge
man, frets or frightens the irreligious, and they use
different ways to get rid of it. The strong harden
themselves, and distort or disbelieve the truth.
The weak and voluptuous shut their eyes to it, Hke
the bird in the fable, as if what they dread would
cease to be, because they cease to see it. (Pusev).
Henderson quotes a parallel from Claudian, In Entrap.,

ii.

50-54.
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VI.

damni ucura libido
mora suppiicii tucro, smumqu* quod

Bt

t» vttitum

eminence in sorrow and shame. As the Wisd. of
Dim
tits tat,
" For mercy will soon pardon
Sol. says (vi. 6)
Crtditmr."
the meekest, but mighty men shall be mightily torVer. 5.
Who trill to the sound of the harp. An mented."
The Lord hath sworn, etc. Our oaths
Ver. 8.
artificial effeminate music which relaxes the soul,
frittering the melody and displacing the power of mean, " As God is true and avenges untruth, what
" As I am God, this
divine harmony by tricks of art, is meet company I say is true." So God says,
ruit

:

giddy, thoughtless, heartless versifying. De- is true." God then must cease to be God if lie did
( Pusey.
based music is a mark of a nation's decay, and not hate oppression
Ver. 9. Ten righteous men in Sodom would
promotes it. Like David they invent, etc The
same pains which David employed on music to the have saved that city. Here ten were left in one
honor of God, they employed on their light, ener- house after the siege was begun, but they did not
vating, unmeaning music, and, if they were earnest turn to God ; and therefore all were taken or deenough, justified their inventions by the example stroyed. [Ibid.)
for

.

David. Much as people have justified our degraded, sensualizing, immodest dancing by the religions dancing of Holy Scripture. (Pusey.)
See
Bishop Sanderson, Lectures on Conscience, iii. § 13.
Ver. 6. Drink wine out of sacrificial bowls. The
princes of the tribes (Num. vii. 13 ff.)
first
of

for God by offering massive silver
bowls for the service of the tabernacle; the like
zeal bad these princes for their own god, their belly, using the huge sacred vessels for their com potations. Like swine in the trough, they immersed
themselves in their drink, " swimming in mutual
Anoint themselves, etc. In this
swill/' 1 (Ibid.)
crisis, when the divine wrath was about to break
out upon the nation, and they ought to have been
sitting in sackcloth and ashes, they were curious
to procure the best ointment for their own use.
Roman patricians, in Cicero's days, cared only for
their own fish-ponds that their tables might be well
supplied with mullets and other fish, while their
country was in danger of being overwhelmed with
a flood ; they " thought only of the cock-boat of
their own fortunes when the vessel of the state was
going to wreck." .... Here is another prophetic
warning for our selfish luxury. (Wordsworth.)
Grieve not for the hurt of Joseph. Joseph, the
ancestor of Ephraira, the head of the ten tribes,

showed their zeal

We

must not call upon Jehovah's name.
to a fearful pass when a man
trembles at God's name because ne fears and must
fear his wrath, and hence instead of turning to Him
would rather flee away. This is a frightful exhibition of the power of an evil conscience. There
must be a broken heart before a man can turn in
prayer for forgiveness to the God whom his sins
have offended. [He who has obstinately abused the
intellectual powers given him by God, to cavil at
God's truth, will be forsaken by' Him at last, and
will not be able to utter his name. (Wordsworth.)]
Ver. 11. Jehovah commands, and men smite, etc.
When a people is ripe for judgment, a human
conqueror acts only as a divine instrument. God's
judgment strikes equally the high and the low.
[Vers. 12. Do horses run upon rocks, etc. It is
more easy to change the course of nature, or the
use of things of nature, than the course of God's
providence or the laws of his just retribution.
They had changed the sweet laws of justice into
the gall of oppression, and the healthful fruit of
righteousness into the life-destroying poison of sin.
Better to have ploughed the rock with oxen for
food. For now where they looked for prosperity,
they found not barrenness but death. (Pusey.)
Ver. 10.

Things have come

Ver. 13.

Who

rejoice in, etc.

How striking,

•

to

who saw the rejoice in a non-thing
Yet this is the way with
anguish of hk soul and were not moved by his men. How much of that in which they trust is a
and when they had sold him to the Ishmnel- mere nonentity
tears
It seems to be something, and
ites, sat down in heartless indifference "to eat
With our own strength, etc. Such
still is nothing.
bread" (Gen. xxxvii. 23). So their descendants, is the language of arrogant self-confidence. But
the Jews, feasted at the Passover after they had
God alone is strength, and only through Him are
killed the true Joseph (John xviii. 28). How many
wo strong.
dwell in ceiled houses and sing to the sound of the
Ver. 14. / raise up, etc. No foe could ever inharp and feast on the richest dainties, and care
vade us, if the Lord did not raise Him up. War,
nothing for the sorrows of Christ and his Church
an accident, but a providential

Was

afflicted

by

his

own

brethren,

!

;

1

t

(Wordsworth.)

Goal

head of

Ver. 7.
inence in rank or wealth
the

1

is

Preemoften followed by prethe captives.

Thomson, Autumn.

therefore, is not

[Pharaoh, Hadad, Rezon, the Chaldispensation.
dees, are all expressly said to have been raised up
by the Lord (Ex. ix. 16 ; 1 Kings xi. 14, 23 ; Hab.
i.6).]
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CHAPTERS

VIL-IX.

HI. Threatening Discourses against the Kingdom of Israel in
A Promise in the Conclusion.

the

Shape of Visions.

Chapter VII.
Two of National Calamities are averted at the Request of the Prophet. The Third, of a
Plumb Line, indicates the certain Downfall of the Kingdom. Attempt of the Priest Amaziah to banish
Amos from Bethel : thereupon a sharper Threat, especially against Amaziah.

Three Visions.

1

Thus the Lord Jehovah showed me
And behold, He formed locusts,1

In the beginning of the springing up of the second crop
Ajad lo, it was a second crop after the king's mowing.
2 And when they had finished eating the plants 8 of the land,
Then I said, O Lord Jehovah, forgive, I pray,
How can Jacob stand,

For

it is

small.

8 Jehovah repented of

this;

8

It shall not take place, saith Jehovah*

4 Thus the Lord Jehovah showed me,
And behold, the Lord Jehovah called to punish with

And
And

devoured the great flood, *
devoured the inheritance.
5 Then said I, O Lord Jehovah, leave
How can Jacob stand,

For

fire,

it

it is

off,

I pray.

small.

6 Jehovah repented of this ;
This also shall not take place, saith the Lord Jehovah.
7

8

Thus he showed me,
And behold, the Lord stood upon a
And a plumb-line was in his hand.

wall

made with a plumb-line '

And Jehovah said to me,
What seest thou, Amos ?
And I said, a plumb-line.
And the Lord said, Behold,

I put a plumb-line in the midst of my people, Israel
I will pass by him no more.
9 And the high places of Isaac • shall be laid waste,
And the sanctuaries of Israel shall be desolated,
And I will arise against the house of Jeroboam with the sword.

And Amaziah, the priest of
Amos has conspired 7 against

Bethel, sent to Jeroboam the king of Israel, saying,
thee in the midst of the house of Israel ; the land is
11 not able to bear all his words. For thus has Amos said,
" By the sword shall Jeroboam die

10

Aid Israel shall go into exile out of his land."
12 And Amaziah said to Amos, " Seer, go, flee into the land of Judah ; and there eat
But in Bethel thou shalt no longer
13 thy bread and there mayest thou prophesy.
14 prophesy, for it is the king's sanctuary 8 and a seat of the kingdom." And Amos
answered and said to Amaziah, "lam no prophet, nor am I a prophet's son, but
15 I am a herdsman and a gatherer of sycamores.* And Jehovah took me from following the flock ; and Jehovah said to me, Go, prophesy to my people, Israel."
And now hear the word of Jehovah,
16
Thou sayest, Prophesy not against Israel, ~
And drop10 nothing against the house of Isaac.

;
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17 Therefore thus saith Jehovah,
Thy wife shall be dishonored in the city,
And thy sons and thy daughters shall fall by the sword
And thy land shall be divided by line,
And thou shalt die in an unclean land,
And Israel shall go into exile out of his lan4.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 1.

—H

j) points to

distely preceded

but a singular used coUectirely,
«Ver. 2.

3Pp\

— 21J717, "K* ^nMf

stand. L

8 Ver. 8.
4 Ver. 4.

«.,

~!*V

what follow.

endure.

»

is

usually rendered locusut,

*• in

6 Ver. 9.

38

fche

A v
-

»

but *"

nt&M*

growth. ^O,

«. jr.,

— T[3h^

plumb-line.

a&afjwt,

— iliO^,
Ps. ev.

;

TiyV

subject [omitted because

— n^fby = that which was threatened in the risioo. ]itdp,
— n^H DiHFI, elsewhere the ocean,
Gen. Tit 11

naking "!J3S,

xxxlll.

its

D^nb.H when ^JTK precedes It ^b,
but its precise origin i still in dispute.]
« as

literally,

who'

*]ht*

1

not a plural,

=,9110**, i.e.,

how?

[So Keil and Fiirat]

able deep at the beginning of the creation.

• Ver. 7.

ha* Jehovah for

Jehoyah, as usual, takes the pointing of

it.

IJJtf

a pointed hook

Is.

;

small
10.

li.

a weak.

In Gen. 1.

denotes the Immeasur-

2, it

p^^H, not w a part," but the portion or Inheritance.
Httin *^ perpendicular wall [Piirst follows the LXX., 8ym., and

for destroying,

and the

heights used for idolatrous altars

and

a pointed

wall,

wall,

pHtp^

shrines.

t. «.,

for

up as a

rising

p!!!^,

Syr. in

pinnacle.]

so also in ver. 16.

Jer.

»- IsraeL

— 127p, *° fonn * conspiraey.
— tTTTO. sanctuary.
• Ver. 14. — D /b. Perhaps from a root
7 Ver. 10.

I Ver.

la

make

the mulberry or sycamore fruit to

(XeQ)

;

but Fnrst says that in that case

it

meaning

(LXX.

to nip or scratch

,

«»*$•), because it

ripen the sooner [or a denom. from the Arabic

CV2p27

would not be added

to

itj.

The meaning

was oomtnon so to

name
is,

for the

treat

mulberry

one that gathers

figs

fig-

and

them.
IS Ver. 16.
is

— T^-l* *> dr°P»

borrowed from Deut. zzxii.

2.

Q0ed ln the 8eDM of Prophesying, also in Micah
" My teaching shall drop as the rain.**

*•

prophet averteo.

The locusts. Thus

1

k. zxi. 2, 7.

The usage

;

;

"

the Lord Jehovah showed me. " Showed me
These are
is used also in the following visions.
thus defined to be "visions," inward intuitions,
rather than mere poetical fictions. But the question arises and must be answered, What did the
prophet see in the first two visions? Certainly
threatening judgments. But did he see the judgments themselves, or were the transactions only a
figurative representation ? Did they point symbol-

The latter is
ically to the future chastisements ?
certainly the natural view of the third vision, and
also of the fourth (chap. viii.). The plumb-line and
the basket of fruit are mere symbols which are subsequently explained. In the fifth vision, also, a symbolical representation is made, although the form
there is somewhat different from that of the third
and the fourth. But it remains to determine how
we are to regard the first two. For the prophet
sees here a desolation produced by locusts and by
fire.
Are then these the actual judgments which
threaten the people, or have they only a symbolical
i think we must decide for the forsignificance ?
mer view. In their external form, these two differ
In the latter, the
greatly from the two following.

and

words

fully

The two first virions. The judg1. Vers. 1-6.
ments they represent are at the prayer of the
Vers. 1-3. First Vision.

6, 11,

; but in
the former he sees a judgment
accomplished why then should one look for
anything farther ? In that view, too, the analogy
between the contents of these two visions and what
we read in Joel is not to be mistaken. There also
there is a plague of locusts, and then " fire " (chap,
i. 19)
the drought, also, is there described in words
transcending actual experience, so that we must
regard it as a poetical representation. Yet what
is there treated of is what has actually happened,
while here is something which is threatened, so
that it need not offend if here the colors are higher,
and we read of even an ocean dried up by the heat
(ver. 4). If now in Joel locusts and nrc are found
in close connection, why not here also ?
What,
too, should the locusts and the fire " signify ? " It
must be destruction by the foe ; and yet of this it
is here said that at the request of the prophet it
shall not take place, while in the third vision it is
said that it shall. The first two visions then must
have a different object from the third. If the meaning is that .the threatened infliction is twice revoked, then it is strange that the same judgment is
presented in two different images. Keil therefore
assigns a different meaning to each image, regards

in

BXBGBTICAL AND CMTIOAL.

(a.)

ii.

the first two visions as the more general and severe,
and gives to them
although not very clearly
a scope comprehending all the past and all the future. They indicate an entire destruction except a
remnant spared at the prophet's request, and the
second vision points also to a judgment that falls
prophet sees only an object, but what is to be done upon the heathen world (
DSnn). The removal
with it or what stroke it represents, has to be stated of the two at Amos's request teaches that these

—

—

j

=
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to effect the annihila- has already decreed upon Israel. But this is plainly
their purification, an inconsistent mingling of the sign with the thing
and the rooting out of sinners from them ; and signified. Even if we adopt the symbolical interthat in consequence of God's sparing grace, a holy pretation, still the feature mentioned in the supremnant will be left. Both tne following visions posed comparison, t. e., in the process taken from

judgments are not intended
tion of the people of

God but

judgment which awaits the kingdom of
the ten tribes in the immediate future.
How gratuitous is all this ! Nothing of it is
found in the visions themselves. What the prophet
saw in the second vision is certainly not to occur
therefore the judgment upon the heathen, if it is
contained there, is not to occur. Of a remnant
remaining over, not a word is said. Therefore the
refer to the

cannot be understood differently (see
In place of assuming an anticlimax, we

first vision

below).

must rather, since the discourse has various stages,
determine the contrary. But this does not suit the
symbolical view of the first two visions, for, taken
figuratively, they would by no means indicate a
lighter judgment than the third, but rather a comclimax is obtained
plete devastation of the land.
only by a literal interpretation, according to which

A

there is first a national calamity, and then a blow
which overturns the state as such. The sense of
the whole is that God will have patience for a time,
and spare the land the plagues which it deserves.
But it there be no change, and the goodness of God

does not lead to repentance, forbearance will cease
and the downfall come. The view that the two
first visions refer to the kingdom of Judah which
'finds forgiveness, and only the third relates to the
kingdom of Israel which is not forgiven, has much
apparently in its favor, e. g. t the appeal to the
smallness of Jacob. Still it is to be rejected. Judah is not in question here at alL The entire
chapter treats of the kingdom in the midst of which
the prophet is. Were* Judah meant, it would be
^

plainly stated. Manifestly, the three visions form
one series, so that it is unnatural to suppose that
the two former relate to Judah, and that the third
refers to something altogether different.
The appeal to the smallness of Jacob admits also of being
fairly applied to the kingdom of Israel.
In the
conduct of that kingdom the prophet finds no
ground for forbearance on" the contrary, so far as
this is concerned, the plagues must come.
There
remains, then, nothing but an appeal to the divine
mercy and compassion on the ground of the smallUpon this motive alone can the
ness of Israel.
prophet base his prayer, since no claim of merit is
Israel is small, is weak, in comparison
possible.
with the strong hand of Jehovah ; as if he would
Necessay, What would then become of him 1
sarily, he must be anuihilated.
return to ver. 1
That He, t. «., Jehovah,
formed locusts, shows clearly that the infliction
is due to Jehovah, without whose will they would
not come, nay, would not exist at all. At the same
time the prophet sees the plague in its very beginning. But this image of the locusts occurs at a
period which is defined in two ways : first, as that
in which the second crop springs up, and then, this
second crop is that which follows the king's mowings.
The meaning is, that the period is a very
unfavorable one, first, because then the only further product of the year would be destroyed, and
in the next place, because the early crop having
already been mown by the king, the people were
restricted, to the second, and this was now threatened with destruction. Since nothing is now known
of any right of the king to the early crop, Kcil, in
accordance with his figurative conception of the
vision in general, maintains that the king is Jehovah, and the mowing denotes the judgments He
;

We

|

.

actual

life,

must have a

definite

meaning. For one

cannot, on account of the signification of a comparison, attribute to it features which in themselves are foreign to it.
Therefore we must assume a mowing of the early crop by the king,
whether only as a fact in the present case, or as a

custom, even if we know nothing from other
sources of any such right.
Ver. 2. Plants of the land. Keil says that
this does not mean the second crop just mentioned,
but vegetable growth suited for the food of men.
When this was devoured, the second crop of grass
began to grow. But if the second crop itself had
been devoured, the intercession of tne prophet
would have come too late. This is incorrect. The
prophet sees a complete destruction of what had
sprung up, and just because this image with its
consequent misery stands before bis eyes, he prays
*'
The plants of the
for the entire removal of it.
earth,' therefore mean, certainly not the second
vegetable
growth in gencrop in particular, but all
Nor
eral; yet in any event the grabs is included.
can it be inferred from the conclusion of ver. 1
that this second crop was conceived of as not yet
fjrown. Rather on the contrary it was when the
ocusts were formed still we cannot assume that
they at first spared it and attacked only the plants,
Devouring Are
(b.) Vers. 4-6. Second Vision.
Drought Ver. 4. " He called to contend with
he called the fire in order to punish with
fire"
even the deepest waters
The flood, etc.
it
should be dried up by the " fire."
;

=

=

=

Ver. 6. This also, t. «., as well as the threatening contained in the first vision.
2. Vers. 7-9. The Third Vision, the plumb-line.
The downfall of Israel is announced. The vision
is introduced just like the two preceding, but unexpectedly has a different result. Even the symplumb-line
indicates this. But Jehobol used
vah Himself gives the explanation to the prophet,
and shows that the reference is to a hostile invasion which shall certainly fall upon the kingdom
This is the more terrible, because
as a judgment.
in such vivid contrast with the foregoing.
Ver. 7. The wall may be considered an image
of Israel, which resembled such a solid, well-constructed wall, built, as it were, by Jehovah with a
plumb-line. And now Jehovah comes again with
a plumb-line, not however to build up but to tear
down. As carefully and thoroughly as the wall
had been erected, even so carefully should it be deThe Lord's
stroyed. In the midst is emphatic.
judgment strikes not an outwork, but the very
Like the plumb-line it turns neither to
centre.
the right nor to the left, nor varies at all from its
spare.
aim. No longer will Jehovah pass by
This naturally refers to the previous threats which
had been withdrawn.
Ver. 9. Specifies the " middle " which is to be
struck by the judgment, namely, the idolatrous
sanctuaries of the people, and the king's house, t.
«., the monarchy, tor in truth with the fall of this
house, " the power of kingdom would be broken."

—

—

=

(Keil.)

Opposition to the prophet at
3. Vers. 10-17.
Bethel on account of nis predictions. New prophPriest of Bethel is plainly the
ecies of wrath.
high priest in the sanctuary of the golden calf at
Bethel. In the midst of the house of Israel
Digitized by
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= in

the religious centre of the kingdom, at Bethel.
For it was from Bethel (vcr. 13) that he was ordered away.
Ver. 11. By the sword shall Jeroboam die,
cf. ver. 9 ; here the head of the house is named,
but this was naturally included in the house itself.
But the threat in the present form sounds more
severely, and hence not without design is it thus
recited in the accusation.
Ver. 12. Amaziah informs the king concerning
the prophet, not so much in order to procure his
punishment, as to justify the banishment which he
proposed.
But he represents it to the prophet in
such a way as to effect a courteous removal. Hence
the command comes in the form of good advice,
there you may earn your
Flee, eat bread, etc.
bread by your prophecies. He considers prophpursued for a living
Amos
esying a calling which
a view against which the prophet guards (ver.
For a kind's sanctuary
14) in his answer.
founded by the king, clothed with regal authority.
house
seat of the kingdom
a royal capiTherefore nothing should be said against the
tal.
king ! Unconscious, bitter satire on " the sanctuary, ' where all was decided by respect for the

—

=

—

=

=

A

=

king, not for truth, nor for

No

God

8

command.

by profession.
e., scholar, have never been
gatherer of
the prophetic schools
sycamores refers to the direction in ver. 12. There
Amos says that he need not go
eat thy bread.
anywhere for the sake of bread, nor did he come
As a
to Bethel or Israel for a better support.
herdsman he had been accustomed to be content
with little; that was enough for him and he
sought no more. And at any moment he could
return to that occupation. If he were now prophesying in Israel and acting independently, ne did
this not out of selfish aims, but according to ver.
15, only because he must, in obedience to a divine
command. Whoever therefore would hinder this,
vcr.

14.

Prophet's son,
trained

sets

prophet,

t.

—

i*.

in

himself against Jebovah.

announces

to

«.,

Amaziah

Therefore

the punishment he

Amos
is

to

when

the judgment comes upon Israel.
Ver. 16. In return for his endeavor to stop the
mouth of Jehovah's prophet, he must bear the ansuffer

nouncement of

his

own doom.

Ver. 17. Wife become an harlot, to be dishonored at the storming of the city. Thy land

=

=

among the
landed possession, unclean land
heathen. This presupposes his exile, and with
The latter is
that the exile of the whole people.
expressly threatened in the conclusion

;

and thus

confirmed what Amaziah had charged before the
king (ver. 11), although that threat was not ut-

it

Amos

47

So pressed are they with

love and desire to see the
nation delivered or spared, that, although they
best know the holy earnestness of God as judge,
they go to meet Him and wrestle for forgiveness.
Thus the reproach of a want of compassion fails
to lie in the least upon them, but rather passes
over to God, the Holy. But
2. Even He is not truly liable to it.
"It shall
not be 1 " therein his mercy set itself against his
justice and overcomes it.
Thus is it proved the
mightier. " The Lord repented "
not surely as
if He would confess the unrighteousness of his
threatening, but merely to express the frank, pobitive withdrawal of the threat.
What was threatened was deserved, but still the punishment as
destructive has not yet become a necessity.
God
can still spare. If the stroke did fall, there would
be no unrighteousness in God, and also just as litHow the case stands only He
tle, if it did not.
who is the searcher of hearts and the Judge of all
the earth can certainly know. But men may and
should presume that forbearance is possible, and
Even this has its limtherefore fnould intercede.
its, and cannot be a duty under all circumstances,
otherwise the conviction of a moral government
of the world would grow weak. It is therefore by

—

—

no means of course a mark of a godly mind, but
to be highly esteemed when in men like the
prophets who consider God's punitive righteousness a holy truth, it manifests itself as an expression of love for their fellow-men ; and then, too, it
is efficacious.
That it has efficacy indicates its
high importance. It affects the action even of
God Himself, and thus conditions the destiny of
men, toward whom Be would have acted otherwise without these intercessions than He actually
has done for the sake of them. This to be sure is
a position which only a theism having full faith in
a personal God can allow. But such a faith involves just this, as appears by the Holy Scriptures,
which, standing on the ground of an actual
theism, know nothing else than that intercession
has such an efficacy, and everywhere speak of it
It is therefore
as a matter that is self-evident!
clearly impossible to accept the Biblical theism,
and at the same time deny the power of prayer.
The question is then whether we will admit the
latter, or deny theism, and with it religion in genIf any will
eral which necessarily presupposes it.
not accept the latter alternative, then they must demand of science that, instead of affirming a conception of God drawn from the assumed impossibility of a theism which maintains a real efficiency
of prayer with God, it should either correct its idea
of God, or, if this be not allowed, should admit

it is

come to a satisfactory conclusion,
exercise a modesty, which so far from
being degrading, would be honorable.
3. Impending judgments are here set forth by
DOCTRINAL AND MORAL.
the prophet in visions; partly such as in themDivine judgments are announced by the selves disclose the judgment God is about to exe1.
prophets with so much boldness that men might cute ; partly such as contain a symbolical action
tered

by

in ver. 9.

its

inability to

and thus

them a lack of tenderness as if which afterwards is distinctly explained by God.
they* had no regard to the sadness and misery cer- The appearance of visions here is something new.
But But it must be admitted that prophetic speech and
tain to follow from what they announce.
how wrong this would be 1 They do feel and that vision stand nearer together than would appear at
very deeply. They seek by the announcement to first blush. Even in the prophetic word there lies
prevail on men to 'repent while there is yet time, in a sense what is substantially a vision, since the
and thus forestall the impending judgments. Cer- prophet at first " sees " what He is to announce
" seer
tainly, as they have intense moral convictions and for which reason the prophet is called a
firmly believe in the truth of a moral government (even in our chap. v. 12), and the prophetic speech
" a vision," 2 Sam. vii. 17 ; Is. xxii. 5 ; i. 1, and
of the world, they distinguish between a people
In the lat- the word " to see " is used simply of prophecies or
ripe of judgment and one that is not.
If therefore Amos in chaps.
ter case they intercede with God for the people. prophetic utterances.

easily attribute to
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announces punishment in the most various
forms, fire, plunder, desolation, killing, we must
believe that through the divine efficiency such images presented themselves to his inner intuitions
as incited him to the warnings and exhortations
which he uttered through the power inwrought in
him by the same Spirit. The two first visions
afford us a glance into these inner processes.
But
no details of the judgment follow, because the
threatened evil is averted by prayer. On the other
hand, we must not obliterate the distinction between prophetic speech and vision. From the ini.-vi.

ward contemplation

in

which God revealed

his

was quite a step to the literal vision.
In the latter there was a complete
crystallization of the perception, which was not a
will to the prophet,

it

sec,

in

one of the oldest prophets.

It

may

be

why do

the other older prophets have either
or only faint traces of them 1 It is
sufficient reply to refer the matter to the
free action of the divine Spirit. Yet this would not
be incorrect if we included with it the subjective
factor in the case, since men allow that it stands
in close connection with the separate individuality
of the prophets.
Not every one of these was
equally inclined to this mode of representation,
but one more than another, since a certain preponderance of the imaginative faculty, a peculiar excitability of the soul, was requisite in order to fit
one for seeing visions. These are found in Amos,
and we can easily see a certain natural affinity between the herdsman Amos with his quick sensibilities and the formation of outward visions.
As to
the visions in Ezckiel and Jeremiah, we refer to
the Commentary on those prophets.
4. The centre, the heart of a nation and kingdom, is found in its sanctuaries and capital. From
these proceeds its life yes, as they are, so is the
life of the whole people, cither sound, or diseased,
or altogether rotten. If the heart is corrupt, the
blow must at last fall on this, otherwise no help is
The sanctuary of a nation is its chief
possible.
nerve.
But upon this the court, the secular government, exerts a powerful influence. If it uses
this influence to subdue the sanctuary into an instrument of its own plans and thus corrupts it,
the whole people is corrupted and its guilt becomes so much the greater and God's judgment
the more certain.
How significant is it that the
priest can oppose no contrary testimony to the
prophetic word
All he can do is to denounce
Amos to the king, and thus call in the secular
power. Naturally enough; for he is the courtpriest, and is stationed at Bethel, which is, as he
4f
says with a naive candor,
a king's sanctuary and
a seat of the kingdom." He obviously means to
say something of great moment which will awe
the prophet, and is not conscious of the poverty of
the claim he makes for the sanctuary.
As sacred
it should take its authority from God, and its highest boast should be that is a sanctuary. of God.
Certainly it is of no avail to root its authority in
that of the great and noble, for then it becomes a
mere tool of state craft.
testimony against all
Casareopapismus, a warning to every state Church
never to forget where all Church authority strikes
its roots, -— not in the protection of the state nor
in civil privileges, but only in the Word of God
and that the highest glory even of the strongest
established Church should be that it has, not the
asked,

none at
hardly a

all

necessity in every case, for even without it, the perception could find expression in prophetic words.
Especially does the pure symbolical vision distinguish itself from the seeing which lies at the basis
of all prophecy, and therefore from prophetic
speech as such. Here at once the image $s such is
the principal thing. There is urgent need, however, of explanatory speech, so that here again,
only from tne other side, we encounter the mutual
dependence of word and vision. But the vision is
at first its own end, and because it does not speak
for itself but needs explanation, it is here a vision
in the literal sense. Whether we are to suppose
that in such a case the prophet is always in an
For the most
ecstatic state, we do not inquire.
part he is, in the case of a pure symbolic vision.
Since in vision, the divine revelation becomes peculiarly precious to the prophet and makes a
deeper impression than bare speech, the end it
seeks is apparent. This aim is first upon the
prophet who sees the vision. It renders the truth
which is disclosed to him and which he is to announce, more vivid and impressive, so that he cannot do otherwise than set it forth just as he has
not heard but seen it, whether actually or in the
shape of a symbol. But the plastic form of the
vision aimed also, *nd ultimately in a still greater
When the
degree, at impressing the hearer.
D)het sets forth a literal vision, that is, what he
seen, the judgment he announces takes a concrete, tangible form which gives emphasis to the
utterance, and thus dispels doubt and wins attenThe discourse seizes one more firmly when
tion.
it is united with an image, even though it be symbolical ; and in a certain sense this latter kind of
image is still more impressive, because it is somewhat mysterious, and thus provokes attention to
the explanation, and this a^ain for that reason
prints itself deeper on the mind, because it awak- state, but God and his Word on its side.
5. " There eat thy bread "
This is certainly
ens surprise that a symbol so unpretending should
have such a weight of significance. Hence the rea- the main thing in the view of the idol's high-priest.
"
Thereson appears why visions make their appearance in He sees in office only a means of bread.
the conclusion of our book. There was in the fore without scruple he ascribes the same view to
sense declared, i. «., not so much in fact as in form, Amos. But the true prophet repels the charge
a climax in the revelations to the prophet and with dignity. He seeks not for money or means,
therefore in the disclosure to the people.
Since he needs it not ; he does not once claim the title
the direct statement of his message respecting the of prophet, for he had nothing to do with the title.
certainty of the judgment and the ripeness of the Wnen he came forth as a prophet, it was not for
people for it, appeared not to be enough ; at last, to the sake of the name or the office any more than
leave nothing undone, these things were brought it was for bread, but solely in obedience to God's
under the eye in the form of plastic visions which direction. But as he did not seek reward, neither
the prophet saw and naturally repeated to his hear- did he shun danger or persecution ; he knew that the
The discourses therefore now have at least a divine commission to announce wrath to a godless
ers.
negative efficiency in the opposition to which they people involved peril, but he did not therefore foraroused the priest Amaziah. ( It is certainly wrong bear. He did not allow himself to be intimidated
Even if men would not hear him but
therefore to refer these visions with the narrative by threats.
depending on them to an earlier period than the would try to close his mouth, he would not be silent.
foregoing discourses.) Thus visions occur, as we He must speak, because he bore a divine command
;

;

!

A

!
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6. Strong faith belongs to the calling of a
prophet who is to announce God's punitive wrath.
not only that but quite independent of the
duty of reproving the lofty, a high measure of
faith is needed in order to maintain and firmly to
utter, in the midst of a degenerate race, the con-
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VII.

the excessive brevity of the accounts of the later
kings and revolutions. There is nothing at all
impossible or improbable in the fate pronounced
upon Amaziah. And " unless the execution of

God's sentence upon one of the many calf-priest6
in Bethel is necessarily matter of history, it has
will at last vindi- rather to be shown why it should be mentioned

viction that God still rules and
cate his honor and his law, and

show Himself as than why it should be omitted." Surely the
Lord and Judge. This point may be weakened den of proof lies upon the objector.
C]
by a reference to the fact that the prophets did not

—

speak of themselves but only as organs of God,
ana made their announcements only by virtue of
But however tirmly we hold
their commission.
the objective character of the prophetic speech, the
more we regard it on this side, yes, even the more
the announcement of wrath is a literal prediction
of a definite form, and kind and degree of punishment ; still the less are we to overlook the subjecThe prophets were not
tive factor in the case.
soulless instruments of the Holy Spirit, according
to the mechanical theory of inspiration, but what
they had to disclose, they themselves believed and
were firmly convinced of, as was certainly the case
with the herdsman of Tekoa. Their predictions
of punishment in the face of a prevailing religious
ana moral corruption testified the strength of their
theocratic conviction, and the measure of their vigfaith, which enabled them to stand unmoved
aland declare with all confidence, the Lord
though lie so long delays, and human sin appears
will lay a plumb-line in the midst of
to tnumph

orous

—

—

people Israel, or as in chap, viii., the time is
Certainly there is a reciprocal
ripe for judgment.
action between the objective factor and the subjective, between the divine revelation and the prophThat was on one side conet's degree of faith.
ditioned by this, but so, on the other, a higher
measure of confidence of faith was the fruit and
effect of the divine revelations to the prophets.
Bnt in any case the strength of any one's^ faith
who was chosen for a prophet, rooted itself in the
general revelation to and in Israel, therefore especially in that which was deposited in the holy ScripThis school of the Spirit, consisting in the
tures.
Word of God, was, as it appears, the only school
which Amos ever attended, but he showed himself
a very apt scholar, he was not so much an <dn-oHe had such a firm conviction
as a deo&tSoKTor.
of the power and majesty of God. and especially of
his righteousness that ho was sure that He would
maintain his honor and demonstrate his governAs he was thus, in the sense of 1 Cor. i.
ment
26 ff.» worthy and fit to be chosen by God for his
his

•

messenger and prophet, so on the other hand

HO.UILETICAL

bur-

AND PRACTICAL.

And

behold he formed (was forming)
very least things then are as much
in his infinite mind as what we call the greatest.
The same power of God is seen in creating the
locust as the universe. But further, God was
framing them for a special end, not of nature, but
of his moral government in the«correction of man.
In this vision He opens our eyes and Jets us see
Himself framing the punishment for the deserts of
sinners, so that when hail, mildew, caterpillars, or
some hitherto unknown disease wastes our crops,
we may think not of secondary causes but of our
Judge. (Pusey.)
Ver. 2. Forgive, I beseech thee.
He sees sin at
the bottom of the trouble, and therefore concludes
that the pardon of sin must be at the bottom of
the deliverance, and prays for that in the first
Whatever calamity we are under, personal
place.
or public, the forgiveness of sin is that which we
should be most earnest with God for. (M. Henry.)
Ver. 3. The Lord repented for this. See the
power of prayer ! See what a blessing praying
people, praying prophets are to a land
Ruin had
many a time broken in, had they not stood in the
breach.
See how ready, how swift God is to show

[Ver.

1.

The

locusts. ^

!

mercy.
Ver.

(M. Henry.)

God collect to contend by fire, Man by
challenges God's omnipotence.
God
sooner or later accepts the challenge. If man
escapes with impunity, then he had chosen well in
rejecting God.
If not, what foHy and misery was
his short-sighted choice ; short-lived in its gain
its loss, eternal !
Fire stands as the symbol and
summary of God's most terrible judgments. It
spares nothing, leaves nothing, not even the outward form of what it destroys. (Pusey.)
C]
Ver. 5.
should pray even for those who in
our judgment are worthy of punishment.
4.

rebellion

—

We

We

may

at least implore God's mercy on their behalf.
Perhaps He will forgive and grant space for repentthat ance.
He desires not the death of the sinner, but

mission fully confirmed him in the assurance of that he turn and live. On this ground they who
know the mind of God, always intercede even for
frith.
although if the judgment
[7. The latter half of this chapter (vers. 10-17) the worst of sinners
has been cited by one of the writers of Essays and falls, they humbly adore the holiness of God's
Reviews, Prof. Jowett, as an illustration of his ways but do not murmur.
[Ver. 7. The Lord stood
with a plumb-line.
assertion that " the failure of a prophecy is never
admitted in spite of Scripture and of history." There was so to speak an architectural design in
Bat wherein is the failure here 1 The predictions God's work of destroying Israel no less than in
God does
are first, the rising against the house of Jeroboam his former favor in building him up.
with the sword, which was fulfilled (2 Kings xv. everything according to measure, number and
"
son
and
succesweight.
As
Jeroboam's
one
said
of
old,
slaughter
of
The
is a perDeity
10) in the
(Wordsworth.)
sor by Shall urn secondly, the captivity and exile fect geometrician."
Ver. 10. Amos has conspired, etc Amaziah, the
of Israel, the fulfillment of which is patent ; thirdly,
the terrible denunciation against Amaziah, his wi'fe high-priest, thought that the craft whereby he had
and his children, the execution of which is confes- his wealth was endangered. To Jeroboam, howBut this is true of the doom ever, he says nothing of these fears, but makes it
sedly not recorded.
pronounced upon other individuals, as Shebna an affair of state. He takes the king by what he
(Is. xxii. 17, 18), Ahab and Zedekiah (Jer. xxix. thought to be his weak side, fear for his own power
Similar was the experience of Jeremiah,
22), Shemaiah (Jer. xxix. 32), Pashur (Jer. xx. or life.
Nor is it all strange, when one considers of our Lord and of his Apostles. And so the
6), etc
;

—

;
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heathen who were ever conspiring against the Roman emperors went on accusing the early Christiana as disloyal, factions, impious, because they
did not offer "sacrifice for the emperors to false
gods, but prayed for them to the true.
(Pusey.)
Ver. 11. On the supposition that Amaziah wilfully distorted Amos's words, the same writer remarks justly enough, " A lie mixed with truth is
the most deadly form of falsehood, the truth serving to gain admittance for the lie and to color it.
In slander, and in heresy which is slander against
God, truth is used to commend the falsehood and
falsehood to destroy the truth."
So on the latter
clause, "Amaziah omits both the ground of the
threat and the hope of escape urged upon them.
He omits too the prophet's intercession for his
people and selects the one prediction which could
give a mere political character to the whole. Suppression of truth is a yet subtler character of false-

Ver. 12. Go, eat thy bread. Do thou live by
thy trade there, and let me live by mv trade here.
(Jerome). Worldly men always think that those
whose profession is religious make a gain of godliness.
Interested people cannot conceive of one
disinterested; nor the insincere of one sincere.
(Pusey.)
Ver. 13. It is the king's chapel, etc. All claims
of reverence for a church simply and merely as
a national establishment, independently of divine
institution, are no better than these assertions of
Amaziah. The first royal propounder of what is
now called Erastianism was, as far as we know,
Jeroboam I. ; the first priestly advocate of it, as
far as we know, was Amaziah.
Jerome, in his
note heie, applies these words to the Arians who
appealed to Arian emperors, supporting their dog-

mas, and persecuting the orthodox teachers, by the
secular arm.
When in the fourth century Cathbishops of Spain invoked the power of the
Emperor Maximus and wonld have put the Priscillianists to death, they were sternly rebuked and
opposed by the saintly and apostolic bishop, Marolic

of Tours.
(Wordsworth.)
Ver. 14. / teas a herdman.

tin

One

of that class

which Abraham and Moses and David had belonged ; but not rich in fields and herds, in menservants and maid-servants, like the first; nor
to

wisdom of the Egyptians, like the
second ; nor with any, the most distant intimation
that he might one day be the shepherd of a people, like the third.
(F. D. Maurice.)
Ver. 15. The Lara took me,
the Lord said unto
me. As the Apostles, when forbidden to teach in
the name of Jesus, answered, we must obey God
rather than man, so Amos, when forbidden by the
idol-priests to prophecy, not only prophecies, showing that he feared God bidding more than their
forbidding, but boldly and freely denounces the
Eunishment of him who endeavored to forbid and
inder the Word of God. (Jerome.)
Ver. 16. Drop nothing, etc. God's Word comes
as a gentle dew or soft rain, not beating down, but
refreshing ; not sweeping away as a storm, bat
sinking in and softening even hard ground, all but
the rock ; gentle so as they can bear it. God's
Word was to men such as they were to it*; dropping like the dew on those who received it : wearing, to those who hardened themselves against it.
(Pusey.)
Ver. 17. Thy wife shall be dishonored. Thou
teachest idolatry which is spiritual harlotry ; and
thou shalt be punished by harlotry in thine own
house for thy sin. ( Wordsworth.)
C]
learned in the

—

—

Chapter VIII.
Days of Mourning threatened against
wards a Famine of the Word.

Fourth Vision : Israel ripe Jbr Destruction.

1

Thus

2

And
And
And

the Ungodly.

After-

the Lord Jehovah showed me,
behold, a basket with ripe fruit 1
he said, What seest thou, Amos ?
basket with ripe fruit
I said,

A

Then said Jehovah to me,
" The end a is come to my people,

Israel

I will not pass by them any more.
3 And the songs of the palace • shall howl

In that day, saith the Lord Jehovah
Corpses in multitude ; everywhere has he 4 cast them forth ; Hush
4 Hear

And

this,

"**
!

ye who pant e for the poor,
will

meek 7 of the earth,
the new moon be over,

sell

grain,

to destroy the

5 Saying, when

That we may

And

the Sabbath, that we may open wheat?
Making the ephah small and the shekel great.
And falsifying the scales of deceit
6 Buying the poor for silver,
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VIII.

And
And

the needy for a pair of shoes,
the refuse of the wheat will we sell.
Jehovah hath sworn by the pride of Jacob,
Surely I will never forget any of their deeds.
Shall not the earth tremble for this,
And every dweller therein mourn ?
And it shall rise up, all of it, like the Nile,8
And shall heave and sink 9 like the Nile of Egypt
An.d it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord Jehovah,
That I will cause the sun to go down at noon,
And make it dark to the earth in clear day
And will turn your festivals into mourning,
And all your songs into lamentation ;
And will bring sackcloth upon all loins,
And baldness upon every head ;
And will make it 10 like the mourning for an only son,
And the end of it like ll a bitter day.

7

8

9

10

Behold, days are coming, saith the Lord Jehovah,
When I will send a hunger into the land,
Not a hunger for bread nor a thirst for water,
But to hear the words of Jehovah.
12 And they shall stagger from sea to sea,
And rove about from the north even to the east,
To seek the Word of Jehovah* and shall not find it.

1

13 In that day the

And

the

And

fair virgins shall faint,

young men, for thirst
14 They who swear by the sin of Samaria,
say,

By

the

And,

By

the

life

They

shall fall

O

of thy God,
Dan
of the way of Beersheba

life

and

!

!

no more.

rise

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
I Var. 1.

— Y^Jli harrat, summer, here

=• summer-fruit, or gathered fruit,

i, «.,

2 Sam.

fully ripe, as

xri.

1

;

Micah

TH.L

p Ver. 2. — The parooomasia in ^JJ and ^i? is marked and forcible. Cf. Bnk. Til. 6.]
s V«r. 8. — vD^H here manifestly is palace, not tempU.
4 Ver. & — Tpy^'7 baa J«b<>T&b for its subject (Keil). Others take it Impersonally (Henderson), but Wordsworth
supplies

• Ver.

" every one

8.—

DH

as the subject.

*'

by some,

is

u

B.V., rendered as an adverb «» quitOy

;

but always elsewhere

it is

an

interjection,

and should be so considered here.
6 Ver.

4.

— Q^DfcW, = pant after

[like

sense is clearly required by the second

T Ver.

4.

• Ver. 8.

• Ver.

8.

nyr?^,

— **$

10.

IS Ver. 12.

a defective form for ""IfrO?

is

1*

*

— The suffix in

softened form for

rfFiptP

— The 5 in DV?,
— ^ i?TV This word

is

of the quivering of lips,
to

And.

U

is

its prey.

Wordsworth].

JT3fl^n

to be supplied before

This

/.

H

(cf.

J7|?t27!l,

oh.

iz. 6),

which

is

a reading which

is

found in

many

given in the Keri, and also in

of the MSS.

many MSS.

Cf.

eh. ix. 6.

1A Ver. 10.

Ver.

beast yelping and panting after

D^SST

There seems no reason for departing from the textual reading here.

V.

— "1M3
— n|7tp3

been mentioned as done upon that day.
II

a dog or wild

member, where

is

refers to the following

So Pusey.

7QS

Henderson

[

but Keil makes

refers it to

\^S,

it refer to all

that has previously

understood.

Capk. verticals.

used of the reeling of drunkards, of the swaying to and fro of trees in the wind,

and then of the unsteady seeking of persons bewildered, looking

for

what they know not where

Pusey.)

Ver. 14.

— TfT??.

Meiers correction of this into r\yl, « thy beloved,

is coryjectural

and

needless.
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take place. In close connection with the trembling
of the earth is its becoming dark the one is nut
conceivable without the other. At bottom ver. 8
describes a return of the earth to its original condithe sun go down at midday;
tion of chaos
not a mere eclipse, but a catastrophe which sub[An eclipse is not the
verts the order of nature.
" going down " of the sun. The minute calculations of tiitzig and Michael is, repeated and extended by Pusey, are therefore quite aside from the
purpose.
C]
Ver. 10 describes more minutely the general
mourning already touched upon in ver. 8. Cf. v.
3 ; ch. v. 16 ; Hosea ii. 13. Baldness upon every
head. The shaving of a bald place was a sign of
:

1. Vers. 1-3. Fourth Vision.
The basket with
ripe fruit. No more forbearance. Ver: 1. This
basket is an image of a people ripe for judgment.
The play upon words between the original for
* ripe
fruit " and that for " end," indicates more,
clearly the necessary result of the ripeness, namely,
the downfall of the people.
Ver. 3. Songs become howlings
wherefore?
The answer follows: because of the multitude of
The exclamation Hush ! is an admoni
the dead.
'.ion to bow beneath the tremendous severity of
.

—

—

—

the divine judgment.
t
Vers. 4-14. What has been briefly expressed in mourning. Cf. Is. iii. 24.
new and peculiar trait in
expanded into a longer discourse,
(2.) Vers. 11-14.
the sinful conduct of the great which makes them the delineation of the judgment, the bitter day.
ripe for judgment, and the heavy penalty which The Word of God, which men now despise, thev
will then long for, but in vain.
Too late! This
they must suffer.
(a.) Vers. 4-6. Hear this, ye who, etc.
threat bears obliquely upon the insatiable avarice
description of their wanton course.
They pant of those who live in luxury through their oppresafter the poor and destroy the meek bv grasping all sion of the poor.
At the same time they are the
property for themselves. Cf. Job xxii. 8 ; Is. v. 8. persons who now will not listen to the Word of
This is further defined in the two following verses, God.
Ver. 12. They stagger, because plagued by
in which the prophet makes the men describe their
own feelings and conduct.
hunger and thirst. From sea to sea, indefinitely,
Ver. 5. They cannot even wait for the end of the sea being conceived of as the end of the earth
the festival in order to resume their traffic. The (Ps. lxxii. 8). From the north to the eaat
new moon was a holiday, like the Sabbath, on from north to south, and from east to west, t. c,
which trade and business ceased. To open wheat to every quarter of the globe.
Ver.* 13. So great is the torment of this unsatto open the granaries
Wnat
cf. Gen. xli. 56.
Joseph did for the benefit of the poor, these did isfied hunger and thirst that the strongest sucfor their own advantage, making usurious gains cumb to it; these are individualized as the young
from others' poverty. With this they united men and the maidens ; if they fail, much more
fraud by diminishing the measure and increasing the weak.
the shekel
by demanding one of greater weight
Ver. 14. The sin of Samaria
that by which
than the right standard ; and by falsifying the Samaria sins, the golden calf at Bethel. This is
using scales arranged so as to cheat.
scales
the most probable explanation, because of the corVer. 6.. Thus the poor man was made so poor responding expression in the next clause, the god
the golden calf there.
By the life of
that he was compelled to sell himself either for a of Dan
;
p .ece of silver which he owed, or for a pair of the way ; by the life of, is a customary formula
shoes which he had gotten and was unable to pav of swearing, here improperly used in reference to
The way of Beersheba
the way by
for. Thus he could not meet the smallest expendi- a thing.
To complete the case, onlv the refuse grain which men go to Beersheba, to the worship there.
ture.
was sold to them, for which yet they had to pay the The swearing by these objects shows that the
same as for good grain.
voung men and maidens are worshippers of these
(b.) Vers. 7-14. Punishment of such wickedness. Idols and make pilgrimages to Beersheba.
Hath sworn by the pride of
(1.) Vers. 7-10.
Jacob, i. «., by himself who was the pride and
glory of Israel. " By leaving such sins unpunDOCTRINAL AND MORAL.
ished He would deny his glory in Israel." (Kefl.)
Ver. 8. Therefore or for this, namely, for these
1. According to our chapter the ripeness of the
These are Jehovah's words, and carry people for judgment is due to the violence and indeeds.
out the thought of **>not forgetting the deeds," by justice practiced by the rich and noble upon the
a delineation of the impending judgment. The poor. These are peculiarly flagitious sins which
question, Shall not, etc., is intended to forestall call down the judgments of God.
As such a
the idea that such things could be left unpunished. statement reveals to us a degree of moral corrupIt is incorrect to refer the " for this," to the pun- tion which is frightful, so we learn from the severishment as if it were intended to emphasize that. ity with which tjie sins are rebuked and conThe form of the speech, i. «., the question, does demned, not only the spirit of justice but also the
not suit this view ; and besides, in that case the compassion which belongs to the religion of the
punishment itself would be really indicated only Old Testament. It desires that every one, even
ver. 7, so that this unusual prominence of its the poorest, should have his rights, and even
impressiveness would be without a motive. The comes forward to protect the poor as such against
same words recur in eh. ix. 5, but there as a de- the violence of the rich. They have a counsellor
scription of God's omnipotence, manifesting itself, in God, who, as He protects them by the law, conhowever, in judgments. The earth heaves, be- tinues to do so by the penalties imposed upon the
cause the Lord touches it (ch. ix. 5). The trem- transgressors of the law. He does indeed bear
bling of the earth as a heaving and sinking is ex- long with those transgressors who oppress the
plained by comparison with the rise and fall of poor, so that it may appear as if He had forgotten
the Nile.
them ; but as He owes, so to speak, the duty of
Ver. 9. In that day, t. «., the day of the judg- sympathy with the poor and their necessities, so
ment, in which what has just been mentioned is to does He also that of forbearance with their oppres-

A

vers. 1-3 is here

A

=

=

;

;
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because He desires not the death of the sinner bat rather that he would tarn and live.
2. The frightful severity of God's judgements, so
far from being opposed to the compassion which
cares for the poor and feeble, is rather in fall harmony with it. The modem polemical spirit
against the Old Testament descriptions of this
severity, betrays its origin too plainly
it knows
nothing in truth of sin, and therefore nothing of
the divine judgment upon sin.
It fails to see that
the love which it claims for its God, really becomes the greatest harshness, since it denies the
possibility of the punishment of sinners and therefore any efficacious opposition to the unrighteousness wrought by them. Only a God who is truly
terror malorum can truly be amor bonoruin.
Moreover we do as a matter of fact continually meet
with occurrences, in detail and in gross, which undeniably are judgments upon the sins of men, and
that in these there is an execution of a law of
moral government, can just as little be denied. So
much the more foolish then is the opposition to
the so-called ferocious God of the Jews, to the retaliatory spirit of the Old Testament.
Now because men do not believe that there is and must be
in God, along with, or rather for the sake of, the
love which He is, strictness in judgment, He is obliged to show to a race which has lost its faith in
the God of the Scriptures, by actual facts, as violent as those of the year 1870, that the storms of
divine wrath are not merely outgrowths of a
crude, undisciplined view of life, and tokens of a
low state of culture, but a reality, planted in the
midst of a century claiming to itself the highest
When the measure is full, these storms
culture.
break forth, and a hundred times over put to flight
" culture," " love," and all similar watchwords of
Then there often comes sudthe modern spirit.
denly a " shaking " of the earth, or gloom falls
upon an entire nation so that it becomes dark in
bright daylight, or the festivals are turned into
mourning and songs into lamentations, or all loins
just when men in their
are clothed in sackcloth,
blind security held such things to be impossible.
Yea, times of war furnish only too striking illustrations of those words of Scripture which a race,
strong in the conviction of its own leadership,
coolly dismisses as a coarse and antiquated rhetoric, while it passes to the order of the day.
Such fearful periods compel even an unbelieving
race to forebode that the final judgment may prove
a reality compared with which all preceding judgments are trifles. But faith sees in these latter
a divine finger-mark pointing to the former, for
which reason men of God, like the prophets, continually unite with their descriptions of intermediate judgments a reference to the last great judgment ; and this the more when they describe
judgments which are at least relatively decisive,
t inasmuch as they make an end of an entire king•ore,

;

—

dom.
3.

When

divine judgments

come and give

flam-

ing proof of God's existence to a race which has
forsaken and forgotten Him, the once despised and
hated word of the Lord is appreciated again. Men
u hunger and thirst " for it, out often at first not
in the right

way.

They

desire as speedily as pos-

hear of promises and consolations, ana to
is open. But it is in vain. We now
need expect no new revelation frqra God. We have

sible to

these every ear

" his Word " in the Scripture. But when this is
a long time despised, it follows at last that there is
no one to preacti it, and without a living preacher,
Or if it is preached, it has no
it is finally lost.

VIU.
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to console,

and men

fail

to find

what they

Thus there ensues a longing which is not satisfied.
The result is otherwise only when men bow
seek.

themselves in penitence under the divine threatenings as deserved, and under the divine Spirit inwardly blame themselves for their previous apostasy. But who knows whether man will find room
for repentance ? Before he reaches that point, while
he is in the midst of his vain longing tor comfort,

he

may

be snatched away.

HOBULKIGAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

shewed me. The sen[Ver. I. Thus the Lord
tence of Amaziah being pronounced, Amos resumes just where be had left off before. Araaziab's vehement interruption is like a stone cast
into deep waters. They close over it, and it leaves
no trace. The last vision declared that the end
was certain ; this, that it was at hand. ( Pusey.)
basket with ripe fruit. At harvest time
Ver. 2.
there is no more to be done for the crop. Good or
bad, it has reached its end and is cut down. So
the harvest of Israel was come. . . Heavenly influences can but injure the ripened sinner, as dew,
Israel was
rain, sun, but injure the ripened fruit
Rev. xvi. 18,
ripe, but for destruction. (Ibid.)
Gather the clusters of the earth, for her grapes are

A

fully ripe. (Jjbid.)

Ver. 3. The songs shall howl. When sounds of
joy are turned into wailing, there must be complete
sorrow. They are not merely hushed but turned
into their opposite. Just the reverse is promised
Blessed are ye that weep now, for
to the godly
ye shall laugh ( Luke vi. 2 1 ). ( Ibid.)
Ver. 5. When will the new moon be over? The
Psalmist said, When shall I come and appear beThese said, When will this service be
fore God ?
over that we may be our own masters again ?
Sin in wrong measures once begun is unbroken.
All sin perpetuates itself; it is done again because
But sins of a man's daily
it has been done before.
occupation are continued of necessity, beyond the
simple force of habit and the ever increasing dropsy
of covetousness. To interrupt them is to risk deWhen
tection. How countless then their number
human law was enforced in a city after a time of negligence, scarcely a weight was found to be honest.
Prayer went up to God on the Sabbath, and fraud
on the poor went up to God in every transaction on
the other six days. (Pusey.)
Ver. 7. Jehovah hath sworn, etc. God must cease
to be God, if He did not do what He^ware to
punish the oppressors of the poor. (/&.) Wo, and
a thousand woes, to that man that is cut off by an
oath of God from all benefit by pardoning mercy.
(M. Henry.)
C] The evil deeds of the wicked
are inscribed in a perpetual memorial before God ;
but the sins of believers are cast by Him into the
depths of the sea so that they never again come
into mind. Micah vii. 19. (Pf. B. W.)
[Ver. 8. Shall not the earth tremble for this? Those
who will not tremble and mourn as they ought for
national sins shall be made to tremble and mourn
(M. Henry.)
for national judgments.
Ver. 9. The sun goes down at noon. Sorrow is
saddest when it comes upon fearless joy.
God
commonly in his mercy sends heralds of coming
sorrow ; very few burst suddenly upon man. Now
in the meridian brightness of the day of Israel, the
blackness of night should fall upon him. (Pusey.)
Ver. 10. Turn your feasts into mourning. As to
the upright there anseth light in the darkness
:

1

do—

—
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which gives thein the oil of joy for mourning, so
on the wicked there falls darkness in the midst of
light which turns their joy into heaviness.
The
end of it as a bitter day. There is no hope that
when things are at the worst, they will mend. No,
the state of impenitent sinners grows worse and
worse ; and the last of all will be the worst of all.
(M. Henry.)
Ver. 11. Not a hanger for bread. In death and
dreariness, in exile from the land of their fathers,
crushed by oppressors, hearing only of gods more
cruel than those who make them, how will they
hunger and thirst for any tidings of one who cares
for the weary and heavy-laden, one who would have
man-servant and maid, the cattle and the stranger
within the gates to rest as well as the prince; of

one who had fixed the year of jubilee that the

debtor might be released and the captive go free.
O, what a longing in a land of bondage to hear
of such a Being to believe that all that had been
told of Him in former days was not a dream, to
have a right to tell their children that it was true
for them
(Maurice.)
Ver. 12. From sea to sea, etc. Even the profane,
when they see no help, will have recourse to God.
Saul in his extremity inquired of the Lord, and
He answered him not, neither by dreams, nor by
Urim, nor by prophets. (Pusev.) Such is the prescnt condition of the Jews. 1 hey roam in restless
vagrancy about the* world and seek the word of
God ; but they find it not, because they have killed
the incarnate Word revealed in the written word,
(Jerome.) C]
;

!

t

'

—

Chapter IX.
Fifth Vision.

The Downfall.

Not even a

God will
I

little

Grain

perishes.

raise the fallen Tent

saw the Lord standing

at

1

After the Overthrow of all careles* Sinners

of David

to

new

Glory.

the altar,

And He said, Smite the top 9 that the thresholds may
And dash them 8 upon the head of all,
And their remnant I will kill with the sword
He that fleeth of them shall not flee away,
And he that escapeth of them shall not be delivered.

tremble,

;

2 If they break through 4 into hell,
From thence will my hand take them ;
And if they climb up to heaven,
Thence will I bring them down.
3 And if they hide themselves on the top of Carmel,
From thence will I search and take them out
And if they conceal themselves from my sight in the bottom of the sea,
From thence will I command the serpent ' and he bites them.
4 And if they go into captivity before their enemies,
From thence will I command the sword, and it slays them,
And I set mine eye upon them for evil and not for good.
5

And the Lord, Jehovah of hosts,
Who*toucheth the earth and it melteth,8

And
And
And

all that dwell therein mourn ;
the whole of it riseth up like the Nile,
sinketh down like the Nile of Egypt,
6 Who buildeth his upper chambers 7 in the heaven,
And his vault,8 over the earth He founded it,
Who calleth to the waters of the sea,
And poureth them out upon the face of the earth

—

Jehovah

is

his

Name.

Are ye not

as the sons of the Cushites unto me,
sons of Israel ? saith Jehovah.
Have not I brought up Israel from the land of Egypt,
And the Philistines from Caphtor,
And the Syrians from Kir ?
8 Behold, the eyes of the Lord, Jehovah, are upon the sinful kingdom,9
And I will destroy it

7

Ye
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From

off the face of the earth,
l0

Saving that
9
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IX.

For

behold,

And

will

And
And
And

raise

I will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob, saith the Lord.

I,

command

I will

shake the house of Israel among all nations,
As one shaketh in a sieve,
And not even a little grain u shall fall to. the ground.
10 By the sword shall all the sinners of my people die,
Who say, The evil will not overtake nor reach 12 us.
11 In that day will I raise up
The fallen hut 18 of David,
14

up its breaches,
up its ruins, 16
build it w as in the days of old
That they may possess 17 the remnant of

1

wall

Edom and

all

the nations

Upon whom my name is called,
Saith Jehovah who doeth this.
13 Behold, the days are coming, saith Jehovah,

When

ploughman reaches

the

to the reaper,

And the treader of grapes to the sower of seed
And the mountains drop new wine,
And all the hills melt
14 And I bring back the captives 18 of my people, Israel,
And they build the waste cities, and inhabit them,
And plant vineyards and drink their wine,
And make gardens and eat their fruit.
15 And I plant them upon their land,
And they shall no more be torn up out of their land which

I gave to them,

Saith Jehovah, thy God.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

S23 -

— Tin95 = kD0b

t Ver. 1.
hiC,

—bj,

Yer. 1.

[1

used with

bat also

—

Gen.

Cf.

xriii.

2

;

1 Sam.

It. 20.]

h PilUr- to P or <*pital, V\ 2 = threshold, usually that orer whioh one enters a build*
the foundation-beams in which the post* are inserted.
So here.

— CP?3

8 Ver. 1.

at or by.

referred naturally to

'

"

?!£? (Green,

for

C*?D,

Heb. Gr., 125,

1).

The

suffix

C

—

has no exact antecedent.

It

cannot be

nor in order to admit of such reference should the latter word be altered tb mean " pro-

of the temple supported by pillar*." It belongs to TVmSD?, * nd either denotes that the capital on various
was struck, or the thought is that one capital was dashed into 'many pieces. [Keil and HengRtenberg refer it to
both the capitals and the thresholds or the entire building, which is greatly preferable.]

jecting roof
pillars

— "1J3 n with 3 = to break through
— tt?n3 = water-serpent, not to be more closely defined — elsewhere called frV w or
— 2WT, to melt; here denotes the dissolution of the earth. Others
« to

4 Ver. 2.

s Ver. 8.

into.

• Ver. 5.

foake.

The

T Ver. 6.
• Ver. 6.
• Ver. 8.

latter half of the Terse is repeated with insignificant alterations

— ni /5J3 = f"* '•?>

— H^2S,
— Q§5?,

vault
*&.,

Ps- °*T ' 8»

'**•»

— <*2

Ver. 8.
Ver.

Ver. 10.

render, " to

» Ver.

they rest upon the sinful kingdom, in order to destroy

3 with the object on which
DCM Introduoes a limitation.

— TP2 D^pn,

11.—

to

meet

PSD,

one*

*»l.,

lit.,

to

the anger rests.

11.

come between ™

round about,"

i. *.,

— The

fear, to

yer. 8.
lofts.

so as to block

from every

it.

Cf. Ps. xxxiv.

[Verbs and nouns expressive of

17 [Hengst.j.

solid, as

a pebble or

up the way of

escape.

little

stone (2 Sam.

[Usage requires us

U

side.]

a booth, here a hut.

— ^rP^D, the " closo " of R v

probably refers to "wails " understood.

Ver

through

<»• has to ascend, upper chambers,

to-, a thing tightly bound together; hence anything
a kernel or grain of corn, as opposed to the loose, dusty chaff.

come

14 Ver. 11.

1*

*-

9.— "TH?,

xvH. 18); here,

M

* n -c

riil.

fail

= ttl.

soger ire connected by

U
U

P**068 *°

from chap.

Is. ixril. 1.

]**3J^.

[Fiirst]

lit.

[Keil

ta belter "P** ** by « wall " from the margin. The plural suffix in *"1§
and Hengstenberg say that It indicates that both kingdoms are Intended.

*»

V

suffix In

D"TJ

refers to Israel

understood [but others refer

It

to David].
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16 Ver. 11.

17 Ver- 12.

18 Ver. 14.

— The suffix in

V

*03

all agree, refers to

the (alien

hut

— "V^, take poMeation in reference to Num. xxiv. 18.
— ."VlLtt? DW, Keil vainly contends against explaining this formula as meaning " to
of,

!tt£

*nd insists that 'it =» to turn a stats of misery into one of prosperity.
riew, which indeed in such oases as Job xlii. 10 must be admitted.]

three,''

ter

restore the cap-

[Hengsteoberg strongly maintains the

Smite, according to the simplest view,

is

ad-

For of angels (Keil) there

dressed to the prophet.

EXEGKTICAL AND CRITICAL.

lat-

is no mention here.
The prophet is not to be
Fifth Vision, In the four previous visions, the merely a spectator, but takes part in the action.
Lord showed the prophet only what He was about That he was not in a situation to do what is here
to do ; in this one the prophet sees the Lord actu- enjoined is no objection, for the whole transaction
blow which strikes the pilally engaged in executing his judgment.
takes place in vision.
1. Vers. 1-4, describe an annihilating judgment lar-capitals so that the foundation- beams shake, is
which none can escape. Ver. 1. The altar here manifestly
a crash that brings the whole building
cannot possibly denote the one at Jerusalem, in to the ground.
are then to think of a temple.
spite of all that Keil urges to the contrary.
In The shaking to the ground is only the first step :
ttat case the object of the vision would be one es- the stroke aims farther, namely, to break to pieces.
sentially different from that which is mentioned in Upon the head of all ; the whole people is conthe threatening, namely, all Israel, and would be sidered as assembled around the national sancJudah in particular, and this, without any indica- tuary. What is meant, then, is a destruction, and
There is the less reason for that total. That no one can escape is expressly
tion of the change.
assuming such a change, since the chapter does not said afterwards, but with a change from the langive any statement of sins as the ground of the guage of vision to that of reality. Their remnant
judgment the execution of which it records. The refers to the all, and shows that it is to be undershould any succeed in esreason of the omission is that the necessity for this stood in its full force,
judgment has been already shown in the setting caping the crash of the building, even these God
forth of the sins of the ten tribes. Hence our chap- would slay with the sword. The universality of
ter treats of a judgment upon this kingdom. That the destruction is also negatively set forth in the

A

A

=

We

—

.

judgment has already been threatened and the
grounds of it assigned, whereas one of another
kind would require the reasons for it to be stated.
But there is an entire lack of such reasons for the
prophet, in spite of what he says in chap. ii. ver. 4,
does not consider Judah as deserving such a com-

j

;

plete destruction of its political existence as this
chapter describes. Such a judgment corresponds
to tne condition of things in Israel, but not at all
to that in Judah so far as known to the prophet.
And it by no means follows that because an annihilating stroke afterwards fell upon this kingdom,
the prophet announced it here. That would be to
take a verv un historical view of prophecy.
should ratnersay that if he announced such a fate,
he would also have described Judah as meriting it.
But he does no such thing. Therefore he knows of
no such corruption in Judah, regards its measure
of iniquity as not yet full, and hence knows nothing of the* judgment which was one day to destroy
But in fact, had Judah's sin become so gross,
it.
and had the prophet known of it, still it would not
have been noticed in this connection, because Amos
is not a prophet for Judah, but only touches that
kingdom liglitlv, for the most part passing it over
wholly. And it cannot be assumed that he threatens such a destructive visitation upon Judah equally
with Israel, whose desert of punishment he has set
forth not only immediately before, but in a continfundamental law of
uous series of chapters.
prophecy is to balance, so to speak, the sinfulness
and the judgment against each other. But no
such statement concerning Judah is found in our
chapter. In fine, it is only by violence that the
phrase, the sinful kingdom, can be understood to
mean " Israel and Judah embraced in one." No,
if the kingdom of Israel is so expressly and amply
described as sinful and then expressly named *' the
sinful kingdom," then, according to all the rules of
a sound hermeneutics, certainly this kingdom of
Israel must be intended in the first place, and not
at the same time another kingdom the sinfulness

We

A

of which was not specially noticed.

;

I

remaining clauses of ver 1 , and is still farther ex{>anded with poetical minuteness in the three fblowing verses. Cf. Ps. exxxix. 7, 8.
Ver. 3. On the top of Oarmel. Named partly
as a mountain which is of considerable height as
compared with the sea over which it rises, and
partly as a point on the extreme western boundary
of the kingdom. " Whoever hides himself there,
must know of no other secure refuge in all the
land beside. And if there be no security there,
nothing is left but the sea."
Ver.
them.

4.

Even going

into captivity shall not save

Vers. 5, 6. To confirm the threatening, God
described as almighty, such illustrations being
cited as show his omnipotence in destroying
He
who thus speaks is tne Lord, who touches the
The first two members of ver. 5 stand
earth, etc.
in close relation to what follows, and are its foundation.
Inasmuch as the Lord is enthroned in
heaven, he is in a condition to call in the waters of
the sea, etc. (and while such devastations are
wrought in the earth, He himself is untouched by
are not, with Keil, to think here of
them).
" a mountain of clouds," or of rain, for the inundation is plainly stated 'to proceed from the sea, not
from rain. Nor is it natural to admit a reference
to the physical fact that the waters of the sea
ascend on high in vapor in order to come down
Ver. 6, therefore is not to be reagain as rain.
garded as an allusion to the Deluge, but rather as
a marine inundation, such as often occurs in consequence of an earthquake; e. g., the tidal wave
in Chili in 1868.
Are ye not, etc. Degenerate
3. Vers. 7-10.
Israel should not rely upon their election ; they
are to be carried away. Still God in bis grace wiil
not destroy them wholly, but only sift them, and
even the carrying away is to serve as a means to
this end.
Ver. 7. This is the sharpest thing that can be said
of Israel, namely, to liken them to the heathen.
The " sons " of the Cushites, Ham's posterity, are
2.

is

=

We
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as highly esteemed as the " sons " of Israel.
And
the bringing of Israel out of Egypt avails no more
than the bringing of the Syrians and Philistines
ont of their former dwelling-places. Caphtor, probably,
Crete, from which, according to this statement, at least a portion of the Philistines emigrated.
(Others say
Kasluhim. ) In chap. i. ver. 5, it was
said that the Syrians should be carried away to
Kir. According to the present passage, a portion
of them must have emigrated from that place.
After thus rejecting Israel's claim for impunity,
Amos proceeds in ver. 8 to announce the punishment once more. It is expressly said upon whom
it shall fall, namely, the sinful kingdom, which can
be none other than the ten tribes, who are thus sufficiently indicated.
But in the second member the
threatening is mitigated ; there still remains grace.
The distinction between Israel and the heathen
which has just been denied— denied so far as Israel made it a matter of boasting,
is again set
up. The preference, however, is a matter not of
merit but of grace, and exists only because God
will not wholly abandon his own people. House
kingdom of Judah, denoting
of Jacob is not
that this should be spared ; for then it would not
be a limitation of the preceding threatening which
was aimed at Israel. Literally the phrase is
stock of Israel but here, according to the prophet's aim, it means simply the ten tribes, just as
these have been styled in the previous chapters,
" Israel," " House of Israel." The prophet does
not acknowledge two nations, but throughout designedly holds in view the one people, Israel, of
which the kingdom of the ten tribes is only the
particularly corrupt portion ttus house of Jacob,

=

=

—

=

=

;

;

whose punishment is here in question, shall go
forth from their own land, but shall not be entirely
destroyed. This latter statement does not conflict
with the carrying out of what is stated in vers. 1-4.
For that only denies that any one can of himself
escape the threatened destruction.
How we are to understand ver. 8 is set forth in
ver. 9 by a significant figure. By its dispersion Israel comes, as it were, into a sieve, in which the good
corn and the dust and dirt are tossed up together.
Yet this is only in order to make a more speedy
separation. The solid good grains remain, only
the trash falls to the ground. So with Israel.
By the sword (ver. 10), shall all the sinners of my
but only these. The sinners are still
people die,
marked as self-secure, by the addition, who say,
the evil will not overtake, etc. To the thought
expressed in ver. 10 we must assign a more general
scope, standing as it does at the close of the book,
as including in the wide sweep of the judgment a
reference to Judah. For it must be supposed that
the prophet sees in the same judgment which destroys Israel the execution of the threatening against
Judah in chap. ii. ver. 5, only that Judah is not visited in the same degree, i. «., one which destroys its
national existence.
The stroke penetrates deeply
and destroys the sinners, but at the same time purifies, and thus paves the way immediately for Judah,
and so for Israel in general, so far as it still exists,
to a new prosperity by which it rises again into a
kingdom as powerful and happy as ever before.
In that day will I, etc. In
4. Vers. 11-15.
the fact that the destruction is not to be absolutely
total, the grace of God shines through the furious
wrath of the judgment. But the grace is not limited to this negation
it advances to the positive
declaration that God will magnify Israel by establishing a new condition of prosperity.
This exercise of grace
so the connection of the thought

—

;

—
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—

proves
is not something adventitious, but is directly mediated through the action of the judgment.
This judgment, just because it is so radical in its
extirpation of all sinners among God's people, operates, as before remarked, in a purifying direction,
and its limitation contains the condition of a new
position, a new salvation, the possibility of a rich
bestowment of grace. For with the removal of sinners, every reason for the divine wrath ceases, and
room is afforded for such an exhibition of grace as
will restore Israel to a new prosperity.
Very naturally, therefore, the question is no longer about
the restoration of " the kingdom of Israel," in the
narrow sense of that term, for this in its separation from Judah represented apostasy from Jehovah, and a constitution exactly opposed to the true
idea of a people of God. So, the divine grace
shows itself in this, that after the destruction of
the ungodly elements, first and chiefly in the ten
tribes, but also in Judah, there arises a single but
prosperous and powerful kingdom of Israel under
the legitimate monarchy, which attracts to itself
all the elements spared and refined by the judgment, including those which belonged to the existing ten tribes. The discourse certainly turns iu
ver. 1 1 to Judah, yet not as a separate kingdom,
but only in so far as it furnishes the divinely appointed basis and point of departure for the restoration of the entire people. More than that Judah
cannot be, since it is not only outwardly enfeebled
and proportionately suffering! but also, in the proph-

contains many sinful elements and must
expect the divine chastisement, through which it
will become still weaker outwardly, so that its future exaltation is due only to the grace of God,
who cannot let his covenant with Israel foil, cannot
give up his people. This enfeebled, prostrate condition of Israel
t. e. t at first Judah, but also Israel because Judah alone was the true representais expressed in ver. 1 1 by the fallen
tive of Israel
hut of David
the Davidic monarchy, and this,
in a condition of real prostration. This is set forth
calling
it
not
by
a palace but a " hut," and this hut
a " fallen " one ; and the picture is made still more
vivid by the mention of breaches and of ruins.
Many expositors (among them Keil) think that the
phrase, the fallen hut of David, presupposes the actual downfall of the kingdom of Judah,
in connection with the execution of the threatening in
the whole chapter against Israel and Judah. But
apart from what was said on this view in the comments on vers. 1, the phrase itself contradicts it.
For in the downfall, not only a hut, but the house
in general was prostrated. The term " hut " has
its appropriate meaning only when we think of
something not wholly fallen but still existing, for
the manner of this existence is then pointed out
by the word " hut," and is still further characterized by the epithet " fallen," as also by the following expressions, "breaches," "ruins'" The restoration of captives spoken of here, can therefore
be no proof of the assumption that the downfall of
Judah and the Babylonish exile is presupposed in
ver. 11. For while a carrying away is certainly
mentioned, it is from the kingdom of Israel, and
the return is included in this promise, although in
the first instance it refers to Judah; since the
thought is that along with the renovation of Judah,
as the one genuine kingdom of Israel, there is bound
up the return of all the Israelites held captive in
heathen lands, as a constituent of that future prosperity. But, besides, there were, independent of
the exile in Babylon, captives out of the kingdom
of Judah, who had been dragged away by the
et's view,

—

—
=

—
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heathen, as we have already seen in Joel ; and the
prophet might therefore well suppose that there
would be more, before the new period of salvation.
It is not to the purpo»e that in the later prophets
the promise of future salvation for Israel, including
Judah, presupposes the foreseen destruction of the
kingdom of Judah. For it is preposterous from this
to infer that all had the same general view, without
regard to the differences of time. Surelv we cannot
without ceremonv transfer to the earlier prophets
Tnis fallen
what belongs well enough to the later.
hut is to be raised up again, and that in such a way
that the breaches shall be walled up and the prostrate ruins restored. This then is a building of the

—

hut, and the result is that it becomes what it was
in the days of David himself.
in ancient times
This restoration of the former power and greatness
is then expanded in ver. 13, where the term possess is an allusion to Balaam's prophecy, " And
Edom shall be a possession, Seir also shall be a
possession." The acquisition shall be easily made,
being Jehovah's gift to his people. The remnant
what has not already been subjugated
of
again. Edom- is particularly mentioned, because
while they were related to the Israelites, they were
of all nations the most hostile to them. To receive
possession of them is therefore a peculiar token of
Israel's glory. But Israel is to gain more, even all
name Is called.
the nations upon
This phrase manifestly refers in the first instance
to the nations who by David were brought under
the sway of God's people and therefore were called
by Jehovah's name. Still the question recurs whv
the dependence on Ierael was expressed in just this
It was to indicate a peculiar repeculiar manner.
lation of these nations to Jehovah which was the
reason of their subjugation. This indeed existed
under David, but was not then fully realized. What
then lay in intention and was contemplated in their
conquest, actually occurs in the new^ and better
time here brought into view. The nations shall so
come under Israel's rule that they will bear the
name of Israel's God, and be called his people, so
not of all, for
that a conversion of the heathen
but of
the prophecy does not touch that point
heathen nations, is placed in prospect or at least
16
xv.
in
Acts
(Upon the quotation
intimated.
and also the meaning of the promise in vers. 11
But to the future
12, see Doctrinal and Moral.)
prosperity of Israel belongs not only national
power and greatness, but also a rich blessing upon
the land and thus npon the people (ver. 13 Kin fulfillment of the promise in Levit. xxvi. 5. What is
the threshing shall reach
there said of the action
is here transferred to the person
unto the vintage,
who performs it. The ploughman reaches to
the reaper, t. «., the ploughing will still continue
in one place, although the reaping has begun in
another, which Jiowever does not mean that the
crop will grow and mature so quickly, but that so
much is there to plough that it lasts to the harvest.
This, at all events, is the meaning of the next
The treader of grapes (will reach) to
clause,
the vintage will last to the
the sower of seed

=

Edom =

new prosperity, its members cannot longer
continue under the power of the heathen, for that
would be an evidence that the state of punishment
still continued.
As to " the captives " thus restored, see above on ver. 1 1
The phrase, they
build the waste cities, etc., clearly depicts the reviving activity of those who have been restored
to a

.

from exile to their desolated land, and the words
in ver. 15, they shall no more be torn up, etc,
distinctly express the final abolition of an exile.
As God s direct judgments, drought, and barrenness, are to cease, so also shall the indirect, nameTherefore they shall not
ly, desolation bv a foe.
cities but inhabit them; not only
plant vineyards, but also drink the wine (the direct
reverse of chap. v. ver. 11) not only lay out gardens, but eat tneir fruit
And (ver. 15) especially
shall the restored exiles never again be carried
away by enemies. This, in immediate connection
with what has just been said of the plantings which
Israel is to make, is represented under the figure
of a planting which shall never be torn up ; at the
same time with a reference to the firm " planting "
formerly made by means of David, in 2 Sam. vii.
10.
The higher fulfillment of this will occur only
when David's fallen hut is again raised up.

merely build

;

!

whom my

—

1. The prophet paints in a frightful manner the
vast power of the divine judgments and man's
helplessness before them. God's omnipresence and
omnipotence subserve his wrath hence its energy.
Nowhere can man escape Him ; by no means can
he protect himself; all places are accessible to God
all powers stand subject to his will. The judgment
here primarily intended is one that is executed by
a conquering foe. Now whence comes the crushing
weight of so many conquerors, whom nothing can
;

We

resist, before whom all means prove impotent I
do not understand how it is possible. Here we have
the answer, here where we, as it were, glance behind
The conqueror is onlv the instrument
the scenes.
of God's wrath ; but this is so mighty, so irresistible, that it is no wonder that nothing can withstand
the victorious foe, that every resource fails, even
though it may have a hundred times in other cases
brought relief and defense. If the Lord will not,
all is

2.

=

sowing time, so abundant is it. The mountains
drop new wine, etc. Of. Joel iii. 18. There the
are said to flow with milk, here the expression
the hills melt, as it were, dissolve
stronger,
themselves in pure streams of milk, new wine,

hills
is

—

honey.
Ver. 14. I bring back the captives, etc. This
is another essential feature in the picture of Israel's
For when the period of judgment has
future.
once elapsed, and God in his grace brings his people

of no avail.
But when the judgment

by a foreign conqueror,

—

—

—

—

DOCTRINAL AND MORAL.

I

it is

is one thus executed
not to be denied that

the description, as indeed often in the former chapters, so especially here, transcends what usually
occurs in case of a hostile invasion and conquest.
It has, so to speak, an eschatological coloring. The
threatened punishment is a total, final, decisive destruction of sinners. The prophet knows of none
that goes beyond it The only counterpart to it is
a glorious act of grace. As surely as the latter is
something definite and conclusive, so is the former.
If we inquire as to the fulfillment of this threatening, confessedly one such took place for Israel in
the overthrow of the kingdom. But a complete
and exact fulfillment is not to be found in that
event ; an unprejudiced comparison shows that the
prophecy transcends the experience. This fact does
not show that the threatening is unfounded, but
that it has an eschatological character. The prophet, indeed, sees the last decisive judgment arise, the
day of the Lord (although there is no express reference to that here), but still the judgment which
came historically upon the ten tribes was not this
What he threatens against Islast decisive one.
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rael

was,

we yen tare

to say, farther fulfilled in the

judgment upon Israel, when Jerusalem was
destroyed by the Romans
but this still awaits its
complete fulfillment in the last judgment at the
Parousia upon the entire body of the apostate members of God's people, of whom Israel was a type.
In this judgment the punitive righteousness of God
last
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IX.

way to the promised
restitution, its conditio sine qua rufn.
Sub-

as ver. 10 shows, the only

outward

jectively it is its ground and root, wnile objectively
all results from the grace of God, who has intended
prosperity and salvation for Israel as his people,
and who therefore in all his judgments upon Israel
aims at last at a new and so much the higher blesswill be fully revealed in its frightful universality. ing, and the establishment of a complete state of
The threatenings, as well as the promises of proph- prosperity. The flourishing Israel therefore is natecy, find their complete fulfillment first in the New urally to be considered as a people serving God
Testament, yet not in the literal Israel, but in the and converted to Him, even though nothing has
people of God represented by Israel in so far as it been expressly said on the point. Or they are conIt is not unimportant to make this sidered as his members, consisting partly of those
is apostate.
clear, in order to show the incorrectness of the pop- who remained faithful, partly of such as have been
alar argument, that because all the threatenings converted. The emphasis with which an annihilathave been fulfilled in the literal Israel, therefore the ing judgment is beforehand pronounced upon unpromises must be so likewise ; that the latter are godliness, leaves room for no other view. Such
to be taken just as strictly as the former, and hence a divine blessing as is here promised, and especially
the fulfillment of such of them as have not yet its permanence, presupposes a godly life. Although
come to pass, is to be expected in Israel after the Amos says nothing of a personal' Messiah, yet in
;

the wide sense we must call this prophecy Messinot a work of ab- anic, in substance if not in form, in so far as the
solute annihilation but of sifting, to separate the Messiah of the later prophets is He who introduces
wheat from the chaff. Herein is revealed the es the consummation of the people of God, and the
chatological character of these judgments, in that great time of its happiness, and it is just this final
they are so strictly just ; but since the separation completeness and glory which is here promised.
5. As to the fulfillment of the propnecy, it must
of the wheat and the chaff is only relative, the
sparing of those who are spared must be deemed be said, just as in the case of Joel, that this has not
an act of grace, and so much the more, since the taken place exactly according to the letter, for that
sparing does not stand alone and simple, but the represents the new greatness and never-ending prosjudgment upon the ungodly is itself a purifying perity of the kingdom of Judah and Israel as coinwork for " the righteous," and cannot remain with- cident with the judgment upon the ten tribes. But
out a wholesome influence upon them while on although this latter event was followed by happier
the other hand it is for them a deliverance, the times for Judah, still this was not what is promdawn of a new prosperity which is possible only ised here, but in place of a flourishing exaltation of
after the consummated excision of the destructive the Davidic line there followed its complete proselements which provoke the wrath of God.
What tration along with the overthrow of the kingdom.
Amos calls " the little grain " in the sieve is sub- But this, as we said above, the prophet does not
stantially that which afterwards appears as the take into the account. For this reason, the fair
" remnant of Jacob." But still the question with prospect of Israel's future glory has maintained and
Amos was not about a still surviving remnant of still maintains its truth and validity, as it is not a
the people in general when he now sees the king- product of human wish and hope, but flows from
dom of Israel fall, nor was it whether the whole a revelation of the Holy Spirit and rests upon a
people of God should or could go down or not. view furnished by that Spirit. Nor do we deceive
Hence the term " remnant " would ill apply to those ourselves when we assume that the later prophets,
who also foresaw and announced the downfall of
whom he sees to be spared.
4. Israel's provocation of the divine wrath in Judah, found a basis for their promises in the
general lay in the ungodly course it took at the promise of Joel and also in that of Amos which
rounding of the kingdom of the ten tribes and ever is so closely connected with it. For if such a noafterwards persevered in. After the destruction of ble future was predicted, the downfall of the kingthis kingdom, and after the judgment which is to dom could not be final, rather, not only would a
fall upon Judah, although this kingdom is not to remnant be saved, but there would be a lifting up
be destroyed, there no longer remains any hin- out of this deep fall, a restitution after the overdrance to the blooming of a new prosperity for Is- throw. Israel, as the people of God by virtue of
Therefore the prophet, since it God's covenant with them, may and indeed must
rael as a whole.
was his commission to announce the judgment of suffer his judgments in case of apostasy, but so far
God upon all the ungodly, but especially upon the from perishing by these, rather attains a condition
ungodly kingdom of the ten tribes, concludes, after of greatness and power, an enduring prosperity
this commission has been fulfilled, with a promise this is the truth forever established and fortified by
certain fulfillment was no doubt
Under tne only our promise.
for Israel as the people of God.
legitimate monarchy, the house of David, it is by experienced in the restoration accomplished by the
God's blessing raised out of its humiliation ; Its Jews who returned from exile. But this was by no
power and greatness are restored as they were in means " the Messianic salvation," the consummaDavid's time ; the kingdom spreads out over the tion of God's kingdom in Israel. Nor can a literal
heathen ; the land rejoices in the richest blessings fulfillment of Amos's prophesy be sought herein,
never again to be carried because our prophet does not take into account the
all captive exiles return,
away ; and the kingdom has the prospect of being facts which gave occasion for that return, namely,
established forever. It is very perverse to ask if an the overthrow of the kingdom and the exile. The
Did
internal renovation is not also expressed in this Messiah came in the person of Jesus Christ.
Did He
exaltation. What is said in ver. 1 1 , etc., concern- then the promised great salvation come ?
ing deliverance and restoration, refers only to the fulfill our promise ? Not according to the letter,
outward prosperity of Israel, not to its internal since by no means did a time of new grandeur
character; but certainly an inward renewing is break in upon Israel after the flesh ; but in place
presupposed, for the destruction of all sinners is, of expecting any such thing in the future and seekflesh.

3.

But the divine judgment

is

;

A

—
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ing there the fulfillment of the promise, we rather
affirm that it has already begun with Christ's coming.
For as, according to a principle before laid
down, we have the true complement of the Old
Testament in the New, so we see in Christ's salvation the fulfillment of the promise of a time of
glory for Israel, since Israel (with Canaan) was
only a type of the true people of God. What
therefore was promised to Israel passes over by
virtue of the new covenant to all who belong to
Israel through faith in Christ and form the people
of God. And we are not at all to expect a literal
fulfillment of these engagements to a national Israel, and in the shape of temporal blessings on the
stand-point of the Old Testament. For, if we did,
it would follow that there must be a literal possession of the " remnant of Edom."
But the boldest
realist will hardly conclude that in the future Edom
will again exist alongside of Israel.
may here
appropriate in substance the observations of Keil,
"
who Bays that the raising up of David's fallen
hut commenced with the coming of Christ and the
founding of the Christian Church by the Apostles
(as to which we refer, e, g. t only to Luke i. 32,
33, where Jesus is represented as the restorer of
David's throne, and one whose kingdom shall have
and the possession of Edom and of all
no end),
the other nations upon whom the Lord reveals his
name, took its rise in the reception of the Gentiles
into the kingdom of heaven set up by Christ. .
The land which will flow with streams of divine
blessing is not Palestine, but the domain of the
Christian Church, or the earth, so far as it has received the blessings of Christianity.
The people
which cultivate this land is the Christian Church,
so far as it stands in living faith and produces the
fruits of the Holy Spirit." And
we may add
so far as the Jews are converted to Christ and incorporated into the Christian community, there is
"a bringing back of the captives." Still this
" bringing back " is not limited to Israel after the
Its fulfillment is to be sought more generflesh.
ally in the freedom which Christ has brought, in
consequence of which believers in Him are no
longer prisoners under the control of an alien
power. They possess " the glorious liberty of the
children of Goa," through their enjoyment of communion with God,
incomplete, indeed, in the first
instance, just as the return from exile is not complete. But it will be through Christ. He will one
day conduct all the (genuine) members of God's
people out of exile and bondage into the heavenly
Canaan, and no one shall ever again drive them
But certainly this promise tor the people of
out.
God first began to be fulfilled at the appearing of
the Messiah and in the domain of the Christian
Church. Its complete fulfillment is to be expected
at the parousia of Christ ; and then the spiritual
blessing, the spiritual power and greatness, the
spiritual freedom which the people of God now enjoy, will obtain a corresponding outward sensible
manifestation. Inward prosperity will not lack
that which is outward, yet in a higher seuse than
the Old Covenant understood it, since the distinction between the outward and the inward will in
the main be done away. The hope of this final
glory of the people of Uod has a right to nonrish

We

—

—

.

—

—

—

itself constantly from the prophecies which give
such bright pictures of the future glory of Israel.
So far these prophecies preserve constantly their

significance for the religious life. By their confident and assured tone they greatly oppose and undermine the doubts awakened by the day of small
things in which we live.

The opinion

that our promise is fulfilled in
confirmed in the New Testament (Acts
He sees a fulfillxii. 15) by the Apostle James.
ment of the words of Amos (ver. 12) concerning
the heathen, to the
the relation of the nations
restored Israel, in Peter's statement of the effects
of faith in Christ among the heathen, since these
without being circumcised had received the Holy
Spirit He thus probably understands the phrase,
" upon whom my name is called," in a pregnant
sense
upon whom God has testified Himself as
God, therefore as a promise of an inward relation
of God to the heathen, but at bottom a promise of
the bestowment of the Holy Ghost upon them.
Therefore he regards the advices of Peter as a fulfillment of the prophetic utterance. This explanation does not conform to the original sense of the
prophet's words (see above in Critical and Exegetlcal), just as the words immediately preceding are
given by James in a form quite different from the
Hebrew. For us the only important point is that
James considers the fulfillment of this promise as
beginning with Christ. But we may draw a farther conclusion.
If James sees this statement of
Amos concerning the heathen and their relation to
Israel fulfilled in the appearance of Christ, in so
far as that caused the reception of the Spirit by
believers in Him, then certainly he regards the
ftromise of the restoration of David's fallen hut as
ul filled in Christ Although the promise, literally
understood, treats of an outward restoration, a return of outward greatness to Israel as a kingdom,
Jet the tenor of the discourse is wholly different
ames therefore, since he saw its fulfillment then
occurring, could not possibly have cherished any
dreams of an outward glorification of the kingdom
of Israel to be expected in the future on the ground
of the prophetic utterances.
The only correct
view is, that to him the people of God appeared in
the closest union with the national Israel, and he
saw Christ and his salvation as obtained in the
The national Israel
first instance for the latter.
to him always stood in the foreground.
Bnt he
saw the promises to the nation fulfilled in the
spiritual blessings which proceeded from Christ
But it was inconsistent to take the prophet's promises literally in respect to " Israel," t. e., to claim
them for the national Israel, and yet not to take
them literally in respect to their meaning, not to
understand them as holding out an earthly greatness, a national blessing ; and hence both Peter
6.

Christ

is

=

=

and Paul went far beyond this view. But it is remarkable that James, who was so pronounced a
representative of the Judaistic tendency, should
regard such a promise as we have in Amos, as fulfilled, so far as regards its meaning, in the appearance of Christ and the spiritual blessings thence
resulting, without even once referring it to the second coming of the Saviour. Even he therefore is
a patron of the so-called spiritual interpretation
of the prophecies ; and if the theological explanation here finds itself in agreement with a disciple
of the Lord, and him a man of strong Jewish-Christian feeling, that is a proof that it is on the right
track, and has so much the more reason for disowning the doctrine of a future glorification of the
national Israel as guaranteed by the prophets.
7. In relation to the promises of prophecy, we
may make the same remark as before in relation
to prophetical threatenings in chap, vii., sec. 6, of
Doctrinal and Moral. As the prophet is not the
mere instrument of revelation without will of his
own, we must, while fully acknowledging the objective ground of these promises, at the same Time
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regard them as evidences of the prophet's own
While he at first on account of
strength of faith.
the prevailing sinfulness sees only punishment and
downfall, a speedy outbreak of divine wrath, yet at
the same time he holds firm as a rock the hope that
the grace of God will return and a new salvation
begin for the people of God. The divine promises
made to Israel as the people of God are an anchor
of his faith and a light to illumine the gloomy future before him, so that the final aim of the procedure remains to him immovably noble. If it is
the old promises upon which his faith rests, these
are reanimated and freshly confirmed by the new
revelations he receives. But this occurs only when
they are firmly believed, and therefore the utterance of them is an evidence of strength of faith.

but those who resemble chaff. Hence
the grave question to each one ; whom do you
resemble I Although it often seems as if even the
wheat fell to the ground, yet in the end it is shown
to be otherwise. Much seems to be wheat, and is
not. In the sifting power of God's judgments lies
their chief significance.
Ver. 10. Who say. The evil shall not, etc. [In
both destructions of Jerusalem, the people perished
the more miserably being buoyed up by the false
confidence that they should not perish. So too now,
none are so likely to perish forever as they who say,
The evil shall not overtake us. " I will repent
" God
hereafter." " There is time enough yet."
will forgive the errors of youth, the heat of pas" God is merciful.
Thus Satan delndes
sion."
thousands upon thousands to their'destruction.
like wheat,

—

Pusey.
Ver. 11.

HOMILBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ver. 1. Smite the top, etc. The judgments of
God when they begin are like mighty blows, which
make everything tremble, if they do not altogether
dash to pieces. Apostasy from God (idolatry) is
that which decides the case, and at last
divine judgments break forth.
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IX.

makes the

Vers. 2, 3. That which is our greatest confidence when God is on our side, namely, that He is
everywhere present, is our terror when He is against
us. [The prophet has not employed a superfluous
heap of words. Every syllable is important, even
though at first it may seem otherwise. The Holy
Spirit designs to shake off our self-flatteries and
rouse our innate torpor, that we may not think of
God as of ourselves, but know that his power ex-

—

As the prophet here declares that a redeemer would come and renew the whole state of
the kingdom, we see that the faith of the fathers
was ever fixed on Christ for in the whole world
Nor
it is He alone who has reconciled us to God.
could the fallen Church have been restored otherwise than nnder one head. If then at this day we
desire to raise np our minds to God, Christ must
immediately become a mediator between us; for
when He is taken away, despair will overwhelm
us.
Our confidence will come to nothingunless it
be founded on Christ alone.
Calvin. The fallen
hut.
Strange comment on human greatness, that
the royal line was not to be employed in the salvation of the world until it was fallen
The royal
palace had to become the hut of Nazareth, ere the
Redeemer of the world could be born, whose glory
and kingdom were not of this world, who came to
take from us nothing but our nature that He might
sanctify it, our misery that He might bear it for us.
Yet flesh and blood could not foresee it ere it came,
as flesh and blood could not believe it when He
;

—

!

Calvin.
tends to all hiding-places.
Ver. 4. And I set mine eye, etc. The eye of God
upon us is our whole hope and stay and life. It is
on the confessor in prison, the martyr on the rack,
the poor in their sufferings, the mourner in the
chamber of death, for good. What if that eye, the came.
^ U8®y*
Ver. 12. That they may possess, etc. No gifts of
source of all good, rests on his creature only for
Pusey.]
evil ?
God end in the immediate object of his bounty and
Vers. 5, 6. God's omniscience and omnipres- love. Israel was restored in order that they, the
ence gain their whole significance from his omnip- first objects of God's mercies, might win others to
otence. But He is as certainly almighty as He is God, not Edom only, but all nations upon whom
allwise and everywhere present. He commands his name is called.
Pusey.
Ver. 13. The mountains and hills of Judna,
the earth when and as He will, and it must .obey
Him. If He only touch it, it trembles. But no with their terraced sides clad with the vine, were a
wonder that the earth obeys Him, for it is He who natural symbol of fruitfnlness to the Jews; but
rules also the heaven. [This is the hope of his they themselves could not think that natural fruitservants, the hopelessness of his enemies.
Pa- fulness was meant under this imagery. It would
have been a hyperbole as to things of nature, but
ver. 7. Are ye not as the sons of the Cushites, etc. what in natural things is a hyperbole, is but a faint
Woe to him who considers what God through shadow of the joys and delights and glad fruitfnlId.
grace has made of him, as his own merit, and ness of grace.
Ver. 14. And they build cities, etc. This needs
therefore boasts ! God will be ashamed of him,
and humble him under those over whom he exalts no exposition, since throughout the world, amid
himself.
the desert of Heathendom, which was before deVer. 8. The eyes of the Lord, etc. Nothing es- serted by God, churches of Christ have arisen
capes the eyes of God ; even though the contrary which for firmness of faith may be called cities, and
may often seem to be the case, yet in the end it is for gladness of hope, vineyards, and for sweetness
proven that He has seen all, and in his own time of charity, gardens ; wherein they dwell who have
administers chastisement.
Whole kingdoms as builded them through the Word, whence they
well as individuals are objects of God's attention drink the wine of gladness who formed them by
for joy or for sorrow. Why does many a kingdom precepts, whence they eat fruits who advanced
Kupertus.
meet a frightful end ? The eyes of the Lord were thein by counsels.
Ver. 15. It is a promise of perpetuity like thai
upon it and upon its sins, and thongh men were
not conscious of it, finally the fact became manl- of our Lord, Lo, I am with you alway, etc. As
Jerome says, the Church may be shaken by perseiest.
Vers. 8, 9. I will not utterly destroy, etc. That cutions, she cannot be uprooted ; she may be
we do not utterl v perish is due only to the good- tempted, she cannot be overcome. For the JLord
ness of God, which has no end. who has reason God Almighty hath promised that He will do it,
Pusey.]
to fear the divine judgments ? Not those who are whose promise is the law to nature.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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our time the Church of Christ seems like But a day is coming when the Church shall triumph
Often
to David's fallen hut, but only when we look at its in the face of the world, and stand forth great and
outward condition and the many who shun it ; so noble outwardly as well as inwardly.
far as regards the power which goes out from
"Amen, Lord, all thy Word If true!
Christ and the blessing which He procures, it is
Amen, Lord, ooom, ootnptoto It all **
not a fallen but a restored hut. For his blessings
are not small. Happy are all who believe in Him.
in

!
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OBADTAH.

INTRODUCTION.
Of the author of the brief prophecy concerning the doom of Edom, which those who arranged the Canon have inserted between Amos and Jonah, we really know, with certainty,
nothing except the name.

name

This

is

read by the Masorah as Obadiah

CrP73^t *•

*•»

Servant

met with, and which was borne also by a respectable
Zebulonite of the time of Saul (1 Chr. xxvii. 19), a major-domo of Ahab (1 K. xviii. 3), a
There is,
Levite under Josiah (2 Chr. xxxiv. 12), and several heads of post-exilian houses.
therefore, no ground for holding it, with Augusti and Kiiper, as a symbolic pseudonym.
That, however, the pronunciation of the name offered by the Masoretes was not universal in
of Jehovah, a proper

frequently

the earliest times, is evident

from the fact that the LXX. give for it, in different places, not
What Jewish traditions report concerning the man bears

1
only Obdias, but Abdias, Audias, etc.

stamp of conjecture, or of fanciful invention. The oldest of these traditions identifies
him with the chief courtier of Ahab> referred to above, probably because he is mentioned 1 K.
xviiL 3 as a very pious man, but in so doing overlooks the fact that our prophecy grows not
out of the circumstances of the ten tribes, but entirely out of Jerusalem.
The others are
the

still

*

more capricious.

To determine

the time of the prophecy,

we

are

left,

therefore, simply to its contents, to its

with the other prophets, and to the historical accounts of the Old Testament.
The situation in which the prophet stands is shown principally in ver. 10 ffM since vers.
1-9 contain mere prophecy (" in that day," ver. 8).
Jerusalem is distressed by a hostile invasion, strangers have entered into her gates (ver. 11 c), have plundered and ravaged, so that
the population have betaken themselves to a wild flight (ver. 14 b, c), have carried off
many treasures (ver. 11 b), and divided the inhabitants among them by lot (ver. 11 d), to
The Edomites have not only exhibited
Hell them as slaves to distant peoples (ver. 20 c).
an unbrotherly and malignant delight in these transactions (vers. 12; 10 a; IS b), but
have actively taken part in them (ver. 1 1 e), have shared in the invasion of the city (ver.
13 a), in the plundering (ver. 13 c), and the mad revelry which followed (ver. 16 a), have
lain in wait for the fugitives when they escaped from the city, and slain them in part, in part
The catastrophe which the prophet threatens in
delivered them up to slavery (ver. 14).
vers. 1-9, is the punishment of Edom for these deeds (ver. 10), and with this is linked the
restitution of Israel (vers. 17-21).
•
From this description it is obvious that the circumstances were such as presented themThat the conduct of Edom in
selves after the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar.
relation to that catastrophe was thoroughly hostile, and closely similar to what is here depicted (ver. 1 1 ff), is proved by the prophecies occasioned by that conduct (Ezek. xxxv.
and Is. lxiiL). We might, therefore, regard the prophet as a contemporary of this event
(Aben Ezra, Luther, Calovius, Tarnovius, Ch. V. and J. D. Michaelis, De Wette,
s
Knobel, Maurer, Winer, Hendewerk ), or as one of the later Epigoni of prophecy (Hitzig,
And undoubtedly we must prefer this reference of our
an Egyptian Jew, cir. 312 B. c).
prophecy to every other, if it were true, as Hitzig maintains, that in the first ten verses of his
discourse, Obadiah makes use of) nay, simply paraphrases the strikingly similar language of
It is easy, in this view, to regard precisely those
Jeremiah (chap. xlix. 7 ff.) against Edom.
peculiar features in which Obadiah excels Jeremiah (ver. 11 ff.), as called forth by the immefor he
diate impression of the catastrophe, which Jeremiah had not yet before his eyes
relations

:

»

fA^&k,

[OfiUa).

A|3W,

AjSatta.

— T*.]

»

[Cowl*

— T*.]
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spoke his prophecy in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, and therefore before the destruction of
Jerusalem (cf. Caspari, p. 15 ff.).
Nevertheless, concerning this use of Jeremiah by Obadiah, precisely the contrary is to l>c
believed.
Against it speaks at once the circumstance, that this very series of announcements in Jeremiah concerning foreign lands to which the passage xlix. 7 ff. belongs, showy
not merely a constant use of earlier prophecies, but that Jeremiah repeatedly applies earlier
prophecies, with free reproduction and expansion, to present occasions.
So the prophecy
Is. xv., xvi., in chap, xlviii. ; the prophecies in Am. i. 13 ff., viiL ff., in chap. xlix. 1
Thus he has, in some sense out of his own itovo-'a, on the principle that prophecy
23 ff.
is spoken for all time and therefore must be applicable also to the ever-recurring present,
compiled, in this series of chapters, a canon of ancient prophecy for his own time.
And if,
in all these passages, it is undeniable that Jeremiah has availed himself of older prophecies
should he in just the one before us be the original, and Obadiah have borrowed from him ?
This presumption against Hitzig's view rises to certainty when we more carefully compare the two predictions. u On comparing the two common sections with each other, wf
find that in Obadiah partly shorter and more rapid, partly heavier and more abrupt, partly
more clear and lively than in Jeremiah " (Caspari). It cannot be denied that the crucc*
interpretum offered by Obadiah, especially in vers. 8, 5, appear in Jeremiah smoothed down,

against Moab,

ff.,

1

solitary difficulty which Jeremiah has beyond Obadiah in the word tJJ?? ??!?
(chap. xlix. 16), as against the numerous obscurities peculiar to the latter, is of no account.
But it is contrary to all hermeneutical procedure to suppose that a later writer, in regard to

and that the

a situation meanwhile explained, should have still darkened the clear language of the earlier
one, while, on the contrary, it is a common and explainable occurrence, that the obscure
prophecy of antiquity should, in the hands of the subsequent seer, who is at the same time
highly skilled in discourse, become more flowing and more clear.
Some, to escape this argument, feign that the obscurities of Obadiah are indications of an atomistic compilation,
from a point of view arbitrarily chosen, without force and without definiteness ; but the exegesis of the book will have to show that his discourse is one which bears a single burden, is
animated by one independent soul.
The comparison with Jeremiah is, therefore, of no value toward the more accurate deter*
urination of the age of our prophet
On the other hand, we have the positive circumstance
that the inner relationship places his prophecy entirely within the circle of view of those
prophets among whom the collectors of the Canon have placed it, that is, the oldest.
Of
the great monarchies of the world Obadiah knows nothing. The enemies who have invaded
Jerusalem are to him simply foreigners and strangers (ver. 11), and besides the Edomitcs
he names none except the Philistines (ver. 19), and the Phoenicians (ver. 20), both of whom
Aram is not so much as once menappear in Joel (iv. 4), as enemies of the kingdom.
tioned, so that his horizon is still narrower than that of Amos.
The two kingdoms are in
The southern one consists of the tribes of Judah
existence standing firmly side by side.
(which inhabits the Negeb and the lowland) and Benjamin (ver. 19) the northern (Ephraira
and Gilead) must yet be possessed, that a united kingdom may arise, one army of the chilThe captives of Jerusalem are not carried away
dren of Israel (vers. 19, 20, cf. Hos. ii. 2).
to the Javan (Ionia)
to the east, but are sold as slaves into the west, precisely as in Joel
The middlemen, who
of Joel corresponds the Sepharad (Sparta) of Obadiah (ver. 20).
have made traffic of these slaves, are doubtless the same as those named in Am. L 9 ; Jocla
Of a destruction
iv. 6, the Phoenicians, whom Obadiah also (ver. 20) expressly mentions.
And it is to
of Jerusalem, moreover, not a word is said, but only of capture and ravage.
be observed that the hostile attitude of Edom is by no means a state of things first produced by the Babylonian destruction, and before unheard of. In Joel also (iv. 19), and
Amos (i. 11 ff. ; ix. 12), precisely as here, Edom appears as an enemy of Judah, deserving
double chastisement on account of his originally fraternal relation to Israel. It would be
plainly incongruous to refer all these predictions just citetl, and which, for the most part, wear a
very distinctly historical aspect, to the incidental position which Edom occupied two centhe more incongruous because, from the time oi
turies later in the Chaldaean catastrophe
Moses onward (Num. xx. 14 ff.), the attitude of this neighbor nation toward Israel was, according to the historical Books also, hostile up to the full measure of their strength (1 Sam.
xiv. 47 ; 2 Sam. viii. 14 ; 1 K. xi. 14 ff. ; 2 K. viii. 20, etc.).
The same is to be said of Obadiah also. As he belongs to the first period of written
;

;

;
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prophecy, not only from the correspondences above noticed, but also from the fact that the
presuppose him as having gone before (cf. under the head of Theological and
Ethical), nay, even expressly quote him (Joel ill. 5; ii. 32, cf Obad. 17), he cannot have
later prophets

had the Chaldsean destruction

for his point of view, for what he says of devastation is not
prophecy, but palpable, detailed description, which is plainly distinguished from the prophetic verges, and therefore relates to the past.
And even if we give up the hermeneutical
rule that every prophetic utterance must rise from a given historical situation, be called forth
by some manifestation of God's rule in the history of the kingdom if we concede that,
irrespective of any historical occasion, and purely by the force of inspiration, Joel may have
foreseen the participation of the Edomites in the destruction of Jerusalem, with all its particular features ; still, it is certainly inconceivable that he should have placed this incidental
circumstance so conspicuously in the foreground, while the main fact which should have naturally cast down him and his people to the ground, in the prospect of it, namely, the
destruction itself, and the chief enemy, the Babylonians, were treated as such obviously
familiar circumstances, mere scenery and a starting point for the threatening against
Thus fall also the opinions which place Obadiah in the early times indeed
Edom.
(un ler Uzziah), but still will not give up the reference of his prophecy to the catastrophe of
(Hengstenberg, Havernick, Caspari.)
588 b. c.
The event which by its iniquity has
called for the judgment announced by Obadiah is, rather, one contemporary with himself, one,
therefore, accomplished in the earlier times by the Edomites against Jerusalem, which he has
personally witnessed, and on which the other prophets of that age also look back in the apposite passages of their writings.
When we inquire more specifically into the nature of this transaction, it is not that recorded in 2 Chr. xxv. 23 f. (Vitringa, Carpzov, Kiiper), nor in 2 Chr. xxviii. 5 ff. (Jager).
In both of these instances it was not foreigners who desolated Jerusalem, as Obadiah assumes
It is rather the capture of
to have been the case (ver. 11), but principally the Ephraimites.
Jerusalem under Jorara, mentioned 2 Chr. xxi. 16 f., cf. 2 K. viii. 20 fF. (Hoffmann, DeHere we are told that the Philistines and Arabians (a collective name
litzsch, Nagelsbaeh).
with the later historical writers, for the peoples living east and south of Judah), came up and
carried away great treasures, and even took among the captives the princes of the royal famThis event, which harmonizes far better than the Chald&an invasion with our prophecy,
ily.
inasmuch as it, like Obadiah, intimates nothing of a destruction of Jerusalem and annihilation of the national existence, but only plunder and rapine, this event alone can have been
in the thoughts of Joel and Amos when they reproach the Philistines (Joel, iii. [iv.] 6 ; Am. i.
On
6 ff.) with having delivered over the captives of Judah and sold them into a foreign land.
account of this transaction the Edomites are, in the view of these prophets also, national foes.
If now, on the one hand, Obadiah coincides with them, especially with Joel, precisely in
these connections, in several passages (vers. 10, 11, 15, cf. Joel iii. [iv.] 19, 3, 7, 14), and
that not at all as a borrower, but as leading the way (ver. 17, cf. Joel ii. 32 ; iii. 5), and, on
the other, Joel is to be regarded as a contemporary of Joash (877 ff.), we may, without
;

danger of essential mistake, ascribe our prophecy to the preceding decade (890-880), falling
1
That his position in die Canon is subsequent to that of
mostly under the reign of Joram.
In fact we are obliged, from the start, by
the later Joel affords -no argument against this.
Hosea's leading place in the series, to abandon the untenable hypothesis that an accurately observed chronological principle can be discovered in the succession of the minor
prophets ; and the exact adaptation of our prophet to Amos, ch. ix. 1 2, gave sufficient
occasion (as Schnurrer had already perceived), for assigning to him just this place.
From this settlement of the date a beautiful and self-consistent structure of the prophecy
According to the peculiar custom of the prophets to begin with the threatening
offers itself.
(or the consolation), and afterwards adduce the explanation of it, the discourse before us
falls, first, into the announcement of the judgment (vers. 1-9), and the reasons for it (vers.
10—16) ; to which then the conclusion demanded by the nature of prophecy, the announcement of salvation to Israel, is appended. The language is the same throughout, and the
Thus the suppositions of Ewald and Graf (Jeremiah) fall to
plan rounded and complete.
According to them vers. 1-9 should be regarded as the old prophetic kernel
the ground.
which a prophet of the exile has rewrought, completed, and adapted to the destruction of
Jerusalem.
Identical with that pion*
1 In harmony with this conclusion, we may venture the conjecture, that oar prophet is
worship in the land,
Obadiah whom, with others, Joram't father Jehorthapuat had teat oat to rerive the spirit of true
t? the explanation of the law (2 Chr. xwll. 7).
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Luther

Obadiah gives no sign of the time in which he lived, but his prophecy relates
he comforts the people of Israel with the promise that they
shall come again to Zion.
Especially does his prophecy issue against Edoin and Esau, who
cherished a special, everlasting envy against the people of Israel and Judah, as is wont to he
the case when friends fall out with each other, and especially when brothers come into hatred
and hostility toward each other there the hostility knows no bounds. Therefore were the
Edomites beyond all bounds hostile to the people of Judah, and had no greater joy than to
look on the captivity of the Jews, and gloried over them, and mocked them in their grief
and misery. How the prophets almost all upbraid the Edomites for such hateful malice, see
on Psalms, exxxvii. 7. Now since such conduct is exceedingly distressing when one, instead of comforting as one reasonably should, rather mocks the sorrowful and afflicted iu
:

to the time of the captivity, for

;

their grief, laughs at them, scorns them, glories over them, so that their faith in

p powerful

assault,

and

is

strongly tempted to doubt

and

unbelief,

God

sets

prophet against such vexatious mockers and assailants, and comforts the

God

up a

suffers

special

afflicted,

strengthens their faith with threatening and rebuke against such hostile Edomites,

and

and with

promises and assurance of future help and deliverance.
That is truly a needed comfort and
a profitable Obadiah. At the close he prophecies of Christ's kingdom, which shall be not in
Jerusalem only but everywhere.
For he mingles all peoples together, as Ephraim, Benjamin, Gilead, Philistines, Canaanites, Zarpath, which cannot be understood of the earthly
kingdom of Israel, since such people and tribes must be separated in the land, according to
But that the Jews make Zarpath mean France, and Sepharad Spain, I
the law of Moses.
let pass and hold nothing of it
yet let every one hold what he wilL
;

Literature, vide General Introduction, p. 45.
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THE PROPHECY.
1

Vision of Obadiah:
1
saith the Lord Jehovah concerning Edom;
We have heard tidings from Jehovah,
And 1 an ambassador is sent forth among the nation*.*
Arise ye,4 and let us arise against her to battle!

Thus

2 Behold, I make thee small among the nations;
Despised art thou exceedingly.
8 Hie pride of thy heart hath deceived thee,
Dweller in the refuges of the cliff,
His lofty habitation; 6
Who saith in his heart:
Who will bring me down to the earth?
4 Though high,6 like the eagle,
And though among the stars thou set thy nest,
Thence will I bring thee down,

Whispers Jehovah.7
5 If thieves had come to thee, 8
If robbers by night
How art thou destroyed!
Would they not steal until they had enough?
If grape gatherers had come to thee,
Would they not leave gleanings?
6 How is Esau searched out! 9 '
His hidden things sought up!
7 To the border have sent 10 thee forth
All the men of thy covenant;
They have deceived thee, prevailed against thee,
The men that were at peace with thee;
Thy bread 11 have they placed as a snare under theej
There is no understanding in him.19
8 Will not I, in that day,
Whispers Jehovah,
Destroy the wise out of Edom,
And understanding out of the mount of Esau ?
9 And thy heroes shall be dismayed, O Teman,
That 19 every man may be cut off from the mount of Esau

—

By 14

slaughter.

10 For the violence toward thy brother Jacob,
Shame shall cover thee,
And thou shalt be cut off forever.
11 In the day when thou stoodest opposite,
In the day when strangers took captive his army,1*
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And
And

foreigners entered his gates,

over Jerusalem cast lots,
also wast as one of them.
12 And [yet] thou shouldest not have looked on 19 the day of thy brother, on the
day of his calamity
And not have rejoiced over the sons of Judah in the day of their destruction
And not have enlarged thy mouth in the day of distress.
18 Thou shouldest not have entered into the gate of my people, in the day of

Thou

their ruin

Not have

looked, thou also, on his misfortune, in the day of his destruction

And not have laid hand on his army, in the day of his ruin.
14 And thou shouldest not have stood at the forks,
To cut off his fugitives
And not have delivered up his remnant, in the day of distress.
15 For near is the day of Jehovah on all the nations
As thou hast done will they do to thee;
Thy deed will return upon thy head.
16 For as ye have drunken on the mountain of my holiness,
All the nations shall drink continually,
drink, and swallow down,
be as though they had never been.

And
And
17

18

17

And on mount Zion shall be deliverance, and it will be holiness;
And the house of Jacob will take their possessions.
And the house of Jacob shall be a fire,
And the house of Joseph a flame,
And the house of Esau for stubble;
And they will kindle upon them, and devour them,
And there will be none remaining to the house of Esau;
For Jehovah hath spoken

it.

And the south country shall possess the mountain of
And the lowland the Philistines;
And they shall possess the field of Ephraim,
And the field of Samaria
And Benjamin [shall possess] Gilead.
20 And the captivity of this army of the sons of Israel,

Esau,

19

Who

1
[are among the] Canaanites, as far as Zarepath, *
the captivity of Jerusalem who are in Sfyharad,
Shall possess the cities of the south. 21 And saviors shall go up on mount Zion,
To judge the mountain of Esau.
And the kingdom shall be Jehovah's.

And

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

—

p

No decisive reason appears for so unusual a thing as separating this familiar phrase from the following
Ver. 1.
True, it is superuelelly inoonsistent that Jehovah should here be reprecontext, and making it a supplementary title.
sented as saying that the prophet and people hare heard from Jehovah. Bu,t this rhetorical diflkalty is remedied by
the obvious explanation that the meaning of the formula, " thus saith Jehovah," Is, "moved by Jehovah, I say." So
Ts,]
Hearer, Hihdg, and others.

—

p

Ver.

1.— Our author

but not neeessarily
eiMf mtrtady ie

The

takes 1

)

= "that" or "to wit;' Luther: doss. This may be so, Qm. Lax., p. M,6,
= jam. " We have heard tidings from Jehovah [that Bdom to be attacked

may be

1

of.

ie

el

an ambassador sent forth."

By whom

the messenger has been sent

Is left to

our thought

J,

;

probably by

— Ts,]
a sptcM sense of
ra Ver. 1. — Striotly
the DN*13 were heathen to the Jews, and whether the term carries with
no reason for supposing It — Ts,]
not always elear. Here there
profanenoM and barbarity
e
—
seems
than
undel
n
better
to
d as spoken by she
The language of the messenger to the nations. This
Ver.
prophet and his oountrymen to eaeh other. — Ts,]
obj. of
« height of his habitation," in apposition with
Ver. a — irnttf ChQ,
^P""^?, and
>33tZ7. The sudden change to the third person of the suf. expresses more strongly the prophet's soarn. — Ts,]

Jehovah.

it

all

Is

Is

[4

[6

et

1.

fat

dir.

lis.
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THE PROPHECY.

— U*W

Yer. 4.

[•

terb

"make high

:

dependent on PPSlp/n in the previous member, so that the latter serves the pnrpoee of an ad-

Is

= « plaee high,"

to place "

may be thought as a complement

word

— ^ DNQ.

Ter. 4.

[7

To

ef.

an expression

find

fip&

Ltx.

s. t.

DSD

ft Vera. 5, 6.

H^Sljn

Job

t. 7,

and Oesen. Oram. §

for this formula,
if possible,

which shall be rhetorically

between

fleoh

— Ta.]
not caay f>

satisfactory, Is

and the nearly equivalent 11

it

1£H>

ef.

Oa-

— Ta.]

— Dr. Kleinert, as will be seen from the Bxeg. notes, connects

lates substantially

142, 4, Bern. 1.

to the other, in the respective causes, adding T| jjjj in the first

and yet we are bound, in translation, to distinguish,
ten.

9

as follows

:

—

these re rses in one expression,

and

trans-

hare come to thee,
Not robbers of the night j
How art thou brought to nought
They steal only what they need.
Not grape gatherers hare come to thee
They leave still a gleaning.
But how are they of Bsau sought out
Terily, not thieves

His hld-treasures discovered

Bo Wette and Maurer
spects)

:

«Have

thieves

translate interrogatively the

— have grape gatherers,"

first,

etc.

second, and

members above (with

fifth

differences in other re-

DM,

As, however, the interrogative use of

and

still

more

Its

strongly affirmative use (apart from formula of swearing), are rare, and since both Maurer and Kleinert admit that the
particle may be taken here In its usual (conditional) sense, as in the preceding verse, there seems to be no necessity of
changing the expression with whjeh we are familiar In the Bog. Ten. The fifth verse thus represents the condition of
as worse than that of a house, or a vineyard, that has been plundered; and the third clause is a parenthetical ejacFew commentators have perceived any necessity for connecting
ulation extorted by the view of their wretc hedness
Ta.]
verses five and six in one stansa.

dom

.

—

f» Ter. 6.

— WSHJ. The Plur. shows simply that WJ7 used in the collective sense. — Ta.)
— ^JflTptf. Kleinert renders " escorted," Ab$a?tgtUit gsgefr**. — Ta.]
— The figurative mention of " bread " here has given the eommentstors much perplexity.
Is

[10 Ter. 7.

[U

Ter.

7.

We strongly m-

and connect TjprTJ with the preceding, " the men of
thy peace, of thy bread." Otherwise there seems about equal reason for making * bread " the subject of the following
verb, as Eng. Vers.
Oesen. and many : " thy bread," q. d. " they who ate thy bread," " have plaoed," etc., and for
making It the object of that verb, with Hendewerk, Kleinert, and others : « They have placed thy bread," q. d. " thy
Kleinert translates, " as thy bread they lay for thee a snare," which
hospitality and confidence," " a snare under thee."
may mean, " as the reward for thy bread." Ta]
ettne to the expedient of

Maurer,

who would

defer the Athnach,

—

—

[U Ter. 7.
Kleinert refers "15 » the snare, and translates, " To which thou givest no heed." It Is
derstood, more simply, as a sudden, perhaps contemptuous change of person from the second to the third.
[IS Ter. 9.

[M

Ter. 9.

— jyO ?.
— vQj9&
1

R for," " because of."

Kleinert

Is

singular in translating « until."

generally un-

— Ta.]

— Ta,]

*• connected with the following verse by most ancient versions,

Maurer, with considerable reason, so translates without

and the

]D

here also rendered

changing the position, making

/iDpO

the ground of the preceding threat. Br. Posey's comment is correct : "By daughter, IK. from jfangAfer, may mean either
the immediate or the distent cause of their being cut offy either the means which God employed, that Edom was cut offby
one great slaughter by the enemy ; or that which moved Ood to give them over to destruction, their own ttaughttr of
their brethren the Jews/ »
Ta.]

Ter. 11.

(IS
i

quite suitable to the context,

always means,

it

plies

—
— ibVJ. Kleinert translates « treasures," which the word In Hself may equally well bear;
probably referred to In ver. 30, and

"take captive," we adhere to the Bng.

strictly,

to the same word in ver. 18.

pa

Is

Is

but as "army

here connected with a verb, HDtt?, which

vers., with the majority.

The same remark ap-

—Ta.]

—

Kleinert gives H?£l, here and In the next versa, by "feed upon," dick vmdtn, hke Bug., "to feast
" on anything. Noyes teanslates, « look with delight" But this interpretation, If correct, amy as naturally
be suggested by the simple Bogliah equivalent « behold," or « look upon," as by the Hebrew.
Ta.]

Ter. 12.

one's eyes

—
— On ^7T\ above note 16, on ver. U. Kleinert renders njnbtjfo " reach after." — Ta.]
" as those who never were.'
Ter. 10 — ^ H KITS, Zuns, happily wis ivtsgetsesens, = «a#**oi
swe1a|e*Ttt
*

[17 Ter. 18.

p8

cf.

m*,

:

:

*

-Ta,]

[w

Ter. 30.

— Kleinert, In this hcus vexahu

t

makes

3

"^B&J,

*- wb*t foUows, the subject, supplying the verb "ha

H^

1
and
the predicate, ha translates thus: « Captives of this army of the sons of Israel shall the Phoenicians
Worms, as far as 8arepta ; " Ht. " what Phoenicians there are untoSerepta." This keeps close to the Hebrew if It be permitted to supply the two verbs " to become " and " to be," neither of which Is countenanced by the context. Neglect-

cease,"

ing this (which, besides, leaves us perplexed why Serepta, In particular, should be the limit of the future conquests), we
saay either borrow the verb " possess " from the preceding sentences, or from that which follows, thus : " The captivity

....

[shall possess]

what [belongs

akm soutence alone of the sseen

to the] Oanaanites

before and after, Is

unto 8.," in which case the ahssnee of

DN to mask the

hard to explain ; or we may, supplying, from

"PDDE in

ohj., In

the paral-

Msassnber, the prep. 21 with D^J33, make thU whole clause a part of the subject of the following « possess," and
translate as Is done in the text ; so Pussy.
Maurer comes near It in the main sense.
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12, 22), partly in abodes artificially hewn out of
the rock." Caspari. Jerome (on . 6) " Revera
omnis australis regio Idumaorum de EleutheropoU,

EXEGET1CAL AND OBITICAL.
The judgment upon Edom,

I.

The

title

:

vers. 1-9.

— Ver.

1

a Vision of

designates the chapter as

Obediah. JWl is not merely a single vision (Is.
xxix. 7), but the result of the views of the prophets
(D^th, Mic Hi. 7; Is. xxix. 10), in the widest
sense, embracing both species, the vision in the
waking state, and the prophetic dream (Num. xii.
6) ; hence used elsewhere also in the inscriptions
to prophetic records (Nah. i. 1), and even to entire

The second title,
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah concerning JEdom
collections of prophecies (Is.

(cf.

!

i.

1 ).

[/ " concerning "] Judg.

ix. 54),

which also
is an em-

stands unconnected with the following,
1
phatic epexegesis to the " vision/

usque

ad Petram

Halam

et

in specubus habitation-

Pliny " Petra (= S^D, the capioppidum eireumdatum montibus inaccessis"
Compare, on the hardly approachable position, and
the peculiar impression given by the sight of the
city hewn out of the rock, also Kosenmiiller, Bibi
AUerthumskunde, iii. 76 ff. ; and specially C. Bitter, Erdkunde, xiv. 1108 ff.
[Robinson, Stevens].
That sayest in thy heart :
will bring me
down to the earth P i. e., no man can do it And
yet there is one who can.
Ver. 4. Though high like the eagle, and
though between the stars thou set thy neat
culas habet."

:

tal, )fuit

Who

(U*to

is

an

infin.

dependent on JTIian,

and

The prophecy itself begins with the brief state- D fa maan, « to place high," like rob S3271
ment of what God has decreed A rumor hare " to walk humbly," Ew. $ 280 c), from thenoe
we (i. e., the people, not merely the prophet, as in will I bring thee down, saith Jehovah. The
Jer. xlix. 14) heard from Jehovah, therefore hyperbole of the first member of the verse, and the
through the medium of prophecy (cf. Am. iii. 7
threatening of the second, became, from this time
2 K. vi. 12) and a messenger is sent among on, standing formulas to express human pride and
"
:

;

heathen

nations (the connection by " and
as often with w. sentiendi, Zach. vi. 1 )
Rise ye,
and let us rise against her to battle. Not only
when God summons the heathen to the decisive
contest with his people (Joel iv. 9), but also when
they are obliged to perform his judgment against
a people belonging even to their own circle, does
this war-message which is sent forth among them
They are even called
{>roceed under his direction.
n this case his sanctified ones (Is. xiii. 3), as Cyrus
is named in such a mission the anointed of God

the

:

(Is. xlv. 1

The

).

which, from

the feminine

n

\^y to Jerusalem
seems the more obvious, as

reference of

Is. vii. 1,

construction of

DTTM

nowhere

else

occurB, is expressly excluded by the quotation in
Verses 1 and 2 stand, accordingly,
Jer. xlix. 14.
not in a relation of opposition, but of climax.

divine retribution (Am. ix. 2 f. ; Is. xiv. 13 ff.).
Since the humiliation of Edom is decreed by
God, it will exceed all the experience of men, and
all analogy with their proceedings.
Vera. i», 6.

—

have come to thee, not
robbers of the night ;
how art thou brought
to nought
They steal only so much as they
need ; while thieves leave undisturbed that which
Verily, not thieves

—

1

is

of no value to them,

Edom

is

utterly destroyed.

Not grape-gatherers have come

to thee, they
leave gleanings; but how are those of Seen
searched outl his hid treasures discovered
We follow, in the main, the view of Chr. V.
Michaelis, Jiger, Ewald, Caspari, who (in opposition to Kimchi, Marck, Rosenmuller, Hendewerk,
De Wette, Maurer, Umbreit, Hitzig,) recognize an
ascending contrast between the sentences beginning

with DM, and those with "!pH. But this cannot
his people does Jehovah summon against
fully appear if we retain the conditional sense of
nations.
In this lies the raiserableness of his fate, that he should (ver. 2) take OS. It is to be regarded as a strengthening partiamong his associates the place of a despised and cle of negation (Ew. §356 a. ; [Ges. Lex. a, v.
humbled enemy; behold, I make thee small C. 1, c. Cf. Fiirst]). Our translation notices also

Not

Edom, but heathen

among the heathen (nsn with the participle, that the rhetorical questions with Nt 'tj stand in
(Literally, we should have
the common form of apodeictic prediction) de- an affirmative sense.
:

spised art thou exceedingly.

While

to translate

of humiliation appears vividly present to the eyes of the prophet, ne gives to
the pride of thy heart hath
ft the signature
deoedTed thee. Properly the emphasis lies on the
verb; betrayed thee has, etc., but through the
precedence given to the sin which has caused this
the ethical element in this calamity, that h is incurred by guilt, is rendered prominent. Jer. xxxvii.
9.
The pride of Edom rested on the notion of
apparent unassailableness
thou that dwellest
(Ges. § 90, 3 a.) in the refuges (after the Arab.
according to LXX., Vulg., Syr.
clefts) of the
this picture

:

:

:

ohfl;

his lofty habitation (]3t2? with the ace.

Chip,

V5^

as in

*^5,

Is.

xxxiii. 5;

Is. ix. 5

;

Ew.

VUB*

§ 287 g.).

DX,
"

The

like
ter-

ritory of Edom' was a rocky mountain mass, full
of caverns, and the Edomites dwelt, partly, in the
natural caves there found (hence the earlier inhabitants of

Mount

Seir were called

D*1in, i. *.,
Deut ii.

troglodytes, cave-dwellers, Gen. xiv. 6;

:

If thieves

had come

to thee,

would

they not have taken what they need ? etc 1 }
The
ruin of Edom is too complete to be ascribed to
human causality, to the depredation of robbers, to
an overthrow as if reapers had come over the harvest ; it is God's pitiless work.
But truly God has, as ver. 1 already indicated,
judged with divine irony the heathen, Edom's
own allies, have become his instrument: those who
were bound ( Gen. xxv. 24) to render aid have for
saken the unhappy people, deceived, betrayed them.
Ver. 7. To the border have they escorted
thee, all thy confederates. " Quos de petende
contra hoetem auxilio legato* mittes, soctt recusabunt admttiere, suisque Jinibus excedere jvbebunt.
metu hostium tuorum, ouos lacessere verebmtur."
" Mas anbquus, qui etiam nunc obttnet,
( Schnurrer. )
ut principes honoris causa deduct curent legates, cum
discedent ad limites ditionis sues*" (Drusius.)
So
Edom himself {Is. xvl 1, 2) thrusts out from his
capital, Sela, the Moabites who have sought refuge
there, with their cattle, into the wilderness* and
;

1

[Ct the Textual and Grammatical note oo ver.
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THE PROPHECY.
them seek protection in Judah. They have
deceived thee, prevailed against thee, the men
at peace with thee ; thy bread have
they placed as a snare under thee; although
pledged by their alliance to hospitality, they press
thee with hostile treachery (cf. on the comparison
with bread, Hupfeld on Psalm lx. 5) ; thou conbids

who were

11

of them as a people, or rather, according to ver. 2a
as a numerous, strong people ; cf. Is. vii. 8 Jer.
xlviii. 42, 47."
Caspari.
Ver. 11. In what did that iniquity consist ? In
the day when thou stoodest opposite, sc. against
;

thy brother

;

the sufF. in 1

/*n

is

anticipated as

the object ; in the day whan foreigners carried
siderest it not. The 122 is to be referred, with away his treasures (Is. x. 14; 2 Chr. xxi. 17),
and strangers entered his gates (Joel iv. [iii.]
Hitzig (similarly Luther), to the snare.
Prudence is wanting, for, ver. 8, "Will not I in (17), and cast lots over Jerusalem, t. e., over the
de- population, whom they distributed among them by
it is the word of Jehovah,
that day,
stroy the wise out of Edom, and understanding lot, to sell into slavery (Joel iv. [iii.] 3), thou also

—

—

out of the mount of BsauP It is God's way to wast as one of them.
In a series of particular charges
change the wisdom which is estranged from Him

(ver. 12 ff.), the
into its opposite (Is. xix. 11 ; xxix. 14; Jer. xlix. hostile disposition of Edom is depicted. The imFor the first time in prophecy we here meet perfect stands in these complaints for that which,
7).
the mind of the prophet, ought in the past to
DVH, the designation of in
with the solemn
have been done or avoided (Ew. § 136 g; cf. Job
the judgment day ; here, it is true, only in a ger- x. 18 ; Gen. xx. 9).
Hitzig supposes that in such
minal form, so to speak, in finite relations, and' connection the unabbreviated imperf. must have
without the eschatological addition, which accrues stood; but in the examples cited: by him, the cofirst in the lster prophetical development.
hortative (prohibitive) turn of the thought is wantVer. 9. And as the wise become fools, so the ing, which is here so plainly manifest. By this
heroes dispirited; And dismayed shall be thy
Toman. Teman, according to Jerome, turn also the • is justified, which Caspari urges
heroes,

—

rnnn

H

O

and on Am.

was a special, against our view.
and that the southern, part of Edom, which here,
in the Onomast.,

i.

12,

according to poetical usage, could the better stand instead of
lor the whole land, since the association of ideas
In Ter 8 would lead precisely to the Temanites
celebrated for their wisdom (Jer. xlix. 7). Until

vtf,

In Gen. xx.

9,

M7 must

stand

because there a transgression of a

law sanctified by custom and hereditary derivation
spoken of.
[ There is room for doubt about the propriety of

is

{> like Ira, in the N. T., stands not always translating hOTT^S, and the other futures prea purely final sense, but introduces a result
ceded by vM, in this and the two following verses,
which necessarily follows from the inward nature
of a thing, 1 Hos. viii. 4 ; Am. ii. 7 ; Ps. li. 6 as in the pluperfect subjunctive. Dr. Pusey, who
strenuously maintains that the prophecy, although
[4]), every man is [that every man may be] out
delivered soon after the time of Joel and Amos,
off .from the mountain of Esau, by slaughter.

(??Q

in

contemplates directly the Chaldfean catastrophe,
of the efficient cause, as in Gen. ix. 14 [Gesen. denies that these phrases can be so translated.
582 d.J. With the impressive phrase, " by " It is absolutely certain," he says, " that al with
slaughter " closes the delineation of the threatened the future forbids or deprecates a thing future. In
judgment vers. 8 and 9 complete the denuncia- all the passages in which al occurs in the Hebrew
tion proper, for which the opening formula, " Thus Bible it signifies do not.'
We might as well say
saith Jehovah " (ver. 1 ), has prepared us, and which that ' do not steal ' means ' thou shouldest not have
has hung suspended through all the intervening stolen/ as say that veal tereh and do not look means
' thou shouldest
discourse.
Then follows
not have looked.' .... We must
II. Vers. 10-16. The statement of the reasons why not, on any principle of interpretation, in a single
God will and must execute this terrible judgment. instance, ascribe to a common idiom a meaning
logically argumentative discourse would have which it has not, because the meaning which it has
inferred from the present, in connection with the does not suit us." Minor Prophets, p. 228.
He
interior laws of divine providence, the tragical accordingly translates ".And look not on the day
future of Esau ; prophecy sees the future first, and of thy brother," etc., as though the prophet were
from that descends, in explanation, to the roots simply dehorting the Edomites, near two hundred
which this future has in the events of the present. years in advance, from cruelty to their brethren, the
For the violence (]Q, as in Is. liii. 5,) toward thy Jews, at the destruction of their city by Nebuchadnezzar 1 Maurer translates to the same purport
brother Jacob (gen. obi., as in Joel iv. [Hi.] 19). " Ne species" etc., but for an opposite reason.
He
In spite of the old family feud, the consciousness supposes the prophet
to be speaking at a time subof relationship between Edom and Israel had never sequent to the destruction
of the city, to prohibit
been extinguished, and was sanctified by the law further outrages, which were
likely to be continued
(Dent xxiii. 7 f.). Shame shall cover thee, and and repeated, long after the main calamity. Zunz
thou ahalt be cut off forever. The word '""CJ also renders in the same sense " Thou shouldest
is designedly chosen ; it denotes the extermination not (again) feast thy eyes," etc. (Aber du sollUt
demanded by God's will and law (Lev. xxii. 3). dich mcht (wieder) toeiden, etc.). Kleinert, while
" Vers. 9 b "and 10 c are limited by 2 c to this justifying, in the exegetical notes, the view extense, that a few Edomites shall yet (perhaps those pressed in the Eng. Vers., adopts a rendering midwho have beforehand avoided the contest by flight way between that and Dr. Pusey's " Thou
for all those present at the time of the contest shouldest not " (apparently as a general depreca" feast upon the day/' etc This is probably
Khali, according to 9 b and 18, fall without excep- tion)
tion) remain and constitute the extremely enfee- very near the grammatical sense, yet does not
seem to give the true spirit of the passajge so well
bled people. The
is therefore a destruction
as the version with which we are familiar. And,

?C

Tjex. p.

:

'

—

A

:

:

:

mSH

1 Cf.

Textual and Grammatical on Tor.

9.
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meant deprecation of what was

in pros- which in ver. 8 has entered into the prophecy, excan hardly be denied that, whatever tends its compass to that of a universal judgment
was the prophet's actual relation to the outrages As thou hast done, will they do to thee ; thy
which he forbids, he views them in ver. 1 1 c, and deed will return upon thy head ; the deed which
in ver. 15 b, as already past; and what is the goes against God falls back again upon the doer,
xpirit of deprecation of anything thought of as as an arrow, shot perpendicularly upward, on the
past but a declaration that it ought not to have head of the archer (Gcier on Ps. vii. 17).
Ver. 16. For as ye have drunk (taken part in
been done. " Thou shouldest not do (or do not)
what thou hast done," is in effect, " thou shouldst the wild revelry of the destroyers (Joel iv. 3)) on
the mountain of my holiness, which I have made
not have done it." Tb.)
Ver. 1 2. And yet thou shouldest not feast thy my holy possession (Ps. Ixxiv. 2 ; ii. 6), and the

Where

else

pect, still it

desecration of which I must accordingly avenge,
eyes (nH"l with 2, behold with pleasure) on the
so shall all the nations
the discourse applies
day (t. e., evil day, Job xviii. 20) of thy brother,
even because the sufferer was thy brother ; on the now, as the plural DTPnttf has already indicated
an extension of the field of vision, to all the eneday of his calamity LT03J, of his fete, strange mies
of God, including those who have served the
and proceeding from the estrangement of God (Is. special purpose of chastisement to Edom (ver. I)
xxviii. 21 ) ; and shouldest not rejoice over the
drink, namely, the cup of wrath and trembling
sons of Judah in the day of their destruction, from the hand of God, which He will, in the final
and shouldest not make great thy mouth, to judgment, extend to them before the walls of
utter mockeries (Job xix. 5), in the day of
Jerusalem (Zech. xii. 2 Is. xix. 17 ; xxix. 9 f.
distress; (ver. 13) shouldest not enter into li.
Thus also the
17, 22; Ps. lx. 4; lxxv. 9).
the door of my people in the day of their Chald. paraphrase: As ye have rejoiced over the
destruction; shouldest not feast thy eyes, blow which has fallen on my holy mountain, all
even thou, on his misfortune in the day the peoples will drink the cup of punishment frost
of his destruction; and shouldest not reach me, continually; yea, they shall drink and

—

—

;

T
—

" and that not
is omitted, swallow down, with full draught,
hand;
2 Sam. vi. 6 ;) after his treas- because they desire it, for the drink is very bitter,
ures, in the day of his destruction.
The form but because they must." Casp. And will be as
if they had not been ; «al toamu KmBbs **%
TOI1 vB7H, a much ventilated crux interpretum, is
bvdpxoms' LXX. ; shall be completely destroyed.
as Ew. pp. 435, 537 f. rightly remarks, not to be " Cocceius illud esse quasi non fuisscnt, exponit per
regarded as a 3d fern., according to Judg. v. 26 gentium conversiones, aum specialius dedarantur in
Is. xxvii. 11; xxviii. 3; and he has also rightly edits prophetiis, imprimis in Danicle et Apocah/psi
given up the punctation
channah previously pro- (Num. xxiv. 24). Sed clarum est, in prioribus jam
posed by him, after the Arab, modus energicus. memorari gentium pomam et spectare hoc quasi non
find the ending, HJ, as a cohortative strength- fnissent ad ipeam oibitionem tanquam ejus proprium
non autem merum consequens.
Marck.
ening appended to the imperat. sing, also (Is. effectum,
IIL Vers. 17-21. Messianic Application: the
xxxn. 9), where the daughters of Jerusalem, as
salvation of Israel.
Where in this stormrepresenting the whole people, are addressed in the final
flood of the final judgment will the ark bet ver.
singular.
Whether the HJ, as in H|H, 2 Kings 17. But upon mount Zion will be deliverance
a company of rescued ones
( Jer. xxv. 35 ; others
xx. 3 (= HJ HS), U identical with the cohort.
Is. iv. 2), and it shall be holy, God's sanctuary,
fc*3f which can also follow the verb with negative fenced about by God (Zech. ii. 9), as once Sinai
applications (Judg. xix. 23), or whether it is a (Ex. xix. 12 f.), unapproachable to the strangers
lie paragogicura strengthened by the nasal (in the (Joel iv. 17) who have profaned it (ver. 16), a sure
2d pers., also Job xi. 17), must'remain unsettled. place for those who belong to God ( Josl in. 5).
Aben Ezra (cf. Drusius, Hitzig) holds an omitted And the house of Jacob, the Jews, those over
whom the lot had been cast by their destroyers,
(properly, stretch out the

as in Ps. xviii. 12

;

—

We

—

:

TTJ to ^ tne subj.,

and the form a 3d

pers. plur.

H

shall possess their possessions: ttHlB tfh
used reflexivelv; both equally improbable. Not
Jerusalem 1
less so Caspari s recourse to the Arab, ending na, chosen for the play upon the name
"
the
of
2d pers. sing. fat. ; Olsh., $ 226 c, cuts the Obttf tthT, peaceful possession."
That this

=

T

has no reference to the occupation of hostile terrinbttfn.
and reads
Ver. 14. And thou shouldest not stand at tory (Jiger), the sufE plur. being referable to
the fork of the road, where, close by the gate, rPD rather, and Moraschim the hereditary posthe ways part, which the fleeing Jews would take, sessions of Israel, especially of Jerusalem, is shown
to cut off his fugitives; and shouldest not by the whole syntax of the verse, and by the condeliver (others " shut in/' but cf. Deut. xxiii. text.
16) those that remained of his in the day of
Then when Israel sits unassailed in his land again,
distress. " Hoc gravissimum eat et sumtnam malevo- he will arise against his enemies for the divine judglentiam arguit, miseros ac aerumnosos homunctimes, ment.
Ver. 18. And the house of Jacob, i. a,
qui Juga vitam servare quoerunt, prodere et hostibus Judah who stands in the most directly hostile oppoadnecandumtradere" Rosen m.,cf. Am. i. 9. There- sition to the unbrotherly Esau (cf. ver. 10 with 11),
fore can the retribution for the failure of fraternal will be a fire, namely, through the burning seal
duty not be withheld, and the manner of its accom- of God who is in him (Is. x. 17^; and the house
plishment will be according to the divine jus tal- of Joseph, the now severed kingdom of the ten
tonis (Ps. xviii. 20 ff.).
tribes (Zech. x. 6), whose head is the Josephide
Vers. 15, 16. For near is the day of Jehovah,
which always follows the day of the sinner (cf.
1 [On the derivation and signification of the i
Joel iv. with ch. i. ff.), upon all the nations. •atom, vid* on Joih. x. 1, in this Commentary, and Smiths
Ta>]
Already now the announcement of the day of God, Dictionary of Uu BibU, Art Jerusalem.
knot,

:

—
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Ephraim, aud which at the time of the deliverance
breit.
But 0^33733 without a verb cannot, like
have returned to the unity of the government
(Hoe. ii. 2), a flame; and the house of Esau 7JOE, in Ps. cxx. 6, be an ace us., and to take it as
stubble (Is. v. 24), which, as the vital force has a predicate results in nonsense.'2
forsaken it, will blaze at the first touch of fire and
Ver. 21. And there will oome up saviors, not
they will kindle upon them and devour them, divine beings, for these would descend from above,
and there will be none left remaining to the but the heroes who, through the deeds spoken of
house of Esau ; as it also did not spare even the in ver. 17 ff., have gained for the people their rights
•scaped [ver. 14]. Contrast to the case of Judah, (cf. Micah v. 4, 5; Neh. ix. 27), on mount Zion,
will

;

Whence all this? For Jehovah hath
ver. 17.
spoken it (ver. 1 ). The execution of the judg- to judge the mount of Esau. T3SQ? is the usual
ment will restore Israel to his former extent of expression for the dispensation of justice in the
name of Jehovah the judges are called interterritory.
Ver. 19.

And

the south shall possess

—

;

changeably, DVD^ttf and D^NfftO ( Judg. iii. 9,
LXX., ol 4r Nry49, the inhabitants of the Negeb, 15; i. 16, 18). The accus. stands here not, as
the southern portion of Judah, extending to Fduusually (Ps. xliii. 1), for that to which right is semes (Gen. xx. 1; Josh. x. 40; xv. 26) the cured, bnt
for that in which an example of justice
mountain of Esau, and the inhabitants of the is exhibited. And the kingdom shall be Jeholowland, which stretches in the west of Judah vah's.
Chald. And the kingdom of Jehovah will
toward the Philistines (Josh. x. 40 ; xv. 33 ; Jer. be manifested over all the lands of the earth, Ps.
xxxiii. 13), the Philistines; the people put for
xxii. 29 ; Is. xxiv. 23.
Israel will thus not merely receive his
the land.
moraschim, his hereditary lands (ver. 17), but also
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
the adjacent country which belonged to him under
The judgment of the world presupposes the sepDavid (cf. Ps. lx.). And they, the same to whom
the south and the lowlands belong, the men of aration between God's congregation and the world,
Judah, will possess the field of Ephralm, and and is, as an objective crisis, the final consequence
the Held of Samaria ; so that, after the union of and manifestation of this inner discrimination althe tribes presupposed in 18 a, the dominion re- ready experienced (cf. John iii. 18 f.). The worldturns to Judah (Gen. xlix. 10), and Benjamin power is the necessary complement to the commuThe whole land is brought nity of the saved. It is not given by an original
will possess GHlead.
back to tho house of David by the two tribes which antithesis to the kingdom of God, but has developed
itself with the latter from the same natural ground,
have remained true to it (Jer. xxxii/44).
Ver. 20.- And, to crown the triumph, captives and at the first stood in a fraternal relation with it.
Now, however, it stands in an independent isolation
unto this army (D '2 and vl"T in the archaic style, over against it and, as lies in the very nature of
without vowel letters, Olsh. § 39 d.) of the sons the case, the original connection, like a sting cleavof Israel, the twelve tribes united under the lead- ing to the conscience, has served only to increase
ership of Judah, will become the Phoenicians the alienation. The opposition has in all points
which there are even to Zarephath (Sarepta) amounted to polarization : the kingdom of God in
the Phoenicians who have taken part in the shame- prostration, the world-power in secure defiance;
ful attempt of Edom against Jerusalem, by the the kingdom of God in humility, this in pride;
sale of. Jewish captives into slavery (hence called this in possession on the earth, that without posby the equivocal name 0*33733, Joel iv. 6 ; Am. sessions on earth, but having a refuge in the
heavenly Jerusalem; this only an object of the
i. 9), will now themselves become prisoners, so
divine decrees, but that possessing the knowledge
that the whole district as far as Sarepta, to which
decrees through the information of the
point the word of prophecy was earned by Elijah of these
prophets. God's decree is the completion of his
(1 K. xvii. 9, 10), will ite cleared of the heathen.
And ttfe captivity of Jerusalem, t. «., the cap- kingdom, and so the removal of its enemies.
cf.

—

:

;

tives from Judah, who are in 8epharad, will
possess the cities of the south, whose inhabitants meanwhile have seized the mountain of Esau
Sepharad is a region in the west which
(ver. 19).
by
i* mentioned also in the cuneiform inscriptions
the ancients supposed to be Spain, but rather, perhaps. Sardis (Lassen, Hitzig), or Sparta ( Delitxsch).
The last supposition is favored by the fact that
Joel names the Ionians, the Greeks in general, as
the people to whom the Phoenicians have sold the
captive Jews; as also on the cuneiform inscriptions at Bisutun, Sparad and Ionia are mentioned
Among the translain immediate connection. 1
tions hitherto proposed of this variously interpreted
;

Hence

the

necessity for

the

judgment on the

world which takes place in the legal form of the
the penalty exactly adequate to the crime
the punishment of the world-power corresponds to
its sins, and its conduct towards the congregation
of God. If the harmony in the order of the world
is to be restored, a revolution of the existing most
unreasonable relation must take place the worldpower is stripped of its possessions, the congregation acquires them,
that despised, this highly
esteemed. This judgment is already indicated in
the nature of sin ; it executes itself so soon as
God once allows it development to its final result,
and his saviors on Zion establish what has been
talio,

;

—

What is true they establish in
continuance ; what is naught, because it is against
God, they cast into annihilation.
In prophecy,
this plurality of saviors, compared with the one
Saviour, represents the same preliminary stage as
But then Htf ought to stand before "HPN. (2.) is signified in the history by the previous period
** The captives of this army who dwell among the
of the iudges, compared with the monarchy.
Canaanites (or, are Canaanites) unto 8arepta, and
Obadiah (comp. the In trod.) occupies chronologiCaspari, Urn- cally the first place among the prophetic writers,
the captives of Jerusalem," etc.
verse, two principally deserve notice; (1.) "The
captives of this army of the sons of Israel (namely,
those who ore now ' carried away ') shall possess
what Canaanites there are unto Sarepta." Hitzig.

1

s- v.

[See
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•
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and at once fits into the total organism of recorded idea, according to which the kingdom of God
prophecy. For in this we may distinguish, accord- should be universal, and the reality, where it is
ing to the relation between God and the world- thrust into a corner, will be even aggravated herepower, four periods: that in which the world is after. From this corner also will the people of
represented by the neighboring nations (Obad., Joel, God be thrust. But death is the passage to life,
Amos) ; the Assyrian (Ho sea, Isaiah, Micah, Na- the extremity of persecution is the precursor of
hum) ; the Babylonian (Habakkuk, Jcr.); the redemption. The people of God shall not merely
universal, cschatoTogical (Ezek., Hag., Zach., Dan- experience restoration ; they shall possess the doiel).
In each of those stages the preceding is minion of the world. For the ungodly heathen
included anew, as Edom by Isaiah ; and thus world, on the contrary, their exaltation is the preAssyria can appear still to Zachariah as repre- cursor of destruction. The kingdom will be the
sentative of tie world.
.Egypt goes from the Lord's, i. «., his previously hidden dominion will
patriarchal age through all the periods as type now come plainly to light voluntarily or by comof the world, and in allusion to the primitive his- pulsion the people of the earth will acknowledge iu
tory (Gen. xi.) Babylon appears as such, in conOf the fulfillment : Hikronymus: The Assyrians
nection with Assyria, even in Isaiah's time. That and Babylonians have held subject everything as
in the first period, among the neighboring peoples, far as tne Propontis, and to the Scvthian and
Edom, in particular, stands forth energetically in JSgean seas. If we read the historians of the
the foreground, has its reason (apart from the spe- Greeks and the barbarians, we shall say that this
cial historical occasions stated in the Introd.) in word of God (ver. 15) was fulfilled under the Asthe entire scheme of the national history. Edom, syrians and Babylonians.
as is manifest from the evidences before given, is
Keil: The fulfillment of the ruin threatened to
exactly fitted, as the brother nation of Israel, to the Edomites began in the Chaldssan period. The
appear by preference as representing the attitude devastation of Edom by the Chaldeans appears inof the world toward the kingdom of God and in disputably from Jer. xlix. 7 ff. ; Ezek. xxxv. comp.
the relation of the patriarchs Esau and Jacob is with Jer. xxv. 9, 21 ; Mai. i. 3. The destruction
given the prototype of the historical development of the Edomites as a people was prepared for
which ends in the remarkable situation where the through the Maccabees (1 Mace. v. 3, 65 ; Joseph.,
Edomite, Herod, through his malicious mockery AnL, xii. 18, 1; xiii 9, 1; xiii. 15, 4). Having
of the true Israel, Jesus, invokes the judgment on thus already lost their national independence, they
experienced their total ruin at the hands of the
his own head and race.
As regards the rest of our prophecy,
It lies in the nature of the case, that the historico- Romans.
dogmatical intimations in Obadiah were of funda- Edom filled up the measure of his iniquity against
mental importance for the later development. Israel, the people of wdnders, at the capture and
Leaving out of view numerous, perhaps accidental, destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldseans (Ezek.
allusions, we still find an extension of the ideas of xxxv. 5, 10; Ps. exxxvii. 7;, Sam. iv. 22).
But
Obadiah in Is. xxxiv. 63 ; Jer. xlix. 7 ff. ; Ezek. the fulfillment of the threatening Keil cannot find,
xxv. 12 ff., 35, in all which passages the prophecy with Caspari and others, in the subjugation of the
concerning Edom, reaching beyond the simple his- Edomites through the Maccabees, and the destructorical framework, gains more and more of an tive expeditions of Simon the Gerasene (Joseph.
For the destruction of
cschatological character, and Edom becomes a type De Beit. Jud. iv. 9, 7).
of arrogant defiance against God. Hence the fur- Edom and the occupation of Seir by Israel must,
(Obad.
xxiv.
judgment
upon
pride
according
to
Numb.
ther coincidences the
18, proceed from the
xiv. 2 ff.) ; the impos- Ruler that shall arise out of Jacob, the Messiah
2, comp. with Is. ii. 12 ff.
sibility of escape from God (Obad. 4, comp. with according to Am. ix. 1 1 f., not until the setting up
Am. ix. 2 ff.); the completeness of his judgment of the tabernacles of Judah that have fallen down,
(Obad. 6 comp. with Micah vi. 14 ff. ; Jer. xlii. and according to Obadiah, on the day of Jehovah,
15 ff.) ; the destruction of wisdom out of a people at and after tne judgment upon all peoples, will it
which God judges (Obad. 8, comp. with Is, xix. follow. According to this view, the fulfillment of
The denunciation for near is vers. 17-21 can belong only to the Messianic pe11 ff.
Jcr. 1. 36).
the day of Jehovah (ver. 15, in Joel i. 15 ; ii. 1
riod, so that it began with the establishment of
iv. 15; Is. xiii. 6; Zeph. i. 7; Ezek. xxx. 30). the kingdom of Christ on earth, proceeds with its
(ver.
15
corresponding
penalty
among the peoples, and will be fully
extension
The accurately
comp. with Jcr. 1. 15, 29; Joel. iv. 4, 7). The accomplished with its nnal completion at the seccup of trembling (ver. 16 from Ps. Ix. 5 eomp. ond coming of our Lord.
with Is. Ii. 17 ff. Jer. xxv. 26 ff. Zach.xii. 2ff.).
HOMELETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The deliverance on Mount Zion (ver. 17, comp.
;

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

Israel a consuming fire
iii. 5 ; iv. 17).
The judgment of the world.
The summons:
(ver. 18, comp. with Am. v. 6).
Introduction: God has announced it through
for Jehovah hath spoken (ver 18, in Joel, Isaiah,
his servants the prophets (ver. 1).
and Micah, nine times).
I. It strikes the naughty ones who despise God
Hofmann : All people shall succeed in capturing and misusing Zion, but they shall also be all (2 a, c) and trust, (a.) to fleshly supports, earthly
made to taste the bitterness of their iniquity, and reserves, which will not stand before God, but be
destroyed utterly (vers. 2-6) ; (b.) to human helps
become drunk with their intoxicating wine.

with Joel

Henostenberg The nature of Edom is hatred
against the kingdom of God, whereby their calling upon the Lord and the Lord's calling them
The individual, however, can leave
is excluded.
the community of his people, and so pass over
into the domain of saving grace, as the example
of Rahab shows. The prophet is to call out to
the people of the covenant dapvtirt ' fy& rtrlitriKa
rbr Kfopor. The flagrant discrepancy between the
:

:

which on account of the

selfishness of sinners
are converted into their opposite (ver. 7) ; (c.) to
human wisdom which, as opposed to God, becomes
folly (vers. 8, 9).
II. It is awarded because of the iniquity perpetrated against the people of God : (a.) of the malignant joy (ver. 12) ; (6.) of robbery and outrageous violence (ver. 15) ; (c.) of hatred so much
the more fanatical as it was more causeless (ver.
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THE PROPHECY.
14); (d.) of the stifling of conscience through
intemperate appetites (ver. 16).
III. It ends with the salvation of (he people of
God: (a.) HolyZion becomes the gathering point
of the saved (ver. 17). (6.) On earth a fire is
kindled in the hearts of the faithful, which bums
over the whole earth (ver. 18). (c.) The meek
will possess the kingdom of the earth (ver. 19).
(d.) The inhabitants of the earth become the
possession of God's people (ver. 20 a).
(«.) On
the whole earth the children of God are gathered to
the congregation of God (ver. 20 b).
(/) Great
gifts are bestowed on God's congregation for the
guidance and deliverance of the congregation (ver.
21 a,).
(<}.) There comes to be one flock under
one invisible Shepherd (ver. 21 b).
Ver. 1. The people of God have knowledge of
his counsels, even concerning the heathen nations
Hence prophecy and the holy
(cf. Am. iii. 3-8).
Ver. 2. The
word embrace the whole world.
cause of the divine^ judgment is, from the beginning , the pride which sets itself against God (Gen.
Ver. 3. This has for its root
xi. 4, cf. x. 8-10).
the practical denial of God, the opinion that there
b none above it (Ps. xii. 14). Ver. 4. Sin is the
severance of humanity selfishness makes sinners
God
the most hurtful enemies to each other.
needs only to let them do as they please, and they
fulfill npon each other his judicial will.
Ver. 8.
Wisdom, which sets itself against God, confounds
itself; those who rage against Him, He makes
Ver. 10. The judgment inblind (Gen. xix.).
creases in severity, in proportion as the special
sins against the congregation are more aggravated
Edom, as Jacob's brother, has
in their quality.
greater guilt than other nations ; Judaism has
greater guilt through unbelief than the heathen,
because Christ was T>orn a Jew.
Ver. 1 1 ff. The
judgment will tear away the veil from the deeds

—

1

—

—

;

—

—

15

i. e., servants of God (1
should take to himself the
power to teach in the church, unless he be called
an orderly manner. Although it may appear
to human eyes that war arises out of accidental
Ver. 2.
causes, God is at work therein.
As anthority and respect are a gift of God, so is contempt a singular punishment.
Ver. 5.
Those
who knowingly wage unjust wars are no whit
better than thieves and murderers.
Ver. 6 ff.
True friends have always been rare in the world.
It commonly happens that^ God brings up those
very ones with whom men have entered into alliance against his people, that they, out of God's
just judgment, mav be compelled to avenge the
iniquity which has been committed against God's
Ver. 8 f. The children of the world are
people.
indeed wiser than the children of light, in their
generation, but when they suppose they are wisest
of all, God pours contempt on their endeavors.
It is also a gift of God, when those who are at the
head of land and people are brave and prudent.
Ver. 10.
God is ill pleased when one rejoices

also in fact, Obadiahs,

Cor.

iv. 1

).

No one

m

i

I

,

—
—

—

—

in

another's affliction

;

still

more so when one

heaps upon the suffering more trouble and sorrow.
miserable.
Ver. 11.
is not easily allayed

—

Men should not mock the
An old, deep-rooted enmity

Nescit metam inveteratum odium

:

—Ver.

15.

The
God

which is administered by our dear
a strong and comfortable evidence of his presVer. 16. The holy mountain is the Church
ence.
of the true believers. To carouse upon this, is to
pursue revelry in sinning against Christ's members.
God's judgment begins at the house of
retaliation
is

God

—

God

seeks first his children with the
but the enemy must swallow the
dregs, and be destroyed.
Ver. 18. The power of
the holy gospel is like a fire, and God's word
sweeps like names, before which the stubble of
view, and show hypocrisy and human ordinances cannot stand.
;

cup of

i.

e. y

affliction

;

—

—

which man palliates to' his own
them in their bare nakedness.
Ver.

—

15.

God's

sentence individualizes, the special tendencies of
the perverted life reach their respectively corre-

ending ends.

For

3ways near. — Ver.
am the Lord

thy

judgment day is
rests on this
I friends, treachery, unwise and
prophecy expands the view despondency of the soldiery, etc.

believers the
16.

God

;

The law

:

over the whole world. In face of the law, every
one has to take heed to himself; in the judgment,
the relations of the congregation to the whole
world will become evident ; it alone can be God's
Sin, in its extreme exaggeration, is itself
affair.
judgment; his own sin becomes to the sinner, in
its enjoyment, a loathing, and yet will hold him
with inevitable fetters, to remain in it, till it deVer. 1 7. Zion, the place of deliverstroys him.
ance; but only as a sanctuary, not for those who
after carnal birth, but those only who through
God '8 grace, have a claim to it. In them is (ver.
18) the flame which consumes everything finite
from Israel proceeds the judgment. 'Land and dominion of the true Israel must become his, because
it is promised him.
Ver. 20. He who belongs
to the house of God is in the world as a captive,
and will return. (Is. xliil).
Ver. 21.
God's
heroes are saviors, not destroyers. To Him be-

—

—

—

kingdom always. No one may presume
become his visible substitute in the kingdom of
God on earth.
longs the
to

Starke: The circumstances of Obadiah's counand family are designedly passed over, that we

try

may not

rest

and depend on the outward

respecta-

of men, but derive the authority of such
prophecy, and the certainty of its issues, from God
alone. 'Preachers must be, not in name alone, but
bility

Pfapf: Ver. 6. No punishment comes alone
when God attacks men with his might. In war
many judgments come together, as the spirit of
God here relates; murder, robberv, infidelity of
futile

— Ver.

counsels,
1

5.

The

Lord's vengeance measures with the same measure ; take heed that thou measure not with an evil
measure.
Ch. B. Michaels Ver. I. It is no empty report, but the most certain of all, for we have
Ver. 4. God makes possible
heard it from God.
what to men is impossible.
Ver. 15. God has,
in punishment, as well as in kindness, his horas et
moras.
F. Lambert : If any one thinks the book of
Obadiah too small, let him, nevertheless, not
:

—

—

despise it.
Often, the less showy the vessel,
the more precious the contents.
On v. 21.
Now may ministers of God's word take notice
who they are, and what they ought to do. It
would be most appropriate for them to live and
act conformably to tneir name {"Savior"), and
that can take place only by pure, true preaching
of the word of God with fear and trembling ; for
through that alone have we salvation in faith.
Hence they should see well to it, that they add not
their own petty, carnal inventions, lest they be
found corrnptors rather than saviors of the faithful.
Would that the hour were come when, instead of
destroyers, there should be nothing but saviors in
For where such are received and
all the world.
supported, there is nothing but blessing. For they
gather all the elect in the holy congregation, on

—
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nation is then marked for ruin, when God hidee
the things that belong to its peace from the c\e* of
those that are intrusted witli its counsels.
Qw»
Deus vult perdere t eos demented : God infatuate*
those He designs to destroy.
Ver. 9 The death
or disuniting of the mighty often proves the death
and destruction of the many ana it is in vain to

Zion, so that the dominion and all glory belongs
ro the Lord and his annointed.
Burk : On ver. 13. In an evil time every one
robs, as he finds opportunity, and then throws the
blame of it on the times.
Schlier On ver. 10 ff. Jndah had deeply
fallen, and little good was to be found in him, and
he richly deserved his chastisement. And yet God
allows not haughtiness to hare its way upon even
n deeply fallen people ; He causes them to be chastised, and sends nations as his scourge
yet when
they exceed the proper bounds, and practice iniqremains
undertakes
for
his
He
uity, He
people;
faithful even amid the unfaithfulness of men, and
visits Edom's wickedness upon him, even though
Judah deserved the chastisement.
Rieger.
On ver. 2 ff. How is he whom his
heart has once deceived and seduced to haughtiness thus exposed to much other deceptions;
for all the vanity with which he supports his high
thoughts will betray hiin, and cannot save him
On ver.
against God, who resists the proud.
17 ff. What has the Lord Jesus yet to accomplish
in heaven before all will be brought back and
restored, so as God has graciously predicted to his
servants, the prophets!
With great sorrow must
one see the confusion which now appears on the

—

:

;

depend upon mighty men for our protection, if we
have not an almighty God for us, much less if we
have an almighty God against us.
Ver. 11-14:
In reflecting upon ourselves, it is good to compare what we nave done with what we should hare
done
our practice with the rule, that we may
discover wherein we have done amiss have done
those things which we ought not to have done; we
should not have been where we were at such a
time ; should not have been in such and such company should not have said what we said ; nor
nave taken the liberty that we took. Sin thus

—

;

—

—

:

:

;

looked upon in the glass of the commandment,

—

—

and how nothing but judgments seem to
await us; but amid it all, the promise of his
kingdom is our trust
earth,

—

—

—

—

it

:

Dr. Puset.

— On

shall be the Lord's.

ver. 21 : And the kingdom
Majestic, comprehensive sim-

prophecy !
All time and eternity, the
struggle of time, and the rest of eternity are
summed up in those three f Hfli.] word*. Zion and
Edom retire from 6ight ; both are comprehended
The
in that one kingdom, and God is all in all.
strife is ended ; not that ancient strife only between the evil and the good, the oppressor and the
oppressed, the subduer and the subdued ; but the
whole strife and disobedience of the creature towards the Creator
man against his God.
under- Blessed, peaceful kingdom, even here in this val-

Those show they have no
them, who, when they are encouraged
the Creator, put a cheat upon them-

against them.

—

We must take
appear exceedingly sinful.
heed with what eye we look upon the afflictions of
our brethren ; if we cannot look upon them with
a gracious eye of sympathy and tenderness, it is
letter not to look upon them at all.
He that
joins in with evil-doers, and is aiding and abetting
in their evil deeds, shall be reckoned, and shall be
reckoned with, as one of them.
Those do but impoverish themselves that think to enrich themselves by the ruin of the people of God ; and those
deceive themselves who think they ma\ call all
that substance their own which they can lay their
hands on in the dayofcalamdy.
will

—

[Matt. Henry.
On ver. 2 : Those that think
well of themselves, are apt to fancy that others
think well of them too ; but when they come to
make trial of them, they will find themselves mistaken, and thus their pride deceives them, and by
it slays them.
Ver. 3, 4 : Carnal security is a
sin that most easily besets men in the day of their
pomp, power, and prosperity ; and does as much as
anything both to npen men for ruin and aggravate
Treasures on earth,
it when it comes.
Ver. 6
thongh ever so fast locked up, and ever so artfully
hidden, cannot be so safely laid up but that thieves
may break through and steal ; it is therefore our
wisdom to lay up for ourselves treasures in heaven.
Ver. 7 : Those that make flesh their arm, arm

:

plicity of

j

i

—

—

and of strife, where God rules the
from the tyranny of the world and
Satan and its own passions, inspiring it to know
M'lves by reposing a confidence in the creature.
Ver. 8
God will justly deny those understanding Himself, the Highest Truth, and to love Him who
to keep ont of the way of danger, that will not use is Love, and to adore Him who is Infinite Majestheir understanding to keep out of the way of sin. tjrl-T..]
A
He that will be foolish, let him be foolish still.

standing in
to trust

in

—

ley of tears
soul, freeing

it

:"

—
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JONAH.

INTRODUCTION.
I.

Contents,

The prophet Jonah, the son of Amittai. receives a divine command to announce judgment against the great city, Nineveh, whose wickedness had come up before Jehovah. He
attempts to evade the command by flight, and embarks in a ship to go to Tarshish. A storm
While the crow are praying, Jonah sleeps. But he is awakened and the
rises on the sea.
sailors perceiving in the fury [ UnbilV] of the storm a token of the divine wrath, cast lots, by
which he is designated as the guilty person. On being interrogated by the crew, he
acknowledges to them his guilt, and advises them to cast him into the sea, for the purpose
They put forth ineffectual efforts to escape from danger,
of appeasing the divine anger.
without having recourse to this extreme'measure, but finally follow his advice. (Chap, i.)
A large fish swallows Jonah. He thanks God that he is preserved in life and is, on the
(Chap, ii.)
third day, vomited out by the fish on the land.
He now obeys the command of God, which comes to him the second time, and goes to
proclaim to Nineveh, that within forty days, it shall be destroyed on account of its sins.
But the Ninevites, with the king at their head, observe a great public fast, 1 and Jehovah
(Chap, iii.)
determines to withdraw his threatening.
Jonah having waited for the issue in a booth over against the city, must have felt that the
C. E.] would be to make his proclaeffect [of the divine purpose to remit the calamity.
His displeasure, on this account, is heightened by an incident. A
mation appear fake.
But
plant [a palmchrist], which had rapidly shot up, had refreshed him with its shade.
during the night it is destroyed by a worm and when, on the day following, a scorching
wind augments the burning heat, of the sun, Jonah despairs of life [" meint Jonah am Leben
But God had appointed this
verzwei/eln zu mUssen,'* thinks that he must despair of life].
" Dost
incident for the purpose of showing him the unreasonableness of his displeasure.
thou have pity on an insignificant plant, and shall not I have pity on the great city ?
(Chap, iv.)
;

;

—

;

H.

The

The Historical Character of

narrative indicates history

—

;

for

it

the

Book.

designates* its hero, not

by a general or symbolical,

that of Jonah. And not merely this ; but it subjoins a patrobut by a historical name,
nymic also, " the son of Amittai/' Jonah, the prophet, the son of Amittai, is a historical person.

We

learn from 2 Kings xiv. 25, that he was a native of Gath-Hepher, which was, according to Jewish tradition, as given by Jerome, in his preface to this book, a small village, two
[" Geth in
miles from Sepphoris, called in his time Diocaesaria, on the road to Tiberias.
51

secundo Sephorim miliario, qua hodie appellator Diocatsaria, euntibus Tiberiadem haud grandis
This description corresponds to the situation of the present
est viculus."
Hieronymus.]
village of Meshad, north of Nazareth, where in fact a grave is pointed out as that of Jonah.
[Quaresmius, ii. 855 ; Robinson, Palestine, iii. 449 ; Bib. Researches, p. 140.] He foretold to
Jeroboam II. (b. c. 824-783) the success of his wars for the extension [the restoration of

—

—

r Vm* tint gross* tifftntlidu Busse," perform a great public [aet of] repentance.
C. B.]
[
(The English version of 2 Kings xiv. 25, which reads . . . . w Jonah, the son of Amittai, the prophet, which was
but the Hebrew
of Gath-Hepher," may be understood as meaning that Jonah was merely a resident of that village
preposition min, rendered of, has, among other significations, that' of souroe, or origin.
See Qesenius' Hebrtw Lexicon,
l

*

:

s v.

- C.

B.]
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JONAH.
the ancient boundaries.

— C. £.] of the kingdom of Israel

and was consequently an early

;

contemporary of the prophet Amos.
there

is

In the relations of the book to the history of the times,
nothing to contradict the opinion that this was the period of Jonah's ministry [H'Vr-

Assyria, which, according to the statement of Herodotus, ruled Hither Asia five
hundred and twenty years, was then a powerful empire; and as Jeroboam's reign falls
within the last century of the Assyrian dominion, Nineveh must certainly have possessed,
at that time, the great extent which is assigned to it in this book, and which is also attest<nl
by profane authors. The separate cities of which this great metropolis [ Weltstadt] was made
(Comp. with 1, 2.) And, if twenty years after
up, were also of a very ancient foundation.
the death of Jeroboam, Menahem became tributary to the Assyrian king, Pul (2 K. xv. 19),
it is obviously no rash assumption to affirm that even in the time of Jeroboam the Assyrians
could not have been a strange people to the Israelites*
The more special historical characteristics, which an historical interpretation, something
more than acute, believes that it has discovered in this book, namely, that Jonah went on a
political mission to Nineveh, the nature of which it undertakes to determine (Forbiger, Goldhorn), belong of course to the domain of fiction and hypothesis. To the same place we assign
the fables of the Rabbins, that can be gleaned in Carpzov (Introd. ii. 346), concerning the
person and history of Jonah, together with the ingenious combinations of the same history
with profane Mythology in Forbiger, Rosenmuller, Friedrichsen, Baur, and, in part also, Hitzig.
So, then, even at an early period, the narrative of this book was considered historical. (The
The arguments which have been
earliest reference to it is found in Tobit xiv. 8, LXX.)
raised against the historical character of the recorded events, reduce themselves (comp. 3
below) to the incredibility of the reported incidents of Jonah's life and on a closer examination (comp. S, 7; 4, 6), to the incomprehensibility of the miracle of the fish, which, in very
(Lucian, Vera Hist., i. § SO f. ed. Bip. ; August in i
early times, provoked mockery and jest.
Ep. 102, opp. ed. Migne, ii. p. 882.) They are consequently of a subjective nature. Thw
analogies adduced in support of this miracle may be adapted to facilitate belief in this
histor^, on the part of him who is inclined to believe, or who already believes, without such
but they will hardly convince the unbeliever [Gegrter] and they were evidently not in
aid
the mind of the author, who undoubtedly intended to record a miracle, and not a natural
[" We feel ourselves precluded from any doubt of the reality of the transactions
event.
recorded in this book, by the simplicity of the language itself; by the historical allusions in
and by the accordance with other
Tobit xiv. 4-vi. 15, and Josephus, Ant,, ix. 10, sec. 2
by the thought that we might as well
authorities of the historical and geographical notices
doubt all other miracles in Scripture as doubt these ( Quod aut omnia divina miracula cre9
Aug. Ep, cii. in Quozst. 6 de Joria,
a\nda non sint, aut hoc cur non credatur causa nulla sit.
above all, by the explicit words
cf. Cyril. Alex. Comment, in Jonam, iii. 367-889)
ii. 284
and teaching of our blessed Lord himself (Mat. xii. 89, 41 xvi. 4; Luke xL 29), and by
Smith's
the correspondence of the miracles in the histories of Jonah and the Messiah."
u Jonah."
• Dictionary of the Bible, s. v.
C. E.]
[O. R. Hertwig's Tables : The historical truth of the narrative, assailed as early as the
time of Lucian, is defended on the following grounds
The numerous historical and geographical statements bear in themselves a genuine his(1.)
kungszeit].

;

;

;

;

;

*

;

;

;

—

—

:

—

torical character; for

(a.)

The

mission of

Jonah

Nineyeh entirely agrees with the

to

historical circumstances

of his time.
(b,)

The
it.

(c.)

(d.)

description of the size of

(Comp. Diod.

Sic.

ii.

The deep moral corruption
The mourning of men and

Nineveh harmonizes with the

classical accounts of

8.)

is

attested

by Nahum.

cattle (chap.

iii.

5-8)

is

confirmed by Herodotus,

ix. 24,

as an Asiatic custom.
(2.)

The fundamental

idea of the book, and the psychologically faithful description of the
and of the other persons,
ship's crew and Ninevites, -

personality of the prophet

—

entirely exclude fiction.

(3.)

(4.)

Compare Harless
The compilers of

(in his Zeitsckr. fur Protest. 1851, xxi. 2) and M. Baumgartea.
the Canon believed in the historical truth of the narrative, and for
that reason received it among the prophetical writings.
The historical truth of the book is placed beyond all doubt by the words of Christ,
Matt. xii. 39 ff. ; xvi. 4 ; Luke xi. 29-82.
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INTRODUCTION.
Compare Sack

(Christl. Apol.)

and Detitzsch.

The

belief of its historical character

universally prevailed, not only in the Jewish Synagogue, but also in the Christian
Church, until the middle of last century.
(Tob. xiv. 8; LXX.; Joseph. Ant.)

In the last and present centuries the view that the book is a fiction was and has been
maintained
An allegory v. d. Hardt, Less, Palmer, Krahmer.
(1.)
A legend : Eichhorn. A tale Augusti, Roman, Miiller, and others.
(2.)
myth, with Grecian (Forbiger, Rosenm., Friedrichsen), or with Assyr.-Babyl. ele(8.)
.

:

—

:

:

A

ments (Baur).
moral didactic fable, or parable (Pareau, Gesen.. Jahn, de Wette, Winer, Knobel,
Niemeyer, Paulus, Ewald, and others).

(4.)

A

(5.)

A prophetic didactic fiction
IIL

The main

(Koster, J'ager, Hitzig.)

—

C. E.]

Symbolical Character of the Book.

is that which relates to the understanding of this book, not that concontents [GehalQ, which will be answered differently, according to the
degree in which the reader considers his conscience bound by the fides historica of the Holy
Whether the events are taken from actual life or not, this much is evident, that
Scriptures.

cerning

question

its historical

them is not the proper aim [nicht Selbstzweck is/] of the book
communicate a deeper instruction in historical form.
That the book was written for the purpose of communicating such instruction

the record of
to

1.

From

:

its

position

among

the prophetical writings.

The

it is

intended

:

—

direct object of these writings

is,

is

proved

without exception, to convey instruction in divine truth. If it be said, that the book was placed
among the twelve Minor Prophets, because Jonah was its author, it may be replied, first, that of
its authorship by Jonah we have nowhere any mention ; and that, according to this rule, the
Lamentations ought also to be placed among the prophetical books. Just with as little propriety
can an argument be founded upon the fact that the book treats of the fortunes of a prophet,
for according to this rule, Micah and Malachi would have no place among the prophetical
writings ; while on the other hand the books of Moses, from Exodus to Deuteronomy, and a
whole series of chapters in the books of Kings, would be entitled to a place among these
writings. If in the prophets, Isaiah and Jeremiah, historical passages, or notices, are inserted,
it is done that they may form the frame-work of the prophecy, serve to make it intelligible,
and place it in organic connection with the facts but throughout these prophets the prophetical element is the main part, on which the whole hinges. In the book of Jonah, on the
other hand, this could still less be the object, as his prophecy is revoked, and thus forms, in
Morethe totality of the book, only a thing of passing moment [voriibergehendes Moment'].
over, that historical additions should be found in a long series of prophetical discourses is
one thing, but that an entire independent book should be placed under this point of view, is
Evidently the compilers of the Canon considered the book a purely
quite another thing.
prophetical one [Rede], whose historical manner of representation has the object of bringing
.

;

its

and of making it easily retained.
by inspection of the book itself, in which certain instrucforce themselves on the notice of the reader, and
of which more hereafter

instruction within reach
2.

We

find confirmation of this

tive truths

—

—

stand out so prominently that the interest of the narrator evidently does not attach to the
person of whom he speaks, but manifestly to the events of his life [Ergehen dieser person].
Precisely that, which, historically viewed, must appear the chief particular of the book,
namely, the sparing of Nineveh, is marked with proportionally the least emphasis.
3. In addition to these considerations, and in harmony with them, is the style of the book.
This is anything but the historical style. The author neglects a multitude of things, which
he would have been obliged to mention had history been his principal aim. He says nothing
of the sins of which Nineveh was guilty, and which might have formed the motive for its
destruction nothing of the long and difficult journey of the prophet to Nineveh ; he is silent
about the early dwelling-place of Jonah, about the place where he was vomited out upon
the land ; he does not mention whether and when Jonah offered and performed the offering
and vow, which he promised and made (ii. 10) ; neither does he mention the name of the
In any case
Assyrian king, nor take any notice of the subsequent fortunes of the prophet.
the narrative, if it were intended to be historical, would be incomplete by the frequent
occurrence that circumstances, which are necessary for the connection of events, are men;
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tioned later than they occurred, and only where attention is directed to them as haying
already happened.
Should the observations mostly presented by Goldhorn and Hitzig be
urged for the purpose of denying altogether that the Book of Jonah relates historical
events, they must ^e deemed inadequate ; but they certainly prove what Hengstenberg has

author communicates historical events only so far as the object requires,
a doctrinal object lying outside of
the narrative ; that the author, if he avails himself of the facts of history for his purpose,
has still employed historical data with discrimination, in the light of, and according to the
idea, which he intended to represent.
4. Circumstances are found so recorded, that without the supposition of a definite design
and bearing of the narrative, this form of narration would be incomprehensible. If Jonah
utters thanks in the belly of the fish, and not after he is safe on shore, then there is, unlest
this arrangement of events is required by a definite design, a want of physical truth, which
cannot be concealed by any exegetical subtilty.
But the questions now arise, what are the design and teaching of the book ? and how are
Is it a single moral lesson, of which the entire narthey made available in the narrative ?
rative is the foundation, after the manner of a didactic fable ?
Or is the whole representation symbolical) exhibiting a complete system [Zusammenhatig] of doctrines and ideas, a
delineation of an entire development in the Kingdom of God ?
In answer to the first of these suppositions it can be said, that a single tenet of revelation,
or of morality, is incongruous with the contents of the whole book.
Each of the individual
tendencies advanced by Exegetes neglects one or the other part of the book, and can, there" There is no
fore, not sufficiently explain the peculiar UteVary character of the whole.
In the manifold applications made of the book, the
didactic unity in the book."
(Sack.)
fully done, that the

to furnish

an

intelligible basis for the representation of

it, that God cares for other nations also ( Sender) ; that He
of the Jews only, but also of the heathen (D. Michaelis, Eichhorn, Bohme,
Pareau, Gcsenius, De Wette, Winer, Knobel, and many others) ; and the view of Gramberg
and Friedrichsen amounts to essentially the same thing, according to which the conduct of

doctrine has been discovered in
is

not the

God

the heathen and their treatment should serve as an example of repentance to Israel.
But
according to these views the second chapter is entirely superfluous, and Friedrichsen, with
The matter is not improved by discovering
great difficulty, accommodates the first to them.
in the book, in addition to instruction for the Jews,

an admonition to toleration for the heathen.

are general truths, such as those that Niemeyer, Hezel,
namely, " God's ways are not as
Moller, Meyer, Paulus, and others have found in the book
our ways." " The office of prophet is arduous, but of great worth " [KbstlicK], " Jehovah is
(Griesinger).

Still less satisfactory

:

kind and readily forgives." " God is ready to avenge and to forgive," etc. And, if converting the doctrine into a special aim [Tendenz]* Hitzig has developed the suggestions of Koster
and Jager to the view, that the book was written to remove the doubts which might attach
themselves to the non-fulfillment of prophecy (here, according to Hitzig, with special reference to the alleged non-fulfillment of the prophecy of Obadiah), then the great preparations
which were devoted to so insignificant an object, are not in keeping with it. Then chapters
In the homiletical and catechetical use of the book,
iii. and iv. would be amply sufficient.
one must not leave unnoticed all those truths and definite purposes and he will also determine, on account of their multitude, to bestow increased esteem and consideration upon the
opulence of this little book, which, in four short chapters, discloses new contents to each
inquirer but even the multiplicity of the constructions put upon it [Bestimmungen] proves
that none exhausts the contents of the book to the degree that one can attribute to it the
character of a didactic fable, or moral narrative.
There is a still more cogent argument. The book is, as we have seen, a prophetical one.
But in all prophecy, this kind of narrative is nowhere to be met with. No narrative is found
there, which should solely have the object that the hearer, or reader, may draw from it an
On the other hand, it is quite a frequent kind of prophetiindividual truth as a moral.
cal composition to symbolize the past, present, or future destinies of a great community
in a single concrete form, so that this representative concrete appears in a whole series of
Of this, the Vineyard, Isaiah, chap, v., is a familiar
relations as a symbol of that community.
example. Ezekiel, particularly, is full of such symbols, among which the figurative repre
sentation of the fate of Jerusalem, chap, xvi., and the allegorizing of Judah and Ephraim by
the two sisters, Aholah and Aholibah, are characteristic of this species of prophetic style.
;

;
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still nearer to our purpose stands the most profound symbolical discourse of the Old
Testament, Isaiah xl.-ixvi., in which everything, deserts, water, bread, light, Zion, are symbols, and under all these symbols the comprehension of the Israelitish national community,
under the individual designation of the servant of God, occupies the highest place, since it

is

explained by the spirit of prophecy as the type of the true Israel manifested in Christ.
That the book of Jonah is to be counted among these symbolical prophecies has by no

means escaped the notice of interpreters.
The anticipation of it gleams through the words
Marck ** Sdriptum est magna parte Iristoricwn, sed iia ut in historia ipsa lateat maximi
vaticinii mysterium, at que ipse fatis suis non minus quam effatis 'vatem se verum demonstret"
It forms also the minimum of an originally right
starting-point in the peculiar conceits,
whimsically embellished by the theological mythus, of Von der Hardt, that Nineveh represents Samaria, but that Jonah is an enigmatical name for the kings Manasseh and Josiah.
Here belong also Herder's attempt to represent Jonah as a symbol of the order of the prophof old

:

and Krahmer*s view that Jonah was a warning example for his contemporaries.
the same line, and equally removed from the purely parabolical and purely historical
view, lies the attempt made by several modern divines and commentators, after the
example of Sack (in harmony with the common effort to guide the exegesis of the Old
Testament into the profound meaning of Scripture, and into the deep questions of the close
connection between the Old and New Testaments), to represent Jonah as a type of Christ.
Here particularly, we may mention Hengstenberg, Delitzsch, and Keil.
(See below). This
typical view of the book has a strong claim to be received, if we consider the declaration of our Saviour (Matth, xii. 40).
But notwithstanding it may be said, first, that this
view does not embrace the whole book, but must, along with our Saviour's declaration, be
restricted to chapter ii. ; and again, that it shares the defects of every exposition of the Old
Testament given entirely from the point of view of the New Testament and that it is not
suited to the peculiarity of the Old Testament standpoint, and to the independent significance of the book in the collection of the Canon.
It is in part not enough, namely, the
mere New Testament element in part too much, to wit, the discovery of the fulfillment
already in that which is preliminary.
It is certainly true that the whole Old Testament
revelation receives light from the New Testament from first to last, which enables us to perceive its teleological connection tending onward till it reaches the goal
and yet each statement and eac-Ji book of the Old Testament, as a member of the organism of the Holy
And the full authority of the typical interpretation
Scriptures, has an aim peculiar to itself.
will then first come into the true light, when one places the genuine sense already drawn
from the contents of the book, under the light of the end, namely, the fulfillment.
Let us
attempt an interpretation of the symbol, an interpretation standing upon its own, and that
an Old Testament foundation.
Jonah is a prophet ; his special mission in the book is a prophetic one. There is in the
Old Testament only one community to which the prophetic vocation belongs,
namely, the
For the purpose that in him all die tribes of the earth should be blessed,
people of Israel.
Israel was founded as a nation in his ancestor, Abraham (Gen. xii.), and God chose him as
his servant, to disseminate the light, the knowledge of God's law among the heathen.
(Is.
xlii. 1).
Jonah is Israel. Nineveh
in the view of the author of the book the type of a
great heathen city
is, in a similar relation, the representative of the heathen world, as are
moreover Babylon (Is. xiii. f.), and Edom (Is. lxiii.). It is selected here, because the contact with Nineveh marks the decisive turning-point between the old time, when Israel, joyful in his strength, subjected the neighboring nations, and the new time, in which prophecy,
through contact with the Mesopotamian powers, became of a universal character because
their captivity among these nations, though at first a penal calamity determined upon them,
had the ultimate purpose of freeing the kingdom of God from the narrow limits of its national
foundation, and of preparing its dissemination over the whole earth.
Israel has the mission of preaching God's doctrine and law to the heathen world.
But
he has a greater desire for gain and its pursuits.
He shuns his calling and goes on board a
merchantman. He abandons his intimate relation to Zion and hastens far away, where no
mission is assigned to him, where he thinks that the arm of God cannot reach him.
For it
also belongs to his ungodly prejudices to believe that God's arm and work are limited to the
a prejudice which already in Jacob, the ancestor whose character represents
holy land
typically the national faults, was to his shame rebuked (Gen. xxviiL 16 £).
ets,

On

;

.

;

;

—

—

—

;

—
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But God reproves the fugitive. In the terrors, which must fall upon him, according to
All
divine decree, Jonah does not seek God, but sleeps, while the heathen pray.
the individual members of the crew represent nations, for they pray each
heathen nations
might, by their sincere idol-worship, administer a rebuke [zw Besckdmwuj
to his God (i. 5)
They cast the lot,
dienen] to the godlessness of God's people, in their extreme distress.
which brings death to him this they do not of their own choice, but by the appointment
The lot falls for a war of extermination against
of God, which they unconsciously follow.
Jonah must announce his own fate. Israel has the law, which carries the curse in
Israel.
the

—
—

;

itself, and, like a sword suspended by a horse-hair, hangs over the head of the nation (comp.
oh Micah vi 16) ; he has prophecy, which, confined to him, prophecies a calamitous end to
Jonah is thrown into the sea and swallowed by a
the whole nation (Micah iii. 12 i. 8).
The sea-monster is, by no means, an unusual phenomenon in prophetic typology.
monster.
(Is.
It is the scculaf power appointed by God for the scourge of Israel and of the earth.
Israel is abandoned to the night and gloom of exile, after the catasxxvii. 1 comp. on ii. 1.)
Hence the fact that
trophe of the national overthrow, because he neglected his vocation.
Jonah prays and turns to God, before his deliverance from the fish's belly, receives an illustration.
In adversity Israel shall again seek God. In that which properly belongs to penal
sufferings, he shall nevertheless, at the same time, acknowledge the gracious hand of God
(Hos. ii. 16).
He shall, also, in his miserable existence in a foreign land, not forget his holy
calling.
He shall not forget that his preservation as a nation, though as outcast, is a saving
act of God.
This becomes still clearer through the close relation, in which this prayer of
Jonah stands to the longing and lamentations in exile, of the people of God, e. g. Psalms xlii.
and lxxxviii. in which also the deeps of the sea symbolize the misery of Israel
There [in the deep] Jonah remains three days and three nights, a definite, but an ideal
time (comp. on ii. 1) a similar time is allotted by Hosea, also, for the punishment of Israel
(Hos. vi. 2).
Then the fish vomits him out; the exile must have an end, for God has
appointed the fish ; not of its own power and will did it swallow Jonah.
But with the hoped for restoration, the vocation of Israel is not revoked. Jonah is sent the
second time to Nineveh; and he must preach that the heathen world shall perish; for that is
But Israel says,
the will of God. concerning the nations that do not obey Him (Micah v. 14).
What shall I preach ? It is truly cause for despair, that so much has already been prophesied
They remain
concerning the destruction of the heathen, and that it has come to nothing.
peaceful and quiet.
If my preaching accomplishes its object, they will be saved, for God is
merciful and gracious! (Comp. Zech. i. 11.) This instance [Moment] [of doubt and irresolution on the part of Israel
C. E.] is also portrayed in the history of Jonah. Indeed, Jonah's
preaching works repentance, and, consequently, forbearance and reproach proceeds from his
mouth. God corrects him by the incident of the palmchrist. Thereby Israel, too, is instructed.
There lies in the sparing of Nineveh, before the correction of Jonah, the type of the future
ingathering of the multitude of the heathen before the Jewish people, which must first be
humbled and broken. (Comp. Micah iv.) And the prophet who wrote the history of Jonah,
has exhibited the ground of this future, momentous to his people, as one lying within the
Old Testament knowledge of God and his kingdom ; in the mercy of God in view of repentance, and in the obduracy of Israel against the divine goodness, which quarrels with God
;

;

—

;

instead of repenting.

found of those

So must

it

who sought Him

come to pass, what Isaiah says (Ixv. 1), that God is
and who were not called by his name. (Comp. Rom.

truly
not,

x. 20.)

this teleological prophecy nothing more can follow ; the book naturally closes with
according to our view. It becomes evident, according to this view, that the book is one of
universal tendency, and raises the idea of Israel to a height similar to that described, Isaiah
xl. flf. ; only that there the bright side fulfilled in Christ develops itself from the mission of
the servant. Though here the dignity of the mission is not less marked than there, yet the
natural obstacles in the character of the people are brought into the foreground, by which it
came to pass that the true Israel, at last, was not received by his own, and was crucified by
contemporary Israel. Further, the reciprocal relation is hence clearly exhibited, which the
symbolical character has had upon the treatment of the historical narrative ; and the hisThere is no doubt that the truth to
torical substratum upon the symbolical representation.
be exhibited could have been more briefly and more directly explained in another way (as

Upon

this

this holds

good generally in the case of parables)

;

but the author found, in a history ready to
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hand, 1 the profound idea, which the Spirit moved him to teach, and in order to do justice
he made casual mention in the narrative, of much which, at the first glance,
might appear, from the point of view of a didactic object, as unimportant
But on the other hand, it could not fail that his design to write symbolic history made him
indifferent to the pragmatic connection of the historical substratum in itself; hence the
chasms and the incompleteness of statement noted by Hengstenberg, as soon as the rule of
his

to the historical,

the historical style

Hence,

is

applied to

it.

we learn from the book itself,
That Israel, as he lives a unity in

finally,

Testament

its

typical significance in relation to the

New

the complex of God's ideas [in der Ideenwell

Gotle$]i is the type of Christ, is indubitable to every one who has once earnestly reflected
upon the wonderful harmony between the image of the servant of God (Is. xlix. fif.) and Christ,
and who has sought to explore the concealed vein of Old Testament history, according to the
clear exposition of the Apostle Paul (Gal. Hi. 16).
If Jonah is a type of Israel, and Israel
a type of Christ, then the typical relation already traced but in Sack (see below), is suggested between Jonah and Christ and the reference to this type, prominently presented in
Matt xii. 40, comp. xvi. 4 Mk. viii. 1 1 f. Luke xi. 29 if. John xii. 23 f., is only a single,
though the most important instance [Moment]. Indeed it is according to the intimation of
these passages, that as the sparing of Jonah in the belly of the fish and his subsequent preaching of repentance (Luke xi. 82), were a sign to the Ninevites, which must bring to them faith
or judgment, so the preservation of Jesus in the grave, and the continued proclamation of
the Risen One, are a sign to the world of judgment and of faith, by which the separation of
mankind proceeds continually with inexorable power. Other relations can still be discovered
without forced interpretation. It seems to me particularly worth considering how the voluntary labors of the ship's crew (i. 13) did not gain the shore; there was no peace until the
sin-offering consecrated by God was offered.
[The mission and vocation of Israel are set forth in Is. xlii. 6 " I the Lord have called
thee in righteousness, and will hold thy hand, and will keep thee, and give thee for a cove" This description is entirely appropriate,
nant of the people, for a light of the Gentiles."
Not only the Messiah,
not only to the Head, but to the Body also, in subordination to him.
but the Israel of God was sent to be a mediator or connecting link between Jehovah and the
Israel was "a covenant race or middle people between God and the apostate
nations."
nations." (Alexander on Isaiah, chap. xlii. 6.) Jonah commissioned by God to preach
against the great heathen city, Nineveh, is a type of Israel in his mission and vocation.
" The book of Jonah contains no prediction of a direct Christian imports But he is, in
The miracle of his deliverance from his
his own person, a type, a prophetic sign of Christ
three days of death in the body of the whale, is the expressive image of the resurrection of
Christ Our Saviour has fixed the truth and certainty of this type*. Matt. xii. 4<X
" Further, the whole import of Jonah's mission partakes of the Christian character.
For
when we see that he is sent not only to carry the tidings of the divine judgment, but also to
exemplify the grant of the divine mercy to a great heathen city that is, to be a preacher e£
repentance and that the repentance of the Ninevites through his mission,, brings them to
know " a gracious God, and merciful, slow to anger and of great kindness, and repenting Him
without staying to discuss whether all this be & formal type of
of the evil ** (Jonah iv. 2)
the genius of the Christian religion, it is plainly a recti example of some of its chief properties,
in the manifested efficacy of repentance, the grant of pardon, and the communication of
C. E.]
God's mercy to the heathen world." (Davison on Prophecy, pp. 200, 201.)
[O. R. Hertwig'8 Tables Without prejudice to its historical sense, the following authors
admit a symbolico-typical character of the Book
Jonah is a type of Christ (Also the Church Fathers,
Keil, Del., Baumg., Hengst.
(1.)
Marck and others, on account of Matt. xii. 40.)
Kleinert Jonah is the representative of Israel in his [Israel's] prophetic vocation to
(2.)
;

;

;

;

:

;.

;

;

—

—

:

:

—

:

:

the heathen world.

— C. £.]

IV. Date.

On
self
i

tioo

the

this point

two deductions follow from the preceding exposition

could not have written this book

;

second, that

its

composition

:

that Jonah himseparated by a long

first,

is

Compare H. Ewald, on the Poetical Book* of tbe Old Testament la tbe Introduction to the Book of Job the inven*
of a history from IU Inception, the production of a person intended to be historical, wholly from the Imagination of
poet, are entirely foreign to antiquity, because extremely forced and remote.
:
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period from the time of Jereboam II., in whose reign its action falls. For disregarding the fact
that this manner of speaking of one's self in the third person, does not occur elsewhere in the
prophets, with the exception of Isaiah xxxvi-xxxix., taken from an annalistic source, though
written by the prophet, and with the exception of short introductory headings to prophetic

passages (compare on the other hand, e. g., Ezekiel), and that it has also little probability,
the historical style is wanting to the book, and still more, there is wanting the character of
things experienced by the writer [selbsterlebter Dinge, self experienced things].
And indeed
it is not well to assume either that a man should make his own fortunes the subject of a sym-

Jonah, according to the time in which he lived and the aggregate
condition of prophetic knowledge of that time, should see so clearly, portrayed in the wonderful fortunes which happened to him, according to the narrative of this book, over its perbolical narrative, or that

kingdom of God and its
have been here exhibited in harmony with the prophetic revelations, which developed themselves long after the time of Jonah in the vision of
the Babylonish exile
especially because the book evidently does not advance the claim of
intending to make the announcement of a germinant, though not begun future, but to furnish
an understanding of the ways of God at the time present.
We find that personification of
Israel, its relation to the prophetic mission and to the exile,' first in Isaiah xl. ff., in the Lamentations of Jeremiah, and especially so strongly marked in Ezekiel, that the author of this
book cannot be elevated to a grade of prophecy like this. It agrees with this, that the next
object of the book, according to the above acknowledged meaning of chap, ii., is exhausted in
rousing and bringing the Israelites to the consciousness of their vocation, according as they,
in the Captivity and after it, were situated with reference to the heathen.
It cannot even be
denied that the literary character of the book also gives it this place. That the psalm in the
second chapter is not a prayer repeated literally from memory, but a free reproduction (whose
relation to the object above stated, cannot escape the notice of the reader), is pretty generally acknowledged. " Not that he uttered just these words with his mouth, and placed them
in such order, for he was not in so happy a state as to compose so fine a hymn.
But it is
therein shown how he felt
what thoughts were in his heart, while he was engaged in the
hard struggle with death." (Luther.) The reproduction indeed depends upon passages in
the Psalter.
And though it might be conceded that ver. 2 is not, as would appear at first
sight, borrowed from Psalm cxx. 1, written after the exile, but from Psalm xviii. 7, there still
remains a series of other verbal coincidences with Psalms xlii., lxxxviii., and others, which, like
these Psalms themselves can only be explained from the side of the Captivity.
Just so is
the description of the repentance (chap, iii.), which the' Ninevites engaged in by order of
their king, made up throughout of recollections of the prophetic mode of expression
resting
not only upon Joel L 20, but also upon Ezekiel xviii. 23 and in general a realization of
Ezekiel iii. 6.
Not that thereby the historical character of this repentance would be
destroyed we find here, as in the prayer (chap, ii.), views and special references that do not
admit of a general solution. But the mode of expression fixes the time of the exile as the
sonal significance, the lines for the whole future development of the

relation to the heathen world, as they

;

;

;

;

:

date of the book.

To
The

this

may

finally

be added some external peculiarities of language and representation.

richness of the language and the use of words, likewise place the book in the times of

the later Hebraism.

elsewhere:

n^?,

In

common with Ezekiel and Jeremiah,

mariner,

i.

5 (Ez. xxvii.

9,

27,

it

29); HITS,

has the words not occurring
i.

6

(comp. Jer.

v.

28); the

compare with Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles; the word "nm, iii. 6, with
Further,
the signification to remove, to lay aside, compare with Chronicles and Esther.
D5£, iii. 7, in the sense of edict, and njTD, ship, i. 5, are words wholly foreign to the

form ia"\

iv. 11,

Hebrew commonwealth of letters and of North-Semitic origin. And hence, also, other phenomena of language, that were not impossible in the time of Jonah, but yet foreign to the
old prophetic style, gain importance, as for instance, the combinations, after the Aramaic
^?Vr5, i. 7 and the simple W itself for 1tT**, iv. 10 and also the
manner, of ^btt?3, i. 12
.

;

;

;

periphrase of the object-accusative by means of b,

iv. 6.

In however small a degree a

determinate meaning can be ascribed to such phenomena in language in the small compass
of the realm of Hebrew literature, yet are they in nowise worthless, especially in a book
whose author wholly omits to make any mention of himself. To this may be added the
(act that an author in Jonah's time, in mentioning the city of Nineveh, would hardly
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necessary for the information of his readers, to subjoin ; " and Nineveh was a
great city," iii. 8 ; so finally, the phenomenon of our having obviously in chapters iii. and
iv. two accounts, which state essentially the same thing, the one in laconic touches, the other
it

more minute

details (a circumstance in the known style of oriental and popular narrathat in general need not surprise us), and which agree verbally and intimately blend
with one another. ^ First account, C. iii., 1-5,, 10; iv. 1-5.
Second account, iii. 1-4, 6-10;

in

tive,

1-3, 6-11).
This observation proves two different things: first that we have to do, not
with a parabolic fiction, but with a fact historically transmitted several times.
Secondly, so
long a space has intervened between the events and the record, that two traditions could be
formed in the mean time ; that therefore a later author, and not Jonah, has compiled this
account in systematic form. The unity of the book, which has been denied by Nachtigai,
iv.

with

much

ingenuity,

is

internally

and externally quite

nects both the great halves in the most intimate

standing formula

0^1,

ii.

1

;

iv. 6

ff.

;

manner

the great city,

especially the peculiar form of the hystcron-proteron

i.

indivisible.
;

The word

iTDttJ con-

everywhere we meet with certain
2

;

iii.

3, etc.),

and idioms (comp.

5-10 iii. 6 f. iv. 5) and the internal unity follows naturally from the interpretation given under 2.
To sum up, one cannot but ascribe the composition of the book to a contemporary and
fellow-sufferer of Ezekiel, to whom allusions most manifold have met us in the course of
exposition. But the position which it occupies among the oldest prophets, is easily explained
from the circumstance that the object of the narrative, and not the author, is kept in view,
and therefore Jonah, as the one who first came in contact with Assyria, properly precedes
Micah, that prophet who lived under the Assyrian oppression, during its middle period, and
Nahum, who announced definitely the fate of Nineveh.
Luther Some would maintain, as Jerome shows, that this prophet, Jonah, was the son of
the widow at Zarephath, near Sidon, who nourished the prophet Elijah during the famine,
mentioned in 1 K. xvii. 10, and 2 K. xiv. 25. The reason they assign is, that he calls
himself here the son of Amittai, that is, a son of the true one, because his mother said to
" Now I know that the word of thy mouth is
Elijah, when he raised him from the dead
truth " (1 K. xvii. 24). Believe that who will, I do not believe it but his father was called
Amittai, in Latin Verax (true), in German Wahrlich (true), and was of Gath-Hepher, which
city was in the tribe of Zebulun (Josh. xix. 13; 2 K. xiv. 25).
The widow of Zarephath
was also a heathen, as Christ informs us (Luke iv. 26) but Jonah confesses here (ehap. i. 9),
that he was a Hebrew.
I say this, therefore, that where we have the means, it is very well to know at what time
and in what country a prophet lived. For it has this advantage, that we can better understand his book, if we know the time, place, person, and history [of that period].
We find
then that Jonah lived at the time of king Jeroboam, whose grandfather was king Jehu,
when king Uzziah reigned in Judah, when also the prophets, Hosea, Amos, and Joel lived
in the same kingdom of Israel, in other places and cities.
We can infer how eminently
beloved a man Jonah was in the kingdom of Israel, and how God wrought by him a great
work, from the fact that through his preaching, king Jeroboam was so successful as to regain
all that Hazael, king of Syria, had detached from the kingdom of Israel, to which he had
done so great damage, that the prophet Elisha wept over it, before it came to pass (2 K.
i.

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

viii.

11).

Whether Jonah counseled and assisted king Jeroboam before his experience in the whale,
and at Nineveh, or after his return from that city, cannot be shown from Scripture. But it
is

probable that he

set

up and

first

served and aided king Jeroboam in his country, until he had again
kingdom of Israel. After this he is sent of God out of his own

established the

For in his own country he had learned from experience how kind and
country to Nineveh.
gracious God was to the idolatrous kingdom of Israel wherefore he expected that He would
also be as kind and gracious toward Nineveh, so that his proclamation would be in vain and
fruitless, as he himself confesses, and is angry thereat (ch. iv. 1, 2).
In short, such was the state of the world in the time of Jonah, that the supreme kingdom
or empire in it, was in Assyria, at Nineveh, as it was afterward at Babylon, and subsequently
Besides, there were at this time the other kingdoms, Syria, Israel, Judah, Edom,
at Rome.
Moab, each independent The kingdom of Israel prospered under king Jeroboam on Jonah's
account so the kingdom of Judah was prosperous under king Uzziah.
8ack : Jonah was saved from the depths of the sea, and preserved in the body of the sea;

;
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monster, for the purpose of preaching repentance to the Ninevites, a people with the common
mercies of Providence thrown around them, not by themselves, but by Jehovah.
They
thereupon repent. This wonderful preservation for the effective preaching of repentance took

and was recorded just

place,

as

it

happened, that

it

might be a type of the Deliverer of the

who also entered the depths of the earth, and yet was preserved, and within three
days was made alive, and who was to perform the great work of preaching repentance and
remission of sins among all nations" (Luke xxiv. 47), with results so much more victorious,
and under the opposition of Israel. Some one besides- Jonah might have preached to the
Ninevites and Jonah might have been brought to do it in some other way than by a wonnation,

**

;

the conversion of the Ninevites had also just as little need of becoming
a portion of Biblical history, as so many transient returns of an ancient people to a better
state of piety, have had.
But all this had to come to pass, because nothing more suitable
could be conceived whereby to typify the greatest deliverance, by means of which the most
derful deliverance

;

sermon on repentance was to become possible. As Jonah's preaching to the Ninwas against his will, so the preaching of Christ to the heathen was against the will of
Israel
they were awakened to repentance, and the Saviour could on that account say with
such significance " No other sign shall be given to this generation than that of Jonah the
successful

evites

:

:

—

prophet," since through the possibility of the repetition of this sign,
the preservation in
the depths of the earth,
just the strongest proof of the reprobate character of this generation was given. This is not done away by the passage in Luke xi. 30, where that genera-

—

tion is directly compared with the Ninevites ; for this can refer only to the experience of
such wonderful deliverance, and does not destroy the contrast that runs through all these passages, between the baser Jews and the better ancient and modern heathen.
(Comp. Matt,
viii. 11.)
But the differences that Jonah remained alive and Christ was made alive ; that

Jonah went against his will and Christ, out of love, commanded [his disciples] to preach to
nations that Jonah afterward was angry thereat [God's sparing Nineveh], which was
;

all

;

—

exactly repeated in the case of Israel
ail these are naturally founded on the history as such,
and vanish before the pervading similarity of the divine method of dealing before and after
the preaching to the heathen.
Be it so, that before the appearance of the Saviour, pity to
;

the heathen, in a special manner, must have. occurred to the readers of Jonah as the real
sense of the book

;

after that appearance,

ervation of the Messiah,

is

mercy displaying

itself,

taken as the true sense of Jonah

;

in the giving

and

up and pres-

this sense is

a historico-

typical one.

Keil The mission of Jonah is a fact of symbolical and typical significance, which was
intended not only to enlighten Israel as to the position of the heathen world in relation to
the kingdom of God, but at the same time to typify the future admission of the heathen, who
observe God's word, to a participation of the salvation prepared in Israel for all nations.
This, however, does not exhaust the deeper meaning of the history of Jonah.
It reaches
still further and culminates in the typical character of the three days' sojourn of Jonah in
the belly of the fish, of which Christ informs us, when He referred the Jews to the sign of
the prophet Jonah, in the words : " As Jonah was three days and three nights in the whale's
belly, so shall the Son of Man be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth.**
(Matt. xii. 40.) In order to understand this type, that is to say, the divinely appointed connection between the typical event and its antitype, we are furnished with a key in the answer
:

which Jesus gave, when, a short time before his passion, Philip and Andrew told Him, that
certain Greeks, among those who had come up to worship at -the feast, desired to see Him.
This answer consists of a twofold statement (John xii. 23 f.) " The time is come that the
Son of Man should be glorified. Verily, verily, I say unto you, except a grain of wheat fall
;
into the ground and die, it abideth alone
but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit " and
xii. 82, " And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw ail men unto me."
This answer
of Jesus amounts to this
that the time for the admission of the heathen had not yet
come but in the words, " the hour is come," etc., is contained the explanation, that the
heathen have only to wait patiently a little longer, since their union with Christ, with which
the reply concludes (ver. 32), is directly connected with the glorification of the Son of Man
(Hengstenberg, on John xii. 20).
This declaration of our Lord, that his death and glorification are necessary, in order that He may draw all men, even the heathen, to himself, or
that by his death He may break down the wall of partition, by which the heathen till then
had been shut out of the kingdom of God, at which He had already hinted in John x. 15, 16,
:

;

:

;
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teaches us to recognize the history of Jonah as an important, significant link in the chain of
development of the divine plan of salvation.
Niebuhr By the way, we must call attention to the fact, that the threatened, but revoked
destruction of Nineveh, has reference likely to the shock which Nineveh suffered through the
revolt of Media and Babylon, and which bears wholly the character of a postponed overthrow of the kingdom. The destruction is to occur after forty days (years). Now Jonah,
the son of Amittai (2 K. xiv. 25). is mentioned in connection with Jeroboam II. (about 75-34
There is nothing said as to the time when Jonah lived. But as in those
N.) as a prophet.
times it was the rule for prophecies to have reference only to brief periods, it is probable
that Jonah was a contemporary of Jeroboam, and that. he prophesied against Nineveh forty
years before the revolt of Media, which began some years prior to I. N.
[O. R. Hertwig's Tables give the following summary of views respecting the date of the
:

Book

:

—

Keil fixes

it

soon after the events recorded in

it,

and the return of Jonah

land.

to his native

—

Others place it at a later time for the following reasons
The book contains Aramaisms, which indicate a later age than that of the events which
:

(1.)

it

(2.)

(De Wette.)

records.

Chapter iii.
(Ewald.)

8,

supposes that the destruction of Nineveh had already taken place.

many reminiscences from the Psalms.
supposes that the temple had been rebuilt.
For these reasons the following dates have been assumed
(Goidhorn.)
(a.) The time of the Assyrian exile.
(Gesen., Rosenm., and Berth.)
(6.) The time of Josiah.
3-10, contains

(3.)

ii.

(4.)

Chapter

ii. 5,

8,

:

—

(Krahmer.)

The
The

(Jager, Kleinert.)
time of the Babylonian exile.
post-exile period.
(Jahn, Knobel, Koster, Ewald.)
(Krahmer.)
(e.) After the year 515 b. c.
(Vatke, Bibl. Theol.)
(/.) The third century.
(Hitzig.)
C. E.]
(g.) The time of the Maccabees.
[** It is the uniform tradition among the Jews, that Jonah himself wrote the history of his
mission ; and on this principle alone the book was placed among the prophets. For no books
were admitted among the prophets but those which the arranger of the Canon believed (if
this was the work of the Great Synagogue), or (if it was the work of Ezra), knew to have
been written by persons called to the prophetic office. Hence the Psalms of David (although
many are prophetic, and our Lord declares him to have been inspired by the Holy Ghost),
and the book of Daniel were placed in a separate class, because their authors, although
eminently endowed with prophetic gifts, did not exercise the pastoral office of the Prophet.
Histories of the prophets, as Elijah and Elisha, stand, not under their own names, but in the
books of the prophets who wrote them. Nor is the book of Jonah a history of the Prophet,
but of that one mission to Nineveh. Every notice of the prophet is omitted, except what
bears on that mission. The book also begins with just that same authentication with which
As Hosea and Joel and Micah and Zephaniah open, " The
all other prophetic books begin.
(c.)

(rf.)

—

word of the Lord that came unto Hosea," Joel, Micah, Zephaniah and other prophets in
other ways ascribe their books not to themselves, but to God, so Jonah open?, And the
word of the Lord came unto Jonah, the son of Amittai, saying." This inscription is an
The words,
integral part of the book as is marked by the word, u saying."
u The word of the Lord came to," are the acknowledged form in which the commission of
;

**

....

;

God

It is used of the commission to deliver a simple prophecy, or
to prophesy is recorded.
" The
describes the whole collection of prophecies, with which any prophet was intrusted
word of the Lord which came to Micah or Zephaniah." But the whole history of the

it

:

prophecy is bound np with, and a sequel of these words.
" Nor is there anything in the style of the prophet at variance with
"
**

It

is

strange," continues Dr. Pusey, from

whom

this.

these observations have been quoted,

that at any time beyond the babyhood of criticism, any argument should be drawn from the
Prophet writes of himself in the third person. Manly criticism has been

fact that the

ashamed to use the argument as to the commentaries of C»sar, or the Anabasis of Xenophon.
However the genuineness of these works may have been at times questioned, here we were
on the ground of genuine criticism, and no one ventured to use an argument so palpably
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has been pointed out that minds so different as Barhebraeus, the great Jacobite hisand Frederick the Great, wrote of themselves in the third person ; as did
also Thucydides and Josephus, even alter they had attested that the history in which they
so speak, was written by themselves.
But the real ground lies much deeper. It is the exception, when any sacred writer speaks
Ezra and Nehemiah do so for they are giving an account,
of himself in the first person.
not of God's dealings with his people, but of their own discharge of a definite office, allotted
Solomon docs so in Ecclesiastes, because he is giving the history of his
to them by man.
own experience and the vanity of all human things, in themselves, could be attested so
impressively by no one as by one who had all whieh man's mind could imagine.
On the contrary, the prophets, unless they speak of God's revelations to them, speak of
themselves in the third person.
Thus Amos relates in the first person, what God showed
him in vision for God spoke to him, and he answered and pleaded with God. In relating
" Amaziah said to Amos
his persecution by Amaziah, he passes at once to the third
Then
answered Amos and said to Amaziah (Amos vii. 12, 14). In like way, Isaiah speaks of him
self in the third person, when relating how God sent him to meet Ahaz, commanded him t*
walk three years, naked and barefoot Hezekiah's message to him, to pray for his people,
and his own prophetic answer ; his visit to Hezekiah in the king's sickness, his warning to
him, his prophecy of his recovery, the sign which at God's command Isaiah gave him, and
It

idle.

torian of the east,

;

;

;

:

:

;

the means of healing he appointed."

Dr. Pusey instances the other prophets, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Haggai, Moses
ip the New
Testament, St. John, who styles himself, when referring to himself, " the disciple whom Jesus
;

loved."

few words which persons who disbelieved in miracles selected out of the book of
it far down beyond the period when those miracles took place,
They are all genuine Hebrew words or forms, except the
they rather indicate the contrary.
one Aramaic name for the decree of the king of Nineveh, which Jonah naturally heard in
"

As

Jonah

for the

as a plea for removing

Nineveh
"

A

itself.
1

writer,

who got rid of the miracles by assuming that the book of
a moralizing fiction, found no counter-evidence in the language,
unhesitatingly to the Jonah, son of Amittai, who prophesied in the reign of
He saw the nothingness of the so-called proof, which he had no longer any

equally unbelieving,

Jonah was meant only
but ascribed

Jeroboam

it

II.

for

interest in maintaining.

these words will require a little detail, yet it may serve as a specino worse than its neighbors) of the way in which the disbelieving school picked
out a few words of a Hebrew prophet or section of a prophet, in order to disparage the genuineness of what they did not believe."
The words are these
I will condense Dr. Pusey's remarks on the words in question.
(1.) "The word sephinah, lit 'a decked vessel,' is a genuine Hebrew word from saphan,
covered, ceiled. The word was borrowed from the Hebrew, not by Syrians or Chaldecs only,
A word plainly is
but by the Arabians, in none of which dialects is it an original word.
original in that language in which it stands connected with other meanings of the same root,
and not in that in which it stands isolated. Naturally, too, the terra for a decked vessel
would be borrowed by inland people, as the Syrians, from a nation living on the sea-shore,
This is the first occasion for mentioning a decked vessel. It is related that
not conversely.
Jonah went in fact below deck,' * was gone down into the sides of the decked vessel.' Three
times in those verses, when Jonah did not wish to express that the ves&el was decked, he
It was then of set purpose that he, in the same
uses the common Hebrew word, oniyyah.
verse, used the two words, oniyyah and sephinah.
2. " Mallach is also a genuine Hebrew word, from melachj salt sea, as a\tcv>, from 5A$,

"

The examination of

men

(it is

:

—

*

4

salt,'

8.

then (inasc.) in poetry,
"

Rob

hachobel,

a Phoenician
4.

5.

in

l

4

brine.'

chief of the sailors,'
Chobel,

vessel.

" Ribbo,

David and

«

which

is

ten thousand,' they say

*

captain/

is

Rab

is

Phoenician also,

and

this

was

a Hebrew, not Aramaic word.
a word of later Hebrew. It occurs in a Psalm of

joined with

it, is

Hosea.

" Vith'ashehath,

«

thought, purposed,'

Job, a Psalm, and the Canticles.
in the sense in

which

it

is

also

is

In the Syriac

The root occurs in
does not occur, nor in the extant Chaldee,

an old Hebrew word.
it

used by Jonah.
l
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use of the abridged forms of the relative

shjs
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for asher, twice in composite

besheUemi, beshelli (the fuller form, baasher lemi, also occurring),

and once

words

in union with the

noun shebbin.
" There is absolutely no plea whatever for making this an indication of a later style, and
yet it occurs in every string of words, which have been assumed to be indications of such style.
It is not Aramaic at all, but Phoenician and Old Hebrew.
In Phoenician, esh is the relative,
which corresponds the more with the Hebrew in that the following letter was doubled, as in the
Punic words in Plautus, syllohom, siddoberim, it enters into two proper names, both of which
Methushael, a man of God,' and Mishael, the
in, the Pentateuch, and one, only there
same as Michael, Who is like God ? lit. Who is what God is ?
Probably it occurs also
in the Pentateuch in the ordinary language.
Perhaps it is used more in the dialect of North
Palestine.
It is frequently used in the Song of Solomon.
In Ecclesiastes it occurs sixtysix times.
Of books which are really later, it does not occur in Jeremiah's prophecies,
Ezekiel, Daniel, or any of the six later of the minor prophets, nor in Nehemiah or Esther.
It occurs only once in Ezra, and twice in the first Book* of Chronicles, whereas it occurs four
times in the Judges, and once in the Kings, and once probably in Job.
7. " Manah,
appoint, or prepare,' occurs in a Psalm of David.
8. ** Taam, ' decree.' This is a Syriac word, and accordingly, since it has now been ascertained beyond all question, that the language of Nineveh was a dialect of Syriac, it was, with
The employment
a Hebrew pronunciation, the very word used of this decree at Nineveh.
of the special word is a part of the same accuracy with which Jonah relates that the decree
was issued, not from the king only, but from the king and his nobles, one of those minute
touches which occur in the writings .of those who describe what they have seen.
" Out of the eight words, or forms, three are naval terms, and since Israel was no seafaring

occur

*

;

'

*

'

*

*

*

it is in harmony with the history, that these terms should first occur in the first
So it is also, that an Assyrian technical
prophet who left the land of his mission by sea.
term should first occur in a prophet who had been sent to Nineveh." (Pusey's Introd. to the

people,

Book of Jonah.)

The

writer of the article on Jonah, in Kitto's Biblical Cyclopcedia,

is of the opinion, that
accounted for by the nearness of the Canton of Zebulon,
to which Jonah belonged, to the northern territory, whence by national intercourse Aramaic
peculiarities might be insensibly borrowed.
C. E.]

the Chaldaisms in the book

may be

—

V.
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9

preach against Nineveh, and his Attempt to evade it
Storm arises ; Alarm of the Sailors : means adopted
Detection of Jonah ; he is thrown into the Sea, and is swal-

[The Prophet $ Commission
(vera. 1-3).

A

I.

to

Violent

for their Safety ;
lowed by a Fish (vers. 4-16).

— C. E.]

Now

.

1
[And] the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came unto. [was communicated to]
2 Jonah, 1 the son of Amittai. 8 Arise, 8 go to Nineveh, that great city, and cry A [pro3 claim] against it ; for * their wickedness is [has] come up before me. But [And]
Jonah rose up to flee unto Tarshish from the presence of the Lord [Jehovah], and
went down to Joppa ; and he [omit, he] found a ship" going to Tarshish : so he paid
[and paid] the fere thereof, and went down into it, to go with them unto Tarshish
But [And] the Lord [Jehovah] sent
4 from the presence of the Lord [Jehovah].
out 7 a great wind into the sea, and there was a mighty [great] tempest in the sea,
5 so that [and] the ship was like to be broken.8 Then [And] the mariners 9 were
w that
afraid, and cried every man [each] unto his god, and cast forth the wares
were in the ship into the sea, to lighten it of them. 10 But [And] Jonah was .gone
down [had gone down] into the sides [the interior] of the ship ; " and he lay, and
So [And] the shipmaster u came [came near] to him, and said
6 was fast asleep.
sleeper ?
Arise, call upon [to] thy God, if
unto [to] him, What meanest thou,
so be that [perhaps] God M will think upon us, that we perish not [and we shall
7 not perish]. And they said every one to his fellow [to each other], Come, and
1A
[on aclet us cast lots, that we may know [and we shall know] for whose cause
count of whom] this evil is upon us. So [And] they cast lots, and the lot fell upon
8 Jonah. Then said they [And they said] unto [to] him, Tell us, we pray thee, for
whose cause this evil is upon us 16 What is thine occupation ? and whence coni9 est thou ? what is thy country ? and of what people art thou ? And he said unto
[to] them, I am an Hebrew ; and I fear the Lord [Jehovah], the God of heaven,
10 which [who] hath made [omtt,.hath] the sea and the dry land. Then were the
men [And the men were] exceedingly afraid, and said unto [to] him, Why hast
lfl
[What is this thou hast done ?J For the men knew that he
thou done this ?
fled [was fleeing] from the presence of the Lord [Jehovah], because he had told
Then said they [And they said] unto [to] him, What shall we do unto
11 them.
thee, that the sea may be calm unto us [may subside from against us] ? for the sea
wrought and was tempestuous 17 [was increasing and rushing tempestuously].
12 And he said unto [to] them, Take me up, and cast me forth into the sea, so shall
the sea [And the sea shall] be calm unto you [subside from against you] for I
19
this great tempest is upon you.
Nevertheless [And] the
13 know that for ray sake
ld
viz., the waves] hard to bring it to the land [to bring
through,
men rowed [broke
to land] ; but they could not, for the sea wrought, and was tempestuous [was inWherefore [And] they cried
14 creasing and rushing tempestuously] against them.
Lord [O now Jehobeseech thee,
unto [to] the Lord [Jehovah], and said,
20
vah], let us not perish for this man's life, and lay not upon us innocent blood
So [And] they took up
15 for thou. (.) Lord [Jehovah], hast done as it pleased thee.
Jonah, and cast him forth into the sea : and the sea ceased [stood] from its raging.
:
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16 Then [And] the

men

Lord [Jehovah] exceedingly, and

feared the

offered

a

sacri-

made vows.

unto the Lord [Jehovah], and

fice

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
p.

— n3*P, Jonah,

Ver. 1.

signifies

a

dove.

[4 Ver. 2.

— VJ1&H, Amlttmi, means veracious, or truthful.
— D*1p, arise, used before another verb as a term of excitement
— K*")p, cry, proclaim in the manner of a herald, or prophet.

[5 Ver. 2.

— ^S^for, may be

[3 Ver. 1.

[3 Ver. 2.

aqsninand, and hence

it is

need here as the relative oonjunetkm that; but

— n*OHt, ship, generally any large merchant-ship.
— V*tpH, Hiphil of Vttp, to throw down atfuU length, to prostrate.
—IJJ^nb H^Wn, used metaphorically of inanimate things to be about to do, or suffer:

(6 Ver. 8.

[7 Ver. 4.
[8 Ver. 4.

;

Gesenius' Heb. Lex. sub

about to be broken, was on the point of foundering.

— D^n ?n, the
— D 7D,

[9 Ver. 5.

-

[10

Ver. 5.

[11

Ver. 6.

Teasels,

mariners, from

n^9» salt,

— n S$n ^ny^ the

sides,

tht skip

was

2t2?n.

the quality of the water which they navigate.

a general term comprehending wares.

3s
a decked vessel.

it signifies

probably assigns a reaaoq for the

it

rendered because

The

or two sides of the vessel.

sufflx

Dfl

Sephmah

Is

refers to the persons,

not to the

derived from Saphan, to cover

— bjhn 2H, the master of the rope-men.
— D^bST!, the god, with the
— > C5 V??2}»^r
t0 ••*••»
compounded of the preposition 3,
«*** *

[18 Ver. 6.
[18 Ver. 6.
[14 Ver.

7.

article.

e

tfiat

8.— The

words itf?

•'

Hrf'TH

H^H

^tjb "N??N3, «• omitted

8oncln. edition of the prophets, and in the Vatican copy of the

[18

LXX.

:

in two of Kennicotfs

and Kennicott's MS.

154, omits N

£/.

— n*WV nHJTtD, What this thou hast done not, why hast thou done this
Ver. 11. — Tjbin, going, ^VD, tossing: they are both participles.
— *VtT?, on my account, compounded of the preposition 3, the relative contracted
Ver.

[16 Ver. 10.
[17

the relative pronoun tZ?, eon-

7, and the interrogative ^Q,

tracted from *^E7M, the preposition
[16 Ver.

**

is

ttf,

b, and the pronominal

[19 Ver. 18.

— ^^lnM,

suffix

Henderson.

?

!

12.

preposition

MSS. in the

as in v. 7, the

\

brolw through.

"1HJ1

signifies to

break throVigh a wall, and metaphorically to break

through the waves.
[*> Ver. 14.

— tTg39, for the sake of the soul, or

life,

as in 2 Sam. xiv. 7-

8ee also Dent. xix. 21.

— G. B.]

EXBGETICAL AND CRITICAL

qualify the apocopated future, so as to make it represent the historical past tense." ( Henderson, Com.

Ver. 1-3. The Command and the Flight. Compare on ver. 1 the Introduction, § 2, p. 13.
" The narrative begins, according to usage, with
the conula [conjunction vav. C. E.J, because every
event in time follows upon, an antecedent one and
the record of that event is always only a continuation of something prior, and separately considered
forms a fragment/' (Hitzig, Compare Ruth i. 1

on Jonah, chap. i. 1.)
" This form, * And the word of the Lord came
saying,' occurs over and over again, stringing
to
together the pearls of great price of God's revelations, and uniting this new revelation to all those
which had preceded it. The word And, then joins
on histories with histories, revelations with revelations, uniting in one the histories of God's works
and words, and blending the books of Holy Scripture into one Divine book." (Pusey, Com. on Jonah, chap. i. 1.)
" Sometimes a book commences with the relative
past form of the substantive verb, in consequence
of the writer's viewing it as the continuation of a
preceding one (Lev. i. 1 ; Num. i. 1 ; Josh: L 1
Judg. i. 1). Books are also found to commence
in this manner which have no actual reference to a
preceding one in such cases the writer plunges at
once in medias res, regarding what he is about to
record as connected to foregoing events, at least in
the order of time (Ezek. i. 1 ; Jonah i. 1 ; Ruth i.
1 ; Esther i. 1 ).
(Nordheimer , s£7ie&. Gram. Syntax,

;

1

Sam.

i.

1.)

["From

the circumstance that the

book com-

mences with the conjunction \ commonly rendered
and, some have inferred that it is merely the fragment of a larger work, written by the same hand
but though this particle is most commonly used to
connect the following sentence with something
which precedes it, and is placed at the beginning of
;

—

,

books to mark their connection with a
foregoing narrative, as Ex. i. 1 I Kings i. 1 ; Ezra
yet it is also employed inchoatiycly where
i. I ;
there is no connection whatever, as Ruth'i. 1 Esth.
It serves
i. 1 ; and, as specially parallel, Ezek. i. 1.
no other purpose in such cases than merely to §976,2).
historical

;

;

;

— C.E.]
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Nineveh, the capital of Assyria, on the prophets did, could have done that in his own land.
bank of the Tigris, is called the great city, Neiiher does he say merely to it ; for that would
nr* iloxh* l»ere as in Gen. x. 12, where the addihave been expressed hy v$ or v. But God will
tional clause, •* the s»ame is a great city," includes
have him preach against Nineveh, because its wickthe four previously, separately ntfmed cities, which,
edness had come up before Him as in former times
in a wider M?n>c, constituted the city of Nineveh.
the wickedness of Sodom and Gomorrah had done
It was, according to Diodor. ii. 3, the greatest
(comp. Gen. xviii. 21, with Gen. vi. 5).
Its circumference was four huncity of antiquity.
Ver. 3. Jonah arose, but to flee, and that from
dred and eighty furlongs
one hundred and fifteen
the presence of Jehovah, that is, from the people
furlongs greater than that of Babylon.
Its diamand
land of Israel, to which he imagined the preseter was (Herodotus, v. 25) l [i] one hundred and
ence of God to be limited, as Jacob, when he was
consequently
fifty furlongs
j*ood day's jourVer. 2.

left

—

a
100 teet high, flanked with
fifteen hundred towers, each two hundred feet hteh,
four [some say three, C. E.] chariots could drive
abreast.
The" three days' journey, which, according to chap. iii. 3, one could travel within the city,
cannot appear an incredible statement, if we consider that it tilled, together with the adjoining cities
;

Upon

ney.

its walls,

God befather [Vaterlichen Erde],

astonished at discovering the presence of

yond the home of

his

•

'(Gen. xxviii. 16.)
4
The belief in the omnipresence of
I'

God was a

part of the faith of Abraham's house. And that
God was even present here he did not first learn on
this occasion (as Knobel seems to think), but it is
new to him that Jehovah, as the covenant God,
united to it by the same fortifications, the whole
Himself not only at the-consccrated altars
revealed
space between the rivers Tigris, Khosr, the Upper
his fathers, but even here." (Lange on Gen.
or Great Zab, the Gasr Su, and the mountainous of
boundary of the valley of the Tigris on the east xxviii. 16.)
" It has been asked, How could a Propliet imaud that the rubbish and ruin covered mounds,
*
which indicate the locality of the desolated city, agine that he could flee from the presence of God i
conversant
could
not.
Jonah,
so
with
Plainly
he
and which for twenty-five years have been accessithe Psalms, doubtless knew well the Psalm of
ble to the investigations of learned men, occupy
'
an area of about eighteen square miles [German David, Whither shall I go from thy Spirit, and
from thy presence i
He could
miles =r 378 Kng. sq. miles
C. E.] Comp. Ewald, whither shall I flee
bib. Jour., x. 52 ff. ; J. Oppert, Expend. Sdentifique not but know, what every instructed Israelite knew.
have
should
known
that
such
could
critics
And
so
en Me'sopotamie, Paris, 1862, ii. 67, 72, 82 f. ; M. v.
Tho words are used, as we
not be the meaning.
Kiebuhr, Wst. of Assyria and Babylon, p. 274 ff.)
say, * he went out of the king's presence,' or the
[Nineveh, according to Gen. x.
'

—

'

•

•

11,

was

built

by

Nimrod.
The verse should probably be read
Out of that land he [Nimrod went forth into
Asshur [Assyria], and builded Nineveh, and the
city lichoboth and Calah."
According to the
Greek and Roman authors, it was founded by
Kinus, the mythical founder of the Assyrian empire
aud its name appears to be derived from his,
or from that of an Assyrian deity, Nin, corresponding, it is conjectured, with the Greek Hercules. In
the time of Jonah, it had probably attained to its
greatest extent.
It formed a trapezium, and consequently could have no one diameter. Its sharp
angles lay towards the north and south, and its
long sides were formed by the Tigris and the mountains.
The average length was about twenty-five
English miles ; the average breadth, fifteen. "This
large extent of area includes Nineveh in its broader bense, which was a imion of four large primeval cities.
Nineveh proper, including the ruins of
Konyunjik, Nebbi Yimas, and Ninua, is situated
at the northwestern comer, near the Tigris.
Nirarud, supposed to be the later capital, and which, in
the opinion of Uawlinson, Jones, and Oppert, was
the ancient Calah, is at the southwestern corner,
between the Tigris and Zab ; a third large city,
which is now without a uame, and which has been
explored least of all, is on the Tigris itself, from
three to six English miles to the north of Nimrud ;
and the citadel and temple-mass, now named Khorsabad, is situated on tne Khosr.
(Compare Keil
and Delitzsch on the Minor Prophets; Kitto'sifrolical Cyclopedia ; Smith's Dictionary of the Bible ;
Layard's Nineveh and its Remains; Rawlinson's
Herodotus, Book L, Appendix, Essay vii.)
C. E.]
Preach against it is God's command to Jonah ;
that is, go and deliver to its face, a call to reHe does not say,
pentance [Ein* Biusspredigt].
preach merely concerning* it ; for Jonah, as other
:

"

1

like.
It is, literally, he rose to flee from being in
the presence of the Lord, i. «., from standing in
his presence as his servant and minister." (Infroduction to the Prophet Jonah, by the Rev. E. B.
Pusey, D. D., p. 247.)
Dr. Pusey illustrates his interpretation by a large
number of references to the use of the expression

;

—

\D5 V^>

in the notes to the passage quoted above.

The explanation of

Keil and Dclitzsch (Com. on
Jonah, chap. i. 3) is essentially the same " from
the face of Jehovah, i. c, away from the presence
of the Lord, out of the land of Israel, where Jehovah dwelt in the temple, and manifested his
presence (comp. Gen. iv. 16) ; not to hide himself from the omnipresent God, but to withdraw
from the service of Jehovah, the God King of Is:

rael."

Henderson (Com. on Jonah, chap.

i.

3), says:

HJJT

\?5> which strictly means the face, person, or presence of Jehovah, is sometimes employed
to denote the special manifestation of his presence,
or certain outward and visible tokeus by which He

made Himself

locally

ised that his presence

>
(

known.

^),

t.

«.,

Thus God promthe sensible tokens

of his presence, should accompany the Hebrews on

march to Canaau (Ex. xxxiii. 14. Comp.
It is also employed in refPs. ix. 3 ; lxviii. 2, 8).
erence to the place or region where such manifestations were vouchsafed, as Gen. iv. 14, where it
obviously signifies the spot where the primitive
worship was celebrated, and sensible proofs of the
divine favor were manifested to the worshippers
In lite
(1 Sam. i. 22; ii. 18; Ps. xlii. 3 (2)).
their

manner, the place where Jacob had intimate comcalled by that patriarch

munion with God, was

God (Gen.
The interpretation, therefore, of David
Kimchi, " He imagined that if he went out of the
•tfO?, the face, or manifestation of

xxxii. 30 ) .
1

106;

[Herodotue mention* Nineveh, Book

Bookll. 1S0.-C.

I. 108, 106, 186,

land of Israel, the spirit of prophecy would not

Jt-J
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1

supposes that he had Tain down to sleep, hoping
the better to escape cither the dangers ot sea and
air, or the baud of God ; others that he had thrown
himself down in despair, and being utterly exhaustcd and giving himself up for lo?»t, hail fallen
asleep ; or as Theodoret expresses it, Wing troubled
with the gnawings of conscience and overnowered
with mourning, he had sought comfort
sleep
and fallen into a deep sleep. Jerome, on the other
hand, expresses the idea that the words indicate
" security of mind " on the part of the prophet
" he is not disturbed by the storm and the surrounding dangers, but has the same composed
mind in the calm, or with shipwreck at liaud ;
and whilst the rc*t are calling upon their gods, and
casting their things overboard, " he is so calm and
feels so safe with his tranquil mind, that he goes
down to the interior of the ship and enjoys a most
The truth probably lies lietween
placid sleep."
these two views. It was not an evil conscience, or
despair occasioned by the threatening of danger,
which induced him to lie down to sleep ; nor was
it his fearless composure in the midst of the danger
of the storm, but the careless self-security with
which he had embarked on the shin to flee from
God, without considering that the hand of God
could reach him even on the sea, and punish him
This security is apparent in
for his disobedience.
(Keil and Delitzsch,
his subsequent conduct."
Com. on JonaJi, chap. i. 5).
Pusey and Cowles intimate that he may have
been fatigued by his journey to Joppa, and that
whose appointed fare (J-HJtp) he paid.
" sorrow and remorse completed what latigue beVer. 4-16.
God arrests Jonah. Jehovah, from gan."
whom Jonah intends to (lee, is Lord of the sea,
Ver. 6.
But God knows where to find each one
and the winds arc his servants (Ps. civ. 4j. One
collect.}
of these servants he sends forth in haste into the (comp. Am. ix. 2). The captain [ /—
sea to draw Jonah from his purpose.
came to him and said What meanest thou,
"
Ver. 5. The sailors, heathen from different na- sleeper ? Hieronymus
Quid tu sopore deprimtions, do what behooves honest and prudent men
eris 9
Vox stupentis et acriter redarguentis ar si
they pray and resort to the usual precautionary dixisset : outrnam est tibi tanti soporis causa et ratio
measures, by throwing the wares into the sea, in et ercusatto f cum proeeila somnum onmem satis inMarck.
ter dicat et vigiliam exigat periculum 9"
order to unburden themselves of them. (CH^ v3?Q
Arise, pray to thy God. Perhaps God * will
does not refer to the wares, but to the ship's com- think upon
us, think mercifully that we perish
pany (Ex. xviii. 22).) But he, whom the storm
particularly concerns, deems himself secure in the not (compare the derivatives of the root a"W3?
sidea of the ship, i. «., in the hold (corap. Am. yi. (Job xii. 5 Ps. cxlvi. 4). The heathen is obliged
" Tarn to admonish the servant of God of his dnty, and
10; Is. xiv. 15). There he is fast asleep.
quietus est et animi tranguilli, ut ad navis interiora to remind him of the fact that his God is a mercidescenders somno pluciao perfruatur." (Hierony- ful God.
mus.) The verbs in the last sentence of the verse
[Pusey quotes from Chrysostom the following
should be rendered in the pluperfect, as in the last passage " The shipmaster knew from experience,
into
verse
down
10.
["Jonah had gone
clause of
that it was no common storm, that the surges were
C. E.] an infliction borne down from God, and above huthe hold, and had there fallen fast asleep."
[This act of Jonah is regarded by most com- man skill, and that there was no good in the masmentators as a sign of an evil conscience. Marck ter's skill. For the state of things needed another
rest upon him/ is perhaps not wide of the mark.
Jarchi to the same effect: "The Shekinah does
not dwell out of the land." Though, as Theodoret
observes, he well knew that the Lord of the universe was everywhere present, yet he supposed that
it was only at Jerusalem he became apparent to
men ; {ncoKap$dvvy Bh o/i«f 4w fi6tnrj 'UpovaaK^fi
ainbv voit?<r$ai tV txnp£v*iay."
C. E.]
The psychological motive of the flight is not
mentioned. That which Jonah assigns (chap. iv.
1
2), is hardly to be considered with Keil as pragmatically exact and sufficient, since in that place
it rather makes the impression of being an attempt
to palliate a guilty conscience, which is glad to
seize upon even the semblance of right.
His concern lor the time being, was to throw off obedience
to God, and lor that purpose various motives
ease, indolence, and fear of men
concurred,
a
state of mind of which every servant of God can
readily conceive from the analogy of his own experience.
That he actually intended an entire abandonment of duty, the circumstance that he fled as
far as possible proves.
To Tarshish, or Tartcssus,2 which was the most
remote of the Phoenician trading-places known in
the Old Testament, and situated not far from the
mouth of the Baetis (Guadalquivir). He takes the
direct road thither, tirst to Joppa, which, in the
time of Solomon (2 Chron. ii. 16), was a wellknown seaport on the Mediterranean (Josh. xix.
46), for the purpose of there embarking in a ship,
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The mot ire of his flight
not fear of the difficulty the principal city of which was Tarsus, the native place of
of carrying out the command of God, but, as Jonah him- the Apostle Paul. But It is now generally agreed that II
self says in chap. It. 2, anxiety lest the companion of God was Tarshish in Spain.
The name occurs In Gen. x 4.
should spare the sinful city in the event of its repenting. among the sons of Javan, who are supposed to have peopkd
lie had no wish to cooperate in this ; and that not merely the southern parts of Europe (comp. Ps. Ixxii. 10 ; Is lxvi.
because he knew by inspiration of the Holy Spirit, that 19).
In Esekiel xxvii. 12, and Jeremiah x. 9, it b menthe repentance of the Gentiles would be the ruin of the tioned as sending to Tjre silver, iron, tin, and lend.
It is
Jew?, and as a lover of his country, was actuated not so mentioned in Isaiah, chap, xxiii. in connection with Tyre.
much by envy of the salvation of Nineveh, as by unwilling- In several passages of the Bible, " ships of Tarshish M are
ness that hi* own people should perish,' as Jerome supposes, spoken of, especially in connection with Tyre.
The name
but al>»o beciuxe he really grudged salvation to the Gentiles is probably of Phoenician origin.
C. K.]
aud feared lent their conversion to the living God should
the God.
The German re3 [The Hebrew is
infringe upon the privileges of Israel abore the Gentile
world, and put au end to its election as the nation of God" tains the article, Der Goi't' Pusey : " He does not call
(Keil and Delits*ch, Com. on Jonah, chap. i. 8, and note at Jonah's God, thy God, as Darius says to Daniel, thy God,
but also t/u God, acknowledging the God whom Jonah
the bottom of the page.)
C. K.]
2 [Calviu is of the opinion that Tarshish means Cillcia, worshipped to be the God.*'
0. K.J
'

—
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I.

who ordereth the heavens, and craved the ment, only when they are spoken of by foreigners,
guidance from on high.
So then they too left or speak of themselves to foreigners, or when the
gave their hands rest 'from row- sacred writers mention them in contrast with foring, and stretched them to heaven and called upon eigners."
(Pnsey, Com. on Jonah, chap. i. 8, 9.)
" He does not say a Jew, as the Targum wrongly
God."
C.E.]
Ver. 7.
But God intends to make a complete renders it ; for that would have been false, since he
exposure of Jonah. [Luther tills up, in an ingen- was of the tribe of Zobulun, which was in the
ious way, the break in the continuity of thought kingdom of Israel, and not of Judah ; nor docs he
between vers. 6 and 7. On a momentary survey say an Israelite, lest he should be thought to be in
of the evil, which he had caused, Jonah was tilled the idolatry of that people, but a Hebrew, which
with such a pungent feeling of repentance and con- was common to both" (Dr. Gill, Com. on Jonah,
fusion, that he is speechless from deep compunc- chap. i. 9).
tion, and does not, because of shame, find courage
And I fear Jehovah, the God of heaven.
to make an open confession, because he considers
which made the sea and dry land. fcH J has been
the disgrace intolerable.
Therefore God must suffer still something more to come to pass, in order rendered correctly by the LXX. <r4fafieu, cob, reto drive him to confession.] l
afraid of JeThe lot falls upon vereor ; and does not mean
him. " Fugitivua hie aorte deprehenditur, non viri- hovah against whom I have sinned " (A bar ban el).
"
I fear," etc., he had no intenImi 9ortium sed vofuntate ejus, qui sortts regebat in- By the statement,
certas" (Hieronymus.)
[The fugitive is detected tion of describing himself as a righteous or innocent
man
(Hitzig),
but simply meant to indicate
by lot, not from any virtue in lots themselves, but
his relation to God,
namely, that he adored the
by the will of Him, who governs uncertain lots.]
Ver. 8.
His own confession must convict hiin, living God who created the whole earth, and, as
that he intended to flee from a God, of whose wide, Creator, governed the world.
For he admits diunlimited power he could not be ignorant (Matt, rectly after, that he has sinned against this God,
by telling them, as we may see from ver. 10, of his
xii. 37).
He had not told them as
[" When Jonah had been singled out by lot as flight from Jehovah.
the culprit, the sailors called upon him to confess soon as he embarked in the ship, as Hitzig suphis guilt, asking him at the same time about his poses, but does so now for the first time, when they
country, his occupation, and his parentage. The ask about his people, his country, etc., as we may
repetition of the question, on whose account this see most unmistakably from ver. 10, b.
In ver. 9,
calamity had befallen them, which is omitted in Jonah's statement js not given completely ; but the
the LXX. (Vatican), the Soncin. prophets, and principal fact, namely, that he was a Hebrew and
Cod. 195 of Kennicott, is found in the margin in worshipped Jehovah, is followed immediately by
Cod. 384, and is regarded by Grimm and Hitzig the account of the impression which this acknowlas a marginal gloss that has crept into the text. edgment made upon the heathen sailors ; and the
It is not superfluous, however, still less does it oc- confession of his sin is mentioned afterwards as a
casion uny confusion ; on the contrary, it is quite supplement, to assign the reason for the great fear
in order.
The sailors wanted thereby to induce which came upon the sailors in consequence."
Jonah to confess with his own mouth that he was (Keil and Delitzsch, Com. on Jonah, chap. i. 9.)
guilt v, now that the lot had fallen upon him, and 0. E.]
Ver. 10. The heathen perceive the bearing and
to disclose his crime (Ros. and others).
As an
Danger teaches to take
indirect appeal to confess his crime, it prepares the extent of this confession.
way for the further inquiries as to his occupation, heed to the word (Is. xxviii. 19). [See the Hebrew
etc They inquired about his occupation, because and Luther's German translation of Is. xxviii. 19.
C. E.] Great fear of the great God, who pursues
it might be a disreputable one, and one which excited the wrath of the gods ; also about his parent- them closely [is at their heels] seizes upon them.
age, and especially about the land and people from The second half of the verse is an explanatory
which he sprang, that they might pronounce a safe clause added by the narrator, from which it is evisentence npon his crime" (Keil and Delitzsch, dent that the reply of Jonah (ver. 9), does not give
the exact words that he uttered, but only their subCom. on Jonah, chap. i. 8).
" Questions so thronged have been admired in stance in condensed form. Indeed, if the question
human poetry," St. Jerome says. For it is true (10, a), is admitted to be intelligible, he must nave
to nature.
1 hey think that some one of them will told them of his flight.
draw forth the answer which they wish. It may
[What hast thou done! fVttfy rfctoTTp,
be that they thought that his country, or people,
is not a question as to the nature of his sin, but an
or parents, were under the displeasure of (Sad.
exclamation of horror at his flight from Jehovah,
But perhaps more naturally, they wished to " know
the God of heaven and earth, as the following exall about him," as men say.
These questions
TO"^ ^2) clearly show.
must have gone home to Jonah's conscience What planatory clauses,
it thy business t
The office of prophet which he The great fear which came upon the heathen seahad left Whence comest thou ? From stand- men at this confession of Jonah, may be fully exing before God as his minister. What thy coun- plained from the dangerous situation in which they
try, of what people art thou t
The people of found themselves, since the storm preached the
God, whom he had quitted for heathen; not to omnipotence of God more powerfully than words
win them to God, as He commanded; but not could possibly do." (Keil and Delitsch, Com. on
knowing what they did, to abet him in his flight
Jonah, chap. i. 10.)
C. E.J
Ver. 9. " Jonah answers the central point to
Ver. 1 1 Still more evident is it from this verse
which all these questions tended: 'I am a He- that Jonah must have told them that he was a serbrew.'
This was the name by which Israel was vant of God consecrated by a special call ; for they
known to foreigners. It is used in the Old Testa- do not cast him into the sea immediately, but ap1 [Though it docs not appear that Jonah confessed hli sin ply to him with a kind of awe for instructions what
ro tb« captain of the ehlp, yet there i* no reaeon to doubt to do.
Moreover, afterward (vers. 13, 14), -they
that he obeyed the awakening call (ver. 6).
G. JL]
exert themselves most strenuously to bring trim to
Master,

oars, sails, cables,

—
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land, to preserve his life for the execution of his
Ver."
divine commission ; and only when they
do not filled.
"
1
succeed, do they throw him into the sea.
ins.

1

The

5.

The

prediction of the prophet is fulstill [ceased] from its rag-

sea stood

Ver. 16. The result of the fulfilled prophecy
The participle ^T^H, ver. 11, frequently stands
is that the fear of God on the part of the heathen
as an auxiliary verb, with the idea of continuance,
manifests itself in action : they offer a sacrifice and
increase the sea continued to rage (2 Sam. iii.
make vows,
the sacrifice immediately, the vows
1; xv. 12).
for the time of landing.
Ver. 12. Jonah pronounces his own sentence,
[According
the Rabbins, Grotius, and some
to
" Non lergiwrsutur, nondi.Hsimulat, non negat, sed qui
others, they did not actually offer a sacrifice, but
confessus erat defuga pomam libenter assumit se cuonly purposed to do it before Jehovah, i. e., at Jepiens perire ne propter se et ceteri pereant." ( Hicronyrusalem ; but it is more natural to conclude that
mus.)
[He does not refuse, or prevaricate, or
they sacrificed some animal that was on board, and
deny; but having made confession concerning his
vowed that they would present greater proofs of
flight, be willingly submits to the punishment, detheir gratitude when they returned from their voysiring to perish, and not [to] let others perish on
age.
Michaelis thinks they intended to perform
his account.]
With the same resignation, with
#
their vows when they reached §pain.
which the prophets are accustomed to announce
a Qitin: ubi transmissm stelerint trans ctquora classes;
the sad fate of their nation, he utters his own senEl posit is arix jam vota in litore solves."
JBneid til. 408.
tence as a divine oracle, and joins with the tone
Henderson's Com. on Jonah, chap. i. 16.
C. E.]
of prophecy the promise of deliverance.
Ver. 13. The holier he seems to the men, the
greater is their dread of putting him to death.
DOCTRINAL AND BTHI0AL.4

—

:

—

Will not

God have mercy upon them,

store

him again

was

intending

shore

?

if

they re-

to the mission, from which he
to escape, if they put him on

They row hard [ 'H^O??,

literally,

tV

—O

HJH has not arisen from NJ" 'f (Kcil),
whereby a useless accumulation of synonymous
words would arise, but it is the usual particle of

man.

S3TIM,

which

is

as readily joined with positive requests (2

just

Kings

5

xx. 3). The
pretii [the beth of price, reward,
exchange.
ti. E.] stands here as in Micah i. 5.
The added petition, impute not to us innocent
blood, does not mean, suffer us not to destroy

—

in this

man an

innocent person

(

Hitzig)

;

but

vS

fro

has the meaning of imputation and retribution.
Against them Jonah had done no wrong
with respect to them he is guiltless; and in his
mission as a prophet, he stands or falls to his God
alone this they feel no worldly power has a right
to pass sentence upon the prophet of God ( Jcr. xxvi.
:

;

[N*P3

iv.

19.1

is

irregularly written

But God showed them

1 [Perhaps it in too much to assume that the strenuous
of the sailors were put forth principally to effect the
landing of the fugitive prophet ; they had regard to their
own safety, as the casting of Jonah into the sea proves.

efforts

p. 16.

no escape from the Almighty God. For
has so arranged the world, that the work
of every individual is counted upon; and his work
is not allowed to stand still, but must be accomplished. Ver. 1, 2. (2.) Distance is no protection
aguinst Him for to Him belong heaven and earth,
the sea and the dry land.
Ver. 3, f. 9. (3.) To
Him the winds and waves are subject ; for He has
made all things. Ver. 4, 9. (4.) To Him also
are subject everywhere, in involuntary fear, the
erring hearts of men (ver. 5, 6)
whoever, then,
There

(1.)

is

He

;

—

;

expects to find in them a refuge against God, is
deceived.
(5.) Even things seemingly accidental
must obey Him, whenever He intends to carry oat
his purpose.
Ver. 7. (6.) Everything, however far
from, or near to Him it may be, must finally become an instrument in his hand (ver. 11-15), and
cooperate for the glorifying of his name. Ver. 16.
Ver. 1. Whoever would speak the word of God
to others, must have received it himself.
For the
office of the ministry a regular call is requisite.—
Ver. 3. Let no man say, that there is t or can be
anywhere, a sphere of life so distant, that God can
The Lord has always
entirely lose sight of it.
an eye and a heart for those also, who are withAnd he who would be his servant and has
out.
not such a heart, is a servant like Jonah, that
The sins of Nineveh are not
is, an undutiful one.
specified. The savage desire for wars and thirst for
conquest, which characterized the Assyrians, were
certainly sins enough before God ; yet there may
God's call to 'repentance is
have been others.
always a call of grace ; his call of grace always
Jonah and Paul, Rom.
a call to repentance.
i. 5.
Ver. 3. What God appoints to thee to
He who gives the
do, do it without gainsaying.
burden gives also the shoulders to bear it He
who flees increases the burden. He who flees from

—

with H, as in
that they
must serve Him as his executioners. For thou*
O Jehovah, hast done as it pleased thee. Thou
hast determined it.
This is their justification.
The lot and the word of the prophet are to them
the finger of God.
God
19).

Joel

iii.

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

broke

through, namely, the surging waves] to bring the
ship to dry land ; Cyrill : tdo<tk*7\cu
vavv: the
object can be omitted as being easily understood,
a usage common to the German. 2 But they do
not succeed. It must be evident to them that the
word of the prophet must indeed be accomplished.
He is a servant \Mann] of Jehovah, whom they
are about to sacrifice ; therefore it is natural that
they should pray, not to their own gods, but to Jehovah to pardon them because of the victim.
Ver. 14.
Jehovah, we beseech thee, let
us not perish for the sake of the soul of this

entreaty, contracted from

See Introduction

—

—

is

8 [See

foolish

and commits

Hebrew lexicon

,

s. v.

— 0. K.]

Jonah most

folly.

Henderson'* Com. on Jonah,

i.

14,

and

the heading of this part of the Commentary,
Kleinert has chosen the compound word ReicAsgedanken,
thought* connected with the history and dewhich
means
E.]
« [The literal translation of the Hebrew is, " They rowed velopment of the kingdom of God.
His reasons for ehoos*
hard to bring to the dry land." The object of the verb ren- ing this term in preference to dogtnatistk-etkisch* Gnmdge
0. B.]
dank** am given in the Preftoe, pp. vL, vfl.
C. R*]
1 to bring, namely, ship, is omitted.

—

4 [For

C

—

—
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—

Ver. 2. We reto rescue some before it comes.
(ver. 9).
It so happens that if, gard the history with indifference, because we view
Divine
regardless of
direction, we take our own it from without, and it does not concern us.
But
course, we will afterward be obliged to acknowl- should the like occur in our time, we would think
edge ourselves blind and foolish. —Ver. 4. Had the that we never yet heard of a more foolish and
Book of Jonah originated from heathen fables, as more impossible thing, than that a single man
some assert, the Lord would not have sent the wind should enter such an empire, with a proclamation
upon the sea; but the god of heaven [Jupiterj to repent. Now God's works are wont to appear,
would have made an alliance with the god of the at first, so foolish and impossible, that reason must
winds [jEolus] and with the god of the sea [Nep- despair of their accomplishment and scoff; but it
tune] against Jonah.
How simple and sublime is is well for us to believe, for God accomplishes
the religion of the Old Testament
Distress them.
Ver. 3. The ancient holy fathers were
teaches to pray. «If thou dost not know and teach especially inclined to exculpate the prophets,
this, thou wilt always be a poor comforter.
If the apostles, and great saints.
But we adhere strictly
Lord seizes thy heart with violent alarms from and inflexibly to the Word of God, and admit that
anguish of conscience, throw thy wares into the Jonah, in this instance, committed a great sin, on
sea.
What is thine must perish, and if thou dost account of which he would have been eternally
not surrender it, thou must thyself suffer ship- condemned, liad he not, in the number of the elect,
wreck.
Ver. 6. It is a sad thing and a bad si^n, been written in the book of life. This is a signal
if the unbelieving, and those in the congregation token of grace that God seeks Jonah and punishes
weak in faith, must tell the minister what becomes him so soon after his sin, and does not suffer him
him to do. Happy he whose conscience is awak- to profit by it, or to continue long therein.
Ver.
ened and quickened by an admonition so shameful 5. The natural light of reason extends thus far,
have

known

escape from

in his heart that it is impossible to

God

I

j

J

—

!

—

—

to

him.

Of whom

the

Lord

thinks,

him He

also

that it considers

God

kind, gracious, merciful,

and

(Ps. xl. 17 (17)).
It often occurs that the mild.
This is a great light; but it fails in two
Lord must say : verily, I have not found such particulars. In the first place, it believes indeed
faith in Israel.
Ver. 7.
means to learn that God has power and knowledge to do, to help,
the will of God, in doubtful cases, are in them- and to give; but that He is willing also to do

—

Human

of no avail ; but God can make use of them,
is true earnestness in those who employ
them, and if "they know no better means (comp.
Josh. 7). But when men, by means of prayer, can
receive the Holy Spirit, then they should seek the
will of God, not by lots, but by prayer (Matt vii.
11).
Ver. 8. Jonah might purposely have left his
birth and vocation in darkness. Whoever engages
in his calling with half a soul, likes to avoid confession ; he suffers himself to be considered as a
heathen, and puts himself on a level with this
world.
Where the fear of God is not, there is the
fear of man.
And moreover, the fear of man is
most unprofitable. Whoever frankly and honestly,
humbly and heartily, acknowledges the Lord among
men, will soon discover that it is the phantom off
spring of fear to imagine that one will reap from
the acknowledgment only disgrace and not a blessing.
Such was not even the case among the
heathen; for when Jonah made his confession,
thev honored him (ver. 10-14). Reflect how many
souls may be guided by the Lord to thee, to whom,
by confession at proper time, thou mayest have
it in thy power to render a service for eternity.
The commission [of the minister] is not confined
to Jerusalem and Bethel, not to the baptismal font
and altar, not to the confessional and pulpit, not
to canonicals ; but it is in thy heart and mouth,
and it shall, therefore, never depart from thee
Ver. 13. So has the heathen
(Deut. xxx. 14).
world also struggled to come to land ; but it could
not until Christ was buried in death (Rom. i.-iii.).
Ver. 1 5. There are deeds of violence by which
God's will is carried into effect. But it does not,
therefore, follow that he who performs them is
guiltless ; but he stands in need of repentance and
Vers. 15, 16. This is also a shadow
forgiveness.
of things to come.
O, that it were only come to
this,
that all the heathen world would thank God,
that death, which swallowed up Christ, has no
selves
if

there

—

—

—

—

such things for it, it knows not therefore it does
not continue steadfast in its opinion.
In the
second place, reason cannot correctly bestow the
predicate of Deity upon that being to whom it
;

belongs. It knows that God is
but who and
what He is, who has a right to be called God, it
knows not. Each one called upon his god, thai is,
upon the object of his fancy, or that which he con;

sidered God ; therefore, they were all in error in
regard to the only true God.
Ver. 7. Where men
devoid of understanding are, they set about things
in a wrong, perverted way, allow the sin to remain
in the mean time, and consider only how they may
get rid of their anguish. This does not help they
must consequently despair. But where men of
understanding are, they turn away their minds
from their anguish and think mostly of their sins
they confess them and get rid of them, though they
should remain eternally in anguish, and they rever.
sign themselves to it, as Jonah does here.
10 ff. The faith of Jonah against trials (for that
he maintained his faith his deliverance proves)
(1.) He takes the sin upon himself from others,
and acknowledges that ne alone deserved death.
(2.) He consents also to be brought to shame before God.
(3.) He chooses death, bitter and uncertain. If God so deal with us as to permit us to
see life in death, or if Ho show us the place and
abode of our souls, whither they must go and
where they must remain, then death would not be
bitter, but it would be like a leap over a shallow
stream, on both sides of which one feels and sees a
firm ground and shore. But now He does not show
us here anything of the kind, but we must spring
from the firm shore of this life into the abyss. (4.)
He bears in death the wrath of God. (5.) Moro
than this, he must die alone ; he has none to com-

—

:

—

him; the people in the. ship sail away and
him in the midst of the sea as certainly
drowned and lost. (6.) To die simply is not
enough he must yet enter the jaws of the fish.
more power over us.
Starke: Ver. 1. Jonah came out of Galilee:
Luther: Thus God is wont, when his great
wrath is at hand, jo send his word before and save that was, therefore, a false declaration of the Pharsome. We have now the same grace and great isees (John vii. 52). From this, one sees how perWhoever
therefore it is certain nicious are all deep-rooted prejudices.
light of the Divine word
that a great destruction is near ; since God intends will rightly exercise the office of the ministry must

—

fort

leave

:

;
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indeed be a Jonah, which, translated into English,
signifies a dove.
He must cherish the simplicity
Ver. 2. He must also
of the dove (Matt. x. 16).
not love ease, but cheerfully and willingly take
upon himself toil and hardship. The greater
God bears
cities are, the greater are their sins.
for a long time, and finds with him no unconditional decree for the destruction of the great
majority and the election of a small minority.
Ver. 3. To rest on the divine will places man in
the highest tranquillity.
Him who forsakes God
and duty, God, on the other hand, forsakes with
Ver. 4. If we follow
his grace and assistance.
our carnal nature [Fleisch und Blut] it will bring
us into much company improper for us. It is no
small act of kindness* if He punish the sinner
severely soon after the commission of his sin. On
account of the sin of one man manv others often
fall into great distress.
Ver. 5. It is very proper,
in danger, to make use of natural means for preservation.
Ver. 6. Even the heathen acknowl
edged the power of prayer it is a shame, if many
Ver. 7. So
among Christians should doubt it.
also they acknowledged that there is a God, who
rules over the human race, exercises the office of
Judge among men, and, in consequence of this,
brings the guilty to just punishment.
God has
many ways of bringing our sins to light before
his face (Ps. xc. 8).
Ver. 8. None should be condemned without trial. Even the law of nature
grants to each one the right of defense. Just as it
is a duty ana necessity readily and willingly to
hear those who bring us to account for our life and
conduct, so also ought each Christian, as often as
he is accused by his conscience and brought, as it
were, before court, to consider the charges of conVer. 9.
science, confess his wrong, and reform.
There is nothing so secret [so fein gesponnen, so
finely spun], that it shall not finally come to light
(Luke viii. 17). Confession of onr sins should
also be made, that God may be honored and glorified, and that the ignorant and unbelieving
may be better instructed. Ver. 10. The fact
that the heathen had heard from Jonah, how God
held the Ninevites in abhorrence, and would destroy
the whole citv, with its inhabitants, if they did not
repent, may nave contributed (for each one could
easily make the application to himself) not a little
to their fear, which was merely slavish. God never
does evil to the sinner, but always good. He also
intends all his dealings with him for good. That
which delights the sinner is not a true good, but
an imaginary shadow: it is not genuine pleasure,
but pure disgust [Uidust]. Why then does he sin ?
God knows how to propagate the true religion
miraculously.
Ver. 11. In important matters
one should undertake nothing without the advice
of honest teachers.
Ver. 12. It is the nature of
love not to seek its own, but rather to suffer harm
than to bring others into it; rather to lose its life
than to suffer the lives of the innocent to be endangered (John iii. 16).
No one should take
away his own life, though he may have forfeited it.
Ver. 13. Against the divine will no human toil
nor labor can prevail.
Ver. 14. Though in divine
chastisements it is one's duty to subordinate one's
will to the divine, yet one ought not, on that account, to cease to call upon God for the removal
and mitigation of the chastisement.
Ver. 15.
He who has God for his enemy has all nature for
his enemy ; but to him who has God for his friend,
all creatures bear good will.
When God has executed his just sentence, theu everything is again
at peace.
Ver. 16. God permits nothing so evil

—

—

—

%

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

to come to pass, but that He knows to bring some
good out of it; for his counsels are wonderful and
He carries them out gloriously. Men should apply divine judgments upon others for the purpose
of bringing themselves to a saving knowledge of
God.

Pfaff Ver. 2. Great cities, great sins, great
judgments; but so much the greater necessity that
they be warned by the prophets of the Lord and
Ver. 3. Teacher and preacher
rebuked by them.
must not shun the cross, otherwise they forsake
:

—

Thou

my

soul, must follow the
lead thee in the paths of
extreme suffering [Kreuzeswex/e] ; .and thou must
Ver. 5. Tribulanot seek to escape from this call.
tion drives to God, and that is the greatest blessing,
Ver. 10 ff.
which lies hidden in the cross.
single person can often briug a great calamity and
the punishment of God upon a community. Therefore, it is necessary that the authorities watch and

the Lord.

call

also,

of God, though

He

—
—

A

punish and remove offenses. We have good reason to entreat God that He will not punish the
whole land on account of the ungodly.
Quandt The book of Jonah is the missionary
book of the Old Testament. Ver. 3. There is in the
disobedience to
conduct of Jonah a twofold sin,
God and flight from God. Even Christians defy their
God from dread of disgrace. Errors of the heart
draw after them errors of the understanding from
religious perversity spring erroneous opinions.
Flight from God is also in our time a widespread
Ver. 5. Even the sleep of Jonah belongs
folly.
:

—

—

:

—

Judas fled still farther, when he
Ver. 6. The children of the
hanged himself.
world have always a feeling that the God of the
pious [Christians] is more powerful than what
they, in their delusion, reverence and worship.
to his flight.

—

Ver. 8. It is not to be overlooked that Jonah first
mentions the sea. The words of Jonah are not so
much a confession of faith as a confession of reVer 10 fF. When the orator, Cyprian,
pentance.
read the history of the prophet overwhelmed by
the waves, his soul was violently agitated it became a means of his conversion and the result
was that he became an emiuent teacher of the
church.
Ver. 1. It gives to us miserable
F. Lam beet

—

:

;

:

sinners great confidence in God that He received,
among his servants, David, Jonah, Peter, Paul,
and others, notwithstanding they sinned notoriously.

Rieoer: Ver. 2. Of such as, in their declension,
have wandered still farther from God, it is said,
" their sins have come up before me I have heard*
But of them who have
the cry of them," etc.
intimate communion with God, or in the midst of
whom the Lord Jesus still walks, it is said, " I
Ver. 3. He who has become
know thy works."
;

—

sensible of his deficiencies, will consider the foolishness of God wiser than all human wisdom,
from the fact that, in his word, instead of many
notable works, which He might have mentioned as
having been achieved by many of his servants, He
rather exposes their weaknesses and failings ; because not merely brilliant and great examples are
necessary for our imitation ; but also examples for
our encouragement, that we may rouse ourselves
from the thoughtlessness of sin, seek forgiveness,
and seize the hand of God extended for our re-

From the circumstance that Jonah immediately found a ship, according to his wish, he
obstinately persists in nis purpose. But even to a
flight undertaken in disobedience, everything in
external circumstances may accommodate itself.

covery.
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If a man is in the right way, it mnst be determined by other indications [than favoring external
circumstances.
C. E.]
Hikkontmu8: Ver. 4. Great is he who flees in
this instance ; but still greater is He who pursues
him.
Schmiedkr: Ver. 5. Jonah is in a quiet, con-
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I.

innocent. — Ver.

Schxieder: Ver. 16. This was not a genuine
conversion to God had it been, they would have

even such as appear the most
5.
Hardly any religion appears in the world, when
God leaves us in an undisturbed condition.
This passage teaches, that men are constrained
by necessity to seek God; so abo, on the other
hand, it shows that men go astray in seeking God,
except they are directed by celestial truth, and also
by the Spirit of God.
Marckius l Ver. 3 God not only suffers the
wicked to advance prosperously in their sins, but
does not immediately restore the godly in their
declensions ; nay, He gives them every facility for
a timo in their downward course, in order that they
may know themselves more, and that the glory of
God may become thereby more manifest. Foolish
then is the sinner, who, having begun life prosperously, concludes that the end will be equally
Ver. 6. We see in this instance the great
happy.
danger in which unconscious sinners are often involved, that the solace sought by them departs
from them, that a dead sleep remains, and even
increases under God's judgment, and that in the
performance of duty the godly are sometimes more
slothful than the ungodly.
The servants of God are sometimes surpassed,
reproved, and stimulated, by those fur below them,
yea, even by brute animals
a salutary admonition, from whatever quarter it may come, ought
never to be despised.
Matthew Henry : Ver. 8. Providence seemed
to favor his design, and gave him an opportunity
wo mav bo out of the way of auty, and
to escape
yet may meet with a favorable gale. The ready
way is not always the right way.
Ver 6. If the
professors of religion do an ill thing, they may ex.pect to hear of it from those who make no such

abandoned

profession.

—

He shunned the light.
Si komovelat, Deus revelat.
Deus detegit. Si homo agnoscit, Deus

cealed corner of the ship.

Augustike
Si homo teg it,

:

Ver.

9.

ignoscit.

Rikger Ver. 10 ff. The entire connection of
events revealed God's just displeasure at the flight
of Jonah ; but at the same time it must have prepared him for the future courageous execution of
For the fact that Jonah found such
his mission.
abundant evidence that a deep impression of the
fear of God had been produced in the consciences
of these strange people, and that great earnestness
in calling upon God had been awakened in them,
mnst have been adapted to prepare him to undertake, with less reluctance, the commission to
preach against a strange city. The godly sorrow
and repentance, which Jonah experienced, produced in him also the legitimate rcvgnge(2 Cor.
vii. 1 1 ), for he said : take me and cast me into the
sea.
Yet he does not throw himself into the sea.
:

Snch a difference is found between an awakened
and a despairing: conscience.

Schlier Ver. 15. He chose the sea for himself
instead of going to Nineveh the sea detained him
by the haud ot the Lord : the sea was the place
into which the hand of the Lord plunged him for
:

:

punishment.
;

forever the worship of all other gods

beside Jehovah,

and not merely honored Him,

together with their gods, with offerings.
[CaLvin Ver. 2. Arise, go to Nineveh, that great
city, and cry against it.
God designed in this way
to trv Jonah, whether he would prefer his commanJ to all the hindrances of the world. And it
is a genuine proof of obedience, when we simply
:

obey God, however numerous the obstacles which
may meet us and may be suggested to our minds,
and though no escape may appear to us; yea,
when we follow God, as it were, with closed eyes,
wherever He may lead us, rind doubt not but that
He will add strength to us, and stretch forth also
His hand, whenever need may require, to remove
Ver. 3. All flee away from
all our difficulties.
the presence of God, who do not willingly obey
Ver. 4. Though the Lord
his commandments.
may involve many men in the same punishment,
when He especially intends to pnrsue only one
man, yet there is never wanting a reason why He
might not call before his tribunal any one of us,

—
—

:

—

:

:

—

Pusey : Ver. 5. God, whom they ignorantly wor*
shipped, while> they cried to the gods, who, they
thonght, disposed of them, heard them. They
escaped with the loss of their wares, but God
saved their lives and revealed Himself to them*
God hears ignorant prayer, when* ignorance is not
willful

and

sin.

A heathen ship was a strange place for a prophet
of God, not as a prophet, but as a fugitive and
so, probably, ashamed of what he had completed,
he had withdrawn from sight and notice. He did
not embolden himself in his sin, but shrank into
himself.
The conscience most commonly, awakes
when the sin is done. It stands aghast aft itself;
but Satan, if he can, cuts off its retreat.. Jonah
;

had no
C.E.]

retreat

now, unless God had made* one.

—

1 [These extract* from Marekius are taken from, toe notes
appended to Oalrin's Commentary
Jonah.
0. B.)

m

—
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CHAPTER
9

[Jonah $

Hymn

H.

of Thank tgiving and Praise for his Deliverance from
'

the Fish.

— C.

the

Bowels of

E.]

Now [And] the Lord [Jehovah] had prepared 1 [appointed] a great fish to swallow
up Jonah. And Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days and three nights.
And Jonah prayed to Jehovah his God from the bowels of the fish and said,
I cried to Jehovah out of my distress

1

2

3

And He

me

answered

:

Out of the womb of Sheol a I cried
Thou heardest my voice.
Thou castedst me hi to the deep,8

4

Into the heart of the seas;
And the stream 4 surrounded me;
All thy breakers and thy billows passed over me.
And I said: I am cast out from before thine eyes;
Yet I will look again towards thy holy temple.
Waters encompassed me even to the soul:*
The abyss surrounded me;
Sea-wee«l 6 was bound to my head.
I went down to the foundations 7 of the mountains
The earth
her bars were behind me forever:
And thou didst raise my life from the pit, Jehovah, my God.
When my s6ul fainted 8 within me,
I remembered Jehovah:

5
6

7

—

8

And my

prayer came to Thee,
Into thy holy temple.
Those observing lying vanities
Forsake their own mercy.*
10 But as for me, I will sacrifice to thee
With the voice of thanksgiving.
What I have vowed I will perform.
Salvation 1 belongs to Jehovah.
11 And Jehovah spake to the fish, and it vomited Jonah upon the dry land.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1.— HSD,

[1

Ver.

[i

Ver.8.

Pfel

HJZ}, does not mean

of

to create, but to allot, to appoint.

— Vitftp I^O, out of the womb of the

under world.

demand; but Omenta* says the true etymology
HSUe, hell, originally the earne with HXhit, a hollow, oaTorn.

to ask,

to

[8 Ver. 4.
[4

Ver. 4.

[6 Ver. 6.
[6 Ver. 6.

the
[7

t. «.,

rifv

bSE?,

from

fit

trail

^vx*!*

Vulgate, eztrema

cuttings, eUfis.

whkh

lie

montmm.

8eptuaglnt, «tt oytoyuat ep*Wt

The'

in the depths of the earth, reselling even to the foundation of the
*

to be in

J101*

Gulf takes

tea of weed*.

<"*'

— D^n, their

(Compare Ps.

a smte of famtness, swoon, from

^QV^

to cover, to inrolre in darKness.

LXX.

'Br

foov.

mercy or goodness, by metonymy for God, the author and source of mercy and goodness

cxliv.*2.)

Ver. 10.
ill.

to

life.

XTiii. 16).

— *)t£ynn,

ty ixkeiweiy

p«

ViKB?

Compare the

v$Q7,
T

sea,

(Compare Ps.

[8 Ver. 8.

pare Ps.

*

derivation of

from

tide

to,

— DN5?r?» sections,

[9 Ver. 9.

cavity,

to

foundations and roots* of the mountains,
tea.

The ureal

vi^^f,

— n^VTp, the deep defined by « the heart of the seas » — the deepest part of the ocean.
— 1HD, stream, current, flood — the current or of the tea Compare Ps. «dv. 1
— B?p3""T5, even or to the Tery soul,
to the extinction of the animal
— tyO, alga, or weed, whioh abounds at the bottom of the
and from whkh the Arabian

name of FpfD"D^, the
Ver. 7

to

8

— Henderson says the paragoglc H In
;

lxxx.

8:

It to appended to

H/WiO*^ to Intensrre ; but It to merely a poetical form. Comnouns for the purpose of softening the termination, without anVettng the
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The Crisis. [In the English Verforms the conclusion of the preceding
In the original Hehrew it is the openchapter.
C. E.J
ing verse of chap. ii.
Verses 1,2.

sion ver.

1

—

The
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n.

for there can be no good reason for
rejecting miracles.
Besides in this case, our divine Lord distinctly recognizes the presence of miracles by- saying that Jonah was " a sign," i. e., a
man in whom miracles were manifested "It is not
necessarily a miracle that a great fish should swallow a man. There are several varieties that arc
capable of swallowing a man whole, for they have
done it. But that a man should live three davs
and three nights, or indeed one hour, in the belly
of a fish, must be a miracle." ( Uowles, On JomOt.)
C. E.]

stumbling;

narrative says nothing of the kind of
fish that swallowed Jonah ; it attaches no importance to the question. Inntilis inquisitio. (Marck.)
The Septnagint and the New Testament (Matth.
xii. 40), translate it by the indefinite word Krrros,
a sea monster; compare Bocharti fJierozoicon, i. 1,
[Suidas following jElian Ktjtoj 6a\7i ii. 5, 12.
iff<rio¥ fhjplor roKvtilScs '
fori 9* \4wv 9 (vyawa,
Jonah lives three days and three, nights in the
wtjpfaXit, <p6<ra\oi> vpyvris, rj Keyofxiwr) fxdk\t) J)
'Three
Still more general [than icrrros\ is the inside, literally in the bowels of the fish.
isdkBn.]
days and titree nights is a current Hebrew expresfeminine form nj^J, which occurs in ver. 2, in- sion, which does not
describe, with chronological
stead of 2^T, and which is used everywhere else exactness, the space of seventy-two hours, but corresponds to our mode of designating time by such
(also in Deut iv. 18) as a collective noun.
phrases as " the day after to-morrow" " (he day be/ore
(The opinion of Izchakis that Jonah was first yesterday."
Sam. xxx. 1 comp. ver. 12,
(1
swallowed by a male fish, and that because he did Esth. iv. 16; comp. v. ; Matth. xii.
40.)
1
not pray in it, he was vomited up and swallowed
[The three days and three nights are not to be
by a female one, in which his situation was more
regarded as three times twenty [four] hours, but
confined, and that from this circumstance he was
are to be interpreted according to Hebrew usage,
driven to prayer, deserves mention at best as a
as signifying that Jonah was vomited up again
curious and warning example of the absurdity to
which adherence to the letter may lead in exege- on the third day after he had been swallowed.
(Comp. Esth. iv. 16 with v. 1, and Tob. iii. 12, 18
sis).
One may suppose the fish to have been the according to the Lutheran text) (Keil and Delitzsch, On Jonah.
C E.]
shark or sea-dog, Canis carcharias, or Squalus car:

;

—

[Ver. 2. The prayer which follows (vers. 2-9)
in the Mediterranean, and has so large a throat, that it can is not a petition for deliverance, but thanksgivswallow a living man whole. (Keil). It could ing and praise for deliverance already received.
hardly be the whale, as Luther thinks, for these two It by no means follows from this however, that
conditions [being common in the Mediterranean, Jonah did not utter this prayer till after he had
and having a large throat
C. E.I do not meet in been vomited upon the land, and that ver. 10
it.
The cachalot also, mentioned by Quandt, is ought to be inserted before ver. 2 ; but as the earlier
charias, L.,

which

is

very

common

—

commentators have shown, the fact is rather this
that when Jonah had been swallowed by the fish,
and found that he was preserved alive in the fish's
belly, he regarded this as a pledge of his deliverance, for which he praised the Lord.
Luther also observes that he did not actually
utter these very words with his mouth, and arrange them in this orderly manner, in the belly of
the fish but that ho here shows what the state of
his mind was, and what thoughts he had when he
thirty feet given as a common length for a shark's was engaged in this conflict with death.
The exbody. Now a shark's body is u&ually only about pression " his God "
must not ** ov®r"
L^
i^
v$3
eleven times the length of the half of its lower
looked.
Ho prayed not only to Jehovah, as the
jaw.
Consequently, a shark of thirty feet would
heathen sailors also did (ch. i. 14), but to Jehovah
have a lower jaw of nearly six feet in its semiciras his God, from whom he had tried to escape, and
cular extent. Even if such a jaw as this was of
whom he now addresses again as his God, when
hard bony consistence, instead of a yielding carti
" He shows his faith by adoring
in peril of death.
laginous nature, it would qualify its possessor for
Him as his God." (Burk.) The prayer consists
engnlfing one of our species most easily. This
for the most part of reminiscences of passages in
power, which it has by virtue of its cartilaginous
the Psalms, which were so exactly suited to Jonah's
skeleton, of stretching, bending, and yielding, encircumstances, that he could not have expressed his
ables ns to understand how the shark can swallow
thought* and feelings any better in words of his
entire animals as large or larger than ourselves."
own. It is by no means so " atomically compoundC. E.]
ed from passages in the Psalms " that there is any
" There is nothing in the original word, »"^D, ground for pronouncing it "a later production
which at all suggests the idea of creation or produc- which has been attributed to Jonah, " as Knobel
tion
All that can be legitimately in- and De Wette do ; but it is the simple and natural
ferred from its use in this place, is, that in the utterance of a man versed in Holy Scripture and
providence of God, the animal was brought to the living in the word of God, and is in perfect acspot at the precise time when Jonah was thrown cordance with the prophet's circumstances and the
(Keil and Delitzsch, On Jointo the sea, and its instrumentality was wanted state of his mind."
C. E.l
for his deliverance." ( Henderson, On Jonah.) " The nah.)
[" Some or the Rabbins, Hezel and others, would
fact here stated is the great stone of stumbling and
rock of offense to that class of critics who deny argue from the
use of )^, from, out of and not 2,
the existence of miracles.
We need have no
not found in the Mediterranean.

[Dr. Pusey, in his introduction to Jonah, quotes
largely from modern works on zoology and natural history, to prove that the Canis carcharias can
easily swallow a man whole.
He states on the
authority of Blumenbach, that it has been " found
of the size of 10,000 pounds and that "horses have
been found whole in its stomach. " "In all modern works on zoology," says Dr. Pusey, quoting from Lacepede, Hist, des Poissons, " we find

;

.

—

—

special

sympathy with

their perplexities or their in, before

^9P

that the prayer of

Jonah was not
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presented while he was in the belly of the fish,
nut after his deliverance ; but this interpretation is
justly rejected, both by A ben Ezra and Kimchi.
The preposition marks the place from which he
directed his thoughts to the Most High."
( Henderson, On Jonak)
C. E.]
Vers. 3-10. The prayer of Jonah, which is not
a supplicatory, but a thanksgiving prayer, is in
this place to be understood only from the design of
the book (compare the Introduction, 3, pp. 6, 7).
Also what Keil, following the early interpreters,
observes, has its truth only from the point of view,
that when Jonah had been swallowed by the fish
and had found that he was preserved in its belly,
he regarded this as a pledge of his future complete
deliverance, and for this thanked the Lord.
Considered in a purely historical light [Bet rein historischem Verst&ndniss], it might be said that the
prolongation of life in this manner [in the fish's
belly | would rather awaken the idea of a much
more loathsome death than drowning, and hence
the accompanying feeling must have been, not
that of thanksgiving, but of painful uncertainty.
Moreover, something at least would have been said
in the prayer, of that intermediate idea of a pledge ;
but no trace of it is to be found.
The structure of this hymn, composed after
the manner of the Psalms and filled with reminiscences of passages from them, falls into three
strophes, namely vcr. 4 f . 6 f . 8 ; which are set
in tne frame of a brief exordium and of a conclu
h ion summing up the whole in an aphorism and a
vow, ver. 9 f. Each of these strophes represents
a degree in the ascent from distress- to deliverance
so thai strophe I advances to hope ; strophe 2 to
deliverance ; and strophe 3 stops on this eminence
Compare, concerning the form and kind of prayer,
the Introduction, p. 8.
Ver. 3.
The brief preamble : I cried out of
the distress which was upon me, to Jehovah,

—

.

.

tion that

he experienced. The connection indicated

by t conjunctive, is not so close as to prevent the verb
from being rendered in the pluperfect. Yea, thou
hadst cast me into the abyss, into the midst of
the seas (comp. Ps. xlvi. 3) and thy streams
:

surrounded me ;
went over me (Ps.

all

thy billows and waves

Ixxxviii. 7 f.

;

Ps. lxix. 2

ff).

The^c are frequent images of the deepest misery,
which, in this instance, receive, from the situation,
a particularly impressive character, and give the
key to the understanding of the symbolism of the
whole narrative. In Jonah overwhelmed by the
waves, Israel, whose frame of mind is exhibited in
Ps. Ixxxviii., is again represented.
The state of
heart required by God for deliverance, a state produced by faith, which, in the deepest distress, rests
upon the word and promise of God, and which,
contrary to all external experience, does not relinquish its confidence in invisible things, which are
tjie objects of hope in our present condition, is exquisitely descrilicd by the brief antithetic contrast
in ver. 5
And I said (comp. Ps. xxx. 7) I
cast out from before thine eyes
the gracious
experience of thy favor
(Is. xxxiv. 16 ; Ps. xxxi.
:

am

—

—

yet surely ["jy^ a particle of strong opposiof decided contrast (Is. xiv. 15)] I wfll look
again toward Thy holy temple, for which Israel,
28),

tion,

in his forlorn condition, ardently longs (Ps. xlii.
Compare a similar flash of hope ui the night
of sufltiring, in Job xix. 22 ff.
[" Green would
5).

"^

supply the negative tfb before *pqiK,

would point

'rjy,

«rrtf

without any authority.

how

Hita%

but both
^y,
Such sudden transitions

for

;

from fear to hope are frequently expressed in
Scripture. " (Henderson On Jonah.)
C. E.]

—

[" The thought that it is all over with him is met
by the confidence of faith that he will still look to

and He answered me. Comp.

Ps. cxvi. 1 f. With the holy temple of the Lord, that is to say, will
" which very naturally occur in once more approach the presence of the Lord, to
quotations from memory " (Goldhorn), it resembles worship before Him in his temple,
an assurance
trifling variations,

Ps. cxx.

1,

—

which has

V

verse with the same periphrastic suffix reads,

V» The

parallel

:

which

nj?l??> whereas

this

rHS!p

womb of Sheol I
my voice. That the ex-

Out of the

cried: *Thou heardest
pression womh of Sheol

is

figurative, is proved

"

recalls Ps. v. 8 (7)."

The

figure of bolts of the earth that were

behind Jonah, which

from the phrase "TJ?

by door behind a person

parallelism to H^V.
Sheol in the language of
the Psalms, is often used for the inevitable peril
of death compare the way to perdition, Proverbs
vii. 27.
To ascribe to it a belly or a womb, as at
other times a mouth (Ps. clxi. 7), or jaws (Is. v.
14), was certainly not indicated by the situation
as the act of Jonah, who describes something past
and not present, but was done by the narrator, who
oroduces the prayer. (Compare Luther's observation, in the In trod., p. 8;.
The alleged mechanical compilation of this
prayer from passages in the Psalms reduces itself
also here to involuntary reminiscences of isolated
expressions found in them. (Comp. Ps. exxx 2
xxviii. 1 flf.) [Comp. Ps. cxx. 1 with Jonah ii. 3
Ps. xlii. 8 with ver. 4 ; Ps. xxxi. 23 with ver. 5
Ps. cxlii. 4 with ver. 8 ; Ps. xxxi. 7 with ver. 9 ; Ps.
iii. 9 with ver. 10. 1 Henderson On Jonah.— C. E.]
its

:

:

;

;

Strophe I., vers. 4, 5.
Ver. 4 is an enlarged picture of the painful situa

*V^T! ^3^,

to shut

the

Gen. vii. 16; 2 K. iv. 4, 5 f
33 Is. xxvi. 2<5), has an analogy in the idea which
occurs in Job xxxviii. 10, of bolts and doors of the
ocean. The bolts of the sea are the walls of the
sea-basin, wjiich set bounds to the sea, that it cannot pass over. Consequently the bolts of the earth
can only be such barriers as restrain the land from
spreading over the sea. These barriers are the
weight and force of the waves, which prevent the
land from encroaching on the sea. This weight of
the waves, or of the great masses of water, which
pressed uj>on Jonah when he had sunk to the bottom of the sea, shut or bolted against him the wav
back to the earth (the land) just as the bolts that
are drawn before the door of a house, fasten up
the entrance into it; so that the reference is neither
to " the rocks jutting out al»ove the water, which
prevented an? one from ascending from the sea
to the land/ nor " densi&sima terra compares, qua
abyssuB tecta Jon am in hac const it ntum ocdudebat"
(Marck), Keil and Deli teach.
C. E.]
:

;

—

1 It mutt be renumbered that Dr. HeodanoQ numbers
ter.
Thi* explanation U neoemary
Tene of the fine chapter a* it itandf in the tand the
references quoted above.
Knguah Version, as the first verse of the second chap-

the last

shut

we only meet with here ("??,

in order to

— C.
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H.

II., vera. 6, 7.

[" D^pn, lit. their mercy, or goodness ; by metonThe picture rcceiws again a deeper shade, in
ymy for their Benefactor, i. e. God, the author and
view of the misery which he experienced.
Ver. 6. "Waters encompassed me (Ps. xviii. 5) source of all goodness ; the supreme good. Comp.
even to the soul (Ps. Ixix. 2) : the abyss sur- Ps. cxliv. 2, where David calls God *Tpn. The

rounded

me seaweed was wound around my

—

;

breast,
all individual and independent
ments descriptive of his situation.

W%2~Vg,

I"
the animal

life

even
;

to,

or

meaning

to

the

state-

very soul,

to the extinction of

e.

t.

life.

word properly signifies kindness or benignity, and
most appropriately designates Him who is good to
all, and whose tender mercies are over all his
works." ( Henderson, On Jonah.) So also Keil and
Delitssch and Pusey.
C. E.J

—

Ver. 10. But I, says Israel, conformably to Ps.
the alga, or weed, which abounds at the
1. 14, will sacrifice
to thee with the voice of
bottom of the sea, and from which the Arabian thanksgiving. What I have vowed I will pay.
gulf takes the name of *pD"Di the sea of weeds. With the joyful ascription, salvation belongs to
Jehovah, the whole prayer closes, like Ps. Hi.
Kirachi explains it by ^9^« the papyrus, or bul- That is the salvation, which He will give to his
rush. Gesenius refines too much when he attaches people, after their affliction, at the time of the consummation, looking to which the true Israel, even
to Bft^n in this place the idea of binding round
in the belly of the fish, in the sorrows of banishthe head like a turban. Assuredly Jonah had no
ment and exile, praises Him (Is. xxvi. 2 ; xxv. 10;
such idea in his mind. He rather describes how he
Gen. xlix. 18).
felt, as if entangled by the sedge or weeds through
Ver. 11. The Deliverance.
Jehovah spake to
which he was dragged/' (Henderson, On Jonah,)
the fish and it vomited up Jonah on dry land.
C. E.]
UpoardTrrrat jrcUw rb icrrros 0c fa rod iced krodHr^
Ver. 7. To the extremities, t. «., to the fountvrdfx€t 0€ov wpbs rb atrrf Boicovr Kivovfxtvov.
Cyril.
dations of the mountains, which lie deep under
Cocceius, in order to bring the miracle nearer to' the
the sea (Ps. civ. 4 (3); xviii. 16 (15)), I dived
natural understanding, refers to the statements of
down; the earth her bars the beams with Gregory
Nazianzen and Oppian, concerning certain
her foundation structure is fastened (Ps. civ.

FpD

is

—

—

—

which

—

were around me [Hitzig : behind me ; then
I seemed thrust out from the land of the living,
(Jer. xi. 19>] for ever; so thought the sinking
prophet; for present sufferings and the perils of
death made upon his mind the impression of the
everlasting and the inevitable (Ps. xiii. 3 (1)).
5)

which swallow their young when danger
threatens, and vomit them out again.
He refers
also to the accounts iu Pliny and Athenaeus, that
an entire man clad in armor has been found in the
belly of a great sea-monster (Pliny, Canicula,
then. Carcharias). There were found, says Keil;
on the authority of Oken (Animal Kingdom, vol.
fish,

A

didst raise my life from the pit (rinttf, iii. p. 55 if., 1836), about a dozen of tunny- fish,
God (Ps. xxx. undigested, in a shark caught in Sardinia and in
as in Job xvii 14), Jehovah
another even an entire horse. (This fish can erect
4 (3)).
and lay its teeth at pleasure, because they are
Strophe III.
Ver. 8. Casts ouce more a glance upon his afflic- fastened only in the cellular tissue [Hautze/len]).
soul (Ps. cxlii. 4) minted to Rondelet says that he has seen one on the west
tion:
dying (Ps. xlii. 5) within me; in order to include coast of France, through whose throat a fat man
with it directly the deliverance Jehovah (a beau- could easily pass. In the year 1758, a sailor, during a storm, fell overboard from a frigate into the
tiful inversion) I remembered (Ps. xlii. 7 (6)),
prayer came to Thee into Thy holy Mediterranean sea, and was immediately seized by
and
The captain of the
temple, from which prayers are heard (Ps. xviii. a shark and disappeared.
vessel caused a cannon, which was standing on
7 (6)).
the deck, to be discharged at the shark, the ball of
The conclusion (vers. 9, 10) places in an anti- which struck it, so that it vomited out the sailor, who
thetic manner, which is of frequent occurrence in
was then taken up alive and only a little injured,
the Psalms, the vow of the pious man, who,
into a sloop that had come to his assistance, and
through divine grace, has resolved to lead a new thus saved. On the other side,
Cornelius a Lapide
life, in contrast with the destruction .of the unattempts to explain the vomiting, at least, as a
godly, whom God does not deliver.
natural occurrence produced by die uncomfbrtaVer. 9. Those who observe lying vanities
We think that no service is
bleness of the fish.
like the Hithpael (Mich. vi. 16), done either to the matter or to the interpretation
the Piel of
[Verst&ndniss] of the book by this rationalizing
for the intensive degree of the Kal signification
apologetic attempt (see above, p. 2), and especially
firm*** their own mercy. The reference to the
in reference to the latter question we are of the
heathen sailors, which the earlier interpreters,
opinion of Theodoret, who calls subtle inquiries
almost without exception, give to this verse, is,
concerning these things an iw6r)Tos voXvwpaApoaaccording to the description of them in the first
vrn, a foolish offidousness.
chapter, certainly altogether unauthorised. The
thought is entirely general, but (from the scope of
the whole) with parenetical, secondary application
DOCTRINAL AMD ETHICAL *
to the Israelites, who in calamity did not seek
(See above, pp. 5, 6, 9, 10.)
their help in God, but in idols (D^ vDJl, comp.

Thou

my

;

When my

:

my

W

Dent
short

—

xxxii. 21).

These apostates come by the

and energetic expression,

in

harmony with

who

HOUILBTI0AL AND PRACTICAL.
Eternal Redemption in Time. Introduction.

the gracious

-Israel, a prefiguration of Christendom; Jonah,

Gen. xxiv. 27, into direct opposition to God,
never abandons his mercy.
condition of the

D^TDn,

TDll

is

the pious (Is.

lvii.

1)

1

iRtidUfdamkm.

8m

note, p. 20.
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a type of

Comp.

Israel.

by baptism unto death that like as Christ was
raised up from the dead, even so we also should
place of imprisonment, walk in newness of life (Rom. vi. 4).

ver.

We still

8 'with

1

K.

viii.

wander in the
[Daily sins and the common
guilt of the human race encompass us within and
without our body is an earthly house, in which
onr immortal part lies shut up; around us is the
sighing of the creature, which longs for the glorious manifestation of the sons of God.]
2. But we are redeemed, ver. 3, 5b, 7c- 10.
[The
1.

2,

4,

5a, 6,

7ab.

;

fact

is

absolute and eternal

:

the appropriation

is

effected in time, and that through faith, which is a
certain, confident apprehension of that which is

whoever renounces it [faith]
5b, 8.
has no part in redemption (ver. 9). In the service
of God we bring that which is eternal into time,
and think as if we were perfected; because the
beginning of redemption, planted in us, includes
within it its completion (vers. 3, 10).
Ver. 1. In that which for the moment seems
most painful and most insupportable, the gracious
band of our God is often very near to us. Everything which God sends has its fixed time and appointed end ; a time not longer than we are able
to bear it
Thou who complainest of affliction,
hast thou ever thought what grace it is on the part
of God that thou art alive 1
Ver. 2. There is no
place so desolate and dark that it cannot be turned
into a temple of God by the praying saint.
Ver.
3. There is no failure in God s answer, but the
failure is in calling upon Him.
Can we need human mediators, in order to be heard by Him, who
hears the voice of him who cries from the bosom
of hell 1 The invocation of saints is a relapse into
a practice, that is far below the teachings of the
Ola Testament.
ought never to forVer. 4.
get, that wherever we are, we are placed there bv
God [wir von Gott dahin gethan sina], and that ail
the waves and billows that go over us are his
waves and billows. In the Old Testament God
sends the tempest of the waves and billows. In
the New Testament H* commands them to be still
in both they are obedient to Him.
Ver. 5. With
the natural man arises first defiance, then despair
with the redeemed man strength is realized out of
despair by the power of the spirit. The declarations of faith are all paradoxes and contrasts.
Because I suffer, I shall be glorified.
Ver. 6 ff.
If I descend to hell, behold Thou art there.
Such
is the anguish of the hour of death that one no
longer perceives aught of love around him, but all
around the head and on every side waters, which
go even to the soul, so that the spirit faints within
God's temple is near in all places. But who
us.
ever speaks of it as Jonah does here, it is evident
that he also loves the visible place, where God's
still invisible,

—

—

—

We

—

—

Whoever despises this place, to
him that truth will not come to remembrance in
the time of trouble. The want of the means of
grace is not damnable to him only, whose soul does
not despise them.
Ver. 9. Where lying vanities
take up their abode in the heart, there is the conhonor dwellcth.

—

tempt of God, or there it grows ; it is there also
where man either makes earthly things God's, or
forms for himself delusive ideas concerning God.
Falling from a state of grace, may happen altogether insensibly; but it certainly commences with
a divided heart.
Ver. 10. The history of Jonah
is a shadow of future things ; he leaves it to the
heathen to bring a sacrifice (i. 16), he himself offers

—

— Ver.

Turn

the prison of the
world into the temple of God, and it will not be
able to detain thee.
God does not leave his saints
in hell (Ps. xvl 10).
are buried with Christ

thanksgiving.

11.

We

;

Ver. 3. Two great and necessary lesThat we should before all things run
speedily to God, and cry to Him in trouble and
make our complaints to Him. Canst thou call
and cry, then there is no more danger. For even
hell would not be hell, nor continue hell, if in it
one could call upon and cry to God. Nature of

Luther

sons

:

1

:

.

course cannot do otherwise, nor be otherwise, than
as it feels. But now while it feels God's wrath and
punishment, if it regards Him as an angry tyrant
it cannot rise above such feelings and press through
Therefore, since Jonah has gone so far
to God.
as to cry, he has won. 2. That we also feel in our
hearts, that it is such a cry as God will answer.
This is nothing else than to call with true faith of
heart. For the head does not erect itself, nor do the
hands raise themselves, before the heart is raised.
What hell is before the last day, I am not positive.
That it is a particular place, where lost souls
are now constantly kept, as painters portray and
as gluttons preach, I do not believe; for the devils
are not yet in hell (Eph. vi. 12 ; John xiv. 30).
Therefore, the Scriptures use the word Sheol with
propriety, for the purpose of designating the last
agonies of death. But at the last day it will certainly become a different thing.
Ver. 5. The
idea of his being cast out from God's countenance,
has in the first place a reference to his body ; for be
felt in his heart that he must die ; in the second
place, to his soul, as if he were eternally cast out
Ver. 8. The powers and energies of
from God.
his soul yielded to despair. But that he thinks of
the Lord and begins to believe, is not the work of
his soul
the spirit and no one else can think of the
Lord. When tne remembrance of the Lord enters
the heart, then a new light arises ; then life once
more sheds forth its rays then the heart again receives courage to call ; and then too he is certainly
heard. In the^ Old Testament all prayers were required to come to the mercy-seat ; so now in the
New Testament all prayers must come to Jesus
Christ.
Ver. 9. Jonah reproves in this verse
those devoid of understanding, who seek holiness

—

—

;

;

—

their own deeds, and hypocrites, who do not
trust in God's grace alone, but in their own works.
10. Where the saints in the Scriptures

by

— Ver.

speak of paying v>ws and do not express any one
[vow] in particular, wc must understand the common
vow of all, who are God's people, namely, that we
Ver. 1 1 Now
will have n/) God but Him alone.
everything is reversed that which before tended to
death must now tend to life.
Ver. 1
Starke
God can preserve a man
miraculously against the course of nature (I K.
xvii. 4 ff.).
Ver. 2. God is not only the God of
all believers in general, but also of each one parVer. 3. Nothing can
ticularly (Ps. Ixiii. 2).
better excite a man to gratitude toward God than

—

.

:

.

:

—

—

to consider diligently the trouble and danger from
Ver. 4. It is
which God has delivered him.
great misery to lie in the water ; but the greatest
Ver. 5. When we
is to be cast out from God.
have bodily trouble, it ordinarily so arouses the
guilty conscience, that our distress is doubled. In
the hour of death Satan is most active with his
temptations, and would like to cast us into despair.
God, moved by righteous judgment and
Ver. 6.
wise design, often visits with many trials and afflictions of different kinds those who have already
Ver. 7. It is a speexercised true repentance.
cial, gracious work of the Holy Spirit, if He gives

—

—

—

—
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to believers, in the midst of their troubles, not only
a good hope of the divine aid, but also strengthens
them in the faith, so that they consider it as already actually attained (Ex. xiv. 13 2 Chron. xx.
Ver. 8. When we come into the pains
13 n\ ).
of death, and our mouth can no longer speak, then
Ver. 10. One
should our heart sigh to God.
Ver. II.
should keep his vows (Eccles. v. 4).
God gives beyond our asking and our understanding.
The almighty hand of God will one day
restore to life those who have perished in the waters
(Rev. xx. 13).
Pfapf Ver. 4. O, how good it is for the soul
to feel the anger of the Lord and to be driven into
for thereby it is brought right to God, and
straits
its faith is strengthened.
Ver. 5. A child of God
longs for the temple and public service of God, in
order to praise the Lord becomingly in the congregation and to be quickened by the mutual prayer
of the pious.
Quaxdt
Our Lord has interpreted to us, in
the New Testament, the history contained in this
chapter as a prophecy of Him ; as a si"n of bis
death, of his descent to Hades, and of his resurOn this account this chapter acquires a
rection.
ver 1.
t^oiy, which the other three have not.
f a man should be received unhurt into a fish's
body, according to the course of nature he cannot
breathe and live a single hour. At all events the
Lord wrought a miracle in the case of Jonah we
can in his case altogether dispense with natural
With many repentance is a mere specuhistory.
a speculalation on the act of bestowing grace,

—

;

—

—

:

—

;

:

H.

2y

Holy Ghost, have not refused

to appeal to and
books of Scripture, which existed already in their time.
strong argument
for the authority of the holy Scriptures.
Rieoer We should in this sign consider Jonah
particularly as a type of the deep humiliation of
the Son of God in the midst of the earth and of
his reviving from the dead, that event, whose light
ever afterward falls on all the paths of life, otherwise still so deep and dark.
Rieoer To attain good by means of the wrath
which one experiences is no small matter. It is
as if one were obliged to pass through nothing
but spears and swords. Many expressions in the
prayer of Jonah are taken from the Psalms. So
in similar circumstances something out of the
Scriptures will occur, often only after a long time,
to the memory of the sufferer.
Rieoer: ver. 5. What an eternal sting do all
our humiliations carry with them, when three
days and three nights can become as long to a
man as if ho were forever isolated.
Burck Ver. 7. Here first, in the end of his

the

to cite formally the

A

:

:

:

prayer, Jonah ventures to use the direct and conJehovah, my God, doubtless with
fident address
the most heartfelt delight. Before he had humbly
and anxiously abstained from it.
Hieronymus Ver. 9. Those who not merely
practice vanity (for all is vanity, therefore all practice it), but observe it as if they loved it and found
;
a treasure in it.
Schhibder: Ver. 10. All help comes from the
Lord, even where He helps through means therefore
we should not trust in the means, whether
tion that fails, when the Lord leads the soul still
Not so with things or persons, but in the Lord, and thank Him
deeper into judgment or misery.
Ver. 1 1 The instinct of beasts
Ver. 2. Jonah was very well acquainted first for all help.
Jonah.
with the Psalter and had committed to memory can be controlled by the will of God. (Comp.
many a prayer of the saints. This was of great Dan. vi. 22.)
Schlier What was likely to be the effect upon
advantage to him now, as his prayer shows. There
is good reason why a man should come before the Jonah, who experienced such a miraculous interWhat was likely
throne of the Merciful One, with his own words, position on the part of his God
instead of set forms. But in times of spiritual to be the effect upon others, who heard of it, for
Ver. the report of the miracle soon spread abroad.
drought a manual has also its advantages.
4. With Thou and Thine Jonah clings to the same Even the heathen fables know something of it.
Divine hand, which punishes him, and therefore [In the poem, Cassandra, ascribed to Lvcophron,
this hand must raise him from the deep to a high and in a fragment of the logographer Hellenicus,
Ver. 8. ff. Jonah trusts that God, who had cited by the Scholiasts on Homer's Iliad, xx. 145,
place.
delivered his soul, would now also do the less and it is related, that Hercules delivered Hesione by
save his body. By faith he sees his deliverance as entering into the belly of a sea-monster, to which
already accomplished, and for that reason prom- she was exposed, whose entrails he tore in pieces
and came out again in safety and the church
ises to God offerings of thanksgiving.
Augustine: Ver. 1. Jonah prophesied of fathers state that the myth ascribes to his stay in
the monster's belly three days' continuance.]
Christ, not so much by his words as by sufferings
[Calvin: 9 (10.) It must be noticed here that
and evidently more clearly than if he had announced his sufferings and resurrection by words. the worship of God especially consists in praises,
Marck. : God often makes an end of temptation as it is said in Ps. 1. : tor there God shows that he
contrary to human expectation (1 Cor. x. 13), regards as nothing all sacrifices, except they anto set forth the praise of his name.
and never denies his favor, because He cannot swer this end
It was indeed his will that sacrifices should be ofdeny Himself (2 Tim ii. 13).
Lavater: That Jonah could draw breath in fered to Him under the law ; but it was for the end
the belly of the fish, or receive as much air as he just stated ; for God cares not for calves and oxen,
had need of, was just as possible as that a child for goats and lambs but his will was that He
should be acknowledged as the Giver of all blesscan live in its mother's womb.
he ings. Hence He says there " sacrifice to me the
.Burck: Ver. 2. Wonderful change (i. 6)
1
made little haste to pray ; he suffered himself to sacrifice of praise/
Matthew Henry Ver. 2. No place is amiss
be driven to it. Now in the deepest misery he prays
/ will that men pray everywhere:
for prayer:
not only most earnestly, bnt most confidently.
Theodoret : Ver. 3. I, says he, who hereto- wherever God casts us we may find a way-open
ver. 10.
fore thought that thou dwellest only in Jerusalem, heavenward, if it be not our own fault.
and only there revealest thyself to the prophets, Jonah's experience shall encourage others, in all
ages, to trust in God, as the God of their salvation
found thee present in the belly of the fish, etc
have in this prayer an example of all that read this story, shall say it with assurance,
Burck :
Even the holy men say it with admiration, that salvation is of the
the right use of the Psalter.
of God, who were partakers of the inspiration of Lord, and is sure to all that belong to Him.
:

—

:

—

;

—

—

.

:

1

—

—

;

—

;

—

:

—

We
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Pusky

:

7 (8).

Bat when

it

came

to

the ut- prays, as though ail before

—

had been forgetfulne**.

Ver. 9 (10) God seems often to wait for the
most, then he says, 7" remembered the I/rrd% as
though, in the intense thought of God then, all his full resignation of the soul, all its powers and will
forgetralness.
thought
of
God
had
been
to
Him. Then He can show mercy healthfully,
former
So it is in every strong act of faith, of lore, of when the soul is wholly surrendered to Him. So
prayer ; its former state seems unworthy of the on this full confession Jonah is restored.
£.]
name of faith, love, prayer. It believes, loves,

—C

CHAPTER

III.

[The Renewal of JonaKs Commission (vers. 1, 2). His Preaching to the Ninevites
Humiliation and Reformation of the Ninevites (vers. 5-9.) Re(vers. 3-4).
versal of the Divine Sentence (ver. 10).

—

C. E.]

1
And the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came [was communicated] unto Jonah
2 the second time, saying, Arise, go unto Nineveh, that great city, and preach unto
3 it the preaching [make the proclamation to it] tliat I bid thee. So [And] Jonah
arose, and went unto [to] Nineveh, according to the word of the Lord [Jehovah].
Now [And] Nineveh was an exceeding great city [a great city to God] of three
4 days' journey. And Jonah began to enter into the city a day's journey £a journey
of one day], and he cried [proclaimed], and said, Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall
5 be overthrown. So [And] the people of Nineveh believed God, and proclaimed
a fast, and put on sackcloth, from die greatest of them even to the least of them.
6 For [And] word came [had come] unto [to] the king of Nineveh, and he arose from
his throne, and he [omit he] laid his robe from him [put off his robe from him], and
7 covered him [himself] with sack cloth, and sat in ashes. And he caused it to be proclaimed and published [and said] through Nineveh by the decree of the king and his
nobles, saying, Let neither man nor beast, herd nor flock, taste any thing : let
But [And] let man and beast be covered with
8 them not feed, nor drink water
sackcloth, and cry mightily unto God : yea [and] let them turn every one from his
9 evil way, and from the violence that is in their hands. Who can tell * [knoweth] if
Ebut that] [the] God will turn and repent, and turn away from his fierce anger
glow of anger], that we perish not ? And [the] God saw their works, that they
turned from their evil way ; and God repented of the evil that [which] he had said
that he would do unto them ; and he did it not
:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
[1

Ver. 2.

[* Ver.

7.

[8 Ver. 9.

— nW^p, that which proclaimed, proclamation rh jafrwypa, (LXX) prmUcatio (Vulgate).
— Dytp — D^tp, Ban. 10, 29, a technical term for the edicts of the Aaeyrian and Babylonian
— JTI^D, who knowing — 0. B.J
te

;

;

?

te

EXXQBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

(Acts

vii.

20) quoted by Hitzig; but

to the phrase " before

Ver. 1-9. The preaching of Repentance by Jonah
in Nineveh and its Result.
Ver. 1, 2. God sends the prophet, the second
his Kriah
time, to make his proclamation
against Nineveh ; the same that was to be pat in

—

his

mouth* ""O^*

part. fut. as in Is. v. 5.

["Tin

according to the idiomatic use of the participle, about to tell, and suggests the idea of a
proximate futurity.
C. E.)
Ver. 3. Jonah is made wiser by the chastisement which he experienced, and does not again
attempt to evade the call.
Nineveh was a great city (comp. the
Introduction, p. 9) before God [fltr Gott]. The
dativus tihicus designates not an inward peculiar
relation of Nineveh to God, as in the passage
signifies,

—

Now

king*.

ill.

God," which

it

corresponds

appbed to
city (Gen. x. 9), and
denotes here the world-position of the city, there
is

Nimrod, the founder of the

of the person. Men may appear great to their
people; cities to their possessors, or spectators,
and still not occupy a world-position. (Deut L

["O^riV? nVna-T'y,

a city great to
This phrase has been variously explained.
Some, with Kimchi, deem it merely a superlative

28).

God.

form; Gesenius construes the v instrumental]/,
u «., through his favor. Others

great through God,

consider

it

to be equivalent to

fore God, Gen. x.

Of

this

Thus

9.

last interpretation

most natural to

DVT vjrt \JO v

the

Targum

^

I approve, as

refer the size
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in.

the Hebrews could form no adequate conception,
^JOn, evertere (Is. i. 7 ; xiii. 19), which everyI have accordingly rento the Divine estimation.
where points back to the destruction of Sodom
dered the words literally, as our preposition to is
and Gomorrha. (Original passage, Gen. xix. 25.)
Henderofren used to note opinion, or estimate."
[Ver. 4. "Its greatness amounted to a 'three
son On Jonah.
" But Nineveh was a great city to God (le'lohim), days' walk.' This is usually supposed to refer to
This the circumference of the city, by which the size of
t. e., it was regarded by God as a great city.
remark points to the motive for sparing it (cf. ch. a city is generally determined. But the statement
iv. 11) in case its inhabitants hearkened to the in ver. 4, that Jonah began to enter into the city
the walk of a day, i. c, a day's journey, is apparword of God." Keil and Delitzsch.
" Nineveh was an exceeding great city ; lit. great ently at variance with this. Hence Hitzig has
to God, t. e., that would not only appear great to come to the conclusion that the diameter of the
man who admires things of no account, but what, city is intended, and that, as the walk of a day in
being really great, is so in the judgment of God yer. 4 evidently points to the walk of thrc3 days
who cannot be deceived. God did account it in ver. 3, the latter must also be understood as regreat, who says to Jonah, Should not I spare ferring to the length of Nineveh. But according
rlineveh that great city, which hath more than six to Diod. ii. 3 the length of the city was one nunscore thousand that cannot discern between their right dred and fifty stadia, and Herod, (v. 53) gives just
and their left f It. is a different idiom from that, this number of stadia, as a day's journey. Hence

when Scripture speaks of the mountains of God. the Jonah would not have commenced his preaching
etdars of God. For of these it speaks, as having till he had reached the opposite end of the city.
their firmness or their beauty from God, as their This line of argument, the intention of which is
to prove the absurdity of the narrative, is based
Author." Pusey.
" The phrase * an exceeding great city,' stands in upon the perfectly arbitrary assumption that Jonah
the Hebrew, ' a city great to God,' i. «., great before went through the entire length pf the city in a
great as to Him, in his estimation. The straight line, which is neither probable in" itself,
Him,

—

Hebrews were accustomed

to express their highest
ideas of the superlative degree by using the name
of God, e. g., ' mountains of God,' etc The sense
of this passage may be somewhat more specific,
representing the city as great in its relations to
God, and not merely as very great apart from
Cowles.
these relations."
See Lange on Gen. x. 9 ; also the note by T. L.

— C.E.]

Three days' journey

— accusative of measure,

as in Gen. xiv. 4.

Since (comp. on i. 2) the direct diameter of the
city was only a day's journey, then the circumference

is

nification

either designated

of

by

"n?npi though

T(

vrjp

(this sig-

consistent with the

nor implied in "^V^. HIS. This simply means
to enter, or go into the city, and says nothing
about the direction of the course he took within
the city. But in a city, the diameter of which
was one hundred and fifty stadia, and the circumference four hundred and eighty stadia, one might
easily walk for a whole day without reaching the
other end, by winding about from one street into
another. And Jonah would have to do this to
find a suitable place for his preaching, since we
are not warranted in assuming that it lay exactly
in the geographical centre, or at the end of the
street which led from the gate into the city. But
if Jonah wandered about in different directions,
as Theodoret says, ' not going through the city,
but strolling through market-places, streets,' etc.,
the distance of a day's journey over which he*
travelled must not be understood as relating to the
diameter or length of the city so that the objec-

statement that the circumference of the city was
four hundred and eighty stadia in extent, cannot
be maintained), or the way (comp. Ez. xlii. 4),
;
which united together the market-places of the tion to the general opinion, that the three days'
different individual cities forming the great aggre- journey given as the size of the city refers to the
gate [complexes], and which it was, therefore, circumference, entirely falls to the ground. Morenecessary to travel over, in order to go entirely
over, Hitzig has quite overlooked the word 'OJ3
through the city. Ver. 4, in which TJ vTTO desig- in his argument. The text does not affirm that
over,
during
travelled
nates the way which Jonah
Jonah went a day's journey into the city, but that
the first

day ("TTT8 CV, Ges.

sec.

120, 4), points

So

certain is he of his
message, and so impressed with the urgency of his
mission, that he immediately begins to enter into
the city, before obtaining a survey of it, and commences to preach on the first day 8 journey. His
sermon is short, but powerful: Yet forty days
and Nineveh, shall be overthrown. Forty days
are here a round number, meaning after a short
time,* whose term Jonah measures by the period of
the deluge. The LXX. translate it by a still
Yet three days. This
more rigid formula,
shortening of the time, however, would not harmonize with the facts of the case, since no time
would have been left to the Ninevitea for repentance, 1 for Jonah required three days to go through
The word employed to denote the dethe city.
struction is the old prophetical technical term
to the latter supposition.

—

i For th« tUb. Ttoxt are Aqu., 8jmm
Luge,
too, Hieroo.. Theodorvt, Aug.

shu

,

Tbeodot, Syr.

BiMwtrk

O. T.,

he began to go into the city a dav's journey, and
These words do not affirm that he did
not begin to preach till after he had gone a whole
day's journey, but simply that he had commenced
his day's journey in the city when he found a suitable place and a fitting opportunity for his proclamation. They leave the distance that he had
really gone, when he began his preaching, quite
'

cried out.'

indefinite; and by no means necessitate the assumption that he had only begun to preach in the
evening, after his day's journey was ended. AH
that they distinctly affirm is, that he did not preach
directly he entered the city, but only after he had
commenced a day's jonmey, that is to say, bad

gone some distance into the city. And this" is in
perfect harmony with all that we know about the
size of Nineveh at that time.
The circumference
of the great city Nineveh, or the length of the
boundaries of the city of Nineveh in the broadest
sense, was, as Niebuhr says (p. 377), 'nearly
ninety English miles, not reckoning the smaller
windings of the boundary; and this would be just
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three day's travelling for a good walker on a long
journey.' 'Jonah,' he continues, begins to go a
day's journey into the city, then preaches, and the
preaching reaches the ears of the king (cf. ver. 6).
He therefore came very near to the citadel as he
went along on his first dav's journey. At that
time the citadel was probably in Nimrod (Calah).
Jonah, who would hardly have travelled through
the desert, went by what is now the ordinary
caravan road past Amida, and therefore entered
And it was on the road from
the city at Nineveh.
Nineveh to Calah, not far off the city, possibly in
the city itself, that he preached. Now the distance
l>et\vcen Calah and Nineveh (not reckoning either
city), measured in a straight line upon the map, is
eighteen and a half English miles.' If, then, we
add to this, (I) that the road from Nineveh to
Calah or Nimrod hardly ran in a perfectly straight
line, and therefore would be really longer than the
cxart distance between the two parts of the city
according to the map, and (2) that Jonah had first
of all to go through Nineveh, and possibly into
Calah, he may very well have walked twenty English miles, or a short day's journey, before he

preached. The main point of his preaching is all
that is given, namely, the threat that Nineveh
should be destroved, which was the point of chief
importance, so far as the object of the book was
concerned, and which Jonah of course explained
bv denouncing the sins and vices of the city."
C. E.]
tfeil and Delitzsch.

—

Ver.

Then the men

5.

of Nineveh believed

That the Babylonians had a great respect
for divination, so that what is here related docs
not appear strange (Keil), may appear apologetGod.

an important observation ; but this was
probably not in the mind of the writer: it was

ically

something extraordinary.
Moreover, he would not have employed the exhis

;

intention

to relate

pression "believe," but the
fear, or a similar word.
ver. 8.

The word

)

more common *TTlD t

(See moreover below at

believe here, as often elsewhere,

Masistios .fell at Platasa, the Persians, in honor
of him, sheared the hair from their horses. (Herod,
ix. 24. Comp. Brissonius, De
Regni Persarum
Principiis, ii. c. 206 )
Horses hung with black
were, in the time of Chrysostom, frequently seen
at funeral processions, and they are frequently
to be seen at the present dav.
The custom has its
foundation in the lively reeling of the mutual
adaptation of man and nature. (Comp. Joel i.
18, and the description of the great grief in the
fifth Eclogue of Virgil [also jEncid, xi. 89, c. e.].j
Besides it is especially mentioned here as a reason,
just as "great and small " ver. 5, that not merely
repentance of sin, but also compassion toward
guiltless creatures should move God to spare them
(iv. 11).
But it is not required to press to the
utmost the separate applications of the royal edict,
in the interest of the Jides historica, otherwise we
would be obliged to infer from ver. 8 that the cattle were clothed in mourning and that their lowing was taken for prayer, which was certainly not
so.
The strength of the expressions paints the
depth of the repentance, and ver. 8 b shows the
reason of their use bv the king and by the narraand let them turn
tor, who reproduces the edict
every one from his evil way (Ez. xviii. 23), etc,
that we perish not (comp. i. 6). It is too strongly
asserted that this result of Jonah's denunciation of
doom is psychologically incomprehensible in itself
( Hitzig), because he spoke as a foreigner to a foreign
people in a foreign language. But the esteem of
antiquity for the oracles of the gods [Gdtterstimmen] is known ; and the fact that the limits of
national worship were thereby left undetermined,
in proof of which we cite the well-known fact that
Croesus consulted the Grecian oracles (comp.
Ezr. i. Iff.; Gen. xli Numb, xxii Luke vii).
And the more threatening these oracles were, the
more certain were they to obtain belief, as is natural, since the threatenings of divine punishment
have a powerful ally in the conscience of man. If
one reflects on the excitement, which ruled the
souls of men about the year 1000 a. d. ; on the
results which the discourses of a Peter of Amiens,
Capistrano, and others of their time had, though
delivered in a language not understood ; and considers that awe in which holy men were held by
antiquity, of which even profane writers afford
frequent" exam pics, then the psychological difficulty
vanishes, and there is no need of bringing the
affinity of the Hebrew and Assyrian languages to
our help, in order to find the result possible. It
is injudicious to remove, in the interests of apologetics, everything miraculous from the narrative
but it is equally so to push, in the interest of polemics, the miraculous to silliness. Another psychological motive to repentance on the part of the
Ninevitcs our Lord indicates, Luke xi. 30, when
by the expression <n\txt7ov ro7s Nivcvirats, he undoubtedly brings to light that the account of the
wonderful events of his life formed an essential
part of Jonah's sermon on repentance. (Comp.
Luke xi. 32, and the Ob. of Luther on ver.*4 be:

;

;

is used with special reference to the appropriation
of prophetical instruction to the soul's inner life
Hab. ii. 4), without however excluding
(Is. vii. 9
the clement of justification, when confidence is exIts fruits,' ver. 5 ff
ercised in the mercy of God.
are those which are required from preaching, repentance, and conversion (Joel ii. 15 ff.). And
this repentance was indeed a general one, a reCcntance of the people, as it was carried out by
ringing over to it all the inhabitants, the king, and
even the beasts. Ver. 6 ff. is only a fuller recital of
the brief historical statement in ver. 5, and should,
according to the context, be rendered in the pluperfect For the matter had come to the King
of Nineveh, etc to ver. 9. Our author is fond
of such pluperfect adjuncts (i. 5-10). Following
the natural, epic character of the narrative, we
have retained the aorist in the translation. The
king rises from his throne (comp. 2 Sam. xiii. 31),
and lays aside his royal robe (comp. Josh. vii. 21),
all a low.)
puts on a mourning-dress and sits in ashes
sign of sorrow and repentance (Ex. xxvi. 16).
With reference to D> ri7Hn, vers. 9, 10 (comp.
The verbs in ver. 7 ff. have the indefinite sub" Non hie adhibetur nomen
ject " one " : one proclaimed and said in Nineveh i. 6) Burck remarks :
by the command of the king and his nobles also, Jehovah, quia de populo gentili mrmo esL Jehoete
etc The royal heralds are meant, to whom the cognitio su Mint tor, quam Dei.**
Ver. 1 1 The Compassion. As faith expects, so
execution of the DrtO (a north-Semitic word
;

:

,

—

=

.

comes to pass. (Comp. Ex. xxxii. 12, 14.) God
rniff, comp. Dan. iii. 29 f.) was committed. looked upon the Ninevites He turned his counThat the beasts were included in the public humil tenance, with kind thoughts, toward them. (Comp.
iation is nothing unusual in the East. When ver. ». 1, 6.)
it

:
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["But however deep the penitential mourning
of wineveh might be, and however sincere* the repentance of the people, when they acted according
to the king's command ; the repentance was not a
lasting. one, or permanent in its effects.
Nor did it
evince a thorough conversion to God, but was
merely a powerful incitement to conversion, a
waking up out of the careless security of their
life of sin, an endeavor to forsake their'evil ways
which did not last very long. The statement in
ver. 10, that " God saw their doing, that they
turned from their evil ways; and He repented of
the evil that Ue had said that He would do to
them, and did it not" (cf. Ex. xxxii. 14), can be
reconciled with this without difficulty. The repen tiince of the Nincvites, even if it did not last,
showed, at any rate, a susceptibility on the part of
the heathen for the word of God, and their willingness to turn and forsake their evil and ungodly
ways ; so that God, according to his compassion,
could extend his grace to them in consequence.

God always

acts in this way.

gives the converted man,

who

He

not only

for-

lays aside his sin,

38

III.

no right

do

to

Therefore, consider well and

so.

pray for the Holv Spirit, and entirely humble thymind to, or
self, and forget tnyself, if thou hast
must perform such a duty.
Ver. 3. Whoever feels" tluit he is seut of God
should not be afraid of the greatest city. As
many as the Lord intends shall hear Him, will
hear Him.
Ver. 4. Speak promptly and delay
not.
In God's kingdom every moment is precious.
The time, when He puts his word in thy mouth,
is the right time ; not that which thou fanciest for
thyself.
Ver. 5. Because the Ninevites believed,
they repented. Repentance comes not from the law
alone but from the law and faith. From the law
alone comes death. Children are not innocent
Ver. 6. It becomes a king, who takes precedence

m

—

—

—

;

in everything, to take the lead also in repentance.

(Ps. li.)
In repentance and especially before
God, all are on a level; purple is of no avail, but
only a broken heart. Magistracy is of God's appointment ; hut those who possess it arc nevertheless sinuers.
Ver. 7. It is a good work and be-

'

—

longs to the

of the magistrate to foster true

office

and walks in newness of life but He has mercy piety. The state has not mere.y the negative duty
upon the penitent who confesses and mourns of providing that those who observe their religious
over his sin, and is willing to amend. The Lord fes>ival8 \heieiiaqe] be not disturbed, but also a
also directed Jonah to preach repentance to Nin- positive duty. I'here is no state conceivable witheveh not that this capital of the heathen world out having duties to discharge to religion and the
might be converted at once to faith in the living church. The kingdom of God can subsist without
God, and its inhabitants be received into the cov- it, but not the reverse. To repentance belongs
Ver. 9.
enant of grace which He had made with Israel, necessarily the purpose of amendment.
but simply to give his people Israel a practical The heathen do not despair of God's mercy,
proof that He was the God of the heathen also, though t'.kcy do not yet know Christ. It is worse
and could prepare for Himself even among them than heathenish to doubt that God is gracious and
Ver. 10. The repentance of
a people of his possession.
(Keil and Delitzsch ) ready to forgive.
Dr. Puscy expresses himself unwarrantably, God is included in his gracious decree. It is the
when he says " But, what Scripture chiefly dwells harmonizing of [die Au&einandersetzwu/ zwischen,
upon, their repentance was not only in profession, lit., the settlement between] wrath andiorgiveness,
Wrath is not the final end;
in belief, in outward act, but in the fruit of gen- justice and love.
uine works of repentance, a changed life out of a but it has for its end and object, love. Law withchanged heart
Their whole way and course out the Gospel would be an ungodly thing: the
of life was evil they broke off, not the one or Old Testament cannot subsist without the New.
Dr. Woe to him who makes light of the wrath of
other sin only, but all, their whole evil way.
;

also

;

—

—

:

;

P. has inserted the adjective " whole " before " evil
The
It is not used bv the sacred writer.
though in some
repentance of the Ninevltes was
public
coninstances, it may have been more
a

way."

—
—

•
God he can never taste of love.
Luthbk Ver. 1. It is therefore written that
we may bear in mind, that nothing is to he under:

:

taken without God's word and command. For
fession and humiliation ordered by the" king and the first command of God having been violated by
disobedience, had not God renewed it, Jonah
his nobles."
C. E.J.
would not have known, whether he shduld do it,
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL. 1
or not. (Com p. Num xiv. 1 ff. ; Deut. i. 41 f.)
The Israelites at first would not fight at God's comSec Introduction, p. 5ff.
mand ; afterward they wished to do so of their
own accord and were beaten. (1 Pet. iv. 11.)
IIOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ver. 2. Nineveh, the city of God. God cares also
for the heathen.
(2 Kings v. 1 ; Jcr. xxv. 9.)
The repentance of the Ninevites, a model of a
Ver. 4. He doubtless did not confine himself in
genuine national repentance.
preaching to these words; his proclamation is
briefly reported.
Ver. 5. They do some things,
God's proclamation and asks not which God does not command. Therefore He
1. It hears
afterward, ver. 10, does not commend their fasting
why? vers. 1-4.
2. It springs from faith and is accompanied by and sackcloth, but that they turned from their

—

—
—

—

evil way.
God saw their earnestness therefore
common He permitted the foolish things that the auiraals
to be acceptable to Him, which
guilt, and not a single person asks: how much should fast, etc.,
nave I deserved ? ver. 6. ff.
He would not have beheld with favor, had the
purpose
of
amendment.
with
the
earnestness been wanting. Free will, or our own
4. It is tinitrd
The Lord does not withdraw his calls. power, does not produce such earnestness; but
On ver.
faith ? vers. 5, 9.
3. It bows itself

under the curse of the

—

—

;

—

I .

Ver. 9.
(Cora p. John xxi. 16.) It is a great and enduring faith by the power of the Holy Spirit.
Ver. S. No one should The king speaks as if he doubts. But he doubts
grace to be called by Him.
undertake, of his own absolute power, to threaten not ; for doubt does not call upon God and cmtruly penitent heart
others with the Divine wrath and punishment, ploy such earnestness.
teachers, who speak from their own mind, have stands with fear in the contest, and fights against
0. B.].
despair ; bat as it has not yet won, it * peaks as if
1 [Keichsgtdanken, «m nols, p. 20.

A

—
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were uncertain. If there were no faith, it would
not hold oat amidst such toil and trouble. Therefore, words are rather a sign that faith is there.
Ver. 10. Here the works are commended; what
shall we say against it ?
Here the legalists have
the advantage, yes, a fine advantage! Look at
the text. It says, God saw their works, that is,
they pleased Him. But what kind of works were
they ? The text shows They tnrned from their
evil way.
Such works do and teach, then we will
not refuse to thee the praise of works ; but we will
help thee to extol them. To turn from one's evil
way is not a trifling work it includes, not fasting
and sackcloth, but faith in God from the heart,
and the loving of our neighbor as ourselves ; that
is, it requires the whole man to be pious and just
in both body and soul.
For God requires the
it

—

:

;

whole man, and

dislikes half-converts

and hypo-

crites.

Starkb: Ver. 1. God's purpose and command
must succeed and be accomplished ; for it cannot
be hindered or frustrated by any human designs.
God by means of the ministry saves sinners by

.

— Ver.

2.

God

even during the time of the

Old Covenant, sought the salvation of the heathen.
Ver. 3. Nineveh, a great city to the Lord,
should surely have been devoted to God God had
wrought for it (iv. 10).
nafrfiftara, ua&fiiurra,

—

:

nocumenta, documenta, poor in

spirit, rich in faith
(armselig macht gottselig, Is. xxviii. 19).
God can
well tolerate great cities, if they only give place to
Ver. 4. Since God has still
Him and his word.
his own everywhere, these most likely were the
first to have been awakened, and to have served
as coadjutors in the preaching of repentance.
Ver. 5. Credidit Ninive et Israel incredulus perteverat; credidit prteputium, et circumcisio permanet
Where the Word of God is preached
infidclis.
sincerely and purely, there it brings fruit in its
season, if not in all, at least in some. (1 Thess. ii.
Jonah did in his mission, as did the Apos13.)

—

'

;
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sinners.

i

Wherever they came, they did not seek first
tles.
permission from the magistrate; but they rested
[their authority] upon the command of Christ.
Ver. 7. It is well for the masses of a community, when pious magistrates have also pious servants around them. It is a strong proof of sincere repentance for sins committed to remove
Ver. 8.
every occasion to *lust out of the way.
One must prove his repentance by external acts.
It is a peculiar instance of Divine justice that
God suffered Israel to be destroyed by the
same people, who repented at the voice of his
prophet, while on the contrary, the Israelites had
despised all the prophets from Samuel down.
God's decree has always a fundamental reference
to conversion [hat die Ordnung der Bekehrung immet zum Grunde].
Pfaff: God does not change his commands.
He repeats his calling grace. He calls the sinner
Ver. 4 :
twice, thrice, yea, even to the end.
preacher must speak the truth frankly [dtutsch],
and not 6ugar it over and deprive it of its power
by ornaments and flattery. One must plainly say
to sinners that they are hastening to destruction.
Ver. 7. Here we find established the right of
the magistrate in spiritual things y especially in
regard to the externals of Divine worship and its
Vers. 9, 10. It is certain that
right ordering.
God bestows his grace upon the penitent.
Quandt : Ver. 1 With God nothing is imposTruly, the heart must suffer itself to be
sible.
broken, otherwise even God cannot break it by his
Almighty "power. The same word of God, which

—

—

—

—

—

.

A

was

rejected and despised by us in former times, is
received by us with devotion, when it comes to us
the second time and we in the meantime have
become different persons. Many individuals and
families want nothing but the cross to bring them
Ver. 3. Alas ! Jonah has more followers
back.
in the way of flight than in the way of obedience.

—

— Ver.

4. Three ways may be pursued on receding such a terrible message
despair, frivolous
mockery, repentance and conversion. The Ninevites chose the third.
Ver. 9. Faith disappoints
nobody.
Ver. 10. That Nineveh was converted
was a wonder. With us, it is a wonder, if we are
not converted.
Marck Ver. I. God is so good and so indulgent to the weaknesses of his servants, that even
after repeated proofs of his grace, He makes
known his will to them, not once, but oftener, in
order that they may have no pretext of ignorance,
but may know the true object of their redemption,
namely, to obey the commands of their Redeemer
and to manifest his glory.
Bukck God does not utterly reject him, who
has failed once ; but He rather gives him a new
opportunity of correcting former faults.
K boer : To him, who comes out of trouble,
danger, and sickness, God commonly permits an
opportunity soon to occur, when he can pay his
vows.
Schlibr : In renewing the command, God says
not a word about the £uilt of Jonah ; for Jonah is
humbled. In the miracle of his deliverance he
has learned what obedience is, although he does
not yet know what Divine compassion toward the
perishing heathen is.
Burck : Ver. 4. Preaching is usually efficacious, from the very first, among those who do not
receive the Word in vain.
There is very little
hope of those, who have heard the Word of God
proclaimed by the same messenger, not merely
many days, but years, without becoming better,
even if they should have the opportunity of hearing the same preaching a thousand years.
Marck : Ver. 5. There is not only a very close
connection between evil, guilt, and punishment, so
that they are commonly mutually dependent, but
also the good is connected by intimate bonds, since
from one virtue of one man other virtues of others
flow, and the Divine blessing follows virtue. This
is illustrated by the obedience of Jonah, with
which the repentance of the Ninevites and the Divine compassion were closely connected.
Rieoer The exercises of repentance are here
described for the most part bv the outward circumstances that accompanied them,
quite different from what is practiced at the present day,
when one would perform the several acts of repentance, devotion, and prayer, in such a quiet
way as to be scarcely perceived by those who are
nearest about him. But where there is genuine
earnestness within, there the outward manifestation is not so readily suppressed.
Burck Ver. 6. There is a difference between
a court, which is a stranger to the true religion,
and one that is attached to it in only a hypocritThe former is more easily moved ; the
ical way.
latter, in consequence of God's decree, is more
hardened.
Bochart: Ver. 7. This edict, issued to the
Ninevites, in order to appease the anger of God
the edict of Darius (Dan. vi. 26 ff.) ; that of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. lii. 20), and others, were just
so many preparations for the conversion of the
heathen, which followed the advent of Christ. In

—

—

—

:

'

:

:

—

:
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goodness and glory became gradu- suffer himself to be wholly ruled by him. We
and in a certain measure, known to the na- hence learn how well God provides for us and for
tions, which were strangers to Israel (Kxodus v. our salvation, when he corrects our perverscness

this

way God's

ally,

may

be our chastisements, vet as
that nothing is better for us than to be humbled under God's hand, *
Ver. 10. God had reas David says in Ps. 119.
spect to their works
what works ? not sackcloth,
not ashes, not fasting for Jonah does not now
mention these but <be had respect to their works,
because' they turned from their evil way.
Fajrbairn ** Why should God have sent his
prophet to admonish us of sin, and foretell his approaching judgment, a prophet, too, who has himself been the subject of singular mercy and forbearance? If destruction alone had been his
object, would he not rather have allowed us to
sleep on in our sinfulness 1 And why, in particular, should these forty days have been made to
run between our doom and our punishment?
Surely this bespeaks some thought of mercy in
God ;' it must have been meant to leave the door
still open to us for forgiveness and peace."
So undoubtedly they reasoned, and, as the event proved,
reasoned justly.
Pusey Ver. 10. And he did it not. God willed
rather that his prophecy should seem to fail, than
that repentance should fail of its fruit. But it
did not indeed fail, for the condition lay expressed

though sharp

2).

Schm ibder

:

Ver.

8.

The understanding may

this benefit follows,

the penitential acts on the part of the beasts
foolish; but the heart will seize upon them, because they show deep contrition of heart; and
this is certainly the main point here.
Hibkonym us : Ver. 10. God soon changed his
purpose, because He saw that their works were
changed. He did not hear words, such as Israel
was wont to say : " All that God has said will wc
do" (Ex. xix. 8; xxiv. 3) ; but He saw works.
He will rather that the ungodly turn from their
evil way, than that they should die. (Ez. xviii. 23,
call

—

—

;

;

:

32).

Talmud : Dear brethren, sackcloth and fasting
avail nothing; but repentance and good works.
For it is not said of the Ninevites, etc
Bubck :
far are God's thoughts removed

How

from the thoughts of man, even from the thoughts
who seem unto others to be sound in the
of men,
'
faith.

Rieobr

we know

The Lord Jesus bears testimony to
repentance of the people of Nineveh (Matth.
xfii. 14;, that, in its good consequences, it will extend to the day of judgment and hence, in sparing them, God must have been sincerely and kindly
But because Nineveh fell back into in the threat.
in earnest
Cowles Ver. 10. Works meet for repentance
its former sins, it was overthrown by the wrath of!
Jehovah scarcely a century after this salutary con- will infallibly secure the reversal of threatened
God's immutability is that
version : so also it befell Jerusalem, because it did and impending doom.
not acknowledge and receive Him, of whom Jonah of principle
not of plan and action. He imwas a type.
mutably hates and punishes sin hence, when a
[Calvin: Ver. 3. He went, then, according to' sinner becomes a penitent, God turns from threatthe command o/Jehooah ; that is, nothing else did ened vengeance tq free pardon.
C. E.]
be regard but to render obedience to God, and to
:

this

:

;

:

—

|

:

I

—
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God employs a Palmchrist as a
[Jonah repines at God's Mercy to the Ninevites.
means to reprove and instruct him.
C. E.]

—

1

2

But [And] it displeased Jonah exceedingly, and he was very angry. 1 And he
prayed unto [to] the Lord [Jehovah], and said I pray thee [Ah now], O Lord
[Jehovah], was not this my saying, when [while] I was yet in my country ?
Therefore I fled before [I anticipated it by fleeing] unto Tarshish for I knew that
thou art a gracious God, and merciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness, and
Therefore now, O Lord [And now, O Jehovah] take,
repentest thee of the evil.
I beseech tliee, my life from me ; fpr it is better for me to die than to live [my
death is better than my life]. Then [And] said the Lord [Jehovah said], Doest
thou well to be angry ? 2 So [And] Jonah went • out of the city, and sat on the east
side of the city, and there made him [for himself] a booth, and sat under it in the
shadow [shade], till he might [should] see what would become of the city. And the
Lord [Jehovah] God prepared a gourd [palmchrist] and made it to come up over
Jonah, that it might be [to bo] a shadow [shade] over his head, to deliver him from
his grief [distress].
So [And] Jouah was exceeding glad of the gourd. But God
prepared [appointed] a worm when the morning rose [at the rising of the dawn]
the next day, and it smote the gourd [palmchrist] [so] that it withered.
And it
came to pass, when the sun did arise [at the rising of the sun], that God prepared
[appointed] a vehement [sultry] east wind ; and the sun beat upon the head of Jonah,
:

!

:

3
4
5
6

7
8
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that [and] he fainted,
self] to die,

and

and wished

in himself [asked his soul,

me

said, It is better for

t. «.,

asked for him-

[my death

to die than to live

is

better

9 than my life]. And God said to Jonah, Doest thou well [is it right] to be angry
for the gourd [palmchrist]? And he said, I do well [It is right] to be angry, even
10 unto death. Then [And] said the Lord [Jehovah], Thou hast had pity on [wast
grieved for] the gourd [palmchrist], for the which [on which] thou hast not
4
labored, neither madest it [and which thou hast not caused to] grow ; which came
And
11 up in a night [whicli was the son of a night], and perished in a night
should not I spare [have pity upon] Nineveh, that great city, wherein [in which]
are more than sixscore thousand persons, that cannot discern [distinguish] between their right hand and their left hand ; and also [omit, also] much cattle.*
:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
[I Ver. 1.

— lb

"^n*l

In the HIthpa, the verb

of

grief, sadness.

bjr

Avirlopat, It. 4.
[2 Ver. 4.

— ?|b

much vexed"!

mn lai^nn,

S^HH

a^6ipa k€\vmi<nu
[8 Ver. 6.

was kindled

[»nger]

<rv

made .... and had

sat

Keil

Putasne, bene

:

him y

i.

he

e.,

and Delitsech

used adverbially.

is

Vulgate

;

— The verbs in

to

was antpy.

Sometimes

thti

signifies to fret one's self, Ps. xxxrii. 1, 7, 8.

«

:

I* thine

Compare Dent

anger justly kindled
21;

ix.

xiii.

formula expresses the feeling

The LXX. sometimes render
?

"

Henderson

16; and 2 Kings

xi.

18.

:

it

« Art thou

LXX.: Bi

vasteris tu ?

had sat . . \
vera may be rendered in the pluperfect n Jonah had gone
had
Newcome and Kleinert so render them. See the Sxegetkal and Critical notes on the
under.
this

:

•

.

.

.

.

:'

verso.
[« Ver. 10.

— 138 nVV]3S| nV!

son of a night.
[5 Ver. IX.

]2, a

son,

Is

n^Vj2tt7,

— In Nineveh, and also in Babylon, there were

BXBGBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

;

The

verb

V?

is

that

used here of

the feeling, in a metaphorical sense, It seemed evil
to him, which is usually accompanied iu other
places by the additional clause, in hit eyes. [Same

as here, Nch.

ii.

10;

xiii.

produced, or exists, during the time predicated of It.

probably large spaces where cattle

fed.

— C. B.]

8; only with v instead

He was not angry

God

is

merciful

and

gracious, long-suffering

mercy; and the whole of the second
verse is spoken out of ill humor that be had been
sent, not with the object of delivering a prophecy
that was to be fulfilled, but of delivering one that
was revoked, which was intended as a means of repentance.
As above i. 12, so also here, ver. 2. Jonah's
wrong disposition of heart does not" prevent his
month from speaking the whole truth of God.
Office and wow, apart from the person, his weaknesses, and sins, are, according to the Scripture
conception, intimately connected with one another.
(Compare the striking example, John xi. 50 f.).
Jonah, it is said, prayed to Jehovah. *' Necene
est in hoc Jona precatione aliquid agnoscere pietatis
etsimulmultavitia." (Calvin.) It is true that when
he fled to Tarshish he did not say that be would
not prophesy because of the mercy of God (comp.
at i. 8) ; but it is quite human to palliate an originally unreasonably undertaken step by motives
drawn from wisdom subsequently acquired, or
Therefore I anticifrom fortunate accident.
the errand, whose
pated
vpo4f Baffa, LXX.
fruitlessncss I foresaw, and fled to Tarahiah.
These, of course, were not his words, when be fled
to Tarshish, that he was unwilling to prophesy,
because of the mercy of God (comp. i. 3) ; but it
is human nature to color an undertaking, for
which originally no reasons can in truth be assigned, with the reasons derived from a more recently acquired wisdom, or from the event. The

and

;

came over him.

is

which was the son of a night, and perished the

heathen the divine mercy and wished the destrnc
tion of Nineveh, either from ardent lore to his
people (Hengstenberg), or from a wrong notion
of God (Keil following Luther), though such a
feeling might have influenced him as a secondary
Rather his notion of God was in nowise
motive.
perverted, for he must have known from the law
[Torah] (Ex. xxxiv. 6), and he did know (ver. 2),

Jonah's Discontent and Correction. This chapter
does not form, as Ch. B. Michael is thinks, two dialogues between God and Jonah bat as is evident
from the retrospective reference of ver. 8 to ver. 8,
and as the translation shows, ver. 5 f. gives the
scenery for the preceding verses, and these verses
presuppose that Jonah must have already gone
out ot Nineveh, sat a long time in his observatory,
and waited in vain for the destruction of the city.
For he does not complain because the Ninevites
repented, but because God had already shown
Himself merciful toward them. (Comp. below at
and the solution of the difficulty from the
ver. 3
idiom and literary character of the book, Introduction, p. 8.
Ver. 1. He was, therefore, already sitting in the
glowing heat of the sun, when the discontent, ver.
1,

literally,

what

used Idiomatically to express

rich in

because he had ponof vfcM.
dered in his mind the dangers, which were destined
to come upon his country and people, in the future, through the Assyrians, who had just been
delivered (Abarbanel) nor because he had seen the
final doom of the Jews and heathen nrcfigured by
the acceptance of the repentance of Nineveh contrasted with the impenitence of Israel (Iiieron.);
(this God would have corrected in another way)
but his displeasure, as Calvin justly admitted, arose
from a common littleness of mind incident to hu-'
inanity, which, for the moment, thought only of his
mortified honor as a prophet and because the lie
had apparently been given to his prediction, he entirely forgot that the life and death of hundreds of,
thousands were involved in its fulfillment. There infinitive with ? is gerundial. The phrase " in
is no intimation in the text that he envied the my country/' is an important element for the synv
;

—

f

;

|

:

—
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5; comp. Jer.

of the book.

(See above,

p.

Hi. 27).
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IV.

HJV v$

in ch. iv. 1,

which

is

appended

to

NvJ

As in chap. 3 the fifth Terse gave a brief sum- ntpj? in ch. iii. 10, shows that Jonah did not bemary of the longer statement which follows; so come irritated and angry till after God had failed
here vers. 3, 4, are in part the literal quintessence to carry out his threat concerning Nineveh, and
Vers. 5-7, as* that it was then he poured out his discontent in a
of the following detailed account.
a commentary to be added by way of supplement reproachful prayer to God (ver. 2), there is nothto ver. 1 ff. give the moving cause (Jonah, to wit, ing whatever to force us to the assumption that
had, etc) and the more exact psychological un- Jonah had left Nineveh before the fortioth day.
derstanding of ver. 3 results from ver. 8.
Jonah had no reason to be afraid of perishing
The non-consideration of the forty days belongs with the city. If he had faith, which wc cannot
to the symbolical character of the narrative, which deny, he could rely upon it that God would not
cares more for the essential circumstances than for order him, his own servant, to perish with the unand, in any case, it furnishes no godly, but when the proper time was arrived,
the chronology
reason to assume with Keil, that ver. 1 ff. should would direct him to leave the city. But when
be placed within the forty days and during Jonah's forty days elapsed, and nothing occurred to indisojourn in the city, and that ver. 5 ff. should be cate the immediate or speedy fall of the city, and
placed after. Jonah was certain that the punish- he was reproved by God for his anger on that acment was revoked, consequently the expiration of count in these words, * Art thou rightly or justly
?
the time is presupposed in ver. 1 as in ver. 5 and angry ' tho answer from God determined him to
leave the city and wait outside, in front of it, to
it is neither probable that Jonah should wait in
For since this anthe city for the threatened destruction, nor that, see what fate would befall it.
after the completion of the time, within which the swer still left it open, as a possible thing, that the
Spirit had instructed him to announce it, be judgment might burst upon the city, Jonah inshould then go out of the city and wait for it. If terpreted it in harmony with his own inclination,
Calvin remarks in favor of the latter supposition as signifying that the judgment was only post" Etsi enim pruterierant quadraginta dies, Jonas poned, not removed, and therefore resolved to wait
ttmen quasi constrictus stetit, quia nondam potcrat in a hut outside the city, and watch for the issue
(Keil and Dclitzsch.)
statuere, quod prius ex mandato Dei protulerat carere of tho whole affair."
Dr. Pusey is inclined to Kcil's opinion. Hensuo effettu," then, on the other hand, it may be observed that he was only too ready to maintain the derson, to that of our author. Ncwcome renders
;

;

;

according to ver. 2, and that tho ^V ver.
he might see," indicates a state, not of conWe accordsternation, but of easy expectation.
ingly abide by the rendering of ver. 4 in the pluperfect tense, the grammatical probability of which
even Keil cannot deny, and the necessity of which
is also acknowledged by Starke, Ch. B. Mich..
Hitzig, and others only that we should not restrict
the same to ver. 4 exclusively, but extend it to the
erses immediately following till ver. 8.
latter,

5,

"

till

;

the verbs, H?jJ3» etc, ver. 5,

— C. E]
.

had

gone,

had sat,

etc.

city and had
east of the city
on one of the mountains eastward, which border on the valley of the
Tigris, from which the city spreads out over the
valley to the river.
[Hero he made a hut. or a
booth, and sat in its shade, "till he might see
what would become of the city."
C. E.]

But Jonah had gone out of the

sat

down

—

—

Ver. 6. As the fish, so also the ricinus plant
[Ver. 5. " This verse regarded by many com- obeyed the command of God He appointed it.
(Ps. civ. 30).
Tho kikai/on 1 is, according to
mentators as a supplementary remark, HJ**}, with
Hicronymus, the kiki of the Egyptians ( Herod.,
the verbs which follow, being rendered in the pluii. 94), the kik of the Rabbins, the el-keroa of the
perfect: 'Jonah had gone out of the city,' etc.
Arabs, tho KpSroty of the Greeks. Besides HierWe grant that this is grammatically admissible, onymus, Pliny, h. iv. 15, 7, mentions the Ricinus
but it cannot be shown to be necessary, and is in- plant, which grows wild in Arabia, Egypt, and
deed highly improbable. If, for instance, Jonah Syria, and shoots up rapidly to the height of a
went out of Nineveh before the expiration of the tree. It has at first a herbaceous, then a woody
forty days, to wait for the fulfillment of his proph- stem, hollow within, full of knots and joints;
ecy, in a hut to the east of the city, he could not
large petiolate, peltate leaves, which, according to
have been angry at its non-fulfillment before the Niebuhr, when broken off, or injured, with.r in a
rime arrived, nor could God have reproved him for few minutes, and which are moreover liable to
The divine correction perish quickly, from the fact that, in a gentle rain,
hi* anger before that time.
of the dissatisfied prophet, which is related in vers.
6-1 1, cannot have taken place till the forty days black caterpillars, or worms (HV /u^, ver. 7), of
had expired. But this correction is so closely a middling size, are produced on them, which
connected with Jonah's departure from the city strip the plant of all its foliage in a single night.
and settlement to the east of it, to wait for the (Niebuhr, Description of Arabia, p. 148. Rumpf,
Such a plant God caused
final decision as to its fate (ver. 5), that we cannot Herb. Amboin, iv. 95.)
possibly separate it, so as to take the verbs in ver. to shoot up, about the time when Jonah was
5 as pluperfects, or those in vers. 6-11 as historical thoroughly convinced of the fruitlcssness of his
There is no valid ground for so forced waiting, and when ho had already given vent to
imperfect*.
:

an assumption as

this.

As

the expression

LXX. and

SHJJ

his

ill

humor

(•"'3H), in order to recover

him from

wm

it was distinguished by the name d-k^roa ; by Rauwnlf
1
adopted by ( Trav.y p. 52), it was noticed in great'abundance near Tripoli,
tn fcTor of the rendering youri/, which
Lather, the A. V-, etc. In Jerome's description of the plant where the Arabs called it eUctrua ; while both Hasselquist
ceiled in Syr. knro, and Punic el-luroa, Celsius recognises and Robinson observed very large specimens of it in the
the RlciouB. Pal ma Christi, or castor-oil plant (Uiwrobot., ii. neighborhood of Jericho (" Ricinus in aititwtinem arboris
The Ricinns was insigniSy" Hasselq , p 555 ; see also Robins., I. 553). Smith's
273 ff. ; Bnchnrt. Hieroz., ii. 293, 628).
earn by Nfobahr (Drstript. of Aroh. % p. 148) at Been, where Dictionary of t)u Bibb, $.v. "Gourd."— 0. R]
[*»

Augustine, following the

Syr. rontons,

wm
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his discontent. 1 ( / instead of the ace. Ew., sec.
292 e.).
This succeeds. To his great petulance, ver. 1,
soon succeeds great joy.
Ver. 7.
worm (the sing, used collectively, as
in Deut. xxviii. 39), comes at the command of
God, during the night
at the rising of the sun,
next morning. (Corap. Gen. xix. 15,23.) And
it smote, destroyed (Am. ir. 9) the plant, so that
it withered.
And as if this were not enough,
God, to attain his disciplinary purpose with Jonah,

A

—

the ratio, fixed by statistics, of those under seven
years of age to the whole number of the population as 1 : 5, we have for all Nineveh the not improbable number of 600,000 inhabitants. This
would give, as in the province of Naples, 40,000
persons to the square [German] mile (comp. at i.
The English Admiral Jones, from a survey
2).
of the extent of the ruins, without any reference to the statement in this verse, has estimated
the population of the city, at about the same number.
(Comp. Journal of the Asiatic Society, vol.
xv. p. 29. M. v Niebuhr, Assyria and Babylon, p.
J
F

appointed, in the third place, ver. 8, the silent, that
'
278 f.)
the deadly sultry east wind, whose scorching
heat is proverbial throughout the Old Testament
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICALJ
(Es. xvii. 10). The glowing heat of the sun heat
upon Jonah, so that he fainted (Amos viii. 13),
8ee Introduction, p. 6.
was out of his mind. Then were suggested those
petulant words, that we have already heard, ver. 3
H0MILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
he wished in himself to die, literally, he asked
as to his soul to die (ace. c. inf. 1 Kings xix. 4
Jonah,
onah, a type of the misery and vanity of the huis,

:

i

Is. liil

10 Ew., sec. 336 b), and said, it is better maniheart.
to die than to live. Ch. B. Mich. " Pros;

for

me

stat

me

i

:

mori,

qnam

Ver. 9. And God said to Jonah : Dost thou
right to be angry for the gourd P namely, on

(Homily).

The impatience of the human

1

sic vioere."

heart compared

with the long-suffering of God. When God forgives, it is angry.
When God is patient, it is impatien t, ver. 1
And yet Jonah, too, was saved only
by grace.
2. The idea of its own honor compared with the
great heart of God, who readily foregoes his own
honor, when the salvation of men is concerned (lit.
10). But Jonah would have preferred that all men
should perish, that his office and vocation should
be relinquished, to the mortification of the idea of
.

account of

its

D^TTO

destruction.

is

not used

adverbially (Keil), but as an auxiliary construed

Hin

with the impersonal 8 sing.

The

(comp.

Deut

short question Dost thou well to be
angry ? comprised within itself, by aposiopesis at
ver. 3 above, the whole dialogue, vers. 9-1 1 ; here
it is analyzed into its elements.
Jonah answers I do right to be angry, evei\
unto death, that is, to the bottom of my soul,
even to weariness of life. (Comp. Matt. xxvi.
God now convicted him from his own words
38.)
(comp. Matt. xii. 37 Luke xix. 22), how wrong
was nis whole anger, in which this momentary
vexation only forms an element with a fresh stimulus, but which had its origin in the sparing of
Nineveh, by a conclusion a minori ad majus.
Ver 10. Thou art grieved tor the gourd,
for which thou hast not labored
and
perished. Bin-lailah, a son of the night, of a
night's duration.
(Comp. Ex. xii. 5, and the
Syriac translation of Deut. xxiv. 15.) It is evident from ver. 10, why a rapidly growing plant
should shoot up over Jonah. If it had been of

v. 25).

:

his

own

honor, ver.

2, a.

compared with the kindness of
speaks comfort ; but the human heart
extracts from his consolatory words a sting, ver. 2, b.
4. And so inconsiderate is the human heart of
the -most precious gifts, even of life itself, that on
account of the emptv shadow of honor, it even
thinks that it should despise its own life, ver. 3
But how seriously does God speak of death.
5. In short, how little can the heart, notwithstand
ing all instruction, dive into the deep thoughts of
God ! And yet, at the same time, it is always ready
to maintain that it is right against God, vers. 1-3.
6. In such miserable selfishness, it is destitute of
all love, and lurks for the ruin of others ; it wishes
that others should be judged and judges them itself; but it does not like to judge itself.
slow growth, he would have watered and nursed
7. It always has only real pleasure in that which
it ; consequently the reproof would not have been
happens to its advantage ; and should it be someso forcible.
instead of 7? on account of the thing of the most trifling importance, it is more
highly prized by it than all the great mercy vouchfollowing liquids, Num. xiv.
:

3.

God.

Its bitterness

God

;

....

M?

38.|

Ver. 11. And should not I
.
.
not distinguish between the right
.

.

who

others," vers.
can- safed to

hand and

the left (VT* sensu pratgnanti, as in 2 Sam. xix.
36 [35 A. V.]), who cannot consequently be very
guilty and besides much cattle, which are not
guilty at all, and which are of much greater worth
than a ricinus plant? By the 120,000 mentioned
in the relative clause, must be understood young
;

6, 7.

is life full of misery.
For these
short pleasures, on account of which we neglect the
eternal good, soon come to an end. And we do not
afterward think that they were favors for which we
ought to be thankful, however transient they may
have been ; but imagine that they were our own,
that we had a right to them and therefore a right
And what bitter complaints
to complain, ver. 8.

8.

Therefore,

children (comp. Is. vii. 15).
The limit of this 2 Cor. iv. 17.
period of life, in the East {e. g. t among the Per9. And if God's ways are ever so clear before
sians), is usually the seventh year.
If we assume our eyes, yet our eyes "are closed that we cannot
1

That

TVS^T

has reference to the

ill

humor

of the

matter, tn ioch *

way that the whole pw ret ted

<

TIV^

the simple tenor of the nar- of the prophet's soul is meant by
which God inratlre, which does not hinder that tot. 6 ff- must be con- tended to core by mean* of the rfcinus, or rather by the
sidered as preceding rer. 1, most probable.
We cannot leatoD connected with ite withering. By this the diUcuity
well think of the physical illness produced by the glowing
mentioned before would also be solved.
hea: af the tun: the sufflx points too definitely to an already known evil. It would rather be possible to view the
t [ReichsgidanJt**. Bee note, p. 90.— C. B.]

prophet rer.

1, is, considering
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perceive them, and we will continually £rope in
darkness, anlcs* God open oar eyes by his spirit,
vers. 9-11.
Ver. 1 Here we see how it would be, if God
would allow each one his own wilL It is well that
He alone sits at the helm. God's messengers are in
great danger of forgetting that they are messengers
and that they act merely under authority. The sinful heart is ever ready to act the Lord, and it wonVer. 2. There
ders when it is forsaken by God.
are even wicked prayers. It is not a mark of piety,
therefore, to disburden one's heart before God, but
to pray in the name of Jesus, according to the patMan is always eloquent in
tern of Lake xxii. 42.
exculpating; himself. If the heart is in a wrong
state, it distorts God's Word, and applies it acVer. 3. Suppose
cording to its own pleasure.
How inthe Lord had taken Jonah at his word ?
considerately does a man speak, who does not
The sorrow of the world works
bridle his tongue.
Ver. 5. Some say that God, oat of redeath.
spect to his justice, has delight in viewing the
punishment of the lost that Abraham also, when
Lazarus lay in his bosom, reveled in God's pleasare in the torment of the rich man. These look
.

—

—

—

;

*

upon God and Abraham in the same light
they do upon the prophet Jonah. (Luke ix.

that
55.)

His heart even breaks for the souls of the condemned, and if they would be saved, He would
Ver. 6. The creasave them. (Matt. xii. 31.)

—

ture
ture

was made

for

men

;

and the death of the

crea-

IV.

Apostles, in the Gospel, for the consolation of all believers who sometimes sin and fall. (3.)
should
how kindly, fatherly, and amiably God deals with
and treats those, who confide in Him in trouble.
It is a daily sinning on the part of his children,
which the Father graciously suffers.
With the
ungodly He does not deal thus: they cannot
reconcile themselves to his dealings, but are altogether insolent and intractable.
Starke : Ver. 1 . fyen well-meaning minds can

We

see

fall

into

—

—

Ver. 11.

At

prepared, always humble.
bight, it appears as if common guilt and sin were
denied in this verse, since God speaks of the children, as if they, like the cattle, did not deserve
punishment. But He says only that the severe
punishment, which Jonah expected, was not deserved by these relatively to many others, whose
death Jonah himself would not desire. The fact
that the Ninevites were spared on account of their
repentance, would have been sufficient to reprove
him for this (Ez. xviii. 23) ; but God would bring
before the eyes of Jonah his uncharitablencss iu
that he did not consider the relatively innocent
and harmless creatures in his blind zeal to see vile
sinners perish. The Scriptures have regard for
beasts also. ( Deut xxii. 6 ; Rom. viii. 18 If.) These
have no part in the sin of man, but in his punish
As they appear here by their participation
incut.
in the repentance of the Ninevites, so at other
times, in the Old Testament, they appear by their
blood for the curse of sin. Yet this is only a
shadow of things to come.
Luther : How can such a state of grace and
snch untoward conduct in Jonah be consistent
with one another ? We cannot deny that he was
unreasonably angiv, and did wrong, for God punWe must also acknowledge that
ished him for it.
he had faith and was acceptable to God, because
God spoke so kindly with him and gave him a sign,
We should observe from these facts (1) how wonderfully God deals with his saints, so that no one
may inconsiderately judge or condemn any one on
should learn, how
account of works alone. (2.)
God permits his dear children to act very foolishly
and commit grave faults, as Christ did with the

We

first

zeal for

God and

criticise his

—

—

—

—

To a
in every way, instructive to men
heart devoid of peace, the good gifts of God are
Ver. 7. " When the
only a source of vexation.
morning rose " ! Often, at the moment when
every thing seems to smile, misfortune is on the
way. With the rising star of fortune comes also
always a misfortune, even though we do not tee it
Hence the injunction to be always pity
at the moment.
is,

an indiscreet

wise government according to their weak and sordid ideas, although they do not break out into
open murmurs against Him.
Ver. 2. To excuse
sin, which deserves punishment, is presumptuousVer 3. There is a great difference between
ness.
a well-regulated desire for a happy departure from
this world and one that is inordinate and selfwilled, which arises from impatience, arid, alas,
often enters into well-disposed minds.— Ver. 4.
As often as thou art provoked to be angry, ask
thyself at once, am I justly angry?
Teachers
should be moderate in their zeal and seek to restore the erring by friendly words: the example
of God admonishes them to this.
Ver. 6. God
has always been accustomed to guide men by external things and visible signs to the consideration
of heavenly things. Hieronymus hits upon the
thought that the Jewish people, who have sat
under the shadow of ordinances and ceremonies
are hereby represented.
Ver. 7. Even the very
least animals must serve the powerfufgovernment
Ver. S'.
of God.
must not be too much delighted by our success nor too much distressed by
Ver. 9.
our misfortune.
One must really be
astonished at God's love to men, manifested in bis
patience with his servants. Jonah is nothing else but
Ver. 10. God has
a little, naughty, spoiled child.

—

We

—

—

upon little children. He loves them tenderly,
numbers them exactly, and oftentimes spares old
people on their account, whom He would otherwise
destroy on account of their sins. Did God love
the little children in Nineveh so well, and was
He pleased to spare the city on their account, then
how can he reject those, who are born in Christendom, but die without baptism ?
Pfapf Ver. 1. Men are much more wrathful
and vindictive than God for God soon repents of
the punishment, provided men comply with the
condition of repentance.
Ver. 4. Even prophets
commit faults. Guard thyself against impatience,
and learn composedness and self-denial. Nothing
:

;

—

adorns the conduct more, than entire self-abnegation and submission to the will of the Lord, combined with efforts to accomplish it.
What a
dreadful thing ambition is
To wish rather to die
It must not be so, but thou
than to be humbled
must willingly bow and humble thyself, if God's
honor is thereby advanced. Ver. 8. Let no one
wish for death from a desire to escape the cross.
Quandt Ver. 1. There is joy among the angels of God over one sinner that repents among
us there is joy at the success of the mission ; with
Jonah there is indignation. This did not arise
from the circumstance that the repentance of Nineveh was not sincere and honest ; but Jonah's own
repentance was not sincere. He had retained the
!

!

—

:

;

principal part of his old

Ver.

3.

hours.

man

at his conversion.

—

Even other holy men have had such dark
(Num. xi. 15; Job vii. 15 f. ; 1 Kings

Notwithstanding Jonah's preaching bad the
The faith of the preacher does not
effect.
work faith in the hearers, but the preaching of
faith.
Ver. 5. The word of God, ver. 4, was do
xix.)

proper

—
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signed to convince the prophet of how little reason
there was for his anger; bat it had exactly the
He explained it in his own favor
opposite effect.
as if God meant to say : Wait yet a little ; and he
goes forth to wait. The piety o£ the heathen is a
matter of total indifference to him, but cariosity
and a mischievous delight in the miseries of others
abide with him. This is instructive to Christians
Ver. 8.
in their relation to the missionary cause.
Before, Jonah was angry at Gotf's mercy ; now he
This is
is angry at his seeming unmerciralness.
There is ina movement in the right direction
1
1
with
this.
Ver.
The
connected
old,
struction
obstinate Jonah has displayed himself enough in
this book ; now, at the close, he vanishes, and God,
in the end, stands, with his word, alone and ma-

this,

But Jonah has already endured
a tenfold death in the sea. And now zeal for his
office and for the honor attached to it by God
presses upon him to such a degree that he wishes
rather to die than to live. But God can require
an offering from us such as He pleases He did
not now require the surrender of Jonah's life, but
a patient waiting and therefore Jonah found another kind of death and of a more salutary sort,
than if God had taken his life away [in answer

—

—

jestic

:

the

new Jonah

Marck:
God

is lost in

:

;

to his prayer].

.

1.

6.

The

best

way

to refute
in

deeds.

Marck

God

does not always lead sinners in
the same manner to the right way; but at one
time by severe chastisements, at another by kindness in word, or deed.
We always think that our affliction
Coccbids
is something sacred, and yet it is often world v
how
often
are
we obliged to see that it is mitifor
gated by worldly consolation
Ver. 7 ff.
Rieger
With others we often
think that a word and a remonstrance should be
enough; but in our case we experience, that we
first became acquainted with ourselves under the
actual dispensations of God, and thus too are made
thoroughly healthy. Such is the vanity of our
heart that it can "be made glad and be troubled
about trifling things. And yet God uses this experience in us as a means of discipline.
If we are
too much delighted with a gourd, He knows that
nothing more than a worm-hole is required to
sober us again.
Burck Ver. 11. The book begins and closes
with the words of God. Jonah is silent, and imitates, without doubt, the example of Job.
(Job
xl. 3 f.)
[Matthbw Henry Ver. 1. Jonah was mfrabilis homo, as one calls him, an amazing man ; the

Him.

Although

one among them, which may not be censured by
some one and the degree of censure is in proportion to the want of understanding on the part of

:

:

;

I

the fault-finder.

!

find fault with Jonah, we
:
what would be the result
if we were to describe our thoughts and feelings
concerning many events in the government of God
as frankly as Jonah does here. The worst is that
our wickedness remains hidden in us, and we conmust also
ceal it from ourselves and others.
judge Jonah according to his times and temptaman
a
of God
tions; for ft could easily be that
should have little regard for the heathen, since
Peter, in New Testament times, had to be inMoreover the solicitude
structed concerning them.
:
that the Ninevites, inexperienced in the ways of
God, might turn his long suffering into contempt
and despise his threatenings, was not unfounded.
In our estimate in general of the faults and offenses
:
of others, it should be borne in mind, that God
knows how our temper exposes us on the one hand
other
strangest,
and
on
the
oddest,
most out-of-the-way man,
to peculiar temptations, but also
makes us useful for some purpose ; hence no one for a good man and a prophet, as one shall ever
should cling to the defects of others, but should in hear or read of.
Pcsey : Ver. 2. Jonah, at least, did not muradvance turn to good account the good qualities

Rieger
Before
should consider well
:

we

first

We

,

— Ver.

a murmurer consists not in arguments, but

all the works of
are entirely irreprehensible, yet there is not

Ver.

own death. They are the readiest to do
who know least the severity of God in the

but for his

sentence of death.

with which they are endowed. The vehement deposition of Jonah had plunged him into these
faults, bui what useful purpose this very disposition served in Aiis office, must not be forgotten.
That is a wicked art of our hearts, of which Solomon says, The sluggard is wiser in his own conceit, than seven men that can render a reason
namely he who never undertakes anything, commits, after his way of thinking, fewer faults, and is
well pleased with his own conceit.
Burck Ver. 2. Thou hast not to consider
what God will accomplish by thee, or without thee,
but what He requires of thee and what becomes
thee.
God bears with much murmuring and impaVer. 3. Jonah
tience on the part of his servants.
did not pray for the destruction of the Ninevites,

mur

or complain of God. He complained to God
of himself.
Ver. 3. Impatient though he was,
he still cast himself upon God. By asking of God
to end his life, he, at least, committed himself to
the sovereign disposal of God.
Keil Children who cannot distinguish between

—

:

right and left, cannot distinguish good from evil,
and are not yet accountable.
Cowles Ver. 2. It is awful that a sinner,
tlucked himself as a brand from the burning, and
fiving on mercy alone, should object to God's
showing the same mercy to his fellow sinners.
Ver. 1 1
Who can estimate the amount of sparing
mercy which the guilty of our world owe, in this
life, to God's pity for infants and for the sentient
but unsinning animal races ?
C. £.]
:"

:

.

—

I

—
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MICAH.

INTRODUCTION.
1.

Like

Isaiah,

Micah

century before Christ.

Historical Situation

and Date.

also belongs to the great critical period in the latter half of the eighth

At

that time, the Assyrian kingdom, just prior to

its fall,

recovered

and with irresistible might carried the profound commotions
of God's judgments, predicted by Amos, chapters i. and ii., over the peoples of Western
Asia, and even to Africa.
His activity, also, like Isaiah's, belongs to the kingdom of Judah,
and numerous coincidences show the close proximity, in time and character, of these two
its

power, under Salmanassar,

mightiest of the prophets
xxviii. 7

;

xxix. 9

ff.

;

(compare

xxxii. 18

ff.

;

esp. Mic.
ii.

2

ff.

;

ii.

vii.

11 ; iii. 5 iff., 12; iv. Iff.; v. 2 ff. with Is.
14 ; ix. 15). Yet the historical horizon of

prophecies is narrower than that of Isaiah.
Concerning this we have an express statement in Jer. xxvi. 18.
It is there argued by certain elders of Judah, that Jeremiah should
not be held blameworthy for the hard prophecies which the Spirit impelled him to utter, but
be left unharmed, and receive honor rather, on the ground that the good king Hezekiah did
not punish Micah's sharp threatenings against Judah, but received them with fear and humilIn proof of this the passage in ch. iii. 12 of our book is cited.
iation before God.
Now,
since there is nothing to prove that the discourses which are collected in our book were composed at different times, since rather chaps. 1-5 in particular form a beautiful and consistent
whole, we are obliged to fix the date of the book under Hezekiah, 727-698.
This determination of the time is supported by the fact that just in those chapters (L-iii.) in which it
has been supposed there were indications of a period earlier than Hezekiah, the coincidences
with Isaiah relate, without exception, to discourses of his delivered under Hezekiah.
Still more definitely can the period be ascertained from intimations given by our book itself.
For, first, idolatry, which had become triumphantly prevalent under Hezekiah's predecessors, particularly Ahaz (2 K. xvi.
2 Chr. xxviii.), appears here throughout as still unbroken in Judah (v. 11 ff. ; i. 5 ; vi. 16). But Hezekiah, not long after the destruction of
the northern kingdom by Salmanassar (Sargon), and in connection with the great Passover,
by which he sought to attach the remaining inhabitants of that kingdom to Judah (2 Chr.
xxxvi. 6), extirpated idolatry.
Not less clearly, in the second place, is the early portion of
his reign pointed to by the circumstance that in Micah we find a corruption of the higher
classes especially, and of the official dignitaries, such as in the time of Ahaz, and even in
the first years of Hezekiah, exercised the scourge of Isaiah (v. 7 ; xxviii. 14), but such as cannot have existed long under the strict and pious rule of the latter king.
We may add,
thirdly, that all reference to the calamity from Sennacherib is still wanting, and that the
prophet rather takes his stand, in the first chapter, clearly before the destruction of Samaria.
We must accordingly place the time of the composition between 727 and 723 b. c.
We must draw our knowledge of the character of this period from our author, whose
lively rebukes and chastisement of the rampant sins and follies of the age, taken together
with the corresponding features of Isaiah's picture and with statements of the historical
books, give a tolerably complete portrait of the time.
The internal corruption of the nation, which under Jotham was still gilded with a superficial splendor (2 Chr. xxviii.), had under Ahaz, through the participation in criminality of
this morally unripe monarch (Is. iii. 12, cf. ch. vii.), everywhere broken out.
Ahaz is described as one of the most flagitious kings ever belonging to the house of David. He introduced the Baal-worship, sacrificed his children to Moloch, sanctioned by his own acts the
worship of the high places, which had hitherto been barely tolerated, made arbitrary changes
his

;
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which he had seen at Damascus, and finally closed the doors of
wonder if the example from
It was the privileged classes,
in particular, who, as soon as they felt the hand over them relax, began to turn to advantage
the opportunities afforded them. Covetousness and luxury were the sins most in vogue, and
Isaiah v. 8 ff. gives, us a melancholy evidence that nothing was holy to the wanton nobility,
not the paternal field of the poor, not sacred justice itself, to prevent them from stealing the
This condition
field and perverting justice, that they might bring tribute to their own lust
of things Hezekiah found at his elevation to the throne, and although his will was good from
the very first (2 Chr. xxix. 8), and the bulk of the people showed themselves not unfavorable to his zeal for restoring the old worship and the old piety (2 Chr. xxix. 28), it was still
The tendency of
all the more difficult to restrain those inveterate sins of the ruling classes.
the people also was more toward an outward churchliness than toward inward religion.
Isaiah and Micah zealously supported the efforts of the king to effect a reformation of those
faults among the people which must have abounded especially in the first years of the reign
(when our book was composed). To the bitter complaints of Isaiah, and the lively sketches
which he threw out concerning the practices of the great (xxxii. 5, 6), the details drawn
out in Micah ch. iii. correspond.
The patriciate as magistrates know the right, but abuse it to fill their purses and enlarge
vi. 10 f.), and thus become rather flayers than guardians of the
ii. 1 £ 9
their lands (iii. 1
Strong in their combinations with each other, they have organized a forpeople (iii 3 ff).
mal system of public law-breaking (vii. 8 ; iii. 10).
The priests, who should cover the rights of the poor with the protection of God's law, are
With special energy of indignation, however, both
covetous, and judge for hire (iii. 11).
prophets contended against the true source of the prevailing sin, namely, the prophetic class,
whose members, according to their vocation and office, should be the organs of divine revThey
elation, but who have degraded themselves into cheap sycophants toward the great.
stand at the head of the libertines, and speak what the ears of the latter itch for, so that it
is no wonder if the rebukes of the true prophets seem to the wanton scorners of the Most
High to be unintelligible drivel (ii. 6), which despising they either seek to refute with commonplaces (ii. 7), or, in the lust of revelry, deride with brutal stupidity (Is. xxviiL 8 ff.). Yet
the prophets sit with them (iii. 5), feast with them, and wrest the consecrated language of
the Spirit learnt in the schools of the prophets, to draw from it lulling lies of peace and of good
days to come (ii. 11 ff. iii. 5) nay, they do not shrink even from the use of heathenish arts
Thus public life has by degrees, even in Jerusalem, reached
forbidden in the law (iii. 7).
that state on account of which Samaria was brought into one calamity after another, and
in the

Temple

after patterns

What
the sanctuary altogether (2 K. xvi. ; 2 Chr. xxvii.).
above was efficacious in poisoning the morals of the people ?

;

;

;

;

The better part of the people is prepared to fulfill the ceremonial requirements of the law, and even to go beyond them (vi. 6 cf. Is. i. 11 ff), but
that this law has a moral significance, and demands holiness of heart, without which the offerWith severity therefore
ings are of no value, is hidden from them, or is too bitter a truth.
is the prophet compelled to remind them how they plunder the fugitives of the sister kingdom of Israel, as these are flying through Judah before the Assyrian army (ii. 8), and to
Under these circumstances
point them to what the law requires of the inner man (vi. 18).

finally into the last (vi. 10).

;

the judgments are approaching,

by threatening which Micah would rouse

their conscience

to the final decision.

Although the title of the book names, beside the reign of Hezekiah, that also of Jotham
(758-742), and of Ahaz (742-727), as the time in which Micah received his word from the
Lord, and thus seems to suggest a contradiction to the date just now deduced, still there is
no reason in this for doubting the trustworthiness of either of the two statements, that of the
For if the declaration of the elders in Jeremiah is in
title or of the notice in Jeremiah.
itself credible from its antiquity, and as having been made before enemies, bo is the age* of
title guaranteed by the consideration that a later writer, if he had wished to furnish the
book with a superscription, would certainly have considered the account in Jeremiah, and
avoided the apparent contradiction by leaving out Jotham and Ahaz. In view of the fact
that the book is well arranged, and that no subsequent title occurs in it, one can hardly escape the conclusion that the prophet edited, and gave the title to, his own work. And in
fact it is not difficult either to harmonize the two statements.
For although the discourses
of our book were poured forth at one gush, so to speak, they make the impression, not of
having arisen from one and the same transient situation, but of presenting the summary re*

the
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return/, of an entire life previously spent in the activity of prophetic
Indeed the prophet, in the flow of his discourse, involuntarily falls into the tone
of narration "Then said I" (iii. 1). We may, accordingly, assume with the title that the
various contents of the book arose before the vision of the prophet between the years 758
and 722 b. c. ; but with Jeremiah that, under Hezekiah, somewhere near the close of his labors, he wrote out what was of permanent value in his several discourses, in the two chief
discourses of the book before us (L-v.; vt,vii.), and published it as a perpetual testimony

in

salt,

some sense the

discourse.

:

Hab.

(cf.

il 2.)

l

2.

The name Micha (PD^D,
Testament

It

is,

as

The

signification

is,

accordingly

meaning of

the Prophet.

Gr. Mixata?, Lat. Michaas)

shown from Judg.

Sn^'Tp, of which two forms the
to allude to this

The Person of

his

:

xvii.

first is

Who

name

is

not of rare occurrence in the

God ? =*

The prophet seems

bfcjDD.

OH

rPD N2p

to be read also in Jer. xxvi. 18 in the

like

(vii.

is

5 comp. w. v. 4, an abbreviation of

or

Kethib.

himself

18).

Of his person we know next to nothing. That he was not, as some following Hieron. have
supposed, the same with the prophet Micaiah, son of Imlah, who foretold to Ahab his approaching destruction (1 K. xxii.), is self-evident Ahab died 897 B. c. The identity of the
words which open his discourse (i. 2) with the closing words in the prophecy of that Micah
Tradition has manifold stories to tell concerning
(1 K. xxii. 28) is an intentional allusion.
:

him

(cf.

Carpzov, Introd.,

873

iii.

ff.).

The surname NjntJHb, which

the

title

and

Jer. xxvi.

not a patronymic, as the LXX. take it (tov tov MmpcurOL), but
marks the place of his origin he himself names this, as Vitringa had remarked, Moreshethgath (L 14),*that Moresheth which lies near the Philistine city of Gath (cf. Abel-maiim, Abel on
18 attach to the name,

is

:

This locality was still known to Eusebius in the Onomast. and to
ad explanandum Michceam, says " Michoeam de Morasthi,qui usque
hodiejuxta Eleutheropolin (five Roman miles north of Gath) haud grandis est viculus ; " and in
the EpisL 86 ad Eustoch. epitaph Paula, p. 677, ed. Mart., he relates that there was once the
grave of Micha, but that in his time a church had been erected and Robinson found ruins
of a church and hamlet twenty minutes southeast from Beit-Jibrin, which corresponds to the
The derivation of the name Mo~
Eleutheropolis of the ancients (Bib. Res. in Pal, ii 423).
rashti, from the name of the town Mareshah (ch. L 15), although common among interpreters
the waters, 2 Chr. xvi. 4).
Hieron. who, in the Prol.

:

;

through the influence of the Chaldee version, is inconsistent with the vocalization.
That, finally^ Micah had dwelt in the region of Gath, appears to be proved in another
way also by the fact that he shows himself familiar with localities there, i. 10-15 (but cf.
on v. 10). It is saying too much, however, when Ewald maintains that the whole character
of the book betrays the inhabitant of the low-land, and that not merely the rough and uneven language, but the exaltation of Bethlehem as compared with Jerusalem, proves the
origin of the prophet
8.

Contents

and Form of

the

Book.

As

Micah, compared with Isaiah, embraces a shorter space of time, so his horizon is locally
more restricted. The breadth of view, sweeping over all history, with which the latter surveys the greatness and recognizes the importance of his time, and sheds the light of prophecy
over the distant islands of the Mediterranean, where, at that
on all sides, over all nations
very time, Rome, the great city of the future, was building, and over the young Aryan peoindicating to them their place in the history of the world
all this is
ples in the East,
His gaze is fixed imperturbably on his own people, but within this
foreign to our prophet.

—

—

field

he moves with the

£ With

—

greatest intensity.*

Poiey substantially agrees. After arguing plausibly that soms portions of the book were spoken
be concludes : " At the commencement, then, of Heseklah's reign,
cb. W. 1 ft as early as the reign of Jotham,
earlier,
ha collected the substance of what God had taught by him, recasting it, so to speak, and retained of his spoken prophwhich
esy so much as God willed to remain for us. As it stands, it belongs to thai early time of Heseklah's reign,
the sins of Ahas still lived on. Corruption of manners had been hereditary. In Jotham's reign too, It is said expressly,
the
people
wrrt
still
doing
corruptly.
himself,
a
Idolatry
received
fanatic
impulse
with
had,
under
Ahas,
from
contrast
la
1
the king, who at last set himsslf to close the worship of God. The strength of Jotham ! reign was gone, the longing
for its restoration led to the wrong and destructiTe policy, against which Isaiah had to eontend. Of this Micah says,
•uch should not be the strength of the future kingdom of God. Idolatry and oppression lived on ; against these, the
tmberRaoee of those former relgos, the sole residuum of Jotham's might or Abas' policy, the breach of the law of lore of
1

—

this Dr.

—

m

0a* sad man, Micah oooeentratsd his writtsn prophecy." lmirod. to Micha, p. 291. — Ta.]
i [" He lingers, in his prophecy, among the towns of the marl time plain (the HhsphSah)

where his birth-place
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If

dow we

distribute his book, as

is

and the

generally granted, into two obvious divisions

:

the

then in the First
division, discourse first, ch. i., we see that he finds in the judgment immediately impending
over Samaria the text for his threat, that the judgment will reaeli even to the gates of Jerusalem (i. 9). Following immediately then, in ascending succession, the second discourse, chaps,
ii., iii„ called forth by the sin, which can no longer be restrained, and security of the people,
especially of the leaders among them, now breaking put openly everywhere,
announces
that Jerusalem herself shall become a stone-heap (iiir 12).
Not until then can the Messiah
come, amid great distress and necessity, from Bethlehem, as Micah proclaims at the culminating point of this division and of the whole book, namely, in the third discourse, chaps, iv., v.
To this external representation of guilt, penalty, and salvation, the second division, chaps, vi.,
vii., adds the inner one.
Here, in the form of a suit-at-law between God and his people, which
ends first in painful certainty of the suffering soon to be experienced, but finally in the assured confidence of salvation at last, the whole depth of Israel's mission, and his tangled
ways woven out of grace and election, out of sin and forgiveness, are considered and exhibited in an evangelical light. 1
As regards the form of the representation, Micah stands next to Isaiah in the force, pathos, freshness, and continuity of expression, and in the plastic choice of his words.
In the
arrangement of his thoughts, however, abrupt and fond of sharp contrasts, he reminds us
more of his older contemporary, Hosea. The beautiful plan of his discourse is admirable.
In the first division each of the three addresses falls into two symmetrical halves, whose
subdivisions, again (cf. especially chaps, iv., v.), are for the most part regularly constructed.
And in the second division also the structure of his thought is grounded on a beautiful and
well defined numerical proportion. 8
prophetico-political, chaps, i.-v.,

ideal contemplative, chaps,

vi., vii.,

—

4. Position in the

Organic System of Holy Scripture.

In the organic order of the Bible, and specially in the prophetic development of the Mesbook takes a fundamental position. Micah stands immovably within
the inner sphere of the history of the Kingdom of Israel Israel is the people chosen by
God, with whom he has established a covenant from of old, and ratified it with an oath (vii.
20) ; in whom, from Egypt and the wilderness, he has glorified himself (vi. 4 ff.) ; to whom
he gave a law which is altogether of a moral and spiritual character (vi. 6 ff.). This people
have become alienated, not in part merely, but Judah also has followed the apostate northern
kingdom (vi. 16), and a corruption of all divine institutions, offices, and orders has broken
On this historical
in (chaps, ii., iii.), which has thoroughly devoured everything (vii. 1 ff.).
ground grow the constituent elements of his proclamation
(1). The necessity of the judgment.
God hardens himself against their cry of distress (iii., iv.), for idolatry must be rooted out
From Zion he issues the judg(iii. 10 ff.), the false prophets must be put to shame (iii. 6 f.).
ment (i., ii.), and unto Zion, in the centre of the kingdom, reaches the desolation by the
enemy (i. 9, 12; ii., 4 ; iii. 12) ; the people are even swept away into captivity, and become
sianic theology, this

:

:

Among the few places in that neighborhood, which be selects for warning and for example of the universal captivity, b
But the chief scene of his ministry was Jerusalem. He names it, in the behis native Tillage, " the home he lored."
ginning of his prophecy, as the place where the idolatries, and with the idolatries, all the other sins of Judah were con*
The two capitals, Samaria and Jerusalem, were the chief objects of the word of Ood to him, because the corcentra ted.
The sins which he rebukes are chiefly those of the capital. Exruption of each kingdom streamed forth from them.
treme oppression, violence among the rich, bribing among judge*, priests, prophets; building up the capital even by
cost of life, or actual bloodshed spoliation ; expulsion of the powerless, women and children from their homes ; covetousoess cheating in dealings ; pride. These, of course, may be manifoldly repeated in lesser places of resort and of
judgment. But it is Zion and Jerusalem which are so buili vp urith blood ; Zion and Jerusalem which are, on that
ground, to be ploughed as afield ; It is th* city to which the Lord's voire crieth ; whose rich m*n arefuU of violence ; it is
Bspecially they are the heads and princes
the daughter of Zion which is to go forth out of the city and go to Babylon.
of the people, whom he upbraids for perversion of justice and for oppression. Even the good kings of Judah seen to
Min. Prophets, p. 289
on
Coin,
powerless
restrain
Pusey,
to
the
general
oppression.''
Dr.
have been
T».J
vl.-vil. Further, he agrees lu general with our
1 [Dr. Pusey finds three main divisions in the book, chaps. I.-II.
iii -v.
author. " This book has a remarkable symmetry. Bach of Its divisions is a whole, beginuing with upbraiding for sin, threatening God's judgments, and ending with promises of future mercy in Christ. The two later divisions begin again with
that same characteristic Hear ye, with which Micah had opened the whole. The three divisions are slso connected, as well by
" There Is also a sort of proglesser references of the later to the former, as also by the advance of the prophecy."
ress in the promises of the three parts. In the first, it is of deliverance generally, in language taken from that first deThe second Is objective, the birth of the Redeemer, the conversion of the Gentiles, the restoraliverance from Egypt.
The third Is mainly subjective, man's repentance, waiting
tion of the Jews, the nature and extent of his kingdom.
T&.]
upon Ood, and God's forgiveness of his sins. Minor Prophets, p. 291.
3 [Dr. Pussy's characterisation of Hkah's style Is fldthful and interesting.
He has very elaborately Investigated tha
other of the Minor Prophets, p. 292.
with
varieties and adaptations of hb poetic rhythm, and compared them
T*.J
;

;

—

;

;

.

.

.

.

—

—
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a prey to the world-power, which is here designated by a name, typical from the earliest
name of Babylon (Babel), iv. 10. But (2), the certainty of salvation is not thereby
abrogated ; it will come notwithstanding, and that through the Messiah, whose person, office,
and name are described more directly and plainly than we often find them (v. 1 ff.). Thus
becomes- established in Zion (S) the glorious kingdom of the future (iv. L f. 8), a kingdom of
peace and blessing (iv. 3 f. ; v. 4, 9 ; vii. 14 ff.), founded in God's pity and readiness to forgive sin (vii. 18 f.), on the ruins of the world-power (v. 5 f.).
Its members are the " disv. 2, 6 ff.).
persed of Israel," the wretched, " the remnant " (iv. 6 f.
But the heathen
iv. 3), will seek, instead of their
nations also, overcome by God's glory and might (vii. 16
oracles, the living God (iv. 2), for the separating barrier of the statute is far removed (vii.
times, the

;

;

Luther

:

The prophet Micah lived in the days of Isaiah, whose words he also quotes, as
Thus one may discern how the prophets who lived at the same time

in the second chapter.

preached almost the same words concerning Christ, as if they had taken counsel with each
He is, however, one of the excellent prophets, who vehemently chastise the
people for their idolatry, and brings forward always the future Christ and his kingdom. And
he is for all a peculiar prophet in this, that he so plainly points out and names Bethlehem
as the city where Christ should be born. Hence he was also in the O. T. highly celebrated,
In brief, he rebukes, prophesies, preaches, etc.
as Matt. ii. 6 well shows.
But in the end
this is his meaning, that although everything must go to ruin, Israel and Judah, still the

other thereof.

come who
[Dr. Pus by The

Christ will

will restore all, etc.

and shadows of the prophetic life fell deeply on the soul of Micah.
had been foretold before him. Mosi-s had foretold the end from
the beginning, had set before them the captivity and the dispersion, as a punishment which
the sins of the people would certainly bring upon them. Hosea presupposed it
Amos foretold that Jerusalem, like the cities of its heathen enemies, should be burned with fire. Micah
had to declare its lasting desolation. Even when God wrought repentance through him, he
knew that it was but for a time for he foresaw and foretold that the deliverance would be,
not in Jerusalem, but at Babylon, in captivity.
His prophecy sank so deep that, above a
century afterwards, just when it was about to have its fulfillment, it was the prophecy which
was remembered. But the sufferings of time disappeared in the light of eternal truth.
Above seven centuries rolled by, and Micah reappears as the herald, not now of sorrow, but
of salvation.
Wise men from afar, in the nobility of their simple belief, asked, Where is he
that is born king of the Jews f
A king, jealous for his temporal empire, gathered all those
learned in Holy Scripture, and echoed the question.
The answer was given, unhesitatingly,
as a well-known truth of God, in the words of Micah, For that it is written in the prophet.
Glorious peerage of the two contemporary prophets of Judah
Ere Jesus was born, the
Angel announced the birth of the Virgin's Son, God with us, in the words of Isaiah. When
He was born, he was pointed out as the Object of worship to the first converts from the
heathen, on the authority of God, through Micah.
Tr.]
:

The

light

captivity of Judah, too,

;

;

1

—
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MICAH.
FIRST DIVISION.
FIRST DISCOURSE.

Chapter L
1

Word of Jehovah, which came to Micah the Morasthite, in the days of Jotham,
Ahaz, Hezekiah, kings of Judah, which he saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem.
2 Hear, all ye peoples,
Attend, O earth, 1 and all that is therein
And let the Lord, Jehovah, be a witness against yon,
The Lord from his holy temple.
8 For, behold, Jehovah cometh forth out of his place,
And cometh down, and treadeth on the high places of the earth.
4 And the mountains melt under him,

And the valleys cleave asunder,
As wax before the fire,
As waters poured down a descent
5 For the transgression of Jacob

And

is all this,

for the sins of the house of Israel.

Who

the transgression * of Jacob ?
not Samaria ?
And who are the high places of Judah ?
Are they not Jerusalem ?
Is

is

it

And

I • will make Samaria a heap in the field,
Plantations of vines;
And will pour down into the ravine the stones thereof
And lay bare her foundations.
7 And all her carved images shall be broken in pieces,

6

»

And all
And all

her hires be burned with fire
her idols will I make a desolation
For from the hire of a harlot has she gathered,
And to the hire of a harlot shall they return.

8 For

me wail and howl,
me go stripped and naked;

this let

Let

make a wailing like the jackals,
a mourning like the ostriches.
9 For deadly are her wounds
For it' has come unto Judah
He has reached unto the gate of my people, unto Jerusalem.
10 In Gath [Annunciation 6 ] announce it not;
In Acco • [vale of tears] weep not
In Bethleaphra [Dusthouse] I wallow in the dust,
11 Pass on with you, inhabitant of Shaphir [Fairview],
In shameful nakedness.
The inhabitant of Zaanan [Outlet] goeth not out
The wailing of Beth-ezel 7 [house of separation]
Taketh from you its standing-place.
I will

And
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12 For the inhabitant of Maroth [Bitterness] is anxious about good,
For evil has come down from Jehovah,
lo the gate of Jerusalem.
13 Bind the chariot to the courser, inhabitant of Lachish
The beginning of sin was she to the house of Zion
For in thee were found the transgressions of Israel.
14 Therefore must thou give a release
For Moresheth-gath [Gath's possession]
The houses of Achzib [Place of deceit] 9 shall be a deception
To the kings of Israel.
15 Yet will I bring an heir to thee
10
Inhabitant of Mareshah [Possession] ;
To Adullam will come the glory of Israel. 11
16 Make thee bald and shave thy head,
1*

For

the,

sons of thy delight

Enlarge thy baldness as the eagle
For they are carried away from thee.
GRAMMATICAL AND TEXTUAL.
[l

Ver.

2.— Although

Dr. Kleinert, in the confessedly difficult question,

Who

are comprehended within the eoope of thli

CED?

means "peoples," and not "tribes of Israel," still he would have Jftjl
address? leans to the opinion that
We prefer the judgment of Maurer and others (felling in with the Bug. Ten.)
denote simply the " land " of Israel.
which regards the people of the " earth " as summoned to the great controversy. This leaves, indeed, some difficulty,
Nothing, however, but the apif the next clause be understood to refer strictly to the sacred nation, but not serious.

5

parent unanimity of commentators in such reference, would prevent the present writer from suggesting that the

ta-

more usual signification, « in," " among.7 Then the conception would be that
God makes this great display of judgment in the midst of the nations, at the oentral point, in Palestine. Ail would thus
be preliminary to the announcement of its occasion and object, until the fifth Terse, which points directly to Israel and

039

should be regarded rather in

Judah.

— Ta.]

[2 Ver.

(8 Ver.

6.—

4<

V tt/fj

«t

%

6.— fipip).

fTlDS,

'

its

meton. pro eorundem causa

et

auctore."

Maurer.

— T*.]

Dr. Pusey, speaking (p. 292) of the simplicity of Mioah's style, as exemplified hi the frequecft

use of the conjunction and, in place of more explanatory conjunctions, says very truly what admits of wider application than he gives it : " An Bnglish render loses some of the force of this simplicity by the paraphrase, which, for the
simple copula, substitutes the inference or contrast, therefore, then, but, notwithstanding, which lie in the subjects themThe Knglish reader might hare been pussled, at first sight, by the monotonous simplicity of the and, and, Joinselves
ing together the mention of events, which stand either as the contrast or the consequence of those which precede them.
The Knglish version accordingly has consulted for the reader or hearer, by drawing out for him the contrast or consequence which lay beneath the surface. But this gain of clearness involved giving up so far the majestic simplicity of
the Prophet, who at times speaks of thing* as they lay in the Divine Mind, and as, one by one, they would be unfolded
It might well be added that it is often
to man, without explaining the relation in which they stood to one another.'*
difficult to make this relation more plain than the prophet has expressed it, with full certainty of not having made
Ta.)
it something different.
Klelnert understands God to be the subject here (with Bng. Vers.), which is not unlike the prophet's sud[4 Ver. 9.
den changes of person ,*but the masc. form of the verb may possibly be accounted for by the general want of ooncocd
(sing. adj. for plur., and sing, verb for plural) in the preceding clauses, cf. Maur. and Hits.
Ta.J
[6 Ver. 10.— Kleiner t, in his version of vers. 10-15, has followed the plan of adding to the names of places mentftooed,
other names (real or imaginary), denoting more plainly the sense which he supposes the prophet to have attached to them
in his play upon the words. A different etymology is thus assumed in several instances, for the geographical names,

—

—

—

from that ascribed to them by the best authorities.
Kleinert treats here as

—

if

from "T33.

Oath,

s.

g.,

which Gesen. derives from ]2f\ and Fursi from

Similarly with Zaanan, and Beth-esel.

fVTi,

— Ta.]

" Weep not at all" {tit., weeping, weep not). Weeping la the
, llieron., Bng. Vers.) :
We speak of " weeping in silence" Yet this also was too visible a token of grief Their
of grief.
weeping would be the joy and laugnter of God's enemies." In a foot-note he severely, almost scornfully, rejects the
interpretation of our author (and most modern commentators), and brings strong reasons in support of his censure.
(Kleinert's reasons may be seen in the £xeget. note.) He seems to me not to have allowed enough for the requirements
of the parallelism in this connection, and to have maintained a sense of the clause which is strikingly Incompatible with
Ta.]
the conspicuous mourning of the next member.
Locus vexatissimus ! The exceeding conciseness of the expression renders tt simply impossible, at this
[7 Ver. 11.
day, to say with full confidence whether e should be connected with the preceding, as the terminus ad quern, or with the
following as its subject. Dr. Kleinert adopts the former view, and translates,
Dr.
L* Ver. 10.
stillest expression

Pusey (with Rosenm

—

—

—

The population of Zaanan (Auszmst) will not go out
To the mourning to Bethhaesel (House of removal),
For he takes away from you his place.
He thus approximates to the view of the Bng. Vers. But Hitslg, Umbrelt, and Ketl, quoted in the Bxeget.
gard " the mourning," etc. as the subject of the following verb. With this agree Maurer and Pusey
The mourning of Beth-esel
Will take (or takes) from you its standing
each with some varieties of interpretation. Translating as we have done, literally, the meaning is likely
:

,
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Zaanan cannot leave their walls, because the snppoeed neighboring (own of Beth-ezel can give
no standing In It, being in like affliction from besieging foes." Zuns gWes a peculiar rendering " (Yet) has n<* the inhabitant of Zaanan gone forth, (and) the funeral procession of Beth Haecel (already) takes its station by you."
Ta.]
iistressed inhabitants of

:

— D^m vtZ/,

—

" dismissions," and applicable to the act or form of giring up possession of anything.
Some prefer to take It here In the ssnse of" dowry " or « bridal presents," with which the father sent his daughter away
Ta.)
The eflect is the same.
(released her to her husband) in marriage (1 K. ix. 10).
[t Ver. 14.

tit.

—

Ver. 14.

[9

— Kleinert, following Hitsig, translates

there the addition of

1
Israel, * still

— So

^H}

fcib

D*tt

" deceitful brook," relying apparently on Jer. xt. 18 ; but

alone warrants that metaphor in

23t?S.

— Ta.)

—

Oesen. : « hill city."
Ta.)
The choice which the English Torsion gives between this and : " He will come to Adnllam the glory of
Ta.]
remains open, each rendering being supported by many high authorities.

Ver. 16.
[11 Ver. 16.
[io

2TJM,

—

Iftirst

j

—

BXBGBTCCAL AND CRITICAL.

historical sources of that

book must have lain

be-

The Judgment upon Samaria and the land of fore him to read. Whether the address C&37 deJudah. Concerning the inscription and the date of denotes merely the tribes of Israel, or all nations, is
the writing, see the Introduction. 1 The event fore- hard to decide. For the former view speaks not
told is, evidently, in the immediate historical sense, only the further tenor of the discourse, which is
besides the capture of Samaria (ver. 6), the expe- directed to Israel alone, but also the parallel Deut.
dition which, after this conquest, the Assyrian xxxii. 8.
For, towards the same song of Moses,

king (Salmanazar, [Shalmanezer,] or Sargon) sent
under his general Tartan, against Philistia
and Egypt (Is. xxj, and which sorely wasted
Judah (ver. 9 ff.). The same fact formed the subject also of the prophecy of Isaiah x. 5 ff., with
which ours has otherwise much similarity (cf. also
out,

the subsequent sentences of this exordium point
back (as indeed that song sounds on through the
whole course of prophecy) Attend, O land and
its fulness. Cf. Jer. xxii. 29 ; viii. 16. Micah expressly addresses the land alone, and omits the
:

addition commonly made to the other repetitions
of this phrase, " and
ye heavens," which would
ver. 10).
The discourse, in a rapid but beautiful flow, runs give to
:
the signification " earth " there is the
through a great circle of thought. Its structure is
limitation to Israel as in ammim.
same
The land
outwardly characterized by several leading themes
appealed to, as in the first of the passages cited
which are expressed in brief sentences of lively is
8
from Jeremiah, not, as in Is. i. 2, as witness of a
rhythm, and about which as fixed centres the disjudgment, or, as in Fs. 1. 4, a messenger ; but Jehocourse revolves (5 b, 9 b, 12 b). It thns falls, in
vah s complaint is begun in the very address ; give
respect to its content*, into two main portions, each

O

on

S^M

and

Lord Jehovah become a
of which has an exordium and two subdivisions
1
The threatening of the destruction of Ephraim, witness against you ; > in a hostile sense, as 1
vera. 2-7.
Sam. xii. 5 ; Mai. iii. 5 ; the Lord from his holy
(a) Exordium, ver. 2.
temple ; whence all his holy and powerful announce(6) General threatening, vers. 3-5.
ments £0 forth over the land (Am. i. 2). The
(c) Special threatening, vers. 6, 7.
temple is emphatically a temple of the holiness of
2. The lamentation over the chastisement of the Jehovah, because by the messages and deeds of
land of Judah, vers. 8-16.
judgment which proceed from it does He show
(a) Exordium and new theme, vers. 8, 9.
himself as the Holy One (Is. v. 16).
10-12.
(6) Sonj£ of lament, vers.
(c) Particular description, vers. 13-16.
Vers. 3-5. The Testimony itself. Jehovah will
In /orm, we clearly distinguish the two parts,
in person, and that soon (part, c HgH), appear in
symmetrical in the number
of their
attention,

let the

members,
thrown a theophany (Fs. xviiL 50) for judgment. For
behold Jehovah comes forth out of His place.
in between, vers. 8, 9.
1 . The threatening, vers. 2-7.
The exordium, ver. From the temple proceeds the discourse af God,
his appearance from heaven, for there He has his
2, attaches itself directly through the exclamation
Hear ye peoples all,2 to the discourse of Micah's habitation (Fs. ii. 4) ; and comes down and
namesake in the Book of Kings (IE. xxii. 28), treads on the heights of the earth, t. e., the
with whom our author had the common fate of be- mountains (ver. 4), which are nearest to heaven,
ing compelled to encounter false prophets (compare and the highest of which, Sinai, saw the first theophIn other respects also any of God concerning his people (Deut. xxxiii.
ii. 11, with 1 K. xxii. 23).
our Micah coincides frequently with the Book of 2 ; Hab. iii. 8). The word
is, according
(25)

vers. 2-7,

and 10-16, from the

lyrical part

:

Kings.

^OJ^

Compare

the allusion, vi. 16, the phrase
to the constant reading of the Keri, regarded and
v. 5; iv. 13, 14, with 1 K. xxii.
pointed as plural of an obsolete form H£2, while
11, 24; the mode of writing ^jj^ (instead of
the Kethib everywhere reads Vtb^, or VTfe^,
W2tf), i. 15, with 1 K. xxi. 29; so that even
(Ges. § 87, 5, Rem. 1).
Hitzig cannot shut out the perception that the a double plural of
in iv. 4, with

1

K.

Ht^

w

Ver. 4.

No two

of the prophets authenticate their prophecy in
exactly the same way.
They, one and all, hare the same
simple statement to make
that this whkh they say \s/rom
Qod and MroMffA than. A later band, bad it added the titles,
would have formed all on the same model. The title was an
essential part of the prophetlo book, as Indicating to the
people afterwards, that it was not written after the event
It was a witness, not to the prophet whose name it bears,
bat to God."
Pussy.
Ta.]
1

(

—

—

S \n

And

ObS,

the mountains melt under him*

ntgHgenthu, pro

Dp y3." Maurer. — Ta.].

S [But In this passage the oontext plainly restricts the
application of the term to the country of Israel.
The
Earth," had become stereotyped as a
phrase, " Hear,
solemn invocation of the world itsslf to appear as a witness
or a party in God's contest with mankind. Vid. Textual and

Gram, on

this verse.

— Ta.].
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and the valleys cleave asunder as the wax before the fire, as water poured down a descent.
The description rests as in other places, on the analogy of a tempest, when the mountains are veiled
in clouds, and the earth, dissolved into flowing
mod, pours down so that deep gullies are torn

And all her idols will I make a
For from the hire of a harlot has
she gathered, and to the hire of a harlot shall
15), (Hitzig).

desolation.

they return: become a prey to other

who

will devote these things

idolaters,

again to their

idols,

aatT, as in Gen. iii. 19.
through the plains (Judg. v. 5). Mountain and
valley, height and depth are, furthermore, a more
2. The lamentation, vers. 8-16. Already fn ver. 8,
comprehensive expression for the shaking of the
the prophet turns and prepares the transition vers.
whole land. The two comparisons, c, d, have the
down rushing torrent -of water for their object ; the 8, 9, to the new discourse, which according to 5 b
is directed against Judah.
For, that the complaint
first is proper and one often employed (Ps. lxviii.
has reference specially to Judah appears from the
back
reality;
to the
the ? connection ana contents of what follows.
3), the second comes
It beis often (pleonastically) used in such comparisons longs to the theanthropic element in the nature of
also (Is. 1. 7 ; xiv. 19). As salvation comes amid prophecy, that the prophets, on the one hand,
the peacefulness of surrounding nature (Is. xLJ, so standing above the people, utter with seeming merthe judgment with prodigious disturbances of the cilessness the decrees of God's justice, while on the
natural course of things (Matt. xxiv. 7, 29) ; for other, as members of the people, they enter svmit is the consequence of sin, which has broken up pathizingly into the deepest popular suffering.
Therefore let me lament and wail, let me go
the harmony of the world.
Ver. 5 connects this representation with its
stripped and naked. H3 vV* has the incorrect
ground in the present state of things, For the
plena, like Ps. xix. 14 ; Ex. xxxv. 31
transgression of Jacob is all this, and for the scripuo
7T*tt?, from the stem v vtt?, after the formation
"
21
pretii,
house
of
Israel.
compare.
of the
sins

^PD

Sam. iii. 27 with 30." Hitzig. " House "is,
(I** «*>• •)» signifies robbed, spoliat**; the
as often,collective for " sons." But the discourse Masoretes have without reason substituted another

e.g., 1

does not pause with even this statement ; it proceeds to a more exact indication in the decisive
is the transgression of Jacob P
sentence 5 b
Is it not Samaria f In Samaria sin has reached
such a climax that it has become the substance of
the popular life, and from the capital outward has
poisoned and polluted all the land (Hos. vi. 10).
And already from this point forward the light is
:

Who

Vjpfe', after Job xii. 17.
Wherein the robberv consists is shown by the addition : naked, 1. e.
without the over garment (1 Sam. xix. 24). The
prophet's complaint also is symbolical prophecy;
when he represents his nakedness as robbery it becomes the emblem of the fate of his people (cf. Is.

form

xx. 8

ff.).

I will make a complaint like the jackals, and
thrown in a striking parallel on the sin and fate
a mourning like the ostriches. In Job xxx. 29,
of Judah, to which principally he will later turn
and who are the heights of Judah P Is it not also these animals appear as types of the cries of
Jerusalem P Jerusalem is a prominent city; the pain.
Ver. 9.
For deadly are her wounds [NL,
hills on which it lies should be sanctuaries of God
The plural
(Ps. xcix. 9), but as it now stands, the eternal "the strokes" inflicted upon her].
heights have, through idolatry, become Bamoth
is construed with the fern. sing, of the
:

mSQ

high places for predicate according to Ew. 317 a [Ges.
§ 147 bj.
There is implied in the subject the thought that
It is accordingly not doubtful on whom the judg- the sad fate comes from God, is from above ; in
ment of God must take effect First Samaria the prod., the common comparison of public calTherefore will I make Samaria a amities to diseases. (Is. i. 5 ff.) The suffix to
vers. 6, 7.
heap in the field, plantations of Tines : t. e., not niDO
takes the place of a genii, obj. ; it refers to
merely lay it in ruins (Hos. xii. 12), but make it
Samaria. The prophet mourns so bitterly over
waste for so long a time that husbandmen shall
the afflictions appointed to Samaria, because they
devote the depopulated region to tillage, and conare deadly ; ana deadly for all Israel ; for they
vert the fertile territory (Is. xxviii. 1) into a vine(Jehovah, cf. Job iii.
yard and pour down the stones of it into the come even to Judah ;
reaches even to the gate of
people*
ralley, down from the hill on which it lay (Am. 20)
to Jerusalem. Therefore are the wounds deadly,
vi. 1) (Robinson, Bib. Res. in Pal., iii. 138 ff., 1st
because they strike the heart of the land and the
ed.; cf. Joseph., Ant., xiii. 10, § 3), and lay bare
seat of the sanctuary
and yet according to ver.
its foundations, t. e., destroy it to the very ground
5 b, it cannot be otherwise. The gate is, in east(Ps. exxxvii. 7). "The whole mountain on which
ern countries, the place of solemn assembly;
the ancient city lay is now cultivated to the summit,
hence Jerusalem is called the gate of God's people,
but in the middle of it, on the field, a heap of ruins
because there Israel held his solemn courts (Is.
is to be seen, and not far off lies a miserable village,
xxxiii. 20).
Notice the affecting increase of inJabustiah." Quandt
tensity in the discourse, which reaches its climax,
Ver. 7. And all her carved images (70S, Ex. in the last clause of verse ninth. With this the
xxxiv. 1 ) shall be broken in pieces ; and all her theme is given also of the new turn to the thought,
hires be burned with fire. Hires (of harlotry) and now begins,
(Ez. xxxvi. 2) sensu odioso,
idols (1 K. xv. 14).

i.

*.,

KB

;

my

;

—

are primarily the consecrated offerings lavished on
the idol altars, by which the preparations for the
service were maintained (Hos., (jasp., Keil) ; for,
since God is the rightful husband of Israel (Hos.
ii. 18 ff.), idolatry is whoredom (Hos. ix. 1).
But
they are also all the possessions of the city, because she looks upon her riches not as the gift of
God, but of the idols, her paramour (Hos. Ii. 7,

Ver. 10, the proper lamentation itself. Following a view common in the O. T. (Ps. xxv. 3;
Lam. ii. 17), he thinks first of the malicious joy
of their heathen neighbors. In Gath announce
it not, the Philistine city on the northwest border
of Judah. With this expression the prophet recalls an earlier occurrence, David's lamentation
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over the death of Saul and Jonathan (2 8am. L vowel being a familiar

Finally, that it was
obvious to the ear

fact.

The paronomasia which he finds in the necessary, when a paronomasia
was aimed at, is obvious.
for H2 may be regarded, like
words of the song
SO).

—

Hv

After the malignant triumph of their enemies, the

Sam. iv. 19, as an infinitive from "03
prophet sees next the sorrow of his fellow-country^
gives him occasion to repeat this figure to the end men. A series of devastated places meets the eye of
(Com- the seer, and their names become to him the texts
of the chapter, in ever new applications.
pare the translation, where the paronomasia is in- of his lamentation and gloomy previsions. Whether
dicated mostly after the manner of Riickert). 1 The the designation of the places is connected, as in Is.
very next member shows another instance of this x., with the route of the hostile army is, owing to
Klay on words. The present text seems indeed to their generally more or less questionable position,
Weep not But in and to the absence of any such express intimation
a capable of meaning only
as we have in Isaiah, very doubtful.
So much at
apparent inf. abs. *13$,
lurks (as Rcland,
1

:

the

Pal

there

however, that the territory in which
are contained reaches but a little
beyond Jerusalem on the east, while westwardly it
stretches to the border of the Philistines at Gath
that, accordingly, just such cities are named as
must naturally be most harmed by an army
streaming over" Judah upon Philistia. The preterites are prophetic * For Bethleaphra, on account
of the misfortune of the Benjamite city Ophra,
(Jos. xviii. 23), not far from Jerusalem, I scatter
dust on myself [better, " roll myself in the dust "],
in token of deep affliction ; cf. Jer. vi. 26, in
accordance with which passage the useless correcVerba sentiendi
tion of the margin is here made.
least is clear,

IUustr.,

^??

:

534

In Acoo

ff.,

perceived) a contraction the places

first

weep not

Acco

is

the later

'Ami or

UroXt/idtst a city of the Canaanitcs lying
northward on the coast (Judg. i. 31). That such
contraction in fact exists is proved by a comparison of the LXX. who, according to the common
leading of the Vatican, translate ol 'Evxuctip, with
the statement in Euseb. ( Onoma$t. f ed. Larsow, p.
188), that in Micah, a city named 'Evok*1/x is mentioned.
This can refer onlv to the passage before
as, and the statement in Kusebius rests evidently
on the LXX. But the word 'Eroxsf/i which they

named

offer is nothing.
The Enakites, of whom alone
they could be thinking, did not, according to Josh, are construed with 21 (Ew. § 217 f. 2 B.) [Ges.
xi. SI, dwell so far up as Acco, and are besides
JT21 is an addition to names of
always called 'EvokI/i or viol 'Evcfa by the LXX. s. v. B. 5 c.l ;
Hence the Alexandrian reading ol iv *Ax<^ is places which mav also be omitted (cf. ver. 11 beevidently preferable. (Some MSS. and the Aldina low, and Ges., Tikes., 193).
Ver. 11. Sat out on thy journey inhabitant
read eV Bagel/*, not understanding the contraction,
of Shanr (pleasantness) in shameful nakedness.
and regarding the 9 as belonging to the name).
In *Ax«V> 'Attest, then, we have the name of a The dat. eth. EDb is in the plural because J"QtP
city, especially if with Hitzig we assume that it here, and in all the following verses is understood

was originally iv "Aicst, and that the fi has been
drawn back by mistake from the following fty.
For our explanation speaks first, the fact that

—

collectively

27,

in

;

"D37 stands

antithesis

to

Ex. xxxii.

here, as in

2WB7:

depart,

go away.

thus the parallelism

is completely established, and Shaphir lay, according to the Onom., near Elouthe grammatical impossibility of connecting an theropolis, and is perhaps identical with the
Inf. abs. with /H instead of M v is avoided.
And Shamir, Josh. xv. 48, which was on the southTl^V,
secondly, that the contraction is possible is proved west of the mountain of Judah,
shameful nakedness, is a comby the analogous examples nj?tt73 for rTOpttfa, nakedness-shame
pound idea, like Ps. xlv. 5, humility-righteousAm.viii.8;
ness, and stands in ace. adv. (cf. Prov. xxxi. 9.
for

TW2

=

^for^5: nb}

six. 3

;

nb^Josh.

xv. 29, and the altogether analogous

iu?

The meaning
when once we

Pa. xxviii. 8, for ^37?, the replacement of the
sharpened syllable by the lengthening of the tion, as
« The remaining
1 [Oowles on this passage, veil says :
pari of this chapter, la a graphic painting of the first remits of the Assyrian invasion, ss they were felt in one city
after another aloog the line of his march.
In most of the
eases, the things said of each city are a play on the signithat
name
of
city
tsaot
a method of writing well adapted
to impress the idea upon the memory. Sometimes there is
merely a resemblance in sound between the prominent
word spoken of a city and the name of that city. Both
of these oases fall under that figure of speech, technically
called a paronomasia. The latter form of it
resemblance
Is of coarse untranslatable. The other form
In sounds
a play upon the tign'^fitanu of the name of a city
Is as
What Is* there quarrelling in ConIf one should exclaim
cord ? war in 8al«m I Peace J family feuds In Philadelphia

—

—

—

—

:

—

!

;

(Brotherly Love| ; slavery in- Freetown ? ,:
Dr. Pueey (lntr. to Min. Proph., p. 298) : " Hi* description
ef the destruction of the cities or Tillages of Judah correspond* In vlridness to Isaiah's ideal march of Sennacherib.
The flame of war spreads from place to place, but Micah
relieves the sameness of the description of misery by every
lie speaks of them In his
variety which language allows,
n, or to them ; he describes the calamity in past

it

of what follows becomes plain

take

*T2DS

as an

often stands with

ace*,

N!P

of direc-

(Gen. xxvii.

or in future, or by the use of the imperative. The verbal
allusions are crowded together in a way unexampled elsewhere. Moderns have spoken of them as not after their
The mighty prophet
taste, or hare apologised for them.
who wrought a repentance greater than his great contemimpress the people to
what
would
porary Isaiah, knew well
whom he spoke. The Hebrew names had definite meanings.
We can well imagine how, as name after name
passed from the prophet's mouth, connected with some
note of woe, all around awaited anxiously, to know upon
what place the fire of the prophet's word would next fall,

and as at last It had fallen upon little and mighty round
about Jerusalem, the nnmes of the places would ring In
their ears as heralds of the coming woe ; they would be
like so many monuments, Inscribed beforehand with the
titles of departed greatness, reminding Jerusalem itself of
its portion of tie prophecy, that sctl should come from the
Ta.]
Lord unto tk$ gat* of JerusaUm."
S [The abrupt change, indicative of intensity of excitement, from the Imperf. in ver. 8, to the pret. In vers. 9, 10,
11, 12, and to the lmperat. in 11, 18, 16, is worthy of at-

—

tention.

— Ta.]
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Chr.

1

;

v.

18).

Not the

inhabitant of Za- 16) ; this Israel gives to the enemy in the form
although certainly not freely reof Moresheth
nounced. But there lies at the same time in the

go forth for mourning at
Bethhaezel (Kleinert, Nimmhausen Ges Fixed
house].
Zaanau is perhaps the Zeoan mentioned
in Josh. xv. 37, in the western lowland, and
Bethhaezel (cf. on ver. 10) the Axel named by

anan

(departure) shall

.

—

,

;

Zoeh. (xiv. 5), which lay at the foot of Mount
Olivet, and had gained, according to that passage,
a mournful celebrity in the days of Uzziah, not
lung before Micah's time, from the fact that the
people took refuge there in a great earthquake.
There seems to have been an annual mourning
held at that place, as was usual in commemorating such national calamities (Zech. xii. 11).
This, according to our verse, can no more be
the case with the cities of Judah, for which Zaanan, on account of the paronomasia, is made a
representative, for he, who executes the judgment,
as ver. 9, takes away from you his (Ezel's) stations.
It is carried away according to God's appointment, by the enemies' hand. Herein also lies

D%

nivtt?, the side thought that one divorces himself from the abandoned proj>erry, Jer.
Hence also the play on the
iii.
8 (Hitzig).

idea of

words: the homophonous PtP'TSD

(Deut

signifies

the

On

MoreshethGath, i. e., Moresheth near Gath, the home of
the prophet, which likewise lay in the southwest
portion of Judah, cf. the Introd. 2.
The houses of Achzib [deception] will become
betrothed

xxxii.

23).

a deceitful brook to the king of Israel. C2??&
arc brooks which dry up in the summer, and deceive the thirsty wayfarer who knowing their site,
Job vi.
goes in search of them (Jer. xv. 18
15 ff. ; Ps. exxvi. 4).
Like them will Achzib
slip from the
hands of the kiugs of Israel,
;

destruction of
e., those of Judah, for after the
Samaria, the kingdom of the ten tribes has ceased.
citv lav, like the others, in the lowland of
Zaanan Judaea (josh. xv. 44) ; now the ruins Kussabeh.
goes not forth because the lamentation of the
Ver. 15. I will moreover bring COW instead
neighborhood takes away from you its standingUmbreit
The grief of Bethhaezel turns of W2H, as in 1 K. xxi. 29,) the conqueror
place.
away its places for you. Keil The cry of Beth- upon thee, inhabitant of ICareahah (conquered
haezel takes away from you the standing with it town).
Maresha near Achzib (Jos. xr. 44) is
[Maurer "Planctus Bethaezel, i. e., quod oppressi the present Marasch (Tobler, Dritte Wandertma,
ab hostibus tenentur Bcthhaezelenses, id aufert p. 139, 142 f.); even to Adullam (Josh. xiL

a paronomasia, because v£W as well
means to take away. Hitzig translates
:

as

npy

i.

The

:

:

:

:

robis hospitium ejus, facit ut nullum tbi refugium
habeatisr] *
Ver. 12. For
as leading sentence must be
supplied all along, from ver. 8, " I cannot "
the inhabitant of Maroth [bitterness] writhes in
pain, because of the Jlost] prosperity. Maroth,
a village, as the mention of it in connection with
Kzel shows, lying near Jerusalem ; otherwise of no

15 ; xv. 35) northward from Maresha, but not discovered as yet, shall the nobility (Is. v. 13) of
Israel come, namely, to hide themselves in the
mountain caves there, in which David once sought
refuge from Saul (1 Sam. xxii. 1).
The prophet has named twelve cities of Judah,
six in the lamentation, and six in the threatening,
and, still further intensifying his lament, closes the
significance. ? before the object of emotion (Ew. whole, ver. 16, with an address to the mourning
217 d. 2 c). For, so the discourse turns, with a mother, Israel, who must see her children dragged
resumption of the main theme from verse 9, to its away into exile (Jer. xxxi. 15 ; Is. iii. 26). Make
in spite of the
thee bald and shear thy head
last division, evil comes down from Jehovah

—

—

—

prohibition, Dent. xiv. I, this had remained a
In place of the sympathizing lamentation we common sign of sorrowful lamentation for the dead
for the
have again, as at the beginning, the prophetic (Jer. xvi. 6; cf. Job i. 20; Is. xv.
sons of thy delight ; enlarge thy baldness like
threat, first in the indirect, imperative form, so
(the giitfin vulture is meant, which is
that actions are enjoined upon the object of the the eagle
in Egypt and Syria, and has the
threatening, which must come as immediate effects often met with
of the threatened judgment (Is. ii. 10); ver. whole forepart of the head bare of feathers) ; for
13.
Harness the chariot to the courser, inhab- they are carried away from thee, led away cap-

unto the gate of Jerusalem.

2)—

itant of Lachish, to escape, namely, from the tives.
punishment The play upon words here lies in

homophony of

the

the

roots

tTD^ and 073 v.

Lachish, a fortified city, not far from Eleutberopolis,
still remaining as a rum under the name of
Lakis: The beginning of the sin was it for the
daughter of Jerusalem, for the population of
Jerusalem, that in thee were found the transgressions of Israel, i. e., the idolatry of the ten
tribes, which had, accordingly, first found admission at Lachish, and from thence had inundated

Um

Judah

(vi. 16).

Ver. 14. Therefore wilt thou give the reLachish is no
lease upon Moresheth Gath.
longer addressed, as the connection shows, but
Israel, which throughout, even in ver. 6, is the ob-

and

ject;

At

and
1

1

J?

is,

as frequently, a free connective.
dowry was given,

the marriages of princes a
this is

[CI

Um

expressed by

U*rvfcw 1H2

Textual and Oram, note on

(l

this paiMge.

K.

ix.

— Tm.]

foCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Very differently goes the course of the two siskingdoms (cf. Ezek. ch. xxiii.), and yet goes
with both to the same destruction. The sacred
heights, on which the Lord will set his foot when
He comes down to his people, have become in Judah
ter

also heights of corruption.
What has she now of
advantage over her apostate sister, Samaria, whom
vet the Lord had let go her own way (cf. Rom.
iii.) ?
She has, indeed, much still ; she has the holy
temple, the fountain of God's holy ordinances, and
with that the certainty that God cannot allow her
to be utterly destroyed, although he has overthrown
Samaria to the very foundation. But through judgment must Judah pass like Samaria; the holy oral
nances profit not the sinful generation to whom they
have become a dead and despised possession (cf. 2
Mace, v.19 f.). Nay, such a possession insures to the
people among whom it exists, a serious trial, for
Digitized by

Google

;
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(b) Not merely the capital, but all places are
God's holiness, proceeding from the " Temple of his
holiness/' is a beaming light which becomes a con- stations and signs of the judgment ; vers. 10-15.
(c) Not merely the sin itself, but the generation
suming fire when it finds no longer life but death
round about it (Is. x. 17). All the names of auspic- that practice it must away to the place of punishious presage become then omens of judgment, i or, ment; ver. 16.
Ver. 2. When Jehovah speaks, the whole land
as sin is the distortion of that which should be between man and God, the judgment is the turning must tremble. Land and people belong together,
awry
and
He smites both, the field for man's sake (Gen.
straight again of that which has been turned
Hence the creation also sierhs for the re(Ps. xviii. 27 b) Israel, the mother who parted iii. 17).
from God (Hos. ii. 8), has neglected her children ; demption which comes to it too with the glorious
Ver.
therefore will she have no friends in these children, liberty of the sons of God (Rom. viii. 19).
but in her widowhood be also childless. Where 3. Jehovah is not a God afar off", but always £oing
the churches become empty the church herself is to forth out of his holy places 'to see and to judge
what is on the earth.
Ver. 4. His holy congregablame for it.
Hkwgstknbf.rg : The discourse, beginning with tion lies so near his heart that for their sake he
Ver. '5.
Great cities, great sins
the general judgment of the world, turns suddenly shakes the earth.
Ver. 6.
When man
to the judgment upon Israel. This is to be ex- (Gen. iv. 17 ; Is. xiv. 21).
builds
without
God, let it be ever so firmly fastplained only from the relation in which the two
with
ened
stones
to
the
strongest
ground,
tho
judgments stand to each other, they being in essence completely the same, and different only in storm breaks from above, lays bare the foundation,
space, time, and unessential circumstances ; so that and hurls the stones asunder. The best established

—

—

—

one can say, that

in

every partial judgment upon church-system, when it becomes essentially sinful,
is, in God's hands, a spider's web.
The judgment
deeds of God are declarative while He lavs bare
the ground, He shows that it is sinful, and with that
the annihilation is pronounced.
Ver. 8. God's
spirit in the congregation itself sympathizes with,
when it must punish, the congregation. His righteousness is a self-infliction upon his love.
Ver.
13. God retains accurately in mind the individual
responsibilities and the starting-points of sin.
Popular sins proceed from certain places, from certain
classes, out over the whole; the whole is judged;,
but the root is not forgotten.
Thkophylact (on ver. 1): The prophetsspoke to hard and disobedient hearts ; hence they;

Here, as alIsrael there is the world-judgment.
ways in the threatenings of the prophets, we must
take care that we do not, in a particular historical
event, lose sight of the animating idea. Let this
be rightly apprehended, and it will appear that a
particular, historical occurrence may indeed be specially intended, but never can exhaust the prediction ; that in this passage also we ought not, on account of the primary reference to the Chaldsean (?)
catastrophe, at all to exclude that in which, before
or afterward, the same law was realized.
Riboer : From the (threatening) nature of the
time we may most easily perceive the purport and
aim of such prophecies, namely, to rebuke the then
prevailing sins, to announce the judgment of God
on account of them, but ever also to nring forward
the promises of Christ, and thus to call to repentance; most especially to support believers, that
they may find effectual comfort in the general disorder, and abide in patient waiting for the kingdom of God and Christ. Nay, when many were
first awakened from their sleep under the punish-

their sins, they would be turned by words
of this kind to their covenant God, and not despair
promise.
of his

ment of

On the Fulfillment. Keil: Micah prophesies in
this chapter, for the most part, not particular definite punishments, but the judgment in general, without precise indications as to its accomplishment,
so that his prediction embraces all the judgments
against Judah which took place from the Assyrian
invasion on until the Roman catastrophe.
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The judgment must

begin at the house of God.
begin, for God, the injured One, is
Judge of the world ; vers. 2-4.
2. It must begin at the house of God, i. «., at the
congregation of his people. For
(a) He has here his seat and place ; ver. 2.
lb) Upon this his eye first falls when He comes to
judge the whole earth ; ver. 3.
(c) Here is the right knowledge of God, to have
fallen away from which to idolatry is a peculiar
guilt; vers. 5 b, 7.
3. In the congregation, moreover, it strikes all
1. It

must

—

vers. 8-16.
(a) Not the godless only

who

see it

but the pious also,
in the sorrow and

come and must share

lamentation

;

vers. 8, 9.

;

—

—

The

said:

vision

and from God

divine,

is

is

the

Word

; that the world might give heed to the Word,
and not despise them. Matthew, however, spaJte to
believing and obedient souls, and therefore- placed
nothing of this kind at the beginning. Otrthus:
The prophets saw in the spirit what they saw,
'

since the

Holy

named

Spirit

made

the exhibition-, and'

so

a vision. But Matthew saw it not
spiritually and in a representation, but had bodily
intercourse with Him, neard Him by the senses, saw
Him in the flesh; therefore he says not* "Swim*,""
but Book of the generation of Jesus Christ.
At the present day it
Osi andbs (on ver. 3)
is not necessary in preaching to call persons and
places by name, in which we must proceed* very
prudently, in order not to tear down> more than
we build up and yet the preacher may use such
freedom and plainness in indicating errors an4
vices that those who need improvement may feel
themselves aimed at, and repent and* he saved.
Hengstknbbbg (on ver. 11): The instances
of play upon words are no mere empty sport. They
have throughout a practical aim. The threatening is to be located by them. Whoever thought of
one of the designated places, in him was the
thought of the divine judgment quickened.
Ch. B. Michaelis (on ver. 12): From Jehovah, he adds to make it plain that the ealamity
came not by blind chance, but was brought about
by the supreme control of God, the righteous
Judge.
Starke Ver. 1 Teachers must have a regular call, partly because of the divine command
(Heb. v. 4), partly for the sake of order (1 Cor
Preachers must not preach differently
xiv. 40).
Those whb
from God's Word (1 Pet. iv. 11).
practice like sins may expect like punishments.
Ver. 2. The Lord be a witness in you; let the
they

it,

:

;

:

.

—
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Lord bear witness in yon. For he who takes to
heart the word concerning the judgment is convinced of his sins thereby, and feels the wrath of
Even yet also God always puts in the
God.
mouth of his servants what He has to speak to his
people, especially when, teachers and hearers heartVer. 3. So secure is
ily call upon Him for this.
the natural man, that he perceives not God's presence, nay even denies it, until He finally makes his
presence known by notable punishments. God de-

—

scend* not actually, or as it regards his being, but
He ceases to conceal himself, to be long-suffering,
and begins to punish. si ti, to reveal and expose it.
He assumes in effect another kind of presence.
Ver. 5. God pours not out his anger upon inno"
cent people. •' Desine peceare et civitas non perihit
(Amoros.). Divine services set up without God's
word, although with good intention, are an abomVer. 6, God's judgination before God. And,
ments against the false systems of worship are
terrible ; for He is jealous of his own honor.
Ver. 7. Idolaters have in general more of worldly
Ver.
goods than those who serve the true God.
10.
It is often advisable to withhold our tears
that the world may not rejoice over our misfortune.

—

—

—

—

If

one

will

weep he must do

it

before the outbreak

of judgments, for when they are already here it is
When God will punish a
Ver. 1 1
too late.
land for its sins He takes away their courage from
Ver. 12. That is the way of most
the people.
meu that they mourn over the loss of their goods
but not over their sins. On account of their bodily
troubles, also, the righteous sometimes fall into
Ver. 13. Offenses given
great sorrow and fear.
Ver. 14. Well mav a
remain not unpunished.
stronghold proudly bear the name of deception,
when it with its walls and good preparations causes
the besiegers to be deceived in their hope. Princes
should not trust in strong castles and towns, beVer.
cause they may be disappointed in them.
Those who give themselves up to luxury
16.
are at last given up to miserable slavery. When
a man makes his children effeminate, he makes for
himself grief and heart-pangs.
Pfaff : Ver. 1 . Think not, ye great sinners,
that the word of the Lord which was formerly
spoken concerning the Jews is of no concern to
you, it is written for your punishment also.
Ver. 2. When the Lord speaks we should listen,
with great reverence,
yea, and give good heed
with all humility, with fear and trembling, with
Ver. 8. God's servants
most willing obedience.
properly mourn over the wretched condition of
indeed be a poor
would
It
their congregations.
promise of weir doing anything to improve them
if they did not pour out their tears before God,
and if it did not touch their heart that the people
are drawing near to their judgment
Rieoee: Even to the last (Micah lived still
after the fall of Samaria), God shows that He has
no pleasure in the death of the sinner, but, before
the outbreak of such judgments, seeks once more
by his word to save what can be saved. But He
leaches us also that we should not, from the riches
of his word, the crowd of gifted servants of God,
the earnestness with which they urge the word of
the Lord, be drawn into security, nor suppose ourselves on these accounts far from the evil day ; but
if often in respect to these circumstances, we seem
to see planting and cultivation, it is often also near
Ver. 2. What a case it is
to the hewing down.
when the protection which they hitherto had enjoyed from the golden altar in the temple of God,
(Rev. ix. 13 ft.)
is thus declared at an endl

—

.

—

:

—
—

—

:

—

—

—

Ver. 4. All should truly feel their inability to
stand before God, and not only with their power,
but also with heart and courage, be like melted
Ver. 7. How accurately God knows in
wax.
what way a property has been gathered, and how
He directs himself
punishment accordingly !
Ver. 11. How far God lets himself down in his
word, in that He connects what He has determined
in his holy temple with the names which we have
given of old to our towns, in order the better to
impress it upon us !
Quandt: That God by his prophets causes
this dark picture to be drawn for the people, in
itself a fact which affords hope.
For if He had had
pleasure in the death of the wicked, He would,
straightway, and without wasting many word*,
have let them go to destruction. If He still takes
the trouble, to threaten, this threatening can only
be a sign of his enduring love. The Last Day
has many solemn types in the precursory days of
the wrath of God ; and the universal judgment at
the last has many a preliminary token in the
partial judgments that are taking place on particular peoples.
Ver. 4. The mountains symbolize the high and mighty in the creation ; their
melting down, therefore, signifies the annihilation
of earthly greatness. The valleys symbolize the
masses of the nations ; the rending ol them, therefore, their crumbling and being turned into dust,
like water, signifies the annihilation of the nation*.
Ver. 9.
preacher renders poor service to God
and man, when he remains silent about the plague
which God threatens to sinners ; but when he has
plagues to announce, he should never do it with
laughing mouth, nor even with indifferent manner, but, like Micah, with sorrow and with tears,
as being also a child of the people, who suffers

—

—

m

—

—

A

when all suffer. Our God will have even for his
Job's-posts messengers who are not only obedient
but also full of sympathy.
[Dr. Puset : Ver. 3. Since the nature of God
is goodness, it is proper and co-natural to
to
be propitious, have mercy and spare. In this way,
the place of God is his mercy. When then He
passeth from the sweetness of pity to the rigor of
equity, and, on account of our sins, showeth Himself severe (which is, as it were, alien from Him),
He goeth forth out of his place. Cited from Dion.
Ver. 6. There is scarce a sadder natural sight
than the fragments of human habitation, tokens of
man's labor, his luxury, amid the rich beauty of
nature when man himself is gone- For they are
tracks of sin and punishment, man's rebellion and
God's judgment, man's unworthiness of the good
natural gifts of God.
Ver. 7. All forsaking of
God being spiritual fornication from Him who
made his creatures for himself, the Aires are all
that man could gain by that desertion of bis God,
all employed in man's intercourse with his idols,
whether as bribing his idols to give him what are
the gifts of God, or as himself bribed by then
For there is no pure service, save that of the love
of God.
Yet herein were the heathen more
The heareligious than the Christian worldling.
then did not offer an ignorant service to they
knew not what. Our idolatry of mammon, as
being less abstract, is more evident self worship, a
more visible, ignoring, and so a more open dethroning of God, a worship of a material prosperity, of
which we seem ourselves to be the authors, and to
which we habitually immolate the souls of men,
so habitually that we have ceased to be conscious

Him

—

—

—

—

of it. • Ver. 10. The blaspheming of the enemies
it
of God is the sorest part of his chastisements,

—
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CHAPTEB8
hard to part with home, with country, to sett all
desolate, which one ever loved.
But far, for above
all, is it, if, in the disgrace and desolation, God's
honor seems to he injured.
Ver. 12.
Strange
contradiction!
Yet a contradiction, which the
whole unchristian world is continually enacting
nay, from which Christians have often to be awakened, to look for good to themselves, nay, to pray

1-m.

:

; ;

,
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12.

for temporal good, while living in bitterness, bittei
ways, displeasing to God. The words are calcu" Living in sin,"
lated to be a religious proverb.
as we say, dwelling in bitterness, she looked fbr good.
Bitternesses 1 for it is an evil t/ting and bitter, that
thou hast forsaken the Lord thy God, and that my fear
is not in thee.
Ver. 13. 'Beginning of sin to
Tb.]
what a world of evil lies in the three words 1

i*

—

—

—

—

SECOND DISCOURSE.
Chapters IL 1-m.

Woe to

12.1

and work evil upon their beds ! In the morabecause it is in the power of their hand. 8 And they
have coveted fields, and seized them, and houses, and taken them ; and have op8 pressed a man and his house, even a man • and his possession. Therefore thus
saith Jehovah : Behold, I am devising against this family an evil, from which ye
shall not remove your necks ; and ye shall not walk loftily, for an evil time is this.
4 In that day shall one take up a by-word concerning you, and wail a wail of woe,4
[and] say
are utterly destroyed
He changeth the portion of my people
1

2 ing

them that devise

light they will practise

iniquity,

it,

We

How he
To an

removeth

it

from

me

*
!

apostate he divideth our fields

5 Therefore thou shalt have none to cast a cord upon a lot [of ground] in the as6 sembly of Jehovah. Prophesy ye not, they prophesy.6 They shall not prophesy to
7 [or, of] these shame shall not depart. Thou that art called 7 the house of Jacob,
was the spirit of Jehovah impatient, or are these his doings ? Do not my words
8 do good 8 to him that walketh uprightly ? But lately my people has risen up as an
enemy from off the garment ye strip the mantle, from those that pass by securely,
9 averse from war. The women of my people ye drive out of the house of their
10 delight; from their children ye take away my ornament forever. Arise ye, and
depart ; for this is not the rest because of pollution it shall destroy [you], and
9
11 with a sharp destruction. If a man walking in vanity and falsehood should lie,
saying: I will prophesy to thee of wine and of Btrong drink, he would be a
:

:

:

prophet for

I will surely gather all of thee, O Jacob,
I will surely collect the remnant of Israel,
I will put them together as sheep in the fold,
As a herd in the midst of his pasture
It shall be noisy with men.
He that breaketh through has gone up before them
They have broken through, and passed the gate.
And gone forth by it
And their king passes on before them,
And Jehovah at their head.

12

IIL 1

this people.

And I

2 Israel:

said

is it

:

#

Hear now, ye heads of Jacob, and ye magistrates of the house of
know the right? Ye that hate good and love evil,

not for you to

8 and tear their skin from

off them,

and

their flesh

from

off their

bones

;

and who

eat the flesh of my people, and flay their skin from off them, and break their bones,
4 and divide them, as in the pot, and as flesh within the kettle. Then will they cry
to Jehovah, and he will not answer them ; and he will hide his face from them at
that time, even as they have made their deeds evil.
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5

saith

Jehovah concerning the prophets that lead my people astray, who
and he that giveth nothing for their mouth,

biting with their teeth cry : Peace
against him they sanctify war.

6

;

Therefore a night shall be for you without a vision,
And darkness for you without divination,
And the sun shall go down over the prophets,
And the day be dark over them.
And the seers shall be ashamed,
And the diviners shall blush
And they shall cover the beard, all of them;
Because there is no answer of God.

'

7

8 Nevertheless I am filled with power, through the spirit of Jehovah,10 and judgment,
and boldness, to announce unto Jacob his transgression, and unto Israel his sin.

Hear this now, ye heads of the house of Jacob, and ye magistrates of the house
9
10 of Israel, that abhor judgment ; yea, they pervert all that is right, building Zion
11 with blood, and Jerusalem with iniquity. Her heads judge for a bribe, and her
priests teach for a reward, and her prophets divine for money, and lean upon
Jehovah, saying ; Is not Jehovah among us ? evil shall not come upon us.
Therefore, for your sakes
Zion shall be ploughed as a

12

field,

And Jerusalem shall become heaps,
And the mountain of the house high

places of a forest

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

We follow

FJelnert's course in printing these chapters, as If less decidedly poetical than the remainder of the book.
In some parts the style gives reason for this procedure, yet interpreters generally make no snoh distinction ; nod to
those who differ with our author in not making a separate division of these two chapters, his conception of too form of
[l

the discourse will seem particularly arbitrary.

DT

[STer. I.

27

;

vH7~tt7?.

Deut. xxtuT. 82

**«?.

Neti. ver.* 6)

;

;

Thore

— Ta.j

b

to khif i almost certainly,* reminiscence of Gen. xxxi. 39

otherwise there would be

much

plausibility in the rendering

:

(of.

Ptot. ML

" For their hand is as a

God."— Tr.]
[S Ver. 2.

We must foil

as generlcally

oVap,

vir,

human

Mann).

[4 Ver. 4.

somewhat here

being (tt^M, here

in representing the original, from the lack in our language of a

a aV6p»*ot,

homo,

word

for

"man "

from " man " serum eminenti

Jlftmsc*), in distinction

(l^g,

— T*.]

So Pusey happily indicates the paronomasia in ("PHD
in sound, If the expression could be allowed.

^HJ

71713

:

« wall a walling wail " would be

still

more analogous

Kleinert, sustained

by Opsoni ns and others, separates the &ira| Aey. 7T713, from the preceding, and translates as

if

H

were a part. Nlph. of J \% 1 : (It was ; Mumjuk) " All Is oyer they will say," etc. This is ingenious, almost too much
For although the form was long ago regarded by some as Nlpn,
so, haring the appearance of a modern improTement.
!

pret or part, of 71^71,

It

seems always to have been with a different interpretation.

[6 Ver.' 4.

^b, dat inoom.

|a Ver. 6.

J!©^

:

« for me," « to

SETtefl brj.

Vld. Pooocke in loo.

— Tm.]

my hurt" — Ta.]

*l®p, "to drop," "drip,"

"distil," is

here, as in

other places

(ef.

Bog. Vers,

applied to the utterance or disoourse. As to the reference of the several verbs here, and in the remainder
of the verse, there has been the greatest diversity of opinion. One can hardly know how for any interpretation which
one may prefer agrees with what has been taught before. We take it thus : The ungodly crowd, weary of the picas and
faithful inculcations of the true prophets, meet their exhortations to repentance with the contemptuous order to stop preach" Prophesy not," in their taunting sense Is, Don't keep driveling, drooling. Compare (we shrink from quoting it
ing.
here, yet we think it well illustrates the spirit with which the mass always meet their pious advisers) the slang of our rab" They prophesy " (drivel) is thus the expression of the prophet, retaliating in the right use of the
"
Dry up ! "
ble :
word which their feeble sarcasm had suggested. What follows, in the most literal translation, " they shall not prophesy
to these ; shame (lit. shames) shall not depart," may then be understood as God through his prophet taking them at
their word : " Even so ; people like these shall cease to enjoy the benefit of that which they call driveling ; I will gree
tbem up to their own wish, and the shames, which my word should have turned away, shall not depart, but oosne upon
them." This we think consistent with the most direct rendering of the verse word for word.
Kleinert's somewhat modified view will be seen in the Bxeg. note, where he gives a synopsis also of the principal recent
Pococke in loc. gives a good and tedious account of what had come into men's heads about it la previous
translations.
We may add, that Zuns renders flees literally than usual) : Preach not, ye that preach ! let none preach to such,
age*.
Ta.)
(that) they bring not disgraces upon them.

am.

vii. 16),

—

—

[7 Ver. 7.

**VP5 T1QH71. Our

hesitation, adopted,

author denies that the usual rendering of

this,

which we also have, with some
: « O dicta domus Jfass* (ta

can be harmonised with what follows, but Maurar explains very well
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12.

&d

u

dieit versus
[8

II.

ac tanta benefitia eontulit Jova .').... dstrectatis vos quidem audin quas jacimut minus (Ter. 6).
qtm
tauta est tmmarum ? dtusn*? at UU quoin longe alium
exhibtt agsntUnts rtcte! 1% causa tsst ipso* bratlitoi

tot

proximus."*

my words good/' etc.?)
lit K wind." Maurer renders not badly

Ver. 7. Or, "are not

[» Ver. 11.

finds the apodosis here begining with

Into the

mouth

D£3

t

which

:

w Si quis

FTTH

iret y (et)

vtntum

st

mendacivm mtntiretwr."

would then merelj eontinae.

of the supposed false prophet, as grammatically the object of

FpZSD.

We

12,

IS

think rather, that the conj.

in 71 S 7V) must almost necessarily mark the apodosis, and that the sentiment of the two following Tenet
the probable expression of the false prophet to ha balanced by the alleged antithesis in eh. ill. 1.
Ta.]

—

H$

Dr. Kleinert

Thus he puts Ten.

Is

too unlike

[W Ch. ill. 8. The absence of the conj., and use of
with "»
alone of the four nouns well warrants the Idea
of the Bog. Vers., adopted by Pusey, that " spirit of Jehovah " stands out of the series, as rather the ground and cause
by the spirit, etc.
of all the rest
Ta. J

HJ1

—

—

parturition (Ps.

vii.

15 et

al.), is

here described,

EXEGETICAL AND ORTTICAt.

without figure, by the stages of 2tt?n " to devise/'
As the first discourse fell into two parts, by the form the plau (Ps. xxxvL 5), b3?0, "to prepare
parallel between Samaria and Jerusalem, so this ways and means," and 71WV " to put in execusecond one falls into the two nearly equal divisions, tion " (Is. xli. 4).
The construction proceeds
chaps, ii. and iii., thus carrying through the princi- from the panic, to the verb urn finite, as in 1 Sam.
ple of parallelism. The ground of division, how- ii. 8 ; Ewald, § 350 b.
Upon their bed thev think
ever, is here not the analogy, but the antithesis of it out, at the time when the pious still their heart
the leading thoughts. Thus chap.- ii. begins with (Ps. iv. 5 ; i. 2)
in the light of morning they
a description of the corruption of the great (ver. 1- carry it out;
their first thought, therefore, at
5), and then proceeds to depict the current false- the gray dawn, is not of prayer (Ps. v. 4) but of
hood of the sham prophets (ver. 6-13), the essence covctousness for it is in the power of their hand,
of which is comprehended at the close, in a deceit- i. e., they are able to do it and no one hinders them
ful but brilliant prediction of the certain prosperity (Gen. xxxi. 29; Nch, v. 5), cf. the LXX. at Gen.
of Judah in the afflictions which are soon to be 1. c. hrxvtt h
X^P M°v * Hitzig and Keil translate
experienced (vers. 12, 13). Corresponding to this, " for their hand is their God
[ist zum Gott], their
chap. iii. also begins with denunciation of the power avails to them as a God, none else do they
guilty nobles (vers. 1-4), and then turns likewise
fear. But this would require DrPijbNb D7J ttrj,
to the judgment against false prophecy (vers. 5-13),
at the conclusion of which, however, Micah com- Hab. i. 11.
Ver. 2. We are now told wherein these their evil
municates the substance of his genuine proclamation, so opposite to their spurious illusions (ver. deeds consist And they covet (against the law,
Ex. xx. 17, whose expression
is not without
12).
This obvious plan, which represents the dis- emphasis repeated here) flelda and eeizo them;
course as a double climax, is of itself a sufficient and oppress a man and his house, even a mam
justification of the compass which we ascribe to and his heritage.
The transgression. of the laws
the whole. With those interpreters who connect for the protection of each man's real estate and
chaps, i and ii. outwardly in one discourse (Hitzig, inheritance (Ley." xxv. 23 ff.), by destroying the
Umoreit, Hengst., Havernick, Keil) we, although property of the peasants and oppressing them
not denying the interior connection of chaps, i.-v. themselves, this is what the prophet, like his conin general, cannot agree, for this reason, if no temporary, Isaiah, ch. v. 8 ff., most bitterly reother, that chap. i. manifestly bears the character proves, as being the surest way to the creation of
of a pure prophecy, complete in itself, while in the a helpless proletariate, to the hostile separation of
division before us, from beginning to end, rebuke proprietors from those without property, and so to
and opposition to the reigning sins of the day are the ruin of the national welfare and the popular
the main characteristic with those who feel obliged life. (The second JT3 may, for the sake of the
to put a full period to the discourse before ch. iii., parallelism, be referred to the nousehold or family,
we differ, because they rend asunder the beautiful as in Gen. vii. 1). This one breach of the law is
symmetry of chaps, ii. and iii. The reason given sufficient to provoke God's anger and judgment
for this separation, that a new beginning is marked upon this generation. 1
by the " Hear, I pray, you " (iii. I), proves nothVer. 3-5
Therefore, thus faith Jehovah,
ing, since the same summons is found ch. iii. 9, behold, I devise evil upon this generation,
where no critic could suppose a new discourse to
[family].
The phrase Jp) Dtt?n » emphatically
begin.
repeated from ver. 1, to set clearly before our eyes
Ch. ii. The Thesis, vers. 1-5. The Nobility, vers. the jus talionis prevalent in God's providence
(Ex.
1, 2. Their Conduct. The discourse runs parallel to
xxt 23 ; Is. xxxiii 1 ). " This generation," is, as
the similar denunciation of Isaiah (v. 8 ff.) against in Am. iii.
cf. the 'vcect, Matt,
1, the whole people
the sins of the higher ranks, and like that, this xii.
41,42. There is the same antithesis to the
takes, from the beginning, the character of a "woe." "
oppression " in ver. 2, in the following phrase
to them that devise iniquity, and prepare Jehovah devises evil, from which
ye shall not
evil on their beds ; in the morning light they withdraw
your necks ; like a yoke becomes the
practice it, because it is in the power of their hard rule of the stranger on the
fat cows of Israel

—

;

:

:

;

TOn

;

:

;

Woe

hand.

Wickedness

is

more criminal

in proportion

(Am.

iv. 1),

and does not allow

itself to

be shaken

The gradation from the off (Jer. xxvii. 12), And ye shall not walk loftily
as it is more deliberate.
design to its accomplishment, elsewhere often repTTC'P, ace. adv. with verbs of going (Ps. lviii.
resented by the steps of conception, pregnancy,
Saeh

the Are of eoneapieceoce, ragtag within, that,
no bed suffices
them, so no houses or fields content these. Yet no more
1

["

is

as those seised by burning ferers cannot rest,

than seven feet of earth will suffice them soon. 'Death only
owns how small the frame of man.' " Rib. apod. Pusey in
toe.

— Tr.J
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9; Ges., Lekrg. § 178, 4); the necks that are derstood as an impatient question. Shall they not
used to carrying themselves stiffly (Is. Hi. 16) will drivel for that ? shall the shame not depart ?
have to bend for an evil time is this, in which For such rhetorical questions without the particle
depression of spirits and gloomy silence comes of interrogation, cf. Hab. ii. 19
Jer. xxv. 29;
over the people (Am. t. 13). This also is said Hos. xiii. 14.
Ewald, Hitzig, Maurer, Umbreit,
with an application your guilt causes the present Caspari " Let them not prate of these things ; the
to be an evil time before God, and so God will reviling has no end." Ch. V. Michaelis, Hengstenbring a time which is evil for you, the vovnptv, berg, Keil " If they prophesy not to these, toe res+nsu actioo and passivo at once ; Eph. v. 6
Matt, proach will not depart *
The preceding verb
;

;

—

:

:

:

—

;

vi. 13.

stands in the sing. (Gesen., § 147, a), and iTES/?
Vcr. 4. In that day will one (the verbs are
used impersonally, Ewald, § 294 b 2 y.) take up a signifies not merely revilings but everything, which
taunt against thee (cf. Hab. ii. 6 ; Is. xiv. 4), and can serve as reproach and ruin to one (Is. xxx 3).
Ver. 7. The first words of this verse also are an
utter a lamentation. What in the mind of the
for what is spoken in
adversaries is derision, is, in the mouth of friends impatient exclamation:
and the members of this community, a lamenta- the house of Israel ! cf. on this ace. indignationi*,
Is.
xxix.
16.
Ewald,
101
In like manner, Um§
6
tion: cf. i. 10; and what follows is spoken from
Caspari, Hitzig : num dicendum f But the
the position of the latter all Is over, will one breit.
say, rPH3, actum est, all is lost, cf. Dan. viii. 27, gerundive idea is not contained in the part pass.
Keil " O thou so calico house of
and also the y*yov*, Rev. xvi. 17. 1
are ut- Rosenmiillerand
!
terly destroyed. On the form with u instead of Jacob " But that in connection with the following

O

,

—

;

;

We

:

2py

JT— is not stat abs. but ace.
adapted gives no sense.
loci, while T)DM, regarded as a verbal form, is (as
tion of my people he (Jehovah, cf. i 9) takes Is. xxvi. 3 if he is stayed on thee) " O for the fact
back.
of taking back of a promised bene- that it is said in the house of Jacob/' as follows,
fit (Ps.
xv. 4).
Thus God repents of having cf. 1 Kings vii. 48 Ruth i. 9.* The prophet (ver.
granted it (Gen. vi. 6). How he withdraws it 7 a), quite in the manner of ver. 6, brings up the
from me !
Cf. ver. 3, against Hitzig's transla- words of the opposers, in order then to reply to
tion
how he lets me depart i To the apostate
them. They say is then the spirit of Jehovah
i. e. t to the heathen (Jer. xlix. 4), who is born and become short, t. «., impatient ?
That would be
grows up in apostasy from God
he divideth against the word of God (Ex. xxxiv. 6), to which
our fields!
they appeal like Satan before Christ (Matt iv. 6).
Ver. 5. Therefore, the prophecy proceeds, look- Or are these
the plagues prophesied bv the prophing back to ver. 3, thou (all Israel, transition, as ets
his deeds P Should ne plague Israel whom
i. 14) shalt have no one
to east a measuring he is wont to foster as his first-born son (Ex. iv.
line on a lot of ground ( Judg. L 3) in the assem- 23). The prophet replies to this foolish speech,
bly of Jehovah. For to the congregation of God which claims the promise for itself regardless of
belong the lots of ground so long only as they the condition, by reminding them that God remains indeed the same, but that they (ver. 8fF,).
bear in mind that it is God's land (Lev. xxv. 23)
but since they, by the sins named in vers. 1, 2, ap- have changed, so that the promise can no longer
propriate it to themselves, there is no longer a con- avail for them. Do not, in fact, my words deal
gregation of Jehovah, and the owner, God, gives kindly with him that walks uprightly f " The
his land to the apostate, who have been rebellious word
*1ttJ\ as an appositive to the person in
from their birth, and so with less guilt. The words
1
(Job xxxi. 26), could take the place which
^T^?
of the prophet are keen, and provoke to contradicImagining this present to him, he comes to the emphasis resting on it assigns to it, because as
tion.
an adjective it draws to itself the article belonging
the new turn of the discourse.
c£ Olsh., 1 263 b. " The obscure vowel
to the sound of lamentation," Hitzig.

o,

is

— The por-

.

:

:

TDH

;

—

—

:

:

—

—

—

^

Vers. 6-13. State of the Prophetic Function. Ver. 6.
people will not listen to any genuine prophecy
(Am. v. 10). This second reproof also runs parIndeed,
allel to one of Isaiah (ch. xxviii. 7ft.).
the prophet associates Isaiah with himself in
thought, when he makes the people call out to a
" Drivel not," they drivel.
plurality of prophets

The

:

to holech." Hitzig.

„

—

—

But lately properly yesterday my
people has stood up as an enemy. My words
Ver.

8.

:

would have remained kind, as thejr were, but you
have sought hostility. The hostile attitude still
continues, as the imperf. indicates. On the use of ?
Others, retaining the
cf. Ewald, § 217, d. a. 1.

—

(from *|W, therefore prop.
causative signification of OP^Pi translate bnt my
41
to let drofc," trickle (Am. ix. 13), to pour out
people make me stand up as their enemy. Bat
copious discourse, to prophesy =M33, cf. ^2H, the suffix is wanting, and the Polel is not neces4
And in what does this hostility
Ps. xciv. 4), appears sarily causative.
to let bubble, gush forth
here, as in Am. vii. 16, in the mouth of the malig- consist ? Off from the garment ye atrip the
in secure confidence of
who
nant opposition, whose organ the false prophets mantle of those
are, to carry with it a tone of contempt. (But cf. safety (Lev. xxv. 18) pass by, averse from war,
Ezek. xxi. 2, 9.) The prophet straightway re- i. e., peaceably (Ps. cxx. 7). The part. pass.
turns this contempt
their indignation is in realtakes the place of the part, act 23? (Olsh., § 245
ity an unreasonable driveling, as he then (ver. 7 c)
Ps. cxii. 7).
further evinces. First, however, he answers their ob- a, cf.
Ver. 9. And as they spare not the peaceable,
jection by the double sentence, 6 b, c, which, according to the analogy of the following verse, is best un- so still less the defenseless: the women of my

The

expression

T^*7

:

—

;

Z^

;

1 [Cf. Text, and Oram, io loc.].
i [Cf. Text and Oram, in loo.
T*,]
S [Ct Text and Gram, on tab ver.
Ts.]
4 A good connection for the whole verse

—

forded

if,

taking the sentence

*07,

we should translate : " bat lately, when my people," namely,
"
the northern kingdom, Israel, already attacked, " stood op
(of. Job xx. 27) against the enemy, Assyria, " from off the
would be afgarment ye stripped off the mantle, from them that pamtd
«.t.A., as parenthetical, by securely ," those namely, that fled from the war.

—
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people, the unprotected widows (Is. x. 2), ye drive
oat of the house of their delight, the house inherited from- the husband, to which they are attached by the memory of their wedded love ( Cant,
vii. 7 ; kcc. ii. 8)
from their children (the suff.
is in the sins, not to denote the children severally
as sons of the widows, fatherless (Keil), for that
;

would he a

nota mala, hut because

collectively

i.

ever.

To

U W^
S

taken

is

II.

1-IH.
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12.

so would the liars, clothing themselves in the garb
of the old prophets, prophesy in the name of Jehovah, O, Jacob, I will surely collect the remnant
of Israel. That, indeed, a remnant only can be
spoken of, who shall be gathered (according to
Obad. 17 Joel i. 5, cf. Am. v. 15), even the mine
prophets know ; but in view of the destruction of
Samaria, they might tickle the ears of the men of
;

ye take away my ornament for- Judah by pretending that the whole f7v>3) of
belong to Jehovah is the honor and Judah, un purified, was this remnant, and would
9),

They
into the promise.
to the precedent set by
Hosea, who (Hos. ii. 2 [i. 11], cf. ch. i.) had said
this ornathat after the punishment of Israel and the bestow-

ornament of every individual Israelite ( Jer. ii. 1 1 undoubtedly enter alone
might plausibly appeal
Pa. lxxiii. 28) ; whoever thrusts out the children

m

Israel

among

ment of God

(I

the heathen takes
Sara. xxvi. 19). 1

away

From this results now (ver. 10), of itself as it
were, the threatening, according to the law of the
talio (cf. on ver. 3, " those that expel shall be expelled **) : Arise ye, and go : for here is not the
rest (Zech. ix. 1) which was promised to the
righteous people in Canaan (Dent xii. 9 f. ; Ps.
xcv. 11 ; cf. Heb. iii. 11 ff.)
for uncleanness
worketh destruction (cf. Lev. xviii. 25 ; Is. liv.
sharp
and
that
a
destruction.
So must God's
16),
prophet speak (vers. 3, 6), whether the hearers regard it as driveling or not.
Were he, indeed,
one of the prophets whom they would fain hear,
(cf. Is, xxx. 10), the proclamation would sound
very differently ; what they announce we are told
in vers. 11-18.
:

ment of

favor on Judah, both

would gather about

They evidently refer to the *n?T* in
passage when they go on to say I will bring

One Head.
that

them

:

(Israel) together as

a herd in the midst of

sheep in the

field,

The

its pasture.

as

appel-

lative signification of ni!?2, septum-ovilc, is quite
possible according to the etymology, is found in the

and

supported by the
Hitzig, Umbreit,
Caspari ; Hengstenberg, on the contrary : the
Moabite, Keil : the Edomite Bo z rah.
The article

oldest versions,
parallelism of

*'

is sufficiently

pasture."

— So

—

with the suffix in VOTH, ** Josh. vii. 21 ; Ewald,
§ 290, d. And not merely Judah and Israel in their
present condition, but also all the scattered and
sold will return, of whom Obadiah (ver. 20) before,
and Joel (iv. 6 ff.) had made mention: They,
Ver. 11. If a man followed vanity, CPD, as in
the fold and pasture of Israel, shall swarm
Is. xxvi. 1 8, and falsehood (!)b, cum part, as Ps.
Olsh., § 244, e.)
(TOD^nn instead of
lxxxi. 14 ; 2 Sam. xviii. 12), he would lie (the
with men, for the multitude of the men also is a
apodosis ojtvvMtus, as Deut. xxxii. 29) : I will
prophesy to thee, people of Israel, of wine and necessary element of the promises of prosperity
strong drink, t. e. either of these things, that (Hos. ii. 2 [i. 11]). Q^n is, like D1H, a cognate
they shall be bestowed on you, or better so that form for HDH,
But how do
(Ps. Iv. 3).
my predictions shall come to you as sweet as wine they suppose that this can take place when, after
strong
drink,
or
also
prophesy
and
:
to thee at the the destruction of Samaria, the northern part of
banquet (cf. ver. 6). 2 And would prophesy to the holy land is inclosed by the Assyrians round
this people: 8 namely, what follows in vers. 12, about? This question is answered by
13. TV7T) continues the apodosis begun by 2T3,
Ver. 13. There will go up before them
a traand, with the part, takes the place of the simple ditional Messianic expression (Ob. ver. 21)
He
Fptsn, while hinting besides that this prophesying that breaks through : the head, the leader whom
they will set over them, according to Hos. ii. 2.
is permanent (Ewald, § 168 c.).*
Instead of the
He will place himself at their head in the holy
verbal construction EV?» tne P ftrt* >* construed as city whitner God will gather Israel, will collect
a noun with slat. abs. as ver. 8 ( Hab. ii. 15; Ps. them into an army and break the ring of the
heathen. 6 They break through, pass into the
xxx. 4).
Ver. 12. To the part, is adjoined, as ver. 7, the gate (cf. on ch. i. 11 ), and go out through it. And
direct discourse : I will surely gather all of thee, their king passes on before them, for no other

rWMW,

:

DDn

:

—
—

1 [Primarily, the glory, comeliness was the fitting apparel
which God had given them, and laid upon them, and which
But It Includes all the
oppressors stripped off from them.
Instead
g*tts of God, wherewith God would array them.
of the holy home of parental care, the children grew op in
want and neglect, away from all the ordinances of God, it
may be, in a strange land. Puaey in toe. Ta.].

—

1 ["Man's conscience must needs have some plea in
•peaking falsely of God. The false prophets had to please
the rich men, to embolden them in their self-indulgence, to
They doubtless
tell them that God would not punish.
spoke of God's temporal promises to his people, the land
/lowing with milk and honey. His promise of abundant
harvest and vintage, and assured them, that God would not
withdraw these, that He was not so precise about his law.

BOeah tells them in plain words, what it all came to
a prophesying of win* and strong drink." Pusey in
;

it

was

toe.

—

Ta.].

9 Or. adhering
followed the wind

more

closely to the accents

:

If

a man

and lied deceit : I will prophesy for thee
wine and strong drink, he wonld prophesy to this people
etc.
The translation abore is logically more perspicuous,
and appropriate to the Heb. words.
to

4 [Of. Gram,

and Text

note.

— Ta.]

6 [Dr. Pusey expresses, well the opposite and more satisfactory view, that the brmking through and the going forth,
« The image is not of conquest, but of
is out of captivity.
deliverance.
They break through, not to enter in, but to
pass through the gate and go forth. The wall of the city is
ordinarily broken through, In order to make an entrance, or
to secure to a conqueror the power of entering In at any
But there the object is extime, or by age and deoay.
Plainly then they were confined bepressed, to go forth.
fore, as In a prison ; and the gate of the prison was bunt
open, to set them free. It is there the same image as when
God says by Isaiah : 1 wiU lay to the North, give up : and
to the South, hold not back, or, Go ye forth of Babylon, Say
This
ye, the Lord hath redeemed his servant Jacob," etc.
author's long note on the Terse before us affords an admirable specimen of the manner in which he connects a treasure
of evangelical sentiment with the brief hints of ancient
prophecy. But it is often rather put on than drawn out
it is a crystallisation of the gospel around a Hebrew atntrace rather than a blossoming forth from the bud cf
clearly enfolded truth."- Ta.]
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my

than the king, out of the house of David, can be (bs, as Jon. i. 2) the prophets who lead
that "Breaker" (Am. ix. 11), and Jehovah at people astray, God's people are Israel, and he who
their head, as in the marches in the desert (Num. hurts them, hurts Goo (Zech. ii. 8). The prophx. 35; Ex. xiii. 21).
ets should be eyes for the people (Is. xxix. 10),
The foregoing explanation of vers. 12-13, which and without prophets the people are blind ; but
regards these as the quintessence of the golden whoever leads the blind astray is accursed (Deut.
promises with which the false prophets steal the xxvii. 18). They lead astray because they are
favor of the people, rests not only on the plan of bribed by the great (ver. I ff.). Who, when they
the whole discourse (chaps, ii., Hi.) but also espe- have anything to bite in their teeth (cf. ii. 11,
cially on the impossibility of establishing otherwise 12), i. e. who when they receive any good to eat,
a clear connection between vers. 11 and 12, and on cry, Peace
prophesy as desired ; and whoever
the numerous references of the following chapter. gives them nothing for their mouth, against
The objections which have been raised against it, him they sanctify war [Rleinert : declare a saparticularly that from the term " remnant," have cred war).
By the antithesis of the two sentences,
been met in the exegesis. The passage is similarly the meaning, " to bite," " to chew," is demanded

—

explained by J. D. Michael is, Hartmann, Ewald,
Hofmann in the Schri/lbeweis, while the majority,
however, and among them of recent authors, Hen<jstenbergi Flitzig, Caspari, Keil [Maurer, Puseyj,
separate the last two verses from the connection,
and explain them as a Messianic promise from
Micah's point of view.
But according to this latter understanding of

the construction of the first [Hebrew]
sentence is parataxis pro syntaxi, and the first finite
verb as following what precedes has been changed
into a participle: they sit with the rich at their
The
tables, eat their bread, and sing their song.
description answers completely to that which the
Greek tragic poets, from a like moral indignation,
give of the venal soothsayers of their time (cf. e,
^Esch., Again., IKS).
a. Soph., Antig., 1036
To
sanctify a war is the solemn formula for the declaration of a war which should be undertaken for
the honor of God against enemies (Joel iv. 9, cf.
Is. xiii. 3) ; for by the destruction of his foes
for fft273

:

how, immediately
can begin, as indicated by the manifestly adversative ^QW), " hut I
say" (cf. Is. xxiv. 16), and by the diametrically
opposite prophecy, which continues, with the express assurance (ver. 8), that it gives the proper God is proved a Holy One (Is. v. 16).
The false
sentiment of the prophet, to the end of the chapter prophets abuse this formula, as they do all the
and culminates in the last verse.
others of true prophecy (cf. on ii. 12 f.).
the subject,

it is

unintelligible

;

after this, the antithesis (ch.

iii.)

Ver.

Chapter

6.

Therefore, because you darken God's

the daytime, there shall be to you a
night without vision, yea, a darkness shall be
Here also the discourse applies directly (vers. 1- for you without divination.
The punctuators
4) to the nobility, and particularly here to those
read the 3d prot. fern, impers. " and it shall be
in high official station, as called guardians of the
dark for you. But, according to the parallelism the
administration of justice. Hear, now, ye heads
substantive Tl^XpIl (choshkah), with dagesh lene
>
Arab. Kadi)
of Jacob, and ye judges
?i?
The word chas6n t vision, which
is to be preferred.
of the house of Israel, Is it not for you (2 is elsewhere used of the genuine visions of true
Chron. xiii. 5), for you above all, to know the
prophets (Is. L 1), is here defined by the parallel
right. To know as to regard, give heed to (Is.
fctsom, the comprehensive designation of all the
xlii. 25).
heathen arts of augury (Deut. xviii. 10, 14; Esek.
Ver. 2. Ye that hate rood, and lore evil,
xxi. 26).
In the use of the word chasdn, however,
that steal away their skin from off them, from there
lies the idea that the night will so break upon
the house of Israel (ver. 1), and their flesh from
the people that all prophecy, even the genuine,
They may well be pleased with will cease, all answer from Jehovah (cf. ver. 4
off their bones.
the prophesying concerning the " flock " of Israel
Lam. ii. 9). Indeed, the latter half of the verse
(ii. 12), for meanwhile they have the privilege of
says the same And the sun shall go down over
shearing and flaying the flock.
and the day be
all of them
the prophets,
Ver. 3. Tea, those who eat (the discourse
dark over them. The words are designed to
person,
in
vision
the
prophet
for
turns to the third
complete the picture of the visionless night in the
sees how those addressed have already stopped
first member of the verse (cf. Am. viii. 9), and
their ears, and turned away from him, and he
thus can hardly have the reference, which Hitxig
makes his complaint before God and the congrega- supposes, to the eclipse of the sun on the 5th of
people, etc.
tion) the flesh of
June 716 b. o., the day in which Romulus died
at the time of the revelation
Ver. 4. Then
(Dion. Halic. ii. 56).
of the wrath of God (cf. Ps. ii. 5 ; Prov. i. 18), at
Ver. 7. And the seers will be ashamed, and
the very time for which their tying prophets hold out
the diviners blush (cf. 1 Kings xviii. 29).
to them the prospect of nothing but golden hills, "
Their lving being punished in its results, they
will they rather cry to Jehovah, and he will
become, since God by no word of revelation helps
not answer them, for they are not worthy of the them out of their necessity, entirely disgraced."
gracious promise (Hos. it 22 ff.), since they have
Hitzig. And cover the beard, all of them, they
let their day of grace pass by ; and will hide his
will hide the face up to the nostrils, a sign of sorface from them (irapf. Hiphil with e instead of i,
row (Lev. xiii. 45), here of shame (cf. Esek. xxiv.
as Ps. xxv. 9) at that time even as they have
17), as elsewhere the covering of the head (Jer.
made their deeds eviL Jehovah's countenance xiv. 4), Because there is no answer from God,
is the fountain of life (Ps. civ. 29) ; when it is
turned away it is death ; He will not break through n33?2, subst. as Prov. xv. 1, 23 ; some MSS. give
before them, but will let them perish in misery, as the better sounding part, with seghol in nit. for
their deeds deserve ; cf. the last words, with ii. 3, 7. God answers not
Ver. 8. To the liars Micah sets himself and his
Ver. 5 ff. Transition to the false prophets, parallel to ii. 6 ff.
Thus ssith Jehovah against prophesying in contrast. But I am filled with
III.

light in

:

=

:

—

—

my

—

—

:
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I-III. 12.

accus. (cf. Gesen., mountain of the house,
power (cf. Jer. i. 18).
rP2, the temple, as 1
§ 138, 3, b), is explained epexegetically by what Kings vi.-viii., high places of a forest 1 On the
follows ; with power, t. e. with the spirit of JeAram, ptaral )»V t cf. Gesen., § 87, 1, a. On the
hovah, 1 in whom alone is power (Is. xxxi. 3),
threatening of Is. xxxii. 13, 14; on the incidental
while those speak oat of their own spirit (Ezek.
meaning of
on i. 5.
xiii. 3 ; Jer. v. 13) ; and with judgment (judicial sentence), by metonymy for
with an impartial (opposed to ver. 5) utterance of God's rightDOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
eous judgment (Jer. i. 16), which the adversaries
should indeed know, but did not wish to know :
The people of Israel are formed, as a holy seed,
and with courage, which is not to be bought off
to inherit the blessing.
To this end they have a
by a dainty meal, like the slavish soul of the false
holy land (ii. 4), a holy place, and the Holy God
prophets (ver. 5) ; to declare to Jacob his transin their midst (iii. 11),* who answers them by the
gression, not the lies of false peace (ver. 5 ; ii.
month of the prophets (iii. 7).
1
1 ), and to Israel his sin.
But the straightforward development of the
Ver. 9, follows with a summary view, of the
mission of Israel has been interrupted. The whole
final consequences of this sin and its punishment.
Hear this, now, ye heads of the house of substance of the popular life in these holy arrangements has been thoroughly poisoned with the sin
Jacob, and judges of the house of Israel who
of seeking their own, and proudly trusting in their
abhor judgment, and make crooked that which
own
power, instead of meditating on God's law (Ps.
is straight, through the desperate arts of a sophisi. 1), and trusting alone in his power (Ps. ii. 12).
try which perverts right because it has the power
But as a people stands toward God so He toward
(vii. 3 ; Is. v. 20).
the people ; with the fro ward He will show himVer. 10. Building Zion with blood-guiltiness
self froward.
When the people devise iniquity He
(Ps. xxvi. 9, cf. Mic. vi. 16, with 1 Kings xxi.), and
devises it against them ; when brother prepares deJerusalem with iniquity. They care not that
struction for brother, destruction is prepared for
the city in which they' build their palaces (Hab.
all from on high.
He has given to Israel the poriii. 6 ;
Jer. xxti. 13) with the r^ain of sin and
tion of goods that fell to mm, but in his hands it
bloodshed, is God's own holy city (Is. i. 21 ). 2
been squandered, and falls to those to whom it
When the prophet remembers Jerusalem, his' an- has
does not belong.
gry and complaining word passes over to her.
The people is a body made up of members duly
Ver. 11. Her heads judge for a bribe, there- organized But no community, even that which is
fore to the injury of the innocent poor ( Ps. xv. 5 ; best and most divinely organized, has any guarKzek. xxii. 12), and her priests teach for are- antee of continuance (to sa^y nothing of the eterward ; while it was their duty to gire (Lev. x. 11 nal promise), unless its individual members, with
Deut. xvii. 1 1 ; xxxiii. 10) information concern- a rail comprehension of their calling, stand and
ing the decisions of the law (cf. e.g. Hag. ii. 16 labor therein (iii. 1-8). And radical corruption
(F.), they receive a fee for every consultation, so that exists where that rank which
ought to serve as
the poor have, in fact, no part in the rights estab- the conduit for the stream of life from the heart
lished by God (Is. v. 23), nay, can attain to no of God to the whole life of the people has become
knowledge at all thereof. And their prophets putrid, and sends forth, instead of the juices of life,
divine for money, according to direction, like the deadly fountains ; where between the natural op-

This

first

HIM,

:

heathen prophets (Num. xxii. 6 f.), and appeal to position of the arrogant and desponding thoughts
[lean upon] Jehovah, saying: Is not Jehovah of men, for which the Word of God, under all cir«^wwwy na f or, as the adversaries of Jeremiah cumstances, has a somewhat unwelcome sound,
here is Jehovah's temple (Jer. vii. 4) Therefore, and between the cowardice and self-indulgence of
no evil can come upon us.
the servants of God, the compromise of false
Ver. 12. Therefore, so culminates in the clos- prophecy has been agreed upon. We recognize
ver.
threatening
now
in
verse,
begun
in
the preaching of lies by its one-sided emphasis on
the
ing
8,
the sharpest contrast to the conclusion of the pre- the promises of God's Word, agreeably to the natceding chapter ; therefore, for your sakes, because ural desire of men, while it forgets the conditions
yoo make the Lord's temple a den of murderers of those promises ; by its sealing the . crowd of
(Jer.. vii. 11), Zion shall be ploughed as [Klein- hearers tnat may present itself for the congregainto, ace. of result, Ges., § 139, 2] a field, tion of God, and assuring them all, without exert
and Jerusalem not less than the previously de- ception, and without the purification resulting
the stones built from divine judgment, of a share in his salvation.
stroyed Samaria, become heaps
up with blood will be torn asunder, because Je- The Gospel has come for sinners, it is true, but
for
blood
and the not for drunkards and debauchees ; that is, sinners
makes
inquisition
the
;
hovah
:

:

—

i [Cf Oram, and Text. not*. —The " power " Is rather
Ta.|
the Ability to exert a holy influence given from God.
S [" Or, by blood be may mean that they indirectly took
wrong
judgments,
extortion,
away life, in that through
usury, fraud, oppression, reducing wages, or detaining them,
they took away what was necessary to support life. Or it
may be that these men thought to promote the temporal
prosperity of Jerusalem, by doings which were unjust, oppressive, crushing to their Inferiors. So Solomon, in his deewhttiU days, made the yoke upon his people and his service grieeousy so ambitious monarchs by large standing
armies, or filling their exchequers, drain the life-blood, of
The physical condition and stature of the
their people.
. poorer population in much of France was lowered permaconscriptions under the first emperor.
the
In
nently bf
ner wealmj nation the term poverty descr ibes a condition

—

.

of other days. We nave had to coin a new name to designate the misery, offspring of our material prosperity. From
our wealthy towns (ae from thoee of Flanders,) ascends to
heaven against us, "the cry of * pauperism,' . #., the cry
of distress, arrived at a condition of system and of power,
and, by ah unexpected curse, issuing from the very development of wealth. The political economy of unbelief has
been crushed by facts on all the theatres of human activity
and industry " (Lacordaire). Truly we build tip Zion with
Mood, when we cheapen luxuries and comforts at the price
of souls, use Christian toil like brute strength, tempt men
to dishonesty and women to other sin, to eke out the scanty
wages which alone our selfish thirst for cheapness allows,
heedless of everything ssve of our individual grattacatton,
or of the commercial prosperity which we have made our
Ta.]
God." Pussy, »• toe.

—
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excuse to the adversaries. He is rightly sealous
who cherishes a burning desire that the reproach
reaching of lies the judgment is simply hastened, may cease.
Ver. 7. The Lord is long-suffering;
ft briugs out the contradiction of God's Word with but so much the more shameful is it to abuse his
Ver. 8. If God would enter into judgdouble energy, and prepares for corruption a rush- patience.
ing progress among the other classes.
ment with us, He needs not to go back to long
Tne result of this course is that not merely the past sins yesterdav, the hour just past, convicts
land becomes foreign, but prophecy disappears al- thee of thy sin.
Ver. 9. The corruption which
together, the presence of God becomes a dead thou workest in thy children is an everlasting corshadow and his holy abode a stone-heap.
ruption.
Ver. 10. When man makes this lower
Hkngstknbkbg The particular vices which world his rest, God will trouble him out of it.
the prophet names are to be regarded at the same Ver. 11. The " inner mission in a social way " has

as the object of the Gospel are those
confess,

and

who

desire to forsake, their sins.

heartily

Br

such

—

—

—

;

—

:

many dark

time, and principally, as indices of the whole diseased condition of the people. The severity of his
speech, says the prophet to the false prophets, was
rather true mildness, since it alone could avert
the approaching judgment.
Not from want of
patience, not from unmercifulness does his God
punish, but the fault lay with the sinners who violently drew his judgments upon themselves.
The
false prophets are to be looked upon as the accomplices of the corrupt nobility, as the bulwark, that
is, which they oppose to the true prophecy and to
its influence on the people, and their own conscience ; as the material power always looks about

sides, and is seldom accomplished without a certain sacrifice of the truth, or neglect of it
and casting pearls before swine. Avoid even the
appearance of evil
Ver. 12. He who would once
give out a perverse sentiment as God's Word, will
have little difficulty in finding Biblical expressions ; and every one to whom theology is merely
a thing of the memory stands in this danger. The
test of all preaching is, whether it increases thy
earnestness for improvement, let it give thee pain
or not. If it lulls thee to sleep, it is false even
though made up of Scripture phrases.

for such spiritual allies.

his stand

!

—

Ch. B. Michablib (in ver. 1. When one
on the fact that he has the power,
:

takes
there

is abuse of the power.
Luther Ver. 2. The Papists may boast of the
donation and beneficences of the Emperor Coo:

HOMUJBTCCAL AND PRACTICAL.

stan tine, and others

—

charitable foundations, cachap. ii. Several signs that the state of a thedrals, cloisters, rents, and tolls
but when we
people is hastening toward judgment and needs look at the truth, we must think of all such donaamendment.
tion, as the prophet speaks of it, that they have
coveted such goods, and have then snatched them
I. The reign of selfishness.
I
Each one strives and plans for himself alone. for themselves. Not with open violence, but by
Ver. 1 a, b, c.
plainly deceiving men with a false pretense, as if
,2. Each one trusts in his own strength.
Ver. they could by such donation gain access to eternal

—

On

^

i,d.

life.

Regard for the restraints of law and moralSchlier: On ver. 5. While they think they
Consequent judgment have become rich through violence, they have
is done away (ver. 2).

3.
ity

Vers. 3, 4, 5.
Unbelief in the judgment and the consequent impenitence.
1
The sting is taken from the preaching of the
judgment, while they find fault with the form instead of attending to the matter of the message.
Ver. 6.
2. They lull the conscience with half truths.
Ver. 7.
3. They suppress the consciousness of manifest
sins and abuses (vers. 8, 9). Consequent judgment
Ver. 10.
threatened*
III. The corruption of the prophetic office.
1. There are those who sing the slumbering
consciences completely into a dream.
Ver. 11.
2. These people mislead even honest consciences
by clothing their false doctrine in the style of God's
Word (Matt. vii. 15). Vers. 12, 13.
Ver.* I f. No man can serve two masters.
He
that seeks his own is the slave of self-seeking, and
cannot escape from it day or night Where your
treasure is there is your heart also.
Coveting is
threatened.
II.

the original sin, and to fulfill the last commandment is a duty as fundamental as to fulfill the first.
f. As the wicked fastens his thought on
wickedness so will God fasten him to the consequences of the wickedness. Not to be able to free
one's self from what is once begun, that is the
Ver. 4 f. He who acts as if he had
curse of evil.
nothing, and is not satisfied with gathering and
scraping together, from him shall be taken even
Ver. 6. Many a one doubtthat which he hath.
less drivels because he loves to drivel ; such should
take heed lest by their ungentle words they give

— Ver. 3

—

—

rather thereby lost their whole land.
Luther : Ver. 7. As to the grand boasts of the
Papists, that God has given great promises to his
church, I do not deny that the promises may be
near at hand. But I do deny that they (the Papists) are the true Christian Church.
Ver. 9. The
Greeks said well, one's oVn hearth is better than
gold.
For that is the best house in which thou
woaldst fain be and reside. To widows and orphans, accordingly, their own houses, however
small and humble, are true houses of delight. For
there they are at home. This affection the prophet
desired to magnify, that he might the more strikingly portray the tyranny of the covetous people.
Blkck : On ver. 7. Injustice against the wives
is soon followed by injustice against the children.
And this is a reason why dissension between the

—

married couple

is to

be abominated, because it
to the education

must occasion inexpressible harm

of the children.
Starke: Ver. 1. The proverb, "Thoughts are
duty free," holds good in human courts, it is true,
but not before God's judgment Covetousness is
a hard thing, and leaves a man no rest day or
Ver. 2. We should earnestly resist the
night.
first attacks of the old Adam, that he may not acVer. 3. That there is a law of retquire power.
ribution, is attested not only by Holy Scripture,
again and agfun* but also by sound human reason.
Ver. 4. Those who boldly deride divine admonitions, and make of them a mock, shall in turn beVer. 7. The
come a mock to their enemies.
nearer their punishment the more secure, generVer. 8. Where manially, the ungodly become.

—

—

—

—

—
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fett hostility, where robbing and stealing prevail,
and go unpunished, there the ungodly are near to
jndgment. It does not follow that all who are
called God's people are on this account in favor
with Hitn.
Ver. 9. Whether to remain single or
to marry. Is optional
by no means is it optional
to break up murriage, and drive away one's
spouse.
As all God's works are glorious and
good, so also is matrimony, which God has in
many ways adorned and blessed.
Ver. 10. He
that will not hear must feel. —Ver. 11. Upright
teachers mast preach nothing bat what God com-

—

;

—

mands them.
Pfapf: Take

What

4.

IL 1-HI.

O

avails to lament,

when God

s

judg-

ments are actually receiving accomplishment! Re-

—

25

12.

widows and the fatherless in their
the devil's worship, to rob widows and

to visit the
affliction

;

orphans.
On chap. iii. To whom much is given in the
kingdom of God, of him God's jndgment will require much.
I. The more is given him the greater is his
guilt.
1. He cannot excuse himself from want of
knowledge.
Ver. 1.
2. Rather is his sin a contradiction to the known

—

commandment.

Vers. 2, 9.
as such, aggravated by the design to
deafen the conscience, it comes to view practically
in a very abominable light, and that
(a.) In externis as want of natural affection,
and as bare egotism. Ver. 3 c, 10, 11.
(b.) In interna as desecration of what is holy.
3.

soul, to thy thoughts!
heed,
If thou wakest in the night, on thy bed, let the
place serve to engage thee in holy thoughts.

Ver.

:

And

Ver. 5. Woe 'to those who have Ver. 5.
in the congregation of God's people ! They
II. The greater the guilt the greater also the
have also no part in God and in the heavenly in- punishment
heritance.
Ver. 7. It is an idle fancy, that God
1. The abused word and office loses power with
cannot punish the sinner because He is merciful respect, and is as if it were not. Vers. 4 b, 6.
would they become subjects of his mercy, why
2. It loses also its power with God; He no
then let them be converted.
Ver. 9. Ye judges, longer hears, and remains dumb. Vers. 4 a, 7.
do the widows and orphans no hurt ! They should
3. And all which God does further is to an
be written on your heart.
preacher nounce and bring on trouble. Vers. 8-12.
Ver. 11.
should with full freedom, bat with a mind and
Ver. 1 f. When once reverence for God's com
spirit like that of God, reprove vice.
mand is destroyed, with the men in power, sin
Rieger Here also, as in chap. i. the presenta- goes irresistibly toward its final end, like a flame
tion of the sin and announcement of the penalty which rests not till all is consumed.
But against
are connected together, but with the difference that even the fury of the elements God has set his barthere corruption of God's service is rebuked, here, rier (Job xxxviii. 11).
How a right magistracy
rather, violence and injustice in the civil relations should be constituted we learn from Is. xxxii. 2.
of the people. One draws the other after it.
The Word of God is not partial, but the Most High
Ver. 1 f. What a temptation it is, to have the is above the heights. Neither should his servants
power to do what evil spite suggests! What be partial. God values the magistracy not accordwould many a ono do if the power of the hand ing to its legitimacy, but according to its works.
were as great as the boldness of the heart ! As it But it may well be that the horrid works of a
is, however, God judges according to the counsel usurped power should first and most speedily come
of the heart, and brings to light what a man has to an issue (vi. 16). To hold men like beasts for
been occupied with even on his bed.
Ver. 7. fattening and slaughter, is an abomination in the
That is the old and still practiced way of avoiding eyes of God. What held good in the 0. T. within
God's threatenings, namely, that men so readily the nation of Israel, holds good of mankind in the
form conceptions of God, and imagine that it is N. T., and with a N. T. application the word of
not to be supposed that God can be angry. Let the prophet is true of slavery. Yet not even the
one learn first of all to understand God from His prophet preaches revolution, but delivers his testiVer. 5.
own sayings. He who hates the light may for a mony, and sets home God's judgment.
servant of God, in his judgment on men, and
while resort to imaginary comfort, but it cannot
help him.
Ver. 8. Public outrages resulting from his conduct towards them, should be influenced by
corruption in the civil order, draw after them no possible tokens of love toward himself personVer. 6. In hours of drought we ought to
many private outrages in unhappy marriages, im- ally.
proper divorces, by which the children especially prove ourselves, whether we are not ourselves to
through
deficient joy fulness and devotion in
ground
is
blame
permanently
and
the
laid
corrupted,
are
Ver. 8. The human virtues
Give us peace on the service of God.
for all corruption in all classes.
also grow only out of the fullness of the Spirit of
every account and in every way.
Qcandt Ver. 1 ff. Where such is the state of God, which a servant of God in his office needs.
things in a country, there the glory of the people Ver. 9. To make the straight crooked and to brand
who does not shudder at the sin 7
has departed, and there breathes a savor of death right as wronj^
Ver. 3. And yet this is the bosom sin of these our highly
unto death, which attracts the eagles.
The evil which the Lord devises is so named only cultivated times ; scarcely one has not a part in it
because to the evil it appears evil, while in truth it is the necessary result of all partisanship (EccJes.
Ver. 10. Whoever builds with gold
Ver. 5. Since the ungodly vii. 29).
it is holy and good.
men of power have inwardly separated themselves from extortion and usury builds with blood (1
pent in time!

no part

—

—

—

A

:

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

Ver. 11.
What profits all the
from the congregation of the Lord, neither can John iv. 15).
they outwardly share in its advantages (Ps. xxxvii. knocking at the outward form of the church, when
Ver. 6. At the present day also the office of the fact proves that God by his Spirit is not there
9).
In such a case the breaking up
the preacher of righteousness is made specially dif- but has left it 1
The
ficult by the hypocrites who give forth their own of the form also is only a question of time.
carnality, and cry, Peace, peace, when there is no church is only a result of labor spent on the kingspent
labor
on
the
church
God
is
;
in itaelf
Ver. 8. O, that all who do violence to dom of
peace.
poverty would consider that, while they abuse the of no profit, as a schoolmaster is not the carpenter
school-house,
nor
builds
the
the
public
who
officer
themselves
against
the
set
they
poor brethren,

—

—

great

God

in heaven.

— Ver.

9.

True

religion

is,

who

brings

up

the children, but he

who forms
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Ver. 12. Better for a land to be quite unsouls.
cultivated than cultivated in the service of sin.
Luther : On vcr. 1. As the person of the magistracy, because they are in office, is public and
common, so their sins and transgressions also are
public, and much more offensive than those of ordinary citizens, not only on account of the scandal,
from the fact that the common herd are any how
inclined to imitate the sins of the great lords, but
also because the magistracy thus become more
slack to blame and punish in the lower orders
those iniquities which they find and feel in themselves.

Ch. B. Michaelis Ver. 2. When the prefect
advised Tiberius to lay heaw burdens on the provgood shepherd shears the sheep,
inces, he wrote,
but does not flay them.
Tarnov Ver. 3. David would not drink the
water which his attendants had procured for him
at the hazard of their lives (2 Sam. xxiii. 16);
ought there to be then, among Christian men, any
so bad that by them the blood of their dependents
is drunk, and in a moment what those have con:

A

:

by drop
Cn. B. Michaelis

tributed drop

1

Ver; 4. By this the promise is not broken that God will hear all that call
upon Him. Here such are meant as wickedly call
upon Him (James iv. 3), not in truth (Ps/cxlv.
18) but hypocritically, and merely in the anguish
of punishment (Provli. 28), witnout repentance
and faith (Is. i. 15); as Esau wept (Gen. xxvii.
34), and as the lost lament ( Wisd. v. 3).
Taunov On ver. 8. He speaks of the gift
which God has given him, not to boast of it, but
compelled, as Paul (2 Cor. x. 11 If.).
Luther On ver. 10. He condemns not priests
and prophets because they take reward and money,
for the pious and God-fearing preachers of the
Word are worthy of their hire, but because they
abuse their office to their own gratification, and
for the sake of grain, and see through the finger
when the people sin, whom they should justly have
:

:

:

punished.

between a converted and an unconverted teacher,
and the different ground, nature, and object of
their office.
There is with the true man, spirit,
power, light, self-denial, wise temperance, pure,
uncorrupted delivery of God's plan of salvation ;
and with the false, envy, imagination, self love
which puffe up, personal gain, respect of persons,
deception of the fancy, etc., etc.
Ver. 10. Br
tyranny and injustice neither the church of God is
built nor the kingdom of a prince established.
Pfaff Ver. 1 We have here the condition of
the magistracy.
God has established this to dispense right and justice, to further the public good,
to be an example of virtue to the people, and
surely it should not take this away from the people by injustice and tyranny.
Ver. 4. Repentance which comes to us from an experience of the
unnishment deceives not before God.
Ver. 5.
Behold the criterion' of a false and ungodly teacher.
He is one who for his own enjovment comforts the
ungodly in their sins, who looks only for a good
revenue and reward, who preaches to please men,
who calumniates the real servants or God that
speak the truth, who rebukes only when his gains

—

:

—

—

—

are disturbed.
Ver. 12. The more secure men
arc, the heavier are the judgments of God which

come upon them.
Rieger: Ver.

I. God has given to every class
world both its external advantages and its
tendency and adaptation to usefulness. Thus even
the great ones in the world should find in their
more complete culture, understanding and discernment, an impulse to become acquainted with the
rights which God has established.
If then in the
world they hate good, it is not only for themselves
a sorry proof that they are children of the devil,
but also opens the way for the eternal destruction
of others, because much good is nipped in its blossom by the hate, or at least suspicion, which the

in the

The more enjoyment and
it.
advantage one can procure from his unrighteousness, the less readily does one give it up.
Ver.

great direct against

—

Henostenbero

:

On

ver.

13.

Righteousness

As

as tho violent are generally disposed to
cry to the Lord, there still come occasions even to
them, as war, etc., when their cries are awakened.
As the promise that his prayer shall be heard is
the most consoling to wretched man, so is the
threat of having to hear the judge the most dreadful.
Let him who thus turns awav the sufferer,
who should have had the benefit of bis office, hides
his face from him, refuses him an interview,
let such an one be careful what he does.
Ver.
5 f. The times when, in the earthly rule things go
sadly and in disorder, commonly bring also great
danger of temptation upon the church.
Ver. 2
Misbelief often does as much mischief in the
f.
land as unbelief. Amid increasing corruption of
life, to trust to purity of doctrine alone, and think
one's self on this account far from the evil day,
is misbelief.
True, the kingdom of God cannot
come to a stand, but meanwhile it may be/taken
4.

builds up because it brings God's protection and
blessing; unrighteousness tears down because it
brings God's curse.
Starke: On ver. I. Those are dangerous
preachers who reprove only the crowd, that they
may flatter the lords. Magistrates should of ne-

.

little

know justice, because only thus can thev
Ver. 2. Love of evil is alspeak what is just.
ways connected with hatred toward the good, although men commonly, in practicing the evil, keep
Ver. 5. It
up a semblance of love for the*good.
is indeed a great hardship to live under a tyrannical government, but still more dangerous is it to
be supplied with false and ungodly teachers, for
they preach the people not only out of the land
That is a certain sign of an antibut* into hell.
christian disposition, which has always manifested
itself as soon as the truth has arisen here or there from us and given to others.
Quandt Ver. 1. Those are the right court
in the world the devil has at once roused up revilers, who attacked the witnesses for the truth, preachers who are not restrained by the star on
breast from inquiring whether the heavenly
it
still,
the
is
crimes.
So
of
horrible
and accused them
Ver. 6. He morning star shines also in the breast ( UHsperger).
and so it will remain to the last day.
Ver. 3. There are people who spend money
who loves the light of divine truth walks also in
the light of blessedness (Job xxii. 28) but he enough on a single meal to support a teacher or a
who chooses darkness rather than light walks also missionary for a considerable time. Ver. 6. Only
in the darkness of error and falsehood, and does a sudden thought of the dark eternity can now fill
Ver
Ver. 7. When the day of with anguish the soul which rejoices in sin.
the deeds of darkness.
divine vengeance comes, the teachers of error will 7. When once the world perceive that they are deVer. 8. Here we perceive ceived, they turn with scorn from their own prophnot be overlooked.
Ver. 8. Inward certainty, and having the
the distinction between a false and a true prophet, ets.
cessity

—

—

—

—

:

:

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—
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soul established in God, is the best call for a
preacher.
Ver. 12. The times are become still
worse before the judgment came (Is. xxvi. 18).
Brkmer : Sermon on vers. 1-4. Warning to the
judges.
(1.) Their responsibility as possessors of
knowledge. (2.) Their sin : violation of duty, and
self-seeking.
Their punishment
Synodal
(3.)
sermon on vers. 5-8. Warning to the heralds of

—

—

God's Word. (1.) Their ideal character (ver. 8).
Their danger of darkening God's Word
(2.)
through self-seeking, in that either they for personal advantage preach what the ears of people
lust after, or brand their personal enemies as God's
enemies. (3.) The aggravation of their sin ; desecration of the Word ; confusion of God's congregation.
Their punishment; they lose the
(4.)
capacity to discern God's Word, and speak to the
disgust of others and of themselves. Sermon on
vers. 11, 12.
False confidence in God. (I.) Its
ground, an outward temple
sacraments. (2.) Its
danger, disregard of the distant future, indifference, indulgence given to the natural man.
(3.)
Its end.
Fate of the Jewish state ; the holy city
becomes as the world, and shares the fate of the
world. So likewise we. If we forsake God He
will forsake us.

IV.
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V.

must be

with thought, good or bad
not with good, then with bad. The chamber,
not the sanctuary of holy thoughts, is filled with
unholy purposes " and imaginations.
Ver. 6.
Shall not depart. It hath not now first to come.
It is not some new thing to be avoided, turned
aside.
The sinner has but to remain as he is ; the
shame encorapasseth him already, and only departetk not.
The wrath of God is already upon him,
and abideth on him.
Ver. 13. So then, Christians,
following Him, the captain of their salvation,
strengthened bv his grace, must burst the bars of
the flesh and of the world, the bonds and chains of
evil passions and habits, force themselves through
Stillness

filled

if

if

—

—

the narrow way and narrow gate, do violence to
themselves, endure hardness, as good soldiers of Jesus
Christ.

The

of our Lord, the breaker-throuyh,

title

and the saying, they break through, together express
the same as the New Testament doth, in regard to
our being partakers of the sufferings of Christ
Chap. iii. 6. The prayer is never too late, until
judgment comes the day of grace is over when
the time of judgment has arrived. They shall cry
unto the Lord, and shall not be heard, because they
too did not hear those who asked them, and the
Lord shall turn his face from them, because they
[Pussy
Chap. ii. 1. Upon their beds, which too turned their face from those who prayed to
ought to be the place of holy thought, and of com- them. O, what will that turning away of the face
muning with tneir own hearts and with God. be, on which hangs eternity
Tb.]

—

—

;

:

!

—

THIRD DISCOURSE.
Chapters IV. and V.

Chap

IV.

1

And it

shall

be in the

last days,

That the mountain of the house of Jehovah
Shall be established on the top of the mountains

And it shall be exalted above the hills
And peoples shall flow unto it
And many nations shall go,
And shall say Come ye,
And let us go up to the mountain of Jehovah,
And to the house of the God of Jacob
That he may teach us of his ways,
And we walk in his paths.
:

2

:

For out of Zion
8

•

4

shall

go forth law,

And the word of Jehovah out of Jerusalem,
And he shall judge between many peoples,
And decide for strong nations, to a great distance
And they shall beat their swords into ploughshares,
And their spears into pruning-knives.
They shall not
Nor shall they

lift

up sword, nation against
war any more.

nation,

learn

And they will sit, each
And under his fig tree,
And none shall terrify

one under

his vine,

;

For the mouth of Jehovah of hosts hath spoken,
5
For all the peoples walk,
Each in the name of his God
And we will walk in the name of Jehovah,
Our God for ever and ever.
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7

In that day, whispers Jehovah,
I will gather her that is lame,
And her that is dispersed will I collect together,

And whom I have afflicted
And will set the lame one for a remnant,
And the far removed for a strong nation
And Jehovah shall reign over them in Mount
;

Zion,

Henceforth and forever.
8 And thou, tower of the flock,
Ophel, daughter of Zion, to thee shall approach,
Aid come, the former dominion,
kingdom to the daughter of Jerusalem.*

A

9

Now why

dost thou cry out aloud ?
in thee ?
Has thy counsellor perished,
That pangs have seized thee as the travailing

no king

Is there

woman?

10 Writhe, and bring forth,
Daughter of Zion, as the travailing woman
For now thou must go forth out of the city,
!

And dwell in the field,
And come unto Babylon.
There
There

be redeemed,
Jehovah deliver thee,
Out of the hand of thy enemies.

11

shalt thou
shall

And now are
Many nations,

gathered against thee

That say Let her be
:

And

defiled,

our eye gaze upon Zion
12 But they know not
The thoughts of Jehovah,
And understand not his counsel
That he collects them as sheaves into the threshing-floor*
13
Arise and thresh, daughter of Zion
For thy horn will I make iron,
And thy hoofs will I make brass,
And thou shalt beat in pieces many nations,
And I will devote 8 to Jehovah their gain,
And their treasure to the Lord of all the earth.
14 (Ch. V. I. 1 ) Now gather thyself in troops, thou daughter of troops
They have set a siege against us ;
With a staff they smite on the cheek
The judge of Israel.

Chap.V.

2. (1)

let

And

Small

thou,

to

Bethlehem Ephratah

—

be among the thousands of Judah,

—

From thee shall come forth for me
He that is to be ruler in Israel
Whose goings forth are from of old,
From the days of eternity.
will he give them up,
Until the time when she that travaileth hath borne
And the residue of his brethren shall return
To the sons of Israel,
4 (3) And he shall stand and feed,
In the strength of Jehovah,
In the majesty of the name of Jehovah, his God ;

3 (2) Therefore

1 (Ch. t. 1

of the Kng.

Ten b

oh. It. 14 of the

Hebrew

Bible.

— Tm.]
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V.

And

they shall dwell ; for now shall he be great
the ends of the earth,
5 (4) And he will be peace ;
Asshur, when he cometh into onr land,
And when he treadeth upon our castles,
Then will we set up against him

Unto

Seven herdsmen,

And eight anointed of men
And they shall pasture the land of Asshur
And the land of Nimrod in her gates
And he will deliver from Asshur,
When he cometh into oar land,
And when he treadeth on our borders.
And the remnant of Jacob shall be
;

6 (5)

with the sword,

:

7

(6)

In the midst t>f many peoples,
As the dew from Jehovah,
As rain upon the grass,
Which tarrieth not for man,
Nor waiteth for the sons of men.

8

And the remnant of Jacob shall
Among the nations, in the midst

(7)

be
of many peoples,

As a lion among the beasts of the
As a young lion among the flocks

forest,

of sheep,
he pass through, treadeth down,
High be thy hand over those that distress thee,
9 (8)
And let all thy enemies be cut off!

Which,

if

And

10 (9)

That I

it

be in that day, whispers Jehovah,
from the midst of thee,
destroy thy chariots
will

will cut off thy horses

And will
And I will cut off the cities of thy land,
And pull down all thy fortresses
And I will cut off incantations out of thy hand,
And sorcerers thou shalt not have
And I will cut off thy carved images,
And thy statues out of the midst of thee,
And thou shalt no more worship the work of thy hands
And I will tear down thy Asherahs, out of the midst of thee,
And lay prostrate thy cities
And will in anger and fury execute vengeance
*
On the nations who have not heard.

11 (10)

12 (11)
13 (12)

;

14 (13)
15 (14)

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

p

Ch. IV.

1.

Kldnert and Puaey

:

at the end of the days

;

but

fT^HM

meant, properly, the «

latter part,*'

" end " in

that sense.— Taj
[5 ?er. 8. The only considerable objection to the translation abo?e, regarded merely at a translation, is that it makes
little account of the Athnach ; but this pause seems here no more than a rhetorical suspension of the construction, and
the repetition of the verb (not the same verb) w approach," "come" (and with change of tense), makes no tautology,
but only « raises the soul to think of the greatness of that which should come." (Pussy.) This view appears to be

too

£

j"Q as a
frvored also by the Rtbkia in the second member, and is that adopted by Dr. Puaey, except that he treats y\
This is an allowable alternatiTe. On Ophel.
genitive, not appositiTe, and translates " Ophel, of the daughter of Zton."
md. Smith's Diet, oflh* Bio., Am. Ed.
Zuns's Torsion reads : " And thou flock-tower, the height of the daughter of ZJon will come to thee," etc.. which makes a
separate subject far each verb, and allows a more oomplete division at the Athnach ; but it labors under the equally
•

serious difficulty of

an

irregular concord between

7237 and

nHMH,

*nd keeps not quite so

close to the order of the

Hebrew.
Kletnertfs translation, given in the exeget. notes, sacrifices the accent in making 7D37 as
compound term ; but his interpretation deserves very careful consideration.

preceding words as a

p

Ver. 18.

On

D^H,

vid.

Lange on Josh.

U. 10.

a

genitive, limit the

— Ta.]

two

— Ta.]
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of Jerusalem (cf. the Doctrinal and Ethical below),
be established, not on the top of the moun-

—

KXKGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

tains (Hengstenberg, Keil) for in this sense

^33

into two main portions, is construed with bs? ( Judg. xvL 26), and the conchapters iv. and v., the close connection of which ception could not be carried out, but as the head
The of the mountains (3 predicative as I Chron. xii.
is shown by their contents and arrangement.
leading thought common to both is, that the deliv- 18 Ps. xxxv.
;
2 ; Ex. vi. 3 ; ttfr") metaphorically
erance and glorification of Israel is certain to come, for " the first, most eminent," as 1 Chron. xii. 18.
because the promise cannot be broken, while yet it Thus the question is already answered, whether
will come only through grievous afflictions, and
the exaltation is to be understood as physical
In respect to the (Hofm., Drechsl.) or moral (Casp., Hengstenb.).
after the deepest humiliation.
plan, ch. iv. begins, in an immediate antithesis to The ideal Zion will be elevated above all else in the
the threatening which had preceded,
world (Is. ii. 17 ; 2 Cor. x. 5). The apocalyptic
a. Vers. 1-8. With a description of the future
style pf directly designating the kingdoms of the
glory of the kingdom of God in Israel, haying Je- world by mountains (Rev. xvii.
9), would suit well
rusalem for its central point (eight verses with forty here, but cannot be supported for the O. T., by the
members), and then passes,
passages adduced by Hengstenberg. At the bottom
b. Vers. 9-14. (Six verses with thirty members), of the phrase lies
the image presented in Ps. lxviii
to the description of the heavy affliction, distress, 17, where the advantage which Zion enjoys as thr
must
banishment
of
the
people,
which
come
and
dwelling-place of God is indicated by the envv with
before their salvation.
which the higher mountains look upon it. before
Parallel to this, ch. v. begins :
God, not the lofty but the low has value (cf. v. 1).
a. Vers. 1 -8. By describing the person and work of
"p33 stands emphatically as the expression which,
the Messiah, with whom that glorification must arrive
from the ancient promise 2 Sam. vii. 16, 26, has be
(eight verses and forty members), and proceeds,
b. (Six verses with fifteen members), to the come the usual one, for the unchangeable establishthreatening which, from the nature of the case, is ment of anything by Almighty God, who can build
pronounced with this promise upon all ungodly firmly even on the floods of waters (Ps. xxiv. 2, cf.
xciii. 2).
Parallel to this the following member
practices in Israel.
There is nothing in the historical situation to says : and it (Zion) shall be exalted above the
oblige us to assume a chronological advance from hills (cf. Ezek. xvii. 22 f.). The ideal significance ot
For, although in ch. iv. both sentences is proved by the parallel third memthe preceding discourse.
1
9 ff. the picture of the affliction appears to be drawn l>er ; and the peonies shall flow unto it, seeing
into the immediate present, still it is prophetically it as it were from afar; not by constraint, but
given throughout, and we easily perceive that the willingly. It lies in the universal character of the
prophet sneaks not out of a state of facts corpore- prophecy, that the word "peoples" here should
not, us in i. 2, be the tribes of Israel, but the naally visible, but from prophetic intuition.
tions of the world, and accordingly, in the second

This discourse also

falls

—

—

—

Chap. iv. vers. 1-8. The future kingdom of God in verse, C^TjI immediately takes its place (cf. Is. ii.
Jerusalem, the centre of the world. And it will come 2).
to pass
rPiT), the usual form by which the disVer. 2. And many nations shall go, D*?n,

—

course is transferred to the future, so that we have
to recognize an antithesis to the conclusion of the
preceding chapter, without any immediate progress,
out with a new flight of the discourse (Hos. ii. I
Joel iii. 1 ). At the end of the days, therefore not
soon, as those false prophets supposed (ii. 12 f.) f but
only in the final completion of salvation. The phrase
;

like the N. T. ol woAAof, c. g. Matt. xxvi. 28 ; not
in reference to those who exclude themselves, but
to the great

s^}.

number of those who come

A powerful

movement

will

(cf. Is. ii. 2,

go through

the

heathen world, so that their own feeling will turn
them all toward Zion (Zech. viii. 20. ff.), and shall
say to each other Come ye 1 and let us go up (for
(Targ. wjoi *yto?, "at the a mountain is thought of) to the mountain of Jeend of the days," LX3£. «V reus «Vx*Vou Wf"u$), horah, and to the house of the God of Jacob, no
more to our deceitful idols from one land to the
is the opposite to iTtP8?21 (Gen. i. 1), and thus
other (Deut. xxx. 11 ff.) ; that he may teach ns
denotes in the prophets ( Hos. iii. 5 Joel iii. I ;
(imperf. instead of perC con v. because the connecEzek. xxxviii. 16, cf. Deut. iv. 30), the completion of the world in contrast to its creation, the tion is final) concerning his ways, ]? irept, as Is.
aim of all ages, the last time, with which closes the xlvii. 13),'- that we may walk in his paths. God
historical development in which the prophet stands teaches sinners the path in which they should go.
and in the light of which he tests the present time ( Ps. xxv. 8, 12). For out of Zion shall go forth
the Messianic time. Then direction, and the word of Jehovah out of Jeruand foretells the future
shall the mountain of the house of Jehorah, salem. The Thorah rests immediately on the
which represents, according to the connection, the
HHV, and is, therefore, not to be underwhole elevated, (i. 5), holy city, including Zion, preceding
(with Hengstenberg) as the Mosaic law strictly,
called in the Messianic Ps. lxxxvii. also a founda- stood
" inthus in but in its proper, more comprehensive sense,
tion of God on the holy mountains;
"
gaining a universal- character prophecy gives, in- struction," as also the explanatory word of Jehostead of the localities named in connection with vah," in the parallel member, is not at all the word
the destruction (iii. 12), etc, the ideal conception already written merely, but one that is to be

D^nnnnwa

;

—

—

1 (literally, " upon " It, as though the stream would over" It is a. miracle, If waters ascend from
flow the mountain.
a valley and flow to a mountain. So it is a miracle that
earthly nations should ascend to the church, whose doctrine
and life are loty', arduous, sublime. v Lap. in Pueey in
loo.

— T*.J

S [Dr. Puaey understands the

}D

partitively,

sad happily

applies the expression to the infinite variety aad lUigmi of
understanding to which individual saints have attained, con-

" They do not
cerning God, and of experience of bis grace.
go to God because they know Him, but that they may kno*

Him." — Ta.1
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V.

" The word of compatible with their externally remaining at
home. Then they wiU beat their swords, which
through the whole inhabited world," Jerusalem, were still drawn against God's kingdom (Joel iv.
accordingly, is considered in that time of salvation, 10), into ploughshares, and their spears into
not as the seat of culture, but as the source of the pruning-hooks, t e. into the implements of peace.
For they will not lift up the sword nation
living revelation of the Lord.
Ver. 3. And He will judge between many against nation, they will not learn war any
peoples.
War comes from the fact that men more ; Jehovah teaches them, and his instruction
would procure justice for themselves, and so exer- is peace. 3 But they shall dwell, each one under
Rom. xii. 19) the his vine and under his flg tree, 8 images of uncise violence (cf. Gen. iv. 23
new kingdom, however, will be ( Is. fx. 1 1 ) a king- disturbed peace in Solomon's time (I K. v. 5
dom of peace ; God will discharge the duty of a Zech. iii. 10). " Our evening meal," says the misjudge. Compare, concerning the spread of such sionary, R. Schulz (Leitunaen des Hochsten, v. 285),
intimations of a reign of peace, in the heathen " we enjoyed" (in Beit Jibrin not far from Akko)
" under a great grape-vine, whose stem was abont a
world, about the time of Christ, Virgil, Ecd. iv.
Orid, Fast., i. 699; Martial, xiv. 94. And will foot and a half in circumference, while it stretched
correct mighty nations, " who were hitherto for upward to the height of thirty feet. It 'covered
the most part inclined of their own will to grasp with its branches and side-canes a cottage of more
the sword.
Hengst., cf. Is. liii. 12. Far away into than thirty feet in length and breadth. The dusthe remote distance > accordingly, the flowing up ters of such a vino weigh from ten to twelve
They cut them off, lay them on a table,
in vers. 1 and 2, is a spiritual movement which is pounds.

sounded out anew. 1

Theodoret

:

the gospel, beginning as from a fountain, runs out

.

;

y

;

;

m

law simply, not the Jewish law as such
of life from God. Man's better nature is 1)1 at
It oannot be otherease, being out of harmony with God.
Haying been made in His Hkeness, it most be diswise.
tressed bj its unlikeness; baring been made by Him for
Himself, it must be restless without Him. What they indistinctly longed for, what drew them, was the hope to be conformed by Him to Him. The sight of superhuman holiness,
life, love, endurance, ever won and wins those without to the
gospel or the church."— Pusey.]
« These three verses are found again in Is. ii. 2-4, almost
word for word. It is disputed which of the two prophets
borrowed them from the other. At first view the reference
of them to our author seems to be favored by the obvious
circumstance that they stand in a vital and complementary
connection, are essential to the understanding of what follows, and through the antithesis to the immediately preceding context, have an appropriate and truly constructive
position (cf ii. 12 with til. 1 and iv. 14 with v. 1). In Isaiah,
on the other hand, the three Terses stand entirely apart at
the head of a long discourse, whose subsequent parts are
easily intelligible without them, and hare only the interior
connection with them that Isaiah shows : " So it ought to
he and might hare been, but how unworthy are ye now,
that such salTatkm should come." It is in this view evident
Chat Isaiah in that passage quotes from some source, and
granting this, it seems most obvious that he quotes from
Micah. But now we learn from Jeremiah xxvi. 18 f. that
Micah published his prophesies (cf. the Introd.) under king
Hesekiah. And although one might restrict this statement
to that which was Immediately connected with, the verse of
Micah (ill. 12) there cited, and belonging to the seme time,
etili. oo this principle chaps, i., vi., ii., possibly, at the most,
could be assigned to an earlier date of composition, but precisely for the series of discourses, chaps, ii.-v., would JeremiBut Isaiah's discourse, chah's statement remain decisire.
it., belongs not to the time of Hesekiah, but at the latest, to
to
probably
that
of
Jotbam,
and was composed,
Abas,
thai of
Besides, the assumption
accordingly, before Micah 11 -v.
(otherwise improbable) that Micah has presented us in our
book with a total collection of the revelation, communicated
by him at different times, does not solve the enigma. For
thus the verbal identity of the citation in Isaiah, made from
the oral discourse, with the written expression of Micah
remains unexplained. This latter must have lain before
Isaiah, on the supposition that he was the borrower from
our prophet.
Thus commentators have been led to assume that both
prophets made use of one and the same earlier prophet
But how can
(III trig : Joel), whose writing has been lost.
this be proved, especially since it stands written expressly
1

bat

[Be speaks of It

a mis

in this

way

:

Isaiah once spoke the familiar

eta. (vers. 2-4)

;

but now

(tot. 6) it

word ("TOjn),
must be spoken thus

5 ft, cf. Is. xvi. 18. ft*.). Isaiah should thus before
the whole discourse in ch. ii. hare uttered the vers. 2 ff as
an independent prophecy, which he now repeats under altered
circumstances to show how it is that it cannot be fulfilled.
On the other side,
Isaiah qaotes, accordingly, from himself.
however, Micah also has taken up again that old promise of his
respected colleague, which might very naturally have made
(vers.

.

a strong impression among the people,

in order, not antithetbut expansively to carry It forward, and to attach thereto
revelations.
In a similar manner Jeremiah
also (rid Introd. to Obad. ) has reproduced and modified older
predictions.
[The very general view of commentators is
that Isaiah (" not after the reign of Jotham," Pusey) borrowed these verses from our prophet See Dr. Pusey *s very
strong judgment. Introd. to the Propk. Micah, p. 289 f.
ically

his

own new

—

Ta.]
8 [Pusey finds the fulfillment of this enchanting prophecy
of " Peace on Berth " n (1) In the character of the OospeL
(2) The prophecy has been fulfilled within and without,
among individuals or bodies of men, in body or mind, in
temper or indeed, as for as the Gospel has prevailed." Alas
to how small an extent then, has the Gospel preTailed!
True, the coming of Christ to the earth was remarkably,
providentially coincident with a universal peace, the second
which had been experienced throughout the Roman dominVery impressiTe
ion since the reign of Numa (Livy, 1. 19).
also are the testimonies of the early Christian writers to the
change which the world had even then undergone, through
the influence of Christianity, in respect to the frivolousness,
the frequency, barbarity, rage, and deetructiveness of wars.
Indeed, the expressed sentiments and the actual practice of
Christians, at times, in former centuries, might well have
encouraged the hope that ere now war would be remembered
throughout Christendom only as the nightmare of a darkness
But what is our feeling when those of us who
forever past.
are older retrace the bloody history of Christendom throughout our own lifetime ! What, when we see the foremost
nations of the world, and those most clearly enlightened by
the rays of the Gospel, still most conspicuously distinguished
above the heathen precisely in respect to the magnitude, the
costliness, the scientific perfection, and the destructive efficiency, surpassing all ancient example, of their apparatus
It is but partial
for mutual slaughter and devastation
consolation to the Christian heart, that in all the wars which
hare stained the record of our century, one of the parties
way hare been in the right ; becaiw, eren so, the other
!

party, Christiana also, were necessarily wroog.
7
true that th* spirit of peace, " averse from war/

Still, It is

is the spirit
of individual Christian hearts; and among the thousaud
over those verses In Isaiah, "The word of Jehovah," which painful evils due in our time to the sectarian division, disappears to do away utterly with such, end with every crepancy, belligerency of Christians, without any authoriasRumptton of borrowing ? I can understand this caption, tative unity of organisation, or possibility of expressing freely
which, besides, would be altogether superfluous, only by their common thought and will, there is none more painful,
regarding it as belonging to the discourse itself of Isaiah, humiliating, disastrous, than their incapacity to combine,
aoi. therefore as a title, but as an Integral beginning of the and so make efficacious, their hatred of war.
Ta.J
I should accordingly paraphrase Is. ii 1-6
i itself.
'

—
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Ver. 8. And thou, flock-tower of Ophel. the
around and eat as ranch as each one desires/'
Fig trees of equal luxuriance were seen by the daughter of Zion will come to thee. Tea there
same traveller between Arimathea and Jerusalem. is to be (zukmtftig int) the former dominion, the
Without a disturber, as is promised, Lev. xxvi. 6 kingdom of the daughter of Jerusalem. Comfor the mouth of Jehovah of Sabaoth has mentators connect the word** of the first clause
spoken, and before Him must all the world be differently: "thou tower of the flock, hill of the
dumb (Hab. ii. 10 Zeph. i 7), just because He the daughter of Zion, to thee will arrive and come,"
Lord of hosts is strong and mighty in battle (Ps. etc. But this is condemned by the tautology, unaxxiv. 10, 8).
voidable in this view of nK2l and HiTMH.
AcVer. 5. In Him lies the guaranty f°r the final cordingly, the Masorctes also close the sentence by
salvation of Israel For all the peoples go hence
the Athnach under nHMH, and our construction,
each in the name of his God, but we walk in which is found also in the LXX., is to be thought
the name of Jehovah, our God, forever and of as the right one. As regards the sense, the consit

;

;

:

ever. The name of the God of Israel is Jehovah, nection shows
that there must be a reference in the
that is, the eternally living and forever unchange- tower of the
flock to the royal house of David;
able one ; and this name describes his being (Ex. lii. for as vers. 1-7,
are antithetically related to Hi. 12,
He, therefore, who walks in this name, in inasmuch as the destruction of the temple hill is
14).
the power of this name, will eternally walk ( Ps. liii. immediately followed by the promise or the con25 if. ; John xvii. 21 ff.). The true sense of the secration of it to be the centre of God's eternal
first half of the verse results from the antithesis,
kingdom, so our verse 8 forms the text for the folthat mere " going," in contrast with " going eter- lowing symmetrical discourse vers. 9-15, of which
nally," has the incidental signification of" passing the theme is the near approaching ruin of
the
away " (Job xix. 10 ; xiv. 20). It is the opposition kingdom. Now there is a tower of David menof transience to permanence, inferred from the tioned in Cant. iv. 4, which is described as a maunion (solidarity) in which the worshipper stands jestic structure, adorned with trophies. On the
with the object of his devotion : the idols are other side, Neheraiah (iii. 25) speaks of a tower
perishable, because made of perishable materials; which rose above
the king's castle, and therefore
God is eternal, aud therefore, etc. Compare on must have stood on Mount Zion. Both are exwould
xlv.
Bolder
yet
16
f.
Is.
the whole thought,
plained by Keil and Hengstenberg as identical each
appear the prophetic conception if we were to refer with the other, and both with the tower of the
the final words T371 tf?TO to both verbs, and thus flock in our passage. But, first, it is very doubtful
find the promise expressed that, in the time of salva- whether those two towers are identical.
*The tower
tion, every people would, under the name of its God, of David (Cant. iv. 4) can just as well be identical
adore the* true God and walk with Him eternally. with the tower mentioned Neh. iii. 11, or iii. 28.
The view mi^ht be supported by Ps. xcvii. 9, 7, There were many towers in Jerusalem, and any
where a time is promised in which the gods should one which David* had built might be called the
bow before God, and by Ps. lxxxii., where it said tower of David ; but again, granting, that identity,
that the gods like men will pass away, and Jehovah the identity of the tower of David on Zion with
Still the form, the tower of the flock, is still more questionable,
will enter into their inheritance.
in which it would appear here in Micah, transcends for why in that case should not this latter be called
perhaps the horizon of the O. T. |" To walk in here also the tower of David. Finally, the tower
the name," etc., may probably mean " to walk con- is called by Micah expressly the tower of Ophel,
Tr.] not the tower of Zion. But Ophel is not Mount
sistently with the character and will," etc.
Ver. 6. In that day, saith Jehovah, will I Zion, but the steep spur on the south of the temgather. He will gather, but not immediately now, ple mountain. 1
as they allow themselves to be persuaded (eh. ii.
To arrive at an understanding of our passage,
12), but in the last days (ver. I ), and not the popu- we must turn to another of its connections.
The
lation of Zion as it is,' but her that halteth, i. «., designation "tower of the flock" (Migdal-edar).
who has been pitifully treated, and her that is occurs also in Gen. xxxv. I6ff.
there read
caat off will I collect, and her whom I have that as Jdcob went from Bethel to Bethlehem,
As such, therefore not till after many Rachel his wife died in her confinement, and that
afflicted.
hard blows, after abuse and rejection (cf. ver. 10), he then pitched his tent beyond Migdal-edar.
will the Lord be gracious again to the daughter of There must, accordingly, have been a tower not
Zion, the population of Judah. The assumption far from Jerusalem, in the open field, such as were
of Quistorp and Burck, that by "the lame" and common in antiquity, to afford refuge to the in" the dispersed," the kingdom of Samaria was
habitants of the flat country in times of hostile
meant, never deserved refutation.
German
invasion. Cf. Fabcr, Archaologte, 192 ff.
Ver. 7. And will set the lame for a remnant, antiquity also is familiar with these towers visible
will regard and treat them as the remnant to whom from afar, in the open fields; in the Alexanderand the dis- legend of Parson Lamprecht, they appear under
the promise applies (cf. on ii. 12)
persed (cf. Am. v. 27) those who have been the name of " Bergfrieden," with which is conAnd nected the German-French name bdfrojfs, beffrois.
thrust -into exile, for a strong nation.
Jehovah is king in mount Zion from now on And that Micah has this tower of the flock in
is
"now"
The
unto eternity (cf. Obad. 21).
mind is unquestionable, for, in the first place, thus
spoken of the time of the fulfillment ; from that only can we explain the connection or ideas, by
his
establish
shall
God
which
at
onward
point
virtue of which (ver. 9 ff.) the pangs of the woman
universal dominion (Ps. xciii.) ; not as if this in child-birth follow in a manner parallel to the
dominion did not exist also now, but now it is not connection of the tower of the flock with the pangs
perceived. Instead of the Messiah of David, Micah of Rachel (Gen. xxxv.). And secondly, the mennames God Himself as ruler in the kingdom of the tion of the name Ephrata (v. 1 ), in connection with
future " Non ut excludat regnum illud Davidis (cf. Bethlehem, is a reminiscence of Gen. xxxv. 16.
v.
), *ed itt ostmdat Deum palam facturum se auc1 [On Ophel, rid. 8mitta'i Dictionary of the BibU, s. .
torem illius regni esse, immo se. ipsum tenere totam
Ta.]
and Stanley's Sinqi and Palrsli*', p. 490.
irttntiam." (Calvin.)

—

We

;

:

I

-

—
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If now we inquire more precisely after the posi- (cf. Ps. xxxv. 15, 18), so here ver. 11 looks back to
tion of this tower of the flock, we may infer with Ps. xxxv. (vers. 15,16).
dost thou cry

Now why

great probability from the two passages combined,
that it lay within the limits of the subsequent city
of Jerusalem. For here it is called the mount of
Ophel, and Ophel lay in Jerusalem ; there we read
that it lay on the way from Bethel to Bethlehem,
and within the inconsiderable distance which there

(m^S,

was

approach of the Assyrian (Is. xxii. 3 ft'., cf. x. 30).
The nomen aclionis stands as a strengthening object (Gesen., § 138, 1, 3).
Is there no kin* in

thee? Or has thy counsellor perished, that
pangs have seized thee as the travailing woman

place where

16) between the

ver.

aloud? In spirit the prophet perceives the cry
which the daughter of Jerusalem must raise at the

in travail?

The

affliction will consist in the fact

Rachel died and Bethlehem. Now Jerusalem lies
that the kingdom goes straightway to ruin, and
on this road, twelve Roman miles from Bethel, and
is thereby thrown into the deepest lamentaWe may add, Zion
six Roman miles from Bethlehem.
" The loss of the king was much more paintion.
that from 1 Sam. x. 2, it must be inferred that
ful for Israel than for any other people, because so

Rachel's grave lay still north of Jerusalem ; that
Jacob, therefore, after her death, on his way further
to Bethlehem, must have passed the site of Jerusalem but that Salem, the residence of Melchisedek,
did not include the temple-mountain, is evident,
since Abraham offered Isaac on this mountain
without coming in contact with Melchisedel^
On the other hand, that the temple mountain,
particularly, was well suited for a fortification of
the kind above described, is obvious from the fact
that Hvrcanus also and Herod found it altogether
convenient to be the site of a strong tower (Joseph.,
Ant., xviii. 6), and the south point, Ophel, especially, looked far out into the land, and was on three
David may, therefore,
sides almost inaccessible.
have found this old tower on Ophel, and fortified
For that he established such strong
it anew.
towers outside of Zion, also, is shown by the name
of the tower, Neh. iii. 11. Further, Is. xxxii. 14
indicates that beside the palace on Zion ( Armon),
there stood a stronghold, and superfluously, Neh.
iii. 27, directly proves that Ophel was fortified, for
a wall of Ophel is there spoken of.
That Micah now names this Flock-tower, in
particular, as an emblem of the kingdom of David,
is not because the establishment of a shepherd relation between God and his people is in question
(Hengstenberg) for it is here said that the dominion shall come to the Flock-tower, not to God ; but
it rests on historical agreements and parallels. The
Flock-tower is directly a symbol of tne royal house
of David, as having come from the flock. Once
already has Zion turned to the flock, to gain her
king from thence and so will she a second time,
in the day of salvation, turn to the dominion which
springs from the flock the people turn to Jerusa-

many glorious promises were connected with the
kingdom. The king was the visible representative
of the divine favor, and his removal a sign of
God's wrath, and a nullification of all the blessings
f>romised to the people in him." Keil. " Counselor " is an explanatory synonym for king (Is. ix.
What here is directly a figure becomes, as v.
5).
2 shows, to the prophet, looking back to the pangs
of Rachel, from ver. 10 onward, a symbolical reality.
The painful struggle of the people in their
forsakenness serves, as Is. vii. 14, for the ground
of the Messianic view that amid the writhings,
from this people as mother, the Messiah should be

lem, Jerusalem to the heir of David,
"TV denotes either the place up to which one comes, or
the object toward which one turns. The first signification does not suit here ; and we must therefore, as in DcuL iv. 30, xxx. 2; Is. ix. 12, have
There thus lies at the
recourse to the second.
bottom here, also, by implication, as in the two preceding verses, the conception of an unhappy interval, during which the kingdom of David is fallen
down ; and the thought is similar to that in Am.
This is expressed still more clearly by the
ix. 11.
following member there comes the ancient dominion, the kingdom for the daughter of Jerusalem.
b to designate the dominion over any one, as Num.
At the same time there runs parallel
xxii. 4.
that other reference to Rachel, namely, that for the
Jewish community this progress to salvation, to
the Flock-tower, is a dangerous one the Messiah
With this
born amid deadly birth-pangs.
is
thought, which is fully developed, ch. v. 1 flf., the

And

;

bom.
Ver. 10. But truly that must be preceded yet by
much distress. Writhe and thrust forth, namely,
the fruit of the body, who may counsel thee, since
thou hast no counsellor. The cognate form H2,
stands here as Ps. xx. 10 transitively instead of

^T%\ cf. a similar irregularity in
^tt?H (Ps. exxvi 4, et seep.).
Writhe, daughter of Zion, as the travailing

the intransitive
D^ttJ

It is high time that the birth which
brings deliverance should follow, for the deepest
trouble is at hand ; for now thou must go forth
out of the city. " To go forth," spoken of those
besieged, is the same as " to surrender " (Is. xxxvi.

w.oman.

;

That TVnp has no
16; 2 Kings xxiv. 12).
does not make it equivalent to the Latin
urbs (Caspari, Keil), for the Latin has no article,
and the Latin urbs (the well-known city) would be
article,

;

;

instead of

paralleled rather

by rP^j^n, but there

lies in

79$

as often, the negative consequence : to go out so
that thou art no more a city (Is. xxiii. 1).
must dwell in the field, while thou art carried
away captive (Is. xxxvi. 17$ Hos. xii. 10); and

—

come unto Babylon.

This sharp announcement,
reaching far beyond the immediately threatening
danger from Assyria, marks the summit level of
Micah's threatening, the last step of the climax
It is of decisive im(i. 9 ; ii. 4 ; iii. 12 ; iv. 10).
portance also for the historical criticism of the
prophets, since by it the criterion that everything
must be easily understood from the present position, according to which the prophecy Is. xiii. f.,
e.g., has been denied to Isaiah, falls to the ground.
The prophecy is to be comprehended not by what
an acute thinker might gather in a natural way
concerning the immediate future, but Only from
an insight into the entire body of Old Testament
prophecy. We can, to be sure, by that natural explanation, point to the fact that Babylon in Micah's
time belonged to the Assyrian monarchy, that it
following section connects itselr.
with its alternative name Shinar appears also in
Vera. 9-14. In striking contrast to the rapturous the undisputed portions of Isaiah (ch. xi. 1 1 ) as a
vision of future splendor, appears the suffering which land in hostility with Judah, into which the Assyrmust first be endured. As in the preceding ver. 7 ians used to deport their captives (2 Chr. xxxiii.

—

:

—

:

]
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11); that it lay in part on this side of the Euphratherefore nearer to Judah than Nineveh beyond
the Tigris ; and finally, that it was the older (cf.
Gen. x. 8, 10), and so the more celebrated capital
of the Mesopotamian country.

The

gleam of sunlight, bowerer.
immediately overshadowed
by the clouds of the nearer time ; Yea, now are
gathered against thee, not to hear the law (ver.
*?7 *s Ob. 1
many nations.
2), but for war
Ver.

11.

brief

tes,

in the distant future, is

these circumstances, while they deserve
to be taken into the account, do not suffice for explaining how, just here in the decisive passage of
Micah, instead of the real hostile power, Assyria,
the subordinate vassal is named, and that so that
the designation, although intended in a purely
natural manner, could have appeared to the scornful and unbelieving men of that day (ch. ii) as
nothing but a ridiculous paradox. Bather does
Micah, in using this name "Babylon" (Babel),
assume the position, resting on the Pentateuch,
which regards the history of Israel as a history of
This is by preference prethe kingdom of God.
sented in the Scriptures, under the view of an antithesis between the holy city Jerusalem, on the one
side (and the holy king David), and, on the other,
the God hating city Babylon, and the God despising king Nimrod (ver. 5). The reason why the

The

Still, all

—

—

distress is naturally, in the prophet's view, the
same as that at which he had glanced ver. 9, as the

parallel use of i7j"TO proves.
The chronological
interpretation of Theodoret, adopted by Calvin,
Cocceius, Marck, Hengstenberg, tnat after the redemption from the Babylonian captivity there will
be another time of oppression, together with the
discovery of the Maccabees in our passage, which
it necessitates, regards Micah not as a prophet, but
as a diviner.
It is opposed, moreover, both by the

nn$, which

never signifies deinde, and by^the fact
that we have here to do with the hostile invasion
"
of
nations," by which the national army of Mesopotamia mavwell be intended, but the mercenary
say : Iiet
collections of Amiochus cannot. 1
her be defiled by our encampment on the holy
places (Ob. 16; Ps. xxxv. 16), and let our eyes
feast upon Zion.
Singular of the verb with
world in enmity against God should be represented plural
of the following subject, Gesenius, § 147, a
by this particular tvpe, which runs on through the
with 3, cf. Ob. 12.
whole Scripture (Kev. xvi. 19; xvii. 5; xviii. 21),
Ver. 12. For the present, however, God wills the
lies in the account given in Gen. xi. (cf. x. 10 f.).
This purports that just here mankind had the au- affliction only, not the destruction of Zion, which
judgment.
But they
dacity to attempt the building of the tower, against is reserved for the later

Who

—

mn

Jehovah, which are
the will of God, a view which is supported by a know not the thoughts of
comparison of that report with Is. xiii. 13 if., where very different from men's thoughts (Is. Iv. 8 ff.),
and understand not his counsel, to wit, that he
the punishment threatened against Babylon is reOn the other collects them, brings them in troops before Jeruferred to that original transgression.
hand, the etymology of the name Nimrod also salem to assault her (Joel iv. 9 ff.), not to deliver
Jerusalem into their hands, but as a sheaf (ring,
"l^P? coll.) into the threshing floor, that he may have
came to the support of this symbolism.
Heb. "T^P^ derivea from "^^ (*• them together for the judgment. The shadow of
N. Semitic
Sennacherib falls across the scene.
"
miT, the Existing," from TTH), therefore " the
Ver. 13. And thus there comes, before the final
With
the
Assyraln
xxiv.
13).
insurgent" (cf. Job
deliverance, a moment of proud delight for Judah
Merodach.
ak:
termination
Arise, and thresh daughter of Zion Trample
The threatening of our passage, accordingly, down as an ox which will tread upon the outspread
theologically considered, indicates nothing less than grain in the straw, to stamp out the corn with the
that God's commonwealth, before the coming of hoofs. Cf. Is. xxviii. 28 and Cyrill. on the passage
salvation, must be given up amid fearful catastro- Iku&ts <rv**vryic&T*t l( iyp&y
rV aA&m &)Mrv/Mrra
phes to the kingdom of the world. This theolog- tlra fiovs iira$UvT*i *a) iv kvk\m wtpucofu$ovr*s
ical view is, in the spirit of the prophets, the only KaraXtTTvvotHTt ratf
The
xi*<" f Td * «urrdxvas*
possible one. That the simply historical apprehen- comparison with the threshing cattle leads the
oppression
the
sion docs not suffice, is palpable
prophet, through the association of ideas, to repreof Sennacherib carried away no Jew to Babylon. sent the power of the attack of the Jews upon the
Accordingly, the Elders in Jeremiah xxv. 18 ff. in enemy by the familiar figure of the bonis, as a
where symbol of strength, while vet he continues the picagreement with ver. 12 of our chapter
also it is said that the immediate assault of the ture of the threshing by the mention of the hoof:
regard this prophecy of for thy horn will I make iron (Dent xxxiii. 17),
enerav will be baffled,
Micah as having been taken back.
and thy hoofs I will make brass (Job xxviii. 2).
The prophet is perfectly conscious that with this And thou shalt beat in pieces many nations.
threatening he has spoken the severest word which And I will devote (cf. Lev. xxvii. 28) to Jehovah
not merely op- their gain ( the goods they have collected by robcould be uttered against the city
pression, division of lands, destruction of their bery, Judges v. 19), and their treasures to the
houses and sanctuaries ; not merely annihilation Lord of the whole earth, to Jehovah, who through
of the kingdom and worship ; riot merely shameful the subjugation of the heathen will hare shown
defeat and prostration under an insolent foe; but himself such (Ps. xcvi., xciii).
The distinction which here appears, between the
removal from the land with which all the promises
xxvii. revealing God speaking in the prophet, the Logos,
were inseparably connected (Gen. xii. 7
the
law
of
curses
all
the
which
the God dwelling in heaven, presents itself
in
and
curse
the
28)
culminate. Hence he offers a word of comfort at also elsewhere in prophecy (Hos. i. 2; Is. xlviii.
Zachariah calls the former "the angel that
16).
once, before he proceeds with his threatening
There shalt thou be delivered ; there will Je talked with me" (ch. i. 13, tt acepe). He is, achovah redeem thee, properly, buy thee back (Ps, cording to our passage, the same that also in the
*
Ixxviii. 54), since the delivering up of Israel is name of God crushes the enemies (Ps. xxxvL 5,
conceived of as a sale on God's part (Ps. xliv. 13
6).
In
Is. iv. 1 ff. ) out of the hand of thy enemies.
1 [Dr. Posey in toe. pnsents atronglj, sod enlarge*, ch*
above
the
light
argument* for anderttaoding this of the eppreerioae in the
the end it must yet again become
of the Maeoabees.
time
TS.J
people of God.

—

=

*

—

:

M

:

—

—

;

;

;

—
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Verse 14 [Eng. vers. t. 1] however, puts a check
upon the expectation raised high by this announcement There will indeed a judgment follow upon
the heathen before Jerusalem, and the prophecy
of Isaiah (xxx. 27 if.) concerning the overthrow
of the next approaching army of Assyria has its
truth ; but just as certainly has that of Micah
himself also, previously given (iii. 12), concerning
This exthe extreme humiliation of Jerusalem.
planation of the seeming contradiction between
vers. 13 and 14 appears the most obvious.
Still
the other view, supported by Keil, that vers. 12,
13, concerning the Assyrian calamity, contemplate
the final catastrophe of the heathen "before Jerusalem (cf. Ezek. xxxviil), and so belong to theeschatology of Micah, cannot be absolutely rejected
Now, for this time of the judgas untenable.
ment, which will strike thee also, gather thyself
in troops ( Jer. v. 7) thou daughter of the troop.

—

—

H2

"WT?, as before Zion

before

(ver. 10),

has the

significance of a personifying address, in a relation
of apportion with the following word : thou daughter of war-troops, t. «., thou people of Zion gathered
in troops (1 Sam. i. 16), crowded together after
the manner of a troop in war 1 gathered in troops,
not indeed for attack merely, but from melancholy
necessity ; for they have set a siege against us.

The prophet
on

i.

reckons himself with his people (cf.
the trouble stop with the siege

Nor docs

8).

With a staff they

smite on the cheek the judge

leads to the extreme disgrace of Israel (cf. 1 Kings xxiii. 24 ; Job xvi. 10) in the person of their judge, i. «. of him who stands at the
head of the people, and who, if probably the king

of Israel

is

;

it

meant, as

Am.

ii.

3, is still

not called

T £?

or

IV.

AND

85

V.

on account of the masc i"1?5 contained in the name ; " thou Bread-house of fruitfulness/'
Small art thou among the districts
of Judah. Some too small to be, but in that case
required), but

:

7P must
hardly
tion.

rail

stand and not /, and *^$V could
to have the article to mark the apposi-

Rather *^3??

tive with

?

is

a predicate, and the

infini-

stands, as often, in place of the finite

verb (Prov. xix. 8 ; Ps. cxiii. 8, cf. ver. 9 ; Is. xxi.
1
Eccl. ii. 3 ; 2 Chr. xi. 12), so that the translation in Matt. ii. 6 is correct even to the obtan&t
which anticipates the sense, and that of Luther
corresponds exactly to the original.
The LXX.
;

HVnb

the
twice : hXiyovrht el rov
Alajim, prop. " thousands," are according
to Num. i. 16, x. 4, the greater divisions into which
the tribes were parted.
Bethlehem was so small that it is wanting in
the catalogue of cities in the book of Joshua. The
LXX. indeed have it, and this warrants the conjecture of Jerome that it originally stood in the
Hebrew text and was afterward stricken out, not,
certainly, stricken out, as Jerome supposes, to obscure the derivation of the Messiah from the tribe
of Judah, but plainly because the Habbinic critics,
sharing the interpretation of our passage rejected:
above, felt obliged to correct the text of Joshua
accordingly [1] In Ezra i. 21, and Neh. vii, 2«,
Bethlehem is numbered in the Hebrew also as one
of the families of Judah ; but it is wanting ia Neh.
xi. 25, among the cities rebuilt i
media tety after
the exile, and in the N. T. time it is called icaerely
a KdL/jtTj (John vii. 42), a x*pi°* ( Joseph.,. A*t. t v.
translate
ttvai. 2

m

2,-8).

As the Flock-tower will be again honored as the
and seat of the old dominion, so will Bethlehem, the
prophets, is reserved for the Messiah
in the afflictions preceding the Messiah properly home of David, as the startmg-pomt of the new
exists not at all or only in a God-forsaken plight Ruler. Out of thee will go forth for me (cf. Jer.
vtPQ, because

this

dignity, in

the view of the
(ver. 2),

(ver. 9).

Vers. 1-8 [Eng. vers. v. 2-9]. The description
of the birth-pangs of salvation is ended, and the
prophet turns, as in iv. 1 ff., to the prediction of
that by which the salvation described shall come,
namely, the person and work of the Messiah. While
Jerusalem labors and has no strength to bring
forth, God of his own strength sends the Messiah.
With the aggravation of the threatening the promise also is enhanced.
Vers. 1-4 a [2-5]. As the little Zion will become
great among the mountains of the world, so among
The new
the cities will the little Bethlehem.
flight of the discourse connects itself with iv. 14,
as iv. 1 does with iii. 12, and iv. 9 with iv. 8. But
thou Bethlehem-Ephratah ! The addition of the
ancient name from Gen. xxxv. 16 heightens the
impression of solemnity, and contains an allusion
also, judging from the paronomasias in chapter
first.

recalls

The stem Tin©, Hiph. " to make fruitful,"
the name of the Messiah, " Ztmach"

u branch " or " shoot "

(Jer. xxiii. 5 ; Zech. iii.
as also in the name Bethlehem itself, t. e.
Bread-house, an allusion may be discovered to the
time of blessing in the kingdom of David, cf. the
Abi-ad of Is. ix 6. The name is construed as
masculine, not because the population is addressed
(KeU : but then precisely the feminine would be

8)

;

1

["PHI

almost always means sa irregular band of

ftsnderlBf 'sotdtors, on a foray or raid, sod in calling Jerusalem the daughter of such a troop, the prophet seems to
mthnais the lawlessness, violence, and Injustice of which

xxx. 24) he

who

is

to be a ruler

(cf.

rt^tppE,

nVH?

without subject rests on
8) in Israel.
the construction in the preceding member of the
verse. The subject is left undetermined because it
is immediately determined by the predicate,, and,
besides, the idea " out of thee" must first be made
Erominent, which would have been thrown into the
ackgronnd by naming the subject in the fanner
iv.

—

And whose outgoings are from of
member,
old, from the days of ancient time. It is not a
new thing which Micah prophesies but he whose
origin he announce* is one with the loag promised
*
Messiah of the stock of David. That the '« of old
means directly the ancient time of the kingdom of
David, which lay foir Micah already in the distance
;

of three hundred years, appears possible to be inferred from Am. ix. 11, where it is said in a quite
similar connection: "I will build the house of
David as in the days of old (c£ sup., iv. 8).
Still, the prophet, who everywhere speaks out of
the full compass of God's organic kingdom (cf. on
chap. iv. ver. 10), may have carried back his view
even to the origin of the promise, even to the
promise given to Eve, as the emphatic accumulation of the phrase suggests. " For a period of inconceivable length the ruler goes forth, and is coming, who will finally proceed from Bethlehem. For,
since he it is toward whom the history of mankind,
she had bssn guilty, and for which she was to hs repaid

la

kind— Ta.]
a Cf. Textual

and Grammatical on the

passags.
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of Israel, of the house of David, look, all the steps
in the progress of these are preparations for his
coming, goings-forth of the second son of Jesse."
Hoffman, Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, 9. Only this are we
hardly allowed to say, that oar passage, in the
sense of the prophet," gives a strict proof of the
antemundane life of the Messiah. Besides, the
expression translated " ancient times " is too ambiguous. Matthew, if he had held that interpretation, would certainly not have left this so important proof- text untranslated. Yet history has attached to the ambiguous word of the prophet this
definite sense, and that we, when we read the passage, so understand it, is natural, and only an application of the maxim, that God's revealing deeds
are explanations of his revealing words, and nice
versa. And, in fact, that no other reference of our
passage is historically possible, than that to the birth
of Christ, is obvious. So was it understood, not
merely by Matt. ii. 6, but also by the scribes (Matt
ii. 5; John vii. 41 f.), nay, even by the emperor
Hadrian, who, to kill the pseudo-Messianic disturbances at the root, caused all the Jews to be driven
out of the region round about Bethlehem (Reland,
Tertullian, Cont. Jud., chap. 13), and
J., 647 ;
the refutation of the strange propositions of the
Jewish theology after Christ hardly required the
great toil which Hengs ten berg has expended upon
them. The great freedom with which Matthew
gives the citation is to be judged according to 2
" Semper attendant iectores,
Calvin
Cor. iii. 6.
quorsum adducant evangelistce scriptures locos, ne
:

scrupulose in singulis verbis insistant, sed contenti
sint hoc uno, quod scriptura nunquam torquetur ah illis

the flock, that the new birth might
The one in travail, accordingly, is
individual woman, as for instance the

the Tower of
come to pass.

not any
Virgin Marv, mother of Jesus (Hengstenberg),
but the people of Judah, of whom it was predicted
Gen. xlix. 10, that a ruler sprung from them
should never fail until Shiloh should come, which
Shiloh Micah understands as a person, and in ver.
4 a, replaces by Shalom. In Hos. xiii. 13, Israel
has not come to the birth, but Judah is in Is. vii.
14, cf. ix. 6, also the pregnant maiden who shall
bring forth the Immanuel. In the last distress the
Messiah is born, whose outgoings, therefore, are
as old as the time when the first seed of promise
went forth,
as when God comforted his people
with the prospect of " a time when the travailing
woman should bear " as old therefore as Abraham
and Adam (Gen. xii. 3). In Micah's mind, as die
connection of these two verses shows, the same conclusion is drawn as Paul plainly expresses, Gal. iii.
16 not of many seeds does the promise speak, but
of one and so, all the births which have taken
place since that promise, and in the line of it, are,
as being only members of the genealogy leading to
the Messiah, goings-forth of himself, the One. And
as the people appear here as his mother, not a single family line leads to him, but all. Thus then?
is no incongruity in the fact that the people, after

—

;

:

:

the representative capital, is called the daughter of
Zion, while yet he comes from. Bethlehem.

That is the fullness of the time when the gathering of the people, which for the present only
false prophets can promise (ii. 12), will
take
place.

The

connects itself to the

sentence with

}
aUenum senium." The word VflH^pO is chosen
"T? stood instead of TXV
the employment of the preceding as if after
in reference to Hos. vi. 3
plural is explained by the older interpreters (Je- a final temporal clause
until (she that bears
rome, Trem., Jun.) on the theory that Micah shall have borne) and the residue of his
speaks of the eternal, unceasing procession of the brethren return (out of the captivity: iv. 10).
Son from the Father. Cocccius " Omnibus diebus Instead of the customary terminus technicus,
siBculi egreditur JUius a patrt et eternum eM iuravycurrVmXD (cf. on ii. 12), which returns again
pa ti}i 96tnt a/rov." That, however, is an importa(as
afterwards, we have the synonymous
previously
conceived
dogmatic
the
notion,
tion of
without support from the language. Hengsten- Zech. xiv. 2), perhaps to indicate that we have
berg's explanation, " place of origin," is linguis- to do not merely with the inhabitants of Judah
Ps. Ixx. left from the judgment, but with other estranged
tically more appropriate (Num. xxxiii. 2
" days of sons of Abraham, namely, with the members of
7), yet apart from the true sense, for the
So
are uot place, and the assertion that the ten tribes, now long revolted from David.
eternity
by Hoffman also, and CasHT12 in general cannot mean the actus exeundi, the word is interpreted
That these scattered ones are his,
par!, and Keil.
cf. the forms *"y9B, nyjO, BTO, the Messiah's brethren, is manifest from our explais arbitrary
in

;

:

:

"^

;

t

;

nation of the first half of the verse, but it is emplural may most simply be regarded as
phatically brought out : only as his brethren have
the rhetorical plural especially frequent in poetical
==a
they a right to return to ( v?
y, Prov. xxvi.
diction (Ps. cxiv. 2 ; xlix. 4, and the H^HTin,
race
(Is! liiii. 8).
his
Israel,
of
sons
the
11)
Prov. iv. 31 ) ; yet further on a deeper side-design
Vers. 3 [4]. For not theirs is the power, but he
of the prophet will appear.
will stand, in the position of a governor, as a
Vers. 2 [3]. But how does this gracious purshepherd among his flock (Is. lxi. 5), and teed,
pose of God agree with the heavy threatenings in
perform God's office (Ps. xxiii., xcv.), as the true
chap. iv. ver. 14 ? That is explained by ver. 2,
follower of David called from the flock to the
since it begins, paradoxically enough, with
kingdom (cf. on iv. 8, but also Rev. xii.), in
"
not " although," but because." Therefore, pre- the power of Jehovah (cf. Is. ix. 5 ; xi. 2), in
etc.

The

]?£

redeemed not bv his
power, but by the gracious gift of the Messiah, and because not out of the secure city of Zion,
but out of that despised Bethlehem, this Messiah
must come, will he give them up ; that is, God

the majesty of the

name

he himself will bear

(Is.

gives Israel into the hands of the enemy,

dwell in peace, as

cisely because Israel

is

to be

own

]ro

as

of his fether, which
5; cf. x. 21), and

ix.

whose Ga6n (majesty) has already, in ancient
times, proved itself mighty over his people (Ex. xv.
And they shall abide [Kleinert: settle],
7).
is

described chap. iv. ver. 4.

2 Chr. xxx. 6, until the time that she that bears And now (71 HV spoken from the standing-point
has borne. Who she is that bears cannot be of the fulfillment, as in i v. 7) is Re great, He
doubtful from chap. iv. 8 AT. Then the people were alone (cf. Joel ii. 21, 20, and the citation Luke i. 32)
compared to Rachel. Rachel must groan anew at unto the end of the earth ; the kingdom has
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become a universal kingdom (chap.

iv. ver.

1

words of

ver. 4 are to

nected immediately with ver. 3,

from the following

:

and

be con- on Ps.

to be separated

And He will be

peace. Thus

only arises a satisfactory sense, and the beautiful
structure of the third verse comes into view : (1 a)

and He stands, (b) and He feeds in the power of
Jehovah, (c) and in the majesty of the name of Jehovah; (2 a) and thev dwell, (b) for now is He
great even to the ends of the earth, (c) nnd He
" Peace " is the Messiah called, as
will be peace.

(Eph. ii. 14) aMs 4<rrip ^ ei^Kij
cf. Judg. vi. 24 ; Is. ix. 5.
The

tyw, with which

reference to Gen. xlix. 10, indicated on ver. 2 is
manifest, as Ezekiel also offers a personal interpretation of the obscure term Shiloh (chap. xxi.

Peace

the characteristic feature in all
(cf. particularly, Is. xi. 9, 6). And as David had already,
in reference to the great mission, named the heir
of the promise (2 Sam. vii.) Solomon, man of
peace, it was doubly natural for the prophet, who
had befo/e his eyes everywhere the mutual connection of the historical relations, and who had also
(chap. iv. ver. 4) looked back to the time of Solomon, to say : He will be the true Solomon, seeing
that the first one effected not the peace, but the sundering of the kingdom (1 K. xi. 31 ff.).
Ver. 4 [5], b, 5 [6]. The security and power of
the new kingdom, God's kingdom, stands in antagonism to the world-kingdom, and can attain to its
restoration only by the destruction of the latter
(Ps. ii. 9).
This is represented here under the
name of Assyria, also in its historical, typical
signification, as a universal empire, as in Is.
xxrii. 13, while in iv. 10 Babylon appears in
ver. 32).

the descriptions

Nasikh

is

V.

37

not an anointed one, but one formally
a prince (Caspar!, cf. Hupfeld

installed in office,

three first

quite similarly

AND

IV.

ff.

Ps. lxxii. 8).

The

:

is

of the Messiah's kingdom

DTM

^03

are princes among
§ 287, g).
Ver. 5 [6]. And they shall feed [down], while
the protective agency for Israel is turned (cf. Ps. ii.
9 ; Rev. ii. 27) into a destructive one for the heathen, the land of Asshur with the sword, and
the land of Nimrod with his [her] gates. Nimrod likewise is a typical designation (cf. iv. 10).
The defeat of the enemy will drive them from the
gates of Jerusalem, into which they would press,
to their own gates, and crush them there (cf. Is.
xxviii. 6). So will He, the Messiah, deliver from
ii.

6),

and

the children of

men (Ewald,

Asshur when He cometh into our
when He treadeth on our borders.

land,

and

Climax

not at all shall the enemv reach Jerusalem, but
at the very border shall they be met and thrust
back.
It appears from a comparison with chap. iv. ver.
that the prophet makes a distinction among the
heathen themselves between those who are disposed
to salvation and those who are hardened against
it.
The one class will voluntarily press towards
2,

salvation, the others, by irresistible, judicial power
be brought to a recognition of God's sovereignty
(Ps. ii. 12). Thus also the apparent contradiction
between our passage and Is. xix. 23 flf. is explained.
The same antithesis is carried through in what fol-

lows

:

—

Vers. 6-8 [7—9]. The people of God, in its participation in the work of the Messiah, is a beneficent dew for those who seek God, a destructive one
for those who hate Him ; Luke iii. 34 ; Rom. ix.
33 coll. Is. viii. 14; xxviii. 16. Then will the
remnant of Jacob, which through the Messiah
will have shared in salvation (cf. on ver. 2), be in

fame light. Asshur, whatever Assyria it may the midst of the abundance of the peoples (cf.
Bauer: another Assyria;) Castalio com- chap. iv. ver. 2) as' dew, image of the vivifying
pares Virgil's verse: "Alter erit tunc Tiphys et refreshment which descends from heaven (Hos.'xiv.
altera qua vehat Argo delectos herocu;" when
6) from Jehovah, not by human caprice land calhe cometh into our land,
the prophet speaks culation, and with human failures (Is. Iv. 10), as
as a member of the people,— and whan he
rain-showers on the grass. Grass without rani
treadeth upon our palaces, then we will set presents a dry and withered appearance, and with
up against him (by, as Judg. ix. 43) seven shep- it, therefore, a God-forsaken people may well be
herds and eight princes of men. The distinctive compared (is. xl. 6), as again with a field full of
terms, " palace," " seven," and " eight," connect dry bones (Ezek. xxxvii.).
If elsewhere the rain
themselves with the threatening formula with which coming from God is mentioned with reference to
Amos (chaps, i., ii.) announces the approach of the certainty of its fertilizing effect (Is. Iv. 10),
the avenging catastrophe. The grace will be here it is thought of as that which tarrieth not
mightier than the sin hence, instead of the three for men, and walteth not for the children of
and four sins, which, according to Amos ii. 4, make men, which (as is implied in the phrase "from
the judgment necessary, seven and eight heroes Jehovah," in the first member) is not at all dependare named, who shall drive away the enemy. The ent on the doings and strivings of men, but alone
seven and eight are, as we may suppose, not coor- on the grace of God which supplies it according
dinate with the one in whose hands, according to to his own thoughts and his own laws (Is. Iv. 8).
5 b, the main transaction rests, but subordinate to Umbreit
The Lord's congregation is, in its heavhim. That the sense is only that the Messiah will enly call, in its independence of the favor of men,
afford the same protection to the people as a num- a dew which falls in refreshing drops on the herbber of heroes (Umbreit, and still earlier Hengsten- age of the world
it works with as fertilizing an
berg), is intimated by nothing in the text Obadiah effect on the variously stocked field of the peoples
also in a quite similar connection has the plural round about.
(ver. 21).
Ver. 7 [8]. But again will also the remnant
They are called shepherds, since the
prophet, from ver. 2 on, has constantly used the of Jacob be among the heathen, in the midst of
figure of feeding (pasturing) for dominion, to recall the abundance of the peoples as a lion .
the pastoral origin of the dynasty of David. unsparingly. That the figures of dew and a lion
Whether here the function of leadership in war, or stand in contrast, is obvious and to attempt to
that of which John (xii. f.) speaks, is most prom- combine them with reference to the element cominent m the figure, cannot be determined. Jere- mon to both, suddenness
Israel will fall like
miah (xx.), Ezekiel (xxxiv.), and Zechariah, after dew as unexpectedly as a lion on his prey (Hitthe example of our prophet, and of Ps. xxiii. and zig)
empties the passage of meaning, to say
the

be (L.

—

;

:

;

.

*

.

;

—

—

developments of the figure; nothing of the turgidity. Our verse runs parallel
the final amplification of it, within the limits of to ver. 5, as ver. 6 to chap. iv. ver. 2 ff.
Scripture, is given by Jesus himself in John x.
Ver. 8 [9]. With exulting shout the prophet
xcv., present further
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cheers Israel on, as he marches toward the object
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
indicated in the preceding verse: High be thy
he
hand (Is. xxvi. 11 ) above thine oppressors,
light, a city on a hill, toward which the
goes forth, not in pride, but summoned by oppresand let all thy foes be cut heathen stream
that is the holy congregation
sion, for defense,
(Matt. v. 14). In the time of salvation she is
off Cf. Is. lx. 12.
The Threatening which lies loosed, by the catastrophe spoken of in iii. 12,
Vers. 9-14 [10-15].
If Israel, the kingdom of the fu- from her natural substratum, the little earthly hill
in the Promise.
ture, is to be established, it must be pure, pure from of Zion, and in her spiritual significance, as no
confidence in any help beside God s, whether hu- longer a mere centre of a temporal system of worman measures, force of arms, and the like, or idols. ship, but the sonrce of the perfect instruction conAccordingly, God must root out of Israel all abom- cerning God, exalted high above all that is high
inations, before the judgment on the rebellious on the earth. As upon the figure of David the
nations can come. Cf 1 Pet. iv. 17 ; Jer. xxv. 29. prophetic figure of the Messiah is developed, so
it will come to pass in that day, aaith Je- upon tke figure of Jerusalem is the prophetic fighovah, that I will destroy thy horses out of the ure of the holy community of the future (cf. Ps.
midst of thee, and . . . strongholds. Parallel lxxxvii.). As once from the tower of Babylon,
to our prophecy, and serving as a commentary which they had raised for themselves, sinners were
upon it, stand many passages in the prophet Isaiah. scattered over the world, so God now sets up the
He also mentions first of all the war-chariots and banner around which they are to assemble. From
cavalry which had been brought in from Egypt men the multitude of ways, from Uim the oneness
From men the centrifugal power, from
simultaneously with the origin of idolatry, as an of way.
Now must the deceitful
abomination in the eyes of God (ii. 7, cf. xxxi. 1 ; Him the centripetal.
1 Kings x. 21 f.), and declares that the fortresses voices of the gods and the oracles be dumb, to inquire
of
which
the
flesh
heathen
travelled overland and
must be destroyed (ii. 15) ; because all that is
and not spirit, and Israel shall be delivered not by sea ; inquiries of the heavens also and of the abyss
man (xxxi. 8). If the kingdom of peace is to (Deut. xxx. 12 ft.) must cease. The world is
come, the putting away of the weapons of war aronsed to receive the statute and watch-word of
From the same point God which goes forth from Zion. And this watch(iv. 8) must begin in Israel.
of view is the mention of cities to be regarded. word is Peace, not the peace which the world
Sacred history derives the first origin of cities from giveth, for " in the world ye shall have tribulathe first murderer; the close aggregation of men tion/' but which God alone can give, when He beHe has become the
for mutual protection (Gen. iv. 17], that is, on comes judge of the nations.
account of the experience and further apprehen- God of the world, the calling of Israel the religion
the
world.
Then
there is a quiet, blessed abidCompare the posi- of
sion of murder and homicide.
ing ; God's congregation are the quiet in the land.
tive term of the prophecy, Ezek.. xxxviii. 12
With
glorified
lustre
the times of Solomon, the
Zech. ii. 8 f.
Ver. 11 [12]. As the self-help through war, Peaceful, return. And whatever of noble fame
so vanishes also self-deception through unprofit- there is among men grows pale before his
able and ensnaring idolatry, which, in contrast or receives new splendor through his name.

—

A

—

—

And

;

with the reverence for Jehovah expressed in prophecy and worship, is characterized by the two marks
of divination and worship of idols And I will
destroy divinations out of thy hand, and thou
ahalt have no more soothsayers. Sign-mongering by hand (with staves, rods, drin king-cups, etc.)
and observations of the sky and clouds (both can
:

be understood from the word 733D, from p7, a
cloud), are used to represent all kinds of sorcery

and magic.
Ver. 12 [13]. Then wffl-I out off thy stone
images and thy molten images out of the midst
of thee ; and no more shalt thou worship the
work of thy hands.
Ver. 13 [14]. And I will tear down thy Aaherahs
HTtt?H, as Deut. vii. 5 irregularly writ-

—

ten with

<*

in the penult denotes, according to the

derivation from "lttJfc^ related to ~\W\ the treetrunk stuck upright in the ground to be worshipped (Dent. xvi. 21 ), such as were the symbols
of the nature-gods in the Canaanitish idolatry

But that the light may burn clear it must first
be purified from the dross. Not with the proud,
who rejoice in their own light, dwells the Holy
who is the only light, and a burning flame for the
ungodly, but with those who are humble and of a
contrite spirit (Is. lvii. 15). Not until he is crippled in the contest with Goo does Israel receive
the blessing (Gen. xxxii. 25). The tower to which
the congregation turn is not a regal, but a flocktower. From the flock proceeds the rule, and the
flock are the ruled.
David was a shepherd, shepherds first heard of the Saviour, a shepherd was
He himself.
But until then, until the spiritual completion of
things, the way is still long. Jerusalem is still
standing, and must first pass through the purifying judgments, whose end was described, ch. iii. 12,
Heavily struggles the congregation which is to be
made perfect, under the terrors of the judgment.
Out of her must the Messiah be born, from whom

n

cometh. But wave upon wave rashes on and
es her that travaileth, yea, the waves will
out of the midst of thee, and destroy thy sweep her away from the shore where she thought
cities.
These are regarded here not as fortified herself concealed. Under God's severe dealings
places, but as seats of false worship, as i. V. cf. Is. there must first come upon Zion's lips the cry
" Lord, depart from me, tor I am a sinner," before
xv. 1.
Ver. 14. Then, when thus the purification is she can hear it said from his lips " Fear not, for
completed within thee, I will execute vengeanoe from henceforth shalt thou catch men." And alin anger and wrath on the people Who have though she arise in might, so long as her Messiah
not heard. This last addition establishes, through is not born, all her labors come to nought, she
the implied consequence, that some heathen na- labors in vain and spends her strength for nought
tions will hear, the distinction made on ver. 5.
(Is. xlix. 4).
She must endure the worst.
Over against her stands the world-power^ defiant
from ancient times, and grown np together with

—

:
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And to the fullest power of manifestation (1.) The redemption from Babylon is unfolded by
must she come, yea, mast accomplish the last Is. xl.-lx., and in such a way that this redemption
shame of subjugation and extermination upon the becomes the typical form for the entire subsequent
inheritance of God, before she can herself be development of the kingdom of God.
(2.) The
her.

for God judge th not before the time is
(Gen. xv. 16). But the days of the worldpower also are numbered. She is allowed by God
to perform her work and she performs it; but
while she gathers all her might, she gathers it still
only for the destruction which God has appointed

judged

;

rolfilled

to her.

For, when the time is fulfilled, the Messiah will
be born of the travailing congregation. Not indeed in the outward Zion. Over that hangs the
doom of destruction. But the poor of the*world
hath God chosen. Out of little Bethlehem will He
come toward whom all the promises have pointed
from the beginning, because from the beginning
He was with God, and toward his coming all history looks. Israel is abandoned, but abandoned
for the glory of God, which shall be accomplished
through the Messiah. When everything totters,
under the divine judgments, He alone stands firm
and enters on his shepherd office to fulfill the
prophecy of the kingdom; through Him God becomes the world-God, and Israel's religion the
world-religion, and in Him is the Peace, yea, He
is Himself Peace.
Bnt the world will not have the peace. The
heathen flow unto it ; some of them however do
not join in this movement, bnt would destroy the
kingdom. These flow on to be judged. It is another David who acts the shepherd here. For falling and for rising again, one for life another for
death, thus stands the Messiah, and with Him the
congregation of God, in the midst of the nations,
in the midst of history.
Those who belong to Him are a congregation of
the holy, separated from all that is impure, from
all in which man trusts apart from God, which he

and fears besides God; and therefore triumphant, because God maintains her cause.
Hbhgbtenberg It makes no difference as to
the thing whether the nations walk with their bodloves

:

or with the feet of the soul, whether they
the proper Mount Zion, or toward
Church,
which was typified by that, only that
the
the beginning of the pilgrimage must belong to a
time when symbol and thing signified were still
together, the outward Zion was still the seat of
the Church. Incessantly strides the divine judgment towards its final issue, irresistibly the divine
grace wrests from the enemy the prey which appeared to be given up to them forever.
New
phases of sin introduce new phases of judgment,
a new phase of worldliness a new onset of the
world-power. That the fulfillment of the prophecy
of the Old Testament forms a side object of the
occurrences of the New Testament, that, however,
this object was with none of the latter the only
object, that each of them, rather, has its significance apart from prophecy, and that by this significance prophecy and history are both equally
Among the blessruled, is everywhere manifest.
ings which the Messiah should bring to the conily feet

move toward

deliverance of Jerusalem from the universal attack
of the nations is represented in Ezek. xxxviii.xxxix. as the last triumph of Israel. (3.) The
rescue from the last calamity of all, in which the
city itself is conquered, and the judge of Israel is
mocked, lies at the bottom of the concluding
prophecy of Zechariah.

Calwkr Biblb

:

That

is

a comfort to him,

that God's instruments of punishment upon Israel
find also an avenger again for their tyranny, even
in the people of Israel, although these must first

have passed under the rod.
Schliee Not until Zion the impure has been
destroyed, can it become the seat of God's holy
dominion; Zion's people must first be led far
away as captives, before they become a people
strong in the Lord and victorious over all peoples
Zion's king must be deeply humbled before the
true king of David's lineage comes, who brings
:

everlasting peace to his people.

Of

the fulfillment.

Jdstin

Maktyk

(Dial.

c.

Dr.)
As many of us as, moved by the law and
by the word coming out of Jerusalem, through
the Apostles, have come to the faith, and fled for
refuge to the God of Jacob and of Israel, filled
until then with war and slaughter and all iniquity,
we have everywhere changed the instruments of
war into instruments of peace, and are building
piety, righteousness, philanthrophy, faith, hope, etc.
Calvin: Although God governed the ancient
people by the hand of David, Josiah, Hezekiah,
yet there lay as it were a shadow between, so that
God ruled in a hidden way. The prophet, accordingly, here expresses the difference tetween that
typical outline-shadow of the kingdom and the
later, new kingdom
which God would reveal
through the Messiah. And that is truly and definitely fulfilled in the person of Christ.
For although Christ was the true seed of David, He was
still at the same time Jehovah, that is, God manifest in the flesh.
Hengbtenbbrg thinks himself obliged, following ancient examples, to interpret iv. 9-14 in an
apocalyptic way, as a chronological series, so that
in vers. 9, 10 the Babylonian catastrophe, in ver.
11 the Maccabean struggles, in ver. 14 the oppressions of the Romans should be foretold.
Compare, on the contrary, the explanation given above.
Rosknm., Casp., and Kbil give an eschatological reference to these verses.
:

Schmiedkb : It is an entire mistake to interpret
this great prophecy of Micah of any one historical
event, as though it was completely fulfilled in that.
The interpretation corresponds nowhere in its en-

not even with the expressly promised
deliverance from Babylon. This should not expose the prophecy to suspicion, but only warn us
against the undue haste of expositors. The prophecy rests on visions which represent, not separate
historical events, but which in large, figurative
sketches show the course of the development of
gregation of the righteous, is first perceived the God's kingdom. What the Holy Spirit thus
fundamental benefit, the condition of all others, speaks, that the Holy Spirit alone can interpret,
namely, the transformation which He will produce not all pious curiosity of historical learning.
This
in the disposition of the covenant people.
above all things must be changed, if they are not
HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
False
still further to be given up to judgment.
On iv. 1-8. The kingdom of God,
Israel is the proper hooty oi the world.
1. Its central point: the glorified and exalted
Schmiedkb : The three periods of deliverance
in Micah give the basis for subsequent prophecy ; Zion, the source of the statutes and revelations,
tire fullness,
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and through grace, the ancient, chosen seat of

We

Caspaki Ver. 5.
have to do with a promVer. 1 a-c, 2 g, h, 8.
ise.
An admonition, or decree implying an ad2. Its citizens ; those who flow toward it thirst- monition, would not be appropriate here among
ing for righteosuness, longing for salvation. Ver. mere promises. The walking in the name of Jeho1 a, 2 a-f, 6, 7.
vah, however, is not to be regarded as a merit de3. Its order : God's law and God's peace. Ver. serving salvation, but as a conditioning grace
which has been bestowed upon Israel.
4. Its blessedness
rest,
security, prosperity.
Calvin : Ver. 8. The prophet here establishes
Ver. 4.
the souls of the pious, that they may hold oat
5. Its duration : eternal, like God Himself. Ver. steadfast through the long delay, and not be dis5.
couraged by the present defeat so as to despair of
Ver. 1. The sufferings of this present time are the fulfillment of God's promises. The dominion
not worthy to be compared with the glory. The of the daughter of Zion is made prominent, becity on the hill shines and is not concealed ; it is cause the king in Israel had obscured the glory
thy own fault if thou see not. Salvation comes of God.
of grace ; but that thou mavest possess it the voice
Gulich: It is called the ancient kingdom, (1.)
of desire must be in thy heart. He who would Because it is David's kingdom in his son Christ.
not suffer law and justice, and longs not therefor (2.) Because it is a kingdom proceeding from
in humble prostration, is not ready for the Gospel among them, not of foreign princes. (3.) Because
either.— ver. 3. God's judgments are best, and it is the kingdom of God. (4.) Because it is the
are clear enough for him who has part in the Holy kingdom of the twelve tribes reunited as at the
Ghost. Plough and scythe cease not ; sowing and time of David and Solomon. (5.) Because it is
reaping are still attended with toil, but what was a the kingdom over the heathen as David and Solocurse has become a blessing.
Ver. 4. Who longs mon ruled over the heathen.
not for rest 1 In the kingdom of God thon hast
Luthbr: Ver. 1. The kingdom of Christ, or
peace.
The terrors of the world are for him alone the preaching of the Gospel, has been made so
who goes with the world.
Ver. 5. In God's sure, and so firmly established, that it can be stifled
name! With that begin all thy work, then will or exterminated by no power, however great.
it go on prosperously.
Ver. 6. Even the Old Ver. 2. In particular, the prophet wished to show
Testament knows that not until after the fullness the difference between the kingdom of Christ and
of the heathen will Israel after the flesh, humbled the kingdom of Moses and the law. Moses is a
and contrite, enter into the kingdom. Why is his dreadful teacher ; constrains and drives the people
entrance delayed ? Because Christians, instead of to a shadow of obedience. But the kingdom of
regarding God's way, and thus living in peace, Christ has a willing people (Pa. ex.), who of themconsume each other in strife and spiritual warfare, selves like sheep follow their shepherd. For to
and so throw doubt over the certainty of the di- such willing obedience are they moved by the
vine promises. Until ver. 3 is fulfilled (in a spir- great, unspeakable benefits.
Ver. 3. If any one
itual sense), ver. 6 also will not be fulfilled.
is so utterly unacquainted with Holy Scripture as
Vert. 7, 8. How will the dominion be? The ques- to interpret this text to mean that a Christian
tion is obscure, and can be answered only from the either may not bear arms, or not legitimately use
New Testament. One thing only is sore that them, he very unskillfully perverts the whole sense
God will reign forever.
of the prophet. For he takes this saying concernHbhqstbhbbro On ver. 2. The ways of the ing the spiritual kingdom of Christ and applies it
ways
in wbich He would have men to the bodily kingdom ; and this he does against
Lord are the
the ways of living which are well pleasing the plain Scripture, which enjoins on the temporal
walk,
The antithesis is the walking in one's magistracy that they should protect their subjects
to Him.
own ways (Is. liii. 6), the direction of the life ac- in the enjoyment of their rights, and help mainVer. 4. What a great
cording to the caprice of the corrupt heart itself.
tain the general peace.
Michablis: The Messiah will be a teacher, difference is there between householders ! Yet if
says Kimchi. And it is quite remarkable how the they be Christians, each of them has bis noble
old teachers of the Jews themselves say expressly, fruits, with which to help and support others.
that the Messiah will interpret the words of the Ver. 6. Yet who would be so pusillanimous as not
law, and discover the errors of the Jews ; that the easily to allow God to take away his earthly goods,
doctrine which men learn before Him will not be if he only has sure hope of the heavenly goods *
Starkb : Ver. 1. At the time of Christ, Mount
considered in comparison with his new law.
Burck: Ver. 3. Jehovah Himself will reign Zion stood over all other mountains. The Church
through his law and spirit. The office which ye of the New Testament has a great preeminence
most shamefully disregard (ver. 3), will be most over the Church of the Old Testament. Christ
maintains and extends, even amid manifold disfaithfully discharged.
Michaelis One may not object to this what ruption and desolation of the earthly kingdoms,
the Christian Church on
Christ says (Matt. x. 34 ff.), that He was not come his spiritual kingdom
by his Word and Gospel.
Ver. 2.
It
to bring peace on the earth but a sword ; for this earth
happens per accidens through human depravity is not enough that each one believes for himself
must
also
excite
another
by
fraternal means
and these disturbances Christians do not excite one
We must not only send
but suffer. The perfect fulfillment of this proph- unto righteousness.
Not
ecy, moreover, is reserved for the final completion others to church, but also visit it ourselves.
all who come to the church are on that account
of all things.
Calwer Bible: Ver. 4. Even under Solo- true members of the church, but only those who
Ver. 3. Christians
mon's reign was it so (1 Kings iv. 25), as also the come in true simplicity.
great crowd of men in Israel, which is promised should be a peaceable people and not live in bickTrue piety is rewarded
erings, strife, and enmity.
(ii. 12), likewise existed in Israel, according to 1
Ver. 5. It is
Kings iv. 20, under Solomon. Solomon's reign in this world also (1 Tim. iv. 8).
was indeed the chief type of the final reign of a devilish opinion that men may be saved in all
Christ's
kingdom
is
not
religions.
a
worldly but
Messiah.
God's dominion.

:
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V.

an eternal kingdom. A Christian most fear God
Ver. 6.
not for a time only, but constantly.
Bodily plagues and all kinds of chastisements belong to the strange ways of God, by which, how-

the deeper despondency.

Pfajf : Ver. 1. The church of the New Testarests on an immovable foundation.
Even
the gates of hell cannot prevail against it. All
the kingdoms of the World are nothing to be considered of in comparison with the kingdom of
Ver. 3. Because there is still everywhere
Christ
war, hatred, and enmity among those who should
be Christians, the Lord still judges the peoples and
Ver. 5. No one is capable
punishes the heathen.
of the peace of God except him who walks in the
name, and in the power, and according to the
commandments of the Lord.
Quaxdt : Ver. 1. As Zion, so far as it signified
also Jerusalem, was the capital of God's kingdom
under the Old Testament, the language of the
prophets naturally adapted itself to that, and thus
the whole kingdom of God, from its Old Testa-

ened the souls of believers to bear the cross, He
adds the hope of salvation.
Luthbr : Birth-pangs indicate not a death but
a twofold life, that, namely, the mother is to be
delivered of her burden and the new man born.
Ver. 1 1 Israel, with his claim to be alone the people of God, was a thorn in the eye of the heathen.
Starkb: Ver. 9. In great distress of heart
men often either forget God's promises, or begin
in some measure to despair of their fulfillment.
Ver. 10. Then is the cross most lightly borne, when
we consider the will of God, and yield ourselves paVer. 12. The ungodly in
tiently to the trouble.
their persecution of the saints, always have, doubtless, an evil design, but God knows how nevertheless to turn it to good.
Ver. 13. A great armv
can accomplish nothing unless God gives it

It contains also

an

indirect solace in itself, for He who sends the prediction of what shall be, under his control must it
stand, and " He who sends can turn it away." The
ever, He seeks to bring the erring into the right greatest reason for our faint-heartedness under the
way. The cross must give birth to the Church of cross is the doubt whether it comes from God.
Christ. Hold fast and endure.
Calvin : Ver. 10. As soon as He has strength-

—

ment

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

ment germs on toward its New Testament devel- strength.
Ver. 14. And all preparation for war
opment, on earth and in heaven, was designated is vain when God would punish. Those who deVer. spise Him and his Word are despised by God in
by the name of Zion, the mount of God.
3. The kingdom of peace is building itself up return, and given over to the scorn of men.
in
these
periods,
so
far
as
Christian
even in
people
Ppafp: Ver. 11 ff. The enemies of Christ's
have already beaten many a sword into plough- kingdom must not think that, because by God's
shares and many a spear into pruning-hooks ; this appointment they are permitted to plague the
imperfect fulfillment is a pledge of the complete church for a time, this will \>&8& unpunished.- The

—

iniquity will be returned

fulfillment.

On

upon

their

own

heads.

Against God's judgments, when they fall, avails
gregation.
no military preparation, but only the preparation
Thev must be maintained
through repentance and prayer.
1. Under heavy sorrow in secure expectation of
Rieoer: Even in our Church, and amid the
the final redemption (vers. 9, 10).
priceless liberty of conscience with which God has
2. Under the mighty assaults of the foe in sure blessed us, his kingdom is still everywhere hampered
confidence that the Lord sits upon the throne (vers. and oppressed by the power and spirit of the world,
11, 12).
and one cannot make the least use of discipline,
8. In constant self-examination.
For, although still less discover traces of the kingdom of God in
the victory must certainly be given to God's cause the secular power. But the greater the need the
(ver. 13), nevertheless, until Christ is born in the better can the promises come to one's help.
If
congregation (and in each individual, ver. 1), the God should even still further and more grievously
result of every contest is deserved disaster and dis- afflict, this must still be our consolation, that if He
grace (ver. 14).
breaks down that which He has himself built, He
Ver. 9. Desperate complaint under the struggle will use all the living stones otherwise for his own
and sorrow which God lays upon thee is a sign that purposes. The certainty of the faith of Israel in
Christ is not in thee. See to it that it becomes the the Old Testament, and the solidity of all God's
right complaint and sadness ; then will He, amidst promises through the prophets, have served at all
Ver. 10. In his misery times as a support for the Christian faith. Where
the pain, be born in thee.
the prodigal son first found his way to his father s there is little or no faith in the heart, and men
Ver. 11. How much more earnestly must still esteem earthly good very highly, we often hear
house.
we be concerned that God's name should be hallowed premature and too sensitive complaints, against
through our faith and life, since we know that to his which we must testify that there can and will be
enemies nothing is more agreeable than to see us a still further decay of external prosperity, while
dishallowed. While we are not unholy no one can vet God will not let his promise fail. Our heart
render us so and those who attempt it do so for is either lost in the distress and forgets the promtheir own condemnation and ruin.
Ver. 13. In ise, or it lends an ear to the promise and then
the fortunes of the congregation there is a constant thinks there must nothing adverse intervene. It
ebb and flow. Let us be on our guard against is right to keep promise and threatening both bechap.

iv.

9-14.

Of the struggles

of God's

con-

—

—

—

;

—

pride in apparently prosperous seasons, against fore the eyes.
On chap. v. The Prince of Peace.
His coming.
1
(a.) In lowly guise, 1 a; humble.
together,
so as to spare
enemy that they belong
(b.) And yet to the throne, 1 b; glorious.
one another ; but at other times for trifling causes
(c.) Because He was appointed to this from of
refuse salvation to each other and will not dwell old, 1 c ; eternal.
under one roof.
(d.) At the appointed fullness of time, 2 a; tem-

—

despondency in the drought.
Ver. 14. It is a
very wretched thing;, that many Christians remember not until amid the furious assaults of the

HsiiosTBNBBRO

:

On

ver. 9.

The mingling

to-

gether of judgments with promises of salvation
should guard believers against vain hopes, which,
if not supported by the event, change into so much

poral.
2.

His work.

(a.)

(b.)

To
To

seek and save that which was lost, 2 b.
be a shepherd in truth, 3
i
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(c.) To prepare God's kingdom even to the ends
of the world, 3 b.
(d) To give peace to his followers through the
protection which He will afford and the bestowment of power, 4.
(e.) To judge the world, 5, 14.

3.

His Congregation.

A spintual congregation. Ver. 6.
A powerful congregation. Vers. 7, 8.
A holy congregation, which (a) trusty

fa.)
b.)

always thought that God does not without means
carry forward the upbuilding of his kingdom, but
has connected this 'with instruments', with the remnant of Israel, bis servants.
Vers. 9, 10. The
pride of learning and wisdom also is horses ; the
pride of self-righteousness and good works is chariots, on which the natural man rides abroad ; an%!
if whole communities rest in them and suppose

—

that they are thus justified, they are cities

—

and

for-

God.
Ver. 1 1 f. Covetousness
alone (vers. 9, 10) ; (0) inquires after God's and ambition also are idols. How many men ask
will alone (ver. 11); (?) fears God alone (vers. first these dark idols of their heart, before tbey inquire after God's will, and thus lose, alas ! labor
12, 13).
Ver. 1. God counts not but weighs; and the and profit ; adulterating also the fountain of grace
Ver. 14.
lowly and small in the eye of the world He chooses which had been opened in their hearts.
most fondly. He is a concealed God. His ways In the time of salvation, the idea of " heathen "
As David came will no more be conceived as national and historreach from the deep to the height.
not from Bethlehem without previous signs, so ical, but those are heathen who hear not the voice
the
kingdom
everything temporal in
of God has of God, whether by birth they stand within or outKings should consider that side of the congregation.
eternal signification.
Michablib: On ver. 1. "Days" and "eterthey ought not to esteem most highly their arsenals, but their stores of bread, and that those exist nity " seem to be incompatible, but the Scripture
Rulers are at all times by God's grace. speaks of divine things which it would reveal, in
for these.
a human way. Hence as we conceive always of a
Christ's coming is from eternity and to eternity.
It is little to believe that Christ was before the space still beyond the uttermost world-spheres, alworld salvation begins not until you experience though it does not exist, so we imagine days mad
Ver. 2. God's seasons before the world, because we cannot do
that He is born in the world.
" therefore" is always hard to understand, especi- otherwise. Thus the Apostle also speaks of the
against
our
flesh.
Blessed he days of eternity, and God is called (Dan. vii. 9)
ally when it goes
who receives it. God forsakes, but only for a cer- the Ancient of Days.
Chbtsostom When He says : His begintain time ; have patience in the time of drought,
*
All his ways tend toward nings are from the beginning, from the days of
his time is best oi all.
new birth ; even death. He has forgotten none, antiquity, He shows his preexistent nature; but
and goes after all, even the lost ; leaves the ninety when He says : He will go forth a ruler to feed
my people Israel, He shows his temporal birth.
and nine in the wilderness, and seeks the one.
Calvin " For me will He come forth ; " thus
Ver. 3. Raise thy head ; the Saviour stands ever,
and if He veils himself, the cloud is in the dim- God indicates that He intends the destruction of
Although Jesus the people only so as to restore them again after a
ness of thine eve ; he cannot fall.
be thy salvation, thou shouldst not in a childish certain time. Hence He calls back to Himself
way drag his nature into the dust, but cherish a them that believe, and to his plan, as if He wonld
holy reverence for his divine majesty.
In the say So have I rejected you for a season, that yon
name of Christ call upon God in the name of sti'll lie near my heart.
God cry to Christ He will certainly hear thee.
Hbngstenbbbg : God so ordered circumstances
Wherever thou art He is not for off. Even if thou connected with the typical choice of David that
wert sitting in the abyss, his kingdom reaches his human lowliness might appear in the strongest
thither.
But consider that time on earth has an light. It was God who raised him from a keeper
end, seeking may begin too late.
Ver. 4. He of sheep to be a shepherd of the people.
gives Himself, therefore gives He peace.
In the
Michaehs On ver. 2. Therefore, because this
congregation He, the One, is invisible ; his work is the plan of God, first to punish Zion for her
there is carried on by many hands.
visible head sins and then to restore her through the Christ
to the congregation is against Scripture.
Ver. 5. that comes forth out of Bethlehem.
Even where He smites, it is only salvation. No
Calvin : Ver. 3. The expression " feed " shows
Christian should rejoice in the destruction of en- how Christ stands toward his own, the sheep that
He does not rule
emies, but only be thankful for the salvation of his have been intrusted to him.
Ver. 6. Amid the world must the con- over them like a dreadful tyrant, who oppresses
own soul.
gregation stand. Flight from the world is con- his subjects with fear, but He is a shepherd and
Where the main- cares for his sheep with all the gentleness that
trary to the kingdom of God.
tenance of the spirit and of strength fails, there could be desired. But since we are surrounded
Again, where with enemies, the prophet adds: He works with
exists nothing of the true Israel.
grace is sought through human wisdom, and is power, that is, with all the jK>wer there is in God,
placed in an outward mechanism of Christianity, all the protection there is in Christ, as soon as
rather than in the living, travailing power of God's there is need to protect the church.
should
Times of learn, therefore, to expect from Christ just as
spirit, there too the true Israel is not.
refreshing in the Church come not according to much salvation as there is power in God.
Schlibb: Ver. 6 ff. Christ's people are a
the will and calculation of men, but according to
God's will. They cannot be made, but must be source of blessing everywhere, but where they are
prayed for. But for death God is not to blame, opposed they become a lion which none can resist;
but those who would not receive the dew of his they are also a victorious people.
Schmiedbb That the power of the holy peoVers. 7,
Spirit, and would rather remain dry.
8. If a preacher wonld indeed speak the Word of ple is a peaceful one, and that only the strength,
the Spirit, he must know that God's Word, which not the kind of their force is compared to the force
he proclaims, will triumph. He who believes not of a lion, is proved by what follows.
Michaelis: Christ is a lamb and a lion, e£
speaks as if he spoke not. How "much more earnest and diligent in our office should we be, if we Rev. vi. 16.
(c.)

in

tresses rejected of

God
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V.

:
Ver. 9. So did Joshua and David,
order to break up false confidence (Josh. xi. 6
ff. ; 2 Sam.viii. 4).
Luthxr: How well has God fulfilled that already with the temporal Israel 1

whole work of redemption with its blessed fruits,
aud procures its fulfillment for all the righteousness of God. It was the case with the Jews that
they in an earthly sense rested on the kingdom
alone, and stumbled at the rest; now, it works

Scakkb: Ver. 1. As believers under the Old
Testament comforted themselves, amid their afflictions, with the promise of Christ's coming in the
flesh, so it becomes us, on whom the end of the
world has come, to comfort and strengthen ourselves with the hope of Christ's coming at the
last judgment (1 Thes. iv. 16-18).
Whatever

with many in Christendom almost precisely the
other way.
Ver. 2. It is not hard for faith to
apprehend that, as Christ was once born at Bethlehem, as regards his person, so also he, in his kingdom, may once appear as the shepherd of nations,
born through so many pangs and sighs of all the
faithful, and may bring everything to the end proposed in the counsel of God.
Quakdt : Ver. 1. Out of the place which is too
small to be an independent member, goes forth the
head. Not the present Bethlehem, whose poor inhabitants support themselves by the preparation of
mementoes for the pilgrims, out of the stones and
shells of the Dead Sea, but a converted Christian
soul is now the true birth-place of the Redeemer.
Ver. 3. He who has the Messiah for a shepherd
finds in Him both pasture and protection.
With
Him will the congregation dwell, not roam abroad
any longer (cf. Am. viii. 11).
Ver. 6. The blessings which Christianity has brought to the world
are not to be counted.
Ver. 7. ifot to the souls,
but the sins of the nations will Israel be terrible ; for
the peace which the Messiah gives is in its nature
warfare against sin.
Ver. 10. Cities which are
fortresses fall under the judgments of God, that
confidence in them may fall also.
Ver. 14. It is

in

—

worthily receive Christ, these are his BethleAlthough God's throne is very high, yet
respect unto the lowly.
Ver. 2. Let
him that afflicts afflict, until He comes with the
Let him who loves happiness submit
Gospel.
himself to his government in humility.
Ver. 3.
The Gospel gives nourishment to our souls, and
glorifies Christ in us.
Christ's kingdom of power
as well as of grace is and goes everywhere. The
Gospel can be detained and hindered by no human
Ver. 4. Christ is our peace, because
power.
through Him we have peace above us with God,
within us in our conscience, around us with other
Ver. 5. God
men, and under us against Satan.
can doubtless wink at the tyrants for a time ; but
when they have filled up the measure it will be
Ver.
measured to them again with the measure.
6. God scatters his pious ones for this reason also,
that through them the seed of the Gospel may be
sown also in other places. God has always a little God's wav to do wonders with broken reeds. Not
True conversion results until He has washed Israel in the sharp lye of his
flock left in the Church.
neither from our own nor from the powers of other judgments, and taken from him all in which he
alone.
The Gospel is the dew placed bis vain hopes, is he a suitable instrument
men, but from God
Vers. for God, to execute his vengeance on the nations
by which God refreshes the thirsty earth.
9, 10. Many things not bad in themselves may be- through attestation of the word.
[Dr. Pusey: On iv. 1. God's promises, goodcome bad by abuse. The weapons of our warfare
are not carnal, but spiritual and mighty before ness, truth, fail not. He withdraweth his PresVer. 13. Insincere worship ence from those who receive Him not; only to
God (2 Cor. x. 4).
Ver. 14. God in kind- S've Himself to those who will receive Him.
also is a kind of idolatry.
ercy is the end and sequel of chastisement. Miness calls the sinner to repentance ; if he obey not
He chastises him in moderation ; but if not even cah then joins, on this great prophecy of future
this helps, He overwhelms him utterly with his in- mercy to the preceding woe, as its issue in the
order of God's will.
Ver. 2. In Micah's time
dignation.
rTAWi Ver. 1. Since Bethlehem, with the not one people, scarcely some poor fragments of
other cities of Judaea, has long been destroyed, the the Jewish people, went up to worship God at
Jesus Zion, to call to remembrance his benefits, to learn
Messiah must have been born already.
must reign by his Spirit in our hearts, if we would of Him. Those who should thereafter worship
They came not
beauti- Him, should be many nations.
Vers. 2, 3.
be a portion of his Israel.
ful prophecy of the union of Jews and heathen in making bargains with God (as some now would),
the New Testament; then they shall form one what they should be taught, that He should reveal
Ver. 6 f. Chris- to them nothing transcending reason, nothing excongregation to the world's end.
tians who walk in the power of the Saviour, are ceeding or contradicting their notions of God ; they
like a fruitful dew and rain, which fertilizes others do not come with reserves, that God should not
also, makes them grow and bear fruit unto the take away this or that error, or should not disclose
Spirit ; they are endowed with a spiritual strength anything of his incomprehensibleness. They come
from on high, whereby they may powerfully affect in noly simplicity, to learn whatever He will conthe conscience of men, and triumph gloriously over descend to tell them ; in holy confidence, that He,
the Infallible Truth, will teach them infallibly.
the kingdom of Satan.
Rjeger: There remains much unexplained in No one ever saw or could imagine two human bemay, however, in that which is ings, in whom the grace of God had unfolded itthis chapter.
clear and certain find our pasture, and have so self in exactly the same way. Each saint will
much reverence for the more difficult parts as to have his distinct beauty around the throne. Bat
believe that mere lies in them also something by then each will have learnt of his ways, in a differVer. 3. The fathers
which already the faith of others has been strength- ent proportion or degree.
ened, or of which others after us will have better had indeed a joy, which we have not, that wars
Ver. 1 fF. Christ is here prom- were not between Christians ; for although "just
understanding.
ised particularly as He who should be Lord over wars are lawful," war cannot be on both sides
Where then is lust ; very few wars have not, on both sides, what
Israel, therefore in his kingdom.
his high-priesthood, his redeeming work, and all is against the spirit of the Gospel. For, except
in the Gos- where there is exceeding wickedness on one side,
the rest which is proclaimed of
pel ? All that has its fulfillment and due relations or peril of further evil, the words of our Lord
For this sets in motion hi* would hold good, in public as well as private. 1
in the kingly rule.
cities

hem.
hath
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say unto you that ye resist not evil.
Ver. 10. God's
judgments, or purifying trials, or visitation of his
saints, hold their way, until their end be reached.
They who suffer cannot turn thera aside; they
who inflict them cannot add to them or detain
There [in Babylon, " in tnmnlt, and din,
them.
and unrest, and the distractions of this life "] shall
it | the backslidden and chastened soul] be delivered, like the poor Prodigal, who came to himself
in a far country, when worn out by its hard service.
Even then it must not despair, but remember, with him, its Father's house, the Heavenly
Jerusalem. Its pains within or without, whereby
it is brought back, are travail pains.
Thongh all
is dark, it must not say, I nave no Counsellor.

the objects of God's anger.
the emblem of the whole city
the devil, as opposed to God.
Abel and the
built by Cain
continuing city here."

For

quite

—

Redeemer's name is Counsellor, ** one Coun" Thine Intercessor never
sellor of a thousand."
dies."
Out of the very depths of misery will the
Divine mercy draw thee.
Dr. Pubky Ch. v. 7 (Eng. Vers.). In the Gospel and the grace of Christ there are both, gentleness and might; softness, as of the dew, might, as
of a lion. For, " wisdom reach eth from one end
to another mightily ; and sweetly doth she order all
things." 1
Ver/ll. The church shall not need
the temptation of human defenses ; for God shall
fence her in on every side. Great cities too, as
the abode of luxury, and sin, of Dower and pride,
and, mostly, of cruelty, arc chiefly denounced as
its

:

—

l

Wtod. riiL

;

Matthew Henry

Babylon stands as
of the world or of
" The first city was
other saints had no

Ch. iv. 2. Where we come
worship God, we come to be taught of Him.
Those may comfortably expect that God will teach
them who are firmly resolved by his grace to do
Ver. 5. Then peace is a
as they are taught.
blessing indeed, when it strengthens our resoluVer. 12. When men
the
Lord.
tion to cleave to
are made use of as instruments of Providence in
accomplishing its purposes, it is very common for
:

to

—

—

them

to intend

one thing, and

the contrary.

— Ver.

for

13.

God

to intend

When God
to do, He will

conquering work for his people
nish them with strength and ability for

A

—

1.

FOURTH DISCOURSE.
Chapters VI.-VTI.
vi.

1

Hear

ye, I pray,

what Jehovah

saith

Rise thou, wage a controversy before the mountains,
*
And let the hills hear thy voice !
2 Hear, ye mountains, Jehovah's controversy,
And ye immovable foundations of the earth
For Jehovah hath a controversy with his people,
And with Israel will he dispute.
!

My

what have I done unto thee ?
wherein have I wearied thee ?
Testify against me.
4 For l I brought thee up out of the land of Egypt,
And out of the house of bondage I redeemed thee
And sent before thee Moses, Aaron, and Miriam.
5 My people, remember now
What Balak consulted,
The king of Moab,
And what answer was given him,
By Balaam, son of Beor
3

people,

And

From

it, will

the horns iron and the hoofs brass ; and when
He does so, they most exert the power He gires
them and execute the commission ; even the daughter of Zion must arise and thresh.
relation to Christ will
Ch. v. 2 (Eng. Vers.).
Ver. 5.
magnify those that are little in the world.
When God has work to do He will not want fitting instruments to do it with; and when He
pleases He can do it by a few ; He needs not raise
thousands, but seven or eight principal men may
serve the turn, if God be with them.

make

SECOND DIVISION.

Chap.

has
far-

;

Shittim to Gilgal

That thou mayest know the righteousness of Jehovah.
6 With what shall I come into the presence of Jehovah,
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VII.

?

into his presence with burnt offerings,

With calves of a year old ?
7 Doth Jehovah delight in thousands of rams,
In ten thousand streams of oil ?
Shall I give
The fruit of

8

my first born for my transgression, 8
my body for the sin of my soul ?

He hath told thee, O man, what is good
And what * doth Jehovah require of thee,
But

to

do

justly,

And love mercy,
And walk humbly

with thy

God ?

9 Jehovah's voice calls to the city,
And wisdom will see thy name.4
Hear ye the rod, and who hath appointed it
10 Are there yet in the house of the wicked
Treasures of wickedness,
And the lean Ephah, accursed ?
11 Can I be pure with the wicked balances,
And with the bag of deceitful weights ?
12 Her rich men are full of violence,
And her inhabitants speak lies,
And their tongue is deception in their mouth.
13 And I also will smite thee with deadly wounds,
Laying thee waste on account of thy sins.
14 Thou shalt eat and not be satisfied,
And thy emptiness [shall remain] in thee ;
And thou shalt remove, and shalt not rescue,
And what thou dost rescue I will give to the sword.
15 Thou shalt sow, and not reap ;
Thou shalt tread olives, and not anoint thee with oil,
And must, and not drink wine.
16 And they diligently keep the statutes of Omri,
And all the works of the house of Ahab

And ye walk in their counsels,
That I may make thee an astonishment,
And
And
Chap.

vii.

1

her inhabitants a hissing
the reproach of my people ye shall bear.

is me ! for I am become
the gatherings of the harvest,
8 the gleanings of the vintage

"Woe

As

A

There is no cluster to eat
For a first-ripe fig my soul

longs.

2 Perished is the godly man out of the earth ;
And upright among men there is none
They all lie in wait for blood,
Each his brother they hunt with a net
8 For evil both hands are active
The prince asketh, and the judge [ judgeth] for reward,
And the great man
he speaketh the desire of his soul,
And they wrest it
4 The best of them is as a prickly bush,
And the most upright worse than a thorn hedge
The day 6 of thy watchmen and of thy visitation cometh
Then shall be their perplexity.
5 Trust ye not in a friend,
Confide not in an associate
;

—
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From

her that lieth in thy bosom
the doors of thy mouth.
6 For son despiseth father,
Daughter riseth up against her mother,
Daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law
man's enemies are the people of his house.

Keep

A

And I, to Jehovah will I look,
I will wait for the God of my salvation
God will hear me.
8 Rejoice not,
mine enemy, over 6 me
When I have fallen, I arise
When I sit in darkness,
7

My

O

Jehovah
9

is

a light to me.

The

indignation of Jehovah I will
For I have sinned against him,

bear,

Until he plead my cause, and maintain
He will bring me forth to the light
I shall see his righteousness.

10

my

right

And my enemy shall see,
And shame shall cover her,
Her who saith to me
Where

is Jehovah thy God ?
eyes will look upon her,
Now she shall be trodden down
As the mire in the streets.
1
day for building thy fence walls
That day shall the statute be far removed.
12 That day, unto thee shall they come
Even from Assyria, and the cities of Egypt
And from Egypt even unto the river ;
And [to] sea from sea,
And [from] mountain to mountain.
13 And the laud will be desolate
On account of its inhabitants,
Because of the fruit of their doings.

My

A

T

14 Feed thy people with thy rod,
The flock of thy possession,
Dwelling alone, 8
In the forest, in the midst of Carmel

They

shall feed in

Bashan and Gilead, as

in the

days of old.

As

in the days of thy coming from the land of Egypt,
Will I show to them marvellous things.
16 The nations shall see and be ashamed.

15

Of all their might
They shall place their hand on

their

mouth,

Their ears will be deaf.

17 They shall lick dust like the serpent,
As creeping on the earth ;
They shall tremble forth out of their hiding-places,
Unto Jehovah our God they shall come with dread,
And 8h,all fear because of thee.

18

Who

is

a

God

That forgiveth

And

like thee,
iniquity,

passeth over transgression
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VII.

the remnant of his possession
hoWeth not his anger forever,

For he
19

VI.

?

delighteth in mercy.

He will again have compassion on us,
He will trample on our iniquities,
And cast into the depths of the sea all

20 Thou

their sins.

wilt give truth to Jacob,

Mercy

Abraham,

to

Which thou hast sworn to our fathers,
From the days of ancient time.
TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
11

Ver. 4.

is spirited

p

— \p.

Dr. Kleinert renders

:

Is

it,

possibly, that I

but savors too much, perhaps, of modern

Ver. 7.

— 3???9

and

DS^H

rhetoric.

are regarded by

brought the* up,

many

by metonomy

as used

Perhaps however they are quite as well taken to be adverb, ace. (Gesen. $ 118,
the Kng. Vers, gives the sense and so Zunz.
Ta.]

—

:

[S Ver. 8.

— Our author with

etc.

;

ist

tfua, doss, u.

s.

w.

This

— Ta.]

Hltsig, disregarding the accentuation,

3);

makes TTEfi

for "sin-offering,"

and

"expiation."

at all events, the rendering of

also dependent

on "7^2

H

:

"and

what Jehovah seeks of thee " and then translates CS ^3 : " nothing but." Maurert refutation of Hitsig at this
point is harsh and petulant, but effectual.
Ta.]
Kleinert, with Maurer and many others, inverts the order of these words, with the advantage of thus
[4 Ver. 9.
;

—

—

securing an obvious agreement in gender between

n£H N

and

Ito subj.,

and a thought at

least equally appropriate.

—

—

" look out for," circumsp'ctare, etrcunupictrt
some doubt about the meaning,
thus ascribed to PS""!,
And as " wisdom " may very well stand for " the wise man," it seems preferable to adopt the simplest translation, following the very order of the Hebrew words. The BxegeHcal note will give several of the many renderings which hare been

But as

there

proposed.
[*

is

—Ta.]

Chap.

vil. 4.

— Kleinert

treats

DV*

as an ace. of time, translating

In the day of thy seers,
thy visitation cometh,

When
and in the next member would have
[6 Ver. 8.

— I do not think the

[7 Ver. 12.

*b

H V^JJl

in the second pars. masc.

:

Thou

shalt be ensnared

by them.

— Ta.]
— Ta.]

" pleonastic " here, but rather as giving the ground of the hostile "joy."

— ""fiVE, properly signifying, " bulwark," or "fortification," " strength,"

is

here almost certainly used of

Egypt, probably with a play on the name of the latter. Pusey " The name Mat tor, which he gives to Kgvpt, modilying its ordinary dual name Mitzraim, is meant at once to signify « Egypt " [Is. xix. 6 ; xxxvii. 25], and to mark the
Ta.]
strength of the country."
Kleinert changes the punctuation, putting a period after o, and then reads :
[8 Ver. 14.
In the forest In the midst of Garmel may they feed,
In Bashan, etc.
" Dwelling alone " is in either case parenthetic, but it seems just as well to connect what immediately follows with the
" feed," etc., in the first member, as is done above.
Ta.]
:

—

—

—

—

sin and the favorable disposition for the orderly restoration of Jehovah's worLeaving the concrete sketches of history, the ship may have existed in the higher strata of the
public reproofs, and the historical prediction, the people, while the mass still strove against the ethiprophet rises to the height of the idea woven cal portion of the law, is disproved by the con-

EXEGBTICAL AND CRITICAL

a general sense of

through the whole coarse of history, and repre- tents of the section, ch. vii. 1 ff. (cf. vi. 16). There
sents the relation between the God of Israel and we find no word of any difference between the
hi* people, the past condition the present compli- good disposition of the great and the stupidity of
cations and the future solution, under the figure the multitude, but, rather, the description runs
completely parallel to that in.ch. iii. Nor is there
of a suit-at-law.
In accordance with this fundamental character, otherwise any solid support for maintaining the
the discourse has no special historical reference, date of the whole to be either earlier or later than
bat takes, as we may say, a universal position. for chaps, i.-v., and we must be content with saymost, to be sure, perceive, with Caspari, that ing, that in a completely sjmilar situation, this
Israel, charged by the prophet with backsliding, concluding discourse distinguishes itself only by
freely grants its guilt and is ready to atone for it its peculiar rhetorical character from the former
This is true in respect to
(vi. 6 a) ; that it is disposed to clear itself by num- portion of the book.
erous sacrifices (vi. 6 b), not however through matter, inasmuch as the subject is not particular
hearty relinquishment of its pride, unrighteous- manifestations of present sin, but the sins of the
ness and oppression (vi. 8-10 if.). But that we whole people, and not particular moments of the
should by these traits (in contrast with the preced- future, but judgment and salvation in their spiring discourses, as having fallen within the time itual nature ; and in respect to form, inasmuch as
of Hezekiah's predecessors), be here necessarily it is not directly paranetic or eschatological, but
brought down to the first years of Hezekiah, when lyrical and of the nature of a psalm. It closes

We
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the book of Micah very much as Hab. iii. and Is.
xl.-lxvi. close those books, and as Rom. xi. 33-36
the Jewish historical exposition of the Epistle to
the Romans.
In its plan also this peculiarity of the closing
address appears. It falls into three parts, and the
fundamental number which prevails is (apart from
the introitus and the transitu*) 13. The scheme is
as follows
a. The introitus, vi. 1, 2 (seven lines).
Then
and
I. The first stage of the suit (vi. 3-8)
1. Vers. 3-5. God's complaint (thirteen lines).
2. Vers. 6-8. Israel's anxious reply (thirteen
:

—

;

came

his peculiar possession (Ps. cxiv.), and xteo
as the actus primus of his gracious choice of
the people, there lay enfolded, so far as regards
its direction and shape, all the subsequent development ; all the following acts of grace are only confirmations of the first purpose of grace.
Ver. 5 glances at these tokens of love in the history of the planting of Israel until their arrival in
the Holy Land:
people, remember now,
what counsel Balak took, the king of Moob,
in

it,

Second stage of the suit (vi. 9-vii. 8) ; and
1. vi. 9-16.
God's reproof (twenty-six lines). and what answer was given him by Balaam,
" It was no light
2. vii. 1-6.
Israel's complaint (twenty-six Beor's son ; cf. Num. xxii. 24.
lines).

b.

With special fondness the sacred writer*
bring forward, when they would impress upon the
people the goodness of the Lord, his earliest deed*,
and, above all, those connected with their deliverance from Egypt, because through that Israel be-

My

lines).
II.

iam?

The

transitu*,

vii.

7,

8 (seven lines)

—

;

and

fol-

lowing upon this,
ILL The closing psalm humiliation, confidence,
and praise, vii. 9-12 (13+26+13 lines).
:

Hear ye now;
Introitus, chap, vi., vers. 1, 2.
thus begins, like the opening discourse, i., ii., the
closing address also; hear ye what Jehovah
saith, dictnrus est, namely, to me, the prophet.
In
Arise, bring a suit toward the mountains
the name of Jehovah, and as his advocate, should
the prophet enter into the controversy with the
people, and utter the complaint so loud that the
mountains, which, as appears from the following
clause, and the hills shall hear thy voice, and
from ver. 2, are present as witnesses of the trial
(cf. Deut. xxxii. 1 ; Is. i. 2), may murmur with
the echo. The explanation, bring a spit against
the mountains, accuse the mountains, is senseless
!

thing that Israel, ready to enter into the Holy
is sent forward, not cursed by him, but
rather blest by God through him, to his great and
arduous task. The curse would, through the superstition of many of the Israelites, have discouraged them, and inspired their superstitious foes
with confidence. So much the more must the
blessing have raised the spirits of the people, a* it
indicated that the Lord had so completely blessed
them in the eyes of all nations, that even enemies
who would curse were obliged to bless them."
Caspari. The little clause from Shittim to Oil-

Land,

:

a new object to "IDT • Remember what occurred from Shittim to Gilgal, u e., between the
first station after Balaam's (Num. xxv. 1 ) blessing
and the first station on the soil of the Holy Land
(Josh. iv. 19). Remember this, that thou mayett
know the covenant grace (properly: the righteousnesses) of Jehovah. Jehovah's deeds of mercy
gal, is

are called exhibitions of righteousness, inasmuch
after the original establishment of the covenant
with Abraham, or (as the case may be) of the covVer. 2. The prophet, following the command, enant of the law on Sinai, all following grace was
calls out to the mountains : hear, ye mountains, only fulfillment of what had been before promised,
from
Jehovah's cause, and ye unchangeable
)VUb cum inf. as Am. ii. 7.
i. e., njTTC.
their unchangeableness Israel might have taken an
Ver. 6-8. Reply and Decision. As Jehovah adexample ; Balaam had long before called the rocks
ye foun- dressed primarily the prophet, so the discourse of
of Canaan changeless (Num. xxiv. 21 )
dations of the earth, that cannot be shaken, but the people is directed immediately to him, standthat should now tremble before the solemn mes- ing as he does between God and the people. He is
sage, and weighty judgment of Jehovah (Is. xxiv. the mouth of God toward the people (Hos. i. 1
For Jehovah hath a suit against his peo- Deut. v. 5 AT., cf. Ex. iv. 16). Israel, in so far as
18).
ple (cf. Hos. iv. 1), and with Israel will he have it is really such, cannot close its ears to the voice
of truth (cf. John xviit 371, hence owns itself
a settlement.
Vers. 3-5.
The Com- guilty without parley, and asks only after the way
First Stage, vers. 3-8.
Jehovah speaks not with the thunder of of expiation. Wherewith shall I meet Jehoolaint.
in

itself,

and

therefore

of direction, as

DM must be taken as

Judg. xix. 18

;

a sign as

Is. lxvi. 14.

—

—

—

—

much sharper cordiality of vah ?
to meet with ^ifts, in order to gratify
people, thou that belongest any one, and to render to him honor and duty (Ps.
to me alone, brought up by me, what have I done cv. 2 ; Deut. xxiii. 5).
Wherewith bow myself?
to thee, and wherein have I wearied thee ?
713S
belongs to both clauses, and "to bow
"
The Hithpael, to have a settlement," was not
without significance. He is in earnest, if Israel one's self," FpW, imperf. Niph., from *J23, Olsb.,
has aught against Him, to hear it. Jehovah might § 265, e., is, like the meeting Him, an expression
have wearied Israel by over rigorous requirements of respect, which is appropriate before the God
(Is. xliii. 23), or by unfulfilled promises (Jcr. ii. on high, who looks down on men,
and in whose
But much more should the expression recall sight they are as grasshoppers (Is. xl. 22). 8hall
31).
how Israel has wearied the Lord (Is. xliii. 24). I meet Him with burnt offerings 1 That is the

mp,

Jie law, but with the

wounded

love.

Answer me

My

properly, as the 22 instead of the

!

customary ace shows defend thyself against Me,
make reply to my charge (Job xxxi. 35).
Ver. 4. God's language continues in a tone of the
deepest irony Is it in that I led thee up out of
the land of Egypt (Am. ii. 10), and redeemed
thee out of the house of bondage ? (cf. Ex xx.
2)
plur. cone for abstr., Ewald, § 179; and
that I sent before thee Hoses, Aaron, and Mir:

:

—

first thought with men who look at what is external ; thither they naturally turn to fill the " aching void " in the soul with outward things, and as
naturally also to try to expiate the sins which
spring from the heart against God, according to
the outwardly written letter : work-righteousness,
and the idolatry of the letter. With calves of a
year old ? Not as if these alone were proper to
be offered (Caspari, Hitaig, against lie v. xxii.,
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xxvii.),

ets ; and thus the discourse turns back again here
in what immediately follows to the people : Per-

but because they were accounted as the

most important (Lev.

ix. 3).

Ver. 7. Hath Jehovah pleasure in thousands
(hecatombs) of rams ? in myriads of oil-brooks ?
The questions, as the connec(cf. Job xx. 17).
tion shows, are not rhetorical (Luther), but express
resolution,
the spirit of anxious and earnest
the good

ceive the scourge, the judgment appointed by
Jehovah, here by metonomy for the discourse
which treats of it, as in Is. x. 5, 24, for the Assyrian power which executes it, and who hath ap-

pointed

it
37D&7 has a double construction, first
with the ace. obj., then with an object-clause.

inquiry : if so, then we would fain offer them to Him.
Libations of oil were an essential element of the
meat-offering, and the thank-offering (Lev. ii. 1, 15
The climax culminates with the latter
vii. 12).
Shall I give up
first-born,
half of ver. 7
the best and last that I have, as a sin-offering for

myself?

As

ntDD

elsewhere

nHttn

gen. comm., not merely masc, cf. Num.
He has appointed the rod whose law is
continually broken.
The rod itself is not described until ver. 13 ff. ; the reason for it is first
given, ver. 10 ff.

and Dtt?S, so here

K.

iii.

27).

According

Are there

yet, he asks (Wtf more
t

Aram, for W* y 2 Sam. xiv. 19) in the house of
the wicked the treasures of wickedness, gained
by wickedness, as e. ff., by what is immediately indicated ; yea, the lean Epha, accursed ? The
epha of leanness is the false measure of grain, forbidden in the law (Deut. xxv. 14 ff), too small,

my

their first-born (2

is

Ver. 10.

stands, the sin for the offering which is
brought as its equivalent. The fruit, offspring,
soul % Cf.
body, as an atonement for
of
Deut. vii. 13. The external disposition, as it is of
origin
and
nature,
so
iteven to
proceeds,
heathen
the final consequence, to atone for sin by sin, even
by murder. Thus the kings of Moab sacrificed

StTO

my

!

xvii. 22.

my

:
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to Israel- contrasted with

HDbc?, the right measure, which,
as opposed to the crime before us, is called ( Lev.
xix. 36) an epha of righteousness (Caspari). This

belonged naturally to
God, so that the offering might not once have been
a strange gift for God, but the law directed that
the first born of men should be ransomed (Ex. xiii.
13) ; it demands a disposition most completely
ready to offer all, but not the external act (Gen.
And to this direction of the entire life,
xxii.).
which alone gives all its moral value and acceptableneas with God to each particular deed, the
prophet also points in what immediately follows.
Ver. 8. He, namely, God (Hitzig and Hesselberg, indefinitely they), hath made known to
thee, O man, what is good. Ye know, why do
ye ask? Is it not an idle question, contrived that,
instead of the answer, an escape for thy conscience
should be offered thee? And what Jehovah
Irish principles the firstlings

connection shows that in the interrogation in the
first member, the point is, not that former sins have
not been expiated by the restoration of ill-gotten
treasures, but that still new sins are ever heaping
up, and thus God's requirement in ver. 8 is ever
broken anew.
Ver. 11. In the same sense he proceeds, looking back to Deut. xxv. 19 ff. Can I
as much
as to say : can one now ; an exemplification in the
first person, common also in English (cf. Glassii,
Phil. Sac, p. 898 f.)
remain pure with the

—

:

:

—

balance of wickedness, and with the bag with
weights of deceit 1 The sinners dream that by
their offerings before

God

they shall stand pure, in

seeketh of thee (cf. Luke xiii. 7). Since HO, re- spite of their daily repeated sins that is the faulty
peated in the two preceding clauses, is used in the moral apprehension which the prophet would desense of " nothing " as in the rhetorical question, stroy. The sins of trade and exchange here named
;

may have been particularly rife with the Jewish
national character, but they stand palpably representative of all injustice (cf 1 Thess. iv. 6).
Ver. 12. Over these instances this verse, bv
the relative applying to the city, reaches back
to ver. 9 : Her rich men are full of violence.

Eccl. i. 3, it may be followed by DM 'O, nisi : nothing else does Jehovah seek of thee, but to do
right, 8uam cuique, and love mercy, the disposition from which flows the beneficent discharge of
the duties of the law (Prov. xxi. 21 ), a contrast toch.
iii. 2 ; and walk humbly (on the const, cf. Ewald.
§ 280, c. [Text, and Gram. on Ob. 4]) before thy
God (cf. 1 Sam. xv. 22 ; Hos. vi. 6). Micah's accurate acquaintance with the whole Pentateuch,
which stands out through these chapters especially,
appears here also, and here in a way doubly important for historical criticism, since it involves
Deuteronomy the passage referred to as God's
word connects itself exactly, in matter and form,
with Deut. x. 12; cf. also Deut. xvi. 12 viii. 14).
Ver. 9-vii. 6. Second Stage. Ver. 9-16. The
Judgment in the Case. The voice of Jehovah,
that judges mightily (Am. i. 2), calls concerning the city, i. e., Jerusalem, the representative

Such

relative connections

(H^T^S n ??S)

have

the character of an exclamation, or direct call, cf.
Am. vi. 3 ff. ; Mic. iiii 3 {quos ego!). And her

inhabitants speak lies, and their tongue is deception in their mouth. As this array of their
sins rests on the Psalms, so that of threatened
penalties (ver. 13 ff.), rests on the Pentateuch
(Lev. xvi. 25 f. ; Deut. xxviii. 39 f.). And so
also I, as intimated in ver. 9, have made sick the
blows upon thee, t. e., I smite thee mortally ; cf.
for the expression, Nah. iii. 19
for the matter, Is.
Micah, i. 9 with devastation (inf. abs., prob
i.
ably gerund, Gesenius, § 131, 2; the form, Gescnof the sins of the people, i. 5 ( / as Ob. i. 1); ius, § 67, Rem. 10) on account of thy sins.
Ver. 14. Thou shalt eat and not be satisfied;
and after the true wisdom, which has in itself
Hag. i. 6 and
the pledge of its prosperous issue and result (Job cf. for the fulfillment, Jer. Iii. 6
v. 12; vi. 13), thy name looks out, the holy thy emptiness shall remain in thy bowels!
manifestation of thyself in the judgment (Is. xxx. Thou shalt carry away, flee with thy goods and
family, and not save ; and what thou shalt save,
27 cf. for the sense of the phrase, Ps. xiv. 2.
Benary (De Leviratu Hebr.,p. 70), Keil Wisdom will I give to the sword. Cf. Jer. 1. 37 ; xiii. 16.
Ver. 15. Thou shalt sow
.
not drink
has regard to thy name. Caspari O, what wisdom, if one sees thy name. In the last-named wine. The enemy shall reap thy harvests and
writer see also many other explanations of the pas- Elunder thy stores (Am. v. 11, cf. the reference in
The sudden 5. lxii. 8 ff.).
sage. [Cf. Text, and Gram, note.]
In ver. 16, finally, sin and punishment are once
variation of the person is common in all the proph:

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

:

.

:

.

—

>
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more briefly grouped together

: Tea, they observe
pressed or the harvest, where they find many tigs,
instead of the customary Kal, he designedly and by the gleaning of the vintage, where they
chooses the strongest form, Hithpael, the reflexive still find some clusters left.
clear understanding
of Picl (Jonah ii. 9), to express the carefulness of results here only from the position before assumed,
the observance (Hitzig)
the statutes of Omri that the personified Israel himself speaks through
and all the doings of the house of Ahab, the the prophet : I am become like gleanings of toe
Baal worship (I K. xvi. 31 f.) and all the other harvest (the plural stands for symmetry with the
abominations (e. g. } 1 E. xxii. 27), by which this following pi or. tantum, Fri/V). as gleanings of the
abandoned dynasty had from the beginning dis- vintage, t. e. I am so entirely gleaned that there
t
graced the ungodly throne (Ps. xciv. 20) of the is no cluster any more to eat ; for an early fig,
kingdom of Israel human statutes instead of which was particularly relished ( Jer. xxiv. 2 Is.
God's Word (Lev. xx. 23), such as indeed had un- xxviii.
soul pants.
4),
der Ahaz broken into Judah also (2 K. xvi. 3; 2
Ver. 2. What Israel intends by the clusters,
Chr. xxviii. 2). And so ye walk in their coun- and early figs, which he would so gladly find with
sels, that (ironically ; the actual results of the him, but
which have been snatched away (cf. Is.
corruption represented instead of the desired fruits xxx iii.
4), appears from this verse.; gone is the
of their luxurious prosperity, as Hos. viii. 4) I may
s

—

A

—

;

;

my

make thee QVft

pious

1

man;

D*H Dn,

pos-

immediate

hor-

(collect, for the pious,

a ruin (iii.
sessors of the chesed, the grace, who by their con12), and her (Jerusalem's) inhabitants a hiss- duct show themselves worthy of the grace, and
ye shall who taken together are the true Israel (Ps. xvi.
ins and the disgrace of my people
bear it; the present generation is ripe for the 10)
from the earth, and an upright man is
curse, which the Lord had cast forth in the law for no more to be found.
It lies in the nature of
?, c.

inf.

as ver. 5)

—

;

the future of his people

Chap.

vii. vers.

1-6.

(Is. lxv. 7).

prophecy that

7,

it

should extend

As

and

— Woe

its

And

when the
righteous have already died out of Israel, how
should it be with the heathen who have not God's
word? (Luke xxiii. 31). All lie in wait for blood
(Ps. x. 8 ff.), each for his neighbor they hunt
with the net. In the phrase " each for his neighbor/ which has usually a quite general signification
alter alteram, there lies here a special em-

The Lamentation of the Peo- izon over the whole world.

appears from the subjoined transitus, ver.
especially ver. 8, where the holy commonwealth is manifestly thought of as speaking, the
speaker here is the prophet, not so much as prophet, but as organ of the ideal person, the true Israel ; like Is. xlix. 1 ff. ; Ix. 1 ff., where the prophet
identifies himself with the true Israel, personified
throughout ch. xl.-lxvi. under the name of the
Servant of Jehovah. Israel must confess that God,
in his bitter complaint (ch. vi. 9 ff.), is just. In the
later prophets this view is presented in a still more
concrete form, when they personify the true Israel
in the angelic character of the maleach (messenger) who represents the people before God, and receives from God the words which He has to communicate through the prophets to the members of
the people, his members (&ech. i. 12, 14). Daniel,
having shaped this personification of the ideal Israel to the image of a heavenly Son of Man, to
whom the dominion of the world is assigned (vii.
13 ff., cf. ver. 27), and having given both to this
heavenly and to the earthly Israel the name of the
Messiah (ix. 25 f.), furnishes the basis for the New
Testament development, in which Christ appears
on the one hand as a name of the people of Israel
(Heb. xi. 26, cf. ver. 25), then as the Son of Man
descended from heaven, and He in whom all the
promises given for Israel are combined.
is
thus begins the lament (cf. Job x. 15), for I
!

ple.

—

in fact,

1

:

phasis ; those who lie in wait tor each other am
brethren, creatures of one God, sons of one forefather (Mai. ii. 10), and bound by the law to love
each the other as himself (Lev. xix. 18).
Ver. 3. The first three words form a parallel to
the sen tence just closed : for evil the hands are
stout, and they are not with some Rabbins, Rosenmiiller, and Kwald, to be connected with the fol-

D^&nb

lowing.

Prov. xix. 8

;

stands for verbo Jinito, as

2 Chron.

xi. 2,

and ZTtsn

v. 1

in the

be joyful, glad, spirited (cf. ii. 7
Prov. xv. 13; Gen. iv. 7j ; cf. the parallel sentence : their feet run to evil (Is. lix. 7).
It would
be still more suitable to the primary meaning of
in trans, sense, to

3^77

as well as to the connection with what

fol-

lows, to propose as the sense of the phrase : upon
evil they look favorably, are friendly to it ; out

then

zh

we should
or Q3?9.

have, instead of

Hitzig

:

only the

C^J,

evil

hands,

do they

prac-

the same as for the evil alone
as a gathering of the harvest, as a have they hands, while if anything good is to he
have
none
for it.
But this sense does
gleaning: in the vintage. Were these words the done, they
words of the prophet, the sense would be obscure, not lie in his translation, which itself breaks down
and hence from ancient times the conjecture has upon the by* Cocceius (Z>x., p. 304) : Super mala
been proposed, that the two substantives were sunt nanus ad bonum faciendum, i. e., Jing^rU et
to be regarded as participles ; like gatherers of plasmamt malum, ut bonum videatwr. Similarly Urn*
the fruit, like gleaners of the vintage. But the breit, Keil, Caspari. But this sense
nopointing by 6 under Aleph, utterly precludes this
where has. Hence the two last offer also the alview, which has also been rejected by the most ex- ternative translation,
to do it well ; which coinact interpreters, from Ben Izaac down to Hitzig. cides with
The corruption rests on a
Hitzig's.
Caspari It has happened with me 'as with one compromise of the ruling classes, and so on the
who at the harvest time seeks early figs. But nei- worst moral vileness ; " the foundations are dether does »Tn mean " it has occurred to me," for stroyed " (Ps. xi. 3) ; the prince demands some
the passage Is. i. 9, quoted by Caspari, proves noth-

me
am become

tice well

;

which

is

:

^DH

:

deed of violence, D^ (ver. 2), and the lodge fcr
ing like this, nor does this latter special limitation,
a price from the princes may be bought (or says
the seeking of early figs, lie indicated at all in the
For a price !) ; and the high-born : he speaks out
(Am. viii. 1) ; but if figs the desire (Prov. x. 13 ; the other sense : u ruin,"
general designation
and grapes are meant at all, the thought that the destroys the connection), of his soul; and toprophet finds none would be very unsuitably ex- gether they extort It ; each one gives his part, s»

VM
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man,
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Heb. ii. 1 ). Prophecy and faith are correlaI will wait, the Opt. indicates that the
word is an exhortation to his own soul ( Ps. xln.
12), for the God of my salvation, the God on

v.

4

;

tives.

the best

among

313, c), is like a thorn, the most whom
my salvation rests ; this also being a psalmupright worse than a hedge (cf. 2 Sara, xxiii. tone (Ps. xxvii. 9).
God will hear me, and
proved,
the
day
of
That
will
all
for
in
be
6).
his hearing is an active, effectual hearing.
thy seers, in the jam Jehovah, God's judgment
Ver. 8. Hence results immediately the aposday, which all thy prophets (elsewhere rather par- trophe to the enemy, the world-power which (iv.
N
52, Jer. vi. 17 ; Ezek. iii. 17) have so 10) is called Babylon, to which the chastisement
tic Kal

them (Ewald,

My

C

constantly proclaimed, when thy visitation comes
(this sentence is likewise a more definite limitation,
a second stat. absol. to jom, cf. Ps. lvi. 4 ; lxxxviii.
2 ) then wilt thou be ensnared by them. Accord-

of Israel is committed
She must not regard this
condition of chastisement as a perpetual thing.
:

Bejoice not, my enemy; the pleonastic *v f
which strengthens the emphasis, is likewise appro1
ing to the suffix in the previous member, TTnn priate to the psalm style (Ps. xxv. 2 jet seeps). For
is not third fcm. (then will be her perplexity), but if I fall, I rise again, I fall only to rise again.
a second masc. in the address to the people, and The conditionally gains energy by the parataxis
the sense (cf. Is. xxii. 5) is, that Zion, in the day without particles (Prov. xviii. 22 ; Ewald, 357, 6).
of God's judgment, cannot free herself from the The second *»3, as is shown also by the change of
machinations of those seemingly respectable men tenses, is temporal and not for additional confirmwho are really thorn hedges, but will be caught ation. When I ait in darkness, a common figNah. i. 10.)
as a victim (cf. Gen. xxii. 13
ure for the affliction caused by God's judgments
Ver. 5. From that it follows that now what is (Is. viii. 25 ; ix. 1 ; Ix. 1 ff.) then is Jehovah
in
a
moral
decay,
of
greatest
the
otherwise a token
my light (Ps. xxvii. 1 ) ; and this light cannot reland, must be practiced of design and for self-de- main concealed, but must actively manifest itself.
fense trust not in a friend ; ''he takes no notice
Vers. 9, 10. With this transitu* the psalmody
of the fact that those to whom he calls are them- is begun which sounds on through the whole /srtc
This describes
selves, in the same relations, without love and fidel- period which follows (vers. 9-20).
Rely not on the most trusted (in the form of a praver, with hope and supplicaity " { Caspari).
from her who lies in thy bosom, thy wife (Deut. tion, announcing and* celebrating the completion
" The of God's doings with his people), the coming of the
xiii. 7), keep the doors of thy mouth.
prophet mentions only the treachery of the wife kingdom of light after the darkness, and is thus
against her husband, because his discourse is ad- the fulfillment of the final clause of ver. 8 when
dressed to the men as genus poLius; because the I sit in darkness then is Jehovah my light. The
wife can much more easily prove treacherous to position is an ideal one. As ver. 1 Israel, on acthe husband than vice versa, since the man stands count of his deficiency in righteous men, felt that
preeminently in relations which allow treachery
the worst abominations were maturing, and with
and because, finally, the wife is subject to the man, them the judgment, and by gradual approach
and so in a higher degree pledged to fidelity than stood finally (ver. 7 f.) in the crisis of the judgCaspari.
ment, so he proceeds now in spirit through judghe (?)"
Ver. 6. Friendship and love are no longer se- ment and exile to salvation. His language turns
curities for confidence, for even the relation of nat- in a constant alternation, swaying lyrically (cf.
ural piety is lost in an unnatural perversion the Ps. cxvi.), now toward himself, now toward the
son makes a fool of his father I?] ( Deut. xxxii. 1 5 offended and forgiving God, now toward the enJer. xiv. 21 ) ; the daughter stands up as a witness emy who is to be judj^d (cf. ver. 8).
Ver. 9. The indignation of Jehovah will I
against her mother (21 Dp, as Ps. xxvii. 12)
bear, with this humility (cf. vi. 8) and submission
mother-in-law,
against
her
daughter-in-law
the
to the will of God, the germ of salvation is already
and the man's enemies are his servants. t&SN given when God's will is accepted as their will
VYO, " men of his house " are not his relations, the sorrow ceases to be sorrow. For I have
who live in his house, but the company of servants sinned against him. Humiliation under sorrow
The connection flows from the recognition of sin ; the sorrow must
(Gen. xvii. 23-27 xxxix. 14).
of ver. 4 with 5 and 6 shows how appropriately be recognized as indignation, that is, as the maniSuch
festation of God's righteousness (Ps. Ii. 6).
this description is again employed (Matt. x. 35 ff.
Luke xii. 53) as a sign of the last days (cf. also recognition moves his heart, which cannot fail to
this
confidence
answer the call of his people ; and
Matt. xxiv. 10 ff.).
Vers. 7, 8. Transitu*. The true Israel shudders gives Israel a joyful courage to endure until ne,
for
cause.
maintain
my
Inthat
shall
well
surely
knows
must,
of
need.
He
as
he
time
not in this
him the promise cannot be broken, and that stead of standing my foe, as now, in the suit (vi
through the confusion of the judgment God's light 1), He will make my cause against the heathen
secure for rae
must break. By the *»3rt1 as also the long pre- his own (Ps. xxxv. 1 ; xliii. I), and
To the light will he bring
ray right (Ps. ix. 5).
served space between vers. 8 and 9 shows, these two
me forth, out of the darkness of captivity (Ps.
verses are appended as a conclusion to the foregolxviii. 7) as once out of Egypt (Deut. viii. 14). I
ing, while vet they constitute by their contents
a structural peculiarity, shall see with pleasure (21) his righteousness, for
and psalm-like tone,
the transition to what even the deliverance of the sin-laden people is
common, to the prophets
but aa for me I look out for feod. righteousness, because it is a fulfillment of the
follows
Both aspects of the spirit which speaks in the ancient promises (cf. on vi. 5).
prophets appear in this " looking out," in that he
Ver. 10. And that shall my enemy see with
both as prophet looks out for, strives to anticipate, pain (cf. on ver. 8), and shame shall cover her.
the fortunes of the future, the coming of God for The verbs are not indicative, therefore not direct

—

;

;

:

;

,

;

—

:

;

;

—

—

:

salvation, and also as the spirit of the true people
of God confidently trusts in this coming help (Ps.

1

10H Giant, and T«xt.

— Taj
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announcement, bat jussive: the prophecy of sup- Ewald, 344 b, —win one come from Assyria*
plicating confidence.
Her who saith to me: and also the cities of Egypt will come;. not
Where is Jehovah thy God? on whore help merely the scattered believers of Israel, who althou hast rested thy hope (cf. Ps. Ixxix. 10 ; cxt. ready (cf. ver. 11) will have founded the new strucThis is the point of view from which Israel's ture, but also the heathen peoples will be added
2).
cause becomes a controversy for God. My eyes (Ps. Ixxxvii.), and Assyria the scourge, first of
will look upon her with pleasure
on the all, but also the cities of Egypt, which here,
sharpened Nun, cf. Ewald, 198 a
and she will as Is. xix. 6; xxxvii. 25, received the poetical
be trodden down as mire in the streets. The name Mazor, instead of the usual Mizraim. She

—

—

last Qamcts in DE")£ is shortened into Pattach, stands forth as the second world-power, on the
on account of the coming together of two tone other side of Israel from Assyria (cf. Zech. x. 11),
syllables (cf. Is. x. 6).
From the enemy the dis- and the cities are particularly regarded, as prwcipua membra of the land of culture, even in Jehocourse turns off—
Ver. 11-13. While the representative element vah's Messianic prediction (Is. xix. 18). Yea,
gives way mone to the prophetic, and announces from Egypt even unto the Euphrates, and
salvation to the holy community. It is a day (so even unto the sea from the sea, from the WestDe Dieu, Hits., Casp.) to build thy walls. The ern, Mediterranean to the Eastern, Persian Sea
anticipation of the exile goes forward, and from the (cf. Joel ii. 20), and from the mountain to the
certainty of the threatening* (iii. 12
iv. 10), the mountain, from Sinai in the south to Lebanon in
prophet expects (cf. ver. 7) the restoration of Jeru- the north, sc. will they come to thee. D N and
salem. To take this whole first member, not in- Tin are local accusatives, and the induction of
dependently, but as a designation of time to the a great extent of country by the antithesis of the
second (" on the day when thy walls shall be built, quarters of the compass is a common turn of disThe prophet's enumerawill," etc.) is forbidden by the Minn in the sec- course (cf. Am. viiL 12).
ond member ; besides, that view would require the tion confines itself, as was natural, to what was
reading JTbsn DV. At the bottom of the fig- suggested by history and geographical position,
ure of wall-building lies the conception of the and indeed with a special horizon, having refer;

ence to Gen. xiii. 14 f. ; but in the specification of
(Is. v. ; xxvii. 2 ff. ; Ps. lxxx.); 1T3 is
the points of the compass lies potentially the unithe inclosing wall of -a vineyard (the wall of a
versality of the plan of salvation (cf. iv. 1, 2).
In that day will the law be flu* The same thought is expressed with greater clearcity is noin).
removed. The Rabbinic Exegesis, and with that ness and smoothness by Isaiah (cb. xix. 23). But
those among recent Christian interpreters who are with cutting sharpness the prophet here also
influenced more or less by the legal spirit of the
Ver. 13. For the last time connects with the
Rabbins, have been obliged at this passage to have promise the contrast of the judgment : but the
recourse to rationalistic evasions. According to land (we may understand, either with Caspari,

vinevard

—

pn

should mean
the Targum and Hengstenberg,
the statutes imposed by the heathen oppressors
but this is not even remotely suggested by the connection, and the passage cited from Ps. xciv. 20
Caspari
testifies rather for the opposite view.
would have it mean that then the boundaries of
the land of Israel shall lie in the far distance, be
extended far beyond the original compass ; but
what should the walling around (ver. 11a) mean
That would be directif the border is abolished ?
Keil
The limits bely contrary to the figure.
tween Israel and the nations, the law of Israel's
exclusiveness shall be abolished. But why this
:

from

ver.

2,

Canaan, which extends

those that flock unto

it,

or,

itself before

with Keil, the whole

earth, out of which those who seek deliverance
crowd hither) will lie waste on account of its

inhabitants (cf. vi. 11), because of the fruit of
their doings. For just in Zion alone, the seat of
God's congregation, will be deliverance (Ob. 17
Joel iii. 5), and this Zion is not the present, which
itself is then destroyed (iii. 12, coll. iv. 1), but a
spiritual, living Zion.
lie

side

by side

So

salvation

and judgment

(Is. lxv. 24).

With that strikingly sudden turn, the occasion
given for the last supplication (vers. 14-1 7), which
the prophet utters in the name of the congregalimitation to one particular law ?
is the law
in its widest and most general sense (Ps. xcix. 7 ; tion.
Ver. 14. Feed thy people, who after the tercxlviii. 6 ; Ex. xv. 25), and as it is unquestionably
the doctrine of the New Testament, that in the rors of the judgment need the shepherd's care,
time of the Gospel the fence of the law is broken which also according to the promise (ver. 3) was
down (Eph. ii. 14), so there is the less ground for to be given, with thy staff, the mark of the shepdenying to the prophet this meaning in our passage, herd (cf. Zech. xi. 4 ff.); the flock (Ps. xcv. 7)
is

pn

because the whole context has

ground

left

the historical of

far behind, rising to the ideal height

thy possession

of a alone,

whom

9) who dwell
were separated from

(Ps. xxriii.

thou hast as

it

among

the nations, and whose distinction it is
from of old that they, separately from the nations,
belong to thee alone (cf. Num. xxiii. 9 ; Ps. iv. 9,
tion (cf. Is. lxv. 1 f., and, in our prophet himself, where TT2 v belongs to the verb). \DDB7 an old
We may designate our passage as form instead of the stat. constr. ( Ob. 3). " Aecttsoch. vi. 6 f.)
exactly the text of Jeremiah's great prophecy (ch. tivus habitantem notat passionis non objectvm sta

spiritual contemplation, and because Jeremiah also,
in a like connection in the famous passage (ch. iii.
16), prophesies a like triumph over the legal posi-

xxxi. 31

ff.)

concerning the

new

pn

(" in that

that day,"

day

etc.,

pm*

words
the term

— in

Wette, Ewald, Umbreit),

is to

—

De

The

covenant.

parenthetical view therefore of the
far distant is

be rejected.
Ver. 12. In that day, unto thee, the restored
the ^ of the apodosis after the elliptical
Zion,
protasis to designate the time, as Ex. xvL 6 f.;

—

effeclum,

ut acervos desolatos"

(Jer.

xxxvii.

26).

Ch. B. Michaelis. In the forest in the midst of
OarBellet them feed; in Baehan and Qilead,
as in the days of old. The kingdom of Zion

whole desolated land, as was
denoted by the enumeration of the east and west,
as Ps. lx. 9. That both regions named belong to
the Ten Tribes may be accidental, but is better regarded as a commentary on ver. 13, in such sense
shall extend over the
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Forgiving iniquity and graciously

pawning over all transgression for the remnant
of his people (c£ on ii. 11). Back of this and
what follows lies the description of the compassion of God in Ex. xxxiv. 6 f. ; in the word "12$
perhaps an allusion to the great act of mercy (Ex.
xii. 12, 13).
He does not hold his anger forever, for he has his pleasure in mercy (Ps. ciii.

Zion, that it lies waste while Zion has been built
up. The phrase, " in the forest in the midst of
Carmel," is not to be dragged back to the preceding, where it would be a useless, obscure, and haltins addition, but to be connected with the second
half of the verse, as the parallel passage (Jer. 1.
19), which evidently rests on this, still more clearly 9).
shows. By " the days of old " are hardly meant
Ver. 19. He will again have compassion on
the days of Uzziah, as Movers supposes, but those ua (on the constr. vid. Gesen. § 142, 3 b), will
of David, as the normal period of the unity of the tread down our iniquities, which rise up against

kingdom

(cf. on ver. 2).
Ver. 15. As in that passage so here, the prophet's glance, while be quotes God's l answer, confirmatory of the prayer in ver. 14, gOes still further
back ae in the days when thou, Israel, earnest
out of the land of Egypt (Ps. cxiv.), will I to
them, thy people, show wonders of trace.
;

J"lTfc*b52 are the special manifestations of God's
mercy, often in opposition to the course of nature
(Ex. iii. 20), which will be repeated in the age of

salvation (the Messianic age) (ix. 5). As the supplicating people in ver. 14 spoke of itself in the

God in the first member
here addresses it with thou, but in the second,
speaks of it in the third person ; " thou " is the
present Israel, " he " is the Israel of the future.
Ver. 16. The old impression upon the heathen
resulting from God's wonderful deeds in behalf of
Israel (cf. Ex. xv. 14 f ; [Josh. ii. 9 ft.]) is to be
repeated. The heathen will see it, those, namely, who even then remain rebellious (cf. on ver. 14),
and be ashamed so that all their power vanthird person, *?§?, so

us as enemies, and overpower us (Ps. lxv. 4).
Tea, he will cast into the depth of the sea all
their sins, the prophet adds in confirmation, here
also regarding the sins as foes, and intentionally
alluding to Ex. xv. 10.
Ver. 20. Thou wilt show truth to Jacob, wilt
maintain for the descendants what thou hast promised them in their progenitor, mercy to Abraham*
who lives on in his posterity, and waits for the
promise (John viii. 56), and was not vainly called
a father of a multitude. Thou wilt show to them
the truth and grace which thou hast sworn to
our fathers from the days of antiquity. The
unity of the plan of salvation for Israel from beginning to end (for the mercy and truth of God
are the scarlet threads which run through it), is
the thought with which the prophet, placing himself at the culminating point of revelation, concludes.
This perspective has been expanded only
from the point of view of the New Testament
(Matt. xxv. 34).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

ishes (Ezek. xxxii. 30). ]& Sxrr* ph cTrtu, as Is.
xxiiL 1 ,
will lay their hand on their month
extreme astonishment takes away the power of
their ears
speech (Judg. xviii. 19; Is. Iii. 15)
will be deaf " before the thunder of Jehovah's
mighty deeds (Job xxvi. 14)." Hitzig.
Ver. 17. The evil in them is overcome by the
good, the serpent which reared itself against Jehovah is, like his type (Gen. iii.), by the eternal judgment, cast down to the ground dust shall they
lick like the serpent (Ps. lxxii. 9 ; Is. xlix. 23)
properly: as those
creeping on the earth

—

entered into a covenant relation with
Israel, dating (vii. 21 ) from the days of the patriarchs.
Hence, while His judgments roar against
the heathen, unproclaimed and without pity, to Israel He first demonstrates his guilt, and that by setting before Himself and the people alike the eternal principles which He has given in His revelation
by word and deed, and in the face of these proves
to Israel that He has kept His truth, but that Israel has broken the covenant and become guilty.
This conviction He secures before the punishment,
as that the latter may not prove an annihilation, but

—

;

—

things which creep on the earth ; ? veritatis,
Is. i. 7.
They shall tremble forth out of their
hiding-places ; to Jehovah our God (cf. iv. 5)
shall they approach with terror [herbemttern]
(Hos. xi. 10 f), and be in fear before thee (Ps.
With this the discourse passes over again
xl. 4).
to the congregation, and ends

—

Vers. 18-20, in a final

82

ff.

;

lxviii.

30

ff. ;

lyric ttrophe (as

Rom.

xi.

33

ff.).

Ps. civ.

The won-

derful deeds of God, exhibitions of power to the
adversaries, which bring them to trembling submission, are for Israel deeds of mercy and truth,
which open his mouth for an inspired cry, lay in
his soul

Pyi 3

the spirit of free heart devotion

(FTP

Ps. H. 14), in the production of which all
God's discipline, through law, deeds, and prophis a God like thee ! This
ecy, culminates.
also is borrowed from the triumphal ode of Miriam
(Ex. xv. 11 ; cf. Ps. lxxxvi. 8). Whether there
Is any play here on the name Micah, must be left
,

Who

God has

made

For such fruit
fruitful of improvement.
from the punishment, provided the latter
turns the sinner in upon himself, and when it is
borne with the consciousness that it is just Only

be

results

on

this condition, finally, is forgiveness possible;
it appears that the sin is too great to be

yea (while

possibly expiated by punishment), necessary according to the grace of God. To this end serves
the controversy at law.
This begins with a reference to those original
works of redemption by which God founded the
congregation, and with marvelous exhibitions of
favor called them to be his people. Thereby Israel from the beginning entered into an obligation
to be specially consecrated to Him I am the Lord
thy God. This obligation was represented in an
outward system of duties. The ceremonial cultus,
however, is only a passing pedagogic stage. It
cannot be regarded as the independent principle
and soul of the relation, because it offers to God
:

form of dblogoe between God sod the people is stood si all without boftring in mind that wo havo o diain the hymntattc style of the prophets; more
oostvo
logoo bofb*» ua Thfe is tho 1139, tho lokmii
portfetilarly ** the eonelnelon where the prophetic eosteey
xv. 21) at tho time of tho saivstion, as Hosoa (U.
P ons xtr., «.f., emnnot be under- sooff (Is.fowta
lli
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Him, can be broken by nothing which may come

benothing which does not already belong to
and in consistency it would lead' to ungodly mur- tween.
Schmieder (vi. 4) Miriam, sister of Moses and
der. It must look beyond itself, and can famish
no couch of rest for the congregation. The reg- Aaron, was a prophetess (Ex. xv. 20). Just as
ulative and substantial principle in the law is, the deliverance out of Egypt, as beginning of the
rather, the moral kernel, the righteousness of the creation of the people of God, includes within it
all the subsequent works of protection and reheart.
And according to this principle must Israel be demption, so tne three personages, Moses, Aaron,
judged and condemned for, when God's truth, and Miriam, are the types of the whole legislation
appearing in judgment, looks around for wisdom of the entire priesthood and prophecy, therefore
(Frov. i. 7) it perceives in every house the folly all God's saving institutions for Israel (vii. 1 1 ff.).
(Ps. xiv. 1) of sinners, who would fain enjoy The day of vengeance upon evil is the dawn of
God's blessing without purity of life. Therefore the day of redemption aud restoration for the conthe greed and slavery of the sinner must become gregation of the saints. This is the pervading
his punishment; to eat and not be satisfied* to doctrine of the whole Bible ; with the flood comes
labor and not enjoy the fruits, the miserable lot the rain-bow tfi Noah, with the destruction of
of involuntary servitude, is their normal end. Pharaoh the deliverance from Egypt, with Saul's
Wherever like sins exist there is like punishment death David's glory, with the destruction of Jeruno right of legitimacy can secure the kingdom of salem the new hope of Zion, with the fall of BabyJudah against the fate of Samaria, if the ways lon, the return of the Jews, with the judgment
upon the heathen the return of the Jews.
here are the same as there.
Sent forth by God and his Spirit (Is. xlviii. 16),
Che true Israel wanders through the ages, and
struggles for embodiment But the longer the
HOUTLBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
time the less does present reality correspond to
Mirror of Evangelical Repentance,
the character which he is obliged to demand of his
members. According to this they should be a liv1. Everything is open and manifest before God :
ing possession, prophets and priests to God*(Ex. the dumb earth is his witness. Hide not thyself
xix. 5, 6). Nay, he appears to himself now as a (vi. 1,2).
2. How much has He done for thee ? Hast thou
vineyard, a fruit garden which has been gleaned
of those who are now called Israelites he can ever considered it 1 (vers. 3-5).
scarcely recognize one as a member of his body.
3. Thou hast outwardly taken part in his worNot a blooming orchard is this people, not belted ship, mayest even have gone further in it than
together by the bands of divine peace into one was necessary. But how is it with thee inwardly f
well-pleasing whole, but involved in the bonds of (vers. 6, 7.)
4. Thou knowest his law, but thy life accuses
iniquity, which bind the chiefs of the people (John
:

;

.

48) together; so closely involved that in the
release themselves.
The connection is external ; inwardly, not the national bond merely, but all, even the most intimate relations of the family are utterly fretted away,
and that will show itself in the worst outbreaks of
alienation and discord.
But yet the true Israel knows that his time
Although he, with all his promises, is
will come.
bound to the substratum of this neglected nationality, he knows still that when it has to be given
up (v. 2) to punishment, lie with it will be given
up only to redemption. In the darkness of their
abandonment to tne world, Jehovah is his light.'
Hence comes that right disposition to endure,
which the litigation was intended to produce : the
endurance of the anger as a cross which we take
upon ourselves without reluctance: / will bear;
and the confident waiting for deliverance. He
submits to be given up to the bands of the worldpower, but nevertheless knows that in that day
when God shall perform his promises, out of these
heathen also all that are called shall enter into the
new Jerusalem, which will be divested of all enclosure and narrowness; that if all lie in ruins
the eternal kingdom of God will arise upon the
ruins.
Then will the Lord be the shepherd of
the true Israel, now become actual and visible.
He will inarch with might at the head of his own
people. The adversaries, scattered and cast to the
ground, come trembling unto Jehovah whom they

vii.

thee (vers. 8, 9-12).

day of judgment they cannot

5. Thou knowest that He is judge, and art aoSuainted with his judgments. Bnt thy ways show
lat thou regardest them not (vers. 13-16).
6. Yea. Lord, I confess (vii. 1-6).
7. But I believe also ; therefore will I fain hear
thy judgments (vers. 7-9).
8. For I know thy promises (vers. 10-17).
9. And will celebrate thy great compassion

had despised.
That will be the great day of the forgiveness of
sins, and of the infliction of punishment, which
only the God of the true Israel can ensure, for he
takes pleasure in compassion. And it mast come
because the compassionate God is a true and faithful God, and the Covenant made with the fathers

(vers. 18-21).

Or

The History of the congregation in God's light
Exordium : The light of God a light
of judgment (vi. 1, 2).
1
The selection and establishment of the con(Is.

:

ii.

15).

gregation (vers. 3-5).
2.

The

3.

8in (vers. 9-16).

4.

itus

:

legislation (vers. 6-8).

The acknowledgment of sin (vii. 1-6). TranaThe light of God a light of grace (vera. 7,

8).

The return (ver. 9).
The experience of grace (vers. 10-20).
Ver. 1. The heart of man is harder than a
stone. The rocks could not but be moved by the
5.

6.

gratuitous beneficence of God, and his complaint.
Men remain unaffected, "If these should keep
silence the stones would cry out.V
Ver. 2. Is
there greater condescension than this, that the
Lord of heaven and earth, before whom none living is just, and who sees through and through
everything, will not judge Israel, unless He have
seen his sins and consented to it. How soon,
Christian, art thou ready with thy judgments ! and
allowest thy brother no time for reply, and hast
no ear for him 1
Ver. 3. What God has done
for us from our youth up is nothing but benefits.
Therefore we should, even in painful experiences,
know that the hour cometh, when we shall recog-

—

O

—
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niae them as mercies from God. What the deliverance from Egypt was for Israel, that is for as
the redemption from all sins, from death, and from
the power of the devil. Thus have we become his
hcJj people and possession.
Ver. 4.
great
benefit is it when God at the right time puts the
right people at the head of the congregation. To
such right people it pertains also that they shonld

—

meet opposition.

— Ver.

5.

A

Balaam came

to curse,

bat when he sought God (Nam. xxiii. 8), his
carse was turned into a blessing. Whatever thou
wouldst do, forget not to seek (tod, that thoa mayest do all as his instrument.
To the upright He
gives success. The end of all earnest meditation
on the ways of God is that one perceives them to
be righteousness.
Vers. 6-8.
sermon in time
twar. The people seek their God and thereby
some conscious of their guilt. Then seeking is
equivalent to atonement. Wherewith? (I.) Not
with outward behavior. Fast-days help not, and
the first-born who lie dead on battle-fields, atone
not for the sins of the people. Rather (2) with
the heart. Holy wars like those of David are
scarcely waged any more, but it ought to be the
case that wars should be waged holily. Those
who are at home, however, should show mildness
Ver. 6. That is the way of sinful
and modesty.
man, to excuse himself as if he knew not God's
word. Then we speak as if we knew not what He

—

A

—

really

demands (Luke

x, 29

ff.).

Or we

capri-

ciously form notions of God as if He demanded
things which no man can perform. No heart is
so lasv that it would not find oat how to reach
what is good (Prov. xxii. 13).
Ver. 8. If thou
scekest God, ask thyself above all, What does
God seek in me ? To do right, KaT€pyd(t<re<u 9tKatocvyfji' (Acts x. 39), is a. hard piece of work,
and whoever reflects upon it deeply perceives that
no man alive is just before God. The power for
that, however, comes from the loving mercy. Clemency towards our neighbor is doubtless intended
(Hos. vi. 6), but the expression is designedly so
put that we are obliged to think of the undeserved
mercy of Him who first loved us. He who imagines that he loved first has not attained to the
third thing, walking humbly. However much he
may outwardly show humility, it is only a wretched gloss upon a puffed up and proud heart. And
pride in the house of God is a miserable thing.
Ver. 9. The voice of the Lord calls ever, but not
ever in the same way ; sometimes for invitation,
again to judgment. He who hears not the former
at the time must hear the other after the time.
that men would not always regard merely the
pod of correction, but ever also Him who hath appointed it 1 They would then complain of nothing but their own sin.
Ver. 10. It is a helpful
means to repentance, to inquire carefully in regard
to each of our physical and intellectual possessions,

—

.

—

O

—

how we came by them. Trade is a dangerous art
but God condemns not the art, only the fraud
which is practiced with it. The grain speculators,
even in Micah's time, received the first curse.
Ver. 11. He also has false weight who judges not
his neighbor with the same measure as himself.
Ver. 12. It soon comes to pass with a man that
be believes his own lies, in fact no longer knows
what lies he tells, so that his tongue is a demon to
itself, deceit is in his mouth. When it has reached

—

it is no wonder that God (ver. 13) caraway him who is himself sin with his sin.
Ver. 14. The covetous pines after what he desires
even in enjoying it. The feeling of perpetual
emptiness is no longer a sign of sin merely, but

that point
ries

—

VI.
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VII.

already of the judgment of God.

Save what thou

—

canst, thou canst save nothing from God.
Ver.
15. The curse that man should in the sweat of his
face eat bread may still be aggravated.
God's
eye looks about indeed for wisdom (ver. 9), but
what He sees is men who with eves open run into
destruction as if they would do it by force.
Generation after generation heaps up the curse ; woe
to the generation on whom it breaks !
Then the
sins of fathers and children lie on one head.
canst thou excuse thy faults by maintaining that
thou hast been a tender father or mother toward
thine own, when they yet are to bear the punishment of thy faults ? Take care that thou heap
up the reward for the good works which thou hast
done ; that is the best inheritance.
Chap. viii. As the true Israel to the people of
Israel, so Christ stands to his congregation. There
an invisible head with many visible members, who

How

can however be such only in name, as being called
Israelites ; here likewise with Christians.
What Christ's congregation should sag in an evil
time.
1. Her complaint, vers. 1-4 a.
That the saints
have grown few and iniquity abundant.
The
complaint bears most hard upon the princes according to their various responsibility.
2. Their fiar, ver. 4 b-6.
The day of God
must certainly come, and that with fearful signs.

3.

Their comfort.

(a.) They know on whom they trust, know his
name, and his readiness to hear, his wounding and
healing, and his nature, that he is light (vers. 7, 8).

Therefore they wait patiently in the darkness.
(b.) They Know tnat right must remain right
(ver. 9).
Therefore they patiently endure wrong.
(c) They know that to their adversaries an evil
lot is appointed (ver. 10).
Therefore they weary
not.
(d.) They know what is before them, namely,
that the evil and narrow is to be torn down, in
order to build again well and wide (vers. 11-13).
Therefore they complain not that it is torn down.
They know their shepherd's voice and
(e.)
works from of old (vers. 15-18). Therefore they
meditate on the days of old (Ps. lxxvii. 6), and
hold before him his Word.
(f.) They have a complete revelation of God's
nature, that He is the only, and a sin-forgiving,
God, gracious and powerful over sin and faithful
(vers. 18-20). Therefore, they celebrate and praise
Him even in the most wretched time.
pious soul is for the Lord a refreshment.
That is not said, however, to puff up, but for the
encouragement of those who love God.
Who
would not willingly prepare a delight for Him !
Ver. 2. When once the saints die out of a land,
there is soon manifested a whole abyss of abominable things, which they alone, through their life
and prayers, have kept down. The prayers of the
Ver. 3. How would
pious restrain the judgment.
God's kingdom be promoted, if only the same activity, invention, and perseverance were applied to
its objects, which are spent in works of wickedness.
Every judge ought to think thst be
an office from God, and that God's cause should
It is also a bad sign when
be cheap to no one.
Sins of the
in a land unbridled words prevail.
tongue increase also the burden. The further a
man's voice is heard, the more honestly should
Ver. 4. It is a bad thing
he guard his mouth.
to draw others into one's own matters and interests.
Many a one has thought he did God service
while he waa making a party for the accomplish-

A

—

—

—
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—

—
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rocnt of his own plans, and was only a snare for
the day of judgment. God alone makes his parties
lor Himself; his programme is not theses, but the
Hoi/ Scriptures; his leader is the Holy Spirit.
When He works not (and He works in truthfulness and peace, without any human addition, as a
spirit of willingness, without any harm or calumny
toward others), then all work is vain. All partisanship leads to the state of things described in
How can the kingdom of God be built
ver. 5.
up, when its original foundation tears itself in
It is written that Abraham went out from
pieces.
his kindred, but not that he stood up against them
Ver. 7. Martha is careful
and mocked them.
and troubled about many things, but one thing is
To wait is the strongest power, to pray
needful.
is the strongest weapon ; for thev both hare God
for an ally ; and when He hears it is also effectuVer. 8. He who falls without God
ally heard.
never rises again. What a fearful darkness is that

—

—

God takes pleas(iv. 7) ; it needs the physician.
ure in mercy what a look does that give us into
the deepest heart of God I There no man sees a
bottom, but as deeply as he can tee, nothing but
Ver. 20. God has a long memory ; and
delight
his blessing extends to the thousandth generation.
;

—

On

vi. 1. Luther i People are wont, especially
they hear of the anger of God, to believe that
Hence they
it will not go so fearfully with them.
allow themselves to suppose that in the midst of
sin they may hope to find forgiveness and pardon,
and may either laugh at the prophet's threatening
or despise it as human fiction. Such mistake
would the prophet guard against when he says,
not that men should hear him, but the Lord ; the
Lord speaks, and not he.

if

Tabnov : From men who would not bear, the
discourse turns to the hills and mountains, that
may be beard.

it

Ver. 3. Chrtsostom He calls those his peoAnd
which they must sit who have no God
what is all darkness for us if we have God ? The ple who would not call Him God ; those who strive
name of God is a light shining in the depth of to take from Him the kingdom He treats not as
to Him mildly,
the heart, and therefore cannot be extinguished haughty rebels, but invites them
Ver. 9. The evangelical call to and says My people, what have I done to thee ?
from without.
repentance results in the conversion of the will Have I been burdensome to thee % Thou canst say
:

in

!

—

:

with hearty sorrow. Evangelical repentance is
not doing bnt suffering. Works of repentance {$atiifadio operis) are not pain but pleasure, therefore
self deception, or, if thev were not a pleasure, but
were imposed by authority, against one's will, they
would be wholly useless, since then not the will of
him who renders them performs them, but properly the will of Him bv whom they are imposed.
But the pain resulting from a clear discernment of
the misery of sitting deservedly far from God in
our misery, is an unspeakable grief ; and he who
has not felt it knows not yet what repentance is.
It is so profound that if faith were not present
Ver.
(9 b), it must inevitably become despair.
11. Where life in the kingdom of God must first
be propped up by statutes, there is no life begun,
but whitewashed death. The kingdom of God
begins in a roan with the law of liberty. The embracing wall which God draws around the new
Jerusalem is He himself (Zech. ii. 8). That is a
very wide room. There all the peoples of the
Ver. 13. But this birth also
earth have a place.
Ver. 14. The shepherd
takes place amid pains.
of the new congregation is the Messiah (v. 3).
Therefore is her room also (against ver. 11) a very
narrow, separate room ; there, namely, where good
pasture is for his sheep (Ps. xxiii. 2) ; the wilderVer. 15. In
ness remains for the morally wild.
the history of the kingdom of God there is a con-

—

—

—

—

nothing of that kind. But even if thou couldst
thou shouldst not have fallen away from Him.
For who is the 6on whom his father chastisetb
not 1 But not once hast thon occasion to speak of
Cf. Jer.

that.

Ver.

4.

ii.

5.

Micuablib

:

tiful

an ungodly thing to
hast received no evil,
injure the most boun-

It is

him from whom thou
much more ungodly still to

injure

benefactor.

Ver. 5. Hbhqstbhbbrg : That also is regarded
as a part of Balaam's answer which served as its
practical guaranty. *
Ver. 6. Luther : God had commanded sacrifices.
But He would receive them as certain testimony of obedience toward Him if they were not
disobedient in much greater and more important
things.
But since they neglect the greater acts of
worship, and perform the lesser and more irrational
acts with so ungodly a purpose, namely, that the
sacrifices should be a payment for their sins, God
regards their offerings as an abomination, and
mocks them.
Michablis They are not able to deny their
sins, but practice hypocrisy when they offer sacrifices and outward things, but are unconcerned
about repentance.
Ver. 8. Luthbr That is also a service which
all men in every position can render.
:

:

Miohablib It is the most excellent things ia
main lines. Naturally, for the law which Christ, in opposition to the purely
God is unchanging, and his doings always divine, pedagogic Old Testament portions of the law, calls
ver. 16. When He once begins to rii $cu>ir€pa rod r6fiov.
wonderful.
There is nothing more
work there is also an end of human power. De- humble or more humbling than faith.
yourselves
the wonder
Ver.
sire not to bring on
Vers. 13. Luthbr We Germans have expe:

stant similarity in the

—

1

How

—

has the serpent revived in so many persons ! The seed of the woman, Abraham's seed,
has become as the -sand of the sea, but the other
not less. The final biting of the heel and the final
Ver. 18.
crushing of the head are not yet come.
In all the world for Him whose look sees highest
over the world and into eternity, there is nothing
so commendable as the forgiveness of sins. He
who said: Thy sins are forgiven thee, could be
no other than God, unless he were more criminal
than Adam ; for he exercised the highest prerogVer. 19. The last short sting
ative of God.
of repentance Belongest thou also to the " rem17.

—

—

:

nant 1"

The "remnant"

is

lame and

:

rienced such things through war.

Ch.

vii. I.

Bubck

:

Tnis

is

a complaint.

To

the pious teacher, namely, it is sad, that the perverseness of human nature is so great, that not
only are the ungodly not improved, but in .some
sort actually with design and exertion become
daily worse. On this account, however, we ought
not to let the calling sleep nor be neglected. For
on the teachers lie two things, says Luther : first,
that they save their soul, as Esekiel speaks, secondly, that the evil world should have a testimony
against it. " Had I not come and spoken," said
Jesus, " thev had not had sin." To this may be
crippled added the third most important cause, that when
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til others blaspheme, God's name may be hallowed.
Schlier : The prophet proclaims to his people
the painful confession of sin, that they maj learn
by tnat what is necessary. The confession of sin
is followed by the confession of faith.
Ver. 2. Luther There is none that walketh
rightly.
Because, namely, he sees that all men,
when 'it goes well and prosperously, live without
fear of God, and in the highest wantonness.
Again when misfortune comes, they either faint or
betake themselves to carnal helps and means.
Ver. 8. Therefore should rulers let sins in them
be freely punished (for it is God's command), but
they should stand clear of sins.
Ver. 7.
Calwer Biblb Thus speaks the
prophet, in the name of tke little flock, to the un:

—

:

VI.

AND
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VII.

only obscures the Kingdom of Heaven but utterly
takes it away, the Holy Spirit would here anticipate and forestall.
Ver. 14. Tarnov: With
staff; not with
the iron rod of Moses, but with thine, the leading
of the Holy Spirit, with thy Word and Spirit ; for
these are the instruments of the kingdom of God.

%

Cocceius : With the staff the shepherd numbers his sheep, smites, leads them, points out
whither they should go, from what they should
turn aside, where they should find pasture.
Ver. 18. Miohablis : The congregation whick
here speaks through the prophet, is sunk in an
abyss, while it contemplates the riches of the divine grace and mercy, which in the last times is to

come upon

it.

ff.
Burck : The Holy Scriptures re
veal a new, rich depth of the divine fullness, and
Mich as lis : But I: that is an antithesis to the a truly inexhaustible treasure of " indulgence."
foregoing, and means : It is even so ; all is getting There are no ccuus reservati.
Starke : Ch. vi. 1. Teachers and preachers in
bad ; the righteous and fearful judgments of God
hang over men's heads ; but what shall I do in their teaching should not make a show of strange
despair, or murmur, or languages, or clothe themselves in the writings of
such a state of things ?
speak impatiently ? Rather, etc. He does not Church fathers, or even in unprofitable fables, but
allow himself to be led away^ by the wickedness of should abide by God's Word alone, and speak that.
the great mass, and what is more, he does not On the mountains and hills in particular was idolthrow away hope ; although the deluge must come, atry practiced, so that they had evidence of men's
Ver. 8. God earnestly desires the
know that God can save even in the deluge. The ungodliness.
Ver. 4.
should remember
ground of his hope lies in God : the God of my salvation of all.
He will certainly save me, who has not only the benefits which God has shown to us,
salvation.
but
particularly
those also which our forefathers
from ancient times been mv salvation, and who is
The teaching and the governcalled God of salvation. Is. xviii. 10 ; Hab. iii have experienced.
ing office should be in accord with each other.
18.
Ver. 8. Calvin : The feeling of divine grace Ver. 5. The wish of the enemies of the Church, to
Vers. 6, 7. Most
in adversity is quite peculiarly comparable to the destroy it, has never succeeded.
light, as when one who has fallen into a deep pit powerfully does our own conscience bear witness
yet perceives a distant gleam of the sun when he to the necessity of a vicarious atonement, in that
raises his eyes. So should we also not be confound- it cannot otherwise be pacified. It makes a great
ed, however dense and gloomy the darkness may be difference whether pious or ungodly people ask :
in our trials, but ever keep the spark of light glow- How shall we appease God? Even with such
ing for us, that is, faith should ever raise our eyes works as God has commanded can He not be.
upward that we may have a feeling of the divine served, if they are performed by an impenitent
man. By self-appointed acts of worship He is
goodness.
Ver. 8. Believe, love,
Ver. 9. Luthbr: It may seem an amusing only angered the more.
thing, that Basilius, in a letter in which he laments and endure. As it is a great sorrow when men
his mother's death, says that this has happened be- whom God has created and Christ redeemed, know
cause of her sin. But, truly, whoever thinks that neither God nor Christ, so, on the contrary, it is a
even the most trifling misfortune has its source in great blessing, when we know from God's Word,
this fountain, mistakes not, but lives nobly in the and perceive what is good, and what God demands
of us. On the ground of ignorance, since we can
fear of God.
Calwer Bible : Even the pious can never ex- know but will not, we cannot excuse ourselves.
man sees only what is before his eyes,
cept themselves from the general guilt, and must Ver. 9.
therefore also take their part of the general pun- but God sees the heart. Those who will not give
ishment, although they may live innocently from ear to God's paternal admonitions must taste his
Ver. 10. There are ungodly men
the world and before the world. Cf. I Pet. iv. 12- sharp rod.
who knowingly have in their house goods gained
19.
MichaeLiS: Until; that is twofold, first, the by unrighteousness. Such goods are not treasimmovable patience of the congregation, secondly, ures, but a coal, by which the rest also that has
been honestly gained shall be consumed.
Ver.
the end of the appointed suffering.
Christian householder should endure no
Ver. 10. Micuaelis: They rejoice not so 11.
Ver.
much over the destruction of enemies as over the false balance or false weight in his house.
assurance of the favor of God, whose name hith- 12. Rich people who love unrighteousness, meet
reward.
unrighteousness
also
Covetous
as
a
peoerto has been so much profaned by them.
Ver. 12. Henostenbero : It is not enough ple are generally lying people also. Those who
that the people of God be free from the slavery of possess goods wickedly acquired commonly oppress
the world ; they become also the object of the long- the poor also with great violence and pnde ; covVer. 13. Here He begins
ing of the nations, even the strongest and most etousness is insatiable.
to display the rod which He had commanded in
hostile; the magnet which attracts them.
Ver. 13. Luther: In these words we should ver. 9 to hear. God begins with lighter punishnotice the special diligence of the Holy Spirit, ments, but when these do not secure improvement,
which sees clearly what sort of thoughts the wicked He makes them heavier in proportion as they are
Ver. 14. Famine is one of
synagogue will have, that they will hope for a car- more prolonged.
nal kingdom, and despise the preaching of the Gos- God's greatest plagues. As the pious, in all their
Snch an error, which not conduct, have God about, with, and for them, so
pel on that account.

Vers. 18

godly opposers.

—

—

—

We

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

—
—

A

—

—
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the wicked, on the other hand, hare Him against friendly direction, for the winning of hearts, vers.
Ver. 15. If wc would enjoy our labor, we 3-8. (3) The sharp threatening against the sealed
them.
must fear God and pursue piety, fairness, and jus- hearts, vers. 9-16. On vers. 6. 7. As men nowVer. 16. Subjects are often much more adays express their unreasonableness towards the
tice.
submissive to their rulers in their wicked require- service of God in spirit and in truth, when they
ments than in iust and commendable regulations. say, One scarcely ever knows what one ought to
Ch. vii. 1 When teachers see no fruit of their do ; they will be contented with nothing any
labors, they should not straightway lay them down, more.
Ver. 8. To conduct one's self in all
but faithfully do their own part and commend it to things earnestly, according to the divine and not
God's blessing.
Ver. 2. Religion should not be the human standard, and in this to give to the
judged by the lives of men. Cain has in all times Word of God its judicial power; to practice kindhis brother.
Before God sends the general calam- ness with delight, and to walk in humble faith before
in that li^ht let each one consider
ities on a land, He is wont to remove the pious and with God
Ver. 9 AT. God
people by death, that they may not see the evil. his own heart and conscience.
plots
and has never accumulated presages of future events for
Those also who go about with secret
wicked practices are murderers before God, for He the gratification of curious inquisitiveness, but to
Ver. 4. The ungodly believe promote improvement at the present, thereby to
seeth the heart.
not what is threatened them nntil they have it in render aid against unrighteousness.
Ch. vii. 1 ff.
hand; then they are utterly cast down and dis- One must never rest satisfied with discourses and
heartened, so that they can counsel neither them- representations to men, but must support the pubVer. 5. Christians ought to lic address by many words before and with the
selves nor others.
be prudent
Ver. 6. When men first give them- Father in secret and if one will cover the unfruitselves up to carnal lusts, and lose sight of all fulness of the public labor with fatigue, one must
shame and respect for God, then natural affection refresh himself again by this intercourse with God.
Ver. 2. For the righteous who doubtless yet reVer. 7. See how strenualso commonly dies out.
ously he insists that he has a God, much as if the mained it was a salutary prompting that they should
The wicked have a not so conceal themselves ( Prov. xxviii. 28), but be
other crowd had no God.
Ver. 8 ff.
God, doubtless, but an angry God, a God of ven- active also in the better spirit.
There
geance and not of salvation. He that would be are always people who are glad to see it when the
secure against evil example must look to the Lord truth is so humbled, and her confessors brought into
Ver. 8. God some- such straits, (hat it seems to be all over with religin obedience and patience.
times leaves believers also to stumble and fall, ion, order, and discipline.
They together make
that they may be humbled, but He helps them up up the enemy that is hostile to Zion.
Ver. 9.
Ver. 9. The righteous complains first of This makes one submissive under all the reproach
again.
punishes
not
only
the upon the Church and her service, to observe that
himself.
Ver. 10. God
blasphemies which are cast upon Him, but the cal- there is indignation at tho bottom of it, that God
Ver. 11. The thus withdraws Himself, and we no more attain
umnies against his children also.
preaching of the Gospel is the means by which to the blessing of former witnesses. But hope reVer. freshes the heart.
God maintains and enlarges his Church.
Sohmihdbr: Ch. vi. 3. This question of the
13. The earth is the Lord's, the men, however, are
Ver. 14. God would conscience, cutting deep into the sinful heart, adits guests and inhabitants.
have us pray to Him for the good things which He dresses itself still, and in a still more humiliating
promises us. Believers have in Christ no want, way, to the people whom the Lord has purchased
It annoys the with his blood. The liturgy of the Romish Church,
Ver. 16.
but full enjoyment.
wicked greatly, when they see that the Gospel is on Good Friday, during the adoration of the cross
Ver. 17. It is (the so-called lamentations), has appropriated this
spread abroad in spite of them.
among the items of the great mystery, that the complaint of the Lord to the holy people : " I led
Ver. you forty years long through the wilderness, fed
unbelieving world has believed the Gospel.
18. Not only is there no other God, but also there thee with manna, and brought thee into a good
is in heaven and on earth no such loving-kindness land, and thou hast therefor crucified thy Saviour.
to be found as with God, who forgiveth sins. God I planted thee as my beautiful vineyard, and thou
is not so compassionate as to have no anger, but hast become bitter for me, hast given me vinegar
only so that He holds it not forever. Sin is Sa- to drink in my thirst, with a spear hast pierced my
Ver. 19. The side. For thy'sake I scourged Egypt and her firsttan's work, forgiveness God's.
9
sea is the blood of Jesus Christ. God not only born, and thou hast caused me to be scourged,'
Ver. 7. Not indeed, unless it is a sign of a
forgives sins, but gives us the power also to sub- etc.
Ver. 20. As God Himself is truth, so heart offering itself to God.
Ver. 8. Doing
due sin.
also is his Word truth, on which we may confi- rightly is an exhibition of faith, complete devotion

—
—

—
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—
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—

—
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

dently

to

rest.

God

—

is

the real spiritual burnt-offering.

To

love

Ch. vi 6-8. Te cannot excuse your- mercy toward others is the true daily roeat-ofierTo walk humbly, to be mindful that God is
selves, ungodly men, as not having known the ing.
As clearly and richly as this has the Holy One, thou a poor sinner, that is the tree
will of God.

Pfaff

:

made known

—

many

corrections, spiritual sin-offering.
Ver. 14.
That is the
in your curse of the covetous, that he is never satisfied
the blessing of God and coritentment are wanting.
souls, so often has conscience in you been awak
Ch. vii. 3. Thus ever the history of Naboth •
ened. But ye hold the truth in unrighteousness.
Ver. 13. Public iniquity and deceit are cer- vineyard repeats itself. The prince demands it
tainly followed by heavy judgments ; for the prop- since Naboth will not consent, judges are bribed,
erty gathered by them must become a disgrace aud the queen says what she lusts after ; Naboth,
In the darkness of the greatest affliction, though innocent, must die as a blasphemer ; thus
(vii. 8).
Ver. 4. The thorn, the
the pions still see the light, and find their pleasure they weave the net
in the Lord's mercy, which is hidden in the cross. hedge, is in the vegetable kingdom the type of
Hibobb: Ch. vi. (1) The forcible beginning, what is evil, because it injures (2 Kings xiv.
for the awakening of hearts, vers. 1, 2. (2) The Judg. ix.) ; as the vine, the olive, the fig tree are the

been

to you, as

from the Good Spirit as ye have received

—

—

—
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type of the good, because they give frait and shadow.
ff.
Compare Matt. x. 35 f., where by the
use which our Lord makes of this prophetic office
it is clear that the times of such domestic discord
and insecurity, come then especially when, after
the undisturbed dominion or evil, the Spirit of
God arouses and enlivens the remnant of the
pious, so that they with word and deed bear witness against wickedness, and contend with Satan.
Then must the pious man contend and suffer for
the Lord's Bake, but also watch lest he commit
sin, and thus be rightfully chastised for his sin's
Ver. 14. Since on Car me], in Bashan
sake,
and Gilcad, was the best pasture, and since Israel
is here compared to a flock, these good pasture
grounds are here typically assigned to the people,
while yet only the "fruitful abodes in the land of
Ver. 18. That is the
Canaan are really meant
Ver.
so-called angry God of the Old Testament
19. Our misdeeds are our most dangerous enemy
and accuser ; but even this Satan will the God of
peace subdue to Himself and us, and has already

— Ver. 5

—

—

—

we

trust

serpent under

foot.

wholly to Him who treads the
Happy he whose sin is buried

Ch.

vi.

done

it,

(Rom.

if

vi. 4).

Quandt:

Of

Israel*s gratitude.

(1)

Israel's un thankfulness for God's previous mercy,
vers. 1,5. (2) ver. 6-8. How Israel should thank

God.

(3) ver. 9-16.
Ver. 1.
less Israel.

—

How God

will

punish thank-

The mountains and

—

hills

Ver.
signify the prominent leaders of the people.
lO. Cf. Am. viii. 5, 6. - Ver. 11. Inquiry of the
conscience terrified by the searching of the Lord.
Not as if the grain-speculators actually inquired
thus. But Micah wishes that they would so inquire, that they might come to themselves and reThe punishment of men on
Ver. 12.
pent
earth is never the ultimate end, but ever the
Ch. vii.
means to the end of their conversion.
Ver. 2. The seven
Mercy glories over judgment.
thousand who had not bowed the knee to Baal

—

—

—
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VII.

was God that

sent them before us, to prepare the
of the Lord, and to prepare a people for Him.
Ver. 6-8. Deep convictions of guilt and wrath
will put men upon inquiries after peace and pardon, and then, and not till then, there begins to be
some hope of them. Those that are thoroughly
convinced of sin, of the malignity of it, and of
their misery and. danger by reason of it, would give
all the world, if they had it, for peace and pardon.
Men will part with anything rather than their sins,
but they part with nothing, to God's acceptance,
unless they part with them.
Ver. 9. It is a point
of true wisdom to discover the name of God in the
voice of Gody and to learn what He is from what
He says. Every rod has a voice, and it is the voice
of God that is to be heard in the rod of God ; and
it is well for those that understand the language
of it; which if we would do, we must have an eye
to Him that appointed it.
Every rod is appointed,
of what kind it shall be, where it shall light, and
how long it shall lie. The work of ministers is to
explain the providences of God, and to quicken
and direct men to the lessons that are taught by
them.
Ver. 16. If professors of religion ruin
themselves, their ruin will be the most reproachful
of any other ; and they in a special manner will
rise at the last day to everlasting shame and contempt.
Ch. vi. 1. Some think that this intimates
not only that good people were few, but that those
few who remained, who went for good people, were
good for little ; like the small withered grapes, the
refuse that were left behind, not only by the gatherer, but by the gleaner.
When the prophet observed this universal degeneracy, it made him desire the first-ripe fruit; he wished to see such worthy, good men as were in the former ages, were the

wav

—

—

—

—

ornaments of the primitive times, and as far exceeded the best of all the present age as the first and
full-ripe fruits do those of the latter growth, that
never come to maturity. When we read and hear
of the wisdom and zeal, the strictness and con-

were not wanting in Micah's time either. But if scientiousness, the devotion and charity, of the
one would picture the impression made by a barren professors of religion in former ages, and see the
landscape, ne does not stop on the description of a reverse of this in those of the present age, we canflower or two which may bloom somewhere in con- not but sit down and wish with a sigh, U,for primWhere are the plainness
itive Christianity again I
cealment. The Redeemer also said universally
Ye would not, and leaves Nicodemus and Joseph and integrity of those that went before us ? Where
Ver. 20. God's are the Israelites indeed, without guile ? Our souls
of Arimathea out of the account.
oath, on which Micah here at the end leans as on desire them, but in vain. The golden age is gone
a rock, is that of Gen. xiii. 16 ff. How God kept and past recall we must make the best of what
is, for we are not likely to see such times as have
it, see in Luke i. 72-75.
[Matthew Henry on ch. vi. 4. When we are been. 1 Ver. 9. Those that are truly penitent for
calling to mind God's former mercies to us, we sin will see a great deal of reason to be patient
Ver. 15. God's former favors
must not forget the mercy of good teachers and under affliction.
Let those be to his Church are patterns of future favors, and
governors when we were young.

—

;

—

:

—

made mention

of, to

the glory of God.

before us, saying, Thin

is

the

who went

way, walk in

it; it

shall again be copied

out as there

is

occasion.

—

Tr.J

This view
teriocation, to us as paragons of lost perfection !
of things is, rather, a lasy or helpless recognition of the
remaining evil which it behooves each age to put away or
diminish. As Henry himself says on ver. 9, " When we
tad social virtue must have flourished three thousand years eomplsln to God of the badness of the times, we ought to
ago, and how dreadful to think of our posterity, three thou- complain against ourselves for the badness of our own
sand years hence, looking back, over oountless steps of de- hearts."— Ta.)

So good people have been wont to complain, in Chnreh
State, since the Homeric heroes, at least, of the degeneracy of each generation, as compared with the preceding
one. If such waitings were reasonable, what angelic piety
p.

and
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HABAKKUK.

INTRODUCTION.
I.

The

Contents

and Form.

part of this book, chaps, i. and ii., contains a dialogue between God and the
by its form, but also by the pure elevation of its style, is closely
It takes from the empirical present only its startingconnected with Micah vi. and vii.
point, in order to exhibit immediately the great course of coming events, according to its
first

prophet, which, not only

an embodiment of the fundamental ideas of the kingdom of God. The dialogue
two gradations, of God's plan with Israel and with the heathen secular power,
which is here pointed out with clear precision as the Chaldaean, i. 6. Israel's sin must be
punished by a severe and powerful judgment, and the scourge is already raised, which will
fell upon the generation living at present (i. 1-11).
But it is a revelation of the righteousness of Jehovah, which is to be executed, and which will strike the destroyer as well as
every sinful being upon earth.
At the last the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of
With this the prophet consoles bethe glory of Jehovah and keep silence before Him.
nature, as
treats, in

lievers (i. 1 2—ii. 20).

As

in Micah, so here also the dialogue falls into a

hymn

artistically

manner of the Psalms (chap, iii.), which, according to the model of
the old sacred national songs, and in the form (which from these has become customary) of
a wonderfully glorious theophany, celebrates the judgment of God upon the heathen, and,
constructed after the

connection with it, the salvation of Israel.
,
the liturgical additions at the beginning and the end this hymn was appointed for public performance in the temple ; as may be seen also from the recurrence of the Selah, which
in

By

is

characteristic of liturgical

As concerns

hymns.

the form of the prophetical language of this book, "

it is

classical through-

of rare and select words and turns, which are to some extent exclusively his own,
whilst his view and mode of presentation bear the seal of independent force and finished
Notwithstanding the violent rush (which is yet more regular than in Nahum) and
beauty.
lofty soaring of the thoughts, his prophecy forms a finely organized and artistically rounded
whole." (Delitzsch.) But the lyric ring of the language throughout, in which he unites the
power of Isaiah and the tender feeling of Jeremiah, is peculiar to himself.
" The prophecy of Habakkuk is
[Keil, Introduction to the Old Testament, vol. i. p. 414
clothed in a dramatic form, man questioning and complaining, God answering with threatening.
It announces as nearest of all, the impending fearful judgment by the instrumentality of the Chaldseans on the theocracy because of its prevailing moral corruption (chap, i.)
and next to this, in a fivefold woe, the downfall of this arrogant, violent, God-forgetting, and
idolatrous offender (chap, ii.) ; and it concludes with the answer of the believing Church to
this twofold divine revelation,
that is to say, with a prophetico-lyric echo of the impressions and feelings produced in the prophet's mind
(1) by these two divine relations when
pondered in the light of the Lord's great doings in times past [ch. iii.] (2)/'
u
(1 ) Comp. the admirable development of the contents of this prophecy, and of its organic
There is now no more
articulation as it forms an indivisible whole, in Delitzsch, Coram,
need of refuting the contrary opinions (proceeding from utter want of understanding) of
Kolinsky, p. 145 ff.; of Friedrich in Eichhorn, AUg. Biblioth., x. p. 420 ff.; of Horst, Visionen
oat, full

:

—

—
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HABAKKUK.
Hab., pp. 31-32 ; of Rosenmiiller, of Maurer, and others, that the book contains various discourses of various dates.
The same may be said of the assertion of Hamaker, p. 16 n% that
first discourse is only a fragment.
" (2) Hence it leans in manifold ways on the older songs and psalms, and reproduces
their thoughts (Deut. xxxiii. 2 ; Judg. v. 4, 5 ; Ps. lxviii. 8, 9), but especially on Pa. lxxviL
16-21 comp. Delitzsch, Hab., p. 118 ff."
C. E.]

the

—

;

II.

Date.

The

unity of the book, which the exegesis will hereafter have to confirm, is shown by the
very statement of the contents.
If we then inquire concerning the circumstances, under

which the prophecy arose, we must reject, at the outset, the arbitrary attempts at division
into parts by Rosenmuller, and Maurer, according to whom a chronological intercalation,
namely, the invasion of the Chaldeans, should be made between chaps, i. and ii.
The
dialogue is continued beyond the beginning 6f chap. ii.
Also for the gradual chronological
progress, which Hitzig finds indicated in the book (that the enemy is approaching, chap. L
that he is present, chap, iii.), there is neither a firm support, nor a psychological possibility
The [command to] u Keep silence before Jehovah " (ii. 20), is evidently
of conceiving it.
an introduction to the hymn, in which the prophecy culminates. While the woes ii. 6 ff.,
which do not exhibit the judgment itself, but its necessity, are still sounding over the earth,
the world is summoned to listen to Him, whose coming the hymn announces.
One may accordingly, without danger of error, assume a single point of time for the composition.
But when is this to be sought ? Finding that Habakkuk puts emphasis on that
which is unexpected and wonderful in the announcement, which he (L 5) certainly utters
with great stress, many interpreters have been induced to maintain, that he must have prophesied at a time, when there was not even the most distant suspicion that any calamity was
Now in 2 Kings xxi. 10 ff. (comp. 2 Chroo. xxxiii
to be apprehended from the Chaldaeans.
10), it is expressly stated, that under Manasseh (698-643), the successor of Hezekiah, the
prophets announced the approach of a terrible calamity, at which the ears of the people
Among these prophets accordingly Habakkuk may be numbered ; and this
should tingle.
may be the situation [of things] in which he wrote. This opinion of Wahl, Jahn, HaverBut should the incredible circumnick, and others, Keil also declares the most probable.
stance of the prophecy lie in the fact that it speaks of the Chaldaeans, then to refer its date
Already under
to the time of Manasseh would not be sufficiently in keeping with this view.
Hezekiah, his predecessors (Micah iv. 10, and Isaiah xxxix. 23, 13) had foreseen the power
The incredibility lies rather in the presently impending approach of
of the Chaldaeans.
the Chaldaeans and the narrative (Jer. xxxvi. 9-32), proves that this, until immediately
before their first invasion of Palestine, in the time of Jehoiakim, was considered something
incredible and not to be announced.
And in the calamity predicted by the prophets in the
time of Manasseh, the chronicler perceives already the expedition of Assarhaddon (2 Chron.
(Compare, moreover, Introd. to Nahum, p. 4 f., and Movers,
xxxiii. 11; compare ver. 10).
Cfyronik., p. 827 ff.) Moreover the energy of the prophetic words (i. 5) is a peculiarity of prophetic diction, and affords no ground for supporting the historical date but rather the adjoined
clause, " in your days," which is to be read in the same verse, and which has here a special
emphasis (comp. Ez. xii. 25) in the mouth of the prophet, proves, as Delitzsch acknowledges,
that this prophecy must be placed considerably nearer die catastrophe of which it treats,
than the reign of Manasseh, which was separated from the invasion of the Chaldsaans by
more than a generation. It is besides hardly conceivable, how just in the time of Manasseh,
in which the worship of Jehovah was forced to give way to idolatry (2 Chron. xxxiii. 4 f.; 2
Kings xxi. 4 f.), Habakkuk should have composed the psalm, chap, iii., for the public ser:

;

vice

:

it

[the psalm] rather presupposes that the ecclesiastical reforms of Josiah (641-610)

Add to this, finally, that the Chaldeans are not
root in the popular life.
merely mentioned, but their wild appearance and their vast success are described with an
exactness and fullness, from which it is evident that the powerful nation was, in the time of
This last arthe prophet, already on the way and had acquired for itself a terrible name.
gument contravenes the opinion of Vitringa, Delitzsch, and others, who would like to place
Further, the description of the public life, with
this prophecy at least in the age of Josiah.
which Habakkuk (i. 2-4) introduces the announcement of the judgment, is opposed to this
second date.
For should the prophecy fall in the time of Josiah, it would fall either before,
had already taken
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The former b impossible, since it presupposes, as observed above, the
or after his reforms.
reform of worship.
But if it is>placed after the reform, then the description of the ruined
condition of Israel, could not, as Delitzsch thinks, be so understood that the reforms introduced a time of winnowing and consequently a strong contrast Between the godless and the
righteous ; for Habakkuk says nothing of such a contrast, but he speaks of a perversion of
justice, which, in the nature of the case, does not come from below, but from above
his address (i. 2 ff. ; as also in chap. ii. 9 ff. again) is directed against those in high authority.
Finally the words, " in your days," if spoken in the time of Josiah, would be in direct contradiction to the prophecy of the prophetess Huldah (2 Kings xxii. 18 ff.), according to
which the calamity was not to fall upon Judah in the lifetime of Josiah. Nothing remains,
therefore, but to place this prophecy in the reign of Jehoiakim (610-599).
So Do Wette,
Ewald, Umbreit,* Hitzig, Baumlein, Block.
Indeed all the circumstantial evidence is also in favor of this time. Babylon had suddenly risen as from nothing [dem Nichts, the nothing, Kenoma
G. £.], in the time of
Jehoiakim, by the overthrow of Nineveh (comp. In trod, to Nahum iv.), to the summit of
power. It was a spectacle in which Nahum also perceived a stupendous act of God.
Taking advantage of the complications in Mesopotamia, Necho King of Egypt had already
previously set out, seized the kingdoms on the Mediterranean, and had deprived King Josiah,
who manfully opposed him in the battle of Megiddo (vi. 10), of throne and life; had also
carried away Jehoahaz, his legitimate successor to the throne, into Egypt, and put in his
place Jehoiakim, a weak and impious man, as King over Judah (2 Kings xxiii. 37-xxiv.
His expeditions advanced continually onward, whilst the Babylonian and Median
4).
armies were held fast before Nineveh ; and already had he pushed forward to the Euphrates,
when Nineveh fell. Immediately Nebuchadnezzar marched against him with his Babylonians exulting in victory, annihilated, in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, b. c. 605, the Egyptian power at Carchemish (Circesium) on the Euphrates (Jer. xlvi. 2; Jos., Ant., x. 6, 1),
and pursued the fugitives even to the borders of Egypt. That during this career of victory
Jehoiakim also, the creature of Necho, did not escape without trouble, is not merely probable and to be inferred from the direction of the march, but by the numerous allusions in
(That Daniel mentions the
Jeremiah, as well as by 2 Kings xxiv. 1, and Dan. i. 2, certain.
third year of Jehoiakim instead of the fourth, has its ground probably in a different system
of calculation; comp. Niebuhr, Gesch. Ass. u. Babels £.,327 [Hist. Ass. and Babylon, p.
:

—

827]).

now

It is

certain that

Habakkuk prophesied

before this invasion of the Babylonians, for

a state of secure and godless infatuation (i. 2 ff.). Just as certain is
it that his prophecy does not refer to that alone : it embraces the whole Chaldaean oppresBut if we inquire more specially for
sion, which found its consummation in the year 588.
the definite time of his prophecy within the years 610-605, then it, as also the scene described Jer. xxxvi. 9 ff., must be placed in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, and immediately
Only from this situation, in which the distress is certainly
before the battle of Carchemish.
already approaching (comp. the fast, Jer. xxxvi. 9, which was at all events appointed upon
Necho's 1 arrangement), a situation in which the decisive blow had not yet fallen, there being still good confidence in Jerusalem, can both the following circumstances be understood :
(it was indeed innamely, that Habakkuk proclaims his message as something incredible
credible that the power of the Egyptians regarded, since the battle of Megiddo, as invinciand that Jehoiakim causes the
ble, should be overthrown by this people of yesterday)
(had the battle of Carchemish
similar message of Jeremiah to be destroyed as treason
been fought, then the message of Jeremiah was not only no treason, but such as one might
as yet Jerusalem

is in

—

—
—

and also, that Habakkuk had sufficient reason to describe the Chaldaeans in the
which he has done, i. 6 ff. Compare on i. 1). That in the time between Josiah's
death and the fall of Necho such a state of things, as described in Hab. i. 2 ff. must have
existed in Jerusalem, is considering the character of Jehoiakim, the Vassal-prince, who was
And as the old
reigning illegally [wider das Recht, contrary to right], more than probable.
laconic rabbinical document (Seder Olam rabba, c. 24) records the great deeds of Nebuchadnezzar ; " in the first year he overthrew Nineveh, in the second, Jehoiakim " it thus affords
a beautiful parallel to the consecutive prophecies of Nahum and Habakkuk.
Against the date just given, Delitzsch urges the coincidences between Habakkuk and the
expect)

;

manner

in

;

1 [There
axxrt. ».

I*

—a

no Intimation in

Jer. xxxri.

9 that Neoho had anything to do with the Cut.

See l*ngt'§ Com. on Jet.

B.]

,
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prophecies of Zephaniah and Jeremiah written in the time of Josiah.
In relation to Zephii. 20, comp. Zeph. i. 7, " keep silence before the Lord/' comes into
However the proof based upon conformity of sound is always two-edged,
consideration.

aniah, only the passage,

If it must be conceded that Zephaniah has very many
passages from older prophets, it does not at all follow from this, that he must be pressed
down to such a measure of dependence, that he has nothing original, and that wheresoever

therefore relatively without* edge.

he coincides with another prophet he is always the borrower. Or will Delitzsch on account
of Zeph. i. 18 (comp. fizek. vii. 19), make Ezekiel also prophecy before Zephaniah ? And
if

Delitzsch urges the more detailed form of the sentence [des Spruchs, sentence, judgment],

in

Habakkuk as a proof of originality, then there is no ground to
common principle of criticism, that the briefer passage has

the

deviate, in

Habakkuk, from

for itself the prejudice in

On the one hand, it is not in the feet that he wonld genbe absolutely original, which Delitzsch himself in regard to the passages ii. 1-13; iiL
Micah vii. 7), must
18 (which might be easily multiplied) (comp. Micah iiL 10 Is. xi. 9
grant ; and on the other hand, he is indeed also in regard to other prophets a borrower,
who enriches what he borrows ; comp., e. g., ii. 15 ff. with Nah. iii. 11 ; ii. 1-4 with Is. xxviii.
Iff.
If finally Delitzsch thinks that he can draw a proof for the higher antiquity of Habakkuk from the fact that in Zephaniah a decline of the prophetic originality is manifested, still
this subjective observation even according to the opinion of Delitzsch does not proceed upon
for he can, at the most, fix a difference of six years between their
a chronological ground
but upon an individual [ground]. Just as the coincidences with Zephaniah,
prophecies
There is no reason whatever
so also those with Jeremiah are capable of a double turn.
why the leopards (Hab. i. 8), should be more original than the eagles (Jer. iv. 13), and why
the wolves of the 'desert (Jer. v. 6), should be later than the evening wolves (Hab. L 8), which
besides referring to Ps. lix. are perhaps borrowed from Zeph. iii. 3.
But the argument, which, in the opinion of Delitzsch, is most conclusive, namely, that if
Habakkuk had predicted the Chaldssan catastrophe so long before it happened, a proof of the
inspiration of his prophecy is derived from this prophetic power, is not, on several grounds,
First, because it is an argument ex utUUate.
Next, because it does not at
determinative.
all need this we have an argument belonging here in Is. xxxix., which even invalidates the
Finally,
one offered by Delitzsch, since Habakkuk would take up again and continue Isaiah.
from the fact that prophets predicted future events long beforehand (to deny which in these
day 8 is nothing new), a proof of inspiration is derived only for him who is entirely skeptical
in regard to the divination of the heathen and its verification, which is not seldom elevated
above all opposition. The proof of inspiration lies not merely in the gift of foretelling indi(Comp. Diisterdieck, De Rei Proplieticce, in V. T,
didual temporal events, but much deeper.
favor of the higher antiquity.
erally

;

—

;

—

:

natura ethica, Gott, 1852).

If

Habakkuk had

written only the single declaration

ii.

4, it

would have afforded a stronger proof of his inspiration to him who believes, than if he had
But to him who is not open to conforetold, in the time of Abraham, the fall of Babylon.
viction, even the proof from foretelling events, at such a distance, is of no value, as Delitzsch
himself might see from the contemptible treatment which his honest labor had to endure from
Comp. tn/ro, p. 15.
Hitzig.
[According to the contents of the prophecy, Habakkuk prophesied before the invasion of
Palestine by the Chaldaeans.
1. Vitringa, Delitzsch, Kuper, and others refer his prophecy to the time of Josiah, between
650 and 627 before Christ:
(a) According to chap. i. 5, about 20-30 years before the Chaldssan invasion (Delitzsch)
(b) According to chap. ii. 20, compared with Zeph. i. 7, shortly before Zephaniah (Kuper,

—

Caspari)
(c) According to chap. i. 8 compared with Jer. iv. 13 and v. 6, before the appearance of
Jeremiah, consequently before the 13th year of Josiah (Keil, Introd.).
2. According to some Rabbins, Witsius, Buddeus, Carpzov, Wahi, Kofod, Jahn, Havernick, Keil (Comm.), Habakkuk prophesied in the time of Manasseh.
3. According to Stickel, Jager, Knobel, Maurer, Ewald, De Wette, Kleinert, during the
advance of Nebuchadnezzar, in the time of Jehoiakim.
4. According to Eichhorn, Bertheau, Justi, Wolf, and others, in the time of the devastation of the land of Judah* by the Chaldmans, so that the prophecy of Habakkuk would be
Hertwig's TabeUen.
only a vaticinium ex eventu.
C. E.]
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[Lenormant and Chevallier date the prophecy of Habakkuk in the fourth year of Jehoiakim,
when Necho, King of Egypt, was defeated by Nebuchadnezzar at Carchemish. Vol. i. p. 186.

—

C. E.]

HI. Author.
If Habakkuk, as we hare shown, prophesied under Jehoiakim, then of course he could
hare been still living, when Daniel was cast into the lions* den. Notwithstanding the apocryphal narrative of [Bel and the] Dragon, which (ver. S3 ff.) causes him to be carried by an
angel to Babylon, to the martyr, has, judging from its whole character, little probability, yet.
it is so far interesting, as it shows how even the old Jewish tradition removes the ministry
of the prophet to the very closest proximity to the Chaldean catastrophe. Moreover, Delitzsch also thinks that the superscription of this apocryphon in the LXX. (Cod. Chisianus)
*E#c vpo<f*rjTttas 'A/x/Jaxou/i, viov 'lrjo-ov in rfjs <f>v\rj$ Acvt, can be turned to good account for
the purpose of determining the circumstances of the prophet's life.
He combines it with the
rubric at the end of the psalm (chap. iii. 19) in which the prophet directs that the hymn,
when sung, be accompanied by his stringed instrument. From that circumstance Delitzsch
(and after him Keil) concludes that Habakkuk must have been officially authorized to participate in the temple-music, and must accordingly have been a Levitt*.
But this does not
follow from the notice iii. 19 we read that King Hezekiah also, who was no Levite, declared
that he would sing in the temple with his stringed instrument (Is. xxxviii. 20) consequently
Thus the assumption is
this practice in public worship was not confined to the Levites.
based simply upon that direction [that the hymn should be accompanied in its performance
by his stringed instrument], and is the more questionable, as it may possibly owe its origin
to some ancient, who led the way to the conclusion of Delitzsch another tradition refers
Habakkuk to the tribe of Simeon. (Compare this and similar synagogal-Christian traditions in the careful critical collection of Delitzsch, De Habacuci Proph. vita et j£tate).
Whether the grave of Habakkuk, which continued to be pointed out in the days of Eusebius
and Hieronymus (Onom., ed. Parsow et Parthey, 128 ff.) between Keila and Gabatha, was
the true one, cannot be affirmed with certainty.
:

;

;

:

For more certain data concerning the circumstances of his life, we are consequently directed entirely to his book ; and this furnishes us with no information, apart from the characteristic condition of the time, except his name and the notice that he was a prophet (i. 1 ;
The name Habakkuk is formed, according to an elsewhere occurring derivation, by
iii. 1).
the reduplication of the third radical and an inserted shurck ("I'hDttf YTC23, etc, Olsh., sea
187 b from the root p2TT, to embrace. (Compare Luther, below.) The Masoretic punctua-

phenomenon common to all languages, that proper names frequently demanner of writing them, from the rule of the customary orthography. Accordthe analogy of the related forms it should be pointed p^^rj. Besides daghesh forte

tion exhibits the
viate, in the

ing to

euphonicum has not always been read

in the p, but,

e. g.,

by the

LXX in

the

2

;

hence the

rendering 'A/i/faicou/x, in which it [2] is represented by //, a sound more euphonious to the
Greek. The final /i of this form is repeated from the close of the antepenult, because it was
dissonant to the Greek ear to begin and end a syllable with the same consonant. In the

same way, 2?QT

bj3

has been rendered BccA£c/?ou\ (Hitzig).

IV. Place in

•

As Nahum

the

Organism of Scripture,

important in the succession of prophecy in that he concludes the Assyrian
in that he (with Jeremiah) begins the Babylonian (comp. Obadiah,p.
11). The description of the Chalctaan runs parallel with that of the Assyrian (Is. v.) On the
other hand, chap. 3 fits into the series of the Old Testament theophanies, which, resting upon
the first coming of Jehovah to give the law, describe his second coming to vindicate it, and
From the time of the exile
it forms a conclusion to this method [of describing his coming].
onward the coming of God to judgment is represented no more in the form of the theophany,
but in that of the apocalypse.
But alongside of the external importance of the book there is an internal one. The
ground lines of the kingdom of God, as they come to light in the divine economy of the
The character, in which
world, are in few prophets so strongly marked as in Habakkuk.
series; so is

is

Habakkuk
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the world-power enters into the circle of God's administration of his kingdom and becomes an object of the judgment, is fully delineated in the three sentences, that are com-

plementary to each other, namely, from him emanate his right and his majesty (i. 7);
his soul is puffed up, it is not right in him (ii. 4) ; he is guilty, whose power is his god (L
The sovereign insolence of self-glory, which in pure arrogance puts itself in the
11).
place of God as judge upon earth, is the cause of the judgment thereby all the temporal
manifestations of that which is opposed to God, from Gen. xi. until the time of the end are
judged.
Again, the characteristics of the fate of the kingdom are given in the sentences:
the just shall live by his steadfast faith (ii. 4) ; I must wait calmly for the day of affliction (iii. 16)
The way of him, who stands
I will rejoice in God my salvation (iii. 18).
fast upon the Word of God,
a way marked by humility and fidelity
must lead to salvation.
It is the mutual relation of the stability of the divine word (ii. 3) and of the stal
bility of him who perseveres in it, whereby the solidarity
between God and the subjects
of his kingdom, which is indicated by the name
jy ttfVT^ (>• 12)> »nd whereby the im:

;

—

—

by

potence and self-destructive character of all attacks directed against this mutual covenant,
are characterized.
But from the spiritual nature of these definitions [Bestinanungen, defined objects] arises a spiritual limitation of the idea of Israel.
It is no longer the Israel
according to the flesh, to whom the promise avails in its full extent : they [Israel according
to the flesh] are the object of the Divine judgment, as well as the Babylonians (i. 2 ff.
ii. 9 ff.) ; but it iB the Israel according to the spirit, the just by faith, who are separated by
the judgment out of the mass of external Israel (i. 12). With clear penetration Paul, when
it was his object to place in the light this difference in its New Testament fulfillment,
set his foot directly upon the Old Testament foundation of this prophet.
One does
wrong to the epoch-forming significance of this prophet, if he restricts his book merely to
the import of a book of consolation.
With similar precision is the character also of the
judgment of purification delineated : Thou, rock, hast appointed him, the enemy, for instructive chastisement (i. 12).
And out of the old conception of the holiness of God, according
to which it (holiness) is his relation to the elect people (L 12), the new conception, which
is ethical in its elements, struggles forth.
Thou canst not look calmly upon evil (i. 15).
Next to Isaiah xl. ff. Habakkuk is the most powerful evangelist among the prophets.
Concerning the coincidences with earlier prophets compare ii. above. They are more
numerous than in Nahum, however proportionally few. On the other hand, a rich acquaintance with the Psalms is a characteristic of this prophet, as it is of Micah and Nahum, a
characteristic corresponding to the lyric character of the book.
On this point compare the
Exegetical Exposition, chap. iii.
His place in the Canon is justified not only by the close relationship of the contents to
those of Nahum, but also by the inscription : just as the massaim are placed together in the
book of Isaiah, so also are they in the book of the Minor Prophets. Luther * : Habakkuk
has a right name for his office. For Habakkuk means an embracer, or one who takes another in his arms and presses him to his heart.
This he does in his prophecy : he embraces
his people and takes them in his arms, i. «., he comforts them and holds them up, as one embraces a weeping child or person, to quiet him with the assurance, that, if

be

God

will,

he

will

better.
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HABAKKUK.
CHAPTER

I.

[The Prophet commences by setting forth the Cause of the Chaldaan Invasion, which
forms the Burden of his Prophecy, This Cause was the great Wickedness of
Jehovah is introthe Jewish Nation at the Time he flourished (vers. 2-4).
duced as summoning Attention to that Invasion (ver. 5). The Prophet describes
the Appearance, Character, and Operations of the Invaders (vers. 6-11).
C. E.]
1

2

The burden, which Habakkuk

How
And

long, Jehovah, do I cry
thou nearest not ?

the prophet saw.

?

I cry to thee, Violence,
And thou helpest not.

8

Why dost thou let me

see wickedness ?
dost thou look upon distress?
Oppression and violence are before me
And there is strife, and contention exalte itself.

And [why]

4 Therefore the law is slack ;
Justice no more a goes forth
For the wicked compass about the righteous
Therefore justice goes forth perverted.

5 Look among the nations and see !
And be ye amazed,8 be amazed;
For I am about to work 4 a work in your days
Ye will not believe it, though it were told.
s
I am about to raise up the Chaldeans,
and impetuous nation,
Which marches over the breadths of the earth,
To take possession of dwelling-places, that do not belong

6 For behold

That

7 It

is

bitter

terrible

Its right

8

And
And

and

and dreadful
its eminence proceed from

to it

itself.

swifter than leopards are

its horses,
speedier than the evening wolves
6
Its horsemen spring proudly along,
And its horsemen come from afar
They fly like an eagle hastening to devour.
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9 It comes wholly for violence
The host 7 of their feces is forward
And it collects captives like the sand.
:

And
And

10

it scoffs at kings
princes are a laughter to it
It laughs at every stronghold,
And heaps up earth and takes it.

1

Then

8
its spirit revives,

And

it

This

its

passes on and contracts guilt
strength is its god.

GRAMMATICAL AND TEXTUAL.

p

7er. 4.

— TT^H T&R.

being kindred terms.

•tiff

Compere the Greek

idea of H^JJI
wrjy-rv*, to be

it

figniflee also, to perpetuity,

that of stHfosss, rigidity,

stiff.

— I0 r trr n?3^ Sy^bl ms>j be rendered

[* Ver. 4.

n^.3 V

The primary

:

i. e.

tad odd,

frigid

judgment goeth not forth according

7

forever; and connecting it with rf

it

[8 Ver. 5.

Ver.

[4

1034,8

— VTJT

J»l

^n^JPn^.

Double form, used

6.—

b^b denotes

that

whkh

is

Compere Isaiah xxiz.

for intensity.
it,

[6 Ver. 8.

use*

combination

of

so as to express the highest degree of amassment.

Immediately at hand. Green's Heb. Oram.,

sec. 266, 2.

Nordheuner, mx-

— CVp ^n^3, **** tuseitaturus sum. Hp?H before the participle refers to the future.
— WEI from EftS, signifying to be proud, to show off proudtf; hence of a horseman leaping
The subject of

fiercely.

[7 Vor. 9.

— TTO^liJ

this verb,

Vttnp, may

EJT3B Hjftp.

I

&*•

torrpdrac wooo^rwott atrmv i$*wria* ; Vulgate

wind ; Kleinert
[8 Ver. 11.

:

:

be translated horses. See Ges.,

s.

;

proudly

.

followed Gesenlus In the translation of these words.

fades eorum ventus urons

Luther : r«M*e*

sit

LXX.

:

«V

hindurch %cu em

Ost-

Tunc

urn-

die Oier ihrer Angesichter strebt nach vorwarts.

— rm

rf?H

TN, <*«*

***

*"**

revives.

Ges.

LXX.

:

rhre nerafiaXsl r6

Luther: Alsdann werdensic emeu neuen Muth nehmen; Kell : Then
toendet es sich, ein sturmwmd; Henderson : it gaineth fresh spirit.
G. £.]

tabitur spiritus;

Damn

The

9.

Luther :

;

a.

[6 Ver. 6.

and

forever, or net*.

LXX. : Kai ov Sie^iyero* c I* WAot ttplfia f Vulgate : et non percenit usque ad Juiem judicium
keine reehu Saehe oewinnen ; Kleinert : und nichtfdtlt nock Wahrheit der Rechtsspruch.

the kal with the blpbfl of the same Verb serves to strengthen

ud

Get. Bat

to truth.

meaning of not

gives the

8ee Keil.

kann

cold

Trop. to be torpid, sluggish, stack : friget lax.

—

it

mvpa

j

Vulgate

passes along

a wind

:

;

Kleioert:

prophet speaks of himself in the first person. Accordingly it is a general, and that of chap. iii. s

BXBGBTIOAL.

special heading.

In the heading (comp. the Introd.) this prophecy

is

designated as a NttfO, sentence

:

compare

[Keil
to chap.

*'
:

i.

Ver.

and

1

contains the heading, not oolv

ii.,

but to the whole book, of which

on Nab. i. 1. If it should there, as in Is. xiii. ff., chap. iii. forms an integral part. On the special
on account of the subjoined genitive of relation, heading in chap. iii. ver. 1, see the commentary on
the verse.
The prophet calls his writing a masm
still seem doubtful, whether tne prophecy should

r

not be taken as a burden prepared against Nineveh, Babylon, etc., so here, where this genitive is
wanting and the discourse has certainly in it that
which pertains to a burden, but still much more
of that which is consolatory, the neuter signification of the word is iust as plain as in Jeremiah,
Zechariah, and in the appendix to the Proverbs

or burden (see at

Nahum

i.

1),

because

it

an-

nounces heavy judgments upon the covenant nation and the imperial power."
C. E.]
First Dialogue.
Vers. 2-11. In this conversation, as in the concluding passages of Micah, the
function of the prophet is exhibited on two sides.

—

He speaks, first, in the name of the true Israel, as
an advocate of righteousness (comp. on Micah
which,
according
its
original
to
vii. 1 ) ; then in the name of God.
Hence the dis^J^i
signification, " to see," would seem incapable of course takes the form of a dialogue, and is divided
parts.
with
Massa,
can
used
with
it,
beinto
two
be
being joined
The prophet in the name
cause " to see," the most common expression for
I. The Complaint.
the prophetic intuition and conception, is generally of righteousness accuses the people of sin (vers.
employed to denote prophetic activity [die prophet- 2-4).
II. The Answer.
God points to the scourge, by
iscne ThBtigkeit, the exercise of the prophetic gift.
which this sin is to b* punished (vers. 5-M ).
C. E.]
Vers. 2-4.
The Complaint. Parallel with MiThe " vision " of. Isaiah (chap. i. ver. 1 ) embraces threatenings, complaints, consolatory ad- cah vii., the prophet begins with the description of
There is just as the wretched condition of the country, which urdresses, and symbolical actions.
That he is not yet
little ground to deny that the heading proceeds gently calls for judgment
from the prophet himself, as there is in regard to speaking of the violent deeds of the Chaklssans
the subscription (chap. iii. ver. 19), in which tlie (Kosenmuller, Ewald, Maurer), but of the cornThe

verb

—
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dition of Judah itself, is evident from the analogy
of the language to the descriptions of other prophets, as well as from the fact that the calamity to be
inflicted by the Chaldeans (ver. 5 ff.) is described
as a future one, at present past all belief (comp.
long, properly until when, Jehover. 13).
thou covenant trod, who hearest those that
vah,
call [upon Thee] and art angry with the wicked,

—

How

—

I.

1-11.

13

To

ITS!, therefore, the signification of

tice."

truth, justice, is
Is. xlii.

3

possible.
bility, is

;

HOSb

required to be given (comp.

And

Jer. v. 3).

this signification is

For the usual meaning perpetuity, stanot primitive, but has its inner ground in

the fact that internal solidity is necessary to continuance and this is undoubtedly evident from
Prov.
xxi. 28, though one may grant to Delitzsch,
to thee,

—

;

or j
do I cry, and thou hearest not ;
and thou helpest not ? Chdmds is that the signification, forever (better to perpetuity),
violence,
not ace. modi, but o^jecti a customary form of is not to be given up even in this passage. The
expression (comp. Jer. xx. 8, and Job xix. 7). We connection of the meanings, and the transition from
have the same construction in our [the German] the concrete to the abstract are the same as in pl%
language. The tone is that of complaint, common Compare also 1 Sam. xv. 29, where God, as He
also in the Psalms, with a gentle sound of reproach
who cannot lie, is called VwittP n^3, and Lam.
lxxxviii. 15 ff.), such as only the
(Ps. xxii. 2 ff.
iii. 18.
Schultcus has verified this meaning from
ideal congregation, which sees in actual sin an
Therefore [read]
the Arabic, Animadw., p. 515.
injury done to its vocation [ihrer Bestimmung, that
The sentence [or judgment does not go forth accord'
C. E.] can raise,
for which a thing is designed
ing to truth, so that it may have stability.
Simibut not the individual fellow-sinner and accom-

—

:

;

—

\

larly, Hitzig,

plice in guilt.
Ver. 3.

Why (thus

the prophet assigns a reacrying) dost thou let

Baumlein.

For the wicked man
surrounds

(to be

understood collec-

—

a hostile sense
C. E.] the
righteous man : to a whole circle of wicked men
there is but one righteous, so that right bows under superior power (comp. Micah vii. 3)
there*
fore judgment goes forth perverted. [Keil:
Mishpat is not merely a righteous verdict, however ; in which case the meaning would be There
bo£ and ]TS convey interchangeable ideas (comp. is no more any righteous verdict ^iven, but a
Hupf. on Ps. vii. 15) ; and the neuter b^E, which righteous state of things, objective right in the
C. E.]
in itself may signify also distress (Baumlein, Keil), civil and political life.
receives here by means of the parallel p^ the
Vers. 5-11. Jehovah*s Answer [to the preceding
complaint
C. E]. The scourge is already presignifies
of mischief.
M^W, R-

me
son for his calling and
see iniquity, and lookest thou upon perverseness inactively P 8c., since at least thou, as the
Holy One, will not look upon it in Israel, and
since, according to thy Word (Num. xxiii. 21).
thy congregation are to remain free from it ?

tively)

[in

:

:

—

1^

meaning
(1)
nothingness, vanity ; (2) nothingness of words, i. e.,
falsehood, deceit; (3) nothingness as to worth, untoorthiness, wickedness, iniquity.

'5?J7

—

among- the nations and

'£3, mean

from

to labor, signifies, ( I ) labor, toil ; (2) fruit of labor ;
Gesemus, Lex.
C.
(3) trouble, vexation, sorrow.

—

E.1

Look around

pared; and that a terrible one.
see.

9 ^"r

here, to look with delight, as

places:

it

does not
does in other

the 2, moreover, does not enter simply

into construction with the object, but it is local.
Already has the storm burst forth among the nations, which also will overtake the secure sinners

Oppression and violence are before my eyes
and strife arises, and contention exalts itself. of Israel. And be astonished astonished
Where the powers are unequal there is oppression The emphasis of the benumbing astonishment is
1

1

:

where they are equal, the strife of hearts and expressed bv the verb repeated in two conjugations
tongues results in fighting with hands. To this (comp. Zeph. ii. 1 Ewatd, sec 313 c). '1 he reason
description of the leading characteristics of a social for both the summons to look round and for the
;

disorder the question, " Whv does He permit
is to be supplied in thought from a

happen ? "

clause of the verse.

Nahum

— C. EJ.

NtjP^

it

to

[first

is intransitive,

Ps. lxxxix. 10.
Ver. 4. Therefore, because thou dost not look
into and restrain it, the law, " which was intended
to be the soul and heart of the common political
This is shown particlife" (Delitzsch), is slack.
ularly (comp. Micah iii. 1 ff.) in the chief pillar of
administration
of justice Yea
the public life, the
a righteous sentence never comes forth, So it

as in

i.

5

;

:

stupefying consternation following

it is

indicated

by the following "O for a work works,
:

ried into effect (comp.

1j$r)

is

car-

ivcpytlrat, 2 Thess.

ii.

in your days ye would not believe it, if it
told to you, it so far exceeds everything
that can be imagined and expected.
In order to
transfer the emphasis entirely to the dreadful word,
7),

:

were

the speaker keeps back the author, and makes /?D
apparently neuter the impellent force is in the
:

work

itself (Ez.

i.

20).

[Keil

:

The

participle

^?b

denotes that which is immediately at hand, and is
should be translated, if we understand fTOS ac- used absolutely, without a pronoun. According
customary
usage
of
the language
cording to the
to ver. 6, \3W U the pronoun we have to supply.
fcO, i. e., not to perpetuity, not forever, t. #-.,
For it is not practicable to supply Win, or to
never (Is. xiii. 20, Delitzsch, fceil). But, as the ad-

n^2

take the participle in the sense of the third person,

junct 'P2£, in the following part of the verse since God, when speaking to the people, cannot
speak of himself in the third person, and even in
t3ttt?D

•hows

means

also here, as

it

does frequent-

not materially a righteous judgment, but
mally a legal sentence in general (Hos. x.

ly,

for-

njn*

that case

could not be omitted.

Hitzig's

idea is still more untenable, namely, that po'al is
n-*3^ must consequently be uttered with em- the subject, and that po'el is used in an intransimust
" tive sense the work produces its effect.
phasis ; and the clause, " the sentence goes forth
assume, as Delitzsch does, that there is a proleprTCj? Mb, should form an antithesis to the tical ellipsis, i. c, one in which tho word immediclause, "the sentence goes forth perverted to injus- ately following is omitted (as in Is. xlviii. 11;
4).

We

:
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ix. 17).
The admissibility of this assumption is justified by the fact that there are other
cases in which the participle is used and the pronoun omitted ; and that not merely the pronoun
of the third person («. g., Is. iL 11; Jer. xxxviii.
23), but that of the second person also (1 Sam. ii.
24 ; ri. 3; and Ps. vii. 10).
C. E.]

Zech.

—

Ver. 6 first mentions the doer: For behold,
I, the Lord, bring up [am about to raise up
[See Lenormant and
C. E.J the Chaldssana.
Chevallier, vol. i. p. 472 ; also Rawlinson's Ancient Monarchies, vol. i. p. 58, and vol. ii. pp. 497,

—

505.

— C.

E.].

The

expression

M'B'D,

and

still

more

the immediately following description of the
enemies themselves, point to the fact that they had
already appeared in history. But that they are to
appear in the history of Israel and come to execute
judgment upon Judah for his sins, is, as the ex-

pression
future.

0??H with the part.) shows, still in the
And indeed the rapidity with which Bab-

ger to any opposition. (Comp. Brandis, art. ** Assyria" in Pauly's Realencyklopadie.) [On the early
history of the Cbaldsans and their Turanian
origin, see Rawlinson's Herodotus, vol. i. pp. 247,
248, 245, 533.
C. E.] Certainly opposed to this
view is the assumption of the great majority of
exegetes that the primitive abode of the Caecum
was the Armenian mountain land, where, according to Xenophon, a brave and freedom-loving' people of the Chaldoan stock dwelt, and where the
Kurds still live, and that the Assyrians first settled
them in the plain of Babylon, according to Hitzig
in the year 625.
This assumption, however, has,
on closer examination, no broader foundation than
a false, at the least a questionable interpretation of
the obscure passage, Is. xxiii. 13 : it is for that
reason to be set aside. The present passage is the
locus classicus for the characteristics of this warlike people, just as Is. v. 26 ff. is for the characteristics of the Assyrians.
They are called the people, the bitter, i. e., ferocious (comp. Amarus,

—

had just become independent, rose Cic. AtL, 14, 21, and ttfe3 "TO, Judges xviii. 25)
from being a city subject to Assyria to be the and the impetuous, properly hurrying on (Is.
the conformruler of Asia, has something incredible.
The na- xxxii. 4), rushing on precipitately
tion, at whose head Nebuchadnezzar accomplished ity of sound of the two adjectives has something
which marches along [Keil
this sudden conquest, and whose great monarchy terribly graphic
ylon, which

—

—

took the place of the Assyrian,

is

called in the

Old Testament Casdim; and this designation
stands, in the O. T., in the same reciprocal rela-

y is not used here to denote the direction,

or the

goal, but the space, as in Gen. xiii. 17 (Hitzig,
Dclitzsch)
C. E.j the breadths of the earth,
which passes through the land in its whole extent

—

tion to Babylon, that Israel does to Jerusalem.
The name Casdim, which, with the change of (Judges viii. 8 Rev. xx.
9) : to take possession
;
the second radical, has been preserved to this day
of dwelling places that are not its
(comp.
in the name Kurds, and which appears in the
ii. 6).
Classics in the appellations Chalybes (//., ii. 856 ;
Ver. 7. Carries out the idea of the " bitter ;
comp. Strabo, xii. 545), Chaldi (Steph. Byz., s. v.
and ver. 8, that of the " impetuous," in ver. 6. It
XaAftta) or Chaldeans (Ptolemaeus, Strabo, Plinis terrible and fearful ; from it
not from God
ius, comp. Winer s. v. " Chaldaer," Ewald, Hist.
(Ps. xvii. 1 )
proceed its right and eminence
Isr. i. 333), Carduchi, or Gardvsei, belongs, acin sovereign vainglory it revived the old character
cording to the O. T. and the Classics to a tribe
of Babylon (Gen. xi. 4 ; comp. Is. xiv. 13), put its
Bprcad over the whole country between the Tigris
own statutes in the place or the jura divina, and
and Pontus. Already in Jer. v. 1 5 the same peoconsequently entered despotically into the place
ple are designated as a very ancient one ; and as
of the world-power, which is at strife with God.
early as Gen. xi. 28 the country of Mesopotamia
an eminence, which rests upou inflated
is called after them Ur [Ur of the Chaldees], so nWtP,

own

—

—

t

it is more than doubtful whether Chesed pride (KCEO, Hob. xiii. 1), in contrast with the
(Gen. xxii. 22), the nephew of Abraham, is to
[Rawlinson's
1123, which is bestowed by God.
%
be considered their ancestor. If the conjecture of
Ancient Monarchies, vol. iii. pp. 10, 11.
C. E.]
Ewald, Knobel, Dietrich, is correct that a reference
Ver. 8. And fleeter than leopards, whose
already
exists
in Arphaxad
to the name
swiftness in catching the prey is proverbial, are
[llTDS^S] Gen. x. 22), then this circumstance its horses (Jeremiah employs in the same comwould doubtless refer the name to a time beyond parison the figure of the eagle, iv. 13) yea they
that of Abraham.
Oppert (Deutsch.-morgenl. are swifter than evening wolves (Zeph. iii. 3;
The battle is to them, what
Zeitschr., German-Oriental Journal, xi. 137) has comp. Ps. lix. 7, 15).
a
proved, that the word Cas-dim is Tataric, and the seizing of the prey is to a ravenous beast,
signifies, as well as Mesopotamia, two rivers ; and savage delight, to which they hasten with imAnd its horsemen
(the correctness of the translation being presup- patience (Job xxxix. 20 f.).
posed) it is legitimately inferred from this fact rush along (there is here also a graphic conformsound
in
the
words)
ity
of
yea its horsemen
that the name probably designates the aboriginal
Tataric population between the Euphrates and come from afar, they fly like the eagle, which
[Rawlinson's Ancient Mon(It hannonizes well with this etymology, hastens to devour.
Tigris.
C. E.l They come
according to which Casdim is plural only in sound archies, vo\. iii. pp. 10, 11.
but not in original signification, that the name to fulfill the curse (Deut. xxviii. 49), to the words
appears in the O. T. only as plur. tan turn that of which the prophet alludes.
This thought is further carried out in ver. 9.
Casdim as an actual plural form would be abnor-

that

—

TEO

;

—

;

—

;

mally formed that the regular plural form
;

D^T???

All its multitude

— the

suffix 71, contracted

—

from

comes for
occurs only once in later Hebrew (Ez. xxiii. 14,
Cthibh), and the reconstructed singular form deeds of violence, for the object is to inflict judgment for violence (ver. 2). The eagerness (m
s
TtP2 only in the Aramaic of Daniel. [The opinthis sense the air, \ry.
occurs in the Rabion] that the aboriginal population of that district
bins, Kirachi on Ps. xxvii. 8) of their i
was, in fact, not of a Semitic, but of a Tataric
ny*7i?» also in Ez. xi. 1 ; xiv. 7, for
stock, appears, at present, to be subjected no lon- forward.
VTt".

is

archaic, as in Gen. xlix. 11

HMD,
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1-11.

ntj jft (Gen. xxv. 6). And it gathers prison- *R rel. as in Is. xlii. 24 and other places. As apera together like dust (com p. Gen. xli. 49 ; Hos. pertaining to the thought, which, with special reu. 9).
gard to ver. 7, briefly comprises the moral characVer. 10. Forms a fit sequel to the description of ter of the conqueror with its immanent [inherent]
the autocratic power in ver. 7 and it soofla at destiny and makes both the basis of the following
Icings, and princes are a derision to it, for, 10 b, dialogue, comp. chap. ii. 6-10 ; Job xii. 6 ; Is. x.
11 a, it has the power to overcome ever/ resist- 13.
ance : it laughs at every stronghold, and heaps
up dust and takes it.
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Ver. 1 1 Then it turns a tempest (Ges. : then
his spirit revives
C. E.] and passes on. To
The inspiration of the prophets is rooted in the
mark the little anxiety, which the haughty enemy
bestows upon the capture, the approaches are sacred soil of the heart, and presupposes the contest of faith and praver with God, in which the
called ~)D3?, heaped up dust, instead of the usual
struggling and praying soul experiences God's
answer
and blessing a contest of faith and prayer
The fem.
(2 Sam. x. 15, and above).
like that of the patriarch, which stands at the bereceives from the mas. 1S3D, ginning of the entire history of the holy people,
suff. in
who had the Spirit of God (Gen. xxxii. 24 if.';
fortress, the idea of a city [t^, which is fem.
comp. Hos. xii. 5 f. ; Is. lxiii. 11). By this root of
C. E.] *)bn nowhere means revirescit, not even sanctification prophecy, among the people of Isin Ps. xc. 5, but it signifies a speedy gliding away, rael, is distinguished from all heathen divination,
turning away (Job ix. 11 ; Ps. cii. 27), and unites, and not by the gift of the vision of future things.
:

—

.

n^?D

:

moV,

—

" Prophecy, as it speaks of future things, is almost
one of the least important gifts, and comes someLuther on Rom. xii.
is times even from the Devil."
C. E.]
idea.
[See note 8 on ver. 11
placed between as an appositional comparison 7 (comp. Ex. 7). It has in the 0. T. its peculiar
(comp. Is. xxi. 8 and he cried, a lion, t. «., with significance, which is to be understood from the

without violence, with

"QE

in expressing one

—

rm

:

a

lion's voice)

there

;

lies,

indeed, in this apposi- light of the history of the kingdom ; but separated
from the heart of God it would be nothing. Comp.
1 Pet. i. 11; 2 Pet. L 21.
The heathen powers shoot up into ascendency,
when in the kingdom of God, the truth is impeded
by pride, injustice, and a spirit of contention. On
these they live like fungi, and God permits them
to spring up, in order to begin the judgment upon
his house.
The more certainly that individuals,
following their own view of what is good and right,
pursue the war of the flesh instead of the Gospel of peace, the more certainly is the scourge already in preparation. What the prophet says of
one event is put down in writing, because it is uttered for all time (Acts xiii. 41). The prudent
man sees the evil and hides himself; but the silly
man passes on and is punished. But even the

tion the threefold relative comparison of the revolving whirlwind, of rushing speed, and of demolmore descriptive expression of
ishing power.
the astonishment at the invincible power of the
Babylonian, who, immediately after the overthrow
of Nineveh, marched against Necho, cannot be
imagined. With a loftv elevation the prophet,
lib, sets at naught this surging flood, and announces against the irresistible autocratic insolence of the enemy the unalterable decree of the
Divine government [Governor] of the world,
which, as in Micah and Nahum, concludes the
C. E.] with
description [of this haughty enemy
But he is guilty, and consecrushing effect
quently incurs the Divine penalty, whose power
That the accentuation incorrectly
is his God.

A

—

:

most prudent man does not foresee it by his own
connects the verb OE?S with the first half of the prudence. God's decisive acts, as well those which
be
inverse, which, according to the sense, should
He does as those which He permits, are altogether
cluded in one verse with 10b, is plain; for the Niphlaoth, wonderful deeds, and have ever on one
immediate coordination of the verbs TOE'1 and side something incredible in them. That they
will come, he who has learned to examine the
DOTS, though retained by the exegetes, is certainly signs of the times in the light of God's Word, an-

how they are to be, God reserves to his
power. Enough, that we know that it is His
L*^237*Ji has. van conversim of the future ; and power. To him, who knows this, there is no
strange work in the world. 1
E?^H nas vao corttf***1 1* of the preterite C. E.]
1 Compare the letter of the French theosophtst, St. Mar[Other translations LXX. : Kol SicActWrcu ical
iiiXaatrcu afrnj ^ J<rx&* ry 0e£ fiov. Vulg. " Et tin, concerning the Revolution, in Varnhagen, Mtmoirs, It.
:
"I remind you of what I hare written in the beginpertransibit et oorruet; hcec est fortitude- ejits dei 684
Drusius : " Et transgredietur et delinquet, ning of this letter, that the political commotions, in the
sui."
storms of which we lire, appear to me to be in the eye of
hanc vim suam Deo suo (triouens)." J. H. MichGod only the ways by which He is preparing us, as we
aelis : " Et renin se faciet (dicens) : hanc putentiam

excluded by the dissimilar conjunctions

'

(D>

))•

ticipates

:

own

—

:

:

ft*.

For the astonishing course
think, for greater happiness.
of development of onr grand revolution and the brilliant
phenomena which mark tt at every step, must show to
every one, not devoid of understanding, or honesty, in its
march of fire, the accomplishment of an express decree of
We can even say that the work, on its part is
Providencefends; this his power becomes (is) his god." already done, though not yet entirely on ours. Its hand,
skillful surgeon, has removed the extraneous
a
that
of
Baumlein: "Since his power becomes his god]." like
matter, and we feel all the inevitable effects of a painful
stands in the predicate of the object [Pradicat operation and the pressure of the bandage of the wounds
der Abzieluxg, the predicate denoting the purpose, but we must bear these pains with patience and courage,
stnoc there is none of them which does not conduce to our
C. E.] as in Nah. i. 7 ; Ex. vi. 7
object, or aim

sitam deberi Deo suo;" or: " Et turn luel (impius
Judaeus), cujus vis sua fait pro Deo suo" Hitzig,
Maurer : " And he loads himself with guilt ; he,
whose power becomes his god." Gesenius, Ewald,
Delitzsch, Keil : " He passes on farther and of-

7

—
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For however high the scourge may be raised,
the destroyer [Zerbrecher, dasher in pieces] is also
appointed* to it, as soon as he intends that it shall
be more than a scourge, that chastisement shall be
converted into destruction, the work of God into
his own work. All [assumption of ] independence
is apostasy from God, consequently separation
from the source of life. The [assumption of] independence on the part of Adam ended in curse
and misery. The same thing on the part of ancient Babel ended in destruction, dispersion, and
confusion. And so it falls out with the new destroyer, the destiny of his own guilt overwhelms
him, because his power is his god. And in his
time he who has crushed will himself be crushed.
Kings and princes and strong cities are an object
of derision to him he is the same before God.
Only he who continues in a state of grace, receives
from God in perpetuity what was not his thus
Israel received Canaan. If he renounce the grace,
he must also surrender the gift. If this applies to
Israel (Micah ii. 10) how much more to the obstinate alien.
:

:

H0MILETI0AL.

How

utterly incomprehensible are the judgments

of

1. Incomprehensible in their delay, to the view
of those who have no patience, and think that God
ought to act as speedily as their anger prompts

(vers. 2-3).

Incomprehensible in their threatening to
those upon whom they will fall, and who nevertheless continue to sin in security (ver. 4).
3. Incomprehensible to every human mind in
2.

their realization.
(a.)

would
(6.

)

For

—

are greater than any human thought
anticipate (ver. J.
5
They take place in ways and by means of

They

which no

man would dream

(ver. 6).

They

are often brought about by men and
events that, at first sight, have nothing in common
(c.)

with God.
4. Incomprehensible in their grandeur and universality to those by whom they are accomplished
(ver. 11).

On ver. 2. God always hears, although we do
not have an immediate sense of it Therefore continue in prayer.
It is also not always good to
pray to Him to hasten his help. The future help,
which He has prepared, is perhaps, for the moment, heavier to bear than the present burden, unVer. 3. He must cerder which thou sighest.
tainly have his reasons, when He permits his saints
to see misery and impious conduct. It touches his
heart more than it does theirs. He suffers things
to come to a crisis and the wicked thoughts of
hearts to be revealed before He approaches [to
Ver. 5. However long we have
judgment].
searched after the way of God, when lie is suddenly revealed in his might and power, then the
light is so dazzling that it is painful to us, and we
are displeased that God has performed such powerful deeds in our days, and that we have not rather

—

,

—

" When I consider the French
Revolution from It* origin onward, and at the moment when
It broke out, I find nothing better to compare it to than to a
ptctur* on a reduced eeeJe, of the iatt judgment, where the
trumpets found abroad the tearful notee, which a higher
voice give* to them, where all the power* of heaven and
eartb are Shaken ; and where in one and the §ame moment
the righteoiu and the wicked receive their reward."
See page 468

:

—

—

—

:

God!

them

—

Ver. 5. God has
come to our rest in peace.
Neither title-deed nor
freat power to destroy.
He
ereditary right protects against his power.
takes from whom He will and gives to whom He
will. But He has still greater power and pleasure
in building.
The destruction is for a moment, the
building for eternity. And in his destroying building is always included. With the stubble ploughed
under, the field is manured for a new harvest ; and
the plough does not reap, but the ploughman.
Ver. 7. Ye who despise the right, when you can
have it, need not wonder when you are treated as
if there were no right, and when you shall be dealt
with according to your own principle : stat pro
rations voluntas.
Ver. 10. When the judgments
of God come, how quickly does everything on
which men formerly placed their ^confidence and
hope, mil to ruin!
Then the earth, which was
just now joyful, quakes.
Ver. 11. When God
permits you to succeed in everything that comes to
hand, it is no reason for pride, but for humiliation.
All success cleaves to him who is proud, not as a
merit, but as guilt, and God will require [the punishment of] the guilt
Luther On ver. 2. As if he would say, I
preach much, and it is of no avail ; my word is
despised ; no one becomes better ; they only become continually worse. Therefore I know not
where to bring my complaint except to Thee ; but
Thou seemest as if Thou nearest me not, and dost
not see them. But the prophet does not expostulate with God, as his words would sound and intimate to the ear ; but he speaks thus in order that
he may alarm the people and bring them to repentance, and show them how deservedly the wrath
and burden will come upon them, because they
turn not at preaching, threatening, and exhortation, nor even at prayer, directed against them.
Ver. 3. This is written for our consolation and
admonition that we should not wonder nor think
For
it strange if few improve bv our teaching.
generally preachers, especially if they have just
newly come from the forge [seminary], indulge extravagant expectations [meinen sic, das soil* sobald
Hande und Fusse haben, undjlugs aUes geschehen und
ge&ndert werden f they think that everything should
instantly have hands and feet, and that it should
be immediately done and changed]. But that is a
great mistake. Habakkuk rebukes the Jews, not
on account of idolatry and other sins, but only on
account of sins which were committed against
their neighbors ; there must, therefore, have been
still at that time pious people, who maintained divine worship in its purity ; but they were possessed
with avarice and addicted to the practice of injustice and usury.
So then no service,- be it what it
may, is pleasing to God, in which one does wrong
Ver. 4. There are much worse
to his neighbor.
villains than public thieves and rogues.
For the
latter act openly against the law, so that their
wrong doing is palpable to and felt by every one
but the former pretend to be pious, and would have
wrong considered right There are therefore two
kinds of villains : first, those who do wrong ; secondly, those who set off and defend the same wrong
Ver. 5. All this is said
under the name of right.
also for us, who have the name and semblance of
Christians, who boast of our baptism, or of our
spiritual profession and office, as giving us the advantage over heathen and Jews, and yet we are,
so that we
like them, without faith and the spirit
also must certainly perish at last by those whom
we now despise and consider worse than ourselves,
just as it happened to the Jews by the Chaldeans.

—

—

—
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— Ver.

Ver. 5. Whence come war, bloodshed, and devastation? They come hence: justice is depressed
and the law of God is violated.
Riegeb On 2 ff. O God, into what times hast
thou brought us ? What must we see and experience ? Where is the answer of all the prayer that
has already for a long time been offered up for Di;
vine help? These are also footsteps of faith in
which we are often forced to tread.
Schmieder: Ver. 4. The law becomes frigid,
:
which, however, in its nature is fire and flame, and
all. things except prosperity.
which, in the judgment, consumes sin. But where
Starke : Ver. 2. Human weakness is the rea- the judge is good for nothing, the law is frigid and
son why we cannot reconcile ourselves to the won- lifeless.
derful government of God, and why we think that'
Burck : Ver. 5. Ye believe it not, if ye merely
But in this we hear it, if ye are not furnished with conviction br
all evil might be easily remedied.
forget that it is not according to wisdom to treat sight. Much, if it is merely heard, does not work
men, whom He has endowed with freedom of the in the mind of man faith so much as doubt. It is
will, with absolute omnipotence and as if they a miracle worthy of God that men by the hearing
Ver. 3. The ungodly exert of the Gospel attain to faith.
were machines.
Ver. 4.
themselves to the utmost in sinning.
Sghlibr: Habakkuk understands very well
Even lawsuits are not unknown to God : He keeps what kind of a corrective such a people, insolent
Ver. 5. God himself and eager for conquest, are ; and, when all means
also his record of them.
brings the enemy into the land, and punishes are in vain, only such a fearful judgment by
Ver. 6. Those who sin in means of a foreign people can rouse once more a
thereby all injustice.
haste and are unwilling to be restrained arc sud- fallen nation. The Lord needs only to point him
Ver. to the Chaldieans ; thus he knows that this nation
denly punished by God, and do not escape.
8.
God punishes the avarice of his people, who is the means in the hand of the Lord of setting
accumulate riches by injustice, in turn by the av- bounds to the state of general distress.
arice of the soldiers, who plunder the unjustly acTalm. : Ver. 7. Four men deified themselves
quired wealth and appropriate it to themselves. and thereby brought evil upon themselves PhaGod can employ even the beasts, which at other raoh, Hiram, Nebuchadnezzar, and Joash: the
times are compelled to render great service to punishment of Nebuchadnezzar was divestiture of
Ver. 10. Those who
men, for their punishment.
humanity.
despise and laugh at pious teachers and their adBurck Ver. 9. Those who commit deeds of
monitions, justly deserve in their turn to be deviolence on one another (vers. 2, 3) deserve to exspised and laughed at.
Pfaff Ver. 2 ff. Servants of God and preach- perience them from others.
Augustine: Ver. 11. What art thon, O man,
ers of the Gospel have reason to sigh over the prosWho can re- * ho puffest thyself up ? Be contented to be filled.
tration of faith in every quarter.
proach them for thus sighing ? But woe to you He who is filled is rich ; he who puffs himself up
is empty.
ungodly, who extort such sighs from them?
6.
It will be to you Also of no avail that
Jerusalem is the city and dwelling of God, to which
you now trust it is in vain, the Babylonian people
will take possession of it altogether, though it is
Ver. 11. No human heart can
not their own.
refrain from pride and boasting, when it has suecess and good fortune.
The Scriptures do not
alone teach this but also the heathen testify and
acknowledge it from experience, as Virgil savs
nescia mens hominum serourc modum rebus sublaia
secundis. It is a common saying a man can bear
:

—

:

,

1

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

:

'

:
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expostulates with God on Account of the Judgment, which threatens the
The waiting Posture
Annihilation of the Jewish People (chap. i. vers. 12-17).
of the Prophet (chap. ii. ver. 1). The Command to commit to Writing the Revelation which was about to be made to Htm (ver. 2). Assurance that theProphecy,
The
though not fulfilled immediately, will certainly be accomplished (ver. 3).
proud and unbelieving will abuse it ; but the believing will be blessed by it. The
Prophet then depicts the Sins of the Chaldceans, and shows that both general Justice and the special Agencies of God's Providence will surely overtake them with
C. E.]
fearful Retribution.

[The Prophet

—

12 Art thou not from eternity,
Jehovah, my God, my Holy One ?
We shall not die.
Jehovah for judgment thou hast appointed it
And O Bock Thou hast founded it for chastisement
1

1

18 Thou art of purer eyes than to behold evil
Thou canst not look upon injustice.
Why lookest thou upon the treacherous ?
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Why art thou
14

silent when the wicked destroys
more righteous than he ?

Him

that

And

thou makest

men

Like

reptiles that

have no

is

like fishes of the sea,
ruler.

it lifts up with the hook
them into its net,
And collects them into its fish-net
Therefore it rejoices and is glad.

15 All

l

of them

It gathers

16 Therefore

it

sacrifices to its net,

And hums

incense to its fish-net
Because by them its portion is rich,
And its food fat.

17 Shall he, therefore, empty his net,
And spare not to slay the nations continually ?

Chapter

II.

1

I will stand upon

my

watch'-post,

And station myself upon the fortress
And I will wait* to see what He will say to
And what I shall answer to my complaint.4
2

[in]

me,

And Jehovah answered me and said
Write the vision* and grave 6 it on tablets,
That he may run, who reads it

8 For

still

the vision

is

for the appointed time

And it hastens to the end
And does not deceive

f
;

[fulfillment],

;

Though it delay, wait for it
For it will surely come, and

will not

fail.

4 Behold the proud
His soul is not right within him

But the
5

And

just

by

his faith shall live.

moreover, wine

is

treacherous

A haughty man, he rests not
He who opens wide his soul like Sheol,
And is like death, and is not satisfied,
And gathers all nations to himself,
And collects all peoples to himself:

*

6 Will not all these take up a song 6 against him ?
And a song of derision,9 a riddle w upon him
And they will say
Woe to him who increases what is not his own
How long?
And who loads himself with pledges.11

7 Will not thy biters u

And
And

rise up suddenly,
awake that shall shake thee violently?
thou wilt become a prey to them.

those

8 Because thou hast plundered many

nations,

All the remainder of the peoples shall plunder thee
Because of the blood of men and the violence done to the earth I
To the city and all that dwell in it
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wicked gain for his house
on high.
preserve himself from the hand of calamity.
to him, that procureth

set his nest

10 Thou hast devised shame for thy house
Cutting off many peoples, and sinning against
1

;

:

;

!

For

And

the stone cries out from the wall,
the spar out of the wood-work answers

,

thyself.

it.

12 Woeyto him, who builds a cjty with blood,
And founds a town in wickedness.

13 Behold,

is it

not from Jehovah of hosts,

That the peoples

And

toil for the fire,
the nations weary themselves for vanity ?

14 For the earth shall be filled
With the knowledge of the glory of Jehovah,

As

the waters cover the sea.

Woe

15

to him that gives his neighbor to drink,
Pouring out thy wrath,1* and also making drunk,
In order to look upon their nakedness.

16

Thou

art sated with shame instead of glory ;
Drink thou also, and show thyself uncircumcised
The cup of Jehovah's right hand shall come round to
And ignominy w shall be upon thy glory.

thee,

17 For the violence done to Lebanon shall cover thee,
And the destruction of wild beasts which terrifies u them
Because of the blood of men, and the violence done to the earth,
To the city and all that dwell in it

18

19

What profits the graven image, that its maker has carved it ?
The molten image and the teacher of falsehood,
That the maker of his image trusts in him to make dumb M idols ?

Woe

to him that says to the wood, awake I
the dumb stone, arise
It teach ! Behold it is overlaid with gold and silver
And there is no breath in its inside.

To

20 But Jehovah is in his holy temple,
Let all the earth be silent before Him.
TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
fl T«r. 16.
tkrm.'

— TiVs

point! back to the collective

for the form, see Green's H*b. Gram.,

[S Ver.

1.— rnCtTD,

DTK, ver.

eeo, 220,

1 b.

oJmrvancc, guard, watch, from

14.

The

HQtP,

Her*

it to

the object: in ver. 8,

It to

the nomlna-

correct orthography to 1 v3.
to watck, eteeroe, present, etc.

Here

It to

need ae *

concrete, the piece, or pott of obeerratwn.

(S Ver.

1.

[4 Ver. 1.

— i^£s?
to took out, to took out/or anything, to await.
— ^ftrOirt, my proof, contradiction, reproof,
complaint,

Bake* against flod

signifies

correction,

In chap.

1.

18*17, that

—

He

refers to

the complaint, which he

permits the Ohaldssans to multiply their conquests.

The

sufflx to

not to

not the complaint against me, but the complaint that 1 make against God. LXX.
be taken passively, bnt actively,
J*) v*e* a^rrfcoV uov ; Vulgate et quvi rcspondeam ad arguentem me / Luther: und wot ick antworten toll dim, dm
mieh ochilt ; Kleinert : wot fur Beschsid tea bringen soil aufmeine Qtgenrede.
:

*

Google

HABAKKUK.

20
(6 Yer. 2.

[6 Yer. 2.

The

— *|itn, vision, the prophetic matter about to be communicated to the prophet.
— *)S2^, and grave. The LXX. read kcu ?«$** *he Vulgate hat explana turn.
;

idea of legibility,

SHp

as relatire to
[7 Yer. 8.

[8 Yer. 6.

and not that of durability,

and qualifying

—"TOi& V, to the
— •tTE,

jxtrab'e,

[9 Yer.

6.—

H^bp

[10 Ver.

6.—

niT^n,

Write the vision,

and

that dearly.

God

for It* realisation.

apothegm, proverb, potm, song, verse ; a

from "TV?,

intricate speech,

signifies

a

:

[11 Yer. 6.

(pignorum captor um
ID* CD cloud
contra *e

(i. «.

mass) of

—

TpJtDJ

troxn

*°

^J?9»

an

antithesis to

pa

Ver. Id.

second person
nert

:

Wehe

[14 Ver.

tl^EZjS, at the

— ^HEn

t0

Wehe'dir,'der

:

dir, der

16.

da zu

vied

biu t0
-

far as the

sound

is

concerned, namely

The Vulgate reads:

this sense.

:

trinken giebt

and not of Hpn, kottU.
Luther employs the
und mischext deinen Grimm darunter, etc. 8o also KM*
seinem Nicksten, indem du dcinen Ztrnschlauch auxgiessest.

7V2T\

heat, tenth,

einschenkest

*«*•, •coording to

— ^n > n^ n^H^l
und

Kell considers

Rail,

formed from the PUpat,

In some M33.

bpVp

from

V?p

LXX.: Kol

a

relatire clause,

and

r.

-H^.

the peculiar form of the rerb, sec.

— C*eVn

:

Nun

For the use of the

is

but, according

M^p, vomit, and ]\>\),
The Vulgate reads : et esse*

e.rroyreiov; Vulgate:

und

et vastitas

:

the vomitings/

animaHmm

detembit

die YerstSrung der Tkiere, die er xxrscheuckt.

"and

translates the clause:

According to this riew, the appended

nine plural, agreeing with fTl

(16 Ver. IB.

*TQ7)

»

read as two words,

it is

die verstOrten Thierewerden dick schrethen; Kletnert

^HYT^

frightened them.

25

idea seems to be, that those would arise, who
which they had unjustly taken possession Then

:

[16 Ver. 17-

.

aggravea

The

vsurV-

shame* and this etymology has been approved by both Jewish and Christian interpreters.
und musM schandUch speien fdr deine Herrtiehkeit ; Keil
itvs ignominies super gforiam tuam ; Luther
shame ; Klelnart : Schandgespei iiber deine Heriiehkeit.

eos; Luther

et

Schiamm au/sich.

Und °*

a reduplicated form of JV^p, shame.

to Henderson,

the repetition of the last radical, signifies the mass of pledget

close of the preceding Terse.

da deinem N&chsten

— ffriTft * *»•

ec^yeev;

Roths* IspieJe.

luctre.

interest, the capital of

the construct of

Is

etc

; and banes
t^?D Is used to denote an
but from his making the speech clear or intelligible. But there

*"* a Pted8ei by

would demand back 'from the Chaldscans, with
It

:

brilliant oration, oraiio sp'endida

undtadet nur

:

Is. sir. 4.

:

Jerome and the Syriac take the word In

dirt.

cs.

therefore, be understood

enigma. The LXX. render them wo6fikiuim,
und Spnichwort ; Kieioert eine Stachetrede,

The word TD^tDIJ^ may form two words, so

copia).

poem,

riddle,

/ has the meaning of

&3^»

from

densum lutum ; Luther

[IS Yer. 7.

^

which

in

— t^tD^?)

a

cine 8a*e

Interpreter, not from the obscurity of the speaking,

seem to be no instances

satirical

Luther: und male

et

derision.

tnigmatum ; Luther

rHP '9

:

The rerb *^N2 may,

doubtless intended.

the time fixed bj

\^b,» •oof of

from

the Vulgate reads, loquelam
Delitssch thidka that

it.

s*t time,

is

the devastation

among

the animals, which

not paragogio, but the rerbal suffix of the third

suffix fern.

8

pi.

see Green's Heh. Grmm., sec. 104, g.

;

femi-

and

for

Punt's Heb. Lexicon ; die Verwiistung dutch Bekemot.

1*41, 8.

D^Vbjfc? » compare elimXa ra ^mi,

1 Cor. xU. 2.

— 0. B.]

person refer not to the prophet as an individbut to the people whom he represents ; for according to the usage of Scripture language Jehovah is not the Kadosch [Holy One] of the prophet,
but the Kaddsch of Israel ; hence in the verb the
change to the plural. Jehovah is implored as the
Holy One, t. «., as He, who in a special manner,
by special avowal of property [in them] and special revelation (Ex. xix. 4), adopted Israel from
among all nations and hence as He requires special purity from Israel, so also He will exercise
special mercy toward him (Hos. xi. 9) ; and [He is
implored] as He, who has life in Himself, so that
whoever abides in Him, cannot be abandoned to
first

ual,

SXEGETICAL.

The

glance shows that this [second] dia-

first

divided into distinct members.
These are
(1) The Question of the prophet in the name of

logue also

is

:

—

Is then the destroyer predicted (vers. 5have continual security? i. 12-ii. 1.
(2). The Anstner of God by the prophet (ii. 2-20).Every one who is guilty and does not trust in the

Israel.

11), to

living God must be destroyed, consequently al&o
die destroyer.
I.

Chap.

i.

ver. 12-ii. 1.

The

Question.

As

if the

prophet had fallen into terror by the distressing answer and the terrifying description, which the Spirit
of God drew by hfm of the destroyer, and had in
the mean time tailed to hear of the glorious prospect,
which was already opening up in ver. 11, he turns,
praying and expostulating, to God Art thou not
God,
Holy
from eternity, Jehovah,
One* in order to receive himself the consoling
confidence from the experimental faith, which puts
we shall not die.
this address in his mouth
" Jehovah, my God " is the vocative, and " my
Holy One " is the predicate. The suffixes of the
:

my
:

my

;

death.

(Hence rfl£? Ah).

/. deutsche

ogy],

xii.

Compare the Jakrb.
German TheolAs such, God hsd

Theoloqie [Journal of

(1867),

1,

p.

42

f.

shown himself from times of old (comp.
16), and He
ways the same (Ex.
is

Is. lxiil

one Jehovah, one continuing

al-

14; Dent, xxxii. 40),
hence also now He will not show himself other-,
wise. But at the same time there lies also in the
designation Kaddsch the ethical reason that the
Holy One of Israel cannot leave unpunished (Nab.
ii. 3) him, who has done injury to his sanctuary
Pa. cxiv. 2) ; and then the concluding thought u
iii.
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CHAPTERS
introduced by virtue of ver. 11, which is afterward
Rather, if Jehovah
farther carried out in ver. 13.
permits the destroyer at all to exercise violence
is
upon Israel, the ground of it a plan of Divine
Wisdom and of a holy government of the world :
Jehovah, for judgment hast thou appointed it,
and thou Rook hast founded it for chastise-

-^

signifies figuratively the
ment. The noun
same thing as Jehovah in reality the unchangeable God, who among all the perveisc ways of men
remains always the same (l)eut. xxxii. 37 Ps.
The chastisement does not
xviii. 32, and above).
;

;

tend to the destruction, but to the salvation of
those who are chastised (Ps. cxviii. 18). The vocatives Jehovah and Rock are continued by the
Thou art too pure in
vocative address ver. 13
thine eyes to be able to look upon evil (for the
constr. comp. Judges vii. 2 ; Deut. xiv. 24) and
thou canst not look, inactively, upon mischief
(comp. on ver. 3) ; thou, who on account of ungodliness among us, bringest up the destroyer,
why wilt thou look upon the plunderer ?
Thou wilt also not leave the sin unpunished, with
which thou punishest sin. Boged is in prophecy
a standing term for designating the violent Babylonian conqueror (Is. xxi. 2 xxiv. 16). The why
is rhetorical : Thou canst certainly not do it.
art thou silent
epexegetical to the apathetic looking on in c, for the purpose of designating
it as an inactive, tranquil letting-alone (comp. Ps.
when the wicked who does not even
1.21);
know thee, but has always been at a distance from
devours him, who is
thee (comp. Micah ii. 4)
:

;

—

Why

—

—

I.

21

12-ILSO.

them

Therefore

in his fish-net.

That

— to

his net

to say, ho sacrifices to his

marpower, by which he brings the nations under
sway, and which is forsooth his god (ver. 11).
The Sarmatians were accustomed to offer annually a sacrifice .to a sabre set up as an insignia of
Mars (Her., iv. 59, 62 Clem. Al., ProtrqH. 64).
Whether a similar custom existed among the
Babylonians is not known this passage is clear
without the supposition of such a custom. For
by them, net and fishnet, his portion is rich,
his possessions and gain (Eccl. ii. 10), and his
food is fat. It is the manner of men to render
divine honor to that, by which they procure the
means of living luxuriously ; and idolatrv is a perversion of the necessity of gratitude, which searches
(ver. 16).

is

tial

his

;

;

after the giver (Hos.

ii.

10).

Ver. 17. But, therefore, shall he empty his
net, i. e. t for the purpose of casting it out again
for a new draught and always strangle nations
without sparing f That, Thou, the only One,
certainly canst hot suffer, comp. ver. 13. In the
last member the figurative language changes to
literal

upon
verb.

;

the infinitive with

bsn,

but

it

/ is

not

dependent

stands instead of the finite

Compare on Micah

v. 1,

bojT

rfb, " un-

sparingly," a frequent peri phrase of the adverb by
means of an adverbial clause (Is. xxx. 14 Job vi.
:

10).

—

Like Micah vii. 7 and Asaph, Ps. lxxiii. 28, the
prophet (ii. 1) flees from the picture of destruction, which involuntarily unrolls itself again before his eye, to the solitary height of observation
are still much more righteous (comp. the N. T. where he hopes to learn the ways and direction of
idea of the Mkoioi and Syioi), than he, who pur- God. I will stand upon my watch-tower and
poses to extirpate the worship of Jehovah along station myself upon the fortress. The language is not literal, like that of Deut. xxii. 3 ; hut
with his people; comp. Is. xxxvi. 15 ff. Grotius
**Jud<jd magnis criminibus invdutierant, *ed tamen in figurative (comp. Is. xxi. 8) ; since the prophet
docs not pretend, like the heathen Seer, to discover
ea re multum a Chaldoeis super abantur."
the Worn of God from any celestial sign observed
»T©
The
^ is to be supplied in ver. 14 also from in solitude but he receives it in the heart (Deut.
ver. 13: and why makest thou, wilt thou make xxx. 14; Num. xii. 6).
[Keil: "Standing upon
men like fishes of the sea. [So Henderson ; but the watch, and stationing himself upon the fortiC. E.J
These are fication, are not to be understood as something
Keil does not supply H^b.
external, as Hitzig supposes, implying that the
not considered as elsewhere with reference to their
prophet went up to a lofty and steep place, or to
great number, but to their defenselessness against
an actual tower, that he might be far from the
the fisher's net, to which the Chaldasan is compared.
noise and bustle of men, atid there turn his eyes
here
Hence the parallel clause like the reptile
toward heaven, and direct his collected mind "tothe creeping things of the sea (as in Ps. civ. 25)
wards
God, to look out for a revelation. For
which has no ruler, no one who appears to care for,
nothing is known of any such custom as this,
protect and defend them, who goes before collecting
means for defense. Where there is no ruler there since the cases mentioned in Ex. xxxiii. 21 and 1
Kings xix. 11, as extraordinary preparations for
are helplessness and destruction (Micah iv. 9).
God to reveal Himself, are of a totally different
i2l
i
possession,
stands in kind from this ; and the fact that Balaam the
Instead of ', indicating
soothsayer went up to the top of a bare height to
the short relative clause, because 't?2 is conlook out for a revelation from God (Num. xxiii.
strued with this preposition ; literally, no one rules
3), furnishes no proof that the true prophets of
over them.
Jehovah did the same, but is rather a heathenish
feature, which shows that it was because Balaam
Ver. 15. All of them (comp. ver. 9) [suf.
did not rejoice in the possession of a firm proC. E.]
referring to the collective E7>?, ver.' 14
phetic word, that he looked out for revelations
he, the fisher, lifts up with his hook, from the from God in significant phenomena of nature (see
themselves
thought
which
they
safe.
[Be- at Num. xxiii. 3, 4). Tne words of our verse are
deep in
cause the short vowel seghol is lengthened in the to be taken figuratively, or internally, like the apv3?H into tsere, the correspond- pointment of the watchman in Is. xxi. 6. The
first syllable of
figure is taken from the custom of ascending high
ing bhateph-seghol must pass over into hhatephplaces for the purpose of looking into the distance
pattach, which occurs after all vowels except seg(2 Kings ix. 17 ; 2 Sam. xviii. 24), and simply exhol and kamets. Ges., sec 63. Rem. 4. J. And
presses the spiritual preparation of the prophet's
he draws 0^2) them into his net, and collects soul for hearing the Word of God, t. «., the collect-

more righteous than he? Although there is
much wickedness in Israel, yet, because the Holy
One (ver. 12) dwells in the midst of them, they

:

;

—

:

—

—

—

n

H
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ing of his mind by quietly entering into himself,
and meditating upon the word and testimonies of
God."
Hence he continues : and I will
C. E7]
await, literally look out for, what He will speak
"
in me, accurate obseroare, qum nunc in tpiritu mentit contiw/ant" Burck.
Compare Hosv i. 2. Ochler
And what answer I
in Herzog, R. E., xvii. 637.

—

shall bring to

my

complaint. n^UJH as in 2
In direct words the prophet occupies the position of a mediator founded on
Micah vii. 1 he complains and answers himself;
by virtue of his subjectivity, which connects him
to the people, he represents them; and by virtue
of the Spirit which comes upon him, and to which
his Ego listens eagerly as something objective, he
represents God.
He calls his address, which has

Sam. xxiv.

13.

:

just been concluded,

nrOVl,

a rejoinder, prop-

course, of which Isaiah speaks, viii. 1, is not a public one, but one disposable for the private use of
the prophets (comp. v. 16), and on that account it
might appear doubtful whether such tablets were
constantly fixed up; but at all events it follows in
this passage
that it was incumbent upon tlu*
prophet to fix them up. The article then points
to the fact that the prophet had already laid them
up for writing down the vision ; since indeed he was
not surprised by it, but he had looked out for it
(ver. 1).
The reason that several tablets are mentioned here, and not one, as in Isaiah, is found in
the rich and various contents of the five-fold woe
But at all events the design of the command, a*
the connection with what follows shows, is twofold : first, that the word raav be made known to
all (comp. Is. viii. 1 ) ; secondly, that it shall not
be oblitt rated and changed, but fulfilled in strict
accordance with the wording. (Comp. Job. xix.

erly a speech for the purpose of conviction, or
vindication, in a law suit (Job xiii. 6) ; with refer- 24 ; Is. xxx. 8.)
ence to the fact, that, against the threatening,
The latter reason appears with special force in
which was in the first answer of God, it took the ver. 3 : for the vision is yet for the appointed
character of an objection, a deprecatio, an appeal time, still waits for a time of fulfillment, lying
to the mercy, holiness, and justice of God.
perhaps in a far distant future, but nevertheless
The answer follows immediately in the Reply of a fixed (this is indicated by the article) timo
JeJiovah, ver. 2-20.
It is introduced b^ a paren- (comp. Dan. x. 14) ; what this set time is, that
thesis, giving directions and information to the which follows declares : and it strives to [reach]
prophet, like the reply of Micah to the false pre- the end: the final time, withheld from human
dictions of the false prophets (iii. 1): and Jehovah answered
and said. After an Introitus,
which has the purpose of indicating the importance and immutability of the decrees announced,
and after a Divine acknowledgment that the de-

me

knowledge (Acts

i.

7),

which God has appointed

for the fulfillment of his promises

(comp. on Micah
verb

iv.

n2\ it puffs,

I

;

Dan.

and threatening

viii.

19, 17).

The

pants to the end, is chosen with
" true prophecy is animated, as

special emphasis :
stroyer is worthy of punishment, the reply runs
Hitsig.
it were, by an impulse to fulfill itself."
into a five-fold woe, which announces judgment
upon all ungodly, rapacious, idolatrous conduct, [The third imp. (Hiph.) TCJ is formed with
consequently a general judgment of the world,
ip^, Ez. xviii. 14].
it does not
Ives also the destruction of the con- tscre, like
which involv
lie, like those predictions of the false prophets,
queror.
Vers. 2 b, 3. Introitus. Write down the vision which fixed the time of prosperity as near at hand
(Micah ii. 1 1 ). Therefore, if it tarry, wait for it
is not merely that
(comp. on i. 1 ; Ob. 1).
which is seen, but also that which is inwardly per-. (comp. viii. 17); for it will come (comp. MID

And

)W1

ceived

TTtH

:

And

relates to the eye of the soul.

of the fulfillment of prophecy,

1

Sam.

ix. 6),

and

Judges v. 28 : 2 Sam. xx. 5).
make it plain (1S3 as in Deut. xxvil 8) on The use of this passage, Heb. x. 37, where it seems
tables, that he may make haste, who reads it, to be combined with Is. xxvi. 20, is grounded on
i. «., write it so plainly that every one passing by
the translation of the LXX., who point the pre-

not

may

be able to read

it

quickly and easily

;

H~)p

xxxvi. 13. From the
fact that the tables are designated by the article as
known, Calvin has already, in the Introduction to
his commentary on Isaiah, drawn the conclusion
that tables were put tip in the temple (Luther,
Ewald in the market-place), on which the prophets
noted down a summary of their prophecies, in order
to make them known to the whole people. In this
way he thinks the possibility of preserving so
many prophecies from being falsified may be understood
the tablets, on which they were written,
Indeed this latter
were taken down and piled up
supposition has nothing incredible; this method
of preservation, as the most recent excavations
In an
prove, was well known in the ancient East.
excavation at Kouyunjik (In trod, to Nahum, p. 9)
the workmen came" upon a chamber full of tablets
of terra cotta, with inscriptions in perfect preservation, piled in heaps from the floor to the ceiling.
(Compare Zeitschriji aW Deutschmorgenlandisdien
GeselUchaft [the Journal of the German Oriental
to read, with 21 as in Jer.

:

:

fail

(in** as

in

HS

inf. abs.
as the part. M^, and understand by the IpxtfAtvos, who will certainly come,
There is
the Messiah, the judge of the world.
no objection to this Messianic reference, so far as
the meaning is concerned, since all prophecy has
its goal in Christ ; but, if we accept that punctuation, the reference cannot lie in the words, since
in case the definite individual, Messiah, is referred

ceding

to,

we must

at least read

W2H.

The

starting-point of the following
announcement of the judgment is exhibited as an
ethical one with special reference to the conqueror.

Ver. 4-6

a.

is not upright in
perish, which furnishes

Behold puffed up, his soul
him, consequently he must

the antithesis to "live" in the second half of the
In harmony with i. 7-11, the insolent defiance, exhibited in 'his pride, putting itself in the
place of God, is pointed out as the pith of the sin
verse.

of the foreigner.

[iT??^, 3 fom. Pual, denominative from

the

v5&, mound, tumor, from which also a
"Hiphil, Num. xiv. 44, is formed.] The uprightness,
subst.

Society] v. p 446 ; x. pp. 728, 731 ; and on the
contents of the tablets Brandis, art. " Assyria," in
Pauly's Encyclopedia, i. p. 1890). The tablet, of 4 b, forms a contrast to

it
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not here, as at other times, opposed to it like simplicity to cunning sophistry (bcc. vii. 29), but like
humble rectitude to lying ostentation.
All pride against

God

rests

on self-deception

and the judgment has no other
ence to this self-deception than

;

object with referto lay it open,

whereby

it is proved to be nothing, consequently
possessor rails to destruction. But the just
will live, not by his pride, not at all bv unything
that is his own, but by the constancy of his laith
resting upon God and his word. The use, which
the Apostle Paul makes of these words (Rom. i.
17 ; com p. Gal. iii. 11 ), is authorized, since there
as here the antithesis, by which the idea broad in
itself is distinctly sketched, is the haughty boast
of his own power entangled in sin. [On the contrary the application of the first half of the verse
Heb. x. 38, is obscured by the use of the incorrect
translation of the LXX., as it is not characterized
as an argumentative citation by the free transposition of both halves of the verse, but as a free reproduction.
Compare Ben gel on the passage.]
Isaiah vii. 9 is also parallel to this passage in sense.
The idea of faith, which, in this passage and generally in the O. T. lies at the foundation of the

its

words n3'»?DW

^QSH,

resp.

is

I.

23

1S-II. SO.

The Babylonians were

notorious for their inclination to drink compare Curtius, ver. 1 : " Babylonii
max hne in rinum et qua ebrietntem sequuntur fffiui
sunt;" and in general concerning their luxury,
the characteristic fragment of Nicolaus DamaV
cenus (Fragm. Hist. Greet. f ed. C. Miiller, vol. ii.
Paris, 1848.
Fragm. 8-10, p. 357 ff.). [Rawlinson's Ancimt Monarchies, vol. ii. pp. 504, 507.
The brief formula has the stamp of
C. K.].
:

—

the proverb, and T121

is

not used in the sense of

violent plundering, as in i. 13, but in that of perfidious treachery, as in Lam. i. 2 ; Job vi. 15 (here
also in trans.).
In drunkenness men arrogate to
themselves hteh things, and afterward have not
strength for them. Comp. also Prov. xxiii. 31 f.
The other proverb reads :
boastful man, great-

A

"VH*, only here and
Prov. xxi. 24, signifies, in the latter passage by

mouth,

continues

not.

virtue of the parallelism (*TJ)

attracted by
subject,

\

as in

and according

The

the versions, tumidus, arrogans.

predicate

to
is

in order to give

Gen. xxii. 24

(Hupfeld on Ps.

takes

i., 1

;

"^iT

emphasis to the
Ew., sec. 344 b.
""OS as predicate

not yet the speto )? J

;

this,

however,

is

too

artificial.

N. T. idea of the appropriation of the pardonThat which follows forms together with ver. 6 a
ing grace of God, which brings salvation, out the
broader one, which we find in Heb. ii. laying firm subjoined relative sentence, whilst the relative incific

:

hold upon

()

> OSil),

and standing firmly upon

troduced before

V 737

[its

antecedent]

in the following verse

(HDIDH)

;

is

defined

by the

and the contents of

the word and promise of God, the firm this subjoined sentence is the direct application
of
reliance of the soul upon the invisible, which can- vers. 4, 5 a to the Chalda&an : He, who widens
not be depressed and misled by the antagonism of his desire like the insatiable (Prov. xxvii. 20)
that which is seen: constantia, Jiducia. [For the
word &v6<rratm Heb. xi. 1 (Oetinger substruc- jaws of helL &&?» as in Ps. xvii. 9 ; compare
ture), is certainly not chosen without reference to for the figure Is. v. 14. Tea, he, who like death
la not satisfied (construction as in the first memCompare the verb H3n, vcr. ber), but gathers together all peoples to himself
the stem
:

%

7D&

Hitzig

3.

is

certainly right in claiming for the

substantive H;J1DW
disposition

= npi!J

the signification of faithful
i

in passages like Prov.

xii.

(comp. i. 15) and collects together all nations
to himself; will not all these (comp. Nan. iii.
19) take

up a proverb concerning him, yea a
a riddle upon him ? On Nt73

satirical speech,

17 and Ez. xviii. 22, comp. 1 Sara, xxfvi. 23, it
cannot be doubled. But this meaning, however, is compare Commentary on Nah. i. 1. 71FQ, usuto be explained from the etymon, and is not in it- ally a figurative discourse, then a brief epigram, a
self the only authorized one and one needs not go proverb (Prov. i. 1)
here as in Is. xiv. 4, accordback to the Hiphil VEKH (as H. seems to think), ing to the connection, a scoffing, mocking song, in
;

;

in order to discover as the primary meaning, of

view of the certainty of the fate prepared for him.
The same sense is given by the context to the

the word l^S, that* of standing firm. As p"TC£
word
the adherence of God to his word and covenant

is

and

the adherence of

man

to the

word and coven- nearly

ant of God, so TO DS (compare the prevailing
usage of the Psalms, especially Ps. Ixxxix. 25,
comp. 29) is the standing fast on the part of God
to his word (ver. 1, 12), and the standing fast on
the part of man to the word of God any other
constancy than that of a mind established on the
word of God the N. T. docs not know, at least
not as a virtue. Comp. below Luther on the pas:

sage.

The

n!rbD,

to

which

it

[the sense] seems

more

V *'» to mock, and the
^et *ki* ** n ^act n0
7 '^t

related by the root

and
*
•
more than semblance, as the passage, Prov. L 6,
proves, from which Habakkuk borrows the phrasederivatives V!?

ology of this verse, and in which nothing of derision is to be found.
We must rather go back to
the Hiphil of the stem, which signifies interpretori:

Ys /S

is

an interpreter.

(

Del itzsch denies

V*^U

[Hiph. pret.], however
without proof; his explanation, brilliant oration,
this signification

of

general point of view, ver. 4, from which it
what he says of the Babylonians, is par>
Therefore
is entirely imaginary.)
/P is not
ticularized and enlarged in ver. 5, whilst the crimes
t. «., it is not an illustraof the Babylonian are placed under the light of an explanatory saying,
(Keil), the contrary of which
experience, as it is expressed in a proverb. And tive, luminous one
the passage Prov. i. 6, and likewise the character
moreover (the combination *D CH stands here in of the proverb following, prove, but it is a saying
its natural signification, indicated by both words which needs interpretation (as our riddle does not
themselves, not in the modified meaning, as in 1 ?uess, but is intended to be guessed), an apothegm
Kings viii. 27 ; Gen. iii. 1), wine is treacherous. so the LXX. on Prov. i. 6 : CKorurbt \6yos ; in

is plain,

n^
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Also the plural of HVlb ver. 2, points rather
to a plurality of objects of the prophecy than to
a single one ;" and so also the concluding formula
an exlowing word fYTPn, alviyfjuarat enigma
ver. 20 (all the world), points to the universality
tremely popular form of poetry in the East, and of the predicted judgment. Finally, we had in
which "is also among ns a favorite form of popular chap. i. the same double reference of the prophecy
this

,

accordingly

it

is

H^TE

with what
synonymous with the

passage they construe

lows)

folfol-

—

Certainly to the mind of the both to the intolerableness of the present sinful
different, a prophetic state of things (ver. 2 ff.), and to that ot the future
speech.
state of calamity ; both are characterized by en" Mashdl is a sententious poem, as in tirely parallel formulas, comp. namely, vers. 3 and
(Kcil
the five woes correspond to both complaints.
Mic. ii. 4 and Is. xiv. 4, not a derisive song, for 13
Vers. 6-8. First Woe. It is immediately conthis subordinate meaning could only be derived
example;
xiv.
for
4
from the context, as in Is.
nected by the TO^l to the IHU^ in ver. 6 a, and
and there is nothing to suggest it here. So, again
thereby expressly pointed out as the song raised
M*Litsah neither signifies a satirical song, nor an
by the oppressed over the fall of the conqueror.
obscure enigmatical discourse, but, as Delitzsch
"
is used here, as in 2 Kings ix. 17 ; Is. lviii. 9
has shown/ from the first of the two primary

political

ridicule.

prophet

it

is

something

:

:

^

meanings combined in the verb V^ ^ lucerc and Ps. lviii. 12, in distinction from the aorist 1p>*3t
lascivire, a brilliant oration, oratio splendida, from as an annexed jussive form in a future sense and
impersonal (comp. Micah ii. 4) they shall aay
which V :*3 ** USi'& to denote interpreter, so
Woe (comp. on Nah. Hi. 1) to him who accucalled, not from the obscurity of the speaking, but
v as in i.
mulates what is not his own. i
from his making the speech clear or intelligible.
By this accord of sounds the solution of the
6.
lb
»"^\?P and enigma, which lies in this designation of the Babyis
in apposition to
undoubtedly and fully suggested. Howbtj^t adding the more precise definition, that the lonian, is
ever, there is in the accord itself, as Delitzsch resayings contain enigmas relating to him (the Chalbe
marks, a new enigma, to wit, the ambiguity
;

v^

niTn

:

da?an)."

accumulates not for himself (Eccl. ii. 25). In the
Lucere does not seem to be one of the primary following expression: For how long, the exclamation, how long already ! as Hitzig thinks, is not
meanings of Y*0. Fiirst gives umherspringen,
intended; but the exclamation, how long still!
htipfen (aus Muthwillen), dah. muthwillig, ausgelThe entire contents of the verse show that he does
assen, unruhigen Geistes sein ; iibertr. verhiihnen,
the catastrophe as having already
Gesenius balbu- not suppose
spotten, achten unbestandig sein.
taken place, but he predicts it in the midst of the
tire, (1) barbare loqui; (2) Uludere, irridere alicui.
Sec " Special Introduction to the oppression. Generally the formula VTO "TV i*
Thesaurus.
Proverbs of Solomon," sect. 11, note 2, in this employed only in the sense of complaint concerning a present evil. And who loads himself with
C. E.]
Commentary.

—
—

:

—

The Fivefold Woe. Two views
Vers. 6b-20.
are possible concerning die contents of this disOne may view it either wholly as the
course.
song of the nations indicated ver. 6 a, consequently as entirely and specially directed against
Babylon; or that only the first woe constitutes
this song, but in the others the prophet retains the
form once begun, in order to connect with them
general thoughts of the judgment. If in favor of
this latter view no further argument can be urged
than the one, that in the time of Habakkuk, Nebuchadnezzar had not yet committed all the sins,
which are here laid to his charge, a consideration
on which Hitzig certainly lays stress, one might
perhaps be authorized in "calling it, with Maurer
and Keil, the most infelicitous of all. But not
only the general contents of the following threatenings, which as much concern the sins of Judah,
as those of the Chaldamns, are in favor of it but
also the circumstance that it appears worthy of
God, after the impressive introduction, vers. 2, 3,
and the profound conclusion ver. 4 to command
the prediction not of a mere amplified derisory
song of the nations, but of a universal threatening against sin, in which of course and before all
the sin of the Chaldaeans is also to be included.
Further, in favor of this view is the fact that precisely the first woe, vers. 6-8, has both the form of
the brief, aphoristic, enigmatical song and a direct
reference to Babylon, while in the second and third
both are entirely wanting; and further that the
;

a burden of pledges gained by usury (comp. L
derived from the
11). t^t329 i^also ambiguous
root TDDV, it can signify cither a mass of pledges
:

(comp.

1 nHO,

"l^M, thick

shower of ram,

dark-

to wit, the laboriously acquired property of
the nations, which he collects together, just as the

ness)

:

unmerciful usurer heaps up pledges contrary to the
law of Moses (Deut xxiv. 10) and which he musi
or it may be considfor that reason deliver up
;

;

ered as a composite of

-^

(thickness,

comp. Hupf.

on Ps. xviii. 12) and t^tt, thick mud. Compare
Nah. iii. 6.
Ver. 7. Will not those who bite thee rise up
suddenly (a play upon words between TJt* 3, bite of
a snake, and ?J$3>
and those
thee)

interest

:

who

recover usury from

who shake

thee violently [allusion to the violent seizure of a debtor by his creditor— C. E.] wake up (from \^) ? And thou
;

become a booty to them, HIDED, P lur
Comp. on Micah v. 1.
Ver. 8. For thou hast plundered a multitude

wilt

-

rhet.*

of nations (comp. Micah iv. 2), so all the remnant (v. 2) of the nations will plunder thee the
remnant of the subdued, e. the not subdued, those
:

•'.

into existence, as e. g. the Persiaus (Is.
[Keil, after a labored exposition, concludes
" From all this we may see that there is no necessity to explain ' all the remnant of the nation's,' as
lately

come

xiv.).

immediate transition from such a poetical form in relating to the remainder of the nations that had
the beginning to a more extended prophetical ad- not been subjugated, but that we may understand
dress frequently occurs in other places in the it as signifying the remnant of the nations plunprophets (Mic. ii. 4 ff. ; Is. xxiii. 16 ff. ; xiv. 4 ff.). dered and subjugated b> the Chald*ans (as is done
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12-11. 20.

by the LXX., Theodoret, Delitzsch, and others), in wickedness. Since the prophet has not dewhich is the only explanation in harmony with the nounced punishment upon Nebuchadnezzar for
usage of the language. For in Josh, xxiii. 12, ye- building, but for destroying cities (i. 11 f ), we
ther haggdifhn denotes the Canaanitish nations left must here also, especially on comparing Micah iii.
after the war of extermination and in Zech. xiv. 10 and Jer. xxii. 13, understnrid the reference to
Behold, does
2, yether ha>dm signifies the remnant of the nation be to the buildings of Jehoiakim.
left after the previous conquest of the city, and the it not come to pass (2 Chron. xxv. 26) from Jecarrying away of half its inhabitants/'
C. E.] hovah of hosts, that the tribes weary themFor the blood of men (]ft as in Ob. 10) and selves, either come up on compulsory service
;

—

—

violence in the earth, the city, and all that
dwell in it. The same enumeration of everything
hence not to be restricti. 11 ff. 1 4
ed to Jerusalem and Israel, though specially intended, but to be understood generally, like Jer.
xlvi. 8 [Rawlinson's Ancient Monarchies, vol. ii.,
C.E.I
p. 506.
Vers. 9-1 1 Second Woe. If the Chaldrean (vers.
6-8), according to the connection, was the only
destructible, as

;

—

.

possible object, this threatening of judgment certo him, who accutainly reaches farther
mulates wicked gain for his house, who sets
:

Woe

his nest on high (the inf. with 7 continues
struction of the imperfect, as

is

for the king, or driven to Jerusalem by the calamity of war to work upon the fortifications (2 Chron.

xxxii. 4

f.

compare

;

also Micah'

2)

i.

—

for the

and the nations exhaust themselves for
vanity ? All human wisdom and toil have no suc-

fire,

where Jehovah does not assist in building
(Ps. exxvii. 1) ; this applies to Israel (Is. Ivii. 10;
xlix. 4 ; comp. xl. 28, 30; lxv. 23), as it does to
Babylon (Jer. Ii. 58). And this vanity must be
made manifest : the works of men must crumble
into the dust from which they arose (comp. Micah

cess,

v.

10

;

For

13).

vii.

(ver. 14)

the earth shall be

full,

but of

knowledge of the glory of Jehovah, as the
waters cover the bed of the sea. So God him-

the con- the

frequently the case),

[the infin. with 7 is used to explain more precisely
the idea expressed bv the finite verb. Nordheimer's
C. EJ to save himHeb. Gram., sec 1026, 2.
self from the hand of eviL The judgment of
God, proceeding from his holiness, has its source in
a necessity universally moral, and, on this account,
falls upon all sinners ; and the description of those
characterized here does not fit so well, according to
the language of prophecy, the Chaldamns, who inthe parallel (Is. xiv. 12 ff.)
habited a low country,
produced by Delitzsch, conveys the idea of heavendefying pride, whilst here the prophet speaks of
as it docs the Edomites,
concealing treasures,
who stored up their plunder in the clefts of the
rocks (Ob. 3. ; Jer. xlix. 7 f.). And it applies just
as well to the rich in Jerusalem (comp. Is. xxii.
16 ff.), and especially to King Jehoiakim, whose
conduct is described in language (Jer. xxii. 13 ff)
uttered nearly at the same time with that of our
Iirophct, and in exactly similar modes of expression.
Rawlinson's Ancient Monarchies, vol. ii. p. 504.
X E.]
Ver. 10 also applies to the same person Thou
hast consulted shame, instead of riches, for thy
house, the house of David, which was called to a
position of honor before God. And what is the
shame 1 The ends of many nations, t. e., the
collective multitude of peoples (comp. 1 Kings,
xii. 31 ) which shall come up like a storm to take
yengeancc upon the sins of Israel, just as the remnant of the nations arc at a future time, to take
rengeance upon the sins of the Babylonian. And
thou involvest thy soul in guilt (Prov. xx. 2).

—

has promised by Isaiah (xi. 9 comp. ii. 3).
This glory is the resplendent majesty of tne Ruler
of the world coming to judgment against all ungodliness, and for the accomplishment of salvation
(Num. xiv. 21; Ps. xcvii. Zech. ii. 12). This
knowledge comprehends, at the same time, the acself

;

;

knowledgment of Jehovah and the confession of
sin.

M vt3 is

not construed as usual with the ace.

—

of the subst., but with b and the infinitive. To
analyze the last clause into a noun with a following

—

3 can also be used
(which Ewald and Keil deny) as a particle of
comparison before whole sentences (Hupfeld,

:

relative clause is unnecessary

:

Psalms, ii. p. 327 A. 99). D^ does not mean hero
the sea itself, but the bed, or bottom of the sea, as
in 1 Kings vii. 26.
With the general thought which
ver. 13 f. adds to the special turns [of thoughtj
there is a return to the punishment of heathen
wrong-doers. Upon them falls exclusively
The Fourtli Wo*, vers. 15-18, which also directly
introduces again some enigmatical sounds of the
first.
to thee [so Kleinert and Luther: the
LXX., Vulgate, A. v., Keil, and Henderson, use
the third person, woe to him
C. E.) that givest
thy neighbor to drink
whilst thou pourest

—

Woe

—

out (TOD, as

in

Job

—

xiv. 19;

synonymous with

?JSt2?, Jer. x. 25,) thy wrath [or thy leathern
bottle, Aben Ezra, Kimchi, Hitzi^ (Gen. xxi. 14)
perhaps as the whole address directs us back to

again here also an intentional
also makest him (rhy neighbor)
drunk (inf. abs. pro v. fin., Ges., sec. 131, 4 a.)
[" The ends of many nations," by which Klei- in order to see their shame ; to make it wholly
subservient to his voluptuous desire (Nah. iii. 5).
nert renders D^?l D*ay"ntef} f gives no intelli- [In place of the third person in the first member,
the address changes, in the second member, to the
gible meaning. /Vfi»p is not the plural of «^?!5» hut
second person; in the fourth member the singuto
destroy.
cut
The
proper
of
infinitive
«"^i?>
Both the middle
the
off,
lar is changed into the plural.
rendering, therefore, is cutting off many nations.
clauses are adverbial to the 71p2?D of the first
ver. 6

ff.,

there

ambiguity]

is

and

—

C.E.1
Ver. 11.

For the stone

cries out of the wall,

built in sin, to accuse thee (Gen.

iv. 10),

spar out of the wood-work answers

ment draws near

it,

when

and the

— agrees

judgthey are the accusing witnesses.

with it in its charge against thee

—

:

tjic

Immediately joined to this is
The Third Woe, vers. 12-13. Woe to him who
builds the fortress in blood, and founds the city

member]. The figure
and is clear of itself;

is

taken from

common

life,

the more appropriate,
as the Chaldoean is described (ver. 5) as a drunkard.
The leathern bottle, from which the Chaldsean pours out his compacts (comp. Is. xxxix.),
is, as it turns out in the end, a bottle of wrath
and the disposition in which it is passed is that of
wild desire and barbarous lust of power. Therefore the same comes upon him.
it is
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Ver. 16. So thou shalt be satisfied, as thou
but with shame instead of glory. Drink
thon also (comp. Nah. iii. 1 1 ) and uncover thyC. E.]
self [Heb. show thyself uncircumcised
from Jehovah's right hand the cup, also a cup
of wrath (comp. Ob. 16) will come in its turn
to thee, and shameful vomit upon thy glory.
fRawl in son's Ancent Monarchies, vol. ii. p. 504.

ver (Ace.) and there

is nothing of soul, neither
nor feeling, nor understanding, in it.
(Com. Ps. exxxv. 17). However fine it is, it does
not even have life (comp. Jer. x. 14) : how can it
teach
Compare the amplification of the same

breath,

desirest,

—

:

C. E.] ]i

'IJ'P.i

according to the Pilpcl derivation

!

thought,

!

•

;

I

from
'P instcud of ] >?n 7P1 signifies the most
extreme con* tempt ; but it can, at the same time,
'

be considered as a composite word from pbp H N p,
vomit of shame, or shameful vomit (comp. Is.
xxviii. 8) referring to the figurative description of
the drinking revel.
Ver. 15. For the outrage at Lebanon, whose
cedar forests the conquerors wickedly spoiled, in
order to adorn with them their magnificent edifices
in Babylon (Is. xiv. 7 ff. ; comp. Ausland, 1866,
p. 944), shall cover thee, shall weigh upon thee
like a crushing roof, and the dispersion of the
animals, which it, the outrage, frightened away I
The wild beasts of Lebanon, which fled before the

(]»TrP, instead of ]/nn^ compensation
sharpening by lengthening the vowel, Ges.,
20, 3 c. Rem., and pausal change of the ~ into~
Ges., sec. 29, 4, c. Hem.). [See Green's //eft. Gram.,

destroyer.
for the

,

sec.

1

12, 5 c.

;

141

,

3.

— C. E.]

And

as

Lebanon

with

its cedars (Jcr. xxii. 6, 23), appears to be a
representative of the Holy Land and its glory, so
here also a general meaning is given to the outrage
upon inanimate nature by the repetition of the refrain from the first woe, ver. 8 : On account of

i

1

9 ff.
threatening address concludes with
the prophetical formula : Jehovah is in the ternpie of his holiness, 1. e. according to Ps. xi. 4,
compare xx. 7 [6], heaven, from which, as thesituation now stands and as the woes about to pass
over the earth are anticipated, we are to expect his
judgment, 1. e. the confirmation that He will give
to show that He is the Holy One (comp. Ps. xviiL
7 ff. ; Is. v. 16).
Therefore,
compare the entirely similar connection of thought Zeph. i. 7
Zech. ii, 13 [Heb. Bib. ver. 17]:
Let all the
Is. xliv.

The whole

—

—

world be

silent before Him.
Vers. 18-20. Fifth

[Keil:
and last strophe.
This concluding strophe does not commence, like
the preceding ones, with hoi, but with the thought
which prepares the way for the woe, and is attached
to

what goes

before to strengthen tho threat,

all

hope of help being cut off from the Chaldsean.
Like all the rest of the heathen, the Chaldaean also
This confidence
trusted in the power of his gods.
the prophet overthrows in ver. 18 " What use is
it? '^equivalent to "The idol is of no use"(<£
Is. xliv. 9, 10). The force of this quesJer. ii. 11
tion still continues in massekhah : " Of what use is
the molten image ? " P'-sel is an image carved out
of wood or stone ; massekdh an image cast in metal.
:

;

— C.E.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
the blood of men, the outrage upon the land,
The sphere of thought of this chapter rests upon
the city and all its inhabitants. However, the
obvious reference to Israel and Jerusalem, in this the two intersecting ground-lines, sin and death,
passage, is made, by the connection, more dis- faith and life. (Compare on the idea of faith the
Exegetical Exposition of ii. 4.)
tinctly prominent than in ver. 8, above.
Sin and death belong together sin is the ethical,
Ver. 18, according to the thought, is preliminary
death
the physical expression of separation from
to the following woe just as we saw above that
Therefore tho people of God cannot die,
ver. 11 was preliminary to the third woe, and ver. God.
13 to the fourth. What profiteth the graven because He is their Holy One because by virtue
;

;

;

image; 4hat

maker carves

its

it?

HE

is

used

gensu negativo, as in Eccles. i. 3 ; and since it requires a negative answer, the secondary clause in-

of their belonging to the Holy One they drink
from the fountain of life. Therefore to Israel God's
Judgments are a means of purification, while they

are destruction to others. And if God, who is a
troduced into tho rhetorical question by *0 is also Rock, has such a hatred against sin, that he docs
answered thereby in the negative quid, cur f It not suffer it in his people [heiligen Eigenthum, saprofits nothing (Jer. ii. 1 1 ), consequently it is folly cred property] chosen of old (comp. Com. on Micah,
to carve it. Parallel to this is the following clause
p. 00), and brings upon it the scourge of his judgwhat profiteth the molten image and the teacher ment, how much less will He suffer it in him who
of lies, 1. e., cither the false prophet, who enjoins is a stranger to his heart, and whom He employs
men to trust in idols, and encourages the manu- only as an instrument of his judgment From
facture of them (Is. ix. 14 [15?]), or rather, ac- the" consideration that God judges Israel follows
cording to the 7TW in the following verse, the the certainty that He will judge the heathen also,
idol itself, which points out false ways in oppo- consequently the certainty that Israel will be
sition to God, the true teacher (Job xxxvi. 22 ; rs. saved.
The sin of the world-power is two-fold first, it
xv. 12; Delitzsch, Hitzig), That the carver of
his image trusts in him to make dumb idols ? deals with the property of God as if it were its
secondly, it aocs not honor God for the suc1 Cor. xii. 2.) The negative an- own
(Ps. exxxv. 16 f.
This most
cess granted to it, but its own power.
swer to this rhetorical question is given by
The Fifth Woe. which is immediately subjoined, cease.
The countenance of faith is directed forward
vers. 19, 20: Woe to him, who says to the
block, wake up as the pious man can pray to the into the future. Thence it derives its answer for
arise ! to the dumb consolation and hope. (Of course it would not
true God ( Ps. xxxv. 1 2 [23]
stone. Can it teaoh P To teach is used here, as have this direction it it had not the promise of God
God is, however, always
in the former verse and generally, to signify that behind it (Gen. xlix. 18)
He is of old the Holy One of his peoactive guidance and advice, which belong to the the author
Deity in contradistinction to men, and which form ple.). When Israel forgat the promise, they began
The
the basis of practical piety. Concerning the form to look back to the flcshpots of Egypt
of the indignant question, compare [Com.] on Mic, whole religion of the O. T. is a religion of the
Behold it is enchased with gold and sil- future. Heathendom exercised its intellectual en
ii. 6.
:

;

—

;

;

!

)

;

;

:
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ergy upon the origins of things for the purpose of self upon the most crooked way, and hence comes
forming and developing their theogonies the Holy to destruction. The intoxication of sin culminates
Spirit directs the mind of Israel to prophecy no in the insanity of idolatry.
The idol is lifeless.
ancient people has so little about the primitive time Its worshipper* seeks by idolatry, as the righteous
as we find in the O. T. ; even modern heathendom man does by faith, the way of life ; but he comes
knows [professes to know| much more about it. to the silence of death. The tranquillity of life is
The exact time is not specified in prophecy, at quite another thing. (Is. xxx. 15.)
least in regard to the intermediate steps (i. 5)
Oetinger : Rectitude of heart is the substance
but the certainty is specified, and the exact time and ground of truth. He who has a right heart,
is fixed in the purpose of God.
God can no more sees rightly and hears rightly ; ho who has a perlie than He can look upon iniquity.
The cer- verse heart heaps up falsehood, without knowing
tainty of prophecy, and consequently of our con- it. Nature produces all the elements at once the
fidence, rests upon the holiness of God.
How dif- upright soul attracts to it what is truo and honest.
ferent is the resignation of the O. T. from fatalism. Intcnsiveness precedes extensiveness
the moral
The former comes from life, the latter from death. precedes the physical ; the physical, the metaphysResignation places the holiness of God in the cen- ical.
tre : fatalism destroys it.
R. Joseph Albo (in Starke and Delitzsch) in
God's way is the right way. He hates all crooked the book of Chronicles it is said believe in the prophlines,
the side-lines of sophistry, the curve-lines ets, and ye shall be prosperous (2 Chron. xx. 20).
of boasting, the downward sunk lines of dark con- This proves that faith is the cause of prosperity,
cealment. Sin is deviation from the straight way. as well as the cause of eternal life, according to the
The straight way is the way of life.
saving of Habakkuk the just shall live by his
The piety of the Old Testament begins with faith; by which he cannot mean the bodily life,
faith (Gen. xv. 4 6)).
The stage of the law en- since in* respect to this the righteous man has no
ters, which gives the uppermost place to faith in advantage over the wicked, but rather the eternal
action, the obedience of faith, and which, with the life, the life of the soul, which the righteous enjoy,
apparent extension of the principle of faith, involves and for the attainment of which they trust in God,
in fact a narrowing of it.
In prophecy the orig- as it is said : The righteous has still confidence in
inal principle, in its universality, enters again grad- death [A. V.
The righteous hath hope in his
ually into its right position. 'I*he book of Job may death].
(Prov. xiv. 32.)
be mentioned as a proof of this. The obedience of
W. Hoffmann: Abraham had a view friusthe law has for its correlative the doctrine of retri- schau, outlook] through the promise, in whicn, at
bution. On this Job is put to shame. Against it last, every streak of shadow vanished, and in the
he has no sufficient answer. But because his heart, distant horizon all was light and glory. He looked
in pvery trial, maintained its faith in God, he is beyond this world to the blessed rest of the people
nevertheless justified. The hook of Job is the ex- of" God ; and he could not do otherwise than this,
position of Hab. ii. 4. Faith is the direct way to since he acknowledged God as the restorer of the
the heart of God. He who interposes himself (his life of men, of his own life, and of the life of all his
own works, his own merits, his own law, his own descendants and tribes,
a life perverted to sin,
thoughts) perverts the way. Apostasy from faith fallen, and burdened with the curse. It is very
Iu the heart of God is likely that the thoughts of the father of the faithis the beginning of sin.
imperishable life, because there is imperishable holi- ful were dark and obscure in regard to this, for
Therefore the faith of Israel is the correla- it required yet great advancement before plear
ness.
tive of the Holy One of Israel ; and faith is the language could be employed concerning this holy
change ; but the heart's experience, which .he enicctv to life, as sin is the teat/ to death.
The characteristic mark of the kingdom of God joyed of it, was full and steadfast. Restoration
The world-power raffs men together ; of the lost, removal of sin, deliverance from spiritis free-will.
they are invited into the kingdom of God ; they ual death
that is the key-note of Abraham's
The coge intrare is faith. And it was deliverance only by the manirise and say : Come, let us go.
contrary to the Scripture. (The prohibe of the en- festation of God.
It was this manifestation to
emies of missions is just as truly so. Is. xlix. 6.) which all the revelations of God at that time reHe who thus gathers [men] together, brings upon lated. God's nearness, His dwelling with the chilhimself scorn at last. All nations, which Rome dren of men this was the goal hope could fasten
has converted by force, have fullen away from her, upon no other. What else, therefore, was his faith
than
although not consciously clear and grasped
and they sing over her a song of derision.
Property is sanctified by God ; but over-grasp- by the understanding
a laying hold upon the
ing gain is cursed by Him. His omniscience is future Saviour with outstretched arms ?
Hidden crime is laid
present in his judgment.
Dblitzsch :
Troublous times are at hand.
open and punished, as if blood, spar, and stones What then is more consoling than the fact, that
had speech to inform against what is concealed be- life, deliverance from destruction, is awarded to that
hind them, the guilt that is built up in them. We faith, which truly rests on God, keeps fast hold of
see in the manner in which no concealed wicked- the word of promise, and in the midst of tribulaness remains unpunished, but is banished out of tion confidently waits for irs fulfillment ? Not tho
sight, the hand of God and the manifestation of veracity, the trustworthiness, the honesty of the
his glory on every side, without seeing himself. righteous man, considered in themselves as virtues,
The pillar of smoke and of fire over the burned are, in such calamities, in danger of being shaken
The design of and of failing, but, as is shown in the prophet
city of sin is the veil of his glory.
Therefore, tho great promise,
the creation, according to the O. T., is the glory himself, his faith.
of God. For this the earth was made, just as the expressed in the one word, Life, is connected with
it.
basin of the sea was made for the water.
All Bible prophecy looks forward
Schmieder
The sinner does not find the right way he is
like a drunken man. To the upright man the ways to a distant time determined by God, but which
of sinners are a reeling [an intoxication]. He who we do not know. It points to the end, when the
leads astray makes drunk ; but he enters of him- Lord by judgment and redemption shall establish
:
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takes place for the instruction of him, who consecrates himself to Him.
The best way through the
afflictive dispensations ot God. is not to ask :
But how shall
shall I adjust them to my mind ?
I make them productive of ray improvement 1

his perfect kingdom.
This prophecy will not lie.
but will certainly be fulfilled, though its fulfillment
it

How

always longer" and longer deferred.

—

HOMILBTICAL.

Ver. 13. There is an inability, which is no want
of freedom, but which is the highest freedom ; and
there is an ability, which is not freedom, but the
deepest bondage. Matt. iv. 9. There is not one
absolutely righteous man, but there are relatively
more righteous men ; the judgment of God has reVer. 14 f. Man wsjb made lord
spect to this fact.
over the beasts. God indeed permits men to be
treated sometimes like beasts, but he who does it
commits sin by it ; and his indolence will be changed
to lamentation.
Ver. 16. The sinner perverts and
vitiates the holiest thing in man, the necessity of
worship.
Everything is a snare to him, who forEverything continues its
Ver. 1 7.
sakes God.

Chap. i. ver. 12. Of the great joy, which we hnne
reason to ground upon the fact, thai God is the Holy

One of

his people^

a joy of gratitude that. He has always
been with his own. Ver. 12 n, b.
2.
joy of continual confidence, that we cannot perish. Ver. 12 c.
3. A joy in chastisement, that it is only for the
confirmation of his holiness, and for our purification.
Ver. 1 2 d, e.
Chap. i. vers. 13-17 There is a limit set to the
power of the wicked tipon earOi. For
1. God is holy.
Ver. 13 a, b.
2. But the work of the wicked is unholy. For
(a) It is a work of hatred against the righteous.
Ver. 13 c, d.
(b) It is an abuse of the powers bestowed by
God. Ver. 14.
(c) It does nothing for God, but everything for
itself.
Ver. 15.
(d) It does not give God honor, but it makes
itself an idol.
Ver. 16.
3. Therefore it must have an end.
Ver. 17.
Chap. ii. vers. 1-4. The way of patience (compare
1.

It is

—

A

—

—

:

—

time.

—

Eccles. 3.

Chap. ii. 1. Although we have the Holy Spirit
as a permanent possession of the Church, and are
no longer referred, like the prophets, to separate acts
of enlightenment, nevertheless the answers of the
Holy Spirit do not come to us without prayer, and
Ver. 2. Everything
patience and quiet waiting.
that is necessary to know in order to salvation, is
so plainly written in the Scriptures, that even one
who only looks at it hastily, in passing, cannot
Ver. 3.
6ay that he may not have understood it.
It is a great consolation to know that there is One
H. Mullcr, Erqnickstunden, Nr. 97).
who cannot lie. Ps. cxvi. 1 1 . God's time is the
1. I must suffer, for God's judgments and puri- very best time.
should not measure God's
fications are necessary.
Ver. 1 in connection with ways by our thoughts, nor the periods of eternity
I

—

|

;

\

—

We

chap. L
2. I can suffer
Vers. 2, 3.
3.

;

for

God's

I will suffer, for I believe.

Or :

Word
Ver.

Persevere, for the redemption

(Advent-sermon).

sustains me.
4.

draws

nigh.

by our hours; but we should measure our ways by
Ver. 4. Take heed that thou think
God's Word.
not of thyself more than it is proper for thee to
think.
In humility there is power. Matt. xv. 28.

—

Where there is no faith there is no righteousness.
The prophet considers faith to be a self-evident pos-

The manner of

perseverance: confidence. session of the righteous man. Life is the richest
idea in the Scriptures. It is a great consolation to
thou canst
2. The ground of perseverance : the promise. be able to sny to the enemy, rage on
Vers.' 2, 3.
not do ntore to me than God has bidden thee, nor
3. The power [Kraft, active power, or cause] more than what is useful to me ; and thy time is
of perseverance faith.
Ver. 5. The intemperate are
Ver. 4.
already measured.
Chap. i. 12-ii. 4. Israel's life, of promise.
generally also vain-glorious. Both lead to destruc1. A believing retrospect into the past
tion.
Only a clear and sober eye finds the right
2. A believing look into the future.
way.
There are many things which intoxicate.
Chap. ii. vers. 5-20.
Of shameful and hurtful One can be intoxicated with honor, and another
avarice.
with hatred against houor. One can be intoxicated
1. Avarice is contrary to the order prescribed with
science, and another with hatred against
by God ; therefore God must bring it back to or- science. All partisan disposition is an intoxicating
der bv chastisement. Vers. 1, 6 b, 7.
wine.
Desire is insatiable therein lies its destruc2. It is contrary to love, therefore, it produces tion
it devours that, which produces its death.
a harvest of hatred. Ver. 6 a.
Ver. 6. It is a miserable feeling for fallen great3. It confounds the ideas of right, therefore ness to be derided by those hitherto despised.
He
wrong must befall it. Ver. 8 a.
who gathers what is not his own does not gather
4. It makes the mind timid; but where fear is it for himself.
This also cannot continue long.
there is no stability.
Ver. 9.
Dignities are burdens [ Wurden sind Burden, Prow
5. It accumulates [riches] with sin, therefore
C. E.l digthe more worship, the more cost
Vers. 12, 11, 13, 17.
Ver. 7.
for nothing.
nities fraudulently obtained are burdens.
6.
It seeks false honor, therefore it acquires It is by [divine] ordination, when he, whom God
shame. Vers. 15, 16.
intends to judge, nurses in his own bosom the
So it was with
7. It sets its heart upon gold and silver and life- serpent, which is to sting him.
Thereby too [t. e., by the same appointless things, therefore it must perish with its lifeless Nineveh.
Verh&ngniss
see
darin
refers
to
:
Acts ii. 23
Vers. 18, 19.
gods.
ment
8. On the whole, it provokes the judgment of C. E.] Christ took upon himself the heaviest jndgVer. 8. The whole world becomes
mentofsin.
God. Vers. 8 b, 14, 20.
On chap. i. 1 2. Jehovah, the God of Shem, the silent only before God. For all others there is a
God of Abraham, of Israel and of Jacob, is not a remnant of those, who have not been subdued, by
God of the dead, but of the living. He is a rock whom they come to ruin. For those, who are not
be who stands upon Him stands firm ; he who falls able to stay their hearts by faith in God, the docupon Him is crushed. Everything that God does trine of retribution taught in the law remains in
1.

Ver.

1.

;

—

:

—

:

.

:

—

=

—

—

:

—

'
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power. They have no desire to choose the grace,
God takes care
therefore wrath abides upon them.
of each individual, and will require each and every
Ver. 9.
abused and ruined soul from the destroyer.
Flee as high as you mav, God is always still higher.
and
in
What profit is there in all the prudence
all the gain of the world, if the soul is a loser by
God has his witnesses everythem?
Ver. 11.
where. •' If these are silent, the stones will cryout." The blood of Abel cries from the earth,
and the thorns and thistles in the field speak of
Ver. 12. There is a building which deGen. iii.
full

—

—

—

—
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kuk unfairly and forcibly by the hair, since Habakkuk speaks of his table, and not of the Gospel.
Though this table also speaks of the Gospel, yet
it speaks of it as future, while Paul speaks of the
present Gospel. It is, however, the same Gospel,
which was then future and which has come, just
as Christ is the same yesterday, to-day, and forever
(Heb. xiii. 8), although He is announced in a different way before and after his coming.
But that
is a matter of no importance ; it is nevertheless the

same

faith

and

The truth, which one has
Emunah [firmness, stability,

spirit.

in his heart, is called

Ver. 13. faithfulness, fidelity], and by that he clings to the
and a destroying which builds.
upon any work, comes truth and fidelity 'of another. Now I let it pass,
Nothing can whoever may be disposed to quarrel about it, that
after all, finally, ouly from above.
he who has the feeling in his heart which cleaves
hinder the purposes of God concerning the world.
has to another as faithful and true, and depends upon
great
conqueror
of
a
career
Ver. 15 f. The
something intoxicating. Before Napoleon not only him, may call it truth, or what he will but Paul
degraded men became idolaters. There is a witch- and we do not know any other name for such a
Ver. 11. Not only his ed(Comp. i. 12 with the Introduction to disposition than faith.
craft in it.
This comes finally to light, when ifice, but also the wide world, becomes too narrow
the book of Job.)
God judges it, and bitter sobering follows the in- for him who has a timid, desponding heart, and
toxication men then have a horror of the human when a pillar or a beam cracks in his house he is
Ver. 18. terrified.
Therefore princes and nobles, if they
greatness before which they bowed.
There is also in idolatry a' kind of intoxication. would build durably, should see to it that they lay
The sober questions W'hat profiteth the image ? a right good foundation, that is, they should first
How can it govern 1 guide ? teach ? do not occur pray to God for heart and courage, which in the
A god time of trouble may be able to preserve the building.
Co the minds of the worshippers of idols.
Without the Word But if no care is bestowed to acquire this courage
that cannot speak is nothing.
of God there is no religion. Him, who is not silent [den A/uth, by which Luther means faith, or the
C. E.], but only wood and
before Jehovah from submission and faith, God's courage inspired by it
stone are reared up, it [the building] must finally,
judgments must make silent.
Luther: Chap, i ver. 12. The prophet calls when the time comes, perish, as is here recorded.
Starkk Chap i. ver. 1 2. One can certainly pray
God the Holy One of Israel, because they were holy
through their God and by nothing else. And truly to God for a mitigation, but not for an entire avertfrom all eternity God is a Holy One. For it gives ing of all punishment. Vers. 17. Plus ultra, always
great courage, when we know and firmly believe that onward, is the maxim of heroes how much more
we have a God that He is our God, our Holy One, should it be the maxim of Christians, in regard to
and that He is on our side. — Ver. 13. With these their constant growth and increase in spiritual life.
Although all Christians, by
Chap. ii. Yer. 1
words Habakkuk shows what thoughts occur to
wrestling faith, which holds that God is just but virtue of the covenant of baptism, have been apHe delays so long, and looks on the wicked, that l>ointcd watchmen by God (Ps. xviii. 32 ff exxxix.
one might almost think that He may not be just, 21), yet teachers particularly are called watchmen.
Ver. 2. The prophets had not only a commisbut may have pleasure in evil men. It is a source
of excessive grief that the unrighteous should be sion to preach, but also to write. They act very
successful so long and acquire such great prosper- wickedly who prevent plain people from reading
God's Word must be plainly
ity, though with calamity. But their success is per- the Holy Scriptures.
mitted, in order that our faith, having been well presented, so that even the most simple may learn
abundant
in
God.
and
it.
Ver.
strong
to
understand
3. Waiting comprises in
become
may
tried,
And yet this is not grievous beyond measure, when it (1) faith (2) hop (3) patience, or waiting to
a prophet stands by himself in such a conflict! of the end for the time which the Lord has apfaith ; but when he stands in his official capacity and pointed, but which He intends us to wait for.
is to console and preserve an entire nation with him, Ver. 5. Pride, avarice, bloodthirstiuess, and dethen it is trouble, misery, and distress. Then the bauchery God does not leave unpunished in any
Ver. 8. We see here that not everything
people kick, and there are scarcely two or three in one.
the whole mass, who believe and struggle with him. which is done in accordance with international
the
following
will
law is right before God also, and allowed by Him.
Chap. ii. ver. 1. Such words as
Ver. 9. Prosperity inspires courage courage
become the common cry Pray, where are now the
What
salvation
?
fine
us
promised
and pride never does one any good.
pride
who
Ver.
prophets,
fools they have made of us. Believe, whoever will, 10. Bad counsel affects him most who gives it.
that it will come to pass. Thus does reason behave, When tyrants are to execute the command and
when God fulfills his Word in another way than it sentence of God, they generally observe no modstroys

The

;

blessing, or the curse,

—

;

—

—

:

:

—

:

—

;

;

—

.

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

:

—

;

;

—

—

Ver. 15. One should never
has imagined. It is also the case then that one eration in doing it.
not believe God at any time. Does He threat- invite any one as a guest, against whom he cherVer. 16. Those who
en ? Then the present prosperity hinders us [from ishes a malignant heart
Does He promise grace ? Then the rejoice in distressing others, will in their turn be
believing].
present calamity hinders us. Then the prophets brought to distress by God and made objects of
first of all endeavor to labor with the unbeliev- derision.
Pfaff Chap. i. ver. 12. In times of public daning, faint-hearted people. Therefore I stand, says
tlie prophet, as one upon a tower, and contend ger the safest and the best [means] is to have recourse
strongly and firmly for the weak in faith against to prayer. By it one can best vanquish the enemy
Ver. 4. Some take up the Jew- and arrest his career.
Chap. ii. vcr.*l
The minthe unbelieving.
ish objection, pretend to be wise, and pass judg- isters of the Gospel are spiritual watchmen, partly
tent upon Paul, as if he had dragged in Habak- in relation to the souls of men, over which they
will

—

:

—

—

.
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are to watch, and partly in relation to the Lord, to
whose Word they are to give heed and which they
are to preach.
Ver. 3. Ye despisers of the Word
of God, do not imagine that the Word of the Lord
against you will not be fulfilled.
Ver. 7 ff. To
God belong* the right of retaliation. With what
measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you
again.
Ver. 20. If the divine judgments fall
also upon us, we must adore with the deepest
humility of heart, and lay our finger upon our
mouth.
Hieorr Chap. ii. ver. 1. Even those who are in

—

—

—

:

communion with God are not always in the
same state of mind. They are at one time, although
tnift

in a godly frame [of mind], occupied with external
things ; at another time they are entirely abstracted
from earthly things, and placed in a condition

which approaches to waiting before the throne of
God. This is sometimes elFected by the grace of
God through the medium of an unexpected impulse; but there arc also sometimes on the part of
the believer a preparation and composing of the
mind for it. This state of mind is indicated in the
New Testament by the expression, I was in the
Ver.
Spirit
and the prophet calls it his tower.
3 f. What, according to our reckoning, seems to
be delayed, will be admitted not to have been delayed but to have taken place at the appointed
day and at its proper time. The promises cannot
be forced [into fulfillment] by a headstrong disposition ; but on the contrary one falls sooner from
such busy activity back again to a state of indifferVer. 5 ff.
ence, and thereby neglects the promise.
Upon what must a man, who has in his heart no

—

;

;

—

peace arising from faith, lean for the purpose of
finding peace therein ? And how is it with him
who misses the path that leads to God ? There is
nothing else adequate to fill the abyss of his soul,
even though he were able to swallow the whole
world. What filth upon his soul has he in his conquests, in his forced acquisitions and possessions
20.
The prophet had obtained this whole

— Ver.

disclosure by quiet and persevering waiting upon
the Lord, and now for the sake of its realization,
also, he directs the whole world to be still before the
Lord, who from his holy temple will certainly
hasten the fulfillment of these his words, but who
also will be honored by the respect and by the
measure of the regard of his own people to his
judgments. When the heart is free from its thousand cares, projects, passions, partial inclinations,
then, and not till then, can it receive many a ray
of divine knowledge. Faith is no sleep, but a vigilant knowledge ; it is moreover no hasty and precipitate attempt to help one's self, but a waiting
upon the Lord.
Schmieder : Chap. i. ver. 13. It would be in
conformity to the simple arrangement of God that
the pious should punish the impious, the more
But
righteous the unrighteous, not the reverse.
the ways of God in the present government of the
the
intricate,
that
world are so complicated and
reverse often actually takes place ; and this is to
the pious, who are not yet properly enlightened, a
Ver. 14. Then it seems as if things
great trial.
were directed by chance and at will, lie who knows
God does not trust to false appearances ; but the
appearance nevertheless pains him, and ho would
Chap,
wish thatt even the appearance did not exist.
The end, the very last time and the
ii. ver. 2 f.
establishment of the perfected 'kingdom of God, is
of all future things the most certain and the most
important, and every intermediate prophecy of
judgment and redemption has a real value only in

—

—

the fact that it delineates this last end and assures
us of it.
Ver. 4. Here the character of Abraham, the father of the faithful, is depicted in contrust with that of the insolent princes of the worldThis character is righteousness, the source of righteousness is faith, the fruit is life in the full Biblical
sense of the word. Fuith has no merit on the part
of man, because man cannot produce, but only receive it; for faith, as the consciousness of God, it
the work of the Creator in man. It is also faith
alone, which receives Christ and all the grace of
God in him but the same faith is also the essential principle of all good works.
must beware
of considering the faith, which lays hold of grace
and justifies the sinner, as a peculiar, separate kind
of faith faith cannot be so divided in reality ; but
it is an indivisible unity
so the Bible understands
it.
The dividing and isolation of faith into separate kinds, belongs only to the dogmatic systems
of human science.
Ver. 5. Comp. Dan. v.
Ver. 6. There are times, when nations, that are
so often devoid of understanding, become prophets,
and the voice of God becomes the voice of the people.— Ver. 18. The teacher, who makes an idol,
tries to animate stone and wood.
But the animation by means of human idea and art ever remains
only a false animation, which, if it is considered
real, is deceptive, and only nourishes superstition.
W. Hoffman : On chap. i. ver. 12 (comp. Schmieder on chap. ii. ver. 1 ) : Among us of the evangelical church faith is not even yet the possession of
every one. There is certainly need, in the Church,
of the venerable form of father Abraham to cast
us down ; of the man who never lost sight of what
had been revealed in grace and truth, who continually comforted himself with the fact, that the eternal God, who made heaven and earth, and who
held with the first man a fellowship of peace, still
lived, because he had continued to reveal himself
during two thousand years previous.
Burck It is something to know the final parposes of the words of God, and to be able properly
to apply this knowledge in public and private af-

—

;

We

:

:

—

—

:

fairs.

Hibrom . : Ver. 13. He says this in the anguish
of his heart, as if he did not know that gold it
purified in the

fire,

and that the three men came

out of the fiery furnace purer than they were when
they were thrown in ; as if he did not know that
God, in the riches of his wisdom, sees otherwise
•
•
than we do.
Borck : Ver. 14. That God watches over the
smallest animals, he neither denies nor declares;
but he says only that God has a particular care for

men, especially

for his

own

people.

Hkngstbnu. makes an
ver. 13

ff.

to

gambling

effective application of
hells ( Vorw. z. Ev. K. Z.

[Preface to the Evangelical Church Gazette] 1867).
Capito Chap. ii. ver. 1 While the righteous
man wrestles with God by faith, he conquers at last
by his indefatigable perseverance. The prophet is
perplexed to the highest degree, while he considers
the success of the Chaldsan and the misery of his
own people, but he stands not the less constantlv
upon his guard, i. e., upon the Word of God, which
promises reward and punishmen t, and he leans upon
God, as upon a rock, in order that his feet may not
Whom
slip upon the slippery soil of temptation.
does God answer ? One who is almost broken under daily struggles with bitter anguish of soul, to
whom nothing remains, after every protection is
lost, but to stand fast upon his watch, i. «., upon the
Word of God. Trial teaches such perseverance.
Only the answer of God, if it is heard with the ear
:

:
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of the heart, leads to an unwavering hope, for ii
comes when man despairs of everything else.
Ver. 3. Philo : Every word of God is an oath.
Burck:
those deplorable ones, who, under
whatever pretext, or self-delusion, shun trial. O
the happiness of those who obtain the end of
faith, and who are to be gathered to Him to be with

;

:

;

81

in.

And

after another.

yet

it

is

just so with wine,

which is sweet to the taste and seems delicious,
and nevertheless it robs the most powerful of his
senses, makes him helpless and an object of universal derision.
So shall it happen also to the
Clmldaeans with their insatiable greed: it will only
plunge them [l>v their own agency] into destrucHim. He will come, yea, certainly He will come. tion and make them objects of general contempt.
Tea, come, Lord Je*us
Amen
H. Mullkr
Many treasures, many nets.
Ver. 4. Coccei us The soul stands rij^ht upon Whom does not the miser injure ? He defrauds
that which is promised, i e., Jesus Christ, if it loves his neighbor of his property he is like a thornbush
Him. If it does not love Him, it is perverse.
he grabs and holds on to whatever comes
Burck On every point, article, accent, on every too near to him he seeks everywhere his advanturn and even collocation of words, which may tage to the disadvantage of others ; he deprives himseem to be entirely accidental, the Word of God self of God's favor and blessing, suffers shipwreck
has laid its especial emphasis. We acknowledge of his conscience and good name, loses the favor
with humility that it is a word from God.
and love of men. Lightly won, lightly gone.
Talmud In this one sentence, The just shall
Stumpp: Ver. 11. So in Euripides, Phaedra,
live by his emunaJi [faith], the six hundred and the wife of Theseus, breaks out vehemently against
thirteen precepts, which God once delivered from adulteresses, that they should fear the very darkSinai, are collected into a compendium.
ness and the houses lest they might even raise their
Ver. 5. Soulier: The Babylonians were a voice and bring the abominable deeds which they
1
Toluptuous people, notorious for their drunken- had witnessed to light.
Sohlibr The scourge of the Lord will perform
ness; but this voluptuous propensity is usually
with the prophet an image of the insatiable desire, its service, then it will be thrown away.
:

!

:

.

:

;

:

;

:

:

by which

in their pride they destroyed

one nation

1

[Sm

th« Hippolytu* qf Euripidts, Ui» 416

f.

— a *.]

THE THEOPHANY.
Chapter in.
and Introduction (vers. 1, 2). The Prophet represents Jehovah as appearing
in glorious Majesty on Sinai (vers. 3, 4). He describes the Ravages of the Plague
The Consternation of the Nations (vers. 6-10). Referin the Desert (ver. 5).
ence to the Miracle at Gibeon (ver. 11). Results of the Interposition of God on
Behalf of his People (vers. 12-15). Subject of the Introduction resumed (ver.
1G).
The Prophet asserts his Confidence in God in the midst of anticipated
Calamity. Parallels to this Ode Deut xxxiii. 2-5 ; Judges v. 4, 5 ; Ps. lxviii. 7,
C. E.]
S; lxxvii. 13-20; cxiv. ; Is. lxiii. 11-14.

[Title

:

1

2

A prayer of
O Jehovah
O Jehovah

—

Habakkuk, the prophet

z

#

with triumphal music. 1

I have heard the report of thee, I am afraid
revive thy work in the midst of the years
In the midst of the years make it known :
!

!

In wrath remember mercy.

3 God ' comes from Teman,8
And the Holy One from mount Paran.4
His splendor covers the heavens,

4

And

the earth

And

the brightness

is full

Rays • stream from

And

there

is

Selah.

of bis glory.

is

like the

his

,

sun

hand

the hiding 6 of his power.

5 Before him goes the plague
And burning pestilence follows his feet

6

He
He

stands and measures T the earth
looks, and makes nations tremble
The everlasting mountains are broken in pieces

*
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The

eternal hills sink

down

His ways 8 are everlasting.
7 I saw the tents of Cushan 9 in trouble
The tent-curtains of the land of Midian tremble.

8

Was
Was
Was

O Jehovah ?

against the rivers it burned,
thine anger against the rivers ?
thy fury against the sea ?
it

That thou

9

didst ride

upon thy horses,

In thy chariots of

victory.

Thy bow

entirely bare

is

made

Rods 10 [of chastisement] are sworn by the word.

Thou

Selah.

cleavest the earth into rivers.

10 The mountains saw thee, they writhe
A flood of water passes over

The
It

abyss utters

lifts

up

its

its

voice

hands on high.

11 Sun, moon, stood back in their habitation,11
A? the light of thine arrows, which flew,
At the shining of the lightning of thy spear.

12 In anger thou marchest through the earth
In wrath thou treadest down the nations.

13 Thou goest forth for the salvation of thy people

For the salvation of thine anointed
Thou dashest in pieces the head from
Laying bare the foundation even

the house of the wicked,
Selah.

to the neck.

14 Thou piercest with his own spears the chief of his captains,
That rush on like a tempest to scatter me
Their rejoicing is to devour, as it were, the poor in secret.
15

Thou
Upon

treadest

upon the sea with thy horses,

the foaming of

many

waters.

16 1 heard, and my bowels trembled
At the sound my lips quivered
Rottenness entered my bones ;
I tremble in my lower w parts,
That I am to wait 1S quietly for the day of distress,
When he that approaches the nation shall press upon

it*

17 For M the

fig tree will not blossom
there is no produce on the vines
The fruit of the olive tree fails,
And the fields bear no food
The flock is cut off from the fold
And there are no cattle in the stalls:

And

18 But I

And

will exult in

rejoice in the

19 Jehovah, the Lord,

Jehovah,

God
is

of

my

my

salvation.

strength,
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III.

And makes my feet like the hinds,
And causes me to walk upon my high
To

the precentor,15 with

my

places.

stringed instruments.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

— PfiBpyD

Ver. 1.

[1

'?» uPon Mgyonoth.

Keil derives

t. «.,

Gesenius derive*

is

from HJCJ, perhaps

it

— pi 7$,

Ver. 3.

pi

HJQ7, TOt27,

q.

i.

afrmr dtthyrambs, or after the

and fro, a reeling
manner of a martial

W

being interchanged.

from rfttP,

it

a song deliVered In the greatest excitement, dithyrambus ;
and triumphal ode. Kleinert : nach Dithyrambenweise.

song,

to err, then to reel to

to be great, the letters

B? and

not used by any of the minor prophets except Habakknk, in this Terse anfl in chap.

It

1.

11.

is

toward

most frequently used in the book of Job.
Ver. 8.

[i

— ]Cft, at

or

,

on

the right hand,

hence the south, the quarter on the right hand, when the face

theeast
Teraan was a country probably named after the grandson of Esau (Gen. xxxri. 11) ; perhaps a southern portion of the
Kdom, or, In a wider sense, that of the soni of the East, Beni-Kedem. Eusebius and Jerome mention Teman as
siown in their day distant fifteen miles (according to Eusebius) from Petra, and a Roman post. Smith's Diet. Bib.
land of

Ver.

[4

3.—

7^K53"""»n, Deut. xxxiil.2.

Bee. in Pal., etc., toI.

and hence

ihm zur

suut

pp. 186

— D^2"}f2»

Ver. 4.

[5

to horns,

I ,

*°

****

giro to the

and

du&1 > Poetical for rays of light

sun the

[0 Ver. 4, etc.

mighty God.
Yer. 6.

— ^VDfl

[8

poetical

DW),

and

name

:

Kal

^

yi»

TTO,

from

His ancient ways. Keil understands

N

DVi37 i"YO VH. Henderson

are to him,

i.

e.,

to

H V*W.

rays of the rising sun

first

Gesen., Lex.

Kleinert

:

Strahlen

from

it

—

is

the hid-

The splendor forms the covering of the

Al-

measure, and by others from TTC3, to be mooed, to be agitated.

;

— Y?

or goings

Itself.

the Vulgate has : mensus est terram.
Kleinert : und misst die Erde.

J<raA«v0i}

them

:

Compare

— in the sun-like splendor, with the rays emanating

there

Ver. 6.

lates

Arabic poets compare the

of gaselle.

where his omnipotence hides

— *T3^1» JeriTed by some

sets the earth reeling ;

:

Robinson's Bib,

Kail.

The LXX. read
Keil

"Parang and

Seite.

ing of his omnipotenoe/t. V, the 'place

p

See Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, art.

652.

He now

Luther renders

it

:

und mass das Land;

considers these words as epexegetical of the preceding,

and

trans-

as a substantive clause, and to be taken by Itself: everlasting courses,
goes along as he went along in the olden time. Kleinert : Die Pfade der Vorzeit schldgt
It

tr tin.

p

Ver. 7.

Cush

is

— JttflD, a lengthened form

with that of
(10

Ver. 9.

Whether

tt^C.

for

It is

intended to designate the African or the Arabian

Gesenlus, Maurer, Delitisoh, and others contend for the former; but the connection of the

disputed.

1^1?,

i*

decidedly in faror of the latter.

— *^t)M nit^D

rH3?2tt?

is

name

Henderson.

a rery obscure clause, and has not been

satisfactorily explained.

Hender-

" 8erens of spears was the word." LXX. : 'EvtiCvuv irteveU to rtfov oov hr\ ra oxqwrpa, keyei rvpios
the Vulgate : juramenta tribubus qua locMus es : Luther : wie du gesehworen hottest den Stammen ; Kleiuert : die dutch's
Wort beschworenen Zurhtruthen.

son renders it

[11

Ver 11.

pa Ver.

16.

:

— H vQT,

the n in this word
— HnPI, the lower part, what

indicates direction.

is

underneath.

The sun and moon withdrew

V??10> wfuU

— This clause explains the great fear that upon him.
—
LXX. do not translate itTW 'Araravaopot w j)plpe 0Aty<rewt uov.
[IS

Ver. 16.

TriibsaL

fell

Kleinert

[14 Ver. 17.

:

— ^3

dass ich ruhig entgegenharren

may be

soil

dem Tage

**

Vulgate

Luther:

underneath me,
:

1.

to their habitation.

e.,

my

loioer parts.

ut requiestam in die tribulationis.

O

The

doss ich ruhen mVchte zur Zeit der

dtr Angst.

rendered alt/tough, as in the A. V., or though* as by Henderson

:

or

it

may

be translated,

what time, when ; but it can also be rendered like the Greek yap, or the Latin enim. The LXX. render it in this Terse by
the Vulgate translates It mini; Luther, denn ; and Kleinert, denn da. The sense Is substantially the same in
;

turn

either case.
[1*

Ver. 19.

—

Oetangmeister.

nS20l?,

fram

**»•

Mel of

— C. E.)*

TT$^

signifying, to be ocer anything, to be thuf, to superintend

EXEGETIOAL.

The prophecy of the judgment of

the world,

contents are evidently just as much prophetic
is evident from their entirely original character and from their having reference
throughout to the future; and it has been furits

is the previous

— Dem

nished by the prophet himself (comp. Introd.) with
the lituigical heading, subscription, and intermediate sign {Sekth, vers. 3, 9, 13), for the reason that
it is, in fact, by its rhythm, diction, and formal
finish, conformed to the hymns and psalms adapted
to performance [in the public service].
It is solely
the application of a subjective notion of a psalm on
the part of Delitzsch and Keil, when they mako
the entire song a mere lyrical effusion of subjective
emotions, an echo of chaps, i. and ii. in the soul
of the poet inspired with poetic feeling. Compare
on ver. 2. It can be said at the most, that the
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dosing lyrical verses, 16-19, sustain a relation to 2 Kings vi. 17), is included with these. But the
the prophecy proper similar to that of Nah. ii. 12 use [of the O. T. hymns] k not restricted to this
hut they do not cease thereby [a historical theophany]. For as God gave his law
ff. to Nah. ii. 1-11
That the poetic form with such a proof of his glory, so also will the fulto belong to the prophecy.
selected
has
its
reason
in the fact, that as all fillment and execution of the law, the judgment, be
is
prophecy involuntarily titters itself poetically in accompanied by such an appearance of God, comconsequence of the elevation of the soul freed from ing either as then from the south out of the wilderthe earth, so also the highest degree of the prophet- ness, or down from heaven. Of this the prophetic
ical inspiration includes, at the same time, the high- psalms 1., xcvii. treat furthermore Is. xxx. 27 ff.
We have examples of lxiv. 1 ff. (with Ixiii. 19 b) [19 b begins chap. lxiv.
est degree of the poetical.
this in the prophecies of Isaiah and Micah, which, in the A. V.
but in the Hebrew Original, LXX,
in their greatest height, strike up the key of the Vulgate, and Luther's Version, it closes chap.
Psalms.
C. E.] and most fully this prophecy. It
It entirely contradicts the thoroughly Ixiii.
original and grand character of the hymn, when lies in tlie nature of the subject, that in prophecies
Delitzsch does nor even allow it to pass as original, of this kind prophetic vision, poetic intuition, symhut brings it down to an imitation of Ps. Ixxvii. bolism, and reality, are interwoven in a manner
(The reasons for this opinion, which Delitzsch brings that cannot be fully explained by the finite undertogether with great pains, and the most plausible standing.
Heading. A Prayer, a general name of a song
of which he repeats in the Commentary on the
Psalms, are only of a subjective demonstrative that can be sung in worship, hence also a collective
power ; a. more exact examination is not in place name of the Psalms (lxxii. 20), of Habakkuk,
here, since the question for the understanding [of this passage shows plainly that the \ in the headHupfeld gives ings of the Psalms also is intended to indicate the
the hymn] is an equivalent one.
the positive counter proof. Ps. iii. p. 345, Observ. author
the prophet (comp. chap. i. ver. 1 ) after
69.)
the manner of the dithyramb. This liturgical
According to the contents the hymn is composed definition is, like almost all preserved in the O. T.,
of the following constituent parts
obscure and its signification, since tradition is enI. The prophecy of the theopbany itself; vers. tirely unreliable in these things, can only be con;

;

;

—

;

—

—

:

—

;

2-15.
II.

19.
'

The

jectured.
Probably it is to be traced, like P*?p»
application of this prophecy; vers. 16Ps. vii. 1 (comp. Clauas on the passage), to the

The prophecy itself (vers. 2-15) is divided into— root 71307, to err, reel, and accordingly signifies, at
(a) The introitus, ver. 2, five lines.
a plur. abstr., the mode of the reeling song, the

[The Dithyramb
(6) Firet chief part: the approach of God, vers. cantio erralica, the Dithyramb.
3-7, sixteen lines.
( Epich.,
p. 72, Herod., i. 23, and Pindar) "was a
lc) Transitu*, ver. 8, five lines.
kind of poetry chiefly cultivated in Athens, of a
(a) Second chief part : the operations of the lofty but usually inflated style, originally in honor
judgment, vers. 9-13, sixteen lines.
of Bacchus, afterwards also of the other gods.
(e) The concluding strophe, vers. 14, 15, seven It was always set in the Phrygian mode, and
lines.
was at first antistrophic, but later usually monoThe application is divided into two strophes of atrophic. It was the germ of the choral element
It was sung to the flute,
six lines each, and a concluding strophe [Abgesang, in the Attic tragedy.
[The rhythmical structure whilst the rest of the chorus danced in a circle
Collect] of five lines.
From this circumii determined somewhat differently, to wit, by the round the altar of the god.
recurring Selah, which, in the second place, where stance the dithyrambic choruses were called Cycof
expected
account
symmetry,
has
no
connection
with the conmight
be
on
the
E.]
It
it
lian.
C.
is substituted in the text by a very old intermediate tents of the prophecy.
space ; the theme of the hymn is divided into the
[Keil As thag&h, to err, then to reel to and fro,
following symmetrical groups: (1) seven lines (2- is applied to the giddiness both of intoxication and
3 b); (2) fourteen lines (3c-7); (3) seven lines of love (Is. xxviii. 7 ; Prov. xx. 1 ; v. 20), s*#(8-9 b); (4) fourteen lines (9c-13); (5) seven gdyon signifies reeling, and in the termination of
The symmetry of the structure ex- poetry a reeling song, i. e., a song delivered in the
lines (14, 151.
tends even (as is frequently the case in the Prov- greatest excitement, or with a rapid change of
C. E.]
erbs of Solomon) to the separate members, which emotion, dithvrambus.
Jehovah, I have heard thy
Introitus. Ver. 2.
generally (only with the exception of vers. 7, 8 c,
[This of report f rather the report of thee: the genitive is
13 c-14, 16 d) consist of three words.
The that of the object
C. E.] ; not that mentioned i.
C. L.]
course refers to the Hebrew text.
knowledge of this is not unimportant for the inter- 5 ff. ; ii. 2 ff. ; for he had not only heard that, but
pretation.
Comp. on ver. 1 5.]
also written it down, and published it ; but the reThe form of the theophany, i. e. of an appear- port which he is just about to announce (comp.
ance of God for judgment accompanied with the the retrospective reference, ver. 16; Ob. 1 ; Jer.
agitation of all the powers of nature and elements, xlix. 14 ; Jon. i.| ; the report of the grand appearis quite peculiar to the hymnology of the Old Tes- ance of Jehovah, in the impending judgment,
tament and entirely born of its [O. T.] spirit. It which is drawing near, for the purpose of visiting
with punishment the Holy Land, and that with a
is, namely, the correlate of the first appearance of
the kind at the giving of the law upon Mt. Sinai twofold power of execution (comp. Am. i. 2) ; so
(Ex. xix. 16 ff.), which in its turn refers back to that in the Holy Land laid waste and purified by
the first appearances of God manifesting himself the judgment, God by means of the judgment overto the patriarchs : compare particularly, Gen. xv. throws the spoilers. The separate acts meet in a
From that appearance the hymns, which refer to a picture, as in Ps. xviii., before the vision of the

—

:

—

—

—

Before the power of this theophany rising
historical theophany, take their start, Deut. xxxiil; seer.
upon his vision, and because the first moment 1 enJudges v. (comp. Ps. lxviii. 8 ff Ixxvii. 10 ff.)
Psalm xviii., which sums up the battles of God for
1 [Ootnent, among other naming*, ha* thai of MWthl
his anointed, in the form of the theophany (comp.
;
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111.

While God approaches,
ff.
his splendor covers the heavens (comp. Ps. viiL
1 ), the clear brightness of his glory making its appearance (Ps. civ. 1 f. ; Luke i. 78), which like the
purple light of the morning (Hos. vi. 3) covers the
heavens, and like a sea of fire sinks on the earth
and the earth la filled with his glory (comp. ii.

ten into his consciousness as a fellow sufferer with
others (Micah i. 8) the prophet recoils : ThereThis is the result of
fore I tremble, I am afraid.
the manifestation of the mighty deeds of God (Ex.
xt. 14 ; Ps. xviii. 45). Jehovah revive thy work
in the midst of the years. What work is meant ?
Chap. i. 5 spoke of a work which was to be accomplished in a wonderful manner, and under that was
understood the desolation of the earth by the ChalThat work cannot be meant here ; for aldssan.
though the prophet, without human weakness, has
to communicate the severe chastisements of God,
yet he cannot directly -pray for them. That work,

Psalter (1867), p. 70

moreover, was not called ** b3?D, hut

Ver. 4. Out of this glory
the .veil of God
bursting upon the view, shoot forth lightnings like
rays (comp. Ps. xviii. 13 ; Matt. xxiv. 27), like
the rays of the rising sun through the morning
sky a brightness bursts forth like aunliffht (Is.
v. 30), and horns, t. e. rays (Ex. xxxiv. 29 f.) are
at his aide [hand]. The Arabic poetry and popular language also call the first rays of the rising
sun horns, antlers, and conformably with this they
call the sun himself a gazelle (comp. Ps. xxii. 1).

it was a
whose distinguishing feature was
the fact, that, although ordained of God, it nevertheless wrought out itself, it had its power and energy in itself (i. 7). A work of grace must be intended by which Jehovah proves Himself, in his
peculiar, well-known way, the Holy One of Israel
(i. 12), a work by means of which the impending

work by

itself,

are

calamities

endurable

*3;nJj), Ps. exxxviii. 7).

ing

is

here

:

quicken

it

n*n

(comp.

And

^H^

certainly the

^7.1?.*?

mean-

anew

of the years

;

;

:

The announcement
feeling
Vie

:

vers. 3-7.

South.

Eloah

Is. vi.

;

3

f.).

nbnn,

properly praise, here bv

filling everything, is a vision of such excessive sublimity, that one scarcely dares to follow
the prophet in spirit to meditate upon it.

Jehovah

—

—

:

Hence

also the dual, YT*D is used in a general
at the side, equivalent to " on both sides "
**
" [at
of revivifying, of quicken- compare the expression, before and behind
his presence, at his feet
C. E.], in the following

in the midst

has the meaning
(Ps. lxxx. 19 ; lxxxv. 7 [6]), a work of
grace, which had occurred once already in the beginning of the years, and whose recurrence Israel
now needs, in order to be joyful again. And this
consists with no other act of God than the deliverance from Egypt, which is described, Ps. xliv. 2, in
entirely similar words, and so this passage understands Ps. lxxvii. 13. It stands in fact at the beginning of the vears, namely, at the beginning of
the national existence (Hos. xi. 1). Then do thy
work anew in the midst of the years ; in the midst
of the years make known ; the imperative continued by the imperfect as in Ps. xxxi. 2 ff. to
make known is the same as to accomplish before
all eyes (Ps. ciii. 7). The explanation of the work,
which has been given, agrees well not only with the
circumstance that in fact in the following context
(comp. namely, the " old paths," ver. 6) a return
of the wonderful works, that were performed at the
time of that deliverance, is predicted, but also with
the concluding clause in wrath (comp. Is. xxviii.
21) remember mercy, which, according to what
has been said, evidently means, if thou intendest
to humble us again, do thou also again deliver us.
ing

14

metonymy the object of praise, is synonymous with
TOS, as in Ps. lxvi. 2. The flaming glory of

follows the exclamation of

The approach of Jehovah from
(poetic

archaism instead of

sense

:

—

LVW?

verse (Delitzsch).

signifies literally

"from

his hand/' but since the hand is by the side, it is
equivalent to " at his side." " As the disc of the son
is surrounded by a splendid radiance, so the coming of God is inclosed by rays on both sides." The

—

And

suffix in ib refers to God.
there,
C. E.],
in this radiant splendor, is the veil, properly the
hiding of his omnipotence (comp. Ez. i. 27). He
is so resplendent himself, that even the light is only
his garment (Ps. civ. 2).
The garment of his omnipotence, by virtue of which He is judge of the
world, and at the service of which are the satellites

of the judgment.
Ver. 5. Before Him goes the plarue, and
burning pestilence follows his feet. So had Hos.
xiii. 14 predicted it
I will be thy plague, O death
(the plague, which provides for thee the victim), I
will be thy pestilence, O grave.
With these angels
of death he had, approaching from the south, destroyed also the army of Sennacherib (2 Kings xix.
:

35).

Ver.
amidst
v. iii.)

TTD

6.
all

Then He stands (He

alone

the violent commotion, comp.

calm
Micah

is

and measures the earth. The measuring,
is a function of God as the judge of the

in Ps. lx. 8 (Kal is employed to sig; also
nify parcelling out tracts of land, comp. Micah u.
4), and Is. lxv. 7 (requiting with the right measure), comp. 2 Sam. viii 2. He measures the earth,
as in Jndges v. and Ps. Ixviii. (jil^tpjX the point i. «., He measures the countries and their practices,
from which God sets out, because He approaches in order to execute a right judgment. [Delitzsch
and others more conformably to the parallelism, folfrom Sinai (Ps. Ixviii. 9 [8]), is introduced (comlowing the Targum : He sets [the earth] reeling;
pare Deut. xxxiii.) by the enumeration of two
divisions, namely, Tern an, which is the same as however, the signification (TIE ^t^D) cannot be

world

comes from Teman, and the Holy One (comp. on i. 12) from
the monntaina of Paran. The southern eountry,

DVtbH, comp. Deut.

xxxii. 15)

Edora, and forms the East division (comp. Ob. 9 verified.] He looks, examines with a scrutinizing
with Jcr. xlix. 22) ; and the mountainous region look (Ps. x. 14), and makes the heathen tremble.
of Paran, between Edom and Egvpt (1 Kings xi. i"tf?- is
the Hiphil of "V?J, and means to cause to
18), forming the West division. Compare the perishake or tremble.
C. E.] God is a spirit, and
phrase, Gilead and Manasseh, Ephraim and Judah
his spiritual acts are of complete energy end effiIn regard to the Setah,
(Ps. lx. 9), for Canaan.
ciency ; his hearing is granting; his seeing, helpcompare Sommer, Bib. Essays, i. 1 ffi, Delitzsch,
ing or judging; his rebuking, annihilation. Than
the unchangeable
•kmeat, part of a whole. The two momenta, that make up the primeval mountains,
comp. Deut. xxxni. 15)
the prophetic istoo here, are destruction and purification. {mountains] (Micah vi. 2
C. B.J
It is the first which causes the prophet to recoil.
burst asunder; the hills of the early world

—

—

;
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•ink down. His are the paths of olden time,
i. e.
He follows them the paths in which He
then conducted his people from Egypt into the
land [of Canaan] (lxviii. 25 [24]).
Hence also now, as then (comp. Ex. xv. 14 if.)
the nations on both sides of the way fall into fear
'

:

t

would be the 3

Kal from

TVS

fern.

(Is.

imp. Niph.

it is

;

the 3 imp

xxxii. 11), comp. j'T. from

VTSH (Prov.xi. 15). J"P")5 is an anomalous feminine form of the infin. absolute from the cognate

stem TTIV (comp. Ewald, sec. 240 d. ; 312 b, 2)
and confusion. It is quite plain that ver. 7, in
and so the words are closely connected it wonld
which the borderers on the Red Sea, on the east
have been prosaic' and according to rule to have
and west, are mentioned as the trembling nations,
refers to that event [the deliverance from Egypt) said ~fiVF} "1+TOj [Gesenius, Furst, and Keil take
:

of the ancient time.

I, the

prophet, see, in vision,

the tents of Cushan, t. e.., Cush, Ethiopia, west,
on the sea, in affliction (comp. Jer. iv. 15). (So
Luther, Gesenius, Maurer, Delitzsch, Keil, Hitzig,.
and others. According to the Targum, Talmud,
Cushan of Mesopotamia is meant (Judges iii. 8 if.)
[which I let pass, it does not agree with the arrangement, Luth.1 Ewald considers it the same
as Jokshan). [Smith, Diet, of the Bible, art. " Chu;

shan," thinks that Cushan is possibly the same as
Cushan-rishathaim (A. V. Chushan-) King of Mesopotamia (Judges iii. 8, 10). See article, "Cushan."
C. E.] The curtains of the land of Midian,
on the east of the Red Sea, tremble.
Ver. 8. A lyrical intermediate strophe, which,
at the same time, serves as a connecting link with
what follows the poet stops in the description, in
order to take a new start (compare similar pauses,
Gen. xlix. 14; Judges v. 12; Ps. lxviii. 20 ff.
xviii. 21 ff.).
He inquires after the purpose of the
approaching God. The question is evidently not
put for an answer ; but it is a poetical form. Was
it acainst the rivers,
Jehovah, against the
rivers that thy wrath was kindled ? Jehovah is
in the vocative, because it would [otherwise] be

—

:

O

connected with

inn

by

V

HpS

—

"Viyn from "TO, and
as a noun.
C. E.]
God's judgment is represented as an arrow upon
the string also in Ps. xxi. 13 [12] comp. Lam. iii.
12).
But the bow, and in general God's weapons
of war, are not to be taken in the strictest literal
sense, but they are, as the prophet adds in explanatory apposition, the scourges sworn by the

word. ntoD has nowhere the signification of arrow, which would suit excellently the bow, and
which is held by some interpreters (e. g. Meier,
f

Stud. u. KriL, 1842, 1031 f.) ; even in ver. iv. it can
at the most, as in 2 Sam. xiv. 17, signify spears.
Were it to be actually taken in tins' sense, then,
since it introduces a new figure, it must be joined

DWp

by 1. But certainly the "^TDH indicates
that here the figure passes over into the thing [reality] ; hence we understand, as we have said, the
clause rather as an explanatory adjunct, and acto

rntSD as scourges, calamities ; compare
usage of the language for the chastisements
threatened bv the prophets Micah vi. 9 (hear the
rod !) Ez. vii.* 11; Is. x. 5 ; ix. 3 xiv. 5. They
are sworn to bv the word, *. e. the Word of God
comp. Micah vi. 9 Deut. xxxii. 40 f. ; and as to
cordingly
this

:

;

;

;

[The Hebrew idiom

the absolute use of

"1DH for the omnipotent Word
one [soil., anger), to feel anpry, of God, which opens a way for his great deeds in
l# uroth. See Nordheimer'8 Heb, Gram., vol. ii. p. the world, compare Ps. lxviii. 34
[33]; 11 [12].
227.
C. E.] Or was thy fury against the
"TOM
is in the ace. instr. like J?"]!!!, Ps. xvii. 13.
sea
and
rivers
also retire before the apsea ? The
The participle rWOtt? (comp. Ez. xxi. 23 [28]
|.ioaching glory of God (Ps. cxiv. 3, 5). DW con.is separated from this instrumentalis belonging to
nects cumulative questions, even when they have
it, because it should stand emphatically at the benothing disjunctive in them (Gen. xxxvii. 8).
ginning, and for the same reason it is also placed
That thou didst ride upon thy horses, the cherub before
its substantive; consequently it is to be
wings of the wind (Ps. xviii. 1 1 ) upon thy chariot
of salvation P The elements, clouds and winds, considered as the stat. constr., rH££ m3?13U7,
here as everywhere, servants, messengers, media of like
>^D3, Micah v. 4 (5). Delitzsch gives
the manifestation of God (Ps. civ. 4), are symbol- a synopsis of more than a hundred explanations of
ized as horses and chariots, because the judgment this difficult passage). After the Selak the prophet
is a warlike act of the Lord of Hosts, and chariots turns again, ver. 9 c-12, to the description of the
and horses are the instruments of war (Micah v. powerful catastrophe of Nature which, according
[When complex terms receive a suffix, to the parallelism pervading the Holy Scriptures
9 [10]).
they can stand, according to Hebrew idiom, in between the mikrokosmos and makrokosraos, man
[This con- and visible nature, accompanies the judgment.
the stat. constr., Ewald, sec. 291 b.]
struction is poetical.
C. E.] The signification' With streams thou dividest the earth. [Delof victory for HVTON denied by some, is evidently itzsch, Baumlein, Keil: into rivers thou dividest
implied in that of " salvation, both here and in the earth; without sense; Hitzig: Thou dividest
Ewald Thou dividest streams to
Is. lix. 17, and in the passages, where the noun oc- rivers to earth
is

7

mn,

to

6t/m

to

—

mN

—

;

curs in the plural (Ps. xviii. 51, and other places).
Keil: "By describing the chariots of God as
chariots of salvation, the prophet points at the
outset to the fact, that the riding of God has for
its object the salvation or deliverance of his people.
C. E.] With this warlike turn tho transition is
|

—

immediately made to

—

The second principal part, vers. 9-13, which describes how trie judgment is put in execution.
Ver. 9 a, b, continues the picture of God as the
warrior, be^un in ver. 8. Thy bow is made quite
bare. [It is unnecessary to invent, with the interpreters, for "1 '37JH, the

stem T*37

uudare, which

has no exi tence, of which the form [in question]

land, etc.].

"^Kl

Our

:

translation

[jmna,

by Micah

ace

instr.

where the
surface of the earth is cleft into gulleys by the
masses of water rushing from the mountains.
Ver. 10. Whence the torrents? The mountains saw thee and trembled, the water-flood
rushes on. Thunder-storm and violent rains, as
a representation of the most powerful agitation of
the elements, accompany the theophany, comp. on
Micah, at the place cited. From the mountains
the prophet turns to the extreme opposite, the
depths of the sea : the abyss raises its voice—
the deep water, that surrounds the main-land {Jon.
ii. 6)
and lies spread out under the mam-land
like

ta justified
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(Gen. xlix. 25) is here, like the moan tains, poetThe voice of the abyss is the
ically personified.
roaring of the waters shut up underneath (Job
It raises its hands on high. 0*n
xxviii. 14).
is not the subject-nominative, which would yield
no sense, since the height cannot stretch out its
hands over itself; bnt it is the accusative of direc-

in.

37

of hordes (Delitzsch, Keil) cannot be evolved from
the circumstance that

warriors,

^9 designates an

rOTH?, the plain

tant of the

:

inhabi-

the passage treats of

who have

entered by force, not of peaceHis princes, they rush in (comp. i.
11) to disperse me, properly to scatter me: the
prophet speaks in the name of the people and
tion (2 Kings xix. 22). The archaic form •VTH*
they rejoice as if they were allowed to devour
is selected for pictorial effect, instead of the current the poor in
secret ; literally, whose rejoicing is,
form V1J. By the hands of the abyss one will as it were, in devouring, etc. (comp. Ps. x. 5 ff.).
properly understand the waves of water thrown The 7 concomitant!® as in ver. 11.
visibly on high, which, as at the Deluge, break
Ver. 15. Thou treadest upon the sea, Thy
through the flood-gates of the earth (Nah. ii. 7),
horses upon the billows of great waters. Usuand unite with the gushing rains from heaven ally, Thou
walkest on the sea (Umbreit, Hitzig) or
(comp. Gen. vii. II).
Thou walkest through the sea (Delitzsch, Keil) with
Vcr. 11. The sun, the moon, either, enter into thy hones. The exposition has its origin in the
their dwelling, i. e. t withdraw so that one sees them Masoretic interpunction, which, in following the
no more, and darkness comes on (Delitzsch, Hitzig, rhythmical structure of the hymn, unites the first
Keil) ; or, stand still, continue standing terrified three words. But already in the preceding verse
in their place, just where they were standing at the rhythmical unity does not consist of three, but
the beginning of the judgment. The latter, on of two words ; and even if in ver. 15 we take the
ful settlers.

;

account of TOS and the reference to Jos. x. is the
probable, bl2T is a place of abode (comp.
Ps. xlix. 25 with ciii. 16) ; the precise idea of
dwelling arises only from the addition of JV3 (1
Kings vi. 13; 2 Chron. vi. 2).

more

number

three as a foundation [of rhythmical
unitv] the rhythmical arrangement indicated by
the Masorites would still not involve the logical
(comp. Ps. xxx. 81.
Our exposition is much
simpler, by which the last four words, with the

At the light of thine arrows, which flew, at verb T^i which is naturally to be supplied, form
the shining of thy spear. The holy majesty of a sentence. In this way the dragging occasioned
God manifesting itself is turned to the majesty of by the following ace instr. T*^^ ** well as the
'a judge executing justice the holy light into the
still more pompous conception of the second memdevouring fire (Is. x. 17).
ber disappears, and the clause [1 56] stands in ap;

The discourse, vers. 12, 13, turns directly to the
has then both constructions, with
acts of judgment connected with the salvation of position.
Israel : In anger thou marohest (poetical expresas in Deut xi. 24, and with the Ace. as in Job'
sion, as in Judges v. 4 ; Ps. lxviii. 8) the land, xx. 15.
Following Ps. lxxvii. 20 (19) Delitzsch
first of all the Holy Land, since He comes from
finds in the passage a reminiscence of the Red
Sinai (comp. Micah i. 2). In indignation thou Sea; Hitzig understands by the sea the host of
thraahest the heathen, as of old (Ps. lxviii. 22 the enemy. The latter on account of the connection with what immediately precedes, is the more
er. 13. Thou wentest forth for the serra-

T"^

3

n

probable (comp. Is. xvii. 12 ff.). And it appears
con- to me nearest the truth according to the joint construed with the Ace. (Ewald, sec. 239 a) —for the nection of the combined thoughts As thou didst
salvation of thy anointed, by whom, according once lead thy people through the Red Sea, and
to the parallelism, is to be understood not so marching before aidst cast down the waters, so
much the unworthy Jehoiakim as the nation itself wilt thou now march through, renewing thy
(LXX., Rosenmul- work (ver. 2) and treading down the surging mass
Ps. lxxxiv. 10 [91 ; cv. 15).
of the enemy's host.
>, Ewald, Hitzig.)

tion of thy people

— VXD\ as a nora- verb,

is

:

e

The Subjective Application of the Prophecy follows,
Thou ornshest the head (Ps. ex. 6) of the
house of the wicked, laying bare the founda- with trembling, but confident faith, in the third
tion even to the neck. The house of the wicked Erincipal part, vers. 16-19. After the vast picture
as rolled past his eyes, the prophet looks back to
is the Chaldaean nation viewed as a familv ; comthis divine
pare the house of Israel, Ps. cxv. 1 2, and above. the beginning. I have heard this,
Whilst it is compared to a human body (compare judgment just described, which depends upon the
the inverted comparison, Job xxii. 16; Eccles. xii. sad condition of the land's being overrun by the
my belly trembled (comp. Is. xvi.
3 f.) its entire destruction (rwoAclpia, Jo. Schmid) Chaldseans

—

;

represented by the enumeration of the separate 11).
The in- Gew.
parts, head, lower extremities, and neck.
is

—

At the cry, crying aloud, my lips quivered.
At the sound my lips quivered (Delitzsch,
:

chattered). V?£ cannot mean to chatter, for the
«., from the foundatra, abs.
We translate it
(Ps. exxxvii. 7) stands lips do not chatter, but the teeth.
tion, to raze to the ground
as the abl. gerundii, Ges. , sec. 131, 2.
according to the analogy of WV& / and
The concluding portion [of the description o( Ex. xx. 7 ; Ps. xxiv. 4 comp. Is. xv. 5. RottenC. E.], vers. 14, 15, carries out ness, the feeling of complete weakness (Pro v. xii.
the theophany
this thought still further. ^ It differs from what
4) comes into my bones, and under me, down
precedes by beginning with shorter rhythms. to my feet (Ewald, sec 217 k), I tremble that I
Thou piereest through with his spear (comp.
on ver. 9), with the weapons of the wicked one (^ttfa, qvod, as in 1 Sam. ii. 23 ; Ps. lxxxix. 52)
(comp. Ps. vii. 17 (16), the head of his princes, am to wait quietly (rTO, of silent submission, as

rfnP,

to lay bare,

i.

n^Qy,

—

;

:

eomp.

1^5*

passage,

and

Judges

Ges.,

v.

s. v.

7-11

;

in The*.

LXX. on
The

the

same

signification

in Lam. iii. 26) for the day of distress (comp. on
ver. 2 and on Ob. 12), for the approach of him
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against the people,

who

is

about to oppress

"The

[Keil:

,

ture.

headings

Ver. 17. For the fig tree will not blossom,
and no yield will be on the vine
the fruit of

—

Iv.,

words, Vrtr^? n?3pb,
of the contents of die supplicaa subscription answering to the
and refer to the use of the ode
God, and simply differ from the

last

them, ft *ensu in/enso, as in Job xx. 27. After do not form part
the grand consolatory picture, the prophet once tory ode, but are
more indulges, for himself and his hearers, in this heading in ver. 1
gloomy view, which he draws of the nearest fu- in the worship of

n§3!pb nfrlj?

lxvii.,

and

in

Ps.

iv.,

vi,

lir.,

lxxvi. through the use of the suf-

|Kleinert fix in VJQ'Sqa. ' Through the words, " to the
president (of the temple-music, or the conductor)
in accompaniment oj my stringed playing," the
uns&tze des Oelbaums; it is literally fruit of the prophet appoints his psalm for use in the public
to worship oi God accompanied by his stringed playolive tree.
Compare the phrase
Hitzig's rendering is grammatically false,
Figs, wine, olive tree are ing.
bear fruit.
C. E.]
mentioned as the noblest products of the land " to the conductor of my pieces of music ;" for 3
(Micah iv. 4; vi. 15). And the corn-field yields cannot be used as a periphrasis for the genitive,

the olive tree mils:
translates

it

up.

shrivels

rPTTTB?S£, das

Ansetzen, die Frucht-

^9 ^Wf

—

no

food.

niDID?,

fields, is

plurale tantum, with but

when connected with a musical

expression,

a singular signification, equivalent to iTjip hence only means with or in the accompaniment of (II inconstrued with the singular (Ges., sec. 146, 2). strumenti or concomitantia).
Moreover, J"TI3N35
The flock is away, literally cut off from the fold, does not mean pieces of music, but simply a song)
and there are no cattle in the stalls. As in and the playing upon stringed instruments, or the
Joel 1 f. the desolation caused by the enemy (e. f.) stringed instrument itself (see at Ps. iv.). The
seems to be summed up with the natural calam- first of these renderings gives no suitable sense
ities

that befall the land (a-d).

here, so that there only remains the second, vii.

But out of the distress the prophet, and with " playing upon stringed instruments." But if the
him the people, raises his eye to the object of faith, prophet, by using this formula, stipulates that the
gathering words of hope and confidence from the
Psalms, as in Micah vi. 7. Ver. 18. But I
used emphatically to express the antithesis notwithstanding all that, just as in Micah vii. 7

—
—

:

will rejoice upon Jehovah.
21, not in God, but
as in the verbs expressing delight generally, indicating the ground of the joy, comp.
Luke i.
47. I will exult in the God of
salvation,
who procures my salvation, and upon whom my
salvation rests (ver. 13 ; Micah vii. 7). For

M,
my

—

Ver. 19. Jehovah, the Lord, the God of Israel,
whom other nations do not have, nor know (Micah
iv. 5; comp. Gen. ix. 25 (26)), is my strength
(Ps. xxvii. 1 ), and He makes my met like binds
a concise comparison, equivalent to the feet of
hinds, borrowed from Ps. xviii. 34 (33).
This is
not merely a figure for warlike activity in pur-

suing, but more commonly for the irresistible
strength, which springs from confidence in God
(comp. Is. xl. 29 ff.J, (Delitasch). He makes
to walk on
high places (from Ps. xviii.
34 (33); comp. Dent, xxxiii. 29),
upon the
heights of salvation, which stand at the end of the
way of tribulation, and which only the righteous
man climbs by the confidence of faith (ii. 4). With
this prospect of faith resulting from vers. 4-15, the
hymn closes naturally and beautifully.

my

me

—

—

is to be used in the temple, accompanied by
stringed instruments, the expression btngtndthm,
with my stringed playing, affirms that he himself
will accompany it with his own playing, from
which it has been justly inferred that he was qualified, according to the arrangements of the Israelitish worship, to take part in the public performance of sucn pieces of music as were suited for
public worship, and therefore belonged to the Levites, who were entrusted with the conduct of the
musical performance of the temple.
Alexander on Is. xxxviii. 20: "The singular
form, my songs, refers to Hezekiah as the author
of this composition ; the plurals, toe will sing and
our Hoes, to the multitude who might be expected
to join in his public thanksgiving, not only at first,
but in after ages."
Kleinert has adduced no proof, except the single
case of Hezekiah, which does not seem to be conclusive, that others besides Levites were accustomed to take part in the performance of the TemDavid divided four thousand Levites
ple-music.
into twenty-four classes, who sang psalms and accompanied them with music. Each of these classes

ode

was superintended by a leader, HSJp placed over
and they performed the duties, which devolved
upon them, each class a week at a time in succes-

it

;

The Liturgical Subscription, to the chief singer sion, 1 Chron. xvi. 5 ; xxiii. 4, 5 ; xxv. 1-31 ; comp.
my stringed instruments, corresponds to 2 Chron. v. 12, 13. This arrangement was con2 Chron. v.
the heading, ver. 1 (compare the Introduction, 3). tinued with occasional interruptions.
12-14 ; xxix. 27 ; xxxv. 15 ; Ezra iii. 10 ; Neh.
21 cannot, as Hitzig thinks, represent the stat
xii. 45-47 ; 1 Mace. iv. 54 ; xiii. 51.
C. E.]

on

abs.

;

but

it is,

erally, the 21

—

—

as in these musical expressions gen-

of accompaniment (Ps. xxxiii.

Habakkuk accordingly dispatched

2, 3).

hymn to the.
the Comm. on

his

director of the temple-music (comp.
Ps. iv. 1 ), and stipulated for the accompaniment
of the performance. To accompany the nymn for
the praise of God with stringed instruments was
cnstomary among those skilled in music (Ps.
Not merely the Levites, but also
lxxvii. 7 (6)).
other prominent members of the congregation and
moved bv the Spirit, as, e. g., the kinjj, had the
right and were accustomed to do this in the temple (Is. xxxviii. 20).

POCTBINAL Ata> STfllOAL.
Concerning the nature of the theophany see the
Exegetical Exposition.
The works of God are all profoundly connected
with one another. The soul of this connection ii

With the shinthe revelation-principle, the light.
ing of the light the physical creation begins, and
each day is a copy of it [the physical creation] (Ps.
civ., comp. Herder,
tur ReL. ti. Theol., L 56
; v. 70 ff.) ; from a fresh shining in {upon us]

£

WW

.
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of Che light the prophet* expect the removal of the
disturbance in the moral world (Hos. vi. 3 ; Is. ix.,
and this hymn) and every governing act from
the spirit of God is a prcfiguration of this future
shining of the
renovation] (2 Sam. xxiii. 4).
tight into the darkness, is the fulfillment of these
expectations (John i. 5). The connection between
the economy of the Old Testament and that of the
;

A

I

New

meaning

39

in.

go before Him, neither is He
and horsemen; but behind

in the fiery chariots
these in the still
small voice. When those events going before have
purified the high places, God sets bis people likewise purified upon them. Then Mount Zion is
all

mountains (Micah v.).
things, which the prophets announce, are exhibited (complexe) in a comprehenhigher than

Cbusios

all

:

The

evolved,

sive picture, so that they are taken into the eye

with increasing clearness, from the physical groundwork. But this is in the midst of the years. At
the end of the years the entire physical nature will
be restored to the sphere of the spiritual light.
For between these two spheres there exists also
an indissoluble connection. As the destruction of
the original moral unity between God and mankind reflected itself on nature (Gen. iii.), (and
hence the prophets expect the removal of terrors
and discord from the time of the salvation [the
last time, or time of the Messiah], Is. xi.), so the
last consequence of sin, the judgment, is accompanied by the fearful commotion of the elements
before the avenging God march the most terrible
judgments: the sighing of nature (Kom. viii.) becomes groaning and shrieking but these again
are only the travail-throes of the pure and glorious new birth. After the darkness and terror at
the death of Jesus follows the resurrection of the

once in their whole extent, or /card rb arorcA&rjta, i. e., according to the form, which the
thing will have at the tune of its full accomplish-

is this,

that the spiritual

is

;

On

the other hand the coming of God to the
is organically connected with the issue
of the document, according to which the judgment
It is a coming from Sinai. And
it to take place.
at a coming to the relief and deliverance of captive
associated
with the prototype of their
is
it
Israel,
their emancipation from Egypt. It
deliverances,

judgment

—

indeed always something new, which Jehovah
does, and yet always only a revival of the old ; He

is

all at

ment.

Schmibdbr

(on ver. 13)

:

The

picture

might

more comprehensive,

if, in accordance with
conceive the entire succession of
hostile empires as the image of one man or house,
whose colossal size falls under the judgments of

be

still

Dan.

ii.

God,

after its

Bkck

31

ff.,

we

head

is

broken

off.

The promise enters upon a new active
development, when corruption of morals and dis:

tress reached with rapid steps their culminating
point in the Exile. As on the one side the character of guilt and penal liability impressed itself
always more generally and more perceptibly upon
the life, soon fre other side, particularly among the
better sort, a despair of the means of delivery lying within their own reach, and a longing for reconciliation and redemption, directed to help from
another source, must always have increased the
more, but without being able to find thoroughly
its true development and satisfaction otherwise
than in the ground of Divine grace. For from it
proceeds the consolation of deliverance and reconciliation, in such a manner, however, that the future salvation is never to be expected in a human
way, but only from the Word and Arm and Spirit
of Jehovah.

a steadfast and unchangeable God, and perfectly
uniform in his manifestations, and always acHOBOLITIOAL.
knowledges the beginnings of his actions. How7%s consolation of prophscy in the last tribulations
ever strange his works and revelations appear, considered a priori, so strange that the view of them ofthepsople of God.
forth,
He
when
goes
He
goes
1. These tribulations must and will come (ver.
is nnsupportable ; vet
forth for the salvation of his people. He is a faith- 2 a, 16, 17).
S. But the same God, who decrees them,* will
ful and concealed God.
Every renewal of the wrath and pity of God is also turn them away and pnt down all his enemies
one of the gradual fulfillments of the protevan- (Is. liv. 10) (ver. 2 b-15).
3. And the final salvation is certain, therefore
gelinm (Gen. iii.), that the serpent is indeed permitted to bruise the holy seed on the heel, on ac- the Church can already, in the midst of troubles,
count of sin, but that again and again its head is maintain a joyful heart (vers. 18, 19).
Ver. 2. It is enjoined in the kingdom of God to
crashed (ver. 14) and it is a gradual revival of
the proto-prophecy (1 Kings xix.), according to rejoice with trembling. That easy indifference,
is,
still
small
voice,
in
which
God
comes,
which
relies upon the forbearance and promises of
the
which,
after the wild agitations of the terrible judgment God, without considering, with profound earnestness, his powerful wrath and tne severity of his
which goes before Him.
In this all-embracing unity of the work of God judgments, is a disposition of heart not well pleasthe key to the understanding of intuitive ing to Him. Rather from the knowledge that no
lies
prophecy. Standing upon its watch-tower (ii. 1] one can stand before Him, if he will only consider
it sees, over the scene of confusion, the work of (ver. 6) what sin and wrong are done, ought the
God in its unity and entireness, as if its parts prayer for mercy to come from every lip. If some
were placed side by side, and it leaves to the suc- are saved, yet no one has any claim to it for it is
is

;

cession of time to carry into effect successively the
Thus
parts of that [work], which it sees as one.
the individual fulfillments are like coverings, which
drawn over the picture and transparent, fall off
one after the other, until the substance, which lies
in the nature of God Himself, the Cabodk [glory] of
Jehovah, shall arrive at its perfect manifestation.
In the mean time it finds in the combined view
ground enough to rejoice on [uber f see on ver. 18
C. B] God, for the certainty of salvation is the
God is neither
true central feature of the picture.
in the storm, and tempest, and earthquake, which

—

;

—

Ver. 3. The eye of the prophet
alone his work.
standing upon his watch-tower turns to the south.
In that direction lay Bethlehem, whence, according to Micah, the Messiah was to come.
Vers.
4, 5. The hand of God is also in that, which appears to ns the most hostile and the least consistent with his nature full of life and light. If men
do not prepare a way for Him, then He must preVer. 6. The judgment propare it for Himself.
ceeds according to strict justice, not in precipitate,
but in holy, rigorously distributive wrath ; withont respect of persons, but with strict regard to

—

—
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The

highest things in the world, which
man altogether unassailable
and indestructible, sink before the glance of God's
eye into dust and nothing. The Word is everywhere God's weapon and instrument.
By the
Word of his mouth all things were created ; before the Word they perish
the Word is a hammer, which breaks the rocks. Wind and sea are
obedient to Him ; what will men oppose ? They
raise their weapons (ver. 14) in order to destroy
themselves mutually ; they do not hurt Him. If
He cuts off the head of wickedness, then the remainder of it, though it flow like a sea, will not
be able to continue, but it will be crushed.
Ver.
10 f. It is a great matter, that we have the power
to be tranquil in the time of tribulation, but it is
not easy (Matt. xxvi. 37 ff.). And it is the less
easy since the affliction is not caused merely by
the wickedness and provocation of the enemy, but
by the presence of God's hand besides
In this
lies the smarting sting of the chastisement.
Ver.
18. But yet this sorrow is not worthy to be compared with the glory, which is to be revealed in
us f If we are of good cheer when cast down,
then we are the more certain that He will place us
upon the high places. It is this alone that can
banish from us what is not God's power, and what
is unworthy of his salvation ; what troubles us.
Hard as it is for us to bring ourselves to this, we
The
will then nevertheless be tranquil and free.
lighter the burden the swifter the course to salva-

the facts.

appear to the eye of

;

—

—

tion

(ii.

3).

Luther: Ver.

2. The prophet says: History
says this of thee, that thou art such a wonderful
God as to afford help in the midst of trouble
thou castest down and raisest up thou destroyest
when thou intendest to build, and killest him to
whom thou givest life (I Sam. ii. 6 ff.) ; thou doest
not as the world does, which at the very beginning attempts to prevent misfortune and continues
involved in it, but thou bringest us into the midst
of it, and drawest us out again. In the. midst of
the years means just at the right time
He knows
weli how to find the means to render help neither
too soon, nor too late. For in case He brought
help too soon we would not learn to despair of
ourselves and would continue presumptuous ; in
case He brought it too late, we would not learn to
believe.
To revive and to make known are nearly
the same thing, only that to revive is to perform
the miracle and bring relief; but to make known
means that we should be sensible o( and delight
in it.
He who desires to be saved must learn so
It is consolatory to believers, but
to know God.
ver. 6. At the tted
intolerable to the ungodly.
Sea He stood between Israel and the Egyptians,
and measured off the land so that the Egyptians
could not proceed farther than He had allotted to
joyful heart is half the man,
Ver. 16.
them.
a sorrowful heart makes even the bones weak.
;

:

—

—

A

—

brance, since He actually increases faith, and causes
the faithful to taste bis sweetness, presence, and
assistance.
Even if He scourges his children, He
does not cease to be their father, and to remember
his mercy (Lam. iii. 33).
Ver. 3. The reason
that God causes the great deeds which He has
done of old to be written down, is that such deeds
may be made known to all men upon earth, and
that men may thence learn his majesty and glory.
Ver. 7.
should ascribe to God the orave
deeds of great heroes, by which they have assisted
the Church of the Lord.
Ver. 9. God bends, a*
it were, his bow, when He would warn impenitent
people of coming calamity.
Ver. 12. When God
intends to execute penal judgments, He proceeds
by degrees.
Ver. 15. The ungodly man is like
a tempest, which passes by and vanishes ; but the
Ver. 16. The
righteous man continues forever.
pious, as well as the godless, are terrified at the
divine threatenings, but with a great difference.
Ver. 18. In tribulation we ought not to look only
upon the blows which we suffer, but also upon
the gracious deliverance which ensues.
Ver. 19.
Servants of God do not despise music, but only
give directions how it should be properly used in
the praise of God.
Ppaff : Ver. 2. Behold how merciful and kind
God is. In the midst of tribulation He remembers
mercy, yes, in the midst of tribulation He causes
his children to feel the strongest consolations.
Ver. 3. How great is the majestv of our God, proof
of which He has given in the giving of his la sr and
in the destruction of his enemies.
Ver. 8 ff. As
God formerly led his Israel gloriously into the land
of Canaan and protected them against his enemies,
so will He also gloriously protect the spiritual Israel
of the New Covenant against all enemies.

—

—

We

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Rieokr: Ver. I. So can contemplation and
prayer even at this day alternate in the treatment
of the prophetic Word.
Ver. 2. The prophet
shows in the very beginning what was in the nottorn of his heart, namely, a calm, holy fear of God
occasioned by the past, and a good confidence acquired for the future. God's work in Christ Jesus,
and the making of it known to the whole world,
fell in the middle of the world's age, as it was fitting for the light of the world. If at the same time
confusion may seem to exist on the earth, and judgments, of whatever kind they may be, may press
upon a people, yet on account of this grace, which
is through Christ Jesus, mercy is conspicuous far
Ver. 3-15. The prophet recalls
above judgment.
in his memory how God had judged from the beginning of the world, and how all former proofs in
the midst of Israel give a ground of hope and confidence for the future ; because all the works and
ways of God in their great diversity have nevertheless a coherent relation, and always meet in this,
that in tribulation God vet remembers mercy, and
that from the most terrible commotions stilf someVer. 16 ff. But inthing gracious comes forth.
deed if one discovers a view of the kingdom of God,
be it ever so beautiful, behind the judgments, yet
it fills him with dread that room is to be made for
the good only thus, and we are reminded of what
will still thereby be stripped from us and ours.
Nevertheless the mind gains relief: leave me only,
when all is gone, thyself, and Jesus and thy Word ;
then the mind remains contented and humble, and
one is preserved from all vexation at the ways of

—

—

—

Ver. 19. The Lord is still my God. Of this we will
be so glad, that we will run and spring like hinds,
so nimble are our feet to become and we will no
longer wade afid creep in mire, but for perfect delight we will soar and fly in the high places and
do nothing but sing joyfully and pursue all kinds
of delightful employment. This is to take place
when the Babylonian sceptre is cursed ana destroyed, and we are redeemed and the kingdom
comes.
Starkk Ver. 1. Preachers must pray earnest- God.
Schmiedbr On ver. 3. The prophet is here a
ly for the welfare of their hearers and of the whole
church.
Ver. 2. The remembrance of God is poet, who soars by separate images easily undernot an inactive, but an active and busy remem- stood to the mental vision of the inexpressible maj;

:

—

:
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God in his active character of judge also hereafter, when the new enemies oppress the
All his powerful operations in na- Lord's people ; their head, a second Pharaoh, shall
deliverer.
ture, the power of the sun, storm, earthquake, and perish with all his people ; as certainly as the hand
flood, all the recollections of former divine judg- of the Lord then smote the enemy upon the head,
ments, he employs as insufficient images in order so certainly will it happen to them on every day of
to indicate how everything lofty in nature, all the affliction.
tsty of the holy

ana

power of the nations, mu6t vanish before the power
of God. The impending judgment upon the empire of the Chaldseans and the deliverance of Israel
from Babylon serve him only as a suggestion, in
order to announce in the midst of the years of the
world's course the great deeds of God, which lead
in the very last time to the full revelation of God

Tarnov:

ver. 16

God's threatenings
despise

them

;

at first

The pious are terrified at
the wicked, on the contrary,
in proud security ; but afterff.

ward, when calamity afflicts them, they entirely
lose their courage and perish.
L. Osi ander : Ver. 19. When we are assailed
on all sides we find a lasting and firm consolation
and of his kingdom.
within, that our God, the God of our salvation, is
Schlier : Ver. 10 if. The head of the enemy our Saviour and Redeemer. For after reconciliawas broken. Pharaoh and his entire host were tion and forgiveness of sins, what harm can exterdrowned in the depths of the sea. So will it be nal attacks do to us ? Comp. Is. zxxiii. 24.
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THE PROPHECIES OF HAGGAI.

INTRODUCTION.
§

Thb name

Person of

the

Prophet

Haggai (>an, LXX., 'Ayycuo?, Vulg., Aggceus)

borne only by our Prophet
adjectival suffix

My

1.

v— for *»—

It is usually

held to

mean

(Green, Heb. Gram., § 194 b

Festive,

;

is,

in the

Old Testament,

from an, a

Ewald, 1 § 164

c).

feast,

with the

Other explana*

Feast of Jehovah ; but these are less tenable. 9
know of the personal history of Haggai is gathered from a comparison of chaps, i. 1 ; ii. 1, 10, 20 of his Prophecy, with Ezra v. 1 ; vi. 14.
These notices
do not throw any light upon his private life or circumstances, but merely indicate the occasions of his official action. They inform us that he began his prophetic career in the second
year of Darius Hystaspes (b. c. 520), and that his discourses bore chiefly upon the erection
of the Second Temple.
His recorded public addresses cover a period of about four months,
during the latter half of which he enjoyed the cooperation of Zechariah (com p. Zech. i. 1)..
We do not even know whether he was a native of Judaea or of Babylon', whether he was
born before or during the Exile.
Ewald has inferred from chap. ii. 3 that he had beheld
the First Temple ; but this is not necessarily implied in the passage. If he was born before
the Captivity he must* have been at least nearly seventy years old when he entered upon his
tions

are

:

All that

we

Feast

;

certainly

ministry.*

We have, in the patristic age, statements by Pseudo-Dorothcus and Pseudo-Epiphanius
(each of whom composed a history of the lives of the prophets), to the effect that Haggai
returned to Jerusalem along with the other exiles, being then still a young man ; that he
survived the completion of the Temple (b. c. 516), and was interred with priestly honors
know of nothing to disprove these assertions
close to the burial-place of the Priests.
but neither have we any evidence in their favor, and so many improbable accounts of the
Prophets were in circulation both among the later Jews and the early Christians, that all

We

unsupported extra-biblical statements concerning them must be regarded with suspicion.
A notion had even gained currency in the time of Jerome (who thought it necessary to disprove it) that Haggai, as well as Malachi and John the Baptist, were angels and not men.
This opinion was based upon a misunderstanding of Hag. i. 13 ; Mai. iii. 1 ; Mark i. 2.
§

2.

Occasion and

Aim of

the

Prophecy.

Prophets of- the Restoration, preceding Zechariah by about
two months. At the time of his appearance, the offices of a divine messenger were greatly
needed among the Jews. In order to understand their situation as clearly as possible, it
will be necessary to recur to the events which marked their history immediately after their
During this review we shall have to bear in mind that their conduct
return from the Exile.
towards God, their neglect or fulfillment of their covenant duties towards Him, mainly deter-

Haggai was the

earliest of the

m

1 Grammatical wfcwn
to this author In tha praatnt Commentary are to hit Aus/UHidus LeArOuch dtr Hebraucken
Sprack*, 8th ad., 1870. His aaegetlcal opinion* are fbund in hit Propfuttn d*t altm Bimd*s, ii., pp. 510-622.
1 Compare tha similar names in Gen. xlri. 16 ; Numb. zztL 15.
• Sea tha exegesis of chap. ii. S.
Keil, In anfmadTerting upon Bwald's supposition, asserts that Haggai must hare
been at that time eighty years old. But this he himself diMprores by his correct observations upon the passage Itself.

In his Introduction to

Ou Old Ttttamtnt

(i.,

p. 420, Engl, translation),

ha had feTorad the oonjeoture of Iwsid.
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HAGGAI.
mined their temporal and spiritual condition, as well as the matter and tone of the prophetic
communications.
The first religious acts of the little colony promised favorably enough. After reinstituting
the observance of the legal festivals in the seventh month (the month of feasts) of the first
year of their return, which was also the first of the sole reign of Cyrus, they proceeded to
hire workmen and purchase building material, and laid the foundation of the Second Temple
But even on this joyful occasion there
in the second month of the second year, B. c. 535.
were indications of a feeling of despondency among those who had beheld the First Temple
in its superior outward beauty (Ezra iii* 12, IS), a feeling which seems to have been soon
communicated to the rest of the people, and to have contributed to that neglect of the Temple which the Prophet afterwards rebuked. The same symptom at all events reappeared even
after the work of building had been more energetically resumed, for it was this that called forth
This point deserves attention here, for if we compare our
his third address (chap. ii. 1-9).
Prophet's discourses with the Book of Ezra, we shall find that the delay in the great work
was due no less to the unfaithfulness and faint-hearted uess of the people than to the machiIt was not long before the latter cause began to operate.
nations of their enemies.
The
Samaritans, the heathen nations (Ezra iv. 1, 9, 10), who had been planted in the deserted
cities of the ten tribes by Esarhaddon, offered, immediately after the founding of the Temple,
to form an alliance with them, and to assist them in their labors, on the plea that both commuThis proposal having been rejected, they next employed
nities worshipped the same God.
Their intrigues, after long perseverance,
counsellors against the Jews at the Persian court.
seemed to be at last quite successful, wjien, in reply to a petition addressed by them to
Pseudo-Smerdis (b. c. 522, the Artaxerxes of Ezra iv. 7), they were assured that the building of Jerusalem must be discontinued. The decree of this usurper was immediately carried
into effect, and whatever efforts the Jews might be inclined to make in the way of completing the Temple were rendered impossible of execution during the remainder of his reign,
which lasted less than a year. But on the accession of Darius Hystaspes (b. c. 521), who
was soon found to be favorable to his Judssan subjects, the expostulations and exhortations of
Haggai and Zechariah, as prophets of Jehovah, stirred them up to resume and finish the work.
In studying the disposition of the people during the interval between the founding of the
Temple and their final and successful effort to complete it, and so seeking the justification
of the Prophet's ministry, we can gather enough from the Biblical record to show us that
they were in need of just such a method of treatment as that which he adopted towards
them in his addresses. That the slow progress or the lengthened intermissions in the work
were not entirely owing to the opposition of the Samaritans, is abundantly manifest
(1.)
The rescript of Pseudo-Smerdis against them was not issued until thirteen years had elapsed
The mere intrigues of their enemiea were sufficient to deter
after the foundations were laid.
them from serious, persevering effort. This shows that they were by no means zealous in
the cause of God and religion.
(2.) The reign of that usurper lasted only a few months,
and it was not until the second year of his successor, and until they were incited by stern
rebuke and expostulation, that they returned to their duty, although it must have occurred
to them that the policy of the former monarch would naturally he opposed by the latter.
(3.) We learn from the Prophecy itself, that, during the period we are considering, many of
diem had been employing their superfluous means to beautify their 'own dwellings, while the
House of God was lying desolate, thus manifesting a selfish disregard of his superior claims.
(4.) The scantiness of their harvests, and the want of success that had attended their labors
generally, are adduced by the Prophet as an evidence of God's displeasure, since under the
theocracy, national and domestic prosperity or distress was determined by obedience or
These calamities therefore proved them guilty of ignoring his
neglect of the Divine King.
demands, the most imperative of which at that time was the restoration of his Dwelling-place.
Such were the external circumstances which called forth the Prophet's discourses. They
The bearing of his prophecies
indicate sufficiently the immediate object of his ministry.
upon the interests of his people and of the Church of God, can be learnt to any satisfactory
At present a few remarks, in a most general way, will be
extent only from their exposition.
•ail that it will be necessary to offer.
While it is characteristic of all the Prophets of the Restoration that they are much occupied with the Temple in its relations to God's kingdom, it is the distinction of Haggai that
all his discourses,

even the last (chap.

It is not difficult to discover the reason

ii.

20-23), relate more or less directly to this subject.
this.
In the first place, the Temple was the very

of
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If the returned exiles were to be organized and to
condition of the national existence.
Other
continue as a distinct people, the Temple must be restored and sacredly guarded.
In the second place, those
nations might exist without such a palladium ; they could not
who were united by this common institution composed the Church of God, his covenant
The Temple was his earthly dwelling, where in united worship they were accuspeople.
to seek his covenanted favor and the bestowal of common blessings, the place where
Presence was specially displayed. It was therefore necessary that the earliest prophetic
addresses to the little community should awaken in them a sense of the relation in which
they stood to God as his subjects and chosen people, and of the obligation thereby entailed
upon them to restore his neglected and desolate House. Then would He return to dwell
with them (chap. i. 14). Then would they enjoy the abiding presence of his Spirit (ii. 5).
Then, too, would He pom* forth upon them perpetual blessings (ii. 19) instead of the merited
chastisements of the past. Then would they, as the objects of his peculiar care, be preserved
among the commotions which should shatter the surrounding nations (ii. 22, 23). Thus in
this aspect of the Prophet's ministry its grand purpose was to subserve the progress of God's
kingdom by evoking and perpetuating among his people a spirit of ready obedience and love
This was the part he bore in laying the foundations of the Church of
to his ordinances.
the Second Temple.
But the Second Temple was viewed by the Prophet distinctively in another aspect.
While inferior to the first in outward splendor it was to be the seat of a more spiritual worThis
ship, which would constitute it a more fitting representative of the Church of Christ.
relation Haggai seems to have regarded in that one of his discourses which was at once the
most cheering to his cotemporaries and the most instructive to future generations (chap. ii.
There he even assumes the identity of the Second Temple and the Church of Mes1-9).
He announces
sianic times, and describes the former as sharing in the glories of the latter.
that the time is not far off* when the privileges of Jehovah's worship shall be extended over
all the earth, and that the treasures of all nations will then be brought to adorn this Temple and to exalt its glory above the departed splendor of the former. House, while peace and
The divine purpose in this
prosperity shall reign among the unnumbered worshippers.
discourse was, on the one hand, to revive the drooping spirits of those who were engaged
upon the Temple, by revealing to them the transcendent glory which should ultimately
crown their work and, on the other, to afford to the fee*ble and despised people of God, but
lately emerged from their long captivity, a bright glimpse of the future which was in store
1
for them, when they should embrace all the kingdoms of the earth.

tomed

his

;

§ 3.

The Book of

the

Prophet in Matter and Form.

The Book

of the Prophet Haggai consists of five addresses delivered to the Jewish people,
within a period of about four months, in the second year of Darius Hystaspes, King of Persia.
Theirs* discourse (chap. i. 1-1 1)' is one of reproof, expostulation, and warning, being

designed to arouse the people from their religious apathy, and, in especial, from their indifferThe second discourse
ence to the condition of the Temple, which was then lying desolate.
(contained in the section chap. L 12-15), after a relation of the beneficial results of the
first, holds out to them, Jn their returning obedience, the promise of God's returning favor
and of his aid in their work. 8 The third discourse (chap. ii. 1-9), evoked by the despon1 If this were the proper piece for the discussion, it might be interesting to trees the relations subsisting between
the several discourses of the Prophets of the Restoration, which bear upon the Temple, e. g. , how Haggai assumes the
Identity of the Second Temple and the Church of Christ, while Zecharlah (vi. 12, 18) seems to contradict him by asserting that the Messiah would Himself build the Temple of Jehovah, and Malaohl resolves into full harmony these seeming
discords of the Prophetic lyre by predicting that Jehovah would come to his Temple, and purify Vu *>/»* of Leci (Ul.
1-3).
The subject is worthy of fuller consideration.
a Nearly all the Commentators regard chap. i. as compr is in g but one discourse, thus making the whole propheey to

The following considerations will show that the passage chap. i. 12-15 should form a separate division,
as containing a distinct address. (1.) Ver. 18 seems to Indicate that a new message was delivered by Jehovah to Haggai
(2.) As far 'as ver. 11 the words of the Prophet are objurgatory, thus giving a well-defined character to the discourse.
His words in ver. 18 express approval and convey encouragement, they must therefore form the subject of a distinct message. The reason of the contrast is obvious.
A complete change (described in ver. 12) had been effected in the disposiconsist of four.

the people. Before they had been apathetic and careless. But now the rebukes and denunciations of the Prophet
had excited in them that true fear of God whose earliest fruit is repentance (comp. ver. 14). Ilence he was commissioned
to assure them of God's renewed favor. The brevity of the message as recorded, i* accounted for on the assumption
(probable upon all grounds) that Haggai, in accordance with the general usage of the Prophets, has given us a mere out*
line of his address. It is generally held that vers. 12-15 are intended merely to set forth the effects of the first message.
But It is to be remembered that the aim of the Prophet was not to write history, and that when he appears to be nar
rating, he is simply showing the occasions of his discourses, whose delivery was the sole object of bis mission.
tion of
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affect some of the people, on account of the outward inferiority
of the present temple, predicts for it a glory far transcending that of its predecessor, since
the treasures of all nations were yet to adorn the Church of the Messiah, of which it was
The fourth discourse (chap. ii. 10-19), teaches them, from the princithe representative.
ples of the Ceremonial Law, that no amount of outward religious observance can communicate holiness, or secure acceptance with God and the restoration of his favor, the with-

dency that had begun to

drawal of which had been so manifest in their
discourse assures the struggling

late public

community of

and private

distress.

The

their preservation in the midst of

fifth

commo-

which should destroy other nations, promising to its faithful rulers, represented by
Zerubbabel, the special protection of their Covenant God.
These outlines of his addresses the Prophet has arranged in regular chronological order,
They are presented in a style,
carefully indicating the dates of their respective delivery.
which, though lacking the poetical qualities of many of the earlier prophecies, is yet marked in
various passages by great vivacity and impressiveness, to which, among other characteristics,
the frequent use of interrogation (e. g., in chaps, i. 4, 9 ; ii. 8, 12, 13, 19) largely contribstriking peculiarity of the Prophet's style has been remarked in his habit of "utterutes.
ing the main thought with concise and nervous brevity, after a long and verbose introduction" (comp. chaps, i. 2; i. 12 ; ii. 5; ii. 19). In addition to these more obvious characteristics, we can discern both rhetorical and grammatical peculiarities natural to the declining
Of the former class is, for example, the freperiod of the Hebrew language and literature.
quent recurrence of favorite phrases : of the latter are such anomalous constructions as are
tions

A

found in chaps,
is

4, 6, 8, 9

i.

;

ii.

3, 15, 16, 18, to

the critical discussion of which the reader

referred for fuller explanation.

§ 4. Special

Works upon Haggai or upon

the

Prophets of the Restoration as a whole,

J. Pilkington, An Exposition upon the
J. P. Clinton, Comm. upon Haggai, London, 1560
Prophet A ggeus, London, 1560; J. Mcrcerus (or Mercier), Scholia et Versio ad Prophetiam
Hogged, Paris, 1581 J. J. Gryn«us, Comm. in Haggaum, Geneva, 1581 (translated into EnFr. Baldwin, Comm. in Hagg., Zach., et Mai.,
glish by Chr. Featherstone, London, 1586)
Wittenberg, 1610 B. Willius, Prophetcc Hagg., Zach., Malach., Commentario Illustrati, Bremen, 1638 Aug. Varenius, Trifolium Propheticum, seu Tres Posteriores Prophetcc, scil. Hogg.
Zach., et Mai, Explicate Rostock, 1662, and Exercitatione* Duce in Proph. Hagg., Rostock,
1648; Andr. Reinbeck, Exercitationes in Proph. Hagg., Brunswick, 1692; Dan. Pfeffinger,
Notas in Proph. Hagg., Strassburg, 1703 Francis Woken, Annotations Exegeticce in Proph.
Hogg., Leipzig, 1719 J. G. Scheibel, Observationes Critica* et Exegeticm ad Vaticinia Haggai
cum Prologomcn'ts, Wratislaw, 1822; T. V. Moore, The Prophets Haggai, Zechariah, and
Malachi, a New Translation, with Notes* New York, 1856
Aug. Kohler, Die Weissagungen
Hogga'Cs erkldrt, Erlangen, 1860. W. Pressel, Commentar zu den Schrifien der Propheten
Haggai, Sacharja und Malachi, Gotha, 1870.
For Commentaries upon the Minor Prophets which include Haggai, see the General Introduction to this volume.
The Messianic passage in Haggai (chap. ii. 6-9) is discussed by the following writers:
Wm. Harris, Discourses on the Principal Representations of the Messiah in the Old Testament,
Bp. Chandler, Defence of Christianity, from the Prophecies of the Old Test.,
Lond., 1724
Lond., 1725, pp. 71-84 J. H. Verschuir, In Hagg. ii. 6-9, Franecker, 1760, reprinted in his
Dissertationes Philol.-exeget., 1773
Deyling, Observationes Sacra, Part ill. § 18 Gloria Ternpli Posterioris; Hengstenberg, Chrislology, iii., pp. 265-295 (2d ed. Engl. Transl.) ; Hofmann,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

Wtissagung und Erfdllung,
gungen, p. 156

;

vol.

i.,

pp. 830

ff.

;

Tholuck, Die Propheten und ihre WeissaMessiah (5th ed.), i., pp. 283 ff.

J. P. Smith, Scripture Testimony to the
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THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET HAGGAL
FIRST ADDRESS.
Rebuke and Expostulation of

the People for their Neglect

Chapter
1

I.

the Temple.

of

1-11.

In the second year of Darius 1 the king, in the sixth month, in the first day of
the month, there was a word of Jehovah, by the hand of Haggai the Prophet, to

Zerabbabel,3 son of Shealtiel, governor • of Judah, and to Joshua, son of Josadak,
2 the High Priest, saying Thus speaketh Jehovah of Hosts, saying : This people
3 say, It is not the time to come, 4 the time for the House of Jehovah to be built. And
4 a word of Jehovah was by the hand of Haggai the Prophet, saying : Is it the time
for you yourselves * to dwell in wainscoted • houses, and this House lying waste ?
x e have
saith Jehovah of Hosts, set your heart upon your ways,
5, 6 But come
been sowing much and bringing in little ; eating, and it was not to satisfaction
drinking, and it was not to fullness 7 clothing yourselves, and it was not to any
one's being warm 8 and he who has been earning wagQS has been earning them into
9
Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts, Set your heart upon your ways. Go
7, 8 a torn purse.
up to the mountain and bring wood and build the House, and I will take pleasure in
10
Ye have kept looking for much, u and lo
9 it, and will be honored, saith Jehovah.
n and ye brought it home and I blew upon it. Because of what ? u
(it came) to little !
saith Jehovah. Because of my House which is desolate, while ye are running each
Therefore above you have the heavens restrained themselves
10 to his own house.
1
from dew, and the earth has restrained her increase. And I invoked desolation
upon the earth and upon the mountains, and upon the corn, and upon the newmade wine, and upon the oil, and upon all that the soil produces, and upon man
and upon beast, and upon all the labor of (men's) hands.
:

!

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

—

(Doryavesh), and othan,
tth^Vlb. Some MSS. of Hagg., Zech., Dan., and bra read 07VT3
*.*t : t
vt : it
The corrector* of the common reading ii established by the forms Vttryavuih and Darayovush, fouod in the
Cuneiform Inscriptions. The name is usually held to be derived from the Zendio dor, to preserve, Sanskrit dhar, the
normal and root form of the ?erb dhri. The explanation of Herodotus (vi. 98), jp£fiip, coercitor, conservator, is therefore
1

Ver. 1.

j

B?VT!t.

probably correct.

« Ver.

1.

— ^3^^

ta

* nlune *«<«* from

^HT

»»d

b^2

(Dispersed to Babylon), or from y.*PT

and

bja

(Begotten In Babyion). ' As Zerubbabel was probably born during the Hxile, it is impossible to determine' whieh is 'the
Ayin is dropped
oorrect explanation.
Either etymology would of course account for the doubling of the first Beth.
in the

name bhpBB?, from jnBO? and ^S.

* Ver.

1.

— Hng.

The

derivation of this word cannot be said to be yet settled.

The commonly

reoeired etymology

by Benfey) from the Sanskrit paksha, a companion (of the king), from which the modern term paiha is also
supposed to be derived, is disputed by Spiegel, chiefly on the ground that the word is not found in the Branlan languages. He proposes to derive from the form pavan, from pa. to defend, which occurs in Zend and Sanskrit at the end of
compounds (e. g., kksatrapavan. satrap, a defender of the kingdom), and in the Acesta as a separate word in the contracted form paean.
He then conjectures a dialectic variation, pagtan, to account more naturally for our word.
(suggested

4 Ver. 2.

— rfSTTO

ri

V.

The only

plausible defense for reading

82,

and rendering

:

the time has not come, ae

the ancient translators hare done, as well as most of the English and early Continental expositors, is that according
to the received reading the infinitive would be written defectively.
This, however, is quite common (comp. Kx. Ii. IS

ell

Lev. xiv.

48

translation.

;

Num. xxxii. 9 ; 1 Kings xiv. 28 ; Is. xx. 1). Moore and Henderson retain the inf. and yet give the above
This can be assumed as correct only on the supposition that the Inf. is used absolutely as equivalent to a
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The position, however, that roeh a construction can be adopted wben no finite verb precedes in the senfinite verb.
is very precarious, reallr resting only upon Stock, i. 14 (oomp. Green, Heb. Gr., § 268, 1 a, and Bvald, § 280 ay.
But there Is not the least necessity of resorting to it ; for the translation here adopted, and held by most of the recent
German expositors, is quite natural and agreeable to the context. For the construction of the last clause of the Terse,
tenee,

see Green, § 287 b

6 Ver.

6 Ver.

4.

;

Ewald, 5 287

e.

— QHS. On this emphatic repetition of the pen. pronoun, see Ewald, § 106 /., and eomp. Jar.
— D'VMSQ. This one of the rare cases in which an adjective qualifying a definite substantive without
ii.

is

4.

31.

is

tbe article.

—

7 Ver. 6.
The absol. Inf. being properly a verbal noun, hOH, VlDK, ate., depend upon DfiyTT, and are determined in sense by it; see Green, § 388, 1. The literal translation therefore Is Te have sown much. 'and (theie wss)
a bringing in of little, etc*
* Ver. 6.
The impemooal force of the absol. inf. above suggested by the employment in the last clause but one of
:

—

V?

D J /, which would be naturally expected

instead of

a warming

;

literally

there was a clothing (of one's

:

self),

and

it

was not

for

to him!

Ver. 6.

—In

10 Ver. 8.

the last clause we have a pregnant construction

— The keri m^K), which
is

also

is

:

earns wages (and pots them) into a purse with holes.

found in seme

MSS

In Kennicott.

untative " future occurs regularly in* sentences denoting a consequence (Ewald, § 847

(comp. Zech.

i.

8 with Mai.

ill.

7).

Its omission in

n}J"W1 decides

nothing, since

a.).

it Is

The He paragogio in the « voiBut it is sometimes absent

appended but very rarely to

ph

H

Ewald, § 228 c). The letter
representing the number five, its omission here has been regarded by later Talinudlsts as betokening that the Seoond Temple was deprived of the five following things : (1) The Ark
of the Covenant with the Mercy Seat and the Cherubim ; (2) The Saemd Fire ; (8) The Shekiuah ; (4) The Holy Spirit
verbs (Green, § 172, 8

The

(6)

11

TJrun

Ver. 9.

;

and Thnmmim.

— n39

.

The

inf.

abs. occurs here without

any

finite

verb preceding, unlike the construction in ver.

6.

See

the grammatical remarks upon that verse.
It Is therefore strictly a verbal noun : (there was) a looking for much, etc.
Such a mode of expression often Indicates a certain degree of emotion, " after the utterance of which the ordinary man-

ner of sneaking
IS Ver.

l» Ver. 9.

7TO

Is easily

resumed n (Ewald, J 828

9.— Before tDPu? some

— FTP

7PJ.

This

is

without any assignable cause.

6).

such verb as

Accordingly a

TVJl

is

finite verb,

to be understood

one of the numerous oases cited by

Kdhler suggests that the analogy of

explain the change as being occasioned by a preceding preposition.

:

DTlfcOn, *
(it

came) to

BwaM

found in the next

($ 182ft), in

&§ttf 2 ?TO

(2

Kings

ii

7),

n£

which

7TO2, HS}S, TTp

TJ

The laws of Hebrew vocalisa tion

termined by the form and not by the meaning of words, and the existence of such anomalies as
14)»

clause.

little.

occurs

for

"olsTht poesiWjr

are, however, de-

Tip fTO

(1 Sam.

tv.

would seem to show that further investigation would be hopeless

more likely to attract attention (Hengstenberg).
There was a word of the Lord by the hand of
Haggai the Prophet. The " word of the Lord,"
Ver. 1. In the seoond year of Darius the as always in the Prophets, indicates
a freedom
Kins;, in the sixth month, on the first day of from all human admixture while
;
the expression,
the month. The dates affixed to the prophecies
generally contemplate the perpetuation of the sev- ^-?> intimates that the Prophet himself was mereeral books and the requirements of readers in all ly a medium of communication, the word simply
succeeding time.
Haggai indicates with special passing through his hands. On the name and perBXBGBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

care the precise date of the delivery of each of his
messages. In accordance with the practice necessarily adopted by the Old Testament writers after
the people of God were subjected by heathen powers, the year of his prophecies is reckoned from
the accession of the xing to whom the Jews were
then subject. The Darius here mentioned is Darius Hystaspes, who ascended the throne of Persia
b. c. 521, and whose treatment of his Jewish subThat it
jects is recorded in Ezra iv. 24-vi. 22.
could not have been Darius Nothus (b. o. 423), as
J. J. Scaliger and a few others have maintained,
appears plainly from ch. ii. 3, where our Prophet,
according to the only* natural interpretation of the
verse, addresses those who had beheld the First
Temple, which was destroyed b. c. 588. The
month is named according to the sacred order in
viii. 19).
the Jewish year (comp. Zech. i. 7 ; vii. 1
The sixth month is blul, answering nearly to our
September, or, more strictly, extending from the
The
sixth to the seventh new moon of the year.
first day of the month was specially suitable for
the delivery of the Prophet's message, as being the
feast-day or the New Moon, when he would be
;

son of the Prophet see In trod. § I. To Zerubbabel, son of Shealtiel, Governor of Judah,
and to Joshua, son of Josadak, the High Priest.
Zerubbabel is called in Ezra i. 8 ; v. 14 by his Persian name Sheshbazzar (of uncertain origin).
In
I Chron. iii. 17, Shealtiel appears as a son of Assir
and grandson of Jeconiah (Jchoiachin). According to 1 Chron. iii. 19, Zerubbabel was a son of
Pedaiah, a brother of Shealtiel.
According to
Luke iii. 27, Shealtiel was a son of Neri, a descendant of David through his son Nathan. The
best method of harmonizing these statements is
that adopted by Koehler and Keil. The latter says
" These three divergent accounts may be brought
into agreement by means of the following combinations, if we keep in mind the prophecy of Jeremiah (xxii. 30), that Jeconiah would be childless
and not be blessed with seeing one of his seed sit
ting upon the throne of David and ruling over
Judah. This prophecy was fulfilled according to
Luke's genealogical table, inasmuch as ShealtoeTs
father there is not Assir or Jeconiah* a descendant
of David in the line of Solomon, but Neri, a descendant of David's son Nathan. It follows thereDigitized by
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CHAPTER L
fore that neither of the sons of Jeeoniah mentioned
in I Chron. iii. 17, 18 (Zedekiah and Assir), had a
son, but that the latter had only a daughter, who
married a man of the family of her father's tribe,
according to the law of heiresses (Num. xxvii. 8 ;
xxxvi. 8, 9), namely, Neri, who belonged to the
From
tribe of Judah and the family of David.
this marriage sprang Shealtiel, Malkiram, Pedaiah, and others.
The eldest of these took possession of the property of his maternal grandfather,
and was regarded legally as his son. Hence he is
described in 1 Chron. iii. 17 as the son of Assir the
son of Jeeoniah, whereas in Luke he is regarded,
according to his lineal descent, as the son of Neri.
But Shealtiel also appears to have died without
posterity, and to have left only a widow, which necessitated a Levirale marriage on the part of one of
the brothers (Deut. xxv. 5, 10 ; Matt. xxii. 24, 28).
Shealtiel's second brother Pedaiah appears to have
performed this duty, to have begotten Zerubbabel
and Shimei by this sister-in-law (1 Chron. iii. 19),
1

9

1-11.

that their relations with Persia were not favorable
to a resumption of work upon the Temple. But
this was a mere pretext
for they had made no
effort to discover whether the new and legitimate
;

king Darius Hystaspes would not regard them
with favor. Their inaction was not the compulsory and painful restraint of zealous patriots and
ardent worshippers, but the easy and selfish indifference 'of an ungrateful and unfaithful people.
See a fuller estimate of their disposition at this
time in the Introduction, § 2.
Vers. 3, 4. And a word of Jehovah .... And
this House lying desolate. The disingenuonsness of their plea is self-evident, and is therefore
simply assumed in the following discourse, the design of which is to awaken in them a sense of
their ingratitude to God. It is represented to them
most impressively, with an allusion to the very
language of their pretext, that while they held
their own wants and even their luxuries to be mat-

ters of pressing moment, they thought any time
the former of whom, Zerubbabel, was entered in suitable to attend to the claims of their God;
the family register of the deceased uncle Sheal- that while their own homes had been regained,
tiel, passing, as his (legal) son and heir, and con- there was yet no habitation for the God of Israel
that while their wealthy members were using their
tinuing his family." ^TJ^. ("governor") is a
superfluous means to adorn and beautify their
general term for a civil and military ruler of a di- dwellings, God's dwelling-place still lay desolate,
vision of a kingdom, applied at first to those of appealing in vain to their piety and patriotism,
the Persian monarchy, and extended to those of which had been overborne by selfishness and suothers in writings of the later period (1 Kings x. pincness. The allusion, moreover, could not fail
It was applied both to satraps, as Tatnai to expose the insincerity of their excuses.
15).
Houses
(Ezra v. 3), and to inferior governors, as Zerub- wainscoted with cedar were the residence of kings
babel. Joshua is the same person so frequently (1 Kings vii. 7 ; Jer. xxii. 14), and if some of them
mentioned in the Book of Zechariah, upon whom had now the command of such resources as enabled
the high distinction was conferred of representing them to live in princely splendor, they might surethe Messiah as the future Prince and Priest of Is- ly have reserved a portion for the requirements of
rael, in the symbolical transaction recorded in Zech. the Temple, when the work of building it should
iii.
It is in accordance with this typical function be resumed,
if that work had been giving them
that Joshua is addressed here along with Zerub- the least concern. The personal pronoun is rebabel, not merely as the highest representative of peated
you yourselves for the sake of emthe sacred priestly office, but also, to a certain ex- phasis, in order to make more prominent the antent, as ruling the people jointly with the civil gov- tithesis between them and Jehovah. See Grammaternor. Such authority was gradually more and ical note.
more assumed by the High Priests after the dissoVer. 5. Set your heart upon your ways.
lution of the kingdom until the tendency culminat- This expression, so frequent in our Prophet (i. 7
;
ed in the Maccabsean princes, who formally united ii. 15, 18), is equivalent to: consider your ways.
the two functions in one person. It was, there- As the next verse shows, the people were bidden
fore, as the leaders of the people civil and ecclesi- to contemplate the results of their late course. In
astical, that Zerubbabel and Joshua were appealed these, as displaying the operation of the princito. " Upon them the responsibility is laid if the ples of God's moral and theocratical government,
work enjoined by Jehovah is not accomplished " they might discern evidences of a disregard of his

—

—

(Koehler).

Ver. 2. Thus apeaketh Jehovah of Hosts.
This venerable fonnula is employed uniformly by
our Prophet to introduce his messages. This people say. There is no ground for assuming, as
many have done, that the word this is here used in
a contemptuous manner, like oZros and iste. There
is, however, a significance in the choice of the word.
The Jews are not called " Israel " or " My people/' but by an attributive which denotes indifference, and thus indicates the divine displeasure
against them. It is not the time to come. That
this is the correct translation, is proved in the
grammatical note upon this verse. The second
clause time for the House of Jehovah to be
built, is both explanatory of the first and parallel
to it throughout in thought and construction.
" Coming " means preparing to build the Temple,
as the separate stages of preparation and erection
are distinguished also in ver. 14.
So most of the
:

German expositors, after Osiander, Junius,
Tremellius, and Cocceius. The people had proburging as an excuse for their inactivity
been
ably
recent

—

plainly revealed will. They were to infer the nature of their conduct from its results.

Ver.

6.

Ye have been sowing much — into a

On the peculiar constructions in this
verse see the grammatical note. The consequences
of the peopled " ways " are now specified as they
appeared in the unproductiveness of their fields
and the unprofitableness of their labor generally.
The various expressions are intended to form one
general picture, and to set forth in language partly
literal and partly figurative, that not only was
their labor to a very large extent profitless, but
that even what their fields and their manual toil
did produce gave them but little enjoyment. The
latter result did certainly happen, and was due,
moreover, to the withdrawal of God's blessings, as
appears plainly from ver. 9. But to assume that
all the expressions are to be taken in their unqualified literalness, as Calvin, Osiander, Koehler, and
Keil seem to have done, must be regarded as an
unwarranted as well as unnecessary interpretation.
If we compare the prediction of a similar condition of things in Lev. xxvi. 26 (see on ver. 5), we
torn purse.
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Vers. 9-1 1. The exhortation of the last verse is
reinforced by a more fresh and elaborate presentation of those disastrous consequences of disobedience which had been urged in ver. 6. The connection with ver. 8 may be eaisily perceived. Jehovah had there promised to manifest bis approbation
if the people would return to their duty.
The certainty of this must be evident to them ; for was
not their domestic distress a consequence of their
neglect of his claims upon their service ?
The relation of these verses to all of the discourse that
precedes, becomes clearer when we perceive that
the whole pas;»age, vers. 5-11, is intended to force
upon the minds of the people the consideration
that ruin is awaiting them, unless they proceed at
once with the rebuilding of the Temple.
The
command in ver. 8 therefore, though expressing
the practical conclusion to which the whole message tends, is not the leading sentence in the discourse, but is introduced as subsidiary to the main
argument Ver. 5, and again ver. 7, exhort the people to consider their ways. Ver. 8 shows the joyful
consequences of obedience. Vers. 9-1 1 suggest^ by
depicting the baleful results of past disobedience,
the evils which the continuance of such a course

words ye shall eat and shall not be
imply, as shown by the context, that the
hunger threatened in case of disobedience would
result simply from the scarcity of food.
It is natural to suppose that similar circumstances are described here by the like expressions.
But to hold
generally that the hunger and thirst and cold were
not in any degree removed by food, and drink, and
clothing, would be to postulate a miracle quite
find that the

:

now

satisfied,

without necessity. N«5»7, to bring in, is the term
proper to harvesting (comp. 2 Sam. ix. 10, and the
figurative use of the word in Ps. xc. 12). The lasj
clause, in a striking figure, illustrates the inadequacy of the remuneration for labor, from which
we may infer that business generally was almost
prostrated.

This verse and

vers.

9-11 are not at

all

incon-

There the rebuke is directed
against the wealthier members, as before indicated.
They, having probably become possessed of some
property in Babylon, and having prospered during
the first few years of their Jewish residence, still
lived in comparative prosperity, and were therefore
in a position to give of their means and time to
the work they had neglected.
The mass of he
people, however, though presumably also prosperous at first, were now suffering from those temporal
inflictions visited upon them by God on account of
their neglect of their paramount duty to Him,
which would soon involve the entire community,
rich and poor, in complete destitution, unless they
aroused themselves from their sinful indifference.'
Ver. 7. The admonition of ver. 5 is repeated
here, both as betokening greater urgency, and
also for the purpose of reinforcing the argument
of vers. 5, 6, by showing to what course a consistent with ver. 4.

would

I

Ver. 8. Go up to the mountain and bring
wood, and build the House. It is somewhat dif-

—

determine the precise application of "*»7't
Leaving out of view the altogether improbable notion of Grotius, Rosenmulficult to

in this passage.

and Newcomo, that it refers to Mount Moriah
on which the Temple stood, we find that
while perhaps the mniority of modern expositor!*
(eg. J. D. Michaelis, Maurer, Keil, Moore, iausset)
regard it as a collective expression for the hilly

Fer,

itself,

;

Textual note.

—

.

scientious review of their conduct should determine
them. They should be impelled, as is next shown,
to make immediate preparations for the complete
restoration of the Temple.

parts of Palestine generally, in accordance with
xi. 2, 32, many others
rfeh. viii. 15; Josh. ix. 1
(«. a., Cocceius, Ewald, Henderson) limit its application to Mount Lebanon. It is most probable that
no definite mountain was thought of, the command
not restricting the sphere of operation even to Palestine itself, but urging the people in general terms
to seek building material in those districts in which
It is hardly necessary
it could best be obtained.
to remind the reader that it was upon the high
country
that
most suitable timber
of
the
the
lands
grew. As there is no command with reference to
stone for the walls, the building of which had already begun (ch. ii. 18 ; Ezra 11L 10 ; v. 16), it is
plain that " wood " is put here for building material
generally. And I will take pleasure in it and
will be honored. Koehler and Keil translate reflexivelv : will glorify myself, that is, upon the
people by blessing them. But this sense is not obvious. It is best, with Maurer, Moore, and others,
to take the word in its primary application.
See

entail.

Ver. 9. Ye looked for much
every man to
his own house.
On the construction, see Grammatical noto. The literal translation of the first
clause would be: ye turned towards much (Ex.
xvi. 10).
The allusion is to a frequent inspection
of the growing crops. I blew upon it, for the
purpose of scattering and dissipating it.
The
small quantity that was gathered profited but little, on account of the absence of God's blessing,
according to the general notion conveyed by ver. 6.
See the remarks upon that verse. "Why P aaith
Jehovah of Hosts. Though the present condition of things could very well have been accounted
for by the people themselves. Jehovah condescends
He Himself asks the cause,
to explain it to them.
and gives the solution to which the whole of the
that while their own
discourse had been leading,
affairs had been absorbing their thoughts, his
claims had been disregarded.
Because of my
house which is desolate, and ye are running
every man to his own house. As in ver. 4, the
different feelings with which the people were regarding God's House and their own houses, are
sharply contrasted, but here the latter do not seem
to be limited in application to the dwellings themselves, the word " house " being probably employed
as the centre of that activity which they all manifested in their haste to attend to their own concerns.

Ver. 10.
that

We

concur with Keil in the opinion

impossible to determine whether

ED v?

above you, or : on your acWe incline rather to the former view,
count.
though it is stoutly opposed by Hitzig, Henderson,
and others. A difficulty likewise meets us in the
rest of the clause. 8^3, in the second member of
If
the verse, is transitive, with a direct object.
transitive here also, we expect an object expressed
or understood ; but Kohler and Keil, who deny an
intransitive or reflexive sense, do not inform us
what that object is for they maintain rightly that
is

'

it is

to be translated

:

;

(from dew), and in fact use in
an intransitive sense the verb which they emplo?
in their translation (daram haben *ber euek dm
vtSJfi is privative

Himmd

xuriickgehaUen dots kein

v?3D

privative, the reflexive sense

is
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Ewald, Umbreit, Henderson, urged upon them by Moses in the illustration of
to be unavoidable.
take that word as the object, and that in a parti- that Law which was to be the guide of their native sense : has restrained of her dew, a rendering tional and individual life; it was a lesson impressed
upon them by many a hard experience of public
which Kohler rightly condemns as too prosaic.
upon and private distress and calamity, culminating in
Ver. 11. And I invoked desolation
This verse still that long captivity from which they had so lately
all the labor of (men's) hands.
depends upon the " therefore" of ver. 10, complet- emerged, that the loss of God's favor involves not
ing the picture of misfortune and threatening ruin merely religious and moral deterioration, but the
evoked ty the unfaithfulness of the people. We withdrawal of that providential care which secures
a due return to labor, with fruitful seasons and
desolation, because it is the only
translate
bounteous harvests, and even follows men to their
word which will apply to all the objects cited in homes, leading every act and thought to enjoyment
the verse. The phrase has moreover been chosen and happiness. Deprived of such care, they, in
designedly by the Prophet to indicate both the jus- all their pursuits, might look and look again
for
They al- much, but thejr would surely bring in little.
tice and the fitness of the retribution.
lowed God's House to lie "desolate" (vers. 4, 9).
4. Such dealings on the pare of God towards
Disaster and failure had already visited their fields his people, while setting
fortn clearly the doctrine
and the labor of their hands, and very soon, if of retribution (De Wette), are not simply punitive
in
guilty
indiftheir
they should remain unmoved
they are also corrective and remedial in design and
ference, the blighting curse invoked by their of
tendency. Otherwise prophecy would be nothing
fended God would fall upon them in its unre- but the repeated announcement of an impending
strained severity, when they. should realize the full
doom. Otherwise there would be no meaning in
meaning of that sentence afterwards pronounced the message of our Prophet, who, while holding
upon their obdurate and ungrateful descendants out to his people no other prospect than that of
Behold your house is left unto you desolate.
distress and desolation as the result of continued
disobedience, presents also the inspiring and quickening vision of their God and King restored by
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
their obedience to the dwelling place which they
are urged to prepare for Him, and looking forth
upon them thence in favor and love (ver. 8). In
1. The two great objects* of the institution of
Prophecy were to direct the inner life of God's this he is the prophet, not of his faithless countrypeople into harmony with the commands and the men alone, but also of a God-despising yet not
he still calls out to men
spirit of the Law, and to point forward to Him God abandoned world
who was to fulfill both the Law and the Prophets. on behalf of God : Consider your ways.
Our Prophet, as we bhall see, represented both of
these functions. In this chapter he is concerned
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL,
with the religious condition of the people as expressed by their attitude towards God's true worTheir persistent disregard of the claims of
Vers. 2-4.
("This people" instead -of " My
ship.
their Deliverer and King indicated plainly a grow- people"): The loss of G^Pe confidence: (I) Its
ing estrangement and disloyalty of heart. They occasions ; (2) Its consequences (3) Its retrieval.
There is a time for everything with men ; but
could only be recalled to devotion and duty through
a message of rebuke and warning from God through they should consider, (1) Who it is that claims
an inspired and chosen messenger (com p. ver. 13). their first and most devoted service ; (2) the means
And such utterances were naturally directed against and methods of serving Him best.
Calvin Men are very ingenious, when they
the most patent and flagrant violation of their retheir neglect of the House of God. wish to hide their delinquencies.
ligious duty,
Matthew Henry There is an aptness in us
The Temple, as the centre of the Jewish worship,
the place where Jehovah's presence was manifested, to misinterpret providential discouragements in
sins
might
be
covour duty, as if they amounted to a discharge from
where national and individual
ered over, and where the favor of God might be our duty, when they are only intended for the trial
invoked upon his people, was indispensable to the and exercise of our courage and faith. It is bad
very life of the nation as a people of God. To ueg- to neglect our duty ; but it is worse to vouch Provlect it was to commit treason against Him, to re- idence for the patronizing of our neglects.
Cramer There are many men, who have
ject Him as their God and King, and to invite
a plenty of money when they are going to build
Iis rejection of them.
2. Such indifference to the demands of God upon houses tor themselves, but a great scarcity of it
the service of his people was necessarily followed when any is wanted for churches, or schools, or
bv his estrangement from them. For, as the wor- anything else to promote God's glory.
Moore The carved ceilings and costly ornaship in the Temple secured their admission into
the very presence of God, it was both in type and ments will have a tongue in the day of judgment.
Vers. 5, 6. In considering our ways, we should
reality a meeting not simply of reconciliation but
of cordial friendship, a renewed ratification of the seek to discover, (1) the motives that have urged
Covenant (comp. Rev. xxi. 3). As loving God's us; (2) whither our present ways would lead us
House and being devoted to its service, could He at the end of our earthly course.
fittingly call them " My People " and it seems no
Gerlach Fruitfulness or sterility comes from
This
less fitting and necessary that indifference on their God, not from blind and powerless Nature.
part to the enjoyment of his favor and confidence is the teaching of the Scriptures from Paradise
should alienate his regard, that tenderness in Him and the Fall to its close.
should become aversion, that the Israel of God
Moore : A careful pondering of God's dealings
with us will often indicate to us God's will regardshould be coldly recognized as " this people."
more
other
and
palpable
consequences
ing us.
3. But
ver. 8. God will not come to bless us as an unmust follow such a course of conduct on the part
of God's people. It was a warning repeatedly invited Guest. His favor will be displayed towards

—
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—
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:
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Fau88BT : The very evils which men think to
escape by neglecting God's ordinances, they actuVers. 9-11. Inflictions of suffering by God in ally bring on themselves by such unbelieving neghis providence are always charged with a salutary lect
lesson they are a warning to his despisers, and a
as only

when we have prepared Him a temple

in

onr hearts.

:

correction to his children.

SECOND ADDRESS.
On

the

Repentance of

the' People,

God's Presence

Chapter L

among Them

is

promised.

12-15.

1
Zerubbabel, son of Shaltiel, and Joshua, son of Josadak, the High Priest,
to the voice of Jehovah their $od, and to
listened
people,
and all the rest of the
the words of Haggai the Prophet, according as Jehovah their God had sent him
13 and the people feared before Jehovah. Then Haggai the Prophet of Jehovah
spoke to the people on the mission of Jehovah, saving I am with you, saith Jeho14 van. And Jehovah stirred up the spirit of Zerubbabel, son of Shaltiel, Governor
of Judah, and the spirit of Joshua, son of Josadak, the High Priest, and the spirit
of all the rest of the people, and they came and worked upon the House of Jehovah
15 of Hosts their God, On the twenty-fourth day of the sixth month, in the second
year of Darius the King.*

And

12

•

:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver.

12.— bfcW^ttJ . The first H Is dropped here, as In ver. 14 and ch. ii. 2; fee Green, § 68, 3 a.
Some M^and editions transfer this Terse to the beginning of next chapter. The ordinary

9 Ver. 16.

shown

—

to be correct

by the disagreement of dates

in successive Terses,

division is

which the other arrangement would involve.

BXBGBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Haggai the Prophet are, doubtless, not an additional discourse of Haggai unrecorded ; they expeoplain, by hendiadys, the voice of Jehovah their
The effect of the Prophet's words upon the
very
God, the message just delivered. It is unnecesthe
powerful and abiding, and upon
was
Sle
rst indication of a change in their disposition, he sary, with Koehler, Keil, et al., to render
'J
had
is commissioned to tell them that God's favor
^5"7»
them
according
to.
in
fact
assist
It
is
questionable
would
that
He
and
already returned,
The work is then speedily recom: whether and vj indicate any difference in
in their labors.
the apmenced under the influence of that new seal with
plication of 37DQ7. In 2 Kiugs xx. 13 ; Jer. xxiii.
which Jehovah inspires both leaders and people.
Ver. 12. The dispute among the expositors as 16, vp is used with this verb in the sense of listenrV}H?J means : the remnant of
to whether
ing to. "H$K? has here chiefly a causal sense.
the people, those left from the Captivity, or : the They discerned in the words of Haggai, the voice
rest of the people, would seem to be needless, as of God, and they listened to his address because he
disit is only those who listened to the Prophet's
attested himself to be God's messenger. And the
courses that are described here, and they were as- people feared before Jehovah.
This clause in"
It
people.
suredly not all the remnant " of the
dicates one of the causes of the rapt attention of
on
a
delivered
been
is true that the address had
the people, as well as its most important result
feast day ; but from the religious character of the
Ver. 13. I am with you, saith Jehovah. This
suppose
hardly
can
we
time,
that
at
community
brief message, 1 delivered at this crisis, is one of
Nor
worship.
to
a
body
in
assembled
it
had
that
great significance in the experience of the people
can it be a later occasion that is alluded to, when as reflected in the discourses of the Prophet. The
they might be fully represented. In that case we fact that God could now promise bis presence and
would have to take SBBj^ as meaning that they assistance is proof that their fear before Him was
repentance. In their ultimate
obeyed the voice of the Lord. Their obedience is followed by sincere
words themselves contain the only
not exhibited before vers. 14, 15, and what the significance the
immediate revival of the compresent verse must mean is, that they were listen- explanation of the
and religious.
ing to the words above recorded. The words of munity, political

?

0?H

1 The phrase " messenger of Jehovah " is not applied to
prophets exclusively ; see Mat ii. 7, where it is employed
It was a term more appropriate to the
of the priests.
province of the former, but, especially in later times when

prophecy was retiring more into the background, its tactions were often naturally transferred in some measure ts
the former, who thus became feocssrt of the people. Com*
Hiverniok, Einleitung, § 196.
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Vera. 14, 15. The promised presence and assist- all noble exertion, the other the sure pledge of its
ance of God, immediately vouchsafed, were mani- triumph.
fested in the rekindled ardor of the discouraged
leaders, who, with the repentant people, were now
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
animated to engage with cheerful alacrity in the
work to which they were summoned. After about
sufficient
material
spent
in
preparing
three weeks
Ver. 12. Successful preachers need not ascribe
to justify the inception of the work, the walls of to themselves the merit of the results of their lathe Second Temple began again to rise from the bors. It is the voice of God which makes their
foundations which had been laid fifteen years beWhom God would make strong
hearers listen.

fore by the same people.

It is a decisive moment in the life of an individual or of a people when they are addressed with
words of solemn warning, and discern therein the
voice of God. On submission or indifference to
those words is suspended their weal or woe, their
glory or ruin. Let them but listen with that sav-

ing fear

ver. 12)

which

is

not hopeless

our

la-

bors: (1) The conditions on which it may be secured; (2) Its influences upon our souls ; (3) Its
consequences in onr achievements.
with you " here all former
Burck
threatening is recalled, and all former disobediWhen God, the Prime Mover,
ence forgiven
moves the heart, then the work moves forward.
Matthew Henry When God has work to do,
He will either find or make men fit to do it, and
stir them up to it. Those that have lost time have

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

0"^H?,

—

for his service He first subdues to his fear.
Vers. 13, 14. The presence of God in

:

"lam

:

:

:

ter-

new and need

to redeem time.
Moore : God is waiting to be gracious, and
living hope, and Jehovah of Hosts Himself comes
will
meet
inspiration
the returning wanderer, even before his
to be with them ; and that not only for
but also for help ; the one being tne condition of hand has begun the work of his service.

ror, but in reality the birth-throes of a

THIRD ADDRESS.
The Glory of the Second Temple.

Chapter

IT. 1-9.

In the seventh (month), and the twenty-first (day) of the month there was a
1
2 word of Jehovah by the hand of Haggai the Prophet, saying Speak, now, to
Zerubbabel, son of Shaltiel, governor of Judah, and to Joshua, son of Jozadak, the
8 high priest, and to the rest of the people, saying: Who among you is left 1 that has
seen this house in its former glory ? And what are seeing it (to be) now ? Is not
4 such 1 (a one) as it like nothing in your eyes? But come! be strong, Zerubbabel,
saith Jehovah
and be strong Joshua, son of Jozadak, high priest ; and be strong,
all the people of the land, saith Jehovah ; for I am with you, saith Jehovah of Hosts,
5 With the word 8 which I covenanted with you when you were coming out of Egypt
6 and my Spirit is abiding in your midst fear not For thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
it is a little while
and I will be shaking the heavens and the earth,
Once more 4
7 and the sea and the dry land. And I will shake * all the Gentiles and the treasures
of all the Gentiles shall come and I shall fill this house with glory, saith Jeho8 vah of Hosts. The silver is mine and the gold is mine, saith Jehovah of Hosts.
9 The latter glory of this house shall be greater than the former, saith Jehovah of
Hosts ; and in this house I will give peace, saith Jehovah of Hosts.
:

;

—

—

;

;

;

TEXTUAL 4ND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver.
definite

8.

— Itftj79n.

The

article is

employed here (= who

Is

tk*

by the description whtoh follows (that has beheld this House,

one that

ete.)

;

is left)

because the predicate

Is

made

and see Green, §

245, 2,

Bwald, § 825 a, ad finem.

This

comp. Jer.

xlix. 86,

Bwald, §277 a.

— 7TO (*=q*al*m) agrees with inSM as the attributive of the
HE suggesting the character of the object) seems to Justify the

S Ver.
use of

8.

(as

object,

explanation of

^HQ V7B3

after the

analogy of Joel 11. 2 : Is not such (a one) as It as nothing In your eyes? 8ee Bwald, R 106 ft, 1. So RJkkert, Maurer,
To this Koehler, and after him Keil, object that then it would not be the Temple, but something like It
flitsig, Moore.
But every one knows that in expressions of this kind " i uch "
is compared to nothing, which would be very tame.

that

refers to the subject of discourse with
Oris)

would naturally

refer

back to

an

allusion at the

H?J (— what

same time to

sort of Temple?).

Its

character.

Hence we

Here ^71*02 (= a temple

prefer this view to the one
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that we have here an inversion ot the ususi order of the parttelee of
comparison : Is not as nothing so it ?
Is it not as nothing ; coup. Gen. xvili. 25 ; xUv. 18 (as Pharaoh so thou).
Tt*m
rendering adopted bj Rosenmaller, He h horn, el al. y as well as by £. V. and most Bnglish expositors, is indefensible.

monly

entertained,

and upheld by these

critics,

»

— "O^nVI)^,

8 Ver. 6.

See the exegesis, which involves in this passage so

much

grammatical discussion that we)

remit the latter to that section.

— The reasons decisive against

4 Ver. 6.

the opinion that

nnW

is

Joined as

a pumeral

adjective to

£3?Q

are <1)

that the latter is never feminine, and (2) that in such a construction the numeral always follows the substantive.
the exegtriR, where other grammatical difficulties connected with the passage are discussed.
6 Ver. 7.
The perfects in this verse have the force of the future perfect and not of the prophetic perfect : 1
have shaken, etc Bo in ver. 22.

&mm

—

KXdQKTICAL AND CRITICAL.

merely steadfast, but also cheerful and hopeful in
He first addresses those who most
their work.

The rebukes and warnings and encouragements have

—

suffered most keenly in reflecting upon the
of the Prophet having thus exerted their due in- outward appearance of the present structure
fluence, it might seem as if no further message those who had beheld the splendor of its predeceswere needed. But a new danger soon threatened sor. It was not quite seventy years since the deto retard the progress of the work, a manifestation struction of the First Temple, and there must have
of despondency on the part of some of the people. been some of those still remaining, whose weeping:
It was natural that those of them who had beheld voices had thrown such a gloom upon the cerethe first Temple in its magnificent beauty, would mony of laying the foundation of the present
feel somewhat dispirited at the sight of 'the new House (Ezra iii. 12, 13), with whom the Kingdom
structure, so inferior in outward attractions, and of Israel was not a matter of tradition but of perawakening so many suggestions of national de- sonal experience.
If they could be comforted,
cline and calamity, and that their feelings of de- much more likely was it that the younger and
jection would soon spread through a large part of more susceptible portion would be encouraged and
the community. These symptoms, on their very cheered. It is noteworthy that the contrast befirst appearance, called forth the third address of tween the two temples is made by Jehovah as
the Prophet, which, however it may be interpreted strong as possible. He seems to admit that their
in detail, must be admitted to be a noble product dejection was natural, and by sharing their feelof the genuine prophetic spirit, and of the highest ings, so to speak, He gives a most winning and resignificance in that period of their history on assuring evidence of his condescension and symwhich the people were now entering. We may con- pathy. On the construction and proper rendering
sider it in three aspects according to its three lead- of the last clause, see Grammatical Note.
ing ideas ( 1 ) as adapted to encourage the people
Vers. 4, 5. But come ! be strong Zerubbanel
in their present dejection ; (2) as suggesting those
fear not. The depressing tendency of the prescharacteristics, religious and moral, of the new ent circumstances was admitted ; but this was no
era, which would prove it superior to any former reason why the people should repine.
In the first
period of Israel's history; (3) as predicting the place, they mi^ht plead with perfect confidence the
represented
universal
Church
of
God,
glory of the
gracious promise which they had a little before so
by the second Temple. How these ideas are con- loyfullv received (ch. i. 13)". And if God was intained in the address will appear in the course of deed with them, not only would the possession of
:

—

the exposition.
Vers. 1, 2. Comparing the date with the time in
which the work began (i. 15), it will be seen that
more than three weeks had elapsed, during which the
enthusiasm of the less ardent of the builders would

his favor and the enjoyment of his presence compensate for all past distresses, and be all-sufficient for
the new and untried future, but his help, his working with them, would establish the work of their
hands, and in his strength they would be strong:.
have begun to flag. To this change of feeling, a He declares to them besides, that, as the Covenant
was
noticed
which
circumstance would contribute
is still in force, thev are as much the object of his
by Cocceius, that the 21st day of the seventh month care as when that Covenant was first ratified, and
was the seventh and last day of the Feast of Tab- that in the power of his Spirit resident with and
ernacles, on which occasion, as it was the close of among them, they would continually enjoy his
the ingathering, thanks were to be rendered for presence and support
certain degree of despondbountiful harvests.
Such is the general sense of vers. 4, 5, and it is
ency would be excited by the recollection that the not materially affected whatever be the true construcharvest of the present year had been so scanty tion of the latter verse, concerning which there has
Hence there was all the more ur- been much difference of opinion. The chief diffi(ch, ii. 9-11).
gent occasion for some word of comfort and cheer.
"O'jnTtt^. The
must remember that such a state of feeling culty lies in the ambignity of
would be quite unlike that posture maintained by solutions that have been proposed under the sup-

A

,

We

the people, which had evoked the

first

discourse.

their selfish indifference had to be met by
reproach and warning ; now their fainting courage
must be sustained and their feeble faith revived by

Then

position that

ny is

the sign of the definite object

come under review. Some, notably Ewald
and Hengs ten berg, suppose that the governing
word (probably 'H?* remember), is understood
encouragement and promise.
Ver. 3. Who is he that is left among you f at the beginning of the verse. (Remember) the
Is it not such (a Temple) as this like noth- word which I covenanted with you, when you came
ing in your eyes ? We have no evidence that forth from Egypt and my spirit dwelt in the midst
the feeling of disappointment among the people of yon fear not. Besides the obvious objection,
was openly expressed, or that it was sufficient to that this construction does not readily suggest itprompt t;hem to suspend their labors. All the self, it may be remarked that a reference to Ex.
greater and more considerate is seen to be Jeho- x*. 20, which Hengstenberg regards as establishvah's returning favor. He would have them not ing his view, seems out of place, not only from the
will first

.

:
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improbability in general of an allusion to a comparatively unimportant expression uttered so many
ages before, but also from the utter want of analogy between the present circumstances of the people and the situation supposed to be compared
with them here. Moreover (it is not too much to
say), on that special occasion the Spirit of God
was not resting upon the people, as their conduct
immediately thereafter abundantly proves (Ex.
xxxii. 7, 8). Finally, there would seem to be not
merely a certain incongruity between such a reference and the whole drift of the discourse, but the
allusion would absolutely weaken the latter in its
well-sustained and lofty flight. Equally unsatisfactory upon exegetical, though preferable on
grammatical grounds, is the opinion (of ben Ezra, D. Kimchi, (Ecolampadius, Rosenmuller) that

A

^yjnTlM is the object of WJl

either repeated

from ver 5 or with

the last clause of that verse
perform the word (covenant) which

I

II.

Marckius, J. D. Michaelis, and Stier have also
done. The first member of ver. 5 would thus be
an adjunct of the last clause of ver. 4, and the
second member parallel to it. Vers. 4, 5 might
then be thus paraphrased : " Be strong, my people, for henceforth I am with you.
I come into
your midst with the Covenant which I made with
you, when first you became my people. I renew
it with you now that you have returned to Me ; I
will support and aid you as I have ever done towards my faithful people; My spirit is resting
upon you ; behold in this ray faithfulness proved
and my promise of help fulfilled." The only objection of any weight that can be brought against
this view is that trie repetition of " with
in a
clause which is not appositive would create a certain degree of awkwardness in the sentence. This
must be admitted ; and yet it is probable that the
matter has been regarded too much according to
the standard of our Occidental analytical and flexible languages, and that the locution would be less
offensive to the taste of an ancient Hebrew.
Koehler makes the objection, which is repeated by

parenthetical :
I concluded witn you .... then will my spirit
abide with you. As Hitzig remarks, they were not
to fulfill the commands of the Law, but to build
the Temple. Others again (Ruckert, Hitzig, Koeh- Keil, that

HH

as the
Henderson, and Prcssel) take
" sign of the definite nominative of the subject."
It is not to be denied that in spite of the elaborate
attempt made by Maurer in his Commentary to
throw doubt upon the existence of this construction, there are a few cases which seem to prove
its occasional though rare occurrence. The methods, however, that have been suggested by its ablest
supporters to account for it here, virtually make it
another form of
the sign of the definite object
the view last mentioned. It is supposed either that
ler, Keil,

—

'

"W^TTO** is

attracted into the case of

"^H*

a

usage unknown to the Hebrew language, a single
example of which is wrongly claimed in Zech. viii.
17 (see Ewald, § 277 d), or that the Prophet had
intended to write
after

^fTJOyn

^rTH, making

all

instead of

rXp&

that precedes the object of

( I have
established the word ....
:
he should have
Spirit among you).
abandoned his original intention we are not told.

that verb

and

Why

my

If he had done

so,

he would probably have erased

the tt*J» as any other writer would do under like
circumstances. More precarious still is the notion

of De Wette, who regards HH as » ipse, according to
the meaning which Gesenius has attributed to that
word as the primary one. He renders this word,
:

etc., referring to

you.

the last clause of ver. 4

Maurer has been more

:

I

am with

successful in combat-
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sition,

if the

n*j of

of euphony,

02$?

had been a prepo-

ver. 5

we should have had

in ver. 4, for the sake

instead of

OS^N.

But

in

such cases as this it is merely the close recurrence
of similar sounds that offends the fact that the
words are identical in meaning is quite without
influence.
It is therefore a sufficient answer to
these objections to say that the obnoxious sound t*
repeated here, where, according to the construc;

tion held by these critics, the word ilK, representing it, is at best superfluous. In accordance
with what has been said, the word which I covenanted with you, etc., must be understood as
the promise of God's continuing presence and favor, suspended upon the obedience of the people,
which expressed his obligations with respect to the
Covenant made at Sinai, whose validity was to be
perpetual.
That the words
Spirit refer to
the sustaining and comforting influence of the
Holy Spirit upon the people, and not to the gift of
such special qualifications for the present work as
were imparted to Bezaleel and his assistants, Ex.
xxxi. I (Osiander, Koehler), or to that of the spirit
of prophecv (Targum, J. D. Michaelis, Newcome,
Henderson), is plain if we consider, (I) that the
exhortations are addressed to the whole people, and
(2) that only through an immediate and widely
spread influence could their incipient despondency
be removed and exchanged for cheerful courage.
Such inspiration received and operating, just as it
might be sought and prized, would soon cause

my

them

to forget their fallen fortunes, in their effort*

theory with regard to HH, since he has
to speed the coming of the promised triumph.
shown clearly that it need never be taken as a
They might expect even more than this. Not
Luther,
distinctive or demonstrative pronoun.
only would the loss of Israel's ancient glory be
Calvin, Eichhorn, Maurer, Newcome, Noyes,
more than made up to the little colony by the
as the abiding presence ana help of their Covenant God
Moore, and Fausset regard
"accusative of the norm or standard." So our the very structure on which they were then enE. V. according to the word, etc. It may be gaged, though unadorned by the gilded magnifiadmitted that the accusative is sometimes used cence of the former Temple, would yet, in its purer
and more spiritual worship, possess a glory all its
absolutely in Hebrew to express such a notion
but if it had been so employed here, it is hardly own, to which its predecessor had never attained,
and would thus prefigure that everlasting Temple,
conceivable that the Hft which would have been
whose transcendent and ever-increasing glory
certain to be misunderstood, and moreover, super- would be displayed in the pilgrimage thither of
fluous, would have been inserted. No example worshippers from every nation, laden with their
can be found of its occurrence in such a construc- choicest offerings, and still more in the unreare therefore compelled to assume that strained and continuing presence of the indwelling
tion.
i"lN is here a preposition: with, as Cocceius, Spirit. The verses which contain these promises

ing

this

^^TnW

:

:

We
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are so closely connected that we most expound
them as a whole.
Vers. 6-9. For thus saith Jehorah of Hoats
.... I will give peace, saith Jehorah of Hoats.

takes it to mean : henceforth, in the future, and
the whole sentence as announcing that from this
time forward the world would be shaken once, and
only once. This he does not rest upon linguistic
The phrase H^H X2VQ HJl^ TIP in ver. 6 has grounds, referring, as he does, to 2 Sam. xix. 36;
2 Chron. xvii. 6, only to show that the meaning
always been the occasion of much dispute. Tak- proposed
is admissible.
Now, without maintainthe
views,
different
we
survey
find
that
of
ing a
ing the untenable position (as we think it) of Keil,
the rendering it is yet a little (while), of the Tarthat T)37 always retains its primary sense of repTte) and the Vulgate
gum (K*H N^3?|
etition or return, it is yet undeniable that it inra(ad hue union modicum est) has been adopted by Lu- riably preserves such a force when connected with
ther, Calvin, Grocias, and by later expositors, a*
temporal term or phrase, such as iinS has been
Ruckert, Maurer, Hengstenberg, £wald, (Jmbreit, a
shown to be in our passage. Koehler bases hi*
being regarded by most of them opinion upon the notion that repetition cannot be
and Moore,
the indefinite article, but by Hengstenberg as implied here, because no such commotions of naas
strictly a numeral adjective. Reference is made, ture as are here predicted had ever occurred before
in support of this view, to Ex. xvii 4 ; Ps. xxxvii. this time, not even during the delivery of the Law
10 ; Hos. i. 4, and other passages, iu all of which at Sinai, which is usually supposed to be alluded
to in the passage.
In disproving this statement
is either unaccompanied by
cases, however,
there is no necessity of referring to the sense of TN?
an entirely as understood by the author of the Epistle to the
an attributive or followed by
Insuperable grammatical Hebrews (ch. xii. 26, 27 ) or even to the inference
different construction.
difficulties attend this view, whichever of its above- which he draws from the words " once more " of
mentioned modifications be adopted, as may be our Prophet for there we have simply the authorseen from the grammatical note on this verse ; and ity of the LXX., which is quoted and applied after
the laws of the language must be suffered to de- the custom of the New Testament writers. We
cide against it. This consideration has led the may, however, cite the opinion of that inspired
majority of modern expositors to regard the sen- Writer, that it was the shaking of Sinai that the
Prophet had in mind
an opinion evidently held
tence as made up of two members : HITM "TO
without the least reference to jhe interpretation of
and M^H tt?£). But among these again there is
yVS, one, in fact, assumed by him as una disagreement as to the true force of rinH. The questioned. This any one will perceive on even
:

Win

nnH

=

&P9

^V?* —

;

—

nnH

number (including most of the later An- the most superficial examination of the passage
glo-American expositors, after the E. V., Coccci- Heb. xii. 18-29. Koehler asserts that the shaking
us, Marckius, Koehler, Keil, and Pressel), follow of Sinai cannot be alluded to here, because the
commotions here foretold were to affect all nature,
the LXX. (trt aVa|), who, however, left WVT
while the descriptions of the giving of the Law do
untranslated. They understand OJ9, which is not refer to any disturbance beyond the Sinaiuc
such passages as Judges v. 4, 5 Pis.
often feminine, with nrW, and make the expres- region. But
represent all nature as haysion
once, as in Ez. xxx. 10; 2 Kings vi. 10; lxviii. 8, 9 Hab. iii. 6,
Job xl. 5 ; Josh. v. 2. They accordingly translate ing been then moved at the coming of God. If it
should be urged that such poetical conceptions are
the sentence: once more
it is a little while, etc.
may be replied that the conHitzig, Hofmann ( Weissagung und ErfuUung, i. largely figurative, it
alluded to are themselves largely fig330), Delitzsch ( Comm. zum Briefe an die HebrSer, vulsions here
urative, as will be presently shown. The force of
ch. xii. 26), understand i"l$ instead of 0?9» and the Prophet's allusion to the phenomena at Sinai
a brief one is it, etc. we conceive to be this : He is now holding out' to
render: one period more
The Prophet is then supposed to have declared ( 1 the faith of his desponding people the prospect of
" that the period between the present and the pre- a new era, which was to be prefigured by their
dicted great change of the world, will be but one present Temple.
The former dispensation, out of
period, t. «., one uniform epoch, and (2) that this which they were soon to pass, and of which the
epoch will be a brief one " (Delitzsch). But it former Temple was the symbol and crown, bad
cannot be shown without overworking the passage been announced and prepared by the shaking of
that this idea possesses any pertinency to the Sinai and the other wonders wrought in the realm
Prophet's design ; it seems strange in the connec- of nature during the disciplinary experience of
Its advocates also ignore the distinction be- their fathers previous to tneir entrance into the
tion.
tween prophecy and history. It must therefore be Promised Land. This second, final dispensation
ushered in by shakings and convuldecided that OPS is the word to be supplied) was also to be
sions. These, in accordance with the more spiritual
as occasion is from character of the new era, were to occur not so much
which is distinguished from
period, and that the proper rendering is: Once in the physical as in the moral sphere, the former
and, etc The use class, however, not to be excluded. In accordance
it is a little (while)
more
with the wider enjoyment of the new economy, its
of 1 to mark the consequent clause of the sentence
portents, so far as they were to occur in the exterafter a statement of time is in accordance with
would affect all nature, so far as they

greater

&PD

;

=

;

—

—

H3

—

—

nal world,

W*H

were to affect human thought and action, were to
remains to be seen how this
parenthetical clause is the copula (Green, § 258, 2) afreet all nations. It
words:
and not the predicate, as Koehler asserts. It is universal shaking is effected. That the
I will be shaking the haawena and the earth
conformed in gender to -HnS, which it represents. and the aea and the dry land, have chiefly a figfrom a compariIt is natural to assume that TTO preserves here its urative application, becomes clear
7-15;
usual bense yet, again, more. Koehler, however, son with such passages as Ps. Ix. 2; xviii

Hebrew usage

;

see Green, § 287, 3.
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Is. xiii. 13 ; Ixiv. 1-3, where God's judgments are
represented under images drawn from the phenomena of nature ; also from others such as Is. lxv. 17
(comp Ixvi 22, and with this the words "once more *'
in our verse), in which, as the context shows, [he
blessed results upon humanity are compared to a
new heaven and a new earth. We do not even

IL

17
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our own day) the growth and glory of the Church
of Christ VVe may even admit the partial correctness of Calvin's explanation, that tue shaking
denotes that marvelous supernatural and violent
impulse by which God compels his people to betake
themselves to the fold of Christ. The view of

Hengstenbcrg and Keil, at all events, is beside the
need to go beyond our own book for illustration. mark, who suppose that the shaking of the nations
In ch. ii. 21 we have expressions similar to those is intended to Set forth the punitive judgments of
here employed, which must have largely a figura- God upon the heathen, as leading them to submit
tive significance, since the overthrow of the sur- themselves to his rule. As a matter of fact, it was
rounding nations was all that the convulsions not, to any great extent, the judgments of God
there predicted were to accomplish, as our exegesis that led the heathen to accept the Gospel. When,
of the passage will show. The various depart- therefore, Hen^stenberg attempts to apply his thements of nature are particularized so as to present ory to the preparation for Christ's coining, he nat ua vivid picture of the universal commotions and of rnlly fails. Appeal is made to vers. 21-23, where
the consequent transformation of the world. The a shaking of heaven and earth is predicted in conprediction has its literal fulfillment also, in so far nection with the overthrow ofsurrounding nations.
as remarkable natural phenomena have a porten- But the passages are not parallel.
Vers. 21-23
tous significance, in the divine dealings with man, are not in the strict sense Messianic our passage
a truth recognized both by the Scriptures and is. The subject there is the opposition between
by profane writers. We must remember, however, the heathen and God's people; and no hint is
tSat the representation is here of a very general given of the conversion of the former. The subnature. With these conclusions in view it will ject here is the honor to be put upon the Church
appear that vers. 6, 7 describe the working of God of Christ (represented by the Second Temple) by
with its resulting marvelous change in the aspect its reception of worshippers from all nations. The
of the world in general, and more especially in its notion of the punishment of the heathen is remote
influence upon mankind nationally and individ- from the idea of the promise and irrelevant to the
ually, 1 preparing them for the universal reception discourse as a whole.
of the blessings of the promised epoch. The alluThe consequence of this divine influence upon

—

;

sion must therefore be to all movements in the
history of humanity, either before or since the
coming of Chriat, which have disposed men to
own Christ as their Lord and Saviour. And of
these it is most natural to consider as more immediately intended, those various political convulsions which changed the aspect of the civilized
world and adjusted the nations for the ready reception and rapid spread of the Gospel
the conquests
of Alexander, and the wars of nis snecessors, with
their tendency to combine and equalize the nations
involved, and to weaken the spirit of national ex-

—

clusiveness, to promote mutual intercourse through
the medium of a common language, in which at
first the Old Testament and at last the New were
given to the world ; followed by the gradual but
irresistible progress of Roman supremacy uniting
the East and the West, an<L resulting, on the one
hand, in the decline of paganism or national religion, and on the other, in the prevalence of a
long and universal peace, so favorable to the
spread of the religion of mankind.
Such was the
immediate fulfillment of the prediction. But we
are not warranted in stopping here.
In accordance with the true interpretation of the second
clause of ver. 7 (to be given presently), we must
regard the convulsions as coextensive with their
All nations were to contribute to the
influence.
glory of the Church of Christ, and whatever exercise of the divine power in the external world or
in the spiritual sphere, should dispose man to the
service of Jehovah, must be included in that moving of the world which should lead to its transformation. Hence we need not restrict the fulfillment of the prediction to the political changes
which prepared the way for the reception of Christianity, as has usually been done, but may behold
it also in those subsequent events in the world's
history, political, social, or moral, which have
subserved (and never more conspicuously than in

—

mankind

is

next given

:

Oyi2n-bD

rnPO ^^

But what is meant by U^lTl JTTOJ1
dering of the E. V. The desire of all

?

The

ren-

nations, according to which the Messiah is referred to as the
object that should satisfy the universal longings
of men, has always been a favorite interpretation.
The translation of the Vulgate was: " et venit
:

desideratw cunctis gentibus" and this was followed
by the Reformers (except Calvin), by the older

orthodox Commentators generally, and among
English Expositors, last by Fausset. So confidently has tneir opinion been held, that Ribera
suspected the later Jews of having corrupted the
passage by changing a singular verb into the
plural ('tt^'v* with the design of throwing

diffi-

the way of the true interpretation. It
has been accepted so widely by the Christian
Church through the influence of the various Versions that it is still everywhere daily heard in their
hymns and prayers. It is natural, moreover, that
many should have been unwilling to give up a
prediction which seemed to embody such a great
and inspiring truth. But such an interpretation
cannot stand the test of correct criticism. In the
first place, we must have regard to the aim of the
discourse, the encouragement of the people in
building the Temple, by assuring them that its
glory would yet be great. This object would not
have been subserved by foretelling the coming of
a Persou for whom all the Gentiles were longing.
Such a promise would give no special comfort to
the Jews.
The only reason why the " nations " 1
were referred to must have been that they themSecselves would contribute to the future glory.
ondly, it is impossible to sec what connection the
silver and the gold of ver. 8 can have with the
coming of the Messiah, though that verse is evidently introduced as confirmatory of this. But,
culties in

1 Nations
are named here In accordance with the specially regarded ; for the constraining force is ultimately
guarded and partial representation of the salvation of the not outward compulsion, but the influence of the Spirit
Gentiles peculiar to the Old Testament. But individuals upon the heart, as the discourse itself implies.

are not therefore excluded; they are rather plainly and
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view in question

finally, the

matically.
singular.
person.
It

WS

!

is

That

is

it

untenable gram-

subject,

impossible to evade the force of this
argument; and when we discover that such expedients have been adopted as to assume that
Christ's two Natures are referred to, the hopelessness of the attempt becomes evident.
It has indeed been urged that when a plural noun depends
upon and follows a singular, the verb may in Hebrew agree with the plural. This is true in certain cases, namely, when the predicate may naturally be referred" to the governed word as containing the controlling idea of the sentence (comp.
Green, § 277). This is of course not the case here.
It is not the nations themselves who are repreis

HJZpn.

sented as coming, but their

More admis-

the modification proposed
by Cocceius, who translates : I will shake all nations, that they may come to the desire of all nations."
But the first argument adduced against
the preceding view is decisive also against this.
sible

It

grammatically

is

only remains that we take

— which

ably that

^^P^ properly means beauty, but both

iu subject rFTpn writers adopt the usual explanation in their extherefore, cannot be a position.
From whatever stand-point we regard

plural, while

i"Rpn

as a collec-

this interpretation, its correctness becomes appar-

Grammatically it is unassailable. If we revert to the occasion of the discourse, we find that
it contains the very ground of encouragement
which the desponding people required. They had
no need to be disheartened because of the present
condition of the Temple. The outward adornments which had rendered the former structure so
attractive were indeed absent, hut these would be
more than surpassed in splendor by the precious
gifts which all nations should yet bring, to make
glorious Jehovah's dwelling-place. If we regard
the immediate context, the interpretation becomes
self-evident.
The display of the precious metals
in the first Temple was* mournfully remembered
by the people in their poverty. But the silver and
gold ot the whole earth were God's, much more
glorious would be that Temple which should be
adorned by the treasures of all nations which fie
should dispose to his worship and service.
have next to inquire into the fulfillment of
this remarkable prediction. And the question first
ent.

We

originally abstract sense renders
natural, and as the plural verb demands. 1 The suggests itself : is the promise to be fulfilled in a
literal or in a figurative sense, or in both 1 The
true sense of JTTOn here may be readily deduced
answer will throw additional light also upon the
from the usage of its primitive "TOn : to desire, concluding words of ver. 7 : I will fill this house
to take delight in.
The derivation means, first, with glory.* Let us now see to what extent the
the emotion of pleasure, and next, an object of de- Gentiles did bring of their treasures to the secsire or delight (1 Sam. ix. 20; Dan. xi. 37).
ond Temple, The command of Darius Hvstaspa,
have now only to decide whether it relates to per- given soon after, that abundant supplies should be
former
sense
with
the
sons or to things. The
ex- allowed the Jews to forward their labors, cannot
planation : what is valuable or worthy among the properly come into consideration here, because it
has been was not a consequence of any such shaking of the
heathen
i. «., the best of the Gentiles
tive,

its

We

—

—

adopted by Theodore of Mopsuestia, Cappellus,
Riickert, Hitzig, Umbreit, and Fiirst (in his WOrUrbuck). But here, also, all connection with ver.
8 fails us. The only meaning which satisfies all
the desirable
the conditions of the passage is
things of the nations not the things desired by
the nations realized in the blessings of the Mesan explanation
siah's reign, as Henderson holds,
which like those previously noticed should be discarded because of its want of connection with the
context, and its irrelevancy to the discourse as a
:

;

:

—

whole. We accordingly translate the desirable
or precious things, the treasures of the nations, as
most of the later Commentators have done. So
the LXX. appear to have understood it (4{ci Td
cTcAeirra t&vtoov ray i$v&v t not 1j£owri, not persons
but things). Their explanation was adopted in
the Itala and Vulgate, and by Kimchi, and was
completely established by Calvin, the most judicious and penetrating of Commentators.
Since
the Reformation it has been held, among others hy
Drusius and Vitringa, by Rosenmiiller, Mnurer,
ilengstenberg, Hofmann, Koehler, Kcil, Ewald,*
and among English Expositors, by Adam Clarke,
Newcome, Noyes, Moore, and Cowles. Hengstenberg, indeed, followed by Moore, assumes unten:

Even In Pe. ezlx. 106 the subject Is oolkctto ; in Jer.
84 it is distribute.
2 Ewald, who formerly (in hie Cotmn.) maintained that
the " choice (persons) " of the Gentiles ware meant (see
above), now seems to agree with this opinion.
In his
QpraehUkre (f 817 0), he explains the word by Kostbarkeiu*.
8 Compare for the idea of glory imparted by material
treasures, Nahnm H. 10 (9).
4 It has been said that Herod really erected a third
Temple Instead of repairing the second. But this mode of
expression shows a want of perception of the divine and
1

xS.

nations as that just predicted. The same remark
applies to the- presents of Artnxerxes Longimanus
and his councillors through Ezra. We must look
beyond the mighty political convulsions of the
age of Alexander and bis successors, in which, as
we have seen, the shaking of the nations first actually began.

And

here, as Calvin

has shown,

and Hcngstenberg more fully, the renewal of the
second Temple by Herod must be excluded from
consideration. Herod was a foreigner, it is true,
but his labors were not prompted by reverence for
Jehovah, but by worldly policy. 4 But the case was
different with the offerings of those proselrtes
who, in the decline of polytheism sought to satisfy their religious aspirations by paying their
homage to the one true God in his Temple. These
gifts, however, were little more than a pledge of
the higher, more glorious fulfillment. Otherwise
the prophecy would have remained unfulfilled
The Temple (in iu true idea and divine purpose)
must be merged into the Church of Christ, the
offerings of whose worshippers must have that
predominantly spiritual character which should
mark the Messianic times. (1.) Because the pitdiction is given as a revelation from God. Its fulliteral fulfillment has been
fillment is certain.*

A

prophetic idea of the Institution. Hcrods Temple mast
be regarded as the second, even though it be conceded
that he erected a new structure. A new Temple must is*
trodnce a new era.
6 Some of the Jewish Commentators would not resdUy
agree with this. Philippson (Jsnutititthg JRtfeei, 11. 14$).
alter showing that Herod's Temple, which he rightly refuses to regard as a third Temple, was with all its splendor
ver. 7,
still Inferior to Solomon's, and after admitting that
still

which he renders correctly, has not been literally futtlhd,
remarks as follows : « The Prophets give promisis for the
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shown to be untenable ; we have therefore to seek
a spiritual one. (2.) This promise is but one of a
large class of similar predictions in the Old Testament whose spiritual realization is assured by the
New. Comp. Is. lx. 5, 9-11 ; Micah x. 18 ; Zech.
The harmony and
xiv. 14, with Rev. xxl 24-26.
connection of our passage with these is convincing. (3.) After the restoration the outward splendor of the Temple was never a matter of Divine
The rebukes of the prophets directed
cognizance.
against the people were not due to any failure
on their part to enhance its external glory. Indeed we nave good reason to think that they were
encouraged to make this of little account It is
at least certain that the spirit cherished by the
Jews, which ultimately led to their rejection, and
to the destruction of the Temple, was the sentiment that found expression in the reverence for
the gold of the Temple, which called forth so
scathing a denunciation from the lips of Jesus,
and that, in his refusal to admire the grandeur of
that' structure, He was moved by something more
than the mere prevision of its coming rum, that

He recognized

in that terrible calamity the divinejust result of the loss of spiritual worship which
And if the failure to disuniversally prevailed.
cern that the Temple was only the embodiment
and symbol of spiritual truths marked the decline
ly

of Judaism, it was necessary that the
the true Temple beneath the
gold, and outward adorning*, should without losing its identity, divest itself of external form, to
invite and receive spiritual worsnippcrs from all
Upon these grounds we claim the fitness
nations.
and necessity of a spintual fulfillment of this preWhat the treasures are which all nations
diction.
were to bring to the Church of God is not far to
seek.
All material offerings presented since the
establishment of Christ's kingdom, for the purpose of advancing its extension or inward growth,
are of course included.
But the offerings of the
heart
the prayers and praises of the multitudes
that throng more and more about the gates of
Zion, as the nations are shaken more and more by
forces of the Spirit's moving, and their self-renouncing devotion of soul and life to her service,
mainly constitute the perpetual and progressive
And in the presence
fulfillment of the prediction.
of God among his adoring people we have the
idea embodied in the ancient Temple realized, and
the crowning promises of this prophecy fulfilled
I will fill this House with glory . ... In this
place I will give peace. It is the presence of
Jehovah that sheds glory upon the Church, his
Temple and dwelling-place, that imparts inward
peace and joy, and outward peace and prosperity

and

fall

Church op God,

—

—

:

members in ever-increasing measbut that Presence is vouchsafed to meet and
reward the submission and service of his people,
gathered from every nation under heaven.
There is another important point in connection
with this subject which needs to be discussed.
The fact that all these promises are applied directly to " this house," and that, as the subject of
such glorious predictions the second Temple is
sharply contrasted with the first, proves that there
(Divjjp) to its

ure

;

IL
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must have been something connected with the
former, as compared with the latter, constituting
it a more fit representative of the Church of
Christ.
This feature of the discourse is worth?
of a

much

treatment than is here practionly remark at present that the cardinal distinction must have consisted in the more
spiritual character which life, and faith, and worship assumed in the best times of Judaism after
the Restoration) the Temple being of course understood to represent then, as of old, the theocratic community of which it was the centre.
Rites
and ceremonies retired more into the background
and prayer began to assume its true place .in public worship.
The religious knowledge, of the people was kept up through the regular public reading and distribution of the Scriptures, which were
early collected into their present canonical form.
Synagogues were established, the people having
learnt at Babvlon that God's presence might be
enjoyed in their assemblies in any place or circumstances.
Thus there was kept alive throughout
the nation a higher and purer type of religion
than it had known in the days when the first
Temple with its outward splendor and gorgeous
ritual excited the admiration of the people, but too
seldom led their thoughts to the contemplation of
the truths it expressed and prefigured. These
we regard as some of the characteristics of the
second Temple, which on the one hand exalted it
above its predecessor, and on the other assimilated
it to the Church of Christ, of which it thus became the fit representative in the Divine promises.
This was the true glory of the Second Temple.
The question finally suggests itself: If this exposition be correct^ why were these promises veiled
in such a material form 1
The same difficulty
must be equally felt in the consideration of the
similar passages in the Prophets already cited. It
is not a sufficient answer to say that such is the
uniform drapery in which prophetic promise is
cable.

fuller

We

The answer which exhibits the inner fitness and necessity of the mode of communication,
is that such a form was the only one suited to the
conditions under which the promise was given.
Its recipients would have been dissatisfied with the
full and clear revelation as not meeting their immediate needs, and moreover could neither have
grasped its meaning nor appreciated its worth.
They were not as yet prepared to receive the doctrine of an invisible Temple and a universal Church,
as the nations themselves were not prepared for
the coming and reign of their common Redeemer..
Hence it was best that the glories of his kingdom
should be described in words suited to their apprehensions and requirements. He also, when He
came, in his predictions as well as in his other instructions, taught as his hearers were able to bear
them. And even we are under the same tutelage
with respect to the mysteries of the New Jerusalem ; for we read that it has its Temple too
(Rev. vii. 15), and yet we are told that it has no
Temple (Rev. xxi. 22) ; and the announcement
of the final and complete fulfillment of our prophecy (Rev. xxi. 24-26) is little more than a repetition of the prophecy itself in a material form identically the same.

clothed.

not in order to predict, but in order to ameliorate some of their Commentators («. g., IseakI, Abarbanel) Inand to incite to holy actions. Israelites have terpret the psssage as predicting a future Temple, comparing BkK. xliii. etc., yet as this rlew is io plain oontradfotton of the Prophet's announcement of speedy fulfillment,
•lone, according to the declarations of the Prophets tbem- others are, io eonsisUncy, driven to renounce the idea of
ealves, the promises would be fulfilled."
Comp. p. 922. any true fulfillment whatever.
This hi the logical result of the Jewish theory ; Iter though
future,

the present

themselYes made the fulfillment of these prophecies impoenble bj refusing to rise to those higher conditions in which
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

whatever checks and distresses thev have experienced were due to their own unfaithfulness, and

God never failed to fulfill his part in
Covenant, whether He chastened or blessed.

that

the Church of God lies in
his favor.
If at any time it is weak and languishing, its sad condition is directly chie to the withdrawal of God's presence. But his attitude towards his people is not the result of caprice or of
change of purpose. He is bound to them by a
Covenant (ver. 5) to which He ever remains faithful.
It is their unfaithfulness that banishes Him
from among them, and a return to obedience that
The latter result is as
restores his favor and help.
assured as the former (comp. vers. 4, 5, with L 12,
These truths furnish an antidote to despond13).
ency, and a ground of confidence as well as a motive to renewed consecration.
2. The World is the tributary, and the minister
of the Church. All revolutions, political, social, or
moral, that affect the nations, are harbingers and
preparations of that spiritual and inward but no
less powerful influence which is to impel them
within the boundaries of the kingdom of Christ.
And the treasures of the nations, all that is desirable and valuable in the achievements of human
labor, all the accumulated wisdom and knowledge
of the ages, and all that is pure and lofty in
human motives and purposes, are the offerings
which the world has brought, or is yet to bring
" the glory and honor of the Gento the Church
tiles" presented in the courts of Zion (Rev. xxi.
1

The only hope of

—

26).

The development and progress of the Church
God are not marked by an increase of external

3.

of

the

In

the adversities of the present they may be assured
that their true hope lies in the presence and power
of the Spirit, who dwells with them according as
they fulfill their part in the Covenant.
Calvin God is present with his own in various ways ; but He especially shows that He is
present when, by his Spirit, He confirms weak
minds.
Vers. 6, 7. In the midst of the changes, political, social, and moral, that affect the nations, by
what methods may God's people best seek to attract them with their priceless treasures within the
Church of Christ ?
Henry The shaking of the nations is often in
order to the settling of the Church and the establishing of the things that cannot be shaken.
Moore The kingdoms of the world are bnt
the scaffolding for God's spiritual Temple, td be
:

:

:

thrown down when

purpose
— The uncertainty and transitoriness
of
their

is

accomplished.
all that

is

earthly should lead men to seek repose in the everlasting kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ.
The
glory of the New Testament dispensation is the
conversion of the heathen.
Ver. 8. Since the earth and its fullness are the
Lord's, his people need never fear either that they
will be left destitute, or that the " riches of the
Gentiles " will not be converted to the use of his
•
Church.

—

Henrt

Every penny bears God's

:

superscrip-

not consist in the tion as well as C«sar's.
magnificence of its houses of worship, or in the
Moore
The comparative poverty of the
pomp and iinpressiveness of its ceremonies and Church is not because God cannot bestow riches
The First Temple was distinguished by upon her, but because there are better blessings
rituals.
these outward attractions but the Second Temple than wealth that are often incompatible with its
in which they were so inferior, is by the Prophet possession.
Ver. 9. Calvin
contrasted with the former, and chosen as the fit
Though they should gather
representative, nay even as the partial realization the treasures of a thousand worlds into one mass,
Christians such a glory would still be perishable.
of the promised Church of Christ.
know, as the pious worshippers in the second
Moore : The New Testament in all its outTemple, were taught, that the glory of the Church ward lowliness has a glory in its possession of a
is derived from the purity of her worship, the de- completed salvation, far above all the outward
votion of her ever-increasing members, and the magnificence of the Mosaic dispensation.
The
abiding presence of God through his Spirit. Even kingdom of Christ makes peace between God and
the.Shekinah was wanting in the second Temple; man, and in its ultimate results will make peace
but the faithful worshippers there, like those who between man and man, and destroy all that pronow in every nation worship God in Spirit and in duces discord and confusion, war and bloodshed
troth, could rejoice that they did not need among on the earth.
them his visible glory, while his presence was felt
Pressbl Every house of God is a place where
in their hearts.
God gives peace, and every place of peace is also
a house of God.
On the whole discourse The glory of God's
kingdom (1.) Its conditions
the faithfulness of
HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
his people to all their covenant obligations and
Ver. 3 (comp. with ver. 9). I/>ng life is a bless- duties, their obedience, their faith, and their couring and. happiness to a servant of God, if at its age, securing his favor and help. (2.) Its nature
the constant reception of increasing multitudes
close he is permitted to behold the revival of God's
kingdom and increasing signs of its coming glory. of •' Gentiles " with their " treasures " of devotion
vers. 4, 5. God's people should dwell much and service and the abiding presence of God's
upon their past history. They will thus find that Spirit diffusing peace and joy.
splendor.

Its true glory does

:

;

:

—

:

—

:

:

—

—

;
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10-19.

FOURTH ADDRESS.
Past Calamities accounted for ; and Immediate Prosperity announced.

Chapter

II.

10-19.

On

the twenty-fourth (day) of the ninth (month) in the second year of Darius,
was a word of Jehovah by the hand of Haggai the Prophet, saying: Thus
12 saith Jehovah of Hosts Ask, I pray you, the Priests 1 for instruction, saying
If 2 a
man shall bear holy flesh in the lappet of his garment, and touch with his lappet
upon bread, or upon pottage, or upon wine, or upon oil, or upon any food, shall it
13 become holy
and the Priests answered and said No. And Haggai said If one
8
defiled
through a (dead) person touch any of these, shall it be unclean ; and the
14 Priests answered and said It shall be unclean.
Then Haggai answered and said
So is this people, and so is this nation before me, saith Jehovah, and so is every
work of their hands; and whatever they offer there [at the altar] is unclean.
15 And now, I pray you direct your heart from this day and backward, before the
16 placing of stone upon stone in the house of Jehovah.
Since such things were,4
one has been going 5 to a heap of sheaves of fifty (measures), and there were (but^
ten
he has been going to the wine-vat to draw out fifty pails, and there were (but)
17 twenty.
all the
I have smitten you with blight, and with mildew, and with hail
18 works 8 of your hands; yet ye (returned) 7 not to me, saith Jehovah.
Direct, I
pray you, your hearts from this day and backward, from the twenty-fourth day of
the ninth (month), to the day on which the Temple of Jehovah was founded ; direct
19 your heart
And as to the vine and the fig tree,
Is the grain yet in the barn ?
and the pomegranate and olive tree, they have not borne.8 From this day I will
10

11 there

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

—

9

bless.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1

Ver. 11.

* Ver. 12.

— D^HSnTiy
— This Terse contain*

to

cedes the protasis.

But as

H

to

a,

the direct and

mitt

properly

an

interjection the strict translation

Some of the articles of food here mentioned are made
See Green, § 245 d.
* Ver. 18.
* Ver. 16.

6 Ver. 16.

the indirect object

sentence virtually conditional, of which H7^T|?^n

definite,

is

would be

:

the apodosia, and

Behold,

let

all

that pre-

any one bear,

being considered seTerally as forming a distinct

— For the construction of tZ?D3 N£tp we the exegesis.
— DHVntp. See Green, § 267 J, and compare the exegesis.
— S3 .... M2 are used impersonally one came, etc These sentences

etc.

class.

*

:

are virtually conditional, }

marking the apodoeis in each case.

— flQ7^D" v!3 HR This clause in apposition to the object of the verb in the
— D^rjy |^W. See the exegesis.
8 Ver 19. — Nt27J agrees with the nearest subject and
understood with the others. —
* Ver. 19. — Tj^3W
here used absolutely. There
no need of supplying an object.
* Ver. 17.

is

one preceding.

1 Ver. 17.

is

.

is

is

Ver. 10. The
livered about two

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The ministry of the Prophet had

message "which follows was de-

months after the preceding, while
the people were still feeling, probably, in an intensified degree, -the pressure of the temporal distress which was described in the first discourse.
It was an occasion peculiarly suitable for the communication of such a message. It was the ninth
month (Chisleu, November-December) when the
early rain was expected to water the newly-sown

at last achieved

most important object, and with the access of
new real and devotion to God's service among the
people, a powerful impulse had been given to their
national and religious life.
Another message was
now appropriate, and that for the accomplishment
of two ends
Their fields had lately (ch. i. 6) been givfirst, that the people might be fore- crops.
warned against a course of conduct, which would ing a very scanty harvest, and there would natagain alienate the favor of God ; second, that they urally be much anxiety about the results of the
might be further secured against despondency by labor of the present season and great rejoicing
the prospect of rich and speedy blessings, as the at the receival of an assurance of its* -success.
consequence of their repentance and obedience.
Ver. 11. We agree with Ewald> Koehler, Keil,
its

:

;

|
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some measure their regular sacrificial offerings,
regarding
here as meaning not
though they had been neglecting the building of
the law but instruction.
If the former had been
the Temple. These oblations had not been acintended, the article would have been present.
cepted, as they might have inferred from the withThat the answer to the inquiry would be obtained holding of the divine blessing,
the true cause of
from the law does not of course affect the queswhich is now impressively illustrated. As he who
tion.
was ceremonially unclean tainted everything with
Ver. 12. If a man shall bear .... and the
which he came in contact, so had they, suffering
Priests answered : No. The priests answered
from God's displeasure on account of their disrecorrectly and according to a natural and divinely
gard of his claims, communicated the effects of
sanctioned inference from Lev. vi. 20 (27). In
that displeasure to all the labor of their hands,
that passage the flesh of the animal sacrificed is
which profited them nothing. And, as the conse'2> there crated flesh of the sacrifices did not convey its sasaid to render sacred any object ("^^JJ
credness to any objects beyond those immediately
probably refers both to persons and to things)
in the service, so all their external good works,
with which it may come in contact, a garment
even their offerings upon God's altar, could not
sprinkled with its blood being particularized. It
reach in its effects beyond the mere ceremonial
is not said that the character of legal sacredness
is communicated indefinitely.
The enumeration fulfillment of outward observances, could not secure those blessings which are the reward of living,
in our passage of the most common and necessary
operative holiness. The following verses (15-17)
articles of food is in accordance with the lesson to
now exhibit the condition of the people as provbe enforced ; see on ver. 14.
ing the above illustration.
Ver. 13. And Haggai said .... he will be
Ver. 15. And now apply your heart, I pray
nnnlean. Comparing our verse with Lev. xxii. 4, you . . . apply your heart.
The people are
and that passage with Num. v. 2 ; ix. 6, 7, 10, w e bidden review their condition from the present
N£t}.
time
period
preceding
to
the
resumption of
the
the
that
phrase
W%k
find

n^HH

et cd. in

Ktt^tTS^

with respect to a person. Comparing again the Temple.

*"*7^?

m

8ucn a connection of
The time when the
work was resumed is specified here, because it was
is to be understood in the latter expression, which
the turning-point in their fortunes. Their contherefore means : unclean on account of a dead
dition before that event is recalled for their conThe ellipsis is seen to be natural, when templation that they might connect their distress
person.
we remember that defilement occasioned by per- then suffered with their unfaithfulness ; and the
sonal contact usually proceeded from contact with brief
period succeeding their return to obedience
a dead body, and that this species of defilement is included because they could not so soon recover
was one of the deepest (see Num. xix. 11-16). from their embarrassments, no harvest having yet
Keil translates defiled on or through the soul of
a dead man, a rendering whose correctness he fails intervened. E^TJ? therefore serves a twofold
to prove both here and in his exposition of Lev.
purpose
?P (from) denotes that the retrospect
xix. 28. Besides giving a contradictory explanashould properly begin with the resumption of the
tion, he would refuse to recognize one of the most
E^tg (before) indicates the direction in
common meanings of ^t.J» that of person trans- work, and
which the survey should extend. That it is the
ferred to the sense of body. The explanation of resumption of building that is referred to, and not'
Koehler is worth quoting. He takes nepheth in its the first feeble efforts of the returning exiles, is
primary sense of breath, and thinks that one who plain from the circumstances of- the people to be
comes in contact with the breath of a dead man is described and the lesson to be enforced.
This he docs not seek te establish on
referred to.
Ver. 16. Since such things were .... and
the lucus a non lucendo principle, as might be exOnVTTO, literally:
pected, but by the statement that " as long as the there were (but) twenty.
corpse is not completely consumed, even if the from these things being (so). This means, from
skeleton only is left, a remnant of the breath of the time when affairs began to be in the condition
life still remains seeking to extricate itself so as to
refenV to. It is clear that ?& need not have the
leave the body to perish utterly." Then follows the
same reference here as in ver. 15, where it points
application to the circumstances of the people of
backward. Here the people are nt>t commanded
these principles of the Ceremonial Law. It will be
to take a review of the past; the Prophet is now
noticed that the priests and the prophet act in acdescribing a certain state of affairs consequent
cordance with their proper functions the former
upon their unfaithfulness. There it was a retrodeclare or interpret the precepts of the Law; the
here it is a view of cause and effect. The
spect
latter applies them.
force of the verse is precisely that of ch. i. 9. The
.
Ver. 14. And Haggai answered and said
harvests did not fulfill expectation. Their actual
No distinction is intended to be ex- yield did not even correspond to the appearance
la unclean.
pressed between " nation " and " people " here. of the crops when gathered in. A heap
of sheaves
The repetition is a hebraism ; comp. Zeph. it 9. which seemed to contain twenty measures (it is
So is it with this people.
So is this people, etc.
Before me means in my presence as Ruler and beet to supply ^B?» as E. V. does), was, when
Judge. The key to the correct application of the threshed, found to contain but ten. A quantity
ceremonial precepts, which have occasioned diffi- of grapes usually affording fifty purahs yields only
culty to some interpreters, is found in the last twenty.
Dp** is applied either to the press itself,
defiled

with Lev. xxi. 11

Num

;

vi. 6,

we

find that

HQ

course means backward.

:

:

—

:

;

.

.

=

:

E&? or to the vat beneath into which the liquor flows.
Here the latter is meant ; after pressing, they went
suffering
people,
3).
to draw from it, expecting the usual proportion
from scarcity of food consequent upon the failure
of their crops, had, it seems, been continuing in of wine. FT*©, which in Is. lxiii. 3

clause of the verse, taking into account that

= at the altar (Ezra

iii.

The
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vine-press, must be used here of the vessel which
was ordinarily employed to draw up the wine from
the lower receptacle. It naturally came to be
adopted as a convenient measure for such purposes, much in the same way as our " bucket " is
sometimes referred to as a measure. The LXX.

translating fitrptiriis

an

ellipsis as E.

make

it

= H2| (a bath).

Such

V. assumes to exist in the orig-

inal is incredible.
Ver. 17. I have smitten

you with blight . .
The immediate cause of the
shortness and inferior quality of the crops is now
presented.
On the connection between the first
and second clauses, see Grammatical note. The
people themselves are said to have been smitten,
.

aith Jehovah.

IL
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named, and

Pressel, that the twenty-fourth

day of

the ninth month was the day on which the foundation was laid, all difficulty would vanish. The
people would again be directed to review their condition, and to contrast it with the blessings which
they would henceforth receive,' as described in the
next verse. But the objections to this are insuperable ( 1 ) The Temple was founded in the second year of Cyrus, fifteen years before (Ezra iii.
10) ; and if we compare Ezra iv. 4 with iv. 23, 24,
we shall see that the work upon it was continued,
however feebly, until within two years of the present prophecy, so that the foundation could not
have fallen into decay. (2) Ch. ii. 3 implies that
the new structure had then become somewhat advanced. If it were absolutely necessary to regard
:

because the calamities specified fell upon their
]0 (from), we should be driven to concrops, the labor of their hands (corop. Virgil's ]D v as
boumque labores), thus disappointing their nearest clude that the tex», as it now stands, is corrupt.
hopes. Compare, as exactly analogous, ch. i. 10,
But the analogy of such words as P^^HD 7 (to a
These passages further show that there is no
11.
need of rendering with E. V. : in all the labor of distance) V^np'by (to the outside), shows that
your hands. The last clause is difficult. Most the meaning to or until l is not impossible. So

=

take Ej?»?y as a nominative, and supply CFptP
(ye'have not returned) after Amos iv.9, the former
and latter parts of which passage present a resemblance to our verse probably fortuitous. But the

HS

cases in which
accompanies a nominative' are
to rare that such a construction is not to be assumed except under exegetical distress. More
admissible is the translation of the Vulgate, Itala, Urabreit, et al. : et non fuit in vobis qui reverteretnr.

read.

To obtain
It

this

ought not

^B?S

is

supplied,

to be' objected

and

D?PW

with Hitzig and

Koehler, that Ht^ does not mean among or in, but
only beside or with ; for 2 Kings ix. 25 furnishes

Rosenmuller, Maurer, Ewald, Moore, et al., have
understood it. This, it must be confessed, is a
resort but it seems the only
one at all defensible. The sense thus obtained for
the whole verse is appropriate.
In order to make
the blessings to be announced in ver. 19 appear in
strong contrast to the distress pictured in vers. 1-6,
17, the Prophet repeats the injunction of ver. 15,
but with a longer range of retrospect. The whole
period back to the time when the foundation of the
Temple was laid in the reign of Cvrus was one of
more or less distress on account of the unfaithfulness of the people ; for between that time and the
present all the efforts that they had made to complete the work were spasmodic' and feeble.
Ver. 19. Is the grain yet in the barn ... I
will bless. The parallelism and the connection

somewhat precarious

;

an unmistakable instance of the former sense. The
extent of the change involved in the Text is a more
valid objection. It is better, with Maurer, Uitzig, show that V j$H
is to be taken not in the sense ot
Ewald, and Keil, to construe according to the
corn for sowing, but of corn already raised. The
principle laid down by Ewald (§ 262 b), that
interrogation is equal to a strong negation.
"T?
(properly the construct of 1?H), being usually fol- probably means here quoad, as to, in which sense it
lowed by a verbal suffix, because containing a ver- is of frequent occurrence. Maurer prefers to renbal conception (= there is not), here takes the sign der ad hue, as yet, a sense undeniable in Job i. 18 ;
of the object according to the construction after but there is no necessity of assuming such a rare
most verbs. We therefore render but ye were not usage here. The distress before described is brought
towards me, t. «., ye did not return to me. Hos. nearer to the feelings of thepeoplc bv the reminder
that it was still present.
They could then better
ill. 3, 2 Kings vi. 11, afford examples of such conappreciate tho worth of the coming relief. From
structions.
Ver. 18. Direct, I beseech you, your heart this day, must be taken in a somewhat loose sense,
direct your heart. This verse has received as denoting the beginning of that period of blessmost diverse and in some instances most extraor- ing which was to reward the obedience and devodinary interpretations. The main difficulty arises tion now displayed by the people. There is thus
seen to be no inconsistency between the promise
from the peculiar use of
Most of the Eng- and the conditions
described in ver. 15.
lish expositors adopt the rendering of E. V. without explanation, or (as Newcome) supply " and "
instead of "even" before "from,"
order to
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
make the contradiction involved appear slighter.
Fansset thinks that the time is to be measured
1. The ceremonial institutes of the ancient Law
backward from the twenty-fourth day of the ninth were designed to illustrate man's relations to God
and
forward
from
the founding of the Tem- as being under his favor or under his displeasure.
month,
The conditions and treatment of uncleanness,
ple, or that the same adverb,
^» can be taken
while setting forth most vividly the loathsomeness
in different senses when connected with the same
and defilement of sin, exhibited as clearly the efverb, which is absurd. Indeed, it would seem very
fects of God's anger against it, which was shown
improbable that 7T?^*} here should be employed to extend to all the sinner's experience, removing
in a sense different from that in which it occurs in
1
er. 15, as Eichhorn, Hitzig, Koehler, et al. asfp Is not therefore pleonastic it still marks the limsome that it must, in making it refer to the future. it* of Um period specified, peparating it from the preceding
If now we could suppose, with the authors last according to It* original force.
_

V$

:

:

.

.

V3y

m

^{V

;
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him beyond

the reach of covenant mercies and
While the divine displeasure was manifested towards an individual or a nation, no
amount of outward religious observances could
appease it, just as no frequency of contact with
blessings.

legally consecrated offerings could impart sacredness to any other object.
2.
refurn to God by his people under either
Covenant has always been followed immediately
by the bestowal of blessings peculiar to the Covenant,
in Old Testament times a fullness of external mercies was chiefly expected and received.
But before these blessings could, in the ordinary
course of providence, be vouchsafed, spiritual and
higher blessings were invariably imparted (see ver.
the assurance of God's favor, the abiding
19)
presence and assistance of his Spirit. The New
Covenant, while it has modified in form many of
the provisions and conditions of the Old, is not
superior to it in the certainty of its fulfillment;
and nothing is better adapted to revive and
strengthen our trust in God's promises than a frequent recurrence to his dealings towards his ancient people.

A

—

privileges or associations or outward conduct, will
determine God's attitude toward us.

Calvin

Whoever intrudes external ceremoon God, in order to pacify Him, trifles with
Him most childishly. The fountain of good works
is integrity of heart, and the purpose to obey God
and consecrate the life to Him.
Whatever we
touch is polluted by us, unless there be purity of
heart to sanctify our works.
Grotius There are many ways of vice, but
only one of virtue, and that a difficult one.
Fausset Those who are unclean before God
on account of " dead works," thereby render un-

:.

nies

—

:

*

:

clean all their services.
Vers. 15-17. Matthew Henry: When we
take no care of God's interests we cannot expect
that He will take care of ours.
Moore Men are inclined to assign any other
cause for their sufferings than their sins, yet this
is usually the true cause.
Disappointment of oar
hopes on earth should make us lift our eyes to
heaven to learn the reason.
Affliction will harden
the heart if it be not referred to God as its author.
Pondering over the past
Vers. 18, 19. Moore
is often the best way of providing for the fu:

—
—
:

ture.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Vers. 12-14.

Our inward character, and

Facsset : From the moment we unreservedly
yield ourselves up to God, we may confidently calnot our culate on his blessing.

FIFTH ADDRESS.
Preservation of the People in the Convulsions that should destroy the surrounding
Nations.

Chapter

II.

20-23.

And there was a word of Jehovah a second time to Haggai on the twenty-fourth
21 (day) of the month, saying: Speak to Zerubbabel, Governor of Judah, saying:
22 I will be shaking 1 the heavens and the earth ; And I will overturn the throne of
the kingdoms, and will destroy the strength of the kingdoms of the nations, and
will overthrow the chariot and its riders, and the horses and their riders shall sink
23 down, each by the sword of his brother. In that day, saith Jehovah of Hosts
I will take thee, Zerubbabel, son of Shealtiel, ray servant, saith Jehovah, and will
place thee as a signet, for thee have I chosen, saith Jehovah of Hosts.

20

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Vers. 21,22.

— The

force

sad construction of E7 N 3T^D in connection with the following

as those of the same word in rer. 6
turned.

:

preterites, are die

I shall be shaking (a participle being Indefinite as to time)

predicted coincides to

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
In order to supply all that was now needed to
strengthen and encourage his people, the Prophet
delivers, on the same day, a second message, predicting their safety amidst the upheavals of trie Gentile world, and assuring them of God's guardian
care over their rulers as a pledge of this promise.
Vers. 20-22. And there wae a word of Jehovah .... each by the sword of his brother.
The shaking of the heavens and the earth here

and

(shall)

hare

some extent with that

To establish

mw
over-

fore-

the distinction that
does exist, we have only to assume that the commotions to be excited among the Gentiles to carry
out -God's purposes with respect to the world are
to be understood as limited by the results to be accomplished. In the passage referred to, as wejiave
seen, the ultimate submission and worship of the
world is announced ; here we are told of nothing
beyond the temporal security of the Jews (for how
long a period is not indicated) amidst the mutual
destruction of other nationalities. It is most probtold in vers. 6, 7.
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;

CHAPTER
able that the reference is to wars in which those
co u if tries were involved, with which Israel had
been brought into contact,
Babylon (whose captare and cruel treatment by Darius Hystaspes, after
rebellion against him, occurred soon after the delivery of this prophecy) ; Persia in its conflicts
with Scythia, etc., and especially with Greece;
Syria in its protracted wars with Egypt. These
limitations seem to be correct: (1) because the
prophecy does not say that the Jews would be preservcH in contending against other nations, but
only during the mutual contentions of the latter
(2) because we find that the Jews did actually succumb to the power of the Gentiles. The throne
of the kingdoms here means their government,
that which binds men together as a nation (comp.
Dan. vii. 27). This is based upon the strength
of the kingdoms, which is shattered by the de*
struction of their armies.
Every man by the
sword of his brother, asserts in a general way
that the nations in their wars would become selfdestructive as well as mutually destructive.
Ver. 23. In that day. This expression denotes,
according to its usual prophetic indeh'niteness, not
the period introduced by the commotions just predicted,
a supposition tenable only by those who
assume that by Zerubbabel the Messiah is directly
intended,
but the period, of whatever duration
it should be, during which the commotions should
continue. If the verses just preceding had alluded
to any remote consequences of the conflicts between the nations, the former explanation would
be admissible. I will place thee as a signet-ring.
The signet-ring was held very precious, and worn
constantly by its oriental possessor; comp. Song
of Sol. viii. 6 Jer. xxii. 24. The announcement
thus conveyed, that during these convulsions Jehovah, who had chosen Zerubbabel as his servant,
would take him under his peculiar and special care,
is probably to be accounted for and explained in
the following way The Jews, although it was now
several years since they had returned from exile,
had been constituted a theocratic nation, and recognized as such by God only through the erection
or the Temple, which was in fact the condition of
their national existence.
In the midst of the convulsions that were to shake the surrounding nations, they would naturally feel themselves insecure. To anticipate and allay this anxiety, it was
now announced to them that their government and
institutions would be preserved.
For Zerubbabel,
though appointed by the Persian monarch who
was temporarily to, be their ruler, was chosen by
Jehovah also as the representative of the throne
and family (Luke iii. 27) of David, which was to
stand secure, while the kingdoms of the earth
should fall. In this promise Zerubbabel is fitly
taken to represent all the rulers of the Jews during
the period within the range of the prophecy.
He
was the first and the greatest of their post-exilic
rulers. In a theocratic relation he was the restorer
of the dynasty of David. What was promised to
him we may regard as equally promised to all the
faithful rulers of Judaea who should come after
him. They also would be chosen of God and the
objects of his watchful care, as the guardians of
his people. This we regard as the direct occasion
of the promise. It is probable, however, that these
words were addressed to Zerubbabel (comp. Zech.
iv. 6-10), partly to give him encouragement in his
direction and supervision of the work upon the
Temple, and in his efforts to mould and control
the little community at such a critical period of

—

—

—

;

:

its

history.

*

25

II. 20^-23.

This discourse has been regarded by most orthodox commentators as Messianic in the strict sense,
namely, as gaining its full and only adequate application when understood of the Messiah and his
kingdom. It is clear, however, from the foregoing
exposition, that it is Messianic only in so far as
the progress and prosperity of God's people under
the Old Covenant prefigured the triumph of the
Redeemer's reign. It may be urged against this
restriction that the address is prefaced (ver. 21) by
an expression similar to that by which the Messianic promises in vers. 6-9 were introduced. There
is this distinction, however, among others, between
the two predictions. In the former the discourse
relates to the Temple as representing the Church
God in its perpetual and ever-increasing glory

of

and as the refuge of all nations in the latter we
have no indication of a reference to anything beyond the preservation of the theocracy so long as
it should suit the divine purposes.
1 he shaking
of the heavens and the earth illustrates in both
;

cases the violent commotions among the Gentiles
through the divine power, but the result in the one
was to be their ultimate conversion, in the other
their destruction.
Among Anglo-American commentators Henderson and Moore hold to the restricted

and

indirect Messianic sense.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. The destinies of nations and their rulers are
determined by their relations to the kingdom of
God. When they subserve its advancement, they
are not merely preserved by Him^ but even become

the objects of his special care (comp., e. g., Is. xlv.
When they cease to do so they are shorn
1-6).
of their strength and fall. This is the highest and
clearest lesson of history, written as plainly upon
her records, as upon the pages of the Old Covenant.
2.

The Jewish

nation formed no exception to

this divine law. The only respect in which it differed from other nations in this regard, was that
This
it contained for a time the Church of God.

was

its

glory and

its

high

Us

trust.

rulers,

when

the interests of God's kingdom committed to their keeping, were, as his chosen ministers, precious in his sight, and the objects of his
peculiar care and never-failing help. Ihrough the
administration of such the nation prospered. And
we know as well that it was through the unfaithfulness of the leaders of the Jewish people, that
God's favor was withdrawn from them and they
were blotted out from among the nations.
faithful

to

HOMILBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Do

righteousness and truth control
If they do not we may expect
national dissolution ; perhaps the recurrence of
fratricidal war.
Ver. 23. Are our rulers controlled in their every
act by a regard for righteousness and truth ?
If
they are, they will bo guarded and guided by God
for "the nation's prosperity and true glory. If they
are not, let them remember tfce denunciations of
the prophets and of Christ himself against the unfaithful leaders of the Jews.
Moore The best protection for any nation,
the surest guarantee for its political existence, is
a living, working Church in its midst.
Presskl Even though we are not royal signetrings, O God, but only little rings on thy eternal
hand, how safely are we guarded

Ver. 22.

our national

life?

:

:

!

,
j
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PREFACE.
The general form of this commentary has been determined by that of the work of which
While conforming to this rule, the author has endeavored to consider fairly
forms a part.
every difficult question, to furnish a tolerable conspectus of the different views upon it, and
wherever possible to state his own with the reasons upon which it rests. Reference has
been had to the wants of ministers and students, and it is hoped that they will be able to
find in these pages at least a convenient summary of the present state of critical and exegetical opinion upon this most important of the post-exile prophets.
The author has done
the best that he could in the limited time allowed him, but feels painfully that he has fallen
far short of his own ideal.
The work, such as it is, he humbly commends to the favor of
Him without whose blessing nothing is either good or useful. A respectable scholar of the
early part of the last century concludes the preface to his annotations upon Zechariah with
words which the present writer cheerfully adopts for himself. " Quantum ad nos, rimaii
it

sumus. hanc prophetiam, verum pro modulo

Paulus

1

Cor.

xtii.

6 inculcat

:

Ek

nostro.

Interea, si quid lucis ex opdla nostra lector acceperit,

ac navos admisisse nos

mus

in

mus"

exponendo
(J.

Omnino enim

Deo acceptum

animadverterit, injirmitali nostro: condonet

tarn sublimi valicinio egisse nos

H. Michaelis, 1720.)

hie usu nobis venit,

quod

fitpowi -vipcootco/ack, k<x[ €k /Li€pov? Trpo<f>YfT€vop.<v

!

id referat ! m sin aberasse

Ingenue namque agnosci-

non quantum debuimus, sed quantum potui-

»
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THE PROPHET ZECHARIAH.
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Personal Relations of Zechariah.

Background of bis Prophecy.
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Messianic Predictions.
Contents of the Book.
Genuineness of the Second Part
alleged Influence of the Persian Theology.

Name and

Personal Relations of Zechariah.

The name

Zechariah is given to more than twenty different persons in the Old Testament
(see the enumeration in Smith's Bible Dictionary, p. 8610), but of these by far the most distinguished
ally

is the.

eleventh in order of the twelve minor prophets.

The word TTHD?

regarded as a compound of the abridged divine name PP and the radicals

opinions vary as to the proper voweling of the latter word.

=

=

Some regard

it

is

""OT,

usu-

but

as a masculine

noun
man of Jehovah others as a feminine segholate
memory of Jehovah but more
commonly it is taken as a verb
Jehovah remembers. This corresponds to the usual
method in which PP is compounded with other words in order to form a proper name.
Some of the older expositors (Jerome, Abarbanel), and a few of the moderns (Neumann}
Schlier), endeavor to trace a connection between the Prophet's name and the contents of his
utterances, but such a notion is forbidden by the frequency of its occurrence elsewhere, and
by the fact that there is no prophet to whose words such a name would not equally apply.
He describes himself as " the son of Berekiah, the son of Iddo," which phrases cannot be
taken appositionally (LXX., Jerome, Cyril), but according to all genealogical usage denote
that our Prophet was the son of the former and grandson of the latter.
It is no objection
to this

;

view that

=

in JEzra*v. 1, vi. 14,

he

is

;

called the son of Iddo, because in Scripture

it

by no means unprecedented to give the name son to a grandson, or even a more remote
descendant.
Thus in the ninth chapter of 2 Kings, Jehu is styled in the fourteenth verse,

is

" the son of Jehoshaphat, the son of Nimshi," but in the twentieth verse, simply, " the son
of Nimshi."
Moreover, it is perfectly natural that the Prophet, when formally stating his

own descent

in the title of his prophecy, should recite the names of his father and grandwhile the omission of the former in an historical narrative such as Ezra's, may be
easily accounted for, either on the view that Berekiah had died young, or that Iddo was the
more distinguished person and perhaps generally recognized as the head of the family, which
Appears to be a fair inference from Neh. xii. 1, 4-8.
In this passage he is stated to have
been one of " the heads of the priests and of their brethren," who came up from Babylon
with Zerubbabel, and he is said (ver. 16) to have had a son named Zechariah, in the time
father,

of Joiakim, the successor of Joshua in the office of high priest
Hence we may conclude
that Zechariah
became the immediate repreowing possibly to the death of his father

—

—

sentative of the family after Iddo.
He was, therefore, like Jeremiah and Ezekiel, a Priest
as well as a Prophet.
As his grandfather was still in active service in the time of Joshua,

Zechariah must have been quite young at that time, a fact which

is

indicated also
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ZECHARIAH.

6

made to him in "one of the visions (ii. 4), " Run, speak to that young man." He
was therefore born in Babylon, and came up with the first company of exiles who returned
This fact of itself disposes of the fables of Epiphanius and others that he
to Palestine.
was a man of advanced age at the time of the return, and had distinguished himself by
various wonders and prophecies in Babylon (see the citations in Kohler, EinL).
Similar
patristic traditions as to his death and his burial by the side of Haggai, near Jerusalem,
have no historical value. The later Jewish accounts that he was a member of the Great
Synagogue and took an active part in providing for the liturgical service of the Second
Temple, are probable enough in themselves, but cannot be certainly authenticated. The
LXX. ascribe to him the composition of Ps. exxxvii exxxviii., and to him and Haggai,
that of Ps. cxlv.-cxlviii., in some of which ascriptions the Peshito and the Vulgate agree.
There seems to be no means at the present day of determining how far any of these are to
" The triumphant Hallelvjuh with which many of these Psalms open, was
be credited.
supposed to be characteristic of those which were first chanted in the Second Temple, and
came with an emphasis of meaning from the lips of those who had been restored to their
native land.
The allusions, moreover, with which these Psalms abound, as well as their
place in the Psalter, leave us in no doubt as to the time when they were composed, and lend
address

,

confirmation to the tradition respecting their authorship " (Smith's Diet, of Bible, p. 8599).

§

This

is

2.

Tlie Historical

Background of his Prophecy.

plainly determined by the book

itself.

Zechariah's

first

address, one

which

is

on

dated in the eighth month, in the second year of Darius, which is
two months after the first prophecy of Haggai (i. 1). The two prophets, therefore, were for
a time contemporary, and acted in concert in the commencement of their labors so far as
concerned their first object, namely, the rebuilding of the Temple. In this Haggai led the
its

face introductory,

way, and then

left

is

the work to the younger man, who, however, by no means confined his

prophetic activity to this narrow scope.

The restoration of the Temple had been a matter of great and pressing interest to the
company of 50,000 who came up from Babylon under the summons of Cyrus in the^ year
536 B. c, and reoccupicd the land of their fathers. They at once began to collect materials and workmen, and in the second month of the following year laid the foundation of
But they were not suffered to prothe house with mingled joy and grief (Ezra iii. 11-18).
Their neighbors, the descendants of the people whom E<ar-haddon had setceed in quiet.
tled in Samaria, asked permission to join in the enterprise, but were indignantly rejected.
In consequence they exerted themselves in opposition, both by throwing obstacles in the way
on the spot and by hiring influential counsellors at the Persian court. They were successful even during the life of Cyrus (Ezra iv. 5), but in the reign of Gomates, the pseudoSmerdis, obtained a decree absolutely prohibiting the further prosecution of the work.
In
consequence the whole enterprise lay in abeyance for a period of nearly fourteen years. But
Immediately the
in the year 521 B. c, Darius, the son of Hystaspes, ascended the throne.
prophets Haggai and Zechariah, inferring that the prohibitory decree of the preceding king
They did so under the
ceased at his death, incited their countrymen to resume the work.
lead of Zernbbabel and Joshua, but were again interrupted, not however by their malignant
neighbors, but by, Tatnai, the Persian governor west of the Euphrates, who simply as a matThe conseter of administration inquired into the origin and object of the movement.
A search in the
quence was a written reference to the central government at Babylon.
records at Ecbatana brought to light the original decree of Cyrus ordering the restoration
This, Darius cordially renewed and confirmed in the secof the Jews and their worship.
ond year of his reign, so that thenceforth there was no longer any outward difficulty in the

way.

But

it

is

very evident from the language of Haggai that a great change had occurred in

Their former zeal for divine worship had almost disthe views and feelings of the people.
appeared.
They became engrossed in the work of repairing their private fortunes and

way of work upon the
and very energetic appeals and remonstrances were required to rouse them from their apathy, and engage them
These efforts of the two prophets
with becoming diligence and constancy in the enterprise.
were successful, and the building was finished in the sixth year of Darius (b. c. 615), twenty-

securing the comforts of

Temple

life.

They accepted the hindrances

the

in

as providential indications that they were not to resume

it,
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INTRODUCTION.
one*

yean

after its

commencement.

1) fall within the period occupied in

All the notes of time given in Zechariah (i. 1-7 ; vii.
labor upon the Temple, but it does not seem to follow

as a necessary consequence that all his earlier prophecies are to be understood as mainly
intended to secure this consummation. The Temple was to the Jews both an indispensable
means of worship and the one great symbol of their faith ; and indifference to its existence

The Prophet therefore has a constanl
or progress was a sure token of spiritual declension.
reference, direct or indirect, to this work, but he by no means confines himself to it.
His
utterances take in the whole character and condition of the covenant people, their present
dangers and discouragements, their tendencies to formalism and self-deception, their relations to the surrounding heathen and their influence upon the future prospects of the world.
His historical position in the second-fourth years of Darius merely furnishes the background
for the delineations he presents of the present and coming fortunes of the kingdom of God.
To insist, as some recent writers do, upon limiting the scope of the nijjht visions to the
Prophet's own age, greatly embarrasses the interpretation, and at the same time disregards
what is one of the characteristic features of all Scripture prophecy, namely, that it constantly brings together the near and the remote, deals in generic statements, and prefers a
logical to a chronological connection.
The sacred writers of course met the wants of their
contemporaries but the Spirit that was in them gave their words a force and bearing
which passed far beyond the immediate present
;

§

3.

The

Style

and Form of the Book.

From the earliest period complaint has been made of the obscurity of the Prophet.
Hengstenberg quotes from Abarbanel, " The prophecies of Zechariah are so obscure that no
expositors however skilled have found their hands (Ps. lxxvi. 6) in the explanation," and from
Jarchi, " the prophecy is very abstruse, for it contains visions resembling dreams which want
and we shall never be able to discover the true interpretation until the teacher
interpreting
of righteousness (cf. Joel ii. 23 marg.) arrives." The same thing had been said long before
these Jewish expositors by Jerome, who after pronouncing the first part very obscure, begins
his comment on the second with these words, " Ab obscuris ad obscuriora transimus, et cum
Moyse ingredimur in nubem et caliginem, Abyssus abyssum invocat in voce cataractarum Dei,
et gyrans gyrando vadit spiritiu et in circulos suos revertitur : Labyrinthios patimur errores et
So Lowth speaks of him as, the Prophet " who of all is
Christi cceca regimu* filo vestigia."
To the same effect speak many of the rationalistic expositors.
perhaps the most obscure."
And although some of these complaints may be traced to subjective causes as, e. g., the extreme difficulty a Jew would find in understanding any writing which apparently describes
a suffering Messiah, or the unwillingness of one who denies the possibility of prophecy in
the strict sense of the word, to see or admit what manifestly is a prediction of a remotely
future event yet it is undeniable that there are passages which in themselves are hard to
be understood. This is owing mainly to the predominance of symbolical and figurative language, and occasionally to the brevity and conciseness of the statements. Yet, as Vitringa
observes, this fact ought not to frighten any one who is eager for the truth, since there is a
and this should only
sense, even if Hidden, which relates to the most important things
Moreover, as Hengstenberg suggests, there are two considerastimulate one's endeavors.
One is that he leans so much upon
tions which greatly aid the interpreter of Zechariah.
his predecessors prior to the Captivity, and hence much light is gained from parallel pasThe bther lies in his being a Prophet of the restoration. Of course one element of
sages.
A good deal of what was
uncertainty which is found in the earlier Prophets here ceases.
future to them is to Zechariah either past or present, and it is not possible to explain any
of his glowing delineations of a future state of deliverance and enlargement as fulfilled in
The contraction of the possible field of vision lessens the liability
the return from Babylon.
;

;

;

to err.

Zechariah delivers his oracles partly in direct prophetic speech, partly in the relation of
and partly in the description of symbolical acts (chaps, vi., xi). The occurrence of
the two latter forms has been attributed to his Chaldaic education, and to the influence of
Babylonian usages and doctrines upon his mind. This is far-fetched and needless. Every
peculiarity may be sufficiently accounted for by reference to the older Prophets with whom
he was familiar, especially Jeremiah and Daniel. The occurrence of symbolic visions cannot be due to the influences of the exile, for such visions are found in Amos (vii.-ix.) who
visions,

'
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and are not found in Haggai, who was Zechariah's contempoIn respect to our Prophet's doctrine of angels, good or bad, equally groundless is the
view which makes him a debtor to Mesopotamian or Persian theology. As this point will
be found treated at some length in a subsequent section (§ 7), only a few words need be
added here. As to good angels in general, and the angel of the Lord in particular, the
Book of Genesis furnished him with accepted models and as to Satan, his existence is found
clearly set forth in the Book of Job, which no sober interpreter has ever assigned to a later
Zechariah, therefore, reveals no " Babylonian-Persian colordate than the Solomonic era.
The particulars which have been cited as showing such a coloring
ing " in his writings.
are either distinctively Israelitish (e. g., the number seven, iii. 9), or else manifestly general
On the contrary there is every indication that his cul(e. g^ the company of riders, i. 8).
Not only does he expressly refer to the former Prophets (I.
ture was native and national.
4-6 vii. 7-12) but borrows their phraseology, as in Be silent all flesh, etc., ii. IS, cf. Hab.
ii. 20 ; a brand plucked, etc., iii.
2, cf. Amos iv. 11; quiet my spirit, vi. 8, c£ £2. v. 13

lived long before that period,

rary.

;

;

2W&\

&

*^3^~\

14 »

**•

cf.

8>

Ez. xxxv.

7

fear

;

not, etc., viii.

13,

c£ Zeph.

16

iii.

;

let

Other
8; shall take hold, etc., viii. 23, cf. Is. iv. 1.
references may be seen by comparing i. 12 with Jer. xxv. 11, 12 ; ii. 8 with Is. xlix. 20 ; iii.
8 and vi. 12 with Is. liii. 2 and xi. 1 ; Jer. xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15, iii. 10 with Micah iy. 4 ; vi
us go speedily,

18 with Ps. ex. 4
xlii.

5

;

li.

;

cf.

Is.

4 with

Is.

21,

etc., viii.

viii.

ii.

lxv. 19,

20

viii.

;

19 with Jer. xxxi. 13

;

xii. 1

with

Is.

18.

Henderson speaks of his prose as " diffuse, uniform, and repetitious," which is far too
sweeping a charge. If by it he refers to the reiteration of " Ye shall know that Jehovah of
Hosts hath sent me " in ch. ii., or of " Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts " in ch. viii., it may be
said that if one considers what an impression is thus made as to the Prophet's consciousness
of his inspiration and the certainty of the declarations he utters, these will not be deemed
44
vain repetitions." *I agree with Pressel that he must have no eyes who does not see and
admire the grandeur of the night visions, and he no ears who does not hear the heavy tread
Manifest as is the dependence of Zechariah upon his predecessors
of the last six chapters.
in the particulars before mentioned, he yet has a marked individuality both in thought and
expression, e, g., God's protection of Jerusalem as a wall of fire round about and glory
within (ii. 5) the dramatic scene of Joshua and Satan before the angel of the Lord (iii
the development of the idea in
1, 2) ; the poetic delineation of the resistless Spirit (iv. 7)
vk 12) ; the exquisite picture of peace and prosperity (viii. 4, 5)
the word Branch (iii. 8
the representation of Judah as a bow which the Lord bends and Ephraim the arrow fitted
on the string (ix. 18) the energy in describing the wretchedness of tie flock of slaughter in
the striking comparisons in xii. 8-10 ; the amazing conception in the phrase " fellow
xi. 5
;

;

;

j

;

of Jehovah "

(xiii. 7)

;

or,

the picturesque method of setting forth universal holiness in xiv.

20, 21.

The Hebrew of Zechariah
daisms.

Some

is

now admitted

There are some orthographic

singular uses of words, as

structions, as

DIIK

to

be pure and remarkably free from Chai-

peculiarities,

such as

T^

for "TVJ (xii.

for the indefinite article (v. 7),

b35"n2J njfiJv, or the unusual

position of

HH

in

vii

7,

8,

10).

and some unusual con7,

viii.'

17, cf.

Haggai

6 ; but in the main the language corresponds to that of the earlier models, and exhibits
far fewer traces of linguistic decay than we should expect

ii.

§ 4.

The Messianic Predictions.

an old remark that Zechariah is distinguished for his insight into the moral and spirmeaning of the Mosaic economy, and his illustration of the Apostle's statement that
A great largeness and clearness of view is apparent
the law is a schoolmaster unto Christ.
even on a cursory inspection of his writings. His rebuke of formal fasting in ch. vii. is not
nearly so eloquent as Isaiah's treatment of the same theme in the fifty-eighth chapter of his
The universality of the coming
prophecies, but it is every way as decided and vigorous.
It is not individuals merely, but many nations
dispensation is suggested again and again.
and far-off peoples who are to be joined unto the Lord. The old boundaries of the covenant people are to be enlarged until they become coextensive with the limits of the habitSee ii. 11; vi. 15;. viii. 20-23; ix. 10; xiv. 9-16. The sacred inscription
able earth.
upon the tiara of the high priest, Holiness to the Lord, which proclaimed his entire
It is

itual

*
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consecration to the sacerdotal function, Zechariah sees engraved hereafter even upon the
bells of the horses in token of the fact that all believers are to become a royal priesthood, a

holy nation, and that, to such a degree that even the most ordinary functions of life shall be
discharged in a religious spirit (See xiv. 20.)
Again, the reconstruction of the material
Temple upon its old site is so far from satisfying his enlarged views that he passes at once
to the true house of God, the Temple not made with hands, the glorious structure composed
of living stones, built and inhabited by the Spirit of the living God
(See vi. 1$; iv. 6).
The golden candelabrum of the Tabernacle is to him not a mere ornament however brilliant,
but the resplendent type of the city of God, precious to Jehovah as the apple of his eye,
and shining from afar like a city set upon a hill, the means of its illumination being provided from ever fresh and imperishable sources.
(See iv. 1-12.)
Himself a member of
the priestly order, he looks forward to the time when the patriarchal type of Melchizedek
shall be realized in the combination of regal and sacerdotal functions in one person.
Not
even the evangelical Prophet presents this instructive and consolatory thought with the
clearness and emphasis of Zechariah.
(See iv. 13, 14 ; vi. 18.)
Yet again, the union of
the highest doctrines of grace with the most stringent ethical claims is given in a manner
worthy of Paul. Over and over is it asserted that the Lord has chosen Jerusalem (i. 1 7 ii.
12 ; iii. 2), a fact which is made the sole ground of her preservation, enlargement, and defense against all foes, visible and invisible ; and yet he who asserts this sees between heaven
and earth the flying roll inscribed with curses against all transgressors (v. 2-4), and also
lays down with sharp precision the immutable laws of justice, goodness, and truth, founded
upon the recognition of man's relations to his fellow-man, and their common relation to the
one Maker and Father of all (vii. 8-10 ; viii. 16, 17). Once more, the fine conception of a
joint observance of the Feast of Tabernacles by all families of the earth, represents the final
issue of the world's great pilgrimage, when the race of man, having concluded its march
through the wilderness of error and trial, shall gratefully record the divine goodness in the
new Exodus, and keep a perpetual memorial of this distinguishing mercy (xiv. 16).
;

But besides these general allusions and references to the coming dispensation, there are
and unquestionable predictions of the one great person through whom they were to
be accomplished. These are given not in a continuous succession, but, just as they were by
the former Prophets, at different times, and in various relations according to the circumEach prediction answered a
stances and object of the Prophet on any particular occasion.
definite purpose when it was uttered, and the whole together serve admirably to supplement
and complete the Messianic literature of the preexile period. These specific references are
more frequent and emphatic than in any of Zechariah's predecessors except Isaiah. They
specific

are six in number.
1. The first one occurs in ch. iii. 8, where Zechariah appropriates a name already used
Branch.
by Isaiah (iv. 2) and by Jeremiah (xxiii. 5; xxxiii. 15) for the same purpose
Jehovah declares that he will bring forth his servant, thus entitled, and, in close connection
with this promise, asserts that the iniquity of the land will be removed in one day.
The man whose name
2. In ch. vi. 12, 13, the same promise is resumed and enlarged.
He will start from a lowly origin and build the Temple of Jehovah, not the
is Branch.
mere material structure, but the true spiritual Temple composed of living stones. Not only
will He sit in majesty upon a throne, but be a priest upon his throne, uniting in Himself the
two distinct offices and so securing the perfect discharge of the functions of both.
His dominion is peaceful but universal, and
3. In ch. ix. 9, 10, the King reappears.
Yet that coming is marked by signs of lowliness and
shouts of triumph hail his coming.
The passage presents the same combination so often found in Isaiah, of the absence
sorrow.
of external signs of majesty with the reality of a world-wide power and influence.
4. The next Messianic reference is found in the obscure and difficult eleventh chapter,
where (vers. 12, 13) the wages of the good shepherd are estimated at the contemptuous sum
of thirty pieces of silver. " A goodly price," says Jehovah, with certainly not unbecoming
The New Testament (Matt xxviL 9, 10) leaves
irony, " at which I was prized of them."
no doubt that here is a designed allusion to the price of the fearful treason of Judas and
the subsequent disposal of the wages of unrighteousness.
5. In ch. xii. 10 is a still more remarkable delineation of the suffering Messiah, and a
vivid statement of the connection between his death and the kindling of an earnest and
genuine repentance in those who look upon Him as one whom they have pierced. It was
fulfilled at Pentecost, and has been illustrated in the effects of the preaching of the cross

—
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The repentance

ever since.

holiness, as i»

shown

in xiii.

thus wrought
1,

which

is

is

not ineffectual, but results in forgiveness and
commencing at the

the conclusion of the passage

tenth verse of the previous chapter.

The

coming Saviour (xiii. 7), is perhaps the most striking
Jehovah is represented as calling upon the sword to
awake against the man who is his fellow, where we are confronted with the two mysteries
that one sustaining such a relation should be subjected to such a doom, and that the Being
who calls for and causes it, is Jehovah with whom he is so intimately united. The only ex6.

last distinct reference to the

in the entire

range of prophecy.

In

it

—

God so loved the world that He
gave his only-begotton Son. Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us
and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins.
Thus is apparent the gradual progress of the disclosure. First, Jehovah's lowly servant,
Branch then that servant as priest and king building Jehovah's Temple thirdly, as a
meek and peaceful, but universal monarch fourthly, a Shepherd, scorned, rejected, betrayed,
and (by implication) slain fifthly, his pierced form seen by faith a means of eleep and general repentance attended by pardon and conversion
and lastly, the Fellow of Jehovah
smitten by Jehovah himself, at once the redeemer and the pattern of his flock.
Dr. Lange (Genesis, p. 40) finds in ch. x. 11 a representation of Christ as going before
his returning people through the sea of sorrow, beating down the waves of the sea.
But
this is gained only by an arbitrary interpretation, at war with the connection, unsustained by
usage and scarcely admissible even upon the theory of accommodation.
planation lies in the historical statement of the Evangelist,

;

;

;

;

;

§ 5.

The Contents of the Book.

on even a cursory inspection, that the book consists of two parts, the
former of which (chaps, i.-viii.) contains mention of the dates at which its various portions
were communicated, while the latter (chaps, ix.-xiv.) contains no dates at alL' There are
other and even more important points of difference, as will presently be seen, but this one is
enough to indicate the occurrence of a break in the stream of prophetic utterance ; the first
part having been set forth in the earlier years of Zechariah's activity, even before the completion of the Temple
the latter on the contrary having been delayed for several, possibly
many years, as there is no internal indication in either its structure or its substance, that it
was called forth by any particular juncture of circumstances in the condition of the people.
The analogy of the Book of Isaiah suggests the opinion that the Prophet, having in the
former part of his book communicated the revelations which bore immediately upon the
duties and interest of his countrymen at the time, in the latter took a wider range, and set
forth the future destiny of the Church in its lights and shades, in such a form as to be of
equal benefit at all times and to all classes.
It is very obvious

;

The First Part.
This is determined by the several dates to consist of three distinct prophetic utterances.
Chap. i. 1-6. These verses contain an introduction in the form of a solemn admonition enforced by an appeal to the experience of the fathers, who not only felt but acknowledged that Jehovah's threatenings were not a vain thing but a formidable reality. The date
is the eighth month of the second year of Darius, B. C. 515.
n. Chaps, i. 7-vi. 15. Eight Night-visions followed by an Appendix, namely
1. The Man among the Myrtles, or Successful Intercession for the Covenant people (ch. i.
I.

7-17).

The Four Horns and Four

2.

(ch.

i.

The Man with
God (ch. ii.).

3.

of

Smiths, or an Adequate Defender against every Assailant

18-21).

the Measuring Line, or the Enlargement and Security of the People

Joshua the High Priest before the Angel of Jehovah, or the Forgiveness of Sin and
Coming of the Branch (ch. iii.).
5. The Candlestick with the two Olive Trees, or the Positive Communication of God's

4.

the

Spirit
6.
7.

and Grace

(ch. iv).

The Flying Roll, or the Destroying Curse upon all Sinners (ch. v. 1-4).
The Woman in the Ephah, or the Permanent Exile of the Wicked (ch.
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8. The Fonr Chariots, or Jehovah's Judgments upon the Heathen (ch. vi. 1-8).
Appendix. This recites a symbolical action, the Crowning of Joshua, the High-priest, or
the Functions of the Priest-King whose name is Branch.
The date of the whole series is
the twenty -fourth day of the eleventh month of the second year of Darius, rf. c. 515.
III. Chaps, vii. and viii.
An answer to the inquiry of the People whether they should
continue to observe the annual fasts which commemorated special calamities in their former
experience.
The Prophet first (ch. vii.) rebukes their formalism and recounts the sins and
sorrows of their fathers ; and then (ch. viii.) promises such blessings as will change their fasts
into festivals and attract even the heathen to seek their fellowship.
The prophecy was uttered in the fourth day of the ninth month of the fourth year of Darius, b. c. 517, which is
the last date mentioned in the book.

The Second Part.
•

This, as has been said, bears no date, and may have been, and probably was, delivered
long after what is contained in the preceding chapters. It is divided into two oracles by
the titles which head respectively chaps, ix. and xii. The general theme is the Future
Destiny of the Covenant People.
I.
The First Burden (chaps, ix.-xi.).
This seems to outline die course of God's providence toward his people as far as the time
of our Saviour.
1. Judgment upon the Land of Hadrach (ix. 1-8), or the Syrian Conquests of Alexander
the Great.
2. Zion's King of Peace (ix. 9, 10).
Plainly Messianic.
3. Victory over the Sons of Javan (ix. 11-17), or the triumphs of the Maccabees.
4. Further Blessings of the Covenant People (ch. x.).
Their gradual increase in means
and numbers under native rulers.
5. The Rejection of the Good Shepherd (ch. xi.).
A striking delineation of our Lord's
treatment by his own people.
n. The Second Burden (chaps. xii.-xiv.).
This carries forward the outlook upon the future even to the time of the end.
1. Israel's Victory over Trials (xii. 1-9), or the Triumph of the early Church over perse-

cuting Foes.
2. Repentance and Conversion (xii. 10
xiii. 1), or the Power of Christ's Death to awaken
and renew.
3. The Fruits of Penitence (xiii. 2-6), as shown in the abolition of false worship and
;

false prophecy
4.

which stand

The Sword

for all forms of sin.

against the Shepherd and his Flock

Father, and his People suffer also.
5. Final Conflict and Triumph of God's
checkered course from beginning to end.

§

6.

Kingdom

(xiii.

7-9), or Christ is smitten

(ch. xiv.), or

by

his

a General Survey of the

The Genuineness of the Second Part.

This is in some respects the most interesting and important question pertaining to the
book, and needs to be considered at some length.
The History of the Assault. This is comparatively of late date. The question seems
1.
never to have been stirred until the middle of the seventeenth century. The first to raise
a doubt was the learned and pious Jos. Mede in the Fragmenta Sacra appended to his Dissert. Eccles. Triga, London, 1653.
This was suggested to him by the citation in Matt,
(xxvii. 9, 10), which the Evangelist attributes to Jeremiah, whence he concluded that "the
Jews had not rightly attributed these chapters to Zechariah ; " and he was further confirmed
in this opinion by the contents of the chapters, some of which he thought required an earlier
date than the exile, and others were not suitable to Zechariah's position and object. Mede
was followed in this view by Hammond, 1681 ; Rich. Kidder, Demon, of the Messiah, 1700;
Whiston, 1722; Archbishop Newcome, Imp. Version^ etc., 1785; to all of whom Blayney
made what Hengstenberg calls "an admirable reply," in his work on Zechariah, Oxford,
1797.
The controversy was first awakened in Germany by B. G. Fltigge, in an anonymous
work published in 1 784, in which he maintained that the second part consisted of nine disDigitized by
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tinct

before the exile.

prophecies, delivered

Vatke went

to the opposite

The

Alexander the Great.

After him

extreme and assigned

its

Eichhorn, Corrodi, Paulus, and

origin to a writer living in the time of

greater part of the hostile critics (Bertholdt, Rosen miiller, GesEwald, Bleek, Bunsen, Von Ortenberg, Pressel) followed in

eniuB, Hitzig, Rnobel, Maurer,
tlje

wake

of

Mede and Newcome, and

maintained, with however

many

variations

among

themselves, that the six chapters in question dated from a period prior to the Captivity.

Some (Davidson and

deem the whole

work of one author, probably the ZechaAhaz. Others (Knobel, Bunsen, et al.)
assign chaps, xii.-xiv. (to which Ewald excepts xiii. 7-9, which he thinks misplaced where it
and thus they make
is) to a later unknown author, probably a contemporary of Jeremiah
two ante-exile composers of the second part. The traditional view of one book and one
author has been maintained by Carpzov, Beckhaus, Jahn, Eoster, Hengstenberg, De Wette,
(in the later editions of his Einleitung),' Umbreit, Havernick, Keil, Stahelin, V. Hoffman,
Neumann, Kliefoth, Kohler, Beinke, et al. and in England by Henderson, # Wordsworth,
and Pusey, while Jno. Pye Smith and Davidson hold to the preexile authorship.
2.
The Grounds of Objection to the Genuineness, These have been already suggested,
(a.) The first and most important is the New Testament authority as apparently given by
Matthew (xxvii. 9, 10), where the Evangelist attributes to Jeremiah what is unquestionably
a citation from Zech. xL 12. Various readings are found in some MSS. and VSS., but these
riah mentioned

Pressel)

Is. viii. 2,

who

the

lived in the reign of

;

;

make the Gospel conform to the fact
sought in the contents of the six chapters, e. g. Mede argues that one
of the chapters contains a prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem which was fulfilled by
Titus, and this was by no means suitable to the object of Zechariah, whose mission was only
are such as in
(b.)

all

probability sprang from a desire to

Another ground

is

and to encourage. Again, Ephraim and Judah are spoken of together as if both
were still existing as distinct kingdoms, which they never were after the exile. Assyria
and Egypt are mentioned as formidable powers which at that time they were not, Persia
So also are Phoenicia, Damascus, and
having absorbed the former and subdued the latter.
ComPhilistia represented as important foes, when their power had long been broken.
plaints are made of false prophets and idolatry, of neither of which is any trace found after
The delineation of the Messiah in the second part, as rejected and put to
the Captivity.
death, is inconsistent with those statements in the first, which represent Him as glorious
and blessed, (c.) A third objection is drawn from the alleged contrast of style between the
The first is prosaic and poor, the second is poetic and forcible, so that the difference
parts.
The one is full of visions, and speaks much of angels and also of Satan, of all
is manifest.
Certain characteristic phrases, " The word
of which there is scarcely a trace in the other.
of Jehovah came/' " Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts," etc., found in the first eight chapters,
do not occur at all in the last six, while on the other hand " in that day " occurs frequently
to console

A convenient

in the latter, but not once in the former.

summary of

these objections

may

be found in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, pp. 8603, 3609.
(a) Here it may be remarked, first that the
8. The Argument for the Traditional Vietq.
opinion which refers the origin of the controverted chapters to the time of Alexander or of
the Maccabees, is now generally abandoned, and by the later writers on the other side is not
deemed worthy of reply. Indeed it never rested upon anything but the dogmatic prejudice
that the Prophets could prophecy only of that which lay in their own time, and could be
foreknown by their own unaided faculties. Eichhorn frankly confessed that all other arguments were unsatisfactory, (b.) The degree of variation among the objectors themselves,
Men of equal learning, insight, and oandor differ alike
easts suspicion upon their views.
upon the authorship they suggest and the grounds upon which they defend it. Some make
one writer, others make two one rests mainly upon the text in Matthew, another is guided
by the variations in matter and tone between the first part and the second, another makes
much of the variations in style. It seems then that as soon as we leave the traditional view
we are all at sea, with no certain criteria of judgment, and liable to be borne hither and
(c.) We have no record of any other Zechariah
thither by mere subjective influences,
who might be presumed to have written what was afterwards confounded with the genuine
Mention is made (Is. viii. 2) of a man bearing this name, but
writings of the son of Iddo.
it is only as a " faithful witness," without the least indication that he bore the prophetic
character or discharged the prophetic office and later, another is spoken of (2 Chron. xxvi
5) who was a trusted counsellor of King Uzziah, but this man, even if the text be correct
(of which there is serious doubt), while he " understood the sight of God," yet did not stand
;

.

;
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in the prophetic order and

is not credited with any prophetic utterances, much less writings,
Nothing then but a vigorous exercise of the imagination can produce another Zechariah whose compositions might by mistake have been appended to those
of the post-exilium Prophet,
(d.) The theory of another author or authors implies that
there was a mistake made by the framers of the present Canon of the Old Testament.
It
is quite certain that they intended all the fourteen chapters of Zechariah to be regarded as
the work of one and the same person.
Did they err ? We may admit, as Pressel claims,
the paucity of our knowledge as to the time of the compilation of the Canon, and the men
by whom it was done nor can we urge with Hengstenberg that Zechariah lived in the
same age with the collectors of the Canon, which may or may not have been the case. But
it is certain that the Canon was completed before the version of the Septuagint was made,
t. «., iu the first half of the third century before Christ, and its compilers had abundant opportunity to satisfy themselves as to the claims of the different classes of writings upon
which they adjudicated. Some they admitted others they rejected ; and their judgment
stands to-day accredited by the highest authority,
that of our Lord and his Apostles.
We
know from Josephus and other sources what Scriptures they were upon which the blessed
Saviour placed his imprimatur.
They included the Sio'€Kawp6<t>rjrov % just as it stands, and
in this, the Book of Zechariah just as it stands.
Would he have sanctioned such an error
as is claimed to exist ?
Is it reasonable to think that the Providence which confessedly
watched so carefully over the sacred writings in all other respects would have failed just
here ? The cases which Mede cites are not parallel.
He speaks of Agur's prayer being
included in the Book of Proverbs of Solomon, and of liturgical compositions by other authors being included in what are called the Psalms of David.
But in both these cases the
rule was applied, a fortiori nomen Jit ; and besides, the added portions were for the most
part marked with the names of their respective authors. In Zechariah nothing of the kind
is seen.
Not a hint of divided authorship is given, nor was even the thought of such a
thing suggested, until twenty centuries had rolled away. Nor is there a single ascertained
instance in the older portions of the Scriptures, in which pieces by different authors are collected into one book and ascribed to one and the same author.
(*.) A 8 to the passage in Matthew's gospel, it may be truly said that the Evangelist would
hardly be likely to make a correction of the Jewish Canon in this indirect manner, without
" The uniform reference of these chapters to Zechgiving some intimation to that effect
ariah in the Jewish Canon is much more difficult to account for if he did not write them,
than the verse in Matthew is, if he did " (T. V. Moore). Moreover, Matthew's statement
gives no countenance to those who claim an early Zechariah, for he explicitly mentions Jeremiah, and they who plead his authority must take it as it stands, and not bend it to suit
their own purposes.
So far then as the present argument is concerned, we might dismiss
this citation as having no bearing upon the question of an earlier or later Zechariah.
For
a full statement of the question the reader is referred to Smith's Bible Dictionary, 8609, and
to Lange's Comm. on Matthew, I. c.
In my own view, the citation is not to be explained as
an error of memory, which is inconsistent with the true doctrine of the inspiration of the
sacred penmen
nor as a textual error, for the existing text is completely established nor
as a quotation from a lost book of Jeremiah (Origen), or an apocryphal book of his (Jerome,
Eichhorn), or one of his oral statements (Calovius), or from a genuine work of Jeremiah
from which the Jews have expunged this passage (Eusebius), since all of these suppositions
are as destitute of probability as they are of proof; nor by the theory that the Evangelist,
fusing two passages together, one from Jeremiah and another from Zechariah, names the
joint product from the older Prophet (Grotius, Hengstenberg), for this is extremely artificial
and unlikely ; nor by the claim that the name Jeremiah was purposely substituted for that
of Zechariah in order to teach us that all prophecies proceed from one Spirit, and that the
Prophets are merely channels, not sources, of the Divine truth (Wordsworth), for this would
create far greater difficulties than it removes, by undermining all confidence in any specific
quotations.
The only remaining view is that of Scrivener and Lightfoot, that the Book of
Jeremiah, being actually arranged by the Jews as the first of all the Prophets (Bava
Bathra), gave its name to the whole body of their writings, and that thus Matthew was
justified in naming his quotation as he did.
If this be not acceptable, all we can do is to
assume an error on the part of one of the earliest transcribers, or to say with Calvin, Me
nescire faieor nee anzie laboro.
But however this citation may be explained, or even if it be
given up as inexplicable, it cannot be used to prove that the authorship of the second part

for popular edification.

;

;

—

;

;
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For if that had been the
of Zechariah was an open question in the time of the Apostles.
ease we should have had some other evidence of the fact. Especially, since Matthew makes
two other quotations from Zechariah (xxi. 5 and xxvi. 81), but in both cases follows his
usual method of quoting without name ; in one, saying, " which was spoken by the Prophet,"
But if he had really held that the second part of
in the other, simply " it is written."
Zechariah, although inspired and canonical, was not attributed to its true author, would he
not have said so in these passages as well as in xxvii. 9 ?
(/.) As to the contents of the chapters in question the objections spring from a misap-

Many of these will be considered as they arise in
prehension of their exegetical meaning.
The mention of
the course of the exposition, but a few remarks may be made here.
Kphraim by no means presupposes the distinct existence of the northern kingdom. That
used to designate a part of the existing population just as the corresponding terra
employed by Malachi (ii. 11), whom no one denies to be a post-exile Prophet.
Assyria and Egypt in like manner are brought forward as natural and convenient represenPhoenicia and the other kingdoms on
tatives of the heathen foes of the covenant people.
the coast line of Palestine, although not flourishing and independent, were certainly in ex-

name

is

Israel is

victorious march of Alexander which
about the reference to false Prophets and idolatry is
diluted by the prophetic peculiarity of representing the future under the forms of the past
As to the Messianic predictions in the second part, they are a pledge of its genuineness,
sustaining as they do the same relation to the Messianic allusions in the first part, as Isaiah's
later predictions on the same theme (xlix., liii.) do to his earlier writings (ii., ix., xi.). When
Zechariah's main object was to encourage the people in carrying forward the Temple, be
naturally gave special prominence to the brighter side of the Messianic picture ; but afterwards when his scope was larger, he brought in the more developed thought of one who
triumphs through suffering,
(g.) In xii. 11 there is an undeniable allusion to the death of
Josiah in the valley of Megiddo, which is fatal to the assumption that the second part was
composed in the time of Ahaz. Nor can this be successfully eluded by assigning chaps, ixxi. to one author, and chaps, xii.-xiv. to another, for the two " burdens " are intimately con-

istence in Zechariah's time,

our Prophet predicts.

The

and suffered under the

difficulty

nected by their common description of the people as a flock, and of their leaders as shepand by the dependence of xiii. 7 upon xi. 11. But if the six chapters form one
whole, how could they have been uttered in the days of Jeremiah and yet have attained no

herds,

recognition at his
(h.)

As

to

hand ?

the alleged differences of style, Pressel, himself an opponent of the genuine-

some sharpness that the man who professes to see such a contrast that he
can say of one part that it is post-exile Hebrew, and of the other that it is ante-exile HeStill it must be adbrew, must have an ear fine enough to hear the grass when it grows
mitted that there are some differences ; yet these are not more than may be* easily accounted
Zechariah (ii. 4) was a young man
for by the difference of age and of aim in the author.
when he composed the first part, and was possibly quite advanced when he composed the
The first part is in large measure descriptive, the second wholly prophetic and
second.
there was room in the latter for an elevation and grandeur which were not called for before.
It surely is not an accepted canon of criticism that because an author writes at one time in
a certain style, he must always use the same in any subsequent work. This reasoning would
(as T. V. Moore says) make us affirm that Burke could not be the author of the Reflection*
on the French Revolution, because he wrote the Treatise on the Sublime and Beautiful, which
Moreover, it is worthy
is as simple and subdued as the former is impassioned and brilliant
of remark that the first part, which on all sides is admitted to be of post-exile origin, preWhat, can be more unlike the
sents some great diversities of conception and expression.
bold and startling symbolism of the night visions than the plain didactic utterances conYet no one has suggested a
tained in the two chapters (vii. and viii.) which follow them ?
Why then should we think of one when we come to the second part,
different author here.
where the variation is certainly no greater ? A word may be added respecting the dependence of Zechariah upon the earlier Prophets (see the citations and references in § 3) as evidence of his posteriority. It is true that Kohler, himself a defender of the genuineness,
declines to use this argument, saying that it is impossible to decide in such cases which is
But the point is well taken by
the original source of the words, phrases, and images usod.
Stahelin, that it is far more likely that one Prophet quoted from many than that many quoted
ness, says with

I

;
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Indeed,

it

was

this consideration principally

1£
which led

De Wette

to

change his

opinion, so that after having delared for two authors of Zechariah in three editions of his
Introduction, he returned to the traditionary view in the fourth.
(i.) The adverse theory claims that the compilers of the Canon found these six chapters
either together or in parts, floating around as a part of the inspired literature of the nation
and generally recognized as such, but without having the name of any author prefixed ; and

that by mistake they put them in connection with the acknowledged prophecies of Zechariah.
Here, it may be urged in reply, is an exceedingly improbable supposition at the outset All
the prophetical writings of the Old Testament of which we have any knowledge state in
each case at the beginning the name of the author. This is true of the twelve Minor
Prophets, of the Books of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, and of the particular prophetic
visions of Daniel (vii. 1 ; viii. 1
ix. 1, 2 ; x. 1).
This was not the case with the histories
of Scripture, for the obvious reason that these, whether because they were drawn from the
;

archives of the nation, or because they bore intrinsic evidence of their correctness, did not
require to be authenticated by the authors* names.
But prophecy had its entire value in its
its human author must furnish in his name and personality, the evidence that he stood in such a relation to God as to be made by Him a channel of revelation.
This then being the case, it is wholly unreasonable to suppose that an anonymous prophecy
was current among the Jews at the time when the Canon was made. On the contrary we
axe justified in holding that had such a nameless work come before the compilers, they
would have rejected it as on its face spurious.
Not only the learned
(j.) The testimony of the Jews on this subject is unanimous.
scribes in the days of Ezra and afterwards who compiled the Canon, but the schools of
Hillel and Shammai who flourished in Jerusalem just before and after the time of our Lord,
the great Jewish Seminaries of Tiberias and Babylon, the authors of the Targums, and the
continuous series of learned Rabbins down to the Reformation, all with one consent, accept
the Book of Zechariah just as it stands in the Old Testament as the product of one man,
Of the learning of these men' there can be
the contemporary of Haggai and Zerubbabel.
no question. They were as well able to judge questions of evidence, internal or external,
They were notorious for their extreme jealousy for the integrity of
as any modern critic.
the sacred writings. Their absolute silence as to any diversity of authorship is wholly inexplicable, if the apparent indications of that fact have anything like the degree of strength
and clearness which is claimed by the opponents of the traditional view.
Mr. Perowne, the author of the article on Zechariah in Smith's Bible Dictionary, concludes a review of the whole argument, with the remark, *' It is not easy to say which way

divine inspiration, and

the weight of evidence preponderates." I cannot agree with this opinion.
Of course it
idle to say thai there is no ground for suspecting the preexile date of the chapters
Too many critics of various countries and of different shades of theological
in question.
opinion, have agreed in adopting this view to warrant its contemptuous rejection.
At the
same time a careful review of the case justifies the immemorial historical tradition. No
dates are given, because none were needed, the entire outlook being on the distant future.
The author's name is not once mentioned but the same is true of the later prophecies of
Isaiah, the twenty-six brilliant chapters which close the book.
The northern kingdom is
not mentioned in the last three chapters, while it does occur in the' three preceding but if
its mention in the latter has no historical significance, its omission in the former need have
none.
The efforts made to explain particular predictions by occurrences in Hebrew history
prior to the Captivity, have totally failed, as e. g., the conquest of the sea-coast (ix. 1-8),
the victory over Javan (ix. 13-17), the feeding of the flock of slaughter (xi.), the general
repentance (xii. 10-14), or the inward purity and universal ascendancy of Judah (xiv. 16But most of these can be very satisfactorily shown to be fulfilled in the period be21).
tween the restoration from Babylon and the founding of the Christian Church and any
others may safely be considered as belonging to the as yet unfulfilled purposes of the Most
High. What then is there startling in the thought that Zechariah in the later years of life,
under the guidance of the same inspiration which undeniably vouchsafed to him the nightvisions, proceeded to record these two oracles or burdens sketching in outline the future fortunes of the people of God, exhibiting their struggles and triumphs, their sins and purification, and especially their Priest-king, not merely in his wide and peaceful reign, but also in
the rejection, humiliation, and sacrifice by which that reign is procured ? Then, since we

would be

;

;

;
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that Jeremiah on one occasion by divine command (xxxvL 2) reduced to writing all the
prophecies of his preceding ministry, why might not Zechariah have done the same thing,
making one complete record of all that the Lord had seen fit to reveal by him ?
Furthermore, let the reader compare the course of thought in the eight night visions and
their appendix with that of the second part, and he will hardly fail to see a surprising coincidence in the. general scope, whatever may be the variations in detail. There are the same
promises of increase and enlargement, of protection and security, of overthrow of foes, of

know

of the punishment of the incorrigible, and of
This is apparent from a glance at the contents of
the respective sections as given in § 5, but is still more evident upon a careful continuous
reading of each part with the attention fixed upon the order of thought and its general expression.
As to the development of the Messianic idea, the lowly and peaceful rider upon
an ass's foal (ch. ix. 9) is quite in harmony with the repeated use in the former part (iii. 8 ;
And although t^e later chapters
vi. 12) of the modest term " branch " (=» sucker, shoot).
contain a revelation of suffering in the good shepherd, of which there is no hint in die
earlier, yet this is just what we should expect from the analogy of Isaiah, where we have
the king and the kingdom, the branch and the glory in the earlier prophecies, but no indication of the solitary, patient, wronged, and martyred sufferer till we reach the later portion.
It seems to have been the purpose of the Most High to give full force and sweep to
the brighter and more glowing anticipations of Messiah's character and course, and after
And if, as seems
this preparation, to disclose the darker outlines of his extraordinary career.
probable, the second part of Zechariah was issued at an advanced period of his life, when the
restored exiles had outlived their early trials, and were firmly established on their ancestral
soil, their situation would admit of a distinct reference to the suffering Messiah which would
have been unsuitable at an earlier period when it was particularly required that they should
be consoled and animated.

removal of iniquity, of effusion of the
the final ingathering of

§

far-off*

Spirit,

peoples.

The alleged Influence of

7.

That Zechariah shows

the Persian Theology.

and form of his writings traces of his early Chaldaan
education has long been admitted, and the only matter of surprise is that those traces are
not more numerous and palpable.
But it is often asserted that not only his language bat
his thought has been affected by contact with Ethnic races and religions, especially by the
religious views of the ancient Persians.
Thus Mr. Alger says (Doctrine of a Future Life,
p. 132), " We have unquestionable proofs that during the period from die Babylonish Captivity to the advent of Christ, the Jews borrowed and adapted a great deal from the Persian
theology."
Again, he quotes (p. 141) the acute and learned scholar, Di\ Martin Haug, as
declaring that " Judaism after the exile received an important influence from Zoroastrianism,
an influence which in regard to the doctrine of angels, Satan, and the resurrection of the
in the style

dead, cannot be mistaken."
As Zechariah does not refer to the resurrection, it is only the
former two of these questions which need to be handled here.
There is no doubt that the two systems, the Hebrew and the Persian, substantially agree
on these points. According to the latter, Ormuzd, the Principle of Good, the Fountain of
Light, not only created the earth and man, but also a number of spiritual beings, some of
whom stood as counsellors around his throne and all of whom were engaged in his service.

Over against Ormuzd stood Ahriman, the Principle of Evil, the instigator of all wrong and
who also was attended by subordinate evil spirits like himself. And these
two essential principles stood in eternal conflict with each other. Here then is the doctrine
misery and death,

of good and evil angels, as a constituent and very ancient part of the Zoroastrian system,
as all expositors of that system agree, however they may differ on other points.
Its antiq-

was at least six centuries before Christ, and may have been four or five centuries earlier,
while Dr. Haug, one of the latest scholars in this field, holds it for certain (Alger, p. 141),
that Zoroaster lived from fifteen hundred to two thousand years before the Christian era.
On the ground mainly of this early date, it is insisted that Zechariah borrowed from the
Zend-Avesta. But surely this position is not tenable.
What reason is there which compels
uity

us to believe that either borrowed from the other ?
revelation,

begun at the

fall

The Hebrew system

claims to be a

of man, and gradually enlarging in the scope of

its

disclosures

during a long course of ages, while it narrowed in the numbers of those to whom it was
given from the whole race at the first to a particular division in the time of Noah, to a parDigitized by
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Abraham, and lastly to a single individual in the time of Jacob,
whose descendants constituted the chosen seed. If this be admitted, what is to hinder the
view that some portions of the primeval revelation to Adam, Noah, or Abraham, may have
ticular family in the time of

floated

by

down

the stream of time outside the channel of the covenant, and, being appropriated
by him into the system which bears his name ? Beyond all

Zoroaster, were wrought

question the tradition of the flood thus descended in almost every direction. It is surely
not unreasonable to think that other traditions were transmitted in the same way. But in
only one instance were they seized by a man able to retain these fragments of primitive
truth and develope them into a complete monotheistic system.
In this way the origin of the
Zoroastrian doctrine as to angels, good and bad, may be fairly accounted for.
But if on
the other hand the postulate of an original revelation at the beginning be wholly denied,
we are not shut up to the conclusion that Zechariah and his predecessors borrowed from the
author of the ancient Persian faith. For if Zoroaster was able by his own faculties to excogitate the system which bears his name, why may not the same power be supposed to have
inhered in one or more of the eminent Hebrews ?
On the plane of mere naturalism, the
question resolves itself simply into one of mental grasp and constructive power, and on what
possible ground can it be claimed that Moses or Samuel or David were unable to do what
the East Bactrian reformer did ?
Or even if one should allow the preposterous assertion of
Mr. Alger (p. 141), that, " The Hebrew theology had no Satan, no demonology until after

the residence at Babylon,"

why

could not Zechariah himself have developed this interesting
He was the heir of a civilization and a literature which had existed for centuries, as well as of by far the purest and most spiritual
monotheism which the world has ever seen, and was certainly in a condition to lend truth

fact of the unseen world without Ethnic aid ?

rather than to borrow it.
Nor does it avail to say, as has been said, " How often the Hebrew people lapsed into
idolatry, accepting Pagan gods, doctrines, and ritual, is notorious."
For this remark, true as
it is, does not meet the case.
The people did frequently fall away under the pressure of
The instances are too numerous to be recounted, stretching all the way from
temptation.
the calf worship instituted by Aaron at the foot of Sinai, down to the weeping for Thammuz,

and the chambers of imagery which Ezekiel rebuked.

But the same

faithful narrative

which

informs us of these apostasies, also informs us that they were never regarded as anything
else than departures from the truth.
However widely they might prevail, always a few
were left who remained faithful to the covenant, and these preserved the hereditary faith inError was transient, truth permanent.
tact.
sure evidence of this is found in the Book
of Psalms. The human authors of this inspired liturgy were many, and they flourished at
widely different periods, yet the theology of the book is the same throughout.
The earliest

A

every doctrinal sentiment Even in the northern kingdom
worshipped (except in the times of Ahab and Jezebel),
idolatry was formally established, the Prophets who officiated in that kingdom (Hosea, Amos,
etc.) never gave place to the prevailing errors, but rebuked them with the utmost vigor and
There is not a single instance in which Hebrew theology was shaped or even
boldness.
colored by these outside influences.
Its authorized expounders with one consent rejected
every suggestion of the heathen. Why then should Zechariah have proved an exception ?
Why should he violate the usage of a thousand years and accept new doctrines from a
heathen source ? The very fact that the nation previously often went astray in whole or in
part, and in some instances for a length of time, and yet never succeeded in ingrafting its
errors upon its own literature, renders it a most unlikely thing that Zechariah should have
turned aside to borrow a heathen superstitution.
Again, if the Prophet borrowed from the Persian system, why did he stop short with its
How came he to escape its grand peculiarity the eternal and necesdoctrine of angels ?
This is the answer which Zoroaster gave to the vexed quessary existence of Ahriman ?
And it is the best or most plausition of all theologies and all ages, Whence comes evil ?
Now if Zechble solution which unassisted reason can render to that perplexing problem.
ariah obtained from Babylon the idea of Satan, he must have become familiar with the
whole doctrine of the Persians upon this subject. How came he to take just so much and
no more ? Not a trace of dualism appears in any portion of his prophecies. True, he does
not, like his illustrious predecessor Isaiah (xlv. 7), put his foot upon the seductive theory
with such significant words as these " I form the light and create darkness I make peace
9
But he ignores it as contemptuously as
and create evil I the Lord do all these things.*

Psalm and the

latest agree in

where, 'although Jehovah was

still

—

:

;

;
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he was indebted to this system for the suggestion of
God and man, it is certainly fair to suppose that in
adopting one part of the view, he would at least have hinted at his rejection of the other
and more characteristic portion.

if it

an

were unworthy of

notice.

evil spiritual being, the

Yet

if

adversary of

Once more. All the circumstances of the case oppose the alleged indebtedness of the
Prophet to the Zend-Avesta. The Jews were carried to Babylon against their will, and
one of the most painful features of this compulsory exile was its interference with their
religious worship and privileges.
They had no temple, no altar, no sacrifices, no festivals
no solemn processions, nothing but the law, the Sabbath, and at first the occasional voice of
a Prophet. But they appear, with the exception of such as were taken for domestic service,
to have been settled together as a sort of colony, so that there was not much difficulty in
preserving their ancestral traditions.
To these they adhered, seemingly with the more
An
steadfast determination because they were cut off from their regular forms of worship.
Ewald remarks over and over (Geschichte d. V. /., iv. passim), they became entirely selfcentered, their thoughts reverted incessantly to their past history, to their peculiar position

among the

come which la?
shown by the fact of

nations of the earth, and to the singular hope of a Deliverer to

at the bottom of their political

and

religious organization.

This

is

Instead of being hopelessly dispersed and merged among the nations with
they were identified for more than two generations, they survived in sufficient numbers and with enough national spirit, to avail themselves of the permission of Cyrus, and

restoration.

whom

homes and there renew the old commonwealth. The severof their trials only endeared to them the more their former faith and institutions. A
gleam of this feeling shines out in the touching strains of the 137th Psalm, " How shall we
sing the Lord's song in a strange land ? " One thing is certain.
There was a complete and
return to their desolated ancestral
ity

surprising change wrought in the whole

body in respect to idol worship. Before the Capthey were incessantly falling into this snare.
There was scarcely one of their heathen
neighbors whom they did not at some time imitate in their objects of worship.
It made no
difference who presented the temptation or what was its particular nature, they were always
ready to exchange the glory of the uncorruptible God for a lie, and bow down to the objects
But after the Captivity all this was reversed. Henceforth
their own hands had made.
they became proof against any such allurement. Nay, so far from going of themselves into
It was the insane fury
idolatry, they defied the power of any ruler to force them into it
of Antiochus Epiphanes for the introduction of the Greek cultus into Judaea which occasioned innumerable martyrdoms, and at last provoked the insurrection of the Maccabees
and the series of heroic struggles by which they achieved the independence of their country.
The question then recurs
How is it possible that one of the leaders of the people, an
inspired Prophet, who shared in all their intense national convictions and hopes, and who as
a Jew regarded Gentiles with far more of scorn and dislike than a Greek of the age of
Pericles did those whom he called fiapfiapou,
how could he think of improving or perfecting his theology by adaptations from the views of uncircumcised heathen ?
Such a thing
might have been possible (though not probable) at an earlier day, but that it should have
Nor is it of
occurred at the era of the restoration, is, I humbly insist, quite inconceivable.
its pure theism, its
any avail to refer to the acknowledged excellences of Zoroastrianism,
as if these
fierce hatred of idolatry, its elevated morality, and its doctrine of a future state,
would conciliate the favor of a devout Hebrew and incline him to adopt new views from
The immemorial faith of the nation was that it had been chosen by Jehosuch a source.
tivity

—

—

—

vah as the depository of his

him on

truth,

and therefore had express and immediate

—

revelations from

As

long as they held this conviction, it would seem
nothing less than treason and sacrilege to borrow doctrinal opinions from any ethnic system,
however pure and spiritual it might seen).
pious Jew could not admit that he had anyall

points of religious faith.

A

thing to learn about religion from an uncircumcised stranger.
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THE PROPHET ZECHARIAH.
PART

FIRST.

UTTERANCES FOR THE PRESENT TIME.
Chapters I.-V1H.

L THE INTRODUCTION.
Chapter
A.

1

2
3

4

5

A

I.

1-6.

Call to Repentance (vers. 1-3). B. Enforced by an Appeal to the Experience of
their Fathers (vers. 4-6).

In the eighth month, in the second year of Darius, came the word of Jehovah
unto Zechariah, the son of Berechiah, the son of Iddo the prophet, saying,
Jehovah hath been sore displeased with your fathers. 1
Therefore say thou * unto them, Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
Return ye unto me, saith Jehovah of Hosts,
And I will return unto you, saith Jehovah of Hosts.
Be not as your fathers, to whom the former prophets cried, saying,
Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
Turn, I beseech you, from your evil ways and from your evil doings ; 8
But they hearkened not, and paid no attention to me,
Saith Jehovah.
Your fathers, where are they ?
And the prophets, can they live forever ?

6 Nevertheless,4 my words and my statutes/
Which I commanded my servants the prophets,
Did they not overtake e your fathers, so that they turned and said.
Like as Jehovah of Hosts purposed to do unto us,

—

.

According to our ways and according to our doings,
So hath He dealt with us.
TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

— The oolloeatioo of the verb and cognate noon renders verse very emphatic.
Jehovah at your lathers with anger.
— The Tar ©out. with the Perfect, indicating a neeeasary consequence from what precedes,
S Yer.
1 Yer. 2.

this

itf

literally,

8.

the imperative.
plied in the

• Ver. 4.

— DH^pS does

f Yer.

mi

not refer to the nearest antecedent " fathers/' but to the prophet's contemporaries, im-

— The Kethlb DS^VbjTD
— 7[S.

«.— *j?H.

4 Yer. 6.

Angry

rendered in

pronoun " your."
is to

be retained, both because the preposition

is

wanting in the Keri, and also

beeenee the latter seems to have originated in the offense taken at the masculine ending in the plural of
in the singular, although similar cases are not rare (Green, Heb. Gram., § 900 6).
4 Yer. 6.

is

— 5Q

This word

is

very inadequately rendered in the B. V., by the simple adversative 6k*

For a precisely similar use of

s

i{r*n.

a noun feminine

this word, see Zeph.

The marginal rendering of B.

Y., otxrtakt y is to

ii.

and Job

xxiil. 14,

be preferred to the

text, tmk$ hold.

EXBGBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

from the general tenor of the night-visions, from
the promised change of fasts into festivals, and
The main design of Zechariah's prophetic ac- from the glowing pictures of future blessedness
tivity was to administer consolation and encour- and honor which occur in the latter portion of his
agement to the people of God still in a condition book. Yet it was necessary to prevent these conof weakness and suffering.
This plainly appears solations from being usurped by any to whom they
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did not belong, and to show that repentance and
holy Hying were indispensable conditions of the
attainment of an v of these blessings. This thought
is again and again expressed in the course of the
prophetic revelations (iii. 7, vi. 15, vii. 7-10, viii.
16, 17, x. 1,2, xi. 10, xiv. 20), but it is made especially prominent in these opening verses, which
seem to be a kind of introduction both to the
prophet's labors in general, and also to the present
collection of his utterances.
In them Zechariah
sounds the key-note of all spiritual religion, a return to God, and urges its importance by the mention of their fathers' sins and their fathers' punishments.
Ver. 1. In the eighth month, etc. The first
note of time does not mean, " In the eighth new
moon" (C. B. Michael is, Kohler), because chodesh
is never used in this sense in chronological notices.
The general, introductory nature of this particular
address did not reouire that the precise day of the
month should be indicated. On other points in
this verse, see the Introduction.
Ver. 2. Jehovah hath been sore displeased,
etc The mention of God's wrath is the ground
of the summons in the following verse. Because
God had been so angry with the lathers, the children should now repent in all sincerity. The severity of this wrath had been painfully shown in
the overthrow of Jerusalem, the destruction of the
Temple, and the bitter exile in Babylon (Ps.
exxxvii.).
The contradiction between this verse
and the statement in ver. 17, that Jehovah was
" but a little displeased/' is only apparent, for the
latter refers to the duration of the wrath, while
the former expresses its intensity.
Ver. 3. Beturn ye ... I will return. The
exhortation and promise contained in this verse,
often repeated elsewhere (Mai. iii. 7, Jas. iv. 8),
are remarkably strengthened by the trine repetition
of " Saith Jehovah of Hosts." The occasion of
the summons is not to be sought in a temporary
abandonment of the work of rebuilding the Temple, for which there is no historical ground, but in
the spiritual condition of the people. It reminded
them that the mere outward work was not enough,
but there was need of a thorough conversion, a
genuine heartfelt return from their former works
and ways to the service and enjoyment of God.
Ver. 4. Be not as your fathers. Since naturally parents are apt to transmit their own character and course to their children, the prophet
here repeats his injunction in a negative form, bid-

Both, of course, imply a negative answer, but in
what sense is the decease of the propheta mentioned ? Some (Jerome, Cyril), referring to Jeremiah xxxvii. 10, suppose that false prophets are
intended but the persons spoken of nere must be
;

the

same as those mentioned

in

the preceding

who are manifestly true servants of God.
Others make the second question a rejoinder of

verse,

the people to the first (ltaschi, Burger, etc), which
seems forced. Others say that a contrast is presented between the fleeting, dying prophets, and
the ever-living word of Jehovah (Calvin, Grouos,
Hitzig, etc.), as if the meaning were, I allow that
both your fathers and ray prophets are dead ; bat
my words, are they dead ? but the latter part of
this contrast is not found in the text, but supplied
by the interpreters. Another class conceive that
the point of the second question is to remind Z«charian's contemporaries that the voice of prophecy
would soon cease, and therefore they should heed
it while they had the opportunity (A barb., Ewald),
which is a very natural sense of the words if they
stood alone; but it is contradicted by verse €,
which shows that the reference is not to the exist*
ing, but to the former prophets. The true view if
the one given by Kohler and others, that the former of the two verses contains a concession which
is limited and corrected by the latter. Thus : Your
fathers are long since dead, and it may seem ss
though they had thus escaped the threatenings
pronounced against them ; the prophets, too, have
gone the way of all flesh, and apparently their
words died with them ; nevertheless your fathers
did not die until the threatenings of the short-

had overtaken them, nor until they
themselves had acknowledged that fact. This view
sustained by the strong disjunctive conjunction
at the commencement of verse 6.
The phrase,
" take hold," in E. V., fails to give the force of
the Hebrew verb. The prophet conceives of God's
purposes of wrath as commissioned messengers
which followed the Israelites and overtook them
(cf. Deut. xxviii. 15, 45).
Mournful acknowledgments of this fact are to be found in Lamentaii.
tions
17, in Daniel's penitential prayer (ix. 4
ff.), and in Ezra's humbling confession "(ix. 6, 1).
There may be long delay, and consequently a
growing hope of escape, but sooner or later every
transgressor makes the affecting acknowledgment
of the Psalmist (xl. IS), " mine iniquities have
overtaken me."
lived prophets

is

his countrymen carefully to shun the example of their predecessors, who had utterly scorned
THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
the Lord's remonstrances. The former prophets
opening
are those before the exile, and Zechariah intenThe
.
words of Zechariah state a truth
1
tionally overlooks Daniel, becau.se he officiated at of great importance,
and none tjie less so bea heathen court and not in the midst of his peo- cause in every age a persistent attempt has been
that God has wrath.
ple, and his prophecies treated not so much of the made to deny or to evade it
inward duties of Israel as of its outward fortunes The blinding influence of their own depravity renamid the mighty revolutions of ihe heathen world ders men insensible to the evil of sin, and they
For a full summation of the course of the former easily come to transfer their own views to their
" thou thoughtest that I was altogether
prophets as here set forth, see 2 Kings xvii. 13-23. Maker
The ways and works of the earlier generation are such an one as thyself" (Ps. 1. 21). Hence they
called evil, in the first instance, because they were attribute to Him an easy good nature which readmorally corrupt, but also because they were fol- ily condones moral offenses and is quite too gentle
lowed by sore consequences (Kohler).
to give effect to the forebodings of a guilty conVer. 5. Your fathers, where are they ? The science. To set forth his justice, and assert bis
concluding verses of the section sustain the warn- prerogative as governor of the world, is regarded
ing not to imitate the fathers, by pointing out the as an unwarrantable disturbance of men's peace
fate which overtook them in consequence of their and an impeachment of the amiableness of the didisobedience.
The general sense is plain, and ac- vine character. This device is as old as the Aposknowledged by all interpreters, but the precise tles, and Paul exposes it with his usual vehemence,
force of the questions in ver. 5 is variously stated. " Let no man deceive yon with vain words, for be-

ding

—

—

—
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CHAPTER L
cause of these things cometh the wrath of God
upon the children of disobedience " (Eph. v. 6).
God has wrath. Nature bears witness to the fact.
The earth does not everywhere smile with verdure
and beauty, but 'all over its surface shows blots
and scars which suggest the moral disorder of the
This fact has been set forth with equal elorace.
anence and truth by Mr. Rusk in. Speaking of
tie revelations of God made on the face of creation, he says, " Wrath and threatening are invariably mingled with love and in the utmost solitudes of nature, the existence of hell seems to me
as legibly declared by a thousand spiritual utterances as of heaven. It is well for us to dwell with
thankfulness on the unfolding of the flower and
the falling of the dew, and the sleep of the green
but the blasted trunk, the
fields in the sunshine
barren rock, the moaning of the bleak winds, the
roar of the black, perilous whirlpools of the mountain streams, the solemn solitudes of moors and
seas, the continual fading of all beauty into darkness and of all strength into dust, have these no
language for us ? We may seek to escape their
teachings by reasonings touching the good which
but it is vain sophistry.
is wrought out of all evil
;

;

;

The good

succeeds to the evil as day succeeds the
Gerizim
night, but so also the evil to the good.
and Ebal, birth and death, li^ht and darkness,
heaven and hell, divide the existence of man and
his futurity."
2. The words in ver. 2 do not belong to the message to the people, but were delivered only to the
Prophet ; and they disclose to us the internal pressure under which he entered upon his office (Presdue sense of the power of God's wrath
sel).
lies at the basis of all true earnestness on the part
of his Prophets. It is the " burning fire shut up
in the bones" (Jer. xx. 9) which imparts its own
vehemence to the message, and produces correobsponding conviction in them that hear.
serve it in the Prophet of all Prophets, the Saviour
Himself. His groaning in spirit at the grave of
Lazarus, his tears at the sight of Jerusalem, show
how deeply he felt the terribleness of God's anger.

A

We

1-6.

summoned to turn back to God, and then He engages to return to them. Alienation from God
is the primary sin.
Men turn away from their
Maker, hide from Him like Adam, or wander off
like the prodigal, and of course are dissatisfied
Having left the fountain of living
they find the cisterns they hew out for
themselves to be broken cisterns which can hold
no water. No matter how often the experiment is
repeated, it always fails.
The only escape, the
first duty, is to turn to the Lord.
This duty
would be difficult, nay, it would be impossible, but
for the gracious promise which accompanies it.
God is found of tnose who seek Him. This is a
truth of the older dispensation as well as of the
later.
The father in our Saviour's parable who.
while yet the wayward son was a great way off,
discerned, and welcomed, and ran to meet his returning steps, is only a vivid picture of him who
waited to be gracious all through the history of
his ancient people.
Even in the early days of Job,
Eliphaz announced (xxii. 21 ) the cheering assur"
Acquaint now thyself with Him and be at
ance,
peace ; thereby good shall come unto thee."
4. God's providence not only insures the fulfillment of his threatenings, but compels the acknowledgment of that fulfillment from those who
suffer it.
In the case of the Jews this recognition
was frequently uttered, as mentioned before. (See
Exeget. and Crit., ad Jinem.)

and wretched*
waters,

'

HOMILBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
T. V.

Moore

It is

:

a sign of a sickly piety

when men are willing to hear nothing of the wrath
of God against sin. If men expect God to return
to them in prosperity, they must return to Him in
penitence.
The flower averted from the sun must
turn toward
turn
feel.

it,

to catch its genial smile.

No mercy without return, and no rewithout mercy. He who will not hear, shall
(eile)
Haste
that you may not he overtaken

Press el

:

(ereilt).
1. Haste, for your day of grace is short,
and even the messengers of grace are passing
away. 2. If once you are overtaken, your eves
will open too late, and only with trembling lips
can vou give honor to the Lord.
Wordsworth Zechariah comes forth like
John the Baptist, and begins his preaching with a
call to repentance, and warns the people by the
history of their fathers, that no spiritual privileges
will profit them without holiness, but rather will
aggravate their guilt and increase their condemnation if they disobey God.
Calvin We learn here that the examples set
aware of."
3. The Lord's first message to the people by the up as a shield for wrong-doing are so far from bemouth of Zechariah contains the fundamental prin- ing of any weight before God that they enhance
Yet this folly infatuates many, for the
ciple of all his communications to fallen men, alike our guilt.
in the Old Testament and in the New. There is Papists claim their religion to be holy and irreprea command and a promise, each comprehending hcnsible, because it has been handed down by tneir
in itself all others of the same class. Men are fathers.

Bunyau

Abounding affords a remarkable
testimony from his own experience. " Now this
part of my work I fulfilled with great earnestness,
for the terrors of the law and guilt for my transgressions lay heavy on my conscience I preached
what I felt, what I smartin^ly did feel, even that
under which my poor soul did groan and tremble
to astonishment. Indeed, I have been as one sent
to them from the dead I went myself in chains,
to preach to them in chains and carried that fire
in my own conscience that I persuaded them to be
s

Gi'ace

:

;

;

;

:
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n.

THE NIGHT VISIONS.
Chapter

I.

7-VL

15.

/This division contains a series of visions all given at one time and therefore naturally supposed to
be closely connected with each other and to exhibit an orderly progress of thought. The first visum
sets forth the evident need of a divine interference in behalf of the people, with a strong assurance
The second indicates one form of this interference in the fact that the
that it shall be vouchsafed.
The third promises great enlargement and absolute security. The fourth exfoes arc driven away.
hibits the forgiveness of sin which had been the cause of all the previous troubles and endangered the
recurrence of them. The fifth is a counterpart to the fourth by promising the positive communicaThe sixth guards
tion of God's Spirit and grace which secure sanctLfication as well as justification.
against a perversion of the two preceding visions as if they warranted security on the part of the im'1 he seventh enclass.
upon
sinners
of
by
fearful
curse
God
all
whatever
penitent,
exhibiting the
of
forces the same point still further by representing that a longer and yet more dreadful deportation
than that to Babylon awaited the unfaithful members of the theocracy. Finally, the eighth completes
the entire series of visions in an artistic manner by returning to the point whence they set out, and
repeating much the same imagery. It shows the accomplishment of all which the first image promised.
From the purified and divinely protected theocracy, symbolized by mountains of brass, there
go forth executioners of judgment who do not stay their hands until God s Spirit is completely satisfied.
But there is another future in reserve for the distant heathen, besides that of judgment. They
are to be converted from enemies into friends, and in the days of the Branch shall come from far, and
This cheering thought is exhibfreely contribute to build up and glorifythe Lord's holy kingdom.
ited in the shape of a symbolical action, appended to the visions and appropriately closing and crowning their hallowed disclosures.

VISION L

THE MAN AMONG THE MYRTLES.
Chaptek

A.

7

I.

7-17.

A symbolical Representation of the tranquil Condition of the Heathen World and
B. Intercession for Sufferconsequent Need of Divine Interference (vers. 7-11).
C. Assurances of Relief and Restoration
ing and Desolate Judcea (vers. 12, 13).
(vers. 14-17).
1
the four and twentieth day of the eleventh month which is the month Sebat,
second year of Darius, came the word of Jehovah to Zechariah, the son of
Iddo the prophet, saying: I saw that 3 night, and behold a man riding upon a
red horse, and he stood among the myrtles • that were in the valley, and behind
him were red, bay and white horses. And I said, what are these, my lord ? And
And
the angel that talked with * me said to me, I will show thee what they are.
6
the man who stood among the myrtles answered, and said, These are they whom
Jehovah has sent to walk through the earth. And they answered the angel of
have gone through the earth,
Jehovah who stood among the myrtles, and said,
and behold, all the earth sits still • and is at rest. Then the angel of the Lord

On

in the

8
9
10
11

We

12

said, Jehovah of Hosts ! how long wilt thou not pity Jerusalem and
T
seventy years ?
the cities of Judah, against which thou hast been angry these
comforting 1
words,
good
with
me,
that
talked
angel
the
answered
13 And Jehovah
9
14 words. And the angel that talked with me, said to me, Cry, saying
Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
I am jealous 10 for Jerusalem and for Zion with great jealousy,

answered and

And

15

I burn with great anger against the nations at ease.
for a little, but they helped forward the affliction.

For I was angry
16
*

17

Therefore thus saith Jehovah,
12
I have returned to Jerusalem in mercy,
of Hosts,
Jehovah
My house shall be built in her, saith
And a measuring line w shall be stretched over Jerusalem.
Cry also, 14 saying, Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
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My

cities shall

yet

I.

7-17.

overflow u with

26

.

prosperity,

And Jehovah shall yet comfort Zion,
And shall yet choose Jerusalem.
TEXTUAL AMD GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 7.

b Ghaidee,
2 Ver.

— tD2t£7, the month which

extended from the new

moon of February

to the next

new moon.

The name

but of uncertain etymology.

8.

— T\y) vH

not accusative of duration

i*

= by

night, for which there

if

no other example, but

the or that

night, namely, that of the day mentioned In the preceding reive.

5 Ver.
vi. 1,

8.

— The myriUt.

D*D*Tn

Kwald, following the LXX., supposes the true reading of

and renders mountains

;

but there

is

no reason

for departing

from the Masoretie

to be

and the

text,

0\* HH,

as to

relation of the last

vision to the first is one not of resemblance but contrast.

4 Ver.

(Num.

9.

— *2

6 Ver.

10.

has been translated in me, to me, through me, and with me.

The

last Is

more accordant with usage

and the connection.

xii. 8)

— Henderson

says that

Jl^V

signifies to

comment* or proceed

to speak, as well as to answer,

and

cites

OTeKptpesuu in the New Testament as used In the same way. But his remark Is true neither of the one nor the other.
The reference always is to a question preceding, either expressed or implied, or to the resumption of discourse by the
same speaker after an interval, as Is. xxi. 9. Cf. Vitringa's remark quoted under ill. 4, infra.

6 Ver 11.

LXX. and

— Sits

still is

a

far better rendering of

H^W S

than the bald and prosaic derived sense adopted by the

the Vulgate, fraroucetrac, habitatur.

— 71307

7 Ver. 12.

D^yStt?

nj

might be rendered now secenty years

(cf. vli. 8).

'

A

similar combination of

in the plural, is not rare.
See Deut. will. 2-4 ; Josh. xiv.
10 ; Esther iv. 11. Nordheimer (§ 890) explains it as referring to the abstract idea of time ; but it seems to me to be
due rather to the conception of the various years as a single period or cycle, which like a collective noun would of course
admit of a singular pronoun.

noun and pronoun

in the singular with

numeral adjective

—

9 Ver. 13.
D^tpnp. The Keri omits the dagesh in D, but some codd. in Kennloott hare the form ZL*DVO,
which grammatically Is the more correct It is not an adjective, but a noun in apposition.
9 Ver. 14.
This verse and the one before it exemplify one of the infelicities of the B. V., which renders the same
original word, in ver. 18 talked, and in ver. 14 eomimuied.

—

— VTMSp.

10 Ver. 14.

The

prtt.

means not merely, "I have become jealous," but "I have been and' am."

God's

jealousy had already begun to manifest itself

— Fftrst, tub voce, with great plausibility, renders

ii Ver. 16.

a view

SPJS

intransitively ,

« they exerted their power " with

fo destruction.

—

12 Ver. 16.

D^DrTH

occurs only in the plural.

To

translate it so, therefore, as in A. V., while apparently

mors

literal, is in reality less so.

— The

it Ver. 16.

Kethlb

Hip,

to be read

H)p,

is

an old form, found elsewhere only

In 1

King

vii.

28 and

Jer.

xxxi. 89, for whieb was substituted the contracted form 1£.

— TIP, also

14 Ver. 17.

here seems to express the sense better than the customary

something more besides what he was

— n}S*©0

15 Ver. 17.

to

yet.

The Prophet was

to oxy

told in ver. 14.

to* * * ***»*
1

orthography of

HyS ©/!
3

(Green H. G., § 168,

8).

nary human consciousness which that does to the
condition of sleep.
man's usual state when under the control of the senses and able to see only
Ver. 7. The dale of this revelation is from three what his own faculties discover, is one of spiritual
to four months after Zechariah's first prophecy sleep; but an ecstatic condition, in which the
said exactly two months after Haggai's last, name- senses and the entire lower life are quiescent, and
ly, on the twenty-fourth day of the eleventh only pictures of divine objects are reflected in the
month, Shebat, our February, of the year 519. soul as in a pure and bright mirror, is one of spirThe precise day of the month, here and in Hag-jitual waking. The Prophet received his visions
• s ^ *%/*
^«. iL
„*~i t.-. *u^l
*~ u-..~
suggested
by the at nighty because then his susceptibility for divine
10-20, seems to
have i.™
been -..—
fadt that on just this day of the sixth month the communications was most lively, in consequence
building of the Temple had been resumed ( Hag. of the stillness, the suspension of worldly cares and
The Lord thus indicated his pleasure the freedom from outward impressions. In the
i. 14, 15).
in the resumption of the work. .The visions are space of one night the whole series of stately symcalled the word of Jehovah, because they had bolic scenes passed before his spiritual eye, for the
the significance and answered the purpose of oral title in ver. 7 extends to the end of chap. vi. aAer

BXEGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

A

;

I

.

j

which a new title first occurs, and besides, the narI saw that night. The disclosure was rative itself shows (ii. I iv. 1, etc.) that as soon
made to the Prophet, not in a dream (Ewald, Hit- as one vision ended another began. Behold, a
His senses were not locked man riding upon a red hone* etc. A man, i. e.,
gig), but in a vision.
m sleep, but like Peter at Joppa (Acts x. 10, xi. one in the shape or appearance of a man, for maniThis trance-like condition, festly an angel and not a human being is intended.
4) he was iv cWrdVct.
according to iv. 1, bears the same relation to ordi- He is seated upon a red horse, the meaning of
revelations.

Ver.

8.

;
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.

is seen in the fact that red is the color of
blood.
In Rev. vi. 4, it is a rider on a red horse
who receives a great sword and has power to take
peace from the earth and cause men to kill one another.
The color of the horse then is a svmbol
of the purpose of its rider, namely, wrath and
bloodshed. He stood among the myrtles that were

which

interpret, or ctllocutor, had for his sole function to
open the >|>i ritual eyes and ears of the Prophet
and cause liiiu to understand the meaning of the

i

i

The

visions.

preposition in the phrase

N

?

""Q^C

not to be understood, with Ewald, Keil, etc, as
denoting the internal character of the communications made, for this would not distinguish him
HvVE. The meaning of this word is much from the other angels of the vision, but the phrase
contested. The Vulgate gives it in prqfimdo, which is simply an official designation of the angel's
supposes that the text* is only another form of character.
is

m

nTllJp, which ordinarily means

Ver. 10.

the depths of

The

And the man who stood among, etc.
on

the red horse states the object of the
horsemen's mission. He is said to have answered,
because, although not referring to any definite
question, his words were a reply to the Prophet's
desire for an explanation.

Hengstenberg and Banmgarten adopt
this, and explain it as a symbolical designation of
the abyss-like power of the world, in which the
Church stands like a feeble, lowly shrub. Others
(Gesenius, Henderson), following the LXX., derive
the sea.

rider

Ver. 11. The riders themselves state the result
of shade (so Dr. of their mission. This is called an answer to the
Van Dyck in the New Arabic Version), but in this Angel of the Lord, because it replies to a question
case we should expect a different middle vowel, implied in the circumstances. It is given to the
and besides, as Pressel save, it wonld be a pleonasm Angel of the Lord. But is this a created or an
to speak of trees in a shady place.
Others (Hit- uncreated angel ? The latter view is maintained
xig, Fiirst, Bnusen), following an Arabic analogy, by McCaul, Lange, Hengstenberg, Philippi, and
render it tent, by which they suppose heaven is Kahnis, the former by Hoffman, Delitzsch, Kurtz,
That the angel of Jehovah is
intended, but this is extremely artificial.
There Kohler, Pressel.
the

word from '?^>

in the sense

seems no reason to depart from the Vulgate and distinguished from the other angels, and in many
Targum, or to make it other than
deep place, places identified with Jehovah, is undeniable (Gen.
L e., a low valley or bottom. It will then stand in xvi. 7-10, xxxi. 11-13, xxxii. 25-31 comp. with
Ex. iii. 2-4 Judg. vi. 1 1-22 ; Zech.
vivid contrast with the corresponding point in the Hos. xii. 4

=

;

;

eighth vision, which is the complement of the first.
There, the chariots start from between two mountains of brass
the theocracy under the mighty
{protection of Jehovah ; here, the horsemen issue
rom amid myrtles in an open / bottom
the
Church in a condition of feebleness and exposure.
Behind the first rider are other horses of different
colors.
Thev have riders (see ver. 11), but thi«
fact is allowed to be understood, because the emphasis is laid upon the color of the horses.
They
are like their leader red (explained above), or
bay, or white. The last like the first is easilv
understood from Scripture usage
white bein'g
the reflection of heavenly glory (Matt, xvii 2)
and therefore the symbol of victory (Rev. vi. 2L

=

But

the second epithet

LXX

is difficult.

„;•

.

\*

is ren-

W

1,

2).

where he seems

=

—

On

the other hand, there are passages
to be discriminated from Jehovah
(Ex. xxiii. 20-22, xxxii. 34). The simplest way
of reconciling these two classes is to adopt the old
view that this angel is the Second person of the
Godhead, even at that early period appearing as
the revealer of the Father.
The mingled clearness and obscurity of the representation is quite
to the same features in the delineation
of l he Messiah in Pss. n., xly., Ixxik, ex., and in
8 prophecies before and after David's tunc.
J*" ?
n thlfl wion h « appears first as a man npon a red
}
y
horse, then as the leader of the troop standing benin4 n,m and wnen lnese navc made their report,
c *?«*' of Jehovah wh P^ents the prayer
*»
of the pious before God. The answer which he
receives from the troop is that all the earth sits
still and is at rest,
a phrase upon which Wordsworth comments as denoting proud and licentious
M
because,
as
says,
ease,
he
the word for " at rest
This is a strange mistake, for it is
is shaanan.
iii.

,

argons

1

.-*-.,

.

\

-

.

Z

^

:

|

—

1

dered by the
if>opo2 teal toikI\oi, Vulg., varii
Peshito versicolores, after whom Maurer, Umbreit,
Keil, etc., render it as in text of A. V., speckled.
But Gesenius and Fiirst derive it from an Arabic
:

root, signifying dark red, and Hengstenberg renanother word,
which rarely, if ever, has
ders this brown, but Kohler bay or flame-colored.
The latter gives the better sense. The colors do any moral significance, and means merely quiet,
not signify the three kingdoms against
the peaceful security, without reference to the way in

n^rp,

whom

riders were sent (Cyril, Jerome, et al.), for all ap- which that state has been attained or is employed.
pear to go in company, nor the quarters of the Here the sense is that the nations at large were
heavens (Maurer, Hitzig, et al.), for the .fourth dwelling in a calm, serene repose, undisturbed by
quarter is wanting ; but the nature of the mission any foe. The reference seems to be to Haggai ii.,
which they had to perform, namely, to take an ac- where the Lord promised that in a little while He
tive part in the agitation of the nations, those upon would shake the heavens and the earth and all nared norses by war and bloodshed, those upon bay tions, and in consequence his house would be filled
horses by burning and destroying, and those upon with glory. The riders now report that having
gone through the earth they tind it not at all
white horses by victory over the world.
Ver. 9. The Prophet asks.
are these, shaken but quiet and serene. This statement,
prostrate
u «., what do they signify ? The question is ad- furnishing such a vivid contrast to the
gave
lord, but who is and suffering condition of the people of God,
dressed to one whom he calls
in the next
Manifestly, the one who gives the answer, occasion to the intercession recounted
this ?
the angelus interpres. It is no objection to this verse.
long wilt thou not pity
Ver. 12.
that he has not been mentioned before, for in
prophecies, and especially in visions, from their salem, etc. ? The language is that of interces-

What

my

Jw-

How

dramatic character, persons are frequently intro- sory expostulation. The reference to these sev*
duced in such a way that only from what they say enty years does not imply that that period pre*
This angelus dieted by Jeremiah (xxv. 12) was just drawing to
or do, can we learn who they are.
•.
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a close, for it had already expired in the first year The same cheering reference to God's electing love
of Cyrus (Ezra i. 1). Bat although the people is fonnd in ch. ii. 12 and iii. 2.
The object of this first vision was to satisfy the
had been restored, they were still in a sad state,
the capital for the most part in ruins, its walls dispirited colony that although there was no presbroken down, its gates burnt (Neh. i. .3), the pop- ent appearance of an approaching fulfillment of
ulation small, the greater part of the land still Sromised blessings, vet these blessings were sure,
a waste, and the rebuilding of the Temple embar- ehovah had appointed the instruments of his
rassed with difficulties. It might well seem as if righteous judgments, and by these would accomthe troubles of the exile wonld never end, and the plish his purposes upon the ungodly nations, and
more so, since there was no sign of that violent thus secure the salvation of Zion. The fulfillment
agitation of the heathen world which was to be then is easily pointed out. The completion of the
the precursor of Israel's exaltation. The inter- Temple, the' restoration of the city under Ezra and
Nehemiah, the increase of the population, all decession was effectual.
Ver. 13. And Jehovah answered, etc. Here clared Jehovah's fidelity to his engagements. But
the answer is given to another person than the this was only the beginning. Zecnariah, like his
questioner. The best explanation is that of Heng- predecessors in office, looks down the whole vista
e ten berg, that " the angel of the Lord had asked of the future, and utters germinant predictions, as
the question not for his own sake, but simply in Bacon calls them, which do not exhaust themorder that consolation and hope might be com- selves in any one period, but wrap up in pregnant
municated through the angehu interpret to the sentences long cycles of historical development.
Prophet, and through him to the nation at large." The first vision presents the general theme of the
Good words are words that promise good. Cf whole series, eacn of which stands closely related
Josb. xxiii. 14 (Heb.) ; Jer. xxix. 10. The con- to the others, so that there is an evident advance
tents of these good and comforting words follow from the beginning to the end, as will appear in
in vers. 14-17, the first two of which assert Jeho- the course of the exposition.
vah's active affection for his people, and the latter
two, his purpose to manifest that love in the resDOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
toration and enlargement of Jerusalem.

—

Ver. 14. I am jealous, etc. NJi?, lit, to burn,
to glow, indicates a vehement emotion which may
have its motive in jealousy (Num. v. 14), or in
envy (Gen. xxvi. 14), or in hatred (Gen. xxxvii.
The last ex11), or in love (Num. xxv. 11).
presses its force here, which is greatly strengthened
Jehovah is
t>y the addition of the cognate noun.
inspired with a burning zeal for Jerusalem and
for Zion, the holv hill which He" has chosen for
his habitation. He had already displayed this in
part, and would soon develop it to the full.

Ver. 15. Toward the heathen, on the contrary, Jehovah burned with great anger. This was partly
because they were " at ease," f. «., not merely
tranquil, but in a state of carnal security, proudly
confident in their power and prosperity, but mainly
because, while He had been angry for a little, t. «.,
time (cf. Job x. 20), they, on the contrary, had
helped forward the affliction, lit., had helped
for evil,

i. «.,

so that evil

was the

result.

^

The Ix>rd

contemplated a moderate, limited chastisement in
love, with a view to the purification and restoration of his people. The neat hen, on the contrary,
rioted in the sufferings of helpless Israel, and would
willingly prolong them.
Ver. 16. I have returned .... Jerusalem.
The emphatic therefore indicates the consequence
of God's love for Jerusalem. He has actually returned with purposes of mercy, and these shall be
fully executed. All hindrances shall be removed,
the Temple completed, and im»tead of scattered
houses here and there, the whole city shall pass

under the surveyor's measuring

line.

But

the

blessing is not to be confined to the capital, as appears from what follows.
Ver. 17. Cry also, i. «., in addition to the foregoing. The other cities of Jndah shall overflow
with prosperity, lit., be scattered, yet not by an
invading foe, but bv the inward pressure of abundant growth requiring them to diffuse themselves
over a larger surface (cf. ii. 4, viii. 4, ix. 17, x. 7).
This overflow of blessing will assure the covenant
people that Jehovah is still comforting Zion, and
has by no means renounced the purpose in pursuance of which he had originally chosen Jerusalem.

How near are the seen and unseen worlds!
are they without sympathy with each other.
have a craving for the Knowledge of creatures
higher than ourselves, and yet fellow servants with
us of the same Creator. All the various forms of
Polytheism show this natural longing of the race,
but the Scripture satisfies it by revealing to us the
existence, character, and function of the holy angels.
This revelation is not made merely to gratify a curiosity, however intelligent and reasonable,
but to furnish important aid in the conduct 6f life.
It pleases God to employ the agency of these supernatural beings in establishing his kingdom in
" Are they not all ministering spirits'
the world.
sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs
of salvation ? " (Heb. i. 14.) In the book of Genesis, after the call of Abraham, we observe frequent
instances of this blessed ministry, guiding, protecting, and upholding the patriarchs (xviii., xix.,
xxiv., xxvii., xxxii.).
Again, in the time of the
Judges similar manifestations were made to Gideon
and to Manoah. But at and after the Captivity,
their interposition not only resumes its former frequency, but is manifested on a wider scale. To
Daniel and Zecnariah the angels are revealed, not
only as watching over the covenant people, but as
executing the counsels of Jehovah toward the heathen world. There does not seem to be the least
necessity for attributing this circumstance to the
influence of Chaldaan or Persian modes of thought
upon the minds of these prophets. They follow
in the line of the earlier traditions of the chosen
people, with only that degree of variation and expansion which is natural under the altered circumstances of the case. It was a comforting thought
1.

Nor

We

to a feeble colony overshadowed by a colossal empire to be reminded of superhuman helpers whose
mighty interposition was ever at hand. Of course
even these celestial beings conld prove efficient

only by the power of God, but their intermediate
agency rendered that power more directly conceivable.
In the New Testament there is not the
same prominence given to these " sons of God "
(Job xxxviii. 7), but enough is stated of their ministrations at the Incarnation, in the wilderness, the
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garden, and the sepulchre, and of their sympathy tecedently as subsequently, and they were. In all
with the joys and sorrows of God's people, to the affliction of his people, he was afflicted, and his
make us feel that the shining stairway which rose potential voice was habitually uttered for their reover Jacob's head to the clouds (Gen. xxviij. 12) lief. The returned exiles, who were laying again
still exists, and is traversed by the same holy bethe groundwork of Judah's prosperity, were disings. It is still true, as Spenser said,
couraged, not only by their scanty numbers and
impoverished
resources, but by the consciousness
"They for i» fight, they watch and duly ward,
of their own and their fathers' sins.
What claim
And their bright squadron* round about oi plant.
had such a* they upon the Holy One of Israel ?
And all for lore and nothing for reward
Oh why •hould heavenly God to man have raoh regard ? " The prophet draws aside the veil and discloses an
Intercessor who had nothing to hinder Him from
2. The extraordinary position assigned to the immediate access to the Most High, and the surest
angel of Jehovah in this vision and also in the prospect of success. How long,
Lord, was the
one recorded in the third chapter, continues and anxious refrain of many a distressed believer in
completes the long chain of ancient testimonies former years ; and ages afterward John heard the
beginning in Genesis, to the existence of self-dis- same importunate crv from the souls under the
tinctions in the Godhead.
(See the summary of altar (Rev. vi. 10). Many a time since, solitary
the argument in Lange's Genesis, p. 386, or Keil sufferers, unable to penetrate the dark mysteries
On PerU., i. 184, and Hengsten berg's Chrislology, i. of Providence, waiting and watching for relief
107 ff., iv. 285.) The 'view that this exalted per- from sore burdens, have had the same exclamation
sonage was only a created angel through whom wrung from their lips. What with them is a burn
God issues and executes his commands, and who of impatience or the utterance of exhausted naspeaks and acts in God's name, was favored by ture, on the lips of the uncreated angel is the calm
Origeii, defended by Augustine, adopted by Jerome reminder of Jehovah's gracious promise and eterand Gregory the Great, and has been maintained nal purpose. And his intercession being always
in our own day by some eminent critics ; but it " according to the will of God," is therefore always
" Good words, comforting words,"
cannot displace what has been the almost universal successful.
doctrine of the early Church and of the great body soothe and cheer the tried believer, until those
of believers in all ages, namelv, that this angel was words are translated into deeds, and the weary
the Old Testament form of the Logos of John, a length of the night is forgotten in the brightness
being connected with the supreme God by unity of the dawn.
of nature, but personally distinct from Him. The
4. Forbearance is not forgiveness.
To the oatmost frequent and plausible objection to the old ward observer in Zechariah s day it looked as if
view affirms that it unreasonably transfers the rev- prosperity was all on the side of the heathen
elations of the later dispensation to the older, and world. Quiet reigned in all quarters, and divine
introduces notions entirely foreign to Hebrew hab- justice seemed asleep. But it was onlv the calm
its of thought. But the contrary is the case. The before the storm.
God is eternal, and therefore
Old Testament records one stage in the progressive never in haste, and never slack as men count slackdevelopment of religious truth, and the New Tes- ness. He can afford to wait. Kings and rulers
tament another, and both correspond in the most take counsel together against Him and his Anointstriking manner to each other. Indeed, they present ed
with malice and rage they help forward the
what is not found, is not claimed in any other affliction of Zion but He thatsittcth in the heavbook in the world,
a complete system of* typical ens laughs (Ps. ii. 4). " Who thought/* said Luand ami typical institutions, events, and persons. ther, " when Christ suffered and the Jews triThis feature has been sometimes pressed to an ex- umphed, that God was laughing all the timet"
travagant extent, and 'applied where it has no real Since He knows that his enemies cannot escape
bearing. But its general correctness is admitted by He suffers them to proceed long with impunity.
This being so, if the tn- Often He uses them as instruments to chastise his
all sober interpreters.
unity of the divine nature is plainly set forth in own people, but when the chastisement has been
the New Testament, especially if thcjrrcat revealcr inflicted, He breaks the rod and casts it into the
of the Father (John i. 18) is emphasized by evan- fire. The quiet of the old Persian world was soon
gelists and apostles, is it not to be expected that a broken by a succession of strokes which scattered
foreshadowing of so important a truth will be and destroyed all the persecutors of the Church.
found in the elder Scriptures 1 Guided by such an But "Zion lived and grew and extended, until she
analogy, it was neither uncritical nor rash for the became the most potent factor in all human society
Church to conclude that the being called the Angel and to-day is lengthening her cords and strengthof Jehovah, the Angel of his Presence, the Angel ening her stakes to fill the whole earth.
of the Covenant, in whom Jehovah puts his name,
who is identified with Jehovah, who performs the
peculiar works of Jehovah, and yet is in some
HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
sense distinct from Him, is the same divine person
Prbssrl The Church militant does not stand
who is represented in the New Testament as the
brightness of the Father's glory and the express alone ; there is always at its side the Church triumphant. ( 1 .) It often appears to us as if it stood
type of his essence, the image of the invisible Uod
in whose face the glory of God shines, and in whom alone, and then we arc misled either to despondency, as if our labor and hope were vain, or to
dwells all the fullness of the Godhead bodily.
8. The intercession ascribed to our Lord in the self-confidence, as if the result depended upon our
Christian Scriptures was not only typified by a re- running or willing.
(2.) But no, the Church trimarkable function of the high-priest on the great umphant stands at its side and watches while wo
day of atonement, but was actually performed by sleep ; and He who is its Head and oars, brings
the second person of the Godhead long before his our prayers before the Father.
Moorb The hour of darkest desolation to the
incarnation. He was " the lamb slain before the
foumlntion of the world,*' and the merits of his Church, and of haughtiest triumph to her enemies,
priceless expiation could as well be availed of an- is often the very hour when God begins his work

—

!

;

—

;

:

:
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vi. 17) ; so whenever God declares
that angels are ministers for our safety, He means
At the same time He docs
to animate our faith.
not send us to angels, but this one thing is enough,
that when God is propitious all the angels have a
care for our salvation*.

of judgment on the one, and returning mere/ on help (2 Kings
the other.

Calvin : When the servant of Elisha saw not
the chariots in the air, he became almost lost in
despair; bat his despair was instantly removed
when he saw so many angels ready at hand for

VISION

THE FOUR HORNS AND FOUR SMITHS.

D.

Chapter L
Four Horn* which

scattered the People

which

cast

down

these

18-21.

of God (vers. 18, 19).
Horns (vers. 20, 21).

B.

Four Smiths

And I lifted up hiy eyes and saw, and behold, four horns. And I said to the
angel that talked with me, What are these ? And he said to me, These are the
horns which have scattered Judah, Israel, and Jerusalem. And Jehovah showed
me four smiths. And I said, What come these to do ? And he said thus, These
are the horns which have scattered Judah, so that * no man lifted up his head, but
these are come to terrify them, to cast out * the horns of the nations which lifted
up the horn against the land of Judah to scatter it

18-19

20
21

1

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 21.

— jTb^pn

TTyS

b« rendered just as the same phrase

is

not an absolute' nomioatlTO which would require a different construction, but to

is

in ver. 19.

— "*E$, supply ^ttft} — «o that.
Prof. Cowles says that
Ver. 21. — nS^P.

s Ver. 21.

This

8

this

i

of

its

use (Jer.

1.

14

;

Lam.

iii.

is

a rare use of the form, but

it is

word has the sense caxt down to

68, etc) will bear

a stronger sense than

allowed by nearly

the

east or east out.

Alexander were enemies of the Jews.

BXSQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

all critics.

ground, but none of the in-

It is better,

therefore, with the majority of interpreters (Theodoret, Calvin, Umbreit, Hitzig, Maurer, Kohler), to
refer the number four to the cardinal points of
the compass, and thus make it include all possible

This vision carries forward the assurance given
in the one before it, by showing the provision made
enemies. As a matter of fact the people of God
for repelling the foes of the covenant people.
eyes. After seeing the had enemies on all sides, the Assyrian, Chaldean,
Ver. I I lifted up
first vision, the Prophet had sunk down in medi- and Samaritan on the north, the Egyptian on the
tation. Again he raises his eyes, and behold, four south, Philistines on the west, and Moabitcs and
These foes scattered
horns. The horn is a common Scriptural symbol Ammonites on the east.
of strength, and in the prophecies usually repre- Judah, Israel, and Jerusalem, t. «., the twelve
sents a kingdom or political power. Do these tribes in their completeness, with special mention
four horns refer to just so many kings or empires for the sake of emphasis, of the capital city. The

my

.

which oppressed the covenant people? Not a few
expositors answer in the affirmative, but they differ
widely in the designation of these opposing powers.
Cyril names Pul, Salmaneser, Sennacherib, and
Nebuchadnezzar ; Grotius, the Persian Kings, Alexander, Antiochus, and Ptolemy; Pressel, Assyria, Chaldasa, Egypt, and Persia ; but the greater
number refer to the four great empires predicted
by Daniel, so Jerome, Kimchi, Hengstenbcrg, Keil,
Baumgarten, Wordsworth. It is not a sufficient
objection to this last view, to say with Henderson
and Kdhler, that of these powers two were not
in existence at this time, and cannot have been
spoken of, l>ecausc the hostility described in the
viMon had already taken place; for the vision
might very well have included the future as well
more serious objection is that each
as the past.
of these destroyed its predecessor, whereas in the
vision the smiths are represented as distinct from
the horns. And besides, neither the Persian, nor

A

objection to this founded

upon the lack of

HM

be-

fore the last substantive (Keil) is of no force, as
that sign of the definite object may be inserted or
omitted at pleasure, Deut. xii. 6 (Green B. G. t

§ 270 b).

Ver. 20.

LXX.

The Prophet saw four smiths.

render

Dsttnn

V., " carpenters."

f

The

rffrrow, whence our B.

The Vulgate

gives fabri, which

corresponds exactly to the Hebrew, but in view of
the work assigned to these persons, most exposiNo man lifted up
tors render the term smiths.
all were in an utterly prostrate conhis head
To scatter it its inhabitants. The
dition.
four smiths simply express the various powers
which God raises up and employs to overthrow

=

=

the agencies which are hostile to his people. There
no indication in the passage itself what these
are, and there seems to be no need to seek
information elsewhere. The point of the entire
is

powers
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vision lies in the coincidence of the numbers of the
horns and the smiths. For every horn there was
a smith to beat it down. The Church then con Id
rest calmly in the assurance that every hostile
power that rose in opposition should be judged
and destroyed by the Lord. The primary reference was of course to the work of tne Jews in restoring the city and completing the Temple, but
this did not exhaust the meaning of this very simple but significant symbol. It had as wide a sweep
as the corresponding verbal statement of Isaiah
(liv. 17), "No weapon that is formed against thee
shall prosper."
Zion's God controls all persons
and powers and events and through the long
tract of the Church's history it will be seen that
for every evil there is a remedvj and for every en-

forth the agency which is to crush it
acter of this agency varies indefinitely.

The charOne horn

may

be used to destroy another horn, or a totally
instrument may be employed, but in either
Such an equilibrium
is maintained that the
Church is indestructible. One heathen ruler persecuted, another protected and restored.
So in
the conflicts of the early Church and of the Reformation, for every formidable horn there was
found an equally formidable smith. Thus, too,
in the organized attacks of Deism, Rationalism,
and Scientific Atheism, at first the air was filled
with the shouts of victory, but the rejoicing was
;
premature. In every instance, the head of the
Church raised up, sometimes in an unexpected
emy a deliverer. The horn will arise and do its quarter, a workman who needed not to be ashamed,
work, but the smith will also appear and do his who successfully vindicated the old truth and put
work.
to flight the armies of the alien.
It is worthy of observation that what the angel
in ver. 19 calls "Judah, Israel, and Jerusalem,"
he calls in ver. 21 simply " Judah." So that here
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
is a clear and indubitable proof, in the first part
see from this that the friends of Zion
of the Book whose post-exile origin is unquesJat :
tioned, that Israel is used, not to denote distinc- are as numerous as her foes
that her defense is
tively the northern kingdom, but merely to round equal to her danger ; and that as the state of his
out the view of what was left of the entire cove- people requires it, the Lord will seasonably raise
nant people after the restoration.
This bears up means and instruments for their succor and
upon the similar use of " Israel " and " Ephraim" deliverance. The assurance may be derived from
in the second part of these prophecies.
four principles : the love of God ; the power of
God; the faithfulness of God; the conduct of
God. In the first we see that He must be inclined
to appear for them as they are infinitely dear to
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Him. In the second, we see that He is able to do
1
The Church of God on earth exists in the it. In the third, that He is engaged to do it, and
midst of conflict. There always have appeared his promise cannot be broken. In the fourth, that
horns which attempt to scatter it.
halcyon He always has done it, Scripture, history, and experiod sometimes is found like that mentioned in perience being witness.
Acts ix. 31, " Then had the Churches [true text,
different

case the result is the same.
between assault and defense

We

;

A

Tbfln let the world forbear their rage,

Church] rest throughout all Judsea and Galilee
The Church renounce her tear;
and Samaria," but its normal state is that of a
Israel most lire chroagh every age,
struggle against numerous and mighty foes. The
And be the Almighty's care.
Saviour came not to send peace on earth but a
sword.
The carnal mind is enmity with God,
Calvin The Prophet by asking the angel (ver.
and the flashing of truth upon an unregenerate 19), sets before us the example of a truly teachable
conscience must needs provoke wrath. Hence the disposition. Though the Lord does not immedibloody tracks which so often occur in the records ately explain his messages, there is no reason for
of the past. There has never been any consider- us disdainfully to reject what is obscure as man?
able period since our Lord's ascension, in which do in our day, who complain that God's Word u
persecution of his followers has not existed in ambiguous and extremely difficult. The Prophet
some quarter of the earth. Even now it is found although perplexed did not morosely turn away,
And though the angels are
in the remote east, in the Turkish Empire and in but asked the angel.
the Baltic Provinces of Russia. True believers not nigh us or at least do not visibly appear, yet
afford us help when it is
means
horns
of
other
on
furious
foes.
Their
can
by
are tossed
the
God
course lies through a storm to the haven, through needed. He promises to give the Spirit of undera battle to the crown. Let them not "count it standing and wirfdom. If then, we do not neglect
a strange thing " when even a fiery trial befalls the word and sacraments, and especially if we ask
them. Such an experience belongs to the fixed for the guidance of the Spirit, there is notour
obscure or intricate in the prophecies which He
purpose of God.
:

2.

Conflict does not

mean

defeat

The

same voice which announces the gory horn,

very will not

make known

so far as

is

necessary.

sets
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Chapter

A Man with

A.

a Measuring Line, and

its

I lifted up

my

LINE.

IT.

Meaning

(vers. 1-5).

B. Further Prom-

6-13).

ises (vers.

And

81

1-13.

1

and saw, and behold, a man, and in his hand a measWhither goest thou ? And he said to me, To measure
3 Jerusalem, to see what is its breadth and what its length. And behold the angel
4 that talked with me came forth and another angel went forth to meet him, And
said to him, Run, speak to this young man, saying, Jerusalem shall lie as open couns
try for the multitude of men and cattle in the midst of her.
1

2

And

tiring-line.

5
6

eyes

I said,

And I will be to her, saith Jehovah, a wall of fire around,
And for glory will I be in the midst of her.
Ho ho flee out of the land of the north, saith Jehovah,
!

!

For

the four winds of heaven have I scattered you, saith Jehovah.
Zion, save thyself,
that dwellest with 5 the daughter of Babylon.
8 For thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
After glory hath He sent me to the nations that plundered you,
For he that toucheth you toucheth the apple s of his r eye.
9 For behold, I swing my hand over them,

7

as

*

Ho!*
Thou

And they shall become a spoil to their own servants,
And ye shall know that Jehovah of Hosts hath sent me.

O

10 Shout and

rejoice,
daughter of Zion,
For, behold, I come, and dwell in the midst of thee, saith Jehovah,
11 And many nations shall join themselves 8 to Jehovah in that day,
And become a people to me,
And I will dwell in the midst of thee,
And thou shalt know that Jehovah of Hosts hath sent me to thee.
12 And Jehovah shall take Judah as his portion in the holy land,
And shall yet 9 choose Jerusalem.
13 Be still, all flesh, before Jehovah,
For He has risen up from his holy habitation.

•

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver.

1.

—Then Is nothing in Hebrew

t Ver.

4.

— nit^Q, lit = plains, here denotes open level

the

to correspond to the "again

" In the B. V.

ground, in contrast with walled and

fortified cities.

See

fall expression In fink, xxxviii. 11.

—

5 Ver. 6.
The rarions reading
the Textus Receptus.
4 Ver.

7.

and should

2 in "n$2, Is sustained by a

Vulgate, but

is inferior to

— This Terse begins with the same interjection, ^H, which occurs

at the beginning of the preceding Terse,
be so rendered, and not confounded, as in the X. V, with the mere sign of the Tocatire.

* Ver.

7.

— 2tZ^, construed directly with the accusatlTe,

e Ver.

8.

— rQ2,

eye,

number of MSS. and the

The

is

found also in Ps.

prerailing opinion deriTes this from

3!Q

or

23J,

xxli. 4,

2 Sam.

ri. 2.

and makes It —

tufraiu*, or gate to the

its centre-point.

7 Ver. 8.

— The reading "O*^,

though given in several MSS. and sustained by the Vulgate, appears to be due to a

copyist's correction.
t Ver. 11.

— The reflexive sense of the Nlphat in !)V?3

is

much more

suitable

and expressive than the simple

pas-

sive.

—

• Ver. 12.
TTO, in the same connection, in i. 17, is rendered In
Oetter rendered yet in both places, the sense being not that God will
again in actual experience his old choice. Ps. lxxviil. 68, Ixxxvll. 2.

JR.

V. yet, while here it appears as ogam.
choice, but that He will c

It is

make a new
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BXEOBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

As the second vision represented the destruction
of Israel's foes, the third makes an advance by
setting forth the enlargement and security of the
Covenant people,
(a.) Vers. 1-5 contain
the
symbol; (6.), vers. 6-13 the fuller explanation of
its meauing, namely, the despoiling of the nations
(vers. 6-9), the indwelling of Jehovah in Zion
(ver. 10), and the ingathering of many nations
(vers.

H7I3).
The Symbol and

its General Sense (vers.
I lifted up my eyes.
what its length. The prophet sees a mnn with
a measuring-line in his hnnd advancing upon the
scene, and he asks whither he is going.
The answer is that he is about to measure the length
and breadth of Jerusalem. This main is not to be
identified with the interpreting angel (Rosenmiiller, Maurcr, etc.), for the latter is plainly distinguished from him in ver. 3 nor docs the passage
furnish any reason for regarding him as the Angel
of the Lord (Keil, Hengstenberg, etc.). He is
rather simply a person introduced to perform the
symbolical action of the vision, and having done
this, he passes out of view.
His mission is to aseertain by measurement the present size of Jerusalem, with a view to its prospective indefinite enlargement. This view is not stated by him. but
is clearly to be inferred from ver. 4, and the general tenor of the chapter.
Ver. 3. After the measuring angel has gone
away to do his office, behold, 1. e. the prophet
sees " the angel that talked with me " coming
forth, 1. e., from the back-ground of the scene, and
probably, as Kohler suggests, from the direction
in which the measuring angel had disappeared.
Before, however, the interpreting angel can either
address or be addressed by the prophet, he is met
by a ihird angel coming from the opposite direction. The character of this third angel is not further described, but from the tone of authority,
" Run, speak," etc., and from vers. 8, 9, it seems
not unlikely that he is the Angel of the Lord
There are no data for
( Neumann, 'Presscl, etc.).
a positive opinion.
Ver. 4. And said to him. The subject here
can only be, whether grammatically or logically,
His direction tells the anqelvs inthe third angel.

(«.)

Vers. 1,2.

1-5).

And

.

.

.

;

i

t

ter/ires to

do just what

young man

=

his function required.

This

the prophet himself, as most of the
later expositors conceive. Zcchariah
is thus styled because of his age, and not, as Jerome, Vitringn, and Hengstenberg think, because
of his subordinate relation to the angels, which is
nowhere else thus expressed. Bun, because it is
earlier

and

good news. The sunstancc of the good news is
that Jerusalem is to have a vast influx of men
and cattle, .*o that it shall no longer be confined
by narrow walls and fixed limits, but be spread
out like the open country. Cf. Is. xlix. 19, 20.
Ver. 5. And I will be to her, etc. But it might
be feared that great danger would result from this
unwalled extension. This is met by the promise
that Jehovah would be a wall of fire around,
perhaps in allusion to the pillar of

fire in

the wil-

derness (cf. Is. iv. 5). The fire would consume
every invader. There should be, however, not only
protection without, but glory within. This splendor is to arise from the manifested presence of

God
is

(cf. Is. lx. 19).

The

full force

of

this

promise

to be gathered from the following verses.
(6.) Fuller Explanation of the Symltol (vers. 6-13).

Vers. 6, 7. Ho, ho, flee out .... daughter
of Babylon, An assurance of Jehovah's presence
and bles>ing with his people is given in the announcement of judgment upon Babvlon ; and this
is expressed very strikingly in the form of a summons to the Jews still remaining in the Chaldssan
capital to flee away in haste lest they should be
overtaken by the coming storm. There were, no
doubt, many Jews who, because of age or infirmities or tics of property, preferred to remnin in Babylon rather than risk* the hardships of the restoration ; but the call of the text seems intended not

much

6how to the dePalestine how severe a blow
impended over their former oppressors. Land of
the north. Babylon was so called because armies
so

for their benefit as to

sponding people

in

and caravans coming thence to Jerusalem entered
For aa the four
the Holy Land from the north
winds, etc., assigns the reason why such a return
was possible. God had scattered Israel not to the
four winds, but as them, 1. e., with a violence and
"fury such as would result from the combined force
of all the winds of heaven. Kail's explanation of

KH-?

=

as
a beneficent diffusion, is not sustained
by the usage of the verb, and is against the context Ho Zionl etc. Zion stands tor the inhabitants of Zion. 1. «., the people of God, who are
now still dwelling with the daughter of Babylon,
1. «., the people of that city personified as a woman
!

(Ps. ix. 14, exxxvii. 8).

Vers. 8, 9. Further reason of the call to flee
from Babylon. After glory. Gesenius, Manrer,
and others strangely construe this, He hath sent ne
"far glory, in the sense of with a view to acquire

^?N

This is quite inadmissible, not because
not used as a preposition (Moore), for iris often
so employed, but because it is never construed with
a verb of motion in this sense, and the verb in the
text has its appropriate object and preposition immust therefore, followmediately following.
ing the LXX. and the Vulgate, render " after glory "
after the bestowment of the glory stated in
ver. 5.
The speaker was sent to these plundering
nations to execute God's judgments upon them.
The reason for this mission is announced in the
Inst clause of the verse by a beautiful and touching image, borrowed from Ps. xvii. 8 ; cf. Deut
xxxii. 10. The apple, literally, the gate, through
pupil.
The
which light enters the eye, hence
pupil or apple of the eye is a proverbial type of
that which is at once most precious and most easily
injured, and which therefore has a double claim
to the most careful protection. The pronominal
suffix his is to be referred to Jehovah, and not to

it
is

We

=

=

the

enemy

himself.

Ver. 9. For, behold .... servant*, furnishes
an additional explanation of the sending after
glory. The Angel of the Lord would swing his
hand (cf. Is. xi. 15, xix. 16), as a gesture of menace or a symbol of miraculous power, over Uie na-

—

WT1 expresses
should become
a spoil to the Israelites, who had
consequenco
A close parbefore been obliged to serve them.
allel is found in Is. xiv. S. And ye shall know
.... sent me. By the execution of this judgment it would be made clear to Israel that Jehovah
had sent his angel. They would know the fret
not only by faith, but by experience.
tions, so that they

—

Vers. 10-12. The people are
joice over the Lord's indwelling

summoned
and

its

to re-

happy

to

re-

Behold, I come. The glorification is about
commence. Jehovah comes to Zion to take up

salts.
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CHAPTEB
hit abode, and this is the pledge of all conceivable
blessedness The close resemblance of the language
used here to that in ch. ix. 9, suggests that both
refer to the same form of Jehovah's tabernacling
with men, namely, the incarnation. Even Kimchi
refers the passage to "future events in the times
of the Messiah." This is further confirmed by the
next verse. And many nations, etc The Kingdom of God, instead of being confined to Israel,
will be enlarged by the reception of numerous
heathen peoples (ch. viii. 20, 21 ; Is. ii. 3, xvi. 1 ; Micah iv. 2). The two latter clauses of this verse are
emphatic repetitions of what has been said in the

same words

in vers. 9, 10.

Ver. 12. And Jehovah will take, etc. The
speaker reverts to the ancjent declaration, Deut.

xxxii 9, "Jehovah '8 portion is his people, Jacob the lot of his inheritance," and announces its
complete fulfillment through the coming of the
Lord. The holy land is ot course, Palestine, but
only in the first instance. Wherever the people of

God are found, there is the holy land. Israel is to
overflow by the large additions made to it, so that
The new
its original territory will he too small.
aggregate shall inherit all the blessings promised
to the original chosen nation. The same thought
is conveyed in the other member of the parallelism.
Ver. 13 furnishes a sublime close to the chapter.
Be still . . habitation. All flesh is summoned
to wait in reverential silence the coming of the
Lord to his work, and the reason assigned is that
it is soon to begin. For Jehovah has risen up from
his holy habitation, which is heaven (cf. Deut.
xxvi. 15; 2 Chron. xxx. 27). Illustrative parallels of the sentiment are found in Ps. Ixxvi. 8, 9
'•
The earth feared and was still, when God arose
to Judgment, to save all the meek of the earth,"
and Zeph. i. 7 " Hold thy peace at the presence
of the Lord God, for the day of the Lord is at
hand." Here the contrast is emphatic between
men, even all of them, who are but flesh, and the
ever living Jehovah. Calvin thinks that the temple rather than heaven is meant by the holy habitation, and that the point is, that even from that desolated place, exposed to the derision of the ungodly,
.

:

:

God would come

forth to judgment. But it is
better to adhere to the usual meaning of the expression, and to understand the contrast as being
between God rising up in heaven, and all flesh on
the earth. The divine majesty has seemed to be
asleep, but now it is roused up ; let men therefore

beware.

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
1.

Pressel justly remarks that although at

first

view this vision appears to resemble those which
were received by Ezekiel (xl. 3 ff.), and John

II. 1-13.

aspect it met directly the situation of the Prophet 8 contemporaries and animated them to new
zeal and hope in their endeavors to restore the
national capital, and reestablish the former civil

and ecclesiastical institutions. Yet it manifestly
cannot be restricted to this. The incorporation
of many nations with the Jews, as set forth in ver.
11, had no counterpart in the actual experience of
the Jewish commonwealth as such. It was fulonly in the rapid and general diffusion of the
Gospel by which multitudes of the heathen were
turned from dumb idols to serve the living God.
Yet the prophet passes without a break from the
narrower to the larger scope of his prediction.
They to whom it was first given may have found
it difficult to see the exact nexus of events; but
to us who live at a time when Providence has
interpreted promise, it is easy to trace the way
in which the Spirit leads Zechariah from a temporary act of consolation to a declaration which
sets forth one of the chief glories of Messiah's
blessed reign.
The narrow walls of tho Mosaic
forms were to l>e thrown down, and the church's
limits extended to those who were then far beyond
those boundaries. Moore speaks of it as at least
a curious coincidence that when this enlargement
did take place the centres of population were the
first to experience the blessing, and so the dwellers
in villages {parjani) became synonymous with those
who still remained in heathenism but at last the
Gospel reached and converted those very paganos
(pagans) ; and then in very deed Jerusalem inhabited the villages or was spread out as the open
filled

;

country.
2.

The

Church.

twofold

Jehovah to his
iu Scripture is this set
beauty and force as in the conblessing of

Nowhere even

forth with so

much

statement that He is a wall of fire without
and a glory within. What deep moats or massive
walls or elaborate defenses are comparable to a
circle of flame, fed by no human hands, ensuring
destruction to the assailant before he can even
reach the -presence of those he seeks to attack ?
The Psalmist uses a striking figure when he says
(exxv. 2), "As the mountains are round about
Jerusalem, so the Lord is round about his people
from henceforth even forever."
But the lulls
which arose around Jerusalem might be scaled, or
commanded from a still higher elevation. Not so
with devouring fire ; that is an impassable barrier.
The promise then is complete ; all that is needed
is faith to appropriate it.
As Luther says, "If we
were surrounded by walls of steel and fire, we
would feel secure, and defy the devil. But the
property of faith is not to be proud of what the
eye sees but of what tho word reveals." The one
prayer suitable for times of darkness or despondency, is that of the disciples, Lord, increase our
cise

faith.

But the assurance of Jehovah is not only for
outward, but also for inward wants, and that in a
most remarkable and comprehensive way.
He
Himself will be for a glory within. As the' Psalmist says, God is in the midst of her.
Z ion's true
boast is not in buildings or services, in music or
eloquence, in numbers or popularity, but in tho
manifested presence of her great Head. If his
Holy Spirit reveal his power in cheering the bowed
descension uses this preliminary measurement out- down, in sanctifying the afflicted, in quickening
wardly represented, as a token of a future indefi- penitence, prayerfulness, holy living, and the usual
nite expansion which would leave the surveyor's expressions of a gracious character, in calling dead
lines far in the rear as a thing of the past.
The sinners from their living tomUs, in elevating the
entire chapter is an admirable illustration of the general tone of piety, in renewing the lost image
germinant nature of prophecy. In its primary in which man was originally created, then there is

(Rev. xi. 1 ), yet in reality it is very different. In
the latter cases the imagery seems to have a fixed
and definite meaning, however difficult it may be
to ascertain and state that meaning in the former
the symbolical action is of the simplest kind, and
terres merely to give vividness to the subsequent
oral statement. Whenever a house or a city is to
be enlarged, the first step is to make an adequate
survey of the existing buildings. Tho divine con;
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glory far, far beyond what earth can give. The
Psalmist said (cii. 16), " When the Lord shall build
np Zion, He will appear in glory." We may reverently reverse the clause*, and affirm that when
He appears in glory, Zion shall be built up. Let
Him come when He will and as He will, his presence is enough.
3. God's people are unspeakably dear to Him.
They are like the apple of his eye. He chooses
as his portion, He guards them as his jewels.
pupil of the eye is peculiarly delicate and
sensitive.
It is not necessary to pierce it with a
knife to make the owner shrink ; a mote, or even
a touch will startle and grieve. So the bleased
Lord feels toward those whom He has chosen and
called.
In all their affliction He is afflicted. When

them

The

Jesus remonstrated with Saul of Tarsus for his
furious enmity toward the infant Church, the language was, " Why persecutest thou me f " Every

retain their distinct national existence, but oil
receiving the Gospel arc counted as seed of the
promise.
very remarkable Psalm (lxxxvii. 4)
speaks of these collective bodies as subjects of regeneration. " I will mention Rahab and Babylon as knowing me.
Lo, Philistia and Tyre with
Ethiopia. (As to each of these it shall be said,)
This one was bora there." These ruling powers
among the heathen, most of them hereditary enemies of Israel, are given as samples of the whole
Gentile world.
Not individuals alone, but whole
nations are to experience a spiritual birth, and in
consequence join themselves to Jehovah. Not by
force of outward compulsion, but by the power of
an inward conviction. The flocks of Kedar and the
rams of Nebaioth with good will (or of their own
accord) ascend the altar of Jehovah (Is. lx. 7). It
is of course true that conversions are effected individually and not en masse, but these are to be so
multiplied that a little one becomes a thousand,
and a small one a strong nation. The history of
modern missions has furnished repeated instances
in which a whole people has been revolutionized
and made as distinctively Christian as it before
had been heathen. It needs only a farther development of divine grace in the same direction to fill
out in reality the most glowing pictures sketched
on the prophetic canvass.
still

A

blow, struck at the least or humblest member of
the body, reaches its invisible but glorious head.
In like manner whatever is done for the people of
God is regarded by God as done for Himself. He
" is not unrighteous to forget your work and labor
of love which ye have showed toward his name, in
"
that ye have ministered to the saints and do minister
(Heb. vi. 10). This is not the estimate of the
world at large. They look down upon believers
as deluded visionaries, or at best amiable enthusiasts, while sometimes the carnal heart finds expression in much harsher terms.
So much the
H0M1LBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
more necessary is it to remember the Lord's judgPresbkl:
fine illustration of the defense
ment in the case, and to feel and act toward those
who bear the Christian name and walk according- which Jehovah is to his people is furnished in the
ly, as to those who, whatever their outward sur- experience of a widow who alone with her daughroundings, are loved by their Lord with an affec- ter occupied a house standing by itself in the dition beyond what even a mother bean to the son rect way of the Russian army on its march to
Schleswick, and comforted her weeping, despairof her womb.
The whole history of the Church is a comment ing daughter with the assurance tnat the Lord
upon this utterance. From the time of its insti- could and would protect them from all harm. The
tution in the household of Abraham, when latent same night a heavy fall of snow so covered all apin Egypt, wandering in the desert, militant in Ca- proaches to the house that when the army marched
naan, triumphant in Jerusalem, captive in Baby- on the next day it was not visited or Apparently
lon, oppressed under the Syrians and Romans, it seen by even one of the licentious soldiery.
was sustained by heavenly food, by visions and in- wall of snow was as effectual as a wall of fire.
Moore The true glory of the Church is not
spirations, by miracles and portents, by God's
effective support on the right hand and the left. in any external pomp or power of any kind.
Her
Afterwards, when revived and renewed by the per- outward rites and ceremonies, therefore, should
sonal ministry and blessed sacrifice of the Lord only be what the earth's atmosphere is to the rays
a pure, transparent medium of transJesus, it was brought into still closer fellowship of the sun,
with the Most High, fitted for unlimited diffusion, mission.
Delay of punishment is no proof of impunity.
proclaimed to all the world, and established alike
among the loftiest and the lowliest of the earth. God often seems asleep when He is only awaiting
And though tried in every possible way by malice the appointed time but in the end, when all seems
and envy, it was only purged by suffering, con- as it was from the foundation of the world, the
earth, for
firmed and rooted by the storms of persecution, herald cry shall go forth, Be silent,
and protected against all the powers of earth and Jehovah is roused to his terrible work, and the
hell by an arm which even the blind may see be- day of his wrath is come.
Jay If God regards his people so kindly and
longs to none but the living God.
4. The introduction of nations into the fellow- is so jealous for their welfare (ver. 6), it becomes
ship of the people of God is one of the grand pe- them on the other hand to be equally concerned
are to regard his
culiarities of tne later dispensation.
In earlier for his cause and his glory.
days the Church was far less restrictive that it is Word as we keep the tendcrest part of the tenderHe says, " Keep my
often supposed to have been. Not a few outside est member of our body.
of the chosen line obtained entrance to the com- commandments and live ; and my taw as the apple
munity. Not only Hobab, and Rahab, and Ruth, of thine eye " (Prov. vii. 2).
Hodob: I will dwell in the midst of thee"
and Gittai, but many others found a home in Zion
God is said to dwell wherever
still in all cases they were required to leave their (vers. 5, 10, 11).
original home, to forget their father's house, and He specially and permanently manifests his prestransplant themselves to the seat of the theocracy. ence. And since He thus specially and permaBut now the good news goes to the heathen in- nently manifests his presence in his people collecstead of their coming to it. The various tribes tively and individually, He is said to dwell in all
The human soul is said to be
and families whom God so carefully separated and in each
(Acts xvii. 26), although they were of one blood. full of God when its inward state, its

A

A

:

—

—

;

O

:

We
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35

in. 1-10.

acts are determined and controlled by Him, and blessed
so as* to be a constant manifestation of the divine the promises of
presence. Then it is pure, and glorious, and free, stand.

and

!

There

I

is

unspeakably more in
are able to under-

God than we

|

VISION

JOSHUA THE HIGH PRIEST BEFORE THE ANGEL OF

IV.

JEHOVAH.t
Chapter

III.

1-10.

A. Joshua accused by Satan, but forgiven (vers. 1-5). B. A Promise of Protection
to the High Priest, and also of the coming of Branch and its blessed Results (vers.
6-10).

And he showed me Joshua, the high priest, standing before the angel of Jehovah,
1
2 and Satan 1 standing at his right hand to oppose him. 1 And Jehovah said to Satan,
Jehovah rebuke thee, O Satan, even Jehovah who chooses a Jerusalem rebuke thee
3 Is not this a brand plucked from the fire ? And Joshua was clothed in filthy gar4 ments, and stood before the angel. And he answered and spake to those who stood
before him, saying, Take the filthy garments away from him, and he said to him,
8
See, I have caused thine iniquity to pass from thee, and will clothe thee with festal
4
5 raiment. And I said, Let them put a clean a mitre upon his head and they put
the clean mitre upon his head and clothed him with garments. And the angel of
Jehovah was standing by.
6 And the angel of Jehovah testified 6 to Joshua, and said,
7 Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
If thou wilt walk in my ways and keep my charge.
Thou shalt judge my house, and also keep my courts,
;

And

I will give thee access

T

among

these standing here.

8 Hear, I pray, O Joshua the high priest,
Thou and thy colleagues 8 who sit before thee,

For men of wonder* are

they,

For, behold, I bring my servant, Branch.
9 For, behold the stone which I have laid before Joshua
Upon one stone are seven eyes
Behold I execute its carving 10
And I remove the iniquity of this land in one day.
10 In that day saith Jehovah of Hosts,

Ye

shall invite

every

man

Under the vine and under

his

neighbor

the fig tree.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver.

1.

oppose him

% Ver.

2.

— iDOttf V
ftJls

— ">nh

$ Ver.
4 Ver.
son,

not as B. V. who " ha* choaen," bat according to the force of the participle, who now and habittaste substitutes for the simple meaning, " taketh delight.**

4.

—

6.

— For HCVfi

" From thee," &- from upon thee.
sinner until forgiveness removes it

*TOH).

the change 'is
5 Ver. 5-

•

6.

7 Ver. 7.

The

guilt or

punishment of sin

is

conceived as a burden resting

Kwald, following the Targum, Peshito, and Vulgate, proposes to read

^£^1, and

Hender-

But on general principles the Hasoretie text is to be preferred, and especially here, where the motive of
obvious, and nothing Is gained In clearness or emphasis by departing from the Hebrew.

— limp.

The E.

V. " fair," besides being

express the point involved in cleanness ss the

6 Ver.

— th« oppottr to

Henderson with a marvelous lack of

ually chooaec.

upon the

The force of this antanaclasis can hardly be expressed in a rertlon
^tOQTTT.
to convey the force of the proper name Satan.

— T3?*}, * strong term, implying

— " Access,"

la.,

ways,

t. «.,

a needless departure from the meaning of the word,

emblem of purity or

falls

to

forgiveness.

the importance and the oertainty of the communication.

means of

free ingress

and

egress

among my immediate

attendants.

See stag.

andOcitioBi.
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• V«t.

— Tpyn - companions,

8.

but

u

It 1*

(JR.

V. margin), to prcienre

associates in office

who

si» tatendad, colleagues

i

equivalent
9 V«r.

8.

— npiO

would be more

M

Ver.

9.

1*

rendered wonder

Perhaps " men of a

its original tlgnlflcaiioo.

easily understood.

- D^nWO nJJD

#., to open openings

- to carve.
damaging others, he secures his own overthrow.
The emphatic repetition of the exclamation indicates the certainty of Satan's failure.
The other
words of the verse show the ground of this failure.
It is not at all in the innocence of the high priest
or the people, but in the gracious purpose of Jehovah,
lie chooses Jerusalem, and that choice
must stand. This is further confirmed by the
question, Is not this a brand .... fire ? cf.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The third vision lays a sure foundation %r the
glowing as>urances and promises contained in
those which precede by revealing the fact of the
divine forgiveness. Sin had been the cause of all
the previous troubles of Israel, and its continuance
would bring them all back. Hence the need and
value of the great truth expressed in the dramatic Amos iv.
11.
Most expositors, ancient and
form and rich symbolism of this vision. The first modern, refer this
to the exile in which Joshua
half of the chapter (vers. 1-5) represents the high had suffered,
but from which he had been restored.
priest standing before the angel of Jehovah and God had
rescued him for preservation not for deopposed by Satan ; but Joshua is forgiven,
a fact struction. Having snatched the
brand from the
which is both literally stated and also symbolically flames, he did not
mean u> throw it back into the

—

In the second half (vers*. 6-10), the fire. The reference
of course is to the high priest,
high priest is assured of present protection, and of not so much
in his persona], as his representative
the fotnre appearance of the Branch, who will re- character.
move sin at once and bestow the fullness of salvaVer. 3. Clothed with filthy garments. Eichrepresented.

tion.

The Symbol

And

(vers. 1-5).
Ver. 1.
he
subject of the verb is Jehovah,
as appears from the fact that He is the last person
previously mentioned, and from the parallel phrase
in i. 20.
It is not necessary to suppose that it is
a judicial scene (Hoffman, Ewald, Kohler, Pressel) which is presented to the Piophet's view.
So
far as the terms used arc concerned, they will apply equally well to the high priest's appearance
before Gorf in the discharge of his official functions.
To " stand before Jehovah " was the technical term to denote the ordinary service of the
priests (Deut. x. 8 ; 2 Chron. xxix. 11 ; Judg. xx.
(a.)

showed me.

The

Kzck. xliv. 15). The presumption then is
that he was here not for himself only, but also
and chiefly on behalf of the people, as their representative.
That he was engaged in prayer is implied in the circumstances, and also in the description of Jehovah's words in ver. 4 as an answer.
But another person appears on the scene who is
called Satan, lit., the adversary.
Some (Kinichi,
Ewald) refer this to a human adversary, such as
Sanballat, but the emphatic form of the term ; its

28;

analogy

to 6 ayriSucor (1 Pet. v. 8) and 6 tcar-fiyup
(Rev. xii. 10); the LXX.'s equivalent tidfiokot
and the occurrence of the word in Job i., ii. all
;

Eoint to the chief of the evil spirits as the person
ere intended.
He is said to stand on the right

hand

of Joshua, not because this was the position
appropriated by Jewish usage to an accuser, for
no such usage can be, or at least has been, established ; but because this is the most suitable place
for one who wishes to impede or oppose another
(Job xxx. 12; Ps. cix. 6). Satan's object is to
oppose Joshua. The manner is not specifically
stated, but from the next verse it seems as if Satan's work was to dwell upon the sins of the high
priest and his people, and upon this ground urge
their condemnation and overthrow.
Ver. 2. And Jehovah said. Almost all expositors agree that the angel of Jehovah is the
speaker here who takes the name of Jehovah because of the intimate and mysterious relation he
sustains to Him.
There is no debate between the
parties, but the adversary is at once repelled with
indignation. Jehovah rebuke thee ! Instead of

hom, Ewald, et al. t consider this soiled raiment designed to set forth that he was an accused person,
but this is arbitrarily to transfer a Roman custom
(Liv. ii. 54) to the East where not a trace of it is
to be seen.
In Hebrew usage such garments rep"
resent sin.
Is. Ixiv. 5
are all as an unclean
thing, and all our righteousnesses as filthy rags."
Sorely as the nation had been chastised/its iniquity was not wiped away.
The last clause is not
a superfluous repetition of what is stated in ver. 1,
but indicates a patient expectancy in Joshua, that
notwithstanding Satan's accusation, relief would
:

We

come.
Ver. 4. And he answered, i. «., the prayer for
forgiveness involved in the fact of the high priest's
appearing before the Lord. Vitringa says (on
Zeeh.

i.

II),

" In every case

in

which

HJS

or

fcre-

Kplv«rt<u is placed at the opening of a speech or
narrative without any question preceding it, there

always a question tacitly assumed ; just as in
the Books of Scripture, where they commence with
the copula, some antecedent is always supposed to
exist, with which the narrative or speech is tacitly
contrasted, even though nothing at all has gone
before."
Those who stood before htm
surelv
not, as Ewald maintains, the friends of the accused, but the Lord's own sen' ants, the angels.
These are ordered to remove the filthy garments,
and then the angel of Jehovah explains the meaning of the symbolical act. I have taken, etc
is

»

This does not

refer to sanetification (Mark), but
to forensic forgiveness.
The two cases (2 Sam.
xii.

13 and xxiv. 10) establish this as the

of the phrase,

TS n *33W

The

meaning

garment*
may symbolize innocence (Chaldee), or joy (Koh-

ler,

festal

Pressel), or glory (Keil).

And I said. At this point the Prophet
been only a silent spectator, comes suddenly forward with a prayer for the completion of the
work begun, and says, Let them put .... head.
It cannot be made out that any special significance
attached to the mitre or turban, and the emphasis
must lie upon the qualifying word olean. •' The
turban can be referred to only as an article of
dress which would be the first to strike the eye **
Ver.

5.

who had
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(HengstcnbergK The wish of the Prophet was at
once complied with. The last clause of the verse
does not mean that the angel of the Lord rose up
from his seat (Henderson, Kohler, Pressel), but
that he continued standing by, " like a master
presiding over the ceremony, approving and adorning it with his presence" (C. B. Mich.).
The comple(6.) The Promise (vers. 6-10).
tion of the symbolical action

is

made

the occasion

of a further and far-reaching assurance, addressed
to the high priest and through him to the nation.
Ver. 6. Testified
made a solemn declaration
(Gen. xliii. 3 ; Deut. viii. 19).
Ver. 7 contains a promise with a condition.

=

The

—

my

is partly personal
walk in
partly official —keep
charge. The
promise is altogether official. Judge . . . courts
administer the service hi the holy place and
guard the house of God from all idolatry and un" This is here represented not as n
godliness.
duty hut as a reward ; inasmuch as activity in
connection with the kingdom of God is the highest honor and greatest favor which God can confer

condition

my

ways, and

=

upon atiy mortal" (Hcngstenbcr^). The last
clause contains an important additional promise.

D^D/HQ
where

a

difficult

(1.)

Some

is

else.

=

ways,
of ^! !?•???
noting a peculiarly

i.

word which occurs noit as a noun, plural

take

€.,

ingress

free access to

and

egress, de-

God among

his

heavenly servants (Calvin, liitzig, Maurer, Ewald,
Kohler, Furst, etc.). (2.) Others regard it as a
participle of T17»7> ta ^en

Chaldce form of the Piel

=

walkers, i. «., angels who as messengers go between the high priest and Jehovah
(LXX., Vulg., Pesh., Grotius, Bauragarten). (3.)
Others derive it from the Hiphil participle of the
same verb, meaning
leaders or guides (Luther,
Gescn., Hcng., Urabreit, Dr. Kiggs, etc.). Against
the last two is the circumstance that Zechariah
could very well have expressed that sense in regular Hebrew form; tliat they require an alteration
intransitively

=

of the text
dered as

One

;

and that

= l^p.

thing

is

s
]

5

»»

required to be ren-

I hesitatingly prefer the

certain, that

first.

some kind of association

or influence with God's immediate servants on
high is here promised to the high priest.
Ver. 8. Hear, I pray, etc This opening calls
attention to the importance of what follows. The
address is made not only to Joshua, hut to his col-

87
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occurrence in Isaiah (xlii. 1, etc), and also in
Ezek. (xxxiv. 23, 24). The other, branch, occurs
passages which
in Jeremiah xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15,
plainly lean upon Isaiah's statements xi. 1, liii. 2.
The term denotes the original oWscurity of this
personage and the gradual development of his
character.
Instead of being a tall and stately
This reftree, he is a mere branch or root-shoot.
erence had become so well understood in Zcchariah's time that he uses the word as if it were a
proper name, my servant Branch. That it pointed
to the Messiah' is admitted by the Chald. Par.,
and almost all expositors, ancient and modern.
The suggestion of a few (Kimchi, Theodoret, Grotius, Blayney), that Zerubbabel was intended, is
refuted by the fact thai the Branch had not yet
appeared, while Zerubbabel had; and also by the
consideration that this civil governor had nothing
to do with the priestly office and could not possisimilar figurbly be an antitype of its holders.
ative description of the Messiah is found in Ezek.
xvii. 22, 23.
The Lord, having described the
royal house of Judah as a strong and lofty cedar,
which bad been plucked up by the roots and left
to wither and die, declares that He will take from
its summit a slender twig and plant it on the
mountain of the height of Israel, where the little
scion shall take root, and grow, and spread, until
Every tree of
it commands universal admiration.
the field shall own its superiority, and every fowl
of heaven seek its shelter.

—

A

Ver.

9.

For behold .... seven

eyes.

This

verse assigns the reason for the fulfillment of the
preceding promise. The condition of the covenant people was so deplorable that it seemed vain
to expect such a blessing as the coming of the
Messiah. To countervail such despondency, Jehovah of Hosts assures his people of the watchful
and loving care which will secure the gracious result.
The single stone is not the Messiah (early
interpreters, Kliefoth), for he was not •* laid be;
fore Joshua " nor the foundation stone of the
Temple ( Rosen miiller, Hitzig, Neumann, Henderson), which had long since been laid ; nor the topstone (Maurer), nor the plummet (Grotius), nor a
jewel of the high priest's breast-plate (Theodoret,
Baumgarten, etc.) ; but the covenant people, now
appropriately described as lying before Joshua,
who was their ecclesiastical leader. It is no objection to this view that the Messiah is elsewhere
spoken of as a stone (Ps. cxviii. 22 ; 1 Pet. ii. 7),
lor sometimes the head and the body both have
the same term applied, to them, as in Isaiah's use
of the term servant, where only the context can
determine which of the two is meant (Is. xliv. 2;
The seven eyes may denote, either the
lii. 13).
all-embracing providence of God, or (according to
the statement in Rev. v. 6 of the seven eyes of the
Lamb which are the seven spirits of God, sent
forth into all the earth) the seven-fold radiations
of the Spirit of Jehovah, by which the stone is
preserved and prepared for its glorious destinaI see no reason why both may not be comtion.
According to this view, the Qyea are not
bined.
engraved on the stone, but directed toward it (cf.

leagues, i. e., associates in the priestly office. The
next clause assigns the reason for including them.
They are men of wonder, i. «., men who excite
wonder in others, and thus attracting attention
to themselves, become types of what is to come
xxiv. 24-27
(cf. Is. viii. 18 ; xx. 3 ; tizek. xii. 6
The constant exercise of priestly func(lieb.J.
tions in the offering of sacrifices which had no intrinsic efficacy was a perpetual testimony of man's
need of forgiveness and of God's purpose iu future
to satisfy the need thus made known. The objection to this view on the ground that we should expect are ye and not are they, is removed by the fact
that such cases of enallago are not rare (cf. Zeph.
(in Heb.).
The reason why these typical Ps. xxxii. 8; Jer. xxxix. 12 for this use of vl?).
ii. 12
men, Joshua and his priests, are summoned to lis- Ewald ( Geschichte d. V. /., iv. 239) sees in this
ten, is given iu the next clause, which declares that verse a distinct evidence of Zoroastnan ideas. He
Jehovah will bring forward that antitype whose says the conception of the seven eyes of Jehovah
appearance would &how that their typical charac- was derived from the Persian notion of the seven
servant Branoh. Amshaspands who surround the throne of the
ter was founded in truth.
The antitype is described by two names taken from Supreme, and adds in a note that the upper ser»
the earlier Prophets. One, seroant, is of frequent vants of a great king were often called his eyes
;

My
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his ears.
How far-fetched is this 1 The Hebrews were familiar with the term eyes of God or
Jehovah, and meant by it just what all men mean
by it; and the number seven had for ages been
well known to them as a symbol of sacred n ess and
completeness.
See the excursus at the end of this
section.
The passage is perfectly intelligible on
the supposition that Zechariah had never even
heard of such a thing as the seven Amshaspands
of the Zend-avesta. Execute its carving
make
it a beautiful and costly stone.
So most expositors from Calvin to Pressel.
The last clause com-

and

=

pletes the brilliant promise.
This land, i. e., the
land of Israel, which of course includes its inhabitants, and they stand for the whole Church of

which they were then the representatives. The
is to be removed in one day, which can
hardly be any other than the great day of atonement at Golgotha. The phrase is analogous to
the "once for all " in Hebrews vii. 27, x. 10. It
presents a contrast hetween the continually repeated sacrifices of the Levi deal priesthood and
the one final and effectual sacrifice of the Messiah.
Ver. 10. Ye shall invite .... fig tree. The
result of this is expressed in a proverbial phrase
borrowed from the older Scriptures, where it first
occurs in the description of the happy period under Solomon (1 Kings iv. 25). *' Whether it is to
be taken literally or spiritually here has been much
contested, the nubbins favoring the former view,
We rightly combine both,
the Fathers the latter.
and maintain that this picture of peaceful prosperity and cordial union is realized, although imperfectly, yet just as far as Christ's kingdom has its
proper influence and the communion of saints is
guilt

was holy, but the seventh week of the year (a
week of weeks) and the seventh month and the
seventh or Sabbatical year; and the Jubilee or the
;

;

year following seven weeks of years, were all
marked by festival observances. Jericho was overthrown by a march of the people seven successive
days around the walls, headed by seven priests who
blew as many trumpets. On the seventh day the
circuit was made seven times, and then at the
shout of the people the walls fell. Samson gave
the Philistines of Timnath seven days to solve his
riddle, he was bound with seven withes, and his
seven locks were woven with the web. Seven years
of famine were inflicted in Elisha's time, and the
same offered as an alternative to David. The
Psalmist praised God seven times a dav, the just
man falls seven times and rises again, Nebuchadnezzar's furnace was heated seven times more than
it was wont.
In the Apocalypse, the recurrence
is still more marked.
condensed summation
reports that there are two sevens in the introduction, namely, seven churches and seven spirits, and
in the body of the work two sevens of sevens,
namely, first, seven candlesticks, stars, seals, horns,
eyes, trumpets, thunders
and secondly, seven angels, heads, crowns, plagues, vials, mountains,

A

;

kings.

Of the fact that this number is exceedingly
prominent there can be no question. The precise
ground of the prominence is not so easily stated.
The late Professor Hadley, from whose article 1 on
the subject our statement is drawn, enumerated

theories. One is the Arithmetical,
used by Philo the Jew, and based upon the peculiar
property of seven as compared with anv other of
second, the Chronological, is founded
the digits.
felt*' (Pressel).
The entire vision and promise were admirably upon the early division of time into weeks.
adapted to effect their end. The high priest con- third, the Symbolic, conceives seven to be the
quers his fierce antagonist, is assured of his for- union of two numbers, namely, three, which symgiveness and confirmed in his office, and is certified bolizes the divine, since the Godhead is a trinity,
of the continuance of the people until the appear- and four, which symbolizes the cosmical, the creance of the long expected Branch, who once for ated universe of space, this being determined by
all and forever would take away the guilt and pun- the four cardinal points of the compass. The seven
then represents that reunion of the world with
ishment of sin.
God, which is the great aim and crowning confourth is the
The Number Seven. The question why the eyes summation of all true religion.
should
Physiological
theory, tracing the preeminence of
spoken of in ver. 9, whatever their meaning,
be stated as seven, brings up for consideration the the seven to the fact that there are seven parts of
Its employ- the body, namely, the head, chest, and loins, with
peculiar significance of this number.
ment here and in the next chapter (ver. 2, seven the four limbs ; and seven openings of the head,
lamps and seven pipes, ver. 10, those seven), are namely, the three pairs of eves, ears, and nostrils,
instances of a usage at once very ancient and very with the mouth; and further, that the seventh,
wide spread., Leaving out of view the literature of fourteenth, and twenty-first days are critical periThe fifth hypothesis is based on
India, Persia, and Arabia, we find in Scripture an ods in diseases.
The nocturnal heavens
extraordinary frequency of its occurrence. Seven, Astronomical reasons.
seventh, and sevenjold are found in the Old Testa- offered to the men of primitive times a constant
impressive
and
spectacle.
Here they could not but
ment and the New, not less than three hundred
and eighty-three times, while a similar enumeration be struck by the seven members of the planetary
of tho instances in which six and eight are used, system, as well as by the fact that the fixed stars
reaches the sum of only one hundred and seventy- exhibited the same number in several of the most
six, or less than one half of the sevens. This usage brilliant constellations, e. g., the Great Bear or
begins with the first book of the Bible and ends Charles' Wain, the SepUntriones of the Romans
only with the last. We find in Genesis the seven the Lesser Bear with its remarkable pole-star ; the
days of creation ; seven-fold vengeance denounced Pleiades with their "sweet influences," and the
for Cain
clean beasts and fowls received into the Hyades, whose frequent rains " vex the 6ea."
Upon the whole, in view of the antiquity of the
ark by sevens ; the dove despatched from the ark
at intervals of seven days ; Jacob serving seven usage and the character of the early Hebrews, it
years for a wife he did not want, and seven more seems most natural to trace their sense of its safor the wife he did want ; and seven fat kino and credness and completeness to its original associaseven lean, seven good ears and seven thin, rep- tions with the times and means of religious worresenting the seven years of plenty and famine. ship.
In the Mosaic ritual, many sacrifices required seven
1 Bss*t$PhiloiogUalm4 OUieoL
N#w York, 187*
victims, and often the blood was required to be
sprinkled seven times. Not only the seventh day
five different

A

A

A

;
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but " between thy seed and her seed it shall
bruise thy betid, and thou shalt bruise his heel."
The seed of Satan are all the ungodly, of whom he
is the head
the seed of the woman are all the godly,
of whom Christ is the head. These two heads stand
in mortal conflict; both suffer, but the one only in
the extremities, the other in a vital part. " For this
purpose was the Son of God manifested, that He
might destroy the works of the devil " 1 John iii.
In the end the kingdom of our God and the
8).
power of his Christ will be too much for the craft
and malice of Satan. Still that malignant being
opposes the truth, and leaves no stone unturned to
turn away God's favor from his people, and thus
overthrow the entire redemptive economy. This is
that,

DOCTRINAL AND MORAL.
This chapter contains one of the passages in
in which the great spiritual
adversary of God and man is spoken of under
The other places are 1 Chron.
the name Satan.
1.

the

xxi.

Old Testament

1

and the prologue

word ^tDty occurs

to the J>ook of Job.

Sam.

(The

and Ps.
cix. 6, but it is extremely doubtful whether it is
used in these passages in any other than an appelalso in 2

xix. 23

=

adversary.)
lative sense
It is a favorite notion
with " the later criticism/' that Zcchariah imported
Satan froin the Zoroastrian doctrine of Ahriman, the original source of all moral
and physical evil, the chief of malignant spirit>, the
king of darkness and of death, and consequently
the eternal enemy of Ormtizd, and of his kingdom
of light. But there is neither historical nor logical
foundation for this fancy. During the very few
years which elapsed between the Persian conquest
of Babylon and the appearance of Zechariah as
a prophet, there was not time for the theological
notions of the Zend-avesta to penetrate the Jewish
mind and to color its conceptions of the unseen
world.
The dualism of Zoroaster must have had
a most extraordinary degree of self-propagating
power, to pass in so short a time from the ceutral
point of the Persian Empire to one of its farthest
outlying provinces. Besides, Zechariah 's doctrine
of ftatan differs fundamentally from the Persian
conception' of Ahriman. The latter is an independent, eternal, and self-existent principle, whereas
the former is a created, fallen, malignant being, of
vast capacity and immense power of mischief, but
still under the control of the Almighty, often thwarted in his machinations, and destined one day to an
utter and disastrous overthrow.
Nor had Zechariah any need to learn from the Persian theology. The existing precedents in the sacred books
of the Jews furnished him with all the materials
necessary to construct or to understand the symbolical vUion vouchsafed to him.
What he sees is
the head and representative of the nation in sacred
things standing in solemn service before the Angel
of Jehovah, who is attended by a train of angelic
ministers (ver. 7), while over against this important
official stands Satan accusing and opposing; and
in the end Jehovah rebukes the adversary and favors his own servant. Manifestly this corresponds
in form and in substance to what is contained in
the prologue of the book of Job, the date of which
is allowed on all hands not to be later than the

his conception of

Solomonic era.
A remarkable confirmation of this view is given
in the New Testament, where (Rev. xii. 10) Satan
is called*" the accuser of our brethren, who accuses
[J Kamryoprnv] them before our God day and night."
Accusation is the element of his being. He accuses
God to men (cf. Gen. iii. 4, 5), and he accuses men

God

(as in Job and in this passage).
Hence
usual name in the New Testament, Diabolus,
from tiaflaWfir
to set at variance, namely, by
slander,
a descriptive title quite as strong as the
Hebrew term, Satan =-opposcr, the inherent and
everlasting adversary of God and man, and of all
that is good.
This antagonism, however, takes a
particular form which runs through all the Scripture from Genesis to Revelation, and is seen not dimly in our prophet. In the curse pronounced in the
Garden of Eden upon the tempter, the Old Serpent
(Rev. xii. 9), God declared that He would put enmity between him and the woman, and not only
to

his

—

=

;

;

(

thepoinpof the symbolical vision here.
Lord cast off his people entirely and

Did

the

recall

his

promised grace, the historical basis for the Messiah
to come would perish, and no room be left for his
appearance according to the ancient predictions.
The issue, then, was vital. It did not concern an
individual merely
it did not belong only to some
one particular crisis in the history of the restored
exiles
but it touched the very existence of the
Kingdom of God on earth. If the confessed sins
of Israel were sufficient to secure their final rejection from God at that stage of their history, the
hopes of the race were blasted, and the prospect
of a blessing for all the families of the earth, became a beautiful but empty dream.
2. The doctrines of grace are finely illustrated
in this vision. The opposition of Satan is evidently
grounded on a charge of sin in Joshua and those
for whom he acts.
Joshua came before the Angel
of Jehovah in his representative capacity, which
of course implies the existence of sin to be atoned
for and pardoned, for holy beings need no sacrificing priesthood between them and God. This was
emphasized at the present time by the recollection
of the abominations which had called down the
Babylonian captivity, and the still more recent remissness of the restored people in building the
Temple. The Jews were weak in faith, despondent
in spirit, and more prone to labor for their temporal fortunes than for their spiritual interests.
Satan then had a high vantage-ground from which
But mark the source of his reto oppose them.
pulse. " Jehovah, Jehovah that chooses Jerusalem,
"
rebuke thee
The people are reminded here, as
they so often were in earlier times, that they had
not chosen the Lord, but He had chosen them. It
was not their numbers, nor wisdom, nor wealth,
nor moral excellence (Deut. vii. 7, 8) which induced Him to make them the depository of his
truth and the channel of his grace to a fallen world.
It was his own sovereign, condescending grace
which bad its own reasons, but not reasons subsisting in the moral qualities of Israel. As He had
chosen them once, the election, still continued, and
was a valid reason why they should not be cast off.
Nay, the very circumstances which Satan might
plead against them were in another point of view
arguments in their favor. They had been in the
glowing furnace of Chaldosan bondage and exile,
and the smell of fire was still on their garments.
Everything in their condition spoke of apostasy
and its merited recompense. Tney^ were a vert
small remnant left of that proud kingdom which
once stretched from the Leontes to Egypt, and
from the Euphrates to the Mediterranean. It was
difficult to see any trace of the former grandeur in
the poverty-stricken colony which gathered around
their fathers' graves. But their very fewness and
poverty and weakness pleaded for them. They had
;

;

!
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been rescued from the common doom of transplanted people by a peculiar providence. A forced
migration of an entire population to a distant!
land usually breaks the old association entirely and
forever. New ties and interests are formed, and
the present drives the past out of view and out of.
memory. But here God, by the hand of a man

whom He

had called and named centuries before
(Is. xliv. 28, xlv. 1), had broken the

|

he was bora

fetters and recalled his banished ones.
The work
of ^establishment had begun, and should it cease ?
Nay, verily. The brand so carefully rescued from
a general conflagration, would be preserved, notwithstanding all the clamor of Satan. He who
had begun the good work would carry it on to
completion. The gifts and calling ot God are
without repentance.
3. The doctrine of gratuitous forgiveness is the
glory of the Gospel. " Not by works of righteousness which we have done, but according to his
mercy he saved us." Even so was the Church
taught in the older dispensation, not only by word
as when Abraham's faith was counted for righteousness and by type, as in all the sacrifices, but
also by symbol as in the case of Joshua, the high
There was no denial of the truth of the
priest.
nets upon which Satan based his accusation. On
the contrary, open confession was made in the
rery appearance of the priest. Instead of being
arrayed! in the pure and shining robes expressly
appointed for sacerdotal functions, he was clad in
fit emblem of the hideous moral
filthy garments,
stains by which he and his people were soiled.
Each one of those polluted garments echoed the
words of the royal penitent, " I acknowledge
my transgression, and my sin is ever before me "
Physical stains may be extracted, but
(rs. li. 3).
no human agency in all the world can take the
That is done only
soil of sin from the conscience.
by the act of the Lord of the conscience. Its accomplishment here was represented by the order

|

the Branch, which does not mean " a limb in the
sense of one among many on the same tree, but a
shoot which springs up from the root, and which,
though small at first, oecomes a tree of wonderful
qualities " (Cowlcs).
The monarchy which in the
persons of David and his son Solomon stood like a
majestic and wide-spreading tree, now lay in ruins,
the huge trunk cut down, mangled*, burned.
But from the stump there should come a slender
shoot, which in course of time would grow up into
a mighty monarch of the forest, putting out limb*
and foliage under which whole nations should collect themselves.
The term therefore kept steadily
in view the salient points the people were to seize.
The lowly, unpretending, unpromising origin of
this deliverer and the ultimately vast sweep of his
beneficent agency. In all outward aspects he stood
at the farthest possible remove from his distinguished types, whether of the priestly or kingly
fine.
He never bore the brilliant breast-plate of
Aaron into the holy of holies, nor did his hand
hold a sceptre except the mocking reed of Pilate'i
soldiers ; yet his sacerdotal function was the only
real and efficacious one the earth ever saw, and
his royal office has secured a depth of attachment
and a dullness *of service to which all the rccordi
of earth-born loyalty together furnish no parallel

—

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

Wordsworth

:

Ver.

1.

Satan stood at Joshua's

hand and endeavored to work his ruin. So
Satan stood at the right hand of our Joshes on
the pinnacle of the Temple and tempted him to
cast himself down.
He stood at Cnrist's right
hand when He was betrayed by Judas into whom
Satan entered he tempted him in his agony and
passion and he is still standing at Christ's right
nand by his opposition to the preaching of the Gospel and by his sowing tares of heresv in his Church.
Ver. 2. Here is a solemn warning against the
to remove the filthy garments and replace them
by festal raiment. It was a sovereign act of the sarcastic, bitter, and virulent spirit which so often
I have caused thine iniquity to shows itself in speaking and writing against others.
God of grace,
pass from thee. This lies at the root of all true The holy angels, even in contending against Sa"There is forgiveness with thee that tan, use mild words. But these rash and reckless
religion.
thou mayest be feared." Despair is death. He persons imitate Satan who is called in Scripture
who has no hope or prospect of the divine mercy, Diabolus or Calumniator. How can they hope
has nothing left but to go on in sin and at last lie to be with good angels hereafter ? Must they not
down in interminable sorrow. To encourage Is- rather look to be with those wretched fiends whom
rael, fast vergine to such a forlorn condition, this they imitate t
Jehovah who choost* Jerusalem. We
Calvin
vision was vouchsafed.
Its aim was not to send
right

;

;

—

—

:

the people to sleep in their sins with the false peace
of self-righteousness, but to assure them that, notwithstanding the magnitude of those sins, God
would of his own free grace remit the penalty and
bestow the gift of justification upon the high
priest, and in him upon the nation at large. Such
is he that conan assurance ^ives peace.
demned ? It is Gou that justilieth.
4. Great as were the present privileges of the
covenant people, something, better was in store.
Their whole economy was introductory and preparative.
The golden age of the Hebrews, unlike
that of all other ancient nations, was not in the
past but the future. Poets and Prophets rejoiced
to sing of one who was to come, in whom all the
Priests
families of the earth should be blessed.
and kings were embodied tvpes of the character
Reminding
deliverer.
functions
this
and
of
great
Joshua and his colleagues of this truth, Jehovah
renews the promise ot one who should be by eminence his servant In naming him, the precise
term used by the older Prophets is employed again,

Who

are reminded that we are not to consider our deserts in order to gain help from God, for this
wholly depends upon gratuitous adoption. Hence,
though we are unworthy that Qod should fight for
us, yet his election is sufficient, as he proclaims
war agains} Satan in our behalf. It hens* follows
that those men who obscure and seek as far as tbey
can to extinguish the doctrine of election, sre enemies to the human race ; for they strive their utmost to subvert every assurance of salvation.
Owrn : Vers. 3-5. Two things are here slid
to belong to our free acceptance with God. (!•)
The taking away of the guilt of our sin, our filthy
robes ; this is done by the death of Christ, the
proper fruit of which is remission of sin. (2.) But
more is required, even a collation of righteousness,
and thereby a right to life eternal. This is nem
called change of raiment, or, as it is called by the
Holy Ghost in Isaiah (Ixi. 10), the garments of
salvation, the robe of righteousness. Now this ii
made ours only by the obedience of Christ, ss the
other is by his death.
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:

Ver.

no excuse

7.

A gratuitous justification furand

but leads to
more entire obedience. .... Fidelity in God's
service shall be gloriously rewarded.
Gill Men of wonder. The people of God are
wondered at by themselves, that God should have
any love for them, call them by his grace and at
last bring them to glory ; wondered at by men of
the world that they should make such a choice as
they do, should bear afflictions with so much patience, and even thrive and flourish amidst them
wondered at by the angels as they are* the chosen
of God, the redeemed of the Lamb, and called
from among men; and they shall be spectators
of wonderful things themselves, which they will
nishes

for inaction

sin,

:
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be swallowed up in the admiration of to

all eter-

nity.

Cowlbs / will execute, etc The engraving
of the Church into forms of spiritual beauty, is
eminently God's work by the chisel of his providence and the agency of his Spirit.
Jay Ver. 10. The reign of the Messiah is distinguished by three things (1 ; ) Enjoyment. The
very image of the vine and the fig tree is delightSlaves and captives did not
ful.
(2.) Liberty.
:

:

:

under their vines and fig trees, nor did proprie" Ye shall
tors in time of war.
(3.) Benevolence.
call every man/' etc.
There is no selfishness, no

sit

envy. All are anxious that others should partake
of their privileges.

THE CANDLESTICK WITH THE TWO OLIVE TREES.
Chapter IV.

A.

A

Golden Candelabrum and

the Source

its

Two

of Strength and Success

B. Divine Grace
The Means by which

Oil Feeders (vers. 1-5).
(vers. 6-10).

C.

that Grace is obtained (vers. 11-14).

1

And

the angel that talked with me came again, and waked me, as a man who is
out of his sleep ; And said to me, What seest thou ? And I said, 1 1 have
looked, and behold a candlestick all of gold, and its oil-vessel ' upon the top of it and
8
its seven lamps upon it, seven pipes each
for the lamps which are upon the top of
it ; and two olive trees bj it, one on the right of the oil-vessel and the other on the
left of it ; And I answered and spake to the angel that talked with me, saying,
What are these, my lord ? And the angel that talked with me answered and said
to me, Enowest thou not what these are ?
And I said, No, my lord. And he
answered and spake to me, saying : This is the word of Jehovah to Zerubbabel,
saying, Not by might and not by power, 4 but by my Spirit, saith Jehovah of Hosts.
Who art thou, great mountain, before Zerubbabel ? Be a plain 6 And he shall
bring forth the top stone 7 with shoutings, Grace, grace unto it
And the word of
Jehovah came to me, saying, The hands of Zerubbabel have laid the foundation of
this house, and his hands shall finish it, and thou shalt know that Jehovah of Hosts
hath sent me to you. For who despiseth 8 the day of small things? And they
rejoice and see the plummet in the hand of Zerubbabel, [even] those seven ; 9 the
eyes of Jehovah, they go to and fro through the whole earth. And I answered
and said unto him, What are these two olive trees on the right of the candlestick
and on the left ? And I answered the second time and said to him, What are the
two branches w of the olive trees, which by means of the two golden spouts u empty
the gold u out of themselves ?
And he spake to me, saying, Knowest thou not
what these are? And I said, No, my lord. And he said, These are the two sons
of oil which stand before * the Lord of the whole earth.

2 waked

3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
1

13

14

O

!

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 2.

— The Kethihh ")prf*] mut

connection and with mage,
'» Ver 2.

— P v0, which

necessity of assuming

• Ver. 2.

m 2 Sam. xsJ. 20.

cV.

Is

pointed correctly,

a masculine

— ny^tth

be considered a copyist's error; the Kerf, besides agreeing better with the

U found In numerous M88.
7*3, of

H^ttJ,

tevtn

t

may

which there

and

set**,

and

also in the

stand for
is

LXX.,

HJl^p,

as

Itala, Vulg.,

D^DH,

Targum, and

Hos.

xii. 2,

Peshlto.

which escapes the

no other example.

must he taken

distributhuty, for which there

is

an exact

parallel

l'Chron. xx. 6.
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— It sewus Impossible to establish any distinction between b\H and HZ

4 Ver. 6.

Botharn nssd

tadJscrimlnstsfr

of physical or mental or moral power.

— The

• Ver. 7.

not, as E. V., with

6 Ver.

Masoretie interpunctlon requires " before

what

— Be a plain

7.

Zembbabel "

to be connected with

what goes

before,

and

follows.
!

is

quite as correct a rendering of

TlttPO v

as to supply a future 06.

V.),

and surely fcr more

spirited.

7 Ver. 7.

—The

Baph* over the

last letter

of nttTS'lil fhows that this word

is

a feminine form of C7K"), and

in

apposition with ]". k^TT.
8 Ver. 10.

other verb

— Til

Is

one of the two instances In which Terns of

Pattaeh instead of Kamats*

this, class take

The

ntQ.

is

—

" Those se?en." The translation makes this phrase the subject of the verb rejoice. Professor Cowles
9 Ver. 10.
objects to the " violent inversion," but this is not worse than to disregard the accents and both the tense and number of
the rerb, by rendering «
10 Ver. 12.

— *;?$$,

who hath

despised, etc., Ltt

them

rejoice.

aw. Xry., lit, ears, here twigs or branches, so called because of their resemblance to ripe ears

of grain, or (Pdrst) of their undulating motion.
11

Ver.

13.—

fYPTOV.

This also

is

an aw.

Xry.

It does not

ther by etymology nor' taste; nor tecrptacles (Pressel), which
through which the oil was discharged.

—

IS Ver. 12.
There is a play upon words here.
pour gold out of themselves.

It Ver. 14
t1. 2) lit,

— b?

(as

Henderson suggests)

The shining

is elliptical

for

mean

oil is like liquid

^"b^^ before

above him, which would naturally be the appearance

u*

which

gold

;

or

;

hence

it

t.

it is said

may be

(as

Is

«.,

sustained nei-

tubes or spouts

the gotdtn spouts

1 Kings xxtt. 19,

Is.

the Lord was sitting and they were standing.

not the

EXXGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

presses (Hengstenberg).

too vague; but, as K. V., pipe*,

is

size

of either the vessel or the pipes, no

judgment can be expressed against the possibility
of such a thing. That it was probable, seems to be
display clearly shown by the fact that the visionary can-

In the fqxmer vision there was a lively
of the means and ground of the forgiveness of sin. dlestick is a designed enlargement of the real one
This one advances farther, and shows a positive made by Moses.
communication of grace by which all obstacles are
Ver. 3. Two olive trees. The meaning of
overcome and the establishment of God's kingdom these trees is further explained in vers. 12-14.
effectually secured.
The candlestick represents the Church as the apVer. 1. And the pointed light-bearer in a dark world. This is cona. The Vuiun (vers. 1-6).
angel .... out of his sleep. These words im- firmed by such passages in the New Testament as
ply a pause between this vision and the preceding Matt. v. 14, 16, Luke xii. 35, Philip, ii. 15, and by
one, during which the interpreting angel had the express statement in Rev. i. 20, " the seven
withdrawn, and the prophet had relapsed into the candlesticks which thou s a west are the seven
condition of ordinary consciousness. This con- churches." The seven lamps indicated the fullness
dition, compared with the ecstatic state in which of the light that was shed, and the seven times
supersensual objects are seen, was like sleep com- seven tubes the number and variety of the chanpared with waking. Hence Zechariah needed to nels by which grace was imparted to the luminary.
Lord.
be aroused from his ordinary and normal state.
Vers. 4, 5. And I answered . . no,
This was done by the return of the interpreting "I answered," i. e., to the statement suggested in
The new vision presented to him is strik- the visionary scene. The counter-question of the
angel.
candlestick of gold with an oil-vessel on angel implies that the prophet might have learned
ing.
top, from which the oil flows into each one of the the object of the vision from the analogy of the
seven lamps through seven tubes ; and two olive golden candlestick in the holy place.
Then toe
trees by the side of the candlestick.
angel gives him the answer.
Ver. 2. And I said ... the top of it. Upon the
6. Divine {grace the Source of all Strength (w. 6The candlestick 10). Ver. 6. This is the word, etc. The vision
var. read, see Gram, and Text.
was formed after the pattern of the one in the tab- was an embodied prophecy intended in the first
ernacle (Ex. xxv. 31-37), but with some remark- instance for the guidance and comfort of Zcrnbable variations. The candelabrum the prophet babel
and its sum was given in the abrupt uttersaw had a round vessel on its top, and seven feed- ance " Not by might, etc That is, the work
sides,
its
trees
at
ing-tubes for each lamp, and two
which the Hebrew governor has undertaken will
none of which were seen in the original pattern in be carried out not by human strength in any form,
the sanctuary. The precise meaning of the phrase but by the Spirit of God.
The candlestick gave
rendered, seven pipes each, lit., " seven and sev- light, but it could not do this unless furnished with
1
en/ has been much contested. Hitzig and Hen- a plentiful supply of oil. So all that was needful
derson propose an alteration of the text, omitting for the maintenance of the Church of God on
one of the serens, in accordance with the LXX. earth, including the restoration of its material cenand Vulgate. Pressel gains the same end by con- tre at the time, the Temple, could be attained oalj
which by the same blessed agency. That the oil of toe
necting the first seven with what precedes,
is harsh, and forbidden by the interpunction. Koh- lamps should symbolize the Holv Spirit, is the less
number
the
making
together,
two
thus
ler adds the
strange, as the* anointing oil of consecration was
of pipes fourteen, but if the prophet had meant understood alwavs to mean this. The attempt of
It is better to take Kliefoth to establish a distinction between the
that, he would have said so.
the text as it stands. Forty-nine tubes are very
aJ "
many to proceed from one oil-bowl, but as we know two words 3?t(r and "^T' *» tf **• fonner
.

my

A

;

:

—
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IV. 1-14.

ways meant anointing oil, and the latter, illumina- eyes, the seven-fold radiations of the Spirit of
Both are used promis- Jehovah (comp. on iii. 9), gladly see the plummet,
ting oil, is altogether vain.
cuously for either purpose, and hoth may have the etc. However discouraging the small beginnings
may be in themselves, the willing cooperation of
same symbolic signification.
the divine Spirit ensures success to the enterprise
art thou, etc. As the resources
Ver. 7.
of Zerubbabel. The plummet in the hand indiof the Jewish leader were few, and the obstacles in
cates the work he is engaged in.
the way numerous and formidable, the thought
c. The means by which this aid is secured (vers.
contained in ver. 6 is expanded in a striking form.
The exclamation, Who art, etc., gives great vivid- 11-14).
Ver. 11. And I answered .... left. The
ness to the sentiment, and this is still further inmain portion of the symbol has now been excreased by the concise force of the appended complained, but there remains one feature untouched,
mand, Into a vlainl Some understand by the
the olive trees on either side of the candlestick.
mountain the Persian Empire, which is to be levAccordingly the Prophet asks the interpreting anplain (Chald., Jerome, Kimchi, Ilitzig,

Who

—

eled to a'

Hengstenberg, Keil, etc.). Bin it is better to take
as a figure of the colossal difficulties which rose
mountain high at the continuation and completion
of the building of the temple. So Kliefoth, Neumann, and most interpreters. This view includes
the other, and at the same time allows of an application of the assurance to the Church in all ages.
That a mountain in prophecy usually symbolizes
a kingdom, as Hengstenberg insists, surely docs not
compel us always to understand it in that sense.
As one well says, the imagery of the Bible is not
And he shall bring, etc. The secstereotype.
ond half of the verse foretells the joyful compleThe stone mentioned is not,
tion of the Temple.
as Hengstenberg and Henderson say (with whom
agrees l)r. J. A. Alexander, in his comment upon Ps.
cxviii. 22), the foundation-stone, for which a different phrase is used (Job xxxviii. 6, Jer. li. 2G), but
Nor can the verb be
the finishing or gable stone.
rendered as a simple preterite (Hengstenberg), but
in accordance witn Vav cons., must Ijc given as in
E. V., «* And he shall bring," etc.
The nominative to the verb is not Jehovah (Henderson), but
Zerubbabel, as the next verse plainly shows. The
Jewish leader shall at last bring forth the copestone amidst loud acclamations of the people, crying, Grace, grace unto it ! i. e., May God grant
his grace to the stone and the building it represents, so that it mav stand forever.
it

Ver.

8.

An

additional communication

is

now

made

Its source is not mentioned,
to the Prophet.
but the analogy of ver. 9 b with' ii. 9-11 indicates

of Jehovah as the author.
sent me.' As
Ver. 9. The hands of ...
Zerubbabel had laid the foundation of the house
of God (Ezra Hi. 8-10 ; Hog. ii. 18), so should he
finish it.
confirmation of this promise is given
the angel

.

A

in the

next

verse.

But without waiting for an answer, he renews the question with a slight modification. The
repetition seems to indicate a conviction in his
mind of the great significance of this new and pe-

gel.

culiar feature of the candelabrum.

answered* the. second time, etc.
it is the branches of the oil trees he inquires
about. These are emphasized, apparently, because
they are the link of connection between the candelabrum and the trees, and because the peculiarity of this part of the symbol lay in the fact, that
the supply of oil came without any intervening
agency directly from the source in nature. These
branches through spouts discharge at once their
oil, which is called gold, because of its color or
preciousness.
similar use of this word is found
in Job xxxvii 22, where it is said, " Gold cometh
Ver. 12. I

Here

A

v

out of the north," gold being put for the gdlden
brightness of the sky (E. V., fair weather). The
later critics incline to take the word literally.
Ver. 18.
awaken his attention still more to
the importance of this portion of the symbol, the

To

angel asks the Prophet if he understood its meaning, and being answered in the negative, proceeds
to irive the necessary information.
Ver. 14. These are the two sons of oil, etc.
" Sons of oil
supplied with oil, i. e., anointed
ones. " Stand before "
are servants of. These
sons of oil are not the believing members of Is-

"=

=

rael and the Gentiles (Kliefoth), for this would
confound the olive trees with the candlestick ; nor
Haggai and Zechariah (Hoffman, Baumg., etc.),
nor Joshua and Zerubbabel considered as individuals (Henderson, Pressel), for the supply of oil to
the candlestick, t. «., the communication of grace
to the Church, could not be made to depend upon
the lives of two mortal men.
The phrase rather
denotes the regal and priestly offices which were
the chief media in' the Old Testament for conveying God's gracious gifts to the Church, and which
at the time of the vision were represented by
Joshua and Zerubbabel. The appropriateness of

Ver. 10. For who despiseth .... whole
earth. The construction here is much disputed.
Many (LXX., Targum, Peshito, Vulgate, Calvin,
Ewald, etc.) make the second clause the a pod os is
of the first, thus, " for whoever despises the day of the designation lies in the fact that unction was
small things, they shall see with joy," etc.
But the ceremony by which, persons were inducted into

these offices.
The peculiar encouragement of this vision appears in the circumstance that the Church was
still represented bv a stately candelabrum, made
as formerly of solid gold, but furnished with far
more numerous pipes of communication, and supplied with oil, not by the daily service of the
priests, but from living olive trees at its side which
clause as a general challenge, ••
despises," continually poured in a fresh and abundant stream
•te-t «• «., with reason.
Then follows the ground of the golden liquid.
°f the question in the re6t of the verse, the staccato style of which is well explained by Pressel as
* climax, of which the steps are three, namely,
THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
(!•) Those seven, already mentioned in the previous vision. (2.) They are the eyes of Jehovah.
1. The Church is a golden light-bearer, and
(3.) They sweep through ail the earth.
These seven therefore at once precious and luminous. Pre-

N

9, cannot be rendered whoever, when followed by
* preterite with Vav cons. Keil and Wordsworth
retain the interrogation, but consider it
a denial
»n the sense that no one who hopes to achieve, or
does achieve, anything great, despises the day of
small things. But this gets a meaning out of the
text by first putting it in.
It is better to take the

=

Who
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ZRCHABIAII.
God as chosen and called and
Zion is his peculiar inheritance,
his jewels, acq aired by an im-

cious in the sight of

honored by Him.
its

members are

measurable ransom.

Notwithstanding, therefore,
their fewness or obscurity or imperfections, they
are properly symbolized by an article made of solid
gold.
But this article is as significant in its use
as it is in its material. It is a candlestick or lampstand.
Its object is to give light.
Hence our
Lord said to his followers, Ye are the light of the'
world. This has been one of the chief functions
of the Church in all ages. For the greater part
of the race has always been in the condition described by Isaiah (lx. 2), "Darkness covers the
earth and gross darkness the peoples." This was
the natural and necessary result of depravity,
" their foolish heart was darkened." They often
made great advances in civilization, but there was
no corresponding growth in religious opinion or
practice ; on the contrary, " professing themselves
to be wise they became fools." AU the true and
pure light the ancient world enjoyed streamed out
from the candlestick which God set up in his
chosen people. With all their imperfections the
Jews preserved the knowledge of the true God
and of the mode of acceptable worship and their
sacred books were a torch from which many a
minor light among surrounding nations was kindled.
Still more largely was this the case when
the new economy was established. It was intended
to be diffusive and propagandist, but only by the
force- of light,
the manifestation of the trnth. It
courted the day. It disowned the unfruitful works
of darkness, "it demanded intelligent faith and
adherence. Never was there a more unscriptural
maxim than that which claims ignorance as the
mother of devotion. The Church is now, as she
always was, a light-bearer, and seeks to accomplish" her objects by mental and moral illuminaNor is there the least ground for the not intion.
frequent charge of unfriendliness to the progress
of discovery in physical science. Zion holds firmly that the author of nature and of revelation is
one and the same, and that it is quite impossible
that there can be any real discordance between the
two forms of God's self-disclosure. She objects
to hasty inferences and unsound deductions, but
knowledge, true knowledge of all kinds, she welcomes as akin to her own nature, and subservient to those great ends for which the Most High
has set up his golden candlestick in this dark
world.
2. But the Church like the moon shines only
She has no resources of
with a borrowed light.
her own. All depends upon the central Sun of
Righteousness, not only for illumination, but for
every other kind or degree of influence. This is a
fundamental truth of Scripture and experience.
In religious development, outward or inward, the
efficient cause always lies back of what is seen.
God uses human instruments, and rarely, if ever,
operates independently of them, but when they
effect their aim, the power comes from above.
sailing vessel perfectly appointed and manned,
cannot move in a calm. Tne most ingenious machine accomplishes nothing, if motive power be
withheld. In like manner the Church is helpless
A new birth, a
if forsaken of the Spirit of God.
new creation, a resurrection from death in tresthese are objects which mock
passes and sins,
Only He
all the array of mere human agencies.
who made the soul and breathed into it of his own
inspiration can recast the broken mould and bring
back the fair image so sadly marred by sin. Hence
;

—

A

—

the unspeakable importance in all Christian work
of giving due honor to the Spirit. Neither is he
that planteth anything, nor he that watereth, but
God that giveth the increase. The Apostles were
held fast in Jerusalem until the Spirit was poured
out from on high. Then and not oefore, the Word
had free course and was glorified. And so it has
been ever since. Whether in individual conversions or in mighty movements among races and
nations, the effect is due to a divine and supernatural cause.
In the great Reformation of the sixteenth century, so long as this truth was recognized, the work went on
but when an arm of
flesh was introduced and reliance placed upon government or policy, a retrograde movement began.
God is jealous for his honor ; his £lory He will not
give to another. If his people will not receive the
doctrine that all real advances are made by his
Holy Spirit, then He teaches them by sore experience that nothing can be done by might or by
power, by the very best human appliances. Leviathan is not so tamed.
"He esteem eth iron
as straw, and brass as rotten wood, and laugheth at the shaking of a spear." Only " He that
;

made him can make

his

sword

to

approach unto

him."
3.

The contempt

of small beginnings especially

in religious matters has been quite a
ing. Yet such a feeling is rebuked

common

feed-

by the whole

experience of the Church of God. The prospect
of a godly seed on the earth once lay wrapped up
'
in a childless man, " and him as good as dead ;
and yet there sprang from Abraham as many at
the sand which is by the sea-shore innumerable.
The stripling David was reproved by his brothers
and derided by Goliath, yet a stone from his sling
laid the giant low.
The Psalmist sings of a handful of corn on a bleak mountain top, which yet
yields a harvest that rustles like the lordly woods
of Lebanon ; and the Prophet tells of a worm Jacob which threshes the mountains. Samaritan
scoffers laughed at the first feeble walls of restored
Jerusalem, yet there came a time when to suppress
the sedition of that city strained the last resources
of imperial Rome. Twelve men went forth to
give tne Gospel to the world, and before the end
of the first century, believers were found all the
way from the shores of Britain to far Cathay. In
the sixteenth century one man entered the lists
against the anti-christian corruptions of the time,
and Leo X. spoke contemptuously of " Brother
Martin/' but in the issue one half of Europe was
emancipated from the papal yoke, and the Man
of Sin received a fatal blow. The finest wit of
Great Britain set the polite world on a broad
laugh at the "consecrated cobblers" who commenced the work of East Indian missions ; yet today the whole Church of Christ honors that heroic
vanguard of Hindoo missionaries, and the friends
of the wit would gladly sponge out his misplaced
The law of Providence is to begin with a
jests.
little leaven hid in the
day of small things.
measures of meal at last affects the entire mass.
The smallest of seeds when planted grows into a
tree upon whose branches the fowls of the air may
No mature grain ever springs instantalodge.
neously from the earth. It is " first the blade, then
The oak
the car, then the full corn in the ear."
which has withstood the storms of a thousand
years was once an acorn. The mighty river which
fertilizes a continent began with a tiny streamlet
which even an infant's hand could divert. It becomes no one, least of all a believer, to deride a
No matter how small it may
ieeole beginning.

A
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forward in faith and prayer,
nor angel can tell wbereunto it may

be, vet if carried

neither

man

The

effusion of the Holy Ghost is not an arbitrary thing. Whitsunday stands in direct relation
with Good Friday and Easier. The lamps of the
candlestick give light because the manifold tubes
convey oil in a constant flow from the central reservoir. But bow is this reservoir kept full ?
By
living trees whose supply is perpetually renewed.
These living trees are the priesthood and kingship
of the Lord Jesus Christ. By his sacrifice the
blessed Lord procured the measureless grace of the
• Holy Ghost, and bv his enthronement at the Father s right hand fie has power to shed down the
life-giving influence in streams as mighty as those
which made Pentecost forever memorable. These
trees are living, ever-living. The blood of the one
great ransom is ever new {kcuv6s, recent) ; it does
not clot so as to be inefficacious ; it belongs to an
4.

HOM1LETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

The material of the candlestick was
intended to set forth a mystery. It is indeed true
that gold is corruptible ; but as we cannot otherwise understand what exceeds the things of the
world, the Lord, under the figure of gold and silver
and precious stones, sets forth those things which
are celestial, and which surpass in value the earth
and the world. It was for this purpose that God
commanded the candlestick to be made of gold, not
that He needed earthly wealth or riches, or was
pleased with them as men are.
Calvin

grow.

unchangeable priesthood ; it endures to the utterin point of time.
So the session on high is
uninterrupted. Our Lord sat down forever on the
right hand of God (Heb. x. 12), and therefore always holds his ascension gifts 'to be dispensed at
will for the preservation, the extension, and the
exaltation of his Church. The oil of grace cannot
fail, just because the Lord Jesus is an eternal priest
and an eternal king. Here is a valid ground for
faith, hope, and prayer. There is no machinery by
which the most fervid evangelist can yoke the
blessed Spirit to his methods and measures. But
the varied and repeated and emphatic promises of
the One Mediator (John xiv. 16, 17, 26, xv. 26,
xvi. 7-1 1, 13-15) encourage every toiler in the
vineyard, however feeble or obscure, to look up to
the priest upon his throne, with an absolute conviction that his arm is not shortened that it cannot
save, nor his ear heavy that it cannot hear. If the
Saviour in the days of his flesh, had the Spirit

most

without measure, now

much more must He now,

46

1-4.

:

Wordsworth

Observe the candlestick is
gold
it is like liquid
The Church must be pure and holy ; and

golden and the
gold.

:

^

oil is called

;

what she teaches and ministers to the people must
be pure and holy also not adulterated with the
admixture of any novel doctrines, such as those
which have been added by some to the faith once
delivered to the saints, and imposed as necessary
;

to salvation.

C. Bradley Observe, these Scriptures do not
say that there are no enemies, no mountains, no
difficulties. They do not make the salvation of the
Church that light thing which some of us make it
itself a
On the contrary, they suppose it to be
work of the utmost difficulty. But then, Christ,
they tell us, is more than equal to it He is mighty
to save He can prepare his people for heaven and
carry them there, in spite of everything.
:

m

;

;

John Foster

:

When good men

despise the

day

because the grand essential of
religion, Faith, is wanting.
They lack faith in the
unerring wisdom of the Divine scheme and determinations; faith in the goodness of God, the ab-

of small things,

it is

solute certainty that infinite

wisdom and power

cannot be otherwise than good ; faith in the promise of God, that his servants shall in the succession
of their generations see his cause advance from the
small to the great, though this be not granted to
any one separately.
Fatson We ought not to despise the day of
small things, because, (1 ) such conduct tends to prevent its becoming a day of great things. (2) Angels do not despise, etc, but rejoice over even one
repenting sinner. (3) Our Saviour does not break
the bruised reed, nor quench, etc (4) God does
not despise, etc., but noticed even some good thing
found in the son of Jeroboam. (5) Ihe day of

in his glorious exaltation far above all heavens 1
The wonders of Pentecost were explained bv the
Apostle Peter (Acts ii. 33) as an immediate gift of
the ascended Saviour, who " having received of
the Father the promise of the Spirit, hath shed
forth this which ye now see and hear." The supply of spiritual gifts depends upon the perpetual
intercession within the veil; and in vain do we
look for oil in the lamps if by conceit or neglect
we neglect the olive-branches from which alone the small things
:

supply

is

Gill

maintained.

oil

VISION

VI.

A

is the commencement of great things.
The lamp of a profession without the

is

a dark and

useless thing.

THE FLYING ROLL.

Chapter V.
A.

:

of grace

1-4.

large Roll flying over the Land (vers. 1, 2). B. It contains
destructive Curse (vers. 3, 4).

and

executes

a

And 1 lifted up my eyes again,1 and saw, and behold a flying roll. And he said
And I said, I see a flying roll its length twenty cubits
to me, What seest thou ?
3 and its breadth ten cubits. And he said to me, This is the curse that goeth forth
1,

2

;

oyer the face of the whole land ; for every one that stealeth shall be cut off 9 on
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side according to

it, and every one that sweareth shall be cut off on that side, accordI have brought 8 it forth, saith Jehovah of Hosts, and it shall enter into
the house of the thief, and into the house of him that sweareth by my name to a
falsehood, and it shall lodge 4 in the midst of his house and consume it, both its wood

4 ing

to

and

its

it.

stones.

TEXTUAL ANd GRAMMATICAL.

— Again. For this mining of ^fitT, 2 Kings 1L
— Hp3 — emptied, exhausted, hero manifestly - destroyed.
4. — rpnNSin cannot be rendered, « I tcX bring
Ibrth.

1 Ver. 1.

« Ver.

1 Ver.
« Ver.

cf.

i.

8.

It

4.—

H?b

irregular for

H^J.

1XHGBTICAL AMD CRITICAL.

The series of visions here takes a sharp turn.
All that preceded were of a consolatory character,
setting forth the overthrow of Zion's foes, the forgiveness of the people, their illumination and exaltation by the Spirit of God, and consequently
the sure and speedy completion of the Temple.
Now, however, the prophet is directed to show
his countrymen that Jehovah is a holy God, and
wickedness cannot dwell with Him. There is no
toleration for sinners while they continue such. As
many as still remain impenitent, or reject God's
provision of mercy, shall be visited with an exterminating judgment, or experience a captive exile
far longer and more dreary even than that which

Ik

meeiu, to pent the night, h. mbid*.

Temple which was of the same size (1 Kings vi. 3),
and infer that the intention was to represent the
judgment as " a consequence of the theocracy," to
which, however, it is justly objected that the temple-porch in itself hod no symbolic significance,
nor was it a meeting-place for Israel. Kcil and
Kliefoth say that the dimensions were taken from
those of the holy place of the tabernacle (twenty
cubits by ten), and explain, " the measure bv whicn
this curse upon sinners will be meted out will be the
measure of the holy place." i. e., it will act so as
to cut them off from the congregation of the Lord
which appeared before God in the holy place. I
should prefer to take the dimensions as a suggestion of the scope of the impending judgment,
namelv, the covenant i»eople.

(/i.)\l/raii/«//o//^/.W/(\ers.3,4). Ver. 3. This
their fathers had suffered iu Babylon.
This is set ia the curse. IkmUrson compares our Lords
forth vividly and plainly in the two visions which words, "This is (represents) my body."
follow, which, although entirely distinct in form whole land," i*. «., of Israel, as the analogy of the
and manifestation, yet ore closely allied in subject 1)rcceding and following visions shows. The curse
and bearing.
lovers over the entire region, ready to full upon its
The former of the two borrows the groundwork destined objects. These are the thief and the
of its striking symbolism from the Mosaic Law false swearer, who are taken as examples, otie
(" curse," •« roll "), and sets forth with fearful en- from each table of the law ; and therefore stand
ergy the retributive consequences of sin.
for all sinners*
Such are to be cut off= driven

"The

Flying Roll (vers. 1,2). Ver. 1. I lifted out of the fellowship of God's people, with the
again. This implies an interval, longer usual implication, in that phrase, or destruction.
or shorter, since the last vision. What he 6aw is On this aide, on that aide, refer to the two sides
described fully in the next verse.
of the roll (Ex. xxxii. 15), on one of which was
Ver. 2. And he said. That is, the interpreting the curse against one class of sinners, aud on the
angel said, as is obvious from what precedes. other that against the other class. Then accord" Koll "
book-scroll or parchment
of course ing to it (*. e., according to its terms) refers reone so large as this must nave been composed of spectively to these two sides.
many skins fastened together. It is seen flying
Ver. 4. I have brought. To render this in the
oyer the earth unrolled, so that its size could be future, as E. V., is a needless departure from the
discerned.
Its dimensions are ten yards long by original.
God has caused it to come forth, as the
five broad.
Some (Kohler, Henderson, *t al.) con- prophet sees. He proceeds now to tell him what
sider these measurements as intended only to state it will do.
It will enter the house of the sinner,
that it was of considerable size. But as that could and come to stay. Lodge, literally, pass the night,
be so easily expressed in a simpler way, it is better and hence dwell permanently, tfor will it remain
to regard the dimensions as significant.
But of idle, but destroy until not only the contents but
what? Hengstenberg, Hoffman, Urabreit, follow- even the most durable parts of the house were coning Kimchi, assume a reference to the porch of the sumed. Cf. 1 Kings xviii. 38.
(a.) ITie

up

.

.

.

=

;
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V. 5-11.

Chapter V.

THE EPHAH.

IN

5-11.

A. The Prophet sees an Ephah going forth (vers. 5, 6). B. A Woman thrust down in
it and shut in (vers. 7, 8).
C. The Ephah carried away to Shinar (vers. 9-11).

And the angel that talked with me came forth, and said to me, Lift up thine
6 eyes, I pray, and see what is this that goeth forth. And I said, What is it ? And
he said, This is the ephah that goeth forth. And he said, This is their aim 1 in
7 all the land. And behold, a round piece * of lead was lifted up, and this is a *
8 woman sitting in the midst of the ephah. And he said, This is wickedness and
he cast her into the midst of the ephah, and cast the weight 4 of lead into its mouth.
9 And I lifted up my eyes, and saw, and behold, two women came forth and the wind
was in their wings, and they had wings like a stork's wiugs ; and they lifted 5 up
10 the ephah between earth and heaven. And 1 said to the angel that talked with
6
11 me, Whither are these taking the ephah ? And he said to me, To build for her a
house in the land of Shinar ; and it shall be established 7 and settled there upon its
5

;

own

base.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 6.

Bxeg. and
2 Ver.
Is

— 03^5,

7.

— "133.

another word that
t Ver.

cle, as

lit.,

eye, here that to

which the eye

ta

The Genevan

directed =» aim.

See

version fires sight.

Ctit.

7.

It

rendered weight in the next verse.

— nHH.

Ex. xxix.

4 Ver. 8.

M-irtfn ot E. V. gives weighty piece, bat the word denotes shape rather than size or weight.

U

This seems to be one of the eases in which the

first

numeral

is

employed as an

indefinite arti-

8.

— *73$ = stone, here lead-uw/gaf

,

just as in It. 10 it

is

used with

V* vSH

to

mean

tin-weight or plum-

met.
6 Ver.

9.

— In njbp.Fl the quiescent S dropped (Green, H. G., $ 164,
— The grammatical subject of the suffix in Hv of course the ephah, but
is

2).

6 Ver. 11.

woman

it

is

contains, as

a house

absence of a dagesh in the
7 Ver. 11.

woman

— ]^n

inclosed in

H,

is

The marginal Masoretio note

not built for a measure.

but

it is

according to

its

must
a Raphe

refer to the

logically it

calls for

to

mark the

not found in the text.

gender

is

to be construed with

J1?3, and i"TrP3n with

HQ^S

or the

it.

by the LXX., Peshito, and Arabic, as

EXEOBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

EJIg

if it

were

and these have been
Ver. 5. And .
a. The Ephah (vers. 5, 6).
followed by Hitzig, Burger, and Furst (in Lex.).
goeth forth. This shows that we .have a new But for such a reading there is only one MS. au*
vision here, and not a continuation of the preced- thority, and besides, as Pressel says,
in that case
ing one (Umbreit, Neumann, Keil). The two are the ephah would be called^ unrighteousness in ver.
closely allied, indeed, in tone and character, still 6, and the woman in it would receive that
name i»
they are distinct in form and as such were repre- ver. 8. We must, therefore, accept the
pointed

.

(their sin),

.

traditional

sented to the Prophet. •
Ver. 6. What is it P The Prophet sees some
vague form rising, as it were, out of mist, hut is
not able to distinguish what it is. To his question he receives the reply that this is the ephah,
i. «., the one which is to constitute the main featThe ephah was one of the
ure of the vision.
most familiar of dry measures among the 'Hebrews. Its capacity cannot now be exactly determined ; according to Josephus it contained something more than eight gallons and a half; according to the Rabbin is t $, a little less than four gallons and a half. Nothing in the interpretation
depends upon its exact measurement. The latter
part of the verse

is

difficult.

D^?

is

pointing, and render their eye, but in what sense ?
Many from Luthet down say that it means appearance, or as in E. V. " resemblance," V. «., the people are like the sin-containing ephah (Roscnmuller,

Maurer, Bunsen, Keil).
sense of the word,

But

an unusual

this is

and

besides gives a frigid sentiIt is better to take the term as designating
the object to which men's eyes were directed (Umbreit, Hengstenberg, Kohler, Pressel).
The dwellers in all the land were looking to the ephah as a
measure to be filled with sin. Their success and
its unhappy results are set forth in what follows.

ment.

b.

—

Ver. 7. A round
The symbol is still further develand the Prophet sees now a circula
ilar mass of

lu

Contents (vers. 7, 8).

piece of lead.

rendered oped,

^Google
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metal lifted up over the ephah. *^?5 is often rendered talent elsewhere in cases where its meaning
as such is determined by a following noun, but
here it is better to adhere to the literal sense.
This is. Now for the first time it appears that
the ephah has an occupant.
Hence the form of
the expression " This is," equivalent to, See, there
is

a woman, etc

HTTS

is

probably used merely

for the indefinite article (I Kings xx. 13) ; but if it
is to be pressed as
one woman, it will then indicate that the sinners, although many in number,
are considered as one living personality.

=

Ver. 8. This is wickedness. On the meaning
attached to this phrase turns the entire bearing of
the vision. Many (Calvin, Kohler, Pressel, Baumgarten, Henderson), take it as
wickedness in it»
self, abstracted from its perpetrators, and this, they
say, is confined, sealed up, and transported far off,
so as to leave the land where it once dwelt pure
and thus the vision is one of promise. But this
view is opposed by the tenor of the preceding vision
which all admit to be closely allied to this one, as
well as by its own intrinsic improbability, although
Hen £S ten berg speaks far too strongly when he says
"It is only concrete sin that admits of being carried away.
The transportation of sin apart from
sinful individuals, is nonsense."
How would that
learned man have reconciled with his statement
such language as that of the Psalmist (ciii. 12),
" Far as the east is from the west, so far hath he
removed our transgressions from us 1 " But on
this hypothesis it is difficult to conceive of any
reason why Shinar rather than any other place
should be mentioned as the place of deportation
(yer. 11).
It is better therefore to take the other
view (Marck., Hengstenberg, Keil), which regards
the woman as a personification of the ungodly
Jewish nation.
somewhat similar usage is
found in 2 Chron. xxiv. 7, where (in Hebrew)
Athaliah is called " the wickedness." Consequently, the subsequent acts of the angel, in casting the
woman down into the measure and then closing
the same with the heavy solid lid, simply indicate
the full provision made for the due punishment of
the sinners thus carefully secured.
It* Removal (vers. 9-11).
c.
Ver. 9. Two
women came forth, etc. The removal of the
ephah with its contents is described. This is done
by two women,
women because it was a woman
they were carrying away, and two, because the burden was too heavy for one to bear. They are furnished with wings, because the movement is to be
through the air. The wings are specified as being
those of a stork, nut because the stork is a bird of
passage (Umbreit, Baumgarten, etc.), for the movement here is not periodical ; nor because it flies
fast (Maurer), for other birds fly faster; nor because it was an unclean bird (Kohler) ; nor because it was &pia avis (Neumann), which does not
suit the object ; but simply because it had broad
pinions, and such were required to sustain so heavy
a mass as the ephah with its leaden lid. The wind
was in these wings to increase their velocity. The
women have been supposed to represent Israel and
Judah* or Ezra and Nehemiah, or the two last
kings of Judah, or the two captivities, or Titus
and Hadrian ; but there is no need of strictly defining them, since they belong to the mere drapery
of the symbol, and stand only as representatives
of the powers employed by God to carry away the
sinners of his people.
Ver. 11. To build .... Shinar. In reply to
the Prophet's question he is told that the object of

=

A

—

—

the two women is to prepare a permanent habitation for her, i. «., the woman in the ephah. Shinar
is an old historic name (Gen. x. 10), afterwards applied poetically to Babylon (Is. xi. 11; Dan. i. 2).
Its occurrence here led Rosen tiller to suppose
that the entire vision referred to the past, and not
to the future, which is simply impossible.
There
is no difficalty in explaining it by a reference to
the usage of the Prophets, to represent future
events by images drawn from the past, and at the
same time transfer to the former the names which
belong to the latter. This verse then simply foretells the punishment of wickedness by another exile,
like that to Babylon, and therefore called by
its name, but far more prolonged.
This latter feature is expressed by the building of the house, but
intensified by the final clause
"established and
settled on its own base." According to KeO,
Shinar is not here a geographical epithet, but
taken as an ideal designation of the sphere of ungodliness, and the symbol accordingly expresses
the truth that the wicked will be removed out of
the congregation of the Lord and permanently settled within the ungodly kingdom of this world.
This distinction and separation will run on through
the ages, and at last oe completed in the general
judgment Henderson maintains that the woman
in the ephah represented idolatry which was carried
away by the two women, i. «., Assyria and Babylonia, to Chaldflsa, where it was to commingle with
its native elements and never be reimported into
Canaan ; in support of which he cites the fact that
for two thousand years the Jews have never once
lapsed into idolatry. But idolatry did not at this
time exist in Judea, and therefore could not be removed out of it ; and if it was taken to Babylon,
it certainly did not remain there, for the Mohammedan occupants of that region are not idolaters.
It agrees better with the original force of the word,
with the connection, and with the preceding vision,
to take the term as denoting the entire wickedness
of the people of all kinds, or rather the people as
such embodied wickedness. As thus understood,
the vision was fulfilled centuries afterward, when
the Jews as a whole, having rejected with scorn
their Messiah, were given over to the stroke of
vengeance. After a most desperate struggle, they
were crushed by the Roman Emperors, and scattered to the four winds of heaven.
And so they
remain, shut up in the ephah, the tremendous
weight of their own obstinacy forbidding the prospect of release. The corresponding passage to
this one in the second part is couched in different
terms (xL 15, 16). After the rejection of the good
shepherd and the breaking of his staves of office,
the wretched flock is given over to a foolish or

m

—

—

wicked shepherd who does what he ought not to
and fails to do what he ought, and so the poor
sheep suffer in every way. But wholly different
as the imagery is in the two passages, there is a
remarkable sameness in the underlying idea.
do,

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
1. In the two preceding chapters the constituent
elements of the Gospel were presented ; here we
are brought face to face with the Law. The white
robes of innocence and the golden oil of the Holy

and in their place comes a fearcurse overshadowing the land and threatening
an irrecoverable overthrow. There is no contradiction, no inconsistency in this.
The one message was as true and as pertinent as the other.
Spirit disappear,

ful
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CHAPTER
Zechariah's design was not simply to urge on the
rebuilding of the Temple at all costs and hazards,
but to educate the national conscience, to keep
alive the memory of sin, and lay deep the foundaWhen this was actions of faith and repentance.
complished, all outward works would proceed of
And there was at least a part of the
themselves.
people, who needed to be stimulated by the presentation of the sterner side of the divine characThere was a golden future in store for Israel,
ter.
but not absolutely, not for all simply by virtue of
The day of the Lord was
their national origiu.
darkness as well as light (Amos v. 18), and sinners in Zion would find the messenger of the Lord
like refiner's fire and fuller's soap (Mai. iii. 1,2).
Our Lord indicated this very plainly throughout
The remarkable Sermon
his personal ministry.
on the Mount (Matt, v.-vii.) begins with a soothing strain of beatitudes pronounced upon the lowly, and meek, and sorrowful, etc, but very soon
corrects any false impressions as to the object of
the Messiah by setting forth the perpetuity of the
law and his purpose to confirm and establish rather
than abrogate its authority. While, therefore, he
sweeps away the wretched evasions and glosses
accumulated by men's perverse ingenuity, he re-
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all.
The standing historical illustration of this truth is seen in that gloomy and
death-like sea which is all that now remains of a
region once bright with verdant plains and full of

and consumes

populous

cities.

The

strokes of punitive wrath do not fall
capriciously or at random. There is ample reason in every case, so that one may always say,
This [the ephah] is their object in all the land.
Men go on ceaselessly adding sin to sin, and because judgment is not suddenly executed, think
that there is impunity ; whereas they are only filling the measure. God waits. There is an appointed time with Him, and He will not anticipate.
He announced a general principle when he told
Abraham that his seed could not take possession
of the land of promise, " for the iniquity of the
Amorites was not yet full." The wicked are treasuring up wrath against the day of wrath. When
the end comes, the symbolism of Zechariah is realized.
Sinners are shut up with their sins in the
measure, the weight of a talent shuts down the lid,
and then they are carried where the retribution begins and does not end. Just like that deportation
to the figurative Shinar.
Its solitary example
amoug the nations testifies of a permanent retriaffirms all its particulars as the unchangeable stat- bution.
both as regards precept and
ute of his kingdom,
Tribes of the wandering foot and weary breast,
penalty. His ends are gained, and his grace is
How shall ye flee away and be at rest ?
manifested, not by erasing the sanctions of Law,
The wild dove halh her nest, the fox his cave,
but bv meeting and discharging them. He soothes
Mankind their country,
Israel bat the grave.
3.

—

—

conscience not by enervating or deluding

it,

but

by satisfying its anxious cravings. The mawkish
UOMILKTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Mmtimentalism which denies hell, and refuses to
hoar of endless retributions, finds no precedent in
Moobe It is needful to tell the lore of God, to
his words or course.
2. But what was needful for Israel after the ex- unfold his precious promises, and to utter words of
ile is equally needful in all ages of the Church. cheer and encouragement
But it is aNo needful
The moral law requires to be continually set forth to declare the other aspect of God's character.
in its sanction as well as in its precept, and it is There is a constant tendency in the human heart
an emasculated theology which dispenses with to abuse the goodness of God to an encouragement
The Gospel loses its meaning if there be of sin. Hence ministers of the Gospel must deeither.
no such thing as Rectoral Justice. Calvary pre- clare this portion of God's counsel as well as the
The finally impenitent shall be driven
supposes Sinai, just as ransom presupposes bond- other
What need is there of forgiveness, if there from God into gloomy exile, and left to himself,
age.
Hence th#yisions of Satan '* to rest on his own base," to be subject to the
is nothing to forgive ?
overthrown and of the luminous golden candela- thrall of his own lawless lusts that he has so long
brum have for their background this wide-spread pampered into strength, and to- reap as he has
roll of curses.
God will visit for sin, for all sin, sowed through a long and limitless banishment.
Wordsworth None who enter the porch of
whether committed against himself directly or
against his creatures. The two tables of the law the visible Church may flatter themselves that they
stand on the same basis, and no man dare pick can escape God's wrath and malediction, if they
and choose to which he will render obedience. commit any of the sins condemned by the compreThe anathemas of Scripture are not a mere brtttum hensive commination of this Flying Roll, which
fuimen, but a solid and terrible reality. The light- may be compared to a net coextensive with the
ning of heaven is not more certain and irresistible. world and drawn throughout the whole from side
Where the curse once enters, it takes up its abode to side.
:

:

VISION VIIL

THE FOUR CHARIOTS.

Chapter VI.

1-8.

A. Four Chariot* drawn by Horses of different Colors (vers. 1-4).
of their meaning (vers. 5-8).

B. Explanation

And I lifted up my eyes again, 1 and saw, and behold, four chariots came from be1
In the first
2 tween the two mountains, and the mountains were mountains of brass.
Digitized by
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3 chariot were red horses, and in the .second chariot black horses, And in the third
4 chariot white horses, and in the fourth chariot speckled bay * horses. And I an5 swered and said to the angel that talked with me, What are these, my lord ? And
8
the angel answered and said to me, These are the four winds of the heavens, coming
6 forth from standing before the Lord of all the earth. That in which are the black
horses goes 4 forth into the land of the north, and the white go behind them, and the
7 speckled go forth to the land of the south. And the bay went forth, and desired to
5
to pass to and fro through the earth ; and he said. Go, pass to and fro through
go
8 the earth ; and they went through the earth. And he called me and spake to me,
saying, Behold, these that go forth into the land of the north have caused my
Spirit to rest • upon the land of the north.

—

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver.
ir. 1.

e

—
—

2U7N1 2^

again.

Ot. eh. t. 1.

" Speckled bay," that If,
S Ver.
tpeokU upon a bay ground. The word hero rendered speckUd
>r. 8.
Is, speckled
the one to rendered in the E. V. of oh. i. 8. Noyee translates in this place, spotted-red.
5 Ver. 6.

— /TifTD.

The margin of

Instance In which the plural
4 Ver. 6.

is

6 Ver.
latlon.

8.

is

better than the text, spirits.

Certainly Ps. cW.

Cf

Jer. xlix. 88.

not the
I can

I

ind no

4 Is not one.

— The
number to the hon
olause contains a singular anacoluthon, O^K?S referring by
HM^Q, to which grammatically belongs.
— " Pass to and fro,"
in eTery direction.
— Noyes renders ^TTD ^rPSH, execute my torota, which an excellent Interpretation, but hardly a
its

first

of the implied
* Ver. 7.

X. V., winds,

need to denote angelic beings.

if

It

t. #.,

,

is

I

The

Dycks New

E. V. quieted cannot be sustained by usage, and is at best ambiguous, although it Is copied in Dr. Van
Arabic version. The invariable use of the hipbil verb requires the rendering given in the text.

There is no need, therefore, of referring
Zion and Moriah (Maurer, Umbreit, etc), or to
Zion and the Mount of Olives (Keil, Moore), although the latter may have suggested the symbol.
A valley guarded by two brazen hills is not an unworthy image of the resistless might of Him who
from such a place sends forth the executioners of
The number of the chariots, according
his will.
strength.

BXSGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.
This vision completes the cycle of the series by
returning to the point of departure* using imagery
much like that of the first vision, and indicating
the complete fulfillment of what had there been
pledged. Here it is not horses and riders who
serve only as exploring scouts, but chariots of war
who actually execute what they are commanded.
They go forth not from a grove of myrtles in an
open bottom, but from between lofty brazen mountains, an adequate symbol of the strength and permanence of the divinely guarded theocracy. They
act in all directions, but especially in those regions
whence in the past the most formidable enemies of
They put in exthe kingdom of God proceeded.
ercise the various destructive agencies indicated by
war, pestilence, mourn
the colors of the horses,
until the Spirit of God is satisfied
ing, famine,
overthrow.
But
the destruction of the
with the
Lord's enemies is the triumph of his friends, and
in this view the eighth vision appropriately terminates the first series of revelations granted to Zechariah, with a cheering prospect, of which a fuller
development is giveu in the closing chapters of the
book.

—

—

the Four Chariots (vers. 1-4).
mountains. The
.
chariots.
in the usual way indicates that another
vision is disclosed to him.' The four chariots which
he sees can scarcely be other than war chariots, and
are therefore a symbol of authority and judgment.
The article prefixed to two mountains does not
necessarily refer to them as already known (so
Uengstenberg, who supposes a reference to Ps.
exxv. 2, which is certainly far-fetched), but simply
defines them as forming the back-ground of the
scene presented to the prophet. Their ideal character is confirmed by tne statement that they are
44
of brass/ a manifest symbol of impregnable
a.

The Symbol of

Ver. 1.
prophet

Four

.

.

to

to the analogies of Ezekiel, Daniel, and Revelation,
indicates, like the four points of the compass, universality, a judgment that goes in every direction.
Vers. 2, 3. In the first chariot
bay

....

The nnmber of

the horses is not mentioned, although the rabbins say there were four
The colors are specified, and
to each chariot.
must be significant. The usual interpretation
makes red denote war and bloodshed, black, sorrow
and death, white, victory. The fourth color, speckled, commonly derived from a root= hail, and
hence rendered, " having hail-like spots," is explained by Hcngstenberg as denoting judgments
fallinc like hail (Kev. vih. 7, xvi. 21), but by Keil
as indicating famine and pestilence, which is* better
than to regard it with Henderson, as indicating a
mixed dispensation of joy and sorrow, or with T.
V. Moore as combining all the others.
more
difficult question arises concerning the next word,

horses.

A

D^SDK

It is strange to find

an epithet of quality

immediate connection with a series referring
color, vet this must be admitted if the word
in

to
is

taken in its usual sense, given in the margin of K.
V., Vulgate, and by most expositors, i. «., strong.
To escape the difficulty, some represent the first

from n, and so get

consonant, S, as

softened

tTS^q = bright

red (Kimchi, Calvin, Cocceius,

Ewald, Kohler). Others suppose an error of the
transcriber (Hitzig, Maurer, Pressel). But it is
better with Fiirst (in Lex.), to derive the word in
to shine, whence
the text from an Arabic root
he obtains the signification, dazzling red. Dr. Van

=
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in the

9

OU&,

modern Arabic

= shining

red.

Bible, renders

it

by agree

In any event, the colors
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VI. 1-8.
in,

namely, that the seventh verse sets forth

what was done by the horses of the first chariot.
These appear to have been not content like the
others with oue particular territory, but asked per-

of the horses denote the character of the mission mission to go through the whole earth. And he
on which they are sent. But an elaborate effort has said, i. e., the Lord of the whole earth, who (ver

been made by Hoffman, followed by Kliefoth, 5) causes the chariots to go forth.
Wordsworth, and others, to represent the colors as
Ver. 8. And he called me. The interpreting

indicating the four j^reat empires of Daniel as instruments of God's judgments. But this is forbidden by the contemporaneousness of the going forth
of the several chariots, by their destination as stated
in the text, by the lack of historical verification,
and other considerations. See Keil and Kohler in
for a full refutation of this apparently plausible
view.
Ver. 5. These
6. The Explanation ivers. 5-8).
are the four winds. Not four spirits, as the text
of the £. V. has it, and Henderson and Neumann,
for angels are rarely if ever so described in the Old
Testament, nor in that case would the appended
words, " of the heaven's," have any suitable meaning, nor does the Seriprure know anything of four
angels par eminence. These winds, the angel said,
came forth from standing before the universal
Lord, in whose service they were. Ps. cxlviii. 8.
" Stormy wind fulfilling his word." The agency of
the four winds in the work of destructive judgment
is seen in Jer. xlix. 36, Dan. vii. 2, Rev. vii. 1.
These
Vers. 6, 7. That in which are, etc.
verses describe the particular regions visited by
these divinely appointed messengers. The black

he

went toward the land of the north, which

all

agree denotes the territory washed by the Tigris
and Euphrates. See on ch. ii. 6, 7. The white
SO after them, not to the West, as Ewald translates,
for then we should expect the East also, which does
not occur; and besides, the west to the Hebrews
represented only the sea. Better is the ingenious
view of Pressel, who, insisting on the force of the
preposition, renders " to the land farther behind
them." This is grammatically tenable, and favored
by the fact that it brings into view the farther East,
the Medes and Persians, as one of the distinct objects of the divine visitatiou. The land of the
south is of course Egypt and Arabia.
Ver.

7.

And

the-

bay went,

So

etc.

far,

the

prophet seems to have omitted the first chariot, the
one with red horses, and in order to make up the
number four, to have divided the third team into
two, taking its second designation of color, 6«y,
as the fourth. How are we to understand this ?
Keil, who, however, renders C*S£H, strong, regards
Hengstenberg affirms
the problem as insoluble.
Chat the class mentioned in the seventh verse is in
reality the first, and they are called strong, because
they really were the strongest of nil but this assumes what is certainly not stated, and cannot be
;

proved. Hitzig and Maurer assume that CSQJ?
was omitted from ver. 6 by mistake, and afterwards

erroneously substituted in ver. 7 for Q^TO. It is
better to interpret the term as Fiirst does in ver.
3, although even then it remains inexplicable why
the prophet should have described the first class
not oy its own name but by one already appropriated as part of that of the third. It may, however, be safely inferred that while the various colors
of the horses had some significance, yet that this
was not a matter of very great importance, else
the distinctions stated would have been more accurate I v observed. Certainly the general sense of
the vision is plain, whatever view one adopts as to
the variations in the description. One point all

angd

calls aloud to the prophet, arousing his attention to the purport of the vision.
Have caused

my

Spirit to rest upon. This has often been explained as analogous to the phrase " to cause fury
to rest," in Ezek. v. 13, xvi. 42, but wrath is not
the same as spirit. Nor is such a violent assumption at all necessary.
The Lord's Spirit is sometimes a Spirit of judgment and of burning (Is. iv.
4), and it is in this sense that the chariots let down
his manifestations on the nations.
This verse
specifies only the land of the north as the scene
of these operations. But it could easily be inferred
from this what was the result in the other directions.
The north country was mentioned because, as the
inveterate foe of the covenant people, it was the
principal mark of the judgments of God, and
should in the first instance feel the consuming en*
ergies of the Holy Spirit

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
1. The same law obtains in the punishment of
the heathen as in that of God's professed people.
The harvest is not cut until it is ripe. The measure of iniquity must be full before judgment falls.
This doctrine was shown in the last vision in its
application to the Jews. In the present as compared with the first, of which it is the complement,
the same principle is illustrated in relation to the
world at large. At the beginning of thisiiight of
disclosures, the prophet learned that there was no
indication in the state of the heathen world of any
such convulsion as his predecessor Haggai had
predicted ; but, on the contrary, actual inspection
by horsemen commissioned for the purpose brought
back information that all the earth was quiet and
at rest, thus furnishing a painful contrast to the
weak and suffering condition of the people of God.
Now he learns that this prosperity and peace of the
heathen was not a permanent thing. The time
had not come, and nothing could be done until it
did come. But it was sure to arrive. The wrath
of God is not a caprice or an impulse, but the
steady, uniform, eternal opposition of his holy nature against all sin. It can no more cease than
He can. It is the very element of his being. He
is necessarily " of purer eyes than to behold evil."
Not more certainly is He infinite in power or wisdom than He is in justice and truth. And these
perfections mnst find expression in his administration of the affairs of the world. Delay is no evidence to the contrary. The accumulation of sins
thus produced, only makes more evident the desert
of wrath, and causes a deeper destruction when the

blow

falls.

The

resting of God's Spirit upon a land is
generally the cause of life, holiness, and peace, but
sometimes it is the reverse. In visitations of judgment, the Spirit is a consuming fire. It overwhelms,
It removes out of the way obscatters, destroys.
It turns mountains
stacles otherwise insuperable.
into plains. It lays low hoary despotisms, and prepares means and access for "the gentler forms of
diffusing the truth.
Pacem petit ense. The utter destruction of a godless power is sometimes a
necessary preliminary to the spread of the Gospel.
2.
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ZECHABIAH.

THE CROWN UPON JOSHUA'S HEAD.
Chapter VI.
A.

9-15.

The Symbolic Action; Crowns on Joshua (vers. 9-11). B.
Branch a Priest and King (vers. 12-15).

Its

Meaning; The

And the word of Jehovah came to me saying, Take 1 from the exiles,* from
Cheldai, from Tobiah, and from Jedaiah, and go thou on that day, go * into the
1 1 house of Josiah the son of Zephaniah whither they have come from Babylon ; And
take silver and gold and make crowns, and set them upon the head of Joshua, the
12 son of-Josedech, the high priest; 4 And speak to him saying, Thus speaketh Jehovah of Hosts, saying, Behold a man whose name is Branch, and from his place he
13 shall grow up,5 and build the temple of Jehovah. Even He 6 shall build the temple of Jehovah, and He shall bear majesty, and shall sit and rule* upon his throne,
9-10

and shall be a priest upon his throne, and the counsel of peace shall be between
14 them both. And the crowns shall be to Chelem, and to Tobiah, and to Jedaiah,
15 and to Hen, the son of Zephaniah, for a memorial in the temple of Jehovah. And
they that are far off shall come and build in the temple of Jehovah ; and ye shall
know that Jehovah of Hosts hath sent me to you and it will come to pass, if ye
7
will hearken unto the voice of Jehovah your God

—
;

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 10.

returned In

— The
the DHpb
lnfln.

Pressel says, "

Is

ahtoL TT\p v,

wed

hat no

— iTVfcl, abstract for concrete — the
Ver. 10. — The repetition of HMJ
one of the cases which

* Ver. 10.

f

for the imperative,

object,

and

to

therefore to be considered af

Thto requires as to view the latter half of ver. 10 as a parenthesis, which, at
somewhat harsh but not harsher than we often find even in Qerman n or in English.
of ver. 11.

exiles.

hare subjected Zeoharlah's stjle to the charge of

to

being heavy and dragging.

—

4 Ver. 11.
This is noted by the Masorites as one of the twenty-six verses, each of which contains all the letters of
the Hebrew alphabet

* Ver. 13.

5 Ver. 18.
T Ver. 15.

— np!T] — PHD?. Observe the paronomasia " a spront
uproot up."
— The
word
very emphatic. Even He and not another. So in the next clause, and He.
— The aposiopesto striking Lake % « And
and
not, then," etc
bear fruit
will

:

first

is

to

(cf.

xlii.

If it

;

if

simply a different form of the same thought
given in the second chapter of Haggai, where we
are told (ver. 7) that the desire (= desirable things)
of all nations shall come, and the Lord will fill
have then here an histhe house with glory.
torical appendix to the nijrht visions, which brings
out more clearly their main theme, ami especially
emphasizes the view that the heathen nations are
not simply to be disarmed of their opposition, but
made active helpers in the advancement of God's
is

RXEGCTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Some interpreters consider what is here related
as another vision, bat manifestly without reason,
since it has none of the peculiarities of the visions,
is historical in its nature, and is introduced with
the customary formula which denotes an ordinary
communication from God, " the word of Jehovah
came to me." But while it is not one of the night
visions, it is closely connected with them, as appears from the fact that it was given at the same
time ; that it resumes the principal feature of the
most striking of the whole, namely, the fourth, by
describing yet further the Branch; and that it
stands in a close relation of contrast to the vision
immediately preceding. That one set forth the
severe judgments in store for all the toes of the
This symbolic action develops the
theocracy.
other side of the great subject. The outlying
heathen are not all to be destroyed or exterminOn the contrary, they will one day cease
ated.
their hostility to the covenant people, and even
enter into cordial cooperation with them in building up and adorning the kingdom of God. This

We

kingdom and glory.
a. The Symbolic Action (vers. 9-11).
Vet.
Therefore this is not a
9. And the word* etc.

—

vision.

Ver. 10.

Babylon.
(iv. 1

;

vi.

Take from the exiles .... from
The exiles is a term applied by Ears
19) to the returned captives (iv.

1

;

vi

19), but here evidently means those who were still
the persons named as havin exile, and of

whom

come from Babylon, were representatives. Of
these three persons and their host Josiah, we know
nothing more than what the passage itself relates.

ing

Several interpreters (Jerome, Hengstenberg, Baunv
garten), following the LXX., consider their names
as significant, but there is nothing to require this
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CHAPTER

VI. 9-15.

here more than elsewhere, nor do the results thus 5). Will sit and rule upon his throne. " Tin*
obtained contribute anything to the proper under- former denotes the possession of the honor and
dignity of a king, the latter the actual exercise of
standing of the section. The E. V. makes
royal authority" (Hengstenberg). The suffix in
the subject of 1HJI (Targum, Peshito, Vulgate, "his throne" refers not to Jehovah (Vitringa),
Luther, Henderson), but it is better to take it as which is too remote, but to the Branch himself, as
an accusative of place, referring to the house of is shown by the recurrence of the word in the next
Josiah (Nordheimer, H. G., 902, 16.). So Heng- clause. And will be a priest. Ewald and Hitzig
stcnberg, Kohler, Keil, etc. According to this render, " there will be a priest upon," etc., which
view the three men are deputies from the Jews in is both arbitrary and unmeaning. Nearly all inBabylon, and the fourth was the host with whom terpreters, ancient and modern, render as in the
they lodged in Jerusalem. On that day, the day text, and understand the clause to mean, that the
Branch would be both king and high priest on one
mentioned (ch. i. 7).
and the same throne. Between them both. Not
Ver. 11. Crowns. The plural which is rethe Branch and Jehovah (Cocceius, Vitringa), nor
peated in ver. 14 must be significant, and reprethe Branch and an ideal priest (Ewald, Bunsen),
sents, if not two distinct diadems, at least one
composite crown of two or more parts.
The nor the royal and the priestly offices (Rosenmuller,
Hengstenberg, etc.) but the king and the priest
former is the more natural (cf. Rev. xix. 12) and
who sit upon the throne, united in one person* the
better suited to the connection which treats of the
Branch (Hengstenberg, Umbreit, Kohler). Upon
combination of two distinct offices in one person.
this view, the counsel of peace cannot mean perEwald, Hitzig,and Bunscn interpolate "and upon
fect harmony, for that would be a matter of course
the head of Zerubbabel " after the words " high
yet Jerome, Michaelis, Maurer, and Hengstenpriest ; " but for this there is no authority whatberg favor this view,
but is a counsel which
ever, critical or exegetical.
aims at or results in peace, like " the chastisement
6.
The Explanation and Promise (vers. 12-15).
of our peace " in Is. hii. 5, t. «., which has for its obVers. 12 and 13 explain the meaning of the
ject our peace. The sense, then, is that the Branch,
symbolical action just commanded.
uniting in himself royalty and priesthood, will
Ver. 12. And speak to him. Joshua of course take such counsel as shall result in peace and salwould know that the regal function, so firmly fixed vation for the covenant people.
in the family of David, could not possibly be conVers. 14, 15. The Prophet having explained
ferred upon him as an individual, and that there- the meaning of Joshua's coronation, now proceeds
fore its insignia were placed upon his head typi- to give the reason why the silver and gold of which
This is put beyond doubt by the address the crowns were composed, were to be obtained
cally.
here made to him. Behold points to the Messiah from tho messengers of the Jews who lived at a
as if he were present. He is called Branch as if distance from their native land.
it were a proper name, as appears not only by the
Ver. 14. And the crowns shall be. The
lack of the article, but by the established usage of crowns, after having been placed upon the head of
earlier
Prophets.
Sfee
on
ch. iii. 8.
Of this Joshua, were not to become his personal property,
the
branch or sprout from the fallen trunk of David, but to be preserved in the temple as a memorial
it is said, from his place he will grow np.
Some of the deputies from Babylon. The names of
(LXX., Luther, Hitzig, Pressel, etc.) render this these persons are the same as those given in ver.
clause impersonally, " there will be sprouting or 10, except the first and last ; Helem standing for
growth;" but this overlooks the )£ in VfillJJlIp, Heldiah, and Hen for Josiah. In the former case
two names are so nearly alike that there is a
and besides, changes the subject without reason* the
general agreement in the view which refers them
Better is the view ( Cocceius, Hengstenberg, Baumto the same person, and considers the variation as
garten, Keil, etc), that the Branch will grow up
copyist's error.
In the latter, Keil and Kohler
from his place (cf. Ex. x. 23), i. «., from ms own a
render the second name as an appellative noun
land and nation, not an exotic, but a genuine rootwith the sense of favor, and consider it a record
shoot from the native stock to which the promof the gracious hospitality which the son of ZephBuild the temple
ises had been made.
not the
aniah had shown to the deputies from Babylon.
earthly tcmplo then in progress, for this was to be
But this is certainly artificial, and it is better to
completed by Zerubbabel U v - 9) not a new and
more glorious one of the same kind, for Zerub- assume that Josiah had this additional name. The
object of depositing the crowns in the templo was
babel's temple was to be glorified in the Messianic
not simply to do honor to the liberality of the contimes (Hag. ii. 7-9; Mai. iii. 1) ; but (Hengstentributors from Babylon, but also to extend the
berg, Tholuck, Kohler) the spiritual temple of
which the tabernacle and Solomon's splendid edi- typical significance of the whole proceeding. These
men, sending from afar their gifts for the house
fice were only types, the holy house composed of
of God, were types of many who would one day
living stones (Eph. ii. 21 ; 1 Pet. ii. 5). Not a
come from heathen lands and help to build the
temple, but the temple,
one still in existence and
temple of the Lord.
always the same, but destined to an unprecedented
Ver. 1 5. And they that are afar off
maniexaltation by the Messiah. " The temple of God
fest prediction that distant strangers should activeis one, namely, the Church of the saved, originly participate in setting up the kingdom of God.
ating in the promise given in Paradise, and lastAnd ye shall know. etc. Tho occurrence of this
ing to the end of the world " (Cocceius).
result would be a proof of the divine origin of
Ver. 13. Bren He shall build. The repetition what is here predicted in word and deed.
The
is not useless, but emphatic, as the expressed prolast clause, and it will .... your God, is connoun shows. Even he, notwithstanding his lowli- sidered bv Hengstenberg and Henderson as an
ness of origin, shall accomplish this great work. aposiopesis, If ye will hearken, then
This
Bear majesty, t. «., kingly glory and honor, for certainly gives an emphatic and spirited close to
|

"^B

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

A

.

which HT1 seems to be the proper and normal the prophecy, and grammatically agrees better
term (1 Chron. xxix. 25 Dan. xi. 21 ; Ps. .xxi. with the form of the original than the supposition
;
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that a pronoun has been omitted as the subject of

V^rj?*

The suppressed

apodosis of course

is,

ye

shall participate in all the blessings which the
Brancn is to secure. For other instances of aporiyptgis, see Gen. xxxi. 42 and 1. 15 (in Hebrew),
and the very striking instance (Ps. xxvii. 13). The

question, whether Zechariah really performed the
symbolical action here enjoined, is left undecided
by some (Hengstenberg, Keil), but there seems little reason to doubt that he did, since the crown
was to be hung up in the temple as a memorial.

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.

The farorite designation of the Messiah,
Branch, reappears, with a considerable amplifi1.

meaning.

An

elaborate and costly
double crown is placed upon the head of Joshua
as the type of one who is merely a slender sprout
or root-shoot, which grows up out of its own place.
This was exactly true of the historical Christ. He
did not descend from heaven in visible glory and
greatness.
He was not born in the purple*, nor
waited upon by princes and nobles. He did not
enter our world with any show or pomp such as
his deluded countrymen expected ; but, although
a lineal heir of David and able to trace his ances-

cation of

its

form and grace of ornamentation was valued only
in so far as it rendered the house fit for the residence of God.
Now the true temple, the spiritual house, is the actual dwelling-place of Jehovah,
where He displays the fact, not by signs or symbols, not by a material Shekinah, but by the graces
of his Spirit inwrought in the hearts and manifested in the lives of his people.
He dwells not
merely among them as a whole, but in each particular member.
Ubi Spirhus, ibi ecclesia. These
members vary widely in other respects, but they
are all alike characterized by the indwelling of the
Spirit, the source of their life and the bond of
their connection with Christ, the head.
Now it is
this living temple which the Branch builds.
He
is, according to the common Scripture metaphor,
the foundation, the corner-stone
but here he appears as builder. Sending forth his servants he
began and still continues the work, collecting,
shaping, and laying the materials, until already
an innumerable multitude have been framed into
such a structure as earth never saw before. The
Church on earth has many imperfections, yet after
allowing for all these, it is still a coettis Sanctorum,
a eivitas Dei, a holy temple in the Lord and it
bears witness in every part to the grace and skill
of its great Founder. He, only He, did build,
could build such a glorious edifice.
3. The source of his power and success is indi;

;

Abraham, he sprang from a decayed
manger for his first resting-place. cated in the very peculiar functions assigned to Him
The Davidic trunk had fallen, and this was a mere in the text. He is a priest upon his throne,
try back to

family and had a

sucker growing out of one of the upturned roots.
Heaven indeed took notice of the event by the Star
in the east, the visit of the Magi, and the songs of
the Angels; but the world at large knew little
and cared less about the birth at Bethlehem. After the same pattern was his further development.
He grew up out of his place in lowly humiliation.
For thirty years his home was in Galilee, in the
house of a humble carpenter, and during all that
time he was known simply as a reputable youth
in a country village.
An apocryphal Gospel tells
marvelous stories of his infancy, but these are
pure inventions. The man Christ Jesus grew up
as a root out of a dry ground. And even after
He commenced his ministry, and did such works
as no other man did, and spoke as no other man
spake, He was still but a Branch. Crowds at
times gathered around Him, but in all cases they
soon fell away. In general He was despised and
This continued during his life,
rejected of men.
was especially marked in the circumstances of his
death, and even long afterwards characterized his
memory, since one of the best Procurators of
1
Judaea could speak of Him as "one Jesus' (Acts
xxv. 19) ; and a century later the most illustrious l
of Roman historians knew of bim only as the
author of a pernicious superstition who himself
had deservedly died a felon's death. Yet this
neglected and forgotten Branch was to accomplish
some wonderful things.
2. One of these was to build the Temple of the
Lord. His type, Joshua, was busily engaged iu
forwarding the erection of the new structure on
Moriah, and that edifice, by successive additions in
a long course of years, became a most stately and
magnificent pile. But it was a far nobler building to which the Branch applied himself, one which
was truly a habitation of God through the Spirit,
one composed of living stones. The glory of the
Temple at Jerusalem was that there the Most
High manifested his presence ; and all beauty of
l Tacitus.

a combination wholly strange to the experience of
the covenant people, and heretofore known to them
only in the aim tradition from patriarchal days,
of the mysterious Melchisedek who was at once
king of Salem and a priest of the most high God.
In the Branch, the Aaronic line and the Davidic
line should both culminate.
He should fulfill the
highest ideal of each.
As the one, real, atoning
priest, he was to attain all 1$owIom for the forgiveness of sins and the removal of guilt ; and as the
one, real, reigning king, he was to exercise all 86rafuv for the inward snpport and outward protection of his people.
The two functions coincided
in extent and object.
Those for whom the priest
offered and interceded, were the very parties over
whom the king extended his beneficent reign. This
counsel between the two offices, this harmony of
aim and purpose, cannot but insure peace
the
highest good, temporal and spiritual, of his people.
The combination of right and power is irresistible.
So it has been in all the past ; so it will
be in all the future. This man hath an unchangeable priesthood, and his dominion is an everlasting dominion, and his kingdom that which shall

=

not be destroyed (Heb. vii. 24 ; Dan. vii. 14). We
can see the value of this combination more clearly
by considering the consequences, if either function
stood alone. Of what avail would he the pardon
of sin, if there were no security against its recurrence and dominion in the future ? The wiping
out of the old score would simply make room for
a new one. On the other hand, of what use would
be the mastery of all concupiscence for the present
and all time to come, so long as no provision was
made for the arrearages of former transgression
and guilt ? The burden of the past would only be
the more intolerable as its enormity would he' the
more clearly discerned and felt. v> e need a Priest
and a King, and, blessed be God, we have them,
with a resulting counsel of peace.
4. The calling: of the Gentiles belongs to the
building of the ideal temple This is set forth
typically by taking materials from Babylon for the
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doable crown to be placed upon Joshua, and directly by the declaration that they that are far off
.shall come and build in the temple of the Lord.
This verv expression the Apostle Paul uses to designate tfie Gentile Enhesians (ii. 17), "you that
arc far off." Zecharian faithfully echoes the words
of all his predecessors as to the extent of the final
dispensation of grace. The universality indicated
in the first promise, and clearly expressed in the
oft-repeated covenant with Abraham, was never

Even amid the narrow restrictions
close lines of Judaism there were significant
intimations that the barriers of race were only incidental and temporary (see on ii. 11), and that
one day the light and life of Zion should extend
to the ends of the earth. Just as Isaiah (lx. 2, 6,
9) sets forth the future triumph of the Gospel by
representing huge caravans as journeying toward
Zion, and the ships of Tarshish as engaged in
transporting the sons of strangers thither with
their silver and their gold, so our Prophet expresses the same truth by depicting the far-of£ nations as builders in the temple. As living stones
they come, and insert themselves in the sacred edifice, being built upon " Jesus Christ Himself, in
the whole building groweth into an holy
temple in the Lord." And not only that, but under the master-builder, they are the means of gathering others, and so lifting yet higher the walls
of that spiritual house which is the temple of the
living God. The chief upholders to-day of heathen
evangelization are nations farthest off frogi the old
veat of the theocracy.
lost sight of.

and

whom
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VII. 1-14.

the agencies that control that history go forth
from the scat of the Church's great head, the unseen temple. Political changes are after all only
the moving of the shadow on the earthly dial-plate
that marks the mightier revolutions going forward
in the heavens.
Bradley : Tfie temple of Jehovah. If God so
loves his Church as to call it his house, to dwell
in it and delight in it ; if He deems it so sacred as
to call it his temple ; if He sees so much grandeur
and beauty in it as to speak of its glory ; surely,
we may find in it something to love, something to
delight in, something to revere and admire
He shall build. Christ is the builder. (I.) He
forms the plan. (2.) He prepares the materials.
(3.) He joins the materials together.
Jay : The temple is the Church of God. His
people, therefore, should remember that all they
nave and all they are is the Lord's ; and that to
take anything pertaining to a temple is not only
Chnst is the sole
robbery but sacrilege
All others build only as instrureal builder.

Even Paul and Apollos were only minisbelieved, even as the Lord gave
Too often men are insensible of
to every man.
this, and begin like Melancthon, who supposed in
ments.

by

ters

whom men
x

his

fervor that he should convert all

who heard

him.

Pressel Every contribution toward the building up of the Church, coming from a true heart,
has its memorial before God, and as a testimony
:

before the world of the divinity of the Gospel. . . .
The slowness of the far-off nations to enter into
the kingdom of Christ, is due not so much to the
hardness of their hearts as to the feeble attention
of Christians to the voice of their God and Sar-

Moore : The history of the world is arranged
ia reference to the destinies of the Church ; and

in.

THE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION CONCERNING THE FAST.
Chapters VII. and
1.

VHX

THE QUESTION PROPOSED: THE PROPHETS REBUKE.
Chapter VIL

A.

The Question

(vers. 1-4).

B. Present Rebuke (vers. 5-7).
Past (vers. 8-14).

C. Appeal to the

And it came to pass in the fourth year of Darius the king that the word of
1
2 Jehovah came to Zechariah on the fourth day of the ninth month, in Kislev, when
3 Bethel * sei^ Sharezer and Regem-melech and his men, to entreat Jehovah, 2 to
speak to the priests who were at the house of Jehovah of Hosts, and to the proph8
ets, saying, Shall I weep in the fifth month, separating myself, as I have now
done
And the word of Jehovah of Hosts came to me, saying, Speak
I, 5 so many years ?
to all the people of the land and to the priests, saying, When ye fasted and mourned
in the fifth (month) and in the seventh, and that for seventy years, did ye fast at
6 all to me, to me? And when ye eat 4 and when ye drink, is it not 5 ye who eat
7 and ye who drink ? 6 [Know ye] not the words which Jehovah proclaimed by the
former prophets, when Jerusalem was inhabited and at peace, and her cities round
about her, and the South, and the Lowland were inhabited ?
8

And

the

word of Jehovah came

to Zechariah, saying,
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9 Thus spake

7

Jehovah of Hosts, saying,
Judge the judgment of truth,8
And show kindness and pity ° one to another.
10 And widow and orphan,
And stranger and poor man,10 do not oppress

And evil against a brother
Conceive ye not in your heart.
11 But they refused to attend,
And offered a rebellious shoulder,
And made their ears too heavy to hear.u
12 And their heart they made an adamant,
That they might not hear the law
And the words which Jehovah of Hosts sent by his Spirit,
By means of the former prophets
And there was great wrath from Jehovah of Hosts.
IS And it came to pass,
That as he cried and they did not hear,
" So they call and I hear not, 12
Saith Jehovah of Hosts
14 And I whirl " them over all the nations whom they knew not:"
And the land was made desolate behind them,
So that no one goes out or comes in.
And [so] they made the pleasant land a desert.14
TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
i Vcr. 2.

— /WTTD

to

» proper

mm* tore, as it Is In Judges xx. 18, 96, 8L

J9"rW Hi v£T 7. Henderson renders this (here and in Till. 21) in rather superfine Aigttsn, — to com.
eUiaU tht regard. It Is not - pnj before (*. V.), but simply, to entreat or beseech Of. 2 Chron. xxxttl. 12.
f Ver. 8.
n? here Is equivalent to our now. Oen. xxxi. 88. See Text and Oram, on 12.
t Ver.

N

3.

.

i.

— The* tenses in the clause cannot grammatically be rendered as preterites, as 8. V.
— The marginal rendering (B. V.) of the question better than that of the text, as baring
— The question, « Is hot ye,"
implies, « Hare I anything at
• Ver.
to do with it? Is
entirely
—
preterit;
spake,
mutt
be
rendered
in
the
speaketk.
rerb
The
not
7 Ver.
— Judgment of truth. The margin of K. V. better than the text
8 Ver.
— "TCJll, kindness. DSDIT3,
See for the latter on
16.
Ver.

4 Ver. 6.
i Ver. 6.

first

Is

less to

be sup-

plied.

6.

it

all

etc.,

It

not your own

?

aflalr

9.

first

,

Is

9.

pity-

9.

10 Ver. 10.

i.

—As the first four nouns are anarthrous in

the original,

it Is

mors

literal

as well as

more

spirited to ren-

der them so in the rersion.
11 Ver. 11.

—In ytetsfO,

the preposition has

its

not unusual prlratire

faroe.

— The change of tense in

the latter half of this rem Is obliterated in the S. V. The writer passes from
This is a better explanation than that which makes the future exnarration, and cites the ipeissima verba of Jehovah.
IS Ver. 18.

press

a past action

sttll

Iwald and Umbrstt
IS Ver. 14.

to

continuing (Moore).

make

— D^PDhO

Kdnler and Preseel extend the citation as

DW7% since the next rerb

mr as 2Q7D, but
a

It

terminate with

to

not an Aramaic form, but results from the guttural attracting to

preceding rar. (Green* uiA Oram., 60, 8 e. and 92 «.)
Is Ver. 14.— To render the tost clause impersonally (Manrer),

Is

clearly

preterite.

it is

better with

.

itself

the rowel of the

to enfeebling as well as needless.

tenth day of the fifth month. Accordingly a
sage of inquiry was sent to the priests and the
prophets, to which the Lord vouchsafed a direct
and abundant answer by the hand of Zechariah,
The first part of this answer is 'contained in the
chapter before us. After reciting the occasion of
the oracle (vers. 1-3) the prophet rebukes them
for the formalism of their services (vers. 4-7), and
then reminds them of the disobedience of their
fiuhers and the sad doom which followed (vers. 8i

1ZBQBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.
This prophecy Is separated from what precedes
by an interval of nearly two years, daring nil
which time the work upon the Temple had been

As the building rose before
the eyes of the people and gave promise of a speedy
restoration of the ancient worship in its integrity,
they became doubtful about the propriety of continuing to observe the solemn fasts by which they

steadily prosecuted.

And

it came
Vers. 1-8. The Question. Ver. 1.
in their former
The original here is peculiar, in
history, especially the anniversary of the burning . . . . Kialev.
of the city and temple by Nebuchadnezzar on the that the note of time is torn apart, the year being

commemorated calamitous epochs
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CHAPTER Vn.
first mentioned, and then after the insertion of a
clause on another topic, the day and month are
stated.
Moreover, the latter notation* in the
fourth .... Kialev, must belong both to the
clause which precedes it and to the one which follows it in ver. 2,
of which, Kohler justly says,
that although not impossible, it is certainly harsh.
The sense, however, is plain. Kifllev corresponds
to part of November and part of December. "The
origin and meaning of the name are quite uncer-

—
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1-14.

etc.

(LXX., Vulgate, Rosenmiiller, E. V. margin)

but

this

would require a noun with I*W

as a. nominative, and besides, there
elsewhere of any such utterance of

is

to be taken

no

God

.record
as this

view requires. It is better (Mark, Ewald, Pressel,
et al.) to supply " know ye," and explain the words

by what follows in vers. 9, 10. HJHP*.
contend for an intransitive rendering
as alone proper for this word (cf. i. 2), but here the
sense can scarcely be expressed in English except
The LXX., by a passive form. Certainly it would be an undue

tain.

in question

Some

critics

Ver. 2. When Bethel sent, etc.
Vulgate, Cocceius, et al. t make Bethel the object
liberty to supply Ht£ P2^ from i. 11, as Kliefoth
or accusative of place, but in that case it would
and Kohler do. The South and the Lowland
or made (Shefela), were well defined geographical divisions
have been preceded by ?& or at least
to follow the subject and besides there seems to of Palestine from the time of the Conquest (cf. in
be no reason why after the Captivitv the Lord Hebrew, Josh. x. 40, xv. 21, 31 ; Smith, Diet. Bib.,
should have been sought at Bethel, since neither 2291,2296).
Vers. 8-14. Here the prophet reminds his people
the altar nor the prophet was there at that time.
It must then be the subject, as most expositors that the Lord required something else than formal
fastings, and that the disobedience of the fathers
hold, but not in the sense of Hengstenberg, as
the congregation of the Lord, the whole people, was the cause of their ruin.
Ver. 9. Thus spake Jehovah, etc. The consince there is no usage to sustain this view, but
simply
the people of Bethel, many of whom, we nection requires that the first verb should be renknow, had returned with Zerubbabel (Ez. ii. 28, dered strictly in the preterite, and not as the E. V.
Neh. vii. 32), and soon rebuilt their city (Neh. xi. in the present. Judgment of truth is that which
81 ). Some make the two following names to be is founded upon the actual facts in the case without
in apposition with Bethel (Ewald, Hitzig), but regard to personal considerations (Ezek. xviii. 8).
this is harsh as well as needless. The Bethelites Kindness and pity are related as genus and spesent two of their number, one of whom has an cies, the latter being kindness shown to the unforAssyrian name (Sharezer), and was probably born tunate.
Ver. 10. And widow and orphan, etc. This
in exile. Their object was to stroke the face, i. «.,
to conciliate by caresses, or to entreat, Jehovah. verse specifies some of the chief ways of violating
the preceding requisition, and shows that it covers
It is farther stated in the next verse.
Ver. 3. To speak to the priests, etc.
The the thoughts of the heart as well as the acts of the

H&

;

=

=

VHQ

priests as well as the prophets were regarded as members. The singular occurrence of
ttFK,
organs of divine communications. See Hag. ii. after a noun in the construct, is explained by Gen.
the man
"^$7? is not adequately translated ix. 5, where it stands appositionally,
11, Mai. ii. 7.
all gramby abstaining, i. «., from food, for it means a separ- who is his brother. Henderson violates
mar
by
rendering
(after the LXX.), " think not in
ation from all the ordinary occupations of life. It
your heart of the injury which one hath done to
is not, therefore, (as Fiirst and Keil say)
DTO* another." The Vulgate would have been a better
The question is put in the name of the population guide, malum virfratri suo non cogiiet in corde *uo.
of Bethel, but they represented what was a general
Ver. 11. But they refused ... to hear. The
feeling, and hence the Lord's answer is addressed
figure offered a rebellious shoulder (Neh. ix. 29),
to the people at large.
is taken from the
or heifer, refus-

=

=

•

Vers. 4-7 contain a reproof of their manner of
observing a fast.
Ver. 5. Speak to all, etc. The added specification, to the priests, indicates that they particularly needed the information thus given, the substance of which is that the fasting was a matter of
no consequence to the Lord. He had not commanded it, nor was it observed out of regard to
Him. When the people fasted, and when they ate
and drank, it was in either case simply with a view
to their own interest It was therefore a matter of
supreme indifference to Him, whether they kept
this formal observance or not The text refers not
only to the fast in the fifth month, bat also to one
in the seventh.
This was observed on the anniversary of the murder of Gedaliah and his friends
(Jer. xli. Iff.). The emphatic repetition, to me,
to me, in the end of the verse, is the key to its

meaning.
Ver.

6.

And when ye

esvt,

etc

That

is,

your

feasting as well as your fasting, is conducted without regard to me, simply for your own gratification.

Ver.

7.

Know ye not, etc. The sentence being

manifestly incomplete, some supply Tit after the
first word, and render, "Are not these the words,**

conduct of an ox
ing the yoke. Cf. Hos. iv. 16.
Ver. 12. And they made, etc

Adamant

is

a

than diamond (Pressel, Kohler, etc.], because it suggests only that
point for which the term is introduced, namely, its
better translation for

"^^t

impenetrable hardness. The relative refers to both
the preceding nouns, but there is no warrant for
giving to the law any but its strict and usual
sense.
This clause well expresses the two factors
in all divine revelation, the guiding Spirit and the
inspired instruments. The last clause expresses
the result of the disobedience and obduracy of the
people.

Ver. 13. And it came to pass, etc. This verse
contains a sudden change in the form of the ad
dress. The protasis is in the words of the prophet,
bnt the apodosis; so they call, etc., introduces Jehovah as the speaker, and He continues to be such
until the second clause of the concluding verse.
The sentiment echoes the last words of the first
chapter of Proverbs.
Ver. 14. And I will whirl them, etc. I prefer
the rendering, whom they knew not, of the E. V.,
following the LXX., to the other, " who knew not
them," adopted by most critics after the Vulgate.
In either case the sense is clear, namely, that they
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would fall into the hands of those who being total
strangers were the less likely to show compassion.

Goes out or comes

in, literally, goes

away and

returns again, is an idiomatic phrase, first found in
27, for passing to and fro. Its negative presents a sad picture of entire desolation.
The pleasant land is a familiar designation of
Canaan in its agreeable aspect (Ps. cvi. 24; Jer.
iii. 19).
This final clause states the result, And to
give it its full effect, requires the parenthetic insertion of so in the version. Thus it is made plain
that all the calamity which is bewailed on the fast
days was brought on by the sinful obduracy of
those to whom " the former prophets " spoke by
the 8 pint, but alas, spoke in vain.

Ex. xxxii.

devotion to ceremonial observances is sure to react
disastrously upon morals. Men lose the sense of
proportion, and lay more stress upon mint, anise,
and cummin than upon judgment and mercy ; and
they compensate for rigidity in forms by great
looseness in substance.
Hence in this chapter,
Zechariah, before answering the question proposed,
exposes the hollowness of mere outward fastings
(vers. 5, 6), and then reminds them of the causes
of their fathers' ruin (vers. 11, 12). It was not
due to any inattention to ritual, but to the disregard of the plainest duties of justice and humanity.
They had not only the law written on the
heart, and the law engraved on the two tables of
stone, but the express and reiterated injunctions
of the Prophets against all injustice and oppression
and yet they utterly refused to hear. Their
children now were in danger of falling into just
;

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.

The

question of the Bethel ites indicates very
clearly the wretched formalism into which the peoThe fasts about which they
ple bad degenerated.
inquired were not of divine appointment, and had
no .hold upon the conscience. The same authority which originated them could of course discontinue -them.
The question itself, as well as the
motive from which it sprang, betrayed entire ignorance of the nature and design of Scriptural fasting.
It is not an ascetic exercise, and has no intrinsic value whatever.
Hence even in the complicated and extensive ritual of the Old Testament,
there is mention of only one stated fast
the day
of atonement (Lev. xvi. 29),
and that, only by
the indirect expression "afflict your souls." In
all other cases, and there are very many of them,
the service is set forth as strictly pro re nata, something springing out of the circumstances at the
time, and intended to cease as soon as they ceased.
It would seem as if the design was to guard
against the very error of the Jews mentioned here,
one that long continued to prevail among them
and which centuries afterward was distinctly rebuked by our Lord. At one time the objection
was made to him by the disciples of John the Baptist, " Why do we and the Pharisees fast oft, but
thy disciples fast not ? And Jesus said unto them,
Can the children of the bride-chamber mourn, as
long as the bridegroom is with them 1 but the days
will come when the bridegroom shall be taken
from them, and then shall they fast" (Matt. ix.
That is, while I am present with my dis14, 15).
ciples, there is no occasion for any such observance, and if I instituted one, its design would surely be mistaken. Hereafter, circumstances will arise
when they will instinctively feel that observances
of this kind an* called for, and then they will appoint them, and retain them so long as may be
Our Lord does not deny the lawfulnecessary.
ness or the expediency of fasting ; but He does
deny its intrinsic excellence or usefulness. It is
an expression of sorrow and humiliation proper
to be used on the occasions which call for such
feelings ; then it is fitted to help the discipline of
the soul and to lead to benefits quite beyond itself.
Indeed, on such occasions it is a suggestion of nature itself,
nothing being more common than for
extreme grief or other mental excitement to take
away the appetite for food. But whenever the exercise is made to recur statedly at regular intervals without regard to circumstances, its inevitable
tendency is to degenerate into a barren form and
a mischievous sell-deception.
2.
This error is a serious one. Overstrained
1.

—

—

—

—

the same error.
that no religion
regulate the life

was true then, as it is now,
worth anything which does not
and secure the discharge of social
and relative duties. Morality is certainly not piety,
but the piety which does not include morality is a
mere delusion. It mocks God and insults man.
3. God is represented in Scripture as the guardian of the weak.
Widows and orphans, the
It

is

strangers and the poor, tbey who are especially
are placed under bis
ill treatment,
powerful protection. To them He makes the most
precious promises, while upon their oppressors He
denounces the heaviest woes. This feature characterizes the Mosaic legislation, so often, thoughtlessly denounced as harsh ; it is renewed in the
older Prophets before the Captivity, and now reappears again in the closing accents of Old Testament inspiration (cf. also Mai. iii. 5). In respect
to these classes, the later dispensation is no advance upon the older, except in the higher sanction contained in the words and works of God
manifest in the flesh. One of th*e surest tests of
an intelligent Christianity as well as of a high
civilisation, is found in the provision made and
maintained for those who so often are the victims
either of cruel neglect, or, alas, willful oppression
Men need to be continually reminded that such
provision is a dictate not merely of reason and hu-

exposed to

manity, but of Him who has proclaimed Himself
the judge of the widow and the helper of the fatherless,

who

preserveth the stranger, and

who

hath chosen the poor of this world to be the heirs
of his kingdom (rs. x. 14 ; lxviii. 5 ; cxlvi. 9 ; Jas.
ii.

ft).

The most terrible penalties are penalties in
Such as the drunkard pays when at last he
himself the slave of a vicious habit which he
knows is ruining body and soul, and yet he is unable to throw on ; or the licentious man when desire survives the power of gratification, and he is
tortured by appetites for which exhausted nature
has no provision. Similar is it in matters of relig4.

kind.
feels

and men refuse to hear. From
Enoch down this has been a common
Sometimes a judgment falls or wrath
But ordinarily the retribuis executed speedily.
Men awake at
tion comes in the line of the sin.
last to their true situation, and become alarmed.
Then the same process begins as before, with the
ion.

God

calls

the days of
experience.

parties reversed. Men call, but they are not heard.
They seek, but do not find. They knock, but no

door is opened. There is a painful reminder of
the words of the wise man : •' They shall eat of
the fruit of their own way and be filled with their

own

devices " (Prov.

L

31).
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CHAPTER VDL
« Have we not heard tye bridegroom to so tweet,
Oh, let at In, though late, to Use hto ftet! "
" No, no, too late ye cannot enter now."
!

deprecation of God's displeasure. (4.) In intercession for 6ueh spiritual and temporal blessings
upon ourselves and others as are needful. (5.) In
alms and charity to the poor. (6.) In the actual
reformation of our lives.
Moore : All stated fasts tend to degenerate into
superstition, unless there is some strong counteracting agency. The original reference to God is
lost in the mere outward act.
This is the case
with Popish observances of the present day. Selfishness is the bane of all true piety, as godliness
is its essence.
Warnings of punishment when no
signs of it are 6een, are often disregarded. They
who cherish hard hearts must expect hard treatment. The harder the stone, die harder will be
the blow of the hammer to break it. They who
will not bear the burden of obedience, must bear
the burden of punishment.
Hkngstexberg
The Jews' estimate of the
value of fasting.
custom which had no meaning, except as the outward manifestation of a penitent state of heart, was regarded as having worth
in itself, as an opus operatum.
It was supposed
that merit was thereby acquired ; and surprise and
discontent were expressed that God had not yet
acknowledged and rewarded the service of so many

HOMILETICAL AMD PRACTICAL.

Wordsworth : Zechariah's typical and' prophetical visions are succeeded by practical instructions.
All theological mysteries are consummated
in holiness and love. 1 he Jews did well to fast,
bnt not to boast of their fasting and self-mortification. Here is a symptom of that Pharisaical
reliance upon outward works of religion, which
reached its height in our Lord's age (Matt vi. 16),
and became almost as detrimental to vital piety as
idolatry had been in the age before the Captivity.
Your fasting was not produced by a deep sense of
shame and remorse for sin, as hateful to me and
as the cause of your punishment from me. It was
not a fast of sorrow for my offended majesty, but
for your own punishment. It was not a God-ward
sorrow, but a world-ward sorrow (2 Cor. vii. 10).
Tillotson :
truly religious fast consists in
(1.) The afflicting of our bodies by a strict abstinence that so they may be fit instruments to promote the grief of our minds. (2.) In the humble years.
confession of our sins to God. (3.) In an earnest

A

2.

A.

69

1-23.

:

A

THE BLESSINGS OF OBEDIENCE. THE QUESTION ANSWERED.

General Promises and Precepts (vers. 1-17). B. Fasts shall became Festivals,
whole Nations be added to the Jews (vers. 19-28).

and

Chapter VIII.
1

2

And

the

Thus

word of Jehovah of Hosts came
saith

to

me,1 saving,

Jehovah of Hosts,

I am jealous s for Zion with great jealousy,
And with great fury I am jealous for her.
Thus saith Jehovah, I am returned to Zion,
3
And will dwell in the midst of Jerusalem
And Jerusalem shall be called the city of truth,*
And the mountain of Jehovah of Hosts the holy

4

mountain.

Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
Yet shall there sit 4 old men and old women in the
Each having his staff in his hand for very age *

streets of Jerusalem,

;

5

And

the streets of the city shall be full of boys and girls,
Playing in the streets.
Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
6
Because it will be marvelous in the eyes of the remnant of

this

nation in those*

days,

my eyes also ? saith Jehovah of Hosts.
Jehovah of Hosts,
Behold, I save my people from the land of the rising,
And from the land of the setting of the snn
8 And I will bring them, and they shall dwell in the midst of Jerusalem,
And they shall be my people and I will be their God,
In truth and in righteousness.
Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts
9
Let your hands be strong,
Shall

7

it

Thus

Ye who

be marvelous in
saith

hear in these days these words,
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From

the

mouth of the prophets who spake r

On the day the house of Jehovah of
Was founded, that it might be built.

Hosts, the temple/

10 For before those days there was no wages for a man
And no wages for a beast,9
And no peace to him that went out or came jn, because of the oppressor
And I set * all men, each against his neighbor.
11 But now not as in the former days am I
To the remnant of this people, saith Jehovah of Hosts.
12 For 11 there shall be a seed of peace,

The

vine shall yield its fruit,
the earth shall yield its produce,
the heavens shall give their dew,
I will cause the remnant of this people to inherit all these.
it shall be, that as ye were a curse among the nations,
13
house of Judah and house of Israel,
So will I save you and ye shall be a blessing;

And
And
And
And

Fear

your hands be strong.
Jehovah of Hosts,
As I thought to do evil M to you when your fathers provoked me,
Saith Jehovah of Hosts, and I repented not
15 So have I thought again M in these days
To do good to Jerusalem and to the house of Judah,
Fear ye not
16 These are the words which ye are to do
Speak truth, each to his neighbor
Truth and judgment of peace judge ye u in your gates.
17 And let none of you devise the evil of his neighbor in your hearts,
And love not an oath of falsehood
For all these u are what I hate, saith Jehovah.

14

not, let

For thus

And

the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
of the fourth (mpnth), and the fast of the fifth, and the fast of the seventh,
and the fast of the tenth, shall become pleasure and joy to the house of Judah,
and cheerful feasts ; but love ye truth 16 and peace.
Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
1T
be that peoples u will come,
It shall yet
And the inhabitants of many cities
And the inhabitants of one (city) shall go to another, saying.
Let us go speedily to entreat Jehovah w
And to seek Jehovah of Hosts.
1 will go also.
And many peoples and strong nations shall come
To seek Jehovah of Hosts in Jerusalem,
And to entreat Jehovah.
Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,
In those days it shall come to pass
That ten men of all languages of the nations shall take hold
Even shall take hold of the skirt of a Jew,
Saying, we will go with you,
For we have heard that God is with you.

18-19

The

20

21

22

23

saith

fast

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 1.

— The word ^S

wanting hi the Masoretie

text, to

found In numerous MS8. end several editions, end k

supported by the Syriac end Targnm.

—

" I am jealous," not es E. V. « I wes."
9 Ver. 2.
sense " I haye been end still am.''
• Ver.

8.

— Th$ city of truth, not a city es S.

V.,

The Hebrew

tense here seems to be

but one preeminent in

-the Greek

perfect, In the

this respect.
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CHAPTER Vm.
4 Ver.

— SQjDJ.

4.

The

meaning

ntarftl

adopted in the E. V. from the Vnlgate.
" Very age." This archaism
* Ver. 4.
6 Yer.
ever

—
— CHH, according

6.

to

both mora scouzste and more erproeriye then the derived sen

better than the literal "

to nrage,' must

be rendered thou.

abundance of day* " in margin of B. V.
So Dr. Rlgge {Suggested Emendations), who how-

not happy in suggesting the marginal rendering of the E. V. ai preferable to the textual, in the case of the Terb

le

The

in thin claoee.

aomething not only
•

sit ii
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1-88.

literal

sense of

difficult,

but to

M vQ^ U

to

difficult ai to

be singled out, distinguished, wonderful, and the word here expresses

be marvelous or incredible.

— ^t2?S requires a verb to be supplied. Some suggest ^S3, but ^PB'T eeems better.
— The grammatical construction here awkward, yet better than S. V., which seems to imply a difference

7 Yer. 9.
8 Yer. 9.

is

between the house of Jehovah and the temple.
9 Yer.

10.

•

— The feminine suffix in HSU^t refers to the nearer preceding noun.
— la njtPfil"
vev conrers. takes Pattach in conformity to the compound

10 Yer. 10.

tbe)

Shera which follows

;

(Green H. G., 996).
11 Ver 12.

— Keil renders >D but, but the usual signiflcatlon for as suitable and idiomatic.
— 3Hnb in contrast with S^nb In Yer. 16, and they should be so rendered — to do
to

li Ver. 14.

is

do good ; whereas

W

Ver. 16.

14 Ver. 16.

S. V. gives the former as punish, and'Henderson

— srQX$ -again. Bee on
— SftDBtP — iDSttte. To render

16 Ver. 17.

«f

this

Execute judgment " (E. V., Henderson),

— nbybSTiy
— The E. V. renders

is

an

to be taken as

18 Ver. 20.

and

4

,6,

xiv. 12,

— 'nibnb.

and often elsewhere,

See on

" and so tbe Genevan.

re-

—

—

become

—

festivals.

xvii. 16),

But both omit the

article

should have been used here,

lam

the people for their formalism, and set forth
the dreadful consequences of disobedience. Now
he turns to the other side of the subject and paints
an exquisite picture of the results *of conformity
to the Divine will. Vers. 1-3. The • restoration
Vers. 4-6. Wonderful peace and prosof purity.
Vers. 7, 8. Rescue of all captives from
perity.
every quarter.
Vers. 9-13. General fertility in
place of the previous drought and want.
vers.
14, 15. Future execution of promises as sure as

shall

;

Ver. 3.
returned to Zion. He had forsaken his dwelling-place when Jerusalem was given

In the preceding chapter the Prophet had

'

for

vii. 2.

buked

past execution of threats.
conditions of prosperity.

misleading, for the

to avoid ambiguity.

EXEGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

—

to

Noyes renders, "Judge according to truth, and

— After "fa we must supply HVTJ.
— 0^2 « peoples. This plural, found twice in B. V. (Rev. x. 11,

in x. 9, xii. 2, 8,

IS Ver. 21.

to

aeeus. absoL

the last clause, " lore the truth
before " peace," although the Hebrew has it before each noun.
17 Ver. 20.

and

t. 1, vi. 1.

words express the pronouncing, not the executing of judgment.

16 Ver. 19.

evil

afflict.

— Vers.
— Vers.

16, 17.

Moral

Fasts
Lively state-

18, 19.

— Vers. 20-23.

ment of

the extension of God's kingdom.
chapter is divided into two parts by the
phrase, " And the word of Jehovah of Hosts came
to me " (ver. 1 and ver. 18). Each of these parts
is again divided into separate utterances by the recurring formula, " Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts."
The first contains seven of these segments (vers.
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 14) ; the second has but three (vers.
19, 20, 23). Jerome justly explains these reiterated references to the Almighty as meaning, " Do

The

up to her foes, and Ezekiel had seen in vision the
glory of Jehovah departing (xi. 23). Now he
would return, and

in Jconsequence, the city

would

be called the city of truth, t. «., where truth is
found, and Moriah the holy mountain; which
does not mean that they would actually bear these
names', but that they would deserve them as expressing their real character. The strict fulfillment of this promise must be referred to the Messianic period.

Vers. 4, 5. Yet shall there ait, etc This beaupicture represents the extremes of life as dwelling in nil security and happiness in the midst of
Jerusalem. Long life and a multitude of children
were ordinary theocratic blessings (Ex. xx. 12
Deutvii. 13,*14; Ps. cxxviii. 3-r5), and this promise must in part at least relate to the period between
Zerubbabel and Christ. There is a curious verbal
coincidence in the words of the author of 1 Maccabees (xiv. 9), describing the peaceful prosperity
which prevailed in Judaea under the rule of Simon :
" The ancient men sat all in the streets, communing together of good things, and the roung men
put on glorious and warlike apparel/' But the
full realization has been seen only under a later
tiful

not consider these words to De my own, and therefore disbelieve them as coming from a man ; they economy.
Ver. 6. Because
are the promises of God."
(a.)

— Ver.

it will be marvelous, etc
confirms their faith in his words by reminding
thein
that
what
seemed incredible to them
See
was not therefore incredible to Jehovah. The com-

General Promises and Precepts^ vers. 1-1 7 ).
1

.

And

the

word of Jehovah,

the same formula, ante \.
Ver. 2. I am Jealous

etc.

7, iv. 8.

....

for her.

For

the

usage and the sense, see on i. 14. Both passages
speak of wrath, but there the object of the wrath
is stated (the nations), here, the cause (Zion). This
vehement affection manifests itself in the ways described in the next verse.

The Lord

mon explanation of the
C3 to stand for D)rj> as

second clause, supposes
in

1

Sam.

xxii. 8,

and

the question to imply a negative answer. This is
simple and pertinent, especially if we, like the E.
V., render

Onn

these,

instead of those, which
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customary sense as denoting the farther demon- not mean that they would become a source of blessBut even according to the rendering, in ing to the nations~(a view which Pressei urges with
t. «., when this shall come
to pass, great zeal, but manifestly without ground), but an
the sense is better than with Kohlcr to make the example of blessedness, and therefore they would
second clause an affirmation, and explain the pas- be employed in a formula of benediction, just as
sage as saying that it would be right for the peo- they had been nsed for an imprecatory formula
ple to regard it as marvelous, for it would appear (cf. Gen. xlviii. 20 Jer. xxix. 22).
Israel. See
such even to Jehovah himself. Remnant of this on p. 30 a the remark on a similar occurrence of
'*
this name in i. 19.
nation.
See Haggai i. 12-14.
It is very significant.
The
Vers. 7, 8. Behold I save my people .... idea that the ten tribes still exist somewhere in the
righteousness. Jehovah will rescue his people world, and are still to be restored in their tribal
from all lands as far as the sun shines, install them state, has arisen from a misconstruction of those
again in Jerusalem and renew the old covenant re- prophecies which refer to the return from Babylation,
He their God and they his people (xiii. lon " (Henderson).
Vers. 14-17. The two former "of these verses
and this, in the exercise on both sides of
9)
truth and righteousness (Hos. ii. 21, 22). Hen- confirm the foregoing promise, and the two latter
derson, Kohlcr, Pressei, et a/., refer this to the res- indicate a condition of its performance.
Ver. 14. And I repented not. Just as the
toration of the Jews still scattered abroad, but the
words are too large to admit of so narrow a re- threatening did not fail of its execution, so you
striction, nor is there any historical evidence of mav be snrc the promise will not.
Vers. 16, 17. These are the words. There is
any suelf general return of the diaspora to Palestine.
Jerusalem must stand here as elsewhere for
no need of giving to D^"??^"? the doubtful meanOn the basis of these
the Messianic kingdom.
ing things (E. V., Henderson), since the ordinarr
promises, Zechariab proceeds to encourage the peo*'
sense words is entirely suitable. These ** words*
ple.
are, just as above in vii. 9, 10, first positive (ver.
Ver. 9. Iiet your hands, etc. To have the
Judgment of peaoe
16), then negative (ver. 17).
hands strong
to be of good courage (Judg. vii.
is such judgment as promotes peace, but this is al2 Sam. xvi. 21). A reason for this courage
11
ways founded upon truth. Tour gates, as the
is shown in the description of those to whom it is
They are those who hear what the places where justice was usually administered.
addressed.

its

strative.

those days,

—

;

—

;

=

;

later Prophets sav, e. g. % in vers. 2-8 of this chapter.
These later Prophets (Haggai and Zechariah)

had appeared at the time when the foundation of
the temple was laid, and the good effects of their
activity already to be seen were a pledge of what
should follow.

It is

unnecessary with Hitzig to

conceive DV2} as put for D^B, but he is happy
in the suggestion that the last words of the verse
that it might be built, are intended to emphasize
the thought that this second founding of the temple (Hag. ii. 15-18), unlike the first (Ezra iii. 10),
should issue in the completion of the building.
Vers. 10-12 present the contrast between the
present and the former times.
Ver. 10. Before those days, namely, in which
work on the temple was resumed. No wages.
The labor of man and beast yielded so little result
that it might be said to be none. There was also
an entire absence of internal quiet to him that

went out or came

in,

i. «.,

men engaged

in their

"^""J, rendered by the ancient versions as an abstract noun, is made conThat this does
crete by nearlv all the modems.

ordinary occupations.

not refer wholly to a heathen oppressor is made
plain by the following clause.
Ver. 11. But now makes vivid the contrast
with the opening words of the preceding verse.
peaoe.
Ver. 12. For there shall be
This clause is variously construed. Some say,
" the seed shall be secure " (Targum, Peshito), or
"prosperous" (E. V., Henderson), which is ungrammatical. Others, " the seed of peace, name
ly, the vine, shall," etc. (Keil, Kohlcr), and they
say that the vine is thus called because it can be
produced only in peaceful times ; but is not war
iust as destructive to any other fruit of the earth ?
prefer the view of the Vulgate and Pressei given
above, a general statement of productiveness of
which the following clauses give the details. " Fu-

...

.

The

first

clause of ver. 17

is

curiously reversed

" think not in your
hearts of the injury which one hath done to another,"
a sense which the Hebrew cannot have.
The last clause is very emphatic in the original,
lit., " For as to all these things, they are what I
hate."
6. Fasti shall become Festivals, and the Nations
attracted (vers. 18-23).
Ver. 18. Here begins the
second word of Jehovah. See ver. 1.
Ver. 19. The last of the fourth month, etc.
For the fasts of the fifth month and the seventh,
see on vii. 3-5.
The fast of the fourth month was
on accounuof the taking of Jerusalem (Jer. xxxix.
that
the
of
tenth was in commemoration of
;
2)
the commencement of the siege (Jer. Hi. 4).
All
these fasts were to be turned into festivals of jov.
Not, as Grotius says, that the observance should
be retained only with a change of feeling and purpose but that the general condition should be so
nappy and prosperous as to render fasting unsuitThe last clause reminds them of the condiable.
tion upon which these promises were suspended.
Ver. 20. Yet shall it be that, etc The position of yet renders it very emphatic, as if to say,
Notwithstanding all past desolations, this shall
surely come to pass. Peoples, that is to say, not
individuals merely, but entire nations. The connection, apparently dropped at the end of this
verse, to allow the mention of the reciprocal summons in the next verse, is resumed with the same

in

meaning by Henderson

:

—

—

;

pWai)

in ver. 22.

.
And the inhabitants of one city, etc.
stated here greatly enlivens
the representation. The emphatic infinitive is very
well expressed in the E. V.
Let us go speedily,
although Prof. Cowles prefers earnestly. The last
clause, I will go also, is the prompt response of
each of the parties addressed.
Ver. 22. And many peoples, etc. This verse
ture abundance will compensate for the drought takes up and completes the statement begun in
verse 20, by reciting the object of the journey,
and scarcity of the past" (Jerome).
Ver. 13 sums up all the blessings in a single namely, the worship of Jehovah.
Ver. 23. Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts, etc
As ye were a curse, etc. This does
utterance.

Ver. 21

The mutual appeal
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VIII. 1-23.

—

An

important addition. Not only will the heathen in the scene which Zechariah calls up,
the old
go in streams to Jerusalem to worship Jehovah, man leaning upon his staff, and groups of happy
but they will seek a close and intimate union with children playing in the streets.' No pestilence stalks
the Jews as a nation. "!??£?, which Henderson over the land, no war decimates the population, no
famine wastes flesh and strength. The extremes
says is redundant, is rather emphatic, and the
of human life are happy, each in its appropriate
clause is to be construed as the similar one at the
way, and all that lie between are in the same peacecommencement of ver. 20. Ten men, a definite ful condition. The classes
which are most exposed
number for an indefinite (Gen. xxxi. 7). Each of and most
defenseless being in complete ana conthese ten representative men stands fur a distinct
scious security, the others in the prime and vigor
nation, since they each speak a different language,
of their days must needs be exempt from fear and
as appears from the added clause, of all languages
anxiety. All this was the more impressive to the
of the nations, where the singularity of the ex(prophet's contemporaries because of its contrast
pression seems designed to emphasize this diverwith the day 8 when death came up into the winsity.
ig simply a resumption of the same dows and cut off the children from the streets,
verb in the former clause.
will go with you, when the husband was taken with the wife, the
not merely to the house of God (Hitzig), but in ja^ed with him that was full of days (Jer. ix. 21,
all other ways (Ruth i. 16).
On God is with vi. 11). There is no need of spiritualising the deyou, cf. 2 Chron. xv. 9. Henderson explains all scription. It serves well in its literal sense to exthis as fulfilled in the number of proselytes made to press what is realized already under the beneficent
Judaism after the restoration. But surely neither reign of the Prince of Peace, and will become uni•'
many peoples " nor " strong nations " ever in a versal and abiding when his kingdom is estabbody joined themselves to the covenant people. lished over the earth.
He says that " Jerusalem " cannot be understood 3. The chronic sin of human nature is unbelief!
otherwise than literally. But most persons will Men stagger at the greatness of the divine promthink it cannot be understood in that way at all, ises. This is shown not only by the worldly, of
for how could such a city contain nations 1 " That whom the standing pattern is that lord in the
these are said to come to Jerusalem is due to court of Jehoram, who, when Elisha predicted in
the necessary modes of Jewish thought. That the midst of famine a speedy abundance of supwas the only way in which the Jews before Christ plies, exclaimed, If the Lord would make windows
could conceive of real conversions,
the only lan- in heaven, might this thing be ? (2 Kings vii. 2)
guage descriptive of conversion which they could but even by the godly, as illustrated in the case of
understand. They had not yet reached the idea Moses, who, when God engaged to sate Israel with
that God can be worshipped acceptably and spiiit- flesh for a whole month in the wilderness, incredually just as well anywhere else as at Jerusalem. ulously reminded Him that there were 600,000
Hence those glorious conversions of Gentile na- footmen, plainly implying that the thing was imAnd yet Moses had seen all the wonders
tions which are to take place far down in the ages possible.
of the Gospel dispensation, if foretold at all by wrought in Egypt. In like manner the restored
Jewish prophets and for Jewish readers, must be exiles regarded the glowing statements of Zechpresented in thoroughly Jewish language and in ariah. They refused to accept them, and so lost
harmony with Jewish conceptions. So we ought the comfort and stimulus they would otherwise
The prophet puts his finger upon
to expect to find it throughout the Old Testament have enjoyed.
the cause of this irrational unbelief, when he sugProphets, and so we do find it " (Cowles).
gests that they judged God by themselves, that
they measured his power by their own understandTHEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
ing. It is absolutely necessary to raise our thoughts
above the world, to bid adieu to human standards
1. The beginning and the indispensable condi- of probability, and to keep in mind the infinite
tion of all true prosperity is the presence of God. excellence of the Most High.
There are very
Hence the very first article in the prophet's state- many things of which one can only repeat what
" With men this
ment of the happy prospects of his countrymen is the Master said to his disciples,
Jehovah's assurance, •' I am returned to Zion." is impossible, but with God all things are possiHis absence, strikingly depicted in the vision in ble " (Matt. xix. 26). Faith in the divine omnipwhich Ezekiel saw the glory of the Lord depart otence is easy so long as only hypothetical cases
from the threshold of the sanctuary, had caused are concerned ; but when a question of practical
all the woes of Israel,
invasion, conquest, exile, duty is involved, and our faith requires us to run
bondage. His return was the only sure pledge of counter to all the maxims of worldly wisdom, it k
permanent restoration. This, according to the 46tb another matter. It is this feature which gave such
Psalm, is the river the streams whereof make glad a heroic aspect to the course of Abraham when
the city of God; "God is in the midst of her, she " against hope he believed in hope," and fcr scores
shall not be moved." God's presence in heaven of years persevered in the expectation of an event
makes all its bliss, and his presence on earth makes which was naturally quite impossible, just because
the nearest approach to that bliss. But as He is a he was " fully persuaded that what God had promGod of truth and holiness, they who enjoy his pres- ised He was also ablo to perform " (Rom. iv. 21).
ence must partake of both. Wickedness cannot It is needful always to remember that God's
dwell with Him. As Calvin says, " He is never thoughts are not as our thoughts, nor his ways as
idle while He dwells in his people, for He cleanses our ways, but as high above them as the heavens
away every kind of impurity that the place where are high above the earth. Faith, therefore, always
He is mav be holy." The proof of his presence, has abundant warrant. The trouble is that so
therefore, is not any partial, outward, or transient many, like Thomas, want to see first, and then bereform, but the growth and prevalence of holiness lieve. But the special, peculiar blessing is for
founded on truth, 6<ri6mrt ri)? oAijMaj, Eph. iv. 24. those who, without seeing, believe what God says,
2. " Longevity and a numerous offspring were just because He says it.
4. The argument afortiori is proverbially strong,
specially promised under the old dispensation," but
nowhere is that promise so beautifully set forth as and as it is here presented by the prophet, offer*
i

—
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great encouragement to weak faith. God reminds
Israel that the wrath incurred by their fathers had
been actually visited upon them, no repentance on
God's part interposing to avert the blow. Even so
should it be with his purposes of mercy and thus,
the very sorrows of the past became pledges for the
hopes of the future. The Most High does not willingly afflict, He has no pleasure in the death of
him that dieth ; yet when the limit of forbearance
is reached, He executes the fierceness of his anger,
and his threatening* are verified to the letter.
Every Jew saw this in the deep furrows the Chaldiean conquest had imprinted on his native land.
But if Jehovah carried out his purposes so effectively in the strange work of judgment, how much
more would He in the kind, congenial work of
beneficence and blessing ? If the word of justice
had such a complete and ample verification, would
not the word of mercy be still more signally illus-'
trated and confirmed ? In this view even the
gloomy desolation of the Dead Sea and the ruins
of Nineveh and Tyre confirm the faith and hope
which expect the world-wide blessings of the latter
day. The illustrations of God's severity will be
surpassed by those of his goodness.
5. The truest test of religious character is found
in the degree of our sympathy with God.
If we
love what He loves and hate what He hates, then
are we his children, and bear his image. Now
what God hates particularly is not neglect of outward observances, but all departures from the law
evil acting, evil speaking, evil thinking
of love,
toward our neighbor. And if we are right-minded
;

—

we

shall shun these things, not for policy's sake,
nor even from abstract considerations of propriety,
but because they are so offensive to God. This
was what underlay the continence of Joseph under
How shall I do this great
a fierce temptation,
wickedness and sin against God ? And this is the
only trustworthy support against the assaults of
We must have a resolute loyalty
the adversary.
to the divine administration ; and say with David,
"I know, O Lord, that all thy judgments are
right," or with Paul, " Yea, let God be true, but
every man a liar." We may, we must have sympathy with our fellows, but first and before all we
are to cultivate the same moral affections as our

—

Maker exercises. The farther this culture proceeds, the more acceptable we become to Him and
the truer to the best interests of men. It is the
more important to emphasize this truth because
in our own day there is a persistent attempt
in various quarters to introduce in a disguised
form the dreadful error which Paul represents
(Uom. i. 25), as lying at the root of the gross
the
idolatry and depravity of the heathen world
worshipping and serving the creature more than
the Creator. Men reverse the order laid down by
our Saviour, and make regard for man the first

—

and great commandment. The "enthusiasm of
11
humanity is substituted for obedience to God
and love to the Lord Jesus, and the sanctions of
religion, properly so called, are quietly ignored.
Comte's proposed worship of Le grand Eire, col-

humanity, only put in a concrete form the
theoretical principles actuating many who ridiculed
He pushed things
this new philosophical religion.
Yet every page of Scripto their logical result
ture teaches that integrity and philanthropy are not
piety, and every fresh leaf that is turned in human

lective

experience 6hows that the true love of man is
rooted in the love of God, and that no sympathy
can be permanently relied upon which is not fed
from supernal sources.
6. The lively, dramatic form in which Zechariah

predicts the conversion of the Gentiles, is noteworthy.
general movement among the nations
the inhabitants of one city running to another with
the eager summons to seek Jehovah, " let us go
speedily," lest we be too late; the instant answer,
" 1 will go also ; " different nationalities crowding
around one Jew and seizing even the hem of his
garment ; all coveting fellowship with the obscure
child of Israel, simply because they had heard that

A

God was with him. Nothing could have seemed
more unlikely to the contemporaries of the proph-

how exactly it has been fulfilled
The
Roman Empire with the vast multitude of
peoples it contained, and very many more who never

et,

yet

1

whole

saw the imperial eagles, have submitted to the authority of a Saviour who was a Jew ; all rested
their hopes for eternity upon a Jew.
Other nations have been centres ana sources for philosophy,
science, art, literature, law, and government
but
in the matter of the knowledge of God, the writings of Jews are the only ana universal standard.
For centuries past the mightiest intellects and
;

largest hearts of the race have breathed the spirit
and studied the words of these living oracles. The
Jewish outward polity has disappeared, the nation
has been scattered as no nation ever was before or
since, a bitter and irrational prejudice against them
characterizes a large part of Christendom ; and yet
the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is recognized as the one supreme Creator and Lord of the
universe, in the best thought of the civilized world.

And at this day literally men of all nations and
kindreds and tribes and tongues are, almost without a figure, laying hold of the skirt of him that is
a Jew. They cast in their lot with those whom
God chose to be a people for Himself, and are resting their hopes upon that crucified Jew who is the
Saviour of the world. All other gods are idols. All
other faiths are decrepit All other religions are
forms. The hope of Israel alone has survived the
vicissitudes of time and the revolutions of earth,
and flourishes in immortal youth, making fresh
conquests every day, constantly entering new fields,
breaking up the apathy of ages, undermining superstitions noar with the rime of a thousand years,
and calling forth from the ends of the earth the old
cry, Come, let us go speedily to seek Jehovah of
Hosts.
H0M1LETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Moork

:

ver. 2.

Men judge God by themselves,

in interpreting his promises, much oftener than
Ver. 17.
in interpreting his threatenings
God covenants with his people, He also covenants

—

—

When

Ver. 20-23. All true piety
with their children.
desire for
is instinct with the missionary spirit,
the salvation of others.
Pressbl : ver. 23. Shall we delay our missionary efforts until Heathens, Mohammedans, and
Jews seize us by the skirt ? No, for if that had
been the rule, where would we ourselves have
been ? No, but on the contrary, let ns like brothers
seize them by the hand and lead them to the Lord.
Again : No one can be another's leader to the
Lord, unless it be perceived that God is with him ;
but wherever that is plainly seen, men gladly seek
such guidance.
Jerome. Shall it be marvelous. Who would
have supposed that the same imperial power which
destroyed our churches and burnt our Bibles,
should now rebuild the former at public expense,
in splendor of gold and various marbles, and restore the latter in golden purple and jeweled bind*
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PART SECOND.
FUTURE DESTINY OF THE COVENANT PEOPLE.
Chapters IX.-XIV.
The genuineness

of these chapters as a constituent part of the prophecies uttered by the Zechariah

who flourished after the Captivity, has been contested since the middle of the seventeenth century!
The arguments pro and con have been considered in the Introduction. According to the traditional
and

correct view, they contain such, further disclosures of God's purposes respecting his kingdom as
pleased to communicate to his servant Zechariah after what is contained in the previous porWhether these six chapters were delivered all at once, or were
tion of the book hud been recorded.
set forth in parts which afterwards were collected by the author into one whole, caunot now be determined. The only apparent mark of division they contain is fonnd in the title prefixed to ch. ix., and
afterwards repeated at the beginning of ch. xii. This is used by some to justify a distribution of the
a distribution which may be admitted as a matter of concontents into two burdens or oracles
venience and as indicating in general a progress in the order of thought and revelation, but which
must not be pressed too closely, since at times the prophet, just as is the case with his predecessors
before the exile (Is., etc.), turns upon his steps and resumes matters which have been already treated
of.
The transitions of the writer are often rapid, and the connection is consequently obscure, but the
general drift of this outlook upon the future is plain. Great blessings are in store for the covenant
people, sometimes in the shape of victories achieved bv them, at others in that of conquests wrought
tor them.
great deliverer is to appear who unites in himself the seemingly contradictory features
found in the earlier Messianic representations ; on one hand suffering, rejected, despised, slain ; on
the other, a mighty king, ruling, however, not by force but by spiritual power, attracting multitudes
in penitence and love to hi$ side, and establishing a universal dominion. This, however, is not accomplished without suffering on the part of his people. They make their Shepherd suffer, and in turn
themselves are brought under the harrow. They are visited by terrible calamities which purge away
the unworthy members of the kingdom. But even the select body, they who are faithful, have fierce
But they are delivered by the wonderful interposition of Jehovah.
conflicts with the outside world.
Then the Gentiles, instead of being destroyed, are converted, and press into the kingdom of God, the
limits of which are made coextensive with those of the whole eartn.
Such are the leading points of this interesting portion of prophetic Scripture. The particulars will
be elucidated, as far as may be, in the detailed exposition.

He was

—

A

A.

THE FIRST BURDEN.
Chapters IX.-XI.

»

This stretches over the period between the fall of the Persian Empire and the appearance of our
Ch. ix. discloses a series of. deliverances for God's people, one of which (vers. 1-8) is wrought
by a most destructive visitation upon their present heathen ruler, which mils in desolating strokes upon
many of their neighbors, but is effectually warded off from themselves, so that Jerusalem stands tike
an oasis in the desert. The other describes an actual conflict with an enemy who is named, Javan
(= Greece), and who is subdued through the intervention of the Lord going forth with whirlwind and
lightning. In consequence, his people shine like the flashing gems of a diadem. Between these two
martial scenes, the prophet hails the vision of a lowly, peaceful king, who without arts or arms achieves
a bloodless victory, and inaugurates an empire which reaches to the ends of the earth. It would seem
as if after the account of the first deliverance, the prophet wished to suggest that this was only an
installment of what was to come, and therefore he held up for brief view the glowing picture of
the mighty yet peaceful monarch and his world-wide dominion, and then at once turns to remind his
readers that there was much to be done on a lower scale before the advent of this peculiar ruler. Ch.
x. continues and enlarges the promises with which the previous chapter closed especially emphasizing
the possession of native rulers. In the latter part the speaker passes insensibly to a similar and yet
more glorious achievement of God in behalf of his earthly kingdom, one which looks to a far more
distant future. Ch. xi. opens a new disclosure, symbolical and mysterious in its form,^et plainly indicating a rejection of the ancient Church because of her rejection of the Good Shepherd, which is described at length, with wonderful vividness of detail and no small degree of dramatic power.
These three chapters will well reward the most patient study, because if their mutual relations and
genera] import be satisfactorily ascertained, great aid is gained for solving, the yet more serious difficulties contained in the closing portion of the book. Prophecy, while by its very nature it is lofty and
mysterious, is neither arbitrary nor disjointed. It proceeded from one Spirit and has a settled scheme
and purpose to the consummation of which all its parts directly tend. Notwithstanding the existence
of many variations of form, style, and outward appearance, there is an underlying coherence worthy
of the divine inspiration. A single step firmly gained anywhere, therefore, furnishes good hope for
what is to follow. The " analogy of faith " is a principle of vast use in doctrinal theology ; it is of
none the less application in the field of exegesis and especially in that of the prophetic Scriptures.

"Lord.
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1.

Judgment upon

the

Land of Hadrach

(vers. 9, 10).

3.

Victory over the Sons

ing* °f Go*?* People (ch. x.).

5.

(ch. ix., vers. 1-8).

of Javan

2.

Zioris

(vers. 11-17).

King of

Peace

Further BlessIsracV* Rejection of the Good Shepherd (ch. xi.).
4.

L JUDGMENT UPON THE LAND OF HADRACH.
Chapter IX.

1-8.

A destructive

Visitation befalls Hadrach and Damascus (ver. 1 ).
B. It destroys also Hamath,
and Sidon (vers. 2-4). C. The Philistine Cities suffer likewise, but a Remnant is saved (vera.
D. The Covenant People are protected from all Harm (ver. 8).

A.

The burden of

1

And Damascus

the

is its

Tyre,
5-7).

word of Jehovah upon the land of Hadrach,
resting place

x

For Jehovah has an eye a upon man,
2

3

And upon all
And Hamath

the tribes of Israel
s

also [which]

—

borders thereon,
is very wise.

Tyre and Sidon, because 4 it
Aid Tyre built for herself a stronghold,5
And heaped up silver as dust,

And

gold as the mire of the streets.

4 Behold the Lord will seize 6 her,
And smite her bulwark in r the sea,
And she herself shall be consumed by fire.
5 Ashkelon sees it and is afraid,
Gaza also, and trembles exceedingly,
And Ekron, for her hope is put to shame,8
And the king perishes from Gaza,
And Ashkelon shall not be inhabited.

And a mongrel 9 dwells in Ashdod,
And I cut off the pride of the Philistines.
7 And I take away his blood out of his mouth
And his abominations from between his teeth
And even he 10 remains to our God,
And he becomes like a prince u in Judah,
And Ekron like the Jebnsite,
8 And I encamp for my house against M an army,w
6

Against him that goeth hither and thither,14
And no oppressor shall come over them any more,
For now I see with mine eyes.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

— inrotj = resting-place, permanent abode.
— D~TH ] s y, gen. obj. an eye upon man. So LXX. and most
Ver. 2. — Before /25H we most supply *^B?M.
The latter naif of ver. 1

1 Ver. 1.

2 Ver.
8

1.

critics.

t

.

as well as Damascus,
4 Ver. 2.

6 Ver. 8.
6 Ver. 4.
Kliefrth),

6 Ver. 6.

by most

parenthetical

« Hamath also? u «.

is

its

is

set's*,

conquer, as in exactly similar connection, Josh.

Till. 7,

(Jer.

26),

— "TTQlg.

critics, after

the

Mongrel

LXX.

is

a

better, because

oAAoyevifc.

Dr.

more

Van Dyck,

(Heng.,

xtB. 12 (Maurer, Konler).

— D*5« In, not into, as Henderson and Noyes render.
— tt^in. Here, as elsewhere
the Hiphil takes
U.

not Ekron (as some editions of the B. V. punctuate the clause), but
9 Ver. 6.

ii

a resting-place of the burden.

— ^p takes usual sense, because. To render although enfeebling as well as needless.
— The paronomasia in "1TC& "?!*£ cannot be reproduced in English.
— n3tt?TP not will dispo*se*s (Burg., Hend.), nor impoverish (EDfeng, Ewald), nor deUver vp

but

7 Ver. 4.

is

a paesiTe sense

:

the subject of the Verb

is

PTtJ2£.

significant rendering

than alien (Genevan, stranger^ adopted

in the Arabie Bible, gires

p^) -bastard.
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CHAPTER
!• Ver.

7.

11 Tar.

7.

IS Ver.

8-

V

Ver. 8.

— S^n"iD3

Th* K. ., As Mai remaintth,

"SJtpX

07

IX. 1-8

U

not warranted by grammar nor by the oonneotton.

— " Prince," literally, tribe-prince or head of a thousand, a Pentateuch word.
— ]D, lit, beraust ©/, here — affatnjf.
is

— n^SO.

The

keri undoubtedly gives the true text,

S^^O,

nor

it

there any need of adopting the

Towel change* proposed by Ortenberg and Ewald.
14 Ter. 8.

— ^BPD^

"I^Vp,

the tame phrase that

oeenn

in

vii. 14,

where, however, the connection requires a va-

riation in the rendering.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Ver.

1

.

The burden of the word. The

ancient

=

HtPD,
divine declaration, oracle, or vision (LXX, Vnlgateh has been adopted
by most modern interpreters (Cocceius, Vitringa,
interpretation of

=

which the Jews were now in subjection. Its resting-place. This clause commences the detail of the
several parts of the whole designated as Hadrach.
The burden is to abide permanently upon Damascus.
Its native rule, which ceased on the Great
Conquest, was never afterwards recovered. Has
an eye, etc Man, here, as in Jer. xxxii. 20, signifies the rest of mankind as contrasted with Israel.
The latter half of the verse gives the reason of the
former, namely, that God's providence extends
over the whole earth, and He therefore cannot allow the existing disproportion between his people
and the heathen to continue 'permanently. Some
(Kimcht, Calvin, Henderson) render "the eye of
man," gen. subj., as E. V., but this requires an

Gcsenius, Ewald, Furst) ; but the other,
minatory prophecy (Targum, Aquila, Peshito), has
been accepted by Jerome, Luther, Calvin, Umbreit,
Kliefoth, Pressel, and has especially been vindicated by Hengstenberg ( Christology) Burden is the
admitted meaning of the word in other connections ; it is never joined with the name of God, or
of any other person but the subject of the prophecy ; "and undeniably is in most instances prefixed unusual
rendering of 'O, and besides, does not
to a threatening prediction.
See Isaiah xxii. 1,
.

xiv. 28, xv. 1, etc., and especially Jeremiah xxiii.
ff. The phrase, " bnrden of the loordofJehova/i,"
is peculiar to the post-exile prophets (xii. I, Mai.

33

i. 1).
The land of Hadraoh is a very obscure
&ro| Ktyojuitvov. Pressel recounts no less than seventeen different explanations of it. They may be
thus classified : (I.) It is the name of an ancient
city or land (Theodoret Mops., Michaelis, Kosenmuller, Pressel), but this has arisen from a confusion of the word with Edrei. (2.) An appellative
noun denoting the South (Targum), or the surrounding region (Jun. and Tremellius), or the interior (Hitzig), or the depressed region
CceleSyria (Maurer). (3.)
corruption of the text is

=

A

=

assumed, ^"^n for tpin
hbpaviru (Ortenberg, 01 shau sen). (4.)- ^The name of a Syrian
king (Gcsenius, Bleek, Vaihinger, Furst). (5.)
The name of a Syrian god (Movers, Van Alphen).
(6.) It is a symbolical name, like Ariel (Is. xxix.

Kahab (Ps. lxxxvii. 4). This, the oldest interrotation (Jerome, Raschi, Kirachi), is sustained
Ey the fact that the others are all purely conjec1),

suit the context.

Ver.

And Hamath

2.

also.

Hamath, the

Greek Epiphania on the Orontes, shall also be a
resting-place of the burden. Nearly all expositors concur in construing the last two words as a
relative clause. Hamath and Damascus are closely
connected as together representing Syria. Contiguous in territory, they were alike in doom.
From them the prophet turns to Phoenicia. Tyre
and Sidon is= Tyre with Sidon, as the following
verb in the singular shows. Tyre was a colony
of Sidon, but the daughter soon outstripped the
mother, and as early as Isaiah's time the elder
city was viewed as an appendage of the younger.
Because it is. There is no need of giving to the
conjunction, the rare and doubtful meaning, although (Calvin; Henderson, E. V.), since its normal sense suits perfectly. Tyre was very wise,
as the world counts wisdom, multiplying wealth
and strength, and trusting in them ; but this very
pride of earthly wisdom brought the divine retribution (Ecek. xxviii. 2-6. Cf. 1 Cor. i. 19, 27).
Ver. 3. Describes the resources of the insular
city.
The stronghold doubtless refers to the immense double sea-wall which made the place apI>arently impregnable. For her vast accumulations

tural.
No such name as Hadrach is now or ever
has been known. The translators of the LXX.
and Vulgate were ignorant of it All the other
proper names in the passage are well understood
of wealth, see Is. xxiii , Ezek. xxvii. ^nnn
this one, the first, has resisted the efforts of the shining, is simply a poetical name of gold.
;

acutest scholars to give
tion.

it

any

—

Ver. 4. Jehovah will seize. An earthly condenotes queror may perform the work, but the ultimate

historical identifica-

We must, therefore, either say that

it

a region now unknown, near Damascus, which is agency is the Lord, who beholds and controls all
surely most unlikely in a conn try so long and things. Her bulwark. It is of little consequence

thoroughly known as northern Syria ; or else give
a figurative meaning. Assuming the latter,
Hengstenberg, Kliefoth, Keil, after Calvin, explain it as a compound term denoting shvng-weaJc
or harsh-gentle, 1 which the prophet employs as a
mystical designation of the Persian Empire, which
for prudential reasons he was unwilling to specify
more distinctly, the epithet meaning, that the land
now strong and mighty shall hereafter be hnmbled
and laid low. The subsequent statements are then
only enlargements or specifications of the general
visitation directed against the great empire under
it

1

whether

^0

be rendered rampart, or might, so
not converted into into. The point of
the clause is that the insular position, which apparently rendered the city invincible, should feel the
weight of Jehovah's hand, and prove no protection.
The prodigious power and wealth of the
Tyrians, ana their utter overthrow, are among the
most familiar of historical truths.
Ver. 5. The prophet turns to Philistia. Ashkelon sees, etc
vivid description of the effect
of the fall of Tyre upon the cities on the coast

long as

•*!

in is

A

Pressel derides this view, saying, Disss slytnologisdun gar %u nart, gar 9U stmrkimd gar zuMdkwuk. But where all
dsr That arnth Brides, far set stkarf vmd\ are groping in the dark, ridiooie is soaroely in plaee.
smd

Ttnmcks

m
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Vnly four of the Philmentioned, Gath being omitted,
as in Amos, i. 6-8, Jer. xxv. 20, Zeph. ii. 4. The
omission seems due to the fact that Gath, after
being dismantled by Uzziah (2 Chron. xxvi. 6),
sank into political insignificance. " Sees " is to be
"
supplied after Gaza, and both " sees " and " fears
after Ekron. The kins, in Hebrew, lacks the article, and the sense is not simply that the reigning
king perishes, but that Gaza henceforth has no
king. Of course, such monarchs as it had at this
southward

(cf. Is. xxiii. 5).

istine capitals are

time, were only rassal kings.
^TO* Hengstenberg strenuously contends against the common
passive rendering, but apparently without reason,
lie (with Ewald and Kohler) renders, it shall sit
or remain, in opposition to passing on or passing
away. But compare Isaiah xiii. 20, where the
is used as exactly parallel with 1?^.
Alexander in loc.)

verb

Ver.

6.

And

(J.

A.

a mongrel dwells. "1TPP* A
origin, which occurs in only

word of uncertain

one other place in Scripture, namely, Deut. xxiii. 3,
where it means bastard. The rendering in the version is from Fiirst (Dictionary), who deduces the
verb from an assumed root, signifying to mix the
sexes.
It is used in the text to denote a person of

now

sor, such as Egypt, Assyria, or Babylon. For
I see
am exercising my providential control.
" In the estimation of men'of little faith, God sees
only when He is actually interfering" (Hengstcnberg). But in fact He sees all the time.

=

" There can be no doubt that we have here as
graphic an account of the expedition of Alexander
the Great as is consistent with the permanent distinction between prophecy and history " (Hengstenberg). The capture of Damascus/ of Tyre, and
of Gaza, are well-known historical facts ; and these
carry with them assurance that there was also a
fulfillment of the prediction in reference to Hamath
and the other cities of Philistia, of the fate of which
we have no express account. This fulfillment,
however, was manifestly only incipient, inasmuch
as the incorporation of the Philistines with Israel
did not take place until a later period. On the
other hand, the attempt of the so-called later criticism to refer the passage to the conquests of Uzziah mentioned in 2 Chron. xxvi. 6, 7, completely
fails ; because Uzziah did not attack Damascus
and Hamath nor Tyre, which are here mentioned,
while he /lid subdue other neighboring heathen,
Edomites, Arabians, Maonites, who are not mentioned. The rapid celerity of these conquests is
most appropriate to the agency of the '* he-goat "
whom Daniel saw (viii. 5) coming from the west
" on the face of the whole earth, and he touched
not the ground." All the great captains from Ses-

blemished birth. Ashdod should lose its native
population, and have their place supplied by a
mongrel brood. The pride of the Philistines, ostris down yield to Alexander in the swiftness and
This clause extent of his conquests. Even Tyre, with all its
i. e. t all that constitutes their pride.
resumes what precedes in relation to the several immense advantages and resources, stayed his
cities, and applies it to the nation as a whole.
In march for only what was comparatively a short
the next verse a further advance is made, and the period.
conversion of the people is set forth.
Ver.

7.

And

I take

.

.

.

blood.

The

singular

suffixes refer to the ideal unity in which the Philistines are conceived of as a single person. See a
similar case in ch. vii. 2, 3. The blood mentioned

=

The word

of the Lord endureth forever.
a prediction of a heavy calamity, which
falls in succession upon Damascus, Hamath, Tyre,
Zidon, and the sea-coast cities of Philistia yet the
people of God are safe, guarded not by any human
power, but by the unseen presence of their God.
Even so it came to pass. The Syrian conquests of
Alexander the Great fulfilled the prophecy to the
After the battle of Issus, he captured Daletter.
mascus, which Darius had chosen as the strong
depository of his wealth, and this opened to him
a denom- all Coele-Svria. Zidon soon surrendered. Tyre.

that of sacrifices, which the heathen sometimes
not idols, as if he
drank, and the abominations
were going to hold on to them mordicus f Hengstenofferings.
idolatrous
The
whole clause
but
berg),
strikingly depicts the abolition of idolatry.
The
rest of the verse sets forth what comes in its place.
And even he, i. e. t the nation of the Philistines
regarded as a person. To our God
the God
of Israel. They shall become his worshippers.
is

DOCTRINAL AMD MORAL.
1.

Here

is

;

=

Like a prinoe, a

tribe prince.

*)

W

is

position, its defenses, its wealth, and
from *!*& and denotes the head of a thou- strong in its
its wisdom, made a stubborn resistance, yet after
sand (cf. Micah, v. 2). In the earlier books it is
a seven months' siege was taken and " devoured
applied only to the tribe-princes of Edom, bat is
by fire/' Gaza, too, although it was, as its name
transferred by Zechariah to the tribal heads of Juimports, the strong, was conqueredtofter five months'
dah. The remnant of the Philistines is to become
The whole region fell a prey
effort, and destroyed.
like a chiliarch in Judah. The statement is comto the imperious conqueror, but the armies passed
pleted by the final clause. And Ekron. This is
and repassed by Jerusalem without doing the least
mentioned not in and for itself, but simply to indiinjury. Jpsephus accounts for this remarkable fact
vidualize the declaration ; any other city would
by tne statement that when the conqueror drew
have answered as well. Like the Jebusite, t. e.,
near the city the high priest went forth to meet
like the ancient inhabitants of Jebus, who became
him, in his official robes, followed by a train of
incorporated with the covenant people and shared
priests and citizens arrayed in white; and that
See the case of Araunah, 2
all their privileges.
Alexander was so impressed by the spectacle that
Sam. xxiv. 18.
he did reverence to the holy name on the high
Ver. 8. Not only shall a judgment fall on the priest's mitre and when Parmeuio expressed surneighboring heathen and the remnant of them be prise at the act, he answered that he had seen in a
converted, but the Lord will carefully protect his vision at Dium in Macedon, the god whom Jaddua
own people. And I encamp for my house. represented, who encouraged him to cross over into
House, dot. comm., stands for people or family of Asia and promised him success. Afterwards he
God (Hos. viii. 1). An army is more precisely entered the city, offered sacrifice, and heard a redefined in the next clause as passing through and cital of the prophecies of Daniel which foretold his
conseouence of which he bestowed hareturning, t. «., marching to and fro. Ho opprea- victory,

inative

;

m
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CHAPTER K.
portant privileges upon the Jews. (See HengstenSmith's Dicberg, Genuineness of Daniel, 224-283
The truth of this nartionary of the Bible, p. 60.)
rative, although much questioned by Prideaux and
others, has of late come to be considered extremely
robable, on the ground of both its external eviSence and its consistency with the character and
policy of Alexander. But there is no doubt whatever of the main fact, that amid the storm of conquest which swept over the entire coterminous region, Jerusalem escaped unharmed. The holy city
experienced what David said (Ps. xxxiv. 7), " The
angel of the Lprd encampeth around them that fear
Him and delivereth them." This " captain of the
Lord's host " (Josh. v. 15) kept at bay the otherwise irresistible foe.
2. Bloodshed and carnage prepare the way for
the Prince of Peace. The conquest of Alexander
had aims and results far beyond any contemplated
by himself even in the most extensive of his farreaching views. He tore down that others might
build up. The humiliation of the Syrian powers
and provinces was preliminary to their conversion
to the true faith. Their cruel and debasing worship disappeared, and the remnan t became incorporated with the Christian Church. They exhibited on a small scale what the entire career of Alexander exhibited on the world's broad stage,
secular preparation for the new and final form of
the kingdom of God on earth. Well says Wordsworth, " We speak of the connection of sacred and
profane history ; but what history can rightly be
called profane? What history is there, rightly
studied, which is not sacred f What history is
there in which we may not trace the footsteps of
heathen historian ( Arrian) said that
Christ 1 "
Alexander, who was like no other man, could not
have been given to the world without the special
;

design of Providence. But what to Arrian was
an inference from a narrow induction is to us a
broad fact stamped upon the face of the world's
history, and confirmed by the concurrent testimonies of two divine seers, Daniel and Zechariah.

HOMIIJFnCAL AND PRACTICAL.

Wordsworth : Ver. 1. Hadrach is the designation of the powers of this world generally (of
which Persia was a specimen), strong for a while
and proudly exulting in their strength, and opposing God and persecuting his Church, and in due
time to be lain low and broken in pieces by Him.
How many Hadrachs are now vaunting themselves
as if they were all-powerful 1 how many are raging
agaiust Him, and now terrible will be their downfall

Moorr : Never has sin more proudly entrenched
herself than in godless but magnificent Tyre. Yet
all was swept like chaff before the whirlwind of
the wrath of God, when the time for the fulfillment
hundred years
of his threatenings had come.
passed away after these threatenings were uttered,

—

A

2.

ZION'S

Two

and Tyre seemed stronger than ever; yet when
the day of doom dawned, the galleys that had left
her the queen of seas, when tney returned found
her but a bare and blackened rock, a lonely monument of the truth that our God is a consuming
fire.
God will not make Himself a liar to
.

Character of the King (ver. 9).

.

.

man in his sins.
Jat Ekron as the

save

1. It is a great
:
Jebusite.
thing to be a Jebusite. 2. Jebusites may be derived from Ekronites.
Hence let none despair,
God is
either for themselves or for their fellows.
able of these stones to raise up children to Abra-

ham.

KING OF PEACE.

Chapter DC.
A. The

69

9, 10.

9, 10.

B. The Nature and Extent of his Kingdom

(ver. 10).

9 Rejoice greatly, daughter of Zion,
Shout,1 daughter of Jerusalem,
Behold, thy king cometh to * thee,
Just and saved is He,
Afflicted

and riding upon an

Even upon a
10

And
And
And
And
And
And

ass,

the she-asses' • foal,
I will cut off the chariot from Ephraim,
the horse from Jerusalem*
the battle-bow shall be cut off;
he shall speak peace to the nations,
his dominion shall be from sea to sea,
from the river to the ends of the earth.
colt,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Var.
r

9.

— "Shout," S.

orrow depend* upon the
S Ver.

9.— TjY Not

—

V., ta th«

©act

rendering of

^v-)n,

which means, to make a loud mote; whadMt of Joy

oontext.

only to thee, but /or thee, ft* lay good. Of. If.

Iz. 5.

Mm

noon a dnguMr instead
i
of a plonl,
S Ver. 9.
Tha B. V.,/boJ of on ess, by making tha
Mid open tha youth of tha animal ai on* not yet old enough to go by IMelt
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BXEGBT1CAL AND CRITICAL.

From the description of deliverance wrought
and blessings conferred by means of destructive
judgments upon the heathen, the Prophet tarns
abruptly to a royal personage who is to appear
without armies or weapons, and yet will establish
general peace and set up a kingdom of unlimited

have said that Sarah should give children suck ? "
Yet Sarah had but one child. In this case the
youthfulness of the animal is emphasized, since
the expression implies that it was one not yet ridden, but still running behind the she-asses.
But
what does this trait mean ? Many affirm that it
points to the peaceful character of the king, as set
forth in the next verse. But this does not account
for the marked emphasis given to the youth of the

extent.

animal.

Ver. 9. Bejoioe. The value of this blessing is
expressed by a summons to joy in view of it. Cocceius justly says, that the summons itself contains
a prophecy. Daughter of Zion, see on ii. 7-10.
The Prophet says, Behold ! as if he saw the animating spectacle, thy king
not any ruler, but
thine, i. «., the one long promised and expected
(Pss. xlv., lxxxii.), he who alone is thy king, in the
highest sense of the word.
This king is described by four features of character and condition
(1.) Just. The leading virtue in a king, and hence emphasized in the Messianic utterances (Is. xi. 3-5 ; Jer. xxiii. 5 ; Ps.

etc.) to

—

:

(2.) Saved. Stt"13 fc rendered activeby all the ancient versions (Luther, Grotius,
Marckius, Henderson); but the participle is Niphal
which, although it may be reflexive, is never active &ave in verbs which have no Kal form.
Calvin, Cocceius, and most of the moderns, give the
passive rendering. A tertium quid has been sought
by Hengstenberg, Kcil, and others, in the sense
endued with salvation, but for this I can see no authority in the passages Quoted (De,ut. xxxiii. 29
Ps. xxxiii. 16). Pressel follows Furst in rendering
victorious, which is arbitrary.
Nor is there here an
exigentia loci, as Henderson claims for the king is
saved not for his own sake only, but for his people's, and the blessing, therefore, is not ajpersonal
one, but extends to all his subjects. Thus the

xlv. 6, 7).

ly

;

passive suits the connection.

The root TO^

(3.) Afflicted,

= to be bowed down, in

its

S2V,

primary

«

sense of bowed by outward circumstances
afflicted, gives the adjective found here, but in the
secondary sense of inwardly bowed, gives the ad-

=

meek, patient, lowly. While there
a constant tendency of the two significations to
pass into each other, yet the distinction is generjective 1337

is

ally maintained,

and

1V2S, V?, 3*b.

^^

is

found coupled with

The E. V.

LXX.

is

sustained by the

It is better therefore (Hengstenberg, Keil,

it as a token of poverty and meanass was indeed ridden by distinguished
persons in the early days of Israel when horses
were not used at all ; but after the time of Solomon no instance occurs of its being employed on
state occasions.
That this king should ride not
upon a horse but upon an ass, and that an untrained foal, indicated how far he should be from
possessing any worldly splendor. The close cor-

ness.

regard

The

respondence between
entry into Jerusalem

this
is

account and our Lord's

well

known

;

and Matthew

(xxi. 4) and John (xii. 15) speak of the latter as
a fulfillment of the former. And while it is true,
as Vitringa says, that the prophecy would have
been fulfilled in Christ, even if He had not
his entry into Jerusalem in this manner ; still it is
apparent that our Lord designedly framed the correspondence which we observe, and that he intended thus to embody the thought which lies at
the basis of the whole passage, namely, that the
king Messiah would rise through lowliness and
suffering, to might and glory, and would conquer
the world not by arms but by suffering and dying.
Ver. 10. This verse describes the character and

made

extent of the Messiah's kingdom. And I will
out off, etc. Not only will this king extend his
reign by peaceful methods, but all the instruments
of war will be effectually removed from his peoThe chariot, the horse, and the battleple.
bow are merely specifications, standing for the
whole class of offensive weapons, which are to be
cut off. This last word is the one used above
(ver. 6) in reference to the pride of the Philistines,
and denotes extermination. Both passages rest
upon Micah v. 10, 11. The Lord will take away
all the outward defenses upon which a carnal reliance is placed. The occurrence of the word Ephraim here does not prove that this prophecy was
written before ttie exile, but only that Zechariah
nses the familiar designation of the different parts
of the country which still survived afterthe separation of the two kingdoms. had ceased.
See
mention of Israel in viii. 13, the post exilium origin
of whieh is admitted by all. Speak peace, not

{vpats), Targutn, Kimchi, and most of the
modems, who cannot see the relevancy of this that He will teach peace, nor command peace, nor
feature to the character of a triumphant king. But speak peacefully, but that He will speak peace, and
our king triumphs through suffering. His crown that effectually, accomplishing by a single word
Hence we agree with what worldly tings bring about only by force of
springs out of his cross.
tne Vulgate (pamter), Aben Esra, Calvin, Cocceius, arms (ef. Ps. lxxii. 6, 7 ; Micah v. 5).
He will do
Hengstenl>erg» '1 holuck, Keil, in considering this so not merely to the covenant people, but to the
one word as summing up the elaborate picture of nations at large. This point is farther expanded
It is true, Matthew in the !>oundaries assigned to his sway.
suffering contained in Is. liii.
(xxi. 5) apparently sustains the otjier view, but he sea to sea, etc.
The expressions are borrowed
as he found it, without from the statement of Israel's "bounds" in Ex.
merely quotes the
endorsing its absolute accuracy iu all particulars. xxiii. 81, whence some (Eichhorn Hittig) have in%
Besides, he omits two of the traits mentioned, and ferred that they mean simply the restoration of the
dwells only on the last one, for the sake of which earthly Israel to its widest geographical limits.

From

LXX

made. (4.) Riding But there are changes in the phraseology which
an ass, even upon a compel a different view. Iqstead of saying, from
young ass, a foal of she-asses." The *] is epexe- one particular sea to another, Zechariah' leaves out
all qualifying epithets and even the articles, so that
gctical, just as it is in 1 Sam. xvii. 40, "'in a shepthe first 'clause roust mean, from any one sea to
herd's bag, even in a •crip," HOnj* is simply any other, even the most distant, or from any sea.
the plural of species.
Gen. xxi 7 : "who would around to the same point again. The other clause
his quotation was manifestly
aaa.
Lit., " upon

upon an
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9, 10.

mean, from the Euphrates, or from any other King Uzziah. But the most (Eichhom, Gesenius,
river as a terminus a quo, to the ends of the Kwald, etc. ) devised the theory of an ideal Messiah, maintaining that this and all other similar
earth? "1TO with the article always means the
prophecies arose simply from the vague expectaEuphrates, and probably does so here, but an
tion that there would appear in the future some
equivalent sense may be gained by the alternative
great deliverer springing from the Davidic line,
rendering given above. What is meant is that
who after enduring great personal trials would inthe kingdom should be strictly universal. Our stitute
a righteous government, restore the nation
passage is a reproduction of Ps. lxxii. 8.
to its old prosperity, and overcome its unjust oppressors.
So that what the New Testament conThe History of the Interpretation. The early Jew- siders a distinct prediction of the Messiah is mereish authorities held that the Messiah is the subject. ly a patriotic dream.
For a thorough refutation
Thus the Book of Zohar, " On this account it is of this preposterous theory, see Hengstenberg's
said of Messiah, Lowly and riding upon an ass." Christology, Appendix v. For a brief outline, tee
The same view is given by Joshua ben Levi, Sa- Theological and Moral, 3.
adias-Gaon, and others. The testimonies may be
found in Wetstein on Matt. xxi. 4. Jarchi, known
among the Jews as the prince of Commentators,
DOCTRINAL AND MORAL.
will

declares that " it is impossible to interpret it of
any other than the Messiah." In the twelfth century other opinions prevailed. One found in the
Bab. Talmud evadea the difficulty by saying, "If
the Israelites are worthy, the Messiah will come
with the clouds of heaven (Dan. vii. 13) if they are
unworthy, he will come poor and riding upon an
ass (Zech. ix. 9)." Another resorted to the device
of two Messiahs, one of whom should be sufferYet manifestly it
ing, and the other, triumphant.
is one and the same person who is described by the
Prophet as uniting in himself the extremes of maja combination which on
esty and humiliation,
the New Testament view of the case is intelligible
but
on
any other quite imposand self-consistent,
Al>en-Ezra refuted the opinion of Rabbi
sible.
Moses, the priest who referred the prophecy to Nehemiah, but himself went as far astray by interpreting it of Judas Maccabaeus. There were those,
h<lowever, who adhered to the Messianic interpretation, and resorted to strange expedients to get rid
of the implication of weakness and lowliness. One
of these was the fable that the ass created at the
end of the six days of creation was the same which
Abraham saddled when he went to offer Isaac, and
which Moses set his wife and sons upon when be
came out of Egypt ; and that this distinguished
animal was to bear the Messiah. Another was.
that the ass of King Messiah should be of an hundred colors. The more intelligent expositors (Kimchi, Abarbanel, ft al.) explained the reference to
the ass as a sign of humility. It is supposed that
this prophecy in some way gave rise to the foolish
statement of Tacitus, that the Jews consecrated
the image of nn ass in the inmost shrine of their
temple, and hence probably arose the calumny
upon the curly Christians, who wore often confounded with the Jews, that they worshipped an
a fable which Tertullian takes the
ass's head,
trouble to confute [Ad Nat tones, i. 11).
-

;

—

—

Among

Christians the reference to Christ was
uniform until the time of Grotius, who asserted
that its first and literal application was to Zerubbabel, but that in a higher sense it referred to our
Saviour. This view "excited universal displeasure, and called forth a host of replies, the first of
which was written by Bochart" Such a view reLater, the rationalists felt themselves
futes itself.
pressed by the same difficulty as the Jews. They
easily
account
on natural principles for the
could
anticipation of a Messiah in glory, but were quite
unnble in this way to explain the prophecy of a
They therefore resorted to the
suffering Messiah.
Jewish evasions, and sought for somebody else
than Christ as the subject. Bauer chose Simon
MaccabfBus; Paulus, John Hyrcanus; Forberg,

1. Here is an unequivocal prediction of the
Lord Jesus Christ It is so declared, as we have
seen, by the New Testament
It is confirmed by
a very peculiar proceeding on the part of our Lord,
his triumphal entry into Jerusalem,
which
was simply exhibiting in symbol what is here ex-

—

—

pressed in words. It contains striking parallels
with other passages unquestionably Messianic;
such as the boundaries of the kingdom compared
with Psalm lxxii. 8, and the destruction of foes
compared with Micah v. 9. But the strongest evidence is found in the contents of the prophecy itself.
It presents a person in whom the greatest
grandeur, magnificence, power, and influence are
associated, without confusion or contradiction, with
the greatest humility' gentleness, poverty, suffering, and weakness.
No pudge, king, or ruler of
any sort in all Jewish history ever united in his
character or experience these two extremes. None
was so lowly, none so exalted. None without
arms spoke peace even to his* own people, much less
to the heathen, and least of all to the entire known
world. I{ is true of only one being in all human
history that he had not where to lay his head and
rode upon an ass, and yet acquired a limitless dominion over land and sea.
2. What other kings accomplish by force, Zion's
king effects without weapons or armies. Our Lord
told Pilate, "
kingdom is not of this world."

My

Him, " Thou art a king
" Jesus answered, " Thou sayest [the truth],
for I am a king.
To this end was I bom and for
Pilate in surprise said to

then

?

this cause came I into the world, that I might bear
witness to the truth every one that is of the truth
heareth my voice " (John* xviii. 37). Truth, the
revealed truth of God, is the only weapon this great
conqueror employs, and yet with it He has Tmilt
up the mightiest kingdom the earth has ever seen.
;

was an unconscious prophecy when the inscription over his cross, This is the King of the Jews,
was recorded in three languages, indicating the
It

comprehensive and far-reaching extent of the

spir-

monarchy thus founded.

Christ's followers
in different ages have been slow to learn the lesson,
and have often invoked the secular arm, but always to their own damage. They that take the
sword shall perish by the sword. ' But the weapitual

ons which are not carnal are mighty through God.
They bare pulled down many a stronghold, havo
dismantled many an intellectual fortress, and time
and again have brought the world's best thought
into captivity to the obedience of Christ.
3. The " later criticism " altogether denies the
existence of Messianic prophecies in the sense in
which the historical Church has from the begiu-
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Ring held that they were contained in the Scrip- tion of any two, or of all three, of these charactares.
This school maintains that what is called ters and sometimes as in a state of great humilithe Messianic idea arises out of the dissatisfaction ation and suffering, and again, as in a position of
which men in every age have had with the exists the greatest power and glory. And the writers all
ing condition of things. Deeming the continu- with one consent speak of the conception not as a
;

ance of this inconsistent with the benevolence of
God, they instinctively longed and looked for a regeneration of humanity, when all things would be
restored to the state originally designed by the
Creator. Hence the classic expectation of a golden
age. Moreover, every man is dissatisfied with his
own moral condition as well as with that of the
race.
He is weak and imperfect He does not
live in harmony with what he knows to be true
and right. Thence arises the ideal of a perfect
man, of one whose whole mode of thought, feeling, and action is in accordance with the highest
and purest truth. This is the idea of the Messiah
of God. But as no such Messiah is to be found
within or around us, it is natural to look for Him
in the same future in which we expect the regeneration of society. And the more so as we know
by observation how much the advancement of the
race has depended upon the appearance from time
to time of single persons distinguished by lofty endowments. Now this Messianic idea was developed
in a very high degree among the Jews, because they
had more of the general spirit of prophecy than other
nations. The Hebrew Prophet was a man of genius,
enthusiasm, and intense moral energy. His pure
reason, illumined of God, enabled him to understand the character of the divine government and
His
foresee events hidden from common eyes.
exalted imagination and sensitive conscience presented to him the visions of God. Thus he foresaw not only the general triumph of truth and the
exaltation of Israel, but also tie means by which
these were to be obtained, namely, the Messiah,
which term sometimes means a Jewish King, at
others the Jewish people, and in a third class of
instances, the better portion of that people.
But
these predictions were always in their nature subjective; their authors neither bad nor thought
they had any objective revelation made to them of
actions or events in the life of any future historical
person.
They were great and excellent men, but
not directly inspired nor infallible. And all their
sayings can be easily explained by the actings of
their own minds according to the time and the circumstances in which they were placed.
A detailed refutation of this ingenious argument
would be beyond the limits of a Commentary. It
is enough to say tfcat the parallel instituted between Ethnic and Hebrew views on the subject
does not hold. The former were mere scattered,
vague, and individual suggestions respecting the
future, and even these, there is good reason for
supposing, were mere echoes of the voice of the
Old Testament or traditions from the primeval
revelation which filtered down through the ages.
Among the Hebrews, on the contrary, the idea of
the Messiah was the central thought of their Scriptures and the organising basis of their national
existence.
The statement of it begins with the
protevangelium in Genesis, and passes with a closer
definition and a greater development through Noah,
Abraham, Jacob. Moses, David, Solomon, Hosea,
Joel, Amos, Isaiah, Micah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Hag£ai, and Zechariah, and at last terminates
with Malachi, who closed the Hebrew Canon,
What was at first a promise to the race, limits itself in succession to a nation, to a tribe, to a family.
The person set forth is described in turn as a
prophet, as a priest, as a king, or as a combina-

suggestion of their own minds, but as a disclosure
from without or rather from above. Their common formula is, Thus saith the Lord. And it is
not possible to reconcile their honesty with the
view that they were uttering merely subjective notions.
Moreover, the origin and continuance of
the nation are traced to the divine purpose of sending a Messiah. For this Abraham was called from
Ur of the Chaldees, the line of his posterity carefully preserved, Israel kept in Egypt, afterwards
put in possession of the promised land, the Mosaic
economy instituted, priests and kings and prophets raised up, the nation long maintained, then exiled, and then restored.
Their theocratic constitution was not owing to a blind and odious particularism, but was the result of God's wisdom in
choosing one race to be the depositor)' of the truth
and blessing destined one day to be coextensive
with the race. The Jews were trustees for the
whole human family. It pleased God to make a
gradual and thorough preparation through a lone
tract of ages for the full and final revelation of
his grace.
The seed of Abraham was. simply the
means by which this preparation was accomplished.
On this view of their history, all its parts and features are easily understood, and are seen to constitute merely successive stages in the development
of God's purpose to bring many sons unto glory
through a captain of salvation. On any other

view it is a mystery which baffles all thought and
comprehension, fiut what was a mystery before
the coming of Christ is an " open secret " under
the Gospel, and the key which fits all the wards
of the lock must be the right one. " The testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy." The remarkable correspondence between his life, words,
and works, and the hints and promises and types
and predictions of the Old Testament, indicate beyond question to any unprejudiced person, a pre-

mind which coordinated the two Testaments, and brought about that wondrous harmony
of theme and tone which is wholly unexampled in

siding

all

human

literature.

And

this

Messiah objectively

revealed is not only the link between the Hebrew
Scriptures and the Greek, but the one great thought
which £ives purpose, symmetry, and consistency to
the enure scheme of the Old Testament.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Moorb
No people

Ver. 9. Christians should be happy.
have a better right or a better reason to
rejoice.
A suffering people can find great comfort
in the met that they have a suffering Saviour (Heb.
:

—

Ver. 10. War will cease on the earth
15).
only when wickedness ceases, and wickedness will
cease only when Christ's universal empire begins.
Wordsworth : It is remarkable that St. John 1!
narrative of the triumphal entry of Christ, riding
into Jerusalem on the foal of an ass, is immediately followed by the mention of an incident in the
" Certain Greeks wished to see Jesus."
history
The entry itself was like a vision of the coming of
the Gentile world to Jesus ; these Greeks were in

iv.

:

first fruits.

Jmo.

Newton

:

Messiah

is

king of Zioa,

the subjects who dwell under his shadow.
rules them not with the rod of iron by which

Happy

He
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He bruises and breaks the power of his enemies,
but with his golden sceptre of love. He reigns by
his own right, and by their full and free consent,
in their hearts. He reigns upon a throne of grace
to which they at all times have access, and from

8.

whence they receive the pardon of all their sins,
grace to help in time of need, and a renewed supply answerable to all their wants, cares, services,
and

conflicts.

VICTORY OVER THE SONS OF JAVAN.
Chapter IX.

A.

73

IX. 11-17.

11-17.

Deliverance promised (vers. 11, 12). B. Name of the Foe (ver. 13). C. Jehovah fights far his
People (vers. 14, 15). D. Salvation (ver. 16). E. General Prosperity (ver. 17).

—

for the sake of thy covenant-blood,1
for thee also,
I send forth * thy prisoners from the pit wherein is no water.
prisoners of hope,
12 Return to the strong hold,8
Even to-day I declare, I will repay double 4 to you.

11

As

O

13 For * I bend for me Judah, fill the bow 6 with Ephraim,
And stir up thy sons, O Zion, against thy sons, O Javan,
And make thee like the sword of a hero.
14 And Jehovah shall appear above them,
And like lightning shall his arrow go forth,
And the Lord Jehovah shall blow the trumpet
And go forth in the storms of the South.
15 Jehovah of Hosts shall protect 7 them,
And they devour, and tread down sling-stones,8
And they drink and make a noise as from 9 wine,
And become full as the sacrificial bowl,10 as the corners of the altar,
16 And Jehovah their God saves them in that day,
(Saves) like a flock u his people,
For jewels of a crown shall they be,
Sparkling over his land,
17 For how great is his goodness, and how great his beauty !
Corn makes the young men thrive,11 and new wine the maidens.
•

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1

— 'DID, being in thy covenant-blood — being sprinkled with ft

Vtr. 11.

Ex. xxlv.

ple wee seeled with eprinkled blood.
ferae of the original phrase.

— ^nriytZ?

I Ver.

11.

a Ver.

12.—

to

Is

oommon

prophetic preterite.

Preeiel seems to be alone in giving to thie

sustained both by ueege

word the

sense, the second place.

The rendering of

end the connection.

— The B. V. needlessly oontinnee here the sentence of the previous Terse, end rendere *0 when.

6 Ver 18.

rendering

the

The covenant of Jehovah with his peoThe eomponnd term covenant-Mood beet repxeeente the form and

yh>p, a art <# piece, h. ineoeeeelble, fortified, &x*»*« (LXX), mtmitw (Volg.).

— Hp.l^D.

4 Ver. 12.

the S. V.

Is

8.

A

literal

at onoe more forcible and more accurate.

—

6 Ver. 18.

HttJj?.

Some connect

thie with

what precedes, hot nothing

ie

gained by departing from the Mesoretfe

interpnnction.
7 Ver.

16,—

8 Ver 15.
a,-,

e^^

10 DO

)T - ©owe proteettngly.

Of. xil. 8.

— " With sllng-stones," in the text of M. V.,

ntrodneee

i

a Menkes

proposition.

The marginal rendering

is

*-

piVWHWe

• Ver. 15.

— ^i"fe5 an abbreviated comparison. Cf x.
—*
bowl.** The qualifying epithet most be introduced in order to give the
"
— The B. V. flock of his people," grammatically impossible.
— M*b\ The
marginal rendering of the E. V., make grow,
better than

et Ver. 16.

is

7.

Saerlftctal

Of. xiT. ».
II Ver. 16.
13 Ver. 17.

The word

full force

of P"FIO.

T

*

is

first

its text,

la

derived from the sprouting of plants, and evidently refers to a prolific Increase.
fevftf , which Is conjectural and inap t
is

make enear/m\
make eto-

Fttrst gives to

.
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CRITICAL AND EXEGBTICAL.

A

new

scene opens.

The prophet

turns

away

from the beautiful picture of a peaceful king extending his beneficent sway over all the earth, to
describe a period of distress and weakness, to
which, however, he gives a promise of full deliverance, to be gained by actual conflict. This warlike period evidently belongs to a nearer future than
the one just described, and the prevalent opinion
The pasjustly refers itito the Maccabean age.
sage begins with a general assurance of deliverance (vers. 11,12); the foe is mentioned by name
(ver. 13) ; the Lord lights for his chosen (vers. 14,
15); the result is salvation (ver. 16); this is followed by general prosperity (ver. 17).
Vers. 11, 12 contain a promise of deliverance.
for thee also. The person addressed is the
whole nation, as is apparent from the men ion of
Ephraim and Jerusalem in ver. 10, and of Zion in
ver. 13, and also from the phrase " blood of the
covenant," which belonged to the twelve tribes

As

i

see

Ex. xxiv.

.

8.

l^W^S*

The
condition of captivity as of general distress.
escape from this condition to one of security and
prosperity is predicted under the form of a command, Return to the strong hold. See the same
figure in Ps. xl. 2, where the rock and the pit are
put in sharp contrast. Since the people had this
prospect, they were justly entitled prisoners of hope,
a beautiful expression which explains itself. Even
to-day, i. e., in spite of all threatening circumstances (Ewald, Hengstenberg). Repay double,
namely, double the prosperity you formerly enjoyed. Cf. Is. xl. 2, xli. 7.
Ver. 13.
particularly

The prophet proceeds to show more
how the deliverance just promised is

to- be effected. It is to be by a glorious victory over
The method of this victory is
their oppressors.
represented by a hold and beautiful figure. Judah

the extended bow ; Ephraim the arrow which
Israel therefore is to
the Lord shoots at the foe.
carry on the conflict, and Jehovah to give them
success. For I bend for me Judah, i. e., as a bow.
The word rendered bend, literally means tread; because a bow was often stretched* by setting the foot
upon it, this term came into use. Fill the bow. As
only one arrow can be shot at a time from a bow,
it is full when this is placed upon it. The complete
is

1

A

even thou, stands abso- fights from heaven on their behalf. The remainder
of the verse is a poetical description of a battle in
the imagery of a tempest. The lightnings are Jehovah's arrows, the thunderblast is the signal of
his trumpet, and He Himself marches in a furious
storm sweeping up from the great southern desert
Storms of the South (of. Is. xxi. 1 ; Hos. xiii. 15)
were always the most violent.

head of the sentence for the sake of
emphasis (cf. Gen. xlix. 8), and the sense is, Even
though you are in such a forlorn condition, seemingly lost, yet I have mercy in store for you. The
ground of this promise is stated before the promise itself, in the peculiar Mosaic expression covenant blood, the force of which is well expressed
by Hengstenberg. " The covenant-blood, which
still separates the Church from the world, was a
sure pledge to the covenant nation of deliverance
out of all trouble, provided, that is, that the nation
did not make the promises of God nugatory by
wickedly violating the conditions He had imposed.
Thy prisoners resumes and explains the thou at
the opening of the verse. It does not mean " such
"
of the Jews as were still captives in foreign lands
(Henderson, Kdhler), but the entire people. The
pit without water, an allusion to the history of
Joseph (Gen. xxxvii. 24), denotes not so much a
lutely at the

sense of both clauses is, Judah and Ephraim are
bow and arrow in the haud of Jehovah. I stir up,
not brandish as a lance (Hitzig, Kdhler), which
would require the object to be expressed. Javaa,
the name of the fourth son of Japhct (Gen. x. 2),
is^ the Hebrew word for Greece, usually identified
with Ion or Ionia. Some suppose the persons
meant by the sons of Zion are the Hebrews held as
slaves in Greece (Ewald, Hitzig), who are now incited to insurrection. It is enough to say in reply
that the contest here spoken of is manifestly carried
on in the Lord's own land.
comparison with
Dan. viii. 21 shows that we must regard Greece
here as a formidable secular power, the GrsscoMacedonian monarchy, especially in its successor
in Syria, the ScleucidV
To refer the passage to
the days of Uzziah on account of the mention of
Greece in Joel iv. 6 (cf. Amos i. 6, 9), is wholly
unreasonable; since that passage does not allude
to any conflict with the Greeks, but simply speaks
of them as the parties to whom the Tynans had
sold certain Jewish captives. And it is the Tyrians, not the Greeks, who arc there censured.
Ver. 14. Will appear above them, because He

« The beauty of the Lord," in Pi. xo.

17,

Ver. 15. Jehovah shall protect, etc. The Lord
not only fights for his people, but is also their
shield, covering their heads in the day of battle.
And they devour, etc. The image is that of a
lion who eats the flesh and drinks the blood of his
victim.

Cf.

Num.

word (ZU3), which, however,

is

best

The

figure

is

vigorous,

.

—

=

.

thus:

Hay

the IovoUbcsi of Jehovah

Hhwaa ohjtet of
different

xxiii. 24.

but need not be called " a heathenish abomination "
( Prcssel )
Tread down aling stones == au bd ue the
enemy, contemptuously styled sling-stones or mere
pebbles from the brook. Flesh is to be supplied as
the object of devour, and blood as that of drink.
The vessel mentioned in the last clause denotes, not
any bowl, but one in which the priests catch the
blood of a sacrifice. Corners, of course, include
the horns which stood upon them.
These figures
are priestly, and intimate a hoi v war and victory.
Ver. 16 gives the result of this victory,
salvation. By an exquisite change of figure 'this is represented" as bestowed upon them in the character
of the Lord '8 flock, which at once suggests the
peaceful blessings recounted in the 23d Psalm.
In the next clause, with a designed antithesis to
the sling stones in the previous verse, the prophet
compares Zion's sous to jewels of a crown, which
sparkle over his land, t. «., Jehovah's. Hengstenberg takes the participle here in the same way as
rising up.
But, as Keil says, crown
in Ps. ix.' 6
stones do not lift themselves up. It is better to take
sense
shining,
glittering (Ewald,
in
the
of
the word
Maurer, Kohler, Furst). The reference is to precious gems set in a crown and flashing from the
brow of a conqueror as he stalks over the land.
Ver. 17. For how great, etc. The passage closes
with an exul ting exclamation The pronouns in the
first clause refer to Jehovah ( Hengstenberg, Ewald,
Pressel), but mean the goodness and the beauty
which He bestows (Henderson). This avoids the
difficulty of ascribing beauty to the Lord,1 and

afloetfon

and

desire

as la oar experience. Ot Fs. xsvtt.

—

—

all

that

4.
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of the apostrophe. Corn
are the customary expressions of
abundance (I)eut. xxxiii. 28 ; Ps. iv. 8), nnd are'
here rhetorically divided between the youths and
the maidens. Copious supplies of food lead to a
rapid increase of population. Ps. lxxii. 16. '* The
drinking of must by young females is peculiar to
this passage; but its being here expressly sanctioned by divine authority, furnishes an unanswerable argument against those who would interdict
all use of the fruit of the vine" (Henderson).
"
know that when there is -but a small supply
of wine, it ought by right of age to be reserved for
the old, but when wine so overflows that young

yet retains the

full force

and new wine

We

men and young women «may
is

freely drink

a proof of groat abundance "

of* it, it

(Calvin).

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
1. Few words are so precious to a devont beIt suggests thoughts of grace,
liever as, covenant.
privilege, and security which are not easily attained
Our trust for this world and
in any other way.
the next rests not upon voices of nature or con-

clusions of reason, but

upon the promise of God,

— a promise which He has chosen

75

IX. 11-17.

rests in peace and
malice of the world, the roar of
Satan, the clamor of conscience, all are still before
the thought of the pledged and ratified word of
Jehovah. The grass withereth, the flower fadeth,
but the Word of our God abideth forever. The
Strength of Israel will not lie nor repent ; for He
is not a man that He should repent.
2. This portion of the chapter presents a remarkable contrast to the two verses which precede
it.
There we read of an eminently peaceful king
under whom all weapons of war are destroyed.
Without noise or conflict he quietly extends his
dominion till it becomes universal. Here, on the
contrary, Judah is the Lord's bow and Ephraim
his arrow, and there is a terrible struggle set forth
by images taken from the storm, the lightning, and
the whirlwind. The language is not an exaggeration of what occurred in the heroic struggle for
Judajan independence under the sons of the aged
xiii. 20).

Here the devout soul

security.

The

priest Mattathias.
a religious one. It

That struggle was

essentially

began in a determined resistance to the attempt of Antiochus Epiphanes to exterminate the faith of the Jews and impose the impure and idolatrous worship of the Greeks and
although other elements were developed in the
course of time, this always was the chief consideration.
During the course of it, the " good report
through faith " of which the Epistle to the Hebrews speaks (xi. 36-39), was obtained bv many
;

to present in the
form of a compact with stipulations (and sometimes even when the stipulations were all on one
side, Gen. ix. 9), and not only so, but to confirm
it by sacrifice.- This was vividly set before Israel who "were tortured, not accepting deliverance
when the law was given on Sinai. Moses sprinkled that they might obtain a better resurrection.
the blood of the offerings both upon the altar and Others had trial of cruel mockings and scourgings,
upon the people, saying, " Behold the blood of the yea, moreover, of bonds and imprisonments. They

co tenant which Jehovah has made with you concerning all these words." Now it is true that the
Mosaic dispensation was a national compact with
the Hebrew people, and that it also contained a
complete and absolute rule of human duty, but besides these aspects it was a covenant of grace, representing the merciful provision God had made for
the salvation of his people, and in this sense its relation to the Gospel economy was that of sunrise io
the blaze of noon. It confirmed the promise made
to Abraham, and rendered the believer's hope still
more firm and clear, as resting upon an immutable
bond. The force of that 'bond continued unimpaired down through the generations. " The Lord
made not this covenant with our fathers [only],
but with us, even us, who are all of us here alive
this day " (Deut. v. 3). Again and again, in times
of emergency or doubt, did the Old Testament
saints reassure their souls and reanimate their
hopes by recurring to that old covenant, " the
word which He commanded for a thousand generations" (Ps. cv. 8). They might be involved in
gloom and perplexity, and the eye of sense could
see no way out ; but they knew that God had made
with them a covenant ordered in all things and
sure, and this was all their salvation, and all their
The same blessed assurance continues to
desire.
believers under the Gospel. Nay, it is stronger
now, for we have the blood of a new covenant
(Mark xiv. 24), t. «., of a new administration of
the old covenant, to confirm our faith. The covenant blood, on which the faith of Christians lays
hold, is not that of bulls and goats, but of* a
lamb without spot, not the crimson stream of a
typical sacrifice, but that which poured from the
gaping wounds of the incarnate Son of God. The
compact which has been ratified by such an oblation as was made at Golgotha, is* necessarily imThe blood of the
perishable.
It can never fail.
cross is the blood of an everlasting covenant (Heb.

were stoned, they were sawn asunder, they were
The atrocities of heathen
persecution roused a flame which was irresistible.
Neither Antiochus nor any of his successors on
the Syrian throne was able to subdue the zeal of
'

slain with the sword."

the

Jews

for

their ancestral

faith.

Again and

again the armies of the alien were put to rout in
pitched battles, and veterans of many a well-fought
field were no match for men who fought for God
as well as their native land. The Maccabees really
hammerer) by
Afaccabcetu
(
which they are now generally known, and although disregarded by the haughty heathen, still
they shine as jewels of a crown among all disinterested observers. " None have surpassed them in
accomplishing a great end with inadequate means;
none ever united more generous valor with a better cause " ( Milman ). They began with a few personal followers, and they ended with a strong and
well-organized nation. The struggle lasted for a
quarter of a century (b. c. 168-143), and notwithstanding the uneoual resources of the parties, Jehovah of Hosts made feeble Jews like the sword of a
hero, while the mailed warriors of Syria were trodden down like the small stones of a sling.
3. For more than one half of the four centuries
which elapsed between the close of the Old Testament and the opening of the New, the history of
the Jews is almost a total blank, and of the other
half there is much less information to be drawn
from Ethnic sources than might have been anticipated. But it is very apparent from many scattered indications that Israel had often occasion to
say How great is his goodness and how great his
ne population multiplied with a rapidbeauty \
ity i.^e that of their forefathers in Egypt. The few
colonists gradually emerged into
» struggling
^"\^mt, energetic, and well-organized commonTheir land resumed its ancient fertility.
iL, ^*Vt
palmy days of old, its rocks were
a in the

earned the name

=

^

f^U

?^
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crowned with mould and its sands covered with ever too late, and God will give them a doable
verdure, and a wide-spread commerce on both seat} blessing.
furnished the conditions of growing wealth. At
Presskl Vers. 11,12. How wide is the range
the same time a spirit of enterprise, or a lore of of God's covenant with man
It extends so far
adventure, led many to distribute themselves all that it forms, as our Lord said to the Sadducces,
over the Roman world, so that there was scarcely the immovable basis of our hope of eternal life.
a province either in the east or the west, where But if the salvation of this covenant, whether in
they were not found in numbers. Still in every its older or newer form, is ever to become ours,
quarter, under every form of government, and in the first condition and the last is
7*1011 to the
the midst of every social system, they retained strong Itold, ye jtrinoners of hope. Again ( 1 ) There
their national faith and usages with unconquer- is no imprisonment without hope, for the coveable tenacity.
This was manifested not only by a nant-blood speaks louder than our sins, and the
persistent refusal to amalgamate with the various Lord can break every fetter
but (2) There is no
peoples among whom they lived, but by their reg- hope without conversion, for without conversion
ular and liberal contributions to the temple.
A we are still in the pit without water, and fall short
curious illustration of the latter is seen in the fact of the strong-hold which alone secures return to
mentioned by Cicero, that Flaccus was compelled fellowship with God.
to forbid such offerings from the province of Asia,
Cowlks: Ver. 12. It is altogether the way of
because the enormous export of gold affected the the Lord to send grief and affliction only in single
markets of the world. Thus even the emigrating measure, but joy and blessing in double, weighing
Jews contributed to the prosperity of those who out the retributions of justice carefully, and the
remained at home. It is evident then that the inflictions of his rod very tenderly but pouring
statements of increase contained in this chapter forth the bounties of his mercy as if He could not
and the one that follows were verified to the letter. think of measuring them by any rule less than the
Parts of the land were as thickly settled as any impulses of infinite love
portions of modern Pi u rope. And notwithstandWordsworth. [This learned man spiritualing all the outward conflicts in which they were izes the entire passage, but is not quoted here, beengaged, or the suffering they may have experi- cause, as Hengstenberg says, " While the ontwnrd
enced from the contentions of rival kingdoms conflict was undoubtedly the prelude of a still
around, " corn made the young men thrive, and grander conflict between Israel and Greece, to be
new wine the maidens," and the covenant people fought with spiritual weapons, it is opposed to all
were preserved in their integrity and distinctness, the principles of sound interpretation to refer the
until He came, for whose appearing they had been words immediately to the latter."]
appointed and preserved for more than twenty cenJay Ver. 16. Here we see the dignity of the
:

!

—

:

;

;

:

Lord's people. They are " stones," precious stones,
set in the " crown
of the King of kings. Here

turies.

also their exhibition ; these stones of a crown
are "lifted up." They are not to be concealed.
Here is also their utility ; these stones are to be
An orilifted up " as an ensign upon the land."
flamme suspended over the royal tent ; designed
in
cause
which
he
is ento attract followers to the

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

is

Moore:
and

Ver. 11. The covenant love of God
his faithful promises that are sealed with blood

—

are the hope of the Church in time of trouble.
Ver. 12. Let sinners who are also prisoners of
hope, torn to the stronghold Christ, ere it be for- gaged.

4.

FURTHER BLESSINGS OF GOD'S PEOPLE.
Chapter X.

A. God $e*ds Blessing, but the Idols Sorrow (vers. 1> S). B. Blessings upon native Rulers (vers. 5-6).
Former Mercies restored toJudah and Ephraim (vers. 6-9). D. Messianic Mercies (vers. 10-11).

C

1

Ask of Jehovah rain in the time of the
Jehovah creates lightnings,

And showers of rain l
To every one grass in

will

He

the

field.

latter rain

give them.

2 For the teraphim * have spoken vanity,
And the diviners have seen a lie,
And speak dreams of deceit,

They comfort

in vain

;

Therefore they have wandered * like a flock,
They are oppressed 4 because there is no shepherd.
3 Against the shepherds my anger is kindled,
And the he-goats will I punish ; *
For Jehovah of Hosts visits his flock, the house of Judah,
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X. 1-12.

And makes them like his goodly horse in war.
4 From him the corner-stone, from him the nail,
From him the war-bow, from him will every ruler 6 come
5 And they shall be like heroes treading down [». «., foes]

forth together.

Into the mire of the streets in the battle ;
they fight, for Jehovah is with them,
the riders on horses are put to shame. 7
I will strengthen the house of Judah,
the house of Joseph will save,
will make them dwell, 8 because I pity them,
they shall be as if I had not cast them off,
For I am Jehovah their God, and will hear them.
And Ephraim* shall become like a hero,
And their heart shall rejoice as with wine,
And their sons shall see and rejoice,
Their heart shall exult in Jehovah.
I will hiss to them and gather them,
For I have redeemed them,
And they shall increase as they did increase [before]
And I will sow 10 them among the peoples u
And in far countries they shall remember me,
And with their children they shall live and return.
And I will bring them back from the land of Egypt,
And from Assyria will I gather them,
And to the land of Gilead and Lebanon will I bring them,
And room shall not be found for them. 1*
And He passes through the sea, the affliction,18
And He smites the waves in the sea,
And all the depths of the Nile are put to shame
And the pride of Assyria is brought down,
And the sceptre of Egypt shall depart.
And I will strengthen them in Jehovah,
And in his name shall they walk, 14 saith Jehovah.

And
And
And
And
And
And

6

7

8

9

10

1

12

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL,

— Ott?3*-HgP

l Ver. 1.

of rain

Ut., rain

« copious rains.

See Job xxxvil.

6,

where the words are transposed.

text of the E. V. gives a singularly inappropriate rendering of the previous noun D^T^TJl, for what consistency
between " bright clouds " and heavy showers ?
l

Ver

— CD^n.

2.

5 Ver. 2.
4 Ver. 2.

word denotes a peculiar

Ver. 3.

is

4.

5 Ver. 6.

tense is future, Implying

w

;

Keil, Henderson,
;

jV
to pmrma requires to be followed by
Henderson (following the B. V.) makes the extraordinary mistake of rendering

and Cowles err in saying that the meaning

xxvi 14.

Is.

the vav before

/J

as

He

a vav eonvers.

also renders

"O

«= nevertheless,

a mean-

never has.

— WX2 =

ruler, as

thinks the harshness implied
7 Ver. 5.

The

too feeble.

a play here upon the two meanings of the word *TJ23» the on* to crtT€ f \ the other to J""1 *** /
good or for ill. Jehovah visits for evil, t. «., punishes, the goats but visits for good, i. «., cares

TIp^H as a preterite, and claiming
6 Ver.

It.

the people.

t. «.,

visit, for

See Job xxxl. 14

It

is

is

in

Is. iil. 12, lx. 17.

Hengstenberg

upon the

insists

original

meaning, oppressor, but

directed against foes.

— W^aH The Hlphil takes a passive sense, just as in
— D\"TiatTin. This anomalous form best explained as the Hlphil of Dtp for Dsn3tt?in.
ix. 5.

Ewald

derives

it

from 2^2?, and Kimchi explains

It

as a

compound of both words

1
ing the senses of both, as in the E. V, "I will bring them again to pl*ce them/ But it is far better to interpret
the similar form In Esek. xxxvi. 11, than to adopt this Rabbinical refinement, whloh has no precedent elsewhere.

7.

(Ges-

is

eniuB, Hengstenberg, Maurer).

• Ver.

there

still exists.

— There

for, his flock.

ing which

species of Idolatrous image, it is best to transfer

afflicted.

i

or in general to

per*.

this

lit.,

Chat the condition
fi

As

— TOD3, break up, as an encampment, h. to wander. TVy,
— 5Q5- °PPresud aortiV
The troubltd of the E. V.

— The

is

— ^ni.

As Ephraim

is

a

noun,

collective

th«n

unit-

It like

be no reason for the periphrasis of the B. V.,
item* to

« they of Ephraim."
IS Ver. 9.

— Henderson's

rendering, "

Though

I

have »o*a

,

them*

.

.

•

•

yet they

shall," etc., is
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Impossible,

if

opposed to the true sense of 3^T, sod
V.'s " far countries."

is

not required by the oontezt.

His w distent legions n

is

no

tafc-

'proTemeDt upon the B.

— C *^.
— N£^
U Ver. 11. — iT"^

11 Ver. 9.

1

13 Ver. 10.

Ses oo

Peoples.

U
b$

.

Till.

30.

Josh. xrli. 16.

Cf.

(The neeesserj room) shall not be found for them.

To make it a verb meaning to d*ac€ t alter
an Aramaic analogy (Maurer, Henderson, et al.% is fitr-fetched and needless. As a noun, it serres to show that the preTious noun does not mean a literal sea, but affliction represented under that figure.
is best

14 Ver. 12.

— *C ^ '"??•

taken as in apposition to the preceding noon.

Tbe

force of the Hlthpael conjugation here

the idea of continuous habitual action.

For the sentiment,

cf.

Mioah

ir. 6,

is

to express

more

distinctly

than the Kal,

where, however, Kal forms are used.

comparison indicates that the deliverance is effected
EXKGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
by an actual military struggle. Just as in ch. ix.
This chapter does not commence a fresh train 13, Jehovah called Judah and Ephraim his bow
of thought, but is rather an expansion of the fore- and arrow, so here He calls the former his goodly
going prophecy. First, there is a promise of rain horse, such a horse as for his extraordinary qualand fruitful seasons (ver. 1) a reference to idol- ities is chosen, and splendidly equipped as the warde- horse of the general. The House of Judah, thereatry as cause of their afflictions (vers. 2, 3 a)
liverance by God's blessing upon native rulers (vers. fore will be well prepared to meet its enemies.
restoration of ancient mercies (ver. 6)
3 b, 4, 5)
Ver. 4. From him the corner-stone. ^SSt^p
special mention of Ephraim as participating in the
growth and enlargement promised* to the whole refers not to Jehovah (Hitzig, Kohler, Pressel), but
appears from the connection and from
people (vers. 7-9) farther promises to the nation to Judah, as
(xxx. 21) on which this one
couched in historic allusions to their former experi- the passage in Jer.
leans. From themselves was to come forth every
ence, and fulfilled only in the Messiah's kingdom
is expressed in the forwhich
one of their rulers,
(vers. 10-12). Some maintain that ver. I belongs to
mer part of the verse by figures, namely, the corthe preceding chapter, and ought not to have been
Ps. cxviit. 22 ; the nail, the large
separated from it (Hengs ten berg), while others ner-stone, cf.
ornamental pin, built into the wall of oriental
affirm the same of ver. 2 also (Hofmann, Kohler)
purpose of suspending household
but ver. 2 is plainly as closely connected with ver. houses for the
the war-bow, which deutensils (Is. xxii. 23)
3 as it is with ver. 1. The question is of no impor;

;

;

;

;

;

tance to the interpretation.
Ver. 1 Aak of Jehovah. This summons to
prayer is not a mere expression of God's readiness
to give (Hengstenberg), but, both from the force
of the words and the connection, is to be literally
understood. Rain stands as a representative for
all blessings, temporal and spiritual. In the time
of the latter rain, is merely a rhetorical amplification, for it cannot be shown that the latter rain
was more necessary than the early rain for maturing the harvest. "Cf. Deut. xi. 13-15, from which
the expressions here are taken. Lightnings are
mentioned as precursors of rain. Cf. Jer. x. 13
Ps. exxxv. 7, where, however, a different word

notes military forces and weapons in general (ix.
10).

.

;

(D^JTTJ)

is

used.

Give them,

i.

e.,

every one

who

The consequence

will be the annihila.... like heroes. Some
trample the mire of
allusion
as
they
explain the
the streets, i. e., their foes considered as such (like
the sling-stones in ix. 15) ; so Hengstenberg, Keil,
etc. But the verb in Kal is always elsewhere tran-

Ver.
of

5.

tion

foes.

And

=

and the 2 ought not to be overlooked. We
should render, therefore, treading down (foes) in
or into the mire (Fiirst, Kohler).
Riders on
horses. Cavalry, the arm in which Israel was always weak, is mentioned in Dan. xi. 40 as the
principal strength of the Asiatic rulers (comp. also
1 Mace. iii. 39, iv. 1 ).
Hence the force of the promsitive,

ise here.

asks.

Ver. 2. The call to prayer is sustained by a ref
erencc to the misery caused by their former dependence upon idols and soothsayers. Teraphim, a
Penates, who appear
kind of household gods
also to have been looked upon as oracles ( Hos. iii.
4), in which latter light they are regarded here.

=

Ver.

6.

And

I will strengthen,

and Joseph comprehend the

etc.

Judah

entire people as a

whole. Make them dwell, t. «., securely and
happily as in the olden time, which is suggested
also in the next clause but one (cf. Ezek. xxxvi.
1
).
And I will hear them, is a very comprehen1
sive promise.
Ver. 7. And Ephraim .... wine. In this
verse and the following, the prophet refers particularly to Ephraim (but not to the exclusion of
Judah), for the reason that heretofore the ten
tribes had not participated as largely as it was intended they should, in the return from exile. They
and their sons shall share in the coming conflict,
and equally with Judah prove themselves to be like
a hero. Their exultation in Jehovah is expressed
by a comparison which is applied by the Psalmist
to the Lord Himself. Ps. lxxviii. 65.

The etymology of the word is still unsettled. The
prevalence of impostors, of the kinds here mentioned, just before the overthrow of Judah, is abundantly established. Jer. xxyii. 9 ; xxix. 8 ; xxiii.
9, 14, 32; Ezek. xxi.34, xxii. 28. Therefore, the
consequence was that they were compelled to wander away, and were without a ruler, t. e., one of
a state of things still in
their own Davidic line,
existence when Zechariah wrote.
Ver. 3. Against the shepherds. Israel having
lost its native rulers, fell under the power of heathen
governors, here styled shepherds and he-goats,
Ver. 8. I will hiss .... increase. The hiss(Is. xiv. 9, Heb.). 'These are to be punished, because Jehovah regards those whom they oppress as ing or whistling is mentioned as a signal (cf. Is.
his flock, whom He visits and protects. House of v. 26, vii. 18). It alludef to the ancient method of
Judah is mentioned not in distinction from Eph- swarming bees. This verse explains how Israel,
raim (see vers. 6, 7), but as the central point and so large a part of whom were still in exile, should
striking take part in the victorious struggle. The Lord
representative of the covenant people.

—

A
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would bring them back. The

utter downfall of the
northern kingdom, so long before that of Judah,

had removed nearly every

political reason for

main-

taining the old disruption, and all the circumstances of the time inclined the various tribes to
coalesce again into one people. I have redeemed,
pret. proph, to express Jehovah's unalterable purpose. The Inst clause, like ver. 6 b, refers toEzek.
xxxvi. 11. The extraordinary multiplication of the
Jews at and after this period is oue of the most
familiar facts of history. See Merivale, History of
the Romans, ch. xxix. "Joseph us informs us that
two hundred years after the time here referred to,
Galilee was peopled to an amazing extent, studded
with cities, towns, and villages ; and adds that the
villages were not what are usually called by that
name, but contained, some of them, fifteen thousand inhabitants." Henderson, in loc.
Ver. 9. And I will aow
return. The

word ^1?J never means

X. 1-12.

brew usage allowing such rapid

of ban-

To

the subject (Calvin, Cocccius, Syr.),
is unnatural and frigid, besides connecting a feminine noun with a verb having a masculine suffix.
This verse continues the figurative allusions of the
preceding. Just as of old God gloriously vindicated his people in the passage over the Bed Sea,
so now He marches through the deep at the head
of his chosen and smites down the roaring waves.
The artiele in the sea points to the particular body
of water through which Israel had once before

been

led,

— Jhe Arabian Gulf.

"YIN*

almost

al-

ways == Nile. Here the term depths or floods is
properly applied to its vast and regular inundations.
In tho last clause the characteristic feature
of Assyria is well expressed by pride (Is. x. 7),
and that of Egypt by the sceptre or rod of the

taskmasters.

And I

strengthen.

The whole

sec-

appropriately wound up with this emphatic
promise. The entire strength, conduct, hope, and
destiny of Israel lay in Jehovah. " The name of
Jehovah is a comprehensive expression denoting
his glory as manifested in history " ( Hengstenberg).
Trusting and serving the God thus revealed, they would find the past a pledge of the
future, and see the divine perfections as gloriously
illustrated in their behalf as at any former period.
This chapter, as has been said, continues and
enlarges the promises of the preceding.
After
tracing the distresses of the people to their apostasy, it sets forth their deliverance as effected
through actual conflicts, in which the might of
Jehovah gives to the native leaders a force and
courage which suffice to subdue foes otherwise far
superior.
This victory is followed by a large increase of population, not confined to Judah but
also including Israel. Nor is there reason to doubt
that the independence achieved by the Maccabees
attracted very many of the exiles from the north,
em kingdom, who forgot the old causes of dissension, and united heartily in maintaining the reestablished national centre in Jerusalem. This fusion at home led to a similar fusion abroad
and
wherever Jews were found who preserved their
hereditary faith at all, they still remembered Jehovah as the one who had chosen Zion, and considered themselves as constituent parts of one covenant people. So far the predictions of the chapter were fulfilled historically in the period extending from the establishment of Jewish independence to the time of the advent. In the last three
verses the Prophet describes a far greater because
spiritual blessing in terms borrowed from the old
experience of the people. The drying up of the
sea, the humiliation of Assyria, the overthrow of
Egypt simply set forth the removal of all possible
obstacles in the way of a spiritual return to God.
The Lord will reclaim and bless them by procedures as marvelous as any that ever occurred in
tion

ishing or destroying (Ftirst, Henderson, Hitzig),
but always has the sense of sowing (<nr*p&, LXX.
seminabo, Vulg.), and when applied to men, denotes
increase (Hos. ii. 24 ; Jer. xxxi. 27). The passage
means, then, that Israel while among the nations
will repeat the experience of their ancestors in
Egypt, *' the more they afflicted them, tta more
they multiplied and grew" (Ex. i. 12). They
•hall live, is explained in Ezek. xxxvii. 14. The
mention of the children with them implies that
the blessing would not be transient, but abiding.
Ver. 10. And I will bring
.
.
Egypt. Some
expositors suppose that by Egypt and Assyria are
meant the lands so named, ana vainly attempt to
show that many of the* ten tribes were carried or
escaped to Egypt. It is far better to adopt the
opinion of Gesenius, that " Egypt and Assyria are
mentioned here in place of the different countries
into which the Jews were scattered." Such a typical use of names is neither unnatural nor unusual.
Egypt was the first oppressor of the covenant people, and Assyria was the final instrument of overthrowing the ten tribes, and the two terms might
well be combined as a general statement of the
lands of the dispersion. See this combination in
a similar case in Is. xxvii. 13, and cf. Is. x. 24,
xi. 11, 16, xix. 23, lii. 4; Hos. xi. II. Kohler's
objection that in this case Assyria must be taken in
its most literal sense, is surely groundless, for the
prophet could not have meant that the Ephraimitcs should be restored from certain regions and
not from others. The general terms of the preceding verses forbid such a narrow view. Nor can
, Prcssel claim the mention of Assyria as favoring the
theory which dates the prophecy before the Captivity, because the subject of it is not Judah alone,
but the whole nation, with special reference to
Ephraim, and therefore Assyria was just the country which it suited the prophet to mention. The
northern Palesland of Gilead and Lebanon
tine on both sides of the Jordan, the former home
the
ten
tribes.
.
Boom
found,
of
because of
their increase. Merivale, in the place above cited,
accounts for the manner in which the Jews
in the centuries just before Christ, swarmed over
the whole Roman world, " from the Tiber to the
Euphrates, from the pines of the Caucasus to the
spice groves of Arabia Felix," bv the insufficiency
of their native land to support the immense popu.

is

;

=

.

transitions.

HIS

make

Ver. 12.
scatter in the sense

79

their former history.
But before this great event takes place, before

.

the Church of the Old Testament passes into the
form and character of the Church of the New
Testament, a sad and peculiar experience is to be
This is set forth in the striking
j?one through.
imagery of the next chapter.

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.

lation.

And he passes. The subject, of
Jehovah, the discourse passing from direct to indirect address, in accordance with the HeVer.

course,

1 1

is

.

j

I
**J*\*

opening verse of this chapter the
In *ne
into direct opposition to manv of
tit comes
J0&& ScwttUta of qut day. They ainrm

*0?
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that " without a disturbance of natural law quite
as serious as the stoppage of an eclipse or the rolling the St. Lawrence up the Falls of Niagara, no
act of humiliation, individual or national, could
call one shower from heaven'' (Tyndall).
It follows, of course, that only those who believe that
the miraculous is still active in nature can consistently join in prayers for fair weather and for rain.
The Prophet, on the contrary, directs the people
whenever the heavens withhold their moisture, to
ask from the Lord what they need, and assures
them that asking they shall obtain ; and yet neither
he nor his hearers supposed that this process involved a miracle in any proper sense of that term.
It certainly implies the attainment of an end which
without this means would not be accomplished. It
is the combining and directing of natural forces
so as to secure a certain result. This is what men
are doing all the time, without dreaming that they
are miracle-workers. Much more may God do it,
who is not, like us, limited by second causes. In
this very matter of rain, a scientific man announced
some years ago a certain process by which an
adequate rain-fall could at any time be secured.
Whether his theory was valid or not, no one
scouted it as impossible, or preposterous.
Yet
learned men deny to God what they allow to themselves.
Creatures may compel the clouds, but the
Creator may not They may employ one and another natural law so as to achieve novel effects,
but the Maker of the whole,

"

Who
And

seto the bright procession on its way,
marshal! all the order of the year,"

shut up in the workmanship of his hands, and
cannot possibly escape from the regular sequence
of cause and effect. But this is simply toe rejection, not merely of Christianity or of the Old
God
Testament, but of all religion whatever.
who has no control over nature is to all inSentiments of revertents and purposes no God.
ence, gratitude, obligation, love, and dependence
toward such a Being, are impossible. The docThere
trine of prayer, therefore, is a vital one.
never has been, there never can be a religion without communion with the object of worship. To
deny the efficacy of prayer, even in such matters
is

A

as the giving or withholding of rain, is to remand
the human race into a state of practical atheism.
2. The question with man never is whether he

have a religion or not, but always whether he
have that which is true, or one that is false.
Not only his intuitions, his moral convictions, but
his dependent condition, his exposure to change,
want, sorrow, and death, all compel him to look
up to some superior invisible power, something
nobler and better than himself. If this craving be
not met by the truth, it surely will be by false-

will
will

A

permanent state of atheistic unbelief is
hood.
impossible.
Such a state has never been seen in
In ancient Israel there was
all the world's history.
a constant oscillation between the worship of Jehovah and the service of idols, but never the abnegaAnd this is the alternative
tion of all worship.
which confronts every man and every age. They
reject
true
God
and the revealed religion ;
may
the
but the inevitable result is superstition in some
form, more or less refined. Just as among the
Jews whenever they apostatized, " diviners " came
to the front When Saul could get no answer from
the Lord, either by dreams, or by Urim, or by
Prophets, he went to the Witch of Endor.
Intelligence and culture are no guard against
such a result If men will not believe the rational

and

absurd and the false
day furnishes conspicuous
Table-turnings and spirit-rappings

true, they will believe the

Our own land

at this

examples.
have led captive many who turned away in scorn
from the teachings of Christ and his Apostles.
The voice of God, uttered with every kind and degree of evidence in his Word, has been given up
for the sake of the pretended disclosures of the
spirits of the dead
and the necromancy of the
nineteenth century before Christ has been revived
in the nineteenth century after Christ.
And the
results have been what was to be expected.
On
one hand a degree of unnatural excitement of the
feelings and the imagination which terminated in
an eclipse of reason, and on the other, a lowering
of the tone of morals which undermined the family constitution, and swept away the surest safeguards of human society. It is as criminal and
as dangerous to consult diviner* now as it ever was
" Should not a peoin the days of ancient Israel.
ple seek unto their God ?
[Should they seek] for
the living to the dead ? To the law and to the
testimony
if they speak not according to this
word, it is because there is no light in them " (Is.
;

;

viii.

19, 20).

The prediction of the return of Ephraim in
chapter (ver. 6) has been sometimes cited as
evidence that the ten tribes are still somewhere existing as a separate community, and as such are
yet to be restored to their own land. But this is
an error. The words of the Prophet were fulfilled
in the period to which he refers.
Many of the
transplanted Ephrai mites fell away from the faith
and became absorbed in the heathen by whom they
were surrounded, but many who remained true to
Jehovah, joined their fortunes with those of their
brethren of Judah. Their common calamities softened and at last obliterated the old feelings of en3.

this

mity toward each other. Jerusalem became again
the central point of the whole nation, and while
not a few actually shared in the restoration, others
who remained in exile, yet adhered to the second
temple, aided it by their gifts, and often attended
the yearly festivals.
Hence all the latter* were
comprehended under the term, the Diaspora (Jas
i. I).
In the New Testament there are repeated
allusions to the twelve tribes, conveying tne distinct impression that the inhabitants of Palestine
in our Lord's day represented both parts of the
nation.
There is no reason, therefore, for the
pains which have been taken to discover them in
some remote or obscure part of the globe. And
indeed the hopeless disagreement of those who
seek a historical identification of these exiles shows
the vanity of the attempt
The foot of the Himalayas, the coast of Malabar, the interior of China,
the Nestorlans of Persia, and the Indians of North
America, have all been claimed as containing the
veritable descendants of the Hebrews whom Sargon carried away. This whole subject is treated
with ability and learning in an article in the
Princeton Review for April, 1 873, by the Rev. John
H. Shedd. The conclusions to which Mr. Shedd
comes are thus stated
1. That the apostate Israelites were lost among
the idolaters of the Assyrian Empire at the time
:

—

of their apostasy.
2. That the true Israelites under Persian rule
became identified with the captivity of Judah, and
the nationality of the Ten Tribes was extinct
3. That these Jews, embracing, since the time
of Cyrus, the faithful of both Judah and Israel,
greatly increased in numbers, were reinforced by
emigrants from Palestine, and have sent off col
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ooies to all the East, throughout Persia, Tartary, the Jews, their adoption would not be void for by
and Thibet; but there is no Scriptural or histor- calling Himself their God He reminds them of his
ical basis for the idea that the " Ten Tribes " are covenant, as if He said that He had not in vain
living as a body in some obscure region or are made a covenant with Abraham, and promised
And fwill sow
that his seed should be blessed.
found in any one nation.
4. That some at least of the communities of them. This was an instance of the wonderful grace
Jews still living in the land of their original exile, of God for hence it happened that the knowledge
are lineal descendants of the Ten Tribes ; and of celestial truth shone everywhere ; and at length
considering the history of those Jews, their pres- wheu the Gospel was proclaimed, a freer access
ent numbers of fifty or sixty thousand souls in was had to the Gentiles, because Jews were disThe first receptacles
Persia and Assyria, and several thousand more in persed through all lands.
(hosuitia) or the Gospel were the Synagogues.
Babylonia, they sufficiently solve the problem.
God thus scattered his seed here and there that it
might in due time produce fruit beyond the exH0M1LETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
pectation of all.
Melvill : Ask ye rain. Men seem practically
Diviners have seen a lie.
Pbessel
Unbelief
to have but little remembrance that the main- has recourse to a crowd of superstitious devices,
spring of all the mechanism of second causes is in and by their folly and impotence is put to shame
the hands of an invisible Creator ; that it is not Faith on the contrary turns to prayer and through
from what goes on in the hidden laboratories of it works wonders. Passes through the sea. ror
what they call nature that season succeeds season, how many has Israel's wonderful passage through
and shower and sunshine alternate with so much the Red Sea been a pattern of a wonderful escape
of beautiful and beneficent order, but that the through straits and sorrows of every kind I The
whole arrangement is momentarily dependent text is one of the oldest examples of this use of
upon the will and energy of that supreme Being the deliverance, but new ones are constantly ocwho " sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and the curring.
inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers."
Jay / will strengthen them in the Lord. The
Calvin Grass in the field. The Prophet no very assurance our hearts want. Its fulfillment
doubt includes here under one kind all things ne- will keep us in our work, not cause us to cease.
cessary for a happy life ; for it is not the will of It will be seasonable and proportioned to our needs.
God to fUl his faithful people in this world as " As thy days," etc. It will come in God's own
though they were swine, but his design is to give way, that is," in the use of the means He has apthem by means of earthly things, a taste of the pointed. These we are to employ, especially when
spiritual life.
/ am Jehovah their God. He means we are not in a proper or lively frame ; as fire is
by this that although he had for a time rejected most needful when we are cold.
;

'

;

:

:

:

5.

ISRAEL'S REJECTION OF

THE GOOD SHEPHERD.

Chapter XI.
A.

C

Poetical Introduction (vers. 1-3). B. The Flock of Slaughter (vers. 4-6).
The Prophet tries to
be their Sheplterd (vers. 7, 8).
D. He Fails (vers. 9-11 ). E. He is contemptuously Rejected (vera,
Ihe Hrsult (ver. 14). G.
12, 13). F.
H. Thi$
worthless Shepherd takes Charge (vers. 15, 16).

A

Shepherd Punished
1

Open,

And

O

(ver. 17).

Lebanon, thy doors,
devour thy cedars. 1

let fire

2 Howl, cypress, for the cedar has fallen,
For the lofty are laid waste ;
Howl, ye oaks of Bashan,
For the high * forest has gone down,
3
sound of the howling of the shepherds
For their glory is laid waste ;
sound of the roaring of young lions
For the pride of Jordan is laid waste.

A
A

4 Thus saith Jehovah, my God,
Feed * the flock of slaughter 4
5. Whose buyers slaughter them and are not

And
And

their sellers say, Blessed

guilty,

be Jehovah, for I

am

getting rich,5

own

shepherds spare them not.
6 For I will no more spare the inhabitants of the land, saith Jehovah,
And behold I give up the men,
Each into the hand of his neighbor and into the hand of his king,
their
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And
And

they lay waste e the land,
I will not deliver out of their hand.
And I fed 7 the flock of slaughter, therefore 8 the most miserable sheep,9 and I
7
took to. myself two staves ; the one 10 I called Beauty, the other I called Bands,
8 and I fed the flock. And I cut off the three u shepherds in one month, and my
9 soul became impatient with them, and their soul also abhorred me. And I said,
I will not feed you,
dying, let it die,
And the cut off, let it be cut off,
And the remaining, let them devour each the flesh of the other.
And I took my staff Beauty and broke it asunder in order to destroy my covenant with all peoples. 1* And it was destroyed in that day, and thus u the wretched
of the flock, who gave heed to me, knew that this was the word of Jehovah. And
I said to them, If it seem good to you, give me my wages I4 and if not, forbear.
And they weighed as my wages thirty u pieces of silver. And Jehovah said to me,
Throw it to the potter, the noble price at which I am valued by them ; and I took
the thirty pieces of silver, and threw it into the house of Jehovah, to the potter.
And I broke my second staff, Bands, to destroy the brotherhood 16 between Judah

The

10
1

12
13

14

and
15
16

Israel.

And Jehovah

17
of a foolish shepherd,
said to me, Take again the implements
For, behold, I raise up a shepherd in the land,
The perishing w he will not visit,
The straying 19 will he not seek for,
And the wounded he will not heal,
•
The strong * will he not feed
But the flesh of the fat one he will eat,
And their hoofs he will break off.
to the worthless M shepherd who forsakes * the flock I

Wo
A sword upon his arm
And upon
His arm

And

his right

eye

shall be utterly withered,

his right

eye utterly blinded.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

— Perhaps

1 Ver. 1.

b2N

it

would be more exact to render, " devour among thy cedars."

Of.

2 Sam. xrlfL 8

for the use

of

with the preposition 2.

8 Ver.

2.

— For Tte3

generally considered to be

many MSS. and two early editions read *V32, whioh Is also found in the Keri ; but it is
a needless attempt at correction. The Kethlb is lit., cut off, h. inacussibU, which Dr. Biggs

gives iu his emendations.

8 Ver. 4.

ny\

—

•

Feed

is

% miserably inadequate version of

this

word

It

means

to perform the

shepherd, of which feeding is but one part. Ouiding, defending, and ruling are also included.
Greek equivalent iroifxcufM, but not of the Latin paseo.
4 Ver. 4.

but

— " Flock

to strangle

"

8 Ver. 5.

7 Ver. 7.
to sense.

true of the

of Slaughter " Keil renders of strangling, and says that the cognate verb " does not mean to slay
meaning in the cognate Arabic form, whioh I doubt, it is certainly lost in the Hebrew.

n^HH

]rfS

= HrQTp

)^2

(Ps. xliv. 23).

.

The

flock destined or

to be slaughtered.

— ntTpSI

accordingly.
sense ; they,

6 Ver. 6.

is

If it has this

See any of the Lexicons or Concordances.

accustomed

whole work of a

The same

is

merely a syncopated form of

TH?pS\

The
i. e.,

tenses are futures expressing continued action.
each of them, will say, etc.

The vac expresses consequence, and
The plural verbs are employed in a

— 2|."VO» lit, smite in pieces = lay waste.
— The K. V. " and I will feed," although follows the LXX. and Vulgate,

is

translated

distributive

'

it

The

full force of

the oat- cone,

is,

«

And

so I fed."

Exactly the same form

is

is

opposed alike to grammar and
found in the last clause of the

verse.

—

8 Ver. 7.
]p ^ has been very variously rendered. The LXX. read It and the following word, as one, and so made
Cananniu of it, which Blayney adopts. The Vulgate, propter hoc = therefore, is the usual sense of the word but confessSome (Kimchi, Ewald, Henderson) make it a noun with a preposition = in respect to truth, t. «., trutf,
edly hard here.
but there is no other instance of the kind. Others (Hitxig) render on account of you, which also lacks authority. In
this conflict of opinion, it 1m better to adhere to usage and render therefore ; but then this cannot give the reason for the
Shepherd's assumption of his office as Hengstenberg claims, for it Is too for from the verb ; but must assign the consequence of the flock's description, thus, And so I fed the flock of slaughter, therefore (*. «., because so named), a most

miserable flock.
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» V«r. 7.— "J^-I*
10 Ver. 7.

stood, but

it is

'

an "npb*1*

positive »ioperlative, the

M

Ver.

11—^3.

14

Ver

12.

insists that this

must be thus translated
Peoples.

Not

— ^DtP.

truly,

Not

rendered pries in the E. V.,

(cf.

vers. 12, 18

Text and Gram, on

nor then/ore, but

pries (B. V.),

a

is

Cf.

viil.

Gen.

;

thus.

but reward or wages.

totally different one,

The word

17 Ver. 16.

—

is

air.

**

v2)

1«

*

A

the Mishna.

token of post-exile composition.

collective singular.

53H. The

18 Ver. 16

19

in the next Terse, similarly but correct^

^p^H.

— bjTO? as usual omitted before H~?7N
— njnS — Ary. Found In cognate languages and

« cut

xl. 10, 12, 18).

20.

16 Ver. 14.

16 Ver. 12.

most miserable she sp.

most bo regarded as a true construct, depending upon CH!2 underbetter to take it as construct used for the absolute, as elsewhere (Green, H. <?., $ 228 a).
ff
7*« three shepherds." Presml shows that Kdhler has quite felled to overthrow Hitsig's assertion, thai
Kdhler

—
Cs J^n HW^X&'nH
W Ver. 10. — 0*!&37.
11 Ver. 8.

ta

\*?S

— IflH.
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connection requires us to render the partioiple in the present, Instead of the psst, as K. V.

off."

Ver

— ^59

16.

*

Arab.

\\JU

same

radical*,

in

but

wlth

to

fugam

LXX

»

Vu1 «m * nd Syr. to be taken as formed from "1173, to shako, PiW,
Hengstenberg makes

vertere (Gesenius, Furst, si at.).

this Is never applied to auimals,

and

If it

It

the ordinary

to disperse,

Hebrew word of the

were, could not hare the meaning which he claims, namely,

tender.

20 Ver. 16-

root

when

r

it

— njl^3,

shows

SI Ver. 17.

"hat stands upon

» to be wearied, feeble,

*{*\

all classes

—

V^bS,

its

and conditions of the
not

idol,

feel,

t. «.,

Is

strong and healthy.

Henderson derives

which he thinks required by the connection.
flock to be equally neglected.

but worthless,

or, as

But the picture

It

from an Arabic

is

the more vivid

Dr. EJggs renders " the well (or sound)/ 1

Kdhler says, mock-shepherd.

Dr. Rlggs gives

" Shepherd

of

vanity," which itself needs interpretation.

n

Ver. 17.

— 'Otfc,

S ?'"

1

Ptncogfa vowel (Green, H. G., § 61, 6

BXBGKT10AL AND CRITICAL.
This chapter, on any view of its meaning, premarked contrast to the tenor of chaps, ix.
and x. The latter are full of encouragement.

sents a

They speak much of conflict, but uniformly represent the covenant people as victorious, and paint a
bright picture of increase, prosperity, and happiHere, on the contrary, is a sad scene of genness.
overthrow caused by deliberate and persistent
uickedness. The explanation is well given by
"These predictions appear to contradict
Calvin
«ne another. But it was necessary that the blessings of God should first of all be announced to
the Jews in order that they might engage with
greater alacrity in the work of building the temple, and feel assured that they were not wasting
It was now desirable to address them
their time.
in a different style, lest, as was too generally the
rase, hypocrites should be hardened by their vain
It was also requisconfidence in these promises.
ite, in order that the faithful should take alarm in
time, and earnestly draw near to God ; since nothing is more destmctive than false security ; and
eral

:

whenever sin is committed without restraint, the
judgment of God is close at hand." Just then, as
in the former part of the book, there

is

interjected,

in the midst of a series of encouraging symbolical
visions, a pair of representations (ch. vi.) setting
forth the certainty and severity of the punishment

a.),

found chiefly in poetical

]

The first three verses describe the ruin of the
entire land, in words arranged with great rhetorical power, full of poetic imagery and lively dramatic movement Then the cause of this* widespread desolation is set forth, not by vision as in
the earlier portion, but by symbolical action or
process subjectively wrought. Israel is a flock
doomed to perish by the divine judgment. The
Prophet personating his Lord makes an effoi t to
avert the threatened infliction.
He therefore assumes the office of shepherd, equipped with staves
fitted to secure success.
He seeks to rid them of
false lead ere, and win them to ways of truth and
right.
But the attempt is vain, because of their
obdurate wickedness, and the issue is a mutual recoil.
He loathes them ; they abhor him. Accordingly he significantly breaks his staves in token
that all is over.
But after breaking one, and before doing the same to the other, the shepherd asks
a reward for his unavailing effort. He receives
one, but it is so trifling that he had better have received none. They insult him with the offer of
the price of a slave (vers. 4-14).
Then the scene
changes.
Instead of a wise, kind shepherd, the
Prophet personates one of an opposite character.
The gentle crooks, Beauty and Bands, are replaced
by knives and battle-axes. The flock, so far from
being fed and guided and guarded, is torn and devoured, and then at last its misguided rulers are
smitten and palsied, and so the curtain falls (vers.
15-17).
Vers. 1-3 are a vivid poetical apostrophe, introductory to what follows in the rest of the chapter.
fierce conflagration sweeps over the land, devouring alike mountain forests, and lowland pastures;

of wickedness, so here, after exhibiting Judsa's
protection from Alexander, and also (with a passing glance at Zion's future king, Messiah) the triumph of the Maccabees and the recovery of former
strength and influence, the Prophet passes on to and a cry of despair is heard from man and beast
Ver. 1. Open, O Lebanon, etc Instead of
lift the veil from the final outcome of Jewish oblimply declaring that Lebanon shall be devastated.
duracy, and its terrible results.

A
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summons the lofty mountain to open
doors for the consuming fire.
Ver. 2. Howl, cypress, for the cedar, etc
Continuing his apostrophe, he calls on the less important trees to bewail the fall of the stately cedars
as foreshadowing their own impending doom, for
the Prophet

its

if the steep inaccessible
side is prostrated, much

forest on the mountain
more must the cypresses

of the passage, the illustrative parallels ,in other
prophets, the destroying of other shepherds (ver.
8), and the thirty pieces of silver, all show that
Zechariah in person could not have been intended.
It remains then to view him as addressed in his
typical or representative capacity, not, however, as
standing either for the prophetic order (Hoffman),
or the mediatorial office (Kohler), for no human
agency could possibly perform the works here recounted but as personating the great Being who
was predicted by Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel,
under the form of the Good Shepherd. Flock of
slaughter. Not the whole human race (Hoffman),
but, as nearly all agree, the nation of Israel. Their
condition is farther described in the next verse.

and oaks be consumed. But the crashing ruin
extends yet further.
Ver. 3.
sound of the howling of the shepherds ! The flames spread over the low grounds
and pastures of the wilderness, and the Prophet
hears the outcry of the shepherds over the destruction of what is their hope and dependence.
With
this is mingled the roaring of young lions, driven
Ver. 5. Whose buyers, etc. Not " possessors,"
by the fiery blast from their favorite lair, the thick- as £. V., but " buyers/' both because this is the
ets on the river banks, known as the pride of the
primary signification of the word, and because the
Jordan (Jer. xii. 5 ; xlix. 19 ; 1. 44), so called be- antithesis of " sellers " in the next clause requires
cause the luxuriant bushes and reeds inclose the it. 'These buyers and sellers are those who do
stream with a garland of fresh and beautiful ver- just as they please with the covenant people, condure.
sulting only their own interests. The one class
To what does this vivid and startling represen- slaughter them and are not guilty, i. e., do not
tation refer? (I.) Avery old Jewish interpreta- incur blame, so far, at least, as the mere act is contion makes it descriptive of the overthrow of the cerned, since they only execute what is a righteous
temple, which is here called Lebanon, because so punishment from God.
This statement is just the
much of the wood of that goodly mountain was reverse of the one in Jer. ii. 3, " Israel is holj to
used in its construction. So Eusebius, Jerome, Jehovah ... all who devour him become gvUtg,
Grotius, and Henderson. But this, as Calvin says, evil will come upon them," where it appears that
is frigid.
Indeed, it gives no explanation of Ba- while Israel was holy, none could injure him withshan, or of ver. 3. (2.) Others applied it to Jeru- out incurring guilt. Now, however, the case is dif;

A

salem, which

is

liable to the

Most of the moderns

same

objection.

refer it to the holy land,

(3.)

'

destruction.

ferent.

—

Hebrew), where the same

The

other class say, Blessed
be Jehovah, etc, t. «., they make merchandise of
the people, and yet consider the gains thus made
perfectly honest, such as they can properly thank
God for bestowing. These buyers and sellers are
heathen rulers and oppressors. The last clause

word, OtptJ,

is

used.

completes the picture by setting forth their own
shepherds, i. e., their domestic rulers, civil and
a
ecclesiastical, as those who do not spare them,
pregnant negative,

—

6.
For I win no more . . saith JehoThis verse assigns the reason for the direction given in ver. 4. Jehovah, being about to visit

Ver.

.

vah.

upon

his people the just desert of their sins, will
effort to save them. If this
fails, they will be given up to the worst evils, namely, inward discord and subjugation to a stranger.

make one more

yet

Thus apprehended, the land is the land of Israel,
the flock of slaughter (Caland its inhabitants
Others (Keil, Kohler) take
vin, Hengstenberg).
the nations of the world, and sapthe phrase as
pose the sense to be that Jehovah will no longer
suffer them to oppress his people with impunity.
This is grammatically possible, but needlessly diverts the current of thought in the passage, which

=

=

is

and

sufferings of the chosen people.
foreign oppressor. Cf. Hos. xl 5.
last clause fitly completes the sad picture.

the sins

His king,

The

t.

e.,

Ver. 7. And I fed, etc. The prophet assumes
the duty enjoined upon him. He undertakes to
discharge the functions of a shepherd to a flock
so much so as
which is in a very sad condition,
That is,
to be already devoted to destruction.
dropping the figure, he proposes to guide and feed
and defend a people so wicked and hardened that
they are on the point of being given over to the
just retribution of their sinful ways. He begins
by assuming the implements of office. I took
.
.
.
two staves, such as shepherds use. One of

Ver. 4. Thus saith Jehovah. To whom does
He speak? The earlier interpreters said, to the
Angel of the Lord or Messiah. But this is disproved by the commission in ver. 15 given to the
same person Take again the implements of a foollanguage which, as all admit,
ish shepherd, sea.,
could not be addressed to the Messiah. Others say
that the prophet in his individual capacity is addressed (Hitzig, Ewald, et al.), bat the whole strain these
:

Cf. Jer. It 6 (in

some

supposing that the cedars, cypresses, etc., denote
heathen rulers who are swept away by a general
judgment (Hoffman, Umbreit, Khefoth} ; others
holding that these terms denote the chief men of
Israel (Hitzig, Maurer, Hengstenberg, Ewald).
Bnt any such close pressing of a passage like this,
the most vigorous and poetical in all the book,
both needless and unwise. Standing as a prelude
to the fearful doom of the flock of slaughter, it is
simply a highly figurative representation of the
overthrow of all that is lofty and glorious and
powerful in the nation and kingdom of the Jews.
The choice of the local terms used (Lebanon, Bashan, etc.) may have been suggested by ch. x. 10
but even if not so, they may very well stand for
the whole kingdom.
A poet is not to be bound
by the rules of a historiographer. Pressel, quite
consistently with his general view of the second
part of Zechariah, sees in this prelude only a literal description of the march of Tiglath Pileser,
when he invaded Israel in the days of Pekah (2
Kings xv. 29). But surely the Assyrian king did
not set fire to the cedars of Lebanon or the reeds
of the Jordan.
Vers. 4-14. A justly celebrated section, of which
Pressel says it " exhibits Isaiah's power and beauty
of language, as well as his fullness of Messianic
thought." By command of Jehovah the prophet
assumes the office of a shepherd over his flock, and
feeds it until he is compelled by its ingratitude to
break his staves of office and give up the sheep to

—
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XI. 1-17

(Ewald, Umbreit, Keil, Henderson) render, Grace be regarded as a single act like the expiation (in.
or Favor, but it is better to adhere to the primary ix.), but as a continuous act which occupies some
signification of the word, Beauty or Loveliness
time" (Hengstenberg). The plural suffix, CH3,
(Hitzig, Hengstenberg, Maurer, Kohler), as in Ps.
in the next clause, My soul became impatient
all that makes
xxvii. 4, xc. 17, beauty of Jehovah
abhorred me, by the earlier interpreters and
Him an object of afketion or desire. Of course, by Hengstenberg,
Kliefoth, et a/., is referred to the
the staff denotes the loveliness, not of the people
shepherds, but it is certainly more natural to refer
(Block), but of God. The other staff he named
it to " the flock " in ver. 7, and consider the clause
C 1? V-. This word the LXX. (vxoiviffiw) and the as furnishing the reason of the rejection stated in
Vulgate [funiculi) seem to have read as if pointed, the next verse, which is evidently aimed at the
Jewish nation as a whole. The Good Shepherd
C-V^Tt* for which there is no authority. As it
lost patience with their perverse impenitence, and
stands, the word is masc. plural of Kal participle. they, on the other hand, loathed him for his spiritLuther, and many others after him, render " de- uality and holiness.
stroyers," but the verb never has this meaning in
Ver. 9. And I said.
fleah of the other.
the Kal. Another class render it " the bound or
The shepherd renounces his flock. I will not feed
"the allied" (Hitzig, Hengstenberg, Maurer, you, i. e., I will no longer be your shepherd.
The
Kliefoth), but this would require a passive particifutures in the second half of the verse are by some
ple. It only remains to adopt the legitimate, natural
taken strictly as predictions, but it is more vivid
" binders, or binding ones" (Marckius,
sense
and more natural, like the older versions, to render
Gesenius, Fursc, Keil). The plural may be exthem optatively in the sense of surrender. All
plained as a plural of excellence, and the general
kindly control is withdrawn, and the flock is left
sense is well enough expressed by the E. V., bands.

=

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

(Gesenius says, Constriwfens poetice profune). And
flock, t. e., with these two staves, one indicating God's favor and protection from outward
the other, an internal union and fellowship.
foes
The next verse shows what he did in the discharge
of this office.

I fed the
;

Ver. 8. And I cut off.
one day. Who are
the three shepherds ? Forty different answers
have been given, which may thus be classified
(1.) Those who referred them to individuals, from
Jerome's Moses, Aaron, and Miriam, to Calmet's
Roman emperors, Galba, Otho, and Vitellius. The
impossibility of any agreement upon the point
shows that three distinct persons cannot be intended. (2.) The " later criticism " maintains that
.

.

.

the three shepherds are the three kings of Israel,
Zechariah, Shall um, and Menahem; but these
were not cut off in one month, and even if that
designation of time were referred (as it cannot be)
to the duration of their reigns, it would apply only
2 Kings xv. 10-13.
to one of them, Shallum
Nor was their cutting off an act of mercy even to
Israel, which the cutting off in the text is evidently
meant to be. (3.) Others suppose that the phrase
points to the three imperial rulers who became
liege-lords of the covenant nation, ». «., the BabyIonian, Medo-Persian, and Macedonian dynasties
( Ebrard, Kliefoth, Kohler, Keil). But it is not consistent with usage to call these shepherds ; in no
conceivable sense were they cut off in one month
when cut off they were succeeded by another, a
fourth, quite as much an oppressor of God's people
as they were ; and besides, Babylon was already
destroyed at the time Zechariah wrote. (4.) It is
better to fall back on the old opinion ( Theodore t,
Cyril), that the three shepherds are the three orders
;

by which

Israel

was

ruled,

— the

civil authorities,

These three classes
the priests, and the prophets.
are mentioned together in Jer. ii. 8, 18 as perverters of the nation and causers of its destruction.
And although in the future to which the passage
refers, there were no longer prophets, yet there was
a class, the Scribes or teachers of the law, who
stood in the same relation to the people, and partSee
ly, at least, discharged the same functions.
the three classes mentioned by our Lord in Matt.
xvL 21 In one month
in a period which is long
when compared with one day, but brief as contrasted with other periods of time. " It shows that
the extermination of the three shepherds is not to
.

=

to receive the appropriate consequences of its fatal
rejection of the means of deliverance.
The three

forms of calamity mentioned are death by natural
causes, plague or famine; violence at the hand
of foreign roe ; and intestine discord. On the last
The fulfillment of
clause, compare Is. ix. 20, 21.
these words in the history of Jerusalem is well

known.

my

And I took
staff .
.
nations.
predicted in the foregoing verse is here
exhibited in a symbolical action
the breaking of
the explanation of which is
the staff, Beauty,
immediately added. The Lord will remove the
restraint which He had hitherto laid upon the enmity of foreign nations. See this restraint from
violence expressed in the form of a covenant in
Ver.

What

10.

is

—

.

—

D^B?
v. 23; Hos. ii. 18; Ezek. xxxiv. 25.
has here its usual sense of peoples or nations, and
not that of the tribes of Israel, as Calvin and some
of the modems affirm (cf. xii. 6 Micah iv. 5).
Ver. 1 1 And it was destroyed
.
word of
Jehovah. The covenant was annulled, just as the
staff had been broken; the thing signified answered to the sign. This was not observed by the
flock at large, but the wretched portion of it, the
small company who gave heed to the Lord (cf.
John x. 4, 5, 14, 15), recognized the fulfillment of
a divine word (cf. Jer. xxxii. 8). " In that day,"
i. 6., that in which the staff was broken.
Job

;

.

.

Ver.

12.

And

I said to them.

.

.

.

.

pieoes of

To them would at first sight refer to the
wretched among the sheep just mentioned, but the
connection, and the form of the inquiry, which
silver.

aims simply to ascertain whether they are willing
to acknowledge and appreciate his pastoral care,
show that it must be addressed to the whole flock.
"if it
His leaving the matter to their pleasure
indicates that he served them not
seem good,"
for wages, but in obedience to the Divine will
(Kohler). The wages, however, were due. They

—

—

are usually explained to mean repentance arid
What they offered was
faith or heartfelt piety.
thirty pieces of silver, the compensation for a slave
who had been killed (Ex. xxi. 32], the price for
which a female slave could be purchased (Hos. iii.
2).

Such an offer was " more offensive than a direct
Accordingly it was con( Hengstenberg).

refusal "

temptuously rejected, as the next verse shows.
Ver. 13. And Jehovah said. ... to the potAs the prophet acted in the name of the
tar.
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culty in the way of those who refer the composition of the Second Part of Zecliariah to a period
prior to the Captivity, for to account for this verse
they must put the period back to the days of Solomon, which is quite inconceivable. The breaking
up of the nation into parties bitterly hostile to each
other, was one of the most marked peculiarities of
the later Jewish history, and greatly accelerated
the ruin of the popular cause in the Roman war.
Vers. 15-17. Since Israel rejected the good
the potter," to mean, cither taking ^? »* to be a
shepherd, they should be tended by shepherds of a
treasury or treasurer very different class. This truth is represented by
copyist's error for ^!pS
or altering the last vowel a fresh symbolical action.
(Syr., Kirachi, et al.)
Ver. 15. And Jehovah said .... shepherd.
of the former, and making it synonymous with the
latter (Jahn, Uitzig) ; or deriving the word from Again points back to ver. 7, and shows that the
present action is of the same symbolic character
the intransitive 12\ to be narrow, and rendering
crook, a bag, a pipe,
as the one there recorded.
it " cleft in the treasure chest," which Pressel
a knife, etc., were the articles usually carried by
claims as a well-grounded and simple explanation
other implements
There is no authority for altering the text, and shepherds. The nature of these
is not specified, but they were doubtless of a charS
~^P always means an image-maker or potter. It acter fitted rather to injure than to benefit the
seems clear that the phrase is a sort of proverb, and flock. Foolish, with the nsual Scriptural impli" The term directs attenis used contemptuously? like our common saying, cation of wickedness.
Throw it to the dogs. So much is evident, even if tion to the fact that the rulers of the nation are so
we reject the account which Hengstenberg gives of blinded by the judicial punishment inflicted by
He argues from Jer. xviii. 2, xix. 2, God, as to be unable to see that whilst their fury is
its origin.
that there was a potter employed about the Tem- directed against the nation they are undermining
(Hengstenberg).
is
ple, that his workshop was in the Valley of Hin- their own welfare"
nom, which from the time of Josiah had been fear- meant by this evil shepherd ? The '• later critics "
Others say,
fully polluted in every possible way, and that hence say, Pekah, or Hosea, or Menahem.
He insists Herod (Henderson), the Romans (Hoffman, Kohhis pottery became an unclean spot.
that our passage contains an allusion to the act of ler, Kcil), or the whole body of native rulers
Jeremiah (eh. xix.) when, with several of the elders (Hengstenberg). I prefer to combine the* last two
and priests he went to the Valley of Hinnom, and and understand the shepherd to represent the rulThe point of
there broke a potter's earthen vessel, and said, ing power in whomsoever vested.
" Even so will I do unto this place, saith the Lord, the prediction is that' just they who ought to proas one brcakcth a potter's vessel that cannot be tect and aid the people would oppress and destroy
made whole again, and they shall bury them in To- them. They are presented in the form of an ideal
and I will unity in order to complete the antithesis to the one
phet because there is no more room
make this city like Tophet." Hengstenberg claims good shepherd. The next verse describes the conthat the casting of the thirty pieces to the potter duct of this evil ruler.
was simply a renewal of the old symbol and a fresh
.
.
break off.
Ver. 16. For behold I raise .
pledge of God's purpose to punish. It is objected He docs the very opposite of what Christ is repreto this view with much force that the potter did sented as doing in Is. xlii. 3.
He not merely negnot certainly dwell in Hinnom, and that if he did, lects, but destroys (cf Ezck. xxxiv. 3, 4). The
would
not
personally
this fact
unclean. perishing.
make him
The present rendering in the text is
Kohlcr explains the phrase as meaning, " The sum equally grammatical with the past adopted in E.
is just large enough to pay a potter for the pitchv., and more consistent with the verb visit.
The
ers and pots which he furnishes, and which are whole verse is striking in its complete enumeration
thought of so little value that men are easily com- of particulars, showing how far this evil ruler falls
forted for the breaking of any by the thought that short of what is involved in the oriental concepothers can readily be obtained in their stead." tion of a shepherd. The history of Israel after
This, however, docs not account for the word the flesh furnishes for centuries one continuous
" Throw," which is emphatic. It is best to rest in commentary upon the fidelity of this delineation.
the general conception of a contemptuous rejection The breaking off of hooft expresses the ferocious
of the offered wages. In the execution of the com- greed of the shepherds who will rend even these
mand the prophet threw the money in the house extremities rather than lose a shred of the flesh.
of Jehovah, which Hengstenberg explains as mean- This is better than the view (Ewald, Hitzig) which
ing that it was to be carried thence to the potter, makes it refer to injuries caused by driving the
in reply to which it is justly said that if that flock over rough and stony roads. ^ But these
were the prophet's meaning, he expresses himself merciless masters are to meet due retribution.
very obscurely. The circumstance is, no donbt,
to the worthless . . . blinded.
Ver. 17.
significant, and may express either that the rejecThe arm is the organ of strength, the right eye
tion of the wages was done in Jehovah's name and
As
these are the members which inof vigilance.
by his authority, or that being done in the sanc- stead of guarding the flock as they should have
tuary where the people assembled for worship, it done, shamefully abused it, they are specified as
indicated that they would be held accountable for
the objects of punishment. The apparent jumble
This shameful payment by the peo- of metaphorical expressions in threatening a sword
their course.
ple leads to another token of Jehovah's displeasure.
upon the arm and the eye, and then declaring that
Ver. 14. And I broke ... and Israel. The
the former shall be withered and the other blinded,
evil threatened here is worse than the former. It
has led some (Jahn, Bunsen, l'ressel) to give to
is the loss of all fraternal unity, represented under
dryness (as Vulgate,
the pointing 2"X1
the figure of the old disruption of the nation in
This verse is a tad diffi- Arab, and Sam. have done in Dent xxviii. «).
the time of Jeroboam.

Lord, the Lord regards the wages of the shepherd
as offered to Himself, and therefore tells his representative what to do with the miserable sum. " The
valued 1 ' is, of course,
noble price at which I
one of the few instances
an ironical expression,
iu Scripture in which that form of speech occurs.
This renders it exceedingly improbable that the
Lord would direct such a sum to be put into the
treasury, as many interpret his words, " Throw to

am

—
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CHAPTER XL
But it is better to allow that the Prophet connects
sereral punishments together in order to render
prominent the greatness of the retribution. The
sacred writers are not concerned about the requirements of an artificial rhetoric where the sense is
similar reaabundantly plain (cf. Is. Ixii. 5).
son may have led Rosen in u Her to follow the Chaltlee in changing the verse from the liveliest poetry
into the jejunest prose by rendering, " Woe to the
xhepherd who is like a butcher, whose knife is in
his hand and whose eye is upon the sheep to slay

A

them."

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.

The

rejection of Israel after the flesh is the
subject of this chapter. The picture is
wholly dark, unrelieved by a single ray of light.
The impression made by the opening verses, the
vivid startling prelude, is deepened all the way
through to the end.
whirlwind of flame sweeps
through the entire land, laving wasto mountain
1

one sad

A

and plain, forests and meadows, and drying up
even streams and rivers. Men and beasts are overtaken together, and their cries of terror and despair indicate the completeness of the fiery ruin.
It seems as if the Prophet, rising with the awful
grandeur of his theme, had condensed into a few
poetic lines the substance of the long chapters in
which Moses of old had predicted the divine judgment upon an unfaithful people. The national Israel had enjoyed peculiar privileges, but such privileges always draw with them increased responsibility.
As Jehovah said by the mouth of Amos
(Hi. 2), " You only have I known of all the famiilies of the earth ; therefore will I punish you for
all your iniquities."
Repeatedly in the course of
their previous history had God visited them with
his rod, but there had always been a recovery.
War, pestilence, or famine had executed his wrath ;
or they were sold into the hand of their enemies
for a longer or shorter period ; and once they had
actually been transplanted into a foreign land
where they remained for more than two genera*
tions.
But in the end the rod was lifted off, and
they resumed their former condition. Now, however, there wjis to be a final act of judgment, one
summing up in itself all that had gone before, and
expressing once for all the wratn of God upon
obdurate impenitence.
The unfaithful trustees
should be dispossessed of their trust, their precious
inheritance given to others, and themselves cast

out to become a hissing and a by-word. Foreign
foes nnd civil discords would concur to work their
destruction, and they who should be their protectors would become their oppressors.
So without
friends or helpers in heaven or on earth, they would
pass away as an organized nation, and live only
to perpetuate the memory of their past history,
teach more vividly its great lessons of sin and
retribution.
2. But prior to the consummation of this great
act of judgment, before the fire was yet kindled,

ana

the Lord determined to make one last effort to
save the wretched people. This is set forth in the
striking symbolism of the chapter, by a shepherd
who offers to take charge of the flock notwithstanding its miserable condition. Instead of bearing a single crook, he is furnished with two staves.
These have names, expressing in one case the divine favor which wards off all external foes in the
other, union or concord, which when it exists excludes the evils sure to be engendered by mutual
;

distrust

and

alienation.

Bnt the

diligence

and
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affection of the shepherd produced no effect.
The
iforc-doomcd flock turned away from him with
loathing. The kindlv effort miserably failed. The
passage bears a striking analogy to the parable of
the wicked husbandmen ( Matt xxi. S3, 34 ; Mark
xii. 1-12).
The lord of the vineyard had repeatedly sent messengers to receive of its fruits, but
these were abused and injured as often as they
were sent. " At last he sent his Son, saying, They
will reverence my Son."
But eve* this means
failed.
The Son was no more regarded than the
servants had been. On the contrary, he was cast
out of the vineyard and slain. The contemporary
Jews, when asked by our Lord what would bo the
fate of these wicked husbandmen, answered promptly that they would be miserably destroyed, and the
vineyard let out to others who would render the
fruits in their season. They thus pronounced their
own sentence. For the Saviour, after reminding
them of the stone which the builders rejected and
which yet became the head of the corner, declared
with great solemnity, " Therefore sav I unto you,
the kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and
given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.'*
Nothing more was to bo done. The lust and
crowning manifestation of the divine mercy had
been made, and yet, so far from awakening and
reclaiming the infatuated people, it only incensed
them, and brought wrath and ill-doing upon the
bearer of the message. Just so with trie flock
Zechariah describes. They had the services of
Him who justly calls himself the Good Shepherd,

|

under

whom

all

may

find protection

and

repose,

green pastures, and running streams. But they
would none of Him. He came unto his own, and
his own received Him not.
There was a deliberate and peremptory rejection of God's unspeakable gift.
When the furious crowd, gathered before the tribunal of Pilate, rent the air with shouts,
" Away with Him, crucify Him," the Roman governor asked in wonder, Shall I crucify your king ?
Instantly came the startling answer from the heads
of the nation, " We have no king but Caesar
(John xix. 15). These decisive words terminated
the case. Pilate ceased to remonstrate, and gavo
sentence that it should be as they required. Then
was filled the measure of Israel's iniquity. " If I
had not come and spoken unto them, they had not
had sin ; but now have they no cloke for their sin.
.... If I had not done among them the works
which none other man did, they nad not had sin ;
but now have .they both seen and hated both me
and my Father " (John xv. 22-24). Israel rejected
the good shepherd, and was itself in turn rejected.
The two staves were broken, and he who held
them relinquished his office. Neither Beauty nor
Bands any longer performed their grateful function.
To break a shepherd's crook is a very simple act, but as performed by one who represented
the Good Shepherd, It expressed a most fearful
truth
the final abandonment of the flock by the
only being who could feed, guide, or defend it.
Ever since, the miserable sheep have experienced
the weight of Jehovah's words Woe unto them
when I depart from them 1
3. The consideration of the interesting critical
and exegetical questions suggested by the quotation of vers. 12, 13, in Matthew xxvil. 9, 10, properly belongs to the interpretation of that Gospel.
See Lange in loc Although the Evangelist attributes the language he cites to Jeremiah, there can
scarcely be a doubt that he does in fact quote from
Zechariah. The case then is one which illustrates
very well the principle upon which such appllca-

—
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tions of the Old Testament are made.
The substance of the thought contained in vers. 12, 13, is
that the services of the good shepherd were contemptuously undervalued and rejected by the flock,
and that this scornful rejection was indignantly
rebuked by the Lord. Now this would have been
fulfilled even had there been no sale by Judas for
a precise sura of money, and no application of that
money to a specific purpose. Just as in the corresponding fase in ix. 9, 10, the prediction respecting our Lord's lowly and peaceful position and
character would have been accomplished, had He
not made his formal entry into Jerusalem riding
upon an ass. But it pleased the Lord in that case
and in this, not only to fulfill the general purport
of the prediction, but even to bring about an exact
correspondence in minor and unessential details.
Thus in the prophecy, Israel depreciates the worth
of the shepherd's services, estimating them at
thirty pieces of silver; in the narrative of the gospels it appears that this is the precise sum for
which the Saviour was betrayed. In the prophecy,
the sum paid for the possession of the shepherd
was indignantly cast away by him in the history
it was so ordered by the Lord that the priests and
ciders did not dare to put in the treasury the price
of the Saviour's blood, for they said, " it is not
lawful." In the prophecy the thirty pieces of
silver are thrown to the potter, i. «., contemptuously spurned, yet this is done in the temple in
the history the money which the wretched traitor
had received was brought back by him to those
who had given it, and when they declined to take
it, " he cast down the pieces of silver in the temple ; " but the ecclesiastical authorities, unwilling
to apply the coin to any sacred use, devoted it to
the purchase of ground to be used as a burying
place for strangers, and the land which they purchased was " the potter's field," a field which doubtless was selected because it was so broken and
marred as to be unfit for agricultural purposes,
but which yet in its very name contained a pecuThus did divine providence
liar suggestiveneBS.
bring about a striking correspondence between
the symbolical treatment and action of the prophet
and the actual course of events in the betrayal and
rejection of our Saviour.
4. The choice of men never lies between a good
shepherd and none at all, but between a good
shepherd and a bad one. Israel of old rejected
the gracious provision offered by the Lord Jesus,
and the alternative was ruin. The language of
He describes
the prophet is vigorous and incisive.
a. shepherd who not only fails in every duty of his
office, but docs the exact opposite, wounding where
;

;

he should heal, and devouring

whom

he should

But
feed, until the flock is miserably destroyed.
even more forcible are the words of the Saviour
(Luke xix. 41), when he wept over Jerusalem,
saying, " If thou hadst known, even thou, at least
in this thy day, the things which belong to thy
peace ! but now they are hid from thine eyes. For
the days shall come upon thee that thine enemies
shall cast a trench about thee and compass thee
round, and keep thee in on every side, and shall
lay thee even with the ground, and thy children
within thee; and they shall not leave one stone
upon another, because thou knowest not the time
of thy visitation." The fulfillment of these fearful
words is well known. The ruin of the place and
people was overwhelming. Scarce any siege in
the history of the world was attended with such
cruelties and horrors as preceded and followed the
There was a deliberate and
fall of Jerusalem.

energetic effort to exterminate the race.
The
whole power of the Roman Empire was brought
to bear upon this one province, as Merirale says,
"with a barbarity of which no other example
occurs in the records of civilization." And the
subsequent history of the Jews for many centuries
illustrated in the same manner the symbol of
Zechariah.
Their rulers were evil shepherds,
mock shepherds. Giving nothing, they exacted
everything. They taxed, they pillaged, they oppressed, they insulted, habitually and on principle.
The Jew was an outcast without any rights, and
when tolerated it was 'only as a sponge to be
squeezed when it was full. The furious crowd
in the judgment hall of Pilate said, " His blood
be on us and on our children." They were taken
at their word, and the self-imposed malediction
followed them from age to age and from country
to country, and does not seem even yet to hare

been exhausted.
5. God often uses instruments which He afterwards destroys, scourging with a rod and then
breaking the rod and casting it into the fire- The

worthless shepherds

who

battened like vultures

on the wretched flock of Judaea, the haughty Romans who inflicted the divine judgments upon the
apostate and incorrigible nation, were themselves
in turn exposed to a righteous retribution.
The
time came when there was a sword upon their
arms and their eyes. She who had spoiled so
many lands and peoples was herself spoiled, and
the city which had gathered into her walls the
precious things of a)l the earth became the prey of
the barbarian. Her former inhabitants have disappeared from the face of the earth, and new races
occupy their seats, while the Jew still lives, the
lineal and indubitable descendant of the men
among whom our Lord was born and by whom He

was

rejected.

The

arch of Titus commemorates

in pictured stone the overthrow of Judaea and the
plunder of *its sacred vessels, but it likewise com-

memorates the overthrow of the conqueror and the
utter ruin of that vast empire which survives only
in these mute relics of its ancient grandeur.

HOMILBTCCAL AMD PRACTICAL

Moore

Wicked

rulers are a curse of
as religion tends
to prevent such rulers, or at least prevent their
choice, there is an obvious connection between
,

ver. 6.

God on a wicked

politics

and

nation.

religion.

ought to be separated

;

Now

Church and State may and
politics and religion ought

thus the State becomes exposed to the
curse of God, and political evil follows in the train
Ver. 7. Bands. Union of feeling
of moral evil.
in a people is a mark of the favor of God, and disunion a token of his wrath, and usually the beginVer. 8. Christ cannot be
ning of a downfall.
rejected with impunity. Even the Jews who " did
it ignorantly in unbelief," paid a terrible penalty
for their crime ; how much more terrible will be
the punishment of those who have all their unbelief without any of their ignorance.
Ver. 1 8. Men
now sometimes reject Christ for a far less reward
than thirty pieces of silver, and of course with far
more guilt tnan Judas.
Wordsworth : Ver. 10. Break my covenant
" When the Most High divided
with all peoples.
to the nations their inheritance, when he separated
the sons of Adam, He set the bounds of the people
according to the number of the children of Israel,
for the Lord's portion is his people, Jacob is the
not, for

—

—

—
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CHAPTERS
lot of his inheritance" (Dcut. xxxii. 8, 9).

—

is one representing the cardinals kneeling
before the Pope, with this inscription, Quern creanl,
adorant.
Count Montalembert, in a letter written
from his death-bed, February 28, 1870, protested
against those votaries of the papacy who, as he
says, " trample under foot all our liberties and
principles, in order to immolate justice and truth,
reason and historv, as a sacrifice to the idol which
*'
they have set up for themselves in the Vatican.

This mint
I

all nations and with
assigned a special inheritance to Judah ; and no people could deprive them of it as
long as they were true to Him. But now that they
have rejected Christ, He has brokeu that compact";
Jerusalem is trodden down by the Gentiles, and
the Jews are wanderers and outcasts in all lands.
Good shepherds,
Ver. 1 5.
foolish Shepherd.

was God's compact with
Israel.

89

XII.-XIV.

He

j

A

Calvin. A Prayer: Grant, Almighty God,
says Cyril, have a light pastoral staff by which
they guide the sheep ; but the evil shepherd mal- that since thou hast hitherto so patiently endured,
handling.
not
only our sloth and folly but also our ingratiwith
rude
belabors
the
sheep
treats and
O grant, that we may
So in spiritual things, the good Christian pastor tude and perversenes8,
hereafter render ourselves submissive and obedient
deals gently, tenderly, and lovingly with his flock
but the bad pastor is impatient and rules them to Thee and as thou hast been pleased to set over
with roughness and violence and does not bring us the best of Shepherds, even thine only begotten
back the sheep when astray, nor guard them Son, cause us willingly to attend to Him, and to
against the wolf and the robber, nor heal those suffer ourselves to be" gently ruled by Him and
which are sick and does not feed them with the though thou mayest find in us what may justly
wholesome food of sound doctrine, but with poison- provoke thy wrath, yet restrain extreme severity,
Ver. 17. The Idol Shepherd. It and so* correct what is sinful in us, as to continue
ous heresies.
would not be easy to point out any other shepherd our Shepherd until we shall at length under thy
who makes himself to oe an idol, except the Bishop guidance reach thy heavenly kingdom ; and thus
of Rome. That he does make himself into an idol keep us in thy fold and under thy pastoral staff,
The first act that he performs after his that at last, being separated from the goats, we
is certain.
election is to go into the Church of St. Peter, and may enjoy that blessed inheritance which has been
there taking his seat upon the high altar to claim ordained for us by the blood of thy beloved Son.
j

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

and receive adoration from the cardinals who kiss
Among the medals struck in the Roman
his feet.

B.

— Amen.

THE SECOND BURDEN.
Chapters XH.-XIV.

sufficiently indicates that a new pericope begins with chapter xii.
Its
of God's kingdom over the heathen world (xii. 1-9), the repentance
of the kingdom (xii. 10 xiii. 1), their purification from all ungodliof the flock consequent upon the smiting of the shepherd (xiii. 7-9),
tremendous conflict of the Church and the world, ending in the assured victory of the

The fresh title here prefixed
leading themes are the victory
and conversion of the children
ness (xiii. 2-6), a severe 6ifting
and the

final

;

former (xiv.). #
If our view of the First Burden be correct,

it would seem to follow that the second begins where
the first leaves off, and treats of events to follow the coming and rejection of Christ. There are indeed many particulars which suggest the struggle of the Maccabees as the subject of the former part
of the twelfth chapter but that has already been treated of in the ninth chapter with specific menWhy should
tion of Javan or Greece as the antagonist, and why should we have it renewed here ?
the Prophet halt in his progress and go back over trodden ground ? Moreover, the twelfth chapter
expressly speaks in several places of the conflict as carried on not against one nation, but against all
the peoples of the earth (see ver. 3). There is an aspect of universality of which no sign at all appears in the portion ix. 11 -x. 7. It is the heathen world against the covenant people. Where now
are we to look for the outward reality corresponding to this inward vision of tne Prophet ? Manifestly there is nothing in the history of the literal, national Israel which approaches conformity to this
vivid outline. Never did they not only resist their foes, but inflict such damage upon them as could
be compared to the ravages of fire among wheat sheaves. The covenant people maintained their internal constitution and religious usages until the days of Titus, but in no case did they devour all
nations roundabout on the right hand and the left. It only remains then to hold that the Prophet
here passes from the old to the new form of the Church, that he refers to the kingdom of God on
earth after the appearance of the Messiah, and describes its trials and triumphs, its inward and outward development.
But does he refer to events yet future, or may we trace a fulfillment of his words in the past ? The
As there was a chronological advance in the previous oracle, it is
latter seems the more probable.
natural to look for one here, and to consider that the Prophet refers to different stages in the progress
of the Christian Israel. In this view the struggle and victory in xii 1-9 can hardly have any other
reference than to the persecutions of the heathen world. Judah invaded, Jerusalem besieged by the
nations, and yet the attempt at overthrow not only foiled but recoiling in the ruin of those who made
what else can this be than the fierce and bloody onslaught of pagan power on the infant Church ?
it,
Or if Zechariah intended to set it forth, in what other way could he in his historical relations conceive
the issue and its result than the way in which it is given here ? Nor is it of use to object that this is
spiritualizing arbitrarily.
The Christian Church is the legitimate continuation of the Old Testament
There is but one Israel, one people of God from the beginning to the end. According to the
Israel.
;

—
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Apostle's figure, old branches were broken off and new ones grafted on, but there was only the one
Gentiles when they come to Christ, are incorporated into the commonwealth
of Israel, so as to become fellow-citizens with the saints, t. «., those who are already such (Eph.iL
12-19). It is one and the same body, differing in outward and unessential characteristics, but maintaining an unbroken identity in all that belongs to substance and life.
olive tree throughout.

1.

ISRAEL'S CONFLICT

Chapter XH.
A. Jehovah'$

continuous Agency in Nature (rer. 1).
'

C. Energy of the Chiefs of Jud
Judah* (rers. 5-7).
~
~
E. Fit
Final* Result (rer. 9).
8).

AND VICTORY.
1-9.

.«......« ...,___
~
~
D. Promise
of growing Strength to the Feeble (*er.
B. Jerusalem ruinous

to

her Besiegers (rets. 1-4).

*

The burden of

the word of Jehovah upon Israel,
Saith Jehovah who stretches 1 forth the heavens.
And lays the foundation of the earth,
And forms the spirit of man within him.
2 Behold I make Jerusalem a bowl * of reeling
To all the peoples * round about,

1

4
also shall it be
In the siege against Jerusalem.
8 And it shall be in that day, I will make Jerusalem

And upon Judah

A burdensome stone for all peoples,
All

who

And *

lift it

shall tear

themselves

nations of the earth shall gather against it
4 In that day, saith Jehovah,
I will smite every horse with terror,6
And his rider with madness,
And upon the house of Judah I will open my eyes,
And every horse of the peoples wOl I smite with blindness.
5 And the chiefs 7 of Judah shall say in their heart,
The inhabitants of Jerusalem are my strength *
all

In Jehovah of Hostel, their God.
6 In that day I will make the chiefs of Judah
As a pan 9 of fire among sticks of wood,10
And as a torch of fire in a sheaf,
And they shall devour on the right hand and on the left
All the peoples around,
And Jerusalem shall yet sit in her own place in Jerusalem.
7 And Jehovah shall save the tents of Judah first,11
That the glory of the house of David,
And the glory of the inhabitants of Jerusalem
May not exalt itself over Judah.
8 In that day will Jehovah defend u the inhabitant of Jerusalem,
And Che stumbling 19 among them in that day shall be as David,
And the.house of David as God,14
As the angel of Jehovah before them.
9 And it shall be in that day,
I will seek to destroy all the nations
That come against Jerusalem.
TIXTUAL AMP 8RAMMATIUAL.

— Who stntehts,

forms. The eubetftntion of the preterite for the pertlelnle by some fwnshlws not
sad inaccurate, bat hldee the ellnelon to the ereutive power of God is oonetnntly exhibited in the oomtlnued exbrtenee of hie worse.

i Yer. 1.
omij to gretufttoae

—

1 Fp. Thle word Hennstenberg, Is the first edition of his Orutoiefy (fcUowed bj Moore), rendered
bat In the seoond, he return* to the old nod better version cup or see*.

i Yer.
koid,

toys,

S yet. 2.

— D^y.

Here end hi Ten. 8,4,6,

eeenfaf.

SesonvttLSt.
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4 Ver. 2.

of the sseood clause in the B. V.

it
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1-9.

impossible grammatiesllv,

aad

is

rastained by no au-

thority that I have seen.

— S^ It
Ver. 4. — )in&n.

6 Ver.

•

8.

but not necessary

possible

is

to render, is B. V.,

« though

all," etc.

Astonishment hardly expresses the force of this word, which denotes a sort of wondering eon*

sternatioD.

—

7 Ver. 5.

Tfk\£ bead

of a family or tribe,

something of kingly rank or power.

As a

title

Is

not well rendered as in B.

of authority

Idumean

tribes (Gen. xxxvl. 16 ; Hx. xv. 15 ; 1 Obron. i. 51 ff.),
in fSTor of the genuineness of the second part of Zechariah (Ckristology,

9 Ver. 5.

— np^M, «w. Aey. = ajjV*.

9 Ver. 6.

— TVD, nsuaUj

JO Ver. 6.

11 Ver. 7

due

to

prince,

vhieh

necessarily implies

on

It. 67), cf.

ix. 7.

the dative of advantage, and the singular

is

used collectively as in

Dssin for washing (the laver of the tabernacle, Sx. xxx, 18), here is

a pot or pan

for

Is

—

|^

is Ver. 8.

—

vH?53,/«W#

In his tribes ».

is

manifestly

correction.

IS Ver. 8.

14 Ver. 8.

is

by

— 0*2? not w woods " - forest, but sticks of wood or ftggots.
— The reading njtPK?JD, adopted by LXX., Vulgate, and Peshito, and found in Are MSS.,

an attempt at

superhuman

*

^

V.,

elsewhere in Scripture used only of the heads of the
whence Uengstenberg deduces an ingenioui argument

it Is

used with another preposition in the same sense, in

Ix. 16*

(K. V.), is not so expressive as the literal,

stumbUr;

cf.

Ps. ev. 87, "

And

not a stumbler

(Is. v.*27.)

— DVl vS

may

here be used as an abstract plural, denoting what

1 8am.' xxvlii. 18 ; Ps. vili. 6),
.wo latter clauses of the verse. LXX. renders
n
gate, " el domus David quasi Dei.
(cf.

is

divine

and heavenly, or

in general

—a view which

seems to render more obvious the contrast between the
" house of God," which Luther follows, and which accounts for the Vul-

A

lively exhibition of the failure of the nations in
Zechariah employs
their attack upon Jerusalem.
the figure common in the older Prophets, of repre-

BXBOSTIOAL AND CRITICAL.
This chapter begins the second half of the last
division of Zechariah's prophecies.
It commences
with the same word as does the portion chaps, ix.xi., but in a different application.
Both utterances
are burdens, t. e., threatening predictions. The
former sets forth calamity as the portion of God's
enemies, whether within or without the ranks of
The latter represents the
his covenant people.
same as involving temporarily and partially his
followers,
chosen
but
in the end these attain
own
complete deliverance.
Ver.

1.

Burden.

See on

ix. 1.

sTg

= up<m

or concerning, not against. The calamity involves
Israel, but its full scope takes in the general body
of the ungodly. Israel =. the covenant nation,
either in itself or as found in its true successor,
The Jewish interpreters,
the Christian Church.
say the former, and with them many Christian
critics agree (Theodoret, Calvin, a Lapide, Grotius, Vitringa, Bleek, etc.), while an equal number
adopt the latter (Jerome, Cyril, Luther, Albertus
Magnus, Cocceius, Marckius, Calmet, Hengstenstretches forth the heavens, ff.
berg).
For the purpose of allaying any possible doubt as
to the fulfillment of the prophecy, there are added
to Jehovah's name several striking expressions of
his Almighty power (cf. Is. xlii. 5 ; Am. iv. 13
Ps. civ. 2-4). The Scriptures know nothing of
the mechanical view of the universe as something
from which God, after having created it, stands altogether aloof. "Every day He spreads out the
heavens, every day He lays the foundation of the
earth, which if it were not upheld by his power
"

Who

would wander from

its

orbit

and

fall

into ruin

(Hengstenberg). The reference to God's formation of the human spirit is intended to suggest
that unrestrained ana continuous agency by which
He controls the thoughts and purposes of men,
and is able therefore to accomplish his own purposes through them, or in spite of them (cf. Num.
xvi. 22; xxvii. 16; Ps. xxxiii. 15; Prov. xxi. 1.
Ver. 2. Behold, I make .... round about.

senting Jehovah's wrath as a wine-cup which maddens and infatuates nations doomed to ruin. God
will administer such a potion as will make them
reel and fall in hopeless weakness and misery (cf.
Ps. lxxv. 9, and Is. li. 17-22; Jer. xxv. 15-17).

=

=

What elsewhere is* DID cup, here is P? basin
or bowl, the latter being used, perhaps, because
many were to drink of it at the same time. And
upon Judah also .... Jerusalem. What is to
be " upon Judah ? " An old and wide-spread opinion says that it is a forced participation in the
siege of the capital (Targum, Vulgate, Groo'us,
Marckius, and many later critics) ; but this is not
required by the text, nor consistent with the context, which indicates uniqn rather than opposition
between the country and the capital. Others say,
the bowl of reeling (Kimchi, Hitzig, Maurer, et
.

aL), but this

would require the preposition ?

in-

Kohler proposes to supply "n20
as the subject, but this is forbidden by the awkward sentence it would make, and by the fact that
only a city and not a land can be besieged. It is
better to assume as the subject the substance of
stead of

vj.

—

what takes place at Jeruthe previous clause,
salem ; and the meaning is that the country and
the capital shall be involved in the same trial.
Ver. 3. And it shall be .... a burdensome
stone. The Prophet employs another figure borrowed, according to the general opinion, from one
of the spoits of the young men in Palestine de
scribed fcy Jerome as still subsisting in his day.
They who, overrating their strength, try to lift a
stone too heavy for them, not only fail, but suffer
sprains and dislocations. Such a fate will befall
tne foes of Jerusalem, t. c, all peoples, all the
nations of the earth, for so extensive is the combination against the holy city.
Ver. 4. In that day .... blindness. Horses
and riders represent the warlike forces of the enemy. The terrifying and blinding of these makes
them injurious only to themselves. Upon Judah,
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on the contrary, which stands here for the whole not naturally, from the ease itself and from the
nation, Jehovah says, I will open my eyes, t. e., usage of the other prophets, expect some allu&ion
for protection (Ps. xxxii. 8 (Heb.), 1 Kings viii. 29
to the great chauges in the development of the
Ncli. i. 6).
Cowles justly calls attention to the kingdom of God, and to its progressive increase
" God smites with blindness
beautiful antithesis.
the warring powers of his foes, but opens his own
eves wide on his people, to see and provide for
their wants."
The three plagues mentioned are
f>reci>ely those with which Moses threatened rebelious Israel iu Deut. xxviii. 28 : " The Lord shall
smite thee with madness, and blindness, and astonishment of heart."
tine historical illustration
of the effect of sudden blindness is seen in the history of Klislia (2 Kings vi. 18).

A

Ver. 5.
strength.

And

....

the chiefs of Judah

my

That

the leaders find their strength in
the inhabitants of Jerusalem can mean only that
the holy city, made such by the election of the
Most High "who dwells there, insures his protection for all who seek Him in the appointed way,
and that even the most dignified and powerful
parallel sentiment is
have no other resource.
found in Ps. Ixxxvii. 2 : " The Lord loveth the
gates of Zion more than all the dwellings of

A

Jacob."
Ver. 6. In that day .... in a sheaf. In
consequence of this trust in the divine election,
the leaders consume their toes on every hand as a
basin of tire devours faggots, or a torch bnrns up
a ripe sheaf. The resulting preservation of the

among

the nations of the earth? Moreover, if the
national Israel are hereafter to be restored to their
own land and to resume the old relations of capital
and country, on what ground can we look for a
consentaneous attack of all nations upon this one
small people and territory ? Can any imagination
conceive the recurrence of a general movement,
like that of the Crusades, precipitating the men
and means of a continent, not to say a world, upon
the sacred soil of Palestine ? Of course, sueh a
thing is possible, but in view of the vast changes
in the current of human thought,
the economy
of states and empires, in the ways in which races
and dynasties seek to increase or perpetuate their
influence, and in the distribution of political and
social power, it is the most unlikely of all conceivable events.
Were the Jews to-day in the possession of the Holy Land, and that whether converted
or unconverted, what motive could there be for any
existing nation or combination of nations to assail
the seed of Abraham with fire and sword ? If it be
claimed that there will be a revival of the bloody
propagandism of infidelity or atheism, as at one
period of the French Revolution, why should such
an outburst be directed against Jerusalem or Jewish believers rather than against the strongholds of
the Gos|)cl found among Gentile believers ?
Such
an attack, if successful, would hardly affect more
than an outpost of the Christian Church. The
great body of the means and resources of evangel-

m

is stated in the last clause, in which the
the population personified as a
Jerusalem
the material city as
woman, and the second
For the reverse condition, see Is. xlvii. 1.
such.
Ver. 7. And Jehovah shall save
Judah. ical Christendom would remain unimpaired. It is,
The word tents stands in contrast with fortified therefore, more natural to consider thh pericope as a
These spread over the open country Jeho- general statement not only of the Christian Israel's
cities.
vah will save Jirst, in order that the well-defended victory over the first ten persecutions, but of the
capital may not lift itself above the defenseless result of all its conflicts with the world's power as

city

=

first

=

.

.

.

land, but that both may acknowledge that " in
either case the victory is the Lord's" (Jerome).

they are renewed from age to age.

Will Jehovah defend .... angel of
The Lord will exalt his people to a
degree of strength and glory far transcending anyVer.

8.

Jehovah.

thing in their past experience. This is expressed
by saving that even the stumbler, one who can
scarce hold himself up, much less attack a foe,
shall become a hero like David ; and even David's
house shall exceed its highest fame of old, shall
become like God, nay, like the angel of Jehovah, tbat peculiar manifestation of Deity which
once marched at the head of the armies of Israel.
This very striking and beautiful climax is of itself
an answer to those who depreciate the literary

merit of Zechariah. But the rhetorical excellence
of the passage falls far below its consolatory and
stimulating power as a promise. Before them
(cf. Ex. xxxii. 34 ; xxiii. 20).
Ver. 9. I will seek to destroy .... Jerusalem. This does not mean to seek out in order
to destroy, but is spoken, more humano, to express
the energetic purpose of the speaker.
This prophecy is supposed by Vitringa, C. B.
Miehaehs, Dathe, and others, to refer to the dealings of God with the national Israel in the end of
the world, in the last great struggle of ungodliness.
It is manifestly easier to interpret the passage in
its details upon this literal view of its application.
And yet there is great i in probability in such a view.
Why should the prophet, after depicting so vividly
the rejection of the Good Shepherd, and the consequent overthrow of the flock, pass at once to the final
scene, overlooking all the splendid triumphs of thje
would we
truth during the intervening period ?

•

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.

The fundamental thought in the conception
God is that of Power. Alike in the Scriptures
and in human experience we begin our view of the
1.

of

Most High with the fact of creation. In looking at
the world around us we have an intuitive and irresUtible conviction that this visible effect must have
had an invisible cause, a cause adequate to its pro-

The universality of this conviction in all
rendered only the more striking
ages and lands,
bv the occasional exceptions which history disentitles us to rest in it with absolute cercloses,
titude. But the power which created the world
must be unlimited. He who without an effort and
by a simple volition called the universe into being,
can do all things. To Him great and small, high
and low, difficult and easy, are practically the same.
All things are possible with God. But if He be
infinite in this direction, He must be equally so in
What is there, what can there be. to
all others.
limit any other aspect of hjs nature ?
Boundless
power implies necessarily boundless wisdom and
truncated Deity, perfect on
boundless goodness.
one side, but imperfect on others, is inconceivable
by us, or if the vain attempt be made to hold such
an inconsequent view, the result is either Dualism
or Polytheism.
Hence the perpetual recurrence in the Scriptures
It is as necessary to
to this attribute of Jehovah.
our practice as to our theories. In all the course
of the individual believer and of the Church at
duction.

—

—

A
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CHAPTER XIL

1-9.

largo, there occur seasons when there is no other Yet the few, the weak, the unlettered, the lowly,
support for faith and hope than the divine omnip- the things that are not, bring to nought the things
We must look up to Him who stretcheth that are. The reason is that the excellency of the
otence.
abroad the heavens and layeth the foundation of power may be, and may be seen to be, not of man
the earth and forme th the spirit of man within but of God. In all efforts of evangelization this

him.

To

feel that all

things material and

terial lie at his control as clay in the

imma- truth

hands of the inent.

is

to be distinctly recognized and made promthe Lord will not give his glory to anThe seer said to Asa (2 Chron. xiv. 8),

For

potter is a buttress of the believing soul. It sus- other.
" Were not the Ethiopians and the Lubims a huge
tains in the darkest hours of trial ; it encourages
horsemen ? yet
in the endeavor after the most difficult enterprises. host, with very many chariots and
because thou didst rely upon the Lord, He delivered
ultif a thought which ever makes
them into thy hand.
Life's sweetest smiles from tears
4. There is something stimulating in the rich
It is a daybreak to our hopes,
promise of growth contained in Jehovah's assurA sunset to our fears."
ance to the inhabitants of Jerusalem (ver. 8). The
2. It is said that on one occasion when at a con- stumbler, the man who can scarce hold himself up,
ference of Andrew Rivet with the king of France, much less make an assault upon the foe, shall be
the latter threatened some severe measures against made a mighty man of valor like David. His
the cause of truth, the sturdy reformer answered, feebleness and " incapacity 6hall merge into the
" May it please your Majesty, the Church of God strength and skill of a hero, for the Lord shall
is an anvil which hath broken a great many ham- teach the hands to war and the fingers to fight.
mers." It is even so. Zion is a burdensome stone, Nor is this the end. Even a great captain Tike
and always has been, to her assailants They have David shall surpass himself, shall reach a superharmed not her, but themselves. Pharaoh pursued human courage and decision. He shall resemble the
the children of Israel and caught them " entan- manifested Jehovah as he marched at the head of his
gled in the land, shut in by the wilderness," but conquering host in the days of old. In the sphere
when he sought to spring the trap, they escaped in of spiritual things this illustrious promise verifies
the itself. The righteous shall hold on his way, and he
safety, while he and his host sank like lead
mighty waters. The Philistines captured the Ark that hath clean hands shall wax stronger and strongFaith gains by experience. Grace increases by
er.
defeat
was
ever
so
Covenant,
but
no
damof the
aging to Dagon or his worshippers as this seeming exercise. The sapling which once bent with every
triumph. Babylon rioted in the plunder of Jeru- blast and had bu,t a precarious chance of life, ripens
salem, and the impious king turned the sacred ves- into a gnarled oak which spreads its branches far
sels of the sanctuary into the drinking cups of an and wide and defies the storm. It is literally true
idolatrous revel, but the fingers of doom wrote upon that no degree of grace is impossible to him that
the wall a sentence which numbered and finished believeth, for the Apostle's declaration, " I can do
his days the same night. Herod sought to slay the all things through Christ which strengthened me,"
The same provisinfant Redeemer, but while the child was safe in did not apply only to himself.
Egypt, the cruel kiug perished by a painful and ions and promises are open to all Christians. He
loathsome disease. So in the bloody persecutions who is able to do exceedingly abundantly above all
which attended the introduction of Christianity, that we ask or think, perfects his strength in huone and another took up the Church as a stone to man weakness, and the trembling believer, followtoss hither and thither, but in vain. The stone ing on to know the Lord, is lifted to a pitch of dewas unharmed, but the lifters were torn and lacer- votion or endurance or activity which once seemed
ated. All were made to feel what the dying Julian as far away as the fixed stars.
uttered in his despair, " O Galilean, thou hast conquered " Here, more than anywhere else, is fulfilled the saying of the devout Psalmist, " The
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Lord' is known by the judgment which He exeMoore / will open mine eye, etc. The promcuteth ; the wicked is snared in the work of his
own hands'' (ix. 16). Every assault upon Zion ise of God is the best protection of his Church in
He may seem to forget his peorecoils tn>on the heads of its authors, and that not! the time of peril.
simply by virtue of " the elastic nature of right f>le in their trouble, but it will be only a seeming obaccording to which every infliction calls forth a.' ivion, for at the proper time He will open his eyes
counter infliction ; " but in consequence of the de- upon them, and show them that He slumbers not
That the glory . ... do not magnify,
terminate counsel and foreknowledge of God who nor sleeps.
taketh the wise in their own craftiness. Times' etc. The whole plan of God's dealings with man
without number has his providence justified the is to humble that pride, the root of which is selfearnest counsel which Pilate's wife gave to the ishness, and the fruit of which is every form of sin.
Press el : The affliction of the Church serves
Roman governor in the great crisis of his life,
first for a chastisement of God's people, but then
Have thou nothing to do with that just man.
^
8. Yet when Zion prevails, over her foes, this falls back in terror and shame upon the heads of
result is not owing to any human or inherent their foes.
Calvik: Though the Church may be griov
strength, but to the presence and power of Jehovah. / make Jerusalem a bowl of reeling; / ou sly tried and exposed even to death, let us learn
make her a burdensome stone ; / smite every horse from this passage that they are miserable indeed
with blindness ; / make the chiefs of Judah a pan who through fear or cowardice separate themselves
Thus, from her, and that they who cast on God the care
of fire ; Jehovah saves, Jehovah defends.
throughout, the stress is laid upon the divine arm. of their safety, shall be made blessed, though the
This is the essential factor in the case. On human whole world were mad aguinst them, though the
principles, or according to the ordinary operation weapons of all nations were prepared for their
of cause and effect, the world would prevail. Often ruin, and horses and riders assembled to overthrow
every advantage is on its side ; arms, wealth, in- them, for the defense of God is a sufficient protecfluence, state-craft, learning! prestige, and numbers. tion.
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REPENTANCE AND CONVERSION.
Chapters XII.

A.

A

10.-XIII.

1.

Effusion of the Spirit causes Men to look upon the Jehovah they ham pierced, and Mourn
B. Greatness of the Mourning (ver. 11). C. Each Family mourns separately
10).
(vers. 12-14).
D.
Provision fir the Penitents (ch. xiu. 1).
plentiful

bitterly (vcr.

A

10

And I will pour out upon
And upon the inhabitants
The

Spirit * of grace

the house of David,
of Jerusalem,

and supplication,*

And
And
And

11

12

18

14
Ch.

xiii. 1

they shall look upon me 8 whom they pierced.
they shall mourn for him 4 as the mourning over an only one,
be in bitterness 5 for him as one is in bitterness for the first-born.
In that day the mourning shall be great in Jerusalem,
Like the mourning of Hadadrimmon 6 in the valley of Megiddo.
And the land shall mourn, family by family apart,
The family of the house of David apart and their wives apart,
The family of the house of Nathan apart and their wives apart
The family of the house of Levi apart and their wives apart,
The family of the Shimeite 7 apart and their wives apart.
All the remaining families,
Family by family apart and their wives apart.
In that day there shall be a fountain opened
To the house of David and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

For

and

sin

for uncleanness.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 10.

— iTH.

Noyee and Henderson render

construct ease (Green, H.

J Ver. 10

— D^

(?.,

— * jM

spirit,"

1
Tltli is rendered in E. V. "supplications,*

is to

bat the absence of the

article Is

compensated by tbe

bat as the word occur* only in the plural,

The Genevan renders compassion, bat usage

be regarded as singular in sense.
meaning.
less to

9 Ver. 10.

"a

246, 8).

be preferred to

V^S.

because grammatically

it Is

is

it to

doubt-

altogether in fevor of the other

the more difficult reading

;

it Is

opposed

to the favorite opinions of the Jews ; it to found in all the ancient MSS., and found not only in the best of the later
ones bat in by for the largest number of them ; and it to sustained by LXX., Aq.. Symm., Theod., Syr., Targ., Vol*,

and Arab.
4 Ver. 10.
for

— Vby

whom mourning

edly to

a

to

cannot be rendered " on account of

made, and in

all

t/,"

because

7V

after

the following instances in this verse in which

I^D

it

always denotes the penon

undoubt-

occurs, the reference

to

The

more

person.

• Ver. 10.

— "U?n

to

best understood Intransitively with its cognate finite verb.

B. V.

to

at once

literal

and more emphatic than attempted emendations.
6 Ver. 11.
7 Ver. 18.

— ]i3"}l}P. A «r. A*y. on which etymology throws no light
— ^ry*ir\ — The Shimeite — a patronymic here just ss in the corresponding case (Num.
XXSGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

This passage presents a complete contrast to the
one immediately preceding. The change is every
way startling. *rncre is not a word of war, or conflict, or victory, no reeling-cup for the nations, no
torch among sheaves, no march of a hero at the
head of conquering hosts. On the contrary, all is
subjective, subdued, spiritual.
It is a picture of
penitence as vivid and accurate as any round any-

The people are seen
where in the Scriptures.
standing alone in their relation to Him whom they
have rejected, and meditating upon the character of
their great crime. One thought occupies all minds,

UL. SI).

one feeling pervades all hearts. The experience
of their great ancestor recorded in the 51st Psalm
is renewed on a broad scale, and a great sorrow
spreads over the community, the intensity of which
is likened on one hand to that occasioned by tbe
sorest domestic affliction, and on the other to that
of a great public calamity felt to be at once uni*
versal and irreparable. Each tribe and family goes
apart to weep in silence and solitude over the grievous infliction. What now is the nexus between
this passage and that which precedes ? It seems to
be this. As the former portion of the chapter set
forth the outward protection of Providence shown
toward the New Testament Israel, by means of
which it emerged victor from all trials and conDigitized by
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—

;
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1.

enemies utterly discomfitted, without reason, for in every other case the word is
this portion turns to the other side of Israel's ex- confessedly used in its literal sense ( Judg ix. 45 ; 1
perience and deals with its inward character, show- Sam. xxxi. 4 ; Zech. xiii. 3)
and the prodigious
ing how the covenant people become such, how mourning subsequently mentioned, with the comthe Church in its new form commences the Chris- parisons by which it is set forth, the loss of an
tian life, and obtains a title to the divine protec- only son or a first-born, and the wail over the
tion.
It is by the bitter herbs of repentance, lead- good king Josiah, presupposes the occurrence of a
ing to pardon and renovation through a believing literal death. But the point is put beyond quessight of the pierced Saviour,
the whole preceded tion by the Apostle John, who after recounting the
and induced by a copious shower of spiritual in- act of the soldier who pierced the Saviour's side,
fluences of the" same kind as those predicted by adds (xix. 37), " Another Scripture saiih, They
Joel (ii. 28), Isaiah (xliv. 3; xxxii. 15). In this shall look on Him whom they pierced ; " of course
view the two part9 of the chapter correspond to not meaning that this one act of the soldier exeach other and make one complete whole. The hausted the meaning of the prophecy, but that it
result of the failure of the shepherd in ch. xi. is was a fulfillment of it.
The change of person in
shown to be not final and absolute, but a link in the quotation
him whom for me whom,
is due
the chain of events which works out the fulfill- simply to the fact that in the Prophet it is Messiah
ment of the old covenant promises, and the ingath- Himself who is speaking, while in the Gospel John
ering of all the Israel of God.
speaks of Him. Matthew makes a similar change
A vast spiritual blessing is promised. It begins of person in his quotation (xxvii. 9). The remainin the outpouring of a gracious Spirit, which pro- der of the verse describes the result which is to folduces an intense and wide-spread penitential sor- low from this looking to the pierced One. And
row, and this again is followed by purification and they, shall mourn. The object of this verb is put
not in the first person, as we should expect, but in
forgiveness.
the third, for him ; but such an en all age of perVer. 10. And I poor out .... supplication.
son is not uncommon in Hebrew. See any of the
The house of David and inhabitants of Jerusalem, grammars for examples. That
the pronoun is to
here and in xiii. 1, stand for the whole covenant
be in the masculine and not in the neuter (Gouspeople, according to a usage by which the capital
set, Schultens, etc.), see in Text, and Gramm.
viii. 8).
The men- Mourning
represents the nation (ii. 2
over an only son, is of course a sign
tion of the royal house indicates that all ranks
of the deepest sorrow (cf. Amos viii. 10). Similar
from the highest to the lowest need and shall reis the death- wail over a first-born, of which the
The " pouring out " rests
ceive the promised gift.
great instance is found in the last of Egypt's ten
upon the earlier passage (Joel ii. 28), and differs
plagues (Ex. xi. 6). There was an incipient fulfrom it in defining more minutely the character of
fillment of this prophecy in the fact mentioned by
the effusion. It is a spirit of grace and suppliflicts,

its

;

—

—

;

Luke

cation, which

is

abundantly bestowed.

10

is

(xxiii. 48), that at Christ's crucifixion, "all

not the people

= prayer (Gesenius, Noyes)^nor love (Ewald), but

....

smote their breasts." (The prim-

ary meaning of *T?p

is to strike, especially on the
The Spirit of grace then is the
breast).
But the true fulfillment began when the
Spirit which brings grace (cf. Heb. x. 29). It promultitudes at Pentecost were pricked to the htart
duces in the mind of man the experience of the
(Acts ii. 37).
grace of God, and this experience rousing the
Ver. 11. The mourning shall be great, ff.
sense of sin and guilt, naturally leads to "supplication ; " and this in turn suggests the looking The Prophet furnishes an historical illustration of
the greatness of the mourning. The reference is
spoken of. ID^SH is applied both to bodily and generally supposed to be to the lamentation over
mental vision, and not unfrequently with the idea Josiah, who was mortally wounded " in the valley
of confidence in the object beheld (Num. xxi. 9 of Megiddo " (2 Chron. xxxv. 22). HadadrimThe^phrase, upon me, must raon appears to have been a city in thfs valley,
li. 1).
;
Is. xxxii.
refer to Jehovah, for according to ver. 1 He is the and Jerome speaks of such a city as still existing
before ^JPR as in his day, although he says that its name had
speaker throughout. The
been altered to Maximinopolis. Josiah was a king
usual defines more clearly the accusative, and thus
of Judah, a pious king, and one whose death was
renders impossible the rendering of Kimchi, belamented in an extraordinary manner (2 Chron.
Ewald and Bunsen prefer the reading of xxxv.
cause.
There is no need to seek for other ap25).
instead of upon me ;
, upon him
a number of
plications of the text, such as the absurd reference
but the authority for the received text is over* of the Targum to the death of Ahab, who
could
whelming, and on every critical ground it is to bo
not have been mourned at all, much less, generadopted (see Text, and Gram.). The other readally or bitterly ; or the impious suggestion of the
ing seems to have arisen from an attempt to cor- heathen weeping for Thammuz
or Adonis (Movers,
rect the Hebrew on the ground that it was imposHitzig) ; or the frivolous notion of Pressel, that the
an obsible that God could actually be pierced,
allusion is to Sisera's mother (Judg. v. 28), as menjection which of course falls away at once when
tioned in the Song of Deborah ! Equally frivolous
the doctrine of the Incarnation is received.
are Pressel's objections to the common view, nameby
the
rendered
was
pierced,
ly, (1) That Josiah did not die in Megiddo but
they
^fjl
Karwpxh<r(uno > rev *kd» or insulted, probably because on the way to Jerusalem, where he was buried an (I
they thought the literal meaning of the word un- lamented ; (2) that he, being now a man of nearly
suitable, since they similarly avoided it in render- forty years of age, could not pro|>erly be spoken
*'
His father and of as a first-born or only son 1 Hengstenberg. on
ing xiii. 3, where the E. V. has,
his mother shall thrust him through." Several Chris- the contrary, states well the reasons why just he
tian critics have adopted this as the figurative should be introduced here as a type of the Mesmeaning of the verb, and translated or expounded siah. " He was slain on account of the sins of the
accordingly (Theodore of Mopsuestia, Calvin, Gro- people; his reign was the closing manifestation
tius, Rosenmiiiler, Gesenius, Maurer) ; but entirely of mercy on the part of the Lord ; unspeakable

grace or favor.
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misery followed immediately afterwards the lam- heifer, the blood which removes alike the guilt and
en t« Hon for his death rested upon the mingled the dominion of sin.
feelings of love, and of sorrow for their own sins
as the cause of his death."
Excursus on xii. 10. The history of the inter*
still more elaborate description of the mourn- pretation is interesting.
ing is given in the next three verses.
I. Among the Jews the early opinion was in
Vers. 12-14. And the land shall mourn, ff. favor of the Messianic interpretation. Thus in
Not only the capital, but the whole land shall the Gemara of Jerusalem, it is said, " there are
mourn, and this not only in gross but in detail, two different opinions as to the meaning of this
every family and every subdivision of a family passage. Some refer it to the lamentation for the
apart.
The mention of the wives apart is not to Messiah others to the mourning for sin." Both
be explained from the habit of the women in all concurred in thinking of a dying Messiah, but one
"
lands
to go into mourning " (Pressel), but sim- thought directly of Him and his suffering, the
ply as a further specification of the intensity and other of the sin which caused his death, directly
universality of the mourning.
The mention of or indirectly. The
former took
** a ma8"
David and Levi is easily understood, as these
were heads respectively of the royal and priestly culine suffix, the latter as neuter. In contrast to
lines.
The other two names are not so clear. this the Gemara of Babylon maintains the perThe old Jewish view supposed Nathan to refer to sonal application of the passage, but says that it rethe prophetic order, and Shimeite to the teachers, fers to Messiah ben Joseph who is to suffer and die,
who were said to have sprung from the tribe of while Messiah ben Judah is always to live. And
Simeon; but Shimeite is not the patronymic of this convenient fiction of two Messiahs was subSimeon, but Shimeonite; nor is there any evidence sequently adopted by Ahen Ezra and Abarbanel,
that that tribe furnished teachers for the nation, the latter of whom confessed that his chief object
and Nathan the prophet was not the head of any was to remove the stumbling-block interposed by
order.
It is better to adopt the vicw(Hengsten- Christians when they interpreted the prophecy, as
Kimchi and Jarchi
berg, Henderson, Keil, Kohler) first stated by relating to the crucified One.
" Four families are enumerated, two denied any Messianic reference. They said that
Luther
from the royal line under the names of David and there was a change of subject, and either adopted
Nathan (son of David), and two from the priestly* the false reading upon him instead of upon me, or
line, Levi and his grandson Shimei
after which translated the following word because instead of
"
he embraces all together." Thus he mentions one whom, so that they interpreted, " the pierced One
every one who" had been slain in the war with
leading family and one subordinate branch, to
show that the grief pervades all, from the highest Gog and Magog, and said, " they will all lament
to the lowest.
All the remaining families. Not for the death of one as if the whole army had been
The
those that are left after the judgment (Neumann), slain." But this view is its own refutation.
nor the less renowned (Kohler), nor as implying translators of the LXX. had the same text as we
that some families shall have become extinct (Hen- have, but gave the sense vex instead of pierce, bederson)
but simply the remainder after those cause they could not see the relevancy of the litwhich have just been specified by way of example. eral meaning. Some consideration of the same
kind operated upon the Chaldee paraphase, which
This penitential grief will not be in vain.
Ch. xiii. 1 There shall be a fountain opened, renders " they stall pray before me because ther
This verse resumes and completes the process have been carried away (or have wandered about).
ff.
begun in verse 10 of the preceding chapter. It The modern Jews, however, generally adhere to
the house of David the literal sense of the verb "VT, and explain it
treats of the same parties,
and the inhabitant of Jerusalem, standing here in the method proposed by Kimchi, rejecting either
as there for the whole nation. He who poured out expressly or tacitly the notion of a double Mesthe §pirit of supplication will also provide the siah.
fountain is
means of purification from sin.
II. Among Christians the reference to Christ
shut up as long as it remains under ground, or is was adopted without dissent by the early
exposiit is opened
sealed from access (Cant. iv. 12)
tors and most of the Reformers.
Strange to say,
when it breaks forth and flows freely. The refer- the first exception is found in Calvin, who underence appears to be to a twofold usage in the stood the passage as referring to God, who is figMosaic ritual one, the sprinkling of the Levites uratively said to have been pierced, t.
«., irritated
at their consecration with " water of purifying,"
provoked by the Jews. He, however,
;

A

;

lyj

:

;

=

;

.

—

A
;

;

and

held
that as Christ is God, manifest in the flesh, what
happened to Him was a visible symbol of the substance of the prophecy, and therefore was justly
This view was
cited by John as its fulfillment.
t
warmly repudiated by Calvin's contemporaries,
moved unclean ness. In both these cases the im- and followed only by Grotius, and some bod man
purity denoted the defilement of sin, and the outLater writers applied the words to some
writers.
ward" purification was a symbol of the inward. So distinguished Jewish leader or martyr. Jahn sugthe water which flows from the fountain in the gested Judas Maccabfleu8, and rendered, "
they

i. <?., for purification from sin (Num.
7), and the other the sprinkling of persons
contaminated by contact with death, with the
water prepared "from the ashes of the red heifer,
called the water of unclean ness, t. &. which re-

lit, sin-water,
viii.

text, is a water of sprinkling by which sin and
will look upon Him (Jehovah) on account of Him
uncleanness are removed. It does not need to be whom they have pierced." Baur thought it was
was
case
with
as
the
time
time,
from
to
renewed
impossible to determine which of the leaders it
the Levitieal waters, but issues from a living well- was, but it was one of those who had lost their
The meaning cannot be a new water sup- lives in the service of the true God. Bleek adopted
spring.

ply for the metropolis (Pressel), nor even grace in the same view, and to get rid of the reference to
general (Kohler), nor the grace of baptism, as the
N
older critics said but is the blood which cleanseth Jehovah, substituted for \?H, b*J the poetic form
from all sin (I John i. 7), the blood of that sacriv^t, and rendered " ther look to Him whom
fice which was typified in the sin-offering of the red of
;
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they pierced." This is simply desperate, for *5S
occurs only four times in the Old Testament, and
these are all in the Book of Job, and immediately
before a noun, and as it is here in the construct
state, it cannot possibly be joined to the accusative
i"lS.

Besides, this view fails to account for the

mourning or the opened fountain.
Ewald, for one martyr substitutes a plurality of
such as had fallen in the war with tne heathen.
He renders '• they look to Him whom men have
pierced," thus changing the text and assuming another subject for the verb, and explains thus, " the
intention is to show that no martyr falls in vain,
but will one day be mourned with universal love."
But this is opposed to the religious tone of the
universal

"
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1.

work of the Father's sovereign

—

love.

The latter

—

the Holy Spirit
had of course been present and
active in the previous stages of the Cnurch's history ; otherwise there could have been no Church,
for the Spirit is the indispensable bond of union
between God and his people. But during the old
economy, owing to its very nature as an introductory, preparatory, and restricted dispensation, the
gifts of the Spirit were far less rich and powerful
and general and constant, than they were ultimately designed and required to be in order to
effect the purposes of grace.
Hence the promise
of an effusion which should not be intermittent
or partial, either in its nature or its subjects, but
evary way adequate to the necessities of the case.
This promise was given by the older Prophets,
Joel (ii. 28, 29), Isaiah (lix. 21), Jeremiah (xxxi.
33, 34), Ezekiel (xxxvi. 27), and is now resumed
after the exile by Zechariah, who uses the very

first clause, grace and supplication, and to the fact
that in both the preceding chapter and the following, only one person is spoken of as an object of
persecution.
Hofmann, after giving up his first term (15*?
pour out) employed by Joel three
view of a plural object, adopted another according
centuries before.
(Isaiah uses a different word,
to which he rendered, '• My heroes look at Him
pX*, hut of the same signification.) The effusion
whom men have pierced." But vtf never means
is not to be fitful or scanty, but generous and
hero (see Fiirst, sub voce), and besides,
is abundant, a pouring rain from the skies, overcoming all obstacles, reaching all classes and effecting
usually construed with the preposition vfcj. Nor
the most blessed and durable results. Its precise
does the sense he thus obtains at all suit the con- influence as conceived by Zechariah, is in the way
nection.
An altogether different view has been of overcoming depraved natural characteristics by
adopted by Vogel and Hitzig, whom Pressel for imparting grace and developing this grace in the
substance follows, namely, that the Prophet speaks exercise of supplication. All true and successful
of himself whom he identifies with Jehovah. " The prayer is " in the Spirit " (Eph. vi.
18, Jude 20).
murder of a Prophet is regarded as an attack upon Paul had often gone through the forms of suppliJehovah himself." The statement of this view is cation in his unconverted career, but it was only
enough to show its untenableness. For although when spiritually enlightened that it could be trulythe sender and the sent are often identified, yet no said of him, as it was, " Behold, he
prayeth
instance can be found in Scripture, among all its (Acts ix. It). In the view of a thoughtful
mind,
records of martyrdom, of a case in which the prayer itself is hardly so great a blessing
as the
death of a prophet is represented or mourned for promise of a divine Spirit to help our infirmity
as if it were the death of Jehovah. Noyes, in his
and make intercession within us. (Rom. viii. 26.)
Translation of the Hebrew Prophets (ii. 387), first
2. This passage is singularly happy in pointing
mentions Calvin's explanation, 1 and then adds, out what all experience has shown to be tne chief
" Or the meaning may be that the people pierced
means of kindling evangelical repentance,
the
Jehovah, when they recently put to death some apprehension of a crucified Saviour. Men are inone of his messengers or prophets who is not deed convinced o£sio in various ways. Natural
named." But the violent death of a prophet was conscience sometimes inflames remorse to a fearful
not such a rare thing in Jewish history ; and why pitch. Sudden judgments, or what are thought to
should it in any case lead to such a great and uni- be such, stimulate fear until reason is eclipsed.
versal mourning as is here described? Or, if there
keen sense of shame proves to be a sorrow of the
had been some murder of a prophet so exceptional world which worketh death. But the true, healthy
in its atrocity as to convulse the whole nation in conviction of sin, the repentance which
needeth
an agony of grief, would there not be some trace not to be repented of, is born at the cross. There
of the fact in the books of Kings or Chronicles ? the sinful soul sees its sin as it sees it nowhere else
Yet none such is found.
in the world, sees all the vilencss, malignity, and
incxcusableness of its past life, and is thoroughly
humbled and prostrated in contrition. It becomes
THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
conscious of its own share in the dark and bloody
crime of Calvary. As one of those for whom
1 . When our Lord was about to ascend to heaven
Christ died, it had part in driving the nails and
He commanded the Apostles (Acts i. 4) not to al- pushing
the spear, and is justly liable to the aglow themselves to be drawn or driven from Jerugravated doom of those who with wicked hands
salem, but to " wait for the promise of the Father."
crucified the Lord of glory.
Hence all pleas in
There can scarcely be a doubt that the passage beextenuation are given up, all excuses are felt to be
fore us contains one form or instance of the promfrivolous.
Nothing is left but a fearful looking for
ise to which the Saviour referred.
The first great
of judgment, so far as the soul's own merits and
gift of heaven, for which men were taught to look
claims are considered. But this very conviction
in the latter days, was a divine person incarnate to
of total unworthiness is accompanied with a conmake reconciliation for iniquity and bring in everviction of Christ's wondrous love in bearing the
lasting righteousness ; the next one was that of
cross, and an inspiration of hope in the efficacy'
another divine person whose influences should apof his atoning death. Thus the arrow that kills
ply the redemption effected, and thus complete the
bears with it the balm that makes alive. The true
have observed, every writer of whatever penitent says, " I am lost, for my sins have slain
school is glad to get the sanction of this great name for my Lord ; nay, I am saved, for my Lord died that
his opinion.
those very sins should be blotted out." So the re-
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pentance is real, deep, and hearty, but it is not sullen, angry, or despairing.
It grows keener and
more comprehensive by experience, but faith and
hope are growing in like measure, and thus the
equipoise in which the spiritual life began is maintained even to the end.
Even at the height of
his usefulness Paul felt that he was not worthy to
be called an Apostle, and at the close of life called
himself chief of sinners ; vet he knew whom he
had believed, and expected a crown of righteousness which the Lord, the righteous judge, would
give him " in that day."
3. There are two striking peculiarities of penitential sorrow,
its depth and its solitariness.
The Prophet uses the strongest metaphors known
No pang which death can
to human experience.
inflict is so severe as that which wrings the heart
of parents following to the tomb the remains of a
first-born or an only son.
It seems as if all hope
and joy were interred in the same grave. So
again a great national calamity is intensified by
the reciprocal influence upon one another of all
who are affected by it When President Lincoln
was assassinated in 1865, a shuddering horror
seized every heart throughout the land, and multitudes who had never seen the kindly leader were

—

as deeply moved as if the blow had fallen on their
gloomy pall settled down over
own kindred.
But penitential
all hearts and all households.
grief which is awakened by the sight of a pierced
Saviour is as real and pervading as that which
proceeds from any outward affliction, personal, doIts theatre is within.
There
mestic, or national.
are no outward manifestations, but the feeling for
that reason is the more concentrated and intense.
The soul renews the experience of the royal penitent,
my sin is ever before me. But the stricken
soul mourns apart. As there is a joy, so there is
a sorrow, with which a stranger interraeddleth not.
The relations of the soul to God are so delicate
that all shrink instinctively from exposing them
Deep grief is necessarily
to the vtew of others.
In its acme', neither sympathy nor felsolitary.
lowship is sought or allowed. Much more must
this be the case when the grief is spiritual, for the
hand of God which causes the pain alone can cure
it, and
the soul nauseates all other comforters.
David Brainerd mentions that on one occasion
when he was preaching to his Indians, the power

A

—

of God came
rushing wind

down among them

like

a mighty

" Their concern was so great, each
for himself, that none seemed to take any notice
of tho>e about him. They were, to their own apprehension, as much retired as if they had been
alone in the thickest desert. Every one was praying apart, and yet all together." Cowper is not
the only penitent who could say in truth,

auchee the excesses which ruined his constitution,
but in neither case does the penitence bring back
what has been lost It is the same with the sinner.
Tears and penances are no compensation for
sin.
Sin is a debt (Matt. vi. 12), and a debt is
satisfied only by payment.
The payment may be
made by one person or by another, but it must be
made, or sin remains with its legal 'and endless
consequences. Hence the fullness of this passage
of the Prophet, which to a most elaborate painting of the distress for sin caused by a believing apprehension of the cross, appends the true and only
source of relief for that distress,
the fountain
set flowing on Calvary.
There must be aid from
without.
continuous baptism of tears is of itself impotent.
Nothing avails but a provision by
the Being whom sin has offended, and just this is
furnished in that blood of sprinkling which was
symbolized in so many ways in the Old Covenant.
Apart from this, nothing is left for a conscious sinner but despair.

—

A

A

5.
striking expression of this is given in two
passages in the New Testament, evidently founded
upon the words of Zechariah. In Matt.' xxiv. 30,
our Lord says, " Then shall all the tribes of the

earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man
coming in the clouds of heaven, with power' and
great glory." In Rev. i. 7 the beloved disciple resumes these words with an additional particular,
" Behold, He cometh with clouds, and every eye
shall see Him, and they also which pierced Him
and all kindreds of the earth shall wail because of
Him." All men arc to see Christ, not merely in
his glory but as bearing the scars by which that
glory was won. Some see Him so as to be subdued into a salutary contrition; they are drawn
to Him by irresistible attraction, and while they
mourn over sin rejoice in the ample aud gracious
pardon He bestows. Others, alas, are to hoc Him,
not voluntarily but by a necessity which they
would fain escape I They see Him a lamb as it
had been slain, but no more within their reach
and for their advantage. He is to them a lost
Saviour, one whose pierced side and mangled limbs
express only the fearful wages and terrible iniquity
of sin, but offer no hope of forgiveness and accept-

HOMIUETIGAL AND PRACTICAL.

•

—

i.Iwui stricken

deer that

left

the herd."

The immediate prompting of all who become convinced of sin is to ny to some solitary place and
be alone with God, unless indeed, as in the case
of Brainerd's Indians, the absorption of mind is so
complete that they are insensible to the presence
of others. " The heart knoweth its own bitterness," and a godly sorrow shuns companions until
it has wrought " a repentance unto salvation not
to be repented of " (2 Cor. vii. 10).
Repentance of itself, however deep and
4.
thorough, is of no avail toward justification. It
does not repair the evils of wrong-doing even in
common life, any more than in the sphere of reThe spendthrift may bitterly mourn the
ligion.
extravagance which ate up his estate, or the deb-

Moorb All true repentance arises from a sight
of a dying Saviour, one who has died for us. True
repentance is only love weeping at the foot of the
cross, the soul sorrowing for sins that have been so
freely forgiven. True religion is a personal thing,
and when it takes strong hold of the heart, will
lead the soul apart to solitary wrestling with God
and acts of personal humbling before Him.
Bradley Holy mourning for sin is a bitter
thing ; there comes along with it many a tear and
pang ; but yet there is mingled with it a comfort
and a blessedness which must be felt to be known.
The very look which makes the heart bleed, is a
look at One who can do more than heal it. . . .
Pray for this sorrow. When would vou mourn
:

:

and weep for your sins, if not now 1 Somewhere
you must weep for them would you keep back
this weeping till you come to that world where
tears are never dried up
where you must weep, if
you weep at all, forever 1 And somewhere you
must look upon this pierced Jesus ? Will you look
on Him for the first time when He opens the heavens and calls vou out of your graves to his judg;

;
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CHAPTER
ment-seat? It is a blessed though a mournful
thing to see Him now, but it is a dreadful thing
to see Him for the first time in the very moment
when his work of mercy is forever ended, when the
fountain He has opened for 6in and uncleanness is
forever closed.

McChbynb

1. The Great Spring. I will pour.
The Great Agent. The spirit of grace and supplication. 3. The Effect. <They look ; they mourn;
:

2.

they see the fountain opened.

4.

Xin.

;

;
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Jat : There were provisions for ceremonial pollution under the Mosaic Economy, the braxen sea
for the priests and the ten lavers for the things
offered in sacrifice. There were also fountains for
bodily diseases : the pool of Siloam to which our
Saviour sent the man born blind ; and the pool of
Bethesda, where lay a number of sufferers waiting
for the troubling of the waters. Christ differed
from all these, as a fountain for moral and spiritual defilement, " for sin and uncleanness."

FRUITS OF PENITENCE.
Chapter XIII.

A. The

;

2-6.

(ver. 2).
B. The Latter to be slain by their own ParC. Other such Prophets shall be ashamed of their Calling (ver. 4). D. And even
when charged upon them (vers. 5, 6.)

of Idols and False Prophets

Extinction

ents (ver. 3).

deny

it

2

8

4

5
6

And it shall be in that day, saith Jehovah of Hosts,
I will cut off the names of the idols from the land, 1
And they shall be remembered no more
And also the prophets and the spirit of uncleanness,
Will I cause to pass out of the land.
And it shall be, if a man still prophesy,
His father and his mother, who begat him, shall say to him,
Thou shalt not live,
For thou hast spoken a lie in the name of Jehovah ;
And his father and his mother*, who begat him,
Shall pierce * him through in his prophesying.
And it shall be in that day the prophets shall be ashamed 1
Each of his vision in his prophesying
And shall no more put on a hairy mantle to lie
And [one] shall say,4 I am not a prophet, I am a husbandman,
For a man has sold * me from my youth.
And [the other] shall say 6 to him,
What then are these wounds between thy hands ?
And he shall say, Those with which I was wounded
In the house of my lovers.7
nXTOAL AMD

1 Ver. 2.

with a

— Y^Nn.

Henderson In both eons renders

GRAMMATICAL.
but

ear**,

needlessly.

The statement

ka

fNMial ome, but

local oolorfng.

— "lpT

S Ver. 8.

is

rendered pierc*, In order te show that

it le

the tame word which to need in the famous passage

all. 10.

• Ver.

— Hong, renders )D

4.

tTIS, to

desist

with shame, bnt the established meaning of the phrass

is

simply, to

The fern, sofflx in inVQ3H is a peculiarity of this class of verba (Green, FUb. Gr. % 166, 2).
4 Ver. 5.
The slogular Terb hem, following the previous plurals, indicates that one case is selected ss an example.
Noyce renders, " each shall say," bnt the prophet can scarcely mean that every one of the mlse prophets is to make the
same form of denial.

*t

ashamed

of.

—

i Ver. 6.

— *03pn

Fsseh. renders as if

it

has been strangely inisoooestved.

came from W3p.

TT

amalloattte.
Ver. 6.
7 Yor. 6.

The B. V.

LXX. make

followed

it

tyfrmiew

;

Vnlg.,

Adam mtum extmplmm

Klmchi In deriving the verbal form from

'*

— The implied subject of " shall say " of course, the other Interlocutor in the dialogue.
— ^HNQ hould be rendered levers, Just as U in all the other places where occurs

H. 7, 9, 12,

njpD _
:

'

Lam.

1.

to,

to

etc'.

)/Hend*

is

too

It

:
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on Deut. xviii. 20, compared with xiii. 6-10.
offender shall die, aud the first to inflict the
sentence shall be his father and his mother, here
This portion announces the complete extirpa- made more emphatic by the addition, who begat
tion of idolatry and false prophecy, which are here him. Cf. 2 Sam. xvi. 11. Several expositors modtaken to represent all forms of ungodliness and ify the meaning of
to bind
T2*J so as to make it
immorality, which they could very properly do, or scourge (LXX., Peshito,
CalmetJ, but there is no
since they"had been the chief and most dangerous
ground whatever for this in the origin or usage of
sins of the covenant people in all their previous
the word, nor does it suft the context.
have then a vivid presentation of the
history.
Ver. 4. Prophets shall be ashamed .... to
fruits of the penitence mentioned in the previous
lie. The revolution will be so great that these prechapter, and of the conversion and renovation antenders shall become ashamed of their claims, and
nounced in the opening verse of this chapter. The
strip off the outward token of their occupation.
passage is not to be restricted to any particular peThe hairy mantle worn by the prophets (2 Kings
riod, but describes under local and temporary forms
i. 8) was
not a form of ascetic discipline, but a
the removal of whatever is offensive to a God of
sermo vropheticus realis, a symbol of the prophet's
holiness and truth. It will therefore apply to every
grief tor the sins which he was commissioned to
instance in which the Gospel in its leading elements,
reprove.
It was an acted parable of repentance.
repentance toward God and faith in our Lord Jesus
The same remark is true of John the Baptist's
Christ, is truly received.
"raiment of camel's hair and leathern girdle"
Vcr. 2. I will cut off the names of the idols.
(Matt iii.
To lie, t. «., to give themselves the
The expressions, " to cut off the names,' 1 and " that appearance4). prophets, and
of
thus impose upon the
they be remembered no more," denote the total
people. Thus far Zechariah has spoken of those
extinction of idolatry (cf. Hos. ii. 17).
Of the who spoke falsely in the name of the Lord,
and
latter Calvin says, " his meaning is that the hatred
Hengs ten berg supposes that he now turns to anof superstition will be so great that the people will
other class of pretenders who spoke in the name
shudder at the very name/' Inasmuch as the Jews
of strange gods,
a view which seems required
notoriously after the Captivity shrank from any
by his interpretation of the last word of ver. 6.
approach to idol-worship, it has been claimed that
But no break or transition is apparent in the pasthis passage shows that the portion of the book to
sage, and there is no necessity for violently- introwhich it belongs was composed prior to the Exile.
ducing a new subject
But the conclusion is not legitimate. Zechariah
Vers. 5, 6. I
not a prophet .... lovers.
simply uses the forms of the past in which to dedramatic representation of the means by which
pict trie future. Idolatry was the common expression of ungodliness in the earlier days of the na- one of these deceivers endeavors to escape detecCharged with his crime, be denies it, and
tion ; how could even a post-exilium prophet better tion.
rests

BXBOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The

=

We

—

am

A

overthrow of false religion in the fu- claims to have been nothing more than a common
ture than by predicting the oblivion of idols and tiller of the soil. In support of this claim he astheir names"? Kohler indeed deems it possible, on serts that this is no recent circumstance, but that

set forth the

the basis of Rev. ix. 20, xiii. 4, 15, that gross actual idol-worship may again return, but this would
be to interpret an obscure book by one yet obscurer.
Possibly the reference may be to that refined idolatry which consists in regarding and serving the
creature more than the Creator, and which the New
Testament has in view when it declares covetousness to be idolatry (Col. iii. 5). The prophets
must of course be* false prophets who spoke without authority, as appears from their association not
only with idols but also with the spirit of uncleanness. This latter phrase denotes not merely a
pervading principle, but an active, conscious agency, standing in direct contrast with the Spirit of

=

nD|7
he has been sold from his youth.
to acin Hiphil would natural ly= to cause to buy, t. <•., to sell.
Fiirst and
others make Hiphil the same as Kal.
The sense
is the same according to either rendering.
There
seems to be no reason for considering the verb a

quire, h. buy (Is. xxiv. 2),

denominative from ^?.i?t?i Mervym facere (Maurer,
Kohler). To this denial is opposed the question as
to the origin of the scars the accused person bears,

— wounds

between thy hands, t. e., upon
breast. Cf. 2 Kings ix. 24, where " between
arms " evidently has this meaning. (In Arabic
«,

• •

•

«,•

Jo jjO,

human

the
the
the

occurs frequently,
instru- cognate phrase, JL>
ments and leads them to their lying utterances. in the sense coram eo.) The questioner
considers
The false prophets as well as the true were subject these gashes upon the person as palpable evidences
to an influence from without (cf. 1 Kings xxii. 21
that the man nas wounded himself in connection
-23, Rev. xvi 14 with 2 Thess. ii. 9, 10 and 1 Tim.
with idolatrous worship (1 Kings xviii. 28 ; TibnlThe completeness of the removal of this lus, I. i. 43, respecting the worship of Cvbele), and
iv. 2).
form of ungodliness is expressed very energetically asks an explanation. The reply is that he received
in the following verses.
them in the house of his lovers, which some exVer. 3. If a man still prophesy. . . . pierce
impure, sinful lovers, t. e., idols (Hengplain as
.him through. Some infer from the opening words stenberg), in which sense they say that the Piel of
that the mere fact of prophesying will be proof that
the man attempting it is a deceiver, since there will ^nbj is always used (which, however, cannot be
be no more prophets (Keil, Kohler), and they refer affirmed of Jer. xxii. 20, 22, Lam. i. 19) ; but as
to Jer. xxxi. 33, 34, Is. liv. 13 ; but this is an ex- the form necessarily signifies only intense affection
travagant and needless assumption, for the connec- without regard to quality, I prater the opinion of
tion shows plainly enough that Zechariah has in those who explain it as
loving friends, and unview simply false pretenders to divine inspiration, derstand the accused person as maintaining that
and the passages nuoted by no means imply the the scars are simply the result of chastisements
final cessation of the spirit of prophecy either in which he had formerly received when in the bouse of
its broad or its narrow sense, as the New Testa- his relatives. It seems more like! v that such a man
ment plainly shows. The statement in the text would resort to an evasion of this kind than that

grace

(xii. 10),

which works

in its

=

=
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he would make the frank confession involved

in
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romancy.

Yet our own generation has complete-

The heart of
ly exploded this flattering dream.
commonlj applied to the suffer- our own enlightened land where the schoolmaster
ings of Christ, but without any further ground has been abroad for generations, has witnessed the
than its mere proximity to that which follows, in resurrection and diffusion of errors which are usu" ally considered as belonging only to the twilight
which He and his sufferings are clearly predicted
(Henderson). It is quite impossible on any crit- of civilization. The miserable first king of Israel
ical ground to vindicate such an application, al- resorted to the witch of Endor, only after every
the former view.
" This verse is

though Henderson is far astray when he assigns as
that " in no tolerable sense could the Jews
be called Christ's lovers or friends," for it is written (John i. 11), " He came unto his own, and his
own {oittioi) received Him not," and the Apostle
(Rom. ix. 5) speaks of his kinsmen as those "of

a reason

whom

as concerning the flesh Christ came."

other door of knowledge had been hopelessly
closed against him ; but now under the blaze of a
completed revelation, with Christ at the right hand
of God, and the Holy Spirit promised to all who
seek aright, men revive an antiquated delusion
and seek for the living to the dead. Nay, many
who reject and scoff at the Scriptures, receive with

what purport

communications
It is a fulfillment of the Apostolic declaration (2 Tim. iv. 4),
14
They who turn away their ears from the truth
shall be turned unto fables." Man stands too close
to the unseen world to deny or ignore its existence his own condition here with its dependence
and exposure makes him look wistfully for something higher and better. If that craving is not
implicit faith

to be

from the ghosts of the departed.

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
1. Idolatry and divination are mentioned by
Zechariah, as has been said, only as typical forms
of error and sin. But it is singular how well they
express the prevailing evils with which the Church
The gross
is called to contend in modern times.
idolatry of the heathen has disappeared from Christendom never to return ; but its place is taken by
a more refined and more dangerous error of the
same sort. There is a devotion rendered to wealth,
to pleasure, to position, to genius, which is wholly
inconsistent with the just claims of our Maker.
There is a materialism which, although glozed
over with high-sounding names, is as repulsive to
the true honor of God as the worship of Baal or
It dwells on great physical achieveAstarte.
ments, discoveries in nature or inventions in art,
scientific triumphs, or even the multiplication of
social conveniences, as if these were the all in all
of life and of man. The next world is ignored.
God is turned into a mere name. He is not
enough thought of to be actively opposed ; and
men say in Gibbon's famous formula, all religions
are equally true in the eyes of the people, equally
false in tne eyes of the philosopher, and equally
Now this
useful in the eyes of the statesman.
cool indifference, this pervading earthliness of
character and pursuit, is not simply the rejection
of God, but the enthronement, of something else
And it needs all the
in his place, i. e. t idolatry.
energv of a true spiritual faith to overcome it. If
ever
to fulfill her function, she must
the Church is
insist that the life is more than meat and the body
than raiment that means are not ends that man
is not merely an animal of the better class, more
highly organized and of larger intelligence; but
that he is a spiritual being, allied to the infinite
Spirit and able to reach the true goal of his exist
ence only in willing obedience to that supreme
Anything c*se than this, whether it be the
Spirit.
worship of wealth, or the worship of science, is
It puts the creature in the place
treason to God.
of the Creator, and so prepares the way for all unreligious basis
godliness and unrighteousness.
is essential to a permanent morality, and although
the late Mr. John Stuart Mill held 'that there could
be a religion without a personal God, all experience is against his crude notion. Men who begin
by denying the rights of their Maker will sooner
or later end by denying the rights of their fellow;

;

A

men.
2.

The world has

;

satisfied legitimately, it will be illegitimately. The
alternative to Faith is not unbelief but misbelief.
Men must believe something. If they obey the
laws of evidence, they will receive the only proven
revelation from, the invisible world ; if not, then
all that remains is belief without evidence, that
Nor will this be altered if there
is, superstition.
be a common school, and a printing-press, and a
scientific association in every hamlet of the land.
No culture of the intellect can destroy or smother
man's moral and spiritual nature. The heart, the
conscience, the sense of responsibility, will still

and demand some appropriate nutriment.

survive

To

offer to these the latest discoveries in physics,

is to offer stones instead of bread, or a scorpion instead of a fish. If they do not receive the living
oracles of the Spirit of holiness, they fall into the
hands of 4I the spirit of uncleanness, whose working is with lying wonders and all deceivableness
of unrighteousness in them that perish, because
they received not the love of the truth that they
might be saved (2 Thes. ii. 9, 10).

3.

The energy
is

Hence no degree of kindred or affection was allowed to exempt any one from denouncing such a
criminal. Even a man's nearest relatives were to
he the first to put their hands to his execution
when he was found judicially obnoxious to the
penalty. Even so, declares Zechariah, in days to
will the parents who naturally cling to a
prodigal boy, even when he may be hated and despised by all the world, yet overcome their affection, and themselves thrust through the child who
The representation is strong,
is a lying prophet.
but not exaggerated. Literally understood it is
of course impossible. Under the Gospel civil pun-

come

ishments for religious errors have and can have no
But the underlying thought
intense and

often flattered itself that " the place.

false prophet and the unclean spirit" have completely passed away, that science has effectually disposed
of superstition, that the progress of education and
Intelligence has put an end to soothsaying and nec-

of moral rebuke in a healthy

well shown in the pictorial representation of the Prophet In the fifth Book of
Moses provision is made for the prompt and severe
punishment of any one who should introduce the
worship of a false god (Deut. xiii. 6-9). The Jewish commonwealth, being an actual theocracy, idolatry was simply and literally high treason, a blow
at the life of the state, and as such a capital crime.
state of Zion,

—

—

is as appropriate now
absolute loyalty to God
as it ever was. The religions element in man's

nature
to

is

God,

to

like

become dominant, nay supreme. Love
Aaron's rod, is to swallow np all other
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affections.
Nothing is to come into competition
with allowance to truth and holiness. Our Lord
1>resentcd the duty with all plainness : " He that
oveth father or mother more than me is not

the will-worship which consists in pains and privations,

inflicted

and endured

own

for their

sake,

most offensive to the Most High. He Himself
never sends afflictions unless there is a needs be,
worthy of me ; and he that loveth son or daugh- and He does not ask us to be other than Himself.
ter more than me is not worthy of me" (Matt. x. Self-denial is indeed a large part of the Christian
It often happens that the claims of relatives life, but it is self-denial for an object beyond itself
37).
and the claims of Christ come into collision ; and
not as satisfaction for sin or a price paid for
when they do, the former must give way. We heaven, but out of love for Christ, as a means of
must choose to displease those whom we most love cultivating holiness or of winning souls for the
on earth rather than displease Him who died for kingdom. Privation borne with such views is inus on the cross. This doctrine is quite repulsive deed an honor and a blessing ; but if inflicted for
to the sentimentalists who exalt the domestic af- its own sake, it puts even such a transcendent genfections to the highest place in human esteem, but ius as Pascal with his hair shirt and iron-pointed
it is none the less true, being indeed a simple co- girdle, on the same level with the self-gashed devorollary from the first principle of all religion, that tees of Baal, or the forsworn diviner whom Zechthe object of worship is to be loved supremely, and ariah describes.
all other beings, however near or dear, subordiis

—

H0M1LRI0AL AND PRACTICAL.

nately.

But

a very different thing from the
self-inflicted tortures of the heathen and of all false
religionists.
The man in the text with " wounds
between his hands," represents a class found in
all ages and lands.
Clear references to these are
found in the Scripture (Deut. xiv. 1 ; Jer. xvi. 6
xli. 5), and an actual instance is seen in the priests
of Baal in their contest with Elijah ( 1 Kings xviii.
The custom originated in the uneasy con28).
sciousness of guilt and of the necessity for expiation.
Men in their blindness conceived that oy
the merciless punishment of their own bodies they
would render a species of satisfaction, and so regain the* favor or the offended deities. The folly
of this form of worship is well exposed by Seneca
[quoted by Augustine, Civ. Dei, vi. 10), and yet it
is not so absurd as it would seem.
For if a man
believes that the gods will exact some suffering for
sins, and that by inflicting it upon himself he may
forestall their action and get off on cheaper terms,
it is not easv to refute him on rationalistic grounds.
The difficulty in his case is that conscience is
aroused, and yet there is no knowledge of the doctrine of substitution or atonement
Hence even
in Christian lands, whenever that doctrine is not
understood in its simplicity and fullness, the same
thing occurs in a less aggravated form. Fastings
and mortifications and penances of various kinds
are cheerfully endured as compensations for guilt.
It is hard for poor human nature to learn that
" the blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin. 11
Yet nothing is clearer in the Scripture than that
4.

this is

;

4.

Moors

:
Ver. 3. Love to God must be parato all other affections, even the most tenIt is in our present imperfect sancttfeation

mount

der.
inconceivable how we could acquiesce in the perdition of our children without a pang that would
poison all the bliss of heaven, and vet it shall be
so.
Much as we love them, we shall love God and
Vers. 4-6 : Sinners
his law immeasurably more.
shall at last be made to confess their sins and the
justice of their punishnfent ; and the bitterest drop
in the cup of their agony will be that they have
wrung it out for themselves, and that it is all just.
Calvin : Falsehood hast thou spoken in the name
of Jehovah. If we rightly consider what this is,
it will certainly appear to us more detestable than
to kill an innocent man, or to destroy a guest with
poison, or to lay violent hands upon one's own
father.
The greatest of all crimes does not come
up to this horrible and monstrous wickedness.
Jay: Wounded in the house of my friends. There

—

Those arisThose that
result from their sufferings.
(3.) Those produced
bv our being bereaved of them. (4.) Those in-

are four kinds of such wounds. (1.)
ing from their just reprehensions. (2.)

by their improper conduct. Again. If the
Lord Jesus be the sufferer, He is wounded in the
house of his friends, by their negligent conduct
by their selfishness
by their distrust
by their
timidity
by their unby their gloomy conduct
holiness.
His question is, Is this thy kindness to

flicted

—

—

—

—

thy friend?

THE SWORD AWAKING AGAINST THE SHEPHERD AND THE FLOCK.
Cbaptsr XH1.

7-9.

A. The Shepherd is smitten at Jehovah's Command, and the Sheep scattered, yet not hopelessly (ver. 7).
B. The Excision of Two Thirds of the Flock (ver. 8). C. A further Refinement by Sorrow with a
joyful Issue (ver. 9).

O

sword, against my shepherd,
against a man, my fellow,1 saith Jehovah of Hosts
Smite the shepherd and the sheep shall be scattered,
And I will bring back my hand * upon the little ones.
8 And it shall be in all the land, saith Jehovah,
Two parts therein shall be cut off,* shall die,
And the third shall be left therein.

7

Awake,

And
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And I will bring the
And will refine them
And will try them as

He 6

shall call

I will say/ It

And

he

upon
is

my

shall say,

third part into the

as silver

gold

is

4

fire,

refined,

is tried

my name
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;

and I

will

answer ; *

people,

Jehovah

is

my

God.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Vcr. 7.

in

is

Dout

— WDV n 3S.

Thess two nouns

mo in

apposition, juit

m

in tho analogous phrase

2 Vor.

7.

—

• Vor.

8.

— VY^S? = shall be out aft

^T* ^nbttJil

— return my

hand, stretch

In

xiv.

2

it

out again.

Cf.

2 Sam.

this verb denote* outting off

^^t

vlii. 8.

by transportation, but here

9.

— 07hQ.
— WH.

9.

—

4 Ver. 9.

Into the

H*

its

sense

*

determined by the following verb.

6 Ver.

tJT*DCJ

xxxiit. 8.

lire, is

shall call.

more

literal

and expressive than the B.

V. through.

It is better to preserve the singular in the rendering, as

more idiomatic and mere

vivid.

6 Ver.
swer.

il337KI

= not simply

Cf. Is. isv. 24, xii. 17.

7 Ver. 9.

— WJDH.

which he undertakes

will hear% as in E. V.

(although that neoessarily includes a reply), but distinctly, an-

So Dr. RSggs (Emendations).

Beftwo this preterite, the English translator of Calvin says that a vav converslve

to supply

from the LXX., Syria©, and Arabic versions.

least

EXBGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

to.

But the addition

is

is

dropped,

as unauthorised ae

it is

had not before emphasized or even adverted
is the immediate agency of Jehovah in

This

bringing about the bloody result.

It is

God who

Here again there is evidently a very sudden arouses the sword sleeping in its scabbard, He
change of' subject. The prophet passes at once points it at his own fellow, He gives the command
from recounting the evasions of a pretender to to thrust it home.
Here then is a sufficient reason for the seeming
prophecy to a dramatic representation of the good
shepherd suffering under a divine infliction. No reversion of an orderly progress. It was desirable
Moreover, to suggest the divine agency in the atoning death
transition could well be more abrupt.
he seems to turn back on his course, quite forsak- of the Good Shepherd, and that not simply for its
ing the chronological order he has heretofore pur- own sake as indicating the completeness and perIn
the ninth chapter he set forth the lowiv king, indiholy
city
vidualizing his peculiar entrance into the
in the eleventh he gave a symbolical representation
of his rejection by the covenant people, with a distinct allusion to the wages of his betrayer ; in the
twelfth he stated the wonderful efficacy of the sight
of his pierced form in awakening the deepest penitence and securing pardon and renewal, x et here
instead of advancing farther, a return is made to
the fact of the Messiah's death. How are we to
account for this startling transition and seemingly
retrograde movement ? Of the former, Professor
Cowles IM. P., p. 367) suggests an ingenious explanation founded upon the law of association of
" The close analogy between the false
ideas.
prophet, whose hands had been gashed and pierced
*
in the house of his friends/ and the Messiah,
whose hands were pierced in a death by crucifixion
among those who ought to have been his friends,
suggested the latter case and led the prophet to
speak of it here." The learned Professor has certainly given the clew to the connection, but I should
The relaprefer to state it in a different way.
tion is one of contrast rather than of likeness,
^echariah had been speaking of a miserable pretender to prophecy, a man marked with the scars
of his reasonless wounds received in idol-worship,
and vainly attempting to falsify their origin. Now
he turns to the true prophet and teacher, the faithful shepherd whose scars are real and significant,
who was not only wounded but slain, and whose
death was tho salvation of his flock. But in stating this fact, the prophet introduces a new and peone which he at
culiar element in the tragedy,

sued in developing the Messianic revelation.

—

petuity of the satisfaction rendered (Is. liii. 10), but
also in order to set forth the assimilation of character and course between the Shepherd and his
flock. Both are to sutler, although in different relations and for different purposes. The smiting of
the leader involves in the first instance at least the
scattering of the sheep. And although Jehovah
will turn his hand for good upon the little ones
[the little flock, Luke xii. 32], yet afterwards there
will be severe and most destructive visitations, cutting off two parts out of three, and even the third
part that remains is not to escape unscathed. It
shall be cast into a furnace, and there be subjected
to intense and protracted heat, until as in the case
of the precious metals the dross and alloy are consumed and the pure gold and silver is left. The
head and the members of the spiritual body then
are to pass through a like experience. He suffered,
and they also shall suffer. And this statement
forms a necessary limitation of the glowing passages
in earlier predictions which seem to promise unbroken prosperity and an endless train of outward
blessings (ix. 17, x. 7, 12, xii. 6, 9).
On the contrary, while the flock will have "peace" in its
shepherd, peace in its largest and best sense, yet in
the world it shall have " tribulation."
In the general it is true, and always has been true, that
" through much tribulation we must enter the kingdom of God " (Acts xiv. 22). The sphere of the
prediction is not to be arbitrarily restricted.
It
1
speaks of " the land/ of course the land of Israel,
but only in so far as it represents the theatre upon
which the adherents, nominal or real, of the Messiah are found, and whether they belong to Israel
after the flesh or not It is the Church of the future
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in its composite natnre to which Zechariah refers,
and of which he affirms a characteristic feature,
which is not fortuitous or unmeaning, bat an ex

press appointment of Jehovah of Hosts ; intended
to bring the followers of the Saviour into a fellowship of suffering with Himself.
The three verses of this passage are closely con
First, there is a clear statement of the
nected.

smiting of the shepherd by Jehovah Himself, and
then a representation of the effect of this procedure
upon the flock. Such effects are not transient but
abiding, or rather, the immediate result typifies
what is to be the general condition of the flock
while it is passing through the wilderness of this
world.
follow.
sword ....
Ver. 1. Awake,
The object of address in this startling dramatic
outburst is not some unknown person (Hitsig), but
sword ofJethe sword itself, as in Jer. xlvii. 6.
hovak, how long wilt thou not, etc The sword here
is used representatively for any means of taking
life.
Ex. v. 21; Rom. xiii 4. The Romans called
the right of the magistrates to inflict capital punishment, jus gladii. Uriah was pierced by the arrow of the Ammonites, yet the Lord said to David
(3 Sam. xii. 9), "Thou hast slain him by the
tword of the children of Amnion." The person
against whom the sword is to execute its deadly
mission is described as Jehovah's shepherd, the
natural reference of which is to one or the other of
the shepherds mentioned in ch. xi. Some suppose
that the foolish shepherd (xi. 15, 17) is intended
(Qrotius, Ewald, Maurer, Hitzig), but this does
not follow necessarily from his being pierced by
the sword, since in Is. liii. Jehovah is reprcserted
as bruising his righteous servant in whom He finds
no fault. It is, moreover, put out of the question
fellow,
by the succeeding clause, the man
which could not, on any reasonable view, be applied

my

O

my

an unworthy person.

to

s

iTDy

*^3|

—

is

very vari-

LXX., fellowously rendered in the versions,
citizen, Aqu., kinsman, Sym., of my people, Syr.,
friend, Targ., associate who is like him, Vulg.,
who cleaves to me, Thcod., neighbor. The word

rPOr

is found only here and in Leviticus, where
occurs eleven times (xix. 11, 15, 17, etc.), and
always with a pronominal suffix, and as a concrete
noun. Its general force is shown in xxv. 15, where
It is cerit is used interchangeably with brother.
tainly an abstract noun by its formation, and is so
rendered by many (Gesenius, Fiirst), but the uniform usage in Leviticus is decisive against this.
Moses employs the term evidently to denote a close
and intimate connection. Perhaps there is no nearer
English equivalent than that of the E. V.,
fel-

it

—

of nature or essence. . It is common to object to
this view that it is foreign to the sphere of the Old
Testament, which knows nothing of the trinity of
persons in the Godhead, so clearly revealed in the
New. But this begs the question. And if it be
admitted that a plurality of persons is distinctly
taught in the later Scriptures, it is the most natural thing possible to find indications in the earlier
revelation pointing in this direction,
not prooftexts, nor direct assertions, but statements like
those in Pss. ii., ex., etc., which, although they
mav have been mysterious to those who first read
or neard them, are to us illuminated by rays reflected back from the Light of the world.
Were
there any doubt it would be removed by the express
allusion of our Lord in Matt. xxvi. 31, 32, Mark
xiv. 27, where He applies the latter half of the
verse to Himself and his disciples.
Yet this part
cannot be separated from what precedes. Both

—

must have a common

subject. Smite the shepapostrophe to the sword
is here continued.
Michael is and others suppose
the address to be indefinite, because the noun is
feminine while the verb is masculine, but such aa
ensilage of gender is not uncommon in Hebrew.
See an early example in Gen. iv. 7. For the metaphor in the scattering of the sheep, sec I Kings
xxii. 17.
In our Lord's quotation, he uses the
LXX., 1 with the exception of the initial word,
which he resolves into a future, / will smite. This
only brings out more clearly what is the obvious
thought of the whole passage,
the direr* agency of
Jehovah in the smiting. As the Apostle Peter said
on the day of Pentecost, that while the Jews had by
wicked hands crucified the Saviour, vet this was
done by the determinate counsel and forcknowledge of God. Our Lord Himself said to the maa
who ordered the crucifixion, Thou couldest have
no power at all against me, except it were given
thee from above (John xix. 11).
The sheep who
are scattered, are most naturally understood as
the flock which the shepherd had to feed (ch. xi. 4),
i. «., not the entire race of men on one hand, nor
merely the Christian Church on the other, but the
covenant nation, embracing both believing and unbelieving members.
This is no hindrance to the
specific application of the words made by our Lord
in his quotation.
The dispersion of the disciples
upon -the occasion of Christ's arrest, was but one
fulfillment of this extensive statement,
I will
bring back my hand. This phrase
to make a
person once more the object of one's active care, is
in itself indefinite, and may be used in a good
sense or a bad one. Here the former seems preferable (as in Is. i. 25), as it indicates an exception
to the general rule, and this exception is made in
favor of the little ones, who are apparently " the
wretched of the flock," in xi. 7, 11, the poor and
pious portion of the nation. Hengs ten berg
he
denies this, but does not seem to be consistent with
himself. Indeed, the difference stated here between
the whole flock scattered and the little ones mercifully revisited, is simply what the two following
verses state in a more expanded form as a contrast
between a general devastation of the whole bod/
and the fate of a small portion which is preserved
through the trial, and by means of it is refined, puri-

herd.

The

poetical

—

=

not the ordinary word for man, but
^!M
one derived from a root signifying to be strong,
yet it is doubtful if any stress is to be laid upon
this circumstance (Neumann), but it is scarcely
doubtful that the term calls attention to the fact
that he who is Jehovah's fellow is also a roan (Job
Who now is this peculiar being? Not
xvi. 21).
Judas Maccabeus (Grotius), nor Pekah (Bunsen),
nor Jehoiakim (Maurer), nor Josiah as representing the Davidic line (Prcssel), nor the whole body
of rulers including Christ (Calvin), but the Mesfied, and blessed.
siah (Fathers, Reformers, and most modems). The
Vers. 8, 9. These verses dilate the thought of
unity indicated by the term fellow is one not merely
of will or association, much less of function, but the previous verse in regard to the scattering of
low.

is

m

m

(JUden Jt*u,
lot.) dMbni (hat Matthew did endrlnus, from which he differs only in the untopeetat
LXX., which is true In rwpect to the common point mentioned in the text. The Vet end SineJi. OodsV
text of the Seventy, but not in regard to the Codes Alex- reed, ««rdi£*r« tov* woifUr+t mt exeveVevc t» mpifimxm.
1 8cfcr

not

om the
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CHAPTER
the flock and the return of God's hand in mercy
to the little ones.
Ver. 9. In an the land
not the earth (Mark.,
Kliefoth) bat the land in which the Lord had undertaken the office of a shepherd, and with which
the Prophet throughout is chiefly concerned (xii.
12), the holy land (Hen gsten berg, Ewald, Kohler)
yet not this in its literal sense, but as representing
the domain covered by the kingdom of God. The
prediction cannot be consistently interpreted as referring only to the national Israel.

=

The

peculiar expression

D*3^S = a

mouth of

two, is taken from the Pentateuch (Deut. xxi. 17),
where it indicates the double portion inherited by
the first-born. In the same sense it is used by
Blisha (2 Kings ii. 9), where the younger prophet
by no means asked to have twice as much ot the
Spirit as Elijah had, but to receive a first-born's
share in what he possessed, so that he might thus
become his acknowledged heir and successor. Here
the phrase evidently means two-thirds, since what
remains is called the third. Shall be out off, shall
die. The latter verb removes any ambiguity lurking in the former, and shows that not only exile
but a literal death is intended.
This frightful
sweep of judgment is paralleled by the words of
Ezek. v. 2-12, where the Lord predicts that a third
part shall perish by pestilence and famine, another
third by the sword, and the remaining third be
scattered to the winds, which of course, although
is not .so stated, might be recovered again.
(Of.
also the preservation of a tenth amid a general

h

overthrow in Is. vL 13).
Ver. 9. Bring the third part into the fire.
The third part, although it will escape destruction,
does not do so on the ground of inherent righteousness, but rather of grace. Its constituent parts
need a sore discipline, and it is not withheld. They
are refined and purified by processes as severe as
those to which the precious metals are subjected.
The metaphor is common in Scripture (Ps. lx. 10;
Jer. ix. 7 ; Mai. iii. 3.
Is. xlviii. 10
The Apostle Peter (1 Pet. i. 6, 7) wrote, " wherein ye greatly rejoice, though now for a season, if need be,
ye are in heaviness through manifold temptations,
that the trial of your faith being much more precious than of gold that perisketh, though it be tried
with fire, may be found unto praise and honor
;

glory." But who constitute this third part ?
say, the entire race of the Jews during the
whole period of the present dispersion (C. B.
Michaclis, Kohler, et a/.), but, as Hengstenberg
justly urges, in that case unbelieving Judaism
would be regarded as the sole and legitimate continuation of Israel, which is simply impossible.
The true application is to the entire kingdom of
God on earth, whether composed of Jews or of
Gentiles. True believers are precious in the Lord's
eyes as silver and gold, and He suljects them to
an intense and lengthened trial, but the design and
result Is not to destroy but to refine.
The attainment of this result is well expressed by the concluding words, showing the mutual intercourse
and confidence of the people and their Lord. They
call and He answers.
He claims them for his people, and they claim Him for their God. Ever> thing
is included under these comprehensive phrases (cf.
iii. 8 ; Uosea ii. 25 ; Jer. xxiv. 7 ; xxx. 22).
Professor Cowles thus states the connection of
the verses : " The manifestation of Jesus Christ in
the flesh served to reveal the utter rottenness of
the visible Jewish Church. When the Shepherd
was smitten, the mass of that Church went to

and

Some
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only a few of the little ones were saved. 8o
advanced ages of the Christian Church, corruption became again fearfully prevalent, and anruin

;

in the

other great sifting process became indispensable
before the era of the final conquest and triumph
of Christ's kingdom could open " (M. P., 368).

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.

The

salient point of the entire passage is the
immediate agency of Jehovah of Hosts in the suffering and death of the Good Shepherd.
lose
sight of an ungrateful people, of their scornful rejection of the unspeakable gift, and of the spear
1.

We

by which human hands pierce a royal benefactor,
and are set face to face with a tragedy in which
one divine person gives over another to a violent
death. A man, a real, veritable man is the subject of the infliction, but that man is the follow of
Jehovah. The wondrous constitution of his personality, a divine nature wrapping around itself
our humanity in an indissoluble union, rendered
this possible.
Its actual occurrence is the most
significant truth in Christian theology. The atonement of the Lord Jesus Christ was in no sense an
act of will-worship, a device from without to ap*

the wrath of a Moloch sitting upon the
throne of the universe. On the contrary, it was
the expression of God's infinite wisdom and love,
the result of his own self-moved grace and compassion. As the record runs in the fore-front of
the Gospel, God so loved the world as to give his
only begotten Son. And that Son said in prophecy, •• Lo, I come to do thy will, O God " (Ps. xL
7, 8 ; Heb. x. 9, 10), and in his own person, " I lay
down my life ; this commandment have I received
of my Father" (John x. 17). It was then God
the supreme, God the judge, God whose law was
broken, who originated and carried through the
great sacrifice. And behind all the voluntary and
wicked actors in the scenes of the praetorium and
the Mount of Calvary stood Jehovah of Hosts,
saying, Awake, O sword. The Lord laid on him
the iniquity of us alL It pleased the Lord to
bruise Him.
Hk put his soul to grief. The Apostle speaks of the love of Christ as that which passeth knowledge ; but the same is equally true ot
the eternal Father. " God only knows the love of
God." No human plummet is long enough to
sound the depths of that grace which led Jehovah
of Hosts to say of his only-begotten, Smite the
shepherd. The Lord Jesus was his own Son, the
brightness of his glory and the very image of his
being, and therefore the object of infinite complacency, dear to Him beyond all human expression
or conception, and yet He spared Him not, bat
freely delivered Him up for us all.
]>ease

2. The references of our Lord to this passage
bear mainly upon its statement concerning his followers.
In John (xvi. 32) we read, " Behold the
hour cometh, yea is now come that ye shall be
scattered every roan to his own, and shall leave
me alone." Matthew (xxvi. 31 ) gives a later and
fuller expression, " All ye shall be offended because
of me this night, for it is written, I will smite the
shepherd and the sheep of the flock shall be scattered abroad." The prophecy was fulfilled, but
very far from being exhausted, in the dispersion
of the disciples when our Lord was arrested. The
cause of the flight of the twelve was that their
faith was staggered and their confidence impaired
by such an untoward event So it has always
been. " The offense of the cross " shows itself in
Digitized by
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every generation. The ignominious death of the
Shepherd is a stumbling-block to the flock. But
1
this does not continue in " the little ones/ the
faithful few.
They are recovered by the Lord's
own hand, and made to rejoice in that which once
was most offensive. This is intimated by the
Saviour in the words which follow the quotation
in Matthew given above, "But after I am risen
1
again I will go before you into Galilee/ This going before {wpod^w), is a pastoral act in which the
shepherd leads the way, and is followed by the
flock.
Just as the Saviour gathered again those
who fled in fear on the night of the betrayal, so
does He still gather those who at first start back
from a near view of the cross.
They find that cross not only the conspicuous
badge of their profession but its characteristic featIn a remarkable passage in the Gospel of
ure.

nations belong to Him as Creator and Preserver,
but He has been pleased to choose one to stand to

Him

in

Israel

a particular and most endearing

is

his

^*'^»

set apart

relation.

and distinguished

from all others as a possession of peculiar value.
Cf. Deut. vii. 6 ; xiv. 2 ; xxvi. 18 ; Ps. exxxv. 4
Mai. iii. 17. Language of the same tenor is applied iu the New Testament to the Christian Israel; "a purchased possession" (Eph. i. 14), "a
peculiar people " (Titus ii. 14 ; 1 Pet. ii. 9). From
the mass of fallen men, Jehovah chooses an innumerable multitude whom He condescends to call

On them He lavishes
the riches of his grace, and in them He reveals his
glory to the admiration of all holy intelligences.
And they are fitted to this bijgh destiny, being conformed to the image of their Lord, and obedient
Matthew (xvi. 21-25), our Lord first foretells his to his will. As such He spares them in times of
own sufferings at the hands of the elders and chief trial as a man spareth his own son that serveth
him (Mai. iii. 17), has "his delights" with them
priests and scribes, and then immediately proceeds
( Prov. viii. 81 ), and rejoices over
them with the
.to set forth similar trials as the necessary result
of attachment to Him. His adherents must needs joy of a bridegroom over his bride (Is. lxii. 5).
On the other hand, the people say, Jehovah is
take up their cross and follow Him even to Golmy God. Not only do they acknowledge Him as
gotha. The motto of the Reformed in Holland
divine and profess his worship in distinction from
the Church under the Croes
is true of all believers.
" All that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suf- heathen or infidels, but they recognize Him as
" The friendship of the world their infinite portion. The knowledge of Him is
fer persecution."
" If ye were of the world, the best of all knowledges, and his service is the
is enmity with God."
form of enjoyment His favor is life, his
the world would love its own, but because ye are highest
not of the world but I have chosen you out of the loving-kindness better than life. His perfections
world, therefore the world hateth you." " If Ihev are a sure pledge of their safety, blessedness, and
His gifts are many and precious, but He
glory.
have persecuted me, they will also persecute you.
all, and the intimate
Believers then are not to count it strange when a himself is better than them
and sacred communion his people are permitted to
fiery trial befalls them, as if it were a strange thing
So far from being strange, it is a hold with Him fills the measure of their happiness.
(1 ret. iv. 12).
normal procedure. God's people are to be " par- Even under the shadows of the Old Testament
here.
God,
takers of Christ's sufferings." In their case, as in they found their supreme delight
thou art my God, my soul thirsteth for Thee, my
his, the cross precedes the crown.
have I
When great providential calamities, such as war, flesh longeth for Thee (Ps. lxiii. I).
in heaven but Thee ? and there is none upon earth
pestilence, famine, occur, they are not exempt. But
desire besides Thee (Ps. Ixxiii. 25).
the stroke which overwhelms and destroys others, that I
This thought is applied by Augustine ( Civ. Dei,
is to them overruled for good.
Bad trees are merci" xxii. 20) to the future home of the spirits of the
lessly rooted out, but the good are only " purged
" The reward of righteousness will be He
or pruned. The spurious, reprobate metal is cast just.
away, but the genuine article comes out of the fur- who Himself imparted righteousness, and who
can be no gift
nace purified and ennobled. It was needful for promises Himself than whom there
For what else has He said by
them to go through the process. The holiest of better or greater.
'
mere men is improved by passing through the fire. his Prophet, I will Be ; to them a God, and they
high encomium was pronounced upon Job be- shall be to me a people ' what else but this : 'I
will be that wherein they shall be satisfied ; I will
fore his afflictions, vet the issue of his unparalleled
be all things that meu righteously desire ; life and
Erobation taught him that he was vile, and laid
glory and honor,
im in dust and ashes (xl. 4 ; xlii. 6). Sorrows health, and food and abundance,
'
For so do we rightly
are one of the tokens of sonship ; to forget this is and peace and all things 1
the
Apostle
says, That God
" The fellowship understand also what
to faint in the day of adversity.
end of all our deof his sufferings (Phil. iii. 10), the community of mat/ be all in all. He will be the
shepherd and flock in trials, is one of the blessed sires, who will Himself be seen without end, will
without satiety, will be praised without
mysteries of the Christian life. Believers drink be loved
affection, this business, this funcof Christ's cup and are baptized with his baptism. weariness. This
Companionship in sorrow links them by closer ties tion of our being will be common to us all, like
life everlasting itself."
brings them into tenderer
his portion or inheritance.

—

—

O

Whom

A

communion than

and

is

possible in any other way. And so the assimilation proceeds rapidly from glory to glory.
The
suffering people are changed into the image of
their once suffering Lord, and they justly glory in

HOMILBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

sword, etc How
:
Ver. 7. Awake,
of human felicity is described in fearful an evil is sin when it could call forth the
the mutual proprietorship which the Prophet, fol- sword against God's own coequal and well-beloved
lowing his predecessors, ascribes to God and his Son
The death of Christ was the judicial senpeople. On the one hand, Jehovah says, It is my tence of God against sin, the endurance of the
people. The foundation passage on this point is penalty of the law, and therefore, strictly vicarigiven in Ex. xiv. 5 "Ye shall be a peculiar treas- ous and propitiatory. No human merit can minure unto me above all peoples; for all the earth
le with the infinite merit of the work of Christ,
The whole earth is the Lord's, and all •r He trod the wine-press alone.
is mine."

Moore

infirmities.
3.

The summit

1

:

£
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CHAPTER
Ralph Erskine

Awake,
sword, etc. This
wonderful one, as ever a poor,
preached upon. For in it there is a
cloud, a black cloud, a cloud of divine wrath and
vengeance, the cloud of Christ's bloody passion
which we are to celebrate the memorials of this
day ; but like the cloud that led Israel in the wilderness, though it had a black side toward Christ,
yet it has a bright and light side toward all the
Israel of God for this cloud of blood distills in a
sweet shower of blessings unto poor sinners there
is a light in this cloud wherein we may see God in
Christ reconciling the world unto Himself.
Calvin: Will refine them, etc. The stubble
:

text, sire, is a very

mortal

man

;

;

5.

;

;

;

;
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and the chaff are cast into the fire, but without
any benefit, for they are wholly consumed. But
when gold and silver are put in the fire, it is that
greater purity may be produced, and what is precious be made more apparent Do any ask whether
God can by his Spirit alone draw the elect to re-

why this fire of affliction is necessary ? The answer is, that the Prophet speaks not
of what God can do but of what He will do, and
we ought not to dispute on the subject but be satisfied with what He has appointed.
Though chastisement is hard while we are undergoing it, yet
we should estimate it bynts result, the peaceable
fruits of righteousness (Heb. xii. 11).
ligion, and'if so,

FINAL CONFLICT AND TRIUMPH OF GOD'S KINGDOM.
Chapter XIV.

A great and at first successful Assault is made

upon the Holy City (vers. 1, 2). B. Then God miracuEscape, and after a mingled Condition of Things (lives a final and glorious Deliverance ( vers. 3-7 ) . C.
Stream of Salvation pours over the whole Land (vers. 6-11). D. The Enemies
are chastised (vers. 12-15). £. The Remnant of Them turn to the Lord (vers. 16-19). F. Jerusalem becomes thoroughly Holy (vers. 20, 21).
lously interposes, grants

A

1 Behold, a

day cometh

to Jehovah,1

3

And thy spoil is divided in the midst of thee.
And I will gather all the nations to Jerusalem to battle
And the city shall be taken and the houses 9 rifled,
And the women shall be ravished 8
And half the city shall go forth into captivity,
And the residue of the people shall not be cut off from the city.
And Jehovah shall go forth and fight against those nations,

4

And

2

(

'

As

in

4

his

day of

battle, in the

his feet shall stand in that

Which

day of conflict.
day upon the Mount of Olives

before Jerusalem on the east
of Olives shall be split in the centre
Eastward and westward, a very great valley,5
And half of the mountain shall recede towards the north,
And its (other) half toward the south.
5 And ye shall flee 8 to the valley of my mountains,7
For the valley of the mountains shall reach unto Azal,
And ye shall flee as ye fled before the earthquake,
In the days of Uzziah the king of Judah

And

is

the

Mount

And Jehovah my God

shall

All the saints with thee

6

And

it

shall

come

come,

8

to pass in that day,

It will not be light, the glorious

7

And

9

will

withdraw themselves.

the day shall be one,

It shall be known to Jehovah,
Not day and not night,

8

And at evening time there shall
And it shall be in that day,

be light

Living waters shall go out from Jerusalem,
Half of them to the eastern w sea,
And half of them to the western sea,
In summer and in winter shall it be.
9 And Jehovah shall be king over all the land
In that day Jehovah shall be one 11 and his name one.
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10 All the land shall be changed like the plain

1

12

From Geba to Rimmon south of Jerusalem,
And she shall be high," and dwell in her place
From Benjamin's gate to the place of the first gate,
To the corner gate,
And from the tower of Hananeel to the king's wine-presses.
And they shall dwell in her,
And there shall be no more curse,11
And Jerusalem shall sit secure.14
And tfcis shall be the plague
With which Jehovah

Who

will smite all the peoples u

have fought against Jerusalem

His 18

consume away while he stands upon his feet.
consume away in their sockets,
his tongue shall consume away in their mouth.
it shall be in that day that
There shall be among them a great confusion ,r from Jehovah,

And
And
13 And

flesh shall

his eyes shall

And they shall seize each his neighbor's hand,
And his hand shall rise up against the hand of his neighbor
14 And Judah also shall fight at 18 Jerusalem,
And the riches of all the nations around shall be gathered,
Gold and
15

And

of

Even
16

silver

and apparel

in great abundance.

And so M shall be the plague of the horse,
Of the mule, of the camel, and of the ass,

And

all

the cattle that shall be in these camps,

as this plague.

be that
of the nations which came against Jerusalem
Shall " go up from n year to year
To worship the King, Jehovah of Hosts,
And to keep the feast of tabernacles.
17 And it shall be that whoso of the families of the earth
Shall not go up to Jerusalem
To worship the King, Jehovah of Hosts,
Upon them there shall be no rain.
18 And if the family of Egypt go not up and come not,
it

shall

All that

is left

Upon * them

there shall be none,

[Upon them] shall be the plague
With which Jehovah shall plague the
Which go not up to keep the feast of

nations
tabernacles.

19 This shall be the sin** of Egypt,
And the sin of all the nations
Which go not up to keep the feast of tabernacles.
20 In that day there shall be on the bells" of the horses,
Holiness to Jehovah,
And the pots in the house of Jehovah
Shall be as the bowls before the altar.
21 And every pot in Jerusalem and in Judah
Shall be holiness to Jehovah of Hosts.
-

And
And
And

all

who

sacrifice shall

come

take of them and sacrifice therein,
there shall no more be a Canaanite *
In the house of Jehovah of Hosts in that day.

TEXTUAL AMD GRAMMATICAL.
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t Ver.

^DtZ7
4

2.— rnVw.Fl.

—

Ver

6 Ver. 4.

6 Ver.

5.

6.

t

is

;

of which renders cfi^pax^rrrai, shall be stopped up. This is adopted by Fliigge, Dathe, Blayney,
but the sense is so inept that some modern critics refuse eren to notice It
first

— ^71
— Instead

not a simple plural, but has the suffix of the

is

as the more difficult

9 Ver.

person.

first

THS^ many

MSS. and all the old versions read iSD^, but the former
reading and as more vivid and expressive.
of

— Henderson claims a preponderance of MSS. authority for the Keri

ancient versions all favor it, yet exegetical necessity compels one to adopt rhe
oth, Kdhler, Kell, Pressel, Dr. Van Dyck in new Arab. Bitot, Fdrst in his new

—

R

10 Ver. 8.
ViE7|5n. The v w former" is misleading.
Hebrews determined the points of the compass by looking to the

what was

word

zxriii. 80, etc), the

is

ecu.

is

and Boothroyd

8 Ver. 5-

(Dent

— DV2). The preposition to be supplied from the next clause.
— M^3 not a construe, of S^J (Bwald Green), but an absolute form of the same noun (Flint).
— In place of QHPJ seTeral MSS. read DTI!?D, which the reading followed by LXX., Aq., Synu,

Targ., Arab., the

? Ver. 6.

substitutes for this word, here as elsewhere

very needless euphemism.

s>

8.

The Keri

109

XIV.

")HM = behind,

-

is to

be preferred, both

QIT) over the Kethlb

0!D\ and

the

latter.

So Uengstenberg, Hoffmann, Kllef-

German

Version, etc.

The Genevan gtres « east " which is correct The
and so what was before feem was the east, and

east,

was west

— Henderson objects to the rendering " Jehovah shall

be one," that It makes " the passage teach either thai
Jehovah was not one before, or that he will no longer be three or triune " and he renders " Jehovah alone shall be."
But his scruples are idle. What is meant is the universal recognition of the divine unity and self-existence, and this Is
obtained just as well by the ordinary rendering as by the one he suggests (ct Deut. vi. 4).
11 Ver. 0.

;

— This
HDM^

13 Ver. 10-

Is

CKH

the only place where the form

occurs

;

in all other cases

EV1

is

True, here

used.

a proper noun, and renders, " like the plain of Jordan shall Jerusalem and Raman be fruitful
and inhabited *' (Lex. sub. voc), but this wholly disregards the accents, and furnishes no equivalent, since the mention
of such an obscure place would be unmeaning. He himself in his new German Version returns to the old interpretation
Furst takes

for

— D^n.

15 Ver. 11.

destruction caused

bya

The

E. V. " utter destruction," hardly expresses the force of this word, whioh

divine decree

— curse (Mai.

— riwj? B7\ Here, the strict rendering stews, more vivid than the E. V., safely inhabited.
— D*&1? =» peoples, on
22.
The suffixes are
singular except In the ease of the last noun, their mouth. Of course
Ver. 12. — His

14 Ver. 11.

sit

IB Ver. 12.

16

means such

iv. 6).

all

flesh, etc.

the meaning

is

IT Ver. 13.

18 Ver. 14.

is

viii.

cf.

w each one's " flesh,

etc.

— " Tumult " does not express the
— T2. The text of the V.
fi.

full

Is

HDVTC » a penio

sense of

right,

terror or confusion (1

and the marginal reading against

to be rejected.

Sam.

xiv. 20).

See Kxeg. and

Crit
10 Ver. 15.

M
Is

Ver. 16.

— 7? berv Precedes
— The construction

appended with vav conver.
21 Ver. 16.

preposition

Its

— ^D

!)

5

correlative

anaeolouthlo

is

;

*

elsewhere the order

'the subject

is

just the revene.

standing absolutely at the beginning, while the predicate

/J*?-

Is literally

"from

the sufficiency

of year to year," but expresses nothing more than the simple

(cf. Is. lx*. 28).

ts Ver. 18.

— The " " supplied by the B. V. quite superfluous.
— DrP"?y. fcO) introduces the apodosis, and DTOH

94 Ver. 19.

—

S2 Ver. 17.

all

is

nMKlf? (LXX.

:

Apoprui, Vulg.

:

Is

to be supplied from the preceding verse.

peecatum) should surely be rendered sin % however

Ih\ Van Dyck, in the new Arabic Bible, conforms to the B. V., as does FUrst in his
plainri.
DutfflT Bible has, de zonde ; Luther, Silnde.
25 Ver. 20.

now

— Dib^P.

established.

S6 Ver. 21.

LXX.

:

XoAiW ;

Vulg.,

framum

;

German

It

may

be ex-

Version.

Luther, BMstung ; but the meaning in B. V.,

The

bells, is

Dr. Biggs gives a wordy paraphrase, tinkling bridle ornaments.

— s553?»

LXX

*

transfer the word.

Vulg. translates,— mertator; FUrst Kramer.

CRITICAL AND EXBGBTIOAL.

This concluding chapter of the Prophet has been
very variously interpreted. Calvin, Grotius, and
others supposed it to refer to the times of the Maccabees, which for a variety of reasons is scarcely
Marckius, following Cyril and Theodpossible.
oret, applied its opening verses to the conquest of
Jerusalem by Titus, and with him agree Lowth,
Adam Clarke, and Henderson but the circumstances here stated do not correspond with the
facts of history, nor if they did, could the former
part of the chapter be violently sundered from its
;

plain connection with the latter part.
The "later
criticism" (Hi tsig, Knobel, Maurer, Ewald, Bertheau, etc.), refer the passage to the period immediately preceding the Babylonish exile and the catastrophe then threatening Jerusalem ; and when reminded of the contrast between the prediction and
the facts, appeal to the ethical aim and conditional
nature of prophecy as fully accounting for this.
But even admitting their principle, it does not apply here, for this chapter has nothing to say of sin
and judgment, of repentance and conversion on
the part of the covenant people, but only of their
dreadful trials and glorious deliverance. Such a
prediction, addressed to Judah in the last deccnDigitized by

Google

;
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before the exile, could have exerted no shown in many former instances (Keil, Kohler),
healthful influence, and certainly the glowing Josh. x. T4-42 ; xxiii. 3 ; Judg. iv. 15 ; 2 Chron.
statements of the latter part of it have no counter- xx. 15.
Ver. 4. His feet stand
part in any experience of the restored people.. It
south. The
only remains then either with Wordsworth, Blay- situation of the Mount of Olives
which la be-

nium

....

ney, Newcome, Moore, Cowles, etc., to refer it to a
period yet future, or with Hengstenherg, Keil, etc.,
to suppose that it describes in general terms the
whole development of the Church of God from the
commencement of the Messianic era to its close.
In either case the chapter must be taken as figuraThe deaving of the Mount
tive and not literal.
of Olives in two for the purpose of affording escape
to fugitives from Jerusalem ; the flowing of two
perpetual streams from the holy city in opposite
directions ; the levelling of the whole land in order
to exalt the temple-mountain ; the yearly pilgrimage of all nations of the earth to Jerusalem ; and
the renewal of the old sacrifices of the Mosaic ritual ; these arc plainly symbolical statements, but
not therefore by any means unmeaning or useless.
The chapter does not stand alone in the Scriptures.
Parallels are to be found in Isaiah (lxv., lxvi.),
Ezekiel (xxxviii., xxxix.), and Daniel (xii.), as
well as in the closing book of the New Testament.
The Prophet begins with the account of an attack made upon the holy city by all nations, who,
instead of being destroyed (like Gog and Magog
in Ezekiel) before getting possession of the holy
city, seize and plunder it and carry away half its
nutation, ana then are met and thwarted by
ovah, who provides escape for his people. This
feature of escape inclines one to regard the passage as an ideal picture of all the conflicts of the

Church with
(a.)

Vers.

day cometh,

its foes.
1, 2.

etc.

The Attach. Ver.
A day to Jehovah

1.

=

Behold, a
one belong-

ing to Him, appointed for the manifestation of his
power and glory (cf. Is. ii. 12). The final result
makes this abundantly plain. Thy spoil, etc.
The Prophet addresses the city and says that her
booty, not (as T. V. Moore, following the Targum, strangely imagines) that which she takes,
but that which is taken from her, is leisurely divided among the conquerors in the midst of the
city. The details implied in this general announcement are stated in themext verse.
Ver. 2. And I will gather .... ravished.
Jehovah collected these nations just as He roused
Pharaoh to pursue Israel (Ex. xiv. 4), in the same
way and with the same result. The divine purpose presides over all human wrath and wickedness, and gains its ends, not only in spite, but
often by means, of them. The rifling of the houses
and dishonoring of the women are expressions
taken from Is. xiii. 16, where they are used in reference to Babylon. And half of the city, etc.
Only a part of the inhabitants are to be driven
into exile, the rest remain.
It was different at
the Chaldamn conquest of Jerusalem, for then the
greater portion were carried away, and afterwards
even " the remnant that was left" (2 Kings xxv.
The verse cannot therefore refer to that sub11).
jugation. Nor can it be applied to the overthrow
of the holy city by Titus, who neither had all nations nnder his banner, nor left a half of the population in possession of their homes.
(b.) Vers. 3-7. The Deliverance. Ver. 3. Jehovah goeth forth . . * battle. God Himself goes
forth against these foes, and fights for his people
as He is accustomed to do in a day of battle. The
latter clause does not seem to refer particularly to
the conflict at the Red Sea (Jerome, Hengstenherg), but rather to the Lord's general course, as

—

—

fore Jerusalem
is not added as a geographical
designation, which surely would be needless, but
to indicate its suitableness for the position of one

who intended to relieve the holy city. His feet
touch it, and the effect is that of an earthquake
(Ps. Ixviii. 8 ; Nah. i. 5).
The mountain w split
through the middle latitudinally, so that the two
halves full back from each other, one toward the
north, the other toward the south.
The consequence would be the formation of a very great
alley running

east and west.
To one fleeing
hastily from Jerusalem, the Mount of Olives presented an obstacle of no small importance, as it
did to David once (2 Sam. xv. 20) ; and hence the

provision here

made

for

removing the

difficulty.

Ver. 5. And ye shall flee .... Jndah. The
people will flee into the valley of my mountains,
not the Tyropceon (Jerome, etc.), but into the valley produced by the two halves of Olivet, which
are properly called by Jehovah his, since He had
just ffiven them their separate existence (so nearly
all critics).
The reason why the fugitives should
flee thither is that this level opening extends to
Azal, which by almost all expositors, ancient and
modern, is considered a proper name denoting a
place near Jerusalem, but no trace of any such
place now exists. Hcngptenberg identifies it with
the " Beth-Ezel" of Micah i. II, and explains its
" standing still," " ceasing/' so that
meaning as
what is promised is that the valley shall extend to
a place which in accordance with its name will
afford to the fugitives a cessation of danger.
Kohler follows Symm. and Jerome in rendering it ad
proximum, which he renders " to very near, t. e.,
to the point where the fugitives actually are,
It
seems simpler to suppose that the term refers to a
place east of Olivet, well known in the Prophet's
day, which by its position would show the valley
to be long enough to furnish all needful shelter
and escape for the fleeing people. The swiftness
of the flight is expressed by comparison to that
occasioned by the earthquake in the days of
Uzaiah, which is referred to in Amos i. 1, but of
which we have no other information. Some think
that the fleeing arises from fear of being swallowed
up with their foes by the earthquake (Hengstenbei*, Keil) ; but it is more natural to refer it to
fear of their enemies.
The added clause, and
Jehovah my God comes, etc., with the suffix of
the last word in the second person, indicates the
lively' joy with which the Prophet hails the appearance of his God, so that as he sees in vision
the shining retinue of his saints, he passes from
indirect to direct address, and exclaims, all the
saints with thee ! The saints here, according to
the analogy of other passages (Deut. xxxiii. 2, 3
Dan. vii. 9, 10 ; Matt. xxv. 31 ; Rev. xix. 14), are
the holy angels, and not (Vitringa) both holy angels and holy men.

=

Ver. 6. And it shall be, etc The former part
of this verse is very plain, but the last two words
are obscure. The Keri represents an early attempt
to escape the difficulty by altering the text, giving

.

TiKJPl

instead of

7^i?^. This was adopted by

the old versions, which, besides, either assumed
that

mTJ?

was synonymous with

i^THJJ, cold,

or maintained that the true reading was fTnjJ).
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Then, rendering the former noun ice, they got the tian Church, which is that centre under the New
sense, " It will not be light, but (there will be) Testament
Ver. 9.
Jehovah shall be king, etc. Most
cold and ice" (Targum, Peshito, Syram., Itala,
and so Luther). Some later critics adopting the expositors render " over all the earth" but the conthree
nouns,
bring
and
nection before and after refers certainly to Pales6arae text coordinate the
them all under the negation, thus, " There will not tine, and there seems no reason for departing from
be light and cold and ice/' i. e., no alternation the usual rendering, and the less, inasmuch as beof them (Ewald, Bunsen, Umbreit). But this is yond doubt Canaan here stands as a type of the
a Tery poor sense, un sustained by any analogy in kingdom of God in its fullest extent in this world.
Scripture, and without force in the connection. It Of course the meaning is that He will be king not
In
is far better to adhere to the Chethib, in which the only potentia or de jure, but actu et de facto.
only grammatical difficulty is the combination of this sense He shall be one, t. e. t recognized as
outward
a feminine noun with a verb having a masculine such, and the same as to his name
suffix, which surely is not insuperable in Hebrew. manifestation of his nature.
Not only will gross
polytheism come to an end, but also that more reiTniJJ means here as elsewhere precious things,
fined system which regards all forms of worship
with the additional idea of splendor or brilliancy, as different but equally legitimate modes of woras in Job xxxi. 26, where the moon is said to walk shipping the one Divine Being.

And

=

ip*

=

in brightness

or magnificently.

The men-

tion of light just before suggests the thought of
the stars or heavenly bodies in general, as what is
intended by the glorious things. The verb then
is taken in its primary sense, to be contracted (h.
withdraw themto curdle, to congeal), here
selves. The whole verse then indicates a day of
darkness. The lights of the earth will all disapWhat the former clause states in plain
pear.
prose, the latter expresses more figuratively.

=

All the land .... wine-presses.
is to be leveled to a plain in order
that Jerusalem may be elevated, and then the holy
city is to be restored to its former grandeur.
The
article is emphatic in the plain, which in Hebrew
always denotes the Arabah or Ghor, the largest
and most celebrated of all the plains of Judsaa,
the great valley extending from Lebanon to the
farther side of the Dead Sea.
Geba was on the
northern frontier of Judah (cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 8).
Rimmon, distinguished from two other Rimraons
on the north (Josh. xix. 13 ; Judg. xx. 45), by the
added clause south of Jerusalem, was a city on
the border of Edom, given up by Judah to the
Simeonites (Josh. xv. 32; xix. 7).
In consequence of this depression of all the surrounding
country, Jerusalem becomes high. The capital
seated on her hills shines conspicuous as the only
elevation in a very wide region.
Of course the
physical elevation thus miraculously caused is only
figurative of Jerusalem's spiritual exaltation.
An
exact parallel is found in the repeated and remarkable prediction of Isaiah (ii. 2) and Micah (iv. I),
in which, however, no leveling takes place, but
the temple-mountain is so. elevated that it overtops all the mountains of the earth. Professor
Cowles connects the> plain closely with the two following words so as to get the sense " liko the plain
from Geba to Rimmon " bnt there was no such
the whole territory between these points
Elain,
eing hilly in the extreme. The exaltation of
Jerusalem is followed bv a complete recovery from
the ruin brought upon it by the capture ana: plunder mentioned in vers. 1, 2. The city shall dwell
Ver. 10.

The whole land

Ver. 7. And the day shall be one, etc. This
verse continues the description of the sorrowful
time just mentioned. The day shall be one in the
sense of solitary, unique, peculiar. See the Lexicons.
It is known to Jehovah, and by implication to no one else, in its true nature. Not day
not an admixture of both, but
and not night
neither, not a rvyprj^tpor at all, because the lights
of heaven being pnt out, there are no means of
determining what is day and what night. The
whole order of nature is miraculously reversed.
The expression at evening time, etc., Is the antithesis of the declaration in Amos viii. 9, " I will
cause the sun to go down at noon, and I will bring
darkness upon the land in clear day." At the time
when according to the natural course of events
darkness should set in, a bright light dawns.
Some expositors compare with this verse Rev.
;
xxi. 23-25, but the two passages are radically difIt is true not only at the end of all things,
ferent.
but at many a previous period in the history of
the Church, that at evening time it becomes light.
Some critics give the sense thus stated by Professor
Cowles, " There is a gradation through three diss
tinct stages: first, utter darkness; then, a dim
Jjnn
its ancient site (cf. xii. 6), and have
twilight, like that of an eclipse ; then, at the close, its old* boundaries.
These, as they are given here,
when you might expect darkness soon to cover the cannot be determined with certainty. The last
"
earth, lo, the effulgence of full and glorious day
clause, From the tower .... wine-presses (]*?
(M. P., 374).

=

—

n

son

(c) Vers. 8-11. Blessings from Jerusalem dif- being supplied before ^W"?)> is generally underfuse themselves over the whole land.
stood to give the extent north and south, the tower
Ver. 8. Living waters shall, etc.
lively of Hanameel being at the northeast corner of the
abundance
of
and
preciousness
of
spircity (Neh. hi. 1 ; xii. 39), and the wine-presses
the
image
itual blessings, as is evident from analogous Scrip- in the royal gardens at the south side (Neh. iii.
As to the former clauses, the starting-point
tures and from the fact that here the water flows 15).
in two opposite directions at once, and that it runs is Benjamin's gate, whence some suppose that the
not only in winter, but in summer, when usually line ran eastward to the first gate, i. ?., old gate,
in Palestine the streams are altogether dry. These (Neh. iii. 6), and westward to the corner gate (2
the gate of Benjamin being on
waters come not from occasional rainfalls, but arc Kings xiv. 13),
living, t. <?., proceed from perennial fountains, and this supposition in the middle of the northern wall
to cover the whole land from the Dead Sea to the (Hengs ten berg, Keil). Others with less probabilMediterranean with fertility and beauty. They ity make the corner gate simply a more precise
issue from Jerusalem, the central point of the definition of the place of the first gate (Hitzig,
kingdom of God under the Old Testament, and Kliefoth). It is to be hoped that the topographhere therefore appropriately standing for the Chris- ieal explorations at present in progress on the site

A

—
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of Jerusalem will shed such light upon the whole
subject as will make plain what now can be only
conjecturally determined.
Still, whatever may be
the precise force of terms here used, the general
sense is clear. The city shall have its former lim-

example of Achan, whose oxen and sheep and
asses were burned, along with himself and his chil-

its.

Ver. 16. All that is left ... . tabernacles.
prophet states, with an evident allusion to Is.
lxvi. 23, that those of the heathen who are not
destroyed will all go up yearly to the sanctuarv of
Jehovah to observe one of the great feasts. T*hia,
of course, is figurative, as the most intrepid literalist will scarcely maintain that all nations could
by any possibility accomplish such a feat. Henderson seeks to avoid the difficulty by supposing
that they will go up in the person of their representatives.
But even this ingenious device mils
to meet the terms used by Isaiah, /. c, where all
flesh is said to come every Sabbath and every new
moon. The verse is simply a striking method of
depicting the entrance of the heathen into the
kingdom of God. Why is the feast of tabernacles specified?
Not because it occurred in
autumn, which is the best season of the year for
travelling (Theodoret, Grotius, Rosenmuller) ; nor
because this feast was the holiest and most joyful
(Koster, V. Ortenburg, Pressel) ; nor because of
its relation to the ingathering of the harvest (Kohler) ; nor because such a festival could be observed
without any compromise of the principles of the New
Dispensation (Henderson) ; but rather in view of
its interesting historical relations (Dachs, C. B.
Michaelis, Hengstenberg). It was a feast of thanksgiving for the gracious protection afforded by the
Lord during the pilgrimage of his people through
the desert, and for their introduction into the blessings of the land of Canaan. In like manner the
nations will celebrate the goodness which has
brought them through their tedious and perilous

Ver. 1 1 And they shall dwell .... secure.
Instead of going out either as captives or fugitives,
the inhabitants shall dwell securely and have no
reason to dread further hostile attacks (Is. lxv.
19). The ground of this security is the exemption
from the curse, the dreadful ban which always follows sin (Josh. vi. 18) ; and the cessation of this
implies that the people are a holy nation. This
clause is used (Rev. xxii. 3) in the description of
the holy city, the new Jernsalem.
.

(d.) Vers. 12-15. The destruction of the hostile
nations. The Prophet here pauses in his account
of the blessings destined for the purified Church,
to set forth more fully the punishment of the ungodly.
Ver. 12. This will be the plague
month.

according to usage always denotes an infrom the hand of God. The stroke here
is the most terrible that can be conceived,
the
whole frame rotting away even while the man
stands upon his feet, t. «., is alive. To empha-

l"f?2*r

fliction

—

more the condition of these living corpses,
the Prophet adds the rotting of the eyes which
had spied out the nakedness of the city of God,
and of the tongue which had blasphemed God and
The singular suffixes arc of course to
his people.

size still

be taken distributively.

Ver. 13.

A

great confusion from Jehovah.

Another means of destruction

dren (Josh.

vii.

24).

Vers. 16-19.
shall be converted.
(e.)

The remnant

of the heathen

The

is civil discord.
allusion appears to be to a panic terror causing such confusion that each turns his hand upon
the other. Instances occur in Israeli tish history, wanderings in this life to tlie true and everlasting
Judg. vii. 22; 1 Sam. xiv. 20 (and behold, every kingdom Of peace and rest. Carrying out this figman's sword against his neighbor, and there was a urative representation, the prophet adds a penally
confusion), 2 Chron. xx. to be inflicted upon all absentees.
very great

The

n^O? =

Seise the hand denotes a hostile grasp, and
the next clause graphically depicts the effort of the
assailant to give a home thrust!
Ver. 1 4. And Judah also shall fight at
salem, etc. An old and widely accepted view translates the filial words of the first clause, " against
Jerusalem " (Targura, Jerome, Kimchi, Luther,
Calvin, Cocceius, and most of the modems). But

23.

Jem

this is so flatly against the context, that it

rejected,

Orv?3

even though

it

be admitted that

must be

3

after

usually points out the object of attack.

In

one case at least (Ex. xvii. 8), the preposition has
a local sense, and this is true also of Is. xxx. 32,
according to Kwald's explanation of the Kethib in
that passage. We therefore understand the clause
the whole covenant peoas teaching that Judah
will take part in the conflict and carry it on at
Sle,
erusalem (LXX., Markius, Hengstenberg, Kleifbth, Keil, Kohler). The consequence of this will be
the overthrow of the foes and the capture of all

Ver. 17. Whoso of the families .... no rain.
Rain seems to be mentioned as one of the principal
blessings of God, that by which the fruittulness is
produced which occasions the joy of the harvest.
It therefore appropriately stands here to represent
Compare
the whole class of providential favors.
the notes on x. 1. It shall be withheld from those
who fail to fulfill their duties to Him. See a similar threat, upon Israel, in Deut. xi. 16, 17. Pressel
calls attention to the fine use of the word family
in this verse in connection with Jehovah as king,
indicating that then the various nations of the
earth shall be considered as so many families of the
one people of God.

Ver. 18. And if the family of Egypt go not
up, etc The menace of the preceding verse is repeated with especial application to Egypt. Many
have sought the reason of this particular specification in the natural peculiarities of Efrjrpt, which,
being indebted for its fertility not to rain but to the
Nile, might seem to be exempt from the threatened
their costly possessions. AppareL As fashions in drought But surely, apart from other considerathe East did not and do not change as they do tions, this has no force nor application, when it is
with us, garments of all kinds were kept in great remembered that even the Nile is dependent upon

=

its source. It is far more natutal to attribute the mention of Egypt to its historical relations
to Israel as their hereditarv foe. The old enemy
of the Church shall either ioin the procession Zkmward, or else feel the retributive curse.
Ver. 19. This shall be the am of Xgypt.
"This,'' namely, that no rain falls on them.

number, and constituted a large part of oriental rains at
wealth (Job xxvii. 16, Matt. vi. 19, Jas. v. 2).
Ver. 15. And so ...
the plague of the
horse, etc. This verse amplifies the crime and
ounuhment, since it shows the guilt of these foes
to be such that even their possessions are overtaken
by the divine curse. The case is illustrated by the
.
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Npah's children, and bis descendants were under
Hence many adopt the Tension of HStSn in the
the ban (Deut. vii. 2, xx. 16, 17). To say that
English Bible, punishment (Targum, Calvin, Hen- these should
no more be found in the Lord's house,
Lam.
iii.
iv.
derson), and appeal to
38,
6, Is. xl. 2.
is simply to say that all its frequenters should be
But it is at least doubtful if the word ever has this righteous and holy. Professor Uowles says, " Casense (see on Lam. iv. 6), and accordingly the diffisin, including its
culty is avoided by taking it
consequences (Hengstenbcrg, Keil, Kohler). The
inseparable connection between sin and punishment
is well expressed in Num. xxxii. 23. The foregoing
passage does not require us to believe that at the
period spoken of there will still be godless heathen

=

who refuse to acknowledge and worship Jehovah.
It may be simply a rhetorical enforcement of the
thought that all ungodliness will then entirely
cease.
(f.)

Vers. 20, 21. Jerusalem becomes thoroughly

holy.
Ver. 20.
altar,

There

shall

be on the

bells

....

n wTJP, variously rendered by ancient au-

thorities, is now acknowledged to mean bells, which
were suspended from horses and mules for the sake
The phrase inscribed upon these,
of ornament.
Holiness to Jehovah, is that which was engraved
upon the diadem of the high priest (Ex. xxviii.
This does not mean that these bells should
36).
be employed for religious worship, or used to make
sacred vessels (Jewish Critics, Cyril, Grotius) nor
that the horses and other means of warfare should
Deconsecrated to the Lord (C. B. Michaelis, Hitbut that the distinction besig, Ewald, Maurer)
tween sacred and profane should cease (Calvin,
;

;

Hengs ten berg, Keil, etc.)* Even the smallest outward things, such as have no connection with wor-

naanite was the common Hebrew word for trafficker, merchant,
a business in bad repute among the
Hebrews because so much associated with fraud
and deceit. See Hos. xii. 7, 8." 1 am quite unwilling to believe that the voice of inspiration put
such a stigma upon a necessary and honorable occupation as this explanation implies. Besides, to
say that the love of filthy lucre shall no more pollute tho sanctuary, is far less than to say that no
form of sin of whatever kind shall be found there.
Further, such a view is excluded by the obvious
analogy between these two closing verses of Zechariah and the statements in the concluding passages of the Apocalypse, where it is plain that
universal holiness is promised as the characteristic
feature of the kingdom of God in its final consummation.

—

THEOLOGICAL AND MORAL.
1. As this chapter is by most sound interpreters
admitted to be either as yet wholly unfulfilled, or
else an ideal sketch of the experiences of centuries
extending from the beginning to the end of the
Christian dispensation, there is, of course, considerable vagueness in the view taken of its details.
This, however, is no valid objection to its place in
the canon. Prophecy was never intended to be
simply history written in advance. Had it been
such, its own ends would have been defeated. Its
obscurity prior to fulfillment is a sure evidence of
its genuineness. But the broad outlines which defy
literal explanation, yet serve to indicate great principles, to disclose the springs of God's moral government, and to furnish useful hints for the guidance of his people, warning them against undue
expectations and yet furnishing a sure basis for a
reasonable and holy hope. Pictures of siege, assault, capture, plunder, and exile, as sure to occur

ship, will be as holy as those which formerly were
dedicated by a special consecration to Jehovah.
Of course this involves the cessation of the Levitadvance upon this thought is
ical Economy.
contained in' the second clause. Not only shall
everything profane become holy, but the different
degrees of holiness shall cease. The pots used for
boiling the sacrificial flesh shall be just as holy as
the sacred bowls which received the blood of the
piacular victims. The two kinds of utensils stood
in the future, forbid the least intelligent reader from
at opposite points of the scale of sanctity ; to put
them on the same level was to say that all would forgetting that he belongs to the Church Militant,
or from expecting a calm, steady, peaceful, equable
not only be holy, but alike holy. Calvin on this
advance of Zion to its destined prevalence over the
passage cites with ridicule the opinion of Theodearth.
the contrary, they show that trials of
oret, that the former part of the verse was fulfilled
when Helena, the mother of Constantino, adorned faith and patience must be encountered ; that at
times
the
whole
outlook will be dark and discourthe trappings of a horse with a nail of the cross
aging ; that Satan, like his angels of old in the case
Such trifling was too much even for Jerome.
Ver. 21.
every pot .... in that day. of the demoniacs, will fearfully convulse and rend
Here the thought is carried yet farther. Not only the body from which he is doomed to be driven out
Such suggestions, therefore, however vaguely they
shall the temple-pots be equal to sacrificial bowls,
but every common pot in the city and throughout may be expressed, furnish to believers real support
in the season when the enemies of the truth seem
will
utensils

An

On

And

become as sacred as the
the land,
of
the temple, and be freely used by all for sacrificial
The substance of the thought is the
purposes.
same, only more emphatic. This now is repeated
no mora a Canaanite in
in the closing words,

—

the house of Jehovah. ^3?..? does not mean a
merchant, as in Job xl. 6, Prow xxxi. 24 (Targum,
Aquila, Jerome, Grotius, Bunsen, Hitzig), for there
are no indications that traders in Old Testament
times frequented the holy courts for traffic; nor
literal Canaan ites by birth, such as Gibeonites and
Nethinim, who were employed in the lower functions of the temple service (Drusius, V. Hoffman,
Klicfoth), for these classes lost none of their former
esteem after the restoration ; but the term is used
as an emblematic designation of godless members
of the covenant nation. Canaan was cursed among

to triumph, by reminding them that just this entered into God's providential purpose. On the
other hand,, the same prophecy shows the silver
lining of the cloud, shows that the check of the true
cause is only temporary. The brilliant representations of future and final triumph console and uphold in the greatest " fight of afflictions." And believers fall back upon the assurance of the Psalmist, " When the wicked spring as the grass and all
the workers of iniquity do flourish, it is that they
shall be destroyed forever" (xcii. 7).

2. At evening time there shall be light.
This has
to be a watchword of the Church. The corresponding proverb of* the world, " the darkest
hour is just before day," has been questioned, both
in its literal and its\figurative aspects, and perhaps
justly. But there is no question of the truth of

come
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Zechariah's assertion. It is God's way to test the
and patience of his people, to surround them
difficulties, to hedge up their way on every
hand until they see and feel their own helplessness
and dependence, and then He interposes in a signal
manner. In the great trial of Abraham, when called
to offer Isaac for a burnt-offering, the preparations
had reached the last point, and the patriarch's arm
was uplifted to strike the fatal blow, when the voice
from heaven stayed his hand, and the believer
grateful I v exclaimed, " Jehovah Jireh
The Lord
will provide." The experience of Abraham's descendants in Egypt led to the proverbial saying
which the Rabbins have preserved for us, " When
the straw fails, then comes Moses," or as the modern phrase is, " Man's extremity is God's opportufaith

with

=

When Lazarus was sick our Lord was informed of the fact in ample time to proceed to his
bedside and arrest the disease, as He nad often done
in other cases, but He deliberately remained away
on the other side of Jordan, and came to Bethany
only when the grave had held its victim for days.
This was not through coldness or carelessness, but,
as He said, for the glory of God (John xi. 4, 40),
in order that a miracle so transcendent might connity."

firm the faith of his disciples and intensify vet
more the love and joy of the sisters in their brother
whom they received "back from the tomb. And so
in all cases, whether of individuals or communities, faith is sustained by the assurance that a day
of clouds and gloom cannot last forever, that a
change will occur just so soon as the purposes of
the visitation are accomplished, and that it will
come just when, according to the natural course
of things, a starless night is about to set in. Earnest prayer was made by the Church for the imprisoned Peter (Acts xii. 5), but it was not until the
very night before the day appointed for his execution that the angel of the Lord delivered him from
his guards

and

fetters.

Water is a natural image of spiritual blessings, and especially of the chiefest of them all,
the influences of the Holy Spirit.
The Psalmist
speaks of a river whose streams make glad the city
3.

of

—

God

(xlvL 4); Joel declares a fountain shall

come forth of the house of the Lord and shall water
(iii. 18) ; Isaiah promises, " I
floods upon the dry ground : I will pour
Spirit upon thy seed, and
blessing upon
thine offspring " (xhv. 3) ; but Ezekiel (xlvii. 1-12)
furnishes a most striking parallel to Zechariah's
prediction.
He saw water issuing from under the

the valley of Shittim
will

pour

my

my

sanctuary, an ever widening, deepening stream,
which swept through the desert bearing fertility in
its course, until it reached the Sea of Sodom, the
standing symbol of desolation and death, and
healed its stagnant waters, filling them with animal
life and covering its banks with trees whose fruit
was food and their leaves medicine. Our prophet
sees living streams which issue in different directions from Jerusalem, and reach to either sea, east
and west and as they flow without intermission,
winter and summer, they make the land a terrestrial Paradise with undving verdure and perpetual
abundance. No one of these figurative descriptions,
however large and varied, is overwrought or ex-

I

poured out from on high, but when the effusion
was felt, the feeblest of them spake as with a
tongue of fire. The grand feature of the latter day
is copious and continuous effusions of such grace,
no longer intermittent, or scanty, or of small
extent, but radiating in all directions at once, permanently filling every channel, and limited only by
the wants of the race. Wherever these living

—

streams reach, the barren soil of nature is fertiland the dead live again. Quickly but surely,
with the same noiseless energy with which the
great providential forces work, these spiritual agencies perform their office of reconstructing human
society and changing the face of the world.
4. The consequence of such streams of blessing
is a degree of consecration never seen before.
The
form in which the universal prevalence of holiness
is expressed, is noteworthy.
Men are not to become monks or anchorites, the ordinary conditions
of human life are not to be reversed ; but on the
contrary the infusion of grace will be so large and
general that every rank and class will feel it, and
its effects will be seen in all the relations of life,
purifying and elevating without upturning or destroying.
In .business, in recreation, in politics,
in art, in literature, in social life, in the domestic
circle, there will be a distinct and cordial recognition of the claims of God and of the supremacy
of his law. There will be no divorce anywhere
between religion and morality, no demand that
any department of human activity shall be deemed
beyond the domain of conscience. When even the
bells on the horses bear the same sacred inscription
which once flashed from the diadem of the High
Priest, nothing can be found too small or too familiar to Deconsecrated to the Lord. The religious
spirit will prevail everywhere, securing justice,
truth, kindness, and courtesy among men ; doing
away with wars, contentions, jealousies, and competitions ; hallowing trades and handicrafts ; softening the inevitable contrasts of ranks, gifts, and
conditions; binding men to one another by their
devotion to a common master in heaven ; and thus
introducing the true city of God on earth for which
all saints long with an ever increasing desire. The
idea of such a commonwealth originated in the
Scriptures, and it can be realized only in the way
they point out. All schemes of political, social, or
even moral reform, apart from the principles of the
Word, are the merest chimeras. They are impossible of accomplishment, and if accomplished,
would disappoint their projectors. True religion,
ized

restoring the

Lord

to his rightful place in

human

thought and action, alone furnishes the sanction,
the authority, and the power by which men become
what they ought to be to themselves, to each other,
and to the community. The last Canaanite will
perish from the earth, and the people shall be all
righteous, when the earth is filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as the waters cover
the sea.

;

travagant. They rather fall short of the reality.
The blessed Spirit is the author of all the holiness
in the world. He indeed uses means. The proph-

HOMILTnCAL AND PRACTICAL.

Bradley : Vers. 6, 7. I. Mixed condition of
the righteous in this world; in respect to their
knowledge, their outward circumstances, their in-

ward comforts, their wavering holiness. H. God's
wisdom in allowing it; to subdue their corrupecies put Him in close connection with Jerusalem tions, to exercise their graces, to bring them to deand the Temple. But me means depend upon pendence on Himself. III. Our consolation under
Him, just as the best appointed ship makes no prog- it ; God notices it, the mixed events work together
The Apostles were not al- for good, the scene is short. IV. The happy termiress without a breeze.
lowed to engage in their work until the Spirit was nation of all in a state of unmingkd good, in an
;
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unexpected hour.
cernea in it ?

Finally,

Are we

the people con

Vers. 20, 21. I. All common duties
performed as seriously as solemn worship.
III.
II. Every building will be a house of God.
Every day will be like a Sabbath. IV. Every
meal will be what the Lord's Supper is now. V.
Yet the distinctions which now prevail will be observed.
VI. There will be no insincere worshippers. Infer (1.) How wretchedly we now live. (2.1
See whether we have any religion or not, (3.)

Payson:

will be

Hengstbnbbro : Yen. 11. Curse. All the
dreadful things that can
thought of are
included in this one won
Calvin Ver. 12. The habitation of the godly
is secure, not because they dread no attacks of
foes, but because they firmly believe that they will
be preserved by a power from above,, even though
the devil excites the peoples on all sides to contrive Learn what pursuits
:

their ruin.

115
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and pleasures are pleasing to

God.
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MALACHI.

1

INTRODUCTION.
§

1.

The Prophet Malachi.

The

Prophet Malachi is the last of the series of prophets, who, through successive gena thousand years, " had showed before of the coming of the Just one." Not
only had this remarkable order of inspired men predicted the coming Messiah, but they
lifted up their voice, like a trumpet, to show God's people their transgression, and the house
They were the teachers and preachers of the generations in which
of Jacob their sins.
they respectively lived, and were thus the prototypes of ministers of the Gospel.
It has been a subject of doubt, from a very early period, whether Malachi was the real
name of the Prophet, or an official title. The Septuagint translates Malachi " his angel."
The Targum regards Ezra as the author of the prophecy, and is followed in this opinion, with
more or less confidence, by Jerome, Calvin, Hengstenberg, and Umbreit '* I am disposed to
grant," says Ca*lvin, " that the author was Ezra, and that Malachi was his surname, for God
had called him to do great and remarkable things." " We shall not succeed," says Ewald,
44
No one has so strenuously opposed the common
in finding the real name of the writer."
opinion, that Malachi was the real name of the Prophet, as Hengstenberg, in his Christology
of the 0. T. (2d edition Martin's translation), vol. iv. 156-161. He labors to establish a connection between the name of the Prophet, and the same word as occurring in its official sigHe maintains, that the formation of the word, and
nification, " my messenger" in ch. iii. 1.
the absence of any reference to his father, or the place of his birth, go to show that it wa*
But, on the other hand, we have no account of the personal relations
not a proper name.
The formation of the word, as a proper name, is not
of Haggai, Habakkuk, and Obadiah.
It would be contrary to the analogy of the
without precedent, as in Naphtali, Zichri.
prophetical books, it would weaken the force of the prophecy, and cast some suspicion upon
We consider it then with Hitzig, as a proper name,
it, if we regarded it as anonymous.
and as an abbreviation of Malachiah, servant of Jehovah.
The time, in which Malachi prophesied, has also been the subject of some difference of
All are agreed, from the internal evidence, that it was after the exile, which is
opinion.
not mentioned in the book.
The temple was rebuilt, its service, together with the sacrifices,
and feasts and fasts, restored. Some are disposed to put the age of Malachi at a much later
date than others.
Dr. J. G. Murphy (Fairbairn's Imperial Dictionary, art Mai.) maintains,
Hitzig (Comm. on
that he may have lived till the time of Alexander the Great, 331 B. c.
Minor Prophets) conjectures, that he prophesied about 358 b. c. But as we find Malachi
condemning the very same abuses, which Nehemiah found existing in his second visit to
Jerusalem, we may reasonably conclude, that they were contemporaries, and sustain the same
relations to each other, that Haggai and Zechariah did to Zerubbabel, and that Malachi
prophesied from 440-410 B. c.
To understand the prophecy, we must glance at the circumstances of the Jews, in his time.
They had returned from the exile, as we learn from Nehemiah, in " great affliction and disThe period of the exile had been a painful and humiliating one. They had been
tress."
erations, for

From the prophecies of Isaiah, and other prophets, they had
expected even more than the restoration of their former blessings, but instead of that, they
were under Persian governors, " who had dominion over their bodies." Now, while the
in the furnace of affliction.

1 I

hare been more brief in the Preface to Malachi, than I dedred, from the brief space allotted me.
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was a great blessing to them in many respects, as it cored them of idolatry, and produced some outward repentance at least, as the tears, which they shed at Ezra's expositios
of the law, testified, yet* from the disappointment of their fond hopes, they fell into an ungrateful, murmuring, Felf-righteous spirit, complaining of God's injustice to them, as though
they had claims uj>on Him, and provoking his divine majesty by a denial of his justice, and
providential government.
We see in die state qf mind and heart of the people, the germs
of that Pharisaism and Sadduceeism, which were full-blown in the time of our Savioui.
They had relapsed, too, into their old sins of marrying heathen wives, which Ezra had
sternly prohibited, and labored to reform.
exile

Bishop Lowth here remarks,

Hebrew

'•

that Malaehi

is

written in a mediocre style, which seems

was in a deand being past its prime and vigor, was then fast verging towards the debility
of age."
Gesenius classes him also in the silver age of the Hebrew language, and thus decidedly inferior to the earlier writers.
On the contrary, Ewald, who is a competent, and
certainly unbiased judge, pronounces his style as not lacking in smoothness and elegance;
and Kohler regards it as forcible and remarkably pure, for the time, in its diction and
syntax, and his reasoning as concise and cogent.
His descriptions of the original type of
the priesthood, his prophecies of the sun of righteousness, of the Angel of the Covenant,
and of the great and terrible day of judgment, are glowing and fervid. Ewald has remarked upon a peculiarity of his style
in his first laying down moral and religious axioms,
as a foundation, and then reasoning from them, and refuting in the form of a dialogue any
objections which might be bi ought against them.
The prophecy of Malaehi has been always regarded as one of great importance. The Church of Rome, it is well known, has
found in the *' pure offering/' of Malaehi i. 11, its principal proof-text of the doctrine of the
to indicate that the

poetry, from the time of the Babylonish captivity,

clining state,

—

Mass.

The

contents of the prophecy are principally of a threatening character.

duction, in which the Prophet proves the love of

God

After an intro-

to the people, as the foundation of the

following rebukes and exhortations, he turns, f.:>t of all to the priests, and threatens them
with severe puin.-hment for their open contempt of the law, and their unfaithfulness in their
office.

The next rebuke

who had divorced their Jewish wives, in order
heathen wives.
He rebukes the irreligion of the people, their
denial of God's justice, and their withholding tithes and offerings.
The Prophet assures
them that the awful day of divine judgment, in which God will reward the righteous and
punish the wicked, will surely come, and that God would graciously send his messenger
Elijah the Prophet, before his coming.
is

administered to those

to contract marriages with

—

The last words of the Old Testament, " The Angel of the Covenant,
Elijah the
Prophet," have hardly died upon the ear, when John the Baptist, standing at the threshold
of the New Testament, echoes die voice of Malaehi, and cries out in the wilderness, "lam
the voice of one crying in the wilderness, as

it is

written in the Prophet, Behold, I send

messenger, before thy face, which shall prepare thy

§ 2.

way

my

before me."

Analysis of the Book,

Most Commentators, following Jahn in his Hebrew Bible, and Introduction to the Old
Testament, divide the prophecy into .six sections.
Expostulation of Jehovah with Israel.
Introduction.
He proves his
1. Chap. i. 1-6.
distinguishing love by comparing their condition with that of Edom, and thus refutes their
complaint, that he has not loved them.
Rebuke of the Priests, for their offering unlawful sacrifices, and
2. Chaps, i. 6-ii. 10.
Prophecy of the pure and
thus profaning God's ordinances, for their perversion of the law.
spiritual worship of Jehovah among the heathen.
Rebuke of unfaithfulness in the marriage relation by marrying heathen
3. Chap. ii. 10-16.
wives,

and divorcing

Israelitish wives.

of Jehovah's messenger to prepare the way for the unexpected coming of
the Messiah, to judge, but not utterly to destroy Israel (chaps, ii. 17-iii. 7).
6. Rebuke of the people for withholding the legal tithes and offerings, and thus defraud4.

ing

The sending

God

(chap.

iii.

7-13).
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Exhortation to observe
Prediction of the destiny of the righteous and the wicked.
Another Elijah to come. Threatenings, if they do not repent and flee from the

the law.

wrath to come, of a curse of utter destruction upon the land.

Unusual Words and Forms

§3.

Chap.
i.

b;3, L 14
"jsbtt.

ii.

of

7;

The

1.

iii.

the expression,

n^2

jTnan TSbp, iii.

H?X2,

1

the

iii.

the proverb

PJJ) W^W,

8

;

14.

iii.

ii.

;

treh,
ii.

13

The combination

4.

i.

iii.

;

of bsi?, with b,

The word IM,

4.

i.

The verb

12.

The unusual meaning of n TSD, ii. 1. The use of
-03 bKVl$, ii. 11. .The proverb H^") -TO, ii. 12;

The form

15.

word rYHia,

the proverb

verb 372 p,

i.

verb,

11-13

expression

H??S,
;

10,

i.

nntTS,

the form

;

The

r,i2i?, for IT3fi.

3.

i.

The meaning

5.

in Malachi.

iii.

^T^ba-TO,

19; the verb

2

;

iii.

D^S,

of the participle, K22?,

the construction in

10

the word

;

iii.

iii.

ii.

16

;

the

title

The

-C2? ptT2.

5,

rvayrp, used only

in

iii.

14

;

21.
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THE PROPHET MALACHL
SECTION
Chapter

I.

#

1-5.

I.

God's peculiar Love to Israel above Edom.

The burden l

of the word of the Lord to Israel by Malachi. I have loved * you,
Yet ye say, wherein hast thou loved us ?
Was not Esau Jacob's
And I hated Esau, and laid his moun3 brother ? saith the Lord : yet I loved Jacob,
4 tains and his heritage waste for the dragons* [jackals] of the wilderness. Whereas
are impoverished 4 [ruined], but we will return [again] and build
Edom saith,
the desolate places ; thus saith the Lord of Hosts, They shall build, but I will throw
down ; and they shall call them, The border of wickedness, and, The people against
5 whom the Lord hath indignation for ever. And your eyes shall see, and ye shall
5
6
say, The Lord will be magnified [great is Jehovah] from the border of Israel.
1

2

saith the Lord.

We

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
(A Dew translation

will

be giren at the end of the Commentary.)

— nyi NtB§, tawd only together in Zeeh.
followed by 22, bj, bft to determine
relation to the object'
— The LXX. bare inserted, before " I hare lored " Lay to heart, or, consider, as in Haggai
a Ver.
16.
forD^H (so Bwald, Reinke) from )tf, Micah 8;
8 Ver.
— ni3P, a
— JQtp^n, pual of tt?ttT\ to be destroyed, not from UFD, as our version makes
4 Ver.
— Great be JehoTah praised as great and glorious. See xxxv. 27, 17, where the same phraw
6 Ver.
ix. 1, xii. 1,

1 Ver. 1.

1.

its

i.

:

fern. pi.

3.

7,

ii.

Is. xlii. 22.

I.

4.

it.

6.

Ps.

!

xl.

occurs.

6 Ver. 6.

—

/$£,

over, above, Neh.

111.

28

;

Ice. t. 7, not beyond the border, the land of Israel.

xii. 10; Hab. i. 1
Zech. ix. 1 ; xii. 1, it is
followed by a prophecy of a threatening nature.
In Jeremiah xxiii. 33, xxxiv. 36, the meaning
burden, heavy prophecy is presupposed. The people, Whenever they met the propnets, asked scoffmgly* if thev had received any new massa, or
burden. " What is the burden of the Lord ? " not
believing that the predicted evil would come. Asa
punishment for their blasphemy God declares (ver.
39) "I will burden you." See Lange on Jeremiah
xxiii. 33-40 ; Alexander on Isaiah xiii I
iel

BXEGBTICAL AMD CRITICAL.
Ver.

1

.

Some of

The burden
the recent

of the

word of the Lord.

German Commentators,

fol-

lowing Vitringa, understand by burden ft*TO£)
nothing more than a divine speech, prophecy, or utterance, so that if would mean, " the speech of
Babylon, Damascus, Egypt, Moab," instead of the

burden upon these countries. Jerome remarks
" The word massa is never placed in the title,
save when the vision is heavy and full of burden
and toil." In this interpretation he has been followed by Hengstenberg, who has fully discussed
Henderson
the subject, and by Kohler and Keil.
has translated it sentence. The connection in the
shows
it
means
someword
that
with
verse
first
thing more, or it would have been superfluous.
Eleven times in Isaiah (xiii. 1 xiv. 28 ; xv. 1 ;
xvii. 1 ; xix. 1 ; xxi. 1, 11, 13 ; xxiii. 1), in Eaek;

;

To Israel, not concerning Israel, but to, as '**
shows. By Israel is meant here not the kingdom
of Israel as distinct from that of Judah, but the
small colony composed of all the* tribes who had
returned to Judaea after the Captivity, and thus became the central point of the divine promises and
threatenings.
Those who did not return lost the
name of Israel, while those who did were called
Israel by way of eminence, as those to whom the
Digitized by

Google
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Nehemiah and Ezra use the found, Ps. xliv. 20 Ixiii. 10 Is. xiii. 22 xxxiv.
same way.
xxxv. 7 xliii. 20; Jer. ix. 11 x. 22 ; xlix.
13
Lam. iv. 3 (where it is strangely
Malachi, lla-ough Malachi. The Hebrew is, 33 li. 37
and is translated in
hand of Malachi. Kohler, Ewald, and De- translated sea monsters)

promises were made.

word

By
by the

;

Israel in the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

In Isaiah xiii. 22, Mihave discussed the question, whether the our version dragons.
prophecy, as it now is, was delivered orally to the cah i. 8, they are represented as truing and icailpeople, and have concluded that we have only the ing t so they could not have been dragons, or serli tzsch

bubstance of the more copious oral addresses of the
prophet, at different times, brought together into
one single prophecy. The Septuagint, as we have
already remarked in the Introduction, has translated it, iv x* lpl Ayy/Aov *brov t by the hand of his

pents.
4. Whereaa Edom aaith, or rather, alEdom should say, we are mined, but we will
again rebuild the ruins, Thus aaith Jehovah of
Hosts, or Jehovah of Sabaoth. Hengstenberg

Ver.

though

has labored to show, in opposition to Gesenius,
I have loved you, aaith Jehovah. that Sabaoth is in apposition with Jehovah, and
The whole prophecy represents the relations of to l>e separated from it by a comma, as a special
Jehovah to his people, first, as their Father and appellation of God. It is translated by the SeptuaLord, secondly, as their only God, and final Judge. gint, TayroKpdrcep (Almighty), twenty four times
The Prophet introduces Jehovah as declaring in Malachi, and passes over into the New Testahis love to thcm,*ns the foundation of the rebukes, ment in 2 Cor. vi. 18, The Lord Almighty; the Althreatening^, exhortations, and promises, which mighty, in Rev. i. 8 ; Lord God Almighty, Rev. iv.
Ihis love of Jehovah to them laid them 8, and frequently.
follow.
While Israel was rebuilding its ruins, all the atunder obligation to love Him in return, and to
keep his commandments. It is because He loved tempts of Edom to repair its desolations will prove
abortive.
the people that He rebuked nnd chastened them.
The border of wickedness. By the word borIn reply to the ]>eople, who ask for proofs of
Jehovah's love, he condescends to appeal to facts der is meant here the land, with its inhabitants.
dealings
with
them, When Edom fails to recover its former prosperity
in their history, and in his
Was not Esau a all men must acknowledge that it is a perpetual
that clearly prove this love.
brother of Jacob's ? aaith Jehovah, yet I loved monument of God's wrath.
Ver. 5. Great is Jehovah over the land of
Jacob, and hated Esau. Th« question is put in
Hitzig, Maurer, Ewald, Umbreit, Reinke,
this way, and the names of Jacob and Esau men- Israel.
tioned, rather than those of Israel and Edora, to Noyes, Pressel, understand this clause to mean,
call attention to the fact, that, though they were that from the doom of Edora Israel will be forced
brothers, and sustained the same relation to Jeho- to confess that Jehovah is not only great in Israel,
vah, so that it might have been expected, that He but beyond its borders. Henderson, following A ben
would have dealt with both alike, yet He had not Ezra, connects, from the border of Israel with the
done so, neither in their own persons nor in their ye of the preceding clause, ye frcm the border of
But, as beyond is an unprecedented meanposterity so that judging from the results we might Israel.
regard the one as loved and the other as hated.
ing of '7? > as Israel had no doubt that Jehovah
That the word hate is not used here in its
ruled beyond the borders of Israel, we had better
strongest sense, is clear from several passages of
understand it to mean, that Israel, by contrasting
Scripture, as where Leah says that she was hated
with that of Edom, will be more
by Jacob (Gen. xxix. 33), and in Deut. xxi. 15, its condition
convinced that Jehovah's government of
whcie the case is put of a man's having two wives, deeply
As the fu])Cople Israel was a gracious one.
one ^eloved and the other hated, and in Luke xvi. his
ture precedes the subject it had better be trans13, where it is said of a servant with two masters,
lated, says Kohler, as an optative, May Jehovah be
that he will hate the one and love the other, and
Luke xiv. 26, compared with Matthew x. 37, where praised but it is more congruous to the context
to translate it, Great is Jehovah over the borders
the hating one's lather and mother is interpreted
as in Ps. xxxv. 27, where it is to be
Israel
by loving less. St. Paul, in Rom. ix. 11, refers to of
See Alexander and
Great is Jehovah
Jacob and Esau as illustrations of the purpose of translated,
the 35th Psalm, also on Ps. xl. 17,
on
God, according to election. Their history typified Deli tzsch
occur.
words
same
the
where
and conditioned that of their posterity.
Ver. 3. And his inheritance for the Jackals
of the desert. We are not informed when and
DOCTRINAL, H0M1LETICAL, AND PRACTICAL.
by whom this utter desolation of Edom took place.

angel.

Ver. 2.

%

,

^

1

!

1

Jahn and Hitzig ascribe it to the Persians, so also
Kohler Kcil and others to the Chaldaeans, fulfill;

ing thus the prophecies of
Jeremiah, and Ezekiel.

Amos, Obadiah,

Isaiah,

We cannot more correctly and
meaning of these prophetic words,
than the Apostle Paul has done in two passages in
W. Pressel:

fully express the

Rom. ix. 7,11: " Neither because thev are the seed
*'
and, " Not
of Abraham are they all children ;
of works, but of him that calleth " for the Apostle as well as the Prophet recognizes in the relation
of Esau and Jacob, and of the descendants of
both, a striking example, that descent from one
and the same patriarch is not the ground of one
and the same election on the part of God, but that
desert dwellings, j?i which they are followed by De
it is his free grace, which uses one as ao instruWette ( Wlihnungm), Gesenius, Manrer, Rosenment for the kingdom of God, and the other not,
mtillcr, Kodigcr, Fiii^t, Henderson, and Noyes.
and according to which the one does not frustrate
The word in this form is found only here.
the saving purpose of God, through his want of
regard it with Kohler, Kcil, and others, as the
faithfulness, and the other, in spite of all his ef\R.
is
plural
The masculine
feminine plural of
forts, does not obtain salvation for himself. And

The word translated in the A. V. dragons
should be rather translated, jackals, with the Jewish Commentators, and Ewald, Kohler, Umbreit,
Reinke, Stier, Pressel. Our version follows Jerome, Luther, Calvin, Bochart, Cocceius, J. H.
Michaelis, who translate it sprints, or dragons.
The Septuagint translates it, S^/tora ip^fiov,

:

We
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CHAPTER8
words of the prophet, as well as of the
Apostle, the close connection of guilt on the part
of the individual, with the rejection on the part of
God, is also intimated. As much as in the Old
Covenant the circle of revelation was limited, and

yet, in the

necessarily so, to tho people of Israel, so rich is
this revelation, however, especially by the prophets
in hints that the decree and glory of Jehovah
should extend beyond the limits of Israel, if even
at first only in the execution of his judgments,
which were necessary to prepare the way among
tho heathen for the visitation of grace.

HOMILBTICAL HINTS.
Ver. 2. As there lies in the address of Jehovah
the key to the understanding of the history of our
life, so there lies in the reply of Israel the key to
The history of
the understanding of our hearts.
our life appears, according to it, as a history of
well
the
as
as
the sweet have
bitter
love, wherein
only our good for their end, and as a decree of
love, according to which nothing is accidental, but
Our heart appears in
all ordained from eternity.
it in its blindness, since though the proofs of God's
love are verv plain yet we fail to understand them,
and in its ingratitude, and distrust the source of
this blindness; or, the history of our life confirms
to us what the Lord here testifies, and our perverse
and desponding heart at least thinks what Israel
here objects.
On ver. 3. May it be deeply impressed upon my
heart what a happiness it is to be a Christian
for how does the heathen world appear to us, when
we look at the blessings of Christianity ! The
heathen are by nature our brethren, as Edom was
the brother of Israel, and yet what a waste and
kingdom of Satan is the heathen world ! In what
light does Christianity appear to us, when we look
What do we not enat the curse of heathenism
joy in the knowledge of the love of God to us in
!

Jesus Christ, and

in

communion with Him, and

and house, in the social
and domestic circle, which flow to us therefrom,
and yet how little have we deserved it, and how
little is this blessing from step to step bur work!

in all the blessings in heart

Ver. 4.
It breaks

The

world's defiance of God's decree
;
it builds, He breaks

down, He builds up

down.

On the whole section i. 1-6. The gracious elecGod is the golden thread, which runs
through not only the history of Israel, but through

tion of

I.

the whole history of the kingdom of God upon
but it is yet neither an •' order of merit
;
it rather humbles and disciplines, and spurs
us on ; it is only a cord of love by which the Lord
draws us, while it brings destruction to th^se
like the children of Edom.
Love and hatred in
the heart of God! What does the New Testament say to this prophetic expression?
What
does the history of the Church of Christ say to
it ?
What does the witness of the Holy Ghost in
our hearts sav to it ?
Ver. 5. Then and now! Then, the word of
f>romise sounded, Great is the Lord beyond the
imits of Israel ! and the promise found its fulfillment in the history of the mission to the Gentiles.
Now, the word of promise sounds, Great is the
Lord among Israel ! and the promise finds likewise its fulfillment in the history of the mission
to the Jews.
E. Pocock, Professor of Hebrew in Oxford and
Canon of Christ Church : " / loved Jacob," etc.

earth

for us,

The Apostle

Rom.

ix.

1

1,

improveth

those children were not yet born, so that it could
not be said that one- had deserved better than the
other, and therefore his love to one above the other
must needs appear to be of free grace and choice,
electing one, and rejecting the other; and the distinction was both in their temporal and spiritual
But the literal explication of tho words restate.
quires no more than the particular effect of his
love to Jacob's posterity and hatred to Esau's, here
instanced in the utter desolation of Esau's country, and the restitution of Israel's, the punishment
proving to the one utter destruction, to the other
a fatherly chastisement.

[Bishop Wobdsworth, representing another
Church of England, remarks on vers.
The doctrine, taught by St. Paul in Kom.
2, 3
ix. 13, which has been much misrepresented and
distorted by >omc Calvinistic teachers, may be illustrated by the divine words here. The love of
God towards Jacob, as St Cyril remarks, was not
without foresight of Jacob's faithfulness and piety
as compared with Esau. The hatred of God toward Esau, " a profane person, who despised his
birthright," was certainly no arbitrary nor capricious passion. And if we extend these words to
Edom, we find it bringing God's judgments on
itself by its unmerciful and revengeful spirit towards Israel. SeePs. exxxvii. 7 Is. lxiii. I Ob. 8.
P.S.J
school in the
:

;

—

I.

Rebuke of the

A son honoreth

St. Paul, in

argument from thence, that this love to the
one and hatred to the other was declared, when
this

SECTION
Chapters

9

6-11. 10.

;

IT.

6-II. 10.
Priests.

1

his father, and a servant his master': if then I be & father [but
mine honor ? and if I be a master, where is my fear? saith the
Lord of Hosts unto you, O [ye] priests, that despise my name. And ye say,
Wherein have we despised thy name? Ye offer 8 [offering] polluted bread upon
mine altar ; and ye say, Wherein have we polluted thee ? In that ye say, The table
if

1

am] where

is
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8 of the Lord is contemptible. And if ye offer the blind for sacrifice, It is not evil.8
And if ye offer the lame and sick, It is not evil. Offer it now unto thy governor;
will he be pleased with thee, or accept thy person, saith the Lord of Hosts ?
9 And now, I pray you, beseech God that He will be gracious unto us this hath
been by your means 4 [hand") ; will he regard your persons ? saith the Lord of
10 Hosts. Who is there 6 even among you [O, that there were one among you !] that
would shut the doors .for nought? 7 Neither do ye kindle fire on mine altar for
nought. I have no pleasure in you, saith the Lord of Hosts, neither will I accept
11 an offering at your hand.
For from the rising of the sun even unto the going
down of the same my name shall be great among the Gentiles and in every
place incense shall be offered unto my name, and [indeed, Keu and Kohier] a pure offer:

;

ing: for my name shall be great among the heathen, saith the Lord of Hosts.
12 But ye have profaned it, in that ye say, The table of the Lord is polluted and
13 the fruit thereof, even his meat, [its food] is contemptible. Ye said also, Behold,
what a weariness is it! and ye have snuffed [puffed] al ii, saith the Lord of Hosts
and ye -brought that which was torn 8 [stolen], and the lame, and the sick thus ye
brought an offering: should I accept this of your hand? saith the Lord. But
14 [And] cursed be the deceiver, which hath in his flock a male, and voweth, and
sacrificeth unto the Lord a corrupt thing 10 [an unsuitable animal] ; for I am a- great
King, saith the Lord of Hosts, and my name is dreadful among the heathen.
;

;

Chapter

And now, O ye

II.

commandment lI

[sentence, decree] is for you.
If ye
2 will not hear, and if ye will not lay it to heart, to give glory unto my name, saith
the Lord of Hosts, I will even send a curse upon you, and I will curse your bless3 ings yea, I have cursed them already, because ye do not lay it to heart
Behold,
I will corrupt 12 [rebuke, as in en. !«. n Ps. cri. 9 u. xTii. is] your seed, and spread
dung upon your faces, even the dung of your solemn feasts ; and one shall take
4 you away with it. 13 And ye shall know that I have sent this commandment
unto you, that my covenant might be with Levi, saith the Lord of Hosts.
My
5 covenant was with him of life and peace ; and I gave them to him for the fear
6 wherewith he feared me, and was afraid before my name. The law of truth was
in his mouth, and iniquity was not found in his lips he walked with me in peace
and equity, and did turn many away from iniquity. For the priest's lips should
keep .knowledge, and they should seek the law at his mouth: for he is the
8 messenger of the Lord of Hosts. But ye are departed out of the way ; ye have
caused many to stumble at the law ; ye have corrupted 14 [or made void] the cove9 nant of Levi, saith the Lord of Hosts. Therefore have I also made you contemptw [because] ye have not kept my
ible and base before all the people, according as
ways, but have been partial in the law.
1

priests, this

:

;

;

:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1

—

Ver. 6.

The

or usage.

2 Ver.

7.

Lst. U. 8,

*TOP?

suffix in

— The

Amos

iflering.

5 Ver. 8.

If

first

not to be understood as Jussire, In the sense of a son should honor, bat as a future of custom

**TO?, my

clause

is

t. 26, of ottering.

— No question.

honor,

is

ohjectire. as in Gen. ix.

the answer to the last clause of Y*r.
2"1|2,

m** In

This greatly weakens

rcr &
-

:

0fler

Jt

2

6.

now

;

Ex. xx. 17

Q?*$Q
*°

**

i*

;

Ps. xc. 11.

used in Malachi U. 12,

goTernor.

is

the more

Hi. 8,

and

in

common word lor

its force.

— Means (Hebrew T\ hand.)
Ver. 10. — D2TD, not causal, bat emphatfo, and partHWe.

4 Ver. 9.

6

6 Ver. 10.

2 **m. xr.

— Who

4, xxlii.

7 Ver. 10.

is

15

;

there, etc., for: 0, that there were
xix. 28.

1

For the Hebrew idiom, expressing a wish, see Ps.

Job

— 2^n,

to

no purpose, not

gratis.

— VftX
stolen, not torn.
t'
Ver. 18. - HI$b]?lS hr TWbQTVZ.

I Ver. 18.

•
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CHAPTEBS L
1* Ver. 14.

a

final

11

Vem. Part HophaL

nnipTD.

11 Ver. 8.
14 Ver.

The

6-H.

old vtrsioos, sod

lorm in Prov. xxr.

11

10.

many modern commentator*, punctuate
It oorresponds to "^Jt, male.

36.

It

with

#

1.

,

8.— nrjP\

Ver. 9.

It occurs In this

— mS.tD, sentence.
— *P3 This verb, translated " corrupt,'
— CD^. D»tWe of dlsadrantage.

Ch. 2, tot.

13 Ver. 8.

lft

—

Kameta, as maacnUne.

;

!

.

to

make

1

occurs twehre times elsewhere, and

Is

always translated

:

rebuke.

void.

— *»S3, because (De Wette, dq/Ur) (Kohler, Diewtil).
Ver.

9.

And now I

pray you, beseech God,

to make an application of the illustration in ver. 8. If the governor
will not receive worthless gifts, how much less will
etc.

BXEQBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

The prophet proceeds

Ver. 6. A son honoreth his father, etc. JeJehovah
hovah expostulates with the priests for the un naturalness of their disobedience. They stood in a
peculiar relation to Him, were under peculiar obligations to sanctify Him in the eyes of the people,
and yet they had profaned his name, and made IsJehovah begins with an indisputable
rael to 6in.
moral principle. No one would deny that a son
was bound to love arid obey a father, and a servant
to fear and obey his master. But if I am a father.
He speaks in a conditional form, though Israel
could not deny it, as though He would leave it to
Israel to acknowledge Him as such or not. Jehovah was the Father of Israel, and Ephraim was
He was without dispute their master.
his son.
fear. The suffixes are used here
honor,
in an objective sense, the honor due me, the fear
of me. The priests, instead of confessing their
guilt, with hypocritical self-righteousness deny the
charge of despising Jehovah's name, and demand
the proofs of this charge. Yet ye say, Wherein
new sentence
have we despised thy name %

My

my

The challenge to the priests to beseech God has
been regarded by Jerome, J. H. Michaelis, and
Hitzig, as an earnest call to repentance, and prayer
for God's mercy. But as the parenthesis ( This has
been by your hand!) most naturally means, Such
sins have been committed by you and seems to
be inserted to reiteiate the charge, and silence any
ill he accept your persons t
reply; as the question,
intimates that God will not do so, which is never
the case where there is sincere prayer for his mercy, and as the next verse expresses' a wish that the
doors of the Temple were altogether closed, it is
better to regard it with Calvin, Maurer, Ewald,
Keil, Kohler, and Henderson, as conditional, and
with a shade of irony. Should you intercede with
God, will He accept any ? The Septuagint puts
" Shall I accept ofyou your
it in the first person
!

W

:

persons?" The word D?E is understood by Keil
and Kohler as meaning, on your account, but it is
better to regard it, with the LXX. and Maurer, as
.
soon Id begin with this clause.
partitive and emphatic No one of you. The prophet
The answer to this question is to be found in adds: Thus saith Jehovah Sabaoth, that we
the first clause of ver. 7 Offering polluted bread. may not forget that what he says was inspired of
This we regard, with Maurer and Ewald, as an God.
answer to the question proposed in the last clause
Ver. 10.
is there among you, or rather,
of the preceding verse. By bread is meant here O, that some one among you would even shut
offered
upon
bread,
which
was
not
the
not the shew
the doors of the temple ! The first clause is to
altar, but any sacrifices, as the mention of the be explained in accordance with a well-known HeSacrifices are often called brew idiom as a wish, 2 Sam. xv. 4; xxiii.
blind and lame shows.
15;
Lev. xxi. Ps. iv. 7 Job xix. 23. Jehovah is so provoked
in the law, the bread or food of God
6, 8, 17, 21, 22 ; xxii. 25* Num. xxviii. 2; Lev. by their illegal offerings, and the spirit which actHi. 11, 16. The bread is called impure, or polluted, uated them, that He would gladly see his whole
because it does not correspond to the claims of
God and to his law, which forbade the offering of worship discontinued. DJ, though placed first, bea sacrifice with any blemish, such as blindness, or longs to the whole sentence, and is emphatic. By
lameness, or any evil-favoredness Lev. xxii. 20, the doors are meant the folding doors, which led
25 ; Deut. xv. 21. To pollute Jehovah is to offer from the outer court to the court of thepriests,
polluted sacrifices. In proof of the charge against where was the altar of burnt offerings. The reathe priests, which they denied, Jehovah refers to son for this wish is given, that the priests may
what they said and did. They represent the altar not light a fire uselessly, to no purpose, upon JehoThe for nought, in the first clause in
as contemptible by their practice of offering sacri- vah's altar.
our version, is unnecessary.. Jehovah characterfices expressly forbidden.
The words, There is no evil, are not to be taken izes their sacrifices as vain, because they did not
as a question, this would weaken their force, but accomplish their end. Jerome, Grotius. Henderare used in the sense of the priests, and in the son, understand by it in vain, gratis, without paymouth of the prophet are words of angry rebuke ment, and refer it to the avaricious disposition of
the priests ; but it is better to consider it to mean,
and bitter irony.
Ver. 8. The prophet now uses an argumentum without an object. An offering (HnjQ), by this is
ad hominem, to show that they had treated Jehovah meant not the unbloody sacrifice of fine wheatwith less respect than they would have treated any flour, mentioned in Lev. ii. 1-15, but all kinds of
human governor. Offer it now to thy governor. sacrifice, as the context shows where only animal
The word translated, governor, is found in Jer. victims are spoken of, and from its use in this
Neh. ii. 7; v. 14, and sense in Gen. iv.
1 Kings x. 15;
li. 28;
4, where Abel's sacrifice of a
means a heathen governor of a province. To ac1 Sam. ii. 15 ; Isaiah i. 13
cept a person, is to be favorably disposed towards lamb is called
Zeph. lit. 10.
any one, to espouse his cause.

A

:

:

Who

(

;

;

;

HP^,
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Ver. 1 1 For from the rising of the sun, etc. The Church of Rome appeals here as elsewhere,
In contrast with the sacrifice which Jehovah re- to the almost unanimous consent of the Fathers.
jects^ he declares, that the hour is coming when We may spend a little time in showing the unfairthe true worshippers, not in Jerusalem only but in ness of such an appeal, by quoting the principal
every place, shall offer a pure, a sincere ottering in passages in which they refer to this verse.
They
spirit and truth, and a living sacrifice of their souls were governed by no fixed rules in their interpreand bodies to the name of Jehovah, which has tation of Scripture, and were in the habit of acbeen despised. What an insight into the most commodating every text which came to hand, to
distant future!
How much is involved in this serve their purpose. An important distinction
prophecy ? The kingdom of God taken from the should be made between their interpretation and
Jews and given to the Gentiles, the abrogation of application of texts. They were given to a florid
the old dispensation wherein the worship of the and ornate style, and their rhetoric has often been
Father was confined to one place (Deut. xii. 13), converted into loqic.
Kohler has very briefly
the coming of the hour " when the true worship- brought together the principal passages from the
"
pers shall worship the Father in spirit and truth :
Fathers, a synopsis of which we here give. Justin
This proph- Martyr speaks of " the heathen offering to God,
the universal spread of Christianity.
ecy is regarded by some of the Jewish Commenta- according to Malachi i. 11, the bread and enp of
tors, and by the Septuagint, and by Hitzig, Ewald, thanksgiving," but he proceeds to explain it, as
Maurer, Umbreit, and Kohler as a declaration of used by metonymy for the true sacrifice of prayer
what was already the fact among the heathen who and praise.
worshipped ignorantly the unknown Jehovah, unI tenants also refers one passage to the elements
der different names. If so, it would amount to of the Lord's Supper, but only in the sense, " that
.

the lines in Pope's universal Prayer
" Father of

all

!

:

—

In every age,

In efery cliuio adored,
By Mint, by savage, and bj sage,
Jeborab, Jove, or Lord !

In opposing this view we first deny the fact. So
from the name of Jehovah being great among
the heathen, and a pure worship ottered Uim, they
were sunk into the most abominable and inexcusable idolatry, they worshipped and served the
creature rather than the Creator, who is God over
It would be in conflict with
all, blessed forever
other prophecies, Isaiah xi. 10 ; Zeph. ii. 1 1 Zech.
ix. 10; Is. lxvi. 20, and many others, which speak
of such a worship as in the Juturc.
Pocock, speaking of this Jewish interpretation,
adopted bv Ewald and others, well says, " What
is it less than even an excuse, or apology for. if not
a commendation of idolaters, and idolatry, as from
the mouth of God himself, who all along showed
them and their wavs to be all most abominable to
him."
By incense is here meant prayer, of which it is
a frequent symbol. This is admitted by the Roman Catholic commentator, Reinke, who observes. •' that Malachi could not refer to literal incense is evident from the fact that the offering of
incense could only take place in the temple." If
this is true of incense, why is it not true of the
ottering in the same sentence, associated with it
Yet Heinke
here and in the law (Lev. ii. 15)?
understands it with the Church of Rome, as referring to the " bloodless sacrifice of the New Testament, the holy sacrifice of the Mass." It is well
known that the Church of Rome makes use of
far

!

.

*

and the dead." In the
of Trent, Sess. 22, we read,
that pure sacrifice which the
Malachi should be offered to

cil

Kuscbius Pamphilus sees in Malachi i. 11 a
prophecy of the abrogation of the Jewish ritual,
while 'Christian/ would offer to God the sacriof love, prayer, and remembrance of the great
sacrifice, y nrfipn rov /irydAov Bvfiaros."
Jerome, in his Commentary, explains this passage as, " spirituals victitnas sanctorum orationes
•'

fices

Domino

offerendue."

Augustine understands

it

of " works of mercy

We

"
cither to ourselves or to others."
ourselves
are the best and noblest sacrifice."
He speaks of
the Lord's Supper as shadowing forth the selfsacrifice of the Church to its Lord.
Chrysoi>toro quotes this passage in proof, that
the worship of God in spirit and truth should
take the place of the Jewish service. He calls the
Lord's Supper only so far a sacrifice, as by the invocation of the Holy Ghost, the body and blood
of the Lord are present for the enjoyment of the
believers.

Cyril Alex., understands by this text in Malachi
" the sacrifices of faith, hope, love, and good works
which the heathen in the future shall offer."
thus see with what justice the Church of
Rome appeals to the Fathers, and from this case
Canons of the Coun- we may judge of others, ah uno disce omnes. There
" that the Mass is
is not the slightest warrant to suppose any allaLord predicted by sion to the Lord's Supper in this verse ; nothing
his name in every is more common than to use sacrificial terms bor-

this text as its principal proof-text for the doctrine
of the Mass. " That in the Mass is offered to God
a true, proper, and propitiatory sacrifice for the

living

Christians symltolically offer bread and wine to
God in proof of their thankfulness, and after the
offering pray the Holy Ghost that he would render them the body and blood of Christ, so that
those who received* them might obtain forgiveness
of their sins and eternal life." Irenseus regards
faith, obedience, praise, righteousness, and prayer
as the true sacrifices.
Origen, on Praver, proves from our passage,
" that every place is adapted to prayer."
The Apostolic Constitutions require " the faithful to assemble for prayer on the Lord's day, in
order that, according to Malachi, their sacrifice
may be acceptable to God."

We

place."

rowed from the Old Testament

Whately remarks of such a use of Scripture to
support certain practices, that " the misinterpretaThe doctrine
tion has sprung from the doctrine."
has arisen first, and then the texts of Holy Writ
are assigned to support it.

of the sacrifices of praise and good
works, of the royal priesthood to offer up spiritual
sacrifices acceptable to God by Jesus Christ, and
of the bodies of believers as living sacrifices.
Ver. 12. But ye profane it. The prophet renews the charge of ver. 7 against the priests, that
they profane the name of the Lord by offering defective animals.

What

error,

Will bless

it

« In religion,
bat some sober brow
and approve it wit* a text? "

ual

ritual, in

a

spirit-

sense,
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And the fruit

thereof, even its food. Its pro- would more naturally have been mentioned. It is
of the table, or altar, even its food. understood by other Commentators to refer to the
Ye say also, Behold what weari- perquisite of the priests the shoulder, but they
ness! Instead of regarding their service at the were entitled not only to the shoulder but to other
altar as an honorable privilege, they look upon it parts (Deut. xviii. 3; Lev. vii. 32).
Still further to show how displeasing the conas an oppressive drudgery. Ye snuff at it, you
show without any concealment and publicly your duct of the priests was in his eyes, Jehovah threatens that the dung of the victims, which was to be
contempt.
Ye bring that which was torn, or rather burned without the camp (Ex. xxix. 14;' Lev.
plundered. Two bringings are mentioned, the xvi. 27), should be spread on their faces.
And ye shall be carried to it. This clause
Hrst preparatory to the second, when the victim
The verse has been differently understood, some making the
was presented, ready for sacrifice.
closes with an appeal to the priests, as in ver. 8, as dung the nominative, as the Vulgate, Luther, Calvin, Kwald, Reinke, Bnnsen ; others, Jehovah.
It
to Jehovah's acceptance of such sacrifices.
Ver. 14. And cursed be the deceiver. The is better to regard the subject as indefinite, they,
•'
the" people, as in John xv. 6.
some one
They
1 here should be translated, And cursed, cursed
shall gather them, and cast them into the fire," or,
be he, who, when the law requires a male, brings more according to our idiom, it is to be translated
one of less value. The law permitted and enjoined ye shall be taken away with, or to it, where
it is
sacrifices of female animals in some cases (Lev. iii.
deposited, ye shall be treated as dung, as God
v.
iv.
32;
6).
1;
said to Jeroboam
Kings xiv. 10). The LXX.
We had better understand corrupt or blemished, have, " I will take(1you to the same."
(as in Lev. xxii. 25), with Keil and Kohler, as
Ver. 4. Ye shall know that I have sent this
masculine, and not as feminine, as £wald, Maurer,
sentence, etc. The word commandment is to be
Uitzig, and tegard the curse as pronounced upon
understood as in the first verse, as sentence, decree
anv one who redeemed his vow with an inferior
of punishment.
animal.
That my covenant may continue with Levi.
The argument by which this rebuke is enforced Different interpretations have been put upon
this
is, that Jehovah is a great king, " Rex trenundie
sentence.
Ewald, Reinke, Henderson, Rosen miilmajestatis," and must therefore be served with
ler translate it, Because my covenant ums with Led.
reverence and godly fear.
Hitzig, Maurer, De Wette, Noyes, That my coveye priests, this com- nant might remain with Levi.
Chap. ii. 1 . And now,
mandment is for you. The rebuke to the priests
The view more generally adopted and advocated
is now followed by a threatening of the punish- by Luther, Calvin, Umbreit, Keil, Kohler, Pressel,
ensue,
if
they
would
did
which
not
repent is, that my covenant is the predicate, and that the
ment
The word HJ^D, commandment, is to be under- decree of punishment js to be henceforth God's
covenant, that according to which he should deal
stood as in Nahum i. 14 in the sense of decree,
with Levi, or the priests the decree of punishsentence.
ment shall take the place of the earlier covenant
Ver. 2. I will curse your blessings. This has
with the priests. The objections to this interprebeen understood by DeDieu, Rosen ni uller, Hitzig,
tation are, that it is not plain and simple
that a
Keil and Kohler interin the sense of revenues.
different form of expression would have been made
pret it of the blessings pronounced upon the
use of had this been the meaning, such as
My
people by the priests these God will turn into
decree shall be instead of my Covenant; that covcurses but it is not necessarv to depart from the
common and general sense of the word. Yea, I enant is immediately after used in its common
have cursed them. This is not a simple em- sense ; and that Levi, or the priesthood, is regarded
as one throughout.
phatic rej)etition of the proceeding " I will curse,
may understand it as an elliptical construcas the LXX. (Kardpaffopal), the Targum, Vul- ^
tion.
This decree is sent to you, tha#t by yonr laygate, Hiuig, Umbreit, Reinke, and Henderson
ing it to heart my covenant may bei may continue
maintain, but as the EJl requires, is to be under- to be with Levi, as it was in the beginning, which
stood of what has already taken effect, the curse he goes on to speak of; that you may not make
has begun. So Ewald, Keil, Kohler. The sin- null and void the covenant made in the beginning
gular suffix attached to blessings is distributive, with Levi, and wltfch Jehovah would have conreferring to every blessing.
tinued in his posterity.
Ver. 5.
covenant with him was (of) life
Ver. 3. Behold I will rebuke your seed. For
you the sted, is emphatic. In chap. iii. 11 we find and peace, etc. Jehovah now speaks of the nature of the covenant made with Levi, or the priestthe same word "^2 used in the promised bless- hood, in order to contrast the character of
the
/ will rebuke the demurer % or the locust. In priests with that of their pious predecessors.
ing.
Joel i. 13 the priests are called upon to lament for
covenant with him was life and peace.
the meat-offering withholden, l>ecause the seed is These nouns are not in the genitive, as the SeptuIn Haggai ii. 17 we find, "I smote you agint, Vulgate, and the English Version make
rotten.
with blasting and mildew." The passage in Joel them, but are the nominative of the predicate. It
shows, that though the priests did not till the is not necessarv to confine this description to
ground, yet they were dependent for their tithes Phinehas, as Henderson does, though in Num.
upon the harvest, so if the seed was cursed they xxv. 12 they are specially addressed to him.
would themselves suffer. This renders it unneAnd I gave them to him for fear. The decessary to change the punctuation of 3H* (seed) sign of the Covenant was to inspire him with holy
fear and reverence.
For fear, put by metonymy
to Vl] (arm), with the LXX.. Vulgate, Ewald, for the effect of fear ; and' the original priesthood
Reinke, Keil, Kohler, Pressel. Kohler has a pe- corresponded to this divine intention: And he
name.
culiar view, that it refers to the arm which che reverenced
Ver. 6. The law of .truth was in his mouth*
priests raised to bless the people, but the hand
vision, that
Ver. 13.

is,

—

—

O

;

;

—

;

;

We

My

My

my
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His exposition of the law was according to
its true nature, and there was found in him
no perverseness, no self-seeking, nor partiality.
Thus he walked in most intimate and endearing
communion with Jehovah, as did Noah and Enoch,
in integrity of heart and life, and hy his faithful
instructions and warnings turned many to righteousness. Thus he fulfilled the design of the priesthood, which was to expound and apply to every
case the will of God, as expressed in nis law, and
to be always ready to instruct the people.
It was
for this end the priesthood was appointed of God.
Ver. 7. The priest is an angel, or messenger of
Jehovah to negotiate the grand concerns of judgment and of mercy. This is the only passage,
with the exception of Haggai i. 14, where it is applied to the prophet, where we meet with such an
application.
Elsewhere it is applied to the Angel
of the Lord, the Angel of the Presence, the Angel
of the Covenant, in whom God revealed Himself,
and through whom He transacted with man from
the beginning.
Ver. 8. But ye have departed from the way,
Jehovah now reminds the priests how very different they were from their pious fathers. They had
respect of persons; they had taught for hire
etc.

truth,

prophet, or interpreter of dreams to know whether
the angry Apollo might not be, " Soothed with
steam of lambs or goats unblemished." Cowper's
Transl.)
Maimonidbs says " There were no less than
fifty blemishes, enumerated
by him, which rendered an animal unfit to be offered on the Lord's

^

:

altar."

Wordsworth

:

On

ver.

7.

The

priest's

lips

should keep knowledge, a memorable statement
The offering of sacrifices was indeed an essential
part of the priestly offiee ; but Malachi declares
that all sacerdotal sacrifices are of no avail without religious knowledge, sound learning, and
wholesome teaching. The first duty of the Levitical Priest!*,

— was

— and

how much more of

the Chris-

knowledge; the
knowledge of God as revealed in his holy Word,
and so to discharge their sacred office, that, according to the Word of God, the people should
resort to them for instruction in holy things, and
not resort in vain, and unless this was done by
them all their offerings and sacrifices were nugatory, and God would " spread dung on their faces,"
in token of his displeasure.
Here is a solemn
warning to the Christian clergy. If such was the
(Micah iil 11). By their example and false ex- duty of the Levitical priesthood, and such the penpositions of the law they had misled many, and alty of not performing it aright, how much more
plunged them into siu, guilt, and perdition. They imperative is the obligation of the Christian Priest
had made the law itself, instead of being a light, to " keep knowledge, and to instruct the people
and lamp to the people, a stumbling-block. As a in sound doctrine; or, as St. Paul expresses it,
just retribution for their sin, Jehovah will abandon " to give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to
them to the contempt of all Israel. According, in doctrine, to meditate on these things, and give
himself wholly to them," to speak the things which
our version, should De rather, because.
become sound doctrine, to hold fast the faithful
word, so that he may be able by sound doctrine to
convince the gainsayers. And how much surer
DOCTRINAL AND PRACTICAL.
will be his punishment if he fails to discharge it
Matthew Hewrt: "Nothing profanes the It is to be feared that this warning is greatly
name of God more than the misconduct of those needed at the present day. The clergy of the
Eastern Church, especially in Asia and Greece,
whose business it is to do honor to it."
Chap. ii. 7 (I). What is the duty of ministers 1 have been degraded to a low condition with regard
The priests' lips should keep knowledge, not keep to religious and secular knowledge. Celebrated
it from his people, but keep it for them.
Minis- Roman Catholic writers deplore the ignorance of
ters must be men of knowledge, for how are they a great part of their clergy, consisting of mere ilable to teach others the things of God who are literate Mass-Priests. See Dr. Bollinger's The
themselves unacquainted with these things, or un- Church and the Churches.
In Protestant Germany the theological chairs
readv in them ? They must keep knowledge, must
furnish themselves with it, and retain what they of the universities are filled by those who have no
have got, that they may be like the good house- pastoral experience in the cure of souls, and have
holder, who brings out of his treasury things new and none of that wisdom which is found at the side
Not only their heads, but their lips must of sick beds and death-beds, and in church-yards
old.
keep knowledge; they must not only have it but at the grave, and have no mission from Christ,
they must have it ready, mutt have it at hand, and no unction from the Holy Ghost and many
must have it, as we say, at their tongues' end, to among them treat the Holy Scriptures as if they
be communicated to others, as there is occasion. were a mere common book. Hence the theologThy ical teaching of the Schools has been divorced from
(2.) What is the duty of the people!
should seek the law at his mouth ; they should con- the Christian Priesthood."
W. Pressel The requisition of the Old Covesult the priests, and not only hear the message, but
ask questions upon it, that they may the better un- nant that the sacrifices offered should be unblemderstand it. We must not only consult the writ- ished and perfect, and that by a defective sacrifice
ten Word, but must have recourse to God's mes- the altar of God and the offerer himself were polsengers' and desire instruction and advice from luted, grew out of the truth which Malachi here
them in the affairs of our souls, as we do from in most convincing language represents to the
physicians and lawyers concerning our bodies and priests, that defective offerings betray a defective
disposition, a want of reverence for the Holy
estates.
Ver. 8. The feeling of proper reverence for God God. In the New Covenant, where all sacrificial
and the services of his altar would indeed alone worship has ended, this rebuke applies to all dihave dictated that what was offered to him should vided service of God, to all half Christianity, and
be the best and most perfect of its kind. Even to all those Christians, who, not influenced by
the heathen were sensible of this propriety, and reverence of the Holy One, and by earnestness in
were careful that their victims were without blem- sanctification, think to discharge their Christian
Thus, Homer in the Iliad, duty by certain ceremonies or good works. Where
ish or imperfection.
this is the case with ministers of the Gospel there
i. 66, makes Achilles propose to consult some priest,
tian

!

to keep, or preserve

;

:
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is, as in the case of the Priests, doable guilt, part- and obey the fourth commandment, and he only,
ly because they preach what they themselves do who knows what an earthly Lord and Father must
not practice, and partly, because they thereby require of his own, will feel himself impelled to
cause a special scandal. The motives of the maj- obey the first commandment. In what way can
esty of God, the example of the first priests, and we now pollute the table of the Lord ? ( I. ) In the
the dignity of their calling to be a messenger of Sacrament, when we ourselves partake of it unJehovah, apply with no less force to those under worthily, or do not enough arouse the consciences
These arguments will have of others. (2.) In life, when we allow in ourselves
the New Covenant.
little effect, where personal thankfulness to God or in others committed to us, a half-way devotedfor his great love to us in Christ, and concern for ness to the Lord.
How far does the seventh verse apply to a minour salvation through Him are wanting, but where
they animate ministers of the Gospel, they must ister of the Gospel ? He is still a Priest, so far as
urge them to fulfill more truly and actively their he should point to the sacrifice on Golgotha, and
should bear his Church upon his interceding heart,
high calling.
and should bless them in the name of Jesus Christ.
He is still a messenger of God to those commitHOMILSTICAL RKMARK8 BT PRBSSSL.
ted to him, and should preserve his Word in the
Church, should teach young and old out of it, and
The close connection of the first and fourth should testify fearlessly and faithfully what the
-commandments. He only, who has a lively sense Lord bids him testify.
of the presence of his God and Father, will honor

SECTION

in.

Against unlawful Divorce, and Marriages with Heathen Wives.

Chapter
10
1

12

13
1

4

15
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II.

10-16.

Have we not all one father ? hath not one God created us ? why do we deal
treacherously every man against his brother, by profaning the covenant of our
fathers ? Judah hath dealt treacherously, and an abomination is committed in Israel and in Jerusalem ; for Judah hath profaned the [holy peoplelof the Lord,
which he loves, and hath married the daughter of a strange god. The Lord will
cut off the man that doeth this, the master and the scholar [the waker and the answerer], out of the tabernacles of Jacob, and him that offereth an offering unto the
Lord of Hosts. And this have ye done again [as a second thing], covering the altar
of the Lord with tears, with seeping, and with crying out, insomuch that he regardeth not the offering any more, or receiveth it with good will at your hand. Yet ye
say, Wherefore [doth he not accept] ? Because the Lord hath been witness between
thee and the wife of thy youth, against whom thou hast dealt treacherously ; yet is
she thy companion, and the wife of thy covenant. And did not he make one
[flesh] ? Yet had he the residue of the spirit. And wherefore one ? That he
might seek a godly seed. Therefore take heed to your spirit, aud let none deal
treacherously against the wife of his youth.
For the Lord, the God of Israel,
saith that he hateth [I hate divorce] putting away
for one covereth violence with
his garment [covers his garment with cruelty], saith the Lord of Hosts : therefore
take heed to your spirit, that ye deal not treacherously.
;

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 10.

« Ver. 11.

— lyil to deal treacherously, to be unfaithful, used in Ten. 11, 16,
— nj used here, as often, in the sense of worshipper, or servant. ttTTp
is

14,

16.

is

meant

here, holy teed, not

holinen, ai Henry, Scott.

I Ver. 12.

— n^5^

joMire form.

The maiter and the

eoholar.

So Vulgate.

A

proTerb like

:

turn* shut

up

or

Ufl (Dent xxxii. 96) ; the deceiver and the deceived (Job xii. 16 ; Job xrili. 19) ; ton nor nephew, to express totality by
opposite!.
Oat of the tents, is to be eonneeted with " eat off."
4 Ver. 16.
The perfect with t»t con. mast here be translated as Imperative, as in 1 Kings ii. 6.

—
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marrying heathen wires, of divorcing their Jewish wives. The Septuagint reads
it, / hated, and mistook the word.
The greatness of their sin is enlarged upon
Their divorced wives repair to the altar of Jehovah, there to pour out their hearts before Him,
and to complain of their cruel treatment, and to
seek his help.^ The last clause of ver. 13 shows
that Jehovah will not accept the sacrifice, nor bless
the worshipper
Ver. 14. Yet ye say, wherefore? That is,
wherefore doth He not accept ?
sin, in addition to

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

We

have here a new subject without any conThe Prophet, in the
nection with what precedes.
name of Jehovah, rebnkes their marriages with
foreigners, and their divorce of their lawful wives.
As his manner is. he first lays down an indisputable axiom as the basis of his reproofs.
Ver. 10. Have we not all one Father? Jerome, Calvin, and others understand by one father
here, Abraham: Pocock. Scott, and Henry, JaThe obvious objection to this view is that
cob.
The people addressed refusing to be ashamed,
Abraham was the father not of the Jews only, but and to confess their guilt, shamelessly ask the reaof the Ishmaelites and Edomites. The best recent son' of their rejection. The Prophet now addresses
Commentators understand by it Jehovah. This each one personally. Jehovah has been a witmakes it parallel with chap. i. 6, where Jehovah ness. Kohler understands this, as in Malachi iii.
styles himself the Fatjier of Israel.
5, of an avenging witness, but as we have in Gen.
Divorce is a violation of the relation sustained xxxi. 48 a similar expression " This heap is a
to Jehovah, as a common father, and it is dealing witness between me and thee" where the same words
treacherously with our fellow creature, one against occur in Hebrew, we must regard it with Keil,
another (literally, a man against his brother) ; it Henderson, and others, as meaning that God was
is further a profanation of the covenant which a witness to the marriage, or to the covenant
Jehovah made with his chosen people, out of which made between the parties. The divorced wife is
there grew specific duties and obligations not to now tenderly called the wife of thy youth, who
marry idolatresses, or the daughters of a strange has been the choice of thy youth, the partner of
God." The Prophet classes himself with the of- thy joys and sorrows, and the wife of thy coveThe Septuagint nant, with whom thou didst make a covenant for
fenders, as it was a national sin.
has changed the suffixes here, " Has not one God life.
Why have ye forsaken," etc.
created you ?
Ver. 15. But did not he make one only.
The law of Moses prohibited all marriages with And yet had he a residue of the spirit. And
the heathen, lest the Israelites should be led into wherefore one P He sought a godly race.
Peut. vii. 1-4).
idolatry (Ex. xxxiv. 11
come now to the most difficult verse of all others
.

We

;

Ver. 11. Judah hath dealt treacherously.
He now proceeds to specify their sins. Judah, Israel, and Jei^alem are here only different designations of the same persons. Jerusalem is probably mentioned, to show that the sin was aggravated bv being committed in the holy city.
The Prophet stigmatizes their unlawful divorce
as an abomination, and as such to be classed with

witchcraft, and adultery.
In the last
clause he characterizes their intermarriages with
the daughters of a strange god (or worshippers,
by a well-known Hebrew idiom), as a profanation
of the holy seed (Ezra ix. 2), for Israel was holiness to the Lord (Jer. ii. 3).
Ver. 12. Jehovah will cut off, etc. The
Prophet denounces the judgment of Jehovah upon
every one out of the tents of Jacob, who commits
must connect "out of the tents of
this "sin.
Jacob " with cut off."
The apocopated form of the future expresses a
wish that such may be the case. To express the
universality of this judgment that no one should
escape, not even in their posterity, we have a proverbial phrase, which has been variously interOur version has translated it, the master
preted.
and the scJtolar, as the Vulgate, magistrum et diThis too is the Rabbinical explanation
scipulum.
followed by Luther, Pocock, Henry, Scott. Gescnius, Rosenmiiller, Maurer, Reinke, Keil, Noyes,
Henderson, De Wette, J. D. Michaelis, translate
Calvin underit, the watcher and the answerer.
stands it of the master and servant : "Every one
who was in power, and could command others,"
and by the answerer, " the servant, who received
and obeyed orders." The Targum, Syriac, Ewald,
son and grandson. Ftirst, Munster, Hitzig, Dietrich, the caller and the answerer.
Ver. 13. And this ye do as a second thine*
Henderson understands this of time, that the people had relapsed into their old sins in the time of
Ezra, but it is better to understand it of a second
idolatry,

We

in

the prophecy.

There has been an extraordi-

nary difference of opinion as to its construction and
Kohler styles it most justly a crux interpretum.
The Soptuagint tr mslator seems to have
given his understanding a holiday, and made his
pen supply its place. Not a spark of light can be
struck from the words, and nothing but words.
The subject under discussion is divorce. In the
preceding verse, to add sanctity to the marriage tie,
Jehovah is said to have been a witness of it, and
the wife is to be regarded as bound by a solemn
covenant to the husband. What more natuial
now than that the prophet should recall the institution of marriage in the beginning, as of divine
sanction ? This would be a conclusive argument,
and is the verv one our Saviour made use of, when
speaking of Jivorce, " Have ye not read, that He
which made them at the beginning made them
male and female, And said, For this cause shall
a man leave father and mother and shall cleave
to his wife, and they twain shall be one flesh,
wherefore, they are no more twain, but one ,/fesA.**
The argument is introduced abruptly. Did not
sense.

Jehovah make one
perfectly

f

familiar with

"^& to a Jew,
"V? n Genesis,

The word
^£tt?

*

would immediately suggest the one flesh, the one
pair, of Gen. ii. 24.
And wherefore one ? In the Hebrew, one, has
the article,

"Tnyn,

an(i

mU st be

understood of the

same subject with the preceding, "TC^?* *&&
wherefore did he make one pair ? Yet had he
the residue of the Spirit ? This applies most

—

his
naturally to the life-giving spirit of God
creative power, not exhausted, for He might have
made many women for one man.

That he might seek a godly seed. The deGod was to perpetuate a godly seed. This

sign of
is

counteracted by frequent divorce.
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CHAPTER
Most English commentators adopt

this

inter-

Another view lias heen advocated by
Jerome, Ewald, Rciiike, Bottcher, and others,
which makes Jehovah the subjtct, instead of the
object.
They are led to this view by verse 10,
**
hath not one God created us f " They therefore
translate it, " And did not one (the same God)
"
create them, And what did the one seek ?
Another class of commentators refer the one to
Abraham, and translate the clause, But did not
the single one do it 1 And yet a divine Spirit remained to him. But what did the s'myle one do?
They regard the one as a designation of Abraham,
and found their opinion on Isaiah li. 2, / called
him alone, and Kzckicl xxxiii. 24, where Abraham
is spoken of as one in opposition to the many of
the people. In both these passages there is an exEress mention of Abraham, which is not the case
They consequently understand, Yet had he
ere.
the residue of the Spirit as meaning, that ho remained a good man.
Still another interpretation is adopted by a considerable number of commentators, that there is
pretation

no

Wv

but a simple affirmation : T^lj?
is
to be translated no one, that the object of made is
to be supplied from the previous sentence, that by
the residue of the spirit is meant, any portion of
reason, any sense ofriyht and wrong,
ihe one of the
second clause thev refer to Abraham. The whole
verse would then be translated, " No one, who has
a sense of right and wrong, has done what you
And what did the one do 1 " They
are doing.
suppose that the guilty parties were wont to appeal to the case of Abraham to justify their conduct, and that the answer shows that his case was
no precedent. There are very serious objections
to tliis view.
have to supply the object of
fptestion

II.

17

10-16.

condemns divorce

it is in opposition to the law
which permits divorce only for some great miscon"
some unclean thing" and which (Deut. xxi.
duct,
15) requires the husband to maintain a hated wife.
In favor of the translation, adopted by Kehler,
Keil, Henderson, / hate divorce, may be urged, that
the form may be considered as a participle, that
;

person is often understood before particisaith Jehovah, God of Israel, which
/olio its in the Hebrew, implies that Jehovah is speaking directly in his own person.
the

first

ples, that,

V cr. 1 6. And him who covers with violence
his garment.
The design of this clause, parallel
to and coordinate with, / hate divorce., is to express more emphatically the consequences and
enormity of the sin, that it is exceedingly heinous,
and the height of cruelty. We read in l's. cix.
18, 29, of being clothed with cursing as with n garment, of being clothed with sluime.
find the

We

same construction of HD2) with '¥
33

;

Ps. cyk 15

Hab.

;

ii.

14,

in

Num.

xvi.

where the object cov-

ered is preceded by '? as here. " The earth covered them," " And covered tlfe company of Ahi\Ve thereram," 4 As the waters cover the sea,
fore understand the relative, which is frequently
omitted, and regard this clause as the continuation
of the preceding, '•/ hate divorce," only with a more
emphatic statement. Most of the recent commentators understand by his garment, his wife. This,
says Kiihler, is a very uncertain and rare Arabic
idiom, and contrary to all Hebrew usage. Nor is
it at all necessary, as the interpretation we have
given does not introduce a different idea, and is
confirmed by the following, " saith the Lord of
Hosts."
'

We

Hlp^, made, and

the predicate of

^7?»7 n
*

^e

DOCTRINAL AND PRACTICAL.

second clause.
The position of N •), and the
The frequency of divorce in the United States,
question in the second clause, render it probable
so that in one of the States divorce is allowed for
that it is a question.
Had the l'rophet meant to •• misconduct," reveals the same state of things
say, that no one ever did so, he would have used
existing now, as was here condemned by Jehovah,

^W, as Gen. xxxix. 11, or simply T*W. and must bring with it the same evils, and the
Further, to understand the residue of the spirit same punishment. What tongue can adequately
of any reason, or moral sense, is strained, and tell, what heart conceive, the untold misery from
this cause, especially to the deserted wives, and
refers to two different subjects, aclastly,
How
the children left without a mother's care!
"
cording to this view, first, to
no one," and, sec- little is the indissoluble nature of the marriage reondly, to Abraham, though the article is used, re- lation regarded and the fact, that the Lord was
ferring it back to the former.
the witness of it, and will be a swift witness against
There is an interpretation adopted by Fairbaim those who violate itj The Saviour only allows of
and Moore, which refers the one to the one chosen one cause of divorce, and regards divorce for any
seed, the holy nation, but this strikes us as by no other as adultery.
means so consistent and forcible as the one which
Matthew Henry " The poor wives were
refers it to the one flesh.
ready to break their hearts, and not daring to
Ver. 15. Therefore take heed. Then follows make their case known to any other, they coma warning against the sin rebuked. The perfect plained to God, and covered the altar of the Lord
with vav must be translated as imperative, as is with tears, with weeping, and with crying. This
often the case.
To take heed to your spirit is to is illustrated by the case of Hannah, who, upon
take heed to yourself (Deut. iv. 15 ; Joshua xxiiL the account of her husband's having another wife
11).
a kind husband) and the dis( though otherwise
Let no one deal treacherously. The third content thence arising, fretted and wept, was in
person is here used for the second in the previous bitterness of soul, and would not eat. It is a reason
clause.
This is often the case where there is no given why husbands and wives should live in holy
change of subject. There is no advantage in fol- love, that their prayers be not hindered. The Lord
lowing the LXX. and retaining the second person. has been witness to the marriage covenant between
Ver 16. For I hate divorce. The Prophet thee and her, for to Him you appealed concerning
here gives the reason of the warning. Jehovah your sincerity in it and fidelity to it ; He has been
says, " J hate divorce."
The LXX., Vulgate, and a witness to all the violations of it, and is ready to
Luther, construe this very differently as a permis- judge between thee and her. It is highly aggrasion of divorce ; // thou hate her put her away. vated by the consideration of the persons wronged
But this is inconsistent with the coutext, which and abused. First, she is thy wife, thy own, bone
tt?*M

^rW

!

:
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of thy bone, and

flesh of thy flesh ; the nearest to
thee of all the relations thou hast in tho world,
to cleave to whom thon must quit the rest.
Secondly. She is the wife of thy youth, who had thy
affections when they were at the strongest, was
thy first choice, and with whom thou hast lived
lone.
Let not the darling of thy youth be the scorn
and loathing of thy age. Inirdly. She is thy comjxinion ; she has long been an equal sharer with thee
in thy cares and griefs and joys.
Fourthly, she is
the wife of thy covenant, to whom thou art so
firmly bound, that, while she continues faithful,
thou canst not be loosed from her, for it was a covenant for life. Married people should often call to

and insult her hoby putting another in her place"
something very touching in these allusions
to the aggravations of 'this wrong, arising from ihe
tender associations and memories of youth,
Prbssel, on ver. 10: Have we not all one Father ?
No faith without love, and no love without
faith.
He who keeps the Father and Creator of
as a worn-out* worthless thing,
liest affection*

and

There

|

1

is

men before his eyes must love all men as his
brethren, and he who recognizes in other men his
brethren must in the Creator of all men love the
Father. The prophet's mode of reasoning is not
unlike that of the Apostle John in his First Epistle, iii. 17; iv. 11, 20, 21.
The reference of the
mind their marriage vows, and review them with prophet to the Heavenly Father is a glimpse iu
all seriousness, as those that make conscience of the Old Testament of a doctrine which was not
performing what they promised.
fully brought to light till the time of the New TesMoore : The phrases, "wife of thy youth," and tament.
'*
"
companion are thrown in to show the aggra
On ver. 14. Jehovah it witness between thee and
vated nature of this offense. " She whom you thus the wife of' thy youth. This might be mode use of
wronged was the companion of those earlier and as a solemn warning by a minister against divorce,
brighter days, when in tjie bloom of her young whether intended or accomplished, as it represents
beauty she left her father's house, and shared your to us the sanctity of marriage, and at the same
early struggles, andwejoiccd in your later snecess ; time awakens in the hearts of the married all lovewho walked arm-in-arm with ^ou along the nil- ly and sweet recollections.
grimage of life, cheering you in its trials by ner
On ver. 15. He who regards the divine Spirit
gentle ministry ; and now, when the bloom of her within us will be proof against the lusts of the
youth is faded, and the friends of her youth have flesh. He who indulges these lusts drives away
gone, when father and mother whom she left for from his heart more and more the residue of the
you are in the grave, then you cruelly cast her off divine Spirit.
I

all

!

(

SECTION
The sending of Jehovah's Messenger.

IV.

The coming of

the

judge, but not to utterly destroy Israel (Ch.

17

the

Covenant

III.

Behold, I will send my messenger, and he shall prepare the way before me and
1
the Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly [unexpectedly] come to his temple, even
the messenger [angel, dyycAo?, LXX.] of the covenant, whom ye delight in behold,
he shall come, saith the Lord of Hosts. But who may abide the day of his coming ? and who shall stand when He appeareth ? for He is like a refiner's fire, and
like fuller's soap [lye] ; And He shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver : and
He shall purify the sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and silver, that they
may offer unto the Lord an offering in righteousness. Then shall the offering of
Judah and Jerusalem be pleasant unto the Lord as in the days of old, and as iu
former years. And I will come near to you to Judgment: and I will be a swift 2
witness against the sorcerers, and against the adulterers, and against false swearers,
and against those that oppress 8 the hireling in his wages, the widow, and the fatherless, and. that turn aside [piarai. The Keri reads singular] the stranger from his right, and
For I am the Lord, 4 I change not [Fpr I,
fear not me, saith the Lord of Hosts.
Jehovah, change not] ; therefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed.
:

:

2

3

4
5

6

to

17—iii* 7).

Ye have wearied the Lord with, your words. Yet ye say, wherein have we
wearied Him t When ye say, Every one that doeth evil is good in the sight of
the Lord, and He delighteth in them ; or, Where is the God of judgment ?
Chapter

1

Angel of

ii.
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7.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1

— DNHQ,

V«r. 1.

not immediately (siatim Jerome), but unawares, unexpectedly, LXJL. euddenlj.

-••ponding to angel In Greek, Angel of the Covenant, Identical with the Lord,

fehorsh

;

Kx.

17

Pa. cxiv. 7

;

;

la.' I.

• Ver. 6.

— pttfy,

— Jehorah

Ye have

wearied the Lord with
This verse should have been the
first verse of the third chapter, for a new subject
begins here, having no very close connection with
whut precedes. The prophet is here opposing the
unbelief of a class, who, like the Pharisees, served
God, kept his ordinance, and walked mournfully

Him, but who

lost their faith in Providence,

when God delayed to punish the wicked, and who
complained, not in words perhaps, for, as Cocceius
remarks, "Scripture is wont to ascribe to the
wicked expressions suitable to their character/'
that He treated all alike, for if this was not the
case, why did He not punish the wicked?
That
by the ""doer* of evil M

—

here, and by the sorcerers,
adulterers, false swearers, and oppressors of ch. iii.

5, and by the proud (ch. iii. 15), are meant sinners
of the Jews, and not of the Gentiles, seems perfectly
evident, for these were offenses against the law of
Moses. The prophecy had nothing to do with the
heathen, who were without the pale of the Covenant.
Such a denunciation ot God's judgment
upon the heathen would have gratified the haughty
and intolerant spirit of the Jews. Strange to say,
this reference has been made by Jerome, Heng*ten-

berg, Hitzig, Rcinke,

Bunsen, Keil.

of the third chapter

is,

Maranatha

!

The burden
The Lord

cometh
Ch,

iii.

1.

Behold, I will send

The prophet now opposes to
people Jehovah's own word.

Meawnger, ooralwajs spoken of

in
:

Mleah

11.

2.

the parallel, ye sons of Jacob, shows this.

sel of the Covenant The Lord, whom ye seek,
refers back to the preceding verse, where is the

jour words.

before

and

not the predicate, but in apposition with I

BXBGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.
Ver. 17.

is

TOTit I» unexpectedly.

followed by a neuter object only here,
is

TT

Thif form

24.

— IHD D, swift, corresponding to Ofc4il9,

x Ver. 6.

« Ver. 6.

xxili.

)i"TSn.

my Messenger.

the unbelief of the
He will come for

judgment, but before his coming, He will send his
messenger to prepare his way. It is not said, a
Messenger, but his Messenger, the one familiar to
them from Isaiah's prophecy (ch. xl. 3), where the
Hebrew words, to prepare the way, are identical
with those here. The crier of Isaiah is here described as the Messenger of Jehovah.
In both
prophecies his office is the same. That Malachi is
uot here speaking of himself, nor of an ideal person, in whom the whole prophetic order culminated, as Hengstenberg maintains, is clear from
the fact that this messenger is called in ch iv. 5
Elijah, the prophet ; that our Lord, speaking of
John the Baptist, declares, " This it he, of whom
it is written, Behold, I send my messenger before
thy face, which shall prepare thy way before thee "
(Matt. xi. 10 ; Luke vii. 27), and that Mark makes
use of this prophecy as fulfilled in John, Quoting
it, indeed, as from Isaiah, because he was the Major Prophet, according to Tregelles' text of Mark
i.
2 " Many of the children of Israel shall he
tarn to the Lord, their God, and he shall go before
him (i. «., the Lord, their God, the Angel of the
Covenant, the Lord of Malachi iii. 1 ) in the spirit

God

of Judgment

?

The word

Lord, )ilcA, with

the article, is applied only to God.
In the parallel
clause, even the angel of the covenant, he is designated by a peculiar title expressing his office, as
this is the only place where this official title occurs, it requires explanation.

From a very early period we find mention of an
extraordinary Messenger, or Angel, who is sometimes called the Angel of God, at others, the Angel
of Jehovah. He is represented as the Mediator between the invisible God and men in all God's communications and dealings with men. To this Angel divine names, attributes, purposes, and acts are
ascribed. He occasionally assumed a human form,
as in his interviews with Hagar, Abraham, Jacob,
Joshua, Gideon, Manoah, and his wife. He went
before the camp of Israel on the night of the Exodus. In Exodus xxiii. 20, Jehovah said, " Behold, I send an angel before thee to bring thee
into the place, which I have prepared.
My name
is in him."
In Isaiah lxiii. 9 he is called the Angel
is
his
Presence,
or
where
there
a
reference
face,
to
of
Ex. xxxiii. 14, 15, where Jehovah said to Moses,
" My presence (or Hebrew, My face) shall go with
thee, aud Moses said, If thv face go not with us,
carry us not up hence." He is called the face of
God, because though no man can see his face and
live, yet the Angel of his face is the brightness of
his glorv, and the express image of his person.
In him Jehovah's presence is manifested, and his
glory reflected, for the glory of God shines in the
face of Jesus Christ.
There is thus a gradual development in the Old Testament of the doctrine
of the incarnation, of the distinction of persons in
the Godhead, not brought to light fully, lest it
should interfere with the doctrine of the unity of
God. (For a more rail discussion of the Angel of
Jehovah, see Hengsten berg's Christology, vol. i. p.
161, Keith's Translation ; Lange On Genesis, p.
386; Keil On Genesis, p. 184).

We would further remark that of the Covenant
has been understood by roost Commentators, as
referring to the New Covenant of which Jesus is
the Mediator (Hcb. ix. 15). Kohler and Keil understand by it the Old Covenant, in which God
promised (o dwell with his people. In that case,
the Angel is the Mediator of the Old Covenant.
But we need not restrict it to either, but consider
it applicable to both, to all God's covenant relaBehold he shall come must be preditions to man.
cated of the covenant angel.

Ver. 2. Bat who may abide the day of Ida
coming. We find similar language in Joel ii. 1 1
" The day of the Lord is great and very terrihle, ami
who can abide itf " The qnestion, who shall abide
and power of Elijah (Lake i. 16).
it, is an emphatic negative, no one can abide it.
Chap. iii. 1. The Lord whom ye seek shall As the Lord is a righteous judge, tjie day in
suddenly come to his temple, eren the An- which He comes most be a day of decisive jvdf»
:
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ment. As Augustine says, " The first and second
advent of Christ are here Drought together."
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Ma lac hi sees the great white throne in the background. In the last clause of this verse he gives
E. Pocock On chap. iii. 1. He should come
the reason why it is impossible to endure it, since una iaire g when men should not think on or be
He is like the fire of tne refiner, which separates awsre of Him. By the temple no doubt is meant
all dross, and like the lye of the washer, which the temple at Jerusalem, then lately built* after
cleanses all stains.
their return from the Babylonish captivity, which,
The word *T^3 f which is translated in our whatever alterations were made in it, was still
looked upon as one till the time it was destroyed
version soap, occurs only here and in Jeremiah bv
the Romans ; and by the Jews called the Second
ii. 22.
Soap was unknown to the ancients, and Temple in respect to that former, built
bv Solothis was a vegetable substance, from the saltmon, and destroyed by the Chaldseans. l*o this
wort, which was burned and water poured on its temple it is
here said, that the Lord here spoken
of should come ; and so did Christ whom we say
Ver. 3. And he shall ait aa a refiner and
to be that Lord; and of his coming to it and
purifier of silver. In the second verse the Lord hi*
appearances there at several times we read,
is the fire
here by a slight change in the figure, He was there
first presented by his mother (Luke ii.
he is the smelter, who leu the pure metal flow off,
22) ; there again, when He was twelve years old,
while the dross remains behind. He shall sit is found sitting
among the doctors (ver. 46), where,
pictorial to make the figure more striking.
in his answer to his mother who told him that
This judgment begins at the house of God, with they had sought Him sorrowing,
He may seem to
the priests who stand in the closest relation to allude
even to this prophecy, " Wist ye not that I
Him. This purification will result in the cutting must be in my Father's house 1 " Was
it not foreoff the impenitent, and in the reformation of those told
that He* should come to the temple?
Was
who repent, so that they offer sacrifices in a proper not that the proper place for Him to be in,
and
state of heart, in righteousness.
for them to look after Him in ?
Several other
Ver. 4. Then shall the offering, etc. When times we read of his going to it, preaching in it,
the priests are thus purified, then the sacrifice of received with Hosannahs, exercising his authority
the whole nation will be acceptable, as in the early in it, in purging it, and vindicating the dignity of
and better times, as in the days of David, to the it, and driving out thence those that profaned it.
Lord. The Masora remarks, that the prophetic Any of these appearances there is sufficient to
lesson for the Sabbath before the Passover begins prove in and by Him to have been made good
here and ends with the prophecy. This lesson that which we take to be the main drift of this exwas selected because of the injunction in ch. iii. 4, pression in this prophecy, namely, that the Lord
to remember the law of Moses.
(Christ or Messiah) here spoken of was to come
Ver. 5. And I will come near to yon to judg- while the temple (that temple then built) was
ment.
The prophet proceeds to show that the standing ; which is likewise evidently foretold bv
coming judgment will not be only upon the priests the Prophet Haggai (ch. ii. 7), that into it should
but upon all the people. He will practically con- come the desire of all nations, and it should be filled
vince the wicked by his judgment, and that too with glory, yea, that thereby the glory of that /otter
unexpectedly, and thus will be a swift witness. house should be greater than that of the former (ver.
The sins specified here were all sins against the 9), though it were then in their eyes as nothing in
law of Moses, some of them to be capitallv pun- comparison with it (ret. 3).
The Jews were very mnch addicted from
ished.
this time onward, as Josephus and the Nqw TestaHOMILCnOAL AND PRACTICAL.
ment testify, to sorcery, or witchcraft. The oppressors are mentioned.
Those who oppress tne
Prbssbl, on ver. 17. Where is the God ofjudgwages of the hireling. This verb is fallowed by
the accusative of the person, excepting here, and ment f The judgment of the world and of ScripThat turn aside the stranger (I)eut. ture as to the riddle of human destiny ; or, then
ia Micah ii. 2.
The tendcrest love is a God, who lives to avenge and punish, a
xxvii. 19), or oppress him.
to the stranger is everywhere breathed in the truth which even men of the world admit, bat
law (Ex. xxiii. 9; Deut. x. 17, 18; Dent xxvii. which only lovers of the truth rijihtly understand.
Ye have wearied, etc Whereby is the God of in19).
Ver. 6. For I Jehovah change not, there- finite patience wearied ! Not by our prayers. Not
fore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed. Jeho- even by our infirmities, but indeed by our hardvah is not here the predicate, as in our version ness and stubbornness, which will not confoss our
apposition with the pro- guilt, and be converted.
and Luther's, but is
On ch. iii 1. Though there are quotations from
noun /, in contrast with tne sons of Jacob. For
It is because Jehovah is' unchangeable the Old Testament in the New, which are to be reis causal.
in his gifts and calling, that He will not suffer Is- garded only as an application, though never a ranrael wholly to perish, though their sins deserved dom one, of the language of the Old, yet, in all the
He must accomplish his pur- quotations, which are accompanied by an explanatheir destruction.
poses of mercy. Kohler finds in the phrase sons tion from the Lord Himself, or his Apostles, we
of Jacob, an intimation that they resembled Jacob have the most certain commentary, which informs
in character before he became Israel, but it is bet- us how the Old Testament writer himself underter to regard it as an emphatic expression for the stood, and how he would have others understand
covenant nation. These do not perish, because his prophecy. On this ground, such an interpretatheir existence rests upon the promise of the un- tion of Mai. iii. 1 as Hengstenberg and others have
changeable God, as Moore remarks, " The sons of given, is untenable for when the Lord Himself
Jacob shall not be consumed, the seed of Christ (Matt. xi. 10 ; Luke yil 27) says, " This is he of
The unchangeablencss of God is whom it is written," we must understand by, " my
shall not perish.
messenger/' a definite person, first named by Maithe shee^anchor of the Church.**
:

;

—

m

,

;
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HI. 7-18.

The Lord once said, " Blessed are they who
have not seen, and yet have believed," and it remains true down to the second coming. Notwithstanding God calls to his people, Behold for true
faith has its eves open for that which happened at
the first coming ot the Lord, for that which will
happen at his second, and for that which most
happen in us, in order that the first as well as the
second coming may prove our salvation. He shall
prepare the way before me. Every minister of the
Church, and every Christian, in the most private
rael, and that the process of this purification will
have the same general cause and result. Though circle, can prepare the way of the Lord by warnthis is to be expected, it by no means follows that ing and teaching, by example and intercession, but
he is only a servant, and must wait in the humility
this will be accomplished by a second sending of
John the Baptist, or by the sending of only one and patience of the Lord Himself. Everything in
man, after the manner of Elijah, since the ]>erson the world is easier to be calculated, than the day
of the Lord Himself is carefully to be distin- when the Lord comes* and easier to be endured
guished from that of his forerunner the Lord is than his coming. He shall sit as a refiner's fin.
one ; the forerunner, whether John or Elijah, may The refining of the Lord has its day, and the day
be more than one the Lord is for all nations Eli- of the Lord has its refining. What salutary terjah and John only for the people of Israel ; and ror, and what strong consolation must this comwhen the second coming of the Lord is at hand, parison of the divine refiner work in us
there may be also among the different nations of
The purifying fire is at hand to ns all. It brings
the world, different messengers, like Elijah and with it a torture, for which the world has no soothJohn, to prepare the way of the Lord, as indeed ing balm ; it penetrates what is most secret and
it makes manifest whether we shall be
the Revelation of John speaks, in the eleventh inmost
chapter, of two such witnesses.
acknowledged by the Lord, or cast away. If we
On ver. 5. We need only further remark, that would be the Lord's, then we may say, The Lord
between the first and second coming of our Lord, sits, and has his eyes fixed upon me even in the
a process of purification takes place in portions of furnace, and especially there. He intends only my
Christendom, by virtue of which the impure ele- purification, and should the smallest grain of gold
ments will be cast off, the hollo wness and profana- in faith and love be found in me, He (iocs not cast.
tion of God's service and the Christian character me away with the dross of this world ; and his dewill be exposed, and the true Christian will go to sign is that his image may be reflected in me, and
meet his future £lory, as after all his inevitable, that I may be acceptable to Him. The prayer of
and often fiery trials, he reflects the image of his humility ana faith is, O Lord, though thou shonldst
God and Saviour.
find no gold in me, let me only be found as useful
Among the commentators on the Prophets, we silver.
must reckon the great Handel, for he has in such
Ver. 5. How suddenly and how deeply will the
a way illustrated to the world their most weighty day of judgment interrupt the pursuits of the
prophecies in his Oratorio of the Messiah, that we world
How suddenly ! for the prophet says,
cannot read them without being reminded of his " suddenly," and " a swift witness," so that the
musical commentary, and therehy be inspired, as world wili be surprised in the midst of its pursuits.
This is specially true How deeply
it were, to interpret them.
for all unrighteous actions and
of this lost prophecy of the Old Testament.
causes, however great, or little, will be rejudged,
On chap. iii. 1 Behold, the daycometh ! Two Ad- and brought to light in their ungodliness. Job was
vent questions
Dost thou believe in the coming able to comfort himself with the word, " My witof the Lord in humiliation ? and dost thou hope ness is in heaven 1 "
the opposite of the threatThe world may believe ening word, " a swift witness : " hence the question
for his coming in glory ?
or not, the Lord cometh the world may prepare comes up, Have I a witness in heaven to fear?
This first Advent What does He see with his all-seeinjfeye ? and
itself, or not, the Lord judges.
teaches us the former, and his second Advent the what sentence will He hereafter pass upST me with

and not the collective body of the prophets,
extending down to John the Baptist. If there is
to be a second coming of our Lord, it may be assumed that the prophecy before us will be fulfilled
in all its particulars, and for the very reason that
Malaclii knows no difference between a first and
second coming of the Lord, and his Messiah. Now
it cannot but be expected, that the second coming
of the Lord will be accompanied with the same
purification as the first was in the children of Isachi,

!
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:

;

!

;

!
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—
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latter.

After perhaps the

" All Christians wait
can we

also say, "

hymn

And

love

O

has been sung,
"

Son of God
thy appearing "

for thee,

his all-decisive lips ?

1

SECTION

V.

The People are rebuked for withholding the

Chapter IIL

legal Tithes

and

Offerings.

7-12.

Even from the days of your fathers ye are gone, away from mine ordinances
and have not kept them. Return unto me, and I will return unto you, saith the
Lord of Hosts. But ye said, Wherein shall we return ? Will a man rob 1 [defraud]
God ? Yet [that, Koniar, Keti, pmmi], ye have robbed me. But ye say, Wherein
have we robbed thee? In tithes and offerings. 2 [In tithe and heave offering.]
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9 Ye are cursed with a curse : for [yet] ye have robbed me, even this whole nation.
10 Bring ye all the tithes 1 [tithe] into the storehouse 4 [treasury], that there may be
meat [food, Vulgate cibus] in mine house, and prove, me now herewith, saith the Lord
of Hosts, if 1 will not 6 open you the windows of heaven, and pour you out a
blessing that there shall not be room enough to receive it • [to superabundance].
11 And I will rebuke 7 the devourer for your sakes,8 and he shall not destroy the
w before the time in
fruits of your ground ; neither shall your vine cast her fruit
And all nations shall call you blessed: for ye
12 the field, saith the Lord of Hosts.
shall be a delightsome land, saith the Lord of Hosts.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1

Vtr. S.

— Vypy found only In Prov. xxii. 8

rob God.

S Ver.

to cheat, defraud.

:

The Vat.

Is

used herein the

i

i

of: dare

ai

„
8.

8 Ver. 10.

— mDT")]^.
— The whole

4 Ver. 10.

The

beere-oderlng.

tithe.

— "l^iH, etorehouae, or

treasury

;

Neh.

xltt.

12.

— rfVtDH, not an oath, whether not.
6 Ver. 10. — *H menu need, leek.
7 Ver. 10. — 73 negatives the Idea — beyond ralllolenej.
• Ver. 11. — ")y^ to rebuke. In eh. IL 8,
translated,
D^b, dattve of nee, profit
t Ver. 11. — The LXJL read, /VntfH I will dettro/.
M Ver. 11. —
mieearry, applied to the Tina.
— nntZ^* TtM futur» hare aa6d oontingenUy, to denote a probable future occurrence.
11 Ver.
5 Ver. 10.

It to

ipt.

I,

ta

11.

See

Wad

,988,1.

MXBGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.
Ver. 7. Beturn unto, ma, and I win return
unto you, saith the Lord of Hosts. After Jeherah had announced the coming judgment for the
long-continued transgressions of the people, He
adds a gracious promise, as in Zech i. 8 : " Turn
ye unto me, saith the Lord, and I will return unto
you." In self-righteous delusion, supposing that
they lack nothing, and need no repentance, they
inquire, Wherein, in what particular, shall we return ? The prophet thereupon shows them their
They
sin. They do what no man should attempt
try to defraud God in the tithe and heave offering,
either by not payiug them at all, or not paying

standing that God had already visited them with
severe punishment, which aggravated their guilt.
They had been cursed, as we learn from the following verses, with failure of the harvest and famine.
This curse corresponded to their sin. As
they had refused to give God his due by withholding the tithes and offerings, so had He withheld
from them the products of the field.
Ver. 9. Ye are cursed with a curse. The
position of the noun before fhe verb is here highly
emphatic. Yat ma ye defraud. It is not neces-

sary to regard the 1 as causal.
Ver. 10. Bring ye all the tithes into tba
storehouse. The prophet now enlarges upon the
mode of recovering the divine favor. Israel should
not, as before, keep back a part of the tithes, but
them as^ey should. The word J»J» which oc- should pay the whole without defrauding Jehovah,
curs besyes onlv in Proverbs xxii. 3, where it is that there might be food for the priests and Letranslated, spoil, means here, as the connection vites. Notwithstanding Jehovah was angry with
shows, defraud, overreach, cheat.
the priests, yet He cannot suffer the people to withVer. 8. Will a man rob (or defraud) God? hold the tithe.
Storehouse. This same word is translated,
The Prophet appeals to their conscience for a defind in 2 Chronicles
But Neh. xiii. 12, treasuries.
cision as to the baseness of their conduct.
ye bare robbed, or defrauded, ma, or, That ya xxxi. 11, mention of chambers in the Temple, into
have robbed me. This is a reason of the pre- which they were to bring the tithes. In Neh. x.
38, the Levites were to bring the tithe to the chamvious question, since you have defrauded me.
In tithe and offering. This is a specification bers, into the treasure-house.
Prove ma now herewith. The object of die
of the manner in which they had robbed God. In
Neh. xiii. 10 we find a striking coincidence wit(j proof of Jehovah was not, whether He would be
*'
this verse.
I perceived, that the portions of the, faithful to his promise, for this was not the subject
Levites had not been given them. Then brought all under discussion, but whether He was a holy and
righteous God, for this had been called in question
Judah ttfe tithe of the corn, wine, and oil."
The tithe, according to Lev. xxvii. 30, and Deut by them. They were now to put Him to the test, and
xiv. 22, was of the corn, wine, and oil, and of the learn bv the result of the experiment, in what refirstlings of the flock and herd, for the main ten- lation fie stood to them, and also learn, that as He
for that had manifested Himself as a holy God in his se«ocoof the Levites. The heave-offering
was the portion of the priests. verity, so He would also do so in his goodness, and
is here referred to
" Ye shall give the heave-offering to the priests/ 1 the abundance of the blessings conferred upon
It was partly a free-will offering, and partly pre- those who keep his commandments.
If I will not open tha windows of baa an
scribed by the law. They withheld tithes, notwith-

^

We

.

—

—
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This is to be regarded as an indirect question,
read
whether I will not. Open the windows.
of the windows of heaven in Gen. vii. 11,2 Kings
The copious blessing is here compared to
vii. 2.
rain coming down from heaven.

We

And pour out upon you a blessing

till

III.
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«.

ignorant of themselves, and of* the strictness, extent, and spiritual nature of the divine law, that
they see nothing in themselves to be repented of;
they are pure in their own eyes, and think they
need no repentance. Many ruin their souls by

there baffling the

not sufficiency of room. The word *H means,
efficiency, and room is to be understood, as in
" and place shall not be found for
Zech. x. 10
them/' where place is to be supplied, as here

calls to repentance.

Is

HOMILETICAL.

:

* v2j negatives the idea of the

Prbssbl: On

ver. 10.

Prove me now

herewith.

The condescending goodness of God

gives not only
Is. v. 14.
The interpretation, forever, adopted by to the godly, but sometimes even to the ungodly,
prove
his truth
Wordsworth : " Till there be not enough, till my opportunity and even a challenge to
abundance is exhausted ; and since this can never and almightiness ; and it is the duty of a minister
God
now,
it was then of the Prophet Malachi,
of
as
be, therefore it means, forever/' is strained and
unnatural.
The Septuagint has translated it: not only to point both classes to it, but even to
offer to them this proving of God, confident as Eli" Until there should be enough."
Ver. 11. And I will rebuke the devourer. jah was against Ahab, and as Isaiah was against
This verse describes in detail what blessings Jeho- Ahaz, that God will not forsake his servants, but
vah's coining will bring with it. Jehovah will take will by the event put to shame all unbelief.
are very apt to complain of
On ver. 13.
away everything which would injure the fruits.
The devourer, that is, the locust, shall no more God's providences, when extraordinary afflictions
and
troubles put men out of patience, or when we
ravage the land. The corn and wine sHall flourread or hear of extraordinary accidents, but where
ish. The grapes shall not fall before they ripen.
Ver. 12.
And all nations shall call you a heart stands Arm in the fear and love of God,
" His seed remaineth
blessed. The consequence of Jehovah's blessing what the Apostle John says :
will be, that the land will be an object of pleasure in him, and he cannot sin," is true of it.
On vers. 10-12. How much depends upon our
to every one.
And similar language in Zech.
giving ourselves wholly as an offering to the Lord I
viii. 13 : " As ye were a curse among the heathen,
The offerings which the Lord now reuuires are our
so shall ye be a blessing."
own hearts, and all that comes from them. But if
the Lord was so strict in tithes, how much more
so is H*i with our hearts ! Dost thou wish the full
DOCTRINAL AND PRACTICAL.
blessing of God, then be exact in whatever is thy
From Matt. Henry : On Return unto me (ver. duty. What is our duty? Whatever God reWhat a gracious invitation God gives them quires of us, whether great or little, whether his
7).
Return unto me, and to sen-ice or an every-day life. How can he who is
to return and repent!
your duty, return to your service, return to your not strict in his duty hope, or even pray for the
allegiance, return as a traveller that has missed full blessing of God ?
his way, as a soldier that has run from his colors,
On vers. 14, 15. The vain service of God, He
as a treacherous wife that has gone away from her serves God in vain who serves Him only outwardhusband ; return, thou backsliding Israel, return ly. He who serves Him from the heart has never m
to me; and then I will return unto you, and be served Him in vain.
God is not man. It somereconciled, will remove the judgments you are un- times is the case with men that an outward serder and prevent those you fear. What a peevish vice only receives an unmerited reward, or that be
answer tney return to this gracious invitation
who serves another from the heart does not reWherein thall we return. Note : God takes notice ceive his due reward, for men can be deceived ; bnt
what returns our hearts make to the culls of his this can never be the case with God, for He is omWord, what we say, and what we think when we niscient and faithful. All things are under God's
have heard a sermon ; what answer wc give to the providence. The contrary seems to be the case in
message sent us. When God calls us to return we the history of the world and in daily experience,
should- answer, as they did (Jer. iii. 22) : Behold, and men without conscience lose thereby their
we come, but not as these here, Wherein shall we faith ; but this is only so in appearance, for the
return ? They take it as an affront to be told of inward testimony* of the heart and eternity will
their faults, and called upon to amend them ; they make plain the most difficult and frowning proviare ready to say, What ado do these prophets dences, and sometimes in this world, God's holy
make about returning and repenting. They are so and righteous government is clearly manifested.
room.

noun

as in

We

We

SECTION VL
The Coming of a Day of Judgment whirf^ % .<i ^indicate the Ways of God\ and reward
miinh the
Pranhet.
**** Prophet
the Righteous and punish t/^
^Jt fcei Elijah

Chapter

9-xv.

.

e.

v

18
14

hav« been stoat [h^\
Yonr words havs
fb^
have we spoken so much a*w *'

\\*

What

^ me, saith
Ye have

1

ff

the Lord. Yet ye say,
said, It is vain to serve
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God and what profit is it that we have kept his ordinance, and that we have
walked mournfully [gloomily] before [because of Jehovah] the Lord of Hosts ?
15 And now 1 we call the proud happy ; yea they that work wickedness are set up
16 yea,* they that tempt God are even delivered. Then they that feared the Lord
spake often ' [nothing corresponding to o/Un in Hebrew] one to another ; and the Lord hearkened, and heard it, and a book of remembrance 4 was written before him for them
1
that feared the Lord, and that thought* upon his name.
And they shall be mine,
saith the Lord of Hosts, in that day when I make up my jewels * [or possession]
1
and I will spare them, as a man spareth his own son that serveth him. Then
shall ye return 6 [again], and discern between the righteous and the wicked, between
:

him that^erveth God and him

that serveth

him

Chapter IV.

not.

1-6.

For, behold, the day cometh, that shall burn as an oven ; and all the proud, yea,
all [plana in lxx., Targum, Md eighty mss.] that do wickedly shall be stubble : and
the day that cometh shall burn them up, saith the Lord of Hosts, that it shall leave
them neither root nor branch. But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun
Jer. xv. 9
Nan. ui. 17] of righteousness arise with healing in his
[fern, m in Gen. xr. 17
wings ; and ye shall go forth, and grow up * [leap for joy] as calves of the stall.
And ye shall tread down the wicked ; for they shall be ashes under the soles of
your feet in the day that I shall do this, saith the Lord of Hosts. Remember ye
the law of Moses my servant, which I commanded unto him in Horeb for all IsBehold,
rael, with [strike out : tenth] the [as] statutes and judgments [precepts].
I will send you Elijah the prophet 8 before the coming of the great and dreadful day

1

and

2

;

3

4
5

6 of the Lord

;

And

:

he

of the fathers to [by, to or together

shall turn the heart

with] the children [sons], and the heart of the children to their fathers, lest I
come and smite the earth with a curse.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

— Tiny, a particle of Inference, chape. 9,
(Ewald, 858.)
— The eecond DJ marks a climax. Nordh. 1006.
Ver.
ueed In Ter. 18, and translated, spoken.
The same word
Ver. 16. — 8pake often.

1

Ver. 16.

*

16.

t

il.

1.

1.

la

The word

often

b

not In the

Jfebrev.

— Remembrance (JV^S*), (band in Ex. xxviii. 29 Nam. x. 10.
— n^JlD, Jewels (Ex. xlx. 6 Dent
6 xxrl.
— Return, 2W, used here as in 4, as an adverb, again (Gen. xiv.
— Grow up. OJHtpQ,
LXX. owpTar (Hab.
— LXX. 'HAiov rbv 0<a6iTijr. The Masora directs that this Terse should

4 Ver. 16.
ft

;

Ver. 17.

;

6 Ver. 18.

is

T Chap. ir. 2.

;

18).

2).

I.

frisk.

8 Ver. 5.
so that the book

Til.

1.

:

:

may not end with a

that

Your words have been bold against
Jehovah through the Prophet, now shows
the people that their murmuring against Him and
Ver. 13.

me.

Hengstenhis service as unprofitable is unjust.
berg and Rcinke suppose that there is a dialogue
people,
that
thev rebetween the Prophet and the
words, and contradict tfiem.
51y to the Prophet's
ehovah has said, Prove me now herewith ? They
reply, The wicked prove God, and arc delivered.
They shall call you happy.
The Prophet says
They answer And now we call the wicked happy.
The Prophet says Ye have not observed mine
:

:

:

We

have obordinances. The people reply :
But as this view is too ingenious,
served them.
and the Niphal is used, They spake one to another,
they conversed about God, and as it is analogous
to ii. 17, Ye have wearied me with your words, we
reject

it.

Your words
tuous, impudtnt.

be repeated after the last Terse,

curse.

EXBGKTICAL AND CRITICAL.

must

8).

are stout, that is, bold, presumpWe have the substance of them,

it

was

profitless to serve

God, since

He was

not a righteous God, and that therefore thev are to
be called happy who sought to secure their earthly well-being, without regard to God.
Such hard
speeches of ungodly sinners against God never
pass the lips of a pious Asaph or Job, not even in
the times of sorest trial, and in hours of rhc deepest darkness.
They, though uttering despairing
feeling, never draw such conclusions, nor po so
Some have found the
far as to renounce God.
atheism of these sinners in the phrase serve God,
instead of serve Jehovah.
have kept his ordinance.
Ver. 14.
have observed all the prescribed rites. Walked
mournfully, to go about in sackcloth, to neglect
their ap|>earance in token of fasting, and for the
sake or Jehovah. They lay stress upon footing,
whether prescribed or voluntary, which was regarded as more meritorious. They attributed
worth to the opus operatum of fasting, a disposition attacked by Isaiah in chap. Iviii., which in*
creased after the Captivity, until it culminated in
the fasting twice in the week of the Pharisees.

We

We
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They felt that they had claims upon God, and peculiar
complained that He did not reward them for it.

version.

25

«.

treasure,

The

not jewels, specifically, as in our

accents

make ^V?9

(possession),

Ver. 15. And now we call the proud happy. the object of make, but most of the recent comIn consequence of the supposed uselcssncss of their mentators, following the LXX., the Targum, and
piety, and the adversity in which Jehovah suffered Jerome, regard it as
the predicate of, They shall l*
them to remain, they, unlike Asaph ; offend against to me. They shall be my possession in the day wt>irh
the generation of God's children oy 'speaking thus, I make, or appoint.
In favor of this, we find the
and begin to call the haughty sinners happy, as same words in Ex. xix. 5, to which this verse
We must doubtless refers. " Ye shall be to me a jiecuiinr
those who have chosen the best part.
again regard the proud here as in chap. ii. 17, as possession out of all nations," and also in Deut.
godless sinners in Israel. They must be the same vii. 6 : " The Lord, thy God, hath chosen thee
to
with the proud in chap. iv. 1, which Hcngstenberg be to Him a people of possession." Further, in ch.
admits refers to sinners in Zion, though here he iv. 3, we find the same phrase as here, the day /
refers it to the heathen.
The heathen arc spoken make, or appoint. In the New Testament, this
of as the objects of the divine punishment, only language is borrowed from the LXX. to represent
when they have harmed God's people, and never the relation of believers to God, as in 1 Pet. ii. 9
where the sins of his people are rebuked. The Eph. i. 14 ; 2 Thess. ii. 14 Titus ii. 14, where we
people now give the reason why they considered find a jieculiar people, where the same word,
wept
the haughty sinners happy. They appeal to the voLrjviv, is used, as in the
Sept u agin t translation
matter of fact, that, though the wicked have put of this passage.
;

—

God to the test by their sins, calling down the venI will spare them
manifest tender compasgeance of heaven, yet they have been unpunished, sion to them, as a man spareth not his son merely,
and their condition is therefore to be envied. The but his son, who serveth him, who is filial and
two clauses correspond to each other, and are obedient. " As a father pitieth his children, so the
placed in a reciprocal relation to each other by the Lord pitieth them
that fear Him " (Ps. ciii.
18).

double yea (D2).

Then

shall ye again discern beVer. 16. Then they that feared the Lord tween. The subject of the verb must be the
wicked
murmurers,
and
not, as Henderson thinks,
spake one to another. The prophet now in a
The wicked had arraigned God's
narrative form gives the speeches of the godly in the righteous.
contrast with the hard speeches of the ungodly. ustice, now they shall be forced to acknowledge
There were a faithful few who feared God with a it in their own punishment. The word ^Mp in
holy fear, and who valued his name, who, notwith- Hebrew is sometimes used as an adverb. It is so
standing all Appearances to the contrary, believed regarded here by Kohler, Keil, Gesenius, HenderHengs ten berg and Keil find in
that verily there was a God judging* the earth. son, and others.
The language of the ungodly was the occasion of ver. 18 a reference to Ex. xi. 7, where it is said
The Lord put a difference between the Egyptheir speaking together, not, often, as in our vertians and Israel."
Kohler understands by it, that
It was then (*fS) they testified their faith in
sion.
the wicked would now stand in a different relaneed not adopt the view of Maurer and tion to the question than they did before, that
God.
Hitzig, that vav. ronv. is to be translated that, and they would, in the future, in consequence of Jehobegins the quotation of their very words, for this vah's judgments, recognize that difference.
CalWe have not the substance vin understands it, " if a different state of things."
is contrary to usage.
of their conversation.
Jerome imagines that it We are not to put too much emphasis upon it,
was a defense of God's dealings, which is doubt- nor, need wc refer it to any special case. The
They sighed and cried for the abom- preposition l»tween, seems to be used here as a
less correct.
inations of the times (Ezekiel ix. 4).
Horror took noun, though not strictly such, in the sense of
hold of them because of the wicked who forsook difference.
The time will come, when ye will see
God's law, and ihey exhorted one another daily the Itetween in relation to the righteous and the
not to lose their faith in God, as holy and right- wicked, as in Is. Ixv. 13, 14: "Behold, my serTheir conduct and words pleased God, and vants shall eat, but ye shall be hungry. My sereous.
to show the certainty of their reward He is repre- vants shall sing for joy of heart, but ye shall
sented as recording their names and good deeds in howl for vexation of spirit."
•~
a book .of remembrance, lest He should foi
*
reward them. Some have found an alius
the custom of ancient kings keeping boc
which all the most important events of their
were recorded, as in Esther vi. 1, 2, but i
upon a much older and Scriptural idea, th
names and actions of the righteous are wril

Ver. 18.

:

We

—

a hook before God (Ps. Ivi. 9; Dan. vii. 10)
Pirkc Avoth, a collection of the sayings
Rabbis, quotes this passage, and the comir
Uabbi Chaniua ben Teradjon " Where
together, and there are no words of tl"
spoken between them, there is the scat
t

:

scorner of

whom

it

is said,

'

He

sittcth not

seat of the scorner;' but where two sit toj
and words of the law are spoken between
there dwells the Shekinah among them, a<
written, * Then they that feared the Lord
"
often one to another.'

Ver. 17.

And

they shall be

find the additional promise,

\nine, etc.

They

thall be

u
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wo but

manner, to that of calves,

of days.

to

the fiery and blood-red dawn of that day
To the ungodly it will he like a furnnce,
where the fire bums most fiercely, and which
scorches and consumes everything which comes near
it.
They that do wickedly will then be as the dry
chaff, which is utterly consumed.
Isaiah uses the
same figure; v. 21 ; and Obadiah, i. 18 ; Zech. xii.
6; Malt. iii. 12; Luke iii. 17.

That

leave, etc The "TO?** here is not
pronoun, ns Maurcr and Reinke sup
pose, but a conjunction ; so Kcil, Kuhler, and
Ewald, so that neitlier root nor brandi, a proverb, to
express utter destruction ; not one shall escape.
.

a

it shall

relative

John the Baptist made this verse the text of his
exhortations when he spoke of the axe laid to the
root of the tree, and the chaff burnt with unquenchable
Ver.

2.

fire.

But unto you that

fear

my name

hall the Sun of Righteousness

arise. Jehovah
now turns, and directly addresses the righteous,
and promises them that the Sun of Righteousness

will rise upon them.
There has been much difference of opinion as to whether the Sun of Righteousness was to be understood personally of Christ,
or whether it is only a genitive of apposition

—

the sun, which is righteousness, or, righteousness,
as a sun. The Fathers, Eusebius, Cyril, TheouV
ret, the early Protestant commentators, and a majority of modern ones, refer it to Christ, while the

Jewish commentators, and Hengstenberg, Keil,
Reinke, Kohlcr, refer it to the consummation of
salvation, in which Jehovah's righteousness reveals
itself to the godly.
Hengstenberg admits that the
interpretation which refers it to Christ is well
founded, though he does not find in it a distinct
allusion to the person of Christ. Keil, while interpreting it, that righteousness, that is, salvation, is
regarded as a sun, yet concedes that the personal
view is founded upon a troth, that the coming of
Christ brings righteousness. Henderson remarks:
" There can be no doubt with respect to the application," and refers to the passage where Christ is
called the light of men, the light of the world, a
great light (Is. ix. 1 ), a light to the Gentiles (Is.
xlix. 6), the true light, the day-spring from on
high. Moore remarks:
cannot think that
the prophet here meant to predict Christ personally, or, indeed, to look at the ground of this righteousness at all."
think it safer, from the parallel passages, from exegetical tradition, and from
the internal evidence, commending itself to every
believing heart, and which has found expression in
hymn 6, and in the recorded religious history of
multitudes, to understand this sublime figure not
of an abstract righteousness, but of a personal
Christ.

"We

We

go

to pasture,

Ver. 3.

who

frisk

let

loose from the stall
for joy.

and leap

They shall be ashes. The wicked, who

have troubled them, shall be as little regarded by
them as the ashes trodden under foot of men.
Ver. 4. Remember ye the law of Moses.
Now(bllow8 an exhortation as to the way in which
the coming judgment is to be averted. We have
here the conclusion of the whole book, and the
appropriate sealing up of the Old Testament.
'1 here is in it
an intimation, that no further communications are to be made. As they had gone away
from God's law, now they must give all diligence
to observe aud obey it.
The Scptuagint, it is difficult to sec for what reason, has transposed this
verse, and placed it at the end of the l>ook, where
it is out of place, as it serves as the introduction
to the promise of John the Baptist, and the reformation to be wrought by him. Hengstenberg and
Reinke suppose the reason of the transposition is
to be found in the great importance of the precept,
but the more probable reason is, that it was done,
as in other cases, to avoid too harsh a sound in
the last verse.

Which I commanded him, not whom I commanded, as Ewald, Reinke, and Bunsen. Jehovah calls attention to the divine authority and
origin of the law.
Moses was bnt the servant of
Jehovah.
Statutes and Judgments. These words are
found in the same combination in Deut iv. 8, and
maybe construed as an exegetical definition, belonging to which, or with Kohler, as the predicate,
which nre statutes and judgments.
Ver. 5. Behold I will send Elijah the prophet.
We have here a repetition of the promise in chin. 1 iu a more specific form.
Behold, I will send
Elijah, not the lishbite, as the Scptuagint has it,
but Elijah the prophet. But why is John the Baptist here called Elijah ?
The angel before his birth
said unto his father, Zacharias, " And he shall go
before Him in the spirit and power of Elijah."
There were many points of resemblance between
Elijah and John. Both prophesied in a time ot
great unbelief and apostasy from the law ; both
sought to bring back the people to the piety of
their fathers ; both prophesied before great and

judgments. The historical circumstances
which they lived were remarkably parallel.
Abab reappears in Herod, Jezebel in Herodias
The words of Mark vi. 20, where he speaks of
Herod, fearing John, and did many things, apply
without any alteration to Ahab. Their very apterrible

in

pearance, the fashion of their dress, and their
mode of life, were identieal. Bengel says of John :
'•
Even the dress and food of John were in accordance with his teaching and office. The minister
of repentance led the same life as penitents themHealing in its wings. The beams of this sun selves should lead." His mode of life was a serare compared to the outstretched wings of a bird, mon de facto on mortification.
may thus
to which they bear some resemblance. The figure clearly see why John should bo called in prophis not to be carried out so far as to refer to the ecy, which, for the most part,
suppresses names,
swiftness of a bird, or to the protection of her and which throws a thin veil of obscurity over
its
young by the mother bird, but is to be confined subjects, Elijah, just as Jesus himself was called
Healing or salvation comes David, because he was the son and successor of
simply to healing. .
to the God fearing through the wings, or beams of David (Hosea iii. 5; Ez. xxxiv.
23; xxxvii. 24;
As when the Jcr. xxx. 9). The interpretation of this prophecy,
this sun, shining fully upon them.
sun returns to the earth in spring time, all nature that Elijah was to reappear before the coming of
rejoices in its light and warmth, so the righteous the Messiah, has been universally held by the
shall be awaked to a new life by the beams of this Jews, and the obstinacy with which they have
fan.
clung to this opinion, received by tradition from
And ye shall go forth, and leap as calves. their fathers, has been a great hindrance to their
The righteous shall go forth from darkness, and receiving Jesus as the Christ. In this interpretatheir joy is compared, in a simple and childlike tion, they have been countenanced by most of the
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Fathers, as Chrysostom, Origen, Cyril, Thcodoret,
Theophylact, Jerome, Tertnllian, Augustine, who
held to two Elijahs of prophecy, the one, John
the Baptist, and the other, Elijah in person, who
was to reappear, to convert the Jews, and prepare
The
the way for the second coming of the Lord.
Romish commentators, in consequence of this conhave
it
heresy,
or
next
held
a
sent of the Fathers,
Some
to a heresy, to reject this interpretation.
few modern Protestant commentators, as Hitzig,
Manrer, Ewald, Olshausen, Alford, Stier, and
Uyle, have adopted the same view. Alford says
" John the Baptist only partially fulfilled the great
prophecy, which announced the real EUas (the
words of Malachi will hardly bear any other than
a personal meaning) who is to forerun the second
and greater coming/*
have two most important declarations of
our Lord's on the Elijah of Malachi. Speaking
of John the Baptist, he said : " This is he of whom

We
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13-IV.

to those

life

27

6.

who

received

Him, but

for judg-

ment upon those who rejected Him. His coming
was necessarily followed by the condemnation of

The Gospel is always a savor of
unto life, or of death unto death. But these
words have more than one fulfillment. The last
and perfect one will be in the last day.
Ver. 6. And he shall turn the heart of the
fathers to the children. Some commentators,
among whom are Kwald, Manrer, and Henderson,
understand this of a restoration of family harmony, but it is better to understand it of a reconciliation between the ungodlv, estranged from the
piety of their ancestors, und tlieir pious forefathers,
produced by repentance. Thus the bond of union,
which had been broken, will be restored. That
such is the meaning is proved by Luke i. 16, 17,
where " the disobedient to the wisdom, or disposition, of the just," is substituted, as containing
the unbelieving.

life

the

same

sense.

Lest I come and smite the earth with a
written, Behold, I will send my messenger
By the earth here is meant, the land of
before thy face, which shall prepare thy way before curse.
And if ye will receive it, This is Elias, who Israel. The word, QTlfl, curse, means anything
thee.
was to come." Here our Lord declares that John
devoted to the Lord, and is sometimes used in a
fulfilled both prophecies in Malachi, and that he
good sense, as in Lev. xxvii. 28. More generally,
was his forerunner. And further, that so obsti
however, in a bad sense, as in Zech. xiv. 11, where
nate were their foregone conclusions, that lie did
it is translated, utter destruction, the ban of externot expect they would believe it.
it is

mination.
xvii. 10, " His disciples asked Him,
The close of the Old Testament in Malachi is
then say the Scribes, that Elias must unspeakably solemn. On its last leaf we find the
And Jesus answered and said unto blessing and the curse, life and death, set before
first come ?
them, " Elias truly shall first come, and restore all us. As its first page tells us of the sin and curse
but
I
say
unto you, that Elias is come al- of our first parents, so its last speaks of the law
things,
ready, and they knew him not, but have done nnto given by Moses, of sin, and the curse following,
him whatsoever they listed. Then understood his mingled* with promises of the grace which was to
disciples, that He spake unto them of John the Bap- come by Jesus Christ.
So on the last page of the
We would remark, that this conversation New Testament, we read of "plagues written in
tist.
was soon after the Transfiguration of our Lord, this book," but its last words are gracious words
when Elijah appeared. Sharing the common Jew- V Surely I come quickly Amen. Even so. Come,
ish opinion, and supposing his residence with our Lord Jesus ! The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ
Saviour would be a permanent one, they were |>er- be with you all ! Amen." l
plexed at his disappearance. Their question led
our Lord to speak of the prophecy of Malachi,

In Matthew

saying,

Why

!

and

Hims'lf at

the time of its utterance,
Elijah as John was yet future.
future in speaking of John's
agency. Alford infers from the use of the future,
that Elijah is vet to reappear, but it can be easily
explained in the way which has been done.

to place

DOCTRINAL AND PRACTICAL.

when the coming of
Hence He uses the

Wordsworth: "The

concluding sentence of

a solemn warning to these latter days.
Spirit knows what is best for us.
He
warns us of future punishment, in order that we
Again, the denial of John (John i. 21) has been may escape it, and that we may inherit everlasting
made use of by the few Protestant commentators glory. Knowing the terror of'the Lord, he would
who have held" the view of another Elijah. John persuade men. And the character of these latter
did not deny to the deputation from the Sanhe- days, when the Evil One is endeavoring to lure
drim, that fie was the Elijah of Malachi. This men into his own grasp, and to make them his viche affirms, when he says, " I am the voice of one tims forever, by dissolving God's attributes into
crying in the wilderness, Make straight the way of one universal fullness of undiscriminating love
the Lord ; " but that he was Elijah in their sense, and by endeavoring to persuade them that his JusAlford finds in, If ye will receive it, a confirmation tice and holiness are mere ideal theories and visionof his views, but this expression strengthens the ary phantoms, and that there is no judgment to
exclusive reference to John the Baptist, that it was come, and that the terrors of hell are but a dream,
so plain, that nothing but the most inveterate in defiance of the clear words of Him who is the
Truth (Mark ix. 44 ; Matt. xxy. 46), shows that
prejudice prevented their acknowledging it.
Before the coming of the great and dread- there is divine foresight in this warning by MalThis expression, the great and terrilrfc achi. Let it not be forgotten that the Apostle of
ful day.
day, is found in Joel ii. 31. The day (ch. iii. 17 iv. love, St. John, ends his Epistle with a warning
1-5) throughout has the same meaning. It refe-1 1 a&fw n8t idolatry, and that at the close of the Apoccspecially to the destruction of Jerusalem.
VVh 1 a^P 86 tncre * 8 a 80 ^ emn declaration against all
the Lord Jesus came, it was not only to giv^ ^ C!l 1
ho tamper with any words of that book, which

Malachi

is

The Holy

'

^

Kuu hM already ©ome, and that they may
\ft\ted, that
r*uh «» unlt* ln ttl * &»*•** wh*ch •*•** believing and
ma/TV v ^1 *\L* mAI coatinuauy pays: Gout, Lord Jesus! Coma
hearts of *lT% <W"

1 Aben En*, at the close of hia Commentary
God won
Mon fulfill
Minor Prophets, aayi: "May wuu
mini! ine
the h^
*i
bk^I
alog!" Rather
of KUJah, and hasten hi* coming!

that the Tell
to that they

may be taken from the
may believe that
hat tbii

prophecy

\

.

Lg
t
*

^V v>
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speaks in the clearest terms concerning judgment,
heaven, hell, and eternity. May we have grace so
to profit by this solemn warning, that we may escape the malediction of those on the left hand at
the great day, and inherit the blessing which will
be pronounced to those on the right hand by the
almighty and everlasting Judge! Now unto the
King Eternal, immortal, invisible, the only wise
God, be honor and glory forever and ever. Amen
Kbil After Malachi, no prophet arose in Israel until the time was fulfilled, when the Elijah
predicted by him appeared in John the Baptist,
and immediately afterwards the Lord came to his
temple, that is to say, the incarnate Son of God to
!

:

often one to another. The wors* others ore, the better
we should be ; when vice is daring, Itt not virtue be
sneaking.
They were industrious to arm themselves and one another against the contagion by
mutual instructions and encouragements, and to

strengthen one another s hands.
As evil communications corrupt 'good minds and manners, so

good communications confirm them.
Moore When the wicked arc talking against
God, the righteous should talk for Him. Heligious
:

conversation is necessary, all the more, for the
very reasons that often chill and repress it. When
a fire burns low, the coals that arc alive should be
brought near together, that thev may be hlown
So when all is cola* and dead, living
his own possession, to make all who receive Him into a flame.
children of God. Upon the Mount of Transfigura- Christians should draw near and seek the breathtion, there appeared both Mo>es, the founder of ings of the Spirit, and kindle each other by muThe words thus and then spoken
the Law, and mediator of the Old Covenant, and tual utterance.
Elijah the prophet, as the restorer of the law in shall be heard and recorded in heaven.
Doddridge has versified vers. 16, 17 :
Israel, who earnestly prayed, " Hear me, O Lord,
hear me, that this people may know that thou hast
The Lord on mortal worms looks down
turned their heart back again " to talk with Jesus
From hU ceh»«tial tUrone
of his decease, for a practical testimony to us all,
And when the wicked «wann around,
that Jesus Christ, who laid down his life for us, to
He well dtacerna his own.
bear our sin, and redeem us from the curse of the
The chronicles of hearen shall keep
law, was the beloved Son of the Father, whom we
Their words in transcript frir
are to hear, that by believing in his name we may
In the Redeemer's book of life,
become childreu of God, and heirs of everlasting
Their names recorded are.

—

!

;

life.

M. Henry on Malachi iii. 14: Walked mournThey insisted much upon it, that they had

fully.

Wordsworth : Malachi, as successor to Zechariah, discharged a peculiar office.
Zcchariah is

walked mournfully before God, whereas God had one of the most sublime and impassioned among
required them to serve Him with gladness and to "the goodly fellowship" of the Prophets. The
walk cJieerfuUy l>efore Him. They by their own light of the sunset of prophecy is as brilliant and
superstitions made the service of God a task and glorious as its noonday splendors.
The prophecy
drudgery to themselves, and then complained of it of Zechariah is an impetuous torrent, sweeping
as a hard service. The yoke of Christ is easy ; it along in a violent stream, dashing over rugged
is the yoke of Antichrist that is h+avy. They com- rocks, and hurling itself down in headlong cataplained that they had got nothing by their religion
racts, and carrying everything with it in its foamthey denied a future state, and then said: It u ing flood. In Malachi, it tempers its vehemence
vain to serve God, which has indeed some color in in the clear haven of a translucent pool ; there it
it, for if in this life only we had hope in Christ, we rested
in peace for four hundred years, till it
were of all men most miserable.
flowed forth again in the Gospel.
Those do a great deal of wrong to
Note.
M. Hbnry, on ch. iv. ver. 4 Observe the honGod's honor, who say that religion is either an orable mention that is made of Moses, the first
unprofitable or an unjtteasant thing ; for the matter writer of the Old Testament, in Malachi, the last
is not so ; wisdom's way* are pleasantness, and writer.
God calls him Moses, my sercant, for the
wisdom's gains are better than that of fine gold.
righteous shall be had in everlasting remembrance.
M. Henkv on ver. 16. They spake ojten, etc. Sec how the penmen of Scripture, though they
Even in that corrupt and degenerate age, there lived at a great distance of time from each other
were some that retained their integrity and zeal (it was twelve hundred years from Moses to MalIn every age, there has l>een a remnant uchi) concurred in the "same thing, all actuated
for God.
that feared the Lord, though sometimes but a little and guided by one and the same spirit
remnant. They thought upon his name ; they seriFkkssel: We meet sometimes in the Old Tesously considered, and frequently meditated upon tament with passages, like flowers among the
Of
the discoveries God had made* of Himself, and rocks, which anticipate the New Testament.
They con- this kind are the few passages in which God is retheir meditation of Him was sweet.
sulted the honor of God, and aimed at That as garded not as Lord but as Father (Deut. xxxii.
They spake 6; 2 Sam. vii. 14; Ps. lxxxix. 27, ciii. 13; Is.
their ultimate end in all they did.
Hos. i. 10; Mai. iii. 17).
often one to another concerning the God they lxiii. 16; Jer. xxxi. 20
feared; and that name of his, which they thought God appears in them indeed more as the Father of
so much of; for out of the abundance of the heart the whole nation, than in a personal relation to
The joyfulness of the son ship of inthe mouth will speak ; and a good man out of the individuals.
good treasure ot his heart will bring forth good dividuals does not attain prominence, and it was not
consciousness of the whole people;
prevailing
They
that
kept
togetlu-r
as
feared
the
Lord
things.
the
those that were company for each other they spake but these few traces of the fatherhood of God diskindly and endearingly one to another, for the close the continuity of both Testaments. The represerving and promoting mutual love, that that lation, which was not possible for the Old Testamight not wax cold when iniquity did thus abound. ment Church, the New Covenant has granted us
They spake edifyingly to one another, for the in- through Jesus Christ, and what the New has thus
crease of faith and holiness they spake one to granted, the Old had alreadv foreshadowed.
Though the prophecy of Malachi, of the coming
another in the language of Canaan ; when profaneness was to cyme to so great a height as to of the Messiah, of the "judgment accompanying it,
upon
trample
all that is sacred, then they spake and of the sending of the forerunner, contains
;

—

:

;

;

;
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CHAPTER
all which would lead its to suppose that
coming would find its fulfillment in a sec-

nothing at
the

first

ond at the end of days, before which time there
should happen his rejection by his people, his redeeming work on Golgotha, and the whole history
of the spread of his Gospel even to the emls of the
earth y yet nothing can be concluded from this
again *t the truth, that this hunt prophecy of the
Old Testament had begun to be fulfilled iu the appearance of Jesus of Nazareth ; for the occasion
and design of this last prophecy had nothing to do
with the subsequent events for God reveals to his
faithful people at every stajje, and under all relations, only just so much as they need. The Old Testament has sufficiently disclosed the most glorious
glimpses into the Messianic future, as special
rsalms, Isaiah. Daniel, Zechariah, and other l>ooks
testify, but here the object is only to enforce on
the light-minded and scoffing contemporaries of
the prophet the ineffaceable difference between the
godly and ungodly, and the certainty of the day in
which that difference would be revealed to all eyes.
Ii was for this object, that what God communicated
to them through his prophets of the coming of the
Lord, and the sending of his Forerunner, was exactly what they needed.
Then they that feared the Lord.
Vers. 16, 17.
What is the frivolity and scorn of the world, when
compared with the refuge of the pious in the word
of God, in the communion of those like-minded,
in prayer, and in a ble»sed hereafter!
The Lord knoweth them that are his! This
Holy Scripture everywhere testifies. Does also the
8pirit of God testify it to our spirits ?
The names of those who are registered in our
church books are not all found in God's book of
remembrance. As it was a great privilege to be
numbered among the people of Israel, so it is one
now to be numbered in our church books as a
Christian : but as then there was a difference between those whose names were in God's book, and
those who were not, so it is still now.
;

" In thy

lair

O may

book of

1 find

my

life and graoe,
name,

Recorded In *om» humble ptace,
Beneath my Lord, the Lauib."
is

attain

:

all

may with rapture say, Dearest Father
Here am I, and those whom thou hast given me
No one of them is lost all are prepared for thy
kingdom
That this may be our experience, we
must strive by persevering prayer, and it will,
when realized, be a matter of heavenly joy. Finally The last word of the Old Testament is the
threatening of the curse of the New, the prayer,
••
Kven so come, Lord Jesus " What should we
wish our last word to be ?
Chrysostom on, Behold the day rometh ! Let
us then imagine that that day has come, and let
each one examine his reflections, and let him suppose that the Judge is already present, and that
all things are revealed and published
for we must
struggle, I

!

!

:

;

!

;

not only stand there, but also be made manifest.
Would you not blush ? would you not be beside
yourselves ? For if now, when the occasion is not
yet present, but is merely supposed, and represented to the imagination, we are overwhelmed by
reflections, what shall we do, when that day
has come,
when the whole world is present,
when angels and archangels, when crowded myriads, and the hurrying to and fro of all have come
and we are caught up in the clouds, and the gathering together full of terror has come when trum-

our

—

—

;

;

—

pet after trumpet shall sound exceeding loud,
when all these have come ? For even if there were
no hell, what a punishment to l>e thrust out in the
midst of such splendor, and to depart dishonored!
For if even now, when a king and his retinue
make a triumphal entry, the poor, reflecting on
their poverty, receive not so much pleasure from
the sj>cctacle, as mortification, that they are not
admitted to the presence of the king, nor share bis
favor, what will it be then
Or, do you consider
it a light punishment not to be numbered in that
company, not to be counted worthy of that unspeakable glory, to be thrust out from that joyful
assembly, and from those unutterable blessings !
When too, there shall be darkness, and gnashing
of teeth, and everlasting chains, and the worm
that never dies, and the fire that is never quenched,
and tribulation and anguish, and tongues parched
like the rich man's
when we shall beg for mercy,
!

but no one shall hear ; when we shall groan and
howl because of our torments, arm no one shall
heed and look round everywhere, and nowhere
shall there be any to comfort us, what shall we say
to those in such a condition, what can be more
wretched than their souls! what more pitiable!
;

we enter a prison, and see the squalid prissome bound and famishing, others shut up
in darkness, we weep aloud, we shudder, and avoid
imprisonment there, when we are dragged away
by force into the very torments of hell, what shall
become of us
For these chains arc not of iron,
For

if

oners,

piety.

Ch.

29

6.

;

the highest distinction to which man can
others are but a shadow, when compared with it. It is a distinction most undeserved,
and yet promised to the sincere and pious. It excludes all merit, and yet it is a reward of true

This

IIL 16-IV.

iv. 1.

For

behold the day comes

1

« That day of wrath that dreadful day !
When heaven and earth shall pass away,
What power shil! be the siuner • etay ?
How hall he meet that dreadful day ? "
!

!

but of
ers

fire,

never to be quenched

;

nor are our jail-

whom it is often jx>ssible to persuade,
angels, whom we dare not look upon, because
men,

Ch. iv. ver. 2. What will the day of the Lord but
bring to the righteous, according to the promise they are exceedingly enraged, that we have inof the Old Testament? The Sun of righteous sulted their Lord.
do not see there, as here,
ncss ; salvation under his wings ; the joy of free- some bringing money, some food, others comfort*
dom ; the triumph over the common enemies of ing words, so that the prisoners obtain some mitigation.
the Lord and his people.
Everything there is beyond the reach of
Ch. iv. vers. 4, 5. Moses and Elijah must even alleviation.
Even if Noah, or Job, or Daniel,
now go before the Lord How far have they come should see their own families suffering punishOr, Conversion is the turning point, ment, they would not dare to relieve them. For
to us?
where the Old Covenant ends, and the New begins: natural sympathy is there extinguished. For
the heart begins, and the life must end.
while it is the case, that righteous parents have
Ver. 6. He ihall turn the hearts of the fathers to wicked children, and righteous children wicked
the children. How has the Word of God laid upon
parents, that the pleasure may there be unalloyed,
us the duty of our conversion, and that of our fam- and that those who enjoy the blessings may trot
ilies ! Grant me the heavenly joy, that after many a lose their fruition from sympathy, even this nat-
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oral affection, I say, is extinguished, and they
share in their Lord's indignation against their own
offspring. For if common men, when they see their
children wicked, disinherit them, and cut them,
off from the family, much more shall the righteous
then. Therefore, let no one hope for good things,
who has done no good work, though he may huve
ten thousand righteous ancestors, " for every one
shall receive the things done in his body, according to that he hath done." And here 1 think I
will make use of this fear to attack the adulterers,
and not them only, but all those who do any
wrong thing whatever. Let us ourselves hear
therefore these things ; if you have the fire of lust,
oppose to it that tire, and being extinguished, it
will quickly go out.
If you are about to utter
anything uncharitable, reflect on the gnashing of
teeth, and your fear will be a bridle to you
if you
wish to steal, hear the Judge commanding and
"
saying,
Bind him hand and foot and cast him
into outer darkness," and you will in this way cast
out your lust; if you are a drunkard, and spend
your time in debauchery, hear the rich man saying, " Send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of
his finger in water, and cool ray parched tongue,"
and not obtaining his request, and you will get
rid of this passion.
If you love luxury, consider
the tribulation and anguish there, and you will desire it no more
if you are harsh and cruel, remember those virgins who, because their lamps had
gone out. were shutout of the bridal chamber, and
you will soon become kind-hearted. Are you slothful ?
Think of him who hid the talent, and you
Does covewill become more ardent than fire.
toosness of your neighbor's property consume you ?
;

;

Think of the worm that never dies, and yon will
easily get rid of this disease, and will reform ail
other sins, for He has commanded nothing burdensome or grievous. Why then do his commandments seem grievous to us ? From our slothfulness.
For as when we are zealous, even those
things which seem intolerable will be light and
easy, so when we are slothful, the things which
are tolerable will appear to ns grievous. In view
all this, let us not regard those who live luxuriously, but remember their end ; let us not regard the extortioners, but remember their end,
here cares and fears and anguish of soul, and
there everlasting chains; let us not regard the
lovers of glory, but remember what it begets,
here slavery and hypocrisy, and there intolerable

of

—

and perpetual burning.
For if we would
thus reason with ourselves, and continually oppose
these and the like things to our wicked lusts, we
should speedily cast out the love of the present,
and kindle the love of the future. Let us now
For if the
therefore kindle it, and burn with it.
meditation on these things, imperfect as it may
be, gives such pleasure, think how much delight a
loss,

perfect realization will be.
Happy, thrice happy,
vea, infinitely happy are those who enjoy such
blc>sings, as wretcned, thrice wretched are those
who suffer their opposite ! That we may not he

of the latter class, but of the former, let us choose
virtue, for in this way we shall obtain these future
blessings.
God grant that we may all obtain
them, through the grace and love of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom with the Father and the Holy
Ghost together be glory, power, and honor now
and always, and for ever and ever. Amen

NEW METRICAL

TRANSLATION.

SECTION L
Jehovah'$ distinguishing Love
1

2

to Israel

(Chap. L 1-6).

The burden of the word of Jehovah to Israel, by the hand of MalachL
have loved you, saith Jehovah,
And if ye say, " Wherein hast thou loved us ?"
Was not Esau brother to Jacob ? saith Jehovah,
I

And

yet I loved Jacob,

3 And Esau I hated
And made his mountains a desolation,

And

his inheritance for the jackals of the desert
are ruined,
Edom say, "

4 Although

Yet

will

we

We

build again the ruins

;

Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts;
They may build, but I will pull down

;

And men shall call them, " The land of wickedness
And the people against whom Jehovah is angry forever."
5 And your eyes shall see it, and ye shall say,
Great be Jehovah over the land of Israel
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SECTION EL

SECTION
Rebuke of

6

A son honors
And
But

a servant
if

And

if
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II.

the Priests (Chap.

i.

6-ii. 9).

his father,

his

master

;

am a father, where is mine honor ?
I am a master, where is my fear ?

I

Saith Jehovah of Hosts to you, ye priests, that despise my name.
Yet ye say, " Wherewith have we despised thy name?"

7 In offering polluted bread upon mine altar.
And if ye say, " Wherewith have we polluted thee ?"
In that ye say, " The table of the Lord is coutemptibie."
And if ye offer the blind for sacrifice,
"

(Ye say) "There is nothing evil
8 And when ye offer the lame and the
*
(Ye say), " There is nothing evil
!

sick,

!

it then to thy governor
Will he be gracious to thee,
Or accept thy person ?

Offer

9

Saith Jehovah of Hosts.
And now, I pray you, beseech

(By your hand hath

this

God

been done

to

be gracious unto us

!)

Will he show favor,
Saith Jehovah of Hosts ?
10 O that some one of you would even shut the doors.
That ye might not light the fire upon mine altar to no purpose
I have no pleasure in you, saith Jehovah of Hosts,
And sacrifice from your hand I will not accept
11 For from the rising of the sun even to its setting.
My name shall be great among the nations,
And in every place shall incense be offered to my name,
And a pure offering
For my name shall be great among the nations.
12 But ye profane it,
In that ye say, " The table of the Lord is polluted,
And the fruit thereof, even its food, is contemptible. 9*
13 Ye say also, Behold, what weariness
And ye snuff at it,
Saith Jehovah of Hosts.
And ye bring that which is stolen, and lame, and sick,
And present it for an offering
Shall I accept it from your hand ?
Saith Jehovah.
14 And cursed be the deceiver,
Who, when there is in his flock a male,
Vows and sacrifices to Jehovah that which is blemished
For I am a great king, saith Jehovah of Hosts,

And my name

is

feared

among

I

*

the nations.

And now, ye priests, this sentence is to you
2 If ye will not hearken,
If ye will not lay it to heart,
To give glory to my name, saith Jehovah of Hosta,
I will send a curse upon you,
And I will curse your blessings

1
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Yea, I have cursed thera already.
Because ye do Dot lay it to heart.
8 Behold I will rebuke for you the seed
And I will spread dung upon your faces.
The dung of your solemn feasts
And ye shall he taken away to it.
4 And ye shall know that I have sent to you this sentence,
That my covenant with Levi may continue,
5 Saith Jehovah of Hosts.
My covenant with him was life and peace,
And I gave them to him for fear,
And he feared me, and reverenced my name.
6 The law of truth was in his mouth,
And unrighteousness was not found in his lips ;
He walked with me in truth and equity,
And turned many away from iniquity.
7 For the lips of the priest should keep knowledge,
And men should seek the law from his mouth
For he is a messenger of Jehovah of Hosts.
8 But ye have departed from the way,
Ye have caused many to stumble at the law,
And ye have made void the covenant with Levi,
Saith Jehovah of Hosts
Therefore will I also make you
Despicable and base before all the people
Because ye have not kept ray ways,
But have had respect to persons in the law.

SECTION m.
Rebuke of Divorce and Mixed Marriages (Chap.

iL 10-17).

10 Have we not all one Father ?
Hath not one God created us ?
Why do we act treacherously one toward another,
And profane the Covenant of our fathers?
11 Judah hath acted treacherously,
And an abomination is committed in Israel, and in Jerusalem,
For Judah hath profaned the holy people of Jehovah, which He loveih,
And hath married the daughter of a strange God.
12 Jehovah will cut off from the tents of Jacob the man that doeth this,
The waker and the answerer,
And him that bringeth a sacrifice to Jehovah of Hosts.
18 And this second thing ye do,
Ye cover the altar of Jehovah with tears,
With weeping, and with groans,
So that He hath no more regard to the offering,
Nor accepts it as well-pleasing from vour hand.
"
14 And if ye say, u Wherefore? (doth He not accept?)
Because Jehovah has been witness between thee and the wife of thy youth.
Against whom thou hast acted treacherously,
While she was thy companion, and the wife of thy covenant.
15 But did He not make one (pair) ?
Though He had a residue of the Spirit ?
And wherefore one ?
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33

IV., V.

He sought a godly seed.
Therefore take heed to your spirit,
And act not treacherously to the wife of thy youth
16 For I hate divorce,
Saith Jehovah, the God of Israel,
And him that covers with cruelty his garment
.

SECTION
The Coming of
17

the

Angel of

!

IV.

Judgment (Chap.

the Covenant for

ii.

17-iii. 6).

Ye have wearied Jehovah with your words,
And if ye say, " W herein have we wearied Him ? n
In that ye say, " Every evil doer
Is good in the eyes of Jehovah,
And in them He hath delight,"
Or, u Where is the God of judgment?"

1

Behold, I send

my

messenger,

That he may prepare the way before me

;

the Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to his temple,
the Angel of the Covenant, whom ye desire,
Behold he comes, saith Jehovah of Hosts.
2 But who can endure the day of Ids coming ?
And who can stand at his appearing ?
• For he is like the smelter's fire,
And like the lye of the washer.
8 And He will sit as a smelter, and purifier of silver,
And will purify the sons of Levi,

And
And

And

will refine

That they may

them, as gold and

silver,

Jehovah sacrifices in righteousness.
4 And the offering of Judah and Jerusalem will be pleasing to Jehovah,
As in the days of former times,
5

And
And
And

offer to

as in past years.

I will

come near

to

you

to

judgment

I will be a swift witness

Against the sorcerers, and against the adulterers, and against those

who swear

for

deceit,

And against those who defraud the hireling of
And oppress the widow and the fatherless,
And turn aside the stranger from his right,
And fear not me, saith Jehovah of Hosts.

his wages,

6 For I, Jehovah, change not
Therefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed.

SECTION

V.

Rebuke for Neglect of Tithes and Offerings (Chap,

iil

7-12).

From

the days of your fathers ye have departed from mine ordinances,
not kept them
Return to me, and I will return to you,
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Saith Jehovah of Hosts.

ye say, 44 Wherein shall we return ? "
Will a man defraud God, that ye defrauded me ?
"And ye say, " Wherein have we defrauded thee?*
In the tithe and in the heave offering.
Ye are cursed with a curse.
Yet ye defraud me, even the whole nation.
10 Bring ye the whole tithe into the treasure house,
That there may be food in my house,
And prove me now herewith,
Saith Jehovah of Hosts,
If I will not open you the windows of heaven,
And pour out upon you a blessing till there is not room enough.
11 And I will rebuke for you the devourer,
That he may not destroy the fruit of your ground,
Nor will your vine be barren in the field,
Saith Jehovah of Hosts.
12 And all nations shall call you blessed,
For ye shall be a joyfi 1 land,
Saith Jehovah of Hosts.

And

SECTION VL
and

Retribution of the Righteous

13

Your words have been bold

the

Wicked (Chap.

iii).

against me, saith Jehovah

And ye say, u What have we spoken with one another against
14 Ye have said, It is a vain thing to serve God,
And what gain is. it, that we have kept his ordinance.
And walked mournfully because of Jehovah of Hosts ?

thee?

9

15 For now we call the proud happy.
Yea, the doers of wickedness are built up,
Yea, they have tempted God, and have been delivered.
16 Then those, who feared Jehovah, conversed with one another,
And Jehovah attended and heard
And a book of remembrance was written before Him,
For them that feared Jehovah,
And that thought upon his name.
17 And they shall be ray property, saith Jehovah,
In the day which I appoint,
And I will spare them,
As a man spareth his own son, that serveth him.
18 Then shall ye again discern
[The difference] between the righteous and the wicked,
Between him wno serveth God,
;

And him

that serveth

Him

not.

IV. 1 For behold the day cometh, burning like a furnace,
And all the proud, and every doer of wickedness shall be ch*f£
And the coming day shall burn them up,
Saith Jehovah of Hosts,
So that it will not leave them root nor branch*
2 But unto you, that fear my name,
Shall the Sun of Righteousness arise
healing in his wings.

With
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VI.

And ye

shall go forth, and leap [for joy],
Like calves of the stall.
And ye shall tread down the wicked,
For they shall be ashes under the soles of your feet,
In the day which I appoint, saith Jehovah of Hosts.
Remember ye the law of Moses, my servant,

Which

My

I

commanded him upon Horeb

for all Israel,

and my precepts
Behold, I send you Elijah the prophet,
Before the day of Jehovah come,
The great and terrible day.
statutes

He shall turn the heart of
And the heart of the sons
That I may not come
And smite the land with a

the fathers to the sons,
to the fathers,
curse.
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